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TKANSLATOR’S PREFACE

In presenting the accompanying translation of the Grundlinieu dci

(mrgamschen Chemie to English-speaking students, the translator

hopes to be thereby contributing somewhat to a more wide-spread

knowledge of the application of the more recent developments of

General Chemistry, and consequently to a juster appreciation of their

importance in the study of the other branches of the science.

In the present translation the mistakes which had crept into the

German edition have been, as far as possible, corrected, and otherwise

various minor changes have been made. As, however, these have all

been made either at the author’s suggestion or with his approval,

special attention need not bo drawn to them.

One change, however, relating to the nomenclature of the ions,

calls for special mention. The terminology adopted in this translation,

with the approval of the author, is that proposed by Professor James

Walker, F.K.S. (Chemical News, 1901, 84, 162). I would express

my thanks to Professor Walker for his kindness in placing this

nomenclature before me in time for its incorporation in the present

translation.

The proof-sheets have all passed through the hands of the author,

and 1 would here express my indebtedness to him for suggestions

inade while the book was passing through the press. My best thanks

^e also due to Messrs. R. S. Hutton, M.Sc., and Sydney A. Kay,

for their invaluable assistance in reading the proof-sheets.

Univkksity CoI;LE(;e,

f.ONDON, JaniKiry 11)02 .

A. F.





PEEFACE

The first sketch of the present work dates back double the time

designated by Horace as necessary for the maturing of a literary

work, and some of the attempts to overcome the difficulties which

were then met with have occupied me during the whole period of my

ictivity as a teacher. The recognition that such a task is, by its

nature, unlimited, and that it is possible to rmmd it off but not to

bring it to a conclusion, finally brought the resolution to maturity to

give publicity to the accompanying attemjff.

The task which hereby presented itself was to so incorporate the

new notions and theories of .scientific chemi.stry in the course of

instruction that the student would, from the beginning, be made

acquainted with the improved views instead of having first to

learn the older, untenable notions, only to find out later that these

‘must bo abandoned. It was therefore necessary to considerably alter

tlie fundamental form which is at present found, with slight modifica-

tion, in the present text-books. I have endeavoured to do this only

to such an extent as appeared to be demanded by the object in view,

and have retained as much as was possible of the approved forms.

If in this respect I have been too radical in my procedure for the

feelings of some of my colleagues, it should be remembered that new
cloth in old garments will not suffice here. On the contrary, a con-

nected whole can bo produced only when it is formed in its entirety

by one mind and executed according to one plan.

I have retained, in the first place, the naturo-historical arrange-

ment of the subject matter. One could, perhaps, even now venture
the experiment of constructing chemistry from the commencement as

a rational science on the basis of a few general principles, and intro-

ducing the description of the various substances only in illustration of

these general laws.
^

I have been deterred from this by the exigencies
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of the historical coiiiiectioii, and by the recognition of the fact that the

diversity of substances is too great and a knowledge of each of them

too important to allow of such a method of treatment being made use

of for instruction at the present time. The course I have pursued,

therefore, is to insert the general laws in the traditional frame of

the naturo-historical arrangement according to elements and their

compounds, at those points where cause and opportunity for it pre-

sented themselves. The task to be accomplished here has some

resemblance to an artistic problem
;

for the insertion of the general

laws could not be left to chance occasions, but these laws themselves

had to follow a systematic arrangement which would ensure their

comprehension and the recognition of their mutual connection.

Accordingly, I cannot regard the solution attempted by me as the

only possible one, and can imagine numerous other ways of attaining

the end. It appeared to me, however, to be worth while to endeavour

to prove that such a course of instruction is possible at all.

A toxt-l)ook which pursues reformatory plans of the above nature

appeals naturally to two kinds of readers, the teacher and the student,

and has therefore a double task to perform, which increases the labour

not a little. In this connection I have always, in cases of doubt, first

had regard to the requirements of the student, and have thereby been

led to a certain fulness of treatment which would not have been

necessary had I written exclusively for the teacher. If the latter has

to take much that is “ self-evident ” along with the rest, he has, on

the other hand, the convenience of finding the subject-matter already

formed into shape, and only requires to modify it according to his

personal views, without himself having to carry out the remoulding of

the material for his pupils.

With regard to the student, I have felt myself pledged to the

carrying out of the chief thought, viz.,—to offer him a really

systematically arranged subject, strictl}^ developed in such a way

that for a comprehension of the new facts only a knowledge of that

which has preceded is assumed, not of that which follows. To render

the first study more easy, the discussions which in a first reading may
be omitted, cither because of their being more foreign to the subject

in hand or because of especial difficulties, are marked with an asterisk.

In all. cases I have made it a rule to introduce general discussions

only when some readily intelligible facts furnished an example to

which these considerations were to be applied. I have therefore not

hesitated ta return repeatedly to the same question whenever it
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appeared to mo that its complete discussion at the point where it

was first introduced would lead too far afield. The beginner,

especially, I hope to have more than compensated for the loss of

systematic strictness which such a method makes necessary, l)y the

assurance of a greater familiarity with the subject.

For the carrying out of the rational construction of the chemical

system, a method has proved suitable which, as has meanwhile

appeared, was always applied by the recently deceased great master

of chemical investigation and teaching, Robert Bunsen. It consists in

giving a short summary of the chemical relations which are familiar

to every one from his daily life, after the fundamenbil conceptions of

chemistry have been established, but before the regular description of

the substances and their transformations. This summary appropriately

follows on the introduction of the conception of chemical cleiiicnts

;

not only does that conception thereby receive ample illustration,

but the further advantage is obtained that where, as so often occurs,

the necessity arises of mentioning substances which are treated only

at ii later point of the course, reference can be made to what has

there been said.

I have exercised particular care in the development of the

conception of ions. Sufficient attention is perhaps not paid to the

possibility, the necessity even, of introducing this conception as a

purely chemical and not as an electrical one. Even although,

historically, it arose as the latter, its importance in chemistry

depends essentially on its giving expression to the chemical fact of

the indiridaal reactions of the, components of salts^ and it is in this sense

that I have developed it. The facts of electrolysis and Faraday’s

law serve then only to widen and to deepen the conception obtained

by a chemical method. I believe also that this is the way in which

these views can be introduced even at a very early stage of chemical

instruction, without making too great demands on the pupil.

In this connection I cannot refrain from expressing my con-

viction that, compared with formerly, the demands made on the

intellectual co-operation of the student of chemistry must be in-

creased. In proportion as chemistry develops from the condition of

a descriptive to that of a rational science, it makes greater claims

on the powers of thought and abstraction of its disciples, this

respect it approaches more and more to physics. Since, i£0oed, it is

chiefly the same students who are at the same time learning chemistry

and physics, the intellectual activity with which the student of physics
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is accredited may also be claimed for the student of chemistry. I

cannot conceal the fact that I have always been greatly grieved by

the conscious descent to a lower intellectual stage which is so often

found in elementary chemical text-books as compared with the text-

books of physics or of mathematics designed for the same period of

study. This circumstance is certainly to a great extent the cause of

the idea which so readily arises among the younger physicists that

chemistry is a science of a lower rank.

If the present-day chemistry, therefore, makes greater demands on

the power of rational thinking, it also renders the purely memory

work of mastering the subject considerably more easy for the student.

The growth of the scientific interpretation and elucidation of the

sci)arate facts of chemistry facilitates in the highest degree the

impression of them on the mind and their application, and at the

same time affords an incomparably greater intellectual enjoyment

than the study of the older, essentially descriptive chemistry could

offer. From the experience gained from laboratory teaching during

a number of years, I believe I may assert that it is just for those

students who are endowed with some tendency towards independent

thinking that the study of chemistry becomes both more easy and

more living through its presentation in the modern spirit.

A few words ought also to be said regarding the fact thiit the

intention of the present book is to be a text-book of pure chemistry.

Regard has been paid to the related sciences and arts only in so far

as chemical questions play a part in them. This holds in the first

place for chemical technology, and also for medicine, agriculture,

political economy, etc. The need of rendering more palatable the

“ in itself dry ” material of chemistry by the addition of such

matter has not been experienced by me, nor can I recognise its

existence. The subject-matter of chemistry is dry only when it is

limited to an enumeration of proj)erties and to a collection of

preparative receipts. So soon as it is treated in a truly scientljlc

manner, each chemical compound becomes the centre of so much

general and therefore interesting discussion that embarrassment is felt

not on account of the lack but on account of the abundance of

relationships. In proportion as any branch of study becomes more

scientific, the necessity arises of restricting it to its own sphere.

Of course we do not here speak against the acquirement of a

solid knowledge of the related sciences by the future chemist.

On the contrary. But such knowledge will be all the more solid
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the more it is acquired by special study directed to that object

;

for the indications, necessarily scanty and incomplete, to which a

text-book of chemistry must limit itself, rather give rise to the

danger that the student thinks he knows things of which he has on

some occasion heard such indications, and considers a closer study of

them to be unnocessary.

Much might still be said to explain and justify the method of

treatment wherein the present book differs from others written for

the same purpose. The finding out and the criticism of these details,

however, ought, I think, to be left to the expert teacher of chemistry.

In the interest of the student^ I have in all cases avoided a polemical

discussion of opposing opinions
;
and although I am prepared to grant

the possibility and probability of mistakes in the views which I have

here given as appearing to me to be the most appropriate, I neverthe-

less believe that I may assert that these views are the outcome of

careful consideration. The first three chapters, for example, were

re\vritt(in four and, in part, five times before they assumed the form

which they now have. I would therefore beg the reader to believe,

in cases where doubt may exist, that there was some special reason

for the particular position adojited. This does not exclude but rather

involves my readiness, in any given case, to honour any opposing views.

May this book, then, Avhich, in a certain sense, forms the coping-

stone of a long course of active work pursued with alfection towards

the general introduction and extension of the new foundations of

chemistry laid by Ilorstmann, Willard (fibbs, van’t Hoff, and Arr-

henius, achieve the good hoped for, and help to enlist and train new

troops for the victorious march of our splendid science.

I cannot conclude these introductory remarks without remembering

in gratitude the excellent asshstance afforded mo by Messrs. Bdttger,

Bodenstein, Brauer, Luther, and Wagner, in that they read the proof-

sheets and gave me much good advice both as regards the form of

treatment and the subject-matter. My special thanks are further due

to Mr. Brauer for the preparation of the figures,—over one hundi’cd in

number,—which were specially drawn for this book. It will be easily

seen that they are not diagrammatic, but sketched from apparatus actu-

ally put together
;
they thereby form a considerable part of the didactic

portion of the book relating to the performance of experiments.

W. OSTWALD.
Leipzig, 3l5i! Jidy 1900.
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CHAPTER I

(iKNEKAJ. PRINCH’J.ES

Chemical Phenomena.—The objects and processes which make up
the outer world of man, form the material of Natural Science.

Although, in reality, there is only one Natui'id Science!, extending ovei'

the whole range just indicated, still the necessity of facilitating the

survey of the whole extent of our knowledge had led, even at an early

period, to the formation of subdivisions, in which were gi-ouped to-

g(!ther phcnoniena, moi'c closely related to one another, i.e. similar

|)hcnomena. Such a subdivision is formed ))y Chemistry.

The exact definition of the subject-matter of chemistry and of the

l)oundary l)ctween it and the other branches of science related to it,

cannot be given at this point, since for this purpose there is necessary

a knowledge of facts which have first to l)e given in this work. Still, it

will simplify matters for the l)eginner to give him a token l)y Avhich

most of the chemical phenomena can be recognised, and which will

thei’cfore atibrd him guidance as to the direction in which he has to

give his attention.

In the world outside of us, we recognise regions of space, marked
off and distinguished from what surrounds them, and these distinguish-

able things are called bodies. If we consider some definite body, we
often notice that it undergoes some change, i,e. its relations to the

instruments of sense by means of which we perceive it, and to its

environment, are changed. Such changes can be divided into two
large, although not sharply defined, groups. FAther they affect only

one or some, few relations (oid properties oj the body considered, or they are of

a more radical nature, such that the body under consideration disappears and
its place is taken by other bodies hu'iny other properties.

Phenomena of the former kind belong to Physics; those of the

latter, to Clmiistry.

Take, for example, some definite body, such as a piece of sulphur.

If we push it, it changes its place
;

it rolls over the table. None of

its other properties, however, undergo change
;

it retains its yellow

B
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colour, its form, its weight, etc. Movement is therefore h phydml

])henomenon.

Wo can place the piece of sulphur in hot water and it iic(|uirt's

thereby the property of producing the sensation of warmth avIkmi

placed on the skin. No other change can be perceived. If we ru1) it

with a cloth, it acquires the property of attracting light objects, such

as scraps of paper; it has bpcome electrified. Here again, no other

change in its properties can l)e recognised. These phenomena aic,

therefore, also to l)e assigned to physics.

We now bring the piece of sulphur in contact with a flame. It

takes fire ;ind begins to burn with a blue flame. The smell o£ burn

ing sulphur, also, becomes noticeable, and if the burning lasts sonn'

time, the sulphur disappears
;

it is burnt. In this process, not only

do particular properties of the sulphur undergo change, but the

sulphur disap])ears altogether, so that we can no longei- sec it at all.

From the smell which arises at the same time, and which was not thci'(‘

before, we can conclude that something else has l)een produced from it.

In this case, therefore, the sulphur has undergone a chnnical process.

We i-ecognise such chemical processes everywhere around us. Tin'

burning of j)etroleum and stearin in our lamps and candles, of coal in

our fires, the transformation of food-substances in the animal organism,

the processes connected with the germination and growth of plants,

the rusting of iron, the turning sour of milk, the putrefaction of dead

animal and vegetable matter and innumerable other phenomena of a

like kind, are identified as chcmiail through the disappearance of exist

ing bodies and the appearance .of new ones possessing other propca-

tics. To establish the laws of all these phenomena is the task of the

science of chemistry.

Experience.—In describing the simple phenomena with which

we have just been occupied, we have employed various conceptions

and ideas of which we daily make use and which are therefore

familiar to us. For scientific purposes, however, we dare not rest

satisfied with the somewhat indefinite and arl)iti'ary notions which we

attach to such words in ordinary life
;

their full purport must he

examined and their meaning established with definiteness.

That which enters directly into the consciousness of a particulm

individual, is the changing conditions of his mind. Wo soon distin-

guish between the inner and the outer experiences
;
the former aie

dependent on our will, the latter are not, or are so only indirectly-

On account of this independence, we assume that such experiences

have their cause in something that is different from our person, ami

the totality of these experiences we call the outer world.

All our experiences form a series of diverse states or processes

differing among themselves. An event is never repeated in exactly

the same wUy as it had once occurred.

Our relation to life would, therefore, be that of a wanderer in the
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darkness of an unknown and trackless region, if it were not that there

are events which repeat themselves, not in their entirety, it is true,

l)Ut still to a large extent. When we have experienced a number of

such occurrences, we are in a position to foresee the prohaldc further

course of one of them when it recurs. If it is an event which influ-

ences our condition in some particular way, we are able to act so as to

gain the greatest advantage, or suffer the least harm, from it.

The recognition of such events as in largo measure repeat them-

selves, is called i'xpnmicc. It consists, therefore, on the one hand, in

the recognition of the circumstances under which delinite events occur,

and, /)n the other hand, in our knowledge of the courm of the events

or of the setiuencc of their parts.

Conceptions and Laws of Nature.—Not science only, Imt all

mental life whatever, begins with the collecting of such similarities

and the distinguishing of them fi’om others. Even the brute does this

when it seeks shelter in the thicket from rain or from a pursuer,

because such action had before proved successful in similar circum-

stances. The most general relations of this kind are contained in

langu;ige. Every noun, like “ dog ” or “ stone,” signifies that we are

dealing with a large series of concordant experiences which present

deliiiite and always recurring similarities. For this reason the word
sulphur signifies not, let us say, some one definite impression which I

have once had at some particular time, but it is the summing up of

repeated impressions in Avhich can lie recognised a group of dificrent

characteristics Avhich always occur together. The sum total of the

concordant characteristics—tlum which, are discordant bciwj excluded—
is then gathei’ed together in one such name.

Thus in the case of the word sulphur, I think of a yellow, solid

sidistancc, which can be set on fire, which becomes li([uid at a not vciy
high temperature, Avhich sink.s, Avithout dissolving, in Avatcr, and be-

comes electrified on being rubbed. I do not think of sulphur as

having a definite shape or size, but rather 1 denote liy the name a
piece of any size in Avhich I recognise the properties mentioned. In
the formation, therefore, of the name sulphur, there has by no means
been taken into account the sum total of all properties of some definite

single piece, existent or imaginary. On the contrary, no attention has
been paid to the size, form, and origin of the single jiodics to Avhich I

give the name of sulphur, but account has been taken only of such
properties as are founcl in all pieces, independent of these -‘differences.

Such ail exclusion of differences in phenomena Avhich in other
respects are similar, is called ahstracting, and the result of the abstrac-
tion, Avhich in the more simple cases is condensed into one name, is

termed a conception.

As is evident, one and the same phenomenon can be classed
under different conceptions, according to the similarities of Avhich we
take account. The range of a conception, or the number of single
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phenomena which can be included under it, can be so much the greater,

the fewer the points of agreement which are considered. At the one

extreme are the single names Avhich mark individuals, i.e. objects

which are to bo characterised as only of solitary occurrence. In this

case we have very great variety, and generalisation consists only in the

object always preserving essentially the same properties for a certain

time—its period of existence. .

At the other extreme are the general conceptions, such as “ thing
”

or “ol)jcct,” in which emphasis is laid on no other property than on

that, tliat it can be distinguished from other things.

Now, the most important work of the sciences consists in the

formation of suitable conceptions. A suitable conception is, howevei-,

one undi'r which is embraced as large a number as possible of single

phenomena in such a manner as to contain the largest possible

number of definite statements regarding each. The content of such

statements is given by the Law^i of Nature.

Time and Space.—One of the first things we experience, is the

change of day and night, and the unbroken repetition of this change

of light and darkness in our surroundings, has therefore led to a

fundamental conception, that of time. Since this change is quite

independent of our will, we employ it as an objectire measure of the

events of our life, and refer tlicse to the marks or signs which the

change of day and night affords us.

For many occurrences this measure is too large. It is therefore

divided into parts. The o^th part of tlic day-and-night period, called

the hmti\ is used as the unit in daily life. For scientific purposes, the

;i (Too part of an hour, or the ^isjo^th part of the whole period,

serves as the unit, and is called the second.

Experience also teaches us that innumerable differences in things

can exist side by side at the same time. This diversity is condensed in

the conception of space, in wliich are summed up all generalities and

similarities l)y means of which we can arrange and review co-existent

things.

The diversity, which we call sj)ace, is a threefold one and shows

itself in the three dimensions length, breadth, and height. Spatial

measurements are carried out either in one dimension (distance or

length), or in two dimensions (areas), or in three (space or volume).

The unit of length is the length of a platinum rod preserved in

Paris. This is approximately equal to the part of the

earth’s meridian, and was originally intended to be exactly equal to

this. Since two rods of this length, however, can bo compared with

one another with much greater accuracy than the ratio of one of them

to the earth’s meridian can be determined, that relation has been, very

wisely, diseased, and a considerable number of similar rods have been

made and compared exactly with the standard one.

These rods are kept at different places, so that should one or other
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of them by some mischance be destroyed, the unit itself would still

not be lost.

This unit is called a mdre. It is equal to rather more than half

the height of a man of average stature. For scientific purposes, the

metre is divided into 100 parts, called the emtimdre, which in writing

is abbreviated to cm. Other divisions into decimetre and millimetre,

of which 10 and 1000 respectively, arc^contained in a metre, are better

not to be used in science. When the magnitudes which have to be

expressed are much greater or much smaller than a centimetre, they

are written in the form m x 10'* cm. The indices most used are + 5

and - 4. The length 100,000 cm. or lO-'’ cm., is called a kilometre;

a German mile is therefore nearly equal to 7 x lO-'* cra.^ The length

10"^ cm. is called a micron; it is one-thousandth of a millimetre, and

is at the limit of the microscopically visible. It is also denoted by

the Greek letter fi.

'I’he measures of area and volume are derived from the measures

of length, by taking as the unit of area and volume a square and a cube

respectively, the length of whose side or edge is 1 cm. The former

unit is called a square centimetre, abbreviated sq. cm., the latter, a

cubic centimetre, cc. These are the only units employed for the

purposes of pure science. In daily life and also in science, the litre,

abbreviated lit., which contains 1000 ce., and which is equal to the

cu1)ic content of a cube whose edge is 10 cm., is often used as the unit

of volume.'^

Bodies and Substances.—In the outer world objects can be

easily recognised having a definite spatial limit or form and dis-

tinguished by their properties from what surrounds them. Such
objects are called bodiefi. hlvery body is characterised l)y the pro-

perties by means of which it can be distinguished from what
surrounds it. .

[f we imagine a large number of bodies placed side by side

and compared with one another, we can correlate them in various

ways. We can consider their size and form, and arrange them
according to these spatial properties, or we may neglect tiiese and

consider ordy the other properties.

If we leave size and form out of account and arrange the bodies

in such a manner that tho.se which agree in their other properties are

placed in the same group, then the bodies are called substance.^. The
Hies, the knife, the borer, and the various objects on the tool-board,

are so many different bodies. If, however, we leave the form of these

' An Englisli niile is nearly 160,933 cm., or rather less than I’Gl x lO® cm.—Tr.
“ This method of deriving the measures of area and volume with the help of the

sfpiare and the euVje, is by no means necessary, nor is it the only one. For example,
one could use as units a triangle and a tetrahedron of 1 cm. side, a circle and a sphere

1 cm. radius or of 1 cm. diameter. The choice of the square and tlie cube is, how-
ever, probably the most suitable, since it allows of the easiest calculation of areas and
volumes from measurements of linear magnitudes.
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out of account and consider them with reference to their otliei-

properties which are indei)endent of the form, we shall call them
the same, for they all consist of the same hard, heavy, and tough
material calhal steel. Steel is, therefore, the suhstance of which the

above-named bodk-s consist.

In the same way, every one will call the yellow, pulverisabl(>

lumps which burn with a pale Wue flame, sulphur, no matter whether
they are large or small, regular or irregidar in form. Sulphur is tlu'

name of a substance.

The fact, now, that language possesses a fairly large number of

names for dilTerent sul)stances, is the expression of a general experi

eneo or of a law of nature. Just as in the case of animals and plants,

so also flw dijj'crctd inammate hodm can he separated into dejiuitr “ species^'

each of A^dlich embraces a large number of individuals or single

substances with concordant properties. As is known, the number of

species in the case of animals and plants, although, certainly, very
large, is still incomparably smaller than the number of the

individuals. Likewise, the number of substances wdiicli dilfer in

their properties although large, is incompara1)ly smaller than that

of the single bodies.

This fact can also be expressed by saying that in the bodies there

do not occur all imaginable collocations of proj)erties, Imt mdy certain

definite ones. Every such collocation of pioperties which does reallv

occur, characterises a definite substance, and the fact that the bodies
which occur in nature can be arranged in such groups or “substance-
species,” is the statement of an important law of nature, the furidainndal
iavj of rhoinisfrif. It is the ohjcct of chemistry as a science, to know
the properties of substances and the relations which exist betwcicn

them.

Properties.—What we have termed the properties of sul)stances,

can be \ ery varied in kind. Since in the conception of a sul)stance

we have left its arbitrary amount and its form out of account, these

cannot be regarded as pro})erties of the substance
;
they arc properties

which belong to a definite hodj/, but not to a sulKdanrrd

On the other hand, properties which belong to a substance are
colour, density, power of refracting light, electrical conductivity, and
many others. d’hes(! properties occur in a particular substance always
in a definite manner, and to a definite extent. In future they shall
be called shortly, properties of the substance.

Lesides these, there are other peculiarities which can appear in a

^ As the result of an indefinitenes.s in the use of langinij^e whieli, it is to he regretted,
is very wide-spread, one often finds in te.\t-l)ooks and nieinoirs tluit the two e()neei)li()ns
of body and .substance are not kept rigidly .separate, l)ut are mixed up in .sueh a wuy
that tlie word body is often used where substance i.s intended. Descriptions such as
•Sulphur is a yellow, brittle htxly” instead oi svhstance, occur very frequently. In this

I'ook, wf shall always draAV a sharp distinction between the two ideas, and it is de.sii'aldc
that the general scientific u.sage .should, in this re.spect, al.so a.ssnnie a more delinite form.
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body consisting of tlie substance considered, such as, temperatui'e,

electrical charge, pressure, illumination, etc. These we shall call, not

its properties but its condi/ious. These differ from the true properties

in the fact that they can be imparted to the body or altered at will,

without the substance passing into another, whereas the j^ropeiim arc

always present when the substance is present.

The optical properties of a substance^ ix. its colom\ and the manner

ill which it reflects light, or its ludre^ are open to direct observation.

That a piece of sulphur is yellow, and that the light is reflected to a

fair extent from its surface, can be seen at the first glance.

1 can learn, however, that the density of sulphur is greater than

t hat of water, only when I place the piece of sulphur in water and

note whether it floats or sinks; since it does the latter, I conclude

that sulphur is denser than water. In what ratio, however, it is

denser, can be learned only l)y making a (juantitative experiment.

So it is also with the other properties of sulphur; to determine

them, an experiment must be made. That is to say, we bring the

substance into relations which ai’c different from the ordinary, and

note its behaviour under these mnv conditioins. In this way we learn

that sulphur is a non-conductor of electricity, when wo touch a charged

electroscope with a piece of sulphur, and find that the gold leaves do

not fall together, or when we connect a galvanic cell with an

electric bell, and find that the bell does not ring when we insert a,

]M'ece of sulphur in the circuit. Further, l)y heating apiece of sulphur

in a glass tube, we leai-n that it melts or passes into the liquid state

at a not very high temperatui'e.

The last mentioned experiment, the melting of sulphur, represents

a transition to a group of other pro])erties which are characterised liy

the fact that the nature of the sulrstance itself undergoes change,

w hich it did not do in the former experiments.

The combustibility, likewise, of sulphur when heated in the aii',

is such a property. Furthei', if avc mix some sulphui' with iron

powaler and heat the mixture in a test-tube, a thin-walled glass tulie

closed at one end, it suddenly liecomcs incandescent, and when cold,

both the sulphur and the iron are seen to have disappeared, and in

tlieir ])lace a black substance has been produced with quite different

properties.

Processes in which certain substances disappear and other ones are

produced, have already been designated as clinnical, in contradistinction

to the ’phymal or those in which the substances maintain their exist-

ence. We shall, therefore, divide the properties of a given substance

hito physical and chemical; the former being those we observe when
the substance remains unchanged, the latter being seen when the

substances are converted into others.
^ The question is often raised, whether processes such as fusion,

when the temperature is raised, or solution in a solvent, are to lie
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regarded as cheiiiical or as physical. Disagreement, however, on this

question is without point, since nothing of an essential nature depends

on the decision
;
for this, evidently, is of consequence only with regaid

to the arbitrary plan of treatment. If we retain the definition already

given, we shall recognise that sulphur with its properties certainly

disappears when it is made to assume the liquid state, by heating oi'

l)y treatment with a solvent. Jt therefore undergoes a chemical

change. Many, however, designate such changes as physical, since it

is easy to recover the sulphur in the solid form with all its properties,

lyy lowering the tempei’aturc or by evaporating ofi‘ the solvent. But a

substance which has undergone chemical change can, in general, also

be again obtained from the new substances produced, although more

complicated methods are often necessary. It will, therefore, on the

whole, be better to cla.ss these changes along with the chemical.

Homogeneous Substances and Mixtures.—W hereas in every

day life, for the purpose of characterising a substance, we make use of

those properties which appeal to our senses, and which allow only of

making rough distinctions, it is the task of chemistry to ascertain with

all possible exactnc.ss all the properties which can be employed for the

characterisation of a substance; in the sense in which we have defined

it. This is possible, however, only when every part of the sul)stance

has (‘xactly the same properties as every other part. If we consider,

for exam|)le, a piece of granite, we readily convince ourselves that this

stone is made up of parts having different properties. Beside the

white, very hard grains there are others which are less hard and of a

reddish colour, and betAveen these there are rather soft, lustrous

lamime. In determining the properties of such a body, various results

wouhl therefore be obtained, according as the one or other small

piece Avcrc examined.

Wo cannot, therefore, designate granite as a substance in the

chemical sense, but r:ither as tr niutur(t of (liffonnit As the

characteristic of a substance in the chemjcal sense, Ave must demand

tliat all portions into Avhich it can be separated, exhibit the same

[)i'operties. Such substances are called yniforjn or Itonioijoufoiis.

According to this, chemistry is the science of uniforin or honioijonrous

substances. Simple as this conception a2)peai’s, it required a long

time, a time to be reckoned by centurie.s, for it to be formed Avith

suttieient clearness, and the older history of chemistry as a science,

might be called the history of the labours in the Avorking out of this

conce[)tion. The difiiculty lay e.s.sentially in the fact that a sutiicient

distinction Avas not made ])etAveen inidum and homogeneous sub-

stances, Avith the result that the regularities Avhicli are i)cculiar to the

latter })ut not to the former, Avere overlooked.

The Exactness of the Law of Properties.—The statement

that sulphur is denser than Avater, and that it melts at a moderate

temperature, can be made in a much more definite form by stating in
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what ratio the density of sulphur is greatei* than that of water, and at

’w hat temperature the fusion of sulphur occurs.

In a like manner, many other properties, and especially physical

properties, can be expressed in definite measure, and the (piestion

arises, how do dill'erent samples of the same substance behave wlien a

(|iiantitative determination of their properties is made.

One might imagine that substances behave in a manner similar to

tlie species of animals and of plants. The different specimens of one

species, e.g. the common mouse, resemble, it is true, Init do not

completely agree with one another in size, growth of hair, coloui*,

shape, etc. On the contrary, within certain limits, they show differ-

I'liccs witli regard to their properties. In like manner one could

issume that the properties of <lifferent specimens of the same sul)-

staiice have closely ap[)roximate values, that these values, howevei-,

irc not quite definite but vary within certain limits.

The innumerable investigations of this point which have been

undertaken, show that the law of pinperties of substances holds not

only approximately but fwarfJtf, and, therefore, ihe measurable properfies

nj (lijlei'eiit spcrnneiis nj flie mme substanee agree not only approxiriailely but

irifb all r.rocfness.

'' It must be at once emphasised that it is not intended here to

assert the alisohife validity of the law. The absolute can never be the

snl»ject of experience, and, in fa(;t, it is not admissible to emplo}’ the

word absolute with reference to any I'elationship based on experience,

ihe meaning of the assoi’tion is I'ather this, that experience has, so

far, shown no deviations which are beyond the limits of the possible

error of observation. For, (‘.very measurement is exact oidy within a

eei tain limit, and all conclusions whicli are draAvn from these measure-
ments can be valid only to this limit. Thus, the density of sul])hur

can l)e determined only with a limited degree of accuracy, and if the
same value has been obtained with diflercnt specimens, the identity
ran be asserted only to this limit. The meaning of the asserthm that
the piaapertios of different specimens of the .same substance are the
same, is only this, that within tlui limits of error hitherto reaclu'd, no
hflerences have ])een found.

The accuracy with wdiich a magnitude is known must always l)c

rx{)rcssed in fractions of its value, a,nd not as a. concrete number. If iji

• he measurement of a length the possible erroi* amounts to 0‘I cm.,
dhs may express a large or a small degree of accuracy, according as
tile length is long or short. If wa* measure a distance of 20 metres to
\rithin OT cm., the measurement is very exact, for the ei ror amounts
t'*, at most, ifs value. On the other hand, if a length of
» ran. known with .such a limit of error, the measurement is not
vciy exact, for the error can amount to measured value.

Pure Substances and Solutions.—To the law w hich has just
>r'en enunciated, it might be objected that although, on the wdiole.
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the substance which wo desigiuite, for example, by the name

usimlly lias the same properties, still the different kinds, sucli as.

s[)riiig-water, rain-water, river-water, sea-water, show marked differ

eiices in their properties. However, these differences are not due to

the initfr, but to other substances mixed with it which have been

obtained from the surroundings in which the water occurs. Tin-

water can be separated from these admixtures l)y a simple ex[)edient.

Tims if we convert the different kinds of water, by heating, into

\'a|)our and reconvert, by cooling, the vapour into water, they all

yield jimr water with entirely concordant properties. The “ impurities

"

remain behind in the vessel in Avhich the water was eva[)orated.

Ail other substances with which chemistry has to deid, liehave in

a similar manner. By suitable treatment, which differs according to

the nature of the sul)stance, the lattoi’ can be freed from any ;id

mixtures which may be present. It then shows entirely idenlic:il

propt'i’ties, no matter from what souiee it has been ol)taine(l.

This case of impure water differs in one important point from tln‘

case of mechanical mixture, granite, mentioned Ixffore. Whereas in

the case of granite the component parts can be distinguished e\ en Iw

the naked ey(! and, in other cases, what aj)peai-s to tlie unaided eye as

homogeneous is recognised under the microscope as a mixture, it is

impossible in the case of impure water, as we have it, foi‘ example, in

clear sea-water, to see the impurities. Lnder the strongest microsco|)('

we can recognise only trans[)arent water, nor is there any othei’ means

l)y which we can show the presence of ))arts distinguishable in s])ace.

Sea-water is therefore a uniform sul)Stance
;

it is, howc\'er, not a

siiiiph' substance in the chemical sense, for it can be separated, by the

simple method of evaporation just mentioned, into pure water and

salt, and the water so obtained has exactly the same properties as any

other specimen of pure w';iter.

Those substances which appear homogeneous but which, in the

sense just explained, are not ><uirple or pair, are called soluHuns. They
are distinguished from pure substanc(‘s cliieHy by the fact that their

pi'operties from case to case, although similar, still differ by measuj-nble

amounts. These differences can have all possilde values within (hhiiite

limits, and by this fact, solutions can l)e distinguished from simple

substances. They can be prepai'cd by mixing sim])lc substances in an)

pi'oportions (within certain limits) and their properties change con

tinuously with these proportions.

We shall find other difiei-ences when we come to discuss the

general laws to which the simple substances, or substances in the

chemical sense, are subject (Chap. VII.).

How many Properties are necessary for the Characterisa-
tion ot a Substance I—Since the number of properties of a gi\ en

sul)stance is very large, and since also, two things can be designated
as identical iti substance ordy when they show entire agreement in a//
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tlicii'
properties, the task of testing whether two substances are the

^;i)iie or not, appears impracticable. And still, chemists are wont to

identify sul>stances with certainty after testing some few properties.

The surmounting of this difficulty is rendered possible by the

fiiiidamental law of chemistry already given (p. G). This law, in its

ii|)plication to the present ([ucstion, can be stated thus : Jilien iv:o

lUfree entirchj in, some fm properHes, iJiei/ agree aim with regard

io all nf/ier properHes.

" This law, like all other laws of nature, is only a summary of

oljserved facts. It docs not prescribe that something shall happen,

l)ut only states what relations exist. For this reason the term

“law,” l)()rrowcd from jurisprudence, is not very suitable for express-

ing such regularities in natural phenomena, and it ea?i be used without

disadvantage only when the distinction, to which we have just drawn
attention, between a law of nature and a civil law has, once for all,

liecoMie (juite clear.

Induction.—The total number of cases classed under a law of

nature can, evidently, l)e divided into two groups: a small one, em-

l)iacing the cases which have been tested, and a very large one, to

wliich belong the eases which have not been (ixamined. For the task

id testing a law in all cases in which it applies could not be under-

taken, as the labour involved would be loo great.

And, indeed, the necessity for such an examination is not felt
;

for,

fioni the fact that in all cases which have been observed the law has

liciai found valid, wo may conclude with a high degree of probalhlity

that it will hold erpially in those cases which may in future l)e investi-

gated. This probability becomes all the stronger as the numl)cr of

rases investigated increases, and the more the Cases chosen for

cxainination are indepeiulent of one another.

hen the universal validity of the relationship has been estaVdished
aitli a definite measure of probalhlily, we are accustomed to regard it as
•' la w of nature. However, the history we have just given of the genesis
"f such a law, implies that it cannot have the character of a itecessih/,

'">d it is (piite possible that, following on the many confirmatory cases,
s'liiic shovdd be found which do not conform to the law. The i)ro-
'' dure which we have to adopt in such cases will l)c discussed later.
I'"!' the present, we accept the statement that the laws of nature are
''r'lH'lusions as to probabilities, based on experience.

'buch conclusions are called iialurfire, and the procedure by which

I

arc ol)taincd is called imluci'wn. The whole of natural science is
'’I'll u}) of such inductive conclusions.

^onK'tiiiios the need has been felt of placing the laws of nature on
e certain foundation than is furnished by conclusions by analogy

';|^cd oil experience, since these afford no protection against the pos-

l"'

'dity of a contradictory case. However, this foundation is the most
’ii^tworthy that can be found at all, for the constant reference to
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expericTice prevents the investigator from replacing the actual relations

by something imagined, which, although it may be as consequent as

possible, still contains the possibility of deviation from actual facts.

The natiu’al sciences are, however, not called upon to represent tlio

jmsihle but the udmil relations, and this they can do only by direct

and continual reference to experience.

The Characteristics of Substances.—The mimlter of different

kinds of pro])ertics which can be measured or observed in a substaiuv

is very large, and increases continually Avith the advaince of science.

Even if it must be the task of chemistry to investigate all accessilile

properties in the case of all substances, there is still naturally a differ-

ence in the importance Avhich is to be attached to the knowledge of

the different properties. Especially for the iirst introduction to th'

science it is necessary to set a limit to the task. M e shall, accordingly,

examine more in detail, only a few of the properties, only so many as

will serve, in the first instance, for the sufficient characterisation of tlu*

different substatices and foi- the explanation of tin; relations betAvecii

them.

Colour. —The most evident property of a substance, and the one

most easy to observe, is its roloiir. It therefore forms a very import-

ant cliai-aeteristic and is given in every description.

The coloui- of a body is due to the fact that a portion of the whilt;

light, by Avhich we observe it, is absorl)cd while another jrortion passi's

through the l)ody. It is, essentially, only rays of a definite wave-

length or colour, that undergo absorption, and the ti-aiismitted light

is therefore poorer in these rays. The colour Avhich is produced when

definite rays are withdrawn from Avhite light, is called the C(.)rnpU'

iiiiailat'ii cohnu' of these rays. The folloAving are eomplementarv

colours :
—

red green

orange blue

yellow violet

Wdicn one of these six colours is absorbed, the complementary

coloui' placed o[)posite it ajipcars. The relation is reciprocal: if a

substance absorbs blue light, it appears orange-coloured
;

if it alisorbs

orange-coloured light, it apjiears blue.

The colours we have named represent only the large groujis
;
there

are, in reality, an infinitely large number of colours and complementary

colours.

Since the amount of light absorbed increases Avith the thickness of

the layer through Avhich it passes, the depth or intensity of the colour

with Avhich the substance appears is dependent on the conditions it

offers to the passage of the light; the thinner the layer the more

faintly Avill it appear coloured.

This phenomenon can be conveniently shoAvn liy filling a wedge-
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iliaped glass vessel with a coloured li((ui(l (Eig. 1). When this vessel

s held towards the light, there can l)c seen not oidy the deepening of

'oloiir with the thickness of the layer, but fretiuently, also, a change

,1 the character of the colour.

A thin layer of a solution of chrome -{ilum a})pears green
;
a

thick layer, thi-ough which a strong light is allowed to pass, appears

ftHl.

In thecaseof liquids and gases the thickness of the layer is determined

h\' the shape of the vessel, but in the case of solid substaiires, by the size

of tlie pieces. In such a case the light enters into the pie(;e and after

midergoing retiexion at a posterior surface, passes out again in another

ilircction. If we therefore view a fairly large numl)er of pieces super-

|)()S(h 1 on one another, the resulting colour will agree approximately

with the coloration which light experiences on passing through a plate

wliose thickness is (M|ual to twice the diameter of one of the grains.

This is the reason that transpanmt, coloured substances appear lighter

the smaller the pieces into which they are divided, and this circum-

stance must be taken into account in characterising the colour of a

sul)stance.

* A crystal of copper sulphate is dark T)lue. On being powdered in

a mortar it gets lighter in colour the finer the powder is. Red crystals

of potassium dichromate become yellow on Irning powdered.

Besides the light which comes from the interior of the body and

which is changed by partial absoi-ption, another portion reaches the

eye directly reflected from the surface. Thi^ portion vailes with the

nature of the substance
;

in the case of transparent substances it is

small, in the case of metals it is large. The lustre depends on this.

Idle lustre docs not play any great part in chemistry
;
only that of

the very strongly reflecting nictais, on account of its conspicuous nature,

is used as a characteristic.

The Physical State.—A second, very important property of

sulistances, is the way they fill space. One distinguishes between

'jimms, liquid, and solid bodies, and denotes the difierenccs occurring

here by the term “ physical state.”

The three physi(;al states denote the manner in which the liodies

fill space. A solid body has a definite form and therefore also a

definite volume.

A liiiuid body has no definite form
;

it has, however, a definite

rolume. It therefor’o fills a vessel in which it is placed only to the

extent of its volume. Under the influence of gravity, the surface
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of li([uids, in so far as they are not bounded by rigid Avails, appi-oacli, J

tin; form of a horizontal plane. f

(biscs have neither a definite form nor a definite volume
;
they [i!;-

completely every vessel into Avhich they are lu'onght.

All these relations arc further subject to special laws, which Avill l„

discussed in their appropriate place.

Ry means of the characteristics we have just given, we shall have,|

as a rule, no difficulty in lleterminiug Avhether a body is solid, li(jiii(l,

or gaseous. If a body, Avhen placed on a plane, retains its shape, it

solid
;

if it spreads out Avhile, at the same time, a bounding plane,
:(

siir/iur^ is formed on the top, it is a litpiid
;

if it exhibits in no vlitci

tioii a bounding plane of its oavu, it is a gas. RetAveen these thicc

physical states there are, it is true, intermediate st.atcs Avhich souk

times render the decision difficult, still those are not very fre(pient, and

for the present Ave need not discuss them in greater detail.

A given body does not under all circumstances remain in (lit

physical state in Avhich it is at a given time; the physical stat^

depends especially on the fenipamlnrc. In this case, the gameral lav

holds that with rising temperature, a solid sul)stance can l)ecome liquid

or gaseous, and a liquid one gaseous, but never the couA^ersc. On lla

other hand, Avith loAAUU'ing of temperature, gases l)ecome liquids (n

solids, and bdjuids become solids.

Although the sense in Avhich the change takes place cannot ln'

departed from, the liipiid state need not, hoA\mver, appear as an inter

mediate state betAA^een the gaseous and the solid. On the contrary,

cases not unfrequcntly occur Avhere Avith rise of temperature, solids

pass directly into gases, and by cooling, gases pass directly intn

solids.

The laAvs which the.se tiansformations obey, Avill be discusscil

later (Ohap. VII.).

Summary.—The conception of mihstaim has been developed. Ry

this name are designated the classes into Avhich the inanimate laxlics

can be anvingcd according to their properties. Experience teaches

that it is possible to arrange the naturally occurring or the artificial]
\'

prepared bodies in classes so that the individual members of a class

have the same properti('s. Ry properties in this sense are understotid

only those Avhich are essential, and which cannot be given to or taken

from the body at will. Experience teaches further that dilYerent

l)odies Avhich belong to the same cla.ss or Avhich consist of the same

sul)stance, agree not only approximately but exactly in their properties,

so that the value of any property determined on one specimen maj'

confidently be expected to be found in all specimens of the same

substance.

The law of nature that classes can h formed of bodies which ny/vc

cntmlij with one another in their essential properties, is the fundamental hic'

of chemistry.
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If .'I body is to be subject to this law it must be homogeneous^ i.e. it

raiinot be a nicchaiiical mixture of different substances placed side by

>i(lc. In such a case tlie law, indeed, holds not for the mixture but

for the separate substances of which the mixture is composed.

Further, there arc bodies which apparently do not obey this law,

although they cannot be identified as mechanical mixtures. Such

liodies can by simple means be separated into substances Avhich obey

the law. These are called solutlous. Solutions are distinguished from

[Hire suljstanccs by the fact that they can be (compounded of two or of

s(‘vcral components in every jmjportion (Avithiii certain limits), and

tliat their ])ropertics vary continuously with the composition.

In conformity with the fundamental law, ditierent specimens of

the same substance agree entirely in their esscmtial properties and

(litter in their properties from other substances. To determine

whether two bodies are composed of the same sul)stance, it is therefore,

as a rule, sufficient to show that they agree with one another in

respect of some few properties.



CHAPTER II

'I’llE LAWS OF CONSEKVATION

Change of Weight in Chemical Processes—If we choose out

for closer investigation some of the innumerable chemical phenometm
which occur daily around us, we are struck with the ('/((nir/f's in, fin

(iiininiit of the substances taking part in the chcTuicjd process. AVhen

tin; st(;arin of a candle or the petroleum in a lam]) burns, these suli-

stances seem to disappear entirely
;
the wood or coal l)urning in the

fire leaves behind only .\ytli to ,\,th of its weight of ash. On the

other hand, the sulphuric acid manufacturer obtains about thr('c

kilograms of sulphuric acid for every kilogram of sulphur converted.

Ohanges of weight are therefore connected with chemical processes,

and we liave now to ask whether any generalisations can be made
regarding these.

The exam])les we have just cited appear oidy to lead to the

conclusion that in chemical processes diminution as well as increa,sc

in weight may occur. These are, however, not suital)le examples

for deciding the rpiestion, for the processes take place with the

.su))stances in free communication with their

surroundings, especially with the air, and do

not therefore allow of a balance being drav n

up. To achieve this we must conduct the

experiments in a closed S])ace.

Experiments.—At the bottom of a large,

thin-glass flask (Fig. 2), and resting on a layer

of asbestos, is a small dish containing a little

pho.sphorus. Pho.sphorus is a substance which

recpiires only a slight elevation of temperature
to cause it to take fire. The flask, closed

by a ground-in stopper, is accurately counter-

poised on the balance. The part where the

phosphorous rests is then warmed, and the latter

at once takes fire. In a short time the phosphorus becomes extin-

guished, while the flask has become filled with dense, white fumes.

i6
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On again placing the flask, after it has become cold, on the balance,

,\o rhaiujr of waiglit is ohsfrmL

The bask must be allowed to cool before ])eiiig reweighed. So

long as it is warm it warms the air surrounding it, and this, ascending,

raises the bask slightly upwards, and makes it therefore appear too

light.

* Secondary circumstances of a similar nature, which more or less

.dl'ect the result, are always met with in cariying out (|uantitati^'e

experiments. If aii exact result is desired, they must be known and

Ihcir influence either ol)viated or, if this is not possil)le, taken into

account. The real difficulty of exact measurement lies in these

sccondaiy inbuences, and oidy by a varied experience, obtained l»y

performing the experiments under as many dillerent conditions as

possilde, can one succeed in so controlling these inbuences as to obtain

exact measurements. Compai-ed with thi.s, the carrying out of the

actual measurement is generally an easy matter.

The fact just described, that when combustion takes place in a

closed space no change in the total weiglit is observed, although

certain sul)stances disappear and others are

pi'oduced, is a general one. No matter what

suljstances are luirned under these conditions, a

change of w(‘ight never occurs. This law also,

is not restricted to combustions alone, but is

true for all chemical processes. To illustrate this

we may perform the following experiments.

A wide test-tul)e is placed in a conical bask

with wide mouth (an Erlenrneyer bask) (Fig.

•1). Two substances which, on contact, react

chemically with one another, are placed, one in the conical flask, the

othei' in the t(^st-tube, so that they arc kept separate. The flask

A
having been carefully closed and its weight deter-

mined, the substances are brought into contact by

tilting the whole apparatus. Chemical reaction then

takes place, generally accompanied by I’ise of

temperature. On placing the apparatus, after

cooling, again on the balance, its imght is seen to be

i,.„, ,[
unehauffed.^

^ Another method of performing this experiment
is shown in Fig. 4. This method is more convenient, but the two-

^ TIr- following suh.statuu'.s which give ri.se to chemical reactions recognisable by
conspicuous changes, may be used, mostly in concentrated solution

:
potassium carbonate

and calcium chloride (white precipitate), silver nitrate and caustic potash (brown-black
piticipitate), antimony trichloride and sodium sulphide (orange-red precipitate), zinc
oxide and hydrochloric acid (clear solution), silver nitr.ate and ferrous sulphate (separa-
tion of metallic silver), hydriodic acid and iodic acid (separation of iodine), chloral

hydrate and caustic potash (formation of two liquids).

C
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limbed glass vessel must be specially made, whereas the vessels used

in the first form of the experiment can be obtained ready made.

The experiment can be made still more clear, by making two

pieces of apparatus whose si^ie, contents, and weight are al)out the

same, and mutually counterpoising these on a balance with the help of

the necessary additional small weights.

This arrangement of the experiment has the especial advantage

that the buoyancy of the air,' which acts on all objects causing them to

appear as much lighter as the weight of the displaced air, is mach;

equal on both sides. In this way, any changes in the density of the

air do not affect the equilibrium, since the change in the upward foice

of the air amounts to the same on both sides. In carrying out exact

measurements of this or a similar kind, use is always made of this

artifice.

To prevent any possible escape of the substances formed, through

the seams of the cork, the neck of the vessel is heated till the glass

becomes soft, and the two portions are drawn apart
;
the connecting

piece becomes contracted to a narrow tul)e which is then fused

together. The contents are then enclosed entirely by glass and thei'e

is no longer any d^wiger of an escape of substance. This method was

formerly known as hmnetiadly sndiiuj, being so called after Hermes
Trismegistos, a mythical chemist of ancient times. It is now generally

known as sealing up in glass.

Conservation of Weight—All the relations which have just

been described can be summarised in a Latv of Conmmtmi of Weigh
f,

which states that the total weight of the substances taking pait in any

chemical process remains unchanged, that the weight, therefore, is

conserved.

Nor is any })hysical process known by which such a change is

produced. The law, therefore, holds universally.

The weight of a given substance is the force with which it tends

to approach the earth. This force changes with the latitude and with

the height of the place above the level of the sea, but obeys the law

that it changes in the same ratio for all bodies. If, therefore, two
bodies have the same weight at one place, they have also the same
weight at all other places. The ratios of any weights are, therefore,

constant and independent of locality.

The mass of a body is proportional to its weight. Bodies which
have equal weights have also equal masses, and if their weights arc

diherent they stand in the same ratio to one another as the masses.

Since the ratio of weights is independent of place, the masses of

different bodies are, under all circumstances, in the same ratio as their

weights.

If we unite this law with that of the conservation of weight in all

processes, it follows that the total mass of any system is not changed by anij

process which may take place within that system.
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These two laws are often designated as the law of the conservation

(if matter
;
there being understood, somewhat indefinitely, by matter,

;i something to which all the properties of the bodies are attached,

(hi account of the indefiniteness of the conception of matter, there

enters also into the corresponding law an indefinitencss which is not

inherent in its nature, and which makes its content less clear than it

really is. We shall therefore retain the more exact form of the law,

which refers to weight and mass.

Some Mechanical Conceptions. Work.—Although the con-

ceptions of mass and weight belong to physics, and a knowledge of

them may therefore be presupposed, still, in the interest of later

chemical considerations, we shall here briefly develop the most

important points in this connection.

To liring aLout spatial changes on bodies, an exertion is necessary

which we call ])y the name work. This exertion, or the work, depends

oil the nature of the body and the change of situation whicli occurs.

A very simple case is afforded by the movements in the neighbourhood

of the earth’s surface.

If, for the estimation of work, I make use of the exertion of my
muscles, I obtain the following result. To raise a body, work is

necessary, and this is greater, the greater the height to which the

body has to be raised. The raising through consecutive mpial dis-

tances, requires, however, always the same work. For the rest, the

woik is dependent on the nature of the body, and increases with its

weight.

In accordance with these relations, we define work as a magnitude

which is proportional to the height h to which a body is raised, and to

the weight w of the body. A magnitude which is proportional to two

other magnitudes, is proportional to product of these. If A denotes

the work, we should, therefore, write, A.= wh^ putting the factor of

proportionality equal to 1.

It is sometimes asked if work is “actually” measured by this

[iroduct. Such a question would be justifiable if we had already

defined work in any other way. This is, however, not the case ; we
consider the conception of work as having been first established. We
are, therefore, at liberty to define work by any other similar function.

No one of these can be designated as wrong or right, but they will

have different degrees of suitability, which will manifest itself in the

greater or less simplicity of the corresponding laws. The definition of

work given above has shown itself to be by far the most suitable of

all the possible definitions.

When we raise a stone, we perform work on it, or we transfer

work to it. On the other hand, the raised stone am, by falling down,

perform work on other bodies. It thus loses work, and in order to

bring it back to its former position, work must be again performed on
it. We can therefore regard the work as being connected, in varying
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amount, witli the stone, wliose gain or loss in that quantity we shall

calculate with ])lus and minus, as in the case of any other gain and

loss. Work which is gained by the body is called positive, that which

is lost l>y it, negative.

The Law of Conservation of Work.—In physics, many simph^

macliines are described, such as the lever, the inclined plane, the

wheel and axle, the pulley, etc., which have all the pr’operty that tliey

allow of tlie transmission of work from one place to another. When
such a maclnne (we shall consider, for the sake of illustration, a lever

loaded with weights), is moved, it takes in work at one point and gi\ cs

it out at another. Now, experience has taught that in jdl these

machines, no mattiu' how they are constructe(l, the work which is

given out is never greater than the work that is put in
;

ratlier, tlnr

two are e(|ual.

If we reckon the work put in as positive and that taken out as

negative, the sum of the two is in all machines equal to zero.

Tliis law can also be expressed thus : A given quantity of work
can be neither increased nor diminished by a machine, but remains

unchanged. There exists, therefore, a general law of the conserraiim of

woii'.

The possibility of stating such a simple law, by defiTiing work in

the manner given jd)ove (p, ID), is the chief reason for choosing that

definition. If, now, we bring the law we have just stated to the test

of experience, we find a large number of cases which appear to lx*

contradictory to it. We can continually observe that work disappears

without other work making its appearance in its place. The work put

into a wound-up clock is no longer there after the clock has run down,
and fresh work must be put in to keep the clock in motion.

In this respect, however, we also know that clocks are difierent.

An ordinary time-piece must be wound up every day
;
a better one,

with equal weights and equal height of winding, will go for a week, and
clocks ca,n now be Itought Avhich go for more than a year with one
winding up. By improvement of the mechanism of the clock, the loss

of work can therefore be made less and less, and if we imagiiu!

the improvement continued indefinitely, the loss of work will converge
to zero.

The law we have just stated, then, is valid exclusively for idral

madifirs, ij\ machines in which no work is lost. It represents, there
forci, a linrifiiiff law, to which the actual phenomena certainly approxi
mate, hut Avhich they never really fulfil. 'Fhe justification for putting
forward a law which is never fulfilled, is to ))e found in the fact that

the amount of deviation from the laAV can be minimised to any desired

extent
;

it represents, therefore, nothing essential, whereas the equality
of work expresseyl by the law is the relation to which all machines can
be made more and more to approximate.

In the enunciation of this law, we recognise the method of
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nl).straction, which was described on p. 3. Disregarding the irrcgidar

deviations which can be minimised at will, we obtain the conditions

with regard to which we can state simple relations.

The question as to what then becomes of the woi‘k that is lost

in the case of imperfect machines, will be treated in detail later on

(pp. 30 and 31).

Kinetic Energy.—Besides the cases we have just described in

A\ hich work is lost through what is called friction, there are others in

which work disappears, but where we cannot speak of- friction, and

where the loss cannot be made as small as we please. This occurs, for

example, when we allow a heavy body to fall. It loses an amount of

work con‘csponding to the height through which it falls. It has, how-

e\’er-, passed into another corrditiori, since it possr^sses a eertaiir

velocity.

By virtue of this condition, it can again give out work. This is

seen irr the case of the pendrdum where the ball, after havirrg Ireen

raised to a certain height, loses work as it falls in its circular path, aird

gains, at the same time, irr velocity. Havirrg reached its lowest jrositiorr,

it passes beyond it and gains work as it ascends
;
at the same time its

velocity diminishes, and wherr this becomes zer'o, the pendrdum has

reached tlui same height as it was to start with. This process is then

repeatr'd over and over again.

' This desci’iption, also, holds only for the ideal extreme case in

which friction is made to disappear’. By suspending balls by means

of cxcerMlingly thin qrrartz fibres in a space rendered as vacuous as

possilrle, penclulurns have been made which, with one impulse, have

carried out many thousand oscillations.

As is evident, one can interpret these processes Iry saying that,

<hrring the falling of the pendrdum, work is transfor-med into some-

thing else which, dur-ing the second part of the oscillation, can again

change into work. In the ideal case, this reciprocal transformation

tak'es place completely.

Since experieiree has shown that many other cases occur where woi’k

is converted into something which can be reconverted into work, it is

expedient to introduce a general name for this. This thing is called

and we include work also under this conception. Energy is,

accordingly, work and all else that can be produced fi'om and be recon-

verted into work. For example, there is a chemical mienjif which can

also 1)e converted into work.

The body which, through falling, has lost work, possesses in

consequence of the fall, motion. Motion can be produced only through

ex|)enditure of work, or, generally, of energy. The special kind of

energy which is produced in this case, may be suitably called enrrgy

of motion, [kinetic energy].

Motion is measured by velocity, which is equal to the ratio of the

distance through which the body has' passed to the time required.
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We have already (pj). 4 and 5) fixed the units in which these two

magnitudes are to be measured
;

they are the centimetre and tlu'

second. The unit of velocity is therefore also determined
;

it is the

velocity wLen one centimetre is passed over in one second, or some

thing like the velocity with which a beetle runs.

If, therefore, in the case of a movement, we measure the distance

>>• which is passed over in time the velocity c is given l)y the

e(|uation r = slf.

Mass.— Even a very rough experiment will teach us that the

same expenditure of work does not produce the same velocity in all

bodies. On the contrary, the velocity which a thrown stone, foi

example, acquires, is, when the exertion is the same, so much the l(;,s,s

the larger the stone. The kinetic energy, therefore, cannot Ix'

measured by the velocity alone, but another Factor must be tnken into

account, which increases with the size of the body. In order to b('

al)lc to talk of this factor, we call it the mass.

The relations between work, mass, and velocity, in the conversion

of Avork into kinetic energy, can be very well investigated Avith

AtAvood’s machine. This consists of tAvo equally heavy bodies

suspended by a string passing over a freely moving Avheel. When one

of the bodies is raised, the other sinks by an eipial amount
;
the sum

of the Avorlc performed and expended is in this case, therefore, equal

to zero. A definite amount of Avork is noAv performed on this

system, by placing on one side a small extra Aveight, and taking this

off again after it has fallen a definite distance. We have in this case

the following relations.

If Ave call tAvo masses equal Avhen equal Avork impresses on them
equal velocity, we may, by combining such equal masses, prepare any
multiple of them we please, and, therefore, measure the masses. If

the masses are changed and the velocities Avhich are produced in them
by the same amounts of AVork arc measured, these are found not to be

proportional to the masses, but the squares of the velocities ar*c pro-

l)ortional to the masses
;

or, the products of the masses and the s(iuarcs

of the velocities arc, for equal amounts of Avork, equal. For dilierciit

amounts of Avork, these products are proportional to the Avork.

Calling, therefore, the mass m and the velocity, as before, r, the ox

pression rar- is proportional to the AVork Avhich the disjdaced body has

leceiA'cd and converted into kinetic energy. If A is the Avork, this

relation Avill be represented by the equation A = ///mq Avhere k is a

factor depending on the units chosen.

Units.—We have not yet chosen the unit of work nor that of

mass
;

Ave have, however, already the unit of velocity. We can theix'

fore still make a decision as regards either the mass or the Avork.

Now, a mass is easily preserved and its relation to other masses

easily measured, as we shall presently see. The storing, however, and

measurement of a definite amount of Avork is much more difficult.
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The decision has therefore been come to, to arbitrarily fix a mass.

For this purpose there is used a piece of platinum preserved in Paris,

which on account of the properties of the material and the care with

which it is preserved, affords the greatest possible security against

change. Also, as in the case of the unit of length, numerous exact

c()))ies of the same material have been made, whereby security against

the chance loss of the unit is obtained.

As unit of mass there is used, not this piece itself, whose mass is

called a hilogram, but the thousandth part of this mass, called the gram,

or, al)hreviated, gm. This mass is very nearly equal to the mass of

1 cc. of water at 4'^ C.

In the equation A — kmc^, we Inave still to make a decision as to

the factor k. For reasons which cannot be discussed here, this factor

has l)een put C(pial to so that the captation reads A= line-.

The unit of kinetic energy, in the first instance, is hereby fixed.

If 1 gram moves with the velocity of 1 centimetre in the second

(abbreviated cm./sec.), the energy amounts to . 1 . l'=
2

- The unit

of kinetic energy is therefore double this amount. From the

equation A=Lmr the unit of irork is also ecjual to twice the work

which can be gained from the kinetic energy of 1 gram having the

velocity of 1 cm./sec. This unit is called an erg.

If we measure the work and also the kinetic energy in the units

just fixed, experience teaches that in the conversion of work into

kinetic energy, and vice remf, as much of the one disappears as is

produced of the other, and that therefore the sum of the two is

constant. Ftxr these two forms of energy together, there is therefore also a

law of conservation.

Weight and Mass.—Having fixed the unit of work, we can now
determine the factors of which it consists. In the case of a heavy
body moving in the line of fall, the unit has been defined as the

product of the weight atid the distance. Now, not ordy in this case

has work to be performed, but in many others also. All these cases

agree in the fact that one of the factors of the work is a distance over

which the body under consideration has to be moved. The other

factor receives, generally, the name of force. A force, therefore, is

present in those cases where 4 change in the position of the body
cannot be effected without expenditure of work.

Since the unit of work has just been fixed, and the unit of distance,

•eing a length, is given by the centimetre, we have no choice left of

the unit of force
;
rather, this is the force which, acting over unit

<listance performs unit work, or 1 erg.

By means of this definition, we can easily calculate the value of

gravity. This changes, as already mentioned, with the locality. In

medium latitudes, it has the value such that 1 gram falling through 1

centimetre acquires the velocity of 44*26 cm./sec. If we call j the

force of gravity acting on 1 gm., or its weight, the work performed
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in the movement through 1 cm. is equal to J x 1, and tliis must ho

equal to the kinetic energy produced, viz., J x 1 x 4423“ = 980.

The force of gravity has the value 980; it is therefore nearly 1000

times as great as the unit of force.

Between the force of gravity and the mass of a body there exists

a very remarkable relation, which, experimentally, finds expression in

the well-knoAvn fact that all bodies, large or small, fall e(pially fast.

This, it is true, is also only a limiting law, since it holds good only

when the resistance of the air is excluded. Still, this condition can

be fulfilled, experimentally, with great approximation.

Now, we have seen that the scpiare of the velocity which a dcfinit('

amount of work produces in a body is inversely proportional to the

mass moved (p. 22). If then, as in the case of the free fall, two

different bodies, falling through equal distances, acquire the same

velocity, they can do so only if the amounts of work are pi'opor-

tional to the masses. And as the distances in both cases are equal, it

follows that the /h/rcs must be to one another as the masses. The

forces are, in the present case, called the weights. In. the otre of heanj

holies, therefore, the weifihts are 'proportional to lie masses.

Expressed in formuhe, we have the following. Let the two

masses be up and nr,; by falling through equal distances, s, tiny

acquire, as cx[)eriment shows, the same velocity, e. The amounts of

work converted in both cases into kinetic energy, arc top and ivp,

\vhere and w.^ are the weights of the bodies. The corresponding

Kinetic energies, hnpc- and Inrr ^re also equal to these. From tlu;

two e(}uations n\s— hrpe* and w.,s=hm^/^ there follows, by division,

vpjvp — 'iiKjnr,, or vplnp~77ijm.^y which is the proposition we have just

stated.

We cannot look on this result as “self-evident.” So little is this

the case that it is not even in.teUicfihte, i.e. one cannot see until now

what connection this remarkable proportionality has with anything else.

We arc dealing here with a constant i-atio between two quantities

of a totally different kind. The masses have nothing directly to do

with the weights, for they arc only the measure of the kinetic energy

which a body possesses when it has a definite velocity (p. 22). The

weights, on the other hand, are the forces by virtue of which bodies

tend towards the e.arth, and which find their expression, in universal

gravitation.

The Balance.—By reason of the univer.sal proportionality Ijetween

mass and weight, wo can measure the one by means of the other. If

we choose the unit of weight in .such a way that it is equal to the

weight which the unit of mass has, a determination of the weight gives

directly the numerical value of the mass. This is the case when we

take, as is universally done, the weight of 1 gram as the unit of

weight.

Besides the gram there are also used its multiples and its sub-
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divisions. Of these, the ones most employed are the kilogram, which is

eiiiuil to 1000 or 10=^ gm., and the milligram or 10 gm. The other

in.ignitudes (decagram =10 gm., hectogram = 100 gm., decigram =

O centigram = 0 '01 gm.) are hut seldom used, and for scien-

tilic pur])Oses should never be used at all.

For the chemist, now, neither the (juestion, how much kinetic

energy a body acquires under a given velocity (the mass), nor the

<iuostion, what force it exercises on its • support (the Aveight), is of

su])rcme interest. An explanation is therefore necessary as to AAdiy

the balance is, rightly, called the mo.st important instrument in scien-

tifie chemistry.

When Ave Imy substances for chemical purposes, for exanqtle, coal

„!• food, which is of course done by Aveight, the mass and the Aveight

of these things have likoAvise no direct interest for us. The determin-

ing factor is that the ckmind r<ilue.% the nutritive value or the heat

that can he obtained by combustion, are rdro proportional to the mass and

iJir vnfjhl In mass and Aveight, therefore, Ave have a, measure of the

amount of chemical effect Avhich the bodies can produce, and Ave

determine the Aveight Avhen Ave Avish to measure the amount of

cliemical effect. Hoav this is done in detail Avill be discussed later

(Chap. VIIT.).

* The chemisLs balance (Fig. 5) is a lever Avith two equal arms.

^\^eighing consists in alloAving the body Avhosc Aveight is to be deter-

mined, to act on one end of the lever, Avhile different Aveights of knoAvn

value are made to act on the other end, until equilibrium is established,

ie. until the lever turns neither in one direction nor in the other.

* The balances used in ordinary life differ, essentially, only in

snisifiveness from those used for scientific purposes. While an ordi-

nary kilogram balance will still show differences of 1 gm., but not of
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OH gill., the best scientific bnlances, when loaded with 1 kilogrnjn,

will show a difference of one hundredth of a milligrain, or O’OOOOl oin

The former has therefore a limit of error of O'OOl, the latter of

0*00000001. The latter therefore allows of the determination of

weigiit and mass ratios with proportionately greater exactness.

This increase in the sensitiveness of the balance is effected liv

minimising, as far as possible, the hindrances to movement due to

friction, llie axis of rotatimi of the beam of the balance is formed

by a knife-edge made of hard steel or agate, resting on a plane of haid

stone. In the same way, the axes from which the pans for the weights

and for the body to be weighed are suspended, are formed by knife

edges resting on planes. The three knife-edges must lie parallel to

one another and in the same plane.
' To ])r(5vent the knife-edges from wearing away too rapidly, they

must be allowed to rest on the jilanes only during the time the balanec

is being used. Every good balance is therefore furnished with an

arrangement for “arresting” it. This is so made that by turning a

knob or a handle, the scale jiaiis are first raised from the end knife

edges and then the beam from the plane on which it rests. The

weights, etc. are placed on the scale pans while the balance is

“arrested.” On slowly “I'eleasing” the balance, it can be seen in

what direction the balance turns, and whether the weights have to he

increased or diminished.

Since a moderately good balance detects amounts even as small

as O'OOOl gm., one wouhl recpiire weights of a cori'esponding value, in

order to finish the weighings. These are very inconvenient to handle,

and chemical balances are therefore fui*nished with another ariange

ment for determining the smallest weights. The Ijalanco beam, from

the middle to the end knife-edges, is divided into t(;n parts, and their

is a contrivance by means of which a weight of 0*01 gm., which from

its foian is called a “rider,” can be placed at any point on the beam.

According to the law of levers, the efiect of the weight is smaller, tli(‘

nearer it is placed to the axis of i-otation. If, for example, the rider

is placed at a distance from the axis equal to /’ot^s of the length of tla*

beam, it acts as a weight of 0*003 gm., and every tenth of the beam
corresponds to one milligram.

In weighing, therefore, it is necessary to counterbalance a body
only to within 0*01 gm. with weights, and then to move the rider till

complete equilibrium is oljtaincd. The tenths and hundredths of the

lieam length give the milligrams and tenths of a milligram which have

to be added to the weights.
' The production of C(juilibrium is shown by a pointer attached to

the beam of the balance and moving in front of a scale. Since a good

balance docs not remain at rest but continues for a long time oscillat-

ing like a pendulum, one observes the extreme positions of the pointer,

or the defiections, and takes the mean of these.
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- To complete the weighing it is not expedient to ol)tain the final

idjustment by shifting the rider, as we have just assumed for the sake

)f clearness. Hathei*, use is made of the fact that the change of the

position of rest is proportional to the excess of weight. If the change

)f zero caused by a change in the weight of 1 milligram has l)een

k'tcrmined, it is only necessary to set the rider at the nearest whole

eiith to bo able to calculate, from the deviation of the point of rest

low obtained from that wdien the balance’is unloaded or the zero, the

ractions of a milligram which would make the equilibrium perfect.

Density and Extensity.—The aids to the definition and
measurement of masses and weights just considered, form the basis for

the determination of an important property possessed by all substances,

uliicli, by reason of the great variation of its value from substance to

substance, is largely used for distinguishing and characterising these.

This is the demUff and the extendly {hdumlir/iM

A\’hen defining the conception of “substances,’' we expressly
imitted to take the mass into account (p. 5), as also the space occu-

ju‘d by a given piece of the substance. Since, however, tliese two
uagnitudes vary simultaneously and in the same degree, their ratio is

i definite property of the substances, and, according to the general
.aw, must always have the same value for a given substance under
given conditions.

If we denote the mass of a given specimen of a substance by in,

and the space which it occupies, or the volume, by v, we can form the
two expressions w//’ and rjm. The former, the mass in unit volume,
is called the densitf/ or the specific gravity, the latter, the volume of
unit mass, is called the sjiccific volume

;
we will call it the extensitii.

'fhe units in which these magnitudes arc measured have already
been fixed : the unit of mass is the gram, and that of volume is the
cidtic centimetre. Since the mass is expressed liy the same number
as tim weight, the density is equal to the weight of the liody in grams
divi(led by its volume in cubic centimetres; hence the name specific
gravity. Th(i extensity has the reciprocal value. If we call the
density d ai)d the extensity e, we have the relation d—lje and

Of these two expressions, the density has, as a rule, the preference,
i^iuee, on viewing a body we first estimate its volume with the eye,
'ud obtain an idea of its weight only when we have t.aken it in the
''und. (3ne refers, therefore, involuntarily, the weight to the volume
'uid not the volume to the weight. For scientific purposes it is better
to employ the opposite relation. For the mass is an unchanging
magnitude in a body, whereas volume depends on pressure and
teniperaturo, and it is more rational to refer the variable quantity to
the invariable than conversely.

In accordance with the common custom, however, the densities
s uall ill this book also receive the foremost place.
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Measurement of Density and Extensity.—To determiin

the nitio between volume and mass, a measurement of both

magnitudes for the given body is necessary. The mass is determimvl

by weighing (p. 25); the determination of the volume vaiies witli

the pliysieal state of the body. It is easiest in the case of

liipiids.

Tlie most direct method consists in filling a vessel of knoAvn

capacity witli the liquid, and determining its weight. Such vessels

can be made of various kinds according to the accuracy aimed at. h

very rapid and convenient method consists in the use of a vessel of

the form shown in Fig. 6, called a pipette. It consists, essentially, of

a narrow tube, Avidened in the middle, and is filled by dipping one end

in the liquid and sucking at the other. On the upper tube is a eircnlai'

mark forming the limit of a definite cubic content, which usually

amounts to a round number of cubic centimetres. In filling, a slight

e.vcess of liquid is sucked up, and

then, closing the upper end of the !

pipette with the lingci’, the e.xcess
,

is cautiously allowed to run out till
j

the liquid stands at the mark.

The filled pipette is placed on the

balance in a horizontal position,

j'csting on a bent wire carrier (Fig. 6). If the empty pipette with

the carrier has been previously counterpoised, the increase in

weight gives directly the weight of the liquid.

The determination is simplest wlnm a pi])ette of exactly 1 cc.

capacity is used, and a weight made which counterbalances the empty

]hpette along Avith its carrier. In accordance Avith commercial use,

such a Aveight is called the forr, Idie extra Aveigiit is then directly

e(pial to the density of the licpiid, since, of course, the divisor, the

volume, is equal to 1. Siicii a determination can be carried out Avith

an error Avhicli is less than O'OOl.

Another method is based on the principle of Archimedes, according

to Avhich a body sunk in a bhpiid experiences an upAA'ard pressure eqn.d

to the Aveight of the liquid displaced. A glass sinker, closed on id)

sid(‘s and hung by a hair or fine [)latinum wire, is counterpoised on the

bahince
;

it is then sunk in the liquid to be investigated and the

dcciease in weight, or the upward pressure, determined. The volume

of the sinker is determined by conducting the same experiment in

Avater
;
the upward pressure in grams is equal to the volume in cubic

centimetres (p. 211)- H this experiment is not performed at I" 0., one

finds from the tables of the expansion of Avater the Aveight of 1 cc. at

the temperature of the experiment, and divides the upvA'ard pressure

found by this.

In this case also, it is most convenient to make a sinker whose

volume is exactly equal to 1 (or to 10) cc. The loss of weight gives
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tht'ii, directly (in the case of 10 cc. after moving the decimal point one

place to the left), the density of the liquid.

Finally, for rapid determinations of the density, the hiidromder is

usi'd. This consists (Fig. 7) of a glass float terminating at the top in

a narrow tube within which there is a scale. The instrument is so

made that it floats perpendicularly in the liipiid to

l)c investigated. Since a floating body sinks to such

;i depth that the weight of the li(|uid displaced is

(“(|u;d to the weight of the body, the position of rest

varies Avith the density of the liquid, and the scale is

read at the point where the stem passes through the

sui-face of the liquid. The scale is generally graduated

so as to allow of reading off the densities directly.

However, otlu'r scales arc in use, which have different

names according to their inventors, and whose zero

corres})onds to the density of water. For scientific

purposes these have no importance.

Densities of Solid Bodies are determined T>y

two chief imitliods. Generally, they are weighed first

in air and then in water or other lifpiid. The first

weighing gives the mass, the second the loss of

weight or the upward })ressure, and from that the volume. When the

second Aveighing is eariaed out in Avater, the upward prcssui'e is eepud

to the volume (the influence of temperature being alloA^'ed for
;

v h/c

'injm). If another liquid must be used, as in the case of substances

soluble in Avater, its density must first be d(‘termined by one of the

methods just descril)ed, and the iq)Avard pressure must be divided by
the value of this. For the volume of the liquid is equal to its Aveight

divided by its density (p. 27).

In carrying out such experiments, regard must often l)e had to

the fact that the bodies are not present in large pieces, but in grains

or small pieces. In this case, they are Aveighed under

water in an open vessel of glass or platinum, as in

A Fig. 8. The Aveiglit of the vessel under similar conditions,

I 1 viz., immersed in the li(juid, must, of course, be i)reviously

determined.

Another method, employed especially Avith small

quantities, consists in mixing together tAvo licpiids, one of

J Avhich is denser, the other less dense than the solid to be

^

investigated, so as to give a liquid Avhose density is equal

to that of the solid body. This identity is shoAvn by the
fact that the body neither rises nor sinks, but remains suspended
le the liquid. The experiment is carried out by placing the

lH)dy first of all in a small quantity of the lighter licpiid, in which
It sinks to the bottom. There is then cautiously added so much of
the other liquid till the suspension is produced. Generally one Avill
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arid luther too much of the second liciuid
;
the error can, ho\cevei-, I),,

easily rectified by the addition of some of the lighter licjuid.

When suspension takes place, the density of tlie mixture is chucr

mined by one of the methods described on pp. 28 and 29.

As a heavy liquid there is used methylene iodide or acctylou'

tetrabromide
;
as a light one, benzene or toluene. These liquids can

be obtained commercially.

The necessary information for the determination of the density of

gases will l)e given later (Chap. V.).

Influence of Pressure and Temperature on the Density.

It has already been mentioned that although the mass experiences

no change in any ju’oeess, the volume is dependent both on the

temperature and on the pressure. The density of a substance will

therefore likewise vary with these circumstances
; and ifi order to

make a statement definite, the values of both of these must he gi\eii

at the same time.

The influence of pressure, now, is g(*nerallyvery small. The voliiinc

of liquid substances is diminished only by some hundred thousandths

of its value Avhen tlic |)ressure is increased by 1 atmosphere, and in

the case of solid bodies this influence is in most cases still smaller. It

is therefore ma’essary to have regard to this variability only in the

case of very exact investigations.

The influence of temperature is, however, much greater. The

\'olume of a given body is (with few exceptions) increased by a rise of

temperature. The amount of increase is very difienmt in the case of

diflerent substances, and is in general greater for li(puds than for

solids. As a rough estimate one can assume that hhpuds expand hv

about one thousandth of their volume for every degree of rise. This

is, however, only a very rough approximation, since the amoinit

varies Tiot only from liejuid to licpiid, but also with the temperature

itself. Tiie higher the temperature, the greater is the relative increase

of volume with the temperature.

In the case of accurate statements of the density of li(pudsj thei(‘

fore, a statement of the temperature is necessary. Approximate

statements, such as will often be made in tliis book, refer to room

temperature, say 18° C.

The other Forms of Energy .—In the discussion of perfect and

imperfect machines ([). 21), there still remains the question, what becomes

of the work which in imperfect machines disappears. In order to flnd

an answer to this, let us make a machine which is as im])erfect as

possible, so as to make the effect produced by this quality as clear as

possible. In other words, we increase the friction to such a degree

that the machine consumes almost all the work that is put into it and

gives out only a small amount of it in external Avork.

The result of such an increase of the friction is seen in the case e)f

badly kept axle bearings in driving engines, vehicles, etc. Those parts
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where the friction is great heconir imnn. A more exact investigation

sho\\ s that the amount of heat thus produced is proportional to the

^\ork lost. Since, on the other hand, work can be again obtained from

hc:it, as in the case of steam engines, it follows that heat is something

which can be obtained from and be reconverted into work. In accord

-

iuice with what was laid down on p. 1^1, heat must be called a kind of

energy.

If the heat be measured in units which are ecpial to the amount

()l)taincd from an erg of work (p. 23), it is found that the heat pro-

duced in an imj)erfect machine is always e<pial to the loss of work.

If, then, the heat be also reckoned, the total amount of eneigy

converted is ecpial to the work put into the machine, and the law

of conservation again holds good.

These considerations can be extended. There are other forms

of energy which arc produced from and which can again In^ converted

into work. A familiar example is dedriml euergif which, by means

of dynamos, can be produced from work and be agaiji converted into

w oik or into heat, etc. Each of these forms of energy can be measured

by taking as unit the amount produced by 1 erg of work.

Another example is rheininil niriuji/. Combustion (p. 10) is a

chemical process. By the combustion of coal in steam engines by

far the greater part of the work is produced which is used in the arts

and manufactures
;
this work is therefore a product of transformation

uf chemical energy.

For all thesr forms totjefJirr, the law of arnsrrvaiion holds. If in a

closed system transformations of energy take place, the sum total of

energy remains, at each moment, unchanged, the production of one

energy being accompanied by the simultaneous disaiipcai^ancc of an

(Minivalent amount of another (mergy
;
and conversely, no eneigy

• lisappears without an equivalent amount of another form being

produced. An essential supposition made here is that all the forms

of energy are measured in tlie same units, e.fj. the erg.

" The more exact explanation of this exceedingly important law

will he given in the course of our further di.scussions. We shall

here still touch only on the (piestion, how it is possible to discover

such a wide and comprehensive law and to pi'ove it inductively, i.r.

support it with a sutheient number of examples. The answer is an

historical one.

In former centuries numerous mechanicians—some of them e.x-

cecdiiigly skilled—busied themselves with the pi’oblem of perpetual

motion, i.r. with the construction of a machine which should keep

itself in motion, and at the same time perfoi-m external work. All

their endeavours remained fruitless, and it looks as if the work of all

these industrious and ingenious men had been in vain.

If, however, from this failure we draw the definite conclusion

that a prrpetuum mobile is an impossibility
;
that it is, therefore, not
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feasible to create work out of nothing, and that machines at best can

give out only the amount of work which is put into them, we obtain

the ])ositive law of the conservation of work in perfect machines.

The furth(‘.r (piestion as to where the lost work remains in imperfect

machines, has led to the recognition that work can be converted into

other forms of an equivalent thing, which is called energy
;
and as the

final result of the impossibility of perpetual motion there is developed

the law of the conservatiem of energy—one of the most important

laws of fill tiaturfil science.

" Similar developments of fruitless labour into positive laws cfui

l)e recognised in other pfirts of natural science, and we shall at a later

time have to occupy ourselves with such cases (cf. Chap. IV.).

Summary.

—

The production and disa|)pcarance of substanct's

during chemical processes raises the question, whether these changes

obey any laws
;
and it is found as a universfil experience, with no

exception, that the totfil weight of the substances taking pfirt in an\’

chcmicfil process remains unchfinged. The total weight of the now
substances produced is e(ju;il to the combined weiglit of the sul)-

stances disappearing.

Thei’c holds, therefore, for all chemical processes (and for all othei

known processes likewise) the law of the eoiwerralkm of weir/hf.

The nifiss of a given body is i)roportionfil to its weight, the rfitio

of mass to weight being, for all l)odies, independent of their othci'

properties, constant at a given spot. Hence there also ol;)t;iins for all

processes, the chemical ones included, the law (f the nnmrvation jif

mass.

The two magnitudes, w^eight and imiss, hfive no direct relation to

one another, and the law of their pi-opoitionality is a purely empiricfd

law.

An indirect iclation between mass and weight is found by the aid

of the conception of work. Denoting by this name the product of fi

force and the distance over which it acts, the law can 1)0 stfited, for

the simple “ machines,” that in the limiting, ideal cas(‘, the work
Cfin be neither increas(!d nor diminished by such machines. There

exists, therefore, for them a law of the conservation of ivork

In special cases, work apparently disappears. In these cases it

cfin always be shown that something else is produced at the same
time which is proportional to the Avork which has disappeared, and

which can be reconverted into work. If avc denote all such things

as Cfin arise from and lie converted into ivork by the name energy^ an<l

if wc measure the different kinds of energy in units based on the

conversion of a definite amount of work taken as the unit, there holds

good, quite universally, a law of the conservation of energy.

There are various kinds of energy. Besides work in the sense

just denoted, kinetic energy, electrical energy, chemical energy, heat,

were chai-acterised as various kinds of energy.
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The unit of energy is called the erg. It was defined as twice the

(‘uergy contained in 1 gram of any body when it has tlie velocity of

I centimetre in 1 second.

If the body has the mass }n. and the velocity r, both measured in

the units just given, its kinetic energy is equal to line'.

When 1 gram falls through 1 centimetre, under the influence of

gi’avity, it acquires the velocity of 44 ‘20 cm./scc. Its kinetic energy

is, therefore, e(iual to 980 ergs. This lifts been produced from tlie

work of gravity, which is equal to the product of the force of gravity

and the distance. Since the latter is equal to unity (1 cm.), the

foi'iner must be equal to 980. The force with which gravity acts on

1 gram is, therefore, equal to 980 units.

A body of n grams acquii'cs the same velocity, since, as experiment

shows, all heavy bodies fall equally fast. Its kinetic energy, therefore,

amounts to 980 n. Accordingly, the force of gravity acting on n gm.,

:i,mounts to 980 n units.

In chemistry, weight and mass have a special im|)0]’tan(.'e, from

the fact that tin; chemical energy which can be obtained by the trans-

formation of any substance, is projiortional to its weight and its mass.

Sinc(! the value of substances used for chemical purposes, e.g. articles

of food or fuel, are measured according to the amount of chemical

energy which can be obtained from them, the weight is also a measure

of the chemical value of different (piantities of the same substance.

In conclusion, we may group together the units we have selected

for the measurement of the different magnitudes. 'Phese units are

universally used in science, and are called ahohiie units.

Unit of Time Second sec.

„ Length Centimetre cm.

„ Mass Cram gm.

„ Energy Erg e.

The last two units are not independent of one another since, when
one of them is given, the othei* can be determined from it with the

help of the first two.

From these fundamental units, compound units are derived by

nniting the proper magnitudes. Thus, the unit of velocit}'- is the

velocity of 1 centimetre in 1 second, 1 cm./sec. The unit of force is

that which acting over 1 cm. performs the work 1 e., and is therefore

lepresented by 1 e./cm. The units of area and volume are given l)y

ein.- and cm.'^ The unit of density is 1 gm./cm.^; that of extensity
i ein.^gm.



CHAPTER III

THK IMIKNOMENA OF COMBUSTION AND OXYGEN

Combustion.—Of the cheinical processes which unceasingly take place

in our surroundings, the phmonwna of mnhiistioii form one of the

most extensive and important groups. From remotest times, therefore,

they have attracted interest, and a large part of scientific chemislrv

has devcloiied around them.

Combustion, such as that of coal in the fire or of petroleum in tlu*

lamp, possesses in a marked manner the peculiarity of chemical

piocesses, for in these cases the burning substances disappear and

new substances are produced.

Apparently, combustions take place in such a manner that tlit'

substances disapjiear either conniletely, as in the case of petroleum,

or at all events, for the greater part, as in the case of coal. For the

ash which in the latter case remains behind amounts to only a small

fraction of the weight of the coal.

That comlmstions, however, take place in which the converse i>

the case can lie shown by many examples. Place on the one scale

pan of a balance a small wire tripod, lay thereon a piece of fine wiie

gauze, and shake out on this a small heap of fine iron powder. On

warming the edge of the heap with a flame the iron begins to glow,

and it gradually Imrns, forming a blackish, coherent, friable mass,

which has quite other properties than the iron, and is, therefore,

a new substance.

Since, under these conditions, the combustion of the iron can he

observed only close at hand, we can make it visible at a distance In

sprinkling some of the iron powder in the flame. Each particle then

burns, forming a brilliant, star-shaped .spark. On a sheet of ])a{)('i

placed underneath, particles of the same blackish mass as is produced

by the burning of the iron on the wire-gauze are found.

While the combustion is taking place on the wire-gauze, the side

of the balance on which the iron is, is seen to become heavier, and nf

last strikes with some force against the base. The combustion of iron

takes place, therefore, with increase of weight.

34
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Is Increase of Weight on Combustion Universal ?~Since

the first supposition, tbiit combustion and decrease of weight always

go hand in hand, does not turn out to be true, one may suppose that

the opposite is the case, ie. that increase of weight always occurs.

For it follows from the law of conservation of weight, that burning

petroleum and burning alcohol do not disappear into nothing. New
substances must, therefore, be produced, and the following experiment

will readily convince one of this. Tak'^ a large, dry tumbler and

hold it over a flame so that the flame burns inside. The tumbler is

then seen to l)ecome immediately covered with a film which has

exactly the appearance of the film of moisture which forms on cold

window panes. On closer investigation one can convince oneself that

the film consists of water. Since this phenomenon does not occur

when the tumbler is held over the unlit lamp, it follows that walcr is

formed in the flame.

Further, if a similar tumbler be rinsed out with lime-water and

then h(dd in this condition over the flame, a white solid is formed in

the lime-water which looks exactly like chalk. This phenomenon also

occurs only when the lamp is lit.

" The lime-water for this experiment is prepared by shaking lime

with water, and then allowing the milky liquid to stand in a closed

bottle. In a few hours the lime sinks to the bottom, and the clear,

su])ernatant liquid is then poured oft’ into another bottle. As a rule,

it thereby again becomes milky, and must stand some time to l)ecome

clear.

These experiments show that, although in the combustion of the

above liquids, the latter cei-tainly di.sappcar, new substances are

[Moduced, which escape direct observation only from the fact that

they occur as gases.

Pi'ocesses, by means of which the presence of certain substances

can be detected, such as the formation of the film on the tumbler and

of the white solid in the previously clear, liipiid, are called 'mictions,

and the substances necessary for them, reai/cnfs. The formation of the

film is a reaction for water vapour, and lime-water is a reagent for

another sul)stance which is also formed in the combustion of petroleum

or of alcohol.

To give, then, a proper answer to the question, whether in the

combustion of petroleum or of stearin an increase or diminution of

weight occurs, care must be taken that the gases formed do not escape

into the air, but are held fast. This is eftected by means of a white

substance which is sold undei- the name of caustic soda, and is

formed into rods or broken into irregular pieces. With this substance

the upper part of a lamp cylinder is loosely filled, a piece of wire-

gauze fixed into the cylinder preventing the caustic soda from falling

down. The cylinder is then placed on the balance in such a way
that a small lamp or a candle can be placed underneath it (Fig. 9).
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When the whole has been brought into equipoise the lamp is lit. In

a short time that side of the balance on which the lamp is, sinks,

thus proving that the petroleum and the

stearin on combustion arc converted into

substances which are heavier than the

part of the combustible substance wbicli

disappears.

From these experiments we can draw

the general conclusion that combustion

consists in the chemical action of the

combustible substances on some other

substance which combines with them to

form new substances. For, according

to the law of the conservation of

weight, the increase of weight can be

produced only by the addition of another

ponderable substance to the sul)stanccs

undergoing combustion.

This substance will be sought for in

the air, since, in the case of the processes

we are consideriTig, there is no possi-

bility of the access of any other ponder-

able substance.

Behaviour of the Air during Combustion.—For the purpose

of getting a more exact knowledge of the process of combustion in

this direction, we must shut off the process from the rest of the

outside world in such a w^ay that we can investigate all the changes

which occur in the participating substances. We therefore carry out

the combustion in a closed space, in a glass flask.

The first thing that we notice here is, that in a given volume of

air it is not possible to burn any quantity of oil, but that the amount

burned is greater, the greater the volume of the air. There is, therefore,

something contained in the air which is necessary for combustion.

The air, however, does not consist entirely of this something

No matter what substances are burned in a given quantity of air, one

never succeeds in using up the whole amount of air
;
on the contrary,

about Iths of it remain behind. In this residue, combustion can

no longer be produced, and closer investigation shows that the gas

remaining has other properties than the air. From this it may bo

concluded that the air is not a simple substance, but a mixture (a

solution), consisting of a substance which is necessary for combustion,

and of another which does not effect (i)mbustion.

Oxygen.—That the power of the air to support coml)ustioii

depends on the presence of a gaseous substance which does not con-

stitute the whole air, but only about ^th of it, was stated by the

chemist, Scheele (born at Stralsund), towards the end of the eighteenth
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century. Scheele confirmed his opinion, which was opposed to the
then existing ideas of the “ elementary ” nature of the air, by showing
how to prepare a substance which had the power of supporting com-
bustion in a much higher degree than ordinary air, and which left

behind no residue incapable of supporting combustion.
Scheele obtained his gas, which he called jire-aii\ by strongly heat-

ing the substance well known by the namp of saUpdre. He afterwards
obtained it in the same manner from the mineral pyrolusite.

Independent!}'' of Scheele, the same substance was discovered some-

what later by Priestley, who prepared it by strongly heating a rod-
y(‘llow substance called oxide of mercury.

The last experiment is the most convenient for repetition. The
led-yellow powder (oxide of mercury) is placed in a bent tube of hard
glass (Fig. 10). The tube is closed by a perforated cork, carrying
a narrow tube with indiarubber tiilnng attached. On heating the tube
containing the oxide of mercury, this substance first becomes darker,
abnost black, in colony. After some time a film with a metallic lustre

formed on the tube near the heated part. If the end of the gas-
oelivery tube is placed under #ater bubbles of gas are seen to rise.
Ibis might bo taken for air, which is caused to expand by the heating,
'^ud partially escapes from the tube. We can readily convince our-
selves, however, that the gas is not ordinary air

;
for if a splinter of

wood which has been lit and then blown out, so that only the charred
end glows feebly, be brought to the mouth of the tube, it at once
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bursts into flame. The gas which is evolved can be collected by filling

a vessel with water and inverting it in the trough in such a manner

that the opening remains under water. On allowing the gas bubbles

to pass from the tube into the mouth of the vessel the water is

displaced by the new gas, and after some time the vessel is filled with

it. The process goes on so long as there is oxide of mercury present.

This has, however, in the n^^antime diminished in amount, and after

some time disappears entirely. At the same moment, the evolution

of gas ceases.

Properties of Oxygen.—If we examine the gas thus obtained,

we cannot, by its external appearance, distinguish it from air. Like

air, it is colourless
;
proves, on appropriately testing it, to be odourless

and tasteless
;
from the manner of its preparation also, it is evident

that it is, like air, insoluble or only slightly soluble in water. That

it is, however, difTerent from air is shown by its already known
behaviour towards glowing wood. Exact investigation, also, shows

that its density and its other physical properties are distinctly different

from those of air. We have, therefore, ground for considering the

gas evolved from oxide of mercury to be a substance of a special kind.

Such, as a matter of fact, it is, and it is called oxygen.^

Decomposition of Oxide of Mercury.—Let us now investigate

more closely the process by which we have obtaiiied oxygen. As we

sec, the oxide of mercury has completely disappeared. Along with the

oxygen, however, a liquid substance with a metallic lustre has bctei

produced
;

this has been deposited in the fore part of the tube, and

exhibits the properties of mercury. Besides these, nothing else c;in

be detected.

The oxide of mercury has, therefore, been converted into oxygen

and metallic mercury. If the weight of the oxide of mercury, of the

mercury, and of the oxygen be determined, it is found that the weight

of the first is equal to the sum of the other two. In accordance with

the law of the conservation of weight, we shall say that the oxide

of mercury has, under the influence of heat, been transformed into

mercury and oxygen, and we may add that no other sul)stance can have

been produced in the process. We can therefore write the equation :

Oxide of mercury = mercury + oxygen,

where the sign of equality signifies that the substances on either side

of the sign can be transformed into one another.

One often finds the expression used that oxide of mercury consisl.<

of mercury and oxygen, since the former can be converted into the

latter. However, oxide of mercury exhibits the properties neither of

1 The name oxygen (acid producer) belongs to an olden time, and is tlie expression of

a former, erroneous opinion th.at this sub.stance is contained in all acids and is essenti;'!

for their propertie.s. Even after th(i recognition of the falsity of this view, the name was

retained.
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mercury nor of oxygen. Since a substance is characterised only by

its properties, such a statement as the above has no real meaning,

ind is only a short inaccurate method of expressing definite regu-

larities which will be discussed later (Chap. IV.).

This method of expression is, however, so generally used that we
must retain it for the sake of intelligibility, though with tlie reserva-

tion just made.

Combination.—The process of the co^ivcrsion of oxide of mercury
into mercury and oxygen can be reversed.* By heating mercury in

contact with air, i.e. with the oxygen of the air, to about its boiling

point, it is converted into oxide of mercury. The process, however,

i'e<|uires days in order to yield an appreciable amount of oxide of

mercury.

As a single substance is hereby produced from two dillerent

substances, the process is called a mnhiiuitim

;

the reverse process,

the conversion of one substance into two—oxide of mercury into

mei-cury and oxygen—is called a de<mvpodti()n. In the same way,
mercury and oxygen are called the constihients of oxide of mercury,

and this, a compound of the two other substances. It is looked upon,

therefore, as a composite substance with regard to its constituents ; still

one may be again reminded of the reservation we have just made.
Quantity Relations.—Keturning to our experiment, we can raise

the question as to the (piantity relations of the participating substances.

From the experiences of common life, one will be inclined to assume
that in the conversion of a substance A into a substance B, the amount
of B obtained will diminish and increase in the same ratio as the
amount of A used. However, from the same experiences, one would
conclude that although the “ yield ” would on the whole agiam with
this 1‘ule, it would, in individual case.s, show more or less deviation
from it.

Fet us perform suitable experiments by decomposing various
accurately weighed-out amounts of oxide of mercury and measuring
the oxygen evolved. (The necessary precautions to be taken here will

t)e presently discussed
;
vide Chap. V.). Wo find that the ratio of the

eiHuK'ut of oxide of mrrcftiry used to the amount of oxipjeu obtained is

•misfant, not only approximately hut with all the accuracy with which wr can
' nihrw the measurement.

The relation which we here meet with is a case of a general law of
nature.

When one smhstance k converted into another, there exists a definite,

aivariahle relation between the anwuut of the sid)stance disappearing and theJ,

'if the substance produced.

We can at once extend this law and say that when two substances
combine with one another to form a third substance, an invariable
delation also exists between the two substances. For the weight of
fbe substance produced stands, in accordance with the law just stated,
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in a constant relation to that of the substance which disappears. This

weight is, however, equal to the sum of the weights of the combining

substances. If the two separate ^vcights arc proportional to their suni,

they are also proportional to one another.

In symbols, the law can be represented thus. Let the amounts of

the combining substances be A and B, and the amount of the substance

produced or the compound be C. Then, according to the first lav
,

A/C = const., and B/C = conftt. From this there follows, by division,

A/B = const., which had to be proved.

AVhat has here been sUitcd for two substances which combine with

one another holds for any number of substances
;
the law of comfanl

mnbinin/j projmtions is universal.

The accuracy of this law has been subjected to a very careful test

by various investigators, both the source or the method of preparation

of the participating substances and the conditions of the transformation

being changed as much as possible. The result obtained was similar

to that in the case of the law of the conservation of mass, and no one

has succeeded in showing deviations from the law. On the contrary,

the relations were found to be invariable within the same limits of

error as the quantity determinations themselves could 1)0 carried out.

The law of invariable transformation ratios belongs, therefore, along

with the law of the conservation of mass, to the few laws whi(di,

within the bounds of our present knowledge, can l)e designated as

entirely exact.

Deductive Derivation of the Law of Constant Proportions.

—The law of the invariability of the combining proportions, which we

have just obtained empirically, can be regarded as a consecpience of the

previously stated law of the definiteness of the properties attaching to

substances, if we reckon as properties all relations in which the

substance can be placed with regard to others. For the proportion in

which one sul)stance is produced from other substances certainly

belongs to these relations, and it appears quite proper to expect that

when a third substance with quite definite properties is produced by

the interaction of two. substances, the amounts of the reacting

substances necessary for this result cannot interact in arbitrary pro-

portions, but must do so in (b'jinife proportions.

Such a method of argument is frequently used in science for tlw

purpose of deriving unknown relations from others already known.

The method is called drdnrfioH, and a science which is based entirely or

chiefly on such a method is called a drduefitr science. As is evident,

a double possibility of error attaches to the deductive conclusions.

Firstly, these conclusions share all the uncertainties attaching to the

assumptions from wdiich they are developed. Secondly, to these have

to be added the uncertainties which may lie in the method of deriva

lion. Formal logic, it is true, teaches how to avoid gross errors of the

latter kind
;

less apparent errors, however, which are due especially to
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tlie varying nature of the conceptions employed, and to the incomplete-

ness of tlie distinctions made, can often be avoided or discovered ordy

with difficulty.

' In the natural sciences, now, there is an invaluable means of

testing deductive conclusions : ihnr demmuh an coiiqKind dirnfly uith

cxpnirnn. Thus it would have been quite possible for a meditative

investigator to derive the law of constant combining proportions from

the empirically formed conception of a substance endowed with definite

properties. He could then have stated this law as a deduction from

tin* former one
;

it would, however, have obtained validity in science

only when he or some other investigator had proved the correctness of

the deduction by a number of appropriate measurements.

From this it would appear as if the method of deduction could

l»e entirely dispensed with, since the results, as we have seen, must be

tested and confirmed by experience before they are acknowledged.

The discovery of new laws could, indeed, be left entirely to experience.

Against this, however, there' is to be said that the empirical discovery

of laws would be too dependent on chance, whereas the drawing of

conclusions from existing laws offers a rational method for the discovery

of new ones. But further, it is of the highest importance to know the

interdependence of the different laws, so that if limitations or errors

are found in a law, one may be able to judge of the bearing of

these on other laws. This interdependence of the laws can, Iioav-

ever, be ascertained only by the deductive method. This forms,

therefore, an important aid to the advance of science, and a guarantee

of its stability.

Summary.—The investigation of one of the most frequent and
conspicuous chemical phenomena, combuxtioiq showed that this consists

in the interaction of the burning .substances with a portion of the air.

The substance constituting this j)ortion is called oxygen, and the

interaction takes place in .such a way that the oxygen unites with the

I'urning substances, forming with them new substances which together

weigh more than the combustible substances had before w’eighed.

fho increase of weight is, in accordance with the law of the conservation

of weight, equal to the weight of the oxygen which has at the same
time disappeared.

Oxygen can be prepared in the pure condition by heating certain

substances, ejj. oxide of mercury. It is found to be a colourless gas in

which combustible substances burn more vigorously than in ordinary
uir.

Besides oxygen, metallic mercury is at the same time produced
fi'om the oxide of mercury. The weight of this and the oxygen is

('<iual to the weight of the oxide of mercury which has disappearerl.

Mercury and oxygen arc called the mvdituemtx, of oxide of mercury,
and the latter is called a compound of the two former.

The formalioii of compounds from their consfituenfs fairs plan in
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definite proportiom by weiyht, which depend only on the nature of tin;

substances, and not on the circumstances under which the compounds

are produced. This hm of constant proportions by weight holds for all khuh

of chemieeil transformation whatever.

The exactitude of this law is of the same order as that of the law

of conservation of weight in chemical processes, ie. no deviations from

it have as yet been proved.

,



GHAPTEli IV

THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS

Elements and Compounds.—By the agency of heat wo had

succeeded in transforming oxide of mercury into more “ simple ” con-

stituents, i.(\ into snl)stances whose sqxiralr weights are less than the

weight of the original substance, while the sum of their weights is

e([ual to the weight of the original substance. Similai' “decom-

positions ” can be ell'ected by the application of other forms of energy,

f.ij. electrical energy. Imagine, now, all s\d)stances tested in this

respect, and the “^implci‘” substances thereby olitained likewise

subjected to the decomposition treatment. 8ul)stances will then be

ultimately obtained which can in no way be decomposed into

sim])l(n* ones, i.e, substances Avliich in all chemical transformations can

yield only substances of greater, or, at best, of e(iual weight.

Such sul)stanecs arc called dnneiits. From what has just been said,

it follows that the scientilic conception of a chemical element is by no

uit'ans that of a substance which is, in principle, “ nndnyniiposahle^'’^ but

simply that of a substance which has hitherto never been converted

into one of less mass than itself.

Despite the exceedingly lai’gc; number of chemically different sub-

stances, amounting to many thousands, the number of the chemical

elements is not great. There are, in all, seventy to eighty different

sul)stances into which all naturally occurring substances can be trans-

formed, or of which they “ consist.” And, in fact, it has been found

that the number of different elements into which a given sul)stance

can be. separated is generally very small. By far the larger number
cf substances contain only two, three, or four elements

;
substances

^'ith a larger number of elements are comparatively rare.

The names of the elements so far known with certainty are as

follows :

—

Table of the Elements

I

Argon
I

I
Arsenic

|

Aluminium
Antimony

43

Barium
Beryllium
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Table of the Flements—Continncil

liisTlUltll Krypton Samarium
Itoroii Lanthanum

i

Scandinm
liromine Lead

i Selenium
Ciulniium Lithium Silver

Caesium Magnesium
;

Silicon

Calcium Manganese Sodium
Carbon '^lercnry Strontium
Ou’ium

,
Molybdenum Sul])hur

Ciiloriiie
,

Neodymium Tantalum
Chromium Neon

i
Tellurium

Cobalt
;

Nickel
;

Thallium
Copper Niobium Thorium
Erbium

;

Nitrogen Thulium
Fluorine Osmium Tin
Cadolinium Oxygen Titanium
(i allium Palladium : Tung.sten
Germanium Pho8{)horu.s

1

Uranium
Gobi Platinum

j

Vanadium
Helium

i

Potas-siiim ! Xenon
Hydrof^en

1

I’rasendymium Ytterbium
Indium

;

Khodium Yttrium
Iodine 1 Rubidium Zinc
Iridium i Ruthenium Zirconium
Iron

The Elements.—Substances which in chemical transformations

can only increase in weight, or dnnents, occni’ to a small extent in

nature
;
for the most part, however, they are artificially prepared, L

.

obtained from their compounds (p. .39). The ways in which this is

carried out, will not be considered till later. For the purpose, how-

ever, of olitaining a fii’st general view of those substances which arc

most im])ortant in chemistry, we shall give a preliminary account of

the chief propci'ties of the elements and of some of their compounds,

especially so far as they are usually kiiowm to a beginner from liis

experiences in ordinary life.

Since the number of the elements exceeds seventy, a classification

of this large total is necessary. This is carried out on the basis of

greater or less similarity of the elements and their compounds. Since

a more exact knowledge is necessary before this similarity can he

judged, it is not possibh; to explain here the grounds for the classifica

tion used
;
they will be discussed at the conclusion of the work.

The elements are, first of all, grouped into nm-mdak and indul^.

While the latter, which form by far the larger number, possess the

welhknown, easily recognisable properties which are connected witli

the conception of a metal, and which Ave meet with, say, in the case* "f

silver, iron, or lead, there is no such common character iti the non

metals
;
on the contrary, they exhibit a large variety of different

properties. The further subclivision of these two groups is carried

out on the principle of similarity, i.e. in accordance with agreement in

the properties of their derivatives or compounds. The single groups
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arc generally named after specially well-known or characteristic

elements belonging to them.

As to the best classification of the elements, there has been much

discussion. Since we are not dealing here with a question to be

answered by yes or no, but with the judging between difierent con-

siderations of suitability, it is natural that no definite decision has

been reached, as also that such a decision is not a matter of very

,ricat importance. Under all circumstances it is well to l)ear in

mind that every such scheme is one -sideSdy certain similarities being

more strongly emphasised than others, and that it is more to the

interest of the hairner to recognise the possibility of various classifica-

tions than to make his knowledge one-sided by the idea of an

‘dd)Solutely ” best arrangement. Tlu^ following arrangement affords

;i general view of the elements.

1.

Non-Metals

A. Hydrogon :ind the lialogeii.s.

11 The oxygen group.

C. The nitrogen group.

1). The carbon group.

E. The argon grouj).

H. iVlETALS

F. Alkali metals. \

(1. Alkaline earth metals, f Light metals.

11. Earth metals. j

I. Idle iron gionp. t

J. Tin* cop[»er groiqi. - Heavy metals.

K. Other metals. I

The above grouping is hy no means ideal, still it has the advan-

tage of bringing together the most important natural groups of

the elements.

The two divisions of the metals, the light and the heavy, are

so formed that the first division contains the metals whose density

docs not exceed 4, while to the second division belong the metals Avith

higher density. With this jipparently rather external and arbitrary

disliiiction, there arc bound up important chemical dilferences, Avhich

form the real justification of the division.

We pass now to the characterisation of the individual elements.

Non-Metals

A. Hydrogen and the IlALociENs

Hydrogen is a colourless gas which is more difficult to bring into

the liquid and solid state than any other substance.^ It is the lightest

^ Heliam (p. 51) approaches very nearly and is even perhaps superfor to hydrogen
hi this respect.
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of all known substances, for 1 cc. of it weighs under “norniar

conditions, i.>\ at 0° C. and under a pressure of 76 cm. mercury, only

0*000090 grn. It does not occur in appreciable quantity in natuie,

althougli there is probably a very small ejuantity of it present in

the air.

In compounds, hydrogen is met with very frequently. Water,

which covers |ths of the earth’s surface, is a compound of hydrogen

with oxygen. Moreover, hydrogen is present in almost all the

substances of which the b^Tiies of animals and plants are built-up.

Flmrim is a faintly yellowish-green coloured gas which does nut

occur in nature and which can be prepared only with difficulty, since

it at once interacts chemically with almost all sul)stances.

Its naturally occurring compounds are not rare
;
the best known is

fluorspar.

Chlorine, likewise, do(‘S not occur free in nature, and must be

prcipared from its compounds. It is a yellow-green coloured gas

with a powerful smell, and has a very harmful action on life of all

kinds. Ry modei-ate })ressure, it can be condensed to a yellow-green

coloured, oily li({ui<l, which is prepared on a manufacturing scale and

sold in metal bottles. Chlorine, also, has the })ower of readily form

ing chemical compounds.

Compounds of chlorine occur widely in nature. The most import

ant and best known is common salt, the familiar white substance,

which is soluble in water and which we are wont to add to almost

all our food.

I[ydrochloric acid is a eom{)ound of chlorine and hydrogen.

liromine is a dark brown-red li(pud, transparent only in quite thin

layers, and is one of the few elements which arc bdpiid at ordinary

temperatures. Even at room temperature, it passes very readily intu

a yellow-red, heavy vajjoiir which has an exceedingly disagreeable

smell and has a caustic action on all organisms. It shares with

fluorine and chlorine the widely extended combining power, but

possesses this to a less degree; than those elements. Bromine does

not occur free in nature.

’Idle best known compound of bromine is potassium bromide, a white

salt, readily soluble in water, which finds application in medicine and

in photography. The bromine compounds occur, indeed, wide!)

distributed in nature but generally in small (piantities, so that

bromine belongs to the somewhat rarer elements.

Iodine is a solid, crystalline substance of a blackish -violet coloui,

and with a lustre which approaches that of the metals. It volatilises

slightly at room temperature; sufficient, however, for it to have a

distinct and not pleasant smell. At higher temperatures it melts and

passes into a vapour of a fine violet colour.

Iodine dissolves in various liquids, giving solutions which ari;

sometimes coloured brown, sometimes violet. A solution of iodine in
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•ilcohol is employed in medicine under the name of tincture of iodine.

It is a brown liquid having the smell of its two components.

Iodine does not occur free in nature
;

its compounds arc si)arsely

distributed. Pohisdmn iodide^ a white salt readily becoming yellow

or brown coloured owing to the separation of iodine, tinds frequent

application.

B. The Oxygen Ckom

()x}jijen is a gas which forms a constituent of the atmospheric air

(about Jth), and as such is exceedingly important for living nature.

The work or energy which the organisms require for the exercise of

their functions, is^lerived from the combination of the sidistances of

which they consist with oxygen. Likewise, all phenomenia of com-

bustion by means of wdiich we Avarm our houses and drne our

machines depend on the co-operation of oxygen.

Oxygen gas is, in thin layers, colourless
;

in very thick ones,

blue. By strong cooling it can be condensed to a bluish liipiid which

boils at - 180'" 0.
.

Besides the large qiiantitii's of oxygen which occur ti-ee in the

air there are also enormous quantities ot the element contaimul in

compounds. Most of tin*, compound substances which we find at

the earth’s surface contain o.xygen. Of these compounds, the most

important is water (cf. p. 40). In weight, oxygen far surpasses all

otlun- elements at the earth’s snrfaci*..

On account of the great importance of oxygen and of its com-

pounds for all life, and on account of the very numerous conqiounds

which it forms, this element occupies a siiecially prominent place in

chemistry, and may be designated as the most important ol all the

elements.
^ i i

ISidpliiiT is a Avcll-known, yc'llow, solid sulistaiice A\luth melts at

liO” C. to a hoiiey-colouvcd liiniid and readily itiHanifs iii the It

Ijiinis with a blue flame, formiiifc a j-aseous ox'ygeii comi)Onnd which is

easily recognised by its pungent odour.

Sulphur docs not conduct electricity, and readily beoonies negatively

electrified on being rubbed.

Sulphur is widely distributed in nature. It occurs in large

ipiantities, especially in volcanic regions, sometimes pure, sometinies

impure through admixture with earthy matter. Not inconsiderable

ipiantities of sulphur are also found in places where a decomposition

of salts containing sulphur is eflectcd by peat or liroAvn coal.

Sulphur is met with in much larger quantity in chemical compounds

than in the free state. Gypsum and iron pyrites may be mentioned as

the best known of these substances.

Besides the oxygen compound of sulphur just mentioned, a

hydrogen compound forces itself on the observation thiough its
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conspicuous and unpleasant smell. This substance is produced in

the decomposition of many animal substances, e.g. eggs, and tlu-

“smell of rotten eggs” thereby produced is in reality the smell

of the compound of sulphur and hydrogen, sulphuretted hydrogen.

Salcinim and Tellurium are two very rare elements whose com-

pounds are similar to those of sulphur, whereas the free elements

differ in their properties. Selenium is generally a black- red, solid

substance which does not conduct electricity. Besides this, however,

another form of selenium /it known which has a half- metallic lustre

and a slight electrical conductivity. In nature, selenium occurs

almost entirely in the form of compounds
;
occasionally, it is found in

traces accompanying sulphur.

Tellurium is a grey, solid substance with metallic lustre, and

conducts electricity like a metal. It, also, occurs in nature generally

in compounds.

C. Thk NiTRoaKN Ghoup

Xitrogni is a gaseous element occurring, to a preponderating extent,

in the free state
;
the amount of the nitrogen compounds, compared

Avith that of elementary nitrogen in nature, is small. It forms the

chief constituent of atmospheric air, which is a mixture (not a

chemical compound) of Hhs nitrogen and 1th oxygen by volume. As

can be utiderstood from the known properties of the air, nitrogen is

colourless, odourless, and tasteless. By great cold it, also, can lx;

condensed to a liquid
;
with greater difficulty, however, than oxygen.

Its boiling point lies lower than that of oxygem, viz., - 19T' (A

Although the nitrogen compounds are, in amount, inferior to the

free niti'ogen, they are, nevertheless, of very great importance, since

the most important constituents of the vegetable and animal structures

are nitrogen compounds. Especially the substance of the muscles and

the contents of the cells, the so-called protoplasm, to which the real

life activity is attached, are nitrogenous.

Of the better known compounds of nitrogen in the mineral

kingdom, saltpetre and sal ammmiiae, may be mentioned.

In contradistinction to the elements we have hitherto mentioned,

elementary nitrogen possesses oidy in a very slight degree the powei'

of interacting chemically with other substances. It is, therefore,

characterised as a chemically inert or indiff'e.rent element. To obtain

nitrogen compounds one cannot, therefore, as a rule, start from

nitrogen itself, but the desired substance must be prepared from othei’

nitrogen compounds.

Phosphorus is an element which is classed along with nitrogen, not

on account of their similarity in the elementary state, but l)ecause of

the similarity of the corresponding compounds. The free elements

themselves are widely different.
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]^hosphoru.s is known in two different forms, which possess quite

(lilFercnt properties but represent chemically, both of them, elementary

pliosphoriis. This is seen from the fact that both forms, in their

iiiteiaction with other substances, always give the same compounds in

the same })roportions, and each can be converted into the other without

residue. The difference between them must be interpreted in some-

what the same way as the difference between water and ice, only that

in the case of phosphorus the traiisformati'on does not take place so

easily.

The first form of phosphorus is a semi-transparent, faintly yellowish

sul)stanc(^ which has the property of appearing luminous in moist air

;

it thereby evolves fumes and changes into an acid liquid. This is due

te the fact that phosphorus, even at the ordinary tcnq)erature, com-

hiiies with oxygen
;

it undergoes slow combustion. At a somewhat

higher temperature, the slow combustion passes into rapid comltustion,

wlioieby the phosphorus burns with a bright, yellowish-white flame,

with formation of white fumes.

The second form of phosi)horus appears as a black-red powder

which neither fumes nor appears luminous in the air, nor becomes

\ isiljly oxidised. This ml pJiiisp/iorus^ also, talo'S lire much less easily

than the first mentioned u'JiUr plw.^pJnrrus

;

having once taken lire,

Imwever, it burns in the sann^ way as the white form.

Each variety can be transformed into the other by the action of

h(';it. The relations which are here met with will be discussed later

((Tap. XV.).

Only compounds of phosphorus occur in nature. These also play

an important part in hving nature. The bones of the vertebrate

animals contain compounds of jdiosphoriis, and .serve as the starting-

point for obtaining the element.

Am‘nk\ in its compoun<ls, is closely allied to ])hos})horus, and in

the free state, also, has a certain similarity to it. It is a black substance

with a feeble metallic lustre, and conducts electricity like a metal.

On being heated, it passes into a vapour without previously melting

;

the v:qx)ur, likewise, on cooling, ])asses directly into solid arsenic.

In nature, arsenic occurs both in the elementary state and in

' "lupoiinds, especially with the heavy metals.

The most conspicuous property of arsenic is its great i)oisonousness.

All compounds of this clement are more or less poisonous. Most of

the cases of arsenical poisoning occur with an oxygen compound of

this element, which is commonly calhid u'hitr (mnik or sinqdy arsenic

;

it is a whit(‘, almost tasteless powder, slightly soluble in water.

D. The Cauuon Group

Carhon .—The peculiarity which was found in the case of some of

tile preceding elements, that there exist different solid forms which

E
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yield exactly the same transformation products, is present in a vt iv

marked degree in the case of carbon, for this element is known in

three rjiiite distinct forms. Ordinary black charcoal, the purest fcrni

of which is soot
;
graphite, the material of lead pencils

;
and, lastlv,

the diamond, the colourless, strongly refracting and exceedingly Imnl

precious stone, all consist of carbon, and yield, in all chemical tnuiv

formations, equal (|uantities of the same final product.

Besides these forms ^ elementary carbon, Avhich generally 0( ( in

in nature mixed with impurities, there are numerous compounds or

derivatives of carbon. It is present in enormous quantities in tin

mineral world (in limestone), and forms a never absent constituent ot

all oirfaniwis. The different compounds of carbon occurring in tin'

animal and vegetable kingdoms give rise, in chemical actions, tn

numerous other compounds. Above all other elements, carbon

endowed with the greatest power of forming different derivatives, am!

the number of sul)stances which contain carbon so greatly exceeds tin

inimber of the compounds of the other elements that the chemistry of

the carbon compounds forms, under the name of organic chcmhfrii, a

specitil part, and, indeed, as regards the number of known substance^,

the larger part of all chemistry.

These organic rompoumh consist, in the simplest cases, of carbon ann

hydrogen
;
to them belongs petroleum, which is a mixture of vaiioii'

“hydrocarbons” of similar composition and properties. Oxygen, in

addition, is contained in the substances which are classed togctlur

under the name of the fais^ and also in the starch and sugar-lilm

sul)stances which occur to a specially largo extent in plants. Tin

albuminoids, of which the muscles and the nerves are built up, mi

in which the chemical processes of life for the greater part iulo

place, contain, besides the already-mentioned elements, nitrogen ami

generally also sulphur and phosphorus. That carbon is contained in'

all these substances is readily seen when they are strongly heatmi

The “ charring ” which thereby takes place, consists essentially in tlit

other elements escaping as volatile compounds, leaving behind tb

portion of the carlmn which does not disappear with these compouiiils.

as charcoal.

After oxygen, carbon must be designated as the most important

element.

Silicon is an clement which docs not occur in the free state on tli‘‘

earth. In the form of an oxygen compound, known as silicic nnl

and of derivatives of this, silicon is, however, one of the most wjd' l}

distributed elements.

Silicon, like carbon, can be obtained in various forms, as a bro'vn

powder, and as an iron-grey brittle mass with metallic lustre. Tlii^

latter form conducts electricity.

An oxygen compound of silicon, silicic acid, constitutes, as qinirti!'

a large part of the soil and the mountains. Compounds of silicic aci'^
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with various metals, especially of the group of light metals, compose

most of the rocks. Silicon is, therefore, essentially the element of

the solid crust of the earth.

lUmm is an element which does not occur to a large extent in

nature. It is never found free, hut must l)e prepared from its com-

pounds. The properties of elemenUry boron are similar to those of

silicon.
_ .....

1 . -.i

The most important compound of boron is likewise that with

oxygen. This is contained in l)ornj\ a salt used in the arts for solder-

ing and for some other purposes, and which is the liest known of all

the compounds of boron.

E. The Argon Guour

In atmospheric air, there are found iu very small quantities a

few gases which liave only recently been discovered, and which are

distinguished by the peculiarity that none of them has ever been

changed into the compound state. They are known, therefore, only

in the elementary state.

The longest known is e/v/eiq which is present in the air to

the extent of rather more than part by weight, and remains

behind Avhen the other components have been converted into stable

chemical compounds. It is a colourless gas, which, on account of

its inalnlity to form chemical compounds, is also odourless and taste-

less. Its density is greater than that of air.

Besides argon, a few other gases of sbnilar chemical indifterence

have been discovered, Thest^, likewise, occur in the air, but in much

smaller quantity
;
they are also contained in measurable quantity

enclosed in some minerals. They are called Ifclivm, i\co//, Kryptou^

and Xenon,

The Light Metals

E. The Metals of the Alkali Groi r

The metals of this group have many properties in common. They

have a low density, some of them lower than that of water. I heir

power of forming chemical compounds is very highly developed, so

that tliey never occur free in nature, but must first be prepared by

energetic means from their compounds. By reason of their great

combining power they have the property of reacting chemically with

most other substances, and can, therefore, be preserved only by observ-

ing special precautions.

PoUissiuni .—Fresh surfaces of this light metal show a fine silver

lustre. It readily melts, and is, even at room temperature, soft like

wax. At a red heat it passes into vapour.

In nature, only compounds of potassium occur. As the best known
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of these, mltpetre and potashes may be cited. The most important is

carnallite, whicli is obtained in large quantities in some parts of

Germany, apparently as tlie residue left on the evaporation of a

previously existent sea. Plants require potassium compounds for

their growth, and where these are not present in the soil they are

added as manure in the form of carnallite, or of tlie compound pre-

pared from it and richer in potassium, potassium chloride.

Potassium compounds of all kinds play an important part in

the arts and manufactures. Potassium is also of importance in the

organism of man and the animals; it forms an essential component

of the red blood corpuscles.

The elements riihidmni and caesium are allied to potassium. Their

properties are almost identical with those of potassium, both as

elements and in compounds. In contrast with potassium, however,

they occur in very small amount in nature.

Sodium is, in its properties, very similar to potassium. Its com-

pounds are likewise found in enormous quantities in nature. The
best known and most important of these is common salt (p. 4G), which

consists of sodium and chlorine. It serves as starting-point for the

preparation of most of the other sodium compounds, as also of tin*

chlorine compounds. Soda and (llanhers salt arc also compounds of

sodium.

JMhiiim. is a rare element, which, in its properties and compounds,
agrees least with the other elements of this group. It finds no great

a[)plication.

G. The Alkaline Eahth Metals

Idle elements of this group share with the alkali metals the

property of a low density and of a highly developed coinhining
power. Whereas these, however, cannot be exposed to the air with-
out at once combining with the oxygen, the alkaline earth metals in

a dry state remain unchanged in the air. They are rdso much more
tenacious and more difficult to melt and to volatilise than the alkali

metals; they have, therefore, more the character of the ordinary
metals.

.]higii(’smm, is a white metal, somewhat of the colour of tin, which
remains unchanged in the air as long as the temperature is low. On
being heated it takes fire and burns with a brilliant light, forming
an oxygen compound.

Compounds of magnesium occur very largely in nature. Almost
all rocks which contain silicic acid also contain magnesium in the
orm of a compound with silicic acid. There are also other minerals
w rich contain magnesium. In daily life several magnesium compounds
find application

;
the most important are 7iuignesiaj which is an oxygen

compound of the metal, and Epsom salts.
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Metallic magnesium does not occur in nature any more than any

of the other light metals.

iklciim in the free state is little known. Compounds of this

clement occur in nature in large quantities, and have an essential

share in the building up of the earth’s crust.

Of such compounds there should be mentioned limestone and
dolomite; the latter contains magnesium as well as calcium.

Marble, the use of which is known, is a specially pure form of

limestone. From limestone mortar is prepared. Gypsum, also, and

cement, which find a similar application to mortar, contain calcium.

The calcium compounds are largely applied in the manufactures.

Strontium and hariiim are two elements which, in their whole

behaviour, arc closely allied to calcium. Their compounds, however,

occur in much smaller quantity, although they cannot actually lie

designated as rare.

Lastly, heryllium must be mentioned as an clement belonging to

this group. It has the same relation to the other members as lithium

has to the other alkali metals, ie. it shows less similarity to the other

members than these to one another. It is a rare element, deriving its

name from its occurrence in the mineral beryl.

H. The EArnii Metals

The elements of this group have the character of the ordinary

metals in a much more |)ronounced manner than those of the pi*e-

ceding groups. Of the large number of metals which could be

mentioned here, only one, (ilmnininin, can claim our attention, since the

compounds of the others occur so rarely in nature that they play no

important part, either with regard to the composition of the solid

crust of the earth, or through application in the arts or in medicine.

Aluminium^ which does not occur free in nature, is, in its oxygen

compound and derivatives of it, widely distrilmted, and is, after

oxygen and silicon, the third most frequent element in the earth’s

crust. It is an almost unfailing constituent of the rocks which con-

tain silicic acid. When these undergo mechanical and chemical

disintegration under the action of moisture and other atmospheric

influences, day separates out, which is* a compound containing silicon

and aluminium along with oxygen, and which, in different forms, is a

chief constituent of the sedimentary or stratified rocks. The technical

application of clay to the making of bricks, vessels, and modelled

ohjects of all kinds is also very important.

For some years the metal aluminium has been prepared in large

quantities from its compounds with the aid of the electric current. It

is, as is known, a white, light metal which keeps well in dry air but is

I’cadily attacked in water, especially in salt water.

The remaining very rare alkaline earth metals we shall not
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describe here. The best known are mindiinn, ijUrium^ lantJuminn,

rrrium, neodymiu m, jmiseodymiifiH, ytterhin in.

The Heavy Metals

1. Metals of the Iuon Group

Iron, is ;in element the ])roi)erties of which, on account of its

universal use, are well known. It is a hard, difficultly fusilile metal

which remains unchanged in perfectly dry air but in moist air, and

under the influence of various substances, very quickly rusts, i.e.

forms a compound with the oxygen of the air. .

The somewhat different projierties which iron exhibits as cast-

iron, wrought-iron, and steel, Jlre due to the presence of small amounts

of other substances, of which carbon plays the most important pai't.

The properties of pure iron agree most nearly with those of wrought

and ingot iron, which are the purest commercial kinds of iron.

Ill nature, the occuiTcnce of iron in the elementary state is ex-

ceptional
;

its compounds, however, are universally distributed and

occur in large quantities. On the whole, iron occurs less freipiently

than aluminium Imt more frequently than calcium and magnesium.

Although iron compounds are present ordy in small amount in the

animal and vegetable organism, they appear, nevertheless, to play a

very important part, since the red blood corpuscles of the vcrt(*brate

animals, as ’well as the green substance of assimilating plants, contain

iron.

Allied to iron are the nearly related elements nianganeKe, robnlf,

and nickel. They all belong to the less frequent, although not rare,

elements.

.]I(fwjaneM^ in the metallic stu,te, greatly resembles iron, only that

it rusts still more easily than the latter, thereby becoming coated with
a black-brown oxygen compound. In the metallic state it is not miieli

used. Its compound with oxygen, pyrolusite, however, which is

employed for the production of a colour for pottery, has a varied and
inqiortant ajiplication in the arts.

(dhiiK is, even in moist air, much more resistant than iron and
manganese, but finds little ajipffcation as a meUl. Its most remark-
able property is that its oxygen compound dissolves in glass with a

dark blue colour. It finds application, therefore, for the production of

a blue colour, cobalt blue or smalt, and also for the colouring of glass

and pottery.

Nickel is still less changeable in the air than cobalt and is, there-

fore, used for making articles intended to resist heat and moisture.
Objects made of other metals are also, with the help of the electric

current, plated with nickel
;
these nickel-plated articles preserve for a

very long time the silver-like lustre of that metal, since nickel is also
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fairly hard and tenacious. In this fact lies the importance of this

eh'inent as regards its applications. Nickel wnipoiuids are of no great

importance.

Nickel mixed with copper and zinc forms German silver.

Chromium is a metal very similar to iron, only harder and more

brittle, which remains quite ui^changed in the air but is easily attacked

])y a number of liquids. The pure metal has uo application
;
addition

of chromium to steel improves the steel.

In nature it occurs chiefly in the form of an oxygen compound

^vhich also contains iron, and is called chrome ironsfone.

It forms various compounds, of which chromic acid and potamum
(iiroinaie have a varied application in the arts. The artists’ colours

jilso, chrome yellow and chrome red, are derivatives of chromic

acid.

Allied to chromium in their chemical relations arc several metallic

dements of rare occurrence and possessing no great importance
;

it

Avill be sufficient at this point to give their names. They are nadi/b-

tlcnum^ tungsten^ uranium..

The two metals zinc and cadmium arc, in many respects, related

to the metals of the iron group, but show, on the other hand, a certain

similarity to magnesium.

Zinc is a welbknown grey-white metal, rather more resistant to

the air than iron, but inferior to this in difficult fusibility and

mechanical tenacity. As it can be readily rolled to sheets and

soldered, it is, applied for all purposes for which a not very tough metal,

l)iit one Avhich is faiidy resistant to water, can be used in sheet form.

In nature, zinc occurs only in the form of compounds, of which

that with sulphur, called zinc blende, is the most important.

( ddinium is a metal which is very similar to zinc, oidy softer and

more easily fusible, and which occurs in small amount along with zinc

in its naturally occurring compounds or ores. The artists’ colour,

cadmium yellow or, shortly, cadmium, is the sulphur compound of the

metal.

J. Metals of ttik Copper Group

The metals here grouped together are distinguished from the

]»i'cceding ones by a greater resistance to the chemical influences of

dr and water. This is, certainly, no perfectly universal characteristic,

h)r while some of the members of this group belong to the noble

metals which, under ordinary circumstances, do not change at all,

ethers become more or less quickly coated in moist air with layers of

"-\ygen compounds which destroy their metallic lustre. The action is,

however, usually restricted to the surface, so that, after all, a fairly

great durability with respect to the destructive chemical influences is

present.

Connected directly with this property is the fact that these metals
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can bo more readily obtained from their naturally occurring compounds

or ores than those })reviously mentioned, and also that they are often

found in tlie free state. In this and the next group, therefore, the

metals first met with in the history of the arts are found, and the

metal mentioned in the oldest literary monuments and usually

rendered in English by “bronze,” is a mixture, the chief constitueiil

of which is copper, the typical element of this group.

dapper is a metal which has been long known and whoso red colour

is found in no other metal. The true colour of copper is seen only on

fresh surfaces, since it rpiickly tarnishes in the air, and becomes covered

with a coating of oxygen and sulphur compounds which, however, is

very thin and attains to no great thickness even after many years.

Copper is an excellent conductor of electricity and is, therefore,

used for all kinds of electric conductors. Its chemical resistibility,

combined with its toughness and high melting point, give it a widei'

. technical applicability.

In nature, metallic copper is not of rare occurrence
;
of much mot e

frequent occurrence, however, are its compounds with sulphur and

oxygen.

Of the l)ctter-known compounds of copper, copper vitriol, a blue,

crystalline salt, may be mentioned.

Lend is a grey, soft metal of high density and low melting-point.

•Its fresh surfaces exhibit a high metallic lustre; they tarnish,

however, very readily through taking up oxygen from the air. Uie

coating remains thin and the lead, therefore, resists further destruction

for a very long time. It shows a similar behaviour with respect to

many other attacks, so that it is indispensable in chemical manufactories

in which corrosive substances are pre})ared.

On account of its great softness, jiure lead is not much used, by

alloying it with other metals it can 1)C made harder, without its losing

its chemical resistilhlity. It is also used for coating other metals,

especially iron.

In nature lead occurs chiefly in the form of a sulphur compound,

which is called tjalnia, and is the most important lead ore.

Lead compounds are largely used in the arts. Lithnrge is an

oxygen compound
;
rogur of lend a compound with acetic acid.

The lead compounds act on organisms as cumulative poisons, i.<.

th(‘ elfects of small amounts, which singly are not appreciable, aiv

added and ultimately produce very serious symptoms.

Closely related to lead in many respects is the rare metal ihallmr

which, in other respects, is allied to the alkali metals.

Mercury is a nietalj liquid at ordinary temperatures, which solidific'^

at - 39° C. and iifs at + 357" C, It belongs to the noble metals,

since it preserves its bright surface in moist air, ie. it does not com

bine with the oxygen. At a higher temperature, however, corabina-

tion takes place (p. 39).
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Being the only metal which is liquid at ordinary temperatures, it

is widely employed for- physical apparatus, such as thcrmometei's and

iKiromotcrs, and for other purposes in technical science. Its utility is

greatly enhanced by its unchangeableness in air
;

its high density, also,

is useful for some purposes.

In nature it occurs in the free state, but chiefly as a sulphur com-

pound. This is called emuahar

;

the artists’ colour of the same name ^

is specially pure sulphide of mercury, which is usually artificially pre-

paj’ed.

The soluble mercury compounds act as powerful poisons
;

they

h;u e a wide application in medicine.

Silm' is a white metal which remains unchanged in moist air. The
luownish stain which silver objects sometimes exhibit is due to the

formation of a silver compound through the action of air containing

sulphui-, or of other sulphurous substiinces.

On account of its comparatively rare occurrence, silver belongs to

tlie more precious metals
;
on this and on its unchangeableness in air,

depends its widespread employment as a metal for coinage.

In nature, silver occurs partly in the metidlic state and partly as

compounds with sulphur and arsenic.

Silver eomj)Ouncls are largely applied in photograj)hy, since many
of them have the property of altering in light, and may, therefore, be

used for the production of photographs. For this purpose, the com-

pounds with the halogens, chlorine, bromine, and iodine are chiefly

used.

Silver compounds are poisons for the organism. Lunar caustic is a

.solu})le salt, the cauterising action of which is made use of in medicine.

The turning black of the parts treated with caustic^ depends on the

alteration in light of the silver compounds produced. In the labora-

tory the solution is used as a reagent for the halogens.

K. dTiK OTHER Metals

The somewhat unsystematic classing together into one group of

the metals not tieatcd in the preceding groups, is, for the purpose of a

first general view, justified by the fact that the number of more

important and better known metals which have to be considered here

is not large. A more detailed classification depending on the chemical

relations, will be given towards the end of the work.

These last metals fall into two natural sul)-groups, the one of

'vhich comprises the base metals, i.e. metals which undergo chemical

change in air, the other, the noble raeUds. To the former belong

untimonn, and fur, and to the latter gold^ platinum, and the

allied metals. To the former sub-group several other metals must also

i‘e added, which, on account of their rarity and small importance,

^ The pigment is also called vermilion in English.—Tr.
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do not call for a description at this point, which, however, we shall

mention for the sake of completeness.

Afitiiiwnii is a white, hi'ittle metal, which melts at a red heat and

remains practically unchanged in air. When heated, it burns fairly

readily, forming an oxygen compound wfiich is yellow when hot, whit(‘

when cold.

In nature, it occurs chiefly in the form of a sulphur compound
which is of a grey colour, has a metallic lustre, and is known as

antiiiwhy (jhtnee.

Pure metallic antimony is not applied technically. Mixed with

lead, it gives hard lead (p. 56) and type metal.

Various antimony compounds are used in medicine on account of

tlnn'r (onetic action. The best known is tartar enidir, a salt of complex
composition.

By reason of its general chemical relations, antimony should have
l>een classed along Avith aivscnic, to which it is in many respects

closely related. The metallic nature, howevei*, is so pronounced in

the case of antimony and of bismuth, which is allied to antimony, that

it appeared more suitable to group both together at this point.

Bismuth is a white, slightly reddish coloured, brittle metal, which,
like antimony, remains lusti-ous under ordinaiy conditions and com-
bines Avith the oxygen of the air only at comparatively high tempera-
tures. It is fairly readily fusible.

In nature, l)ismuth occurs in the metallic state
;

it is also found in

union Avith sulphur.

BisAuuth finds application in the form of various metallic mixtures
or alloys

;
some of its compounds are also used for medicinal

purj)oses.

Several rare metals, Avhich can only be named here, have to be
classed along Avith antimony and bismuth. These are vanadium,
nwhnun, tantalum. The someAvhat more distantly related metals
ijallium and indium, may also be mentioned here.

'lin is a metal knoAvn from ancient times. It has a Avhite coloui',

a fairly high degree of stal)ility to Avater and air, and is readily
fusible.

It is found in nature ahnost entirely in the form of an oxygen
coni{)onnd, tinstom, from which it can be readily obtained by fusion
with charcoal. I he ease Avith Avhich it is obtained, explains why it

liecame knoAvn so early.

Tin is applied in the metallic state to the manufacture of utensils,
tubes, etc., Avhere its unaltcrability, especially in moisture, is essential.
Jther metals, such as iron and copper, are coated Avith tin to protect
them from the formation of their oxygen compounds. In the former
case It IS (lone for the sake of durability, in the latter, to prevent
the formation of poisonous ‘compounds (for example, in kitchen
Utensils).
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Tin is also used for many alloys
;

it is employed, mixed with

mercury as tin amalgam, for coating mirrors.

Compounds of tin are chiefly used in dye-works and in chemical

industries.

Allied to tin are several rather rare metals, which we shall mention

liere. They are tilaniutn, (jenuanium^ drconimn, flioriani. The oxide of

tlic last forms the chief constituent of incandescent mantles.

aold is a yellow, heavy metal, Avdiich does not alter in air, either

when cold or when heated, and remains stable, also, to other chemical

inlluences. It is re-obtained from its compounds by simply heating

these, provided that the other constituents can volatilise. It may,

therefore, be regarded as the type of the noble metals, i.e. metals not

inclined to form chemical compounds.

Cold, accordingly, occurs in nature almost entirely in the metallic

state, sometimes mixed or alloyed with other noble metals, especially

silver.

The use of gold for ornaments and coinage is known. On account

of its scarce occurrence, it has a high value
;
on account of its un-

altcrability, it is suitable for money tokens.

Compounds of gold are obtained most readily l)y the aid of

chlorine. They have no extended application.

Plafinuui is a grey, very difficultly fusibh; metal, which is similar

to gold with respect to its combining power. It is used, therefore, in

making chemical apparatus which have to resist high temperature and

strong chemical influences. This property is made use of not only in

the laboratoiy but also in the industries.

In nature, it occurs in the metallic state mixed with other metals

uiiicli have similar pr6perti(‘.s. Since these, however, are still rarer

than platinum, their a|)plication is exceptional. Tliey are called

inflieninni, rhodium, piddadinru, omiiim, and iridium.

Historical.—The conception of an clement is found as far back as

dreek philosophy, although in an essentially diiferent form and^not in

agreement with the facts. The most widespread view was that

of Aristotle of the four elements, Are, air, water, and earth. The
conception of these elements was not that all substances are composed
of them, but rather that these were the representatives of the funda-

oieiital propcu'ties, which he had chosen as being moisture, dryness,

lioat, and cold.

Ifuriug the slow development of chemical knowledge in the middle
‘•ges, it was seen that these properties had been very unsuitably

diosen, and that there were other properties which were much more
dosely connected with the general behaviour of substances. Eepre-

^ontatives of these properties were, therefore,' looked for. Thus, the

'»i‘dallic properties were symbolised by mercury, combustibility by sulphur,

solubility in water and the power of acting on the organ of taste by
suU, and, lastly, stability to the action of water and fire by earth ; these
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four substances were accordingly regarded as the elements. The

formation of this conception also, is based on the view that the

propei'ties of indifferent “ matter ” represented by these elements could

be, hy suitable actions, withdrawn or communicated at will. The

endeavour to artificially bestow the properties of the most valuable of

all metals, gold, on metals of less value, and thus to make gold, was,

accordingly, closely connected with these theoretical views.

Just as the negative results of all attempts to construct a 'perjietvjnn

mobile led to the positive law of the conservation of energy, the

negative results of the attempts to make gold have led to the positive

law that the elements can be prepared only from their compounds,

and never from other elements or their compounds, where the element

in question is excluded. In other words, there also holds a loir nf

consemitioii of the eleimnti<, to the effect that, by means of any chemical

proce.ss carried out with definite amounts of definite elements, only

these elements, in the original amount (or compounds of them in

corresponding amount), can be re-obtained, but never other elements.

This law was not recognised at one definite time by one particular

investigator, but has gradually been obtained as the result of general

experience. It has arisen in connection with the development of the

conception of an element as a ponderable constituent of substances (in

the sense set forth on p. 43). Whereas the elements of antiquity

and the middle ages were, essentially, the bearers of certain properties,

the elements of the present day are the ultimate constituents in

chemical analysis. The English chemist and physicist Robert Bo\le

(c. 1060), did substantial work towards the carrying through of this

conception.

The work of characterising and of distinguishing between the

different elements has been performed chiefly in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries. At the beginning of the latter, especially, the

Knglish scientist Humphry Davy discovei-ed the light metals, the

o.xides of which had forimu'ly been regarded as elements from the fact

that it was not known how to decompose them, and established

the elementary nature of the halogens.

A very productive method for the discovery of new elements was

found aljout the middle of the nineteenth century by the German
chemist Robert Bunsen, who .showed how the elements present could

be recognised by the rays emitted by the glowing vapours of different

substances. He him.self immediately discovered, in this manner, two
new elements, and since then almost all further discoveries in this

department have l)een made by the aid of the method of “spectrum
analysis.”



CHAPTER V

OXYGKN

General.—With this chapter we commence the more detailed study

of the separate elements and of their compounds with one another.

In general, the arrangement will he such that in the case of each

element its compounds with the elements previously discussed will be

treated.

Along with the description of the nature of the .mhfdnrrs the

general hnvs of chemistry will be treated, and this will be done in

such a way that each law will be discussed at the point where it first

linds application. The attempt has been made to so arrange the

whole subject-matter that both these tasks shall be performed without
the one or the other tliereby sulleriiig.

In this treatment, also, laws and relations are considered which
are usually discussed in physics. The reason of this is that a know-
ledge of these laws is of the greatest importance for the correct

interpretation of chemical phenomena, and these things must, thcrc-

tore, be given in such a form that the chemist can directly apply

them.

Oxygen,—The discussions relating to the phenomena of comlms-
tioii had led to a preliminary knowledge of oxygen as being an

'*l(-‘ment playing an essential part in these phenomena (p. 36). The
^iuljstance itself was characterised ordy so far as was necessary for the

inirnediate pur|)ose. We have here, now, the further task of develo})-

i'lg the general knowledge of this substance beyond that single

•'elation.

Production from Potassium Chlorate.—The preparation of

"'•}’g(!ti from oxide of mercury was, as we saw, a process which
•'•^'1 aired a fairly high temperature and at the same time, took place

^lf>\vly. It is, therefore, desirable, if one would become more closely

•‘^‘•luainted with the properties of oxygen, to })ossess a more richly

flowing source of it. It is true that in the air there are enormous
'inuntities of oxygen present

;
it is, however, not easy to free it from

flic other substances with which it is mixed.

6i
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111 the sul)st;ince known as chlorate or chlorate of potnsh\

which is used as a medicament and for the preparation of fire-worl\s,

inflammahle material, and many .other things, we have the sought-foi

source of pure oxygen.

By the same means by which we obtained it from oxide of

mercury, viz., by heating, oxygen may also be obtained from potassium

chlorate, and this in a much larger proportion and at a lower

temperature. The evolution of oxygen takes place with especial

readiness when the potassium chlorate is mixed with certain other

substances
;

for this purpose the already mentioned mineral pyrolusite

(p. 54) is very effective. This substance undergoes no changi? in

the nniction.^ The reason for its action will be given at a latci'

point (Chap. XX.).

If, now, a mixture of pota.ssiuin chlorate with one -fourth of its

weight of pyrolusite be heated iii a thin glass flask furnished with a

delivery tube, we soon observe the evolution of a gas, and this occurs
so rapidly that the flame must be removed from time to time in order

that the flask may not be burst by the pressure of the too rapidly
evolved gas. Ihe gas is collected as before in bottles (Fig. 11).

Identification of Oxygen.—We must, first of all, convince
ourselves that it is really with oxygen we are dealing. For this

purpose we recall the fact that we had identified oxygen by tlie

bursting into flame of a glowing chip of wood, which wo brought

1 )

certainly, evolves oxygtMi on being heated, but none at the temperature
at wind) potassimn chlorate is <lecoinpose«l.
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into contact with the gas. We repeat the experiment with the gas

ol)tained from potassium chlorate and observe tlic same phenomenon.

A glowing wood-chip is a mujrnl for oxygen, and the mtdion consists

in its inflaming.

Explanation of the Oxygen Reaction.—Since the combustion

of wood in air takes place at the cost of the oxygen tlierein contained,

the question must be asked why the phenomenon has such an essen-

tially ditlerent aspect in pure oxygen from that in air. The answer

is as follows :
—

When the wood burns, a certain amount of heat is produced,

which serves to heat the gaseous products of combustion, and the

higher the temperature thereby rises, the brighter will be the light

emitted and the more rapid will be the combustion. When, now,

tlie combustion takes place in not only must the products of

combustion be raised in temperature by the heat produced, l)ut also

the nitrogen which is contained along with the oxygen, in four times its

amount, in the air. On account of the much greater amount of sub-

stance to be heated, the temperature docs not rise so high in the case

of combustions in air as in pure oxygen, and, therefore, the phenomena

of combustion are much less energetic.

This result of our consideration, obtained deductively (p. 40), can

1)0 tested by mixing pure oxygen with other gases which neither arc

coml)ustible nor support combustion ; as a matter of fact, the vigorous-

ness of the combustion becomes less in such a mixture, and if the

proportion of oxygen in it is very small, no combustion at all can be

brought about in it.

Combustion of other Substances.—It follows from the explana-

tion just given that other substances also, which burn in air, will

exhibit the phenomena of combustion much more vigorously in oxygen.

And still further, one must expect that substances can exist which

cannot l)e made to burn vigorously in air, because the requisite

tem{)erature is not reached, but which can burn vigorously in oxygen.

lkx[)erience confirms ]>oth conclusions.

The first phenomenon is seen in the case of sulphur and phos-

l)horus. Sulphur burns in air with a pale blue flame, scarcely visible

in daylight. If, ho'wevcr, the burning sulphur bo introduced on a

long-stemmed iron spoon into a bottle of oxygen, it flares up vigor-

ously and rapidly burns with a bright blue flame.

The difference is seen still more clearly with phosphorus. A piece

of phosphorus placed in a similar spoon and ignited, burns in the air

with a yellowish-white flame, similar to that of a candle. If the

spoon be lowered itito oxygen, the bottle forthwith becomes filled

with a sun-bright light.

Combustion of Iron.—A substance which cannot be easily made

to burn in air, is iron. When a piece of iron, a watch-spring for

example, is heated in air, it cerbiinly combines with the oxygen, and
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the compound produced coats the iron as a grey, brittle mass whicli

breaks off on bending the iron. It docs not, however, continue

burning, and it is only when small particles of iron are scattered

in the flame that they can bo heated so as to burn entirely (p. 34).

The combustion of iron in oxygen, however, takes place much
more readily. A thin steel watch-spring, to the end of which is

attached a piece of touch-wood or tinder, can be burned in oxygen
like wood. Fii-st, the glowing tinder Inirsts into a vigorous flame,

whereby the end of the watch-spring becomes white-hot; then the

iron begins to burn with scintillations, and the |)roduct of combustion
falls down from time to time in the form of a white-hot slag. To
prevent this cracking the glass, it is well to fill the bottle one-third

full with water.

Oxides.—Almost all the chemical elements are capable of entering

into combination with oxygen, and of forming new substances witii

corresponding increase of weight. From the Greek name for oxygen,
oj'i/fimion, its com])Oinids Avith other elements (and also with some
compound substances) are called o.r?V/c.s. Thus, oxide of mercury is,

as Ave have already learned, a compound of mercury with oxygen. In

nature, oxygen and its compounds have a very large distidbution.

From its occurrence in atmospheric air, Avhich surrounds the Avhole
surface of our earth and penetrates into all its interstices, it follows
that those substances Avhich can form compounds Avith oxygen at the
ordinary temperature, must have done so to a large extent in tin*

course of the centuries. This is one of the causes of the Avi(h‘

distribution of oxygen compounds in nature.

The Existence of Combustible Substances.—Conil)ustible sub
stances, r.c. substances capable of combining Avith oxygen, are, n(‘.\ ei'-

theless, present in large amount in nature in the unburnt condition,
and the question arises, Avdiy these have not l)een burned up long ago.
Thus a piece of charcoal or of sulphur can lie exposed to the air for
years, or indeed, for centuries, Avithout apparently undergoing com-
bustion. That this may take place, the sulphur must be ignited, and
we have to ask what fresh circumstance is thereby introduced.

Igniting consists in heating one spot of the combustible body to a
comparatively high temperature (somewhere about f)00'^ to 600 ). It
is (piite indiflerent in Avhat manner the heating is effected

;
tlie tem-

perature and contact Avith oxygen are alone of importance. The
heated part then begdns to burn. An amount of heat is thereby set
free by which the adjacent parts of the combustible substance, in their
turn, are heated. Combustion passes over to these parts, and so the
process goes on till all is burned.

The only point in Avhich the burning portions are distinguished
from those Avhich are not burning, is their temperature. It seems as
if most substances had the power of combining Avith oxygen only at
comparatively high temperatures. This view would, however, not bo
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(jiiitc a correct one. On making the appropriate investigation, no

temperature can l)e found at which combustion just begins, and such

tliat below this point, no combustion takes place at all. On the

contrary, we arc dealing here with a gradual transition.

Combustible substances, therefore, combine with oxygen at all

temperatures, but with verj/ diffemif vdodties. The higher the

temperature, the more rapid is the combination
;
on the other hand,

as the temperature falls, the process becomes .slower and soon

diminishes so as to be ina[)precial)le.

Slow Combustion.—A body can, accordingly, begin to coin-

l)inc with oxygen at certain middle temperatures, without taking fire.

Ignition occurs oidy when the heat developed in the combustion

I'iiises the adjacent portions of the body to such a high temperature

that these also burn with sufficient rapidity. The temperature which

these adjacent parts attain, depend.s, on the one hand, on the amount

of heat conveyed to them by the combustion, and, on the other hand,

on the amount of h(‘at which they lose by conduction and radiation.

Not until the former exceeds the latter sufficiently to maintain the

temperature of rapid combustion, can this rapid combustion take place.

From this it follows that ignition or the initiation of an independent

combustion, depends quite as much on the form and distribution of

the sul)stances as On their nature, as our every-day experience with

regard to the ignition of combustible substances teaches us.

Influence of Temperature on the Velocity.-—The law that the

velocity of chemical processes, ic. the ratio of the amount transformed

to the time required, rapidly increases with rising temperature, is quite

universal, and is valid for chemical processes of all kinds. We have,

in general, no ground for supposing that any chemical process which

takes place at a higher temperature, cannot take place at a lower. If

we do not note any transformation, that is merely because it takes

place too slowly for our observation.

The stock of coal in the cellar burns while it is stored in the cellar

just as when it is in the fire
;
only, in the former case, with so great

slowness that we can detect no difference even after several years. If

large (quantities of coal, however, are stored under such conditions

that the dissipation of the heat developed in the slow combustion is

])rcvented, the temperature rises, the process is accelerated, and can

Ifccome so rapid that it passes into vigorous combustion. This

phenomenon is called the spontaneous ignition of coal.

Physical Properties of Oxygen.—To determine the density of

oxygen, one must determine the weight of a given amount and the

volume occupied by it (p. 27). d'he latter can be easily done in a

glass tube graduated in cubic centimetres. The weight is less easy to

determine, as oxygen is very light, and the determination of its weight
in the large vessels necessary causes difficulties. We adopt, therefore,

an indirect method.

F
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Potassium chlorate, as we know, evolves oxygen on being heated.

In the vessel, a white substance remains behind
;
a farther substance

is not produced. If, therefore, the weight of the potassium chlorate

taken for the experiment be determined, and, afterwards, the weight

of the residue, the difference is equal to the weight of the oxygen

evolved. If this is collected in a suitable measuring-vessel (Fig. 12),

its volume can be read off and its density calculated by the formula

d — ml'V. If the experiment is performed with 1 gm. of potassium

chlorate, it is found that after complete decomposition, the oxygen

evolved, on cooling down to room temperature, occupies, in round

numbers, 200 cc. The loss of weight of the potassium chlorate

amounts to 0*392 gm., and the density of oxygen is, therefore,

0-00135.

Normal Temperature and Normal Pressure.—This result is,

however, not yet defined with sufficient exactness. The volume
occupied by a gas depends, in large measure, on the pressure and

temperature, and values for the density, varying within wide limits,

will, therefore, be obtained when the determination is performed under
different conditions. An .agreement has, therefore, been come to with
regard to a normal temperature and a normal pressure, at which the

densities of gases shall be determined. As normal temperature
the melting point of ice is taken

;
on the centigrade thermometers this

point is marked 0®.^

^ In England, for the purposes of daily life, thermometers with the Fahrenheit scale

are used. On this scale the melting point of ice is marked 32“. One degree on the

Fahrenheit scale is equal to gths of a degree on the centigrade scale.—Tr.
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As normal pressure there has been adopted the mean atmospheric

j)i’essiire, which is taken equal to the pressure of a column of mercury

76 cm. high.

Since, however, the density of mercury is also dependent on the

temperature, we must add that the temperature of the mercury shall

1)0 O' C. The density of mercury is then equal to 13’595
;

1 cc. weighs,

therefore, 13*595 gm., and a column of 1 sq. cm. section and 76 cm.

high weighs 76 x 13*595 = 1033*2 gm.

The pressure of one atmosphere is, therefore, equal in effect to a

weight of 1033 gm., or rather more than 1 kilogm., on a area of

I sq. cm.^

Boyle’s Law.—The volume occupied by oxygen gas cannot be

always determined at 0° C. and under

atmospheric pressure, and the deter-

mination made under other conditions

must be appropriately reduced. For

this purpose, a knowledge of the

behaviour of oxygen to changes of

])ressure and temperature is necessary.

A knowledge of the first is ob-

tained by means of the apparatus

shown in Fig. 13. The oxygen is

contained in a graduated tube, the

lower end of which passes into an

iiidiarubber tube; to the other end

Ilf this a movable vessel is attached.

Part of the measuring tube, the

imliarubber tube, and the vessel

:ire filled with mercury. The press-

ure under which the oxygen stands

can be altered by raising and lowering

the vessel. The volume occupied

by the oxygen can be read ofi’ on

the graduated tube. The pressure in cm. of mercury, is the sum
of the external atmospheric pressure (height of the barometer)

and the difference of level of the two surfaces of mercury. This

dillerence of level is to be reckoned with negative sign when the outer

mercury surface stands lower than that which bounds the oxygen. A
' Since the weiglit of a given mass vaiies somewhat with the place, the unit of

!'i'i‘ssure defined above is also subject to the same variation. In cases of greater exact-

'“ ss it is assumed that the weight determination is made at sea-level and in the latitude

45 ’

or, that the determination, when made elsewhere, is recalculated to these con-

‘lilioiis.

'riie adoption of ahsolute units is stiU better. Since the force with which 1 gram acts

ui consetpumce of gravitation, is, at sea-level and in latitude 45“, equal to 980*53

'd)solute units (p. 24), it follows that the pressure of the atmosphere is equal to

'*^0-53 X 1033*2 = 1013130, or very nearly 10® absolute units. A column of mercury 75
liiistead of 76) cm. high would give, almost exactly, 10® ahsolute units of pressure.
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number of corresponding values of volume and pressure are in this v ;iv

determined.

By means of .such measurements, which have been carried out liv

various })hysicists with great care, it has been found that a very simple

relation exists between pressure and volume. Denoting any two

pressures by and and the corresponding volumes of oxygen li\-

f, and i\„ the formula holds, The

pressures are, therefore, inversely proportional to the volumes, or thi;

products of all corre.sponding values of pressure and volume are e(]u;il.

llu' Jaw found hero far oxygen gas is not peculiar to this substance^ hui

holds Ci[ually for all other gases. It was discovered in 1660 by Boyli-,

and is called after him.

The Law of Gay-Lussac and Dalton.—Pressure is not the only

circumstanc(; which influences the volume of a gas. The volume
changes also with the temperature, increasing and diminishing in the

same sense as the temperature rises and falls. To determine the

amount of this change it is necessary to choose another fixed tempeni-
tuie besid('s that of melting ice. The temperature of boiling water,

and, since this changes with the pressure, the temperature of wattir

boiling under a pressure of one atmosphere
(
= 76 cm. mercury) seia es

as such a temperature.

To obtain the amount of the change of volume between these two

temperatures, we use the same apparatus as was employed in demon-
strating Boyle’s law (Fig. 14). The graduated tube containing the

oxygen is surrounded Avith a glass mantle in which are placed

water and pieces of ice. The oxygen soon assumes thr

temperature of melting ice, and, after the outer vessel has

been so placed that the tAvo mercury surfaces stand at an

equal height, the volume occupied by the oxygen at 0 ’ C. and

under the then existing atmospheric pressure, can be read olh

The ice is then removed, and in its place steam is passed

through the mantle. The volume of the oxygen increases,

and, having again brought the two mercury surfaces to the

same height, Ave can read off the volume which the oxygen
occupies under the same pressure as before, and at the

temperature of boiling Avater. Exact measurements of flic

'

amount of change show that the volume has increased in

the pro])ortion 1 : T367.
d his relation ]ats also gyroml to he a, universal law valid (of

all gases. The number obtained is, therefore, the cx
pression not of a special property of oxygen but of a

universal property of the gaseous state. The law, that

all gases expand by the same amount between corresponding
temperatures, was discovered simultaneously by Dalton and Ga}-
Lussac in the year 1801

; it is generally called after the latter. In

symbols, the law can be formulated thus :

—
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Vf - (1 +

A\ }iero Vt is the volume at the temperature t, that at the melting

point of ice, and a the hundredth part of the expansion between the

melting point of ice (O'’ C.) and the boiling point of water (100'' C.).

In numbers, a = 0*00367 or 1/273.

This formula gives the expansion starting from the temperature of

riu’lting ice. To obtain the expansion between any two temperatures

t and t', the above formula is a])plied to both temperatures, and

eliminated from the two equations. There is obtained

n ^
Vf

^
1 + 1 + at'

From this it is seen that the volume observed at temperature t is

lediiced to the volume at normal temperature, 0"’ C., by dividing it by

the, quantity 1 + at.

It must be specially emphasised that the quantity a is the

Inmdredth part of the expansion of unit volume between the melting

point of ice and the boiling point of water, and not, let us say, Itetwecn

any one temperature and another 100 ’ 0. higlier. As can easily l)e

seen, the value of a, the cmjjkknt of expanmn of gases, is dependent on

the choice of the initial temperature.

The Temperature Scale.—Since the expansion by heat has the

same value for all gases, independently of their nature, the change of

volume of gases is used for temperature divisions. The ternpcriituro

of melting ice is called zero and that of water boiling under atmospheric

pressure 100. This range of temperature is divided into a hundred

parts or degrees, which are proportional to the change of volume. To

distinguish this graduation from others which are also used, it is called

the centigrade or the Celsius scale, and is denoted by C.

Let, then, the volume of a given (piantity of o.xygen or of another

gts contained in a tube, be denoted by 0° C. (Fig. 15), the volume at

tile 1)oiling point of water will be defined by the spot marked 100 ’ G,

luid the volumes oe and os will l)e to one another as 1 :
1*367. The

lengtii es is divided into one hundred parts, and each of these parts denotes

I 1k Such a tube, in which the gas is enclosed by means of an easy-

moving piston, and which is graduated in the manner just described,

could, evidently, be used as a thermometer or measurer of tein})erature.

The Absolute Zero.—-The temperatures, however, which are met
v’ilh, are not confined to the range between the melting point of ice

Old tlie boiling point. Beyond the latter, we can, evidently, extend

oui- thermometers indefinitely, for there is no evidence of a limit for

I
I igher temperatures.

Towards the other side, however, our thermometer is limited, for we
ciiii subtract only a definite number of degrees before reaching the

^cro point of volume. This number can be calculated as follows. If
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we tuke the volume ()r' = 1, the volume ^s = 0*367
;
one degree is the

hundredth part of this; its volume, therefore, amounts to 0*00 3 (17,

and we can subtract, in the direction of only as many degrees as the

numl)er of times this fraction is conteined in the unit. Now,
1/0*00367 - 273

;
if we could lower the temperature 273° below the

melting point, the oxygen or any other gas must occupy the volume zero.

Apart from the fact that all gases liquefy before this condition

is reached, such a low temperature has, as a matter of fact,

never been produced
;

the lowest point which has been reached

lies at 263° below the melting point of ice, and the increasitiL;

difficulties of descending lower make it quite probable that the point
- 273° will never be reached. This point is called the absolute zero.

The Absolute Temperature.—The designation of the temper
atnre of melting ice by 0° C. results in the temperatures below
this having negative values. This is not only arbitrary, but, in a

certain sense, inconsistent, since different temperatures never have the

^ n relation to one another of positive and negative

magnitudes in the mathematical sense. In science,

therefore, another method of reckoning the temperature
has come into use. As zero there is taken that

unattainable temperature 273° C. below the melting

point of ice, and the temperature is counted from

that point upwards, with the same degree divisions

as in the centigrade scale.

Besides the gain of entirely avoiding negative

temperature numbers, there is the further advantage
that with this method of reckoning, the law of

expansion of gases assumes an especially simple

form
;

the volume becomes simply proportional to

^ ^ temperature. If the volume oe of our gas

thermometer (Fig. 15) is divided into 273 paits,

and if this graduation is continued upwards to any
extent, the volume measured in these units giM's

directly the numerical value of the temperature.

S - lO'C^ °C temperature measured in this manner is called

the (iholute temperature, in coiitiadistinction to the

C(mtigra(le temperature reckoned from the melting
point of ice. The relation between the two scales is

^ery simple, for the absolute degrees amount to

units more than the centigrade degrees. If the

,

former are denoted by T and the latter by /,
we

have the relation

T=273 + ^,

where, of course, negative centigrade temperatures must be reckoned
with their sign, ie must be subtracted from 273.
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To distinguish the numerical values of the absolute from the centi-

grade temperatures, the former are designated by the letter A.
;
thus,

/ A. = {n - '2ny c.

Simultaneous Validity of the Gas Laws.~In the previous

discussions some assumptions have been tacitly made which shall now

receive expression. Since the volume of a gas is influenced both by

tlie temperature and the pressure, it must, of course, be assumed that

the laws stated for the influence of these factors separately, viz.,

Boyle’s law and Gay-Tjussac’s law, are valid only for the case that tin;

other variable is kept constant. In other words, Boyle’s law holds

only when the temperature is constant, and Gay-Lussac’s law only when

the pressure is constant
;
the former, however, is valid at any constant

temperature, and the latter at any constant pressure.

We will first answer the question, how great is the increase of

pressure of a gas when we warm it without increasing its volume. Let

us start from 0” C. and the pressure jhn under which conditions let the

gas occupy the volume v^y ^^ud warm it at constant pressure to f
;

the volume will then be, according to Gay-Lussac’s law, = + at).

To again obtain the former volume Vo, we must increase the pressure.

The necessary value pt is got from Boyle’s law
;
since the pressures

and volumes which go together are ?v or 'i\, and p(, we have

r,Pt = Vfp,, Eliminating, by means of this, 't\, (or ?>) from the former

equation, there follows

Pt^Poi^

That is, the increase of pressure caused by change of temperature at

constant volume, takes place in the same proportion as the change

of volume under constant [)res.sure. Or, the coefficient of expansion of

gases is equal to their coefficient of increase of pressure.

The General Gas Law.—In the case where the pressure and

temperature are changed simultaneously, we arrive at the result by

the following line of argument. When the temperature is the same,

we have the relation (p- 68). If the temperature is changed

V V

there holds, when the pressure is constant,
^ |

(P* 69), and

when the volume is constant,
1 + at^ 1 + ttf.2

fore, a matter of indifference whether the influence of temperature be

tideen into account along with the pressure or with the volume
;

it

is represented by the same formula in both cases. Accordingly, if

pressure, temperature, and volume are simultaneously changed, there

holds, universally, the equation

Pih

1 + 1 + af.2
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From this we obtain the formula for the reduction of the volunn^

of a gas observed at any temperature t and under any pressure p, to

the volume which the gas would occupy at the temperature = 0° C.

and under the pressure 76 cm. mercury. For, since in accordance

witli the given formula, there must also hold the relation

P^^ _
r+ at “ 1 + a/;

there follows, on setting ^ 0,

" />„{!+

«

0
’

a formula which is of frequent application.

The fact has still to I)e referred to that, according to the general

formula, the quantity
y ^ ^

always the same value for a given

(jiiantity of a gas, Avhatever the pressure, temperature, and volume of the

pi)

gas may be. This relation is expressed by the formula -

y
= const.

Of the three magnitudes r, /, therefore, only two can be taken as

independent; when these are chosen the third is fixed.

By introducing the absolute temperature, the complete gas law

becomes still clearer. From the equation ^
1+tt/j 1+a/., p^V^

,

-
', there is obtained, when we make L = - 273, and A, = T., - 273,

I + (ttj 1 1 > J 2 ’

since a - 1/273, expression remains

constant, therefore, for all possible values which the temperature,

pressure, and volume of a given quantity of a gas can assume. Denoting
this constant, which is |)roportional to the quantity of the gas, by /',

the general gas law reads

j)V = rT.

The Number of Variables. Degrees of Freedom.—Lastly, wc
shall refer to still one point which, it is true, appears very “ self-evident,”

which we shall, however, find later to be of great importance. The
gas law contains three variable magnitudes—pressure, volume, and
temperature. Of these, however, only two can be arbitrarily fixed; if

values have been chosen for these, the equation can be satisfied only
when the third assumes a quite definite value, which is obtained by
substituting the two values in the equation, pv = rT. The importance
of the gas law, indeed, lies just in the fact that it allows of calculating

the third value from the other two. It is indifferent whicli two of
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the three variables are chosen as the magnitudes to be arbitrarily

fixed.

This relation is expressed by saying, the gaseous state has two

di-ijyrrs of freedom.

For understanding the behaviour of different systems, a knowledge

of their degrees of freedom is a matter of fundamental importance, and

this is true not only for the physical, but also for the chemical

l)ehaviour. Much use will, therefore, be made later of the conception

of the degrees of freedom of a system.

Geometrical Representation of the Gas Laws.—It will be

l ecalled that in Mathematics, the fact of the mutual dependence of two
variable magnitudes, of such a kind that, one of them being given the

other must assume a definite value, was expressed by saying that

the one is ii fimction oi the other. In Boyle’s law

where p is the pressure, v the volume of a gas, and C a constant, p is

a function of v. Conversely, r is a function of j?, for this relation

is, necessarily, always mutual.

As can be seen from this example, the content of a quantitative

law of nature can bo expressed by saying that it represents two (or

several) measurable properties of a system as functions of one another.

When the function is given in the form of an algebraic e(iuation

there can be calculated for each value of the one variable the correspond-

ing value of the other, and when such calculations have to be freqmmtly

performed, a table of the required extent can, once for all, be drawn
up. In many cases, however, especially in the investigation of new
relations, an algebraic (expression for a really existing dependence is

not known. In such cases it is important to possess a method which
lillows of showing clearly the connection between the magnitudes, so

that the general relations can be judged. For this purpose the

representation by means of eo-ordinates is generally used in the

experimental sciences.

Let it have been found by mea.surement that to a definite value ,i\

uf the one magnitude, there corresponds a value
;?/j

of the other. On
u horizontal straight line (Fig. 16), starting from a point which has

chosen once for all as the zero, one then measures off, towards
die right, a distance corresponding to the value of i.c. a distance

^rhich contains as many of the suitably chosen units of length as the

niuonnt of the numerical value of .r^. From the point the value of

h ulso in suitable units, is measured in a perpendicular direction.

Lie point so obtained is then a representation of the quantitative

Jxilations of the two values. This process is repeated for a second pair

corresponding values and a second point is thus obtained. By
continuing the process, a number of such points is obtained, and if an
onbroken line be now drawn through all these, a clear picture of the
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relation between the two variable magnitudes of the phenomenon

under investigation is obtained. The horizontal lengths are called tlu'

ahdssae, and the vertical ones the of the points inserted; l)otli

together are designated as the co-ordinnte.^.

The method of representation employed permits also of the repi o-

sentation of negative magnitudes, if the rule be laid down that these

shall be reckoned towards the left and downwards from zero, while the

positive magnitudes are reckoned towards the right and upwards.
'' The Law of Expansion.— In illustration, let us apply the

method in the first place, to known laws of nature
;
the curves thereby

obtnined will be a representation of these functions. As a first

example we may take the laAV for the expansion of gases by heat, the

t y

Fir.. 1(1.

temperatures being regarded as the abscissae, the volumes as the

ordinates. First of all one calculates the volumes v, corresponding to

difierent values of /, according to the formula for constant pressure

+0-003670,

assuming any definite value for the constant i\„ e.g. vy, = 1. One obtains

a table such as the following ;

i V

0 '

1 *000

10 1 -037

20 ^ 1-073

50” 1-184

100” 1-367

If we take the values of t as abscissae, those of v as ordinates, the

following figure is produced (Fig. 17).
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The points all lie in a straight line, and if they are joined by a

straight line, one obtains from it the volumes corresponding to all the

intermediate values of the temperature, and vice vma. Such a repre-

sentation, therefore, can be used in place of the formula for obtaining

the intermediate values (interpolation).

All expressions in which the two variables occur only to the first

power and not multiplied with one another, represent straight lines.

They are called functions of the first degree, or, in consideration of the

representation just found, Immr functions. Such functions have the

general form y
- ax + h, where a and h are constants

;
h representing

the value which y assumes when x = 0
.

(In the foregoing example h

represents the volume of the gas at the temperature 0^ C.) The

meaning of a is obtained as follows. Applying the formula to two

given points x^y^ and there follows, by subtraction of the two

equations ij^ ~ n.q + h and
//^

= ax,^ + />, and rearranging

—

Here, y., - y^ and x^~ are the changes which y and x have simul-

taneousiy experienced
;
a denotes, therefore, the ratio in which the two

imigni tildes vary with one another. The readily intelligible meaning

of the factor a in the above example is that of the coffffident of ex-

paimon, 0’00367, the ratio lietween the increase of the unit of volume

and of the temperature.

If the straight line which expresses the relation betAveen tempera-

ture and volume be jiroduced, it cuts the horizontal axis at the point

/ - 273. At this point the ordinate v has the value zero; at this

temperature, therefore, the gas would occupy the volume 0, if it

dxyed the law as far as that point. This representation gives, as can be

seen, a clear idea of the absolute zero. Since no gas has been investi-

gated to such a low temperature as this, the prolongation of the line

is not the expression of observed facts, but either has a formal

uieaning, or expresses a more or less probable supposition. Such a

procedure is known as extrapolationj and one must always bear the
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doubtful nature of its results in mind. In the present case the

supposition would be wrong, since most gases already change their

physical state in the known ranges of temperature above the absolute

zero, and become liquid or solid.

' Representation of Boyle’s Law.—The relation l)etween tlu!

volume and pressure of a gas at constant temperature is represented

by the formula /yr = C, where C is a magnitude which varies with the

amount of the gas and with the temperature, but for given values of

these remains constant. The expression is, evidently, not one of the

first degree with respect to p and since it contains a product of the

two, but is of the second degree. Accordingly, it will not be reprcsent('d
by a straight line. Assuming the constant C=100, one obtains the
following table :

—

y' r

1 too
a 20

10 ]0

20 5
too

1

The geometrical re})resent;ition gives the curved lino of Fig. 18,
wliich is called a rectangular hyperbola. The two branches approach
the axes more a,nd more, without ever touching or cutting them.
Straight lines which possess this property with relation to a curve, are
^led iihumptotcs

;

and the manner of approach is called asymptotic.
Since, simultaneously with the approach to the one axis, the curve
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becomes more and more distant from the other, this relation is an

expression of the fact that the volume of the gas never becomes zero,

however great the pressure, and, likewise, the pressure never becomes

zero, however great the volume. However, the extension of this

conclusion indefinitely, would again bo an extrapolation (p. 75), to

which the corresponding dubiety would attach.

Density of Oxygen.—After these long but necessary pre-

liminaries, wo can calculate, from the observed volume v of the

oxygen at the temperature t and under the pressure p, its “ reduced

volume ’’
i\, at 0° and under the pressure po (equal to the pressure of

one atmosphere or 7 6 cm. mercury), by means of the formula

_ 'jll' _ pv

n- a0“ 76(1 + 0-00367/)
’

According to the very exact measurements of Morley, the weight of

1 cc. of oxygen undei* normal conditions, amounts to 0-0014290 gm.;
its density is, therefore, 0-0014290. Conversely, 1 gm. of oxygen
occumes, under normal conditions, 699-8 cc.

^
its extensity is, there-

fore, 699-8. At any other pressure and temperature /, these values

are

—

Density:

Extensity:

Liquid Oxygen.—For a long time oxygen was known only in

the gaseous state; it was only in 1877 that Pictet and Cailletet,

simultaneously and independently, converted it into a liquid. This

has a bluish colour and boils, under atmospheric pressure, at - 180° C.

On increasing the pressure, the boiling point rises. In this way, by
increasing the pressure to 50 atmospheres, the boiling point can bo raised

fo -118 ’. At a higher pressure, the phenomenon of boiling can-

not be brought about at all
;
on the other hand, above -- 1 1

8° oxygen
cannot be liquefied by any pressure, however great. Tliese extreme
values at which gas and liquid can exist side by side, are called the

niikal values
;
50 atmospheres is, therefore, the critical pressure, and

- 118° C. or 155° A. the critical temperature, of oxygen. More exact

information regarding the behaviour of substances in the neighbour-
hood of the critical point will be given later (Chap. XVL).

Whereas formerly, liquid oxygen could be obtained only in small

quantity after laborious preparation, C. Linde perfected a method in

1«96, by means of which oxygen could be converted into the liquid

state by a continuous process. The niethod depends on the fact that

strongly compressed air undergoes cooling on expansion. The cold
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thus produced is then employed to cool down a further quantity of

compressed air, so that when this expands a considerably lower

temperature is produced; l)y repeating this cycle uninterruptedly,

the temperature can soon be lowered so far that the expanded air

becomes liquid.

From the mixture of oxygen and nitrogen thus obtained, nitrogen

evaporates olT first since its boiling point lies at - 194°, much lower,

therefore, than that of oxygen; a mixture is left behind which becomes

increasingly rich in oxygen and, at last, is almost pure liquid oxygen.

The production of li(piid oxygen has, on this account, become so

cheap that attempts have been made to employ it, mixed w'ith

charcoal, as an explosive.

Commercial Oxygen.—Although oxygen, in unlimited amount,

is at the disposal of every one, the manufacture of o.xygen for sale has,

however, already become a considerable industry. This depends on

the fact that the oxygen in the air is diluted with nitrogen and,

therefor(‘, in the case of combustion docs not produce sucli a higli

tem[)erature as the pure gas. Where, therefore, it is of importance

to obtain very high temperatures, pure oxygen must be employed, and

this must be specially prepared.

The chemical methods employed for this purpose cannot be

described here. The preparation from potassium chlorate is too

expensive for the manufacture on a large scale
;
other substances arc

used Avhicb, at certain temperatures, absorb oxygen from the air and,

at other temp(;ratures, give it up again.

Otdy the principle of one method can be described here. It

depends on the easy preparation of liquid oxygen from the air (sec

above). From the mixture of oxygen and nitrogen produced by this

method, the nitrogen is removed by partial evaporation. By using

the cold hereby produced for the liquefaction of fresh portions of air,

it is possible to separate the oxygen and nitrogen of the air fairly well

from one another, and this, too, at a price which makes the com-
mercial production a[>pear remunerative.

I he oxygen prepared for sale is pumped into steel cylinders under
a pressure of 100 atmospheres, and can be withdrawn from them with
any desired velocity by turning a screw-valve. For the purpose of

continuously maintaining definite velocities in spite of the gradual
emptying of the cylinder, there are pressure-reducing valves, the

opening of which enlarges more and more as the pressure in the

interior becomes less, and which, in this way, effect a discharge which
is almost independent of the pressure. As a rule, commercial oxygen
still contains 5 to 10 per cent of nitrogen.

Other Properties.—As is to be expected from the great import-
ance of this element, the measurement of many other properties has

been carried out on oxygen. Their importance is, however, as a rule,

not so great that they should be separately discussed here. One of
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them, however, viz., the sohdnlify itt water, will be given, since it often

comes under discussion. It is small
;

1 volume of water dissolves, at

0 ,

0'049, and at 20'", 0'031 volumes of oxygen. From atmospheric

air, in which oxygen is present only to the extent of onc-fifth, only a

tiftli part will be dissolved. From this it follows that at O ’, 32 gm.

of oxygen require 457 lit. of water for solution, when the solution is

saturated with pure oxygen. If it is saturated with air, 32 gm.

oxygen would only be contained in something like 2*3 cul)ic metres of

water.

Further, it is deserving of mention that oxygen is parauiagHefir, i.e.

it is attracted by a magnet, similarly to iron. On account of the

small density, this property is not

visible in the case of the gas; in

the case of liquid oxygen, however, it

can be readily observed.

Ozone.—When oxygen is exposed

to the influence of electrical oscilla-

tions, its volume changes : the volume

contracts and the oxygen, at the same

time, assumes new properties. The

experiment is best carried out in an

apparatus consisting of two tubes

placed one within the other, and fused

together. These tiil)es are coated,

within and without, with an electrical

conductor; each coating is connected

with a pole of an induction machine,

atid oxygen is passed in a slow

cniTent through the space between the

two tubes. 1

Characteristics. — That some-

thing new has been formed is

evidenced first of all, by the fact that

the issuing gas has a strong smell,

which is irritating to the mucous

'iiembranc and induces coughing,

further, a piece of bright silver,

which undergoes no change, either in

'Ur or in pure oxygen, becomes l)lack

\dien held in the stream of gas. Lastly, a colourless solution of

l>otassium iodide (p. 47) becomes coloured dark brown when the

^ An advantageous modification of the apparatus consists in forming both coatings of

'dilute sulphuric acid (which is a fairly good conductor of electricity), (Fig. 19). By
'"'‘fills of the liquid, the apparatus, while being used, is kept cool, a condition which has

"'v;it iiiHuence on the yield, since ozone is destroyed by warming, i.e. it is converted

"^fiiii into ordinary oxygen.
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altered oxygen is conducted through it, whereas ordinary oxygen

has no eftect. All these properties are again lost when the altered

oxygen is passed through a heated glass tube.

We here stand face to face with the fact that a simple, or unde-

composable, substance assumes other properties without passing into a

chemical compound by interaction with another substance. For, the

glass of the electrical apparatus, with which the oxygen is in contact

during its alteration, remains entirely unchanged, as also does the

heated tube in which the altered oxygen again passes into ordinaiv

oxygen.

This oxygen, endowed by means of the electrical treatment with

other properties, is produced also under many other conditions. Each

in very small quantity, it is recognisable by its remarkable smell, on

account of which it has received the name of ozone.

Pure Ozone.—The oxygen in our apparatus is converted, after all,

only in small part into ozone, so that the issuing gas is a mixture of

oxygen with a small percentage of ozone. Pure ozone can be obtained

by passing the mixture through a tube cooled by liquid oxygen
;

the

ozone' condenses then, to a liquid of a corn-flower l)lue colour, wliieh

passes at - 110'" into a blue gas. Working with this gas is dangerous,

since it readily explodes, passing, with development of heat, into

ordinary oxygen.

Relation of Ozone to Oxygen.—This last fact gives us the key

to the understanding of the phenomena. The heat which the ozone

develops on passing into ordinary oxygen, was contained in the ozone,

not, it is true, as heat, but as energy of another form, which is called

chfiiiinil eiunjii. We can, therefore, write the equation

oxygen + energy - ozone. ^

By subjecting oxygen to the influence of electrical oscillations, there

is transferred to it the energy which it requires for its transformation
into ozone.

As is evident, ozone can be formed from oxygen only under sucli

conditions that the necessary energy can be transferred to the lattei'.

As a matter of fact, this is the case in all circumstances (to be specified

later) which lead to the formation of ozone {vide Chap. XV.).
Allotropy.—hllements which, by reason of different energy-content,

have different properties, are called allofropir. Oxygen and ozone are,

therefore, allotropic modifications of the same element. The fact of

the existence of allotropy follow.s, on the one hand, from the fact that

the different forms are convertible into one another without residue,

and, on the other hand, from the fact that equal weights of both forms

^ve identical products with equal weights of other substances. Thus,

in the combination of a combustible substance with oxygen or ozone,

1 he equation is not to l)e thought of a.s expressing that ordinary oxygen coiitaiu'^

no energy, but only that ozone contains more energy than ordinary oxygen.
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oxcactly the same compounds are obtained, and in these nothing
remains of the difference between the two kinds of oxygen.

Besides the difference in chemical behaviour and in energy-content,
there also exist between oxygen and ozone differences in their physical
properties. More especially has there to be mentioned that the density
of ozone is to that of oxygen as 3 : 2. One cc. of ozone weighs, under
normal conditions, 0’002144 gm., and 1 gm. of ozone occupies the
volume 466 '5 cc.

Technical Applicaition.—Since ozone acts more quickly and
more energetically on oxidisable sul)stances than oxygen, it is prepared
at the present day, on a large scale, by an electrical method, and is

employed in the arts for bleaching, purification of starch, rcsinification
of oils, etc.

G



CHAPTER VI

iiydr(x;en

Preparation from Water—Water is one of the most important

and widely distributed compounds of oxygen. Besides oxygen, this

su1)stance contains another element which is called hydrogen, and

which can be obtained from water by the withdrawal of oxygen. This

can bo done, for example, by means of red-hot iron. We have con

vinced ourselves (p. 64) that, at a moderately high tcunperature,

iron combines with oxygen. If iron, in the form of thin wire, oi'

turnings, or otherwise finely divided, bo heated in a tube to redness

and steam be passed over it (Fig. 20), the latter is converted into a

gas which can, like oxygen, be collected over water.

Identification of Hydrogen.—The gas which is collected

resembles oxygen in its outward appearance
;

like it, it is colourless,

odourless, 1 and tasteless, and is not dissolved by water to an appreciable

' Tlie gas obtained from steam and ordinary iron exhibits an unpleasant smelt

reminiscent of petroleum. This, however, is due to the formation of other suhstaiiccs

from the carbon contained in ordinary iron, and does not occur when pure iron is used.

82
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extent. It can, however, be readily distinguished from oxygen by the

well-known reaction of that gas. A glowing splinter of wood does not

iiiHaine, but is extinguished. If, however, a splinter burning with a

flume be brought into the gas, it also, it is true, is extinguished, but

the gas itself takes fire and burns witli a pale flame. Hydrogen,

therefore, cannot support the combustion of wood, but is itself com-

Inistible in air.

Detection of Oxygen from Water.— If the iron be afterwards

examined, it will bo found to be coated with a black-grey, friable mass

which has the same properties as the substance ])roduced by the burning

of iron in oxygen, and is, in fact, like it, an oxide of iron. The

following process, therefore, occurs :

—

wat(‘r -f iron ~ hydrogen + oxide of iron.

Other Methods of Preparation of Hydrogen.—The experiment

just described is of great historical importance since it served, in its

(lay, to prove the coni[)ound nature- of water (which was formerly

regarded as an element). It yields, howeveiy little hydrogen and is

inconvenient to carry out.

The experiment becomes much easier when, instead of iron, a

metal is used which decomposes the water even at a low temperature.

This decomposition occurs with the light metals, e.g. magnesium. If

water be poured over magnesium powder, such as is, at present, much

iistid for the production of a bright, sudden light in photographing, no

action, certainly, takes place at tlie ordinary temperature
;
on heating,

however, till the water boils, a gas is slowly evolved which can be

collected in the ordinary way, and can be shown to ])e hydrogen by its

hiiruing with a pale-blue flame.

The evolution of gas can be greatly accelerated by dissolving in

the water a little magnesium chloride, a salt-like compound of

magnesium. This does not take any part in the reaction but only

dissolves the oxide of magnesium which is formed, and thus frees the

Mirfiice of the metallic particles from the coating of this sulistance,

hy which th(} action of the water is retarded.

Lastly, there are light metals which decompose water with energy,

even at the orckinary temperature. This is the case, for example, with

sodium (p. 52). On bringing a little of this metal in contact with

'^'aier, an energetic action takes place whereby so much heat is

developed that the metal melts. For the purpose of collecting the

gm hereby produced, one can proceed as follows.

A little sodium is placed on the water in the trough and pressed

'mdnr the surface with an inverted spoon made of fine wire-gauze

21). The evolved gas then ascends through the meshes of the

gauze, while th^ metal is kept back. If the spoon be placed under an

inverted tube, filled with water and standing in the trough, the gas

be collected and be shown to be hydrogen.
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Also, the sodium may be wrapped in blotting-paper, and quickly

brought under the mouth of the tube by means of a tongs. The

water then penetrates only

I

after some moments to the

sodium, and this rises within

the tube, where it acts on

the water and evolves gns.

In this case, also, the gas

can be shown, by its com

bustibility, to be hydrogen.

As a rule, the gas so

obtained burns not with a

blue but with a yellow-

flame. This is due to the

presence of drops of liquid

which contain the sodium

compound which has been

formed
;

to this the flame

owes its yellow colour. If one wishes to avoid this, the gas must

be allowed to stand some time till the drops of liquid have settled

and the gas has become free from fumes.

Chemical “Forces.”—If the methods by which oxygen was

obtained are compared with those employed for the preparation of

hydrogen, an essential difference is found. Oxide of mercury ami

potassium chlorate d(?compose at moderately high temperatures

into oxygen and the other constituent, without the participation of

any other substance. Hydrogen, however, was obtained, not by the

other constituent of water being separated as an element, but by its

entering into another compound, and the formation of hydrogen from

water takes place all the easier the more energetically the combination

of the oxygen with the substance added takes place, i.e. the more

stable the newly formed compound is.

Similar conditions are also met with in many other cases. If wr

have a compound of the substances A + B, and bring into contact with

it the substance C which can combine with A to form a very stable

compound, then this compound A -t C is formed along with the

substance B.

For a long time the following picture was made of these relations—

a picture which is still much used, although there are important

points where it does not prove to be correct. The various substances

were imagined as being endowed with forces, in virtue of which

they could mutually bind one another. If, now, the force between

A and C is greater than that between A and B, C must decompose

the compound A -t B, when both come together
; A is bound or

held fast by C, and B is displaced from its compound with A and set

free.
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III the case under discussion, it was assumed that the force between

liydrogen and oxygen is smaller than that between iron and oxygen
;

if, therefore, water is exposed to the action of iron, the smaller force is

overcome by the greater, and the stronger iron drives out the hydrogen

tVoni the water.

A more exact knowledge of chemical processes has shown that this

picture is not a suitable one
;

it represents, only (piite roughly, some

Ilf the actual relations, but is contradictory to other facts. Through

long use in chemistry, however, this mode of expression has become to

such an extent a part of the daily language of that science, that a

knowledge of it is necessary for the understanding of chemistry,

iilthough it is better not to use it. A more suitable exposition of

such processes will be given shortly (p. 99).

Preparation of Hydrogen from Acids.—None of the experi-

ments we have described for obtaining hydrogen from water are

convenient to carry out, especially when comparatively large quantities

of the gas have to be prepared. For tliis purpose, not water but other

compounds of hydrogen are decomposed.

Among the compounds of hydrogen there is an especially large and

important group known as the adds. These are hydrogen compounds

which have the property that their hydrogen is liberated when they

are acted on by certain metals. The strength of the action varies

with the nature of the acid and of the metal, and as there is a great

variety of acids and metals, the ones

most suitable for the purpose on hand

can lie chosen.

Zinc (p. 55) is the most suitable

metal and hydrochloric acid the most

suitable acid. When these are brought

together, a vigorous reaction takes place

even at ordinary temperatures, and by

tliis means hydrogen in any desired

amount can be generated.

The apparatus employed for this

purpose can be arranged in very dilferent

'vays. In Fig. 22 a very useful form is

^^liown. The zinc is contained in a bottle,

'd the bottom of which it is convenient

to have a second tubulure closed by a

' ork and stop-cock. Into the neck of the

bottle there is inserted, air-tight, a

tloubly bored cork, through which pass a

'b'opping-funnel and a short glass tube.

dropping-funnel differs from an ordinary funnel in that it is

birnished with a tap by means of which the liquid it contains

he allowed to flow out as desired, or be kept back. To the gas-

Y

r-%
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delivery tube there is attached an indiarubber tube, to wliich the rest

of the apparatus is connected.

When it is desired to generate hydrogen it is only necessary to iill

the dropping funnel with hydrochloric acid, and to carefully open

the tap, so that the aeid

reaches the zinc in single

drops. Each drop forth-

with evolves gas, and ly

regulating the tap aiy

desired velocity of evolu-

tion may be obtained.

When no more gas is

reciuired the tap is com
plctely closed and tlu!

apparatus is ready for

use when next recpured.

When the bottle is nearly

filled with liquid, this

is run off by the tap

cm VllKJ WUUl/UJIl.

In some cases it is expedient to replace the dropping-funnel h\ a
second bottle with a tubidure at the bottom. This is connected, so as
to allow of easy movement, with the bottom tubulure of the fiist

bottle by means of indiarubber tubing. On the indiarubber tubing
theie is placed a clamp of brass wire, a “pinch-cock,” which pres.scs
the tubing together and closes it. The second bottle is filled witli

hydrochloric acid and placed above the first (Fig. 2:1). Ry means of a,

screw, the pinch-cock is opened wide ^ ,

enough to allow the acid to flow to ^ \the zinc in drops, whereupon the
\

evolution of hydrogen begins and can ' /
be regulated as desired. V /

Another form which, although not \/ o

so suitable, is still much used, is

shown in Fig. 24. The Kipp apparatus, / ^ \
so called from the name of its inventor, ^

[ ) \
consists of the under vessel AR, \
which is double, and either part of ^^
which has a lateral tubulure, and of hKan upper globe-shaped funnel C, the / f \
long stem of which reaches down to .*

( )
the under part of A and is ground \ /
into the nock of B. The zinc is

^
placed m B, pie acid in C

; the gas-
delivery tube is fixpl in the lateral opening of B and closed by a tap.
dhe mcthocl of working is as follows.
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On opening the tap H the air in the apparatus first of all escapes

;

the acid flows from C into A and, when A is filled, comes into contact

with the zinc in B. Evolution of gas begins forthwith, and the hydro-

gen which is generated escapes through the tap H. If more gas is

developed than can pass through the tap, the acid is forced back out

of B into A and C
;

it comes out of contact with the zinc and the

e\ o]ution of gas is interrupted or diminished. On the other hand, if

more gas is withdrawn the acid })asses back to the zinc and the

evolution of gas takes place more quickly.

Although this automatic regulation is an advantage, the apparatus

has the disadvantage that the fresh acid from 0 is mixed with the

partially spent acid in A, and its action thus interfered with. The

full effect of the acid can, therefore, never be obtained, as can be done

with the apparatus first described.

Drying of Gases.—The hydrogen, which can in this way be

obtained in any desired quantity, is not quite pure, since it takes up

water vapour from the aqueous liquids in the presence of which it is

produced. To free it from this, the gas is passed over substances

which retain the water. There arc many such desiccating agents.

One of the most convenient is calcium chloride, a white, very hygro-

scopic salt which is formed as a waste secondary product in many

chemical manufactures, and is, therefore, very cheap. A tube is filled

with this salt and placed in the path of the hydrogen, the simplest

way l)oing to attach the tube directly to the generating apparatus, as

indicated in Figs. 22 and 24.

(iioncentratod sulphuric acid is another and much more effective

desiccating agent. Since this is a liquid it is either placed in a wash-

hottle (Fig. 25), in which the gas is made to bubble through the liquid,

or spread out over some material which has a largo

surface and is not attacked by the acid, such as broken

glass or, better, pumice-stone. It can then be placed

like a solid substance in tul)es, and in this case one

must only bear in mind that the volume of the acid

increases through its attracting water and flows down

to the lowest parts of the apparatus. A collecting-

chamber for this acid must, therefore, be provided.

In Fig. 26 is shown a drying-tower which is intended

for large quantities of gas, and which fulfils these

rc(purements
;

it can also Im^ used for calcium

cldoride.

Besides the aqueous vapoui’, the hydrogen fre-

'I'lently contains also very fine drops of the liquid

from which it has been evolved (p. 84). These pass through wash-

l^ottles, but are retained, with certainty, by a plug of cotton wool. •

Other impurities which are usually contained in the hydrogen will

iiot occupy us here, since they are mostly of no account for the
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experiments which are to he performed. By tliese traces of foreign

substances, only the fact that pure hydrogen is completely odourless,

is masked
;
impure hydrogen has a slight odour,

which it loses, however, by aj)propriate purific.i

tion.^

Physical Properties of Hydrogen.— Tlie

most conspicuous property of this element is

its small density; of all known substances

it has, as has already been said, the smallest

density.

If a llask of about a litre capacity, closed

by a stopper and good -fitting glass tap, he

weighed, first filled with air and then evacuated, a

difference of weight of rather more than 1 gin.

is found. If the exhausted flask be filled with

hydrogen under atmospheric pressure, the increase

of Aveight amounts to only about Od gm.— if

anything, rather less. This shows that hydrogen

is at least ten times as light as air. By exact experiment the ratio

is found to be 1 : ]4‘4.

On comparing the weights of like volumes of oxygen and hydrogen
at 0 and under a pressure of 76 cm., the ratio is found lb *88 : 1 oi'

10:1-008.

Since 1 cc. of oxygen under normal conditions weighs 0 0014L'!)

gm., the weight of 1 cc. of hydrogen, or its absolute density under

normal conditions, must be 0-0000900.

Molar Weight.—This latio holds, in the first place, for the tAvo

gases under normal conditions. On account, however, of the identity

of the laws of pressure and temperature in the case of all gases

(pp. 08 and 09), it remains unchanged when the densities of oxygen and
hydrogen are compared at any pressure and temperature, supposing
only that both gases are at the same temperature and pressure.

\V hen, therefore, the cveight of a gas at any pressure and temperature
is compared Avith that of the same volume of a normal gas under the

same conditions, a constant ratio-number is obtained which is inde-

pendent of the pressure and the temperature, and is determined oidy
by the nature of the gas.

lor such a normal gas there is taken, not an actual substance but
an imaginary gas which is 82 times as light as oxygen. The historical

development which has led to the choice of this particular number,
AAull be given later (Chap. VIL). For the present, it is sufficient to

state the fact.

The ratio of the weight of a given gas to that of an ecpial volume
of the normal gas under the same conditions, is called its mkcular

the purification can Ik; effected by means of potas.siuni permanganate contained in

a wa.sli-l)Ottle througli wliicli the ga.s pns.se,s.

mk

w
|8f!,
O/jocjj
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inifjhi or its )iii)lar weiifhf. Since the former name has ])een derived

from certain hypothetical notions regarding the constitution of the

i;iises, notions which are not essential to the actual facts, we shall give

picdcronce to the name molar weight although, at present, the other

is still the one most used.

Since the normal gas is taken as 32 times lighter than oxygen, its

al)soluto density under normal conditions, ic. at a pressure of 7 6 cm.

and O ', is equal to 0'00004466 gm. and its extensity to 22400 cc.

Both numhers are of great importance and tind manifold application.

The molar Aveight of a gas is got, therefore, by dividing its

weight G by the weight of an equal volume v of the normal gas under

the same pressure p and at the same temperature /. This weight g is

found, according to the formula on p. 72, to be

0-00004466^
pr

76(1 + 0-00367/)

The volume is here measured in cc. and the pressure in cm. mercury.

If (4 is the weight of the gas, the molar weight is, according to

dtdinition, G/y, or, introducing the value of y, the absolute temperature

T 273 + /, and collecting all numerical factors,

1X4
molar weight = 6232

yvy

According to definition the molar weight of oxygen is 32. PYom
the data given above for hydrogen, it follows that the molar weight

of hydrogen is 2-01 G.

The molar weight of a gas can also, according to tliis, be regarded

is the weight of that amount of gas which occupies the same volume

under the same pressure y) and at the same temperature /, as 1 gnu
"f the normal gas. IT'om the equation pr - ?-T or pi^jT - r, we see

tliat the constant r depends only on the pressure, volume, and

temperature; it assunio.s, therefore, the same value for ditlcrent

,
vases, when these magnitudes are equal. From the definition of

U'ular weight just given, it therefore follows that the condaut r mud
ike mine mine for n motar ireighf of ani/ and every (jas, independent

uf its nature. The constant refeiTcd to the molar Aveight is called R.

To calculate the value of this, avc apply the equation pvjT R to

normal gas at (G and under atmospheric pressure. In this case,

' 22400 cc., 1013130 in absolute units (p. 67), and T= 273.

llmicc R = 8'31 X 10' in ab.solute units.^ The equation

pr = HT = S-n X lO^T

i'olds good, therefore, for a molar weight of any and every gas.

' If the pressure is reckoned in atmospheres, - 1 and R -8‘2-1. is reckoned
Kill, on 1 .sq. cm. ^ = 1033 (p. 67) and R = 8-48 x 104 It is he-st to keep to absolute

iiH'iisiire,
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It must, however, be noted that the general gas law, as well ;is

its part-laws (that of Boyle and of Gay-Liissac), is not entmihj emrl,

On the contrary, all gases deviate more or less from it, the deviation

being <ill the smaller the more dilute the gases are. We are dealing

here, therefore, with a limiting law'' (p. 20), to which the actual

substances approximate, but which they never entirely fulfil.

Under ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure, thesi

deviations are, in the case of most gases, small and amount to scarciL

onc-hundredth of the theoretical value. A gas which would completclv

obey the hiw pv - RT, is called an “ ideal gas.” The normal gas alan n

mentioned is assumed to be an ideal gas.

" Since, formerly, the densities of gases were, almost exclusivc'ly,

referred to the density of air as the unit, it is necessary to establish

the ratio of our molar weight to these numbers. Now, a litre of aii

weighs 1*293 gm.
;

it is, therefore, 28*9 times as heavy as the noriiial

gas. To calculate the molar weight from a density referred to air.

the latter must be multiplied by 28*9
;
in the reverse case, the numlur

must be divided by 28*9.

Experimsnts.—The small density of hydrogen can be denion

strated in various ways. A small balloon of collodium, goldbeatei s

skin, or caoutchouc, is filled with hydrogen and allowed to go fire.

Since hydrogen is, in round numbers, fourteen times as light as tlir

displaced air, it experiences a corresponding upward force amountin':

to about
1 gm. for every litre, and the balloon, therefoia', (juicbly

ascends. The same thing can be shown by Idowing soap-hub1)lc>

with liydrogen and allowing them to a.scend.

This property is made use of on the large scale for makiiii;

aerial halloons, wliich are, essentially, bags of silk rendered air-tight

and tilled with hydrogen. The total load which such a balloon (mh

carry (inclusive of its own AV’eight) is found, according to what Ine

l)een stated, to he, in round numbers, I kilogm. for each cubic meli'o

Ihis holds, how(‘ver, only in the neighbourhood of the carthhs surfacr:

the highei* one aseends, the less <lense does tin; air become and tin'

less its buoyancy.

Ibis pro[)crty of hydrogen can be demonstrated in another w:i}

I wo glass cylindeis are fillccl Avith the gas over water and suj)j)orte(l

in an upright position -one with the mouth upwards, the other witb

the mouth downwards (Fig. 27). If, after a few moments, a flaim* bf

brought near both cylinders, the inverted one Avill he found to be still

filled with hydrogen Avhih; the other contains only air.

Behaviour of Hydrogen at Higher Pressures.—In its pro

perties as a gas, hydrogen, of all known substances, approximates
most nearly to the “ideal” gaseous state. On closer investigation,
however, a deviation is found, such that with increasing pressure, the

Aoliime of hydrogen diminishes Uss than it ought to according
to Boyle’s law. This deviation increases as the pressure beconu-s
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^rc'iitei’, following a very simple law which can bo expressed as

follows.

The total volume of hydrogen is made up of one part which

strictly follows Boyle s law, arid of r

luiotlier part which is independent

of the pressure. Denoting the

total volume by V, and that part

Avhich obeys Boyle’s law and for

which, therefore, at constant tern-

|)crature, the equation pv = C

iiolds good, by r, and denoting ?

hy h the other part which is

independent of the pressure, we *

have -
I' + 1). Substituting for

'

r ill the equation ]>r-C its value

V - I), we obtain p(V - h) ^ G as
^ |

the expression for the behaviour

of hydrogen at all, and especially

at high, pressures.

A clear picture of the substance

of tliis law can bo got by imagining
“ ~

th(' hydrogen to consist of small 7

jiarticles of greater density, between ^===:^=::=/

which is an empty .space, 'riie
I'k- 2 ..

latter would obey Boyle’s law, while the former would represent the

iiicoin[)rcssible part of hydrogen.

in th(' case of hydrogen at O ’ and undei- atmospheric |)ressure, the

value of h amounts to 0'()()062 of the total volume.

The e<]uation y>(Y --
//)

^ shows that the diminution in volume is

smaller the more the pressure increa.ses, and that when the pressure

is very high, V can be only slightly greater than h. In tins case,

hydrogen behaves almost like a liquid, for a liquid also has the

pioperty that its volume only slightly diminishes with great increase

"I ])ressure.

' In the case of the other gases, the deviations from the law

/"' UT are generally such that the gases are, at first, uiore com-

pi't'ssible than according to Boyle’s law. At very high pressures,

liowover, they all behave similarly to hydrogen.

Liquid Hydrogen. By the application of very effective cooling

-^' i-mgcments, the principle of which has been pointed out on p. 77, it

1'''^ recently become possible to observe hydrogen in the liquid state,

iippears as a colourless liquid, the density of which at its boiling

is only 0 07, but which, nevertheless, forms a quite visible

face and exhibits, in all respects, the behaviour of a liquid substance.

l|vdrogen boils under atmospheric pressure at - 2.VJ‘5'", or only 20-5“

!d)ove the absolute zei’o; by allowing it to boil under reduced pressure,
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this tcni])eratui’e can only be slightly lowered. At this tomperatuiv,

all liquids and gases ^ (oxygen and air as well) are transformed into

solid bodies, the vapour pressure of which is exceedingly small, ddnis,

for exain])le, if the closed end of a bent tube, filled with air, be phuvd

in a vessel of liquid hydrogen (Fig. 28), the upper part at oiue

becomes fi’ce from air and shows a vacuuni such as can scarcely lie

obtained with the very best pumps.

Diffusion.—If two cylinders with even-ground, broad lims aip

placc'd air-tiydit on one another with the help of a little grease (Fig. 2‘.i),

10.;. -js. Fig. -Jy.

after the upper one has been filled with hydrogen, one would e.xpcct

that the lighter hydrogen would remain above and leave the heavnn'

air underneath. If, however, on the following day, the two cylindeio

be carefully separated from one another and immediately closed

by glass plates which an; held in readiness, hydrogen will bo found

in both. For if a flanie be brought near, the gas contained ui

both cylinders tak(*s fire, and the pale hydrogen dame rushes with a

whistling noise along both cylinders.-

This mutual spreading of the gases into one another is called

diffusion. It is a quite universal phenomenon; all gases diffuse int*>

^ With till) exception of heliuni ; cf. p. 45, footnote.—Tr.
- The fact that tlic coinlmstion of hydrogen liere exhibits otlier phenomena

nsual, is tine to admixture with air, and will soon lie explained in detail.
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Olio another and the diffusion goes on until each gas is uniformly

disli'ibuted throughout the whole space.

Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressures.—Different gases, therefore,

which are present in the same space, behave as if each were there

iilone, for each separately obeys the law that in a given space a gas is

not at rest until it fills the space uniformly. For //r/svYi/zs equilibrium,

flwre/oir, not the total presaure, but for each (jas orilif its qmrtial qwessur^

the pressure which it would e/ert if it alone occupied the space, is of

iircmiiif.

This is a fact of great importance, since many other phenomena

cxliiljited by gases are determined l)y the partial pressures of these,

rhus, for example, the partial jiressure is the determining factor for

gaseous c((uilibrium in chemical processes, which will be considei’ed

latei'.

In order to express these relations for the purpose of calculation,

oik; has only to take into account that the total pressure of a gaseous

inixturc is the sum of the partial pressures, and that each gas present

is uniformly distributed throughout the space, the total volume being,

therefore, eipial to the volume of each gas. If, therefore, P is the

total iiressure and V
the total volume, the

values for the single gases

hciiig denoted by qp, qi,,

l>,
and i’l, (\^,

Y'jj, . . .

\v(; have the equations

and iq = yv, =
'^’3 " • •

-

The law of partial

piessures which has just

licen stated was established

hy Dalton and is called

after him. It is a special

case of a more general law,

according to which, in any

given gas mixture (the

components of which do

not chemically interact),

each single gas behaves,

'cith respect to all its

pi'operties, as if it were

alone present in the total

«pace under a pressure

n'pial to its partial press-

We shall have many opportunities later of becoming acquainted

"bth individual cases of this general law.

Velocity of Effusion.—A cell of porous clay, such as is used in
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galvanic batteries, is closed by a cork through which passes a glass

tube 1 metre long (Fig. 30). Tliis tube dips into a vessel containiii^

(coloured) water, and a beaker is inverted over the clay cell. If, now,

a rapid cuircnt of hydrogen be passed into the beaker, a stream of

bubbles is seen to pass out of the lower end of the tube, which shoAvs

that the pressure in the interior of the cell has suddenly inereaseil.

Ill a short time this ceases and equilibrium is established.

If the beaker be now removed, the water ascends just as quieklv

in the tube, a sign of decrease of pressure in the cell. The water

attains a certain height and then sirdcs again, since the porous cell

cannot maintain a permanent difference of pressure.

These phenomena are due to the fact that hydrogen passes much

more rapidly than the other gases, e.fj. air, through small openiniis

such as the pores of the clay cell. When, therefore, the cell is

surrounded with hydrogen, as in the hr.st part of the experiment, this

gas penetrates rapidly into the interior, since its partial pressure there

is zero. For the same reason, the air passes at the same time out of

the cell into the hydrogen outside. The movement of the hydrogen

takes place, however, much more (piiekly, and, therefore, an excess ot

pressure is produced in the interior of the cell, wliich drives the aii

out of the tube in bubble.s. Eijuilibrium occurs when the g;ises on

both sides of the cell-wall have the same composition.

If, now, the external hydrogen is removed, tin; same processes aiv

repeated in the reverse sense
;
the hydrogen, on account of the diilcr

dice of the partial pressures, passes outwards, and it docs so morn

([uickly than the air can penetrate inwards
;
hence the diminution uf

pressure.

Differences of velocity, similar to those which are here found in

the case of effusion through the pores of the clay, arc seen in the ca>»'

of tlie diffusion of two gases into one another, without a separating

partition. Ijoth kinds of movement arc, indeed, similar, but we arc

not dealing with <pdte the same phenomenon in both cases. We shall

only remark, gemually, that hydrogen diffuses more rapidly than all

other gases, and that the velocity of diffusion is, in general, all the

smaller, the greater the density of the gas.

' The Law of Effusion of Graham and Bunsen.—^The experi

merit on the differences of the velocity of effusion of gases in the form

we have just been considering, is not suitable for (piarititative delcr

minations. ddic following, liowcver, is a suitable form.

The apjiaratus in Fig. .’U is a gas-measuring tube set in a li<[nitl

and having two marks nq and //q. At the upper end there is a tajs

which, however, docs not open free into the air, but into a space closed

by a thin platinum plate pierced with a fine hole. If the tube is filled

to somewhat below the mark ii\ with gas and the tap opened, the gas

is forced through the fine opening, and tire time can be noted which

elapses till the liquid passes from the lower to the higher mark.
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If mercury be used as the li(iuid, the lower mark cannot be seen

,11 the case of the arrangement shown in Fig. 31. In this case a

i^tiibe is used, as indicated in Fig. 32.

If the experiment is carried out with different gases under the

s:uiie conditions, it is found that the times of effusion of equal volumes

tlii'ough the same 0})ening are to one another as the square roots of

iho densities. In other words, the velocities of effusion are inversely

pi'ojKirtional to the s(|iiare roots of the densities.

This law and the apparatus described can, therefore, be made use

Vui. :n.

for the purpose of measuring the ratios of the densities of dillerent

This method is employed in coal-gas works, because conclusions

•aa he drawn as to the value of the; gas from determinations of the

density.

The law just stated, which was discovered by Graham and Bunsen,
''"I be derived by the princijdes of dynamics from the conditions of

''^periment. The enclosing liquid performs in all the experiments
die same amount of work, filling up, by reason of the existing excess
"f

in ossure, the space between the two marks. This work is converted
I’l'e the kinetic energy of the gas. The latter is represented by the

^I'liiiula hmc\ where c is the velocity and rn the mass (|). 23). If we
<^a>iiipare two gases which we distinguish by 1 and 2, we must have

densities d are proportional to the masses, e(pial
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volumes being used in the experiments ;
we therefore have ~

(\ : ('o = s'd.y : Jdy

The Spectrum of Hydrogen.—When electrical discharges ;ii,

allowed to ])ass through a glass tube containing hydrogen under a

pressure of a few millimetres of mercury, the hydrogen bceonirs

iiiearidcscent and emits light.

Tlie experinumt is usually carried out in tubes of the form shown

in Fig. ;b‘L Into the wider portions platinum wires are sealed wliirli
j

effect the conduction of the electric current. In the narrowni i

portion between, where the current is condensed to a siuhII

cross-scction, the hydrogen glows most strongly.

The light emitted by hydrogen, made to glow electrically,

appears roso-red to the naked eye. If, however, the streak of

light be viewed through a prism held with the refracting

parallel to the streak, not one line Irut thi’ce separ^ate liins,

a red, a green, and a violet, ai'C seen. The last is the most

difficult one to sec.

This phenomenon is due to the fact that the diUcreiit

kinds of light on passing thi’ough a prism are deflected to

a varying extent. The appearance of three separate lines is,

therefore, a proof that the hydrogen light consists of tliiTc

kinds of rays— red, green, and violet. This light behaves

differently from that which comes from ordinary flames and

glowing bodies
;
for if the latter be viewed thr ough a prism

a streak of light is found to be drawn out to a liroad

i,„. 3;;
band, the spectrum, in which arc represented side by sitt

all possible kinds of light from i*cd to violet.

The appearance of these three lines is a pr’Opcrty of hydrogen

which is possessed by no other substance. The same lines also appear

when hydrogen is made to emit light in any other way, and their

appearance is not prevented by the presence of other substances so

lorrg as these do not completely convert the hydrogen into otlin

compounds. Since this scarcely occurs at the high temperatures used,

tlicse lines, the “ spectrum of hydrogen,” arc an excellent criterion for

its presence in a glowing gas-mixture.

In this way one can recognise not only the terrestrial hydrogen,

but the same lines are found in the so-called jjrotuberances of die

sun, i.e. torch-like formations which rise above the edge of the sun

and can be observed, more especially, during eclipses of the sun. This

is a proof that hydrogen occurs in large rpiantities on the surface of

the sun, and that it occurs in the free state.

The hydrogen lines can, likewise, be recognised in the spectrum of

many stars, so that this element, by reason of the light effect peculi;‘>'

to it, has been shown to be distributed throughout the whole of

space.
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The ordinary light of the sun and of many stars exhibits black

lines at exactly the same points of the spectrum at which the hydrogen

lines appear hrighf. Both kinds of lines are very closely related to

one another. At a later stage wo shall enter in detail into the relation

l)(;tween them; we would only mention here that these black lines

prove the presence of hydrogen with the same certainty as the Inight

ones. It is, indeed, the same phenomenon appearing under different

conditions.

Hydrogen burns to Water—As a test for hydrogen, its com-

l)ustil)ility in air has been used. The question as to what thereby

becomes of the burning hydrogen can be answered with the knowledge

we have already gained. We have seen that iron and sodium, by
veting on water, pass into oxygen compounds, whereby hydrogen is

formed. According to this, water is a compound of hydrogen and
"xygen, and since combustion consists in a combining with oxygen, we
dmiild expect water to be the product of the combustion of hydrogen.
As a matter of fact, we can convince ourselves by direct experiment
diat water is the product of combustion of hydrogen.

If a large, dry beaker be held over the flame of burning h)^drogen,

dexv is quickly formed which looks exactly like the film of moisture

a cold window-pane, and behaves like it. Special arrangements

necessary if it is desired to collect the water in larger quantities.

In Fig. 34 a burner is represented (cf. p. 102) in which, by means
'>f pure oxygen conveyed to it, hydrogen can be burned. Since large

‘^niounts of heat are hereby produced, the burner is placed in a wide

11
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glass flask which can be cooled by surrounding it with water. If this

apparatus is put in action, a few cc. of a colourless liquid soon collect,

which, in all its properties, shows itself to be pure water.

Combustion of Hydrogen by means of Oxygen Compounds. -

For the forniation of water it is not necessary that the oxygen l)c

presented as such to tiu

hydrogen
;

oxygen com

pounds, or oxides, caTi also

be used for the purpose,

If hydrogen be passed ov(U'

oxide of mercury placed in

a bulb-tube (Fig. 3.5), no

action, certairdy, takes place

at ordinary temperatures

:

so soon, however, as the

oxide of mercury is slightly

heated metallic mercury

makes its appearance, and

water is deposited on the

colder parts of the tul»e,

first an dew, and then in

small drops.

Quite similar phenonunia

are observed when the

oxides of other metals are

used in place of oxhh' of

mercury. By heating oxide of lead in a current of hydrogen
metallic lead and water are obtained. The oxide of lead, under the

name of litharge, is obtained in largo quantities by heating metallic

lead in air, the lead hereby combining with the oxygen contained in

the air. When copper oxide, obtained by strongly heating copper

in air, is heated in hydrogen, red metallic copper and water arc

produced. Hydrogen may, therefore, be used for the purpose of

obtaining the metals from their oxide.s. This method finds no

application on a larg(‘ scale, because there are cheaiier means ('f

cflccting the same result
;

for scientific work, however, such methods
are, not unfre(iuently, employed.

Reversed Processes.—The processes we have just described

take place according to a scheme which is similar to that of the

displacement of hydrogen from water by iron, only that they represent

the reverse process, the displacement of a metal from its oxide l>y

hydrogen (p. 82).

It is therefore of interest to ask whether hydrogen will not also

displace the iron from iron oxide. If the previous experiment is

repeated, using, however, oxide of iron in place of oxide of mercury,

quite similar phenomena are, as a matter of fact, observed. A^dlter
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again makes its appearance, and the oxide of iron passes into iron.

Hiis, it is true, docs not look like ordinary iron, but has the appear-

ance of a black powder. This, however, is due only to the fact that

the melting point of iron is much higher than the temperature which

is reached in the bull)
;
the iron particles, therefore, cannot unite to a

coherent mass. If, however, after cooling, the contents of the bulb

are taken out and ru})bed with a smooth, hard object, the metallic

lustre and the grey colour of iron are seen.

d'he interaction between iron and aqueous vapour can, therefore,

1)0 reversed, and if wo write a chemical equation in the form

Iron + water vapour= iron oxide + hydrogen,

it can be read in both directions, the substances on the left being

capable of being converted into those on the right, as well as

conversely. Indeed, more exact investigations have shown that both

of these opposed reactions can take place at the same temperature.

The Chemical “ Forces.”—Such a behaviour is contradictory to

the notions about “displacement,” indicated on p. 84.

In the sense of this theory, the force between iron and oxygen

must, according to the experiment described on j). 82, be greater than

that between hydrogen and oxygen, because iron decomposes the

water. Conversely, according to the experiment on p. 98, tlie force

between hydrogen and oxygen is greater than that between iron and

oxygen, because hydrogen decomposes the oxide of iron.

Since it is impossible for both propositions to be correct at the

same time, it follows that the theory which leads to these propositions

must be false.

Mass Action.—As a matter of fact, the investigation of this and

of similar cases has .shown that not only the nature and, say, the tem-

perature are the determining factors for the occurrence of a chemical

process, but also the ratio of the mhstaMCS present to the (jiren vohmie or

the (meentratioii, as well. In the present case, the water vapour acts

eii the iron till a certain amount of it has been converted into

hydrogen, and a definite ratio between the hydrogen and the water

vapour obtains. Conversely, iron oxide is decomposed by hydrogen
till a definite ratio is established between the hydrogen reimiining and
th(' mnviy formed water vapour, a ratio which is the same as that

hy the reverse method.

A mixture of hydrogen and water vapour corre.sporiding to this

•'hio acts neither on iron nor on iron oxide. The ratio is, moreover,

also dependent on the temperature.

The two apparently opposed experiments of p. 82 and p. 98 pro-

ceed as follows :—If iron is heated in water vapour a portion of the

hitter is decomposed, and a corresponding amount of iron oxide formed,

hhe gas mixture, on being cooled in the pneumatic trough, loses the
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water vapour it contains, which separates out in the liquid state, and

only hydrogen is collected. This is the experiment of p. 82 .

On the other hand, if hydrogen be condueted over hot iron oxide,

a portion of it combines with the oxygen of the latter to form water

;

another portion of the hydrogen remains unchanged. On passing the

mixture through the colder part of the bulb-tube the water separates

out as a liquid and becomes visible
;
the remaining hydrogen escapes

unnoticed. In this way the notion arises that in both cases entirely

opposite reactions take place.

Chemical Equilibrium.—Where two opposite processes mutually

limit one another the state is called one of chemical equilibrium. Wdiereas

formerly the view wais held that such a thing occurs only in exceptional

cases, there is now reason to assume that all chemical processes lead to

an equilibrium. In many cases of chemical equilibrium, however, the

concentrations of some of the reacting substances, corresponding to

ecluilibrium, arc so small as to escape the ordinary means of detection.

Tlic impression is then produced as if the reaction took place only in

one direction.

A long historical development lies buried in the statement, that ;it

a given temperature cliemical equililu’ium is determined by the

(‘unreulratioiis of the reacting substances. For, although the fact tint

the quantity relations of the reacting substances exercise an impoi tant

influence on the chemical equilibrium had been already known for

over a hundred years, it was a very long time before the correct form

WAAS found for the law which obtains here. From the usual name,

mass action, one might conclude that the mass or amount of the

reacting substances is the determining factor; this, how'cver, is not

the case.

Eet us now suppose a state of equilibrium established under given

conditions IjetAveen the substances just considered—iron, iron oxide,

hydrogen, and aqueous vapour. Push, now, a partition into the

vessel in which the above subsRinces are contained, so that a part of

the mixed gases is shut off from contact with the solid substances
;
no

change in the equilibrium can be thereby produced. For the gases

were in equilibrium with one another and with the solid substances,
and e([uilibrium in a uniformly filled space occurs at every point, and

cannot, therefore, be dependent on the size of the space filled, by
the separation here imagined, however, the ahmlute amount of the

gases in equilibrium with the solid substances is changed. The abso-

lute amounts cannot, therefore, be determinative for the equilibrium.
By the separation the gases present have been separated w

same proportionSf since they were uniformly distributed through tin*

whole space; otherwise no equilibrium would have taken place. If

is, therefore, the relative ammnt.% or the ratio of the amount, of tlm

gases that determine the equilibrium.

ihe simplest and most appropriate expression for the quantity
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relations is got, not by representing them by the non-essential, absolute

amounts, but by the amounts present in unit volume, or the concmiratiovs

of the gases or vapours present. This is the expression which we

cliose to start with, and we again see from this example of what

importance the proper choice of magnitudes is, by which we express

the laws of nature. In fact, the development of the theory of chemical

c(|uilil)rium has shown itself to depend on the fact that the concentra-

tion (formerly called actire amount) was introduced as the determining

factor after various unsuccessful attempts had been made to find the

suitable expression.

Influence of Solid Substances on Chemical^ Equilibrium—
The thcor(;m includes as well the special law that the amount of solid

^iihslanres has no vnfluence on, chemical eqnitibrinnL For the concentration

of solid substances, ie. the ratio of amount to volume, can scarcely

cliange
;
both the pressure and the temperature change this volume to

such a small extent that it is of no account for the present purposes.

For the equilibrium between iron, aqueous vapour, hydrogen, ^nd

iron oxide, it is, accordingly, quite indifferent how much of the two

solid substances, iron and iron oxide, is present, and in what pro-

portions they are present.

At first sight this law appears somewhat strange, and was formerly,

indeed, occasionally Indd in doubt. One can convince oneself, however,

of the necessity of such a law by the same course of reasoning as we
have just emjdoyed in the case of the ga.seous portion

;
if equilibrium

has once been established, it cannot be altered by a spatial separa-

tion of any one part of the system which is in equilibrium from the

other.

iMoreover, we have already met with more simple cases of the same
law. The ccpiilibrium between water and ice, or generally, between a

solid substance and its fused form at the temperature of fusion, is

likewise independent of the amount in which the two forms are

[)resent together. The same holds for the equilibrium between a

li'piid and its vapour, and likewise, also, in the somewhat more

com])licated case of the ecpiilibrium between a solution and the solid

siil)stancc with whi(di the solution is saturated.

For all these single laws we can put forward the general expres-

sion, that for equilihriim between different portkms of the same system the

ehxohde a.movnts of these 'portions are. of no account, but only the concentra-

innis within the separate portions.

The Oxyhydrogen Flame.—The large amount of heat set free

111 the combustion of hydrogen causes the temperature of the hydrogen
lliiiue to reach a high point. In the case of combustion in air the

l*‘ni])erature does not rise so high, since the heat is distributed

the admixtures in the air (p. 63). Much higher temperatures
•'ii'e obtained on burning hydrogen in pure oxygen.

The combustion may suitably take place in the Daniell burner (Fig.
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36). This consists of two tubes placed one within the other, the

mouth of one being placed behind that of the other. By means of

suitable connections and taps hydrogen may bo led into the annular

space between the ttibes, and oxygen into the inner tube. If hydrogen

alone be first allowed to pass in, it burns with the usual pale blur

flame at the expense of the surrounding air. A platinum wire held in

the flame becomes white hot, showing that even this flame is fairly

hot
;
the wire, however, does not melt. If the oxygen taj) be now

opened the flame becomes smaller and brighter, and at the same time

a hissing noise is heard. If a platinum wire be now brought into

the flame it immediately melts with scintillation. A watch sprini;

immediately becomes white hot and burns with brilliant scintillations.

(()uartz, felspar, and similar fire -resisting minerals, melt to glass)

masses.

The temperature of this flame, which can be estimated at 2000 ,

is so high that only a few substances can withstand it without melting.

One of these few substances is lime. If a piece of it be held in the

flame it becomes white hot, and emits a dazzlingly bi’ight light. ^')t

until it has been heated a con.siderable time does the spot struck by

the flame show signs of su))erficial melting (sintering).

The oxyhydrogen dame is therefore used for the purpose l)oth of

melting difficultly fusible substances and of ol)taining a bright light.

For this first purpose it is employed especially for melting platinum

;

the lime-light is used chiefly for projection purposes with the magic

lantern. For the latter purpose it is convenient to use the gases

compressed into steel cylinders under a pressure of a hundred atmo-

spheres, in which form they have for some time been placed on the

market (Fig. 37).
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Detonating Gas.—The Daniell burner is so arranged that the

two gases can only mix immediately before they are burned,

attempted to previously mix oxygen and hydrogen, so as

to be able to burn them from a single tube, it is found

tliat the whole stock of mixed gases instantly takes fire

and combines with a loud report, the vessel usually being

shattered. This explosion is very violent, and with some-

what larger quantities becomes dangerous. One must,

thei efore, avoid inflaming mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen

\vMthout taking suitable precautions. Such mixtures, called

detonating gas, are always formed when a freshly charged

hydrogen apparatus, which is partially filled with air, is

put ill use. Tf the gas which is first evolved be collected in

small tubes and brought into contact with a flame, the

lirst samples behave like air and exhibit no special pheno-

mena. Soon a gas is obtained which takes fire with a

whistling noise, the flame rushing into the tube. These

jihenomena first become more marked and then weaker,

and, at length, when all the air has been driven out of

t he a[)paratus, the gas burns quietly just as pure hydrogen
does.

On account of the danger of an explosion, one must
iK'ver omit to tost in the above manner the hydrogen A

j
takcni from a generator or gas-holder which has stood

some time, to see if it explodes. Should it explode, the

gas must be allowed to stream for some time out of the generator

until a sample in a small tube is shown, by its combustion, to be pure.

The contents of a gas-holder must, without fail, Im rejected if they
ha\e assumed explosive properties.

The charaeteristic property of the explosive mixture is seen very

clearly by preparing a mixture of two volumes of hydrogen and one of

'»\\'gen, and })assing it into soap-water, so that a froth of bubbles filled

uith the explosive mixture is formed. If this froth Ik; set on fire

(after the rest of the mixture has been removed) it burns with a

|r])ort like the shot of a gun.

Further Particulars concerning the Combustion of Deton-
ating Gas .—While at comparatively high temp(*ratures the combina-
’luii of hydrogen and oxygen takes place with great violence, the two
gases can bo left in contact with one another at room temperature
h'c a very long time without chemical action taking place between
diem. .

' '

This behaviour changes when certain metals are introduced into
dm gms mixture, and in this respect platinum (p. 59) is the most
<‘ileetive. If a piece of pure platinum foil be allowed to project into a
dflje containing the explosive mixture standing over water, the volume

the gas quickly diminishes, and in certain circumstances the platinum

If it be
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])OConics so warm, owing to the heat of combination, that it glows and

causes the explosion of the mixture.

Since the platinum foil, being a solid substance, can act only at its

surface, its effect increases as the surface is enlarged. Platinum can

be- obtained, by means of chemical reactions, in a finely divided, spongy

shite. Such spongy platinum very quickly becomes incandescent in

the explosive mixture and causes an explosion.

To moderate the reaction, the spongy platinum, in the form of a

powder, is mixed with clay and formed into balls. The mass acted on

l)y the heat produced is thereby increased and the temperature kept

lower; these balls, therefore, effect a fairly

rapid formation of water from the mixture

of oxygen and hydrogen, but not ignition.

An apparatus in which this phenomenon can

be well shown is represented in Fig. 38.

Many other metals act in the same way as

platinum, most of them, however, only at a

somewhat higher temperature.

The platinum, and no less the other

metals, undergoes no change during this

action. Also, a given small (piantity of

platinum can convert unlimited amounts of

the explosive mixture to water
;

the action

of the platinum, therefore, does not, as in the

case of a chemical combination, take place in

definite proportions, but is independent of

the relation between the amounts of the gas

mixture and the platinum.

Reactions of this kind occur very frr

quently in chemistry. Not only can other

gas-mixtures be caused to enter into chemical

reaction by means of platinum and other

metals, but liquid and gaseous substances

also can exert such actions in liquids and gases
;
by means of these,

chemical reactions which do not or do not appreciably take place

without them proceed rapidly, and the acting substances can cause

uidimited amounts of the other substances to react.

Catalysis.—For the sake of having a short designation for these

important phenomena, we shall call actions of this kind eu^d///e’.

The substance, through the presence of which the ‘action hikes place

without itself passing into the products of the reaction, is called the

aitulytk ^uhtxmce or catalyser. The process itself is called catalpk.

To gain an understanding of these phenomena we recall the coii

sideration put forward on p. 64, ficcording to which innumerable
substances, between which chemical reactions could occur, can remain in

contact with one another without our being able to detect such actions.
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At th.it time it was explained, that the most appropriate interpretation

of these facts is that in all such cases the possible cliemical reactions

do, as a matter of fact, take place, but to such a small extent or with

such slowness that they cannot be detected in a measuralde time.

The following shows that this view is quite compatible with the

universal experience. By time measurements of the progress of many

chemical reactions, the approximate rule has been obtained that the

\ elocity of cliemical reactions is, on an average, doubled by a rise of

10 in the temperature. That is to say, if a reaction at a given

temperature requires, say, a quarter of an hour to reach a certain

point, at a temperature 10'" higher it would require only 71 minutes,

iind at one 10" lower 30 minutes. If the temperature is lowered

100 a 2^*^= 1024 times longer period is necessary, or in our example,

ahout 11 days. On descending farther 50" or, on the whole, only the

moderate amount of 150°, it ivould be a year before the reaction had

proceeded so far as it had done in a quarter of an hour at the higher

temperature.

It agrees, therefore, very well with general experience, to regard

the possible chemical reactions in the cases mentioned as actually

occurring, and escaping detection only through their very small

^'elocity. So also the height of a hill or the form of a coast appears

to us as something definite and unchangeal)lo, although we know that

every hill is unceasingly becoming lower, by the gradual falling down
of the material of which it consists into the valley, and that every

coast is changing its shape under the action of the waves.

SuhstiiMrs hij wlme pmnm sloidy occurriiiff reactions arc accelerated

designated as positice catatffsers. Since we are dealing here only with

changes in the velocity of reactions which would take jdace in any

case, these catalytic actions lose to a great extent the quality of un-

expectedness which at first sight they appear to have.^

To obtain a picture of the way in which a catalyscr acts, imagine a

^vheel-work in which the axles move with great friction, as a result,

say, of the oil having become thick, and which therefore runs down

only very slowly. If a little fresh oil bo placed on the axles the

wheel-work forthwith runs down much more quickly, although the

available tension of the spring (which corresponds to the work avail-

ahh'. from the chemical reaction) is in no way altered by the oil. The
io lion of a catalyser may be compared with that of the oil in this

Respect, and also with respect to the fact that the oil is not used up in

acting.

We shall soon have an opportunity of studying other peculiarities

vf catalytic actions.

' Besides tlie positive catalysers or accelerators, negative catalysers or retarders are

'd^o known.



CHAPTER VII

WAl’Kll

General—The product of the interaction of oxygen and Iiydrogeii,

or the compound of these two elements, has shown itself, in all investi-

gations of this point which have been made, to bo identical with the

water which we lind so very widely distributed in nature. In accord

ance with the law of the identity of the properties in all specimens of

a given substance, we may proceed to a scientific investigation of water

with that which occurs ready formed in nature, without having first to

prepare it for this purpose from its two elements.

Water is one of the most widely di.stributed substances in nature.

^h)t only are Uhs of the earth’s surface covered with li({uid water, hut

our atmosphere also contains enormous quantities of water in the

gaseous state, and in the polar regions and mountain heights solid

water takes an essential share in the structure of the
.

earth’s surface'.

In addition to this the solid portion of the earth’s surface is every

where peiineated with water; water is indispensable for tlie buildiu.H

up of the vegetable and animal .structures, and where organic life is

seen there also is water present.

Preparation of Pure Water—Naturally occurring water is

never (pn’te pure, since it always comes into contact with other

substances and partially dis.solvcs them. The preparation of

“ absolutely ” pure water is an impo.ssibility, for the very r(‘ason

that one cannot exclude vessels of some kind, some portions of

which can always be dissolved. On the other hand, it is not a

matter of very great difficulty to prepare a water which, towards

most tests, behaves as pure.

The method most used for obtaining such a water is to convert it

temporarily into vapour. The impurities present in natural water arc,

for the most part, not measurably volatile at the temperature of boiling

water, 100°, and therefore remain behind when the water is converted

into vajxiur: Some occasional impurities, however (especially amrnonni

and carbonic acid), are more volatile than water; they pass over,

therefore, almost entirely with the first portions of the vapour.

io6
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Eroni this there follows the method to be employed. Whiter,

contained in a suitable vessel, is caused to boil, and the vapours are so

cooled that the condensed water can be collected apart. If, when volatile

impurities are present, the first portions are rejected, a water is obtained

wliich, for the great majority of pmrposes, may be regarded as pure.

Ihiis process is called didiUatioii. It is emplo^^ed not only for the

preparation of pure water, but is also applied to many other prepara-

tions, so that the retort,

the a})paratus which was

formerly most largely used

for this purpose, has be-

come the symbol for

chemistry.

The arrangement of

a distilling apparatus de-

pends on the special

purpose for which it is

to he used, and especially

on the amount of li(jui(l

to be distilled. In the

laboratory retorts and

llasks are used for small

(piantities.

The former arc vessels

nith elongated necks bent

downwards. They are

usually made of glass, but

retorts made of other

mateiial are also used for

special purposes. The
va])()urs are conducted

through the neck into a. flask pushed over it, the receivin’, and
are there lieptefiod. Since the receiver becomes strongly heated by
file heat of the vapour, care must be taken to keep it cool. A
simple arrangement of this kind is shown in Fig. 39.

More frerpiently, especially where corks may be used, and in cases

^rlnu'e the temperature of tlie vapours has to be measured, flasks

^rith a side tube (Fig. 40) are used for distillation. The condensation

the vapours takes place in a condenser, which has usually the form

I'f two tubes placed one inside the other. The vapours are passed
into the inner tube, and into the space between the two tubes water is

iillowed to flow, which absorbs the heat of the vapours. To make the

^irst use of the water, it is allowed to enter at the foot and to pass

upwards in a direction opposite to that of the vapour. In this way
fhe water may pass almost boiling hot out of the upper end of the

condenser, while at the lower end the distillate is completely cooled.
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The priik'iplf' of counkr cmrmh applied here, which allows of the most
economical use of the acting substances, is applied to an exceedin<tl^

large extimt in chemical apparatus, and will be repeatedly met with.

M he^largcr amounts are dealt with, such as in the preparation of

distil ed water for the purposes of a large laboratory, the distilling
vessel, or “ still,” is made of metal, generally of copper. The condenser
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has the form of a tube bent round like a screw, and is made of pure

tin, because this metal is practically not attacked by water. It stands

in a larger vessel through which water is allowed to How, in this ease

also from below ui)wards. The warm water which passes out at the

lop may be suitably used for feeding the still, so as to recover a part

of the heat. Such an apparatus is i*epresented in Tig. 41.

To demonstrate the ellect of distillation, a quantity of water is

coloured with ink and distilled from an apparatus, such as is shown in

I’ig. 39 or 40. The water passes over colourless and tasteless.

Properties— Colour.—At ordinary temperatures watei* is a

tiaiisparent, colourless licjuid. This absence of colour, howevci’, is

only apparent; in thick layers water exhibits a distinct, line blue

coloration, which is peculiar to pure water and is not in any way due

to admixtures. The blue coloration is produced owing to the fact

that water absorbs yellow and red rays, U. converts them into heat

;

when these are withdrawn from white light the complementary colour,

bhu!, remains. This blue colour is seen in lakes and seas containing

very pure water; in most cases of naturally occurring wiiter it is

masked by the presence of coloured admixtures.

Density.—As has already been mentioned, the density of water

has been made equal to unity, the unit of mass, 1 gm., having been

ascribed to the unit volume 1 cc. of water. This number, however,

liolds only for the definite temperature 4'', since the density of water,

like that of all other substances, changes with the temperature.

In the case of water this change occurs in a manner essentially

(lifl'ercnt from that in the case of other substances. On heating w\ater

from O ' upwards the density does not decrease, as is usually the case,

hut it incrednes. At 4" water attains its maximum density, and this is

the reason why this temperature has been chosen for the definition of

miit density. From 4" onwards the density of water, as of all other

•substances, decreases with rising temperature, and at 100 ’ amounts to

>'d)out A^th less than at 0°. The extensity, or the specific volume,

behaves in the reverse manner; it has its smallest value at 4 ,
and at

ull other temperatures its value is greater.

The following table gives a summary of the relation between the

fcinperature and the density and extensity of water :

—

<1

0
"

0-999874 1-000127

4
"

1-000000 1-000000

10
"

0-999736 1-000265

20
"

0
-998-252 1-001751

30
"

0-995705 1-004314

40
"

0-99233 1-00773

50
"

0-98813 1-01201

60
"

0-98331 1-01697

70
"

0-97790 1-02260

80
"

0-97191 1-02890

90
"

0-96550 1-03574

100
"

0-95863 1-04315
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The s.'ime relation can be represented by the geometrical method
described on p. 73, the temperatures being taken as abscissa^, and the

extensity as ordinates.

In this way wo ol)tain

Fig. 42, which repte-

sents the relation of

the volume to the tem-

perature.

The decrease in the

extensity between O'

and 4'" is so small that

it cannot be represented

in the figure. ft

would cause a lowering
QO jgo 20 ^ ,30“ 40" 50“ 60“ 70“ 80" 90" lOO f^e curve by only

Kim. 42. T(To To repl’C-

sent it the scale of tem-
peratures, as well as that of volumes, must be considerably increased.

A suitable diagram would be obtained by taking the temperatures ten

times, and the volumes a thousand times, as great. Our drawing woidd,
however, thereby become much too large. If, however, we examine
lig, 42 with regard to that portion which interests us just now, we
notice that there is a largo empty space l)etween the curve and the

base-line. We can leave this out, and instead of the base-line
.corresponding to the volume zero, we can choose another near the curve
itself. For such a purpose it is well to choose a line corresponding to

tin; volume 1 0000. On this line the temperatures are marked off

on a scale ten times larger than before. Perpendicular to it then-

are marked off, not the volumes themselves, but only their differences
from the value POOOO.

12

10

0-8

06

Oh

02

In this way lig. 43 jg obtained. To render the measurement
easier the whole field is divided by a rectangular network. In a

manner which is

readily intelligible,

the numerals placed

at the edges allow

of the extensity

corresponding to

each temperature,

and lice vemiy being 1-0002

read off. The figure

is repeated only up

to 10^

70008

10004

1-0000

Fia. A

0 7 8 9 10
"

^he Law of

Continuity.—In the table on p. 109, only the densities and volumes

corres|tonding to certain definite temperatures are given. The question
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now arises as to how the intermediate values, for which there are no

data, can bo ascertained. For this purpose use is made of a general

law, the application of which is so familiar to us that it appears

axiomatic, although, like all the other laws of’ nature, it is a summary

of manifold experience.

The law in question is called the law of mitinuUif, and is to the

following eftect;—When two magnitudes change simultaneously with

one another, so that for a definite value of the one there is also always

a definite value of the other,- the sinndtmmus rlunujes always remain

pwportmuil. When, therefore, the one magnitude is alloAved to increase

continuously, the other also increases continuously, and if the one

change is made smaller and smaller till it becomes zero, the change of

the other magnitude also becomes zero.

It follows from this that Avhen two (not too remote) values A, and

A, of the first magnitude are given, to which there correspond the

values l\ and B., of the second, the values of B, corresponding to

values intermediate between A^ and A2, lie betAveen Bj and B.,.

If the values A, and A^ are sufficiently close, one may even assume

a proportioiutlUy between the two series of values. If A^. is a value

intermediate between A^ and A^, and B^ the corresponding value of

the other magnitude, we may write the following equation :

—

A, - A,. B,- B,

from which we find B^. to be.

This formula allows of the calculation of intermediate values

which have not been determined, from the measured values on either

side of them. It is all the more exact the closer the measured values

are to one another. If in any given case it is not exact enough, it

can be replaced by a more complicated formula, which also depends on
the principle of continuity, which, however, will not be deduced here.

The process which Ave have just described is called inferpolation.

The method will be familiar to the reader from the use of logarithm

tables, where the values of the logarithms or numbers not given in the

tables are obtained from the adjacent ones by means of such a calcu-

lation by proportion.

It lies in the nature of what we have just been considering, that

the method can be used only for obtaining intermediate values, and
’^ay by no means be extended beyond the region of measur^q^ent.

Such a method, extrapokiion, is applicable,- at most, only in clo^st

proximity to the last point measured, and readily leads to errors if
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extended more widely. Such errors due to extrapolation are not

unfrcquently found in science (p. 75).

It must further be mentioned that although, in nature, continuous

processes form the rule, interrupted ones are not excluded. These,

however, are alway.s easily recognised, since when one property

changes discontinuously most of the others simultaneously undergo a

discontinuous change, so that a general change of state which caiuiut

be overlooked occurs.

Graphic Representation.—These remarks become very clear if

the interdependence of the magnitudes be represented by a line,

according to the directions on p. 73. Only single points of such a

line can be determined experimentally, and the intermediate parts are,

to stiirt with, unknown. The law of continuity, however, entitles us

to join these single points by a continuous line, passing without break

or fluctuation through the points determined by measurement. This

lino then represents the desired relation for all intermediate values of

the variable magnitudes, and replaces the interpolation formula given

on p. 111.

The graphic representation is, in many cases, to be preferred to

calculation. Interpolation by calculation, which pi'csupposes furi-

jiortional changes of the two magnitudes, is represented graphically

by the assumption that the line between the points employed is

straight. Even for curved lines this is so much the less removed

from the truth the more closely

Fi»i. 44.

the points are chosen, as can Ijo

immediately seen from a glance; at

Fig. 4d. If, however, the points

are rather farther apart, it is much

easier to make the path of the

line approach the truth by the

graphic method than by calculation,

which in this case is rather com-

plicated.

Other cases of such inter-

dependence may be treated in the

same way, if the general law is

known which connects the magni-

tudes. Thus, the calculation of the influence of the pressure and the

temperature in the case of gases, would not be more simple by the use

of the formula pv = rT for each single case than interpolation from a

table or reading oft from a curve. For the expansion of water by

heatj however, such a general formula is not known, and interpolation

or a cmrve is therefore the only aid to its representation.

The.Ooeflacient of Expansion.—The ratio between the change

of tnh extensity and that of the temperature is called the coefficient (]f

expdnim. > In the case of gases this is independent of the temperature,
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since, of course, the graduation of the scale of temperature was defined

ill such a manner that the degrees wore made proportional to the

expansion. For every degree, therefore, the volume increased by the

same amount. In the case of water it is otherwise. Below 4"' the

expansion is negative; that is to say, as the temperature rises the

volume becomes smaller. This continues to 4°; beyond this the

cocflicient of expansion becomes positive. It does not, however,

retain its numerical value unchanged, but the ratio of the two changes,

or the increase of volume pro degree continually increases.

These peculiarities are pictured in the curve in an easily intelli-

gible manner. So long as the coefficient of expansion is negative the

curve sinks downwards to the base-line
;

the positive coefficient

conditions an ascending of the curve. The fact that the coefficient

increases with rising temperature produces a curvature with the

convex side downwards
;

if it decreased with rising temperature the

curve would bo concave on the under side. A straight line would

be the criterion of a coefficient which did not depend on the tem-

perature.

In this way, when, for some still unknown relation between two

magnitudes, a few corresponding pairs of values have been determined

by measurement, a curve can be drawn, and from its form important

information as to the nature of the relation can be obtained.

The coefficient of expansion has already been defined as the ratio

of the increase of the extensity with the temperature. In the case of

gases, where the coefficient is independent of the temperature, this

definition causes no difficulty in the practical measurement. It is only

necessary to measure the volumes corresponding to any two tempera-

tures, and the value sought is obtained by dividing the one difference

by the other. The result is all the more exact the larger the intiTval,

I'ecause the experimental error is divided by a correspondingly greater

divisor, and its influence therefore rendered smaller.

The case is different where the coefficients of expansion are

variable. In this case different values are obtained not only at

different temperatures, but also when, starting from the same

temperature, the coefficient is determined between varying intervals.

A distinction is therefore made between the mean and the true

coefficient. The former is defined with regard to a definite range of

temperature, and is obtained by dividing the difference of volume by
the difference of temperature. It represents the value which the

coefficient of expansion would have if the expansion in that region

were uniform.

Tlie true coefficient of expansion cannot, on account of its varia-

bility, be determined by direct measurement. It may be looked^ upon
the ratio between infinitely small changes of volume ai^ temnera-

ture
; these, however, cannot be measured. It can be obtained ly a

Mathematical operation known as differentiation, when the rllation
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between the two magnitudes is known in the form of an algebraic

formula.

These considerations can be explained in geometrical form 1)y

Fig. 45. If if

c

represents the change of temperature and ch that of

the volume, chjac is equal to

the mean coefficient of ex-

pansion between a and c.

To determine the true co-

efficient of expansion for the

point n, the point h would

have to be moved infinitely

near to a. The secant ah

then becomes the tangent

(W. The true coefficient of

expansion, therefore, for a

definite temperature is

Fin. 4a. obtained by drawing a

tangent at the corresponding

point of tlie curve. The ratio of the two increments csjac, determined

by this straight line, gives the numerical value of the true coefficient

of expansion at the point a.

It follows from this that at 4° the coefficient of expansion of

water is zero, for the tangent at the lowest point of the curve is

horizontal, and indicates, therefore, no increase at all. In the neigli-

bourhood of P’ the coefficient of expansion is not zero, but is very

small. The error in the density, corresponding to a given temperature

error, is therefore smaller in this region than anywhere else. This

remark is of importance for the derivation of the unit of mass from

the unit of volume, by means of water at 4°,

The Degrees of Freedom of Liquid Water.—The volume of

water can be affected by change of pressure as well as by change; of

temperature. This variability is, however, still smaller than that duo

to the temperature. At 20” the coefficient of compressibility of watci'

is equal to 0 '00004 6, i.e. 1 cc. of water decreases in volume by

0 000046 cc. when subjected to a pressure of one atmosphcic.

This number depends, in a rather complicated manner, on the

temperature, as can he seen from the following table :

—

Coellicient of Compressibility of Water.

0° 51 *77 X 10-» 60° 41-15 X 10-«

10° 48-54 „ 62° 41-12 „
20° 46-09 „ 70° 41-19

,,

30° 44-14 „ 80° 41-51 „
40° 42-65 „ 90° 42-11 „
50° 41-68 „ 100° 43-00 „

In general, liquid water, and likewise every other simple liquid)

varies, with respect to prekure, temperature, and volume, in the same
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general fashion as a gas (p. 72). At any time only two of these

magnitudes can be independently fixed
;
the third is then no longer

undetermined. Liquids have, therefore, as many degrees of freedom

as gases, viz., two.

We can immediately extend this principle to the case of solid

siibstiinccs. In this case also the volume varies with the temperature

and pressure, although still less than in the case of liquids
;

if, however,

both are fixed the volume is also completely determined.

We can therefore lay down the general principle, that emy simple

hthj—solid, liquid, or gaseous

—

possesses two degrees of freedom with re-

sped to its cubic and thermic variahiliit/. As we shall soon see, the number

of the degrees of freedom diminishes when we are dealing with a

substance in several physical states, instead of with a uniform body.

Ice.—At 0° water passes from the liquid into the solid state and

is converted into ice. So long as water and ice are present together

their temperature is always 0". The absolute or the relative amounts

of the two forms or “ phases ” have no influence. This is the reason

why this temperature, which is easily obtained and can be maintained

unchanged for any length of time, has been cho.sen as a fundamental

point in thermometry.

This temperature, however, is produced exactly only when the

water is pure. If it contains foreign substances of any kind in

solution, the temperature at which the solution is in equilibrium with

ice is lower. The ice which freezes out from such a solution, how-

ever, is pure
;
for this reason, ice obtained from ordinary river or sea

water exhibits the correct melting point, and the formation and

separation of ice from impure water is a method of obtaining pure

wat{;r.

Properties of Ice.—Ice is a transparent substance of a bluish

colour which, in comparatively thick layers, e,g. in the fissures of

glaciers, appears as a fine, pure blue. Its density is considerably less

than that of water at the same temperature, for at 0" it is only

b‘lllG74 as compared with that of water, 0‘99987. Conversely, the

oxtensity is greater, being equal to 1*09083 as compared with 1*00013

JO the case of water
;

1 cc. of waiter, therefore, on freezing, increases

io volume by 0*09070 cc., i.e. by about y\th.

In this respect water forms an exception to the usual behaviour of

•'Substances on freezing, w’^hereby a diminution of the volume or increase

of the density almost always occurs. For this reason ice floats on
'vater, whereas other solid substances sink in their melts.

Ice is a crystalline substance, ie. a substance whose properties vary
m a regular manner with the direction in the piece. The most con-

spicuous consequence of this variation with the direction is the outward
form which such a substance assumes when it is allowed to pass iifto

solid state undisturbed by outward influence. This is, however,
uo means the only peculiarity of this kind

;
on the contrary, all
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properties in crystals which can vary at all with the direction ;nv

dependent on this.

In contradistinction to the crystalline substances which possess tin*

peculiarity just mentioned, there are the ainorphons substances in

which that peculiarity is not present. Glass, for example, is aii

amorphous substance. Two rods, cut in any directions out of a

larger piece of glass, behave in all respects identically when they have

the same shape. On the other hand, two rods of ice, one of which is

cut, say, parallel, the other perpendicular to the face of a naturally

formed sheet, behave differently
;

for example, one breaks much more

easily than the other.

The crystalline nature is seen most clearly in ice which has liecii

able to assume its shape undisturl)ed. Thus, the ice on the siirfjicc of

freezing masses of water first forms in long needles, joined to one

another at an angle of GO”, and the ice flowers on window-panes are

likewise an expression of the crystalline nature of ice.

The crystals, however, of which snow consists, can form in tlie

least disturbed manner, for they form floating in the air. As a rule,

certainly, these crystals are small and indistinct; under certain circum-

stances, however, they grow so large that they can be seen with thr

naked eye. They then usually appear as flat stars, developed

according to a 2 x 3-fold symmetry. Some snow crystals are shmvii

in Fig. 46.

The property of occurring in crystalline shape is a very ^\i<le'

spread peculiarity of solid substances, and the formation of cryst.il>

may generally be denoted as a property of pure substances. I’lie'

amorphous state, on the other hand, is confined almost entirely t"

mixtures. The crystalline form is an important characteristic

solid substances, and we shall repeatedly have an opportunity

discussing these relations later.

• SuperCOOlingf.—The formation of ice in water which has been

cooled to 0° does not necessarily occur. On the contrary, with som*^

care, "vi^ater oan be cooled to several degrees below zero without it
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becoming solid. At the same time it retains the peculiarity of

expanding as the temperature sinks.

AVatcr in this condition is called siiprcooM. It solidifies immedi-

ately on being touched with a piece of ice, its temperature thereby

rising to O'". If preserved from contact with ice, it can be kept any

length of time in the liquid state if it is only supercooled a few

degrees. If, however, the supercooling is carried further, solidification

takes place spontaneously without the presence of ready-formed ice.

The condition of supercooled water has often been compared with

that of unstable equilibrium in mechanics
;
the comparison, however,

(lues not prove correct. A body in unstable equilibrium seeks a new

position so soon as it experiences the smallest displacement; super-

cooled water, however, can withstand disturbances of the most varied

kind without solidifying, and responds only on contact with ice. The

region of supercooling nearest to the melting point is therefore

designated as metastdUe^ and only the more remote regions, in which

solidification takes place spontaneously, are called unstable.

Heat of Fusion and Solidification.—When water solidifies

heat is developed. For this reason partially solidified water still

retains the temperature 0°, even when the surrounding temperature

is lower, for as heat is withdrawn it is supplied anew by the

solidification of fresh amounts of Avater. Conversely, ice absorbs heat

on melting; for this reason, a mixture of ice and water in Avarmer

sui roundings does mjt become Avarmer, fcjr the heat Avhich enters the

mixture is used up in melting ice.

The amount of heat absorbed in fusion is equal to that set free

by the solidification of the same ({uantity (jf Avater. This is a necessary

('Oiise(|uence of the laAv of conservation of energy, for if there were a

difiereiicc between the two, one could, by causing Avatcr to alternately

solidify and melt, create or destroy as much heat as one wishetl,

without the Avater being used up or undergoing any permanent

change.

Unit of Heat.—To express this amount of heat numerically, a

"iiif of hmt must, first of all, be fixed. This can best be done if wo
lecall the fact that heat, being a form of energy, can be obtained from

Work or kinetic energy, and vico versa. The natural unit of heat is,

accordingly, the amount of heat which can be obtained from the unit

of work or of kinetic energy, the erg (p. 23).

Quantities of heat, however, had been measured long before the

'elation betAveen work and heat Avas knoAvn. As the unit of quantity
of heat there Avas employed that amount which is required to heat one

gram of water one degree. This amount is called the small calorie,

altbreviatcd cal. A more suitable unit than this one, which varies

soTn(3Avhat with the temperature, and also contains the difficulty to

which the division of the fundamental interval betAveen tlje freezing

the boiling point of water is subject, is the rational caloric, K

;
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this represents the amount of heat required to heat one gram of -water

from the melting to the Ixhling point. It is pretty nearly equal to a

hundred times the small calorie; 100 cal. = I K.

Through the fundamental investigations of Mayer and of Joule

(1842-43), the relation between the units of work and heat were

ascertidned, and the numerical value of this has been established

with great exactness by Joule’s and later measurements. The result

of these is that one small caloric at 18'’ is equal to 41,800,000

erg. In technical work the amount 10,000,000 erg is much used,

and is called a joule; a small calorie is, therefore, equal to 418

joule, or 1 cal. = 4T8 j. A rational calorie is a hundred times as

great : 1 K - 4 1 8 /.

If the amount of heat reejuired to melt 1 gm. of ice be measui-ed

it is found to be 80 cal. If, therefore, 80 gm. of water at T" be mixed

with 1 gm. of ice at O'*, the temperature of the whole, after the fusion

of the ice, will be exactly 0^ This amount, 80 cal., or 334 j, is called

the heat of fusion or the latent heat of ice.

Application of Ice.—Numerous technical and scientific -applica-

tions of ice are due to the circumstance that it absorbs such a large

amount of heat on melting. Thus it i& used for preserving meat and

other food-substances, the harmful processes of decomposition, which

cause the meat to become bad, being at the temperature of 0"

hindered or at least greatly retarded. Its application in science

depends on the constancy of its temperature of fusion
;
even large

spaces can, with its help, be kept for any length of time at the

unvarying temperature of 0'’, and phenomena, therefore, Avhich are

<lcpendent on the temperature can be observed without disturbance

from that side. Thus, for example, the very exact comparisons of the

standard metre measures are carried out in melting ice.

If ice be brought together with salt, or with similar readily soluble

substances, a solution is produced, the freezing point of which is much

lower than that of ice, and the temperature sinks considerably under

0^
;

it siidts to the temperature of the freezing point of the solution

produced, ’riiis phenomenon conditions the application of ice to

freezing enidures. With ordinary common salt a temperature as

as - 1

8

° can be obtained by using three parts of ice to one part of salt.

Another application of the same phenomenon is the melting of

snow l)y means of salt, which is employed as an expeditious means of

freeing tramway lines from snow.

The Transition of Water into the Gaseous State.—If water

or ice be brought into a given space, which is empty or which contains

a gas, in such an amount that the space is not completely filled by it,

part of the water passes into the gaseous state. This takes place at

all temperatures, although to a varying degree. The law which

obtains here states that evaporation goes on until the vapours have

assumed a definite density, which is dependent only on the temperature.
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On the other hand, it is independent of the amount of non-gaseous

water, of the volume, and also of the presence of other gases in the

spacoA

This law is generally stated in such a way that there is attributed

to the water vapour a definite pressure which is dependent only on the

temperature. Since pressure and density are related to one another,

the second form of statement is essentially the same as the first
;
and

since, as a rule, })ressure is more easily measured than the density of

tlic vapour, most measurements arc referred to the pressure. In the

case, however, of evaporation in a space filled with a gas, we must not

reckon with the total pressure, but only with the partial pressure of

the vapour.

To demonstrate this last phenomenon, a small sealed bulb con-

taining some readily volatile substance (e.g. ether) is introduced into a

closed bottle furnished with a mercury

manometer (a tube bent like a U and

lilled with mercury, Fig. 47). After the

pressure has been observed the small bulb

is broken. The pressure then increases

ly an amount equal to the vapour pressure

of the liquid at the existing temperature.

The phenomenon we are dealing Avith

hero is one of equilibrium in the sense

discussed on p. 100. At a given tem-

|)erature, water vapjpiur alone can exist

1)oth at smaller as well also as at great(‘.r

values of density and pressure than Avhen

ill contact with liquid water. If, however,

it comes in contact with water it cannot
"

retain its state. In the first case water

will evaporate, in the second, vapour will condense, and this will go on

until the concentration or the density and the pressure have reached the

value corresponding to the existing temperature.

This kind of equilibrium olieys exactly the same laws as chemical

e([uilibrium in the narrower sense. It is best, therefore, to place the

reciprocal changes of the physical stfite of the same substance along-

dde of the ordinary chemical processes, and to regard them as the

Amplest examples of that kind. Indeed, the criterion of chemical

transformations, the change in the properties of the substance, is

found in this case also. It is only the great readiness and simplicity

^rith which these processes occur, both forwards and backwards, that

kive caused the superfluous separation of these phenomena from the

cluirnical, as being “physical” changes of state (p. 7).

^ Strictly speaking, the last circumstance has, certainly, an influence, but it is

'I'uto negligible in those cases where the gas is not absorbed in large quantities by
liquid water.
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The dependence of the vapour pressure of water on the temperature

is shown in the following table and in Fig. 48. By reason of their

special importance the pressures in the regions between 10° and 25,

as also in the neighbourhood of the boiling point, are given in greater

detail in two further tables.

Vapour Pressure of Water.

- 19" 0*1029 cm. 30" 3*151 cm. 80" 35*49 cm.

- 10" 0*21.fil „ 40" 5*49 „ 90" .52*55 .,

f 0" 0*4569 „ 50" 9*20 ,,
100" 76*00 .,

10" 0*9140 „ 60° 14*89 „ 110" 107 ‘5

20" 1*7363 „ 70" 23*.33

10"- 2.5“ 90“ - 100“

10" 0*914 cm. 90" 52*55 •m.

ir 0*977 91" 54 -.58

1*2" 1*043 92" 56*67

13" 1*114 93" 58*83

14" 1*188 94' 61 *06

15" 1*267 95" 63*37

16" 1*351 96' 65-74

17" 1*439 97" 68-19

18" 1 *533 98" 70*71

19" 1 *632 99" 73*32

20" 1 *736 100" 76*00

21" 1*847

22" 1*963
,,

23" 2-086
24" 2*215
25" 2*352

Boiling.—The boiling point of water is the temperature at Avhicli

its vapour pressure is ecpial to the external pressure. If water lie

heated, say, by a dame, its tem-

perature can rise only to this

point
;

all further heat which is

communicated to it is used up in

the formation of vapour, which

escapes in bubbles from the water.

One must not say, therefore, that

the boiling point is that tempera-

ture at which water forms vapoiu',

for vapour is formed at all tem-

peratures. The formation of

bubbles of vapour, however,
io 20 y) *0 50 60 TO 86 90 m* ^ witliiii tlic Hquid is not possi1»h'

till the boiling point is reached.

A liquid, like water, can therefore l)oil at very different tempera-

tures
;
a special boiling point corresponds to each pressure :—This fact

can be shown by means of the following experiment. Water is heated

to boiling in a round-bottomed flask. When the vapour streams out

copi^sly the flask is closed with a good-fitting cork, and is at the
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siime time removed from the source of heat. Although now the

water is constantly losing heat by radiation, it still continues boiling.

When boiling has ceased it can be again caused to commence by

pouring cold water over the flask.

The explanation of this apparent contradiction, that water can be

made to boil by cooling, lies in the fact that the cooling affects the

.small quantity of vapour much more than the large amount of water.

Th(! vapour condenses on the cooled walls of the vessel, and the internal

|)ressnre is thereby so much lowered that the water, which has remained

warmer, must again boil.

The correctness of this explanation can be shown with the appa-

ratus in Fig. 49. The boiling flask is closed by a cork carrying a tube

bent twice at right angles. The outer limb of this tube must be about

80 cm. long; it dips into a

vessel with mercury. The

water is made to boil until

the air is all driven out of

tlie flask; this is known by

the crackling noise produced

ly the condensation of the

water vapour in the mercury.

The dame is then removed

and the same observations can

l)c made as before. Every

time that cold water is poured

over the flask the mercury in

the tube rushes upwards, and

indicates the diminution of

pressure
;

at the same time

the water begins, to boil, and

the mercury again sinks, but

not to its former position.

As the temperature falls

the vapour pressure becomes

smaller, but at O'" it still

amounts to 0’4 cm. mercury.

Ice, which is in equilibrium i-ao. r*.

v'ith water at this temperature,

has the same vapour pressure. Fven below 0 ice has a measurable

vapour pressure, which becomes smaller the more the temperature

sinks. Whether there is a temperature above the absolute zero at

’^vhich the vapour pressure of ice is, in all strictness, equal to zero,

cannot be established with certainty
;
probably there is not.

If the pressure is increased above one atmosphere the boiling point

1‘ises. Under two atmospheres it is at 121°; under ten atmospheres,

180°. At the same time the vapour becomes denser, \vliile the
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density of the water, corresponding to the increase of temperature,

diminishes. We must therefore ultimately reach a temperature and a

pressure at wdiich the density of the vapour becomes equal to that of

the water. At this point water and vapour have l)ecome identical, and

a phenomenon similar to boiling can now no longer occur. This point

is called the critical point. In the case of water it lies at about LMJU

atmospheres’ pressure and 305“'
;
those values, however, cannot l.c

determined with exactness, since under these conditions water strongly

attacks the vessels, especially glass.

Density and Extensity of Water Vapour.—The vapours of

volatile liquids possess a density and extensity as well as the ordinary

gases. But the circumstance that vapours fre(juently cannot ho

observed under normal conditions, v.c. under a pressure of 70 cm. mer-

cury and at 0^, since under these conditions they pass into liquids,

calls for some remarks.

Since, however, vapours, so long as they remain in the gaseous

state, likewise obey the gas laws,^ tlie density and specific volume are

c.'dculated on the supposition that the vapours would remain gaseous

also under normal conditions, and would behave according to the gas

laws. This is done for the purpose of retaining the advantage of com

parison with the gases. By choosing the pressure of OT cm. as normal

pressure, the normal condition could be made a practicable one for

many vapours, including the vapour of water
;

this would, howcvci,

not be the case for all substances. No disadvantage, however, arises

by employing the usual calculation, since in using it we are always

dealing only with an arithmetical relation.

Measurements of the density of water vapour have shown it to 1)('

0‘000804r), calculated for the normal conditions, and its extciisity

1243 cc. In other words, 1 cc. of water vapour at O ’, and under a

pressure of 70 cm., would weigh 0*0008045 gm., and 1 gm. would

occupy the volume 1243 cc.

For chemical purposes it is better to refer the densities to the

normal gas, defined on p. 88, L(\ we calculate the molar weight of

water vapour. This is found, by dividing the absolute density of

water vapour by that of the normal gas (0*00004466), to be 18*02.

The Water Vapour in the Air.—Water in the form of vapour

is contained in the atmo.spheric air, but by no means in so largo

amount as it could be. In view of the distribution of water on tdo

earth’s surface, one might expect that the air would contain as much

water vapour mixed with it as corresponds to the vapour pressure at

the prevailing temperature. If, however, a determination be made, it

is found that the air is not “saturated” with water vapour, but con-

^ Vapours, like gases, deviate frmn the simple gas laws when their density exi^eeds a

definite value. The point at which this- occurs, it is true, usually makes its appearame

sooner in the case of vapours than in the case of gases. It is dependent on the nature of

the substai^ce.
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tains on an average, only three-fourths of this amount. The amount

varies with the state of tha weather, and one speaks, therefore, of moist

or dry air. Still, air which is called moist scarcely ever contains as

much water vapour as it could contain, and air which is called dry

may contain as much as half the maximum amount.

The cause of this lies in the great variableness of the vapour pres-

sure with the temperature, as is seen from the table on p. 120. If, at

one point, the air has taken up as much water vapour as corresponds to

the vapour pressure, and it reaches a place where it becomes warmer,

it l)ecomes unsaturated, ie. the concentration of water vapour in it is

smaller than corresponds to the equilibrium. On the other hand, if

the air falls to a lower temperature, part of the water separates out in

the liquid or solid form, as dew, rain, or snow, and on being heated

again to its former temperature the air is again unsaturated. The

(Hh'erences of temperature, therefore, at the earth’s surface continually

act so that the air contains less water vapour than corresponds to its

temperature, and for this reason our atmosphere is never completely

saturated with water vapour.

The presence of aqueous vapour in the air is so far of impoidance

to the chemist that all objects exposed to the air take up more or less

water. Not only do substances which arc soluble in water, such as

salt and sugar, become moist in air containing water, but also

insoluble substances, such as glass, stones, metals, textile fabrics,

hecome covered with a thin film of water, which must, when necessary,

1)0 taken into account. The amount of water taken uj) depends on the

nature of the substance, and is, for the rest, proportional to the surface,

bodies with a large surface, powders and cellular structures, such as

arc produced in ])lants, take up a specially large amount ot water cor-

responding to their large surface.

This water does not have the properties of liquid water. Not

only does the object not feel wet, but the vapour pressure of this sur-

face-held water also is lower than that of liquid water at the same

temperature, and it is all the lower the smaller the amount of water

on a given surface.

In many cases it is necessary to remove this water. For example,

to obtain the exact weight of a body in powder, it must be weighed

without its film of water. The most simple means of freeing the body

f^'oiii this consists in heating it to redness, for, as the temperature

•isos, the vapour pressure of the surface water also increases, and the

latter escapes into the relatively dry, hot air. If, however, it is not

possible to raise the temperature of the body, it is dried by being

placed in dry air. For this purpose glass apparatus, called desiccators,

'^>'0 used. Fig. 50. They contain a substance which combines with

water and withdraws this from the air. Into this dry air there again

^''aporates water from the substance to be dried, and this process

goes on until the vapour pressure of the water on the substance has
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become as small as that of the water coml)ined with the desiccatiiii;

substance.

Some such desiccating substances have been previously mentioned

(p. 87) ;
others will be mentioned as occasion serves.

Since the drying process, as above described, depends on the mo\ e

m out of the water vapour from the body to the drying substance, it

will take place all the quicker the

more rapid this movement is. If,

therefore, we fill the desiccator

with hydrogen instead of with aii',

the body will dry more quickly,

because the diflusion of tlie

aqueous vapour tiikes place more

quickly through the lighter

hydrogen than through the heavier

Fiii. 50. air. The drying, however, pro

ceeds most quickly when the

desiccator is evacuated, because the movement of the aqueous va])our

then takes place without any hindrance. It would bo a mistakt'

to suppose that the substance could be brought to a higher degree

of dryness in an exhausted desiccator than in one containing air ;
foi'

the vapour pressure is the same whether air is present or not. The

whole difference is one of rapidity, ami in a given limited time a

substance would certainly become drier in an evacuated desiccator than

in one containing air.

We must also take into consideration here, that as the body becomes

drier its vapour pressure diminishes. Since, now, the passage of the

vapour to the desiccating substance takes place all the more quickly

the greater the concentration of the watci* vapour, there lies a retaih

ing factor in the progress of the drying itself, and the further advanced

the desiccation is, so much the more slowly is the remainder of the

water removed. This is a universal phenomenon. When any state

of equilibrium strives to establish itself with a certain velocity, this

velocity diminishes in the same measure as the state of equilibrium is

approached, for, in general, the velocity of every process is propor-

tional to its distance from the position of equilibrium.

Among other things it follows from this, that, strictly spcakiiygi

every state of equilibrium will be reached only after an infinitely long

time. Since, however, our means of measurement are of limited

accuracy, a state is in many cases reached, even after a short time,

which, practically, cannot be distinguished from the state of equilibrium.

On the other hand, it is important to know that there is n"

ahohitdy drying substance. Every substance which takes up water

can also give up water, and drying substances are merely substauec.s

which give off water with a very small pressure. In this sense sul-

phuric acid is a better drying agent than calcium chloride.
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The Heat of Evaporation of Water.—On the passage of water

into vapour heat is a1)Sorbed, and this in much larger amount than

in the transition of ice to li(pii(l water. This consumption of heat

is usually attributed to the circumstance that on passing into vapour

the particles of water are separated from one another. But when water

piiss('s into ice the particles are also separated from one another, since

icc is /j4h less dense, and still this transition is accompanied, not by an

alisorption, but by a development of heat. It is best, therefore, to

free oneself entirely from such hypotheses. Since the ditierences

Ixitwecn the different states of the same substance are, ultimately,

always reducible to differences in the energies present, a passing out or in

of energy naturally accompanies the passage from one state to another,

and the fact, as such, requires no “ explanation.” All that science has

to do here is limited to the exact measurement of the phenomenon,

and to establishing its relations with other existing conditions.

The general law may now l)e enunciated, that with every transition

from the solid to the liquid, and from the liquid to the gaseous state,

there is joined a consumption of energy, which is generally absorbed

in the form of heat. No exception is known to this law, and only at

the critical point, where the difference of states disappears, does the

difference of energy also become zero.

For the conversion of 1 gm. of water at 100"' into vapour at tlui

same temperature, f)37 cal., or 2245 / are required. The same amount

of heat becomes free when vapour at 100’ is converted into water at

the same temperature. This amount is called the latent heat of water

va])our, or the heat of vaporisation.

The value of the heat of vaporisation is dependent on the tempera-

tine at which the vaporisation is effected. Since, at the critical point,

it becomes zero, it must decrease with rising temperature
;

its value,

however, is not known up to this point. For the purpose of calcuhit-

ing the work performed l)y steam-engines, the value, within small

limits, has been often determined. It is represented by the formula

b0(;-5 - 0-695/- cal., or 2535 - 2-905^;.

The large amount of heat which l)ecomes free on the condensation

"f steam affords a convenient means of transporting heat, without, at

die same time, having to convey much substance. WTien steam is

generated in a boiler, conveyed away through tubes, and condensed at

iniother place, this process is eipii valent to the transportation of a cor-

I'esponding amount of heat. If it were wished to accomplish the same
d'ansport of heat by means of hot water, at least five times as great a

'veight would be requii-ed. For this reason steam finds manifold

‘Application for heating and warming purposes, and in addition to this,

if lias the peculiarity which is frequently very valuable, that under
•dniospheric pressure the temperature cannot rise above lOOb

The last property is also made use of in the laboratory for water
<'uk1 steam baths. These are used for maintaining apparatus at tern-
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peratures not exceeding 100'', a thing which is necessary in c.iscs

where a higher tciiiperature would he detrimental to tlic heated siili

stance or apparatus. Such a hath

usually consists of a metal l)oi]iiiir

vessel above which there is a s[)act'

for the vapour. To enable objects

of different sizes to be placed iijaai

it the lid consists either of a single

plate, furnished with openings (J

various sizes, or of a scries of conceii

trie rings placed one within the other

(Fig. 51). To be able to set th('

bath quickly in action it is an ad-

vantage that it should contain vcit

little water. Since, however, this

small amount of water would soon

boil away, a watcr-sup})ly is arranged

to replace the loss. This consists

cither of a Mariotte’s bottle, which

maintains the level of the water in

the l)ath at a dehnite height, or

an overflow can l)c attached to the

boiler (Fig. 52); by taking care to have a supply of water from the

main in (‘xcess of the consumption in the boiler the same result is

obtained.

Another property of steam, of which much use is made in tlic

laboratoiy, is the constancy of its temperatuian If a receptacle be

flxed into the boiler so that the steam surrounds, but cannot penetialc

into it, one possesses, so long

as the water in the boiler is

in ebullition, a space in which

the temperature remains con-

stantly at lOO . This is the

most convenient means of

ol)taining a constant fairly

high temperature, such as is

necessary for the performance

of many chemical and physical

investigations.

The boiling point of water,

certainly, varies somewhat

with the pressure
;
the varia-

tion amounts to for every millimetre of mercury. From this

one can see whether, in any given case, the height of the barometer

must be taken into account or not.

Superheated Water and Overcooled Vapour.—Just as it is
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possible to lower the temperature of water below its freezing point, if

the precaution is taken that no ready-formed ice is present (p. 110), so

water may ho heated above its boiling point when the presence of

vapour is excluded, and vapour may be cooled below its point of con-

densation when the presence of licpiid Avater is excluded.^

The first experiment can be performed in various ways. If

linseed oil be heated to over 100'^, and small drops of water, which has

1 )0(311 previously boiled (to expel the dissolved air), lie introduced into

the oil, the temperature can, Avith some care, be raised to 130''-140'’,

at Avhich the vapour pressure Avould amount to 2*7 and 3’0 atmospheres

respectively, Avithout the formation of vapour taking jdace. On rais-

iint the temperature still higher a cojnous formation of vapour

suddenly takes place with explosion.

The same phenomenon is observed if water bo kept boiling some

time in a glass vessel A\diich has been made as clean as possible by

washing out Avith a solution of caustic soda and sulphuric acid. The

phenomenon of “bumping” then occurs, i.e. ebullition does not occur

for some time, and then begins suddenly, accompanied by an excessive

evolution of vapour. The reason that the Avater is “superheated ” lies

in the fact that, hy the cleansing of the surface and the long boiling,

the air-bubbles have been removed, which, as a rule, adhere to points

here and there on the vessel
;
at these the formation of vapour readily

takes place because some Auipour is already present. It these “nuclei”

arc; removed superheating occurs
;
and Avhen at length the fii'st bubble

of vapour is produced, all the heat absorbed almve 100^ serves to form

vapour, a large amount of Avhich is thereby suddeidy developed.

Such cases of superheating occur also Avith other li(]ui(ls. It can

1)0 avoided by taking care that some bubbles of air are always present

within the liciuid. For this purpose porous substances of all kinds are

used, in which air is contained, or such substances as under the existing

conditions evijlve traces of gas.'-^

f^ui)erheating sometimes also occurs on a large scale. It is, for

example, one of the causes of boiler explosions.

The other case, that vapoui's, in the absence of hkiuids (or solids,

which have the same effect), can l)e subjected to pressures which are

i^ceater than the pressure of condensation, can also l)c obtained oxperi-

UK'ntally. When the air in a largo bottle containing air and some

water, so that the air is saturated with Avater vapour, is rarefied, a

Cling of temperature is thereby produced. This is due to the fact

that the expanding air performs Avork, and since this is not communi-

^ One would also expect that it would be possible to heat ice above its melting point

the presence of water i.s excluded. Although no well-ground objection can be made to

t'Us il must be mentioned that ijuch an overstepping lii^ never been successful either in

the ( use of water or of any other substance. Presumably, it is exceedingly dilticult to

^\'elu(le the liquid form.
"
It is chiefly causes of a similar kind which effect the acceleration of the evolution of

-*\vgeii from fused potassium chlorate (p. 62 ).
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catcd to it in the form of other work, the air must yield it up in tlie

form of heat
;

it must, therefore, become colder. At the same tiine^

the vapour which is present is thereby cooled and reduced to a

temperature at which the ordinary vapour pressure is smaller than the

existing partial pressure of the aqueous vapour. *

If the experiment is performed immediately after the appaialus

has Iieen put together, the result of the cooling of the vapour is seen
,

the 1/itter is precipitated in the form of a mist. The mist can he s('tni

with especial distinctness by allowing a ray of light to pass thiungli

the vessel.

If, however, the a})paratus is allowed to remain at rest for 21 honis

the experiment is no longer successful, and on exhaustion the interioi

remains clear. Tills is due to the fact that all the dust particles in

the air of the apparatus have fallen down. The over-cooled va|i(im

docs not hud any “ nuclei ” on which it can condense, and it therefore

retains its vaporous form.

We can therefore state the principle generally, that the deiiniic

relation between pressure and temperature in the case of aijncoiis

vapour (and in the case of the vapours of all other liquids) is vnlid

only so long as vapour and liquid are present. 8o soon

as one of these two forms is wanting the point can be overstepped

from either side.

Phases and Degrees of Freedom.—Whereas, therefore, water

alone, and likewise vapour alone, possess two degrees of freedom for

the variations of their pressure, volume, and temperature (pp. 73 and

115), there remains only ojic degi*cc of freedom left when vapour and

liquid are simnltaneoush/ present, for, in that case, only the pressure ' /

the temperature can be arbitrarily fixed, if a pressure has been

chosen, this can exist only at a definite temperature, and, likewise, any

chosen temperature only at a definite pressure.

The question, how the matter then stands in the case of the rohimr,

can be answered to the efiect that, in this case, the volume has no

influence on tin; pressure or temperature. For if we have vapour and

liquid given {rjj. at 100'' and under atmospheric pressure in the case of

waiter), the volume may be increased or diminished without variation

of pressure or temperature
;
only so much w^ater is converted into

vapour, or vapour into ivater, that the new space is again filled Itli

vapour and water at the same pressure.

The vapour and liquid arc called two different phases of water. hi

general, those parts of a given system which have the same propert ies

and which can thereby be distinguished from other parts which unv

be })resent, possessing other properties, are called phases. Water and

vapour are two different phases of water.

Phases are not necessarily simple substances, but they arc

homogeneous substances (p. 8) ;
solutions may also appear as phases

On the other hand, mixtures of solid substances, e.g, gr^Jiite (p.
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contain as many phases as there are different kinds of solid substances

present in the mixture, since these are distinguishable alonijskk of one

luiother. When several phases are present they are always spatirdly

distinct, and -can be mechanically separated from one another.

The law that can be deduced from the behaviour of a system which

contains the tAvo phases vapour and liquid, is that one of the existing

degrees of freedom is lost by the formation of the second phase. The

condition that a second phase shall be present, must, therefore, bo

regarded as the disposal of one of the magnitudes which can be

arbitrarily changed, and, accordingly, tha number i>f d&jm's of freedom

(dminiches in proportion an the number of the phanes inmmnen.

Influence of Pressure on the Melting Point of Ice.—An
application of the relations which have just been deduced can be at once

made to the system ice-water. The temperature at which l)oth exist side

])y side has been given as constant (p. 115). We are dealing here with

one substance in two phases, water and ice, and Ave must therefore

conclude that here also one degree of freedom still exists, as in the case

of the system, Avater and vapour, i.e. that different temperatures also

coi’rcspond to difte.rent pressures.

The theoretical conclusion that such a variability must exist led

iiiviistigation to the actual discovery of thi Anariability, which Avas

not ])reviously known. It Avas found that the melting point of ice

sinks as the pressure increases.

This variability is, certainly, very small, for it amounts to only

0i)073'’ for one atmosphere. To produce a change in the melting

point of T" a pressure of 13G atmospheres is necessary.

The small changes to Avhich the atmospheric pressure is subject,

and which may bo estimated at ,Vthof an atmosphere, alter, therefore,

die melting point of ice at most by 0’0007'", i.e. by an amount Avhich

can scarcely be detected even Avith a sensitive thermometer. They
may, therefore, be neglected even in the case of exact measurements.

Aldiough the definition of the melting iioint has to be referred to a

definite pressure, that of one atmosphere, there is, in practice, scarcely

'a er occasion to take the influence of pressure into account.

By very high pressure, therefore, water can lie prevented from
fiaa'zing in the cold of winter. Thus water was enclosed in a steel

^'•ssel, and by the rattling of a ball enclosed along Avith the Avater, it

mas ascertained that the latter still remained liquid at -20^, The
'equisite pressure had been established automatically by the freezing

'd a little water. Since ice has a volume y^-th greater than that of

mater, the solidification of a small amount in the closed space is

^idficient to produce a very considerable pressure.

This peculiarity of ice of melting under pressure has a great

inHiumce on the meteorological and geographical properties of solid

water. When two pieces of ice are pressed against one another they
'Welt at the surface of pressure

;
the issuing Avater Avhich escapes from

K
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the pressure forthwith solidifies again, and the two piecis of ice

tlius joined together to a whole. This is the cause that loose snow

forms coherent masses when it is pressed. As every one knows from

making snowballs, this cohering of the snow occurs all the more readily

the nearer its temperature is to the melting point
;
the reason of this is

clear from what goes before.

The same peculiarity brings it about that the snow on the tops

of high mountains gradually passes into n4vSs. It' also effects the

remarkable phenomenon of the flowing of glaciers. As is known,

these ice-masses move slowly downwards from the heights of the

mountains to the valleys, as if they consisted of a semi-fluid mass.

This is due to the fact, that at all parts where the ice-mass rests on the

ground a liquefaction takes place at those points which are under the

greatest pressure, and this causes a sliding. The ice behaves like a

slide-way with automatic greasing, and so sets itself in motion under

its own pressure.

It is easy to convince oneself of this property by pressing lum})s

of ice together in suitable moulds. Even when the temperature is

carefully kept below zero the lumps unite to form clear masses of ice,

which fill out the moulds like a metal cast.

All li(juids do not behave like water
;
in the case of almost all the

melting point becomes higher and not lower with increase of pressure.

The difference lies in the fact that water, as contrasted with other

liquids, expands on solidification. Substances which have a sraallei'

volume in the solid state than in the liquid exhibit a rise in the

melting point with pressure.

States of Equilibrium— Law of Reaction.—The relation

between the change of volume on solidification and the shifting of

the point of solidification with the pressure is not a chance one, l)ut

is a necessity. It is a case of a universal law that holds for all states

of equilibrium. It can be expressed as follows : If a system in eijin-

librium is suhjeeted to a constraint by which the equilibrinm is shifted, e

reaction takes place tchich o]p]mes the constraint, i.e. one by which its effect i<

partially destroyed.

Apply this principle, now, to the present case, in which wo have a

mixture of ice and water at 0'' in equilibrium. If we exercise a

pressure on the mixture by diminishing its volume the equilibrium is

disturbed, and a process must occur by which the pressure is again

partially relieved, i.e. by which a diminution in volume is produced.

This consists in ice melting, for liquid water occupies a smaller space

than the ice from which it is produced. The melting point of ice

must, therefore, sink with pressure.

If, on the other.hand, the volume diminishes on solidification, this

latter must be brought about by increase of pressure, i.e. the melting

point rises with the pressure.

The foundation of the above-stated universal law, which has a
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manifold application in chemistry and physics, lies in the conception of

e(|uilibrium. By equilibrium we understand a state which tends to

re-establish itself when it is disturbed. This tendency finds expres-

sion in the occurrence of phenomena which seek to reverse the

disturbance, and the general expression of this tendency is the law

enunciated above.
* The term equilibrium is, as is known, derived from mechanics.

There it is usual to distinguish three kinds of ecpiilibrium : stable,

unstable, and indifferent. In chemistry the conception of equilibrium,

as is apparent from the definition just given, is applied only in the

forin wliich corresponds to stable equilibrium in mechanics.

The Triple Point.—On applying to water the rule just enounced,

that increase of the phases runs parallel with the diminution of the

degrees of freedom, welcome to the conclusion that it must certainly

be possible to have three phases of water side by side, but that such a

system has no degrees of freedom left. It can, therefore, exist only at

a definite temperature and a definite pressure.

Such a possibility does, as a matter of fact, exist when ice and
water are introduced into an empty space. The space then becomes
filled with aqueous vapour, and wo have ice, water, and vapour side by
side.

The pressure is, in this case, equal to the pressure of water at 0"’,

viz., 0'4 cm. mercury
;

the temperature is very nearly e(|ual to 0^
It is not exactly equal to this, for 0° has been defined as the melting

point of ice under atmospheric pressure
;
under the pressure of O*-!

cm. prevailing here, which is almost exactly one atmosphere less, the

temperature is therefore +0'0073^ (p. 129). The pressure is, accord-

ingly, a little higher, but the difference does not affect the last

decimal in the number stated.

These are the only values of temperature and pressure at which
the three phases of water can exist side by side, and any change of

one of these values causes the disappearance of the one or other phase.

If the pressure is raised, the vapour disappears
;

if it is lowered, the
V’iiter disappears. If the temperature is raised, the ice disappears

]
if

it is lowered, the water disappears.

f^nch an invariable point, in which three phases of a substance can
exist side by side, is also called a triple point. Speaking generally,

every substance will possess a triple point situated in proximity to
the melting point. Since, however, the melting points are scattered
over the whole range of the measurable temperatures, so also are the
ftiple points, and many of these are accessible only with difficulty.

Vapour Pressure of Ice—As has been experimentally and
theoretically proved, water and ice have the same vapour pressure
^t 0 . It amounts, as already stated, to 0*4 cm. mercury.

We may, however, ask how the vapour pressure of water cooled
below 0° is related to that of ice at the same temperature, This is
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explained in Fig. 53. The temperature is measured on the base-line
;

the vapour pressure curves of the water and of the ice are denoted hy

w and i. At O' the two lines cut

;

at that point, therefore, the vapour

pressure of both forms of the suh

stance water is the same. To the

left of this is shown the vapdiir

pressure curve of the supercooled

water as an unbroken continuation
- — of that of the warmer water

;
it

lies al)ove the vapour pressure curve

of ice. At the same tcmipcrature,

therefore, supercooled water has a greater vapour pressure than ic('.

This is the reason why supercooled water cannot exist in contact

with ice. Imagine a two-limbed tube, Fig. 54, filled at w with water

and at i with ice. At O ' the whole will remain in rest, since the

vapour pressure of ice is equal to that of water. At temperatures

below zero, however, the pres.sure above the water is greater than that

above the ice. Vapour must, therefore, be constantly given offly the

water and be taken up by tln^ ice, and this can (axise only when all

the water has become converted into ice.

AVe can now enounce the general principle : That which, w in cijui-

libriiim in, one wat/ nuiM he in (^(piilihrmin in eirnj.wai/ ; and that tvhlch, in

one way u not in cqailihrinrn ca n in no way he in equilibria in. If,

therefore, ice and supercooled water are not in e(pulibrium as regards

their vapours, neither can they l)e in equilibrium when they arc

in immediate contact, and in both cases the transformation nuist

occur in the same sense.

The principle of which we have just made use is of the greatest

importance, and has a v(uy varied apjplication. It ranks along with

tin; |)rinciple of the conservation of energy, and, like it, can be deduced

from the impossibility of a perpetuuin motdle. Whereas the latter

principle denies the pos.sibility of creating energy out of nothing, the

former principle denies the possibility of setting in motion, for the

performance of work, energy which is at rest. In this way, idso, a

perpetnnni mobile would be possible, as can be readily seam from

isolated examples. A steamship moves through the sea at the

expense of the energy which is yielded by the burning coal :
this

generates kinetic energy which, by reason of

friction, ultimately passes into lieat. The water

in the ocean, now, contains an enormous amount

of heat. If it were possible to use this heat

for moving the ship, it would ultimately return i io. m.

again as heat into the ocean, and it would

not l)e necessary to create any energy in order to obtain a perpdwam

mobile. That this also is an impossibility, that a system in eq^dlibrim"
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iloesnofi spontaneoudff, set itself in 'inofion, is a furtlier iideiwuleni principle

(ibfiiined bp experience.

A distinction is therefore drawn between a perpeliiurn mobile of the

fu st kind, in which energy would have to be created, and :i popetuurn

mobile of the second kind, in which energy at rest would have

s[)()ntaneously to set itself in motion. The impossibility of the former

represents the first law of thermodynamics
;
the impossibility of the

latter, the second law.

The manifold and important conclusions which follow from the

second law will often occupy us later. In spite of its apparent

sim})licity, and even almost axiomatic character, it allows of results

l)ciiig ol)taincd which by no means lie on the surface;.

Water as Solvent.—Numerous substances form solutions, ie.

pass into homogeneous li(piids, with Avater. Idiese still exhil)it

essentially the physical properties of water, but also other properties,

(h'pending on the substances dissolved. The property of forming

solutions is of the greatest importance in chemistry, since chemical

processes occur most readily between liquid substances. The range of

clK'uiical phenomena would, theiefore, be much more limited and

diflicult of access than it is if the formation of solutions did not

occur. By this means the soluble solid l)odies and gases are rendereil

capable of reaction, and one of th(‘. most frequetit preliminaries to

cliemical operations consists in bringing the participating substances

into solution.

The formation of acpieous solutions is not limited to solid sub-

stances such as sugar and salt, but solutions can also be yielded by
liijuid and gaseous substances. For the properties of the solutions

produced it is indillerent in what physical state the dissolved

sul)stance previously existed. Thus, entirely identical solutions are

obtained when equal amounts of alcohol are added to Avater, one

time as liquid and the other time as vapour.

by reason of the dissolved substances the properties of Avater

undergo continuous modification, Avhich is so much the greater the

li^i'ger the amount of dissolved substance. The vapour pressure of

"'ater, more especially, is alw:iys diminished by dissolved substances,

and the diminution is proportional to the dissolved amount so long as

this does not exceed certaki limits (in round numbers, a tenth of the

'"'eight of the Avater). As a rule this is joined Avitli a rise of the

hoi ling point; only in the case Avhere the dissolved sul)stance itself is

Volatile does it take part in the vapour pressure, and then the boiling

point may fall through the addition, although the partial pressure of

the Avater vapour in the vapour mixture is always less than the pressure
of i)ure water at the same temperature.

For the rest this influence obeys definite and very remarkable
huvs, of which we shall presently speak (Chap. YIIL).

The freezing point is quite similarly affected by dissolved sub-
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stances, sinking proportionally to the amount of dissolved substance.

This law also, like the foregoing one, holds only for dilute solutions.

Relations between the Changes of the Vapour Pressure

and of the Freezing Point.—The phenomena of the loAvering of

the vapour pressure and of tlie

freezing point, through dissolved

substances, are interdependent. As

was explained on p. 131, water

and ice at O'" arc in er|uilibriiiin,

because at this temperature lioth

have the same vapour pi’essure.

If, now, the vapour pressure of

water is diminished through tlie

solution of a foreign substance, the

solution can no longer be in ecpiilibrium with ice at 0'\ but only at a

temperature at which both pressures arc again equal. If, in Fig. 55,

w represent the vapour pressure curve of liquid water and i that of

ice, the vapour pressure curve of a solution will, according to what

has been said, have the position .s\ The identity of the vai)onr

pressures of solution and ice occurs at the ])oint where the two

curves Kind 6’ cut,—in any case, therefore, below 0",—and this point wall

be so much the lower the more the vapour pressure of the solution has

been diminished. A constant relation, therefore, which is independent

of the nature and amount of the dissolved substance exists betwc'cn

the lowering of the vapour pressure and of the freezing point.

Solutions which exhibit the same diminution of the vapour pressure

must also exhibit the same lowering of the freezing ])oint. Stated in

numbers, the relation is such that a solution whose vapour pressiiio

is ^^ss than that of pure water freezes 1 ’Otf lower than pure

water.

The regularities which have been set forth here in the case of

aqueous solutions are not restricted to these, but are, on the contrary,

universally valid for liquid solutions of every kind.

Chemical Properties of Water.—The reactions which occur

by the action of water on other substances are, on. the one hand,

determined by the fact that it is a derivative of oxygen and hydrogen,

so that it can give rise to other oxygen and hydrogen compounds. I >a

the other hand, water can combine with substances without the elimina

tion of one of its components. Such compounds are called //y/r/vc/rs,

from the Greek name for water.

We have already become acquainted with some of the first reactions,

namely, those which led to the production of hydrogen, whereby the

substances added combined with the oxygen. Reactions whereby,

conversely, the hydrogen is bound and the oxygen set free are also

known, and will be discussed later (Chap. IX.).

The compounds produced by the taking up of both the elements
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of water, which are called hydrates, are very various in kind. i\rany

of tliem can be again very readily resolved into their components
;
by

a rise of temperature, especially, water is formed from them as vapour.

In the ease of such hydrates it is usually assumed that they contain

the water “as such,” in contradistinction to such compounds as do not

give oil' water. This method of expression, however, has no definite

meaning (cf. p. 39), and closer investigation shows that an unbroken

transition exists between the two classes, all the hydrates being

caj)ablc of being arratiged in a continuous series, according to the

ease with which they give olT water. The measure of this readiness

is tlie pressure of the vapour above these substances at a definite

t(!inp(!rature. We shall enter more fully into tliese relations at a

later point (Chap. XXL).
Water, likewise, frequently exercises an influence on chemical

reactions through its two components oxygen and hydrogen. Since,

for the reasons just given (p. 133), most chemical reactions are cai-ried

out in aqueous solution, we have in all these cases the further

possibility of the water also acting chemically.

This consists, essentially, in the fact that in chemical reactions

th(3 elements of water can, at the same time, leave or enter a substance.

If hydrogen be conveyed to a substance containing oxygen, the latter

may either take up the hydrogen, or it can also lose oxygen, which is

tlicn eliminated with the hydrogen as water. Likewise, a suljstance

containing hydrogen can, in contact with oxygen, become either richer

in oxygen or poorer in hydrogen, the oxygen in the first case

being simply taken up, in the second case forming water Avhich is

eliminated.

The taking up of oxygen is called oxidation
;

its withdrawal,

reduction. In the sense of what has just been said, however, the

result of the oxidation can 1)C a decrease of the hydrogen instead of

iui increase of the oxygen
;

in the same way, a reduction can result

ni an increase of the hydrogen instead of a loss of oxygen. In

^'iqiieous solution it is frequently not an easy matter to decide which
of the two possibilities has occurred. It is, therefore, generally agreed
to regard the taking up of hydrogen also as a reduction in any given
rase, and the loss of hydrogen as an oxidation. We shall also continue
to use these expressions in the double sense.

The Quantitative Composition of Water.—The experiments
<lcscribed on pp. 98 ff., which demonstrate the composition of water from
oxygen and hydrogen, can, by suitable elaboration, be used to establish

quantitatively the proportions of these two elements. Two questions
•u'ise here, that of the ratio of the weights and that of the ratio of the

volumes of oxygen and hydrogen.

The ratio of the weights, a knowledge of which is of importance
^ur chemistry, was first determined with some degree of exactness

Berzelius and Dulong, 1819) in the following way:—In a glass
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tul )0 there was placed a weighed quantity of oxide of copper, i.e. a

compound of oxygen with copper, and, while being heated, pure, diy

hydrogen was passed over it. Water was thereby produced, and

copper remained behind in the tube and was weighed. The watci

was carefully collected, its last vaporous portions being retained bv

calcium chloride (p. 87), and likewise weighed. From this the follow

ing data were obtained .

The weight of the oxygen in the water produced is equal to the loss

in weight of the copper oxide, which has yielded up its oxygen for this

purpose. The weight of the hydrogen is equal to the weight of the

water produced, diminished by the weight of the oxygen contained in

it, according to the law of the conservation of weight. From this the

ratio is obtained in which the two elemeiits are united to form water.

These experiments have subsecpiently been many times repeated

and moditied, and have led to the following ratio ;

—

Oxygen . . ()‘8881

Hydrogen . . 0TI19

Since, on account of their small density, gases can, of all sid)

stances, bo weighed with the least certainty, it could not bo hoped, at

the time of Berzelius’ and Dulong’s experiments, that sullicient accuracy

would be attained l)y the direct weighing of the gases and of the water

produced from them. Recently this experiment also has been pei-

formed on a large scale, and with splendid accuracy, by Morlcy, aiui

has yielded a result which is in entire agreement with that cited

above.

The Ratio of Oxygen to Hydrogen by Volume.—From the

known ratio of the weights in which oxygen and hydrogen comluiic to

form water, the ratio of the volumes can be ol)tained by multiplyinit

the weights of the gases l)y their extensiti(;s, or dividing by tli(‘

densities. Tlie result of the calculation is as follows :

—

1 gm. liydrogen occupies, in the normal sbite, the volume 1 1,1 i 1

cc.
;
0T119 gm., therefore, occupies 1243 cc.

1 gm. oxygen occupies, in the normal state, the volume

cc.
;
0*8881 gm., therefore, occupies 621 cc.

The two mimbers 1243 and 621, however, are exactly in the lalio

2 : 1, i.e, two volumes of hjidrogen and one volume of oxygen unite to

form one volume of water. •

The question immediately arises concerning the volume ratio of

the water vapour produced. ! From p. 122 the extensity of water vapour

is found to be 1243
;
since the preceding caleulation gives the volumes

of the amounts of oxygen and hydrogen contained in one gm. of water,

it is seen that the water vapour produced occupies, in the vaporous

condition, exactly the same volume as was occupied by the hydrogen
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1

which has heen used up. Altogether, therefore, the volume ratios

nrc as follows :

—

two volumes of hydrogen

and one volume of oxygen

give two volumes of arpieous va})Our.

This calculation has, in the first instance, been caiaaed out foi’ the

normal state of the thi‘ce gaseous substances, Le. for the prcissure of one

.itiiiosphcre and the temperature 0'’. Since, now, the ratio of the

volumes of any two (piantities of gas always remains the same, how-

ever the common pressure and common temperature are altm-ed, these

relations hold also for all other pressures and temperatures
;
thciadore

they hold universally.

Decomposition of Water.—We can convince ourselves of the

existence of this important relation in a clear manner, by decomposing

water into its elements and mciasuring the volume of these. Such a

(Ict'omposition of water is most easily eftected with the help of the

electTfc current. If such a current of sufficient potential and strength

1)(> ])assed through water, the two coTistitucnts of the water are evolved,

in the form of colourless gases, at those points wluu-c the current

enters and leaves the liquid. One of these gases is readily identified

as oxygen, sinca; it kindles a glowing wood-splinter. The other does

not support coml)Ustion, but can be ignited in contact with the air, and

Imrns with a pale fiamc
;

it is th(;refore hydrogen.

The processes in the decomimsition of water by the electric current

are made up of the following phenomena :—While, as is known, the

current is conducted through metals without any other change, taking

l>la(e in the condnctoi- tlian that it becomes more or less lu'ated, there

is another class of conductors which behave in an essentially different

manner. In these also, it is trm^, a rise of temperature occurs which

(le])(‘nds on the resistance in exactly the same way as in the case of the

metallic conductors or conductors of the first class. Resides this, how-

*‘ver, the conductors of the second class have the peculiarity that the

<^arrent cannot pass in them without the substances jit the same time

undergoing movement, some substances moving in the direction of the

^'niTcnt or in the direction of movement of the positive electricity,

"dit-rs in the opposite direction. Both movements always take place

^mrultaneously and are, as was discovered by Faraday (1833), propor-

boiial to the strength of the current, Le. to the amount of electricity

nliich passes.

^0 long, now, as the current is passing solely within the conductor

nf the second class, this circumstance does not cause any noticeable differ-

n as compared with the processes which we know" in the case of

c onductors of theiirst class. So soon, however, as the current passes

a conductor of the second class to one of the first, in which it

hows without the transportation of substance, an accumulation of the
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transported substances must occur at the junctions of the two conduc-

tors, and these substances separate out.

Thus, in water the hydrogen moves with the positive electricity,

the oxygen with the negative. At that point, therefore, where the

positive electricity passes out, the cathode, hydrogen appears
;
at th,-

point where the positive electricity

enters, or where the negative

electricity passes out, the auuilr,

oxygen appears.

In order to carry out tlu; electii-

cal decomposition, or clertroh/sis, of

water, therefore, the latter must

be placed between two metallic

conductors which ebect the passage

of the current. The apparatus lia\ c

different construction, accoi'ding to

the purpose in view. An apparatus,

the purpose of which is not to

allow of the most advantageous

electrolysis possible, but of a con

venient demonstration of the pio-

cesses, is represented in Fig. 5(5.

The water ^ is contained in a U

tube, the linil)s of which are faiilv

long and closed at the top by taps.

At the lower part of the tuhe

platinum wires are sealed in, ami

to these are attached two plates of

the same metal by means of whidi

the electric current is conducted

into the liquid. At these plates oxygen on the one side, and hydrogen

on the other, are evolved, the gases ascending in the limbs and collcrt

ing underneath the taps. The displaced liquid passes through a tliiid

tube at the foot, and through a rubber tul)e into a collecting vessel at

the side, which can be placed in any desired position. After the

current has passed some time and a sufficient cjuantity of gas has hccu

evolved, the following facts can be recognised

The evolved gases do not occupy the same volume. On the con

trary one appears in larger amount, and on making a measurement it

is found that its volume is twice as great as that of the other.

The smaller quantity of gas consists of oxygen which can 1^'

identified by means of a glowing splinter.

The other gas, which is formed in double the volume, can be set oii

^ For tliis experiment one does not use pure water, but a dilute solution of snlplnim

acid or cau.stic soda. 1'he rea.sons for this and also the more exact discussion ot

electrolytic processes will l^e given at a later point (Chap. IX.).
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lire, burns with a pale flame, and proves, on closer investigation, to be

hydrogen.

The Law of Combination of Gases by Volume.—In view

of the remarkably simple i-elation we have just met with in the case

of the combination of the gases hydrogen and oxygen, the question at

once arises whether we are dealing here with a more general law.

Aftei* this first relation had been established by (lay-Lussac and Hiim-

])oldt (1(^00), the former at once asked himself the more general

(|iiestion, and in 1808 answered it to the eflect, that all gas^s tvMrh

iiiiilmjo chmiical iransform with onr another, do so in the ratios of

iHtnlr n.umhers, hy volume. If, therefore, any gases Ap A^, A^ . . .

interact chemically with one another, and form the gases Bp B^, B3,

, ,
. ,

the volumes occupied by the cpiantitics of the interacting gases

can be represented by the equation

/yqA^ -i- + m.g\.^ -1 . . . = /qB^ 1- + '/qB.j -e . . .

wlici-e /yq, ///,, in.,, . . . and n^, n^, /y., . . . are whole numbers, and,

mostly, .'<iaaU whole numbers.

(lascs, therefore, react with om*, another in simple rational propor-

tions by volume, and the volumes of the gases produced likewise

t‘xhil)it simple relations to the initial substances.

If we imagine one of the i-eacting gases withdrawn fi’om the total

amount, the ratio of the others will not be altered therelyy. Ihc law

wc have enunciated, therefore, must also hold good when one or

s(!veral of the substances produced do not exist as gases at the tempera-

tuie of the experiment, Init separate in the solid or liquid state. ^\ a

Clin extend the theorem, therefore, to read : Jf, in any cJaonical pro-

cc.sscq sereral gases appear or disappear (d the same time, they do so always

til si inpie ratios by volume.

The Law of Combining Weights.—The series of conclusions

which can be drawn from the law of gaseous combination by volume is

"ot I'xhausted by the laws we liave just enunciated. Evidently, it is

'I'lite arbitrary to apply the law only to such substances as are gaseous

iit ordinary temperatures. For, since, with change of pressure and

tmiqanature, the volume of all gases changes in the same ratio, the

i'ov of volumes remains valid for any (concordant) pressures and tem-

I'^'i aturcs. Accordingly, one can imagine the temperature high enough

'^>^d the pressure low enough for all the substances to be gaseous the

I'lw of volumes would then be valid for all chemical processes.

It appears, now, to be a superfluous piece of work to deduce con-

<^^hmions for a condition which cannot be experimentally produced, and
th(! conclusion just drawn would also have no special significance were

’t not that it can bo turned to account in the case of a further conse-

'I’lcnco which can be directly put to the test.

Imagine equal volumes of a number of gaseous substances to be

me:mnred off at the same pressure and temperature. When, then.
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chemical rcactiotis take place between any of these substances, the

amounts which react with one another may be represented by these

volumes, a whole number of such volumes of each gas being ahvuys

used up, and also a whole number of such volumes of ucav sul)staiues

l)cing produced.
• i ^ •

Each of these volumes, however, represents a quite dehiiitc weight

of the substance in question, which is proportional to the gaseous

density of the substance. From this it follows :

For every gaseous substance a definite weight can be given, which

has the property that the proportions by weight of all possible chciiii

cal coippounds of these substances with one another can be reprcsi'iit.d

by this definite weight, or by a rational multiple of it. Ibis nuiiilHi

is pro[)ortional to the density of the gaseous substance.

Since, as we have jiist seen, no limit can be given for gaseous siih-

stances, this conclusion must be extended to all sulistances. Calling

the definite weight just mentioned by the name comMiiiiij mujht, Me

can state the theorem: To every stiLddiice a coiJihiniiuj iiyiyJtf ii(ii b

(mil/ lied. All (dtenikal reiidiotr^ letwren .mhtanccti tale 'place in 'propuiTum

by weight which rnn be represeided by the combiiiuiy wnyliU or by ralmnnl

III II Itipic.^ of theta.

fSuch an immense extension of a law which, in the first instance,

has been proved ordy for the comparatively small numlier of substance.^

occurring in the gaseous state, rc<[uires, of course, to be minutely

tested. This work was undertaken, above all, by Berzelius (1810 aiul

if.). 4’he result was that the law of combining weights is, as a matter

of fact, universally valid. It is the fundamental law of qnantitatiw

chemistry, and the numbers therel)y fixed, the combining weights, aie

the real units of chemical mathematics.

\\'o shall further remark, that the combinitig weights are mlio nmic

hers, since, of course, the choice of the unit of volume according to

Avhich the gases were compared was an arbitrary one. The (piestion

as to the unit of the combining weights, or the arbitrary number to

which the others are to be referred, cannot be discussed in detail until

later. Here it is sufficient to state that the number 16 for oxy.tt»‘i'

has 1)0011 adopted as reference number.

Further, we have to take the following into consideration:

c

imagine, first of all, the combining weights of the elements fixed

These, now, can come together to form compounds which, in turn, can

form compounds with one another and with other elements.

compound substance, therefore, also has a combining weight. Smec

the law of the volume ratios of gases holds also for the compouiu s

the latter substances, the combining weight of these, on account of

law of the conservation of weight, must also be eipial to the suni n

the combining weights of the elements, or to a rational multiple <'

this. The values of the combining weights of the compound sii

'

stances have, of course, to be so chosen that they are never smaller tin'
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tlie sum of the combining weights of the elements in order to avoid

fi-ictions of the comlnning weights of the latter.

Combining Weight of Hydrogen.~-In order to choose a

viiliie for hydrogen, we can simply assume the combining weight to be

v,io])ortional to the gaseous density, so that equal voliinK's of the gases

ilso contain the same number of combining weights. According to the

i
jitio of densities, then (p. 88), the combining weight of hydrogen must

lie made equal to 1-008 if oxygon is equal to Hi.

A ditliculty, however, arises when the product of combination,

water, is taken into account. Adopting the stand-point that the

eoinlbiing weights are directly proportional to the gas densities, we

ol.tain for water, from the ligures on p. 122, the value 9-008. Ihe

(.•mnhining weight of water would, therefore, not lie equal to the sum

„f tlu! combining weights of its elements, but only to half this.

It is, therefore, not possible to make the combining weights sinqdy

iiioportioual to the gas densities or to the molar wiughts (p. 89)

witliout falling ino/ contradictions. In the course of the devclop-

ineiit of chemistry attempts have been made in various ways to remove

ihes(i contradictions. The following is the method now universally

adopted :— ,
. ,

The (wnbininq rveighU are dHerudned so that there ts always a n hole

miiiilmr (no fnutioii!!) of cmithmiiij vehjhk (Viitaiited in thr molar vxights.

If we 7nal{C tlio
' weight of oxygen, as has already been

(hints ennal to :)-2, and that of hydrogen to rl'Oie, the molar weight

of water vapour must be put equal to IK'OIO, as can be seen fiom

die density data on p. 122. If, on the other hand, wo put the (ombin-

iii'f weight of oxygen eipial to 111, and that of hydiogen toy00b, we

can fuilil the reipurement which has just been stated. The molar

weight of oxygen, and likewise of hydrogen, then contains two com-

liining weights of the elements, while in aipieous vapour there are

(ontahicd two combining weights of hydrogen and one of oxygen, the

Slim of which is equal to the combining weight of water. In the case

of tliis substance, therefore, molar weight and combining weight

'''^iindde.
_ . • 1 r 11

I'hc choice just iiuide has showu itself to be sufficient also foi all

other comiionnds in which hydrogen and oxygen arc contained. Not

(iiie of these iuimerou.s substances has exhibited a inolai weight in

"liicli there occurs a smaller amount than 16 parts of oxygen or I'OOb

I'iu ts of hydrogen. . .

The Combining Weights of the Elements —By determining

iu)w much of each clement combines Avith one combining weight, or 16

of oxygen, the combining weight of that element is obtained.

Now, to be sure, it is not necessary to assume that only one com-

iuiiing weight of the other elements always combines with one

ronil)iuing weight of oxygen, but, as in the case of water, there may
'*0 reasons for regarding other assumptions as better. In fact, there
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are numerous instances where such is the case. Since these, howevei',

follow only from a more exact knowledge of the chemical relations of

the elements, the discussion of them must be postponed, and Ave shall

immediately give the results here.

Further, the other elements are not all capable of giving compounds

with oxygen, although the majority of them are. Also, the oxygen

compounds of some elements cannot be exactly investigated Avith

regard to their composition, or analysed, so that the question arises

how, in these cases, the combining Aveights are determined.

On this point information is afforded by the definition of comhiii-

ing Avcight given on p. 140. These numbers are valid not only for the

compounds with oxygen, but also for all compounds of the elemeiils

Avith one another. If then the fact has been established, that an eleiucnt

B combines with oxygen so that for every 16 gm. of oxygen there arc

present h gm. of the element, and if there l)e determined the amount c

of a third element C Avhich can unite Avith b gm. of B, then the number

c is also the combining Aveight of the element C.

In general : The weight of an element Avhich can combine Avith the

combining Aveight of another element, referred to oxygen = 16, is equal

to the combiidng Avcight of that element.

By means of this principle, it is evident that the combining a\ eight

of one and the same element can be determined in very different Ava) .s

and through the medium of entirely different elements. This has, in

fact, been done, and the combining weights, determined by sutii

different methods, have always proved to be identical within the limit

of the experimental error. In these investigations we have an exi ccd-

ingly important confirmation of the law of combining Aveights.

The folloAving table gives a list of the combining weights of tlm

elements so far as known with some degree of accuracy
;
the values

are giveti such that there may he an error in the last place of less than

half a unit.

Table of the Combining Weights of the Elements

1. Aluiniiiium Al = 27-1 17. Cobalt Co = 59 0

2. Aiitirnony Sb =120 18. Copper Cu = 63 -(i

3. Argon A = 390 19. Erbium Kr =166

1. Arsenic As = 75*0 20. Fluorine F = 19

5. Barium Ba =137-4 21. Gadolinium Gd = 156

6. Beryllium Be = 9-1 22. Gallium Ga= 70

7. Bismuth Bi =208-5 23. Germanium Ge = 72

8. Boron B = 11-0 24. Gold An =197-2

9. Bromine Br = 79-96 25. Helium He = t

10. Cadmium Cd;=U2-4 26. Hydrogen H = 1-OoS

11. Ca*sium Cs =133 27. Indium In =114

12. Calcium Ca = 40 28. Iodine I =126-85

13. Oa«bon C = 12-00 29. Iridium Ir =193-0

14. Cemim Ce =140 30. Iron Fe = 56*0

15. Chlorine Cl = 35-45 31. Krypton Kr = 81-8

16. Chromium Cr = 52-1 32. Lanthanum =138
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Table of the Coaibining Weights of the EhYMEms—Continued

;y}. Lead I’b = 206-9 55. Scandium Sc = 44-1

34. Idthium Li = 7-03 56. Selenium Se = 79-1

Magnesium Mg = 24-36 57. Silver Ag = 107-93

;5t5. Manganese Mu = 55-0 58. Silicon Si = 28-4

:47. Mercury llf( = 200-3 59. Sodium Na = 23-05

;jS. Molybdenum Mo = 96-0 60. Strontium Sr = 87-6

31». Neodymium Nd = 143-6 61. Sulphur 8 = 32-06

40. Neon No == 20 62. Tantalum Ta = 183

41. Nickel Ni = 58-7 63. Tellurium Te = 127

12. Niobium Nb = 94 64. Thallium ^ri = 204-1

111. Nitrogen N = 14-04 65. Thorium Th = -232-5

41. Osmium Os = 191 66. Thulium Tu = 171

1'). Oxygen 0 = 16-00 67. Tin Sn = 118-5

46. Palladium Pd = 106 68. Titanium d'i = 48-1

47. Phosphorus P = 31-0 69. Tung.stcu AV = 184

48. Platinum Pt = 194-8 70. Uranium U = 239-5

49. Potassium K = 39-15 71. Vanadium Yd = 51-2

50. Praseodymium Pr = 140-5 72. Xenon X = 128

51. Rhodium Rli = 103-0 73. Ytterbium Yb = 173

52. Rubidium Rb = 85-4 74. Yttrium Y = 89

53. Ruthenium Ru = 101-7 75. Zinc Zii = 65-4

54. Samarium Sa = 150 76. Zirconium Zr = 90-7

A glance at the table shows that the combining weights vary

within very wide limits
;

in round numbers, from 1 to 240. Between

these they arc distributed pretty uniformly over the whole series of

inini])ers.

It is also remarkable that the combining weight of hydrogen is,

us can be seen from the table, so near unity, without being exactly equal

to it. This has the following historical reason :—The combining weights

weie at first so determined that hydrogen was put equal to unity,

htiiice, however, only very few elements are capable of forming hydrogen

coin])ounds, the indirect method just described had to be applied for

'h'tcimining their combining weights. This was carried out by ascer-

taining the combining weight of oxygen with reference to hydrogen
^

1, and then referring the other elements, by means of their oxygen

compounds, to the number for oxygen thus determined, which had
heeii found equal to 16 ‘00. For such elements, in the case of which
oxygon compounds could not be investigated, measurements were
carried out with the help of elements whose combining weights had
'‘ceu determined with reference to oxygen and not to hydrogen.
Oxygon was, therefore, the practical basis of all the combining weights,
and hydrogen was only chosen formally as such because its combining
^ceight was the smallest of all.

I

hi recent times, now, the discovery was made that the ratio 1:16

j

hydrogen : oxygen, had been rather inaccurately determined, and

I

that it is really 1-000 : 15*88, or T008 : 16*00. The choice had,
therefore, to be made as to which of these two relations should be
retained, and the decision was given in favour of the second. The
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essential reason for this was that the number 16 for oxygen had^

really, always formed the real basis of all determinations and eakiila

lions with the combining weights. If, therefore, the number 16

changed to 15'S8, all numbers referred to it must also be chnnged,

By retaining, however, the number 16 for oxygen, and changing onlv

that for hydrogen from 1 to 1*008, no such recalculation of the otlni

numbers was recjuiied, since oidy the value for hydrogen was allcctcd.

For the future, then, the number 16 has been adopted as the basis nf

the cond)ining Aveights of the other elements.

The Accuracy of the Law of Combining Weights.— Sin,,

the gas law is only a limiting law (p. 90), !ind since Ave have based tlu'

laAv of combining weights on it, the ([uestion must arise as to what

degree of accuracy this law possesses, and Avdiether it also is to he

regarded as a limiting laAV.

Experience has shown that the law of the coinhiiiiiig teeighis is os r.mri

os the law of the eonmwation of iveiglit, i.e. the limit of its accuracy h:is, as

yet, not been found.

This is connected Avith the circumstance that the Lxav of cond lining

Avcights remains valid Avliether Ave are dealing Avith gases or Avitli siih-

stances in any other physical state. The dehncJuni of the law from th,‘

laAV of volumes of gases Avas ‘ made for the sake of clearness
;

its

foundation in fact, hoAvever, is the result of quantitative chemical

analysis.

Chemical Symbols and Formulae.—Since all compound snh

stances can be represented as combinations of the elements, their

composition can be designat'd shortly by stating the (dements froni

wdiich they arc produced. This designation takes a very simple foini

Avhen, instead of the names of the elements themselves, al)l»rcviated

readily intelligilde symbols are employed.

Such a method has been in use almost as long as chemical writini;^

exist, for even in the oldest alchcmistic records the most impoitaiii

of the substances occurring are represented by individual syinh^'ls

The use of such a symbolic language also exists throughout the whole

development of scientific chemistry. These very marn’fold attempts

however, received a permanent form only after the hiAv of comhiniitit

Aveighls was discovered, and after Berzelius had made an exc(;e(liiigh'

simple and suitable proposal for fixing the symbols.

W^hercas, namely, all former synd)ols had been more or 1''^^

arbitrarily chosen and offered no hold to the memory, Ikn/rliu^

derived them from the names of the elements themselves, introduciitit

the initial letter of these as symbol for* the element. In order to

differences in language out of account, he used the Latin or Lrnlv

names as the basis of the abbreviations. In those fi'equent

where several elements commence with the same letter, the aid of un

additional characteristic letter is taken.

In this way the symbols given in the table on p. 142 were obtain<^^^-
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While, in former times, sncli symbols had only a qualitative signi-

fication, the law of combining weights makes it possible to attach to

them also a quantitative meaning. This consists in also understanding

])V the symbol of each element a conihining 'weight of that element.

The symbol 0 for oxygen, therefore, not only signilies that element,

but also 16 parts of it by weight.

Since the combinations between the elements take place only in

the proportions of the combining weights and of whole multiples of

these, it is only necessary, in order to state the qualitative and

quantitative composition of a compound, to write down the symbols

of tlie elements present and the factors by which the combining

weights of (iach have to bo multiplied. For the salfc of convenience it

lias liecome customary to write the factors in the position of suflixes to

tlie symbol of the clement. The composition of water of two combin-

ing Aveights of hydrogen and one of oxygen is, therefore, written in

the form 1I.>0, the factor 1 being, as is usual, omitted.

This formula expresses the fact that Avater is produced from

'1 X I'OOcS parts of hydrogen and 1 x 16-00 parts of oxygen by Aveight,

and that it contains these and no other elements.

In the case of substances Avhose gaseous dimsity and molar weight

can be determined, it is further usual to Avritc the formulae so that

they exjiress a molar Aveight of the substance designated. Since the

C(»ml)ining weights were chosen on the principle that a Avhole number

of comliining weights is contained in a molar weight, this can always

he (lone Avithout having to use fractions of a combining A\ eight. Such

formuhe, therefore, allow also of dedmung the gaseous density, to

Avhich, of course, the molar weight is eipial.

Chemical Equations.—By reason of the laws of the conservation

of Aveight and the conservation of kind (p. 60), chemical processes can

he written in the form of ecpiations in which the substances are repre-

sented by their symbols. As a result of the tw(3 laws named, we have,

first, that the weights on both si(h's of a chemical equation must agree
;

;ni(l, second, that on each side of the ecpiation the same elements with the

numher of comhining weights must occur. The way, however, in

^'^hieh the elements are combined with one another can be difierent.

Tor example, the formation of Avater from oxygen gas and hydro-

gas is expressed by the following equation :

—

0 -H 211 = H
2
O.

B is usual to write the equations in such a manner that the

^’fitial substances stand on the left hand, and those formed in the

feaigion, on the right. Since at a very high temperature water
•lecoiaposes into its elements, this process would be Avritten in the
Inverse order :

—

L
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As can be seen, when more than one combining weight of the

substances under consideration take part in the reaction, the conc-

sponding factors are written before the formula, whereas the factors of

the elements which are present in more than one combining weight

in a coinjmind (such as hydrogen in water) are written as a sutlix

(p. M5). ...
If, as is \'ery frequently the case, it is desired to express, at

the same time, by means of the formula, the molar weight of the

sul)stances designated, the equation has, generally, to be written

otherwise. A molar weight of hydrogen and of oxygen eat-h con-

tains two com])ining weights of the elements
;
we must, accordingly,

write

2H, + 0,= 2H.p.

From such an equation we can, at the same time;, from the

meaning of a molar weight, tell the volume ratios of the reacting

gases. The })rosent example show's directly that one volume of

oxygen and two volumes of hydrogen yield tw'o volumes of wnlei

vapour.

The formuhe which signify molar w'cights are not us yet <lis

tinguished from those intended only to denote combining w'eight>.

This must be called an imperfection. In this book molar weights,

where such are knowm, will generally be written.

The Atomic Hypothesis.—For the representation of the siinph

and comprehensive huvs to which the weight tind volume ratios of

chemical compounds are subject, a hypothetical conception has l)(‘eii

in use since tlui time these laws were first discovered, which affords a

very convenient picture of the actual rehitions, and possesses, tlierr

fore, a great value for the purposes of instruction and investigation.

Lor this reason the above hypothesis has been made the basis of

the languag(5 and modes of representation throughout the whole of

chemistry, so that the results of chemical investigation are alino.^t

exclusively communicated in that language. For this reason alone

a knowledge of tht; hypothesis is necessary.

In general, an hypothesis is an aid to repreamtatwn. Of

phenomena of the outer world, some ar<5 so familiar to ns from

repeated experience, that we know the relations whicli exist

among them with great certainty. If now we find a new and un-

familiar class of phenomena, wm unconsciously seek for similar ones

among those that are known. If we succeed in discovering such n

similarity we gain two advantages. In the first place, the fixing nf

the new facts in the memory is very greatly facilitated by the us(! of

the similarity, and in the second place, the similarity aflbrtls us

means of making probable guesses concerning Uie behaviour of tlio

new phenomena under conditions under they have not yd

been investigated.
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As compared with the less known, the basis of the hypothesis

forms such a group of similar and Avell-known phenomena. Since of

;ill phenomena those of mechanics are usually the most familiar to us,

])V far the most hypotheses arc mechanical analogies of non-mechanical

phenomena.

The same character is possessed also by the present hypothesis.

The peculiarities of the weight I’elations of chemical processes are

“explained” by a definite assumption concerning the mechanical

nature of the substances.

This assumption consists in regarding all substances as composed

of very small particles or The atoms of each elementary sul)-

,stance are alike among themselves, and single, and are different from

the atoms of every other element. The atoms of a chemical compound

arc alike among themselves, but ai*e composed of the atoms of tlie

('lenients by the interaction of which tliey are produced.

From these assumptions the laws of chemical combination follow

clirectly. Tlie assumed identity of the atoms or the atomic groups

which form a definite substance gives a picture of the theorem of the

(leriniieness of the pro[)crties of every substance. The assumption of

the dilfercnce of the nature of the atoms of the different elements

explains the inconvertibility of the elements into one anotlnu', and

the assumption that the atoms of the elements remain intact in the

compounds, and are only diffei-ently grouped together to form, in each-

cas(;, an atom of tin; compound, makes the law of the connection

between the derivatives of each element clear.

On the same foundation also, tin; quantitative laws of combination

are made intelligible. Since all tbe atoms of a definite element are

assumed to be identical among themselves, we must also assume

i'heitity for the weight of each atom. When, therefore, two or more

hitferent atoms combine in a definite manner to form a compouml, the

pi'o])orti()Ms by weight in which the compound is formed are also fixed

by tbe number and kind of the elementary atoms. Since, finally, all

compounds are regarded as congeries ,of tbe corresponding elementary

•‘toms, the proportions l)y weight of these must be repix'scmted univer-

^:‘l!y by the numbers which art? obtained by multiplying the weight of

caeb kind of atom by tbe number of them. In this picture, therefore,

fhe coml)ining weight of an ehunent assumes the signification of the

^'^cight of an atom, and the designation atomic weight in place of com-
bining weight has a universal currency.

AVdthin the limits here given, the atomic hypothesis has proved
be an exceedingly useful aid to instruction and investigation, since

gi'eatly facilitates the interpretation and the use of the general laws,

must not, however, be led astray by this agreement between
lecture and reality, ^d confound the two. So far as we have treated
them, the chemicaf^pipljesses occurred in such a way as if the

substances were compos^^f atoms in the sense explained. At best
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there follows from this the possibility that they are in reality so
;

not,

however, the certainly. For it is impossible to prove that the laws of

chemical comluriation cannot be deduced with the same completeness

l)y imams of quite a dilTerent assumption.

" Om^ docs not rcHpiire, therefore, to give up the advantage of the,

atomic hypothesis if one bears in mind that it is an illustration of tlie

actual relations in the form of a suitable and easily manipulat(“(]

picture, but which may, on no account, be substituted for the iu tuul

relations. One must always be prepared for the fact that sooner f)i

later the reality will l>e different from that which the picture leads oik-

to expect.

Especially, wlum aiiy other well-founded sp(‘Culatioii leads to a

variance with the atomic hypothesis, one must not, on that account,

regard the speculation as 'wrong. The blame can quite AV(dl tittach to

the hypothesis.

The atomic hypothesis, in the sense develo])ed here, was ])ut foi-

wjird by d. Dalton in the year 1805; the testing of its most iiu

portant consequence, the law of combining weights, was performed ly

Berzelius (p. 140). On account of its entire agreement with (evperi

merit, the atomic hypothesis attained to a position of great consideration

and universal application, so that,- even at the present day, it rules

almost exclusividy in chemistry.

In this l)Ook also we shall not deviate essentially from the geucial

usage. Still, it would certainly be to the interest of the science if

greater care were exercised in this connection, and for that reason wc

have here laid stress on using the forms of cxpres.siou of the atomic

hypothesis as sparingly as ever the present usage of language will

permit.

The Molecular Hypothesis.—lust as the laws of weight in

chemical processes, so also the law's of volume in the interaction of

gaseous substances have given rise to mechanical hypothesi's, which

have played a similar though not so important a part in the devcloj)-

nient of chemistry as the atomic hypothesis.

Since gases combine in equal or in multiple volumes, the most

natural assumption is that the same number of atoms is contained in

equal volumes of the different elementary gases. In fact, this assump-

tion waas at first made.

With this assumption, however, the fact that two vohmn's of

hydrogen and one volume of oxygen yield two volumes of acpiooiis

^our cannot be brought into agreement. For, let the number of

atbms in the unit of volume be N, and let us make the appropri-itc

assumption that the same law holds also for the a{jueous vapour,

atoms of water must be produced from N atoms of oxygem and

atoms of hydrogen, i.e. in each atom of water half an atom of oxyge*^

must be contained.

This is not the only difficulty of this kind
;
on the contrary^
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similMi’ ones are encountered in nearly eveiy case of combination
between gaseous substances.

To avoid this contradiction, tliercfore, it was necessary to
(listinguish between tlie atoms and the smallest particles of the gases.

If wc assume that the latter, which are (‘ailed nwlf'nilesj arc composed
of several atoms, tin; volume ratios of the gases can be satisfactorily
represented.

The consideration of all known cases has shown that a very simple
assumption suttices here. The contradiction can be avoided if, in the
ease of the elementary gases, e.g. oxygen and hydrogen, the molecules
are regarded as being formed each of two atoms. In the case of othei’
eieuients other assum])tions arc in part necessary, and these will 1)6

discussed when we (;ome to them.

According to this assumption there are contained in erpial wdumes
of the different gases, not an equal numbei- of atoms, but an erjual
iiinnbei' of molecules. If, as mentioned, tin; molecules of oxygen and
hydrogen each consist of two atoms, and if N is the number of mole-
cules (not of atoms) in the unit of volume, we have the followiiif^

calculation :— ^

One volume of oxygen contains N molecules, and therefore 2N
atoms. With two volumes of hydnygen

(
= 4N atoms) it forms two

volumes of acpieous vapour, in whicdi, therefore, 2N molecules of
water must be contained. If one assumes that (‘ach water molecule
consists of one atom of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen, exactly
2N' molecules of water vapour can l>c f()i‘nu;d from the atoms present,
;oid the actual relations receive a corre(;t representation,

'Die molecular hypothesis stands to the conception of the molar
weight (pp. 80 and 14 I

),
previously intnoduced on the liasis of the law

flay-Lussac, in the same relation as the atomic hypothesis stands to
die coiumption of the combining weight, and the molar weight appears,
in the light of the hypothesis, as the relative weight of a molecule, or
the rnolmihr weight. Eor, if an equal number of molecules is assumed
1" eipial volumes of the different gases, the weights of the different
moh'culcs must be to one another as the weights of C(jual gas volumes,

as the gaseous densities or the molar weights.

.

'hhe rc(iuirement that the molar weights shall be expressible in
integral values of the comldning weights assumes .the clearly
"itidligihle form, that no fractions of atoms are to be assumed in the
molecules.

hho name molecular weight is in general use for the previously

I

nduced conception of the molar weight. It may also be employed
|nd(3pendently of the hypothesis on which it is based, if one bears in
tnind that it expresses an actual relation, viz. the gaseous density.

1

hypothesis just developed was put forward by Avogadro
nmj Ampere almost simulUineously in the years 1811 and f812.

'1* assumption that in equal volumes of gases equal numbers of
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molecules are contained is sometimes called the law of Avogadrn.

This is misleading, since a hypothesis can never be a law. It may l)e

called the jMstulate of Avogadro. The law on which these considera

tions are based is that of the rational volume ratios in the reactions

between gases, discovered by Gay-Lussac.

The Action of Sodium on Water.—Of the changes whicii take

place by the interaction between water and sodium (p. 83), we have,

as yet, considered only the evolution of hydrogen from the water.

AVe shall now pass to the investigation of the other products.

In the first place, the water which had been used for the reaction

is, in its outward appearance, unchanged ;
the product which has been

formed from the sodium must therefore be soluble and yield a colour

less solution. That something new is present, is shown, however, by

the taste, which is unpleasantly soap-like, and by its power of exhilnt-

imr actions not shown by water. One of the most conspicuous of tlu'se

actions is the alteration of certain colouring substances. A piece o

paper coloured purple with litmus (a colouring substance extracted

from lichens) immediately becomes blue when moistened with tic

liipiid formed. A piece of colourless paper containing the artihcial

dye, which is used by electricians as “pole reagent

paper ” for determining the direction of the electrical current in a con-

ductor, becomes coloured purple-red, and paper coloured with the

yellow vegetable dye Uvrmmc, becomes red-brown.

What takes place in the case of these changes cannot be explained

till later
;
they serve, in the first place, as an identification sign for

the substance produced.
• i •

i

To obtain this substance in the pure condition, the water in wliu li

it is dissolved must be removed. This is done by heating the solution

till it boils; the water then passes into the form of vapour and

escapes, while the dissolved substance, which is not volatile, remains

behind.
• • i i <

This method which is generally used for obtaining the substanm

present in solutions when they are not or are only slightly volatile,

is called evaporation. The apparatus used for the pin pose

according to the scale on which the operation is carried out
;
they all

agree, however, in being of such a shape that the suiface o 1

evaporating liquid is kept as large as possible. For the velocity ot

evaporation, or the amount of liquid evaporating in unit >

increases, ceteris pwrihns, proportionally with the evaporating

Caustic Soda.—On evaporating the solution produced by t ‘tj

action of sodium on water, a white substance is obtained which is so i*

at ordinary temperatures, but which readily fuses and redissolvcs ui

a small quantity of water with development of heat. It is the saii^

substance as served in the combustion experiment described on p.

for retaining the gaseous and vaporous products of combustion. 1 *

little of the substance be dissolved in water the liquid exhibits a
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colour reactions of the solution produced by the action of sodium on

water.

That this substance also contains oxygen as well as sodium follows

from the fact that it was formed, with evolution of hydrogen, from

water and sodium
;
in it there must be present the oxygen which was

previously in combination with the hydrogen evolved. The product,

however, need not consist of sodium and oxygen only

;

it may also

coiitaiii hydrogen from the water.

That it does, in reality, still contain hydrogen is shown by the

following experiment. If a little of the siilistance is mixed with finely

])ow(lered iron, and the mixture heated in a small tube of resistant

L^lass, closed by a cork through which a drawn-out glass tube passes

(Fig. 57), there soon escapes from the

opening a gas which can be set on fire,

and can be immediately identified as

hydrogen by the film of moisture formed

on a cold glass held over it. ' Since

th(! iron, being an “ element,” contains

no hydrogen this must come from

our substance.

The result of more exact analysis

shows that the product consists of

sodium, hydrogen, and oxygen in the

proportions 23*05 ;
1*01 : 16*00 by

weight. It contains, therefore, an equal

ninnljer of combining weights of

hydrogen and oxygen. The combining

weight of sodium has been found equal

to 23 05; since the chemical symbol for sodium is Na, the formula

XaOM is obtained for the compound. In chemical language it is

called sodium hydroxide, or caustic soda.

The name sodium hydroxide is intended to indicate that, besides

oxygen, hydrogen is also contained in the compound.

Compounds which are constituted in the same way as sodium

hydroxide, i.e. which, along with the metal, contain an equal number

of combining weights of oxygen and hydrogen, oecur in large numl)er.s,

foi’ almost every metal can form siich compounds. In consequence of

their containing these elements in common they possess certain con-

cordant properties, so that it has been found convenient to give

them a special family name, and also to give a special designation to

the group OH. The metallic compounds are called bases, and the

.^^’oup OH, hydroxyl Bases are, therefore, compounds of metals with

hydroxyl.

Not all the metals combine with hydroxyl in such a way that to

’ the flame of the hydrogen is generally coloured yellow, and this from the same

as given on p. 84 .
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one combining weight of the metal also one hydroxyl is present. On

the contrary, other reasons have often led to assuming combinitin

weights for the metals such that two, three, and even four hydros 1

groups arc united with one combining weight of the metal. The eoi-

rcsponding hydroxides or bases then have the formula) M(OII),,

M(011).5, M(Oli)
4,
where M is the symbol of the metal. These metals,

and also the bases produced from them, are accordingly called di,

tri-, and tetravalent.

The bases, in so far as they are soluble in water, all behave in iIk'

same way as caustic soda with respect to the colouring sTil)stanees,

These reactions, then, belong, not to the different metals from wliidi

the bases have been produced, but to the common component,

hydroxyl.

Deliquescent Substances.—On evaporating solutions of canstii

soila it is found that the last portions of water are diflicult to remove,

since the vapour pressure of the concentrated solutions is very much

smaller than that of pure water.

Conversely, caustic soda, freed from water, has the property of

becoming moist in air by condensing on itself the aqueous vapour

present in the latter (p. 122), and it ultimately takes up so much

water that it li(piefies to a solution. Caustic soda, therefore, is calh

d

a ileli(/nemiit substance.

The })roperty of deliquescing is not one belonging cxclusivc'ly tn

caustic soda, but also belongs to many easily soluble salts. The con

dition for it is that a solution is produced which has a smaller va[)oui

pressure than the mean vapour pressure of the water in the air. Siu h

a substance continues to withdraw water from the moist air until the

vapour pressure of the latter l)ecomcs equal to that of the solution pro

duced. If the air is renewed, as in the case of substaiices placed in

open vess(‘ls, the process comes to an end only when a solution Inis

])een produced, the vapour [messure of which is equal to that of tlic

air.

Since, on an average, the air is saturated with aqueous vapour to

an extent of 00 to 70 per cent, all substances will deliquesce wliirh

can form solutions the vapour pressure of which is less than 0 C) ct

that of water at the same temperature.
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HYDllOCl KN PEROX IDK

Hydrogen Peroxide.—By moans of reactions, the details of whicli

cannot l»e understood till later (Chap. XXV.), it is possible to prepare

a second compound of hydrogen and oxygen which has a diiierent

composition and essentially diiierent properties from water. This

com])()und is called Iif/Jmjen a naimi which expresses that it

contains monj oxygen than water, which would have to be called

hydrogen oxide.

The composition of hydrogen pcnoxide is given by the formula

11./).,. This states that for the same amount of hydrogen double as

much oxygen is contained in the new compound as in water. In

numhei's the formula, shows that the comi)Ound is composed of 2 x

boos parts of hydrogen and 2 x Uj-OO parts of oxygen, l)y weight
;
its

molar or molecular weight, therefore, amounts to o4‘016. If the

weights of oxygen and hydrogen present are divided by this number
^md multiplied by 100, the percentage composition of hydrogen

}H3roxide is obtained. The result is 94T per cent oxygen and o-l)

per cent hydrogen.

Hydrogen peroxide is a thickish li(|nid with a density Co, and is

(olourless. It is very dillicult to pi-e))are quite pure, and when it is

^'htained it very readily decomposes spontaneously, so that its

e xistence is always only quite a passing one. The decomposition takes

pbee according to the equation

2H/), = 2H/) + ().„

the substance decomposes into water and oxygen gas.

On account of its great readiness to decompose, hydrogen peroxide

usually prepared and used in the form of a dilute solution, in which

much more stable. Since it dissolves in all proportions in
''uiter solutions of any desired strength can be ])repared, and the
sti'crigth is usually stated by the number of volumes of oxygen
''Idch can be evolved from one volume of the solution on de-

153
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composition. Since 2 x 34 gm. of peroxide evolve 32 gm. of oxygen,

which under ordinary conditions occupy a volume of 2
2
‘4 lit. (p. S'j)

it follows tliat every gram of peroxide evolves 353 cc. of oxygen. A
one per cent solution, containing, therefore, 1 gm. in 100 cc., accordinglv

evolves 3 r)3 times its volume of oxygen, and the solution ordinarily

used of strength 1 0 volumes of oxygen contains, tluu'eforc, ratlier less

than 3 per cent of peroxide.

This solution looks like watei-, but has a peculiar astringent tiiste.

It has no definite smell. It .slowly evolves oxygen so that it must not

he kept in perfectly close vessels, since these could thus he readily hur.si.

The decomposition is much les.s in the cold than in the heat, and is,

moreover, very greatly influenced hy the presence of other snl)staiices.

The peroxide can he best })reserved in a solution containing a small

(juantity of some acid or a little spirit of wine.

Hydrogen Peroxide as Oxidising Agent.—The ease with

which the peroxide decomjmses into Avater and oxygen is also scirii

in the presence of such substances as can chemically coml)ine with

oxygen. Hydrogen peroxide is therefore an u.ridmng aijeiif. Since

gaseous oxygen is s))ontaneously formed from the peroxide, and the

reverse reaction does not take place to a measuralde extent, w('. must

conclude that the peroxide is a stronger oxidising agent than gaseous

oxygen, i.c. the peroxide can still give up oxygen to such snhstaiices

as are not capable of forming compounds with oxygen //un. This

conclusion is based on the following reasons :

-

It can be proved generally that the action of any oxidising agent

can, theoretically, be replaced by the action of oxygen gas undei' an

appropriate pre.ssure. The highest pressure of oxygen corresponds to

the strongest oxidising agent, and rur rerstt. Imagine this pi'cssuir

(hTermiiKal for each oxidising agent (which is generally possible hv

indirect means), we can then arrange the.se in a series of de('reasiiig

pressures, and we can assert that with a higher oxidising agent wc

can, itidec'd, prepare every loAver one from oxygen and the other

component, l)tit not conversely, just as the pressure of oxygen can,

spontaneously, only diminish, but not increase. Since oxygen gas can

be prepared from hydrogen peroxide, but not hydrogen peroxich' fnmi

oxygen, the peroxide; mu.st l)e the higher oxidising agent.

^

The Molar Weight of Hydrogen Peroxide.— The formula "f

hydrogen j)croxide has been Avritten H./).„ rdthough it might have

been more simply written HO. On account of the ready decom

posability of the pure peroxide, its vapour density has not as yd

' In applying this rea-soning, it is nece.s.sary to know tliai in the ease nf an

oxidising agent existing in the condition of a solution, its jwsition in the serifs

dependent on the eonecul ration of the solution, and is all the lower the inoif! dil"’^’

the solution is made. The .same part i.s played hy the pressure of gases, as, imled-

follows from what has been said. For .solid sub.stances and unmixed liquids, however,

the position in the series is fixed, and undergoes an appreciable .alteration only throe,

change of temperature, whieh varies from ca.se to case.
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l)ecii measured. The question therefore arises, What is the reason for

so writing the formula ?

The answer is that the molar weight of substances can be deter-

iniiied not only from their gaseous density, but also from their

l)t'haviour in solution. It has been mentioned on p. 153 that all

substances in solution lower the freezing point of water (and also of

('V(uy other solvent) proportionally to the concentration, and that a

similar law holds for the lowering of the vapoui’ pressure (or the

elevation of the boiling point).

One is now led to ask the question, What quantities of the

(liUbrent substances are re(juired to produce the same lowering of the

fr(‘ezing points The answer which experiment has given to this

(|Uestion is very remarkable. The (juantitirs aj .'^iihstditres vlricli 'produce,

ilu' siiiiic loiveiifKj of fhe jreentuj point are in the ratio of the molar weight.'^.

If the former reasoning (p. 134) be ap|)lied to the case of the

loAvcring of the vapour })ressnre, we must make the further statement,

that the amounts of ^distances trhich produce an eipial hnrering of the

riipour pressiire also stand to mie another in the ndio of the molar weights.

Tlui elevation of the boiling i)oinb is proportional to the lowering

of the vapour pressure. W e can therefore enunciate the furtln*r

theorem, that those quantities of dilJerent snhstances which raise the boiling

^

piiini of the solvent by the same (iinount stand to one another in the ratio of

the molar weights.

These laws ai‘e of especial imjrortance, because of the fact that they

alloAv of the determination of the molar or molecular weight in the

r.ise of those substances also which cannot be investigated in the

condition of vapour, cither because of the fact that at the ternper’a-

tures attainable their vapour pressure does not have a measurable

value, or Irecausc, on attempting to vaporise them, they deconrpose.

By experumerrts on substances whose molar weight had been deter-

mined by measur'ements of tlnr vapour density, it has been possible to

satisfy oneself of the universality of the laws just stated, so that these

can be ajrplied with certainty in those cases also whci'c this control is

Hot possible.

Eiorn the theoretical side also these laws arc assured, and the

i^ciieral conditiorrs of their- validity have been determined. Into these

'IHestions, however, we shall not yet enter, since the empirical know-

is sufficient, in the first place, for their application.

' In order to apply omr of theme methods, e.g. the depression of

'

die freezing point, to the deterruination of the molar weight of a

'H 'v sulmtance, one first determines the depression which is produced

^'y fhe solution of a sulrstance whose molar weight is known. If the

'^Hiouiit of the new substance required to produce the same depr-cssion

he then determined, the weights of the two substances are in the ratio

(‘f their molar weights, and the molar weight of the new substance

found by a simple calculation in proportion.
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Thus it has been established that when one gfam-molccule or one

mole (the molar or molecular weight of a substance expressed in grains)

of any substance is dissolved in a litre or 1000 gin. of water, the solntinn

produced freezes at - 1*850°. If we dissolve <j grams of the new

substance in G grams of water, and if we observe for the solution a

depression d of the freezing point, we can perform the followino

calcidatioii :—The amount of the new substance dissolved in lOOO gni.

of water is 1000 ^/G
;
this has produced the lowering d. According

to the law of the proportionality between the amount dissolved and

the depression, the depression 1*850° will lie obtained wlum tlir

dissolved amount is changed in the ratio d : 1 '850. This amount,

however, is equal to a mole of the sulistance, since the depicssion

1*850° is produced by one mole in a litre. Hence, if we denote a

mole or the molar weight in grams by M, we have the projiortion

M lOOO.v

G
- 1*850

From which there follows

M = 1850
d\T

If, then, in this equation Ave substitute the weights g and (I of

the substance and water used, and the observed dejtression d t)f tin*

freezing point, we can calculate the molar weight M of the dissohed

sul)stance.

The e(|uation which is obtained for the elevation of the ])oiliiii;

point l)y dissolved substances is quite similar. The reasoning

almost word for word the same, so that it does not require to

repeated
;

only the constant has a ditferent value, viz. 520. I'l

other words, the molar Aveight of the dissolved substance is obtaiuol

from the formula

M = 520
.s(t

Avhen the boiling-point of the solution is ,s° higher than that of Avati'i.

" The laws which tnwe just been deduced hold, in this siinpl‘‘

form, only for dilute solutions. Their validity, however, docs not

depend on water being used as solvent, but they are valid for cvci y

solvent provided this is a pure substance. Characteristic vahu^s of

the constant belong to each solvent.

Preparation of Pure Hydrogen Peroxide.-—Hydrogen poi

oxide is much less volatile than water. When, therefore, a solution

of the substance is evaporated the water passes off, and a solutioit

Hcher in peroxide, remains behind. Although the decomposability

the peroxide rapidly increases with increasing concentration, fnii'h
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strong solutions can still be obtained if one starts with very pure

material, and carries out the evaporation at a moderate temperature.

Under reduced pressure the concentrated .solution can finally be

sejiarated into water and almost pure peroxide. For this purpose

the parts of a distilling apparatus (p. 108) are connected air-tight

tog(ither, and after the liquid to be distilled has been introduced the

apparatus is exhausted.

The purpose of distillation under reduced pressure is to enable one

to accomplish the distillation at a lower fempeniture. Since the vajiour

pressure of all substances rises with the temperature, and lioiling

occurs when the vapour pressure has become equal to the external

])rcssure, the substance will boil at a temperature which is all the

lower the smaller the external pressure is made.

The lower the temperature, however, the less is, in general, the

amount of decomposition, .since the velocity of this, like that of all

chcinic;d processes, rapidly increases with rising temperature. Dis-

tillation under reduced pi'essure, therefore, is employed in all cases

wlierc a substance has to be distilled which is not stable at the

tempcnaiture of its ordinary boiling point.

W hen a solution rich in peroxide is treated in this manner, where-

l)y the temperature must be kept under 80 water with a little

peroxide first distils over and then almost pure peroxide. This

distillate is collected in a separate ve.s.sel, and in this way the

substance is obtained in a very pure condition. Such a process,

d('pcn<ling on the differences of the vapour pressures, is called

fnirfioiial didillalim. In chemical practice this method finds very

widespread a})plication.

Occurrence.—Hydrogen peroxide occurs in very small quantities

in nature, traces of this substance being contiiined in rain and snow,

bikewise, small quantities of peroxide are produced in many cases of

cond)ustion and also in other oxidation i>rocesse.s. There arc a mim-
l>er of very delicate reactions used for the detection of such small

Jiinounts. These, however, cannot be discussed here, since they

lu’esuppose a knowledge of other substances. They will be discussed
‘If a suitable opportunity Liter ^(Taps, XXIX. and XLL).

Catalysis.—Since hydrogen peroxide can decompose spontaneously
mto water and oxygen, a question arises similar to that asked on p. 64
" iih regard to the combustion of substances in the oxygen of the air

;

by, then, does the hydrogen peroxide not decompose ? The answer
similar

: It does decompose, but with very varying velocity. To
bin Strate the existing relations by an analogy, one can imagine the

bydi'ogen peroxide replaced by liquid oxygen contained in a vessel

)'liich is not completely closed. The oxygen in this vessel is also not
‘I permanent condition of equilibrium, but it escapes

;
still, although

is in communication with a space of lower pressure, its pressure
does not fall to the lower value instantaneously, but only slowly, and
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this with a velocity which depends on the size of the opening and on

the amount of friction which takes place in the opening. If tlie

opening is A ery small, it may be a long time before the escape of tli(>

oxygen becomes noticeable. Every circumstance which makes the

opening more accessible will hasten the lowering of the pressure
;

every circumstance Avhich makes it less accessible will lengthen tlie

period of the existing condition.

In the case of hydrogen peroxide, now, there are, as a matter of

fact, very various circumstances known Avhich act in the sense of an

enlarging or diminishing of the opening, ie. which change the A elocity

with which this spontaneous and continual decomposition takes plarr.

Thus, porous and powdered substances greatly accelerate the evolution

of oxygen. The action is, however, by no means a purely mechanical

one, for dillerent powders of similar fineness have a very difibii'iit

action according to their chemical fiature. Pyrolusite, Avhich in like

manner also accelerates the perfectly similar decomposition of potassiiun

chlorate when heated (p. 02), is especially efteetive. P)y shahing a

solution of hydrogen peroxide with pyrolusite in an apparatus Avliieli

allows of the evolved oxygen being collected and measured, tin

amount of hydrogen peroxide in the solution can l)e easily iimi

(|uickly determined.

On investigating the pyrolusite after the experiment it is found

to 1)(5 UTiehanged. Finely divided platinum, which likewise remains

unchanged, acts in a similar manner. Other finely divided metals, such

as copper and cadmium, do not appreciably hasten the decomposition.

Such sul)stances Avhich act as pyrolusite and platinum do here,

so as to alter the velocity of a chemical process Avithout thems(dvcs

being changed by the process, have already been mentioned (j). HM):

they are called catalysers, and the action itself is called catalytic

action.

Of the catalytic actions it can be stated generally, that thij

cannot hrinc/ about midioufi u'hirih woiild not of t/iciiischrs ial,‘c plno

.ymJanconslff if eran onhj with a venj santll vrlorit//. If it Avere the ea.^c

that a icaction could be brought about by a catalyser in a direction

opposite to that Avhich it takes l)y the action of the participating

substances alone, one could alloAV the substances to interact alternately

with and Avithout a catalyser, and thereby, time after time, obtain

reversed processes. These processes could be used to perform Avork, and

one could thus establish a perjwtuum mobile of the second kind (]>. Nfi’’)-

which is in opposition to experience. Thus it is not to bo expected

that a catalyser could be found through the action of Avhich oxygen

and water could be caused to combine to form hydrogen peroxide.^

For the discovery of such a substance would Ire identical Avith the

’ This holds "ood for pure peroxide or fairly coucentrated solutions. In the ca-se

very dilute solutions other relations ohtiiin, and the spontaneou.s formation of s'liaa

traces of pero.xide becomes possible.
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experimental refutation of the law of the impossibility of a iwquinniii

viohile of the second kind.

Explosive Properties of the Peroxide.—Approximately pm e

bvdiogen peroxide is a dangerous substance;, since it readily undergoes

;i sudden decomposition with explosion. The cause of this is that in

•the decomposition of the peroxide into water and oxygen heat is

(leveloi)ed. If the decomposition has begun at one })oint the sur-

roiiuding portions become Warmed, the decomposition is accelerated,

fresh amounts of hcaf arc developed, and in this way the processes

mutually advance one another to the point of rapid reaction which is

called explosion.

This behaviour is exceptional, since most reactions take place in

such a way that they check themselves (p. 150). For example, when

\\ater evaporates, the residue becomes colder and the vapour pressure

<liiuiiiishes. That hydrogen peroxide behaves in the I'cverse manner

is line to the fact that it do(;s not at all r(;prcsent a state of e(juilibrium

of the participating eleimuits, but a temporary state which can be

observed during a certain time, only because the approach to the state

of equililnium takes place with a ceilain degree of slowness.

Even in the case of dilute solutions of the peroxide the heat

(hu elopmeiit during decomposition, under the inlluence of pyrolusite or

])latimim, can be easily det(;cted by means of a thermometer, for tlie

t(‘mperature rises quite considerably. 'I'lie ordinary solution, which

(‘volvcs a tenfold volume of oxygen, would, on sudden decomposition,

l ise in tem|)erature by a))out 20 if loss of heat were avoided.

Heat Effects. —To obtain a knowledge of those heat etlects which

accompany chemical processes is an important task tor science, since it

is of account for verv many general ipiestions. The significance of these

phenomena is that the amounts of heat given out and taken in arc a

measure of tlie cha.wjes iif nienjij connected with the chemical processes.

Since, now, the chemical processes are the source of the enmgy which

all living things, plants as well as animals, reipdre for the maintenance

of life
;

since, also, the energy used in the manufactures is derived

maiidy from chemical sources, the importance of such measurements

icadily seen. \Ve shall here shortly explain the principles of

^0 (‘h investigations.

It has already been mentioned that heat is a kind of energy. It

distinguished by the property that it is produced with especial ease

from the other forms of energy- When any chemical reaction occurs

th<‘ substances which are produced have, in general, a different energy
li'mi the original ones, and the dillcrenco of the two amounts appears

if, as is not ditficult, the })roduction of other forms of energy

avoided. Heat is developed if the energy of the products is smaller

that of the initial substances ;
the temperature of the reacting

system then rises. Conversely, if the substances are converted into

‘^uch as contain more energy than the original ones, the energy
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necessary for this is taken in the form of heat from the reacting system

and the temperature of this falls. Both cases are possible, l)iit tlm

former is by far the more frequent.

If the system in which the chemical reaction takes place is siuv

rounded by a large bulk of water, the heat •which is generated pass(\s

chietly ijito this, or, in the converse case, is taken from it. If tlic

weiglit of the water is known, and if the change of temperaliiit' 1»(!

measured, then the product of the two numbers gives the quanlitv of

heat in calories. For the unit of heat, or the calorie, has l)eeii

defined (p. 117) as the quantity of heat which is necessary to change

the temperature of 1 gm. of water 1'^ If N gm. of water experience

a change of temperature of t'\ the corresponding (juantity of heat is

N7 calories, equal to 4 ‘18 NV joules.

As is evident, however, the quantity of heat developed varies with

the amount of the substances, and is, indeed, proportional to this.

In order to obtain definite numbers, therefore, the quantity of heat

must be referred to definite amounts of substance. For this puiposc

the following method of procedure is in geiu'ral use -

The reaction is expressed by a chemical equation, and is imagined

as taking place between as many grams of the difievent reacting siih

stances as the numbers of the cori'esponding combining Aveights ainouiit

to. A quantity of any sub.stance whose weight in grains is equal to

the sum of the combining Aveights contained in the formula, is called a

mole of the .substance ([>. 156). In short, therefore, the quantities

of heat in chemical reactions are calculated for moles of the

reacti ng substances.

The Heat of Formation of Water.—To give an example <1

Avhat has just been said, let us con.sider the development of heat

Avhich occurs in the combination of oxygen and hydrogen. Evidently

this is very considerable, since it gives rise to such a great elevation of

the temperature as the experiments mentioned on p. 102 shoAv.

The experiments which have been performed in this connection

shoAv that in this process 68,400 calories are developed, when onn

mole ^18-02 gm. of water is formed from its elements. An idea

of this quantity is obtained on considering that, according to this, more

than a litre of water could be heated from 0° to boiling throiigli

the combustion of 3 gm. of hydrogen.

This number can be at once used for an interesting calculation.

If we imagine the heat which is developed used only for raising the

temperature of the aqueous vapour produced by the combustion of the

detonating gas, the temperature of the flame of the oxy-hvdrogen

blowpipe is obtained by dividing the quantity of heat, 68,400 cal, 1'}'

the amount of heat required to raise 18*02 gm. of aqueous va})Our one

degree, or the thermal capacity of this amount of vapour. Since, in

round numbers, 9 calories are required to heat 18 gm, of water vapont

1’, the result of the calculation is that the temperature of the oxy-
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liydrogen flame must be 68,400/9 = 7600°. This number proves, how-

ever, to be much too high, since measurements have given values which

do not much exceed 2500°.

The cause of this disparity must be sought for in two -directions.

In the first place, the thermal capacity of aqueous vapoui’ has the

idven value only at lower temperatures
;
at higher temperatures it

b(jcoines greater, and the temperature must therefore become lower.

But th(!n—and this is the chief point—the combination of oxygen and

liydrogen to water is not at all complete at higher tem[)eratures, but

the higher the temperature is, the greater is the portion which

remains uncornbined. The condmstion, therefore, raises the tempera-

ture of the flame only to the point where a further elevation would

effect a separation of the water produced into its elements. Further,

combustion then takes place only in proportion as heat is lost by

conduction and radiation and must be replaced by fresh combustion.

This temperature is then the trUe temperature of the flame
;

for the

oxyhydrogen flame this is, as already mentioned, about 2500'.

On the basis of the law of the conservation of energy, we can state,

in the first place, that the same quantity of heat, 68,400 cal., as

was developed in the formation of one mole of water from its

eloments, will be again absorbed in the decomposition of water into

its elements. For if this were not the case, it would be possible, by

the alternate formation and decomposition of a given amount of water,

to cause the production or the disappearance of any desired amount

of energy.

The further conclusion can also be drawn, that the same (quantity

of heat pro mole will always be developed, no matter in what way
water is formed from its elements, whether by combustion with flame

or by any other process. The correctness of this assertion can

also bo proved from the law of the conservation of energy. In this

case we must only hold to the supposition that no other forms of

energy appear or disappear.

On the other hand, the development of heat must be difterent, if

water is produced not from the gaseous elements but from some other

substances which can yield oxygen and hydrogen. And, indeed, the

<lill'erence must amount to exactly as much as the amount of heat

flcvelo])ed or absorbed in the conversion of the gaseous elements into

tile compounds in question. This theorem, also, is based on the law
the conservation of energy.

With reference to the problem before us, the principle of the con-

^ervation of energy in its most general application assumes the
hilluwing form :

—

Ibere can, in general, be ascribed to every substance existing in

detiuite state a definite content of energy, which is proportional to

amount of substance, and which for a mole has a definite value.

amount of this energy is unknown to us, since we cannot in any

M
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way abstract from a substance all the energy which it contains,

can, however, measure the differences of energy between two substances

before and after the chemical process, for these are the amounts of

energy which are developed or absorbed as heat in the reaction.

energy relations of substances can be represented in the form of

equations in which the energies of the single substances are so rejAre-

sented that their differences have definite values.

Thermochemical Equations.—From this there follows .i

method of stating the results of such measurements in a maiinei

suitable for calculation. The chemical formula of a substance receives

the additional significance that it represents not only the composition

but also the energy content of the substance. The equation of a

chemical process, tlien, which, apart from this, contains on cither side

tlie same elements in equal amounts (p. 145), must be supplemetit(‘(l

by the statement of the amount of energy which is necessary to make

the values of the energy on both sides also equal. This is the diti'er

ence of the amounts of energy of the substances before and after the

reaction, i.e. the amount of heat developed in the reaction.

For example, to express the change of energy in the formation ol

water from its elements, in the form of such an equation, we write

2H, + O
2 = 2H,0 + 2 X 68,400 cal.,

which wo read thus : The energy of two moles hydrogen and one

mole oxygen exceeds that of two moles of water by 2 x 68,400 ( al.

:

or : When oxygen and hydrogen unite to form water, water is pro

duced and also an amount of energy equal to 68,400 cal. pro mole

of water.

This method of writing allows, in the first place, of the results of

measurenumt being represented in an unambiguous manner. It has

the further great advantage that it also makes it possible to calculate

the heats of reaction of ])rocesses which cannot be directly measiircil.

The method of doing this will be given immediately when we come to

study an actual case.

As regards the form of these calculations, it has to be further

mentioned that in future the absolute unit of energy, the erg (p. 23),

will be used in place of the arbitrary unit of heat, the calorie. Since

this unit is too small for the accuracy of thermochemical measurements

hitherto attained, the kilojoule, erg, is used in its plnce.

To reduce calories to kilojoules, we have the equation 1 c;d.==

0*004183 Jejj or 1 Ay = 239*1 cal. The equation, therefore, for tlie

formation of water from its elements reads

2H2 + 02=2H20 + 2 x 286 /y.

Heat Effects in the Decomposition of Hydrogen Peroxide*

—The development of heat which accompanies the decomposition

hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen gas (p. 159) can be rcprc'
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seutcd in a similar manner. The result obtained by measurements is

that an amount of heat is developed equal to 97 Ixj pro mole of

hydrogen peroxide. We must therefore write

2H
2
O

2
= 2H

2
O + 0, + 2 X 97 14.

From this there follows, by rearrangement,

211,0 + 02= 21120,-2x97^7.

This equation differs strikingly from the former one. Whereas in

the previous case the formation of the compound was accompanied by

a development of heat, the compound containing, therefore, less energy

than the components, the opposite is here the case. One must not,

therefore, assume that every process of combination takes place with

evolution of heat : the reverse is also pos.siblc, although less frequent.

If we write the two equations

2lI, + 0, = 2H,d + 572 kj

and 211,0 + 02 = 2H202- 194/;/

l)elow one another and add, we obtain

21I, + 202-2H,0, + 2 X 189 kj.

Expressed in words, this ecpiation reads : In the combination of

oxygen and hydrogen to form hydrogen peroxide, 189 kj are developed

for every mole.

In this way we {)l)tain the heat of reaction of a process which can-

not he carried out in such a way that it can be measured, and which,

therefore, cannot be directly investigated. The justification for this

cidculation lies in the fact that every formula in a thcrmochemical

equation represents a definite amount of energy, and in the fact that

energy magnitudes can be added without limit. The calculation,

therefore, presupposes nothing more than the validity of the law of the

conservation of energy.

On subtracting the upper e(piation from the lower we obtain

2H2O2+ 211,-41120 + 2 x 383 /7.

Oiat is
: on the combustion of hydrogen to water by means of

^i}nlrog(*n peroxide, 383 kj pro mole of peroxide are evolved. Here,
‘^o-hn, the heat effect of a reaction has been calculated which cannot

^nlqected to direct measurement.
As can be seen from these calculations, one can, on the basis of a

^‘Measurements, calculate the heat effect of quite a number of
reactions which take place or could take place between the reacting
^Mibstances. The number of calculations possible increases very rapidly
''"ffh the number of direct measurements. There is a whole branch of
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scientific chemistry, known as tJiermochemist'% which has the study of

these relations for its object.

These calculations can be most readily reviewed, if for each com-

pound the (positive or negative) heat effect which accompanies or

would accompany its formation from its elements is calculated. This is

called the heat of formation. The heat of formation of water is ciiual

to 286 lij
\
that of hydrogen peroxide, 189 hj.

In the sequel we shall give the heats of formation of the most

important substances so far as they are known
;
from them there can

then be calculated the heat effects of the other reactions in which these

substances take part.



CHAPTER IX

CHLORINE

Formation from Hydrochloric Acid and Oxygen.—We now
turn to the study of hydrochloric acid, which was used (p. 85) in the

preparation of hydrogen. From those experiments it followed that

hydrogen is one of its constituents. It contains, besides, another

(element called chlorine, which in that experiment did not' become
visible because it united with the zinc, for which very reason, indeed,

hydrogen was formed.

To obtain this other element we must proceed in the reverse

a liner
: to set free the chlorine, we must convert the hydrogen into

a compound which can be separated. This we can eflect by acting on

^'drochloric acid with oxygen. If this action took place in the desired

hydrochloric acid plus oxygen would pass into water plus chlorine,

and we should attain our object.

As a matter of fact this process is practicable. If a current of air

i6s
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be passed through a bottle filled with concentrated hydrochloric acid

and slightly warmed, vaporisation takes place and a mixture of air

and hydrochloric acid is produced (Fig. 58). This is passed through

the tube R filled with pieces of pumice-stone. For a reason to 1)(>

given immediately, the pumice-stone has been moistened with a solu-

tion of cop})er sulphate and ignited. When the apparatus is set

working, there escapes from the tube a mixture of air, aqueous vapoui',

and a new substance which betrays itself by an exceedingly unpleas-

ant smell. This substance further possesses the property of giving

a conspicuously dark-brown colour to a solution of potassium iodide

(p. 47). Paper dyed with vegetable colours, e.g. litmus paper, is

bleached, and the bright surface of all kinds of metals, even silver and

mercury, becomes tarnished. This new substance is the sought-for

element, chlorine.

The amount of chlorine obtained in this way is small. Further-

more, the substance is contaminated by the excess of air, so that this

method is not suitable for the preparation of chlorine for laboratory

purposes, and was mentioned first only on account of the simplicity of

the process.

The object of the copper sulphate on the pumice is to accelerate

the interaction between the hydrogen chloride and the air, for the

copper sulphate acts catalytically on this reaction in a manner similar

to that in which platinum acts towards detonating gas (p. 103).

This method for obtaining chlorine from hydrochloric acid and air

is carried out on a large scale for technical purposes, and is called,

after its elaborator, the Deacon process.

Another Preparation of Chlorine.—Better yields and a purer

product are obtained by employing for the transformation of the

hydrochloric acid suitable oxygen compounds instead of the gaseous

oxygen of the air. As such, there can be used most of those sub-

stances which we have already got to know as sources of oxygen.

The most suitable is pyrolusite, which is a compound of manganese

(p. 54) rich in oxygen. Manganese is a metal similar to iron, which

occurs in large cpiaii titles in nature and finds manifold application in

the arts.

The flask A, Fig. 59, contains pyrolusite in coarse lumps and is

gently warmed on the water-bath. The hydrochloric acid is contained

in the dropping-funnel by which means the acid can be allowed to

flow to the pyrolusite as required. The evolved gas is led ’away

through the tube 6', washed with water in D to remove the

hydrochloric acid present, and dried with sulphuric acid in B.

A still more convenient method for obtaining chlorine depends on

the use of hlemhing-powder^ since this substance gives a copious

evolution of chlorine, even in the cold, when treated with hj^drochloric

acid. For this method a simple bottle is used, partly filled with

bleaching-powder and furnished with a dropping-funnel, in which the
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concentrated hydrochloric acid is placed. The evolution of gas takes

place in proportion as the acid is allowed to flow to the bleaching-

j)()\v(ler.

The theory of this process cannot be given till later (Cha]).

XXITI.)
;
it must suffice here to indicate that we are again dealing with

an oxidation of the hydrochloric acid, the hydrogen of this being con-

verted into water.

Properties of Chlorine.—By these methods a gaseous substance

is obtained of a yellowish-green colour, which is distinguished by very

striking properties from all the gases hitherto studied. It possesses

in the highest degree the unpleasant smell we have already mentioned,

has a corrosive action on the mucous membrane of the mouth and
nose, and is therefore very harmful and poisonous. This gas cannot,

like oxygen or hydrogen, be collected over water, since it is fairly

soluble in that liquid. In other cases mercury is used for such
gases, but it cannot be employed here, since it immediately combines
with chlorine. In order to collect the gas, use is made of its great
density

;
if the gas is conducted to the bottom of a dry bottle, it

rcniains at the bottom and gradually displaces the air. By holding a
piece of white paper behind the bottle, it is easy to observe the pro-
gress of the filling, the green gas forming a distinct contrast to the

•colourless air. When the bottle is filled, it is closed by a ground-in
stopper, rendered tight with vaseline, and the filling of a fresh bottle
is proceeded with.

^ince some chlorine always escapes into the air during this pro-
cess, the preparation must be carried out in a good-drawing fume
chamber, or else in the open air. Also, while the bottle is being filled.
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it may be closed by a doubly bored cork through which a supply and a

discharge tube pass. By means of a wash-bottle with caustic soda, it

is then possible to render the escaping gas innocuous.

As is seen from this behaviour, the density of chlorine gas is con-

siderably greater than that of air
;

its molar weight has been found

by measurement to be 71. Chlorine is, therefore, about 2*3 times as

heavy as o.xygen (M.W. = 32), and 2*5 times as heavy as air.

Chlorine is distinguished from the gases hitherto considered, by

the fact that it obeys the gas laws with much less exactness. Like all

gases of comparatively great density, it exliibits measurable deviations

even under ordinary conditions
;

for with increase of pressure or fall

of temperature its density increases more than it ought to, according

to the gas laws.

Connected with this is the fact that chlorine can be fairly easily

condensed to a liquid. At O'" a pressure of 3-7 atmospheres is

sufficient for this
;
at room temperature (18") the pressure amounts to

16 ’5 atmospheres, and the critical temperature is reached only at 140 .

Above this temperature chlorine cannot be converted into a liquid by

any pressure. The highest pressure just underneath this temperature

by which chlorine can still be liquefied, ix, the critical pressure,

amounts to 94 atm.

These properties, then, make it possible to condense chjorine into

steel bottles which have been tested for a considerably higher pressure

than the critical pressure, and in which the chlorine can be stored and

transported. Although chlorine under ordinary conditions* especially

when moist, eagerly combines with almost all metals, carefully dried

chlorine shows itself so inactive that there is nothing to prevent its

manipulation in metallic vessels. By means of an adjustable cock tlie

gas can be withdrawn from such a holder (Fig. 37, p. 103) as desired,

and one is thereby spared the very troublesome preparation of the gas

when much of it is required.

The peculiar action which water here exhibits is not limited tu

chlorine
;
there are very many reactions which take place only in the

presence of water with such velocity that the result can be observed

in a measurable time. All these must be numbered along with the

aitalytic phemnnena (p. 104).

Liquid chlorine has the green-yellow colour of the gas in a mucli

higher degree. It is an oily liquid, of density 1*56.

At lower temperatures chlorine passes into a solid, crystalline sub-

stance 'v^ich exhibits the same green-yellow colour as is shown by

chlorine in its other states.

Solubility in Water.—Chlorine dissolves in water in fairly laiK*^

amount
;

under ordinary circumstances one litre of water absorbs

about three litres of chlorine. The solution, which has the smell and

taste, as well as the corrosive and bleaching properties, of chlorine gas,

is called chlorine water, and is used for chemical and medical pur*
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poses. As is the rule with gases, more chlorine is dissolved at a lower

temperature than at a higher.

More exact investigations into the condition of chlorine in

aqueous solution have shown that it is not a case of simjile solution,

l)Ut that chemical reactions take place between the chlorine and the

water. We can enter into this more fully only after the other com-

pounds of chlorine have been described.

Decomposition of Chlorine Water in Light.—Chlorine water

must be kept protected from the light, since it undergoes a remarkable

decomposition under the influence of illumination. The chlorine then

coml)ines with the hydrogen of the water to form hydrogen chloride

or hydrochloric acid, and oxygen is set free. In strong sunlight this

reaction takes place so quickly in saturated chlorine water that the

liquid sparkles like soda-water. If the gas is collected, one can easily

convince oneself of its chemical nature by the bursting into flame of a

glowing splinter.

Actions of this kind, whereby chemical processes are brought about

or accelerated by the influence of light, are called photochemical^ and

the science which studies them is called photochemistry. These pro-

cesses are of very great general and technical importance. On the

one hand, the processes by means of which green plants build up their

structures depend on photochemical phenomena, as can be seen from

the fact that the plants cannot grow when the light is shut out. On
the other hand, photochemical processes are turned to practical account

in photography, which, along with the arts dependent on it, has now
obtained an extensive aj)plication in the most varied departments of

work.
" The action of light on the decomposition of chlorine water

should probably bo interpreted as an acceleration of a process which

of itself takes place very slowly, for the reaction occurs also to an

appreciable extent in darkness, and the chemical equilibrium is such

that dilute hydrochloric acid and oxygen represent a more stable

system than an aqueous chlorine solution.

" The different kinds of light do not act equally strongly on

chloiino water
;
the red rays are found to be almost without effect,

whereas the blue and the violet, as well as the invisible rays of still

shorter wave length, the ultra-violet rays, exhibit a much greater activity,

^nnilar relations are observed in many other cases of photochemical
action. It would, however, be incorrect to regard the rays of short

wave length as being, therefore, specially active chemically. The
legion of rays in which the greatest chemical activity is manifested is

entirely dependent on the chemical process influenced by the light.

In particular, the most important photochemical process, the assimilation
in green plants, proceeds with greatest energy in yellow and red
light.

* On comparing the process under discussion with that described
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on p. 16G), where chlorine .and water were produced from hydrochloric

acid and oxygen, a contradiction seems to be contained in the foregoing

statement, for in that case exactly the opposite reaction took plac(',

.and chlorine in contact with water formed a more stable system tlian

hydrochloric .acid and oxygen. The difference lies in the fact that in

the former case we were dealing with gcmmis hydrogen chloride, but

here with a dilute aqueous solution of it. The stability of a compound

is frequently much greater in solution than in the pure state, and

chemical reactions can, therefore, recadily undergo reversal, according

as the one or the other condition obtains.

Chlorine Hydrate—The Phase Law.—When gaseous chlorine

is passed into ice-cold water—it is best to have some pieces of ici'

floating in the liquid—a greenish crystalline substance soon separates

out. This consists of chlorine and water according to the formula

01.2 + 8 HgO, and is called chlorine hydrate. Under atmospheric

pressure this substance is stable only up to if heated to a

higher temperature it decomposes into chlorine, which escapes as a gas,

.and water (saturated with chlorine), which rem.ains l)ehind. If tlu!

pressure be increased, chlorine hydrate can be kept at still higher tem-

peratures
;

if it be lowered, the temperature of stability of the hydrate

becomes lower. There corresponds to each teraj^erature, therefore, a

definite pressure of the chlorine gas, at which the hydrate can exist.

These relatioris show the greatest similarity to those existing in

the case of a volatile liquid (p. 119), where the possibility of hdiuid

and vapour existing side by side is also associated with a definilr

pressure, which increases with rising temperature but is independent

of the relative or absolute amounts of the two forms. In tliis case

.also, the existence of chlorine hydrate in contact with gaseous chlorine

and solution is regulated only by a relation between pressure and

temperature, and the quantity relations have no influence.

A difterence exists here, however, in so flrr as, in the condition of

equilibrium, there are present, not two phases (p. 128), but three, viz.

chlorine hydrate, s.aturatcd aqueous solution of chlorine, and gaseous

chlorine. This is due to the fact tluxt we .are not now dealing with

the erpulibrium of a single subst.ance, as in the case of w.ater, but with

two substances, water and chlorine. In the same measure as the

number of substances increases, the number of phases which can exist

side by side also increases.

Just as water along with vivpour or along with ice, i.e. two phases

of water, can exist side by side at different temperatures, but three

phases, viz. water, vapour, and ice, only .at one single temper.aturc, so in

the present case there can exist three phases side by side .at different

temperatures, and there must be a single point at which four phases

can be present. Such a point is got when we assume ice as fourth

phase. As a matter of fact, ice, chlorine hydrate, chlorine water, aiul

chlorine gas c.an exist side by side at the temperature -0*24°. This
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possilnlity, however, is restricted to this one temperature : if the

temperature be raised, the ice disappears and three phases remain
;

if

the temperature be lowered, the chlorine water disappears, passing into

ice and chlorine hydrate, and again three phases ai'e left.

The pressure also, as well as the temperature, is definite at this

point. It amounts to 24 '4 cm. If it be increased, the gaseous chlorine

disappears
;

if it be reduced, one of the other phases disap[)ears.

All these relations are quite similar to those obtaining for one sub-

staiiee, oidy the number of the phases has been increased by one, by
which number, also, the components have been increased. AVe are

here dealing with a quite general law, which was established by W.
(libhs. This “phase law” is expressed by the formula

P + F=:C+2.

In this formula, P denotes the number of the phases, F the

degrees of freedom, in the sense given on p. 128. C is the number of

the components in the system considered. In the case of one com-

ponent the sum of the phases and the degrees of freedom is three, ie.

oiic-phasc systems have two, two-phase systems one, and three-phase

systems no degrees of freedom, as has been shown in the case of water

(and of every other substance Avhich can occur in difierent states). In

systems of two components four phases arc required to produce a

system with no degrees of freedom, and every three-phase system has

one degree of freedom
;
in w^ater and chlorine we have just had an

('xample of this. In what follows we shall find manifold application

of this important law.

Chemical Properties of Chlorine.—Chlorine is a substance of

groat chemical activity, and, unlike oxygen, manifests this even at

ordinary temperatures. This is not due to a much greater amount of

energy becoming available when chlorine acts on other substances than
when the corresponding processes take place with oxygen

;
on the

contrary, it is pretty much the same in both cases. The greater

cliemical activity of chlorine is rather to be attributed to the greater
velocity with which its reactions proceed at ordinary temperatures,
compared with those of oxygen.

One can convince oneself of this readiness to act by means of com-
hiistion experiments which are (piite similar in appearance to those
^vith oxygen, in which, however, the other substances do not require
le be first ignited. On the contrary, they ignite spontaneously.

fhus, a ball of Dutch metal (which consists chiefly of copper)
of thin copper-foil, immediately becomes incandescent when thrown

into a l^ottle containing chlorine, and the chlorine compound of copper
IS formed. The metal antimony forms a rain of fire when allowed
0 tall in the form of a fine powder into chlorine. Phosphorus intro-

^ need into chlorine likewise ignites spontaneously, and burns with a
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livid flame forming a greenish-white solid substance which settles on

the sides of the bottle.

Combustion without Oxygen.—We have here phcnomenu

which show all the characteristics of the combustions in oxygen gas.

From this we must therefore draw the conclusion that combination

with oxygen is not necessary for combustion in the wider sense. On
the contrary, other chemical processes can give rise to these phenomena

if they take place with sufficient velocity, and with the development of

so much heat that the products of reaction are thereby raiscul to

incandescence, i.e. to at least 500®.

If gaseous substances or vapours are formed in the reaction, we

obtain the phenomenon of flame which is formed by the incandescent

gas
;
otherwise, one sees only incandescent liquid or solid masses, as

in the case of the combustion of iron (p. 64).

If one bears in mind what was said on p. 65 concerning rapid com-

bustion, it will be at once seen that the characteristic phenomena in

the case of the action of chlorine depend on the fact that (!ven at

ordinary temperatures the velocity of the chemical processes has a

largo value.

Sub-Chlorides and Chlorides.—In a manner similar to the

cases already mentioned, chlorine is able to combine with most of the

elements. The metals, especially, are capable of yielding such com-

pounds. The names of these compounds arc formed by adding the

word chloride to the name of the other clement; thus, copper chloride,

antimony chloride. By this nomenclature we can, when the chlorine

is capable of forming different compounds with the same element, dis-

tinguish several degrees. In this case the compound containing less

chlorine is called sub-clikmAh; that containing more chlorine, cJdorid'.'

If still more stages have to be expressed, the lowest is dcsignuti'd

proto-, and the highest super-, hyper-, or perchloride.

Of the diflferent compounds which can be formed from chlorine ^ve

shall mention still one example. If the metal sodium is placed in

tube through which a current of chlorine is passing, and is gently

warmed, the two elements combine with great energy and with greid

development of heat. The product of the reaction is a white crystal

line substance, which is readily soluble in water, has a saline taste, ntid

can in no way be distinguished from common mlt. The chemical minu'

for common salt must therefore be sodium chloride, since it is foinied

from the elements chlorine and sodium.

Chlorine and Hydrogen.—One of the most important com-

pounds of chlorine is that with hydrogen. If a jet of hydrogen

be ignited and the flame introduced into a cylinder with chlorine (Fig

' In English, it is customary to express these relations by the terminutions -ons :ni‘l

-ic alli.ved to tin? name of the metal. Thus, copper sub-chloride is called cui'ioU''

cldoride, and the higher chloride, cupric chloride. Similarly also, mercurous chlori*!'’

and mercuric chloride, ferrous chloride and ferric chloride, etc.—Tr.
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GO), the hydrogen continues to burn
;
only the colour of the flame

changes from blue to a whitish green. The combustion continues

some time, but the flame

finally goes out and the

greenish colour of the

chlorine in the cylinder

has now disappeared.

In its place is a colour-

less gas which, in contact

with the moist air, forms

a dense, white mist, and

is much more readily

absorbed by water than

chlorine. If the cylinder

is rinsed out with water, a

lifjuid with a strong acid

taste is obtained, which

docs not bleach blue

litmus pa])er, as chlorine

does, but changes the _
colour to red. fio. m. —

It can bo conjectured

what is produced in the combustion of chlorine and hydrogen.

Hydrochloric acid we already know to be a sul)stance from which

chlorine and hydrogen can be obbiined
;
accordingly, hydrochloric acid

is to be looked for as the product of the interaction of these two
gases.

As a matter of fact, the same properties arc shown by the acpieous

solution of the product of condmstion as by hydrochloric acid. In a

dilute state it has a strong acid taste and reddens litmus paper. It is

true that there are a number of other substances which also have these

properties
;

still one can .satisfy onc.self by means of reactions which
are given only by hydrochloric acid, that hydrochloric acid is, indeed,

the oidy substance formed in the combustion of hydrogen in chlorine.

Indirect Formation of Hydrochloric Acid.—The compound
<»f chlorine with hydrogen can be formed not only when the latter

clement is present in the free state, but also in very many cases by
die action of chlorine on compounds containing hydrogen.

An example of this has already been given in the decomposition of
'cater by chlorine under the influence of light (p. 169). A similar

P'oeess is seen in a more striking manner by introducing a piece of

paper moistened with turpentine into a bottle of chlorine. Turpentine
c'Jtisists of hydrogen and carbon

;
with the former, chlorine combines

*dt(!r a few moments with evolution of much heat and the production
a dark-red flame. At the same time, the carbon separates out as a

‘lack soot. That hydrochloric acid has been formed in this reaction,
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is found on washing out the contents of the bottle with water
;
these

exhibit exactly the same properties as were shown by the product of

the combustion of hydrogen in chlorine.

The burning of a wax candle in chlorine depends on the same

relations. Wax also consists chiefly of hydrogen and carbon (along

with some oxygen). If a burning wax candle be introduced into

bottle of chlorine, it continues to burn
;

at the same time, howevei-,

the dame becomes dusky red in colour and emits large quantities of

soot or carbon, since the chlorine cannot, under these conditions,

combine with the carbon. In this case, also, the formation of

hydrogen chloride can be easily demonstrated.

Some of the important technical applications of chlorine depend

on its power of withdrawing hydrogen from substances containing it

and therefore destroying them, ?>. converting them into other

substances. •

On the one hand, chlorine is used for bleaching. The vegetable

fibres from which textile fabrics and paper are made arc generally not

colourless, as it is desirable they should be for use or for being further

dyed, but contain natural dyes which must be removed from them.

For this purpose they are treated with chlorine, which removes

hydrogen from the dyes and converts them into other, non-colomed

compounds.

Along with this dehydrogenising action, omiation takes place by

means of the chlorine. This depends on the co-operation of water,

which, as we have already seen, is decomposed by chlorine with

elimination of oxygen. If this process takes place in the presence of

other substances which can form oxygen compounds, these are formed

with special readiness, i.e. the substances are oxidised.

On the other hand, chlorine is used for disinfecting and sterilising.

This action also depends on the withdrawal of hydrogen from oi’ the

oxidation experienced by malodorous and other harmful substance's

through the agency of chlorine. Especially is chlorine a violent

poison for the small living organisms by whose activity rotting,

putrefaction, and such like, are caused, and which play a part in the

spread of certain diseases. The application of chlorine for such

purposes is, unfortunately, very greatly limited by the fact that it is

also a very harmful substance for the higher organisms, and on some-

what more prolonged action can give rise to serious symptoms.

Composition of Hydrogen Chloride.— The combination of

chlorine with hydrogen is, likewise, subject to the law of Gay-Luss;ic

regarding the volume ratios in the interaction between gases (p. 139).

In fact, chlorine and hydrogen combine in equal volumes, and the

hydrochloric acid gas formed occupies the same volume as was

previously occupied by the mixed gases. Whereas, therefore, there

was, in the formation of water vapour, a diminution from three

volumes to two, we have in the present case a combination without
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change of volume. The molar weight of hydrochloric acid gas is

therefore obtained as the half of the sum of the molar weights of

chlorine and hydrogen. This calculation is, in numbers,

C1., + H2 = 2HC1
70'90i 2-02- 2 x 36-46.

One can convince oneself of these relations, both by the decom-

position of hydrogen chloride, that i.s, by anali/si% and by the formation

of hydrogen chloride from its elements, that is, by si/nthesis.

When an electric current is conducted through hydrochloric acid

liy means of two platinum plates, chlorine appears at the one plate,

and hydrogen at the other. The energy wliich was set free on the

formation of the hydrogen chloride from chlorine and hydrogen and

on the solution of the hydrochloric acid gas in water, is again given

l)ack by the electric current, which therefore makes it possible for the

two eh'ments to separate in the free state. The details of this process

will later form the subject of exhaustive consideration
;
at this point,

we rest satisfied with the result that the hydrochloric acid is decom-

posed by the electric current, and that its elements are evolved

separately.

This experiment is performed in the apparatus shown in Fig. 56,

on p. 138. On starting the process by passing the electric current,

after the apparatus has been filled with strong hydrochloric acid, gas

is at first seen to be evolved only at one electrode
;

this gas is

hydrogen. At the other electrode there is only a yellow- green

coloration produced, because the chlorine evolved dissolves in the

hydrochloric acid. Gradually this becomes saturated with chlorine

and gas is evolved regularly at l>oth plates, or “ electrodt's.”

After the first portions of gas have been allowed to escape, by
opening the taps, it is easy to satisfy oneself that the two limbs of the

ap])aratus become simultaneously filled with ecpial volumes of gas, and
that, as a matter of fact, therefore, equal volumes of the two gases are

produced in the decomposition of hydrochloric acid.

That one of the gases is hydrogen, is shown by the fact that it

hums with a blue flame in the air. The other gas can be recognised
as chlorine, even by its colour

;
the smell and the bleaching action on

a piece of litmus paper, confirm this.

Formation of Hydrogen Chloride from its Elements.— If, on
the other hand, a mixture of equal volumes of chlorine and hydrogen

prepared, it can be ignited by an electric spark in the same way as

detonating gas, and is completely converted, with explosion, into hydro-
^'hloric acid. In this case, however, there are some remarkable pheno-
laena to be observed.

It is not only by rise of temperature that a mixture of equal
' ohimes of chlorine and hydrogen, which, on account of the similarity

mentioned, is called chlorine detonating gas, passes into hydrogen
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chloride
;
UgM^ also, has the property of bringing about this combina-

tion. Weak light, such as subdued day-light in a room, acts rather

slowly
;
strong light, such as the rays of the sun, produces such rapid

action that a violent explosion takes place.

The experiment can be carried out in the following manner. A
white glass bottle is filled, in the ordinary way, with chlorine, and

another of equal capacity, with hydrogen. After the removal of the

corks from both bottles, the one containing hydrogen is placed, mouth

downwards, on the bottle containing chlorine. This operation must be

carried out in a room illuminated only by a candle standing at some

distance. To ensure a more air-tight junction, an indiarubber ring

can be placed between the two bottles and, for

convenience of manipulation, these can be clamped

together in a frame (Fig. 61 ). By inverting tlie

^ bottles several times, the contents are mixed; the

bottles are then separated, closed with the corks and

wrapped in black paper or placed in light-tight,

cardboard cases.

If one of these bottles bo now placed in diivct

sunlight, taking care that no harm can be done by

the glass splinters which fly about, a violent

explosion takes place. If, on the other hand, the

other bottle be allowed to stand uncovered in a

corner of the room, not too brightly illuminated, no

change, apparently, takes place in it. After some

time, however, varying according to the strength

of the light, the green colour of the chlorine dis

appears and the contents of the bottle a])pt'ai'

colourless. If, now, the neck of the Imttle be placed

under mercury and the cork removed, neither does gas pass out nor

mercury enter, which shows that the combination of the tAvo gases has

taken place without change of volume.^

If the l)ottle ])e now placed over water, the latter dissolves tlie

hydrogen chloride and rushes with great rapidity into the bottle. As

a rule, a small gaseous residue is loft, because, under the conditions of

the experiment, it is not possible either to have the gases quite pure or

exactly in the proper proportions. That hydrochloric acid has been

produced, is shown by the water having an acid taste and reddening

blue litmus paper.

Electrolytic Preparation of Chlorine Detonating Gas.—The
same relations can be observed in a more convenient manner aial

independently of sunlight, as follows. Concentrated hydrochloric

’ Sometimes, if the gases were not dry, some mercury passes into the bottle, part of

the liydroehloric acid which was produced having dissolved in the water present. 1 r

necessary, therefore, to see that the gases are dry, and the simplest way is to 1111

bottle with hydrogen also l>y displacement, the bottle being inverted and gas passed i»

through a lube reaching to the top.
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acid is decomposed by the electric current in the vessel A (Fig. 62),

which is furnished with two electrodes of carbon (thin arc-light

carbons), or of platinum. Under these conditions the gases produced

immediately mix and, after the evolution has been going on for half

or a whole hour, in the right proportions. In the bulbs which are

blown on the delivery tube, there are a few drops of water, to free the

gases from the hydrochloric acid which they cany over. Attached to

the delivery tube is a series of glass bulbs blown out of thin glass and
couuected by thin-walled capillaries; they may be 4 to 6 cm. in

diameter. These are filled with the explosive mixture by displace-

ment. Since this is heavier than air, the row of bulbs is placed in an
upright position and the gas passed in at the foot. All this must be

done in a weak light, with exclasion of daylight
;
for this purpose the

light is most conveniently supplied by a lamp with yellow cylinder,

such as is used for photographic purposes. After the gas has been
passing for at least half an hour, precautions being taken to carry ofi‘

die excess, the two ends of the row of bulbs are closed, for the time
being, with wax

; one then proceeds to melt off the bulbs from one
another.

Although the chlorine detonating gas can be caused to explode by
lieat, the capillaries can, without danger, be softened in a small gas
llame and closed by drawing out. The gas which is directly heated
hiitns, certainly, to hydrochloric acid, but the combustion does not
pass into the bulbs, because the heat which is developed is taken up
by the glass walls of the tube.

With the bulbs of chlorine detonating gas prepared in this way,
the experiments described can also be carried out ; the explosion of
nese is unattended with risk, since the light glass splinters can scarcely

<la any damage. Instead of sunlight, burning magnesium can be used
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to bring a])Out the explosion : either magnesium powder is placed in u

glass tube 1 cm. wide and blown into a flame, or a lamp is employed

such as is used in taking flash-light photographs.

Photochemical Actions—It follows from the experiments dc

scribed, that the action of light on the chlorine detonating gas,

similarly to that on chlorine water (p. 1G9), consists in increasing the

vdocity of combination of the two components. It has been repeatedly

explained that there is reason to suppose that in every system in which

a chemical process can take place, that process really does take place,

although often only with an immeasurably small velocity. In the cas('

of the chlorine detonating gas, also, we may make such an assumption,

and the action of light consists in increasing this immeasurably small

velocity to a measurable one.

In fact, it has been shown by appropriate investigations, that the

velocity of transformation of the chlorine detonating gas into hydro-

chloric acid is proportional to the strength of the light acting.

" The manner of this action is still somewhat obscure. We nuisi

l)y no means assume that the energy of the light is expended in biiiig

ing about the I’oaction. No energy is consumed in the combination of

the gases
;
on the contrary, a liurly large amount of energy is set free,

as follows from the phenomena of explosion, and the spontaneous

transmission of the combustion through a tube at the end of which it

is initiated. From the observation that com})letely dry chlorine

detonating gas is scarcely sensitive to light, combined with some other

facts, it becomes probable that we are dealing here with a rather

complicated process which takes place with the co-operation of the

elements of water.

Hydrochloric Acid.— Hydrochloric acid is met with in comincrci'

as a liquid like water, which, in the pure state, is colourless; the crude

hydrochloric acid, however, is generally coloured yellow througli con-

tamination with iron. This is not the pure compound hydrogen chloride,

))ut a solution of it in water. Pure hydrogen chloride is a g/is, mid

as such is difficult to employ and to transport. A solution of it in

water, containing rather more than a third of its weight of hydrogen

chloride, is therefore used. Solutions containing this amount or more

of hydrogen chloride fume in the air, gas being given off; solutions

containing less than 20 per cent of hydrogen chloride no longer fume

at the room temperature.

In order to obtain pure hydrogen chloride gas from its solution,

commercial hydrochloric acid, it is necessary to withdraw the water

from the latter. We have already learned tliat concentrated sulphnrir

acid can be used for such purposes. Accordingly, our apparatus con-

sists of a bottle through the cork of which pass a dropping-funnel aiul

delivery tube. The tube of the dropping-funnel, which is filled with

fuming hydrochloric acid, is drawn out to a narrow point and reached’

to the bottom of the flask. If the tap be opened and the hydrochloric
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acid allowed to pass slowly into the sulphuric acid, the water is taken

up by the latter and the hydrogen chloride escapes as a gas.

The upper part of the generating flask does not become coloured

;

hydrogen chloride is, therefore, colourless. It cannot be collected over

water, nor can it be collected well by displacement, since it is only

slightly heavier than air. It can, however, bo collected over mercury,

since this is not attacked by hydrogen chloride when both substances

are ])ure.

" The use of mercury for collecting such gases as are readily dis-

solved by Avater is due to Priestley (1780), and was, at the time, an

im})ortanb invention, since it directly led to the knowledge of quite a

nunil)er of gases which arc dissolved by water, and of which, therefore,

one could previously know nothing. The mercury trough which is

used in such operations is generally made of porcelain, and of such a

form that the quantity of this rather expensive metal required to fill

it is as small as possible.

Properties of Hydrogen Chloride.—Hydrogen chloride is a

colourless gas, the density of which amounts to 3
6
’5, corresponding to

the foi-mula IlCl. It is, therefore, a little heavier than air. Py
piessure and cold, it can be converted into a liquid; at -113“ it

solidifies. The liquid boils under atmospheric pressure at - 80“
;

its

pressure at 0" amounts to ii‘8 atm.

Liquid hydrogen chloride is a colourless, rather indifterent liquid,

exhibiting little of the chemical reactivity which can be observed in

tin; case of its aqueous solution. The lupiid neither acts on metals,

nor reddens litmus, nor, when Avater is carefully excluded, does it

show any of the other properties of acids. This remarkable contrast
to the behaviour of the acpieous solution has great significance and
"ill be explained later.

Of the other properties of hydrogen chloride the most striking is

Its great solubility in water. At room
temperature, one volume of Avater absorbs

LjO volumes of the gas. By the absorp-

l^thn, a large quantity of heat is developed,

"hich points to a reaction betAveen the

"ater and the hydrogen chloride gas.

reaction is of a special kind, and
"'ll be discussed more fully at a later

l>"iiit.

O'e great solubility of hydrogen
^I'loride in water can be shown by blowing
‘‘ little Avater up through the mercury to
^1'^ gas collected in a cylinder, by means

pipette bent at the lower end. The
|«ercury immediately ascends and, if the

tio. os.

gJis IS again fills the cylinder. There generally remains, it is
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true, a bubble of air unabsorbed, sinee it is very difficult to remove

the last traces of foreign gases.

The water Avhich was added has been converted, by the absorj)tioii

of the hydrogen chloride, into hydrochloric acid. If a piece of metallic

magnesium be introduced under the mercury and allowed to pass up

to the hydrochloric acid, it decomposes this, combining with the

chlorine and liberating the hydrogen. When the evolution of gas has

ceased, it is easy to convince oneself that the gas is hydrogen and that

its volume is half that occupied by the hydrogen chloride gas.^

Absorption of Hydrogen Chloride by Water.~In passin^^

hydrogen chloride gas in comparatively large quantity into water for

the purpose of preparing

aqueous hydrochloric acid,

some precautions must he

observed on account of the

violence of the absorption.

The apparatus used for this

purpose is shown in Fig.

64. The hydrogen chloride

gas is generated in J
;
U

is an empty wash- bottle,

and G a wash -bottle half

filled with water. The two

wash-bottles are connected

up opposed to one another,

so that in B the gas enters

through the short and

escapes through the long

tube
;

G, in the reverse manner, receives the gas through the long

tube. When the gas is evolved, it first fills the empty bottle J>, and

then passes over into 6’, where it is absorbed by the water; the

admixed air escapes through the short tube. If, now, for any reason,

the evolution of gas should cease, the water would, if the bottle

were not there, pass back into the generating flask on account

of the absorption of the gas
;

by the action of the water

on the concentrated sulphuric acid, an explosion might result,

and, in any case, the experiment would be spoiled. The bottle

B guards against this contingency. If regurgitation should occur,

the water cannot get further than and if the pressure in A is further

* To ensure the success of the experitaent, the apparatus must be previously ciirefulb

as, otherwise, the volume of the hydrogen chloride, on account of its great sulu-

bility in water, appears too small. Also, one must not omit to bring the gas under tli«

same pressureas at the commencement of the experiment Thisismost simplyaccomplidad

by closing the cylinder under mercury; placing it in -a large vessel of water, and sitikii'g

it until the level of the water outside and inside is the same. It is here presu])p‘^'^^'‘

that in measuring the hydrogen chloride over mercury, that gas also was under

])heric pressure.
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reduced, air passes from C through the liquid in B. When the

pressure in A again rises, the liquid is first forced over from B into

C again, and the absorption goes on regularly.

Besides the one described, there are many other safety arrange-

ments to prevent the liquid passing back into the generator. One of

tlic simplest of these consists in inserting an open funnel tube in the

cork of the generator itself (Fig. 64). It will be easy for the reader

himself to work out the action of this in the case of diminished

pressure.

When somewhat larger quantities of hydrogen chloride are dis-

solved in water, the temperature of the solution rises to an undesirable

height, owing to the heat developed in the process. The solution is

therefore cooled by placing the bottle in cold water or surrounding it

with ice.

In the commercial preparation of hydrochloric acid, the hydrogen

chloride is, of course, not prepared by the method employed by us.

It is obtained by the action of sulphuric acid on common salt, accord-

ing to a chemical reaction, the theory of which cannot be developed till

later (Chap. XII.).

Hydrogen Chloride and Water.—Most gases dissolve in water

to a much less extent than hydrogen chloride, and the absorption

follows a law discovered by Henry, which states that the amount

dissolved is proportional to the pressure. In the case of hydrochloric

acid, this law is not even approximately fulfilled
;
on the contrary, the

greater portion of the gas is absorbed independently of the pressure,

and an increase of pressure effects oidy a small increase in the amount

dissolved.

This behaviour points to the fact that in the case of the absorp-

tion of hydrogen chloride a special chemical process also takes part.

This process consists in the elements of hydrogen chlm'ide passing, inagueous

’^olidion, into another condition. It is very remarkable that anhydrous liquid

hydrogen chloride does not exhibit the properties of an acid (p. 179),

although it contains the elements of one. This is due to the fact that

the characteristic properties of acids are not exhibited by the com-

ponents of hydrogen chloride until this is converted, through solution

ill water, into the other condition.

When, therefore, hydrogen chloride is dissolved in water, two pro-

cesses occur. One portion of the acid, which is all the greater the

more dilute the solution, passes into the new condition; another

portion dissolves unchanged as hydrogen chloride. The first portion

does not follow Henry’s law of the absorption of gases, but only the

-second. For this reason, the amount absorbed increases more slowly

than the pressure.

There is a further remarkable phenomenon connected with this.

Hydrogen chloride, in the pure state, boils at - 102° under atmospheric

pi’essure
; water boils at + 100°. One would suppose, therefore, that
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the boiling points of aqueous solutions of hydrochloric acid would lie

between these two temperatures. This, however, is the case only for

very concentrated solutions
;
more dilute solutions, on the other liatul,

boil at a higher temperature than water, so that by the addition of

the very volatile substance to water, the volatility is not increased but

diminished.

The relation between composition and boiling point is represcTited

by the curve (Fig. 65), in which the percentage content of hydrogen

chloride is measured on

the horizontal axis, and

the boiling points under

atmospheric pressure on

the vertical. As can

be seen, the curve

reaches a maximum at

110", corresponding to

a 20% solution, and all

other mixtures boil

lower than the 20
;

acid.

This fact causes the

following behaviour on

distillation. We
mise that, on distilla-

tion, the composition of

a mixture can evidently

change only in such a

way that the boiling

point riseSy for the more

volatile, i.e. the lower

boiling portion, must

pass over first, and tln^

residue must therefore, necessarily, boil higher than the original

mixture. If now the strength of the acid solution is below 20

lower boiling, more dilute acid must distil over, and a stronger, higher

boiling acid remains behind. This continues until the residue contains

20% of hydrogen chloride. An acid of this strength cannot leavi; a

higher boiling residue, for it is itself the highest boiling mixture ;
it

must, therefore, distil over imchangedy and this has been shown by

experiment to be the case.

Conversely, if one starts with a stronger acid than 20%, a still

stronger acid must distil over, for the weaker acid has the higher boil-

ing point, and therefore remains behind. But this separation, also,

cannot be carried on indefinitely, |or w^n the content of the solution

roaches 20%, no acid of higher boiling point can be formed, beauis*^

there is no such, and the liquid must distil over unchanged.

? 60

Fir„ C5.
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We may therefore start with an acid of any concentration
;
on

distillation, there ultimately always remains behind an acid of 20^,
and a distillate consisting of a more dilute or more concentrated acid

will be obtained according as one started with an acid containing less

or more than 20% of hydrogen chloride.

The error has often been made of regarding this constiint boiling

acid as a definite chemical compound. It is not one, for the com-

position of the constant boiling acid is dependent on the pressure

under which the distillation is carried out. Under 2 ’3 atm., the

mixture contains 18%, under 0-066 atm., 23%, of acid.

On the contrary, on the basis of what has been said above, we
may state the general theorem that every solution, the boiling point of

which is higher than that of the neighbouring solutions on either side

of it, will distil with constant composition. By quite similar reasoning

it is easy to convince oneself that solutions, also, the boiling point of

which is lower than that of the neighbouring solutions on either side,

cannot be separated by distillation. In this case, however, the solution

of unchanging composition appears not in the residue but in the

distillate.

Finally, the relations which have been described for hydro-

chloric acid give the explanation of a phenomenon which appears

strikingly in the case of hydrogen chloride gas^ and which is also

noticeable in the case of concentrated hydrochloric acid, viz., the fuming
of this substance in air. It is known that hot water fumes or forms a

mist in the air, because, as a result of its higher temperature, it gives

olT more water vapour than can remain in the gaseous state at the

temperature of the air. Water, however, of the temperature of the
air can never form a mist, for it cannot possibly give off’ more
vapour than can be contained in the vapour form in the air. Con-
eeiitratcd hydrochloric acid, however, fumes even without being
warmed.

The reason of this is that the evaporating hydrogen chloride

encounters water vapour in the air, with which it forms a liquid the
vapour pressure of which is much smaller than that of the concen-
trated acid. This solution must, therefore, be precipitated in the
form of a mist. Dilute acid does not fume, for the reason that its

''•qiGurs cannot form a less volatile solution with the water vapour in
tile air, since they contain more water than the difficultly volatile 20%
acid. On the other hand, the concentrated acid fumes only in moist

;
if acid, however concentrated, be placed in a bottle the interior

vvhich is dried with sulphuric acid, no trace of fumes or mist is

seen.

From these considerations we may conclude that every substance
which can form with water a solution (or compound) of considerably
wgher boiling point, must fume in moist air, whereas this cannot
“‘‘^ppen with substances which do not have that property. We shall
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later frequently have an opportunity of applying and confirming this

theorem.

Properties of Acids.— Hydrochloric acid, or the aqueous solution

of liydrogeii chloride, is a strong acid. In the name add there is

summed up a whole series of properties possessed in common by snl)-

stances of different composition. Of these properties the longest

known is the acid taste, which, as we know, is possessed by viny

different substances. A second property shown by all substances witli

acid taste, is the power of reddening the colouring-matter litmus

(p. 150). A third common property is that of evolving hydrogen wlnui

brought into contact with certain metals, such as zinc or magnesium.

This last is, for us, the most important property of all. One can

test whether it is a property of all acid substances by bringing acid

liquids of all kinds, such as vinegar, acid fruit-juices, dilute hydro-

chloric acid or sulphuric acid, a solution of citric acid, etc., in contact

with magnesium powder. In all cases, a more or less vigorous evolu-

tion of gas takes place, and on testing the gas, it is found to l)e

hydrogen.

If we introduce the name acid for the substances possessing these

properties, we can say that all acids contain hydrogen, which they

evolve under the action of magnesium. The objection might be raised,

that the hydrogen comes from the water in which all the acids w(‘i'('

dissolved; with regard to hydrochloric acid, however, we already know

that it contains hydrogen, and the same has been proved by chemical

analysis with regard to the others. On the other hand, water does

not appreciably act on magnesium at room temperature.

The properties we have just described arc not possessed by all

hydrogen compounds
;
they are wanting in the case of water, and also

in the case of spirit of wine, petroleum, stearin, etc. It is easy to

satisfy oneself that these substances contain hydrogen, by setting them

on fire and holding over the flame a clean, dry glass
;

it is immediately

covered with a dew of water drops. The hydrogen of the acids, there-

fore, must also be in the special condition mentioned on p. 181, hy

reason of Avhich it acquires properties belonging only to the acid'-

'Fhese special relations we shall immediately explain.

Acids and Bases.—The properties which we have employed fm

the identification of acids disappear when caustic soda (p. Ifd)) i"

added to the acid liquids. This is seen most clearly in the case of the

colour change with litmus. Dilute hydrochloric acid is coloured red

by a drop of litmus solution. If a solution of caustic soda is now

gradually added to this, the colour at first remains unchanged, then

blue patches, which disappear on stirring, are seen in the liquid where

the caustic soda drops, and finally, the whole liquid suddenly becomes

l)lue. By working carefully, it is easy to recognise that the blue

colour is produced by a single drop of the caustic soda solution.

At the same time, all the other properties of the acids have dis-
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appeared. The liquid no longer tastes acid and does not evolve

hydrogen with magnesium powder. The same experiments can 1)C

performed with all the other acids.

A chemical reaction must therefore have taken place by the inter-

action of hydrochloric acid and caustic soda, the product of which is

ol)tained by evaporating the liquid. A residue is obtained which, in

all its properties, proves to be common mlt.

Now, we know that common salt consists of chlorine and sodium

(p. 172). If caustic soda and hydrochloric acid yield common .salt, the

other substances contained in them must have been converted into

something else. These other .substances are hydrogen from the

hydrochloric acid, and oxygen plus hydrogen from the caustic soda.

That makes up, however, the composition of water, and water is, in

fact, the second product formed by the action of hydrochloric acid on

caustic soda.

The relations are seen more clearly when the reaction is expressed

in formuhe :

—

NaOII + HCl = NaCl + HA).

The formation of water can likewise be proved by experiment. If dry

hydrogen chloride gas is passed over some pieces of caustic soda, water

vapour is formed with great evolution of heat, and can l)e condensed
;

after sufficiently long action, common salt remains as the residue.

There are many other substances which, like caustic soda, neutralise

the properties of acids, giving rise to new substances accompanied by
the formation of water. So far as they are soluble in water, they can

!)(' easily identified by the fact that they restore the blue colour to

litmus, which has been made red by acids, and withdraw from the

acids the property of evolving hydrogen with magnesium or other

uietals. They are the same substances as we previously (p. 151)
got to know as being compounds of metals with hydroxyl, and which
we called bases.

" The name base (foundation) is due to the fact that these sub-

stances represent the non-volatile constituent of salts, whereas most of

the acids can be more or less easily expelled by heating. That portion

''Tiich is more stable to heat was formerly regarded as the more
diiportant and was called the foundation or base.

Combining Proportions between Acids and Bases.—The
process which takes place between bases and acids and which gives

to the formation of a salt along with water, presupposes a per-

fectly definite ratio between the amounts of each. If we add a base
an acid, as much of the hydrogen will disappear as is necessary for

^l^j' formation of water with the hydroxyl, viz., TOl gm. hydrogen to
II'OI gm. hydroxyl. So long as hydrogen is in excess, the liquid will
exhibit an acid reaction, for this is not interfered with by the presence

the other substances. By continued addition of the base, a point
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will at last be reached when all the hydrogen has disappeared, and

there is no excess of the base. Such a liquid will therefore exliil.it

the reactions neither of acids nor of bases
;

it will, for exainjile, colour

litmus neither blue nor red, but will leave its purple colour unchaiige.l.

Such a li(iuid is called ventral. This property is possessed by waU-r

and by the solutions of most of the salts. For example, common

salt forms neutral solutions.

Use can be made of these phenomena for many purposes. If ii

is a (piestion of forming salts from acids and bases, litmus is used, best

applied on paper, to determine if the components have been emjiloycd

in the proper proportions
;
so long as blue litmus paper is coloured

red, there is too little base; if red is coloured blue, there is too littir

acid.

'' Litmus ])aper can also be used to show whether a salt is free

from contamination with acid or hase.

Rociprocal Estimation of Acids and Bases. The most

important application of these phenomena, however, is to the determin-

ation of the quaTitity or the concentration of acitls and l>ases. If the

same solution of caustic soda he always used, the amount of it re<juii ed

to neutralise dilferent solutions of an acid will be proportional to the

quantities of the acid.

The method of determination based on this is carrit'd out :is

follows. The solution of caustic

soda is contained in a tube of

1 to 2 cm. diameter, graduated

by means of etched lines into

cubic centimetres and fractions

of these, and closed at the

lower end by a tap. Iba

most purposes a piece ot

rubber tubing can be used,

which is pressed together hy

a brass pinch-cock
;

fui'th(T,

for the sake of the better

regulation of the outflow a

narrow glass tube, drawn out

to a point, is inserted in the

lower end. This apparatus is

called a hnrette (Fig. G6).

To determine the amount

of acid in any given sainphy

e.g. of dilute hydrochloric

acid, a drop of litmus solution

is added
;
the burette is fillet'

to the zero mark of the graduation with caustic soda solution, enre

being taken that no air bubbles are present in the tap and the
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outflow jet. The caustic soda is then allowed to flow into tlie

acid until the red colour of this suddenly changes to blue. The

approach of this point can l)e seen, since, shortly before it is reached,

blue patches, which at first disappear on stirring, are formed where

the caustic soda flows into the acid. The caustic soda is then added

drop by drop, and the amount by which the*blue coloration is pro-

duced can be obtained to within one drop. The amount of soda

solution used can be read on the graduation of the burette, and from

that the amount of acid can be calculated.

For this purpose the strength of the caustic soda solution must be

known. As a rule, it is prepared so as to contain one combining

weight, equal to 40'06 gm. of caustic soda, in one litre of solution.

Such a solution is called normal. Exactly a litre of this solution is

ic(juired to neutralise as much acid as contains I'Ol gm. hydrogen;

for example, 36 ’46 gm. hydrogen chloride. If n cc. of the soda solu-

tion have been used, there must have been
n X 36 ‘46

gm. hydrogen

chloride present.

As a rule, it is not a matter of determining the absolute amount of

acid, but the concentration of given solutions. To ascertain this, the

acid contained in a definite amount of the solution lias to be deter-

inincd. This amount can be weighed out, but it is more con-

venient to measure it volumetrically. For this purjiose,

apparatus called pipetles are used (Fig. 67). They consist

of narrow glass tubes, widened in the middle, and are made
of such a size as to contain, up to a mark on the neck, a round

nundier of cubic centimetres. To fill them, the liquid is sucked

up past the mark
;
they are then closed by the forefinger and

the liquid is allowed to run out exactly to the mark. Their

contents are then emptied into the vessel in which the determin-

ation is to be made.
l>y the operation of neutralisation from a burette, or

“titration,” the amount of acid in the measured volume is

i'J^certained, and from that it is easy to calculate the amount
contained in unit volume, that is, the concentration. If, for

cxanqile, we have measured oil s cc. of acid with the pipette

‘Old have used n cc. of normal soda solution, the concentration

equal to 7i/s combining weights in a litre, or ?i/ 1000s
a cubic centimetre. If M is the combining weight, MnJlOOOs

the amount of the substance in grams in a cubic centimetre.

Volumetric Analysis.—This method of chemical measurement
means of liquids of known content, is called volumetric analysis^

‘'^ml the operation, titration. The method is not limited to the re-

ciprocal determination of acids and bases; on the contrary, there
me a number of other reactions which take place in aqueous solu-
tion accompanied by change of colour or other well-marked pheno-
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mena. On all such reactions methods of volumetric analysis can be

based.

Solutions which in one litre contain one combining weight of tlie

active substance in grams, are called normal} If they contain only a

tenth of this amount, they are called deci-normal (?i/10), and so on.

To prepare the solutions, the requisite quantities of tlie

substances are weighed out and introduced into flasks of

the desired capacity. This volume is exactly marked oil'

by a ring on the neck of the flask (Fig. 68). Such

vessels are called 'nmsuring flash.

Lastly, measuring ajlinders (Fig. 69) arc used in volu-

metric analysis where comparatively large quantities of

liquid have to be measured, the volume of which is not

given in round numbers. They consist of cylinders set

on a foot and furnished with etched graduation marks.

Ions.—It has already been several times point(!(l

out that the hydrogen of acids behaves in an essentially

different manner from the hydrogen of other compounds.

It always gives the same reactions, independently of what the oth(3r

components of the acids may be
;

for example, it is always displace-

able by magnesium and other metals, and to it the common property

of acids, that of reddening litmus, is due.

In the same the hydroxyl of bases always shows concordaiit

properties. It is the cause of the reddened litmus being changed to

blue, and on it depends the formation of new compounds, salts, with

the simultaneous production of water, under the action of acids.

These properties belong only to the hydroxyl of bases, and are not

shown by other hydroxyl compounds which are known
in large numbers.

A similar independence of the chemical properties of

the compounds possessing them, is shown in the case of

the salts. The following example will make this clear.

If a small quantity of a soluble silmr salt, e.g. silver

nitrate or lunar caustic (p. 57), is added to a dilute solution

of hydrochloric acid, a white precipitate is immediately pro-

duced which, on shaking, becomes flocculcnt and looks like

curdled milk, and which has the property of becoming grey

when exposed to light.

If, now, different salts are prepared from hydrochloric
~

acid, either by decomposing the acid with metals or saturating

it with bases, all these salts have the same property
;
they all yickl

the precipitate with silver saltS^ t»he metal with which the hydn^'

chloric acid has formed the salt influence on the production

and nature of the precipitate. *
i

’ III England it is customary to define a normal solution as one which contain*^

1 litre the hydrogen equivalent of the active agent weighed in grams.—Tr.
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Such a behaviour is by no means universal. In water and hydrogen

peroxide we have got to know compounds which contain hydrogen or

hydroxyl and still do not show the properties of acids or bases. Also,

there are numerous chlorine compounds which give no precipitate with

silver salts.

The survey of the chemical relations is, therefore, greatly facilitated

by collecting into one special class the compounds which show these

common reactions. It is ciilled the class of the salts in the wider

sense, acids and bases being included.

Salts are, therefore, characterised by the fact that in solution their

components give individual reactions which are in each case independ-

ent of the other component present in the salt. And this relation is

a reciprocal one
;
the second component also shows its own reactions,

independent of the first.

Thus, hydrochloric acid exhibits, on the one hand, the properties

of its component chlorine, by giving with silver solutions the pre-

cipitate described above. On the other hand, it exhibits the properties

of its component hydrogen, by evolving hydrogen with magnesium.

The former property it possesses in common with all salt-like com-

pounds of chlorine
;

the second, with all salt -like compounds of

hydrogen, i.e. with the acids.

These components of the salts which react independently of one

another, are called ions. The name has been borrowed from their

electrical properties, which will presently be discussed. In the acids,

therefore, hydrogen is present as hydrion; in the salt -like chlorides,

the chlorine is present as chloridion. The reddening of the litmus is

a property belonging to hydrion
;
the precipitation of the silver salts,

one belonging to chloridion.

The ions are therefore distinguished from the ordinary com-

ponents of chemical compounds by the fact that they always have the

same properties independently of the other ion along with which they

. occur. No less are they distinguished from the free elements or

compounds of the same composition by the fact that they have, in

the first place, other properties than these, and also that they can

occur only in pairs. Thus hydrion of the acids is quite different from

the ordinary gaseous hydrogen
;

for, whereas the former exhibits the

reactions of acids which have been several times mentioned, none of

these are shown by hydrogen gas, and whereas hydrogen gas is gaseous

‘Old dissolves only slightly in water, hydrion is known only in solution.

Further, hydrion can be observed only in aqueous solutions of the

acids in which the other components of the acids are simultaneously

present which also have the properties of the ions. Thus, the other

ion of hydrochloric acid must be Aloridion, since it contains no other

component (p. 174). This el^^dion, again, has properties which are

identical, no matter in what compounds it occurs (p. 188), In this

tase also, chloridion is quite different frpm the element chlorine in the
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ordinary state. It has neither its colour, nor its smell, nor its bleach-

ing properties
;

also, it exists not as a gas, but only in solution.

AVc have already got to know one case in which two substances

have the same composition but nevertheless exhibit quite different

properties, namely oxygen and ozone. This phenomenon was called

allotropy (p. 80). In the same manner, we shall distinguish the gas

hydrogen from hydrion as being two allotropic conditions of the same

element
;
the same holds for chlorine and chloridion. Likewise, there

are complex ions which have the same chemical composition as oIIka

substances which are not ions, but exhibit quite different properties.

An example of this is hydroxyl and hydrogen peroxide. In the case

of compound substances, this phenomenon is called isotimisin, instead

of allotropy
;
compound ions are, therefore, isomeric with the non-ions

of the same composition.

The distinction between the allotropic forms of the same sub

stance, which was formerly (p. 80) recognised as essential, namely,

that the riiergif content of each is differefit, obtains also for the ions

and the non-ions of like composition. Between chlorine in the gaseous

and the ionic state, there exists a considerable difference of energy in

such a sense that the gas contains much more energy than the ion.

In the case of hydrogen, the difference is only a small one. Conversel\',

there are cases where the ion contains more energy than the other form.

Salts are Electrolytes.—The chemical relations of the salts

having led us to see in them a special class of compound substances

distinguished by the independent behaviour of their components, the

(|ucsti()n arises whether there are other properties common to the salts

connected with these special relations. Tlie answer is in the affiima

tive
;

the salts exhibit many other common properties which wc

sliall subserjuently get to know individually. One of these properties

is, however, so important and offers such far-reaching explanations

that we shall discuss it just now. It is the behaviour of the salts

towards the electric current.

As is known, substances behave differently towards the electric

current
;
some are conductors of it, others are non-conductors. Metals

are conductors
;

in sulphur we got to know a non-conductor (p. 7).

The conductors, again, are divided into two classes. To the first

belong the metals. Such conductors exj^erience, on the passage of tlic'

current, no other change than that they become warmer.

Conductors of the second class are chiefly acpieous solutions of

certain substances. Simultaneously with the conduction of the cuiTciit,

they undergo a chemical change, their components being chemically

separated and eliminated at the poi^t^ of connection with the metallic

conductor, or the “electrodes.” '

«

This phenomenon of decompe^on by the electric current, is

called dedroUfxk^ and the substances which show it, the conductors

of the second class, are called electrolytes. The metallic ends of the
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circuit ill contact with the electrolytes, are called ekctrodes. We have

.several times, previously, made use of the phenomena of electrolysis

for the purpose of separating and identifying the components of an

el(3ctrolyte in a simple manner (pp. H17 and 176).

The exhaustive investigation of the substances which possess the

property of electrolytes, has shown that they are ionic compounds or

suits, and only these. SnlU are eketroljjfe.'i^ i.e. the property of con-

ducting the electric current, with decomposition, is inseparable from

the i)rcsenco of independently reacting components or ions.

Thus, water, for example, is not an electrolyte.^ We can convince

(mi'sclves of this fact by means of the decomposition apiiaratus shown

ill iMg. 70. This consists of a beaker filled with the liquid to be investi-

Ltiitcd, to which the current from an electric cell (an accumulator) is

led by two electrodes of platinum. This metal is chosen because it is

tint attacked by the substances wdiich separate out at tlie electrodes

;

most of the other metals are not so resistant. To recognise the

liassiigc of the current any current indicator, ejj. an electric bell,

can be used. A measurement of the current can at the same time lie

'tlccted by using as indicator a current meter or ampere meter, which

must indicate hundredths of an ampen;.

If the vessel is filled with pure water and the circuit closed, the

uistrument shows no deflection. On adding a little hydrochloric acid,

soda, or common salt, to the liquid, a current forthwith passes,

die lueasuring instrument shows a deflection, and gas is evolved at the

clcetrodes.

Anions and Cations.—The more exact investigation of the

IHoccsscs which take place in electrolytes under the infiuenco of the

cuircnt, has yielded the following results.

The hydrogen of the acids always separates at the so-called

‘
^^i)eaking strictly, water is certainly an electrolyte, but it possesses this property to

‘HI exiH^cdingly small degree. A cu|e of water with a section of 1 sq. cm. conducts

"'t'r.sc than a column of mercury a million kilometres in length, having a section of 1 sq.

At a later stage we shall discuss the properties of water which depend on this small

''inductivity
;
we leave them out of account here, in order not to complicate the

'Inscription.
*
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negative electrode, i.e. the electrode at which the positive current

leaves the electrolyte to pass into the metallic conductor. At the

same electrode, the metals of the salts appear. This is readily seen if

a silver or copper salt be decomposed in the apparatus described : the

former metal forms long, needle-shaped crystals, the latter covers the

electrode with a red coating which exhibits the colour of pure cop|)er.

The ions which wander to the negative electrode and separute

out there, are called caliom^ and the electrode is called the mflimh'.

Hydrogen is the cation of acids
;
the metals are the cations of the

salts and bases.

At the second electrode chlorine appears in the decomposition of

hydrochloric acid and of the salt-like metallic chlorides, and can he

identified by its colour and its reactions. The ions which move in

the opposite direction to the cations are called miiom. Chlorine is

therefore the anion of hydrochloric acid and of the metallic chloridi s.

The electrode at which the anions separate is called the anode.

For the sake of shortness, we have hero, in the first place, dcsig

nated that which separates at the electrodes by the name of the ions.

It must, however, not be forgotten that the ions preserve their ionic

nature only in the solution.s. At the electrodes, the electric current

passes on through the metallic conductors, while the ions arc elimi-

nated at these points. In this process the ions are converted at the

electrodes into the allotropic or isomeric forms (p. 190), and this goes

hand in hand with a change in their electrical relations, which we shall

first of all consider.

The First Law of Faraday.—By a series of careful measiuc-

ments, Faraday, in 1833, cstjiblished the law that the amounts of tlie

substances which separate at the electrodes are strictly proportional

to the quantity of the electric current which was passed through the

electrolyte. From this the idea arises that the passage of the elcctii-

city through the electrolyte is united with the simultaneous movement

of the ions, so that no current at all can pass if it is not carried hy

the ions.

In accordance with the relation which wo have just stated to e.\i>t

between the direction of the current and the chemical nature of the

substances which separate out, the cations (hydrogen and metals in

ionic state) are to be regarded as the carriers of quantities of

electricity, whereas chlorine, as ion, transports negative electricity.

At the electrodes, the current leaves the ions, being propagated in

metallic conductor without the simultaneous movement of substance.

We can therefore make the distinction between ions and

elements or compounds produced jKpm them, clear to ourselves 1)}'

regarding the ions as electricalljlJmi^ed substances, whereas tJic

substances in the ordinary state ^ non-electrical. This view is

^ The name is intended to express that these ions -wander downwards in the directi‘»'

of the electric current. •
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crood representation of the actual relations, and it may bo employed

without entering more fully into the way in which the electrical

charge on the ions is united with the substances. This new concep-

tion docs not conflict with the criterion mentioned above (p. 190), that

the ions differ from the non-ions of like composition in their energy

roiiteiif, for an electrically charged body has necessarily, in consequence

of its charge, a different content of energy from an uncharged one.

Electrical Units.—To enable the connection between the chemical

and electrical phenomena to be clearly expressed, some of the funda-

niental laws of electricity must bo here recalled.

By various means, such as galvanic cells, dynamos, thermopiles, etc.,

a, process can be brought about in conductors of electricity which is

called an electric current. By it, all kinds of work, both mechanical

( fleets as well as chemical decompositions, can be performed at any

|)oint of the conductor, and heat or other forms of energy produced.

The electric current, therefore, I’epresents a special form of energy.

The current can be measured by applying the law of Earaday

Avhich has just been enunciated, according to which the amount of

elecIriciJy passing through an electrolyte is projiortional to the amount

of mbdance which is at the same time decomposed. If, therefore, an

electrolytic cell bo introduced in the circuit, the quantity of gas

e\’()lve(l, for example, is a measure of the amount of electricity which

has passed through. By strength of current therci is understood the

(luautity of electricity which has pa,ssed, divided by the time required,

'•r, the amount which passes in unit time. The strength of the current

can therefore lie measured by the amount of gas evolved in unit time.

The unit of (piantity of electricity is called the eoulomh

;

it has

licen determined in a manner which cannot be explained here. To
icduce the coulondj to a measure with which we are familiar, we make
use (jf the fact, that for the evolution of I’Ol gm. hydrogen, 9G,540

'Oiilombs must pass through the electrolyte.

A current which in each second conveys one coulomb through the

‘'oialuctor, is called an ampere. In order, therefore, that a current of

ampere shall liberate I’Ol gm. hydrogen, it must flow for 96,340
seconds, or *26 hours and 49 minutes, through the electrolyte.

\ cry weak currents are measured in milliamperes or thousandths
‘d ampere.

A current is not determined by the number of amperes alone, for

''ii'i(!nts of the same number of amperes can produce very different

according to the nature of the conductor. The relations here

the same as in the case of a stream of water which can, with the
^aiiic amount of water, {lerform various amounts of work, according to

pressure or the height of fall The magnitude of the electric

^^rreiit corresponding to
.
the pressure is called potential^ and its unit

called the volt. For the present,'however, wo do not have to occupy
cuiselves with this magnitude.

0
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Apparatus are made which depend on the magnetic action of the

current, and on which the strength of the current can be read diri'ctly

in amperes. For chemical pur{)Oses an instrument on which inilli

amperes can be read off, is the most suitable. For the measurement

of stronger currents auxiliary apparatus (shunts) are given along v ith

such instruments, which reduce the sensitiveness to a definite fraction,

generally a tenth or a hundredth.

The Second Law of Faraday—From the law that the ions of

the electrolytes are united with definite amounts of electricity, soino

important conclusions can be drawn, which allow of a consid(*ral)lc

extension of the electrochemical relations.

Ilydrochloiic acid solution is an electrically uoutml body. If,

then, the hydrion in it has a ])ositive charge of the above large

amount, there must also be negative electricity of exactly the same

amount present. This is united with the chlorine, which therein

passes into chloridion. According to the law of combining weights,

there are 35*4G gni. chlorine to POl gm. hydrogen
;

consequently,

one gram-ion or 3r)*4() gm. of chloridion, is united with 96,0 11)

coulombs of negative electricity.

Similarly, the solutions of all salts are electrically neutral. If

we consider, for example, such amounts of the dilferent chlorides as

contain doGB gm. chlorine, the amounts of the metals present aloiiy

with it must also be united with 9G,510 coulombs of positive electricity,

independent of their nature. These amounts are equal to the tom

bining weights of the respective metals, which are each nnitcil

with one combining weight of chlorine
;
consequently we can sUtr

the universal conclusion ;

—

The amounis of the different ions united ivith the same (piantd/fs oj

dectricif if, are in the proportion of the comhming iveights of these ions.

In this form, the theorem holds, certainly, only when the comltining

weights are so chosen that they correspond to 1*01 gm. hydrogen or to

35 ‘4 G gm. chlorine. There are, however, metals which combine will)

two, three, or more combining weights of chlorine
;
in their case tlu'

amount of electricity is a corresponding multiple, and they are called

polyvalent; likewise, there are polyvalent anions. We shall discuss

these relations at a later stage.

T'he theorem just enunciated was also discovered by Farada}', uiid

is also called the law of Faraday. This law, therefore, contains two

laws which, indeed, are connected with one another but have res])cct

to ditierent things. Recapitulating all that has been said, wc uiay

express it in the following form :

—

In electrolytes^ the ekdricity moves^Mh the simultaneous morrmd

of their components, the ions. The g^^itp of electricity transported 'is

portional to the ejuantities of the io%s md am()uv,ts to 96,540 coulombs, o/ '*

multiple of this, for every gravf^n offany mihstanc^

The law of Faraday ha^ a jjertain* sintfimrity to that of
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Lusscac with respect to the volumes of gases in chemical combinations.

Just as the amounts of gases present in equal volumes are proportional

to the combining weights or to multiples of the.se, the amounts of the

ions united with equal quantities of electricity are also proportional to

the combining weights or to fractions of these.

Primary and Secondary Products of Electrolysis.~If
very dilute hydrochloric acid is subjected to electrolysis, hydrogen is

obtained, as before, at the cathode
;
no chlorine, however, appears at

the anode, but, in its stead, an equivalent amount of oxygen is evolved.

This is due to the fact that the water is decomposed by chlorine with

formation of hydrogen chloride and oxygen, according to the eipiation

2llp + 2C1., ^ 4HC1 + Go (p. 109). This proces.s, it is true, takes place

with measurable velocity, only in light
;
we may, however, assume

liere, as in similar cases, that the process takes place without light,

only very slowly. It can, in fact, lie accelerated by ])latinum and
similar catalysers, even in the dark, to such an extent as to become
measurable. The occurrence of oxygen in the electrolysis of dilute

hydrochloric acid is, therefoi-e, geinirally interpreted in such a way
that it is assumed that chlorine is first formed, and that this then acts

'

on the water, undergoing donbl(5 decomposition with this to form
oxygen and hydrochloric acid; the oxygen is accordingly called a

^eamdanj product of electrolysis.

Doubt, however, arises as to this view, because of tlie fact that it

assumes hydrochloric acid to be (Irwiaposed by the current and to be

foniifd again under the same conditions with the co-operation of the

water present. Such an assumption can be avoided by means of suit-

able considerations
;

these, however, we shall not })ut forward here,

but we shall formally retain the view just given, which has, in the
first instance, no disadvantage and simplifies the discussion.

Such secondary products are often formed when the ions, after

they are discharged, do not constitute substances which are stable

under the existing circumstances.

Thus, copper and silver, as has been mentioned, are eliminated as

nietals from their salts
;
they are, therefore, primary products. If,

bi)\v(!ver, sodium chloride is electrolysed, there is obtained (when con-
< initi ated solutions are used), on the one side, chlorine, but at the
^'itliode there is obtained not sodium but hydrogen. This arises from
die fact that sodium, which would be eliminated as “primary” product,’
emmot exist in contact with the aqueous solution, but mu.st immediately
puss into caustic soda with evolution of hydrogen (p. 83). One may,
dierofore, again assume that sodium is indeed eliminated, but that at
* moment of its passing from the ionic into the metallic state it

leact^ with the water with formation of the secondary products. As
n matter of fact, caustic soda is foijnd at the cathode, for on adding
^^'d litmus solution to t^e liquid, it imnw^iately becomes blue.

If a solution of caustic soda o?**so(flum hydroxide be subjected to
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electrolysis, hydrogen, for the reasons just given, makes its appearainr

at the cathode. At the anode hydroxidion, Oil, is discharged. This

does not exist alone, but the doidded compound, O^II.^, or hydiogi n

peroxide, is known. This substance, however, on account of its

instability, is also not produced, or at least is so only in traces; on iIk'

contrary, the reaction 4011 = ‘2H.p + 0., occurs, and free oxygen is

evolved. This oxygen, therefore, is also to be regarded as a sccondai v

product.

Faraday’s law is necessarily fulfilled whether the products of tlir

electrolysis are primary or

c

secondary. For in the second case, the

amounts of the secondary siibstanct.'^

arc always connected with those of tin

primary, by simple chemical equations,

and the former must, therefore, neces

sarily be produced in amounts wliich

are proportional and chemically equivu

lent to the primary.

By slight changes in the conditions

of the experiment, one may sometinii's

obtain the primary or the seconduiv

products at will. For example, if, in

the electrolysis of sodium hydroxide or

sodium chloride, the ])latinum calbork

be replaced by one of mercury (Fig. 7 1 ).

no hydroge!! is evolved but tin;

sodium dissolves in the mercury. It.

afterwards, the mercury containing the sodium l)e placed in pure wntei,

the transformation ‘JNa + 2H5,0 = 2Na011 + H
2

slowly takes pbur ;

hydrogen is evolved and the liquid reacts alkaline.

Dissociation of Electrolytes.—-An important fact, which sheds :i

further light on the difference between electrolytes and nomelectrolyt» s

is the following. It has previously been exidained that the inolai

weight of substances soluble in water, can be determined by the chaiig'

which they })roducc in the freezing point of water, one mole of any

substance dissolved in a litre of water causing a depraission of 1 •

H the quantity of hydrochloric acid which causes such a depression

be determined, it is found that about 19 gin. are sufficient. Nov
,

tlin

smallest molar weight which can be assumed for hydrogen cldorido e

d 6
'46

,
the sum of the combining weights of chlorine and hydro,eeii;

this molar weight, also, i& obtained from the gaseous density

hydrogen chloride (p. 174). New relations, therefore, are met witl^

here, which ri^uire a speli^l interpretation.

This is obtained when we tal^iintd account the facts which

just been set forth eoncerniinGf tSie independtenh behaviour of the ioni’-

In the case of the otherhydrogen comp^ds, as, for example

petroleum, spirit of wine, water, sugiSf"^
,
etc., no common property
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lie shown which could be attributed to the presence of hydrogen.

The fact that they contain hydrogen appears only when the substances

are destroyed and water has been formed from them by combustion.

The behaviour of the substances containing hydrion is quite different

;

these are characterised just by the fact that they always exhibit the

same properties, which are due to the hydrion. In these substances,

therefore, the ionic hydrogen leads an indepnulcrtl existence, and can

he recognised as exhibiting the properties of this.

We shall, accordingly, conclude that the solution of hydrochloric

acid really contains two different substances, hydrion and chloridion,

whereas the gaseous hydrogen chloride cerLiinly contains only the

compound and not the components. A solution of 3
6
'40 gm. hydrogen

chloride conLiins, therefore, not one mole of the compound, but two

moles, one of each of the two kinds of ions. Eor that reason, it

causes twice as great a depression of the freezing point. This observa-

tion, also, forces us to the conclusion that the ions are to be regarded

as independent substances.

From the point of view, also, of the atomic hypothesis, a ([uite

a[)propriate picture of these relations can be drawn. The investigations

of the conductivity of electrolytes have shown that the movement of

th(', electricity within these liquids takes place exactly as in metallic

(‘(inductors, that it takes place, more especially, Avithout expendiun'((

(if woik so long as the substances are not eliminated at the electrodes

and transformed. In other Avords, the electricity moves free in the

(deiTrolytes. Since, on the other hand, the electricity moves only

simultaneously Avith the ions (cf. p. 192), there only remains the con-

clusion that the carriers of the electrical charges in the electrolytes,

the ions, arc also free.

An important conclusion can be immediately draAvn from these

gtnieral considerations. The deviations from the laAv of the depressi(m

<‘f the freezing point and the electrical conductivities must run parallel

to one another
;
where the one occurs, the other must also be present,

:oid the two must be regularly dependent on one another. Experi-

iiiont has shoAvn that these conclusions are completely justified. The
discovery of this important relation is due to the Swedish scientist

Ai-rhenius (1887).

The phenomenon that certain substances (which shall henceforth
ho designated collectively as .s(d/.s) break up, in aqueous solution, into

i''do])endent portions, the ions, is denoted by the name of eledrolytk

^^imeiation. The name is formed in confomity with the term dissocia-

tion, Avhich has long been jn use t6 denoto the l^irtial decomposition
of substances into simpler componenti^ ? The epithet electrolytic

refers to the phenomenon of eleetricaf conductivity, whic^ always

accompanies this and which is present in all cases in which this

pfienbmenon is fdun^;
‘ ^ ^

’ Electrolytic Solution8.7i|rhe properties of electrolytes just
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described can bo observed only in sulution.% Jind the question arises,

whether the condition of solution has anything to do with the

electrolytic dissociation. The answer is that such is the case to ;i

very large extent. At the ordinary temperature, the property of

electrolytic conductivity is exhibited, in any great degree, only 1)v

dis.^olred salts
;
pure substances are either non-conductors or excc(‘(l

ingly poor conductors. This holds for all three physical states, and

more especially for liquids. At a comparatively high temperatinr,

pure substances, (\g. the ordinary salts in the fused state, also l)eoin

to conduct.

Further, the property of electrolytic conduction belongs chiefly id

aqueous solutions. Solutions in other liquids sometimes also exhil)it

electrolytic conduction, hut this is, in general, much less than in

aqueous solution, so that, in this respect, water occupies an exceptional

position.

These relations are exhibited very clearly in the case of hydrogen

chloride. Hydrogen chloride can be obtained in the pure state as a

licjuid (p. 179), which, however, exhibits no acid properties so long as

no water is added to it. Metals do not evolve hydrogen from it, and

in its behaviour it is rather indifferent. It is only when the hydrogen

chloride is dissolved in water that the typical properties of the ac ids

make their appearance
;
these properties arc dependent on the forma-

tion of hydrion, which occurs only on dissolution in water.

Since most of the chemical reactions, more especially the avidi/lii'tiJ

ones, which serve for the identification of different substances, arc

carried out in aqueous solution, a knowledge of the ionic condition of

the salts is a matter of great importance. In the case of all compounds,

therefore, we shall in future state whether they form ions, and wliicli

these arc.

The nanm of the substances in the ionised condition are formed

according to the following rules. The names of the cations arc

ol)tained by adding the termination -ion to the stem of the nanu s of

the corresponding metals, the Latin names for the latter, where; sucli

exist, being employed. Hydrogen in the ionised condition, however,

is called hydrion. Where a substance forms several ions differing

from one another in valency, the names of such ions are distinguished

by prefixing a Greek numeral indicating the valency. In the case of

the anions, the names are formed from those of the salts as follows.

If the name of the salt ends in -ate, the name of the corresponding

anion is obtained by replacing the termination -ate by -anion
;

ex( (
['t

the anion of the carbonates, which is called carbanion. The names "f

the anions of salts ending in -ite are formed by replacing -ite by

-osion, and of salts ending in -ide by converting this termination iu'o

-idion. The ion OH' is called hydroxidion.

* The above names are the names of substances,

>

and do not express

any mokcular conceptions.
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Further, we shall sometimes find it necessary to distinguish the

substances in the condition of ions from the others. For this purpose,

the cations will be designated by a point, the anions by a dash. IF

represents, therefore, hydrion
;
CF, chloridion. On account of the

necessity that chemically equivalent amounts of cations and anions must

be present in solutions (p. 194), every complete chemical equation must,

when ions occur in it, contain equivalent amounts of cations and

anions on the same side of the sign of equality.

Thus, for example, the process of the formation of sodium chloride

from hydrochloric acid and caustic soda, will have to be I'cpi csented by

the following equation, if it is desired to represent the processes by th(‘

ions:

—

+ !^+7)H' = Na- Ter + h.o.

This equation shows that the ions chloridion and sodion remain

unchanged in the process, as their reactions, indeed, also persist in the

solution of common salt produced. For this gives, on the one hand,

the j)recipitate with silver salts which is characteristic of chloridion, and,

on the other hand, when electrolysed with a mercury cathode, it yields

a solution of sodium in mercury, just as caustic soda also does (p. 196).

The ions hydroxidion and hydrion, however, ai'C used up, l)ecause

tiny have combined to form undissociated water (p. 191). For this

reason the reaction both of hydrion and of hydroxidion hav(i disappeared,

for the liquid no longer reacts acid, nor can the l)asic properties of

cMUstic so(la be any longer detected.

Thermochemical Relations of Hydrogen Chloride.—-Since

cldoriiie burns in hydrogen, the heat developed in the combustion can

be (lirectly measured
;
the following equation is thus obtained

:

C1, + H,= 2HC1 + 2x92/;/.

This number applies to the formation of gaseous hydrogen chloride.

If tliis is dissolved in water, a further very considerable (piantity of

lu:at is developed. The necessity is hero felt of distinguishing the

dissolved hydrogen chloride from the gaseous, since these two forms

possess, in conformity with the difference of their properties, very

ditlerent energy.

Where we are dealing with aipieous solutions, it has become cus-

tomary to designate the condition of solution of substances by the

'Addition of aq. (aqua). Now, certainly, the development of heat on

dissolving [jy(|pQg0 ji diloride varies, according as the solution produced

more or less concentrated. This is easily seen from the fact that on

diluting a concentrated solution of hydrochloric acid, a fairly large

‘iuaiitity of heat is developed. If, however, the dilution is carried

^’t^'tlier, ^liis heat becomes less^ and less, ^nd there is ultimately a final

f'onclifc^ reached when a measurable ^antity of heat is no longer

developed. It is to this;con(||^ that the symbol aq. refers.
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If hydrogen chloride is dissolved in a large quantity of water, 72 Ij

are developed, and we have the equation

flCl + aq. = HCl aq. i 72 kj.

On adding this equation (multiplied by 2) to the preceding one,

there follows

H, + Cl, + a(i. - 2HCI aq. + 2x164 Ij,

which gives the heat of formation of the dissolved hydrochloric rc id

from its elements.

Thermochemistry of the Salts.~lf a strong acid, e.g. hydro

chloric acid, is neutralised with a strong l)ase, f'.g. caustic soda, a (piantity

of heat equal to 57 kj is developed. The (piantity of heat is found to

be identical, no matter what acid or base is used, it being assumed tlmt

both arc “strong,” and that Imtli are in the condition of dilute aqueous

solution.

The reason of this law becomes at once apparent if we recall tlie

fact that the formation of a salt from its acid and base in dilute

aqueous solution, consists in the hydrion and the hydroxidion combining

to form water, while the two other ions remain unchanged side ly sidt

(p. 198). The heat development of 57 kj k nothing else than tin' hear

of formation of water from hydrion and hydroxidion. Since in the

formation of any and all salts from strong (?>. nearly completely dis

sociated) acids and bases, the same ])rocess of the formation of water

always takes place, the corresponding heat development must also liaA e

the same value.

At the same time it follows that deviations are, in general, to he

expected, if any (jf the suppositions made arc not fullilled, i.a. if aeih.

base, or salt is slightly dissociated. To tlnr heat of formation of water.

57 kj, there must then be added the (quantity of heat which is devclo)»eil

or absorbed in the decompositio;i of the acid or base into its ions or ii'

the formation of the undissociated portion of the salt, and the oltscia ed

heat of neutralisation is the sum of the corresponding magnitudes.

We shall have an opportunity later of mentioning such cases.

Further, it was mentioned on p. 190. that the elementary ions have

diherent quantities of energy from the free elements. It may be asked

if it is possible to measure this difference.

A method, which cannot be described here, has, indeed, lieen found

for this purpose
;
but since no other method of attaining the sanu'

object could be found, it has hitherto not been possible to test it^

result. It led to the conclusion that the transformation of hydro^im

gas into dissolved hydrion causes :lio appreciable change of encig}'

We have, therefore, the following thernfochemical equation ;

—

Hg + aq. = 2ir aq. + O^lj,
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If this basis be assumed, the heats of formation of all other ions

(;iH 1)6 determined.

For example, it was found (p, 200) that a dilute aciueoiis solution of

hvdrochloric acid is produced from its elements and water with a heat

development equal to 164 kj. Since this solution contains chlorine and

hydrogen in the form of ions, we should, taking this into account, write

tlie eijuation

Cl, + Ho + aq. = 2(CF + H’) aq. + 2 x 164 Ij

— 2Cr aq. 1 2ir aq. f 2 x 1 64 kj.

Subtracting from this the etpiation H., + a<i. = 2ir a(i., there

follows

Cl, + aq. = 2CF aq. + 2 x 164 kj.

Ill othci' words, the heat of formation of dilute hydrochloric acid is

etiual to the heat of formation of chloridion, since no heat ctlect is

produced in the formation of hydrion.

'Ihis conclusion can be at once genci'aliscd. Since, as regards the

hydrion, the same relations are found in the case of all acids so far as

they are electrolytically dissociated, the rule obtains for all acids that

the heat of formation of their dilute aipieous solutions is eipwl to the

heat of formation of their anion.

When sodium is dissolved in hydi-ochloric acid, the hydrogen of

the acid escapes and sodium chloride is produce<l. The development

'»t heat which thereby occurs, is veiy considerable. This has been

delerniined, indirectly, and been found ccjual to 239 kj. This corre-

al )Oi ids, therefore, to the e<piation

2Na + 2ITC1 aq. ^ H.^ + 2NaCl aq. -i- 2 x 239 kj.

If we again write the ions, the equation runs

2Na + 2 IF iu{. + 2CF aq. = H, + 2Na‘ a((. + 2Cr aq. + 2 x 239 kj.

ll w(! again subtract the eipiation H., + ai). = 211* aq. from this and omit,

"" each side, the common memlicr OF aq., we obtain

Na i- aq. = Na* aq. + 239 kj.

That is to say, the convci-sion of metallic sodium into sodion is

" e'aiipanied by a development of heat of 239 kj. This is the same

of heat as was developed in the action of sodium on hydro-
'I'leric acid, for the simultaneous conversion of hydrion into gaseous

h'drogen gives no heat effect.

This theorem, also, can be extended generally. It holds for every

dissociated acid and every • other metal. We can, therefore,

*'^^unciate the general law
(I mtal acts on acid with the formation of a salt and generation
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of hydrugm, the amount of heat which is developed depends only mi ty

not lire of the metaf and is independent of the acid. This heat is C(|ual to

the heat of transformation of the metal into its cation.

The first part of this law is an experimental fact, and was known

long before it was deduced on the basis of the theory of electrolytic

dissociation.

Shotdd any of the substances with which we are dealing be iindis

sociated or only slightly dissociated, deviations from the simple law

occur ; the cause of these is the same as in the case of the deviations

from the constant heat of neutralisation, discussed on p. 200.

The transformation, therefore, both of chlorine and of sodium, from

the ordinary to the ionic condition, is accompanied by a very consider

able development of heat. Although the difference of the total energv

of the two conditions, of which the heat development is an expression,

is not a direct measure of the tendency of the elements to pass into

the ionic condition, still the one moves to some extent parallel to the

other, and from the large values of the heat development we can infer

a large value for the tendency to transformation. In fact, it has been

repeatedly mentioned that both elements possess a very considerable

chemical reactivity. On examining the nature of these reactions ot

chlorine and sodium more closely, it is found that in the majority of

the cases salts are formed, that is to .say, we have before us a mani

testation of the tendency of chlorine and sodium to exchange the

ordinary for the ionic condition.^

' Kvfii in the r^'olid salts, which are not electrnlytically dissociated, the coinixiiieiits

an* iiiucl) nearer to the condition of the ions than to that of the free elements, d'liis e

seen from the fact that the passage of the solid s.alts into tlie ionic condition, on liein^

dissolved in water, gives ri.se, in general, to only inconsiderahle heat effects, in ne'A

cases, indeed, to ah.sorption of heat.



CHAPTER X

OXYGKN COMPOUNDS OF CIILOUINK

Oxygen Compounds of Chlorine.- Whercjis hydrogen can com

liiiie with chlorine only in one proportion, this lattei' element forms

several compounds with oxygen. There is a still larger number of

sul)stances which contain hydrogen along with chlorine and oxygen.

All these compounds are distinguished from hydrogen chloride l)y

a circumstance of essential importance. They bear the same relation

to it as hydrogen peroxide does to water
;
hydrogen chloride is formed

from its elements with loss of energy, and cannot, therefore, decompose

spontaneously into them, but, for the production of the oxygen com-

pounds of chlorine, energy must be communicated. Accordingly,

these compounds exhibit the property of decomposing spontaneously,

fa. without the communication of enei'gy, and this instability is so

marked in the case of some of them that they decompose with

explosion. The reason for this is in entire accordance with the

lelations set forth in the case of hydrogen pci’oxide (p. 159).

The way in which the energy nece.ssary for the formation of such

compounds must be communicated, may vary in different cases. The
most frequent and, for general reasons, the most important way for ns,

tli(' rhmkal. If the possible processes are conducted in such a way
fliat along with the desired substance, other su1)stauces are produced
whose formation is accompanied by the liberation of large quantities

"f energy, this energy can be used for the purpose of producing the

''em]3aratively unstable compound. For the successful communication
'»f this energy, however, it is not sufficient that any reaction whatever,
"hich wdll yield energy, be allowed to take place along with the
desired one; such a reaction would act merely as a corresponding

'Icvatiou of the temperature, and it would have no effect, or only a

^'“inful one. On the contrary, it is an essential condiiimi that the two

dependent on me another', or he '^coupled''' with me another, so

the one cannot take place wUhaut the other. It can be seen from the
^hemical equation whether this condition is satisfied. If this can be
separated into two equations which are independent of one anothei-,

203
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the chemical processes are not coupled ”
;

if such a separation cannot

be marie, the above condition is satisfied.

Thus, for example, it might be expected that the large devcl()]i

ment of energy which accompanies the formation of water from its

elements, could cause the simultaneous formation of hydrogen peroxide

from oxygen and hydrogen, the energy necessary for this latter reaction

being yielded l>y the former by some such reaction as is expressed 1)\

the equation

3H2+20,-2II,0 + HA.

This expectation is not confirmed by experience, a fact which is in

harmony with the rule just given, for the ecpiation can be resolved iiitu

the two crpiations

211^ + 0, - 2H,0 and 11, + 0, - HoO,.

The two jn'oeesses are, therefore, not coupled or mutually conditioiuid.

Numerous examples of coupled processes will be given by tin-

reactions which lead to the formation of the oxygen compounds ni

chlorine, and which will bi‘. given immediately.

Hypochlorous Acid.—It has been already mentioned (p. lOS)

that clilorine is al)sorbed by caustic soda solution. The produci

formed cannot consist entirely of sodium chloride, for this is foiimd

from caustic soda and ]ujdro(jen chloride. As a matter of fact, sodium

chloride is indeed formed, accompanied, however, by a muv substance.

The solution produced has not the purely saline taste of common

salt, but a caustic one. Like free chlorine, it has a bleaching action

on vegetable colours, e.<j. litmus ; it acts .as a powerful disinfcctaiif,

and, on the addition of hydrochloric acid, it evolves chlorine, whichean

be identified by its colour and smell. Common salt, however, gi^ e.s im

detectible reaction with hydrochloric acid.

The above process takes place, according to the equation

2NaOH + CL = NaCl + NaOCl + H.^O.

There are formed, therefore, sodium chloride and another com])oiiii<i

which contains oxygen.

If this compound, NaOCl, be prepared free from sodium chloidkA

it is found that its aqueous solution is an electrolyte, but does not ^ivn

the reactions of chloridion, for no precipitate is obtained with silver

salts. The crude solution, which contains sodium chloride, of coumc

gives this precipitate, but only in half the amount that correspoiuL to

the chlorine present.

From this it follows that this second substance is, indeed, a salt,

contains no chloridion. The chlorine must, therefore, bo present i'l

some other combination, and the most obvious possibility, and the one

which agrees with act\ial fact, is that it forms an ion OCr with the

oxygen, sodion being the other ion of the salt.
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There must therefore be an acid IIOCI, formed by the com])iiiatioii

of hydrogen with the ion OCT, Avhich on neutralisation with caustic

soda again yields the original salt, according to the equation IlOl.'l +

NaOH - NaOCl t H^O. Such an acid can, indeed, be prepared.

Idiis acid has received the name of hypochlorous acid

;

its salts are

(‘.illcd hypochloriicfi and the ion OCT hyporldaromn. The sodium salt

already mentioned is called mlinm liypocJdoriU'.

Preparation of Acids from their Salts.--For this purpose a

general method is used, which can be described in the following words;

Til (tlifain the acid corresponding to a gken salt, the salt is dmrmposed with

miiitlirr acid.

That such a preparation is possible can be seen if we designate the

desired acid by HA, where A is a simple or comple.x: anion, and its

salt l>y MA, where M represents some metal ion. Further, if HB is

another acid, the following reaction is ])ossible by the interaction of

the two substances :

—

MA f HB = TJA + MR

Tliere would be obtained, therefore, if the reaction took place, tln^

desired acid and the salt of the acid added. There remains then the

further task of separating the two substances in order to ol)tain the

acid in a pure state.

Applying this rule at once to the cas(i before us, we should have to

decompose the sodium salt NaOCl with hydrochloric acid. The desired

acid, along with sodium chloride, would be obtained, according to the

reaction

NaOCl h HCl -- NaCl + llOCl,

and the two substances would then have to be separated.

It has been found, now, by cx})erience that the naiction repre-

J^ented by the general scheme always occurs, Init is never a com|)lete

one. Tn all cases only a portion of the substances pi esent \mdergoes

reaction, and another portion remains unchanged. In other words, in

all these cases chemical egudihria are estaldished (p. 100). For such

v'luililu-ia it is necessary that the concentrations of the reacting sul)-

^tanees shall be in a definite relation to one anothci’, depending on

nature of the substances, on the temperature, and on several other

'^'ii'cumsbinces.

If, now, one of the juirticipatiijg substances is removed, the

‘quilibriuin can no longer exist, but the reaction must take place by
'*aians of which the substance removed is again replaced. If the por-

thus formed is also withdrawn, the same process goes on again,
'^*'<1 in this way the reaction can be carried so far that the total possible

‘^iiujuiit of the product is ultimately formed.

I hi this fact is based the preparation of hypochlorous acid by the

i'<'action described. If dilute hydrochloric acid is added to the sodium
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hypochlorite, part of the salt is converted into sodium chloride and

hypochlorous acid, while another part remains undecomposcd. On
distilling the mixture, the hypochlorous acid, which is the most vola

tile of the four substances present, passes over, and the amount of it in

the residue is diminished. For this reason fresh acid must be formed

in the residue
;
if this is also removed by distillation, all the acid which

can be formed from the quantities of the substances present, rmist

really be ultimately formed, and be found in the distillate. And thi.',

is, as a matter of fact, the case.

In carrying out the experiment it is necessary to proceed with care

and to add less hydrochloric acid than corresponds to the equation.

Also, it is necessary to employ dilute acid and to so add it that there

can nowhere exist an excess of hydrochloric acid. In the t)iescnt

case this is necessary because of the fact that hydrochloric acid

acts on the hypochlorous acid, as will be presently discussed. In

other cases, where such action is not to be feared, these precautions

are unnecessary.

Properties of Hypochlorous Acid. —The aqueous solution of

hypochlorous acid, obtained in this manner, shows not only thegenenil

l)roperties of acids but also some special propei’ties, which in many

cases mask the former. The solution is colourless but has a strong

smell, similar to that of chlorine. It acts as a powerful bleaching agent

towards organic colouring matter, and its action as a disinfectant and as

a poison for small organisms, is almost equal to that of chlorine.

The great similarity shown by the solution of hypochlorous aeiil to

an aqueous solution of chlorine, is due to the fact that the lattt r

undergoes a partial transformation into hypochlorous acid and hydro

chloric acid, according to the equation

Cl, + H,0 = HOCl + IICl.

This reaction, also, does not take place completely, but only

partially and to an extent which is dependent on the concentration and

tlie temperature. In the reverse manner, hydrochloric acid and

hypochlorous acid act on one another with formation of chlorine and

water.^ This reaction, however, is also not a complete one, and, theie-

fore, the rule which has just been given, that the reaction can be made

to take place completely in the one or the other direction, by rmnov

ing the corresponding reaction products, will hold also for it.

Decompositions of the Hypochlorites.—The most important

of the special properties of hypochlorous acid depend on the fhet

that it loses its oxygen with extreme readiness, thereby passing into

' This is tlie reason why the decomposition .of sodium hypochlorite with hydrochh>ri^’

.icid must he carried out carefully so as to avoid having at any time an excess of the acid

present at any point. If this care i.s not ob.served chlorine is formed, which, on distilla.-

tion, passes over with the hypocldorous acid and renders it impure.
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hydrochloric acid. Similarly, the hypochlorites pass into chlorides, or

liypochlorosion into chloridion. Expressed in equations, we have

2HOC1 - 211C1 i 0.„

2NaOCl = 2NaCl + (3.„

;iiul 20cr - 2C 1
' + 0,.

“

If, therefore, tliey are brought together Avith substances which can

take up oxygen, these will unite Avdth oxygen or be oxidised. For

this reason, tlie hypochlorites are powerful oxidising agents, and iu

this respect arc superior to hydrogen peroxide.

This readiness to part Avith oxygen is seen et'en in the case of tlie

hypochlorites from the fact that they evolve gaseous oxygen. Under
orilinary conditions, this process takes place so slowly that it is scarcely

noticeable. Like all sIoav reactions, hoAvever, it can l)e made to take

})lace much more quickly by means of accelerating agents, and can tlum

be readily observed.

In this case, such catalytic agents are, more especially, the salts of

nihdU, a metal belonging to the same class as iron ([). 54), On adding
a small (juantity of any cobalt salt to a solution of sodium hypochlorite

ol)tained by passing chlorine into a solution of caustic soda, a black

precipitate is produced Avhich is an oxide of cobalt rich in oxygen, and
gas is immediately evolved. This can readily be shown to be oxygen
tiom its causing a gloAving splinter to burst into dame.

The formation of the hypochlorite and its decomposition into

chloride and oxygen, can be united into one process by adding some
cobalt salt to a solution of caustic soda and passing in chlorine. The
hypochlorite is then only temporarily formed, and forthwith decomposes
into chloride and oxygen. The process then appears to take place in

accordance Avith the equation

4NaOH + 2CI, = iNaCl + + 211,0.

In accordance Avith the general laAv for catalytic processes, Ave must
in this case also say that the formation of oxygen is a process Avhich

takes place spontaneously, and can only be accekratnl by the catalysei*.

In the formation of hypochlorite also, by passing chloiine into caustic
f^nda the above process takes place at the same time, and a slight evolu-
tion of oxygen occurs. It might now bo asked why hypochlorite is

lotmed at all, and Avhy the whole amount of the substances does not
^straightway pass into the most stable condition, chloride and oxygen,
Hs represented in the last equation.

Law of Successive Reactions.—The answer to this question is

'Infill afforded by a general law, which states that in all readions the

dahk state is not straightway readied^ hut the next less stable ar that

which is the least stable of the possible states. Starting from this, the
stable states are reached one after the other, and the process of
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transfornijitioii comes to a stop only when a state is finally attaiiu d

which cannot further change and is, therefore, the most stable.

To understand this theorem aright it is necessary to have a elcjn

idea of what the stability of a system depends on. Reference Ims

already been made at an earlier stage to these relations when treatiin;

of oxidising agents (p. 154), and we shall here treat the question in a

more gemjral manner.

Free Energy.—Every process that takes place spontaneously, is

characterised by the fact that by its progress work can in someway lie

gained. No s\ich process can take place of itself, under the sanui con

ditions, in the reverse manner
;

to bring about this reversal, work

must be again communicated. Thus, water Hows of its own accord,

valleywards, and can thereby perform work
;
but to bring it uphill, it

must be carried or pum})ed up, and for that, work is always neeessarw

The least stable conditions are, therefore, those which contain the

most Avork, and the most stable are those from which as much work

has been trdven from the system as it will yield. The word “ work
'

is here us(h1 in its most general meaning
;
it represents, therefore, some

form of energy (p. 21).

From the preceding statement it might bo concluded that the most

stable conditions are those with the smallest, and the least stable those

with the largest, amounts of energy. This would be the case if all t\w

energy corrtairred irr a system could be transferred without more ado

to airother system or could be converted into work. That this cannoi

be done will Ire seen if it be attempted, for example, to utilise the

yrressurc of the atmosphere to perform work. Although the air, uiuh r

the ordinary pressure, could perform a very considerable amount of

work if it were enclosed in a space in which a much lower pressure

prevailed, it carrnot be made to perform any work if its surround iiig'

arc under the same pressure.

It is necessary, therefore, to distirrguish Iretweeri the energy which

is transfer able to other systems and that which does not possess tlii>

propert}'. Idic former is called free, the latter latent The total eiao'ivi

of a ^jj^tem /.s, therefore, the sunk of its free and its latent enenjy. All

cesses which take place spontaneously do so only with dimirrutioii of

the free energy; for*, after all, we understand by a process nothirrg hiii

the transfer*ence of cirergy from one system to another.!

Having established these conceptions, we can, therefore, say tlmt all

chemical processes can take place otdy in such a way that the d"

eneryij decreases. The least stable form will, therefore, be that Avitli

the greatest free energy
;
the most stable, that with the least.

The total energy need not necessarily run parallel with the to’''

eirergy, for it is quite possible that as the free energy decreases, die

latent increases all the more, so that the total energy also iticrcascN

Such a system will fall in temperature during the process, since tJu’

necessary energy is drawn, almost without exception, from the heid
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contained in it. To this class belong, therefore, all processes which

take place spontaneously with fall of temperature. Examples of this

are not rare. A volatile liquid evaporates spontaneously with fall of

temperature into a space which is free from its vapours
;

salts dissolve

spontaneously in water with fall of temperature, and many chemical

processes also take place spontaneously with fall of temperature. All

tliese cases are examples of the fact that in spite of the decrease of

the free energy in processes which take place spontaneously, the total

energy can increase.

The question as to how the free energy is to ^e measured cannot

be discussed here. It is sufficient to know that the fact that a reaction

takes place spontaneously is a sign that the free energy of the system

is thereby diminished. ,

If we apply what has here been said to the case we were just con-

sidering, the system chlorine plus caustic soda will be designated as

the form with the greatest free energy. The system produced from

this, sodium chloride plus sodium hypochlorite, has less free energy,

:iii(l sodium chloride plus oxygen has the smallest amount of free

energy. The following figure gives a picture of the relations, the

values of the free eneigy being represented by the perpendicular

heights :

—

f

! tNaOH + 2C1.,

2NaCl I 2XaOCl
I

I

4NaCl 1 2H.,0 4 O2

Li'om the appearance of the figure it will be seen why it is that,

^’tarting from the highest step, the lowest is not immefliately reached,
^'’it that a halt is first made at the middle one. This furnishes an
‘Oi.swer to the question asked above (p. 207).

Chlorine Monoxide.—Uypochlorous acid is not known in the
i.f. the anhydrous, state. On attempting to prepare it, the

^‘kuiients of water leave the acid, and a compound of chlorine and
^>xygon remains behind. This compound is no longer an acid, since it

^*^>etain,s no hydrogen.
Oils process takes place in accordance with the equation

2HOC1 = H,0 + CI
2
O.

V
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The new substance is called chlorine monoxide, since it contains mr

combining weight of oxygen. Since it is obtained from hypochlormis

acid by loss of water, it is also called hypochlorous anhydride. Ins

nomenclature is employed fairly generally
;
various substances which

are formed from other substances by the loss of the elements of water,

are called anhydrides of these substances.
_ ,r .

•

^ This name was introduced on the supposition that in the

original substances not merely the elements of water are contained hm

also ready formed water, and this conjecture arose because some suh

stances give off water with exceeding readiness and rapidity. Rut ii

deeper knowledge of the facts has shown that there exists a conliiu.OMs

transition from those which readily give off water to those from which

water can be obtained only by especially powerful reactions. It i.c

therefore, more scientific to in no case assume the presei^e of [iic

formed water, especially as no definite meaning can be attached to such

“
Thlorine' monoxide is obtained moat readily by carrying out die

reaction leading to the formation of a salt of hypoch orous ml

(d 204), with ail oxide from which the salt is not formed. 4oi t ii.^

purpose oxide of mercury is the best. When a current of di.v

chlorine is passed over mercuric oxide,' the following reaction tati'

place :

—

HgO + 2C1., = HgCl, + CI.
3
O.

In this equation Hg is the symbol for mercury
;
Rs oxide is com

posed of equal combining weights of mercury and oxygon m
chlorine compound of mercury, or mercuric chloride, remains bchuul .e

a solid substance, and the chlorine monoxide, which is gaseous at i«o»

temperature, escapes and can be collected.

Chlorine monoxide is a yellow-brown gas with a staong, iiiiplca a

smell, which can be condensed to a liquid at 5°. Itdissolvj
"u",‘l*„c

passiiicc slowly into hypochlorous acid. In the gaseous and still m

Tthlr hquid^tate, iris very unstable and readily decomposes
^

explosion, forming oxygen and chlorine. These “P I'-'X

find an explanation in the fact that heat is liberated by the dec

position (p. 1 59). The gas also decomposes into its elements undei

influence of light, but generally without explosion

Chloric Acid—Formation of Sodium Chlorate.— Phe st
1

in the transformation of chlorine and caustic soda described "" 1
’-

are not the only possible ones, for there are still two others wlm

1 I„ „r.lisr that the reaction may take place

for this eKperiiueiit must be of a special nature. If too finely
,

„i|i lie t 'O

too quickly ami an explosion may occur ; if it is
obtai.nJ

slow ami il.e gas will 1« contommated with clilonne.

f
“u

geutly heating tlie oxide prepared by precipitating mercuric chloi ide with ca

aqueous solution.
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between the middle and the lowest. The solution of NaCl + NaOCl,
which is obtained by passing chlorine into a solution of caustic soda,

undergoes a change in its properties on being kept some time. This
change Uikes place most quickly in the heat and when a slight excess

of chlorine is present in the solution. Its bleaching power and its

smell gradually disappear, and after some time it contains no more
hypochlorite, for it evolves no chlorine on being treated with dilute

hydrochloric acid in the cold.

If the solution is now evaporated, two salts are obtained, sodium
chloride and another salt which, like sodium hypochlorite, also con-
tains oxygen. It is shown, however, by analysis, to have a composi-
tion which is expressed by the formula NaClOg, and is called sodium
cldorafe. The reactions which take place are, therefore, represented by
the equations

2NaOH + CL = NaCl + NaOCl -i- H,0,
3NaOCU 2NaCl + NaClO,,

“

or, omitting the intermediate stage,

6NaOH + 3C1, - 5NaCl + NaClO, + 311,0.

Since sodium chlorate is a very soluble salt, and can be separated
oidy with difficulty from the simultaneously formed sodium chloride,
it is better to prepare the corresponding potassium salt by passing
chlorine into a solution of potassium hydroxide. Since potassium in
all its chemical relations exhibits an exceedingly great similarity to
sodium, the reactions which take place are of exactly the same kind as
those described, and need not be again explained. h)tassium chlorate
along with potassium chloride, is obtained as the product of the re-
action

; and since the former salt is much less soluble than the latter in
the cold, it separates out on allowing the solution, obtained by the
action of chlorine on potassium hydroxide, to cool.

The salt thus obtained is already well known
;

it is the salt used
h>r the preparation of oxygen in the laboratory (p. 02). The
potassium chloride formed at the same time is a salt very similar to
sodium chloride.

ti’om what was previously stated, it is known that potassium
on being heated, decomiioses into oxygen and potassium

c jloride, the same behaviour being likewise shown by sodium chlorate,
‘c decomposition takes place according to the equation

2KC103= 2KC1 + 302,

''here K is the symbol for potassium.

^

As can be seen, this is the last step in the action of chlorine on
t oxides, and to the three steps- given on p. 209 there must be added

’ ourth, between the hypochlorite and the lowest. We shall soon
® hat even a fifth step must be inserted.
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In conformity with the smaller fall between the chlorate and tlio

oxygen steps, the last transformation does not proceed so readily and

rapidly as that of chlorine into hypochlorite, and of the latter into

chlorate. At ordinary temperatures, the chlorates are practically quiti;

stable, and ordy at comparatively high temperatures does the reaction

become so rapid that it can be observed. That the reaction can l)e

accelerated through the influence of catalytic agents, has already l)ecii

mentioned (p. 62); besides the substance then mentioned, pyrolusite,

oxide of iron is a very effective accelerator of the decomposition.

Preparation of Chloric Acid.—Chloric acid cannot be. very

easily obtained from potassium or sodium chlorate. The a(tue()us

solution of the salt, it is true, undergoes partial decomposition l)y

other acids, in accordance with the general rule (p. 205) ;
l)ut as tlic

chloric acid cannot be distilled, the separation cannot 1)6 carried out

in the same way as in the case of hypochlorous acid. Recourse has,

therefore, to be had to another method.

If Ave consider the e(]uation

MA + HB = MB+11A

given on p. 205, we see that the desired acid can be prepared not only

by removing it from the sphere of the reaction, but it will be ol)taiiKHl

alone by completely removing the salt MB. As a rule, certainly, the

salts are not volatile, so that the method of distillation used for rcinov

ing the acids cannot be employed. On the other hand, however, many

salts are insoluble, and by their precipitation the reaction is ma<lc

complete as by the removal of the acids.

To carry this idea into practice, the components M and B have

only to be chosen so that they together give an insoluble salt
;

that is

to say, a salt of the desired acid has to be prepared which yields an

insoluble salt with another acid, and Avith this acid the salt has to !«'

decomposed.

Noav, Ave already knoAV a metal which gives an insohdale salt witli

hydrochloric acid, viz. silver. Silver chloride is so highly insol idle

that even very dilute solutions of chlorides and silver salts giv^

precipitate (p. 188 ). In the general equation, therefore, M has to bf

replaced by silver and B by chlorine. If silver chlorate be [)] ei)arc<l

and be decomposed Avith hydrochloric acid, silver chloride and elilorr'

acid are formed according to the equation

AgClOg + HCl == HCIO
3 + AgCl,

in Avhich Ag is the symbol for silver.

Silver chlorate can be obtained in the same way as sodium

potassium chlorate, by the action of chlorine on silver hydroxide.

The same principle can be carried out in various other AAUiys,

every insoluble salt gives a possible combination. Indeed, for ^
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actual preparation of chloric acid, other substances are mostly

employed, especially barium chlorate and sulphuric acid. With these

the same result is* obtained, since barium sulphate is also a very

(liflicultly soluble salt.

Ill employing this method of preparation, the amounts of the react-

ing substances must be determined exactly, so that neither the one nor

the other shall be in excess and contaminate the chloric acid which

remains liehind. In the method itself, however, is contained a

security against this, for the one substance must be added to the solu-

tion of the other only so long as a precipitate is formed. The clear

li(|uid is tested with a small (piantity of the first substance to see if

an excess of the second has not been added, and one continues testing

with the two substances alternately until a sample of the solution gives

no precipitate either with the one or with the other.

It must not be thought that in this way an “ absolutely ” pure

solution is obtained. This would be the case only if the preci})itate

w('re absolutely insoluble, which, however, is never the case. When,

however, the solubility of the precipitate is known from other measure-

ments, the amount of impurity still present can be calculated.

The solution of chloric acid thus obtained, is a strongly acid,

colourless licpiid, which, although fairly stable in dilute solution, slowly

decomposes into oxygen and hydrochloric acid. The latter substance

acts in turn on the remaining chloric acid with formation of chlorine

and water, so that oxygen and chlorine are finally obtained. Expressed

ill equations, we have

2IICIO3 - 2HC1 + 3(X,

and DHCI + HCIO3 = Ulfl + 3C1,,

or, combined together,

4IICIO3 = 211,0 + 201, + 50,.

The decomposition takes place all the more rapidly the more con-

i^'niitrated the solution becomes and the higher the temperature rises,

hy rt'ason of the large quantities of oxygen which are evolved in the

'loconiposition, chloric acid is a strong oxidising agent.

Chloric acid as such finds no application, but the chlorates are
iargoly used. Fuller information with regard to this will bo given
^^I'dcr the respective metals.

Solubility of Salts.—In order to successfully perform the above-

^aontioned separation of two salts by crystallisation, on the basis of

dith'ience of solubility, a knowledge of the general laws to which the

^"lutions of solid substances arc subject, is necessary. The most
^*>'p()rtant of these are the following.

Y lien a solid substance dissolves in a liquid, there is for each tem-

PJ'rature a definite solubility^ i.e. a definite ratio between the amounts
the dissolved substance and of the solvent. This ratio can be
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expressed in two ways, either by taking the total amount of the solu-

tion or only the amount of the solvent, as unit, or putting it ecjual to

100. The former method of calculation is the one most suitable for

scientific purposes, but the latter is almost entirely used, and we shall

retain it here. The solubility will, accordingly, be represented 1)y the

amount of solid substance which can dissolve in 100 parts of the

solvent.

If less of the solid substance is brought into contact with the liquid

than corresponds to the solubility, it all dissolves and the solution is

called wtisaturaied, because it can still take up further (quantities of tlu'

solid substance. If more of the solid substance is added, an amount

dissolves corresponding to the solubility, and the excess remains undis

solved. The solubility is quite independent of the amount of this

excess, and the same concentration is therefore found, whether the

solution is in contact with much or with little of the solid sul)stanco.

The solubility is therefore an expression of the equilibrium between

the solid and the liquid portion, just as, for example, the melting point

of a single substance is an expression of the equilibrium l)etwcen the

solid and the liquid form,. In both cases, the equilibrium is independ-

ent of the relative and absolute amounts of the participating phases.

This statement applies quite universally to all equilibria between

different phases.

When the solid substance is not present, one of the factors of

the equilibrium is wanting, and there is no cause present to prescribe

a definite concentration. From this it follows that a solution alone

need not have a definite concentration. In the case of unsaturatexi

solutions this requires no further explanation
;
as small quantities of

the solid substance as wo please can be dissolved in a given quantity

of the liquid. The theorem, however, must also apply to more conccni-

trated solutions, i.e. there can be solutions which contain more of the

solid substance than corresponds to the condition of equilibrium m

presence of the solid form.

As a matter of fact, such solutions can be prepared in various

ways. If the solid substance is not present, they are just as stable (at

least within certain limits) as the unsaturated solutions
;
in contact

with the solid form, however, they behave in the opposite way to

these. Whereas the unsaturated solutions dissolve the solid for™,

there separates from the supersaturated solutions, as they are called, so

much of the solid substance that the condition of saturation is agsin

established.

Influence of Temperature and Pressure on the Solubility

—If the temperature changes, the solubility in general also change!^-

In the case of most solid substances, the solubility increases as tl™

temperature rises
;
in the case of some, however, it decreases. The

change of solubility with the temperature is usually represented by

curve, the temperatures being measured towards the right, the sola-
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bilities upwards. In Fig. 72 such curves are given for sodium
chloride, potassium chloride, and potassium chlorate. The following

facts can be learned from the figure.

The solubility of potassium chloride increases proportionally with

the temperature, i.e. for equal changes of temperature, the quantity of

salt contained in the saturated solution varies by equal amounts. The
solubility of potassium chlorate, however, increases mo7'e quickly than
the temperature, for, for equal differences of temperature, the changes

of the solubility are all the greater the higher the temperature. The
former case is represented by the straight course of the solubility

curve, the latter by the bending upwards of it.

The solubility of sodium chloride is characterised by the fact that it

is almost independent of the temperature, i.e. at different temperatures

It retains almost the same value. This circumstance can be immedi-
ately recognised by the fact that the curve is almost horizontal.

To the question as to whether the solubility could be dependent
oil any other circumstances besides the temperature, an answer is given

the phase law (p. 171). Since we are dealing here with two com-
ponents, the solid substance and the solvent, the sum of the phases
and the degrees of freedom is equal to 2 -t- 2 = 4. In the case of a
'Solution in equilibrium with the solid substance, we have two phases,
namely, the solution and the solid body; accordingly, there are still
t'vo degrees of freedom. One of these is disposed of by the tem-
perature, .and one still remains, and it must be possible to change

solubility by other circumstances, e.g. by pressure.

^

From experiments carried out in- this connection the result has

in(!f
that such a variability certainly exists, but is exceed-

slight. Large pressures amounting to hundreds of atmospheres
•Jt’e required to bring about such a change of the splubility as can just
^ measured. It is admissible, therefore, for most purposes to take
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the possibility of this influence as little into account as in the case of

the change of the melting point with the pressure.

Relation between Solubility and Heat of Solution.—Th.

question, on what does the influence of temperature on the soluldlity

depend, or better, is this influence related to any other property of

substances, can be answered on the basis of the same principle as

has already ])een several times applied in ansAver to the question as

to the influences affecting equilibrium. When a system is subjected

to a constraint, that process will take place which tends to counter

act the constraint. If, then, the temperaturr; of a saturated soln

tion be raised, the equilibrium will be shifted in such a way tliat a

reaction will take place which is accompanied by lowering of tenqiera

ture. In the case, Avhich is the most frequent, of the dissolution of

the solid substance taking place with absorption of heat, and therefore

with lowering of temjreraturc, this process must result, and the sola

bility will increase with rise of temperature. Cases exist, however,

in Avhich heat is developed on solution, and in such cases the solubility

will decrease with rise of temperatarre. Finally, substances Avliich

attain the condition of saturation without exhibiting heat effects, will

have a solubility which is independent of the temperature.

These relations have, indeed, been demonstrated in many cases,

and no contradictory case is known.
" Apparent contradictions, certainly, have made their api)eai'an(e

through a false application of the theory. As follows from the above

exposition, it is a question of the heat which is taken up or given out

Avhen a further eprantity of salt is dissolved in a solution saturated ai

a definite temperature. This quantity of heat must not be confused

with that which accompanies the solution of a salt in the jiure sob cut,

and which is usually Avhat is measured. In the case of difficultly

soluble substances, it is true, the two arc not greatly diflereiit
;

hut

where the substances are soluble in largo amounts, they can htivc not

only a difterent value but even a different sign.

Crystallisation.—From the foregoing relations there follows tlio

general behaviour of a solid substance and its solution. If the sub

stance has been formed in solution it cannot separate out until its coii

centration has become greater than that corresponding to the point ot

saturation at the existing temperature. If this concentration

exceeded, the separation can^ but does not necessarily take place, since

the solution can also remain supersaturated. If, however, the s(‘pu-i

tion has once started, it proceeds until there is contained in the solutinu

only as much as corresponds to the point of saturation.

In the case more especially of substances whose solubility increases

Avith the temperature, solutions are obtained by saturation at higk
''

temperatures, which, on cooling, are supersaturated, and from Avhiclii

therefore, the solid substance separates out. Since under these con<l>'

tions the substance generally crystallises well, such a method of
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codure is known as recrj/stallimtiim. Of the sii])stances given in Fig.

72
,
potassium chlorate can be recrystallised very well from hot solu-

tions, since the difference of solubilities at different temperatures is

very great. The method is less suitable for potassium chloride, and

not at all suitable for sorlium chloride. For the purpose of recrystal-

lising these substances other means must be employed by which the

solid substance is caused to separate out.

These differences of behaviour can be made clear by an experi-

ment. If potassium chlorate be added to boiling water as long as it

is dissolved, so much of the salt is deposited on cooling that the liquid

forms a firm paste. From a solution of potassium chloride saturated

in the heat, a much smaller amount of crystals is deposited, and from

the solution of sodium chloride, practically none.

Solutions may be made to crystallise not only by change of temper-

ature but also by diminishing the amount of solvent. In the case of

volatile liquids this is best effected })y evaporation. Thus, for example,

1)V evaporating the water of the naturally occurring solutions of

common salt, the salt springs, the salt contained in them is obtained

in the crystalline condition. This method of cri/sfaUisation hy eixiporation

is used almost more fretpicntly than the method of crystallisation by

cooling.

Behaviour of Mixed Salts.—Regularities similar to those just

set forth obtain in the case where several salts, or, generally, several

solid substances, are present at the same time. In this case also there

coiresponds to each temperature a definite condition of saturation

which is independent of the relation between the amounts of the

different phases. When several salts are present the solul)ility of each

single salt, certainly, is no longer the same as when it is |)rcscnt alone,

hill they exercise a mutual inffuence on one another. This, however,

iiffeets only the numerical values and not the general relations.

If, now, the point of saturation of a mixed solution is exceeded,

diis does not, in general, occur at the same time for both salts, but the

solution which is supersaturated for the one is still unsaturated with

I'cspoct to the other. For this reason only the one solid substance

separates out from the solution, and its separation from the other is

dins effected.

For example, on evaporating a solution of any mixture of salts,

‘Oily that salt will, in the first instance, separate out whose point of

saturation is first reached. On withdrawing the crystals which are

'ie})osited from the solution, the substance is obtained in the pure state.

Only when the point of saturation of the other substances is reached
do these separate out along with the first, and mixtures are obtained.

In such cases the separation can generally be carried further by
louking use of the different variation of the solubilities with the tem-

perature. For example, if a solution of potassium chloride and
potassium chlorate, from which pure chlorate first separated, has
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reached the point at which both salts would be deposited together on

further evaporation, it is only necessary to concentrate the solution at

a higher temperature. The chlorate is then relatively the moia'

soluble and the liquid deposits chloride
;

if, then, saturation with

respect to chlorate is again almost reached, a mixture will be obtaiiu'd

on cooling which contains much chlorate and little chloride, and hv

redissolving and crystallising, these can be for the greater part sepa-

rated. By repeating the separations the task can finally be so far

accomplished that the residue of unseparated salts can be neglected.

The method of separation to be pursued in individual cases

depends accordingly on a knowledge of the various solubilities. The

general relations we have explained allow in each case of the most

appropriate method being ascertained.

Perchloric Acid.—A further step between chlorate and oxygen

is met with on carefully heating potassium chlorate or anothei'

chlorate. A portion of the salt, the amount of which depends on

external circumstances, and especially on the nature of the vessel and

the presence of solid impurities in the salt, decomposes into oxygen

and potassium chloride
; another portion, however, passes into a com

pound richer in oxygen.

If potassium cldorate is kept heated to a temperature somewhat

above its melting point, the evolution of oxygen, which is at first eon

siderable, becomes slower and ceases long before the oxygen present

has been expelled. At the same time solid crusts begin to separate

from the fused salt
;
and when the evolution of gas ceases, the salt has

also again become solid, although the temperature is not lower.

The salt mixture produced can be readily separated by crystallisa-

tion into potassium chloride, which is readily soluble, and a new salt

whose solubility in water is very small. It is obtained almost pure hy

extracting the finely powdered mixture with cold water, whereby most

of the potassium chloride is removed, and dissolving the residue in hot

water. On cooling, the new salt crystallises out.

Analysis shows it to })e comimscd of potassium, chlorine, ami

oxygen according to the formula KCIO^, and it is, therefore, the

potassium salt of a new acid, called perclikmc acid. The salts of this

acid arc the perchlmite.^.

Just as the potassium salt is obtained from the chlorate, the frci;

acid is similarly formed from chloric acid when this is evaporated by

heating. By this treatment, a portion of the acid decomposes into

water, chlorine, and oxygen (p. 213); another portion, however, takes

up oxygen from the decomposed portion and passes into perchloric

acid.

The process in the case of the potassium salt is represented by the

following equation :

—

4KC103=3KC10, + KC1.
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In the case of the acid the equation is the same except that K is

replaced by H.

Although the transformation is accompanied by evolution of

oxygen, this does not seem to be essential, for, by careful heating, it

can lie brought about without the escape of oxygen.

Properties of Perchloric Acid.—Perchloric acid is much more

stable than the other oxy-acids of chlorine. Whereas the hypochlor-

ites, when treated with hydrochloric acid, are converted instantaneously,

and the chlorates pass readily into water and chlorine, this decomposi-

tion does not take place in the case of the perchlorates
;
potassium

perchlorate can })e evaporated with hydrochloric acid without decom-

position and evolution of chlorine taking place. For this reason it is

possible to distil perchloric acid and to obtain perchloric acid l)y the

distillation of perchlorates with acids, although the boiling point of the

acid is fairly high.

The properties of perchloric acid differ markedly according as the

acid is completely anhydrous or contains a little water. Prepared

from potassium perchlorate by distillation with sulphuric acid, it is

obtained as an oily liquid, l)oiling at over 200", which is exceedingly

stiible and exhibits no oxidising properties. It contains 70 per cent pure

acid and 30 per cent water. If this liquid is mixed with double its volume

of sulphuric acid and again distilled, the water is retained by the

sulphuric acid and the pure acid, HCIO^, passes over as a strongly

fuming liquid. If the distillation is continued, an a(jueous acid distils

over and combines in the receiver with the anhydrous acid, forming

a crystalline hydrate of the composition HCIO^ -f H./). From this,

the pure acid can be again ol)tained by careful distillation. The pure

acid is colourless, very volatile, has the density 1 ‘7 8, and decomposes

with extreme readiness, so that on being brought in contact with

oxidisable substances it generally explodes with violence. When
placed in water it dissolves with a hissing sound and great evolution of

beat, forming a very stable solution which, on evaporation, again yields

the oily, stable, 70 per cent acid.

The cause of this great divergence of properties lies in the fact

that the aqueous acid contains ions, whereas the anhydrous acid does

'">t (p. 179). The ions are much more stable than the free acid,

^»d for this reason, also, the salts of perchloric acid do not show
‘‘’•y of the readiness to decompose which is manifested by the free

acid.

In perchloric acid we have another example of solutions whose
boiling point changes with the composition in such a way that it has

oiaximnm value at a definite concentration. The relations discussed
in detail in the case of hydrochloric acid (p. 182) are again met with

; the fact, also, that the concentrated acid fumes in moist air, is

^nrther evidence of the similarity.

dhe succession of the products of interaction of chlorine and caustic
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soda, which was indicated on p. 209, must, in accordance with what has

been said, be completed as follows :

—

I
I

•24Na()H+ 12Clo

12NaOCl n2NaCl

4NaClU;(+20Xafa

:iNHCl()4+21NaCl

I

24NaCl
I
(U).,

For the sake of shortness, the I2H.^O, produced in the passage to

the second stage, have been omitted, since they take no further part in

the transformations.

Other Oxygen Compounds of Ohlorine.~Thc sul)staiices

hitherto described do not exhaust the possible number of compounds

of chlorine with hydrogen and oxygen, although the substances still

to be treated are of inferior importance to those already mentioned.

If a chlorate is decomposed with a strong acid, e.g. sulphuric atid,

chloric acid is first formed, in accordance with the general scluam'.

This substance is, however, not stable in the anhydrous condition,

and immediately undergoes decomposition, in accordance with the

equation

411010., = 2H,0 + 4C10, + 0,.

In other words, water is formed from the components of the acid, this

being necessary for the production of the more stable ions of the

remaining chloric acid.

The compound CIO
2,
formed at the same time, bears the name of

chlorine dioxide or chlorine peroxide, and appears as a yellow-biown

gas which can be condensed to a similarly coloured liquid at a tem))er-

ature under W\ Both gas and liquid are extremely explosive. Tld^^

can be shown by placing on the bottom of a wide-mouthed bottle of

2 to 3 litres capacity, a small dish containing some potassium chlorate’

and allowing a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid to fall on

this. The yellow gas is evolved with a peculiar crackling sound due

to small explosions. If a warm metal rod, the temperature of which

can be much below that of the visible red-heat, be introduced some

moments later into the gas, this decomposes with loud detonation into

chlorine and oxygen.

Chlorine peroxide is not the anhydride of any definite acid, hut,

when brought in contact with caustic soda, yields sodium chlorate atul
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the salt of a new acid. The process takes place in accordance with the

e( Illation

2CIO
2 + 2NaOII - NaClO, + NaClO^ + H.O.

The salt NaClO., is called sodium chlorite, and the acid chlorous acid.

it is little known, and its salts, which are mostly very unstable, have as

yet found no application.

What position the chlorites occupy in the transformation series

and order of stability of the oxygen compounds of chlorine, is not yet

known
;

to all appearance it is a fairly high one.

' Thermochemical Relations of the Oxygen Compounds of

Chlorine.—As can be conjectured from the explosive properties of

most of the substances of this group, the compounds contain, in genci’al,

considerably more energy than the elements, and therefore decompose

into these with evolution of heat. Even if the ditterences of the total

cy/c/v/y found here do not coincide with those of i\\Q free energy (p. 208),

still the two agree with one another so far, both with regard to sign

and order of magnitude, that in alisence of a more exact knowledge of

th(! lattci’, the former may be taken as the basis of our considerations.

Chlorine monoxide decomposes with evolution of heat into its

elements, and must therefore absorb heat if formed from them. The
ei|n;ition is :

—

2C1, + Go - 2Cl,0 - 2 X 74 kj.

The gas dissolves in water with an evolution of 39 kj
j
the formation of

a solution of hypochlorous acid from water, chlorine, and oxygen
would therefore absorb 35 kj. Since from Cl^O, 2HO(T are formed,

there are - 17 ’5 kj for each molecule, and we have the eipiation

2( T, + 0., + aq. - 41 lOCl aq. + 4 X -17-5 kj.

If, however, we consider the formation of hypochlorous acid from
chlorine, oxygen, and hifdrogen, we must add to the above the heat of

foimation of water. Adding to the last equation

2H2-i-0.,-2H20+ 2 X 286 I(j

ioid dividing by 2, we obtain

CI
2 + 0. + lU + aip = 2H0C1 aq. + 2 x.l25 kj.

In this case, therefore, there is a considerable development of heat,

hbr this reason hypochlorous acid never decomposes into chlorine,

'’^ygen, and hydrogen, but only into chlorine, oxygen, and water.

If, from the equation for the heat of formation of hydrochloric acid,

CI
2 + Hg + aq. = 2HC1 aq. + 2 x 1 64 kj,

diiit for hypochlorous acid be subtracted, there follows

110Claq. = HCl aq . +0 + 39 /7 ,
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that is to say, when hypochlorous acid decomposes into hydrochloric

acid and oxygen, 39 kj are developed. When, therefore, hypochlorous

acid acts as an oxidising agent, the heat which is thereby developed

is, for each combining weight of oxygen, greater by 39 kj than if

the oxidation took place with free oxygen. This would suggest that

hypochlorous acid, quite apart from its greater velocity of reaction,

would be a stronger oxidising agent than free oxygen, and that it

would be capable of oxidising substances not oxidised by this.

This makes us return to the point mentioned on p. 207. Since the

decomposition of hypochlorous acid into oxygen and hydrochloric acid

takes place with considerable diminution of the free energy, it can be

used for the purpose of preparing oxides which could be formed from

oxygen only with increase of the free energy, and which, therefore,

are not directly formed from it. Since the taking up of oxygen from

the hypochlorous acid by the substances in question necessarily takes

place simultaneously with the decomposition of the acid, we have here

the “ coupling ” which has been characterised as a presupposed condi-

tion in using the free energy of one process to render anotljcr process

possible (p. 203). Thus, for example, dilute hydrochloric acid can be

easily oxidised to chlorine and water by means of hypochlorous acid

(p. 206), a process which is not possible with free oxygen, because the

reverse formation of free oxygen from chlorine and water takes place

The heat of formation of cMoric acid is given by the following

equations :

—

H2 + 04 -f 30., + aq. = 2HCIO3 aq. + 2 x 100 kj,

201, -f 50., + aq. = 4HCIO3 aq. - 4 x 43 kj.

From this we obtain the heat evolved in oxidation by means of chloric

acid :

—

HClOy aq. = HCl aq. + 30 + 64 kj.

There is a heat evolution, therefore, of 21 kj for each combining weight

of oxygen. This number is considerably smaller than in the case of

hypochlorous acid, which is in agreement with the smaller oxidising

power of chloric acid.

For perchloric acid, the corresponding equations are :

—

Hg + Cl, + 4O2 + aq. = 2HCIO4 a(p + 2 x U\ kj

2CI2 + 70^ + aq. = 4HCIO4 aq. + 4 x 18
* HCIO4 aq. =HC1 aq. + 40-3 kj.

In all three equations the greater stability and feebler oxidising

action of perchloric acid finds expression.

"" The Combining Weight of Chlorine.—For the purpose of

determining the combining weight of chlorine with sufficient exactness,

a somewhat indirect method has been found necessary. First,
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potassium chlorate was converted, by heating, into potassium chloride

and oxygen. Calculating, in accordance with the equation

KC103= KC1 + 30,

how much potassium chloride is combined with 3 x 16 = 48 parts by

weight of oxygen, the number obtained represents the combining weight

of potassium chloride referred to oxygen equal to 1 6. Since, now, every

gram of potassium chlorate on ignition leaves a residue of 0*6085 gm.,

losing, therefore, 0*3915 gm. oxygen, wo have the proportion

KCl: 48 = 0*6085: 0*3915,

which gives for the combining weight of potassium chloride, KCl
= 74 *59 .

Next, it was determined how much silver chloride could be

obtained from a given amount of potassium chloride. Since one com-

bining weight of chlorine is contained in each salt, the ratio of the

weights in which the one is formed from the other is also equal to the

ratio of their combining weights. It was found that from each gram of

potassium chloride, 1*9224 gm. silver chloride was obtained. Hence,

AgCl: 74*59 = 1*9224 : 1,

from which we find, AgCl= 143*39.

Tiastly, a weighed quantity of silver was converted into silver

chloride. Each gram of silver yielded thereby 1*3284 gm. silver

chloride, taking up, therefore, 0*3284 gm. chlorine. Calculating with

the aid of this relation how much chlorine is contained in one combin-

ing weight of silver chloride, the combining weight of chlorine is found

from the proportion

01:143*39 = 0*3284:1*3284

to be, Cl = 35*45.

From these determinations, we can further obtain the combining

weights of silver and potassium. Subtracting the combining weight

of chlorine from the combining weight of silver chloride which was
found equal to 143*39, there follows, Ag= 107*94. A similar calcula-

tion in the case of potassium chloride yields K = KCl - Cl = 74*59

-35-45 = 39*14.

The reason that such an indirect method has been employed, is due
to the fact that the simple oxygen compounds of chlorine cannot, on

iiccount of their unstable nature, bo prepared sufficiently pure nor

analysed with sufficient exactness. The transformations above described,

however, can be performed with very great exactness, and this is the

determining reason for preferring the indirect to the direct method.



CHAPTER XI

BROMINE, IODINE, FLUORINE

A. Bromine

General.—Bromine is an clement which closely resembles chlorine in

all its relations. Discovercid by Balard in 182G, it has since tlu-n

been found to be, indeed, very widely distributed, but it is mot with

in much smaller amount than chlorine. Its compounds occur in small

quantities in sea-water, and are contained, therefore, in the residues

left on the artificial or natural evaporation of this. From the residues

which are obtained by the latter process, and which, in Germany,

chiefly occur near Stassfurt, bromine is obtained and sent into the

market.

Bromine is a dark, brown -red li(juid, transparent only in thin

layers and having a density 3‘1. It boils at 60'", and even at room

temperature possesses a considerable vapour pressure. Bromine, there-

fore, evaporates very quickly even under orditiary conditions
;
ami as

its vapour has a very unpleasant smell and a strong corrosive action

on the mucous membrane, care must be observed in working with it.

Bromine solidifies at - 7° to - to a dark-coloured, crystalline mass.

The vapour of bromine is very heavy. If a small bulb filled with

bromine be broken, or if, by means of a pipette, a drop of bromine he

placed at the bottom of a large, empty bottle, it is seen that the

brown-yellow vapour produced remains at the bottom and swa}’s

heavily when the bottle is moved. Only after standing undisturbed

for a considerable time does the bromine vapour slowly ascend into

the upper parts of the bottle, in accordance with the general law of

the diffusion of gases, which states that equilibrium occurs only when

the partial pressure of each gas or vapour present has become e<iiml

throughout the whole space (p. 93).

* If the same experiment be repeated in a bottle filled with

hydrogen, diffusion takes place much more rapidly
;
and by performing

two parallel experiments with air and with hydrogen side by side, the

great difference in the height of the bromine will be perceived even

224
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after 5 to 10 minutes. This appears remarkable, since the difierence

of density as compared with hydrogen is much greater than that

compared with air, and, therefore, the work to be performed against

^oavity is also greater. That, nevertheless, bromine vapour and

hydrogen mix more quickly is due to the fact that diffusion proceeds

more rapidly in hydrogen because, in this case, the mutual friction of

the gases is less. The velocity of diffusion obeys, to some extent,

though by no means exactly, the same law as the velocity of effusion

(p, 95), and is, in the case of hydrogen, about four times as great

as in air.

From determinations of the density of bromine vapour, its molar

weight has been found to be 160, or five times as great as that of

oxygen. Bromine vapour is, therefore, 5*5 times as heavy as air.

Since the combining weight has been found to be half as great (the

exact figure being 79'96), the composition of bromine vapour is

I'cpresented by the formula Br^. At very high temperatures, the

molar Aveight becomes somewhat less. Since similar relations are

found and have been more fully investigated in the case of iodine, we
shall discuss this phenomenon at that point.

Bromine dissolves in water, forming a yellow to brown coloured

lii|uid, which possesses the smell of bromine and can be used in place

of pure l)romine when only a small quantity of the substance is

rcipiired. The solution, saturated at room temperature, contains

about 3 per cent of bromine. If the water contains saline com-
pounds of bromine in solution, more bromine is dissolved, readily

decomposable compounds of bromine being formed which, in most
of their relations, behave like free bromine. These relations, also,

will 1)6 discussed more fully under iodine.

From the aqueous solution of bromine (bromine Avater) there
i^eparates out, on cooling, a solid hydrate which behaves quite similarly
h) chlorine hydrate (p. 170).

Hydrogen Bromide.—With hydrogen, bromine forms a com-
pound, HBr, which is very similar to hydrogen chloride. The reaction
hetween the elements, however, is not nearly so vigorous as in the
ease of chlorine. If bromine vapour be mixed with hydrogen, no
sudden reaction takes place either on passing an electric spark or on
exposing the mixture to sun-light

;
only a partial combination of the

g'lses occurs. The reaction can be accelerated by employing catalytic
jb-5'ents, and for this purpose, platinum and the metals like it have
•ecu found to be specially active. If a suitable mixture of hydrogen

bromine vapour be passed through a gently heated tube filled with
divided platinum, the issuing gases contain large ([uantities of

.ydrogen bromide, and, by suitable arrangement, the reaction is practi-
tally complete. .

Hydrogen bromide is obtained more easily, and in a manner
suited for experimental purposes, by the simultaneous action

Q
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of bromine and phosphorus on water. The chemical reaction which

here takes place cannot be completely explained till we como to

phosphorus
;

suffice it to indicate that a partition of the elements of

water results. The oxygen combines with the phosphorus and the

hydrogen with the bromine. Bromine alone is not able to decompose

water, as this would be associated with an increase of the free enerrn-

(p. 208). If this reaction, however, bo joined with another in wliich ;i

considerable diminution of the free energy occurs, so that over the whole

process there is a diminution of the free energy, the reaction becomes

possible. The auxiliary process in this case is the combination of

oxygen with phosphorus which, as we know (p. 63), is accompanied

by the liberation of large quantities of energy.

The experiment is carried out as follows. Red phosphorus aloiii,^

with some water is placed in a small flask through the cork of whieii

pass a dropping - funnel containing

bromine, and a delivery tube (Fig. Td),

To this is connected a U-tube filled

with moistened red phosphorus sprciul

out on pieces of glass. The puipose

of this is to convert any bromine

vapour which may escape from the

flask also into hydrogen bromide, tdi

allowing the bromine to drop slowly

into the flask, a violent reaction, :ic

companied by flashes of light, takes

place, and from the end of the U-tube a colourless gas escapes wliicli

forms dense fumes in the air and is absorbed with extreme readiness

by water. It thus behaves very similarly to hydrogen chloride.

The gas cannot be collected satisfactorily over mercury, since it is

<lecomposed by this metal, mercury bromide and hydrogen being

formed
;

still the reaction does not proceed rapidly.
" On account of

its great density it can be collected, like chlorine, by displacement of

the air. In this case the appearance of a thick mist at the mouth is

the sign that the vessel is full.

The molar weight of hydrogen bromide is 81, corresponding to the

formula HBr. The gas shows noticeable deviations from the simple

laws.

By pressure and cold, hydrogen bromide can be converted into a

liquid which boils at - 73° and, like liquid hydrogen chloride, has only

a comparatively alight reactivity. ,

The SoluMli of Hydrogen Bromide.—An aqueous solution of

hydrogen bromide can be obtained by connecting to the generating

apparatus (Fig. 73) the arrangement described on p. 180 for the

absorption of a gas. The solution, saturated at 0®, contains 80 per

cent of hydrogen bromide; it is very strongly acid, fumes in

air, and has a density of 1*5. More dilute solutions do not fume so
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much, and the 48 per cent solution is in the same condition as the 20

j)er cent solution of hydrogen chloride
;

it distils over with unchanged

composition. The relations described in the case of hydrogen chloride

(p. 182) are repeated quite similarly in the case of hydrogen bromide,

so that they need not be again described.

The characteristic reactions of acids are displayed in the same way

by hydrogen bromide as by hydrogen chloride, so that equivalent

solutions of the two acids behave almost identically, not only quali-

tatively but also quantitatively. Hydrobromic acid, therefore, belongs

to the strongest acids, and even in moderately dilute solutions is

largely dissociated into its ions.

Hydrobromic acid acts on the metals in the same way as hydro-

chloric acid : hydrogen is evolved and the bromides of the metals are

formed. These are identical with the compounds which are obtained

by the action of the hydroxides of the same meUils on hydrobromic

acid, water being simultaneously formed, and with those obtained by

the direct action of bromine on the respective metals.

In the latter case the action is, in general, not so energetic as in

the case of chlorine, l)ut the difterence is not very great. An idea of

this is obtained by introducing a piece of thin rolled metallic tin

(tinfoil), such as is used for wrapping up chocolate and such things,

into li(|uid bromine contained in a test-tul)e. The two elements

immediately combine with the production of a dark red flame and
the evolution of thick vapours. On account of the poisonous pro-

perties of these, the experiment must be carried out in a fume
chamber with good draught.

The a(iueous solutions of hydrobromic acid and of most of the

metallic bromides contain bromine in the ionic condition. In this

form it exhibits the general properties of ions of electrolytic conduc-

tivity, and the numerical values of this generally agree very closely

with those of the equivalent chlorides. A reaction with silver

solutions is also given, and the precipitate of silver bromide which

produced by silver salts in all solutions containing bromidion is

'^ry similar to silver chloride in appearance, but is of a yellowish

colour and is much less soluble than silver chloride. The reactions
hy means of which the two substances can be distinguished from one
^mother will be given under silver.

When chlorine is passed into solutions containing bromidion, an
exchange of conditions takes place : the chlorine passes into chloridion

bromidion into bromine. For this reason, all such solutions on
^wldition of chlorine water become yellow in colour, and since this

coloration is quite visible even with a very small concentration of

^comine, it serves as a means of identification or reagent for bromidion.
bince chloridion cannot, of course, react with chlorine, this reagent

also be used to distinguish between bromidion and chloridion, and
for the identification of the former in presence of the latter.
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Employing a dash to indicate the ions, as mentioned on ]).

the reaction in question would be written,

2Br' + Cl2 = 2Cr + Br2,

No bromidion, of course, can be present in solution unless an

equivalent amount of some cation bo also present
;
the latter, however,

plays no part in the process, which takes place in' the same way what-

ever the cation may be.

This reaction is used for the preparation of bromine from tlu;

liquids in which bromine compounds occur naturally, more especially

from the mother liquors obtained in the working up of the potassium

salts at Stassfurt (p. 52). All these salt solutions contain the broTiiine

in the ionic form, and on passing in chlorine and distilling the liquid,

the readily volatile bromine passes over with the steam. The chloi inc

required for this purpose can also be prepared in the liquid itself l)y

adding a hypochlorite (e.g. bleaching-powder), for example, and then

hydrochloric acid. By means of a prelimiTiary determination of the

amount of bromine in the liquors, however, care must be taken ratht-r

to add too little than too much chlorine, in order that the bromim!

produced be not contaminated with chlorine.

Oxy-acids of Bromine.—-Bromine is readily dissolved by ;i

solution of caustic soda, the liquid remaining bright yellow in colour.

Besides sodium bromide, the liquid then contains sodium Jiiipohroiuilr.

The reaction agrees entirely with the corresponding one in the case of

chlorine, for it takes place according to the equation

2NaOH -h Br^ = NaBr NaOBr + H,0.

The solution j)rodnced is used in the laboratory. By reason of the

oxygen of the hypobromite, it has as powerful an oxidising action as

hypochlorite solution.

The corresponding acid, hypobromous acid, HOBr, can also l)e pre-

pared in dilute aqueous solution. It is very similar to hypochlorous

acid.

On standing some time, especially when an excess of bromine is

present, the solution passes into one containing sodium hromate along

with bromide. In this case also, it is better to use a solution of

potassium hydroxide. On adding bromine to such a solution without

cooling, until its colour is permanent, the potassium bromato separates

out at once in the form of a crystalline precipitate. Neglecting the

intermediate, hypobromite stage, the reaction is

6KOH -t- SBro = 5KBr + KBrOg + SHgO.

From this salt bromic acid, HBrOg, can be obtained in aqueous

solution in the same way as chloric acid was obtained from chlorate.
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It is very similar to chloric acid, only still more easily decomposed.

It is not known in the anhydrous condition.

A perbromic acid has not yet been prepared, and no oxygen

compound of bromine is known corresponding to chlorine monoxide

and chlorine dioxide. In general, the compounds of bromine contain-

ing oxygen decompose more easily than the corresponding chlorine

compounds.

The comJming weight of bromine has been determined in a manner
similar to that used for chlorine. It amounts to 79-96, or almost

exactly 80. The deviation from the round number, however, is not

due to experimental error, but has been proved beyond doubt.

B. Iodine

General.—Iodine is allied to chlorine and bromine, and forms a

third similar element. Of the three, it has the highest combining

weight, amounting to 126-86, and its properties show deviations from
those of bromine chiefly in the same direction as those of bromine
deviate from chlorine.

At ordinary temperatures, iodine is a solid, crystalline substance

of a purple -black colour with an indication of metallic lustre. Its

density is 5. At 114° it melts to a deep brown liquid. Even at

ordinary temperatures it emits some vapour, which can easily be
recognised by its reddish -purple colour when a little iodine is con-

tained in a fairly large vessel. Iodine, however, does* not boil

till 184°.

Iodine vapour is of a fine violet colour. For the purpose of

observing this colour and at the same time also the great density of

iodine vapour, a largo, round-bottomed flask is strongly heated in a
large flame, being kept diligently turned the while, and a few crystals
ot iodine are then thrown into the hot flask. The iodine is at once
converted into a vapour of a dark violet colour, which remains at the
bottom and which, when the vessel is moved, shows itself in a high
degree subject to the force of gravity.

The density of iodine vapour is very considerable, being about
nine times as groat as that of air. The molar weight is 254 and the
vapour has, therefore, the formula I

2
. An account of its behaviour at

biglier temperatures will be given presently.

In water, iodine is only sparingly soluble, but still sufficiently for
tbe brown colour with which it passes into solution to be detected in
b^n ly thick layers. If a salt-like iodide is present in the water, much
iarger quantities are dissolved with a brown colour. This is due to the
formation of an ion Ig', as will be immediately discussed.

In other liquids, iodine is generally more soluble. In spirit of
^ine it dissolves with a brown colour similar to that of the aqueous

solutions. This solution is used in medicine, and is called
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tincture of iodine. Other solvents, such as carbon disulphide and

chloroform, dissolve it with a fine violet colour similar to that of

the vapour. On what these ditierences of colour depend is as yet

unknown, but it appears that in the brown solutions easily decom-

posable compounds are formed between iodine and the solvent.

If an aqueous solution of iodine is shaken with carbon disulphide^

the colour of the iodine disappears from the aqueous solution, and the

carbon disulphide is coloured purple. The iodine, therefore, leaves the

water in order to dissolve in the carbon disulphide. This is an

example of a general phenomenon which is subject to definite laws.

The Law of Distribution.—If to two liquids and B, which are

not (or rather, are only slightly) miscible with one another, a substance

be added which is soluble in both, this substance will, in general, dis-

solve in both licjuids and a state of equilibrium will be established.

This state is determined by the law that the snht(i7m is distrihitcd

between the two sohmts in mch a way that tJie ratio of its concentnitim in

each is constant.

This ratio is independent of the amounts of the two solvents,

and of the absolute concentration, at least within definite limits,

and depends only on the nature of the three substances and on

temperature.

For example, iodine is distributed between water and carbon

disulphide in the ratio I ; 600. If, then, any quantities whatever of

water, iodine, and carbon disulphide are shaken together and the tv o

solutions then investigated, there will be found in each cubic centi-

metre of the carbon disulphide solution, 600 times as much iodine as

in 1 cc. of the aqueous solution.

As is evident from these numbers, the concentration in carbon

disulphide is very much greater than in water
;
for this reason, also,

the greater part of the iodine passes, as the experiment shows, into

the former, when an aqueous solution of iodine is shaken with

carbon disulphide.

This law holds only for the iodine present in the elementary

state, and not fqr any compounds of iodine that may be present.

If carbon disulphide be rendered of a deep violet colour with iodine

and the solution then shaken with a solution of caustic soda, the

violet colour disappears and the iodine passes into the aqueous

solution. Here, however, it no longer exists as iodine, but has

formed salts with the caustic soda.^ If hydrochloric acid be added

to the solution, by which means free iodine is again formed, and the

mixture be "IhAken, the carbon disulphide again becomes A'iolet in

colour.

’ Carbon disiilphi<le is a compound of sulphur and carbon, and forms a Ih*'".'*

colourless liquid which does not mix with water.

The reactions which take place here agree entirely with those given by chlorine o

bromine with caustic soda, and the reader is, therefore, referred to the explanatimi o

thenj given previously (p. 204).
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Iodine Vapour.— It has already been mentioned that the vapour

of iodine has the molar weight 254. This value holds for tempera-

tures above the boiling point up to about 500". If the temperature

he raised still higher, the iodine vapour expands more than a normal

iTiis, and its molar weight, therefore, becomes smaller. The deviation

becomes all the greater the higher the temperature is allowed to

rise. At 1500”, finally, the half value is reached, and a fuither

elevation of the temperature has no longer any efiect.

This statement is true only when the pressui c is equal to one

atmosphere. If it is less, too small densities are found even at lower

temperatures, and the half value is sooner reached. At temperatures

above this, however, the molar weight again remains constant. These

z
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relations are made clear in Fig. 74. The molar weights are measured

'lownwards, and the temperatures to the right. The numbers placed

l>esi(ie the curves give the pressures.

The above facts show that when iodine vapour is heated, a

transformation of the vapour into I takes place, according to the

equation I^ = 2l. Such a decomposition of one substance into simpler

^’ulistances is called dissocintiofi. From the fact that the decomposition

hiCT('ases with rise of temperature, it is to be concluded that heat is

«il>sorbed in the process, in accordance with the repeatedly expressed

general principle of resistance to change. Since the second form

'vould, under the same pressure, occupy double the volume of the first,

therefore, if the volume is the same, would exert twice the pressure,

transformation of Ig into 2I would, at constant volume, cause an

increase of the pressure. From thii fact it can be concluded, on the

gi’ound of the same general principle, that the decomposition will be

pi’onioted by diminution of pressure, since the decomposition opposes

lliG latter. This conclusion is borne out by the experiments repre-

sented in Fig. 74.
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Compared with I
2,

the substance I must be regarded as a new
substance with different properties. Owing to the difficulty of investi-

gation at such high temperatures, it has hitherto been impossible to

determine these differences quantitatively. It has, however, been

stated that a change in the colour of the vapour has been observed.

Starch Iodide.—Elementary iodine in the pure state, whether as

vapour or in solution, is, even of itself, distinguished by its strong

colour. Still smaller quantities than can be detected by the colour

of the free iodine can be detected by the colour of a remarkable

compound which iodine forms with starch.

Starch is an organic substance (that is, a substance containing

carbon) composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, which occurs

very widely distributed in plants, collected chiefly in the seeds or

the equivalent portions of the vegetable organism. It is prepared

mostly from potatoes and from wheat, and is obtained in the form

of a white powder which is insoluble in cold water, but in hot water

swells up to a gelatinous mass. If much water be taken, sa}-, a

hundred times as much as the weight of the starch, a liquid is

obtained which can be filtered hot from the undissolved cell-walls,

and which then appears clear and remains liquid.

This solution of starch, now, has the property of yielding a Hue

blue colour with free iodine. This coloration is exceedingly strong.

The very feebly brownish coloured solution obtained by shaking iodine

with water, becomes of a dark blue colour with starch solution, and

liquids somewhat richer in iodine are rendered opaque. The com-

pound which is here formed contains the iodine only very feebly

united
;

it reacts in almost every respect like free iodine, and it

is therefore employed in many chemical reactions in which iodine is

produced or used up, as an indicator for the first or foi‘ the last

traces of iodine.

If a solution of starch iodide, as the blue substance is called,

is warmed, it becomes colourless at a temperature a little below

the l)oiling point, exhibiting only the feebly brownish colour <*{

iodine. On cooling, the blue colour again appears, showing that

the compound is again formed from its components.

This experiment can be rendered very clear if only the hnver

portion of the colourless solution, obtained by heating in a test-tube,

be cooled by partially immersing the tube in cold water. Only tbb

portion will then become blue, and as the cooled liquid is the speci-

fically heavier, it will remain undisturbed at the bottom and tlie

transition is fairly abrupt. In proportion as the solution cools, the

blue colour gradually moves upiiimis.

This colour phenomenon serves for the detection both of iodine and

of starch, and has, for both purposes, a great value.

Hydrogen Iodide.—^Iodine and hydrogen unite to form hydriodk

acid, which has the formula HI in accordance with the density 12^-
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Like the other halogen hydracids, it is, at ordinary temperatures, a

colourless gas. Its liquefaction, however, under atmospheric pressure,

takes place even at - 34°.

The union crt the two elements is still less stable than in the case

of hydrogen bromide. If a mixture of hydrogen and iodine vapour in

e<]iial volumes be heated, only a portion of the mixture combines to

form hydrogen iodide, the other portion remaining uncombined. This

proportion, also, is not altered by adding platinum sponge
;
the final,

invariable state will only be very much more quickly reached. This

point varies somewhat with the temperature; at 520°, 76 per cent of

the mixture combines.

( ^onversely, already formed hydrogen iodide, when heated, partially

decomposes into iodine and hydrogen, the mixture finally having,

indeed, exactly the same composition as before. In this case the

presence of platinum sponge accelerates the decomposition just as in

the former case it accelerated the combination, in conformity with the

general law of catalytic acceleration.

In accordance with the formula

11
,
+ 1

,
= 2111

,

two volumes of the compound arc produced from two volumes of the

mixed gases
;
the reaction, therefore, takes place without change of

volume. Now, we have just seen (p. 231) that a diminution of the

pressure promotes that reaction which, At constant volume, would be

accompanied by increase of pressure. On attempting to apply this

rule here, the difficulty arises that neither of the two possible reactions

—

neither the formation nor the decomposition of hydrogen iodide—would
cause an increase of pressure. The conclusion to be drawn from this

is that in this case change of pressure has iw influence on the chemical

equilibrium. This conclusion has been confirmed by experiment.

This case can be generalised, and we can enunciate the rule : If
'letioitr states are iiot altered by given processes^ a change in time states has,

''<n\rersely, no influence on the processes. With the help of this rule,

conclusions can sometimes be drawn which are as surprising as the
I’lile is simple.

Hydrogen iodide can be prepared, similarly to hydrogen bromide,
ky means of phosphorus and water, as well as by heating iodine and
kydrogen in the presence of platinum. The reaction is in this case

less violent. Red phosphorus, water, and iodine can be mixed
111 the order given, in the proportions 1:4:15, without any consider-

«djle reaction taking place; on heating, hydrogen iodide is then evolved,
^111d can be collected without diffi(Jmty by displacement, as it is four
times heavier than air.

On account of the readiness with which it decomposes, almost all

^Jibstances which combine with hydrogen act on hydrogen iodide. If

the heavy gas be poured into a cylinder containing chlorine, a flame
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appears and the cylinder is filled with the violet vapour of iodine,

hydrogen chloride being formed at the same time. Mixed with

oxygen or air and ignited, hydrogen iodide burns, iodine separatiiiit

out and water being formed. Hydrogen iodide acts similarly on

numerous other substances, so that it can be employed in many cases

for the introduction of hydrogen into other substances. It may also

be successfully used for the removal of oxygon from compounels, the

oxygen combining with the hydrogen of the hydrogen iodide to

form water. In this case the addition of phosphorus is useful in

order to regenerate hydriodic acid from the iodine and water formed.

Hydrogen Iodide and Water.—From the mere fact that

hydrogen iodide fumes strongly in air, it can l)e concluded that

it will behave towards water in exactly the same way as the other

halogen hydracids. As a matter of fact, it dissolves very abundantly

in water. The solution saturated at 0° has a density of nearly 2, and

contains about 90 per cent of hydrogen iodide. The “constant”

solution contains 57 per cent of hydrogen iodide and boils at 126 '.

The aqueous solution of hydrogen iodide shows the general

properties of acids in exactly the same degree as the two othei’

halogen liydracids
;

it is dissociated to the same extent into ions,

and its action as an acid is, in consequence, not more feeble than

that of the other acids. The strength of the acid, ie. its acid

character, is by no means dependent on the stability of the compound

itself, but only on the degree of ion formation. On account of the

lower volatility of aqueous hydriodic acid as compared with the two

other acids, hydriodic acid can even decompose the salts of these ;

when sodium chloride is evaporated with hydriodic acid, sodium iodide

is left behind, in accordance with the equation NaCl + HI = Nal + H(1

The reaction has to be explained in the manner set forth on p. 206,

according to which the most volatile of the possible compounds, in

this case hydrochloric acid, escapes and makes it possible for tlie

reaction to proceed.

On allowing an aqueous solution of hydrogen iodide to stand in

the air, it speedily turns brown, and in course of time the hydrogen

iodide disappears and solid iodine separates out in fine crystab.

This change takes place in accordance with the equation 4HI + Oo -

2ll.p + 2 I
2,

ie. the hydrogen iodide is oxidised by the oxygen of the

air and passes into water and iodine. The liberated iodine at lirst

remains dissolved in the liquid, but in proportion as the hydr(\gen

iodide disappears, the solvent power also diminishes and the iodine

separates out in the solid state^

The question must arise why the iodine is soluble in dilute

hydriodic acid while it is almost insoluble in pure water. Other

acids, ^uch as dilute hydrochloric acid, do not dissolve it to a greater

extent than water.

The answer to this question is that the iodine can combine with
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the iodidion of the hydriodic acid to form the ion T^, which is coloured

1)10wii. The combination does not take place completely, about half

of the iodidion remaining uncombined. Hence, about as much free

iodine dissolves in the solution of dilute hydriodic acid as there is

iodine already present in the form of iodidion. In more concen-

trated solutions, however, the solubility of the iodine is considerably

greater.

From what has been said, it follows that iodine must dissolve

to the same extent in the solutions of all metallic iodides capable

of forming iodidion. This has been found by experiment to be

the case.

These considerations can be generalised. When in dilute solutions

the solubility of a substance is increased by the addition of another

substance, this is to be explained by the conversion of the solute into

another compound, to an extent corresponding to the increase of the

solubility, by the substance added. So much passes into solution that

the uiicombined portion amounts to about as much as it would do in

the pure solvent
;
the excess is in a state of combination.

The fact that this rule has laten expressed only for dilute solu-

tions is conditioned by the circumstance that larger additions alter

the nature of the solvent and thereby influence the solubility. An
example of this is to be found just in the case of iodine, which is

dissolved by concentrated solutions of hydriodic acid and of iodides,

in much larger quantities than it ought to be according to the above
cause alone.

In the brown solutions of iodine in iodides, therefore, only a small

portion of the iodine can be regarded as existing in the free state,

namely, an amount not greater than is dissolved by water (p. 229).
^till, the solutions mostly behave as if all the iodine dissolved were
free. This is due to the fact that in proportion as the free iodine is

removed by any reaction, fresh iodine is formed by a splitting up of

die ion into F + I
2

. This process takes place so quickly that there
IS at no time a complete absence of free iodine so long as any
tri iodidion, is still present.

It can be seen that the iodine is indeed combined and not free, by
diaking a solution of iodine in carbon disulphide with a large quantity
^f Jiydriodic acid or potassium iodide solution. Although no appreci-
able amount of iodine can be removed from this solution by pure water
(p- 230), the violet colour in this case for the greater part disappears,
‘^•'d the iodine passes into the aqueous solution with a brown
colour.

Oxygen Compounds of Iodine.—On dissolving iodine in caustic
soda solution, sodium hypoiodite is first formed in accordance with the
s^^iie scheme as in the case of the other halogens. This compound

however, exceedingly unstable, and in a few moments undergoes
^‘ansformation with formation of sodium iodate and sodium iodide.
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Hypoiodous acid, therefore, cannot be prepared even in the condition

of a dilute solution, but has been observed only in its salts.

From the fact that the solution produced by the action of iudim;

on caustic soda has different properties at first from what it has later,

it follows that something is formed other than the iodide and iodati!

which are obtained by crystallisation from the solution. .Moin

especially, the freshly prepared solution gives a separation of iodine

even with the weakest acids, while later it becomes much more

resistant to this action and the iodine separates out much more

slowly.

The first stage of the action must, therefore, be formulated thus :~

2NaOH 1 I2 = NaOI + Nal + H.p,

and the second

3NaOI = 2NaI + NalO^.

The iodic acid, from which the salt NalOg is derived, is a very

stable substance and can be obtained in various ways. Thus, iodine

is converted directly into iodic acid, HIO3, by the action of moist

ozone. Other strong oxidising agents likewise form iodic acid from

iodine
;

for this purpose nitric acid is nmstly used. The reaction

which takes place here cannot be thoroughly understood until later

(Chap. XIV.).

The salts of iodic acid, or the iodates, are formed still more easily.

If a solution of potassium chlorate is slightly acidified and warmed

with iodine, potassium iodate, iodic acid, and hydrochloric acid are

formed

—

IOKCIO3 + 6I2 + GHgO = IOKIO3 + + lOHCl.

The iodic acid can be obtained from the liquid by adding a barium

salt
;

difficultly soluble barium iodate then crystallises out and can be

decomposed with sulphuric acid. The aqueous solution of iodic acid

thus obtained can be evaporated without decomposition.

Iodic acid crystallises from the concentrated aqueous solution in

lustrous crystals, which have the composition HIO3, dissolve readily i'l

water, and impart to this the reactions of a strong acid. In fact, iodic

acid is only slightly weaker than the halogen hydracids, which arc the

strongest known.

On careful heating, iodic acid loses the elements of water and

passes into a white, heavy powder, iodine pentoxide

—

2HI08 = l2O^ + H2O.

This oxide also dissolves in water, but is thereby transformed nt

once into the acid, combining again with the elements of water.

If the oxide be still more strongly heated, it decomposes into

oxygen and iodine, which is recognised by its violet colour.
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If iodic acid and hydriodic acid be brought together, they speedily

act on one another, with formation of water and iodine

—

ir, 10,' + 5H', I' = 3H20 + 31,

This reaction does not occur on bringing potassium iodide and

iodatc togetlier, since the hydrion necessary for the formation of

water is wanting. If this, however, be added in the form of some

acid, iodine immediately separates out. This reaction can lie used as

a sensitive indicator for the presence of acid hydrogen, i.e. of hydrion.

In the case of strong acids or high concentration of hydrion, the

reaction {iroceeds so rapidly that the various steps cannot be followed;

with \’ery weak acids, however, it can be seen that the reaction is not

complete in a moment, Imt that it requires time.

Periodic Acid.—-If sodium iodate be subjected to the action of

specially energetic oxidising agents, it takes up a further comliining

weight of oxygen and passes into the salt of periodic acid. The
periodic acid corresponds to a certain extent to perchloric acid, but

iliff(!rs from it by tiio fact that in the pure state it is a solid sulistance,

the composition of which is not represented by HIO^ but by the

formula H^IO^,, containing the elements of two combining weights of

water more. On carefid heating, periodic acid also loses water and
forms an anhydride 1.^0- ;

whether an intermediate substance of the

composition 1110^ can be obtained has not yet been established.

The behaviour of periodic acid towards bases is difterent from that

of the acids hitherto discussed. Besides the salts of the formula MIO^,
corresponding to the salts of perchloric acid, periodic acid forms salts

with three and five combining weights of metal. The formuhe of these

;ne obtained by imagining one or two molecules of water added to

the formula HIO^, and the hydrogen of the compound thus formed
replaced by metal. In other words, there exist besides the acid.

also the acids 11310
^,
and HrlOg. Acids such as these which

contain several combining weights of hydrogen replaceable by metals,

called polyhasic acids. We shall discuss the relations of these
iicids later, with the help of a simpler and better known example
(^'Iiap. XII.).

Chlorides of Iodine.—In the experiment on the decomposition of

|‘ydrogen iodide with chlorine described on p. 233, it is observed that
h the chlorine is present in excess, the iodine does not separate out in

usual dark lustrous crystals, but that a reddish-brown liquid of the

•^ppearance of bromine, and also reddish-yellow crystals, are produced,
^oth these are new substances formed by the combination of chlorine
''^kh iodine.

The red-brown liquid has the composition ICl and is formed with
extreme readiness by passing chlorine over iodine. Under the influ-

eJice of the chlorine, the iodine liquefies, and by starting with weighed
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quantities the experiment can be interrupted when the increase of

weight corresponding to the formula has taken place.

This substance can be solidified by cold, and is obtained in two

forms, one of which melts at 14°, the other at 27°. Of these two

forms, the one with the higher melting point is stable
;

the oth(!r

form, however, is produced more readily by spontaneous solidification

when the liquid is cooled down. If a little of the higher melting form

be brought into contact with the form of lower melting point, the latter

changes into the former
; the reverse transformation never takes ])lace,

From the liquid cooled below 14°, in the neighbourhood of which

temperature the Ikpiid does not spontaneously solidify, the one or the

other form separates out, according as crystals of the one or other form

are added.

The relations described here are found in the case of a large num-

ber of substances. Resides the liquid form, only one kind of Avhich

can be present, there are often several solid forms possible, each of

which has its special melting point. The form with the lower meltiii,:j

point is always unstable with respect to the form of higher melting

point, so that it can pass into the latter, whereas the reverse transfor-

mation never occurs.^ This phenomenon is called polyniorphwii, ami

the different forms polymorphic forms.

Resides the iodine monochloride, there is another compound, mIhk’

trichloride, ICI3. It is easily obtained by passing an excess of chloiinc

over iodine
;

the brown liquid which is first produced soon solidi

fies to red-yellow crystals, which cannot be melted at ordinary

pressure, as they previously decompose into chlorine and vajjour

of the monochloride. If the decomposition bo hindered by an

increase of pressure, a melting point under 16 atm. can be obscu vnl

at 101 .

Roth compounds are decomposed by water with formation of

hydrochloric acid, iodic acid, and free iodine. Still the trichloride

seems to dissolve partially in water without decomposition and to be

formed, on mixing concentrated solutions of iodic acid and hydrogen

chloride.

Resides these compounds, there exist compounds of iodine and

bromine and of iodine and fluorine. These will not be discussed here.

C. Fhiorine

General—To the group of halogen elements there must also be

added the element fluorine, which differs in its properties mote

^ Thi.s holds, in general, only for the behaviour of the substances in the neiglitoim

hood of the melting point. At temperatures which lie at a greater distance below tne

melting point, the relations can become reversed. An example of this will very shon

.

he discussed in detail (Chap. XII.).
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widely from the other three than these from one another. It exhibits,

however, still fewer relationships with the rest of the elements, and is,

therefore, most suitably classed along with the halogens.

Fluorine has the combining weight 19, which is smaller than that

of the other halogens. The relation which is found here, that the

cletnent with the smallest combining weight shows less similarity to

the related elements than the elements of higher combining weight to

one another, is repeatedly found. Reference will, therefore, be made
to this again on other occasions.

Fluorine is not found free in nature any more than the other

halogens. To a still higher degree than these, it has the tendency to

combine with other elements. This property is so marked that until

a few years ago it was quite unknown in the free state.

Compounds of fiuorino are fairly widely distributed in nature. It

occurs ill small quantity in many rocks, and its calcium compound,
Hjiar, is a very abundant mineral. The total amount of fluorine, how-

(iver, in the earth’s crust accessible to us is considerably less than that

of chlorine.

Preparation.—Fluorine is obtained by the electrolysis of its

hydrogen acid in exactly the same way as chlorine is obtained by the

electrolysis of hydrochloric acid. But in this case the difficulty arises

that the aciueous acid cannot be employed for this purpose, since the

free fluorine decomposes water with evolution of oxygen and regenera-

tion of hydrogen fluoride. Anhydrous hydrogen fluoride, however, is

just as little a conductor of electricity as the other halogen hydracids

in the anhydrous state.

The difficulty can be overcome by dissolving potassium fluoride in

the anhydrous acid, which thereby becomes a conductor. It is, how-

only the hydrofluoric acid that undergoes decomposition, and at

the cathode there is obtained hydrogen (primarily and secondarily,

cf. p. 195), and at the anode, fluorine.

Since fluorine quickly combines with most of the metals, the

electrolysis was first carried out in vessels of platinum, which is not

attacked to any considerable extent. It has, however, been since

found that copper also resists the attacks of fluorine fairly well, so that
die expensive platinum apparatus is not absolutely necessary.

Properties.—Fluorine is a gas with a faint, green-yellow colour,

'vhich recalls that of chlorine but is much less strongly developed. Its

'hinsity is not known with great exactness, but it undoubtedly approxi-
mates to the value 38, so that fluorine has the formula Fg, similar to
diat of the other gaseous elements. Its ^eat reactivity with almost
•dl substances has already been mentioned. In particular, hydrogen
^‘ompounds of all kinds take fire in fluorine gas, hydrogen fluoride
being formed with great development of heat. Most of the metals
feact violently with formation of fluorides.

The oxygen produced by the action of fluorine on water contains a
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large quantity of ozone (p. 80). At - 187° tiuorino passes into the

liquid state.

Hydrogen Fluoride.—Hydrogen fluoride, HF, is obtained, in

accordance with the general scheme (p. 205), by the action of other

acids on the naturally occurring metal com|)Ounds of fluorihe, the salts

of hydrofluoric acid. As it is readily volatile, it can be separated l)y

warming. In practice, the already mentioned fluor-spar, the calcium

salt, and sulphuric acid are employed.

Since hydrofluoric acid has the property of attacking glass, vessels

of lead or of platinum must be used in its preparation. For manufac-

turing purposes the former metal is sufficient, but for scientific purpose's

the latter must be employed where contamination with lead must la;

avoided. Fluor-spar and sulphuric acid are mixed and warmed

moderately in a retort made of the above material. . Hydrofluoric acid

distils over, and as the pure acid boils a.s low as 19", it can be li(|Uotied

by means of an ordinary freezing mixture.

Anhydrous hydrogen fluoride finds no application, but the a((Ueou.s

solution does. As a rule, therefore, a suiUible (piantity of water is

placed in the receiver in which the hydrogen fluorido Ciiii be absorbed,

and in this way a solution is obtained, containing 40 to 50 per cent of

hydrogen fluoride, which fumes strongly in air. On distillation,

hydrolluoric acid behaves exactly like the other halogen hydraeids

;

the constant boiling .solution contains 35 per cent of acid and boils at

120 °.

The solution cannot be kept in glass vessels, as these are quickly

dis.solved. Where platinum vessels are too expensive, as in the cn.se

of the technical applications, gutta percha is used. This is an organic

substance obtained from the lacteal fluid of certain tropical })lantSj and

is very resistant to hydrofluoric acid. Wax, resin, parafhn, and .similar

substances also resist the acid fairly well, a fact which is of impoi tance

for its application.

The use of hydrofluoric acid depends essentially on the fact that it

attacks and dissolves glass and similar substances, which contain

silicic acid (p. 50). It is used, therefore, on the one hand, for etching

glass, and, on the other hand, for the {)urpose of dissolving compound.s

of sicilic acid for analysis. The chemical reactions which take place

here will be discussed under silicic acid.

Care must be observed in working with hydrofluoric acid, as its

vapour is very injurious, and the acid solution, if it touches the .skin,

causes painful wounds which heal badly. Washing with ammonia js

a remedy for these. The anhydrous acid is especially dangerous.

Hydrofluoric acid also acts powerfully on micro-organisms.

By measurements of the electric conductivity of aqueous solution.^

of hydrofluoric acid, it is found that it is much less dissociated into it.s

ions than the other halogen hydraeids. A normal solution, containing

one mole in the litre, is rather more than 3 per cent dissociated,
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whereas the other halogen hydracids are dissoeiated to 80 per cent.

Hydrofluoric acid is, therefore, a considerably weaker acid than

the others.

In its general behaviour also, fluoridion differs essentially from

the other halogen ions. With silver solutions it gives no precipitjite ;

on the contrary, silver fluoride is readily soluble in water. On
the other hand, calcium fluoride is a difficultly soluble substance,

whereas the other halogens form extremely soluble compounds with

calcium.

The Strength of Acids.—The number of now acids which have

just become known to us, gives occasion to some further general con

^derations in amplification of those made on p. 184. Acids possess

a number of common properties which clearly manifest themselves in

the colour reactions with litmus and similar colouring substances, and

which can also, by means of numerous other reactions, be quantitatively

determined.

This similarity in action is appropriately attributed to the presence,

of the sjime substance, hydrogen. In the first place, now, we found

that the acid properties were by no means exhibited by all hydrogen

conipounds
;

all hydrogen, therefore, is not of this nature. The
acid hydrogen is characterised chemically by the fact that it can be

replaced by metals, as has already been explained on p. 184.

It would, therefore, be expected that those quantities of different

acids which contain equal amounts of hydrogen (hence called equiv-

alent), would also exhibit equal acid actions. In certiiin respects this is

the case
;
thus, such amounts of different acids always neutralise equal

nnounts of the same base (p. 186), and evolve with metals, e.g,

icagnesium, e(pial (piantities of hydrogen. On the other hand there

ioe other reactions in which the different acids behave differently.

L)r example, on introducing pieces of zinc of equal size into e(]uiva-

Iriit solutions of hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, and acetic acid, the

tttetal acts, it is true, on all the acids with evolution of hydrogen, and
die amount of hydrogen which is ultimately evolved is the same in all

'
; the I'elodfy, however, with which the reaction takes place in the

difierent cases, is very different. It is greatest in the case of hydro-
ddoric acid, less in the case of sulphuric acid, and very small in the

of acetic acid.

These differences can be clearly shown by placing the acids with
die xiuc ill small flasks fitted with gas-delivery tubes, and collecting
die evoK ed hydrogen in three cylinders of equal section placed side by
-'de and standing over water (Fig. 7 5). The differences are quite distinct
dter 5 to 10 minutes if equivalent normal solutions, ie. solutions con-
tuiiing 101 gm. hydrogen in the litre, are used. In order to be
^'idepeiidetit of impurities which may be present in the zinc, and which

cause a difference in the evolution of gas, a small quantity of a
^ solution of copper sulphate is added to each of the solutions.

It
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The evolution thereby becomes rapid and uniform, and the collection of

the gas is not begun until somewhat later.

Parallel with these, there run other differences which have refer

ence to the velocity of chemical processes and the equilibrium relations.

In all such cases, soocial

of which will be dis

cussed later, the acids are

arranged in the same

order, so that we must

conclude that there are

definite differences attach

ing to the acids them-

selves and independent

of the nature of tin; re

action.

Difference in Elec

trolytic Dissociation.

—It has been alremly

mentioned that the acids in aqueous solution are electrolytes, and con-

duct the electric current with decomposition. If, now, the conductivity

of ec^uivalcnt solutions of the different acids be compared, it is foiinil

that in this respect also the acids form the same sequence as in the

case of their last mentioned properties. Hydrochloric acid conducts

best, sulphuric acid less well, and acetic acid much worse. Agreement

is found in every detail, and is present also in the numerical values.

It follows from this that we are dealing with the operation of the same

cause and any interpretation of the described relations must take

account of all these properties.

The power of conducting the electric current was attributed (p. Pb

)

to a special condition of the participating substances, the ionic conditimi.

In this condition the components exist in a certain degree of indepem^l

ence of one another, or of freedom, and this finds its expression just

in the power of transporting opposite electricities in opposite directions.

The same independence is proved by the identity of the cluunical

reactions of an ion, independently of the presence of other ions (p- 1

The great differences in electrical conductivity of equivalent solu-

tions of acids, and the corresponding differences in chemical reactivity,

are to be attributed to the fact that mt the whole awmmt hid oi^Iil
''

portion of the acid present is in a state of free ions. By this poi tmu

alone the electric conduction is performed, and on it depend the velocit}

and the equilibrium in the case of the reactions of the acids, ih the

whole hydrogen of an acid, then, a portion is present in the state o

ions, while the other portion is combined with the anion. P'b

the hydrogen which is present in the ionic condition determines the

velocity^Df the action of the acids on zinc, the different cheniie^

equilibria, and (in conjunction with the anion) the electrical conductivity
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For this reason, all these different actions are found to vary in a

similar manner with the nature of the acid, and to be proportional to

one another.

The great differences in electrical conductivity can be made veiy

clear l)y placing the solutions in narrow tubes and passing an electric

current through them and through a galvanometer which indicates

milliamperes (Fig. 76). A fairly high potential must be used in

order to lessen, as far as possible, tlie iuHuence of the secondary

potentials which make their appearance at the electrodes, and which

iiie due to reactions taking place there. It is best to make the con-

nection with the electric main, which has usually a potential of 60 to

110 volts, although five or ten accumulators arranged in series,

corresponding to 10 or 20 volts, are sufficient. Under these conditions

the deflection of the instrument is proportional to the ele^itrolytic con-

<luctivity. In the case of eijui valent normal solutions of the three

achls mentioned, the ratio of the conductivities is found to be about

1:0-5: 0-012.

Tha suitable dimensions of the tubes are found from the rule

that with a length of 10 cm. the section must amount to -y cm., where

>< is the potential in volts used, in order that normal hydrochloric acid

-^hall allow a current of about 100 milliamperes to pass. If the tubes

•ite increased in length, the section must also be proportionately

enlarged.

The process by which the acids which in the pure state are not

<ikctrolytes split up on solution into ions, is called electrolytic -dissoci-

‘^Oeu (p. 197 ). Different acids undergo this dissociation to different

^‘^'teuts, and the greater the degree of dissociation, the more pronounced

the acid characters, the stronger'’ is the acid. The strength,

however, cannot increase indefinitely, for it must reach its maximum
" hen dissociation is complete.

a matter of fact, measurements of the conductivity have shown
^hat there is a maximum for the strength of acids which cannot be
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exceeded. Hydrochloric acid, even in moderately dilute solutions,

approximates to this maximum, and must, therefore, be designated ;is

one of the strongest acids. To the same class belong the other halogt u

acids, with the exception of hydrofluoric acid, which is consideral)ly less

dissociated.

The dissociation of hydrochloric, hydrobromic, and hydriodic acids,

as well as that of all other acids, increases with the dilution. In the

following table there is given the fractional dissociation at the ordinaiy

temperature (20"), the dilution being expressed by the number of

litres ill which POl gm. of hydrogen is contained.

Oilutifni. UCl. UBr. III. IIF. Sulphuric- Aciil. AciUic Aciil.

10 0*95 0*95 0*95 0 10 0*57 0 018

100 0*98 0*98 0*98 0*26 0*74 0-050

1000 0*99 0-99 0*99 0*59 0*92 0-125

Whereas, therefore, the fir.st three acids change only slightly with

the dilution, the others do so to a large extent, and tend to assume the

value 1—a value which is already almost reached by the former. Tlu^

moi'c dilute thii acids, the more nearly do they approach one another

in strength.

These relations obey certain laws which we shall not eon.^ider,

however, until a later point.

When we speak, therefore, of the strength of an aeid, we mean its

dissociation, i.c. the fraction of the total amount which is in the form

of ions. The conception applies, naturally, only to aqueous solutions.

The strength varies also with the temperature and the dilution, but

although the absolute values of the degree of dissociation are thereby

altered, the orihr of the different acids remains unchanged.

An approximate measure of the strength of an acid is aH'orded

by the comparison of its conductivity with that of an equi^abuit

solution of hydrochloric acid. Since at fairly great dilution, the latter

does not materially fall short of complete dissociation, the condueti\ity

of the acid referred to hydrochloric acid ecpial to unity, gi^'cs tlie

fraction of its hydrogen which is in the ionic condition, or the degree

of dissociation of the acid. We have here, it is true, neglected

certain conditions, still these cannot give rise to any considerable

errors.

Of the oxy-acids of the halogens, chloric, bromic, iodic and pei-

chloric acids are dissociated to approximately the same extent a>

hydrochloric acid. Hypochlorous acid, on the other hand, is

slightly dissociated; the exact degree of dissociation, however, i'

unknown.

Actual and Potential Ions.—Since hydrion has just been

designated as the substance which manifests the typical ad'

reactions, and it has further been shown that in solutions of aeeti'

acid of moderate concentration only 1 to 2 per cent of the bydrogd*

is present in the ionic form, one might suppose that on titratnyy
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with caustic soda the red colour of the litmus would disappeai* after

this hydrion had been converted to water by the addition of a few

|)er cent of the equivalent of alkali. This is not the case. On the

contrary, we have seen that the different acids require cxactl}' as

much alkali as corresponds to their equivalent (p. 186). For the

process of neutralisation, therefore, it is a question not inerely of

the hydrion but of all the acid hydrogen, whether it is present

as ion or not.

This apparent contradiction is removed when we consider more

caiefully what is the course of the process of neutralisation. On
addition of caustic soda, the ions H’ and OH' in the fii’st place act on

one another and form water. There exists, however, a chemical

c<iuilibrium which depends on the proportions of the participating

substances, between the portion of the acid which has passed into ions

and the undissociated portion. If one of the substances is removed,

that reaction must immediately bike place by which it is again

r(‘])laced. In proportion, therefore, as the hydrion is removed l)y

c()ml)inatiori with the hydroxidion, a fresh amount must be produced

by the dissociation of the still undissociated portion. This ne\>’

formation can take place as long as there is undissociated.acid present,

but wdien this is used up the hydroxidion will no longer be bound,

-md the blue colour of litmus must appear.

Now, all processes between ions proceed, as experience shows, so

quickly that it has hitherto never been possible to measure their

wlocity. In the case of our experiment, therefore, we .see only the

tiiiid result, and on titration with caustic soda we do not obtain the

«nnount of hydrion present at the particular moment, but the amount
all the hydrion that can be formed from the .substances present

;

not the actual amount of the ion.s, but the sum of the actual and the

potential.

The same holds for the action of the metals, e.g. zinc, on the acids.

'vlicre the total amount of the possible hydrion is ultimately evolved

ns hydrogen gas. In this case, however, the celoritii is measurable,

nnd it is found to be all the greater, the greater the concentration of

the hydrion actually present. The same is found in all processes

^'hieh depend on the hydrion and which proceed with measurable
velocity.

The question as to the conditions under which only the actual,

niul under which the potential ions are to be considered, c;in be

nnswered to the effect that the former are all-important when the

nniount of the ions present is unaltered, or is altered only in an

J^ivomparably slight degree, by the process. If, however, the process

of such a nature that ions are removed by it, and that it continues

long as ions of the particular kind are present, it will depend on
fhe total amount of all possible ions. By means of this rule each
“separate case can be decided.
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Thus, the precipitation of chloridioii by silver solution is,

evidently, a process which gives the amount of the ])oientmi ion.

When the silver is present in sufficient amount, the process does not

cease until all the chloridion, not only that present at the Iteginiiiiiit.

is exhausted. For the chloridion is removed from the solution hy tlic

precipitation of the silver chloride in the solid state, and the [)r()ci's,s

can continue so long as chloridion can still be formed from the

undissociated chloride present.

The determination of the electrical conductivity, however, gi\t‘>

information only as to the amount of the was really present or the

artual ions, for by such a measurement no ions, or only a vanishingly

small amount of ions, are used up.

From this it is clear that in order to measure the state (li

dissociation or, generally, the concentration of any ions, oidy tlmse

processes are directly applicable by Avhich the amount of the ions

is not, or is only very slightly, altered.

The Dissociation of Salts.

—

Whereas in the case of the acids,

and, as we shall find later, to a certain extent also in the case of the

bases, great variety exists in the degree of dissociation,—all possilile

values, in fact, occurring,—the behaviour of the neutral salts is much

more uniform. Almost all these are dissociated to a fairly large

extent and only in quite exceptional cases arc salts found uhicli

exhibit deviations in this respect.

Except in these special cases, therefore, it will not be necessary

in the case of chemical reactions between salt solutions to refer

specially to the state of dissociation. The actual conditions will he

represented very closely if we assume that all the salt present is

dissociated into its ions, and that the reactions take place exclusi\ ely

betw'een the ions.

An important conclusion Avhich can be drawn from this is that

when different salt solutions are mixed with one another, the iicpiid

thus produced wdll always be of the same nature, if it contain the

same ions in the same amount, no matter what the arrangement "t

these ions was in the salts used for the preparation of the solution.

A mixture of equivalent amounts of sodium chloride and potassiuiu

iodide can in no respect be distinguished from one prepared from the

corresponding amounts of potassium chloride and sodium iodide.

Further, since the state of the substances present is not altered hv

mixing the two solutions—^for the substances were present as ions to

start with and are so also after the mixing—none of those processes

take place by which the occurrence of chemical change is characterised-

There occurs no change either of the temperature or of the volume or

of the colour, etc., and the properties of the mixed solution are simple

the sum (rightly formed) of the properties of the components of tbr

mixture.

Where a deviation from these rules is found, it is a proof that
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the assumption made is no longer correct, but that there can be

formed from the ions present one or several salts which are dis-

sociated to a much less degree into ions.

Again, new conditions arise when a salt can be formed which

separates out in the solid state under the existing conditions. Since

the solid salts are not dissociated, those phenomena which accompany

a chemical process must forthwith appear, i.c, there is development or

al)Sorption of heat, and all the other properties also undergo a sudden

change.

' These relations can be made clear by mixing solutions of

sodium chloride and potassium iodide previously brought to the

same temperature. No change of temperature is indicated even

hy a very sensitive thermometer. So soon, however, as one of the

salts is chosen so that a precipitate can be formed {e.g. potassium

iodide and lead nitrate, or sodium sulphate and barium chloride),

all appreciable rise of temperature occurs on mixing.

' Hydrolysis.—In the case of the salts of weak acids a special

phenomenon is met with, the comprehension of which rests on the

theory of strong and weak acids. On testing a solution of sodium

hypochlorite (p. 204), for example, with litmus paper, it is not found

to be neutral, like sodium chloride or a similar salt, but the solution

is distinctly alkaline. This is a peculiarity met with in the case

of many other salts of weak acids, and the explanation of it is as

follows.

A weak acid is one in which the dissociation into hydrion and
the corresponding anion is slight. When, therefore, the two kinds
of ion come together, they will for the most part combine until one
of them has almost disappeared.

If, now, we have an aqueous solution of the sodium salt of a very
'veak acid, the anion of the acid is present in large amount. In this

case, a very small quantity of hydrion is sufficient to establish the

equilibrium
;
and if more hydrion is present, the greater part of it will

‘ombine with the anion until its amount has so far diminished that

die condition of equilibrium can exist.

In the aqueous solution, now, hydrion is present because water is

dissociated, although only slightly still in measurable amount, into the
ions hydrion and hydroxidion (p. 191). This small concentration is

nieater than corresponds to the equilibrium ' with the ion CIO',

dydrion, therefore, will unite with this to form undissociated HCIO.
this process, however, the equilibrium between the ions of water is

disturbed, further amounts of water must dissociate into hydrion and
liydroxidion, and these processes will go on till all the substances are

equilibrium.

The result of these processes is the disappearance of a certain

JjUantity of hydrion which has been used for the formation of HCIO.
corresponding amount of hydroxidion cannot unite with the
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sodion because sodium hydroxide is a strongly dissociated elccUo

lyte, but remains in the free state. A solution, however, whidi

contains hydroxidion reacts alkaline, and this, indeed, is what the

solution of sodium hypochlorite does.
,

At the same time a certain amount of the undissociated compoiind

HCIO has been formed, and this, we know, is volatile (p. 206). I he

solution must, therefore, smell of hypochlorous acid. This also is a

j^eneral peculiarity of the hypochlorites.

The above considerations will, evidently, preserve their validity

in all cases where we are dealing with salts of strong bases and weak

acids The phenomenon is known as hifdroJfm since it is a case ..t

decomposition with the co-operation of water, and the general rule can

be stated that hydrolysis will always ociw' vdim the salt 0/ a weak era/

with a strong hase 'is dissolved in water. The behaviour of the solution,

also, can be characterised by saying that the acid and the liase have

not neutralised one another completely, so that the reactions both 0

the base and of the free acid can be observed side by side.

Similar considerations also apply to the salts of weak bases.

These are also hydrolytically dissociated and, for a correspondiiiii

reason, react acid. At a later point we shall have an opportimity

of returning to this.
i ^ w i; .

Hydrolytic dissociation differs essentially from electrolytic di.v

sociation (p. 197). The latter occurs in the case of all salts, and

especially in the case of those of the strong acids and bases
;

but

hydrolysis is possible only when the acid or base, or both, are wea

/.c. slightly dissociated ill solution.
, 1 ..

General Remarks on the Halogens.-rhe four cleniciit>

fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine form a natural family e

similar elements, whose properties, in the widest sense of the tenn,

.generally follow the same order as the combining weights, in m

hrst place, the numerical values of these fundamental magni in c

exhibit a definite relation to one another. On placing them togetnei

and taking the differences, we obtain the following ;

—

Fluorine

Chlorine

Bromine
loflino

19

35*45

79*96

126*85

Difl'erence.

16*45

44*51

46*89

The differences between chlorine, bromine, and iodine are almost uijwl

but the difference between fluorine and chlorine show.s a niai

.

deviation.
. . , • i

In accordance with this, the elements chlorine, bromine, ana iw

form a group of more closely related elements, from which fluorine,

its whole behaviour, is comparatively far removed.

The physical properties of the free elements form
^

series as the combining weights. Fluorine is a gas which is aim
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to liquefy, chlorine can be easily liquefied, bromine is liquid under

ordinary conditions, and iodine is solid. The density of the elements

ill the liquid state and, as may be at once added, the densities of

corresponding compounds in the liquid or solid state, also stand in

the same order.

All halogens form acids with one combining weight of hydrogen.

Of these, that of fluorine is medium strong, while those of the other

halogens are very strong. The heat ‘of formation of the dilute acid

decreases regularly as the combining weight increases, and in the same

way the diflerence of energy between the free element and the cori'C-

sponding ion diminishes; the tendency to ion formation is very great

ill the case of fluorine, but in the case of iodine it has already become

very slight. The lighter halogen, therefore, always displaces the

lieavier from its salts, i.e. the lighter halogen passes into the ion form

and the heavier into the elemcntiiry state.

With the metals, also, the halogens form compounds which possess

similar composition. Thus, if a chloride, say, contains two combining

weights of chlorine, the same number is found in the case of the

hiomide, the iodide, and the fluoride. This follows at once from the

composition of the acids, which, on account of their containing the

same number of combining weights of hydrogen, are able to neutralise

the same quantities of the different bases.

In their behaviour towards oxygen, the order of the halogens is

I'cversed. Fluorine gives, so far as known, no compound with oxygen
;

the oxygen compounds of chlorine can be prepared, but have slight

stability, likewise, also, the bromine compounds
;
and the iodine com-

pounds are the most stable. In this case, it is true, we do not have
such complete regularity as in the other cases, for the compounds of

hromine are less stable than those of chlorine
;
in this respect, there-

foi e, chlorine stands between bromine and iodine, instead of bromine
being between chlorine and iodine.

ith regard to these irregularities, however, we should remember
diat the relations we have just mentioned depend on the temperature,
•uid alter to an unequal exteujb when this is changed. It is, therefore,
' tuy possible that at other temperatures, the usual order would again
ubtain, and that this apparent irregularity is only the outcome of a
further reaching regularity which at present escapes our judgment.

The relation wo have met with here, that the elements can be
urrunged in groups of similar substances, will be frequently found

In all these cases the law is repeated diat the properties of

^’U‘h elements and of their corresponding dbmpounds can be arranged
fhe same way, so that the numerical values of the combining weights

u’ c found to be the basis of the systematic treatment of the properties
^uth of the elements and of their compounds.

It is true, however, that on attempting to introduce numerical
delations in place of the mere order of arrangement, we encounter
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great difficulties. The chief cause of these is that the propertie,^

undergo alteration to varying degrees with varying conditions (/'.//,

with change of temperature), so that the relations which exist uiKler

certain conditions become different when we pass to other conditions.

Simple numerical relations can exist only in those cases where the

magnitudes are unaffected by any condition (as, for example, in tlu'

case of the law of the combining weights), or where the influence of

the conditions is the same in all comparable cases (as in the case

of the law of gaseous volumes). In all other cases numerical

relations which shall at the same time be exact and simple, cannot be

expected, and if they are observed in any one case, it will, in general,

l)e a mere chance.

Thermochemistry of the Halogens.—In accordance with the

example given in the case of chlorine (p. 199), the thermocheniical

relations of the other halogens can be investigated. The following

table gives a clear summary of the determinations and calculations.

Heat of ForimtioH.

Ifydraeid, gaseous

,, di.s.solveil in water
O.xy-acid 11AO, in .solution

IIAO.,

HAO,

b'liiuriiie. ChloriiH'. Brf)iiiiiu‘. Iodine.

161 kj 92 kj 85 kj 26 k
205 164 118 d- 55

125 109

100 51 284
161 ~ 199

In the above calculations, the elements are assumed to be in the

state in which they exist at room temperature, viz. chlorine gaseoiii^,

bromine liquid, iodine solid. The existing differences are not greatly

• altered by recalculating the numbers to the gaseous state.

Fluorine. Chlorim*. Bromine. Iodine.

1 68 kj .')7 kj 57 kj 57 / /

42 42 —
I
— 58 58 58
— 59 _

(All the sub.stance.s are dissolved in much water.)

Hffit of Neuti'dlisatloH with
Caustic Soda.]

Hydracid
Oxy-acid ITAO

,, HAO.,

M HAO'

A consideration of the above numbers shows that the behaviour of

the corresponding halogen compounds is somewhat different in the

three groups. Whereas the heat of formation of the hydracids, l)oth

in the gaseous state and in aqueous solution, shows a marked decrease

from fluorine to iodine, the heat of formation of the oxygen compoim'ls

of iodine is in all cases greater than that of the corresponding chlorin*^

compounds. Bromine, however, does not stand in the middle, but

numbers are smaller than those of chlorine and iodine.

Another picture is presented by the heats of neutralisation of the

halogen hydracids. Whereas these are equal for hydrochloric, hydro

bromic, and hydriodic acids, hydrofluoric acid has a considerably higher

value. The equality of the numbers in the case of the former acids

is due to the fact that these ' are to a large extent dissociated into
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ions iti the dilute aqueous solutions used
;
the heat of neutralisation

is, therefore, equal to the heat of formation of water from its ions

hydrion and hydroxidion, as was shown on p. 200. The greater heat of

neutralisation in the case of hydrofluoric acid is connected with its

slight dissociation in aqueous solution (p. 200), and, indeed, it can be

concluded that the dissociation of hydrofluoric acid into its ions takes

place with rvokdion of heat. For we can regard the neutralisation of

this acid by caustic soda as if the acid first dissociated into ions and

the hydrion then combined with the hydroxidion of the soda to form

water, while the fluoridion and the sodion remain side by side in the

solution, in accordance with the circumstance that sodium fluoride,

lieiiig a neutral salt, is, in aqueous solution, dissociated to a large

extent into ions (p. 246). The total heat evolution consists, therefore,

of the heat of dissociation of the hydrofluoric acid and of the heat of

formation of water from hydrion and hydroxidion. The latter reaction

gives a heat development of 57 Ij
;
the excess, 68 - 57 = 1 1 kj, is, there-

fore, the heat developed in the dissociation of hydrofluoric acid into

ions.
^

On comparing the heats of formation of the halogen hydracids with

the known chemical reactions which occur between these and the free

halogens, it is found that there take place between them those reactions

which are accompanied by an evolution of heat. Thus, chlorine dis-

[tlaces bromine and iodine from their hydrogen compounds, and, in

a(|neous solution, an amount of heat equal to 164 - 118 = 46 kj and
I ()4 - 55 - 109 kj is set free. Very nearly the same evolution of heat

found in the case of the salts of the halogens, because the heats of

ncuti'alisation of the three acids with most bases are equal, and their

influence is, therefore, cancelled.

' Similar relations can bo frequently observed, and have given rise

fn the idea that one can predict the direction of the corresponding

chemical reaction from the sign of the “ heat effect,” by which term
ihere is understood both the development and the absorption of heat,

l^uch a theorem would contain the assumption that only those chemical

’'factions can take place which develop heat.

Now, although, as a matter of fact, the majority of the known
<‘hemical reactions take place with development of heat, there are not
few known in which the opposite, the absorption of heat, occurs, so

duit the temperature of the reacting substances falls spontaneously.
f*ie attempts to attribute the absorption of heat in such cases to

secondary reactions or to changes of the physical state, have failed, for

difference^ between primary and secondary reactions is just as

'iibitrary as that between physical and chemical changes of state. On

' Since the hydrofluoric acid is somewhat dissociated, and also the sodium fluoride
ains some undissociated salt, this number does not give the whole amount for a

u ® circumstance changes somewhat the numerical value of the
but not its general character.
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the contrary, the conclusion was unavoidable that such a theoi’cni c.ni

not be established, since it in contradiction to the facts.

If we recall the statements made on p. 208, we see that it is the

difference of the fr/'e mergi/ that determines a chemical reaction. Tlu'

diflercnces of the heats of formation, however, are a measure not of \\w

changes of the fm' but of the total energy. For this reason, dii ect

conclusions cannot l)e drawn from the one set of figures with regard to

the other set.

So far, however, as determinations have been possible, the dith>r-

ences between the free and the total energy are, in general, not gre.it.

One may conclude, therefore, with a certain degree of probability, that

in those cases where the differences of the total energy are large, tli('

corresponding differences of the free energy will have, if not the same

value, at least the same sign. With this reservation, it will certainly

be possible to draw conclusions as to the direction of the reaction from

the sign of the heat of the reaction. In all cases, however, in which

the heat of reaction is small, the conclusion becomes doubtful.

One case in which a reaction takes place spontaneously with

absorption of heat, can be at once discussed on the basis of the tahle

on p. 250. On adding a solution of hydrochloric acid to a solution of

sodium fluoride an absorption of heat of 10 Lj occurs. This is duo tc

the fact that in this case the ions of hydrofluoric acid, fluoridion, nml

hydrion come together. Hydrofluoric acid, now, is slightly dis.sooi;ite(!

in solution
;

its ions, therefore, must combine whenever they oomc

together. This combination, however, is accompanied by an oUki'i'-

tiori of heat, for the dissociation of hydrofluoric acid into its ions,

as we have just seen, develops heat. Since the other ions, \iz.

chloridion and sodion, remain unchanged in the experiment, no otliei

causes of a heat effect exist, and the reaction takes place, as observation

shows, with absorption of heat.

Since in this reaction undissociated hydrofluoric acid is cliietlv

formed, the process was formerly interpreted as if the “ weaker hy<lio-

fluoric acid is displaced from its compound with sodium by the stronger

hydrochloric acid.” As the above consideration shows, the imi)ellii>^

cause lies not so much in the hydrochloric acid as in the hydroHuone

acid, the slight dissociation of which conditions the reaction.

can, it is true, take place only in the presence of a “strong” acid, for

such an acid is one that is to a large extent dissociated into its nnis,

and only such an one, therefore, can yield the requisite amount of

hydrion.-f



CHAPTER XII

SULPHUR AND ITS COMPOHNIJS

A. Svlplurr

General.—The solid, yellow, easily fusible and combustible substance

well known by the name of sulphur, is an element in almost the pure

state. It occurs fairly widely distributed in nature in the form of

elongated octahedral crysUils of a honey-yellow colour. The occui*-

reiice of sulphur is especially connected with volcanic phenomena. The

whole consumption of sulphur in Europe has for a long time been

supplied by Sicily. At the present day large fjuantities of free sulphur

iire also obtained from compounds of sulphur which ar(‘. exceedingly

al)uiidant in nature.

Forms of Sulphur.—The sulphur of commerce has the appear-

niu e of slightly conical rods, the form of which is due to the fact that

die liquid sulphur has been poured into wooden moulds and allowed to

If a stick of sulphur be broken, cavities are frequently found in

the interior lined with crystals. These have a difterent appearance

boni the naturally occurring sulphur, for they exhibit oblique, prismatic

hums which have no similarity to the octahedra of the native sulphur.

Iki closer examination, however, they are found to be psmKhmorphs, ij>.

'lystals having only the external shape but not the iiuier character of

this crystalline form.

The fact is that sulphur is capable of existing in several different

^tilid forms. If it be allowed to crystallise at temperatures of lOO"' or
er, it forms the oblique prisms mentioned above. If, however, it

‘ lystallises at low temperatures it appears in the same octahedral forms
the naturally occurring sulphur.

Crystallisation from the Fused Mass. These phenomena
'•:ui be readily observed by melting a fairly large quantity of sulphur,

1 kilogm., by gentle heating ;
fusion takes place at 120°. If the

be now allowed to cool, the temperature falls most rapidly at

sides of the vessel and at the surface. In these regions crystals are

*^Jrnied and grow inwards into the central, liquid portion. If, after

253
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a short time, the surface crust of solid sulphur be broken and iIki

liquid portion poured out, the crystals which have been formed will tc

exposed and a large number of them will be found on breaking

mass of sulphur.

For a short time after they have been formed, these crystals aicnf

an amber-yellow colour and can be bent slightly without bieakin^,

On the following day, the appearance of the crystals has consideraliiy

changed
;
they have assumed the lemon-yellow colour of the ordinaiy

I’oll sulphur and have become brittle.

Crystallisation from Solution.— If, on the other hand, sulplim

be dissolved in a suitable solvent, th(; best being carbon disul])lii(l(‘

(p. 230), and the liquid be allowed to evaporate, crystalline suljtlmi

also separates out. This, however, has the octahcdi-al forms of natural

sulphur and undergoes no change on being kept at room temperatuir.

If, however, the octahedral sulphur (natural or artificial) be heattd

to temperatures of over 100 ’, Avithout l)cing melted, it also becoiurs

cloudy and brittle.

The Regions of Stability.—The above phenomena are due to

the fact that to each of the two forms of sulphur there ct)rresp()nds a

range of temperature in which the one form is stable, but in whieli the

other form is unstable and is converted into the former. The laiige

of the octahedral sidphur extends from low temperatures up to Itt)

.

that of the prismatic sulphur from 96'‘ to 120’, its melting [)uiiii.

Below 96'', prismatic sulphur is unstable and j)asses into octahedral

;

above 96", octahedral sulphur is unstable and passes into prismatic.

These relations show a very great similarity to the recij)rocal

transformation of ice and water, or, generally, to fusion and soliditi

cation. As in those cases so also in the present, there is a tempciatin c

above which only the one form, and beloAv which only the other form,

is stable. On passing this point, therefore, the one form passes into

the other, and only at this one temperature can the two forms exist

together.

Influence of Pressure on the Point of Transition. — b"ii

sidering that we are dealing here xvith a single substance we shall

expect, in accordance Avith the phase law (p. 171), that there Avill
1"*

only one temperature and one definite pressure at Avhich three |)has(‘s

can exist side by side. At 96°, these phases are octahedral suli)hui.

prismatic sulphur, and sulphur vapour. If we exclude the vapour, thr

presence of which determines a definite, very small pressure, the tern

perature of equilibrium of the two forms of sulphur varies Avitli tlir

pressure. The temperature of transition, indeed, is raised by pressinv.

because the prismatic sulphur occupies a larger volume than ihe

octahedral. However, as in the case of ice and water (p. 129), a ^

great pressure is here necessary in order to effect a slight shifting

the temperature of equilibrium. For the rest, the two forms

sulphur behave as two independent substances. Not only the crystal
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line forms, but also the density, the power of refracting light, the

melting point and all other properties, are different. The density of

prismatic sulphur is P9G, that of octahedral, 2*07.

The prismatic crystals obtained from the fused sulphur, and which

hii\e become opacpie, have the density 2‘07, the density of the

oclaliedral form. This is the simplest proof that they have really

liecome converted into octahedral sulphur. We have the reverse

phenomenon in the case of the octahedral sulphur transformed by heat-

iiig.

Suspended Transformation. — dust as water can be cooled

below (b without solidifying to ice, the temperature of transformation

of the two forms of sulphur can be overstepped from both sides. If

octahedral sulphur be rapidly heated, it melts at 1 1 b", which is its true

melting ])oint. If, however, it be slowly heated, so that it has time to

undergo transformation, fusion is observed at 1 20"j the melting point

of prismatic sulphur.

Enantiotropy and Monotropy.—A comparison of the behaviour

of the two forms of sulphur here described with the two chlorides of

iodine (p. 238), reveals an e.ssential difference. Whereas in the case of

the chlorides of iodine, only the one form is stable and the other is

unstable, in the case of sulphur, both forms are stable, each one being

stable in its own range of temperature and unstable in the range of

temperature of the other.

The difference lies in the fact that in the case of sulphur, the melt-

ing point of the more readily fusible form is above the temperature of

transition at which the stability of the two forms changes, whereas in

the case of the chlorides of iodine, the less stable form melts before

the t(miperature of transition is reached.

Substances like iodine monochloride, which can undergo transform-

ation only in one direction, are called mmotropic, and those which, like

•'sulphur, can change in both directions, mantiotropic.

Other Forms of Sulphur.—Other crystalline forms of sulphur,

<hffering from the two already described in form and in other proper-

bes, can be obtained by strongly heating small quantities of sulphur
and allowing it to cool rapidly. They are, however, all unstable with
1 cference to the octahedral and prismatic sulphur, and, according to the

buuperature, pass into the one or other of these. In respect of these
foi'ins, therefore, sulphur is monotropic.

We need not here describe these forms in greater detail, as they
e only of rare occurrence ami have only a passing existence.

^^ulphur has also been known for a long time in the form of floivers

sulphur and milk of sulphur. These two kinds of sulphur are not
'special forms in the scientific sense, but represent only peculiar states

division of sulphur and consist cliiefly of octahedral sulphur, at least

iher being kept some time.

Flowers of sulphur is produced in the distillation to which sulphur
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is subjected for the purpose of purification (p. 2G0). So long as tlu*

condensing chamber is cold, the vapours on falling down solidify in

small crystals, and sulphur is obtained in the form of a yellow powder

which has been known from the time of the alchemists as flowers of

sulphur. The powder almost always contains, however, small cpianti

ties of amoi'phous sulphur.

P)y the name inilk of mlphiir there is denoted a very finely divided

form of sulphur which is precipitated from aqueous solutions in certain

reactions. These processes will be descril)ed later. In this way

sulphur is obtained in such a fine powder that its yellow colonr

becomes almost invisible and it emits almost entirely white surface ligln

(p. 13). On account of its finer state of divisiotj and correspondingly

large surface, this form of sulphur more readily undergoes chemical

change
;

on this fact depends the application of milk of sulphni' in

medicine. IMilk of sulphur does not differ chemically from ordinary

sulphur.

Liquid Sulphur.—We return now to the properties of sulphni.

As already mentioned, prismatic sulphur melts at 120 ;
it then'hy

changes into a light yellow, mobile li(|uid which, on cooling, solidifies

at once to prismatic sulphur. In small drops, however, and by exclud-

ing particles of solid sulphur, liquid sulphur can be strongly siq)ci

cooled. It then exhibits properties quite similar to those of supercooled

water.

If the melted sulphur be further heated, it exhibits very remarkahk

phenomena. Whereas, in general with rise of temperature, the intei iial

friction of liquids decreases, we find the opposite behaviour in the

case of liquid sulphur. The higher the temperature rises, the moie

viscid does it l)ecome. At the same time it becomes darker in colour,

and at 250'^ it passes into a dark red mass, which is so viscous that

the vessel may be turned upside down without it running out. (hi

further heating, the mass again becomes more liquid, without, however,

losing its dark colour. At 450“ the sulphur is again quite liquid aid

lioils, passing into a I'ed-brown vapour.

The heated sulphur, on being allowed to cool, again passes through

all these conditions in the reverse order ;
it first becomes viscid, then

li(|uid again and light in colour, and solidifies, finally, in prismatic

crystals.

Amorphous Sulphur.—Strongly heated sulphur behaves (ptitc

differently on being rapidly cooled, as e.g. by pouring it into c<ihl

water. It then assumes a viscid character like that of elastic or inthk'

rubber, and is called amorphous sulphur.

This designation denotes that the sulphur in this form is not

crystalline, although it exhibits, to a certain extent, the properties of

solid body. On the other hand, it can be regarded as a liquid with

great internal friction. This view is supported by the fact that amor*

phous, solid substances, on heating, exhibit a contmumis transition nito
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the liquid state
;
no definite melting point can be observed, but tbe

internal friction continuously decreases. All the other properties also

change continuously, until a state with the characteristic properties of

a liquid is produced.

Transformations.—The amorphous, viscid sulphur does not

rcinain in this condition at ordinary temperatures. After some days,

sometimes also only after a fairly long time, it changes into an opaque,

brittle mass which, from its density, proves to be octahedral sulphur.

\Vc must conclude from this that at ordinary temperatures, the

amor[)hous sulphur is a less stable form than the octahedral. As a

matter of fact, the latter is the only form of sulphur which is stable at

room temperature
;

all the other forms, of which there are several

besides those already mentioned, pass in course of time into octahedral

sulpbur. This is, accordingly, the only form which is found in nature.

The fact that the rapidly cooled sulphur does not immediately pass

into that form which is stable at the existing temperature, but that it

first assumes a less stable form, is a special case of the general law that

when changes of state take place those forms are usually produced

which are the least stable of the forms possible under the existing con-

ditions (p. 207). The forms first produced afterwards change into the

more stable ones, when this becomes possible. The velocity of this

transformation varies greatly, and the transformation may take place

iti the fraction of a second or may last for years or centuries. The

changes in the properties of licpiid sulphur with the temperature which

have been described, lead to the conclusion that sulphur, in the liquid

as in the solid state, can assume different allotropic forms. It has

hitherto not been possible to prepare these forms in the pure state and

to characterise them.

Experiments.—On account of the variety of its forms, sulphur

is specially well adapted for a study of the reciprocal relations and con-

ditions of stability of different forms of the same substance. These

i’elations can be observed in a very instructive manner by melting a small

picc(! of sulphur in a tube about 2 cm. wide, exhausting the tube, and
^^caling it off.

On slightly heating the spot where the sulphur is situated, the latter

giv(?s ofi‘ vapour, and on the colder parts of the tube drops (not crystals)

of sulphur are deposited, although the temperature is there much below

j)oiiit of solidification of sulphur. The less stable, liquid form,

therefore, is first produced.

If the tube be allowed to remain in this state for some hours and the

'deposit of drops bo examined with a lens, the following appearance is

found. Many of the drops still remain liquid, as can be seen from their

b’^uisparency
;
others have solidified to crystals. Where a crystal has

formed, it is quickly encircled by a clear ring, the surrounding drops

tlisappearing. This is due to the fact ‘that the vapour pressure of the

^^ystallised sulphur is smaller than that of the liquid at the same tem-

s
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perature. For the crystalline form is the more stable of the two, and

must, in accordance with the considerations put forward on p. 132, also

have the smaller vapour pressure. Sulphur distils, therefore, from the

drops to the crystals, and the former disappear from the neighbourhood,

Occasionally, also, other regions are seen in the tube wht'ic no

crystal has formed, but where, nevertheless, the formation of a “halo
’

is found. On closer examination of such a spot, it is seen that tln^

centre of the clear space is occupied by a drop which is larger than tliose

surrounding it. In accordance with the reasoning just applied, we

must conclude that larger drops of sulphur have a smaller vapoin

pressure than small ones. This also is the case, and follows from

perfectly similar considerations.

Thus, on bringing two drops into contact, they unite witli a cm

tain force and form a single drop. This union takes place in

consequence of the surface tension of the li(]uids, by virtue of which

a liquid tends to assume that shape which has the smallest possil.lc

free surface. In the case of large masses of liipiid, the surface tension

is small compared with the influence of gravity
;

in the case of

small quantities of liquid, however, it is the determining factor and is

the cause of the spherical shape of the drops.

Now, the surface of the sphere formed by the fusion of two chops

is smaller than the simi of the two spherical surfaces befoie the

union. Since the surface tension tends to diminish the surface, there

exists also the tendency to form a large drop from several small ones.

This tendency exerts itself in all ways in which the object can Ice

attained. Since it can also be attained by distillation, the cause of

the distillation, viz. the difference of the vapour pressure, must be

such that this tendency is given effect to. The vapour pressure of

small drops, therefore, must be greater than that of large drops, as

experiment also shows.

If the tube with the deposits of liquid and solid sulphur at various

parts be allowed to remain undisturbed for a fairly long time, the

deposits all disappear, and there is only the large piece of sulpluu'

seen in the tube, which has now become clear. All the suli)hur has,

therefore, distilled over to the large piece. The cause is the same as

before
;
for solid substances also have a surface tension, and, thercfoic',

there exists the tendency to make the surface as small as possible or

the pieces as large as possible.

For the solubility

y

exactly the same considerations hold as for tfie

vapour premre. If a glass plate, such as is used as an object gbrs^

for microse^ic purposes, be held over heated sulphur until a deposi

has been formed on it, and if a drop of water (or of glycerine, to

avoid evaporation) be placed on this and the whole covered with

cover-glass, exactly the same phenomena of “halo” formation :iii|

the consumption of the less stable forms by the more stable au

observed. This experiment serves at the same time to demonstra
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the solubility of sulphur in these liquids, a solubility that is so

siiuill that it has not been possible in any other way to observe or

to measure it.

Applying these considerations to the conditions of transformation

of the octahedral and prismatic sulphur, we can draw the following

LOiiclusions. The solubility of the former in any solvent must, below

91) be smaller, and, above 96'", be greater, than that of the prismatic.

lAiisequently, the solubility at 96°, the point of transition, must be the

same for both forms. All this has been confirmed by experiment.

Since the considerations on which these conclusions arc based

are general, the law can be enunciated for all allotropic forms that

tlie less stable fc^rms must be more soluble than the more stable, and

that at the j)oint of transition the solubility of the two must be equal

I'scful application of this law can bo made in cases where the trans-

formations are difficult to observe.

Sulphur Vapour.—A similar variety of conditions is shown by

sulphur in the vaporous, as in the solid and li<|uid form. At temper-

atures in the neighbourhood of the boiling point, the molar weight of

sulphur vapour is 220

;

the higher the temperature is raised, the

smaller does the molar weight become, until at 1000° it has fallen to

'l l, and at still higher temperatures it retains this value. These
imml)ers arc for atmospheric pressure. If the vapour of sulphur is

investigated under smaller pressures, it is found that at a given tem-

peniture the molar weight is all the smaller the lower the pressure.

This variability also ceases when the molar weight reaches the value

ill. Sulphur vapour, therefonj, follows neither the law of Boyle nor
that of (lay Lussac, and only when the molar weight has become
^''i'lal to 6-1 does it behave in accordance with these laws.

A similar behaviour has alrea^ly been met with in the case of

Iodine (p. 231), and the same interpretation of the phenomena can be

'hqdied in this case, i.e. the vapour of sulphur exists in several forms
^'itli different molecular weights. Since the combining weight of

^'dplmr is 32, the formula S^ must be ascribed to the vapour which
stable at the high temperature and low pressure. With regard to

[L; more dense form, the present case is more difficult than that of
^^^ditie, in so far as no region is known in which the density is con-
'’faiit.

boiling point of sulphiir we are in the region of
'triable vapour density. Since the highest observed value of the
density amounts to 230, we can only conclude that the denser
)apour contains more than six combining weights, or that in its

luula n is at least greater than 6.

from determinations of the molar weight of dissolved sulphur in
^^icrent solvents (cf. p. 156), the formula Sg has been found for it.

therefore be assumed with some degree of probability that the
^euser sulphur vapour also has the formula Sg, and that the vapour of
'^liable density consists of a mixture of S., and Sg. The possibility
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that other kinds of sulphur vapour S,„, where n is a whole uuiiil)(‘i

between 8 and 2, are present, is pretty well excluded by lecint

experiments.

With reference to the law set forth on p. 231, it follow.s as h

necessity that on diminishing the pressure the less dense form of the

vapour should be formed at the expense of the more dense S^.

From the fact also that this transformation is brought about by elev:i

tion of temperature, it can be concluded that the transformation frum

S^ to S., takes place with absorption of heat.

Purification of Sulphur.—Use is made of the changes of state

which sulphur undergoes, for the purpose of purifying it. As found

in nature, it is usually mixed with other minerals, clay, and sand. In

Sicily, the sulphur ore is piled up in a heap furnished with air chan

ncls, like the wood pile for the burning of charcoal, and is set tire to

The heat produced causes the sulphur to melt, and this Hows away in

a fairly pure condition, leaving the difficultly fusible impurities behind,

By this method a loss of sulphur is incurred, owing to the combustion

of a portion of it, but this is by far the cheapest means of gcmuatiiii;

the heat necessary for the melting of the sulphur.

To completely free the already fairly pure sidphur so obtained

from all non-volatile impurities, it is disiiUed from iron retorts, and the

vapours are led into large chambers of mason work. At the com

mencement of the distillation these chambers are cold, and the suljdnu

vapours condemsc to a fine powder of sulphur particles. These arc, at

first, amorphous (cf. p. 256), but soon pass for the greater part into

the crystalline condition. The powder is in part collected and i>

placed on the market under the name of flowers of sulphur (p. -!d5).

On continuing the distillation the temperature of the chamlx;r rises

al)Ove 120'^, and the sulphur then collects in it in the licpiid state.

The li([uid sulphur can be run off through an opening at the bottom

of the chamber. It is collected in wooden moulds, in which it tsolidi

ties in rods of a slightly conical shape known as roll sulphur.

* B. CrysiaU

General.—The two known forms of solid sulphur differ not only

in density and other properties, but also very materially in the form ol

their crystals, and the general question arises, therefore, as to the In"

»

of crystalline form. All the more importance attaches to this (luesticn

from the fact that the crystalline form is a property of almost all sol"^

substances, and constitutes a very important means of describing ni"

identifying these.

In the first place we draw the distinction between the two conm

tions of solid substances, the amorphous or formless, and the rr// dn/'j''

or formed. Since, however, the outward shape can be changed at"i
^

some other more general characteristic must be sought for by nicn^''

of which the two conditions can be distinguished*
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The essential nature of crystolline bodies is found in the fact that

their properties vary in a manner depending on the direction in spire.

For example, a ball of glass and one of octahedral sulphur, on being

warmed, will behave differently. Whereas the glass ball remains a

splicre, only increasing somewhat in size, the ball of sulphur passes, on

being warmed, into an ellipsoid, the axes of which have a simple rela-

tion to the shape of the crysUil from which the ball was cut.

Another example is furnished by the conduction of heat. If a

glass plate be covered with a layer of wax and the point of a hot

metal cone be i)laced on this, the wax is melted in the form of a

( ircle, because the heat is distributed ecpially quickly in all directions.

If the same experiment be carried out with plates cut from crystals,

the melting takes place not in circles but in ellipses whose axes have
(lilt'erent relative lengths according to the position of the plate in the

Ki«i. 77.

<'Hginal crystal, and likewise stand in a definite relation to the shape

of the crystal.

The Crystalline Forms.—Ry the name crydid^ one is accustomed

to think, in the first instance, of the regular forms which substances

;rssume on passing into the solid state, and which can so often be
observed in such exquisite beauty in the case of naturally formed solid

*'oili(‘s. The examples discussed teach that these forms are merely a

<h‘tinite expression of a much more comprehensive regularity. The
torins are only an expression of the general fact that in crystals all

l>i<qi('rties which can be brought into relation with the direction in

^pace undergo regular variation with this direction. Of the pro-

perties which concern us here, the most important is certaitdy the
oxlernal shape, since it is, on the one hand, the one which first

forces itself on the observation, and, on the other hand, exhibits the

manifold variety to be met with in the case of crystals,

^hystalline forms have the general property that they are bounded
hy plane surfaces. If one examine, however, a group of simul-

^an.'ously formed crystals of the same substance, e.g. a cluster of
h’liirtz crystals, it is soon seen that the appearance of the individual

J-^^tals is very varied, the outlines of the bounding planes being quite
^^^lerent. All the same, these various crystals (Fig. 77) preserve a

tain relationship of form, which at once forces itself on one’s notice.
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Closer investigation shows that although the outline and the size

of the faces which bound the crystals change, it is always possible t(»

so place the different crystals that to every face of the one there stands

a face of the other parallel to it. From this it follows that the angles

at which the various corresponding faces of two crystals meet, are

always the same. Owing to one or other of the faces being foniu'd

relatively near or relatively far from the middle point of the crystal,

the faces cut one another differently, but the angles between them

remain the same.

Further, a cursory examination shows that the crystals arc

symmetrical structures. By this there is understood that different faces

occur in a crystal, which are similar to one another and are repeated

in a regular manner. Thus, for example, the snow crystals figured

on p. 116 have the property that each may be regarded as consisting of

three similar parts arranged round the centre at angular distances of

120 ".

The Symmetry of Crystals.—All the regularities exhibited by

crystals can be deduced on the basis of the conception of symmetrv.

Three kinds of symmetry are to be distinguished. The first is

that which exists between an object and its mirror-image ;
the plane of

the mirror is called the plane of symmetry of the structure.

A second kind of symmetry arises by rotating an object round ii

definite axis through an angle equal to a simple fraction of the total

rotation, and repeating the rotation until the^ object again reaches its

original position. According as this angle is J, Jrd, Jth, or
,5
th 0

the total rotation, we speak of a binary, ternary, quaternary, or bcn.u}

axis of symmetry. (Other grades, such as quinquenary, septenary, 01

higher, are not possible in crystals.)

The third kind of symmetry arises from a combination ot t ic

two just described, by rotatim aid reflection. If the object is brougtit

into its next position by a rotation followed by a refiection, so

that by repeating this process a number of times it again comes m 0

its original position, such a structure possesses the third kinjl <•

symmetry. For our studies, it is essentially the first two kinds 0

symmetry, reflection and rotation, that are ot account.

By using the three kinds of symmetry, or two or one

and by combining them in every possible way, thirty-two ditteic

cases are obtained.
^

All the crystals which occur correspond to one of these (

- ^

>

so that by the application of the principle of symmetry a comp t

system of all possible crystdUine forms is obtained.

The Seven Systems of O^stals.—Into all these

ever, we cannot enter, but must content ourselves with the c an

ation of seven of the larger groups.
friclhu<^-

Crystals possessing no element of symmetry are
73).

The simplest form of this is the oblique angled parallelopiped (rig*
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Crystals with one plane of symmetry arc called monoclinic. The

simplest form is the parallelepiped with four rectangular and two

oblique angled faces (Fig. 79).

Crystals with two planes of symmetry perpendicular ^ to one another

Fkk 7s. Fio. 80.

are called rh/mbic. Their simplest form is a rectangular parallelepiped

(Fig. 80).

Crystals with a quaternary axis of symmetry are called quadratic.

^ o
Fm. 8J. Fiu. 8.8. FlO. 8^

(V'l

^

rectangular parallelepiped mth quadratic base

.
^'I’ystals with a ternary axis of symmetry are called trigonal. The

'Simplest form is a three-sided right prism (Mg. 82).

of , .

two planes of symmetry are not at right angles to one another, a third plane

of 0
h required by tlie reflection of the one in the other, and by the reflection

in a 't ^
fourth, etc. If, therefore, more than two planes of symmetry, which cut

straight line, are to be excluded, they must be perpendicular to one another.

f'lo. SI.
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Crystals with a senary axis of rotation are called hexagonal The

simplest form is the six-sided right prism (Fig. 83).

Crystals with three binary axes of symmetry perpendicular to one

another and also equivalent are called regular. By equivalent is inennt

that the crystal always presents the same shape when it is turiK'd so

that its axes of symmetry assume positions previously occupied hy

other axes of symmetry. T'he simplest form of the regular crystals is

the cube (Fig. 84).
_

Derived Forms.—Besides the simplest forms just mentioiu'd,

there are many others derivable from them geometrically, which ohey

the laws of symmetry valid for the particular kind of crystal.

The possibilities which arise are, however, so numerous tluit

they cannot bo treated here. We shall, however, state a law wliidi

renders their mutual connection clear.

Imagine a large number of small crystals of one of the smipltj't

forms mentioned above, and all of the same size, to be given, ly

arranging these in a regiihir

manner, other forms can lie

built up. From a iiuinbi'i' of

small cubes, for example, lln‘

form shown in Fig. 8o, which

is known as an octahedi'on.

can be built up. It is only

necessary to imagine new jilancs

laid through the corners of the

cubes, touching these corners,

or, what amounts to the same

thing, one imagines the cuhes to

1)6 so small that the uncveniu'^^

caused by the re-entrant cornen

can no longer be noticed.

The law in (lucstion slates

thiit all forms occurring in

crgstals of a substance, cam he built up in the manner described from s/ac

^

crijsfals of the^simplest form, the conditions of symmetry being id fhcmaim oi

observed.

The law stated here can bo expressed mathematically m

waj'8. What we have said will bo sufficient to show that tie

line form of a given substance can be characterised by the staU im'

of the simplest form. . i

The Other Properties of Crystals.— As has alreaciv

mentioned on p. 261, all the properties of crystals which can m

way become dependent on the direction in space, have a
^

orientation. The question arises, therefore, whether any coimrr
^

exists between the external shape of the crystals and the orien .r

the other properties.
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The answer is that such a connection certainly exists. It can be

stated thus : The symmetry in the arranyemeiit of the other properties is

(ikmys found again in the symmetry relations of the external form.

liCt us take, as an example, a chemical phenomenon Avhich readily

occurs in the case of hydrated crystals, viz. effloreseence. This consists

ill the water evaporating at different points of the crystal, a compound

contidning less water, which can be distinguished from the main por-

tion by its different colour, remaining beliind as a powder. If the

etllorescence is allowed to take place with such precautions as to avoid

tlie formation of detached spots, it can be established that the regions

of efflorescence have, in the most general case, the form of s]diercs or

ellij)soids.'^ Further, it is possible, from the shape of the crystal, to

])redict what the form of the efflorescence figure will be.

If the crystal is regular, the efflorescence figure is always a s})here,

for in regular crystals there arc three planes of symmetry perpendicular

to one another and equivalent. Of the shapes mentioned as occurring,

the sphere and the ellipsoid, the sphere is the oidy one through which

three eipiivalent perpendicular planes of symmetry can bo laid.

The crystals of the trigonal, quadratic, and hexagonal systems have

one axis of symmetry in which three, four, or six planes of symmetry
lie. An ellipsoid which can be divided in this way must be a mono-

oml one, i.e. an ellipsoid produced by the rotation of an ellipse about

one of its axes. This axis of rotation must coincide with the axi^ of

syiniuetry of the crystal, since it is only in this way that the elli])Soid

ran bo divided by the corresponding planes of symmetry into from

thi ee to six identical portions.

It is not possible, however, to distinguish tri-, tetra-, or hexagonal

riystids liy the difference of the ellipsoids of efflorescence. For a

eionoaxial ellipsoid may contain any number whatever of planes of

^ynimetry laid through its axes of rotation. It makes no difference,

therefore, whether there are three, four, or six.

Resides the monoaxial ellipsoid, there is the triaxial. It is pro-

dnecd by the rotation of an ellipse about one of its axes, the other

being lengthened or shortened during the rotation, so that its

'“'"U (and at the same time also all other points of the ellipse)

'l''^cri))o not circles but ellipses. Such a form has three planes of

‘^yiiunctry, which are determined by the axes of the generating ellipses,

‘"'d are perpendicular to one another.

Idle same symmetry relations arc also met with in the case of the
' Limbic crystals. It is to be expected, therefore, that the efflorescence
^"i ius of the rhombic crystals will be represented by triaxial ellipsoids,
jL-' [ilanes of symmetry of which coincide with those of the crystalline
lorm. Xhis conclusion is confirmed in every case by experience.

tlu^
’ ouly parts of these forms can be observed, viz., their intersections with

^ hiees on which the spots occur. By observing the spots on different faces of tlie
^ ‘'iic crystal, however, the whole efflorescence figure can be constructed.
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In the case of morioclinic crystals, only one plane of synnnetrv

exists. Only one of the three planes of symmetry of the ellipsoid,

therefore, can be determined by the crystalline form, and the two

others are indeterminate, i.e. they lie in a manner which is dcpen(i(‘nt

on the nature of the crystal but not on its form.

In the case of triclinic crystals there is no plane of symmetrv.

The ellipsoid qf efflorescence is, therefore, entirely independent of the

shape.

Generalisation.—What has just been stated for efflorcscenet',

holds also for many other properties of crystals, viz., for all tlioso

whose arrangement in the crystal can, in the most general case, 1)(‘

represented by a triaxial ellipsoid. Under this definition come tlie.

transmission of light, of heat, of electricity, the changes of fonii 1)\

pressure on all sides, and still other properties. The mostimpoi taiitof

these is the transmission of light, for the optical properties of crystals

have been subjected to a thorough scientific investigation, and are used

for the identification of the crystalline system in those cases where tlu*

external shape gives no information or no complete information. It

can be stated generally, that every optical phenomenon in a crystal is

subject to the symmetry relations explainerl above, and that from tlie

obsci’vation of the nature of the symmetry of any optical phenomenon

whatever, a conclusion can be be drawn as to the crystalline system,

within the limits stated.

C. SulphureMnl Hydrogen

The Compounds of Sulphur.—Sulphur is capable of forming

compounds with almost all elements, in some cases in very difiereiit

proportions. More especiallj^, all metals form with sulphur com-

pounds which have generally a similar composition to the corre-

sponding oxygen compounds, and which are called sulphide'^. Many

of these occur abundantly in nature and form sources for obtaining

tlie metals and also sulphur.

Further, sulphur forms a number of acids with hydrogen and

oxygen, the chief of these being sulphuric acid. The salts of this

acid, the sulphates, also occur widely distributed in nature, and find a

manifold application in the arts and in medicine.

To convince oneself of the power of sulphur to enter into com

bination, the following experiments may be performed. Heated m

the air, sulphur burns with a blue flame, forming an oxygen compound

with a choking smell, sulphur dioxide. A mixture of sulphur and

iron powder in the proportion of 4 parts to 7, becomes incande.sccnt

on being slightly heated, the sulphur combining with the iron to

a black, slag-like mass of iron sulphide. If sulphur be heated to boild'g

in a test-tube and strips of thin copper-foil be introduced into th^'

vapour, the copper becomes incandescent and combines with the
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sulphur, also forming a black compound. Metallic mercury combines

with sulphur even at room temperature. If 1 part of sulphur be

rubbed together with 6 parts of mercury in a mortar, combination

takes place with formation of mercury sulphide of a deep black colour.

Likewise, silver combines with sulphur even at ordinary temperatures;

silver coins and other objects of silver rapidly become black in a

pocket in which sulphur matches have lain, the small quantities of

sulphur present combining with the silver.

Sulphuretted Hydrogen,—Similarly to chlorine, bromine, and

iodine, sulphur can combine with hydrogen to form an acid, which is

called hydrogen sulphide or sulphuretted hydrogen. At ordinary

temperatures it is gaseous, but can be condensed by pressure and cold

to a liquid which boils, under atmospheric pressure, at - 64°.

Th('. molar weight of sulphuretted hydrogen is 34 ;
it contains 32

parts of sulphur to 2 parts of hydrogen. Since the combining weight

of sulphur is 32, the formula of sulphuretted hydrogen is ILjS. Unlike

the halogen hydracids, sulphuretted hydrogen contains two combining

weights of hydrogen replaceable by metals, and in consecpience of this

there is an essential diflerence in the combining power of this acid.

Dibasic Acids.—If we consider what compounds can be formed

when the hydrogen of the sulphuretted hydrogen is replaced by

metals, e.g. sodium, we find there are two different salts conceivable,

according as only one combining weight or both combining weights of

hydrogen are replaced by metal. Expressed in formulae, we should

ox[)ect the compounds, NaHS and Na.^S. As a matter of fact, both

compounds are known.
To distinguish it from the acids which contain only one combining

weight of replaceable hydrogen, which can, therefore, react with only

<aie combining weight of a base to form a salt, and which are called

monobasic acids, sulphuretted hydrogen is called a dihadc acid.

Generally, a dibasic acid is one which contains in a mole, two com-
hining weights of replaceable hydrogen.

The salts of dibasic acids in which both hydrogens are replaced by
inigals, are called neutral or lu/riMtl salts. Salts which contain only

combining weight of metal along with one hydrogen, and which,

diercforc, still contain the characteristic component of acids, hydrogen,

cidlcd add salts.

The former are also called secondary and the latter 'primary.

^’mther, they are designated by using the Greek numerals mono-,
and di-j which refer to the number of combining weights of metal
("nt of hydrogen) present; monosodium sulphide is the salt NaHS,
disixlim^j sulphide, Na.

2
S. Finally, compounds containing the group

aio called hydrosulphides; NaHS is sodium hydrosulphide. All
1 n so terms are in use side by side.

*

The Ions of Dibasic Acids.—Whereas monobasic acids can
* msociate into ions in only one way, two different reactions are
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pof?sible in the case of the dibasic acids, yielding two different Ivinds

of anions. The dissociation occurs, in the first place, according to

the equation

h^a-h+ha;

where A is the divalent anion of the acid. That is to say, a

monovalent anion HA' is formed along with hydrioii. This process

corresponds exactly to the ordinary electrolytic dissociation of the

monol>asic acids.

A new reaction, however, then occurs, viz.:

—

HA' = H+A",

the monovalent anion undergoing a further dissociation into hydriun

and the divalent anion A". The reaction

H,A = 2H’ + A",

which might l)e regarded as that directly taking place, can lie

conceived of as the result of two processes occurring one after

the other.

The aqueous solutions of such acids, therefore, always cotitain two

kinds of anions, and the different acids are distinguished by the extent

to which the oiu; or other process takes place.

The dissociation of a dibasic acid into its ions always begins with

the first reaction. If the acid is not very strong, this process greatly

predominates, and the second stage of the dissociation takes placa^ onl}'

in a slight degree. In other words, such acids behave exactly liL:

monobasic acids, dissociating into hydrion and a monovalent anion.

On the other hand, if the acid is very strong, the ion HA' fnithei

dissociates into H' and A", and the solution will principally contain

this divalent ion.

The solution of an acid salt of a weak dibasic acid, having the

formula MHA, forms the ions M’ and HA', and as the latter possesses

the power of dissociation only in a slight degree, only a small ])ait "f

the ions HA' dissociate further into A" and H'. The acid salt, tln ie

fore, has only a slight acid reaction, and behaves approximately lihe

mnitral salt.

If, however, we have a salt of a stronff dibasic acid, the ions .M

and HA' are, it is true, first formed, but the latter undergoes fni tln i

dissociation into the ions H* and A". The solution of such a niH

contains the ions A", M’, and IT. Hydrion, therefore, is present

comparatively large amount, and the solution behaves principally HL'

the solution of an acid.

An example of the first case is afforded by sulphuretted hydroyen.

we shall soon find in sulphuric acid an example of the second.

On dissolving the neutral salt MgA, the ions 2M’ and A nie

directly formed, and in the case of strong acids the matter rests there.
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III the case, however, of a dibasic acid in which the second dissociation

is only slight, a reverse action appears. Since the ion AH' is much
iiioro stable than the ion A", there is a tendency for the former to be

produced at the expense of the latter. The hydrion which is present

ill small amount through the dissociation of the water, is drawn upon

to form this ion according to the e(piatioii A" + H' - HA'. Hydrion

is thereby used up, and the corresponding amount of hydroxidion

I'cmains over. This is a proce.ss very similar to that of the hydrolysis

(jf the salts of weak monobasic acids (p. 247), the effect of which is also

that an excess of hydroxidion is finally present. The solution, there-

fore, ac(|uircs an alkaline reaction
;

it turns red litmus paper blue, and

[iheiiolphthalein red.

The Salts of Sulphuretted Hydrogen.—The above difference

eau be very clearly observed in the case of sulphuretted hydrogen.

The “acid” salts, NaHS, in aipieous solution, behave neutral to

litmus
;
the normal salts, e.g. Na.,S, however, react strongly alkaline.

This is due to the fact that HS' behaves as an extremely Aveak iicid.

In the solution of the sodium salt NallS, the ion present, HS', is so

slightly dissociated that the reaction of the hydrion, the reddening of

litmus, is not visilde. In the solution of the normal salt, hydrolysis

{riib' supra) occurs to a large extent, according to the eipiation

Na,S + H,0 - NaHS i NaOH,

or, taking account only of the reaction of the ions,

S" + Hp-HS' + Oir.

4 he hydroxidion formed is the cause of the turning blue of red litmus,

Of, in general, of the alkaline reaction.

" The relations described here are very freipumtly found, and vary
only with the relative strength of the dibasic acids with respect to

their two hydrogen ions. More especially is hydrolysis of the normal
^^alts of very frecpient occurrence in the case of dibasic; acids of medium
•^frength. Hence arises the contradiction that the salts, which, on
account of both hydrogens present l)cing replaced by metals, are called

«^‘)ifral salts, do not react mmtral but alkaline. It is preferable,

dicrefore, to use the term normal salts, or one of the other names
given on p. 267.

Preparation.—Sulphuretted hydrogen is obtained by the decom-
position of its salts, the metallic sulphides, by stronger acids. Thus,

fan be obtained from the two sodium salts of sulphuretted hydrogen
uieans of hydrochloric acid, according to the equations

Na,S + 2HGl = 2NaCl + H2S,

NaHS + HCl = NaCl + H2S.

can be seen from the second equation, the acid salt is the more
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economical for the preparation of sulphuretted hydrogen, since for the

same amount of salt only half the amount of hydrochloric acid is

required.

On account, however, of its cheapness, iron sulphide is generally

used instead of sodium sulphide for the preparation of stdplmrcUx'd

hydrogen. We have already got to know this substance as tlie ])r()-

duct of the interaction between sulphur and iron (p. 26G); it is also

prepared on the large scale in a similar manner. Under the inliueiKH!

of hydrochloric acid the following reaction takes place :

—

FeS + 211C1 = FeCl + H^S.

The iron stdphide consists of e(pial combining weights of iron and

sulphur ;
the symbol Fe denotes iron. On comparing the formula of

this compound with that of sulphuretted hydrogen, H.^S, it is seen

that one combining weight of iron has Uiken the place of two com

billing weights of hydrogen. Such metals are called dindf'nt, wheri'as

metals Avhich, like sodium, can rcqilace only one

combining weight of hydrogen, are called iii'ni'i-

vaknf. Trivalent and polyvalent metals are also

known.

Sulphuretted hydrogen is prepared and used

in large quantities in the laboratory on account of

its action on metallic salts, which will be presently

mentioned. For its preparation on a compaia-

" tively small scale, the apparatus described on ]). 8()

can be used, iron sulphide, in large pieces, heiny

introduced into the lower part and decom])osed

with hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. Where,

however, larger quantities of sulphuretted hydro-

gen are regularly required, the apparatus shown m

=— Fig. 86 will be found serviceable.

This consists of three boUles with tulmlures at

the bottom, placed one above the other. From the

top bottle a tube passes to the bottom of lU’

middle one, and from the neck of this a luh*',

carrying a pinch-cock, passes to the lowest bottle,

which is filled with iron sulphide. The sul-

phuretted hydrogen is led away through a short

tube, also fitted with a cock, which passes

through the doubly-bored cork of the lowest bottle.

If the top bottle; be filled with dilute hydrochloric acid ami tlie

two cocks opened, the acid first flows into the middle bottle, and tioii|

this it passes in drops, by suitable regulation of the cock, to

sulphide in the lowest bottle. The sulphuretted hydrogen

evolved, and can be led off through the second tube to be used as

Flo. 86
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ie([uired. When no more gas is required, the delivery tube is closed.

The acid ceases to flow into the lowest bottle on account of the excess

(if pressure. The sulphuretted hydrogen produced by the small

iiiiiount of acid which is still in the lowest bottle, collects in the

middle bottle, the acid being forced into the uppermost bottle. The

jipparatus is now in readiness to supply any quantity of sulphuretted

hydrogen at any moment.

As compared with the Kipp apparatus, this one has the advantage

tint the full effect of the acid is obtained, whereas in the case of the

Kipp apparatus the fresh acid is mixed with the partially spent, its

action thereby becoming slow and incomplete.

When the acid in the top bottle is used up, fresh acid is filled in,

and the neutral solution of the iron salt contained in the lowest is run

off through the bottom tubulure. One charge of iron sulphide sutiices

foi‘ many fillings of acid.

Properties.—Sulphuretted hydrogen has an extremely uiqffeasant

siiK'll of rotten eggs, or rather rotten eggs smell of sulphuretted

hydrogen, this gas being given off by the albumin, which contains

sulphur, in the process of putrefaction. It is a rather powerful poison

for liigher organisms. Certain low organisms, however, can live in

the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen, as can be seen from the fact

that the process of putrefaction in which the gas is formed is a

ch('mical process brought about by micro-organisms. Sulphuretted

hydrogen dissolves in water, imparting to this its smell and a feeble

acid reaction. The solubility is not very great. One volume of

water absorbs 4 '4 volumes of the gas at O'", 37 volumes at 10 and
3’1 volumes at 20^". At atmospheric pressure and room temperature

solution is obtained containing 1 mole in about 12 litres.

The Solubility of Gases.—In most of the cases already discussed

td the absorption of gases by water, chemical changes of the solute

occurred along with the process of solution, so that the process was
oot seen in its simplicity. In the case of sulphuretted hydrogen the

chemical phenomena recede to such an extent that the pure process of

solution remains almost uninterfered with.

d he greater the pressure und(;r which a gas stands, the more of
•t dissolves in a liquid, the amount d'molvad being, indeed, propartional

do- pressure. This law was discovered by Henry in 1803, and is

*'‘dled after him.
Cilice the amount of a gas which is contained in a given space is

also proportional to the pressure, the law of Henry can be stated in
'^'•other form, viz., a liquid always dissolves flie sam volume of a given gas,

pmden^ of the jrressure.

riiis form of the law allows of a simple definition of the solubility

J’

a g;is. defined as the volume of the gas absorbed
‘y ihe unit of volume of the li(iuid, and we obtain, in this way, a

which is independent of the pressure.
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Moreover, the solubility depends also on the temperature, beeom-

irig, as a rule, smaller as the temperature rises. This is connected

with the fact that in the absorption of gases, heat is in most cases

developed (p. 130).

For example, the solubility of oxygen and hydrogen in water is

small
;

it amounts to 0*01 - 0*03, ie. one litre of water dissolves only

from 10 to 30 cc. of these gases, according to the temperature, so that

this solubility can for many purposes be neglected. In the; case of

these gases, the law of Henry holds with the same degree of appro.vi

Illation as the general gas laws. The more soluble the gases are in

water, the greater are the deviations from the law of Henry. In the

case of sulphuretted hydrogen, the solubility of which at room tern

perature is as much as 3, the law, however, still holds. Deviations of

importance do not occur until the solubility exceeds 100.
'' Relation to the Law of Distribiition.~On comparing tliis

law with the law of distribution stated on p. 230, a large measure of

agreement is found. The law of Henry can also be stated in the foini,

that the ratio of the concentrations in the gas and in the solution has

a constant value. For the concentration in the gas, or the ratio of

the amount to the volume, is proportional to the pressure, and since

the amount dissolved is also proportional to the pressure, it follow ^

that this new form of the law is correct. In this way the gas spare

becomes comparable with a solvent or a solvent with a gas space. ^Ve

shall soon see that we arc dealing here Avith more than an exterii;il

similarity.

It can also be easily seen that the law of distrilmtion is a conse

(luence of the law of Henry. If we imagine two mutually immiscihle

liquids simultaneously brought into equilibrium Avith a gas or A aponr,

each of the lirpiids must, in the first place, absorb an amount of the g.is

proportional to the pressure. If p is the pressure and rq and a., the

amount of the gas absorbed by the solvent and S., respectively

under the unit of pressure, the amounts alisorbed under the pressnre p

are pu-^ and respectively. If the pressure is now changed to \\

these amounts are Prtj and P(q,. In both cases the ratio is

independent of the pressure.

We now make use of the theorem that Avhat is in equilibrium i"

one way is in equilibrium in every Avay (p. 132). Let us imagim' the

solutions to be prepared not by the saturation of each of the sob cuts

Avith the gas, but by absorbing the gas in one liijuid and shaking thi^

Avith the other. In this case also, equililirium can occur only Avhen the

gas is distributed between the two in such a Avay that the concent na-

tions are in the ratio : a^. This, however, is the law of distrilmtion.

Since, finally, in applying the law of Henry there is no limit on the

side of small pressures, the above reasoning can be applied to all siih-

stances, however small their vapour pressure. But to all substance^

the^ may, after all, be ascribed a finite, although often an immeasm
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al)lv small, vapour pressure, so that the law of (listril)utiori has to be

regarded as valid for all substances. This is also found by experiment

to be the case (p. 230).

The assumption, however, must remain fulfilled that the sul>staiice

which is distributed undergoes no chemical change in one of the sol-

vents. In such a case the law of distribution no longer holds (p. 230)

;

hut the law of Henry also loses its validity (p. 271). In this also the

close connection between the two laws is seen.

The Strength of Sulphuretted Hydrogen. — Sulphuretted

hydrogen is not a strong acid. It can be readily removed from its

a(|ueous solution by boiling or by means of an exhaust {)uinp, a thing

which cannot be done in the case of the solutions of the strong gaseous

acids, such as hydrochloric acid. Its salts, also, are readily (hwomposed

l»y other acids, as is evident from the description of its preparation.

The determination of the electrical conductivity of aqueous solu-

tions of sulphuretted hydrogen yields very small values, from which

it may lx; concluded that only quite a small part of the substaiK’o has

passed into ions, the greater portion being present as undissociated

sulphuretted hydrogen. When, therefore, disulphidion and hydrion

come together in solution, they at once combine, with the exception

of (piite a small residue, to form undissociated sulphuretted hydrogeti,

and if the concentration of this is greater than corresponds to the

solubility under atmospheric pressure, the gas must escape in the form

of bubbles.

As a matter of fact, in the evolution of the gas from sodium
sulphide in solution and hydrochloric acid, the following procea^s must
he assumed :

—

Na,S" + 2H-Cr = 2Na-Cr + H,S,

since on both sides the sodion and chloridion remain unchanged,

S" I 2H-=IUS.

Theory of the Evolution of Sulphuretted Hydrogen from
Iron Sulphide.—How are we, now, to view the evolution of the gas
bom hydrochloric acid and iron sulphide, since the latter is generally

'^‘g'U'ded as insoluble ? The answer is that the iron sulphide is not

b'^^oluble, although it is only very slightly soluble. The solubility,

Ixurcver, is sufficient for the formation of disulphidion in the solution

‘bong with diferrion. Then the reaction

S" + 2H-= H,S

b‘l<o.s place, more iron sulphide dissolves, and these processes are

^<^l>eated so long as iron sulphide and hydrochloric acid are present,

^’by when the concentration of the hydrion has become very small
'^^b that of the diferrion very large, is a chemicdl equilibrium

^^tiiblished, and the evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen cea.ses.

T
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As is evident from this explanation, the possibility of generating

sulphiiretted hydrogen from difficultly soluble metallic snlpliidei,

depends essentially on the solubility of these. As a matter of fact,

all readily soluble metallic sulphides, without exception, give tlie rr

action. Of the metallic sulphides which are apparently insoluble,- in

reality, however, only difficultly soluble,—some; are readily deconiposid

by hydrochloric acid, ejj. manganese sulphide, iron sulphide, zinc siiI

phide; these are the most readily soluble of the difficultly solul.le

sulphides. Other sulphides, such as copper sulphide, silver sulpliidc,

and mercury sulphide, are so slightly soluble that the process descrihed

takes place only to an inappreciably small extent. These metallic

sulphides are not decomposed, but can remain unchanged in the pic

sence of acids.

Analytical Reactions of Sulphuretted Hydrogen.—On tin

same relations depends the application of sulphuretted hydrogen in

analytical chemistry. Such a process as

FeCL + H^S^FcS + 21IG1,

i.(\ the decomposition of ferrous chloride by sulphuretted hydrogen,

with formation of iron sulphide and hydrochloric acid, cannot take

[ilace in aqueous solution, because the reverse action between liyelio

chloric acid and iron sulphide takes place, with formation of ferinns

chloride and sulphuretted hydrogen. The corresponding reaction ran.

however, take place with mercury

—

lIgCL + II,S*HgS + 2HCl,

for mercury sulphide is not decomposed by hydrochloric acid. h.

therefore, we have a solution containing iron and mercury salts, tlu

mercury can be precipitated as almost insoluble mercury sulphide by

passing in sulphuretted hydrogen gas. The iron salt remains unclumg'^'l

in the solution, and in this way a separation of the two salts can b^'

effected.

other metals behave in an exactly similar manner. Fui tlier,

since the sulphur compounds generally have a conspicuous colour-'

white, yellow, red, brown, or black,—it is often possible to tell vbal

metals are present merely from the appearance of the preeipitatr.

On this behaviour depends the application of sulphuretted liydiogj”

for analytical purposes
;
the details will be given when describing

different metals.

In accordance with the equation given on p. 273,

S"+2H' = H^S,

the decomposition of metallic sulphides of the nature of iron sulpb'i^^

by acids, depends on the action of hydrion present. If hydrion F

present, the difficult solubility of iron sulphide comes into evidci'^^
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when diferrion and disulphidion come together in solution, that com-

pound being formed according to the equation

Fe" + S" = FeS.

'Fliis occurs, for example, when a solution of soflium sulphide is mixed

with one of ferrous chloride

—

Na.;S" + Fe" Cl'.^- FeS i- 2Na‘Cr.

For this reason a black precipitate of iron sulphide is obtained under

these conditions.

Those dijjicAilthf soluble metallic sulphides which are )iot precipitated from
arid solution by sulphuretted hydrogen, can be precipitated from a neutral

siiliitiim by sodium sulphide, or similar readily soluble sulphides. This

l)eh:ivi()ur is also made use of in analytical chemistry.

Sulphuretted Hydrogen as a Reducing Agent.—If exposed

to tlie air, a soliition of aqueous sulphuretted hydrogen soon becomes

tinhid and deposits a white precipitate. The li(]uid which remains is

pure water. The process consists in the oxidation of the sulphuretted

hydrogen l)y the oxygen of the air

—

2H2S + 0, = 211,0 + 28.

The sulpliur separates out in a state of very line division, and has, thci'e-

fore, the white colour of milk of sulphur (p. 256).

By reason of this power of combining with oxygen, sulphuretted

hydrogen acts as a reducing agent, and it is occasionally used for the

purpose of removing oxygen. Similarly, hydrogen compounds can be

pivpared with the help of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Preparation of Hydrogen Iodide.—If, for example, sulphuretted

liyhogen be passed into water in presence of iodine, the following

0‘action takes place :

H,8+2I = 8f2HI,
expressed as ions :—

•

8" + 21 — 8 + 21'.

That is, from sulphuretted hydrogen and iodine, hydrogen iodide and
s'didinr are formed. In this way an mpicous solution of hydrogen

can be easily prepared.

< the other hand, gaseous hydrogen iodide, on gently heating, acts

sulphur with formation of iodine and sulphuretted hydrogen gas.

cause of this difference lies in the fact that in the former case the

Tydiogen iodide dissolves in water and passes into its ions. The ions
fT hydriodic acid are much more stable than hydrogen iodide itself,

^*‘cl are therefore formed under the above conditions. In the second
no water is present, and the ^eater stability of the sulphuretted

hydrogen compared with the undissociated hydrogen iodide causes in
that case the reversal of the process.
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Decomposition of Sulphuretted Hydrogen by Heat.^
Sulphuretted hydrogen itself is also not very stiddc. On being hcntt'd

in a rod-hot tube, it partially decomposes into sulphur and hydrrg,.,,

On the other hand, sulphuretted hydrogen is formed under the same

conditions from its elements, so that we are here dealing with a ehemi

cal e{piilibrium according to the equation

H, +

Combustion of Sulphuretted Hydrogen. — SulphuKttei]

hydrogen readily burns in the air with a blue suljdiur flame. If the

gas contained in a cylinder be ignited, the walls of the cylinder

become covered with a white coating of sulphur. This is diui to ilu!

fact that the hydrogen of the sulphuretted hydrogen unites much mme
rapidly with the oxygen than the sulphur does. Therefoie, if tluae

is a scarcity of air, as in the interior of the cylinder, only the hydro,ueii

burns and the sulphur separates out. In this case also, the suliduii' is

coloured white by reason of its state of fine division.

Analysis of Sulphuretted Hydrogen.—That sidplmicttid

hydrogen contains sulphur, is made evident by the experiment just

described
;
the presence of hydrogen can be proved by converting this

into water.

For this purpose a mctiillic oxide, e.g. mercury oxide, is heated in

a current of dry sulphuretted hydrogen. The following reaction then

takes place ;

—

HgO + II.,S = HgS + H,0.

That is to say, mercury sulphide and water are formed. I'he latter

can be easily collected in a cold receiver and identified by its properties.

Further, the hydrogen of sulphuretted hydrogen can be set free hv

metals. For example, if finely divided copper is heated in a current

of sulphuretted hydrogen, the following reaction takes place:

—

H.,S + Cu = CuS + H,

Tliat is, copper sulphide and hydrogen are produced.

This property of decomposing sulphuretted hydrogen with tornia-

tion of metallic sulphide belongs also to the noble metals, especial Ivt"

mercu^ and to silver. For this reason, silver objects become black m

contact with air containing sulphuretted hydrogen. To the same

process is due the blackening of silver spoons which come into contact

with boiled eggs or with egg-dishes.

Polysulphides.—When a solution of sodium sulphide is bi ougt’^

together with sulphur, the latter dissolves and the liquid beconn^^^ clar

'

yellow in colour. By evaporation of the solution, compounds of tm

formulic NagSg to Na^jS. can be obtained in the crystalline state. 1
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solutions themselves bch.-ive quite similarly to those of sodium sulphide :

tlicy conduct electricity, and are, therefore, to be regarded as salt

solutions. The ions are, on the one band, sodion Na', and, on the

other hand, S.^" to S/, or HS.^' to HS^'.

The relations are similar to those in the case of iodine, where the

ion r can pass into the brown ion 1./ by taking up two further combin-

ing weights of iodine (p. 235).

AMiether all the ions S./, S/, S/, S/, or, IIS./, HS./ IIS./, HS/

respectively, exist, or only one or a few of them, has not yet been

('stahlishcd.

Hydrogen Persulphide.—The above solutions behave differently

when acted on by acids, according as the acid is added gradually to the

.solution, or the solution poured into excess of acid. In the first case,

sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved and the excess of sulphur separates

out as milk of sulphur
;

this is the usual way of preparing milk of

sulphur, sodium sulphide, however, being replaced by calcium sulphide.

Tlu' reacti(jn takes place according to the equation

Na^S^ a- 2H01 = 2NaCl + US + 4 8,

when the pentasulphide is u.sed, and in a corresponding manner Avith

the other sulphides.

If, however, the concamtrated solution of the sulphide be added to

excess of hydrochloric acid, no .sul[)huretted hydrogen escapes, but

oily drops separate out and unite to a yellow licpiid. This has the

composition II., S,,,, where n lies between 2 and 5. It is called hydrogen

persulphide, and may be regarded as a mixture of the acids to

ll.S-^, corresponding to the salts Na.,8.^ to Na.,Sj.^.

The litpiid is very unstable, readily undergoing spontaneous de-

coniposition into sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen. It exhibits, in

this respect, some resemblance to hydrogen j)eroxide, for its de-

composition is promoted by such substaiices as mechanically facilitate

Jui (‘Volution of gas. Differences are found only in so far as the

hydrogen persulphide is but spailngly soluble in water.

" Thermochemical Data. - Sulphuretted hydrogen is formed

Irom solid rhombic sulphur with development of 1 1 // ;
on solution in

^vater further 19 kj are developed, so that the heat of formation of dis-

^'dved sulphuretted hydrogen is 30 kj.

In the formation of hydrogen persulphide, an absorption of heat

to 22 kj accompanies the taking up of the first atom of sulphur.

this respect, therefore, there is a similarity to hydrogen peroxide,

hhe rest of the sulphur is dissolved without appreciable heat effect.

The heat of neutralisation amounts, for the first equivalent, to 32

h, for the second, to zero. hVom this it likewise follows that the

Reaction consists essentially in the formation of the salt NaHS, or of

Ihe ions Na‘ + HS', and that sodium sulphide in dilute solution reacts
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with the water according to the equation Na.,S + H.,0 = 2Na' + HS'

+ OIL.

Further, it follows from the above value that the formation of the

ions 11’ + IIS' from dissolved sulphuretted hydrogen, gives 32 - 57 -

- 25 kj
;
that is, it takes place with strong absorption of heat, wliidi

is the opposite of what takes place in the case of hydrotluoric acid.

For the etpiations

(Na' -1 OH') aq. 4- 1L,S aq. = (Na* + HS'
)
aq. + 32 kj

Oil' + IT = 11,0 + 57

yield, on subtraction of the lower from the upper and omission of the

like terms,

H.,S mp = (H’ + IIS') aq. - 25 kj.

I). Stdpimr IHo.ride and Snlphunni-‘< Acid

Composition.—In the combustion of sidphur in air or oxygen, :i

gas is formed which has the Avell-known pungent smell of binniiii,'

sulphur, and is a compound of sulphur with

oxygen.

If the combustion is carried out in an

enclosed space {r.<j, in the apparatus, Fig. t^7),

it is found that the volume of the gas is not

greatly dilierent from that of the oxygen.
‘

Since free oxygen is 0,, the compound widt h is

produced in c(|ual volume must also contain

two combining weights of oxygen.

The molar weight of the gas has been found

equal to 04 or somewhat over this, according

to pressure and temperature. It contains,

therefore, along with 2 x IG “ 32 parts of

oxygen, 32 parts or one combining weight of sulphur, and its formula

is SO.,.

Physical Properties.—Sulphur dioxide is a gas which, CM'U at

small pressures, exhibits deviations from Boyle’s law, in the sense that

as the pressure increases the volume diminishes more than proinortion-

ally to the pressure. Further, it can be liquefied by moderate pressuir

and cold. At atmospheric pressure, the temperature of a freezing ndx'

ture of ice and salt is sufficient; if sulphur dioxide be passed into a

glass surrounded by this mixture, it condenses to a very mobile li'iuid

as clear as water. In the following table is given the relation botw n

pressure and temperature :

—

^ As a rule, the volume is somewhat smaller, because along with the compoinicl

there is also formed some SO.,, which comlanes with traces of moistiire present, fornmi)^'

non-volatile compound.

Fio. 87.
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Tciviporainre. I’n^ssuif. Teinporature. Pressure.

-30“ 0'39 atm. f- 3
’

1 -87 atm
2.’)“ 0'45) ,,

10“ 2 •20
,,

- 20“ 0 t>3 „ l.fi“ 2-72
,,

- 0*80 „ 20“ 3 ••21
,,

-10“ 1-00
,,

2.fi“ 3-84
,,

- .5“ l-2.fi
,,

.30“ 4-52

0“ „ 10“ 0-15
,,

As can be seen, the boiling point at atmospheric pressure is - ,10

'riie critical magnitudes are
:
pressure 79 atm,, temperature loTx

Liquid sulphur dioxide is now })laced on the market in metal

cylinders, similarly to liquid chlorine, lil cases where large (pianti-

ties of the substance are required, the use of such cylinders is very

convenient.

Behaviour towards Water.—Sulphur dioxide dissoh^es faii-ly

;il)undantly in water. At higher temperatures the solubility follows

to some extent the law of Henry. At room temperature one volume

of water dissolves about 50 volumes of sulphur dioxide.

The aqueous solution smells strongly of the gas, which can be

eritirely expelled by boiling. Towards litmus, the solution shows

the reaction of an acid
;

it therefore contains hydrion. Since sulphur

dioxide does not contain any hydrogen, the acid must have been

produced by the union of it with water, and therefoi'e have the

formula SO., + nlifi. The value of n cannot be ascertained by an

analysis of the liquid, since this contains excess of water. If, how-

ever, the li(pnd be neutralised with caustic soda and the sodium salt

of the acid present prepared by evaporation, this is found to have

the composition Na^SO.^.

From this it is'^to be concluded that the acid has the composi-

tion lloSO.^, and that n^-\.

Sulphurous Acid.—This acid, known not in the pure condition

hut only in solution, is called roll's arid. Sidphur dioxide is

^onietimes designated by this name, but that is incorrect. Rather,

it must be called sulphurous acid anhydride, l)ccause it is formed

fi'oni sulphurous acid by loss of water. As can be guessed from the

formuhi, and as is found by analysis of the salts, sulphurous acid is

dibasic acid, and can form normal salts of the formula and

'^<id salts MHSO.j, where M represents a combining weight of a

•ii'inovalent metal.

Dissociation of Sulphurous Acid.—In the sense of the con-

^id(3rations set forth on p. 241, sulphurous acid is a comparatively weak

l^t'id, the second hydrogen of which shows very little tendency to pass

if'to the ionic state. This is evident from the fact that the acid

CHunot be titrated with caustic soda and litmus. Even before the

^''k^^ alent amount of base has been added, the colour changes slowly

iuid continuously from red, through violet, to blue, without it being

Possible to distinguish a sharp transition. Accordingly, the aqueous
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solution of the normal sodium salt, which has been purified by repeuted

recrystallisation, also exhibits an alkaline reaction. This arises through

the action of the water on the ions of the salt. According to tlie

equation

2Na 4- so;' f H/) - 2Na‘ + HSO./ + OH',

the ion of the acid sulphites HSO; is formed at the expense of tin-

water, hydroxidion being thereby also produced, which causes the

characteristic blue coloration of litmus. This reaction, however,

takes phice to a less extent than in the case of sulphurelted

hydrogen (p. 2G9).

Bleaching Action.—Sulphurous acid and its salts possess some

})roperties which are of importance technically. Sulphurous acid

bleaches various organic colouring substjinces, and is therefore used

for the decoloration of silk and wool. These substances cannot l)e

bleached with chlorine, because they thereby become hard and brittle.

To cany out the process of bleaching, the substances are hung np

in a moist condition in chambers which can be closed, and in tlu'sc the

sulphur dioxide required is generatea by the combustion of sulphur.

W'hen after some time the bleaching has taken place, the substnnees

must lie carefully washed in order to remove the transfornmtioii

products of the colouring substances and the excess of sulphurous

acid.

This property can be clearly demonstrated by placing a nuiiihm

of coloured flowers near burning sulphur, and covering the whole witli

a glass bell-jar. In a short time all the flowers become white.

The colour, however, is not completely destroyed, as in the eiisc

of chlorine, but can be restored. This takes place, to a certain extent,

spontaneously, on standing some time in the air
;
more quickly hy

moistening the bleached blossoms with dilute sulphuric acid. ( luhr

these conditions blue colours which are turned red by acids do not. uf

course, appear- again
;
in their place red appears.

Physiological Action.—Sulphurous acid has, further, a poweifnl

action on vegetable organisms, from the highest orders down to the

moidds and similar forms of life. This shows itself in an undesiinbk

manner in the neighbourhood of foundries and chemical works in

which sulphur dioxide is generated and in part diffused througli the

air, in the fact that vegetable growth moi-e or less completely dies out.

Even the sulphur contained in coal produces similar effects in toun^-

This important property of sulphurous acid finds useful application ui

the “ curing ” of mne and beer for the purpose of keeping away luouhl

and other organisms, which would have a detrimental action on the^e

liquids. This is the purpose of the process of sulphuring wine ensks

i,e. of burning sulphur in the interior of them, which has been in

vogue from remote times. For similar purposes large quantities e

sulphurous acid salts are used in breweries.
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Preparation.—The preparation of sulphur dioxide and of the

sulphurous acid salts or the sulphites, is carried out by burning

sulphur or metallic sulphides by means of the oxygen in the air.

Sulphur dioxide is formed, and this is cither employed as such or is

converted into other compounds. Since an arjueous solution saturated

under atmospheric pressure contains only 10 per cent of sulphurous

Hcid, it is better to prepare a concentrated solution of acid sodium
sulphite, NallSO,^, by the action of sulphur dioxide on sodium
carbonate. This is prepared commercially, and is employed for the

purposes specified above. This solution is also the most convenient

nutans for preparing sulphur dioxide for laboratory purposes. For
this, it is only necessary to place concentrated sulphuric acid in a

hash fitted with dropping funnel and delivery tube, and to allow

bisulphite solution to drop in from the dropjhng funnel. The sodium
salt of sulphuric acid is formed, and the sulphurous acid simultaneously

formed decomposes into water, which remains l)ehind, and sulphur

dioxide, which escapes.

Reducing Actions.—Sulphurous acid readily absorbs oxygen, an<l

passes into another compound which has the composition ll.^SO^, and is

called sulphuric acid. Sulphurous acid is a reducing agent, because it

can also withdraw the oxygen necessary for this transformation from
oxygen compounds. The oxygen can also be removed from water if

an opportunity is given to the hydrogen of entering into another

combination. Sulphurous acid then acts not by withdrawing oxygen
but by adding hydrogen. An example of this last process is afforded
by the action of sulphurous acid on iodine, which takes place according
to the ecpiation

IRSO, + 21 + E,0 - H.,SO, + 2HI.

The iodine passes, therefore, into hydriodic acid. Since very small
quantities of free iodine can be detected by means of starch (p. 232),
tbc above reaction can be used for the volumetric determination of
'udine with sulphurous acid, or of sulphurous acid with iodine. This
uicthod, which was formerly much employed, has now been abandoned
>u favour of more convenient methods. The inconvenience of the
luethod lies in the fact that the composition of the solutions of

^'d[)liurous acid is continually undergoing change, owing to escape
the gas and to oxidation by the oxygen of the air. Solutions of

^'di)burous acid salts, which act on iodine in the same way, do not
the first disadvantage but they have the second. The spon-

b‘ucous oxidation by the oxygen of the air can, however, be almost
^utircdy abolished by adding to the solution a small quantity of

^’ohol^ glycerine, sugar, or similar substances. So small a quantity

itsodo- to xuW of the weight of the solution is sufficient for this
purpose. The substance itself undergoes no change; the action has,

^uefore, to be designated as a catalytic one.
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Pyrosulphurous Acid.—From the hot, concentrated solutions df

the acid sulphites of the alkali metals, salts crystallise out which do

not have the composition of acid salts, because they contain no

hydrogen. The potassium salt, more especially, forms very readil)',

and is found to have the composition represented by the fornmla

K.,S.,Or^, On comparing this formula with that of the acid sulphites.

KllSO.j, it is seen that the salt has been formed from this, with tlie

loss of the elements of water

—

2KHSO, - KgSp, + 11,0.

The corresponding acid must, accordingly, have tin*, formula.

It can ])e looked upon as a compound of sulphurous acid

and sulphui* dioxide

—

1 1,SO, + SO, = H,S/) ,.

If, howevei’, it be attempted to prepare this acid fi’om the

potassium salt, only the ordinary sulphurous acid is obtained. Tlie

new acid, therefore, passes at the moment of its liberation into

sulphurous acid, or, what is perhaps more correct, the sul])hnron.s

acid also contains small amounts of the acid 112^,0
.^
along with the

ordinary acid
;

the different forms, however, pass so (piickly into

one another that they cannot be investigated individually.

The acid is called pi/imvlpluirovs add, and its salts :nc

called pyrosulphitcs. The name is due to the fact that a siinilai'

derivative of phosphoric acid has been obtained by heating that acid.

Thermochemical Reiations.—The combustion of sulphur to

gaseous dioxide develops 207 hj, the dissolution of the lattci- in

water, further 32 Icj, so that the heat of formation of tlie aquiious

acid is 329 kj. When one equivalent of caustic soda is added to tlit'

solution, 67 kj are developed; a second equivalent yields further

bb J:j. From this it follows that the formation of the ions 11 and

II SC),' from the undissociated acid, 11,80,, takes place with a

development of heat of more than 13 /i^’; since the acid is already

slightly dissociated, the whole amount of heat docs not show itself.

Th(5 second dissociation, IISO.j' = H* + 80,^', appears to take place

without any considerable heat effect, since the heat of neutralisation

55 kj is very near to the normal 57 kj.

R Sulphur Trioxide and Sulphuric Add

Sulphur Trioxide.—Although sulphur dioxide is not the highest

compound of oxygen with sulphur, it is essentially the only one v hich

is produced in the direct interaction, ie. in combustion, even vhcii

oxygen is present in great abundance. A higher oxide of sul])hur.

sulphur trioxide, SO,, is formed at the same time only in very snnu

amount, mixing in the form of a Avhite mist with the gaseous dioxide.
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Xor is it possible to prepare any considerable amount of trioxidc by

heating, say, the dioxide with oxygen. This is not in any way due

to the trioxide being an unstable compound which readily decomposes

into the dioxide and oxygen : the reverse is the case. Patlier, we
must assume that the velocity with which dioxide and oxygen
combine to trioxidc, is exceedingly small even at comparatively high

temperatures. The rapid combination of sulphur dioxide and oxygen
can be effected by the same substance by which the union of oxygen
and hydrogen is accelerated (p. 104). If a mixture of the two gas(;s

1)0 passed through a heated tube containing finely divided platinum,

union takes place. From tlui tube there escapes a vapour which in

moist air forms dense Avhite fumes Vith a choking smell, and which
cm be condensed to a colourless licpiid possessing very sti’iking

[Iroperties.

Manufacture.—The combination of sul])hur dioxide and oxygen
to trioxide, with the help of ])latinum, has l){‘en recently carried out

on a manufacturing scale and begins to la; of exceeding importance.

At first it was (unployed oidy for the preparation of the trioxidc itself,

which is appli(;d fairly largely in the preparation of organic dyes.

For this purpose, a mixture of steam, sulphur dioxide, and oxygen
was generated by the decomposition of sulphuric acid at a high
tt'inperature, 2H.^S()4 ^ 2H./) r 2S( )o + Oo. This was freed from the

water vapour by drying with sulphuric acid and then passed over
heated, finely divided platinum, when combination to trioxide took
phu;e, 2S()^ t ()., = 280.^. The reason that the sulphur <lioxide was
"ut piepared simply by combustio?i was that the im})uritics in the
gas soon rendered the jdatinum in(;fficient.

IJnite recently, however, the method has l)een discovered of

carrying out the purification of the crude su4)hui* dioxide so

successfully that that disadvantage is avoided. Sulphur trioxide
>11 any desired amount can be directly olitaincd liy the action of

»ietalli(; platinum, from a mixture of sulphur dioxide and air such
is obtained by the combustion of ores containing sulphur. This

pi’iparation can be carried out so cheaply that it is used for the
I»'>‘paration of sulphuric acid, and will in all likelihood replace the
"'f'tluHl hitherto employed, which will presently be described.

Properties.—Sulphur trioxidc is a colourless, mobile liquid, which
"lils at 4(U and has, therefore, even at the ordinary temperature, a
*‘"iiside]*able vapour pressure. When cooled it solidifies to a trans-
purciig ice-like mass which melts at 15 '.

besides this, there is another form known which is always formed
the trioxide is kept for a long time. It has the appearance of

<^>paque, white, asbestos-like mass, which on being heated does not
but passes directly into the vaporous state.

^0 far as can be judged from the imperfect observations, we are
dealing with two forms of different stability, such as occurred in
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the case of iodine chloride (p. 238). One of these forms, the opaque,

is stable, the other is unstable, and in separating from the li(iui(l

state, the latter is first formed in accordance with the rule given

on p. 207.

The relations observed in the case of the two forms of sulpluu

diller from those met with here by the fact that there is in this case

no transition point, at which the stability of the two forms changes,

blit tliroughout the wliole known range, the one form is stable, tlie

other unstable. It is, therefore, to be expected that the inuie

stable, opaipie form of sulphur trioxide will have the smaller \apoui'

pressure, and will be formed from the other with development of heat.

Experiments on this point, liowevcr, are as yet wanting.

Action of Water.- -fn the air, sulphur trioxide forms dcusi
,

whit (5 fumes. This is due to the fact that the vapours of the readily

volatile substance combine with water to form the very slightly

volatile sulphuric acid ; + IRO = IL,SO^.

The sulphuric acid, accordingly, passes at once into the li(piiil

form, and the very small drops of licpiid which are fornuxl constitute

the fumes.

The great tendency to unite with water becomes evident on

bringing the substances together directly. On allowing some ti ioxide

to hdl into water, a hissing noise is produced, as when red-hot iron

immei'sed. At the point of contact between trioxido and watiu-, so

much heat is developed that a portion of the water' is vapoiised.

This vapour is again condensed to li(|uid by the rest of the water, and

these violent movements are the cause of the hissing sound.

Srdphur trioxide also acts on various other' substances, with ikr

formation of compounds, and it, therefore, finds manifold apirlieatieii

in chemical technology. For these purjroses it is usually employed

not in the pure state but dissolved in sulphuric acid. The solutions

containing 40 per cent and over are solid at the ordinary ternperidurv,

•ind become li(]uid ordy on being gently warmed.

The sulrstance which crystallises from the solutions, has (he

composition equal to H.,S(R -r SO... It is, therefore, a com-

pound of sulphuric achl with sulphur trioxide.

Sulphuric Acid.—Sulphurous acid, or sulphur dioxide jdus

water, is slowly converted by the oxygen of the air into suRhune

acid; 2 II
2
SO

3 + (R = 2 H.,S04 . The process, however, although

accompanied by a considerable diminution of the total as w(dl

of the free energy, tokes place, strange to say, only very slo\\’ly

slowly, indeed, that it cannot be made use of for manufactnnny

purposes. For this reason, the sulphuric acid was formerly prepan
'^

in another way, viz., by strongly heating iron vitriol or sulphate

iron. The process is, chemically, not very simple, and the detail "

it will be given under iron. It has, at the present day, only ii"

historical importance, since it is no longer used.
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The method still chiefly employed at the present time (cf. p. 285)

depends on the oxidation of sidpliur dioxide or sulphurous acid, l)ut

this is accelerated by a particular expedient to such an extent that it

has become a productive manufacturing method.

The method was developed from experiments made to rci)lace the

(ixygen of the air by more quickly acting oxidising agents. Sulphur

was burned with the addition of potassium nitrat(; or saltpetre. This

substance has the formula KNO.,; it contains, therefore, a large

amount of oxygen, with which it readily parts. In these experiments

it was found that much more sulphuric acid was pi’oduced than could

liave been formed from the oxygen of the saltpetre. The cause of

this was found to l)e that the oxidation of the sulphurous acid by
tlic oxygen of the aii* takes place much more quickly in the presence

of the gaseous oxygen compounds of nitrogen which aia* produced

uiidcr the above conditions than when it is alone.

Manufacturing Process.—The above-mentioned proc(‘ss then

amounted to this ; Sulphur dioxide was formed l)y the comlnistion

of sulj)hur, and the gas was mixed with air and water \apour in the

amount necessary for the foianation of sulphuric acid, the production

of which was sufficiently accelerated by the addition of oxides of

nitrogen. The various stages thi’ough which the process has passed

caimot be described here; it wdll be sufficient to give a description of

the arrangement of a present-day sulphuric acid manufactory. The
sulphur dioxide is, at present, generated only to a small extent from
sulphur itself

;
for its foi-mation the sulphur compounds of iron are

ehicHy used. These are burned in suitable furnaces, forming iron

oxide, which remains behind, and sulphur dioxide, whicli escapes,

barge (piantities of sulphuric acid are also formed from other ores

containing sulphur, which, for the jmrpose of obtaining the metals in

them, are “roasted,” ic. heated with access of air. The sulphur
passes into sulphur dioxide, and the metals form oxides.

The hot mixture of sulphur dioxide and air is first of all led into
an empty chamber, where the small, solid particles carried over with
the gas, “ hue-dust,” arc deposited.

The gases then enter at the foot of a tower filled with acid-

I'osistiiig stones and are met by a counter- stream of crude, dilute

^"Iphuric acid, such as is formed in this process. By this arrange-
iin nt the hot gases are cooled by causing the evaporation of the
^v’atcv contained in the dilute sulphuric acid

; the acid is thereby

nitrated. At the same time, the acid is freed from the oxides
nitrogen which it contains {mie infm), and these arc again brought

the process. In this way, not only is a loss of these com-
P^inthely valuable substances avoided, but the sulphuric acid is at

same time freed from an impurity which would be very detri-
^^ental in its further treatment and application.

Ji'om the tower, the gases pass into several largo chambers lined
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entirely with lead plates. (Lead is attacked by sulphuric acid to h

comparatively slight extent.) Into those chambers, steam and oxides

of nitrogen are also introduced; oxidfftion to sulphuric acid occurs,

and this falls as a fine rain to the bottom of the chamber.

From the last chamber there escapes not only the nitrogen of the

used-up air, but also the oxides of nitrogen present, so far as tin

y

have not been absorbed by the dilute acid formed in the cliamlxas,

the “chamber acid.” In order that these oxides may not be lost,

they are led through a second tower in which concentrated sulphuric

acid is trickling in an opposite direction. The latter readily dissolves

large quantities of the oxides of nitrogen, and so retains this valuahle

material. The atmospheric nitrogen passes into a large chirniKiv,

which maintains the draught through the whole series of apparatus.

The concentrated sulphuric acid charged with the oxides of nitrogen is

inti’oduced into the first tower, where the oxides of nitrogcni aiv

given off.

Action of the Oxides of Nitrogen.—As to the cause of tin

acceleration of the sulphuric acid formation by the oxides of nitrogt'ii,

a theory has been in existence for a hundred years. According to

this, the cause lies in the alternate reduction of the oxides l)y tlir

sulphur dioxide and their re-oxidation by the oxygen of the air.

The details of this theory cannot be discussed till the oxidirs of

nitrogen are treated. Since the oxides of nitrogen are found at tlio

beginning and the end of the process in the same condition, and air

not used up, we must at this point be satisfied with designating tlu'

accelerating action as a catalytic one.

Concentration of the Acid.—The acid obtained by this nief ho'l

contains about 65 per cent of acid and 35 per cent of water. Tlii"

amouiit of watei’, in the form of steam, must be introduced into tlu'

lead chamber in order that the formation of sulphuric acid shall takr

place quickly and regularly. For most of the applications of sulplmur

acid, iiowever, this water must Ire removed.

This is effected in the first place in flat lead pans which air

heated from above. Wlien the sulphuric acid attains a concentiatidU

of 80 per cent, it begins to attack the lead. It is then evaporated

further in Hat platinum retorts. At first, almost pure water passes

over, but when the acid has reached a concentration of 9
8
‘5 per cent,

the vapour has nearly the same composition as the liquid, and fiii tlaa

concentration becomes impossible. Before the acid has reached tlii>

strength, it is run into carboys, in which it is transported.

Crude and Pure Acid.—The crude sulphuric acid is not pure-

The chief impurity which it contains is sulphate of lead. This is luvi'c

readily soluble in concentrated than in dilute sulphuric acid,

separates out, therefore, as a white precipitate on mixing the aci(

with water. Further, the acid is often coloured bl^wn from

presence of dissolved organic compounds from parties of straw or
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wood which have fallen into it. As a rule, also, oxides of nitrogen,

disrived from the preparation, and compounds of arsenic, from the

metallic sulphides employed, are present.

Pure acid is obtained by the distillation of the impure. The

boiling point of sulphuric acid is fairly high, viz., 338".

The acid obtained by distillation does not have exactly the

c()in})osition H.^SO^, but contains a few per cent of water. This is

connected with the fact that the vapour of sulphuric acid is not a

single substance, but a mixture of sulphur trioxide, the anhydride of

sulphuric acid, and water vapour. This is seen, in the first place,

from the vapour density, which is not 98, corresponding to the formula

but only the half, corresponding to the density of a mixture

ll.,() + 80.^. Further, the presence of the components of the mixture

can be shown by subjecting the vapour of sulphuric acid to ilijfnsion.

If, for example, the vapour alone be kept some hours in an open flask

at a temperature above 350", the lighter water vapour difliiscs away

more quickly, and, on cooling, there is found in the flask a mixture of

sulphuric acid and sulphur trioxide.

If one recall the great violence with which the combination of

sulphur trioxide with liquid water takes place, one must inquire as to

the reason why these substances do not combine at all in the vaporous

state. The reason is to l)e found in the fact that sulphuric acid can

form ions only in a((ueous solution. In the vapour, no ions are present,

for it is a non-conductor of electricity. Sulphuric acid, now, is a strong

acid, Le. it has a great tendency to form ions
;

for this reason sulphur

trioxide acts strongly on liquid water, in which it can form sulphanion,

hut has no action on water vapour, with which that is not possible.

Solid Sulphuric Acid.—At lower temperatures, sulphuric acid

forms crystals which melt at 1()'5'’. If the acid contain water, the

nielting point is lower in proportion to the amount of water. Super-

cooling, also, occurs to a large extent, so that the ordinary, somewhat

1‘ydrated acid must be strongly cooled in order to obtain the crystals.

Crystallisation affords us a good means of obtaining the pure acid

fl.;80^ from the hydrated acid. This is cooled down until the greater

pin t has crystallised, and the liquid portion is discarded. The crystals

melted and the acid again made to partially solidify, and this

iimthod of purification is repeated till the melting point 10*5" is

•cached and no longer rises.

Sulphuric acid, in the liquid state, is a rather thick liquid having
•• high specific gravity, viz. 1*838 at 15°. It fumes somewhat in the

for since the constant boiling mixture contains rather more water,

vapour of pure sulphuric acid must contain excess of anhydride.

Aqueous. Sulphuric Acid.—On dissolving sulphuric acid in

"•ffer, a large amount of heat is developed, so that, under certain cir-

^•imstances, the liquid may boil. The cause of this is that the i)assage

snlphuric into its ions is accompanied by a very considerable
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evolution of heat. For the pure acid, H^SO^, scarcely conducts the

current, and only on being diluted with water does it become a vtMy

good conductor. On dissolving sulphur trioxide in a large quantity

of water, 164 Zy are developed. On dissolving sulphuric acid, II,SO^,

in much water, the heat development is 75 kj. From this it follows

that the combination of the trioxide with one mole of water, or the

reaction SO^ + H.p = IRSO^, yields 89 kj.

Further, on solution, the total volume diminishes very consideral)ly.

In a tube one metro long and about 1 cm. wide, closed at one end, a

column of concentrated sulphuric acid is covered with an equally high

column of pure water, the tube closed with a rubber stopper, and the

two liquids mixed by inverting the tube. So much heat is developed

in the reaction that the hand must be protected with a cloth. On

cooling, the level of the liquid is about 3 cm. lower than before.

On account of this contraction, no simple relation exists between

the strength of a dilute sulphuric acid solution and the extensity, or

the density, and recourse must therefore be had to a table when it is

desired to determinate the strength from the density. The following

is such a table :

—

Density and Composition of Solutions of Sulpjiurk; Acid

d. 11.2^04 per eeiit. d. H.2S()4 per ctnit.

1-000 0-09 1 -500 59-70

1 -0.10 7-37 1-550 64-26

1-100 14-35 1-000 68-51

1-150 20-91 1 *650 72-8-2

1 -200 27-32 1-700 77-17

1 -250 33-43 1-750 81-56

1 -300 39-19 1-800 86-90

1-350 44-82 1-810 88-30

1-400 50-11 1--820 90-05

1-450 55-03 1-830 92-10

In the same way all the other properties of sulphuric acid change

continuously with the composition. The fact, more especially, that

the vapour pressure of solutions of sulphuric acid containing only

a small amount of water is very small, has a practical appliciition.

Sulphuric acid is used for drying gases, and indirectly also for drying

other objects (cf. p. 124).

Acids containing somewhat more water have been much used foi’

the purpose of ^ving a definite, very small pressure of aqueous vapour.

The Ions of Sulphuric Acid.—Being a dibasic acid, sulpluua

acid can form two kinds of anions, viz., the monovalent HSO4

' and tlic

divalent SO/. Concentrated solutions of the acid chiefly contain the

former
;
the greater the dilution, the more does this dissociate into the

dibasic ion and hydrion.

Applications of Sulphuric Acid.~In the laboratory, and siul

more in the arts, sulphuric acid is a substance of ii|mense import-
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aiicc and manifold application. Its importance for the chemical

industry has been justly compared with that of iron for the engineering

industry. The manifold application of sulphuric acid depends on the

fact that it can be used in two ways for obtaining other acids from

their salts. Since it is, as a rule, oidy the salts of the various acids

that are got directly, and from these the free acids must then be ob-

tained, an acid suitable for this object finds a very varied application.

The use of siflphuric acid for this purpose depends on the combin-

ation of several circumstances. Apart from its cheapness, the fact that

it is a strong acid, i.e. one largely dissociated into ions, and has a high

l)oiling point, is the determining factor.

Certainly, on making a comparison, it is found that in equiv-

alent solutions, ie. solutions containing equal amounts of hydrogen,

hydrochloric acid is a better conductor than sulphuric acid, and that

the former, therefore, is more dissociated. However, the somewhat

smaller degree of dissociation of sulphuric acid (cf. p. 242) is more

than compensated for by its small volatility. Thus, hydrochloric

acid is prepared from sodium chloride by means of sulphuric acid,

according to the ecpiation

2NaCl -e = Na.SO^ + 2HC1.

The possibility of expelling (or more exactly, of generating) the

stronger acid from its salts by means of the weaker, depends on the

dificrence of the volatility of the two acids. When sulphuric acid acts

on sodium chloride, only a small (juantity of hydrochloric acid is at

first formed, and the reaction would stop, ix, a chemical equilibrium

would be established, if all the substances remained together. Even on

g<'utle heating, however, the hydrochloric acid passes off in the gaseous

state. T'he equilibrium is thereby disturbed, fresh hydrochloric acid

must be formed, and, therefore, fresh sodium chloride be decomposed.
If this hydrochloric acid be also removed, the process goes on until,

finally, all the sodium chloride is decomposed or all the sulphuric acid
i-^ used up (cf. p. 205).

In the decomposition of sodium chloride by sul})huric acid, and in

•‘^iniilar processes, two stages can l)e clearly distinguished. The first

iialf of the decomposition always takes place much more easily, ie. at
^ lower temperature, than the second. This depends on the dibasic
nature of sulphuric acid. The process is separable into tlvo stages,

represented by the following equations;

—

H.,SO, + NaCl = NaHSO^ + HCl
NaHSO, + NaCl= Na^SO^ + HCl.

As in the case of all polybasic acids, the one combining weight of
ydrogen splits off first and most readily

;
the splitting off of the

^ricond occurs with much greater difficulty. For this reason, even when

u
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two combining weights of sodium chloride are present, there is, at

first, only the acid sodium sulphate formed, according to the first

equation, and one combining weight of sodium chloride remains. Not

until this reaction is essentially over, and a higher temperature is

employed, does the second process, the decomposition of the sodium

chloride by the acid sodium sulphate, take place, with formation of the

normal sulphate.

Continuation.—Sulphuric acid can be used als(T in a second way

for the preparation of free acids from their salts. With some metals,

especially barium (Ba) and lead (Pb), it can form very diflicnltly

soluble salts. Therefore, if aqueous solutions of the barium or lend

salt of the acid in question be mixed with sulphuric acid, barium or

lead sulphate is formed, and separates out in the solid state, while the

acid remains in solution. In this way, for example, chloric acid,

HCIO.
3 ,

is obtained (p. 213).

Analytical Test.—This same circumstance, the difficult solul)ilitv

of barium sulphate, is employed for the detection and estimation of

sulphuric acid and its salts
;

in general, of the ion Whenever

barion, Ba", comes together with the ion SO/, the precipitate of

barium sulphate (BaSO^) separates out. Since sulphuric acid is a fairly

strong acid, the small solubility of barium sulphate is not increased

to any considerable extent by the presence of free acids (p. 27‘1).

The reaction, therefore, is also given in acid solutions. Nor is there

any other substance by means of which barium sulphate is rendered

soluble in aqueous liquids. This reaction, therefore, is a very certain

criterion for the presence of SO/-ion, and an error can arise oidy

from the fact that selenic acid {mle infm\ which is very similar to

sulphuric acid, yields a similar, difficultly soluble precipitate with

barium salts. When we come to selenic acid, however, we shall show

how such an error can be excluded.

The question may be asked, if the two different ions, IISO/ and

SO/, do not, in conformity with the difference of their composition,

have ditterent properties and characteristics. As to the former, there

is no doubt but the detection of these differences is not easy, since

it presupposes a knowledge of the proportions of both ions in a given

solution. Although this problem is not insoluble, still it is so com-

plicated that it cannot be discussed here.

On the Qther hand, for the detection and the estimation of snl-

phuric acid by barium compounds, it is a matter of indifference m

what proportions the ions HSO
4
' and SO/ are present in a solution.

By precipitation as barium sulphate, certainly, only SO/don is at

removed
;
so soon, however, as this takes place, a fresh amount is

formed from HSO/-ion, which is also precipitated, and so on u»ti

practically® the sulphuric acid has been precipitated. Only when t

epneentration of the hydrion is very great, that is, when the solution

il very acid, does a measurable quantity of HSO/-ion remain un<i^'
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sociated, and is not precipitated. Hence the rule that the precipita-

tion of barium sulphate must not be carried out in a too acid solution.

Decompositions of Sulphuric Acid.—Sulphuric acid is a fairly

stable substance. It undergoes oxidation to a higher stage only under

quite special conditions by means of the electric current. Reduction

takes place more readily, and use is sometimes made of such processes

for the preparation of sulphur dioxide. Stich reduction occurs, for

example, on heating sulphuric acid with copper.

Copper is a divalent metal, the sulphate of which has the formula

CuSO^. On heating copper with sulphuric acid, the usual displacement

of hy(lrogen by metal first takes place

—

Cu + lUSO, = CuSO, + li,.

The hydrogen, however, is not evolved, but is oxidised at the expense of

the oxygen of a second mole of sulphuric acid
;
this is reduced to

sulphurous acid, which immediately decomposes into sulphur dioxide

and water. In formuhe,

11,S0, + H, = 2H20 t-SO..

The two equations can be combined into one, and we obtain

Cu + 2H,SO,= CuSO, + 2H2O + SO,.

Mercury and silver behave similarly to copper. In the case of zinc,

the reduction goes still further, sulphuretted hydrogen being formed
under certain circumstances

—

5H2SO4 + 4Zn = TZnSO^ + 411,0 + H,S.

This reduction occurs only when the solutions are fairly coiiccn-

tiatod. Dilute sulphuric acid reacts with zinc, with formation of

bydi'ogen

—

Zn + H,SO, = ZnSO, + H,.

Pyrosulphuric Acid.—The compound of sulphuric acid with
bioxide, H^SgO^, mentioned on p. 284, is a special acid, to which the
J>amc of pyrosulphuric acid has been given. For the compound not
^'dy exists itself, but the corresponding salts can be prepared, e,g, the
’^^>diiun salt Na,SoO.. The salts are obtained by heating the acid
•'blpbates, e.g.

2HNaS04 = Na2S20. + H20.

heated more strongly, the salts lose sulphur trioxide and pass into

sulphates, e.g,

Na2S207= Na2S0^ + S03.

must, however, be specially noted that in aqueous solution the cor-
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responding ion, S^,0/', is not known. On solution, the pyrosulpliates

take up water and pass into the acid sulphates

Na,SA + H,0 = 2NaHS04 ,

and the process apparently proceeds so quickly that it has not

hitherto been possible to distinguish between the solution of a ])yro

sulphate and an equally strong solution of the corresponding acid

sulphate. From experience gained from other acids of a similar

composition, however, cases are known in which differences can lie

readily detected between tiio ions of the normal and of the pyro-acids.

Thermochemical Relations.—The heat of formation of li(|uid

sulphur trioxide from its elements is 432 kj. Its heat of vaporisation

is 49 kj
;

its heat of formation in the vapour form amounts, therefore,

to 383 kj. Since the heat of formation of the dioxide amounts to

297 this would, by combustion to the trioxide, develop 86 kj. In

spite of this great heat evolution, this process takes place only ^erv

slowly and incompletely, and, in order to bo of use for manufacturing

purposes, it must be accelerated by catalysers, e.g. platinum.

The trioxide dissolves in water with great development of lient,

amounting to 164 kj. Sulphuric acid, HgSO^, dissolves in water with

development of 75 to 88 kj

;

at great dilution the heat effect still

increases to a measurable extent. By the formation of sulphuric acid,

therefore, from trioxide and Avater, about 85 kj are developed.

The heat of neutralisation of sulphuric acid varies according as the

acid or the normal salt is formed. If a mole of caustic soda is added

to a mole of sulphuric acid in dilute solution, so that the acid salt i^

formed + NaOH = NaHSO^ + 62 kj are developed ;

the

second mole of caustic soda yields the considerably greater evolution

of heat, viz., 69 kj.

From the large amount of heat which is developed on dissob'ing

sulphuric acid in Avater, one may conclude that the dissociation of the

acid into its ions is accompanied by a great development of heat, hi

the semi-normal solutions used in the experiments, the first stage of the

dissociation = H' + HSO/ is fairly complete, and the second

stage, HSO/ = H’ + SO/', has proceeded about half way. By the acdon

of the first mole of caustic soda, the normal heat of neutralisation,

57 kjj i& first of all developed
; the excess of 5 kj is due to the dissocm

tion of a further portion of the HSO/-ion into H‘ -t SO/', owing to the

consumption of hydrion. On neutralisation with the second nnh'

of caustic soda, the dissociation becomes complete, since the iicutm

solution contains only SO/-ion, and the excess oi 12 kj above the noi nm

A^alue is due to this dissociation.

The appropriate experiments for the exact calculation of the la^^'

of dissociation are as yet wanting, and it can only be asserted thid
I’J

both stages the dissociation in the case of sulphuric acid takes

Avith considerable development of heat, viz., 20 to 40 kj.
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F. Other Oxygen Acids of Sulphur

Persulphuric Acid, — On electrolysing a dilute solution of

sulphuric acid, hydrogen and oxygen are evolved in the same propor-

tions in which they form water, hydrogen being evolved at the cathode

and oxygen at the anode. For this reason the process was for a long

time looked upon as if water were the electrolyte, and the purpose of

the sulphuric acid only to make the water “a better conductor.”

Apart from the fact that no reason is known why the sulphuric acid

should make the water a better conductor, it is now known that in

solution the ions 2H’ and SO/ of sulphuric acid are present to a pre-

])onderating extent and effect the conduction.

According to this, the formation of hydrogen at the cathode is

easily understood. The formation of oxygen is most simply (although

perhaps not quite correctly) explained by assuming that the ion SO/
is discharged at the anode. Since a chemical com])ound SO^ (as non-

ion) does not exist, interaction takes place with the water present with

regeneration of sulphuric acid and evolution of oxygen

—

2S04 + 2H;P = 2H,S04-i-0,.

Support is given to this view by the behaviour of more concen-

trated sulphuric acid on electrolysis. If such an acid with a concen-

tration of about 50 per cent is subjected to the action of the electric

eurrent, being kept copl the while, hydrogen appears as before at the

cathode. At the anode, however, no oxygen makes its appearance, but
the sulphuric acid becomes mixed with a new compound which has

diherent properties, and, in the pure state, proves to be an acid of the

formula H^SgOg.

The formation of this substance, persulphnrk acid, is explained as

follows. In the concentrated solution, the sulphuric acid is essentially

dissociated in accordance with the first stage into H‘ and IISO/. The
ion fiso; is discharged at the anode and passes into persulphuric acid

molar weight being doubled. The formation of this acid
hikes jdace still more readily by the electrolysis of one of the acid salts

’/foad of sulphuric acid. These likewise yield the ion HSO/ e.g,

MuliSO^ = Na‘ + HSO/ The potassium salt of persulphuric acid,
^oore especially, is rather difficultly soluble, and on electrolysis of the
'^<dd sulphate soon separates out as a crystalline mass.

^

Ihm experiment is best performed in the apparatus shown in

Persulphuric acid and its salts readily lose oxygen and pass into sul-

P inric acid and sulphates respectively. They therefore act as oxidising
'Agents, and as such they have a manifold technical application. Their
oxidising action can be shown by adding them to a solution of
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potassium iodide. Free iodine separates out according to the equation

K2S.p,+ 2KI= 2K
2
S04 + l2,

which can be recognised by the solution becoming of a brown colour.

HydrOSUlphuroUS Acid—Besides the acids already descrilxd,

sulphur forms with oxygen and hydrogen a large number of other

compounds, all of which have acid properties. Some of these are of

considerable technical and scientific importance
j
others have, as yet,

found no notable application.

As the lowest stage, there may, in the first place, be mentioned

hydrosulphurous or hyposulphurous acid.^ The zinc salt of this is

formed by the action of metallic zinc on sulphurous acid, in accordanee

with the equation

2SO2 + Zn = ZnSgO^. f

According to this, the free acid (not known in the pure state) woul'l

have the formula
^

The most striking property of the acid is its quick reducing

action. Its total action cannot, of course, be greater than that 0

zinc, which was used to reduce the sulphurous acid; it is, howe^el,

distinguished from zinc by the velocity of its action on man)

substances. Thus, for example, gaseous oxygen is almost mstan-

taneously absorbed by the solution, and it is therefore used f< e

volumetric determination of the free oxygen dissolved in watei
0^

other liquid. As indicator in such determinations, the

colouring matter indigo is used; this is reduced by hydrosulphuroi^

acid to a colourless compound, but its original blue colour is restore

by oxygen.

^ Since the name hyposulphurous acid is also used for the acid to be

discussed, thiosulphuric acid, it is more expedient to retain the designation ^
phurous acid, although it is not formed in accordance with the systematic uom
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ThiOSUlphuric Acid.—Just as the ion SO
3
" of sulphurous acid

readily takes up oxygen and passes into the ion of sulphuric acid,

SO/', so also in contact with sulphur it takes up one combining

weight of that element and is transformed into the ion S
2
O/', which

is known as that of thmulphuric acid. It can bo regarded as having a

constitution similar to that of sulphuric acid by supposing that the

atom of sulphur taken up “ enters at the same point ” or assumes the

same function as the last atom of oxygen in the sulphuric acid. Even

although such a view contains much that is indefinite, still it gives

expression to some of the facts found by experiment.

One very striking fact is the instability of free thiosulphuric acid,

or, in other words, the incompatibility of the ions S
2
O

3

" and H‘. As
has been already mentioned, the sodium salt is very readily formed by

the action of sulphur on sodium sulphite
;

it is only necessary to warm
a concentrated solution of this salt with sulphur to immediately bring

about the reaction

Na2S03 + S 3: Na2S203,

or, writing the ions,

so;'+s=SA".

If, however, the solution is acidified, turbidity occurs after a few

moments, owing to the separation of sulphur and formation of

sulphurous acid

—

W' + H’^HSOZ + S.

Th {5 reaction is fairly sensitive to hydrioii
;

it is brought about even

by the quite small amounts yielded by weak acids. For this reason,

perfectly clear solutions of sodium thiosulphate soon become turbid

not only on the addition of a few drops of some acid, but even by the

action of the weak carbonic acid (vide infra) contained in the air,

^'^hich acts in the same way. Such solutions, therefore, cannot be

bept clear if the air is allowed access, and although the action is a
slow one, still the easily recognisable bluish-white turbidity, due to

traces of sulphur which have separated out, makes its appearance
after some time—hours or days.

" The decomposition is retarded or wholly prevented by the

presence of sulphites. The greater the amount of sulphite present,

the more hydrion may be added, i.e. the more strongly may the

solution be rendered acid, without sulphur separating out.

The explanation of this behaviour is found if we consider the

eolation of the reaction taking place between the ions present,

'rhich runs

S20/ + H* = HS0g' + S.

There is thus formed the primary ion of sulphurous acid along with
s'llphur

; and, since this ion is fairly stable, the reaction takes place
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essentially in the sense of the equation, from left to right, until tlie

concentration of the hydrion has become very small.

If, however, the concentration of the hydrosulphosion is in-

creased, a larger quantity of hydrion is required in order that the

equilibrium may exist, ie. the solution can contain a definite amount

of acid without sulphur separating out. On this depends the pro-

tective action which is exercised by the addition of sulphurous acid or

sodium sulphite to thiosulphate; the solution can be all the more

strongly acidified, the greater the amount of sulphite it contains.

A further remarkable property of the process is that it reqiiiies

an appreciable time. If dilute solutions (say OT - normal) of sodium

thiosulphate and hydrochloric acid, bo mixed, the liquid remains, at

first, (juite clear, and only after half a minute does a turbidity, duo to

separated sul})hur, suddenly appear. The more dilute the solutions,

the longer is the time required
;

also, the time increases as the tempci a-

ture sinks.

This plicnomcnon must by no means be interpreted as if tlic

thiosulphuric acid remained a certain time unchanged in the solution

and then underwent a sudden decomposition. On the contrary, avo

must assume that the decomposition begins immediately the li(piids

are mixed. The sulphur formed, however, remains at first in solution,

and only after it has reached a definite concentration, or has expeii-

enced a definite change of condition, does the visible reaction of the

separation of white drops of sulphur occur.

As was to be expected (p. 257), the separated sulphur is at Hist

amorphous
;

it has, however, other properties from the amorphous

sulphur prepared by sudden cooling.

The best known thiosulphate and the one most used, is that of

sodium, Na
2
S203 . It is prepared in large quantities, partly by the

method given, chiefly, hoAvever, from the waste products obtained

in the manufacture of coal-gas, in a manner which cannot lie here

explained.

The application of the thiosulphates depends partly on its solvent

power for the salts of heavy metals, which will be explained later

(ndr Chaps. XXXV. and XLIIL), and partly on the fact that it is a

reducing agent. By chlorine it is first oxidised to sulphate and

sulphur

—

NagS.Og + CI2 + H2O = NagSO, + 2HC1 + S.

An excess of chlorine also converts the sulphur to sulphuric acid

—

S + 3CI2 + 4H2O = H2SO4 + 6HC1 .

A large quantity of free chlorine, therefore, can be destroyed,

converted into hydrogen chloride, by this salt. It is therefore used

to remove the excess of chlorine from fibres and textile fabrics
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bleached by it, since such excess would have a destructive action.

|)V reason of this application it has received the name antichlor.

The products of oxidation of the thiosulphate, and any excess of

tlio latter, are removed from the woven and spun materials by the

ellieicnt washing which is necessary. Tn the case of the dechlorin-

atieii of bleached paper fibre, however, an excess of the salt generally

remains behind, and hence many kinds of writing paper and paste-

l)(iard contfiin sodium thiosulphate. A knowledge of this fact is of

importance in some cases.

Thiosulphate undergoes another kind of oxidation by means of

free iodine. The process takes place according to the scheme

2Na,S,(\ + I, = Na,S,0, + 2NaI,

or, if we write the ions,

+ h = i^fl; + 21 '.

There is produced, therefore, not sulphate, but a new salt with the

divalent ion The corresponding acid is called tetnithionic acid.

This acid will be discussed at a later point along with related sub-

stances; at present we are interested in the transformation of the

thiosulphate.

The process takes place with great (piickness and sharpness, and

ou it, therefore, a splendid method of volumetric analysis can be

lased. In the first place, free iodine can be determined by means of

:i titrated solution of sodium thiosuljdiate. Further, the method can

i)c used to determine the amount of all substances which liberate a

proportionate amount of iodine from poUssium iodide, e.g. chlorine or

hromine. Finally, it can be employed for the determination of all

substances which bind free iodine, by allowing these to act on a known
excess of iodine dissolved in potassium iodide and titrating the residue

'rilh thiosulphate.

The value of the method depends not only on the variety of its

^applications but also, very materially, on the fact that an aqueous
sulutiou of thiosulphate, although it is a powerful reducing agent, is

or rather, is only exceedingly slowly, oxidised by the free oxygen
fbe air. One could, of course, perform the analyses just described

)'’>th sodium sulphite in place of thiosulphate, but, in this case, there

tbe difficulty produced by the great liability of this solution to

^'Luigc in the air, which makes the task less convenient and therefore
1^'^« exact.

can be seen from an examination of the equation 2Na
2
S203 +

+ 2NaI, or 2S20g" + U = Sp/ -t 21 ', neither hydrion nor
}m oxidiQj^ is produced or used up in the reaction between iodine and

thiosulphate. That is to say, the solution remains neutral, if

previously neutral, or, if it was previously acid, it retains its
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degree of acidityd It is of importance that one should pay attention

to this fact, since it occasionally finds application in analysis.

Polythionic Acids.—Further, sulphur forms, with hydrogen and

oxygen, a series of dibasic acids which show a certain amount of

agreement in their composition, and have therefore received similar

names. These are :

—

Dithionic acid, Tetrathionic acid, IL^S^O^,.

Trithionic acid, HgS^O^j. Pentathionic acid, Hj,SjjO,..

For every two atoms of hydrogen and six of oxygen, these acids

contain from two to five atoms of sulphur. In the names of the acids

the latter numbers are expressed by the Greek numerals.

All the “polythionic acids,” as they are collectively called, arc

readily decomposable substances, which are known only in dilute

a(|ueous solution or in their salts, but not in the free state. On

standing some time they undergo decomposition in solution in accord-

ance with the equation

+ H/) = H.,S03 + H2SO4 -f {m - 2 )S,

that is to say, they yield sulphurous and sulphuric acids and sul})hur,

Only dithionic acid gives the first two substances alone, without

separation of sulphur. These reactions take place with the a(|ueoiis

solutions both of the free acid and of the salts. At the ordinary

temperature, however, the velocity is not great
;
in the second case, it

is practically zero. The reaction, however, can bo completed in a few

moments by a suitable elevation of temperature. The salts therein

pass into sulphates, whereas sulphur dioxide escapes, and, as the case

may be, sulphur separates out. This occurs in accordance with the

equation

Na.2S„,Og = Na.2S04 + SO.^ + (m - 2)S,

where the sodium salt is taken as an example.

Dithionic Acid.—The. preparation of the above acids varies fron'

case to case. Dithionic acid, or hypos^dphuric acid, as it was fonnerl}'

called, is obtained in the form of its manganese salt by passing sulph'”'

dioxide into cold water in which finely powdered manganese dioxide

is suspended. Whereas, at higher temperatures, only manganese

sulphate is hereby formed (MnOg + SO2 = MnSO^), by careful action

at lower temperatures, manganese dithionate is formed, in accordance

with the equation

MnOg + 2SO2 ~

The salt is soluble in water, and the progress of the reaction can 1

*^

followed by means of the gradual disappearance of the dark

manganese peroxide.

^ The liquid cannot be alkaline, because free iodine cannot exist along with alkdi-
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To obtain the free acid from the manganese salt, barium hydroxide

is added to the solution. Manganese hydroxide is precipitated, and by

evaporating the solution and crystallisation, the barium salt of dithionic

acid can be obtained pure.^ On decomposing a solution of this salt

with dilute sulphuric acid, difficultly soluble barium sulphate is pre-

ci[)itatcd (p. 290), and free dithionic acid remains in solution.

When, as in the present case, different products can be formed

from given substances, those which are least stable are first formed.

This important and general law has already been discussed in the case

of the action of chlorine on solutions of caustic soda; the present case

is another example of the law. If it were not for the action of this

law, we should have no opportunity of becoming acquainted with

imstal)le compounds.

The aqueous solution of dithionic acid has a strong acid taste and

reaction. On attempting to concentrate it by evaporation, it very

soon begins to smell of sulphur dioxide, and at the same time it

contains sulphurie acid. The decomposition of this acid takes place

in accordance with the equation

+ H,0 = ILSOg + H^SO,,

and all the more quickly the more concentrated the solution. A
character-istic precipitant for dithionic acid, or })etter, for the ion

is not known, since all its salts are soluble. Its identification

and determination depend on its transformation into sulphurous and

sulphuric acids, willmd separation of sulphur.

Trithionic Acid.—Salts of this acid are obtained by various

reactions, the most readily understood of which is the action of

sulphur dichloride (p. 301) on sodium sulphite

—

2Na,S03 + SCI
.3
= Na^SgOg + 2NaCl.

iu dilute aqueous solution this acid is also little known, since it

' *^•7 quickly undergoes decomposition into .sulphurous and sulphuric

'^cids and sulphur

—

^2^A + + ^2804 + S.

^^cre, also, we have the case that the ion SgO/ is fairly stable in

•neutral solution, ie. in the absence of hydrion, whereas it immediately
uudergoes decomposition in the presence of the latter. The reason of

tills is again to be sought for in the fact that in the second case more
stable compounds can be formed, for whose formation hydrion is

^‘C'piired.

Tetrathionic Acid.—The formation of the ion of this acid

\ 111 this reaction, some sulphate is always formed along with the dithionate. On
pleating with barium hydroxide, the former is precipitated as ditticultly soluble barium
'1 1'hate, and the solution contains pure dithionate.
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in the action of iodine on sodium thiosulphate, has already Itcoii

described (p. 297). For the purpose of preparing the free acid, the

lead salt of thiosulphuric acid is used. This is decomposed with the

calculated quantity of iodine according to the equation

2PbS,0
.^
f 21 - PbSp,3 H- Pbl,

Exactly as in the corresponding reaction with the sodium salt, theie

are formed lead tetrathionate and lead iodide. The former passi's

into solution, the latter separates out. From the filtered solution,

lead is preci[)itated as difficultly soluble lead sulphate by the careful

addition of dilute sulphuric acid, while the tetrathionic acid remains

in solution.

This solution has a strong acid taste and reaction, and is much loss

stable than that of dithionic acid. Sulphur soon separates from tho

solution, which simultaneously evolves sulphur dioxide and contains

sulphuric acid. The decomposition ensues according to the equation

H,Sp, + H,0 = ILSO3 + + 2S.

Pentathionic Acid.—This is obtained by passing sulphuretteil

hydrogen into an aqueous solution of sulphurous acid. Whereas oik*

portion of the substances simply undergoes transformation to sulphur

and water, according to tho equation

2H,S + H,S03= 3S + 3H,0,

another portion forms pentathionic acid and water, according to the

equation

1 0tpSO, + 511,8 = + 1 2H,0 .

By filtration, a portion of the sulphur' can be separated. The other

portion, however, is present in such a fine state of division that if

behaves almost like a di.ssolved substance, and is not retained by n

filter. By preparing a salt of pentathionic acid from this solution,

1 eerystall! sation, etc., pure compounds of pentathionic acid can hr

obtained. Wo shall, however, not enter here on a description of tho

very troublesome methods by which this object is attained.

Pentathionic acid is also unstable, and readily decoinj^oses into

sulphurous acid, sulphuric acid, and sulphur.

Solutions containing one of the higher polythionates soon uiulcrgo

transformation in such a way that other thionates are produccu-

Thus, e.g., the trithionate passes into dithionato and tetrathionate.

For the sodium salts, the equation is simply 2Na,8gO^. = Na.28.,0,3
j

. NagSp^j ;
similarly for the other salts. It is, therefore, very ditfieulf

to obtain these compounds in the pure state.
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G. Halogen Compounds of Sulphur

Chlorides of Sulphur.—If a current of dry chlorine be passed

over sulphur gently warmed in a retort, a red-brown li(piid is formed,

w hich distils over at 138° and has a very unpleasant smell. This is a

chlorine compound of sulphur
;

its composition is expressed by S.,CL,

;uh1 it is called sulphur monochloruk.

Sulphur monochloride is a solvent for sulphur, of which it dissolves

Luge quantities. The more volatile monochloride can be again sej)a-

rated from the less volatile sulphur by distillation. The monochloride

is decomposed in moist air, and, in general, by water
;
the chlorine is

converted into hydrochloric acid, Avhile the sulphur partly separates

out as such, and partly forms sulphurous and thiosulphurie acids. The

relative amounts of these two vary regularly with the amount of

water, and the process can, therefore, not be represented by an

e([uation with definite coefficients.

Sulphur monochloride is employed in the arts for vulcanising

caoutchouc. By the absorption of sulphur the latter becomes more

elastic and resists changes of temperature better.

If more chlorine is passed into sulphur monochloride, it is absorbed

;

in varying amounts, however, depending on the temperature and

pressure. From the investigations made on this point there are

iiidieations that two compounds of the formuLae SCI., and SCl^ are

formed. These iiivestigations, however, require to be revised from

the point of view of the theory of chemical equilibrium b(;fore definite

ronclusions can be drawn from them. The substances formed in the

way described are scarcely to be distinguished by their appearance

from sulphur monochloride. Since, however, they give oft' chlorine,

the smell of this element is perceived along with that of the compound.

Chlorides of Sulphuric Acid.—On neutralising a base with

hydrochloric acid, the chloride of the metal present is formed along

with water, in accordance with the equation MOH -t- HCl = MCI +
fl.O. This process may be regarded, formally, as if hydroxyl were

replaced by chlorine, and wc may ask if other liyiiroxyl compounds
eamiot experience a similar replacement.

In sulphuric acid, now, as in all oxygen acids, the hydrogen can
f>e assumed to be united to oxygen to form hydroxyl. The suitability

ef this assumption is seen from the fact that the actual reactions of

ffiis substance arc in agreement with it.

Thus, in fact, derivatives of sulphuric acid are known which have

same relation to it as the metal chlorides have *o the metal

fiydroxidfjs, and which, therefore, support the assumption that in

^^dphuric acid hydrogen and oxygen are united together to hydroxyl.

A “proof” of this assumption is not given by those compounds.
Ihe actual phenomenon is that the elements 0 and H are eliminated

the proportions OH, and Cl simultaneously enters. It cannot
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however, be asserted that these two elements, in order that they may

be simultaneously eliminated, must previously have been united, for

there are numerous cases in which such an assumption cannot hi;

sustained. The sole purpose of this assumption, therefore, is to stale

that the reaction in question often and easily occurs.

On such relations all the so-called “ constitutional formula.; ” of

substances are based. These are a short expression for the chemical

reactions actually observed. Since the latter, however, depend on

other conditions besides the chemical nature of the substances,

—

ejj. on

temperature, pressure, presence of other substances,—it is to be antici-

pated that a definite constitutional formula can represent the behaviour

of the given substance only within a definite range, and will prove all

the less satisfactory the more deeply and comprehensively the chemical

behaviour of the substance is known.
^ Such diversity can, if necessary, be expressed by the assumption

of several constitutional formulie
;
but this is only a makeshift. Foi’

the complete representation of the chemical behaviour, a numerical

characterisation of the mutual relations of all the transformation

products of the substance would be necessary. From such a stand-

point, the chemistry of the present day is still very far removed.

If sulphuric acid be written as a hydroxyl compound, we obtain

the formula SO.^(OH)2
The atomic group is called sulphuryl,

and the two possible chlorine derivatives would have the follow! n,i^

formulae and names :

—

S0.2(0H)C1, Sulphuryl hydroxychloride,

SO.
2
CI

2,
Sulphuryl chloride.

The first name is not used, as being too long; the first compound,

which still contains one acid hydrogen, is called chlorosulphonic acid.^

Chlorosulphonic acid is obtained from sulphur trioxide and

hydrogen chloride, which combine on being gently heated

—

S03 + HC1= S0,(0H)C1.

It forms a colourless licpiid of density 1*7, and boils at 152°.

Chlorosulphonic acid fumes in moist air, because it undergoes

transformation with the aqueous vapour to difficultly volatile sulpluuie

acid and hydrochloric acid

—

' 802(0H)C1 + HgO= H^SO, -f HCl.

This reactio^i, viz., the re-formation of the original acid
,

from it»

chloride by the action of water, is a general reaction of the acid

chlo^’ides.

^ The name is due to the fact that in organic chemistry numerous compounds

sulphuric acid are known of the formula R . SO.^OH (where R is a compound “ radicle )»

which are called sulphonic acids.
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In this respect the acid chlorides differ essentially from the

mctiil chlorides, with which they have a formal similarity (p. 301).

Whereas metallic hydroxides undergo transformation with hydrochloric

iicid to metidlic chlorides and water, the acid chlorides, on the other

hand, undergo transformation with water to hydroxide and hydro-

chloric acid. The reaction, RCl + H^O = R . OH + HCl, proceeds in

the lirst case from right to left, in the second case from left to right.

If, now, we remember that, in principle, no chemical reaction

can be complete, we can say that the two cases differ from one another

essentially in the fact that the one or other side of the equation of

reaction predominates. Or, as we can say with reference to what

was set forth on p. 247, the acid chlorides undergo almost complete

Jiijdrolyds with water.
''' While the previous remarks dealt with the reactions of the

particular substances with a small amount of water, the pro-

cesses which take place on solution in much water must also receive

special consideration. Under these conditions, ion formation can

occur, and, in general, those reactions take place in which specially stable

ions are formed. Among these, chloridion must, in the first place, l)e

reckoned.

On decomi)osing chlorosulphonic acid with much water, there occurs

the reaction

SO,(OH)Cl + H,0 = 2H‘SO/ -f HUl' = SO/ + Cl' + 3ir,

' 0 the ions of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids are formed. Since

these two acids are largely dissociated into ions, ie. form very stable

ions, this reaction is practically complete.

The capability of the acid corresponding to the chloride of forming
•stable ions will, therefore, increase the decomposability of the chloride

l>y \vater.

In accordance with these considerations, it must be regarded as

l'os.sil)lc that hydroxides exist which stand between acids and bases in

^nch a way that the two sides of the equation of reaction to some
oxtent counterbalance one another. They will, therefore, under
^x'l’tain conditions, act as acids

;
under other conditions, as bases. We

^iJill soon have an opportunity of indicating such substances (Chap.

fhe second chloride of sulphuric acid, sulphuryl. chloride, SOgClg,

produced by the direct combination of sulphur dioxjde and chlorine.
10 reaction does not take place very quickly, but is greatly accelerated,

catalytically, by the presence of camphor (an organic substance). It
o >tained as a colourless, very mobile liquid, having the density 1*67

clilo
boiling point of sulphtfryl

nde 18 80 much lower than that of chlorosulphonic acid is an
Sample of the general rule that the boiling point of the chlorine
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compounds is always considerably lower than that of the corresponding

hydroxyl compounds. The same is seen on comparing chlorosulphonic

acid (boiling point 152°) with sulphuric acid (boiling point 340").

Sulphuryl chloride fumes only slightly in the air, because it reacts

much more slowly with water than chlorosulphonic acid does. The

latter compound is formed by the action of a small (quantity of waiter—

S0.^C1., + H,0 = S02(0H)CUHC1; with much water, sulphuric and

hydrochloric acids are formed—SO.2CI2 + 2H2O = H2SO4 + 2HC1.

'' As the decomposition of sulphuryl chloride by much water takes

place much more slowly than that of chlorosulphonic acid, it looks as

if the former passed directly into sulphuric and hydrochloric acids

without passing through the intermediate stage of chlorosulphonic acid.

For the chlorosulphoidc acid which is formed undergoes decomposition

so (puckly that at no time during the reaction can any consideralile

amount of it be detected.

Similar relations are often found. In all cases, therefore, where

existing intermediate stages are apparently passed over, it must he

borne in mind that they may escape observation owing to differences

in the velocity of reaction, as in the above case.

Besides the two chlorides of sulphuric acid, a chloride of pyrosul-

phuric acid—pyrosulphuryl chloride, 820^^01.2—is also known. It is

obtained by withdrawing the elements of water (by means of ])h()s-

phorus pentoxide) from chlorosulphonic acid, 2S02(0H)C1 - 11,0 =

S2(XC1,. It is a liquid similar to chlorosulphonic acid, only linin'

viscous” and having a greater density. Its density is 1 ’82, and its l)oil

ing point 142°. Its vapour, on being heated, decomposes into sul})hni

trioxide, sulphur dioxide, and chlorine.

AVith water, pyrosulphuryl chloride reacts in a manner simikir to

the other chlorides of sulphuric acid. The reaction does not appear sc

violent as in the case of chlorosulphonic acid, because it takes placo

more slowly.

H. Comhmiwj Weight of Sulphur

Since sulphur forms a large number of compounds which can

analysed with exactness, very varying methods have been einpl'iyt^^

for the determination of this important combining weight. Tin;

exact number was obtained by Stas by determining the ratio iu whir^i

silver united with sulphur to form silver sulphide. On the othei i-ie‘ -

by determining the amount of silver which can be obtained frem

weighed quantity of silver sulphate, he obtained the data necesNUJ

for the independent calculation of the desired number.

For example, by heating 59*4225 gm. silver in sulphur
j

68*2482 gm. of silver sulphide were obtained : the two weights aic

^
th§ ratio 1 :

1*1485. Further, 81*023 gm. silver sulphate

56*071 gm. silver on being converted to this by heating in a cun
^

of hydrogen, in accordance with the equation AggSO^ + H.2= ^
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oAg. Since in silver sulphide, Ag,S, the i-atio of silver to sulphur is

tli(^ same as in silver sulphate, there correspond to the amount of silver

found, 61'3985 gm. silver plus sulphur, or 8-327r) gm. sulphur, and the

remainder, 16*6245 gm., is oxygen. Since in silver sulphate there are

four combining weights of oxygen to one of sulphur, we have the pro-

jxu’tion 4 X 16 : 16*6245 : 8*3275, arid ;r= 32*06. The mean value

of all such determinations has given the same number, S = 32*06.



CHAPTEll XIII

SELENIUM AND TELLURIUM

General.

—

Similarly to the triad chlorine, bromine, and iocliiic, tin

elements of the sulphur group also form a trinity of similar substaiids

whose properties vary regularly with increasing combining Aveigiit.

The analogy of the combining weights is seen, in the first place, fiom

the following Udde :

—

Chlorine . . 35*45 Sulphur . . 3‘2 06
Broniiiie . . 79*96 Selenium , . 79*1

Iodine . . 126*86 . Tellurium . . 127 3

As can be seen, the combining weights of the corresponding nun'

bers of the two groups are very nearly the same. Whereas, hoAvevt r,

sulphur and selenium have rather smilkr values than chlorine .iinl

bromine, the relation is reversed in the case of iodine and tclluriuin

A similarity also exists between the two groups in the fact that tlu’

first elements in each, chlorine and sulphur, occur very widely 'li>

tributed in nature, while the other two pairs are relatively spaiin^^h’

found. Further similarities will become apparent in dcscrihi't-

selenium and tellurium.

Selenium was discovered in the year 1817 by Berzelius in tb

deposit of a sulphuric acid manufactory at Gripsholm. It

element which, like sulphur, can exist in diflferent allotropic hnin'

Precipitated from aqueous solution, it is obtained as an amoiphens rd

substance, and, with very dilute solutions, is got in the colloidal

Le. it is apparently in solution and passes through a filter.

From comparatively concentrated solutions, selenium is obtainoti^^'j

a bright red precipitate which, even under the influence of the

ture of boiling water, cakes together to a dense, black-red mat's
•

217° selenium melts and forms a dark, viscous liquid which soli<l^'-'

on being quickly cooled, to an amorphous mass of a black-rcd
’

which breaks with a conchoidal fracture. If this amorphous

be kept some time at a temperature of 100° to 160°, it becomes crys
•

line and grey, with a somewhat metallic lustre. At 650° it hoik-

306
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Whereas the amorphous selenium does not conduct the electric

current to a measurable extent, the property of conductivity is

possessed by the crystalline form.

* In this connection the special peculiarity is met with that the

electrical conductivity of crystalline selenium depends on the illumina-

tion which it experiences. Its conductivity is all the greater the

stronger the light which it receives. On altering the strength of the

light, these changes occur in an exceedingly short time. It has not

yet been determined on what this peculiarity depends, but it appears

that traces of foreign substances, more especially of the selenium com-

pounds of the heavy metals which are mixed with selenium, play a

great part. Nor is it possible to retain sensitive selenium preparations

permanently in a sensitive state. Its application in the arts, to which

this [)ropcrty invites, is thereby, at present, greatly limited.

In its compounds, selenium greatly resembles sulphur, for seleniu-

retted hydrogen, selenious acid, and selenic acid are not only similarly

constituted to the corresponding sulphur compounds, but, in part also,

have a similar behaviour. From the special description of the different

substances, these similarities and differences will become apparent.

The combining weight of selenium is Se = 79*l.

Seleniuretted Hydrogen, H2Se.—Seleniuretted hydrogen is a

colourless gas with a very unpleasant smell, recalling that of decaying

'•'^disii. It is very poisonous, and calls for special care in working with

•1- It readily dissolves in water in large amount. The solution has a
freldy acid reaction, and in contact with the air red selenium quickly

separates out, the hydrogen of the seleniuretted hydrogen combining
'vith the oxygen of the air to form water—2H.^Se + 02=211.20 + 2Se.

Seleniuretted hydrogen is the hydrogen acid of selenium in the

^-‘une sense as sulphuretted hydrogen is the hydrogen acid of sulphiu*.

Lie salts of seleniuretted hydrogen are the metallic selenides. By
'‘‘ison of the two combining weights of hydrogen, seleniuretted

li.vdrogen is dibasic, and its salts, therefore, contain cither two coni-

hitiiiio weights of a monovalent metal or one combining weight of a
'ibaleiit one^ KSeleniurctted hydrogen can be obtained ])y the
’^'dion of stronger acids on metallic selenides. The method u.sually

P'li’siKal is to prepare ferrous selenide, FeSe, by heating selenium with
filings, and to treat this with hydrochloric acid. In a manner

peifectly analogous to the preparation of sulphuretted hydrogen (p.
-'0), ferrous chloride and seleniuretted hydrogen are formed in accord-

with the equation

FeSo + 2HCl = H2Se + FeCl2.

^ the solutions of the different heavy metals, seleniuretted
yu'ogeti precipitates the corresponding selenium compounds as red or

and
substances. The compounds of selenium with sodium

^iinilar metals are, however, readily soluble in water. In the air.
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these decompose similarly to seleiiiuretted hydrogen, so that after some

time a red precipitate of elemciiUiry selenium is deposited from their

solutions. This property is made use of for the purpose of ol)taiiiing

or of purifying selenium. The crude material is fused with sodium

hydroxide (or with sodium carbonate, which acts in a similar nuumer),

and the filtered solution of the melt is exposed in shallow vessels to

the air.

The poisonous action of seleiiiuretted hydrogen mentioned ;d)o\e,

depends essentially on its ready decomposability by oxygen. Selenium

thereby separates out in the tissues in a finely divided form, and acts

both chemically and mechanically as an irritant.

Isomorphism.—The selenium which separates out undei- the

infliKuice of the oxygen of the air on soluble metallic scleui<les is

crystalline, and, on closer examination, it is found to exhibit the same

crystalline forms as monoclinic (prismatic) sulphur, which sepai'at('s

out from the fused mass. Further, elementary selenium occurs in some

of the naturally occurring kinds of sulphur
;

it is mixed uniformly or

combined with the sulphur, and imparts a rather dark, reddish colniir

to it. Lastly, a huge number of corresponding compounds of the two

elements exist, having the same crystalline form and capable of form-

ing homogeneous “mixed crystiils,” i.(\ crystals the composition of

which is not governed by the laws of stoichiometry, but which, lik^;

that of solutions, can exhibit every relation within definite limits.

These facts are embraced under the conception of isoiiinrphi^m

(identity of form). In the first place, two substances are called

isomoi'phous when they have the same crystalline shape and can foim

mixed crystals. Thus sulphur and selenium are isomorphoiis m

respect of their monoclinic forms
;

for both elements not only crystal

lise separately in like shapes, but when they together pass into the

solid state they form mixed crystals of varying composition, which

determined essentially by the relative amounts of the two elemeiil^ m

the mother liquor.

When one of the two isomorphous substances has the property "

crystallising in different forms, the other substance has often the saine

property, and the different forms are alike in pairs. Thus it is to

expected that there should be a rhombic form of selenium correspon'

ing to the rhombic form of sulphur, for such a relationship is fomHl m

many other cases. Such a form of selenium, it is true, is not kno'^J

but naturally occurring rhombic crystals of sulphur are found v hi*^

contain more or less selenium. Selenium is, therefore, capable ot

ing mixed crystals with rhombic sulphur, and from this it m tv

concluded as probable that a rhombic form of selenium exists,
j

it is perhaps so little stable under the conditions hitherto em})e.u

that it has not yet been possible to observe it.
^

Elements which in the free state are isomorphous with

another^ have the further peculiarity that their corresponding
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pounds with other elements are usually isomorphous. Thus, for

example, almost all the salts of sulphuric acid have the same crystalline

foiiiis as the corresponding salts {ic. containing the same metals and

having a similar formula) of sclenic acid. Such relationships are

often found, and they are also sometimes met with in cases where no

isomorphism of the elements is known. Hence a wider conception of

isomorphism has been developed, and the term isomorphoui^ in the wider

,s7';(S6’ is applied to those elements which, while not themselves iso-

morphous, form isomorphous compounds of like constitution. Of this

kiiul of isomorphism, also, several examples will be cited lat(;r.

Since isomorphism and similarity of constitution go hand in hand,

the fact of isomorphism can be used in doubtful cases to ol)tain a clue

to the formulation of the compounds of new elements, i.e. to the choice

of the most suitable combining weight from among the possible

imiltiplos (p. 141). In formci- times, especially, the relationships of

isomorphism were of great service in this direction.

In drawing such conclusions, however, it is necessary to carefully

satisfy oneself that isomoi'phism is really present. Identity of the

crystalline system and the possibility of expressing the forms of the

two sul)stances by the same crystallographic constants within the error

"f experiment, are not sufficient for the purpose, since chance agree*

nicnt could not be excluded in this way. A sure criterion of actual

i'<oinoi[)hism is given if, along with the identity of shape, the property

of foi niing mixed crysffils can be demonstrated.

Selenious Acid.—When selenium is heated in the air or in pure

oxygen, it takes fire and burns with a blue- white flame, forming

^olcnium dioxide, SeO.,. At the ordinary temperature this compound,
'oilikc sulphur dioxide, is not a gas, but a solid crystalline substance.

Ihily on being heated does it volatilise, without melting, and pass into

'I vapour of the colour of chlorine.

Selenium dioxide, further, is formed by treating selenium with any
oxidising agent. As a rule, it is obtained by heating selenium with
Jiitric acid, evaporating to dryness, and subliming the residue.

y^ehmium dioxide dissolves in water and yields an acid liquid

'diich contains selenious aeid, H
2
SCO

3
. By evaporation, this com-

pound can 1)6 obtained in transparent crystals which, on heating, lose

uniter and pass into selenium dioxide.

^Selenious acid is not a reducing agent like sulphurous acid. On
coiitiary, it readily gives up its oxygen, and elementary selenium

^d^uiatcs out. Thus, for example, it is reduced even by the organic
juatter which is usually present in the dust of the atmosphere, and,

this reason, the mouths of the vessels in which selenious acid is kept

generally covered with a crust of red selenium, and the prepara-

^^^futself assumes, in course of time, a reddish coloration.

Ine reduction of selenious acid to selenium takes place very easily

smoothly by means of sulphurous acid, in accordance with the
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equation H2Se0.j + 2rL,SO.j = Se + ‘jHgSO^ + H./). The selenium Hist

separates out in the colloidal state, a red eoloured, transparent liipiid

being formed. On standing some time, quickly if heated, selenium

separates out as a brown-i'ed precipitate. This phenomenon can lie

used for identifying selenious acid and its salts.

Selenic Acid.—Powerful oxidising agents are re(pured in oidm

to convert selenious acid to the highest stage of oxidation of selenium,

viz. selenic acid. The sodium salt is obtained by fusing sodium

selenite with sodium nitrate. The latter yields up one comliiniiii,^

weight of oxygen, by which the former is oxidised: Nn.^ScO.^ r 0 =
Na^ScO^.

The free acid is most easily obtained by treating silver selenite

with bromine. Silver bromide and selenic acid are formed in acconl

ance with the equation Ag^SeO.^ + 1I.,0 + Br.,= H.^SeO^ t- 2AgBr. In

order to carry out this reaction, the silver salt is covered with wiiter,

and bromine added, with shaking, so long as its colour disappears.

The aqueous solution of selenic acid can be concentrated l»y

evaporation, and a thickish liquid is finally obtained which has tlic

density 2T) and the general appearance of concentrated sulphuric

acid. The pure acid solidifies to crystals which melt at 58"’
;
the melt

ing |)oint is greatly lowered by quite small quantities of water. A

crystalline hydrate, H
2
Se04 + H/), melting at 25'^, is also known.

Selenic acid is distinguished from sulphuric acid by its powerful

oxidising action; it readily dissolves the noble metals and evolves

chlorine with hydrochloric acid, thereby passing into selenious acid -

li.^SeO^^ + 2HC1 = H.,Se03 + 01.2 H- IlgO. The salts of selenic acid are

isomorphous (p. 308) with those of sulphuric acid, and also exhihit

similar solubility relations. For example, its barium salt is just as

difficultly soluble as barium sulphate, and the salts of the two acids

can, therefore, be readily confounded. In order to identify selenic

acid in presence of sulphuric acid, the liquid is previously treated with

a reducing agent. The former is thereby reduced to selenious acid or

selenium, while the sulphuric acid remains unchanged, and can 1"‘

determined as such.

Chlorine Compounds.—Of the remaining compounds of scleiduiii,

selenium tetrachloride has still to be mentioned. It is a white, crystal

line substance with the formula ScGl^, and is easily prepared by hcatny^

selenium in a current of chlorine. On being heated, it is converted

into vapour without previous fusion. With water it forms selcinoU'^

and hydrochloric acids, in accordance with the equation SeCl^ + 311/1 ^

HgSeOg + 4HC1.

Compared with sulphur tetrachloride (p. 301), which is exceed ingh

easily decomposed, the corresponding selenium compound may be tei nic^

a very stable substance. This increase in the stability of the chlorin'^

compounds forms a marked contrast to the decrease of the stability

the corresponding oxygen and hydrogen compounds.
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Besides selenium tetrachloride then^ also exists a selenium mono*

diloride, Se
2
Cl^, corresponding to sulphur monochloridc. This is a

(lark red-brown liquid from which, when heated, selenium tetrachloride

( siapes while selenium remains behind—2Sc2Cl, = 3So + 8eCl^. The

stahility relations are, therefore, dillerent here from what they are in

the case of sulphur, where the tetrachloride decomposes into chlorine

and inonochloride.

Tellurium.—While iodine is very similar to bromine, if not in

external appearance, at lea/St in the nature of the corresponding com-

poinuls, the differences between selenium and tellurium are more pro-

iioiiiieia], so that it has repeatedly been regarded as doubtful xvlicther

tliese two elements ought to be regarded as members of the same family.

Tellurium is a greyish white substance with a metallic lustre
;

its

density is ()‘4, and it conducts the electric current like a metal. It

fiielts at 450°, and boils at 1400°. The vapour is only slightly denser

than corresponds to the formula Te^.

The combining weight of tellurium, Te= 127 ‘3, is, as has already

ticeii mentioned, greater than that of iodine, whereas the combining

weights of the other elements of this group are smaller than those of

the corresponding halogens. Many investigations have therefore been

("irthid out because it was believed that this deviation was due to

incorrect determinations
;

it has, however, been found with certainty

that the numbers are as stated.

Besides the metallic tellurium, there is also a black, apparently

•‘inorphous form, in which tellurium is obtained by precipitation from
its solutions. It has a considerably smaller density.

Tellurium combines with the metals to form tellurides
;
these

'•>1 respond to the sulphides in composition, and have geiKU’ally a
lectullic appearance. The tellurides of the alkali metals are soluble in

and tellurium separates from these under the influence of the

of the air.

bdlurium hydride, H.^Te, is obtained by the action of the strong
'« ias 00 tellurides

;
it is a gas possessing an oftensive smell and

P'"soiious properties, behaves similarly to the hydrogen compounds
sulphur and selenium, and in aqueous solution is, like these, readily

'

'^ruinposcd by the oxygen of the air.

Boated in the air, tellurium burns, forming the dioxide, which
-r white substance volatile at a red heat. Tellurous acid,

is obtained by oxidising tellurium with nitric acid. It is

"‘iite mass, slightly soluble in water, and has only feebly acid

being eliminated and a salt formed. Compounds are hereby

H
derived from a tetracid base, Te(OH)^= H

2
TeOg +

just
however, also very unstable towards water,

vi
1^*’ substances which can act both as base and as acid

both cases only slightly stable compounds.

With strong acids, the compound behaves as a base.
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Tellurous acid can be converted into telluric acid, H.^TeO,, l)y

powerful oxidising agents. This has no similarity to sulphmic oi

sclcnic acid, for it forms a crystalline mass, difficultly soluble in water,

and possessing feebly acid properties. The crystals which can ho

obtained from water have the composition H2Te04+ 2H2O = Te(Oll)^

and, on heating, pass first into the acid llgTeO^ and then into the

anhydride TeO^. The latter is a yellow mass, which is indiliereni

towards water.

Telluric acid also exhibits basic properties.

Whereas, therefore, the oxygen compounds of tellurium agiiH* iti

composition with those of sulphur and selenium, their chemical behaviour

is very different. It is, it is true, a general phenomenon that the

elements with higher comluning weight form more feebly acid or

more strongly basic compounds compared with the related elements ot

lower combining weight, but it is seldom that the phenoinciiou

makes its appearance so abruptly as in the present case.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that tellurium combines with

chlorine to form the compounds TeCl.^ and TeCl^, and with l)roniiiu‘

to form TeBr., and TeBr^. These are crystalline substances, Aola

tile without dccompositioci at moderately high temperatures, and re

sembling in properties the halogen compounds of the metals, e.<i. ot

mercury.



CHAPTER XIV

NITROGEN

General.—As was shown on p. 36, there is present in tlic air, Ijesides

oxygen, another substance which constitutes the greater part both l)y

Wright and by volume. Erom the fact that the residue of the air

after lemoval of the oxygen can support neither combustion nor life,

it called azote, but it is now called nitrogen. Its chemical symbol
is N, from nitrogenium. This name is due to the fact that nitrogen is

ail essential component of saltpetre (nitrum). Its combining weight is

^’ = 14•(H.

The properties of nitrogen are essentially those of the air minus
those due to oxygen. Thus, it is colourless, odourless, and only slightly

soluble in water. Its molar weight is
;
as gas, therefore, it has the

formula N.^. It is distinguished from oxygen essentially by the fact

that it is capable only in a very slight degree of reacting chemically

ith other substances. There are oidy very few substances which can
finite directly with nitrogen. If, however, the nitrogen has once

l>assed into combination, the substjuices which are formed show a very

f^aisiderable variety and power of transformation, so that the range of

nitrogen compounds is a large and important one.

I'ompounds of nitrogen are of frequent occurrence both in the
niiiK'nil and, more especially, in the organic kingdoms. Of the
lornicr there may be mentioned the important gi-oups of nitric acid

lunmonia; these will presently be discussed in detail. In the

'^bi^nnic kingdom, nitrogen is in so far of especial importance as the
^'ih.stances with which the phenomena of life are directly connected,

whose presence appears to be nece.ssary for the processes of life,

the albuminoids, all eontiiin nitrogen.

. ^J^eparation and Properties.—In order to obtain nitrogen, it

only necessary to free the ordinary air from the oxygen it contains.
'01 this purpose, metals are most suitable which combine with oxygen

yioid non-volatile oxides. The choice is somewhat limited,

the fact that those metals which decompose water must be
‘ ^^^ded. These would form hydrogen from the traces of water

313
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Viipour present, tiiid this would contciTninato the nitrogen, and could ho

separated from it only with difficulty. The necessary conditions ;u'e

best found united in copper.

If a current of air be passed through a tube filled with copper in

the form of turnings or of thin wire, and raised to a medium red heut,

it yields up all its oxygen to the copper and nitrogerr escapes and can

be collected over water (Fig. 89). A colourless gas is obtained, with

which it is easy to demonstrate the property that burning substances,

not only wood but also sulphur’ and phosphorus, are extinguished in it.

The density of the nitrogen so obtained is rather greater than that

of nitrogen prepared from its compounds by chemical reactions. This,

at first, puzzling phenomenon has been explained by the fact that

besides nitrogen, there is present in the air a heavier gas which com-

bines with copper just as, little as nitrogen does, and therefore remains

mixed with this. This was separated in the pure state from

atmospheric nitrogen by Itayleigh and Ramsay in 1894, and has been

found to be an elementary substance. It has been called argon.

The density of pure nitropn stands to that of oxygen very noaily

in the ratio 7 : 8. Nitrogen is, therefore, the lighter component of iL'

air, and, therefore, lighter than this itself.

At - 194'’, nitrogen can be condensed under atmospheric pressure

to a colourless liquid, which at - 214° passes into a solid, ice-like siil)-

stance.

If the temperature is higher than - 146", gaseous nitrogen caiino

be made to assume the liquid state by any pressure
;
- 146° is, tlicie-

fore, the critical temperature of this substance. The critical pressure, ei

the pressure at which, slightly below - 146°, condensation can still

effected, amounts to 35 atm.

Chemical criteria, by means of which gaseous nitrogen can be con-

veniently distinguished from other gases, scarcely exist. In general, on^'

is content to regard as nitrogen, gases which are neither combusti

)

nor support combustion, and which do not combine with metas,
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phosphorus, and the other reagents for gases which are in use. Since,

;is lias l)een mentioned, free nitrogen has little tendency to take part

ill chemical reactions, it is generally of no great importance whethei'

nitrogen is present or not; it acts only as an indifferent diluent for

tlii^ other gases with which it is associated.

]f nitrogen, under a small pressure, is rendered luminous by an

electric discharge in a tube arranged for that purpose (p. 96), a

spectrum of numerous lines is observed which is more especially charac-

tci'ised by the appearance of bands shaded away on one side. These

consist of numerous fine lines which, on the one side, arc closely

crowded together, and on the other side are regularly arranged farther

and farther apart. By means of this phenomenon, the presence of

nitrogen in gases can be recognised with comparative ease.

The Air.—Although the air l)y which xve are surrounded is a

iiiixtiire, it has to be taken into account in so many phenomena that a

special discussion must be devoted to it here.

Air consists, in round numbers, of 0‘21 parts of oxygon and ()'79

parts of nitrogen, by volume. If these volumes are multi[)Iied by the

densities of the two gases and divided by the sum of the two numbers,

we obtain as the proportions by weight 0*23 and 0‘77 respectively.

The numbers are not perfectly constant, since processes are continually

taking place in the air which tend to alter this ratio. Close iiivcstiga-

tinn has, however, shown that the differences which actually occur

move within very narrow limits about the mean values, oxygen 0'210,

nitrogen 0‘7S], argon O'OOfi parts by volume.

Tlio influences which tend to alter the composition of the air con-

on the one hand, in the withdrawal of oxygen l)y oxidations of all

idnds, ic, by rapid and slow combustions. On the other hand, green

I)lants have the property of giving off oxygen to the surrounding air,

^nd the almost constant composition of the air which is observed is an
expression of the fact that these two opposed actions exactly counter-
' ''dance one another.

cue considers now, that the processes by which oxygen is

^f^movod are concentrated in the largo towns, where, conversely, the
^^'olution of oxygen is very small, whereas, on the other hand, the
*''olution of oxygen by green plants occurs only in summer and during
m day, one might expect much greater differences than actually occur,
kc cause of the equalisation is to be found in the great movements

'X nch the ocean of air constantly experiences. By reason of these,
^ ofie sided actions do not tjike place on one and the same isolated

of air, but are distributed over large and varying amounts
‘Stream past over these different localities. These movements

thT
^ effective mixing of the different portions of the air, and

j.^^^^j^^^^P^rative constancy of the composition of the atmosphere is the

^iccount of the fact that the ratio of the volumes approximates
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to the round number I : 5, the supposition has sometimes l)e(Mi

expressed that the air is a chemical compound of the two clenifiits.

This view is wrong, for the properties of the air are those which follow

from the properties of its components on taking into account the pio-

portions of mixing. A chemical compound, however, is characterised

by the fact that its properties are essentially different from the oorre

sponding mean values of the properties of its components.

For example, air alters in composition on being dissolved in

water, since oxygen dissolves to a larger extent than nitrogen. The

proportions in which the two elements are present in water satui’.ited

with air, are 0*35 oxygen to 0-65 nitrogen. Further, the compoiients

of the air can be separated by diffusion (p. 92), although not verv

successfully, since the two densities are fairly close to one another.

Besides the two gases mentioned, the air also contains as regnhu

constituents water vapour, argon, and carbon dioxide. With rcgjird

to the first, the necessary data have already been given (p. 122): the

other substances will be discussed later.

The analysis of the air can be performed in many ways. The

method described above (p. 314) can be developed to a (piantitativc one,

as indicated in Fig. 89. This is done with greatest accuracy by l)riii,';iii.i;

the air into a space shut off* by mercury, measuring the pressur(', t('iii-

perature, and volume, and then removing the oxygen by means of a

spiral of copper wire raised to a red heat by an electric current. After

cooling, the three magnitudes are again determined, and by this mean?

the volume relation is obtained

In Fig. 90 an apparatus eon-

structed for this purpose i?

shown.

Instead of glowing co))]'ei\

phosphorus can bo used. Tin?

has the advantage that it re-

moves the oxygen very eom-

pletely from the air even

the ordinary temperature. I f"'

phosphorus is introduced ni

the form of thin rods info a

glass apparatus of the form A

(Fig. 91), which is also com-

pletely filled with water to dm

point a. The air to he

vestigated is measured m

graduated tube, the
‘

burette ” B, which is tlmn'

united with the absorptio'^

pipette A by means of a narro't

tube. By raising the pressure-tube D the air is forced over
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the pliosi)horus. When the absorption of the oxygen is completed,

the nitrogen is returned to the gas burette l)y the reverse process, and
is there measured after

the atmospheric pressure

has been re-established by

hringing the water levels

ill II and 1) to the same

hi'ight.

A third method, given

more than a hundred

years ago by Volta (the

inventor of the voltaic

])ile), depends on the

combination of oxygen

with hydrogen. The air

is placed over mercuiy
in a graduated tube, into

the upper end of which
two platinum wires are

hisi'd
;
the volume, pres-

siiie, and temperature are measured, and hydrogen then added.
Ih repeating the measurement, the total volume is ascertained. On
'llowing an electric spark to pass through the mixture, the oxygen
'onibines with the hydrogen, and the former entirely disappears if

>uthcient hydrogen has been added. If the gaseous residue is now
j'leasured, jrds of the volume which has disappeared consists of
•ivdi’ogen, Jrd of oxygen. The amount of oxygen, by volume, in
tne air examined is, therefore, olitained l)y dividing the diminution

volume, after explosion, by 3.

bheat importance was formerly attached to the determination of
^imount of oxygen in the air, because it was believed that on it

'

^“pended the good or ill health of man and beast. The fact, however,
^ ‘^t the variations Avhich occur arc very small, and that the volume-
t^»'Keiitrati()n of the oxygen in the air is altered much more than the

of these variations by the comparatively small changes in the

different times and at different heights, has led
conviction that such influences are not apprecialfle

;
the analysis

!or has thereby lost much of its former interest.

Oxygen Compounds of Nitrogen.—The number of compounds

iiitiY.!

'^^^'^ hydrogen) is capable of forming with
^^’^ery great. Instead of treating these strictly systemati-

to their composition, it will be more expedient to first

'^bici
important and most widely distributed of them, from

^

1

® tuajority of the compounds are formed. These are nitric
Its salts, the nitrates.

^ acid is an acid of the composition HNO.
3
. Its occurrence
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in the free state in nature is exceptional, for the reason that it is a

strong acid, and, therefore, at once forms salts. All the more fre-

quent and widely distributed are the salts of nitric acid, or the

nitrates. Saltpetre^ or potassium nitrate, KNO3, has been known

from ancient times, and occurs in the earth in places where nitro

genous animal substances, especially animal excremental mattei-, is

subjected to the action of the atmospheric oxygen. It can bo readily

obtained by extracting the earth with water and evaporating the

solution. Sodium nitrate, NaNO.^, known as Chili saltpetre, is found

accumulated in the rainless districts of Chili, and serves as the most

important source of nitric acid and of its derivatives. Finally, it has

to be mentioned that the nitrogen, oxygon, and water in the air can,

under the influence of electrical processes, combine to nitric acid, which

is, therefore, not infrequently found in the form of its salts in niiii-

water, although in very Small amounts.

Pure nitric acid, IINO.^, is obtained by distilling its salts with

sulphuric acid. The corresponding sulphate is formed, and tin; nitric

acid, which is readily volatile, can be distilled off from the non-

volatile salts. With, sodium nitrate, the reaction takes place accord-

ing to the equation

2NaN03 + H^SO,= SHNO^ + Na^SO^.

In this case, also, the process takes place in two stages
;

acid

sodium sulphate is first formed (p. 289), NaNOg -i- H
2
SO^= NaliS()4 ^

llNOg, and the other reaction, NaHSO^ + NaN03 = Na^SO^ + UMli-

takes place only at higher temperatures. Since at the temperatinc

necessary for this the nitric acid is unstable and decomposes into other

substances, it is usual to take the components in accordance with the

former partial reaction, nitric acid being obtained along with acid

sodium sulphate. Likewise, it is customary to add a little water to the

sulphuric acid, as aqueous nitric acid does not decompose nearly

readily when heated as the anhydrous acid.

However, by carrying out the distillation in a rarefied atmospher

at a lower temperature (p. 157), the above disadvantages can

removed. In the manufactures, almost pure nitric acid is prepaid

on the large scale at the present day by distillation under reduce^

pressure. ,

Pure nitric acid is a colourless liquid, with a density 1^6,

boils at 86°.
„ It does not keep well, for even under the influence

e

light, it decomposes into oxygen and lower (ie. containing less oxyg^"'

compounds of nitrogen, which dissolve with a yellow colour in

rest of the acid. Addition of water makes it much more stable,

cause of this is the same as that previously given in the case of

chloric acid (p. 219) ;
nitric acid has a great tendency to form ions,

|

therefore, processes by which water is produced from the acid,
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place with especial readiness. This is what occurs in the decomposi-

tion of nitric acid under the influence of light, for the hydrogen of the

acid thereby passes into water.

On adding increasing quantities of water to the acid, the boiling

point of the latter rises not only to that of water but considerably

higher. ^The highest boiling point, 120° under atmospheric pressure,

is possessed by the 68 per cent acid. On further addition of water,

the boiling point again sinks, and ultimately reaches that of water.

The relations which obtain here are therefore perfectly similar to

those in the case of hydrochloric acid (p. 182 ). In this case also, the

mixture of 0*68 nitric acid and 0*32 water, which corresponds,

approximately, to the formula 2HNO3 + ^H^O, must not be regarded

as a chemical compound, for its composition changes with the pressure.

In this case, indeed, the acid is all the more concentrated the higher

the pressure under which the distillation proceeds.

The Chemical Properties of Nitric Acid.—The properties

which are possessed by nitric acid, as an acid, must be distinguished

from those which pertain to it in respect of other decompositions,

'the former depend, as has previously been explained (p. 242
), essenti-

ally on the extent to which the acid contains hydrion; the others,

however, depend on the composition and the stability of the anion,

and of the undissociated acid.

With regard to the first point, nitric acid belongs to the strongest

-icids, and, in this respect, ranks along with hydrochloric acid. Accord-
nigly, even at great dilution, it has an acid taste and reddens litmus.

Likewise, it readily attacks and dissolves metals. In this case, how-
ever, hydrogen is frequently not liberated as such, but combines with
the oxygen of the nitric acid to form water, corresponding reduction
products being thereby formed.

Since the dissociation increases with dilution, the general acid

properties of this substance will become most prominent in dilute
rohiiious, whereas, on the other hand, the specific actions which have
just been mentioned will be chiefly found in concentrated solutions.

As can be gathered from the statement made above, that pure
nitric acid decomposes even under the influence of light, this substance
^lelongs to the same type of compounds as ozone and hydrogen
peroxide, viz. compounds which can give up oxygen and pass into
niuic .stable substances, and which, therefore, act as strong oxidising

As a matter of fact, this is the most prominent property of
nitric acid, and most of its applications depend on it.

Lius property of nitric acid first became known in the cas*e of its
uction on the metals. There are a number of metals, such as copper,
mercury, and silyer, which are not dissolved by dilute acids. On the
^ her hand, they are precipitated from their salts by hydrogen. The
cuuse of this lies in the very different conditions under which chemical
^fiuilibrium between the metals and hydrogen is established. Since
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ji siibstJiiice acts all the more strongly, Le. has a greater tendeiicy to

disappear as such, the more concentrated it is, it can be imagiiiei]

that all metals will be precipitated from their salts by hydrogen, if

this is employed in suitable concentration. Such a reaction .is

Zn + 1I.,S0^ = ZnSOj + II.^ could then be reversed, so that zinc nnd

sulphuric acid wotdcl be produced from zinc sulphate and hydrogen.

The ditlercnt metals, now, are distinguished by the diil'eieiii

concentrations of hydrogen required for such a reaction. Whereas,

in the case of zinc, it would retpiiro to be very great, since, iiidecd,

the decomposition of the acids by this metal takes place so easily, it

would, on the other hand, be very small in the case of silv(n-, for

hydrogen, even under the ordinary pressure, and therefore of tlu'

correspondingly small concentration, is sutheient to precipitate silver

in the metallic state from its salts. All the metals can, accordingly,

be arranged in a series, beginning with the metal which requires the

greatest concentration of hydrogen for its precipitation, and endin-

with that which is in equilibrium with the most dilute hydrogen.

This series would be most naturally divided into two parts at tint

point at which the concentration of the hydrogen corresponds (vvaetly

to one atmosphere. This is, it is true, an arbitrary choice, hut ii

corresponds to by far the greatest number of cases in whiidi the

behaviour of the metals is tested or comes into question.

To the first division, that of the metals which evolve hydrogen,

lielong, in the first place, all the light metals, and, of the heavy metals,

those belonging to the iron group. The heavy metals of the othei

groups belong chiefly to the second division, but tin is an exception,

and lead stands on the l)order. These relations will 1)C mon; fully

discussed under the different metals.

Those metals, now, which are not dissolved by dilute acids with

evolution of hydrogen, are, for the most part, readily dissolved hy

nitric acid. This is due to the fact that the nitric acid con\ erts tlw

hydrogen which is first formed in the action, although only n'

immeasurably minute traces, into water by oxidation, and removes

it, therefore, from the sphere of action. In other words, its actieii is

to maintain an exceedingly small concentration of hydrogen, an'l

thereby make it possible for more of the metal to pass into solution.

There are also some metals, such as gold and platinum, which me

not dissolved by nitric acid. This depends on the fact that even the

small concentration of hydrogen obtained by means of nitric acid, i^

too great to allow of a reaction taking place in the sense of a dis])lm'^‘

ment of hydrogen. In order to dissolve such metals, stronger oxidi^^^

ing agents are required, by which a still smaller concentration

hydrogen is achieved.^

This peculiarity of nitric acid of dissolving silver but of leaviHr

’ Solution i.s also obtained with more feeble oxidi.sing agents, provided the

fonnrd i.s particularly stable. We shall enter into this at a later time.
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nnfitttickcd, is used for the separation of mixtures or alloys

of the two metals
;

on treatment with nitric acid the silver passes
into solution, whereas the gold remains undissolved. On account
of its solvent power, this acid was called miua fortis by the
al(‘h(‘iuists.

Those metals which, like zinc and magnesium, dissolve in dilute
acids with evolution of hydrogen, are also dissolved by nitrie acid.
Ill spite of the fact that they are dissolved, the evolution of hydrogem
in tliese cases appears greatly diminished. This also is due to Hie
fact (hat the hydrogen combines with the oxygen of the nitric acid to
form water; in this case, however, the removal of oxygen goes further-,
and, 111 place of the bi-own, gaseous piroducts of reduction, compounds
of nitiaigen are formed which contain hydrogen. These have liasic

propeities, and remain, therefore, dis.solved in the acid liiprid, with
formation of salts. The last product of this reaction is ammonia,
which will be discussed further on.

’

The Salts of Nitric Acid.— Nitric acid is a monobasic acid, and
forms only one class of salts, namely, monovalent metals give salts
of the tormula MNO.^, divalent metals, .salts of the formula M(NO,^).„
'‘to. These salts can be for-med in all the ways we have got to know
'll wliich salts are foraned, for example, by the action of nitric acid on
h-'is(‘s or hydr-oxides.

I ho nitrates all have the property of being more or less readily
sohilile ill water, so that no precipitation i-eactiorr is known for the

By reason of the large amount of oxygetr they contain, the
(h'tonate when thrown on incandescent charcoal, i.r. the charcoal

'"“•'''goes, at the experrse of the oxypir of the nitrate, rapid com-
''i^f'oii combined with vivid production of light. The oxygen is
'^"‘rated by the heat, for although the nitrates are much more ^stable

' "itric acid, they all exhibit the property of decomposing at
''|'"Iei‘ate]y high temperatures Avith evolution of oxygen, the metal
(icivliy generally remaining behind as oxide.

fhe most important applications of the nitrates, also, depend on
'' idiMess with which they give up oxygen. These will lie men-

io describing the salts under the respective metals,

identification, also, of nitric acid and of the nitrates depends

I'

a iv oxidising action. If a liipiid containing a nitrate is warmed

^

’1 ^"ine copper and sulphuric acid, the copper is oxidised, and the

fun
reduction of the nitric acid are evolved as brown
readily recogni.sed. Smaller quantities of NO/ (Min

*‘^'‘cted by colouring the acid liquid to bo investigated with some

vtu'v
which can be recognised even in

oxiiljv
quantities by its pure blue colour, and which is readily

ac‘*)

or yellowish coloured products. If, therefore,

of
liquid becomes colourless when heated, the presence

acid can be conjectured. The test is, however, not un-
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equivocal, since other oxidising agents {e.g. chloric acid) also decolon'.se

indigo.

An unmistakable test consists in the dark coloration produced liy

iron salts in liquids conUiining nitrates. The theory and praclienl

<letails of this reaction will be given somewhat later in connection

with the compound here in question, viz. nitric oxide.

Nitrogen Pentoxide.—If pure nitric acid be treated with

dehydrating agents, it loses the elements of water and passes into

its anhydride (p. 210), in accordance with the equation

2HN0,-1I,0 =NA,

To effect this reaction it is not sufficient to use sulphuric acid, hut

the most powerful desiccating agent known, viz. phosphorus pentoxide,

must be employed. This substance, which we shall soon descrila; niore

fully, is a white, snow-like powder, obtained by burning phosplioriis

in dry air. If this is added to nitric acid contained in a retort, and

the mixtui'e distilled after some time, the anhydride of nitric acid

passes over as a mobile, very volatile liquid, which soon solidities to

a white, crystalline substance, melting at 30'. This is exccediiiitly

unstable, and decomposes spontaneously into oxygen and nitioncii

peroxide: 2N./.)^ ~ 4NO
2 + 0.2. The decomposition, also, is not pre-

vented by sealing up the substance in tubes and thus protecting it

from the action of the air; such tubes usually explode after some

time, when the pressure of the gaseous products of decomposition Iris

become great enough.

Nitrogen pentoxide dissolves in water, with formation of nitric

acid, the process expressed in the above equation taking place in tltc

reverse sense.

Thermochemical.—The heat of formation of solid nitrogen

pentoxide is 55 that of the gaseous, zero. On dissolving in v’ntei',

70 kj are developed, two moles of dilute nitric acid being thereby

produced. We have, therefore, the equation 2N
2

50., i
nrp

=

4HNO.J aq. + 2 x 125 kj. If it is desired to refer the heat of formation

of nitric acid to the elements hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, tbe

heat of formation of water, 211.2 + 0.2= 2 H.
2
O + 2 x 286 kj

^
has to be

added, and there is obtained

H
2 + No + 3O

2 + aq. = 2HNO^ aq. + 411 kj.

The heat of formation of one mole of dilute nitric- acid from hyehngt’'’’

nitrogen, oxygen, and water, is, therefore, 205 Ay.

Nitric Oxide.—Lower oxides of nitrogen are formed h\'

t

‘

action of nitric acid on copper or other metals. The nature of

reaction has already been explained; it depends on the fact thatt|^

hydrogen of the nitric acid which is replaced by the metal combine*

with the oxygen of another portion to form water. Various prooii

of reduction are here formed, according to the metals, the tempmat'^^’
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;ind tlie concentration of the acid employed. Of these compounds,

nitric oxide can be most easily prepared pure. The equation

accoiding to Avhich it is formed is

3Cu + 8HN(), - 3Cu(N()3), + 2N() + 411,0.

Ill explanation it should be remarked that copper is divalent

(p. 152), and therefore occupies the place of two combining weights

(if hydrogen in nitric acid. Copper nitrate, which is formed in this

leiiction, has, therefore, the formula Cu(N03 )^.

The preparation is carried out by allowing not too concentrated

nitric acid to act on copper wire or chippiiigs. Brown coloured gas(‘s

are evolved, which become colourless on being passed through water,

and then consist of nitric oxide. The molar weight of this gas

amounts to 30, in agreement with the formula given, NO.

Nitric oxide is dissolved only slightly by water, arid, in its physical

jiropeities, behaves quite similarly to the so-called permanent gases,

(ixygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen. Under the ordinary pressure, it

does not liquefy till - 154”, and its critical temperature is - 93 .

The most conspicuous property of this compound is its power of

combining at the ordinary temperature with oxygen. If a c^dinder

filled with nitric oxide is opened in the air, its contents at once

hecoine lirown, since the gas absorbs oxygen and passes into the

compound NO.,, which is coloured brown. If pure oxygen be passed

into nitric oxide standing over water, the volume, instead of increasing,

'liminishes, and by careful addition of oxygen, all the gas can be made;

to disappear. This is due to the fact that the compound formed, NO.,,

dissolved by the water.

formerly, attempts were made to employ .this reaction for the

nalysis of the air, by mixing this with a measured amount of

nitrous air” and determining the diminution of volume. The
'•'ocess, however, varies somewhat according to circumstances, so that

analysis by this method cannot be made sufficiently exact.

^dtric oxide readily dissolves in solutions of fermtH sdls, with

'induction of a dark, brown-violet coloration. This phenomenon, the

'^planation of which cannot be given till later (Chap. XXVII.
), serves

n convenient aid to the detection, not only of nitric oxide, but also

the other oxygen compounds of nitrogen, which arc first con-

'^‘h)d into nitric oxide by the iron sfilt employed (usually ferrous

I'lphate). On heating to boiling, the dark brown iron compound
^'<^'^ini)oses again into the iron salt used and nitric oxide, which

In tijjg citric oxide can be prepared by absorbing

‘Impure gas by means of a ferrous salt, and then expelling it

the solution by heat The other gases are either not absorbed,

q
given off on heating.

.
Jn making use of this phenomenon as a reaction for the defectum

' compounds of r^rogen, the substance to be tested is
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dissolved in a small quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid. Tit

this a solution of ferrous sulphate is added, care being taken that

it does not mix; with the acid, but forms a layer above it
;
the great

ditlerence in density makes this easy to do. If an oxygen conipound

of nitrogen is present, a dark layer is forme<l after some time betwet u

the two li([uids, and has the appearance of a dark band whin

viewed from the side (Fig. 92).

Nitric oxide decomposes fairly readily into oxygen and

nitrogen. For this reason, phosphorus burns in this gas with

a bright flame in a manner similar to what it docs in oxygen.

All the same, the oxygen is not present here in the free state,

and in the case of feeble actions at a lower temperature, the

oxygen is not separated with sufficient rapidity to maintain

the combustion. Thus glowing charcoal and burning snlplim

are extinguished in nitric oxide, whereas brightly burning wood

continues to burn. Its heat of formation is - 90 Ij

;

a consideralile

amount of heat, therefore, is developed in its decomposition.

Nitrogen Peroxide.—The brown gas which is immediatch

formed by the combination of oxygen with nitric oxide contain'

twice as much oxygen as the latter. By means of a freezing mivtiin

it can ])e easily condensed to a li(piid of a yellow-red colour, the culuui

of which is all the feebler the lower the temperature. If the tempera

ture is sufficiently low, the liquid .solidifies to almost colourless crystal'

which melt at - 12‘d At 22^, the liquid boils.

In accordance with what has been said, the formula of tlir

compound is NO.,, or a multiple of this. On attempting to obtain

information on this point from the vapour density, values are obtaiiioi

for the molar weight which vaiy with pressure and temperature.

lower the temperature and the higher the pressure, the mom! neaily

docs the molar weight approach the value 92 ;
on the other haiul, on

raising the temperature and diminishing the pressure, the numl't'i>

approach the value 46. At 100^ the value 46 is reached even mub’i

a pressure of 2*3 cm., and on further diminution of the pressun'

remains constant

At the same time, the colour of the vapour changes. Whereas at

comparatively low temperatures a medium yellow-brown colour i'^

be observed, the coloration becomes darker and darker red-larowu tin

more one passes into the region of small Aapour density, and, lifted

the vapour is black-red and almost opaque even in thin layers,
dn

lowering the temperature and increasing the pressure, the former pd'

colour returns ..
.

These relations can be easily made clear by filling two siim

J’

tubes of about 2 cm. diameter with the vapour of nitrogen pero-'t’'

under the same conditions, sealing them off, and heating one of
^

Whereas the tube which is kept at the ordinary temperature

pale brown in colour, the heated one soon acquires a pronounced d<'*'
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colour. The comparability of the two tubes is assurcxl by the fact

that, under these conditions, both contain the same amount of sul)-

stjince independent of the temperature.

These phenomena are explained by the fact that there are two
(litlorent compounds of the same composition, which are polymeric,
the one containing twice as many combining weights of the two
coinpoiients as the other. In accordance with the density, the former
has the formula NO.

3 ,
the other N./\. The foi-nier is dark coloured,

and is formed at a high temperature and under a small pressure
;
the

latter is almost colourless, and is formed from the former utider the
opposite conditions. Under all circumstances, the vapour of niti’ogen

{)eroxide is a mixture of the two forms, and the relative amouiitr of

these can be calculated from the density of the vapour.
Thus, at 50'" and 49*8 cm. pressure, the molar weight J.) has

hcen found C(pial to 62. If a; be the fraction of the total amount
hy volume formed by NO,, that formed by N/J, is ecpial to 1 - ./•,

and a mixture of the two has a molar weight D = 46/’ + (l - vdoo

.. 92 -D
Hence,

,
from which, substituting the value of D = G 2

,

' -0*65. Under the above conditions, therefore, the vapour con-
tained 0-65 volumes of the simple compound and 0-35 volumes of
tile (louble compound. Since the weight of the latter is equal to
0 (0 volumes of the simple one, the fractional amount of the simple

' enipound liy weight is .. - 0-48.
0'f)5 + 0*/0

There exists, therefore, between the two forms NO, and N,0
^
a

dieniical eijuilibrium, in consequence of which the relative quantities

|4 the two forms are determined by the temperature and pressure.
* two of these magnitudes arc given, the third is also fixed, /.c. at a

.!^‘ven tiimperature and a given pressure only one definite ratio can

'l^'ft
hetween the two components. On the other hand, a perfectly

' ciuiite temperature is required if it is desired to obtain under a given
I’^cssuie a given ratio between the components.

'Ill'' hiw which this ('(luilibninn oheys is expressed by the formula

the concentration of the form NO,, and h that of the

liiit*^ r"
' ^ ^ ^ magnitude which is dependent on the temperature,

<idl
constant temperature, is constant. It is, therefore, also

Hie equilibrium constant.

the sfl
is understood the calculated amounts in moles of

^Stances present, divided by the volume measured in cc.

^
e<ination states that when the concentration of the two

increasing the total volume, the ratio of their
^ does not remain unchanged, for example, if the volume is
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SO much increased that a diminishes to half its value, b must also

diminish, not to half but to a fourth, in ordei- that the ecjuation may

1)0 fulfilled. In other words, on increasing the volume, if. diminishiiii;

the pressure, a portion of the form N^O^ must change into as was

stated al)ove as the result of experiment.
. , , ,

If we reflect that by the change just mentioned of the more dimse

into the less dense form, the pressure must become greater than it

would be if this change did not occur, we see that the formula stated

above is a restatement of the law which was given in a q^ualitative

form on p. 231 ;
namely, when a system undergoes change, the process

results which opposes this change. If the pressure is dimmishe*

,

a portion of the denser gas decomposes and again partially cancels

the diminution of pressure. On the other hand, if the volume l^

diminished, the pressure docs not increase in the same proportion as

in a single gas, but a portion of the NO, polymerises to N,0,, and the

Tiressure cannot become so great.
,

•

Further, it has been established that heat is developed m the

combination of NO., to N.,0,. In accordance with the same principle,

therefore, if the temperature be raised, that process will occur whici

opposes the rise of temperature, ie. N./)^ will decompose into ^

because this process absorbs heat. This conclusion is also borne out

by experiment. . . .
,

'' Tho heat of formation of nitrogen peroxide in its sniiim

form NO., amounts to - 32 kj ; it therefore absorbs energy m >

'

formation' In passing into the other form, Np,, heat is develops

"^'^The taw of Mass Action.—The relationships which havc jii^t

been sot forth form a special case of a general law which goveim .i

chemical states of eriuilibrium. It can lie expressed in tho tollo«iu

fonn.
, f ,,,||.

Let a chemical reaction between ?«,, . . . moles ot tn

stances A„ A,„ . . . and • • moles of • be rri-u

sented by an equation of the form

+ w.,A, + + . . .
+ + . • -

then equilibrium will exist when the concentrations •
•

'[

h,yb, ... of the reacting substances have acquired certain

These values are given by the following equation :

=L

e sidr ul

The concentrations of the substances standing on the

the reaction equation, therefore, appear in the numerator, an
_

the substances on the other side, in the denominator, ot

and each concentration appears as a factor as many times as
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of the moles with which the particular substance takes part in the re-

liction. It is here presupposed that the reaction equation is written

ill iiiolecular or molar formula*. The magnitude k is constant at a

given temperature, i.p. it is independent of the absolute value of the

concentrations, l)ut changes with the temperature.

Only gaseous and dissolved substances can have varying concentra-

tions. In the case of solid substances and homogeneous liquids, the

concentration changes so little with the pressure that its influence is

scarcely appreciable. For this reason, in all cases where solid sub-

stances and homogeneous liquids take part in an equilibrium, the

convsponding members occurring in the fraction on the left of the

equation become constant, and can be brought over to the right-hand

side, where they form all together a product which is constant for

constant temperature.

This simple eipiatim is the foundation of the whole tJieovf/ of chemical

rquilihninn, and is applied in all cases where such ([uestions have to he

freoted.

^ As an example of its application, the more exact discussion of

the case mentioned on p, 99 may be given
;

this deals with the chemi-
cal e(piilibrium between water vapour, iron, iron oxide, and hydrogen.
The oxide of iron formed has the formula Fe30^,

and the equatiorq

therefore, runs

—

4H2() + 3Fe = 4H, + Fc/)^,

Jind the equation of equilibrium

—

afafhfh^^t

Here, however, and k, refer to solid substances (iron and iron

*'^'de), and are, therefore, constant. On bringing them over to the
''

1,'ht, there follows, afjh^^hfcjaf^ or, extracting the fourth root and

putting the expression y/Idijaf equal to K, we olAain (q//q = K.

^ is to say, the ratio of the concentration (or the partial pressure)
fT the water vapour and the hydrogen must, at a given temperature,
|Hve a constant value, or, the two concentrations must be proportional
*us is exactly what has been given by experiment.

The Influence of Temperature on Chemical Equilibrium.

—

view is often found very wide-spread that at a very high tempera-
|uie all chemical compounds must decompose into their components,

that at places, therefore, where such a temperature prevails, e,g.
uu the sun, the chemical elements can exist side by side only in the

state.

questioning experiment and the theory which has been devel-
1 Gu on the basis of the general laws of energy, another answer is given
> ^oth. By applying the general principle of movable equilibrium.
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which states that whenever an equilibrium is compelled to change, luo-

ecsses occur which oppose the compelling force, we must say tlmt ai

higher temperatures that reaction will occur which opposes tlie ris(' df

temperature, Le. which absorbs heat. If all chemical decompositions

took pliice with absorption of heat, the view cited above would lie

coi rect. There are, ln)wever, numerous substances (and to these tlic

oxygen compounds of nitrogen almost all l)elong) which are foiined

from their elements with absorption of energy. It is just at liighi r

temperatures that such compounds become more stable, and tliev can

not, therefore, be decomposed by heat.

Numerous examples of this general law are known. Thus, thr

vapour pressure of every liquid increases with rise of temperature, n

.

more liquid evaporates into the given space because the evaporatii)ii

takes place with absorption of heat. If a liquid should ever be Ibuiid

which passed into vapour with development of heat, it would also

necessarily have the projjerty that its vapour pressure would diniinish

with rise of temperature.

On considering the equation of equilibrium on p. 326 from this j)()int

of view, it can be said that, with a rise of temperature, those substances

must increase which are foiined with absorption of heat from tlic sub

stances on the othei’ side of the equation of reaction. From this if

can always be seen in what sense a chemical equilibrium will l)esliiftt‘d

with rise of temperature.

In the example cited above, heat is developed by the action of

water vapour on iron
;
conversely, water vapour is foimied fruni iron

(oxide and hydrogen with absoiption of heat. Consequently, ^^ith i

rise of temperature, the ratio of water vapour to hydrogen mii^f

increase, or, as the temperature rises, the decomposing action d dt'

iron on water vapour becomes less and less. This result, also, vas

given by experiment before the theory was known.

This qualitfitive principle has also been brought into a form suilahlr

for calculation. We shall, however, refrain from the deduction ol this,

as the (lualitative form is sufficient for the applications which Avill

made of the principle.

The preparidion of nitrogen pero/ide can be carried out by means at

the method already mentioned (p. 324), by converting nitric oxide int"

peroxide by means of free oxygen. The brown vapours obtained h}

the action of nitric acid on metals, after having been dried, arc ijasstai

along with oxygen through a freezing mixture, the current of

being so regulated that it is present in excess. The substance obtained

can l)e easily purified by re-distillation.

For the preparation, also, use is made of the decomposition v ha '

some metallic nitrates undergo when heated. Lead nitrate, for exiin'l''^'

gives nitrogen peroxide, according to the following equation :

—

2Pb(N03),= 4NO, -f- 0., + 2PbO.
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As has ]>eeii already mentioned, the peroxide diss(dvcs in water.

Ill this process, however, it does not remain undecomposed, but reacts

Mitli the elements of water to form nitric and nitrous acids

—

2N0, + H,0-HN0, + HN().,

Nitrous Acid.—When nitrates, e.fj. potassium nitrate, are treated

with reducing substances, they lose oxygen and pass into the salts of

;iiiuthei‘ acid, known as nitroim add. The new salts are called vifritrs.

As reducing agent, metallic lead is chiefly used. This acts accord-

iiiLi: to the equation

KNO,-i-Pb = KNO, + PbO.

By extracting with water, the readily soluble i)otassium nitrite can

he st'parated from the difficultly solul)le lead oxide. Small (piantitics

<if lead which pass into solution by reason of a side-reaction, are pre-

eiiiitated by passing in carbon dioxide.

On attempting to libei*ate the acid IINO^ from the salt, it is found
net to lie stal)le in the free state. On pouring sulphuric acid over

potassium nitrite, lirown vapours are formed which, indeed, have the
c omposition of an' anhydride of nitrous acid, N.,0.j, l)ut which prove to
I a* a mixture of nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxide. If these va])Oui’s

he [lasscd into water, a feel)ly Idiie coloured solution is obtained, A\'hich

pioliably contains some nitrous acid, but which constantly evolves
nitric oxide and passes finally into nitric acid in accordance with the

'Wthm 311NO, = 2N() + UNO, i 11,0.

I he same vapours are also obtained when nitric acid is decomposed
"nth reducing agents under certain conditions On heating nitric acid
'I density 1 ’30 - 1‘35 with arsenic trioxide (p. 49), the iattor takes

”P one combining weight of oxygen from the nitric acid, and the
"itrous acid formed breaks up into water and the lirown vapours
’'‘^^itioued. Since the latter are used in many important chemical
"nietionsj especially in organic chemistry, this method of preparation

'dten used.

II these vapours are cooled in a freezing mixture, a liquid of a blue
oir'cii colour is obtained, and from this there can be separated by

^^1‘tioiial distillation a portion of a dai-k blue colour, boiling at 3*5^,

"^h, low temperatures, appears pure Idue. This has
^

^‘>»np()sition of niti'ogen trioxide or nitrous acid anhydride, and can
^1'giu‘dcd as the compound N.,0,.

the detection of the ion NO./ the general reaction for oxygen
of nitrogen by means of ferrous sulphate (p. 324), is, in the

pli^co, employed. It is distinguished from the ion N(3,' of nitric

the
acidifying the salts of nitrous acid, or ^

ev 1

other stronger acids, the brown vapours ai‘e

'®d the nature of which has just been given. By means of strong
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oxidising agents, NO./ can be converted into NO./. A volumetiic

method depending on this will be given later on under potassium

permanganate.

Further, the ion NO./ unites with cobalt (p. 54) to form “ com-

plex ” salts, some of which arc readily recognised. This reaction,

however, is much more used for the detection of cobalt than of

nitrous acid, and will therefore be described under that metal.

The heat of formation of nitrous acid in dilute aqueous solution

from its elements is - 28 kj^ in accordance with the equation H., + N., i

20., + aq. = 2HN0o aq. - 2 x 28 kj.

Hyponitrous Acid.—By suitiil)ly regulating the reduction of tlm

nitrates, a further amount of oxygen can be removed from them, ami

the fujponifrites, or the salts of hifimiitrous add, are obtained. Of tin*

different methods of their preparation, the most easily undersUxxl,

theoretically, is that l)y means of sodium. This metal is dissolved in

mercury, iind a solution of sodium nitrate or nitrite is treated with the

“ sodium amalgam ” so obtained. Sodium amalgam acts much mnit'

moderately on other substances than pure sodium does, and is, theic

fore, better adapted than the latter for many preparations. I'lie

reaction can be formulated as follows :— >

2NaN(), + 8Na + 4Iip = Na.,N.,()., + SNaOlI,

when sodium nitrate is used, and

2NaN0, + 4Na + 211,0 = Na,N.,(), + 4NaOH,

when sodium nitrite is employed.

From the sodium salt, the difficultly soluble silver salt is prepared

and purified by washing. On decomposing this salt with hydi’ogea

chloride with exclusion of water, by using ether (an organic com

pound) as solvent, hyponitrous acid, IL,N.p.), is obtained in the form

of white crystalline laminae, which are very unstable and explode

readily. The substance dissolves in water and yields a solution whirh

keeps rather longer but which has also oidy a passing existence, h

soon evolves a gas having the composition N.,0, which is the anhydride

of hyponitrous acid.

The same substance, N^O, w'hich bears the name iiifrous
''

produced in many cases in which hyponitrous acid ought really to

formed. It is very much more stable than the latter, and it Im^

yet been found possible to convert it back into hyponitrous inid or

one of its salts.

Nitrous oxide is usually prepared by heating ammonium nitn‘t''

With regard to this reaction, the reader k, inferred to the follow' '"c

section on the ammonia compounds
;
we shall here give the profX'i’ti'^"

of the substance.

Nitrous oxide is a gas consisting of two combining weights of
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oeii to one of oxygen, to which, in accordance with the density 44,

the formula N^,0 has to be ascribed. It is colourless, has a faint,

sweetish odour, and dissolves in water to a fairly large extent. At

loom temperature water absorbs about an equal volume of the gas.

Likewise, the gas is comparatively easily liquefied, since its critical

teinpeiature lies at + 39"
;
the critical pressure amounts to 78 atm.

At 0 the vapour pressure amounts to 36 atm., and the vapour pressure

of Olio atmosphere is found at - 90", which is, therefore, the ordinary

hoi ling point.

Nitrous oxide parts with its oxygen still more readily than nitric

oxide, so that not only phosphorus and brightly burning wood con-

tinue to burn in it, but also charcoal and sulphur, if previously

sutHeicntly heated. Sulphur burning with a small flame, however, is

extinguished when introduced into the gas.

Nitrous oxide is taken up by the blood and causes unconscious-

ness ; it is therefore employed for obtaining transient narcosis. The
"•.IS cannot be decomposed by the organism in such a way that its

oxygen l)ecomes available
;

if, therefore, nitrous oxide has to be inhaled

for a lengthened period, it must be mixed with oxygen in the same
pi’oportions as the latter is present in the air.

In order to be formed from its elements, nitrous oxide would
require to take up a large amount of energy, viz. 75 Ij : 2N., -f 0.,==

-N A)-2 X In its decomposition, the same amount of .energy

^iven out in the form of heat.

Nitro-compounds.—The acid actions of nitric acid depend on
llie fact that hydrion very readily splits off from the compound HNO.^.
In view of the fact that other oxyacids, e.g. sulphuric acid, also give
'eactions in which hydroxyl acts in the place of hydrogen, the question
niust be asked whether, in the case of nitric acid, oxygen and hydrogen
'^1^0 act in common as hydroxyl.

f rom the fact of the strong electrolytic dissociation of nitric acid,

' in the first place, be concluded that if such reactions are to
^‘^'^ur, one will expect them to do so in the absence of water (which, of

^'J'urse, causes the formation of hydrion). This is, in fact, found to be
die case.

hi organic chemistry, a large number of compounds are known
Hell are formed by the action of nitric acid on compounds contain-
liydrogen; the hydrogen from these, along with the hydroxyl from

Hitiic acid, is eliminated as water, and the residual group NO
.2
of the

^

acid unites with the residue of the organic substance, containing

HDl'

^
^*^^h3ining weight less of hydrogen. The ^up NOg is called the

H
and the compound RNOg formed in accordance with the

f>^ieial reaction equation BH + HNO„ = BNOg + H.,0, is called a nitro-

the f
appearance this process looks exactly like that of

ot'mation of a salt, especially if the hydroxyl is assumed to be
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present as such in the nitric acid, and the equation, therefore, Ije

wi-itten in the form NO^H + HR = R . NO^, + IRO. It Avould,

however, lead to mistakes if one were to estimate the significance of

this apparent agreement so highly as to regard both reactions as

essentially the same. For, the nitric acid would then have to Iil-

regarded as the base, and the hydrogen compound RH as the acid, in

this reaction.

The essential difterence as compared with an ordinary salt forma-

tion consists just in the fact that we are in this case not dealing with

an ion reaction as in the formation of a salt, for, neither is the com

pound RH an acid, nor the nitric acid a base, nor, finally, the iiitio

compound formed a sidt. According to what was said above, also,

the difference becomes especially evident from the fact that the forma

tion of nitro-compounds takes place all the more readily the luorc

completely water is excluded, both the water originally present ami

that produced by the reaction itself. The latter can l)e rendered

haimless by adding desiccating agents; and, as such, concentrated

sulphuric acid is ordinarily employed. Nitration, or the prepaiatimi

of a nitro-compound, is, therefore, usually carried out in the prcseiKe

of larger or smaller amounts of concentrated sulphuric acid.

Nitro-compounds can be formed not only from nitric acid, vith

elimination of hydroxyl, but also from nitrmis acid, with elimination "f

hydrogen. In order that such an elimination may take place, there

must 1)0 present in the substance which is to pass into the nitro-eom

pound, a part which will form a stable compound with the hydrogen.

In most cases, this will be hydroxyl, which will give water with (he

hydrogen. We have then the equation

R.OH + HN()^ = R.NO,-i-IRO.

I'his equation has also only an apparent and no real I'eseinldame

to a salt formation. This is most clearly seen from the oppositi; mle

played by the groups NO., and R.

Lastly, nitro-compounds can be formed by the action of nitrogen

peroxide on such substances as can directly form compound'^ hv

addition. The reaction corresponds to the formation of cldoridc.'^
hy

the action of chlorine on substances of this class, e.g. metals.

Whereas, in organic chemistry, numei’ous nitro-compounds are

known, the number of inorganic iiitro-compounds is comparative!}

small. Nevertheless, -some of them are of sufficient importance to I'V

discussed here.

Nitrosulphonic Acid.—The most important inorganic nitro com

pound is nitrosulphonic or nitrosylsulphuric acid, the composition

OH
reactions of which are expressed by the formula S02

j^q
.

In order to obtain such a compound, one must act on the hydrogv*ft
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cuiiipourid of the radical SO.,(OH) with nitric acid, or on the hydroxyl

conipoand of the same radical with nitrous acid. Both methods gi^'e

the desired result.

I’he hydrogen compound of SO.,(OIl) is no other than sulphurous

acid (]). 279); nitrosulphonic acid would, therefore, he formed from

sulitlnirous acid and nitric acid.

As a matter of fact, this compound is obtained when, in place of

sulphurous acid, its anhydride, sulphur dioxide, SO.,, is passed into

concentrated nitric acid. This method has the especial advantage

th.'it no water is formed in the reaction, and the disturbances duo to

it lire, therefore, not to be feared. The reaction takes phice simply

according to the equation IINO.^ + SO., -• SO.,|^r^j .

The object is also attained by the other method. If nitrous acid

(or its vapours, which have the same composition as it
;

p. 329) is

introduced into the hydroxyl compound of the radical SO.^(Oll), /.c.

into concentrated sulphuric acid, nitrosulphonic acid is formed along

with water
;
the latter is taken up by the excess of sulphuric acicl.

The e([uation of this reaction is SO^,(OH
).3 + UNO., = + H.,0.

Besides these two typical methods, there are a number of others

which can in principle be traced back to them. Some of these methods
'vill l)e mentioned later.

Nitrosulphonic acid is a white, solid, crystalline substance, which

iiirlts with decomposition, at 73A It is very sensitive to water, and is

tniiisformed by it into sulphuric acid and nitrous acid (which, in turn,

lurtially undergoes further decomposition; p. 329) --SO.^(OII)NO., +

•l.H = 1 loSO^ -t- UNO.,. It dissolves, however, in concentrated sulphuric

-'dd, and forms a very stable solution, which stands being diluted to

extent with water, corresponding eepulibria being thereby estab-

lished.

The compound also bears the name leaden-chamher erf/stak, for it is

•eadily formed under the conditions prevailing in the lead chambers
the i)reparation of sulphuric acid, when too little water is present.

the addition of more steam, the leaden-chamber crystals, which are

'‘''t formed in the well-regulated process, can easily be made to dis-

further, the retention of the valuable oxides of nitrogen in the
"asti! gases from the sulphuric acid manufacture, which is effected by
Beating them with concentrated sulphuric acid in the “ Gay-Lussac
tower

’

(p, 286), depends on the formation of nitrosulphonic acid under

conditions. By* mixing the solution of nitrosulphonic acid in

of sulphuric acid with water, or dilute “ chamber acid,” the
'

®^^>inpositioii given above takes place, and nitrous acid is again
^^olved. This process takes place in the “ Glover tower ” before the
^f^tranco of the gases into the lead chambers (p. 285).
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It was also thought that a special role in the formation of ,su].

phuric acid in the lead chamber had to be ascribed to the nitrosulphonic

acid. For the present, however, this role is still so hypothetical, that

no detailed description of it is required here.

Since one of the two combining weights of the hydrogen of

sulphuric acid is still present unchanged in nitrosulphonic acid, it

may be assumed that this will also have acid properties. Salt.s of

this acid, however, are not known, and even in aqueous solution tln'

acid cannot exist on account of the fact that it is decomposed by

water.

This decomposition can be looked upon as taking place in sueli a

way that the acid IISOyNO., first dissociates electrolytically, with foi

mation of the anion SO.^NO./. This ion is not stable, but undergoes

further decomposition with water, in accordance with the equation

SO
3
NO./ + H^O = IISO^' + HNO^. The two products of decomposition

sufi'er, in turn, further transformations
;
the primary ion of suli)iiuii(:

acid partially undergoes further decomposition into the secondary ion

iind hydrion, and the nitrous acid undergoes decomposition into nitric

oxide and nitric acid, as described on p. 329.

That nitrosulphonic acid is so sensitive to water, is due in this

case, as in many others, to the fact that by the action of water very

stable ions can be formed.

Other Nitro-compounds of Sulphuric Acid.—Just as /n

hydroxyl of sulphuric acid can be replaced by the nitro-grou]), the

same ought also to be possible with the second, and the existence of a

compound, dinitrosulphuryl, SO.,(NO^,).,, might be expected. Such a

compound would be formed, according to the general scheme, from

sulphur dioxide and nitrogen peroxide, and could be regarded as

(piite similar to sulphuryl chloride, SO.,Cl., (p. 303). No such substance,

however, is as yet known.

A dinitro-compound of pyrosulphuric acid, corresponding to [n ro-

sulphuryl chloride, is, however, obtained by heating nitrosuli)bonic

acid. This loses water and yields the former compound, in acconl-

ance with the equation 2SOo(OH) (NOg) - H^O =

The same substance is obtained by the action of nitric oxidt’ on

sulphur trioxide, whereby sulphur dioxide escapes.

Dinitropyrosulphuryl is a white, crystalline mass, which looks like

the leaden-chamber crystals, melts at 217"', and boils at 360°.

Aqua Regia.—By mixing nitric acid and hydrochloric acid a

reagent is obtained which is used for dissolving certain metals, sue 1

as gold and platinum, which do not dissolve either in nitric acid m

hydrochloric acid alone. On account of its solvent action on gold, it

was called aqua regia by the alchemists.

The action of aqua regia depends, in the first place, on the

that the hydrochloric acid is oxidised by the oxygen of the nitric aci

to chlorine, which readily attacks the above metals and converts then*
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into chlorides. Chlorine derivatives of the oxides of nitrogen, which

will he presently mentioned, are also formed.

" An explanation is required why it is that aqua regia is a

stronger oxidising agent than its components, especially nitric acid.

From the fact that the latter has an oxidising action on hydrochloric

.uid and liberates chlorine, its free chemical energy cannot increase

but only diminish.

' The explanation is found in the consideration that the chlorine

compounds which are formed of the metals above-named have a much

more stable character than the nitrates which would be formed by the

action of nitric acid. The fall from the initial substance to the

cml-product is therefore greater in the case of aqua regia than in the

iase of nitric acid, not because aqua regia stands higher, but l)ecause

th(' products of its action stand much lower.

On heating aqua regia alone, readily volatile substances, consisting

of nitrogen, chlorine, and oxygen, and which arc mixtures of ditierent

compounds, are evolved. Of these, the compounds nitryl chloride,

X0,C1, and nitrosyl chloride, NOCl, are of interest. The properties

of thes(! are still somewhat doubtful, and will, therefore, not be gi\^en

here. Tt should, however, be specially mentioned that they can be

regarded as the chlorides of nitric and of nitrous acid, in which

hydroxyl is replaced by chlorine. They are comparable, therefore,

with the chlorides of sulphuric acid (p. 302).

Catalytic Actions of the Oxides of Nitrogen.—When nitric

=^eid is employed for oxidation purposes, it is observed that, in general,

the action is at first very feeble
;

it then increases, reaches a maximum,
md again diminishes till it becomes inappreciable.

The last part of this process is readily intelligible. If one reflect

that in the oxidation process, both the concentration of the nitric

^•‘id and generally also of the substance to be oxidised, con.stantly

<liininishes, it must be concluded that the velocity of the process
(which rises and falls with the concentration of the reacting sultstances)

tniist become smaller and smaller.

To what, then, is the initial acceleration due ? One reason for it

iound in the fact that the reaction takes place with strong develop-

of heat
;
the temperature, therefore, rises, and since by reason

^1 this the velocity of the reaction necessarily increases (p. 65), it is

T^ite possible that the increase due to rise of temperature exceeds the
^
^^iiuiutioii due to the consumption of the reacting substances.

^

however, the influence of the rise of temperature is excluded

I
continually conducting away the heat which is generated (e.g. by

!VI* vessel in water at constant temperature), a very consider-

acceleration is nevertheless still observed. This is due to

^

^
that the velocity with which nitric acid exercises its oxidising

catalytically accelerated to a very considerable extent by
pJ’e.sence of its products of reduction, more especially of nitrogen
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peroxide. The latter substance has already shown itself a vei\

elective and important accelerator in the manufacture of siilplmii,.

acid, in the oxidation of sulphurous acid by free oxygen (p. 28G),

and a number of other cases are also known in which it acts as an

accelerator of oxidation.

In those cases, therefore, where it is desired to increase the oxidising

actiori as much as possible, red, fuming nitric acid, i.e. an acid whicii

contains lower oxides, especially nitrogen peroxide, in solution, is ustd.

This acid is obtained by distilling nitric acid at a high tempcratiiK'

(p. 318), or, also, by adding a small quantity of a reducing suhstaiicn

(organic substance) during the distillation.

Conversely, in those cases where we are dealing with other actions

of nitric acid in which oxidation has to be avoided, acid as free

possilde from lower oxides must be used. This is recognised ly ]t>

being colourless, and the lower oxides, which are more volatile tiian

the nitric acid, can be removed from the yellow acid by passiiy^ a

stream of dry air through it. This is of importance, for exani|)le.

in the preparation of nitro-compounds from organic substances (p. .‘ttil ),

Comparison of the Oxygen Compounds of Nitrogen with

those of the Halogens.—Between the acids which are derived fnnii

nitrogen by addition of oxygen and the corresponding compounds ot

the halogens, there exists a striking similarity, which finds expression

not only in the similarity of their formuhe, but also in the solid >ilit,v

and stability relations, and in the isomorphism of the correspondiii.i:

salts. These similarities appear from the following summary

Nitric acid, HNO;,
Nitrous acid, HNO.^
Hyponitrom acid, HNO
Nitrogen peroxide, NO.,

Nitric oxide, NO
Nitrous oxide, N.^O

Perchloric acid, HClOj
Chloric acid, HCIO.,

Chlorous acid, HClOo
Hypoclilorous acid, HCIO
Chlorine peroxide, CIO.,

Chlorine monoxide, Cl.jO

In both series, the stability increases as the amount of oxyg*'*

contained in the compound increases. In general, however, the

chlorine compounds are less stable than the nitrogen ones.

• The two chief compounds, chloric acid and nitric acid, form "tdy

soluble salts.

Ammonia.—Nitrogen and hydrogen can unite to form a

pound containing three combining weights of hydrogen to one "

nitrogen, and having, in agreement with the molar weight 171,

formula NHg. It is a gaseous substance which dissolves readily tt’

water, and has a pungent, yeiy characteristic odour.

If nitrogen is mixed with hydrogen in the proportions of one

volume to three, and an electric spark passed through the mixtiu e,
no

explosive formation of the compound occurs. Nor does ammonia

undergo explosive decomposition when it is heated, or when an electee
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spark is passed through it. In both cases, however, changes do take

phica;
;
in the former, some ammonia is formed, in the latter, some is

decomposed. If the action is continued for a fairly long time, the

same condition is finally established in both cases, there b^ing about

0 0-J of the total amount present as ammonia, and the rest, 0 -98
,

ill the form of uncombiiied elements. This is, therefore, the chemical

c([nilibrium which is established between the two substances under the

above conditions, and which is produced by means of a reaction

which proceeds with exceeding slowness.

If the ammonia is removed from the mixture in proportion as it is

formed, the whole amount of gas can ultimately be made to combine.

This occurs, for example, when the gases are kept in contact with an
acid. Ammonia is taken up by acids, and if sparks are continued to

bo passed through the gas mixture while standing over an acid, all the

gas will ultimately disappear.

As is apparent from the equation

N, + 3II, = 2NH3,

the volume diminishes from 4 to 2
,
or to a half, when the elements

pass into combination. The reverse change takes place Vhen the
gas is decomposed.

The change of energy occurring in the process is represented by
the eipiation N., + 3H^ = 2NH3 + 2 x 50 kj. •

Ammonia is absorbed in large amount by water, viz., about 800
vohnnes, or 0‘6 part by weight, at room temperature. It, however,

follows Henry’s law to some extent, especially at higher tempera-
^jn'cs. It can be completely removed from the solution by boiling,

i'lom this it is apparent that all solutions of ammonia must necessarily
kavc a lower boiling point than pure water. For if there were a
'Solution with higher boiling point, this would remain behind during
die distillation, and finally pass over unehanged in composition.

I'hc acpieous solution of ammonia colours red litmus paper blue,
md therefore contains a basic substance. Since in such substances
'ydi'oxidion, OH', must be present, it must be assumed that in water
jmniionia has passed, at legist partially, into a compound containing
bvdioxyl. occur only by it taking up the elements of water,

therefore, ,a compound of the general formula NH3 + r/.HjjO is
P'esent. All known facts favour the view that ^ 1, and that the
^‘^mpound must, therefore, be written NH.j + H.,0, or, giving promi-

to hydroxyl, NH,OH.
;dist as we recognised the compound ion of nitric acid, NO3', to be

tlj!
f

simple ion CF of hydrochloric acid, we also conclude

tip
solution of ammoriia there is present along with hydroxyl

compound cation NH^V which corresponds to sodion, Na. Since

pot'*^
with only one hydroxyl, it is monovalent, like

^ssion or sodion. In other respects, also, e.g. in the crystalline

z
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form of corresponding saline compounds, the ion NH^', or anmumio]], is

very similar to potassion.

Ammonia must, therefore, be regarded as the anhydrhh' of

ammonium hydroxide, NH^OII. It has not as yet been possible to

prepare ammonium hydroxide in the pure state, just as only the

anhydride of sulphurous acid, SO
2,

and not sulphurous acid it.si'lf,

1 loSO.,, is known. As to its existence, however, or rather as to tlie

existence of the ion NII^’ or ammonion, no more doubt exists than

as to the existence of the ion of sulphurous acid, SO/.
This assurance is based chiefly on the fact that there are a l;u <^o

number of salts which can be prepared from ammonia and acids, and

which all contain the ion NH/ To this there belongs a series of

definite properties, just as to any other simple or compound ion.

For example, if an aqueous solution of ammonia acts on a solution

of hydrochloric acid, the ordinary formation of a salt from acid and

base takes place (p. 199), according to the equation

NH,()1I + HC1 = NH,C1 hlhp.

Since in the reaction of acids on ammonium hydroxide exactly

the same amount of water is formed as was used up in the formation

of ammonium hydroxide from ammonia and water, it follows that this

water is quite unnecessary for the salt formation, and that the same

salt will be obtained by simply bringing ammonia and the acid

together. Thus,

Nllg + HCl^NIipi.

As a matter of fact, this reaction takes place, and it can be shown

very clearly l)y placing a dish with concentrated hydrochloric acid

and one with ammonia side by side in a wide glass cylinder. The

two substances come together in the gaseous state, and since the

resulting compound, ammonium chloride, NHpi, is not volatile at

room temperature, it separates out in the form of dense, white fumes,

which form a cloud over the two dishes.
* The formation of fumes occurs in a visible manner with such

small quantities of ammonia that it is employed for the detection of

that gas. If a glass rod, moistened with hydrochloric acid, is brought

to the mouth of a vessel in which ammonia is being developed, the

latter is at once detected by means of the formation of fumes.

In the aqueous solution of ammonia, only a small portion of this

substance is present as dissociated hydroxide. This is apparent fionj

the fact that the basic properties are not nearly so strongly develop*'''

in such a solution as, for example in a corresponding solution of sodhmi

hydroxide. The electrical conductiYii|’, which is the most convcnicuj

measure of the ions present, sh<>ws that in a 1 per cent solution 0

ammonia only about 0*005 of the ammonium hydroxide which coiun

be formed therefrom is dissociated into ammonion and hydroxidio*'-
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It follows, also, from the approximate validity of Henry’s absorption

law, that the dissolved ammonia is present for the greater part as such

(or as a simple hydrate) in solution, and that no great portion is

dissociated into ions. In the case of hydrochloric acid, where the

oj)posite is the case, the deviations from the law of Henry are also

very i<reat (p. 181). It is apparent, also, from many other phenomena

which will be discussed later, that ammonia is a rather feeble base, i.e.

does not form much hydroxidion.

Ammonia is prepared from the ammonium salts, which are obtained

ill large quantities as by-products in the manufacture of coal-gas, by

warming them with another base. Ammonium hydroxide is first

formed
;

since this, however, is not stable, it decomposes immediately

into ammonia and water, the former of which escapes as a gas. Thus,

ammonium chloride and caustic soda yield ammonia in accordance

with the following equation :

—

NH,C1 + NaOH = NaCl + NH
3

-i- H/X.

For manufacturing purposes, the cheaper calcium hydroxide is

employed instead of caustic soda. Since calcium is divalent, the

reaction takes place according to the scjieme

2NH,C1 + Ca(OH)^ = CaCl, -
1- 2NH

3
-r 2H

2
O.

The ammonia gas is passed into water, and is stored or trans-

ported in the form of an aqueous solution. This solution is usually

diortly called ammonia, or, also, spirit of hartshorn, a name due to

the fact that ammonia was formerly prepared by the distillation of

horns, hoofs, etc. The solution smells strongly of the gas which, when
the temperature is raised, is given off more or less readily according to

the degree of saturation. It forms the most convenient starting sub-

^^t^iiice for obtaining the gas, since it is only necessary to warm it.

I he water vapour which is carried over with the gas is removed by
piossing the latter over solid sodium hydroxide.

8ince the critical temperature of ammonia gas is 1 30°, it can be
hquehed by pressure at the ordinary temperature. At 10 ° this can be
^accomplished by a pressure of 6 to 7 atm.; the boiling point at atmos-
pheric pressure is - 33 -

5 °. At a fairly low temperature the colourless

^'I'hd solidifies to a white mass, which melts at - 74°.

account of the favourable conditions under which it can be
^quefied, ammonia is used on the large scale for refrigerating machines

Producing low temperatures. The principle of these is that

is liquefied by pressure, the heat which is thereby developed
led away by means of water at the ordinary temperature. The

T‘id ammonia is then caused to evaporate, whereby heat is absorbed

;

is

taken from a difficultly freezing salt solution. The latter
ereby reduced to the required low temperature, and is removed to
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the place where the cold is to bo applied. The ammonia which has

evaporated again returns to the pump
;
the salt solution, likewise, is

returned to the machine after

^ it has been used for coolini;

-(h— p purposes, and its teniperature

p has thereby again risen.

^
A diagrammatic repre-

K I sentation of an aimnonia

icfrigerator, such as is almost

^ exclusively used at pia'sent,

ilTn/p
the pump, which is fitted

i* with the pressure valves 1>

^
^ and the exhaust valves S.

^
. This forces the ammonia to

1 ^ the condenser K, where it is

liqiiefied and reduced to the

temperature of the condensti

water. The liquid ammonia

^

passes through the regulat-

ing valve R into the evaporat-

ing vessel V, where it is gasified by means of the pump
;

the salt

solution circulates through the evaporating vessel, passing out at

and entering again in the warmed condition at E. In this way a

complete cycle is obtained.

Since the heat does not pass of itself from a lower to a iHgiu'i

temperature, work is necessary, and this is performed by the (

which works the pump P. The consumption of work increases witn

the amount of heat which has to bo taken up from the salt solution

and with the depression of temperature which it is desired to ellcct.

^

In order to show the chemical composition of ammonia, me

made of the decomposition which it undergoes with sodium hyi>'»-

bromite (p. 228). This takes place according to the equation

2NH
3 + 3NaOBr = 3NaBr -t ‘Mlfi + N,,

the hydrogen of the ammonia being oxidised by the oxygen of tiii

hypobromite, and the nitrogen set free in the gaseous state.

measured amount of ammonia gas is collected over mercury,

little water then passed up to it. The rapid ascension of the mere

shows the great velocity with which the gas is absorbed by

quantity of hypobromite (obtained by adding 6 cc. of

cooling, to a solution of 10 gm. of caustic soda in 100 gni. 01

is added to the solution with the aid of a pipette bent at the

^

end; nitrogen is evolved which occupies half the
lx;

ammonia (after the former pressure has been established), am
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recognised by its property of not burning and of not supporting

combustion.

Owing to the fact that it contains hydrogen, ammonia is com-

|)iistible, but its velocity of combustion is too small for a current of

the gas to continue to burn in air. This is possible, however, in pure

oxygen. If concentrated ammonia solution is warmed in a small glass

until it evolves gas copiously, and oxygen is passed on to the surface

of the liquid, the gaseous mixture can be ignited. Around the oxygen

tub (3 a greenish flame is formed which burns with a whistling sound.

The ammonia does not burn to nitrogen but to nitrous and nitric acids,

which combine with the excess of ammonia to form the corresponding

salts.

Further, heated platinum catalytically promotes the combustion of

ammonia. If a heated spiral of platinum wire is hung in a mixture of

oxygen (or air) and ammonia, it continues to glow, and fumes of

ammonium nitrate and nitrite are formed.

Of the ammonium salts, that of nitric and of nitrous acid are of

especial importance hero. The former yields large crystals which very

readily dissolve in water, thereby producing a considerable lowering of

tmnperature. If placed on glowing charcoal, it detonates, and when

carefully heated decomposes smoothly into water and nitrous oxide

—

NH,N03 -N,0 + 2ll20..

This is the most convenient and usual method of preparing nitrous

oxide (p. 330).

Ammonium nitrite decomposes in a similar way, only much more
easily

—

That is to say, water and nitrogen are formed. The reaction

^'^hes place very readily; it proceeds energetically even below the

boiling point of water.

ler this purpose it is not necessary to first prepare pure

‘Umnoniuni nitrite, but it is sufficient to bring the ions NH^‘ and

together, i.e. it is sufficient, in order to obtain a regular current

nitrogerg to warm a soluble nitrite {e.g. commercial sodium nitrite)

"bh ;in ammonium salt {e.g. ammonium sulphate) in aqueous solution.

it has been asserted that the reverse reaction, the combination
free nitrogen with water to form ammonium nitrite, also occurs,

^speciully in the evaporation of water in the air. It must, generally

JPj^akuig, it is true, be conceded that every chemical process which
'|be.s p]a(.0 ^ definite direction also takes place in the reverse

in all cases it is only a question of how much is formed.
^ though exact determinations have not been made, it may be

/ that the formation of ammonium nitrite from nitrogen

Water will most probably ensue only to an exceedingly slight
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degree, so that it seems very doubtful whether it will be p()ssil)le

to detect the amount formed, or indeed, whether the ammonium

nitrite which may be found has been formed in this way.

Amido-Compounds.—When potassium is warmed in aminoni.i

gas, it is converted into a white mass, which when fused appears ))luc;

hydrogen is evolved in the process. This mass has the composition

KNH„ and is formed in accordance with the reaction 2K + 2NH3^
2KNH2 pH,.

Just as in the case of hydrogen chloride, HCl, and of watci’, 11

one combining weight of hydrogen can be replaced by potassium (or

another metal), so, also, it is possible in the case of ammonia, lI jN.

This replacement, however, becomes gradually more difficult. Whereas

most of the metals can displace hydr’ogen from hydrochloric acid, only

a few can do so in the case of water
;
and in the case of ammonia,

only the alkali metals have this power. The resulting product, also,

is rather unstable
;
on being fairly strongly heated, it decomposes, aial

in contact with water it is converted into potassium hydroxide and

ammonia, in a manner similar to the conversion of a metallic hydroxide

into a metallic chloride and water, in contact with hydrochloric acid.

The residue, NH^, produced by the loss of one combining weight

of hydrogen from ammonia, has, in many compounds, a similar sigiiih

cance to the residue of water, hydroxyl. It bears the name amidcKjrii^

so that the compound KNH, is called potassamide, and it is found in

many compound substances. Since it is formed from ammonia by the

loss of one hydrogen, it is monovalent and can take the place of

hydrogen, chlorine, or hydroxyl. The amido-compounds arc most

readily obtained from (comparatively unstable) chlorine compounds, by

acting on these with ammonia. The chlorine is then eliminated along

with hydrogen as hydrogen chloride, which mostly combines iininedi

ately with more ammonia to form ammonium chloride, and the amide

residue takes the place of chlorine

—

R . Cl + 2NH3=R . NH, + NH,C 1 .

Another method of obtaining amido-compounds consists in the

action of ammonia on hydroxyl compounds : R . OH + NH.5 = R • Nil] >

li/I. As a rule, the action takes place only at comparatively

temperatures.

Thus, for example, snlphurylamide, generally called shortly

amide, is obtained by the action of ammonia on sulphuryl chleri‘^®

SO,Cl2 + 4NH3 = + 2NH,C1 . To ensure that the teinpei'H^

ture does not rise too high, the sulphuryl chloride is dissolved in •*

suitable solvent, and the ammonia is passed slowly in.

Sulphamide is a colourless, crystalline compound, which rondiy

dissolves in water, and no longer exhibits the acid properties 0

sulphuric acid. Also, the solution does not appreciably conduct t

electric current, since the substance is not a salt.
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On keeping the aqueous solution, the conductivity slowly increases,

which shows that a salt is formed. This occurs by the taking up of

w.'itcr :
S02(NH2)2 + SIRO - (NH^l^SO^. That is, ammonium sulphate

is formed.

I'his reaction is a general one. By the action of water, the amido-

conipounds pass into hydroxyl compounds plus ammonia. This is the

reversal of the method of preparation of the amido-compounds given

uhovo
;
the reversal takes place on the basis of the law of mass action.

If the water is removed, the amide can be formed from the hydroxyl

compound and ammonia
;

if, conversely, excess of water is present, it

coiivcrts the amido compound into the hydroxyl compound.

Tlie question may be asked if an intermediate stage does not exist

l)(!t\veen the sulphamide and the ammonium sulphate;, just as chloro-

sulphonie acid is an intermediate stage between sulphuryl chloride and

sulpliiiric acid. As a matter of fact, such a compound exists. From

chlorosulphonic acid and ammonia, there is formed sulphaminir acid—

NH
SO^CIOII + 2NII,

In harmony with the fact that acid hydrogen is still present,

sulpluiminic acid or amidosulphuric acid is a monovalent acid. It is a

colourless substance which crystallises well and readily dissolves in

water with an acid reaction
;
the solution is, however, a weaker acid

than sulphuric acid. This is a general phenomenon
;
the entrance of

ail amido-group reduces the acid properties.

Sulphaminic acid is produced in the form of its ammonium salt by
the gradual action of water on the dissolved sulphamide

—

S02(NH2), + 1 1 .
2
O = NII.SO^ . NH.,.

l*y this reaction, sulphaminic acid shows itself still more clearly as

intmrnediate compound between sulphamide and sulphuric acid.

Sulphaminic acid is also produced by a number of other reactions,

^eme of which will be discussed later.

Sulpliaminic acid can also be regarded as a derivative of ammonia^
'diich has been formed by one hydrogen of the latter being eliminated

''’<itcr with one hydroxyl of the sulphuric acid, the two residues

and HSO3 hhen uniting together. The question may be asked if

du; saino reaction may not occur more than once with ammonia, so that
dvo or thi ee of its hydrogens ex^erienee the same substitution. Such
’

the following substances being known :

—

Ammonia, N

^isulpbaminic acid, N

H
H
H
H
SO2OH
SOoOH

Sulphaminic acid,

Trlsulphamiiiic acid,

rii

N^H
(sOo*,OH

pH
pH
PH
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Into the preparation and properties of these substances we shall

not enter here
;
rather, they have been mentioned only for the pur-

pose of showing how conclusions by analogy may furnish a chi(> in

searching for new substances, the possibility of one definite reaction

giving rise to the presumption that similar reactions are possihlo.

Such conclusions do not always lead to a positive result, since circum-

stances may exist which show that the analogy in question does not

hold, or that it is impracticable. Still the method has proved useful

in so many cases that it constitutes one of the most important aids

to the progress of science towards the knowledge of new compounds.

The substances wo have mentioned do not complete the list of the

nitrogen derivatives of sulphuric acid, but wo must here forego the dis-

cussion of further details.

In the same way as sulphuric acid, many other hydroxyl com-

pounds can also yield amides and similar derivatives. Thus, for

example, there is an amide of nitric acid, NO.^NH.,, obtained by a

method which cannot here be discussed
;

it forms a white, crystalline

mass, which at 70" rapidly decomposes into water and nitrous oxide.

On account of this decomposability, it cannot be obtained by heating

ammonium nitrate, whereas, otherwise, heating the ammonium salts

constitutes a fairly general method for obtaining the acid amides.

Other Oxygen Hydrogen Compounds of Nitrogen.-

Besides the compounds of nitrogen already described, there are a iium

her of others which contain both hydrogen and oxygen. The follow-

ing list gives a review of the entire series of these compounds.

The highest stage of oxidation of nitrogen, viz., niti'ic acid, can be

formally regarded, by the addition of 2Hj,0, as a compound of nitrogen

with five hydroxyl groups : HNO^ -i- 21120 - N(OH)
5

. Doubling tliis

for*mula in order* to obtain an expression for the nitrogen compounds

with 2N, the following series is obtained by the gradual replacement

of the hydroxyl groups by hydrogen :

—

N2(0H),„= 4H.p-f2HN03 ; Nitric acid.

^ r> H.2O -f N.^Og : Nitrogen pentoxidc.

NyiO 1

1

)i,II - 5II2O + N.2O4 ; Nitrogen peroxide.

N./0Il)gH2=4H20-t-2HN02 : Nitrous acid.

N2(oH)7H3= 5H20 + 2N0 : Nitric oxide.

N2(0H )gH4 - 4H2O + H2N2O2 : Hyponitrous acid.

~ H2O -f N.2O : Nitroas oxide.

N.,(0 H)-H 5= GHgO -f- N.2 : Nitrogen.

N.2(On)4Tlo-2H.20-i-2NH.2(OH) : Hydroxylamine.

N2(0Il)3H7-2H20 + N2Hj5(0H) : Diamide hydrate.

~ 3II2O + N.2H4 : Diamide.

N2(OH)2H0=2NH4(OH) : AmmoniiiTn hydroxide.

= 2H0O + 2N H3 ; Ammonia.
N2(0H)H9 : Unknown.

‘

N2Hio= 2NHb: Unknown.

According to this table, ammonia appears as the last known nionj^

ber of the series of reduction compounds of nitric acid, and between
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and nitrogen, which stands in the middle, two stages are present which

are known, and to which the names hydroxylamino and diarnide (or

hydrazine) have been given.

Ifijdroxylamine, NIl.p, is formed under various conditions by the

rednction of nitric acid or other oxygen compounds of nitrogen. It is

obtained chicHy in the form of a hydrochloride, from which the pure

compound can be obtained by decomposition with a base, with exclu-

sion of water, and distillation under reduced pressure. Hydroxylamino

is a ciystallinc substance which melts as low as 33'" and very readily

decomposes. At a high temperature, it decomposes with explosion
;

on a moderate rise of temperature, it decomiooses with violent evolution

of gas.

Hydroxylamino dissolves in water, yielding a licpiid with an alkaline

I'caction. The a({ueous solution is obtained more readily by decom-

posing the salts of hydroxylamine with suitable bases, ejj. the sulphate

with barium hydroxide (p. 290). On distilling the aqueous solution,

part of the hydroxylamino passes over with the vapour.

As must bo concluded from the alkaline reaction, there exists in

the solution a base which splits off hydroxidion. Since all the salts

of hydroxylamino are constituted according to the formula NOH^ . A,

where A signifies a monovalent anion, the constitution of the basic

substance in the aqueous solution is NOH^ . OH, since NOH^' is the

(‘ation of the hydroxylamine salts.

This is an exceedingly feeble base, and is much less dissociated

than ammonia. On account of its decomposability, its electrical con-

ductivity has not yet been determined with accuracy.

Hy<lroxylamino is very unstable to oxidising agents both in the

fi'ee state as well as in its salts, and passes readily into nitrogen and
^vater: 2NOH,^ + O^N^ + 3H.,0.

The oxygen contained in hydroxylamine and in it.s salts, has been
regarded as united with hydrogen to form hydroxyl, and the substance

therefore, received the formulaNH
2
(OH), in accordance with which

'^'^sumptiem the name also has been formed. The base present in

'‘T^eous solution would, therefore, have the formula NIl^OH).^, and
^lecording to this, it contains two hydroxyls, it would be divalent

'^'id could form salts of the type NH^. A.,, where A is a monovalent

8uch salts are not known, and there is, therefore, in this direc-
boii, no immediate foundation for the above assumption. The fact,

that hydroxylamine is such a feeble base makes the possibility

p
hnniation of di-acid salts recede greatly into the background,

j oxyacids, indeed, are hydroxyl compounds in which no

j’^’oiK'rties can be recognised. The non-existence of divalent
is, therefore, no proof against the assumption that the oxygen

(l^^l

famine forms a hydroxyl group, and since other facts
AG oiiging to organic chemistry) speak in its favour, that formula may

I’etained.
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Hydrazine.—A further reduction product of nitrogen, of basic

character, the basic properties of which are intermediate between

those of hydroxylaniine and ammonia, can likewise be obtained by the

reduction of the higher oxygen compounds under certain conditions

which cannot be described here. This compound has the composition

and can be obtained from the corresponding salts by decomposi-

tion witli bases, with elimination of water.

The sul)stanco has received the name hydrazine (from azote

nitrogen)
;

it is also called diamide, since the atomic group N 11.^ Inis

long been called amide.

Hydrazine is a colourless lirpiid which boils at 114° and solidifies

at r. It combines with water to form a hydrate N.,H,.0, which is

volatile without decomposition. In a further quantity of water it dis

solves, yielding a liquitl with an alkaline reaction, from which the salts

of hydrazine can be obtained by neutralisation with acids.

Two series of such salts are known, monacid and diacid. The

former have the composition NJlr, .A, the latter, The

corresponding hydroxides are, therefore, N
2
H.(OH) and N.Tl,j(()H).v

The salts of the second series are, however, very unstable and

readily decompose into salts of the first scries and free acid. In

aipieous solution, the same decomposition takes place almost com

pletcly. The aqueous solution, therefore, even of the free base

consists essentially of N.,H^(OH) and of the ions of this monacid base,

viz., N.,H.* and OH'. The ions formed from this by accession of

water, N.dl^j” and 20H', are present to quite a small extent.

The solutions of hyilrazine have a powerfully reducing action, and

exceed in this respect even the hydroxylamine solutions.

HydrazoiC Acid.—The last compound of this series which ^yc

shall mention here is hydrazoic acid, HN.j. It did not find a t)la<'e in

the general summary given on p. 344, since it contains three combimni,'

weights of nitrogen, and that list was extended only to two conilhning

weights of that element.

Ilydrazoic acid was first obtained by the decomposition of organic

compounds of complex composition
;
not until later was a method dis-

covered for preparing it from simpler substances. One of the sinqdcst

methods of preparation is from hydrazine and nitrous acid in afiueon^

solution. There occurs the reaction K^H^ + HNOg = HN., + -H, •

Further, the sodium salt of hydrazoic acid, NaNg, is olitained l»y

ing nitrous oxide over heated sodamide (p. 342). The reaction

NH.,Na + N20 = NaN
3 + H.p. The acid can be obtained from tluj

sodium salt by distillation of the aqueous solution after the addition n

sulphuric acid. ,

Oh distilling the aqueous solution obtained by one or other met

the acid first passes over and can in this way, finally also by the

of dehydrating agents, be obtained in the pure state. Hydrazoic acu

is thus obtained as a colourless liqOid with a strong and very
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pleasant smell, which boils at 37°, and explodes very readily with great

violence. The same property is also possessed by many of its salts

in the solid state. In solution, however, the acid is fairly stable.

In the case of this compound, the acid properties are clearly

although not very strongly developed : a 1 per cent aqueous solution

is dissociated to the extent 0'008 into its ions. On account of the

slight (li.ssociation, it can be separated from its mpicous solutions by

distillation. The ions of the acid are hydrion, and the group N^'
;
the

salts of the acid arc, therefore, sometimes called metallic nitrides.

Organic Nitrogen.—It has already been mentioned that nitrogen

is ail essential component of all living organisms, and is found especially

in those substances whose changes appear closely liound up with vital

activity. It is, therefore, of great importance to understand the cir-

Liilation of this clement in the organised world.

Since free nitrogen is indifferent and no substance is known which

inteiacts with it at ordinary temperature, it was long believed that all

oi’ganisms must carry on life with that amount of combined nitrogen

which is at their disposal on the earth s surface. In fact, the action

of manure from animal excrement depends in large degree on the fact

that it contains combined nitrogen, which is taken up by the plants and

subsequently passes again into the animal organism.

Besides this nitrogen, rain water always contains small quantities

of ammonia, which may partly bo formed from animal nitrogen which
has been evolved in the form of ammonia and is bdeen up from the air

l)y rain. The ammonia of rain water, however, frequently occui’s in

the form of ammonium nitrate, and the nitric acid which is required

for this probably owes its existence to electric discharges in the air,

^'hereby free nitrogen is made to combine with oxygen. Here we
have at least one source of combined nitrogen by which our capital in

diat can be increased.

Further, it has recently been found that certain low forms of life

h>nn substances which can nnito with free nitrogen and convert this

’’lb) the combined state. These organisms occur partly alone, but
chiefly in vital association (symbiosis) with higher plants, especially the

papillionacem or leguminosm (lupines, clover, beans, peas), in whose
they reside. The amount of combined nitrogen is likewise in-

t^’eased by these plants. There appears, therefore, to be no immediate
‘bi'igerof the earth becomingdmpoverished with respect to its combined
Jiitt’ogcn.



CHAPTER XV

PHOSPHORUS

General.—The name phosphorus (light-bearer) was formerly used to

designate all substances which j)osscss the property of emitting light

without at the same time having a corres])ondingly high temperature.

The name phosphorescence, used in physics for the after luminescence

shown by certain substances after a previous exposure to light, is a

relic of that usage. At the present day, the name phosphorus is eon

fined to one element, which also exhibits the above proi)erty of cold

luminescence, although for a different reason.

Phosphorus was discovered about the year 1670 by an alchemist

Brandt, who obtained it by the distillation of the residue left on the

evaporation of human urine. He kept his method secret, but it was

soon found out by Kunkel in (Icrmany, and Boyle in England. Calm

and Schcele also soon found that the bones of the vertebrate aiiiina ^

were a much richer source of phosphorus, and at the present day it i^^

still chietly prepared from these.

The method of obtaining phosphorus depends on the fact that the

oxygen compound of phosphorus, phosphoric acid, which is coritamj*^

in the bones, is reduced by charcoal. The charcoal combines with Uc

oxygen, and the phosphorus is set free and distils over. The reaction

cannot be given here in detail, but will be more fully describee, atci.

(Chap. XXIIL).
^

In nature, phosphorus occurs only in the form of salts of the jii||

mentioned phosphoric acid. These compounds are very wide-spica(

j

although they do not occur anywhere in large quantities. lliey nic^^

great importance for organic life, since the “protoplasm” of
.^ys

the substance to which the actual vital activity is attached,

contains small amounts of phosphorus compounds. The none
^

brain substances, more especially, are comparatively rich in phosp m*

which is tyire present in the form of phosphoric acid derivatives.

Phosphoric acid is also indispensable for the growth of

As the soil does not usually contain much of it, this substance

the purpose of high cultivation, added to the soil. The ar i

348
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manures containing phosphoric acid play a very important rcMc in

agriculture.

The Allotropic Modifications of Phosphorus.—Elementary

phosphorus occurs in two very different forms, with properties so unlike

that they would, at first sight, be taken for quite different substances.

The variety of phosphorus which has been longest known is formed

when the vapour of the substance is quickly cooled, which occurs,

indeed, in the preparation. The vapour then condenses to a wax-like

mass which, in the pure state, is almost colourless
;

it melts at 44“,

jjoils at 287 ", is readily soluble in various solvents, and is luminous in

the air, at the same time emitting fumes. This ivhite phosphorm can

1)0 readily obtained in fine crystals belonging to the regular system and

having a diamond lustre, by allowing solutions of phosphorus {ejj. in

carl)on disulphide) to slowly evaporate, with exclusion of air. Crystals

ai’o also obtained when the slow sublimation of the phosphorus is

eirectcd by a slight difference of temperature in a vacuum.

The smoking and luminescence of white phosphorus in the air,

depends on the fact that it combines with the oxygen of the latter and

passes into various oxidation products, which shall be described later.

ldios{)h()rus, on lying exposed to the air, therefore, diminishes in

amount, and finally liquefies to an acid liquid, which is the solution

of the above products of oxidation in the water abstracted from the

air.

White phosphorus, on being even gently warmed in the air, takes

lire and burns with a brightly luminous flame. The appearances seen

here have already been described (p. 16).

The second form, red phosphorus^ behaves quite differently from the

"liite variety. It is obtained by heating white phosphorus out of

rontact with the air, to a temperature of 250'" to 300". Red crusts

dum separate from the colourless, liquid phosphorus, and almost the

'^'Tire amount is gradually converted into a red, solid mass. If this is

deed by suitable solvents from the ordinary white phosphorus which
still present in small quantities, a dark red powder is obtained,

^'Tich remains for a long time unchanged in the air, does not appreci-
d'ly dissolve in the solvents for white phosphorus, does not become
j'^’Jdiious, and can be heated to a fairly high temperature without
^^‘romitig ignited. Further, red phosphorus is not poisonous, whereas

phosphorus is highly so.

fdat these two substances, so different in appearance, are both

phosphorus, is seen, on the one hand, from the fact that

J'

one can be converted without residue into the other, and, on the

hand, from the fact that both, when subjected to the same
^^tions,

transformation products in equal amounts.
bed phosphorus is frequently called amorphous phosphorus. This

^^'guation is incorrect; the small scales of which red phosphorus
are found, on microscopic examination, especially in polarised
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light, to be crystalline. The conversion of white phosphorus into red

is accompanied by an evolution of heat equal to 114 Ij.

Reciprocal Transformation of the two Kinds of Phos-

phorus.—That red phosphorus is formed from white by heating,

has already been mentioned. The velocity of this change dej)en(ls

very greatly on the temperature; at 300° it is moderate, at .'550,

however, it is very great, so great, indeed, that explosion readily

takes place. For, since a considerable amount of heat is set free

in the transformation, the temperature of the phosphorus rises

sponUincously, and the velocity of transformation becomes theieliy

so increased that a portion of the phosphorus can be vaporised l)y

the heat produced.

The velocity of transformation can be very greatly increased l)y

means of catalytically acting substances, so that the amount of trans-

formation even at a low temperature is considerable. Such a cataly-

tically accelerating agent has been found in iodine, which is effective

even when present in very small amount.

Light exercises a similar, accelerating influence. Sticks of white

phosphorus which have been kept for some considerable time in a

glass bottle, become covered with a red layer which consists essentially

of red phosphorus. In such a case, it can generally be clearly seen

that the outside parts, which have been most strongly exposed to the

light, are correspondingly darker in colour.

Although such different conditions are known under which white

phosphorus passes into red, there is only one method for effecting the

reverse transformation. It consists in converting the red l>hos-

phorus into vapour and quickly cooling this. The vapour alwa\s

condenses then to colourless liquid or solid phosphorus.

If these facts are examined in the light of the relationships which

we have seen to exist between polymorphous substances, ejj. in the

case of sulphur (p. 254), we must regard the white phosphorus as the

unstable form compared with the red. This view is supported by the

various spontaneous transformations which take place at comparatively

high temperatures, and under the influence of catalysers and^ of light,

although the latter circumstance is not without doubt. The nniei

greater solubility of white phosphorus also supports the aboN^

» ACW. ,
,

The formation of white phosphorus from the vapour, is anotnei

case of the law that the less stable form first appears (p. 207).
^

In the case of polymorphous substances, now, there are ''

possibilities. Either the two forms can have a transition

either side of which the relative stability changes, as is

with sulphur (p, 254); or, as in the case of iodine monochlon

(p. 238), the one can be the stable, the other the unstable

throughout the whole accessible range of temperature up to

^

melting point. Substances of the first kind are called enantiotiopi

,
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those of the second, monotropic. In
.
the case of white and red

phosphorus, is the relationship one of enantiotropy or of monotropy ?

At fairly high temperatures, red phosphorus is certainly the more

stable, since it is produced spontaneously from the white. At lower

tiaiiperatures, the relationship is also the same, as is proved by the

^rieater solubility of the white form. Conse([uently, phosphorus must

be regarded as monotropic, and the red phosphorus is under all

circumstances the more stable form compared with the white. It is

also the more stable form with reference to liquid phosphorus, since,

indeed, the conversion into red phosphorus at higher temperatures

takes place from the liquid, because white phosphorus melts as

low as 44\

Objection could be taken to this view on the ground that white

[ihos])horus can be kept for a very long time, even in contact with the

led form, without transformation taking place. This, however, ordy

proves that the velocity of transformation at room temperature is

very small. This is not a mere assumption made to explain the

present relations, but is seen to be in accordance with the rule when

the following facts are kept in view.

As has already been mentioned several times, the velocity of

cheinical reaction increases with a rise of temperature in such a

way that a rise of 10'’ or 15^ corresponds to a doubling of the

velocity, and the reverse holds for a lowering of temperature. Now,

the transformation at 250 takes place in a few hours
;
assume it to

occur in one hour, and assume, further, that a doubling of the velocity

tiikes place only with every 15*^, then the reaction at 10 lasts 2^*^

boars, or about eight years. If we assume, however, that the velocity

i'^tloiiblcd by a rise of 10'’, then the time of transformation at 20'’ is

found to be 1000 years. This rough calculation shows that the

Ji^uniption of a very small velocity of transformation at room tem-

perature contains nothing contradictory to fact.

The Oxidation of Phosphorus in Air.—Not oidy does there

'iftach to the slow combustion of phosphorus in the air the historical

''Jb'rest that it led, by reason of the peculiar emission of light, to the

fbscovery of this element, but there still exist at the present day

l^iestioms of scientific interest with relation to this long-known

pbcnoinenon, which have not as yet received a satisfactory answer,

f’bospborus is luminous in the air at ordinary temperatures, and at

same time undergoes oxidation. The higher the temperature rises,

more vigorous does this slow combustion become, passing, at about

) f'ito rapid combustion.

the concentration of the oxygen is diminished, e,g. by allowing

phosphorus to undergo oxidation in a confined space, the lumin-
^jeenee

continues till the last detectable trace of oxygen is used up.

exceedingly small amounts of oxygen are sufficient to bring

the luminescence, and it was a matter of difficulty to show that
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oxygen was, indeed, present in all cases in which luminescence

occurred.
* On the other hand, even very small quantities of phosphorus

are sufficient to give rise to the luminescence in the air. This pheno-

menon is, therefore, employed for the detection of traces of phosphoi us,

e.g. in cases of poisoning. For this purpose, the mass to l)c in

vestigated is placed along with water in the flask K (Fig. 91), utul

heated to boiling. The vapours are conducted through a twice hem

tube into the condenser E. If phosphorus is present, a luminous rinjf

appears in the dark at the point a, where the aqueous vapour ;iii(l,

along with it, the phosphorus vapour are condensed.

It might be expected that the luminescence in pure oxygen would

be especially vigorous. This, however, is not the case; ])hosphorii»

does not become luminous at all in pure oxygen under atmospheric

pressure. On diminishing this, the luminescence commences at

definite pressure, which depends on the temperature, and which is :>

the greater the higher the temperature. The fact, therefore, tlia^

phosphorus is luminous in ordinary air is due to the partial pressinc

of the oxygen of the air being below this special pressure ;
^

temperature of -7'’, at which the “luminescence pressure ’ in

oxygen is Jth atmosphere, is also the limit for luminescence in air.

The nitrogen acts as a diluent, and exerts no specific influence o

the phenomenon. Many other gases, especially the vapours of

substances, such as oil of turpentine or alcohol, behave

they prevent the luminescence, even when they are present m ^

small amount. The I’eason is a great retardation of the velocity
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reaction between phosphorus and oxygen
;
the phenomenon is, there-

fore, M catalytic one. Tliis behaviour is of importance for the above-

mentioned method of detecting phosphorus by means of the lumin-

escence, since it can make it appear as if phosphorus were absent Avheii,

in reality, it is present.

Ozone (p. 79) is formed in the slow combustion of phosphorus in

the air, and can be readily recognised by its smell
;
that which is

usually termed phosphorus smell is nothing but the smell of ozone.

The vapour of phosphorus itself has a smell like garlic. One can

eonvince oneself of this by preventing the destruction of the vapour

liy adding traces of a substance which prevents the slow oxidation.

If a clean stick of phosphorus, half covered with water, is allowed to

oxidise in a largo flask, whereby it is advantageous to slightly raise

the temperature, the air of the flask soon becomes full of ozone, and

the reactions of this substance given on p. 79, especially the turning

lirown of potassium iodide and the bleaching of litmus, can be easily

demonstrated.

Since ozone is a substance which is formed from oxygen by the

absorption of free energy, this energy must come from somewhere

else. Evidently, it is the oxidation of the phosphorus which yields

this energy. In accordance with the principle stated on p. 203, such a

process can be brought about only by a coupled reaction, and it must,

therefore, be concluded that the formation of ozone takes place in such

a way that the ratio of the amount of oxidised phosphorus to that of

the ozone produced is definite and a whole number. This is, indeed,

the case
;
the experiments made on this point have shown that equal

amounts of oxygen are used up for the oxidation of phosphorus and
lor the formation of ozone. It has, however, not yet been established

'that the chemical reaction here is.

Phosphorus Vapour.—The combining weight of phosphorus is

io'tnd, from its chemical relations, to be 31
;

the molar weight of

phosphoius, calculated from its vapour density, has been found, how-

equal to 124, so that to this vapour the formula must be

't^crihed. In this I’espect, therefore, phosphorus differs essentially

nitrogen, to which it exhibits many points of resemblance in

case of its compounds, and is related to sulphur.

At very high temperatures, the density of phosphorus vapour

less. Exact measurements of the progress of this process,

J’hich pi'osumably consists in the transformation into P.^, are not

accordance with the relations existing between white and red

P'''‘spliom.s, as described on p. 350, the two forms have a very different

l^^pouf pressure, the white having a much higher one than the red.
' the transformation of the one form into the other occurs

^^’^Taratively slowly, both equilibria, that between white phosphorus

vapour and that between red phosphorus and its vapour, can

2 A
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be observed. These relations are represented in Fig. 95. Above

400 white (litpiid) phosphorus cannot bo investigated, as its con

version into the red form is too rapid.

As can be seen from Fig. 95, the vapour pressure of red phos

phorus is .at 350 still much smaller than that of the white at 200°,

It must, therefore, be possible to distil phosphorus from a colder spoi

to a warmer, if we have white idiosphorus at the former and red ni

the latter. This apparent impossibility has been confirmed ly ex

periment. This reversal of the usual state of affairs on distillation, is

due to the fact that the distillate consists of something else than the

distilling liquid. Distillation can take place only with diminution of

the free energy, where.as, in the case of any definite substance, t u

free energy certainly increases with rise of temperature. In this c:e-o

however, the loss of free energy in the conversion into the red term

so great that it more than counterbalances the increase dne '

moderate rise of temperature. ,

Application of Phosphorus.—The low temperature at M

phosphorus takes fire, has given rise to its technical application ii>

^

preparation of matches. The ends of small strips of wood

been rendered readily inflammable by coating with sulphui,

with paraflin, or by slightly charring, are covered with a mass

ing of phosphorus and a substance rich in oxygen (pyrolusite,

chlorate, or such like) along with a cement (gum or dextrine).

cement encloses the phosphorus and protects it from oxidation
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oxvgeii of the air
;

the oxygen compound added accelerates the

combustion. Owing to the rise of temperature produced on ru])})ing

this mass on a rough surface, the temperature of ignition of the

phosphorus is exceeded at some point, the mass takes fire, and the

couibustion is communicated to the wood by means of the intermediate

siil)st:iuc(!.

Oti account of the poisonousness of white phosphorus, which can

give rise to serious illness in the workers, endeavours haxa^ been made
to avoid its use. The heads of the so-called Swedish safety matches

do not contain any phosphorus, but only mixtures of combustible

siil)staiices and substances containing oxygen, the temperature of

ignition of which is so high that it cannot l)e reached by rubbing,

of can be so only with difficulty. Ignition is effected by using a

iiibbing surface composed of red phosphorus along with some
additions

;
on I'ubbing, some of this combustible mass is brought into

vontact with the material of the match-head, and the temperature

necessary for ignition is produced.

Hydrogen Compounds of Phosphorus. -AVhen white phos-

[)liorus is heated with caustic soda solution, a gas is evolved which
has the remarkable property of igniting spontaneously in the air.

This gas consists of phosphorus and hydrogen
;
in conformity with its

liensity, 34, and the fact that it is composed of one combining weight
'»f })hosphorus to three of hydrogen, it must receive the formula PH.^.

Tlic reaction which occurs here will be explained presently.

If the gas is collected without access of air, it is found to Im
colourless, and only slightly solid )le in water, and to have a powerful
^nudl like putrefying fish. It r(‘adily undergoes decomposition. Even
"II being gently heated, as well as under the action of light, it de-

c"m})oscs into hydrogen and phosphorus, which separates out in the
•cil form when the decomposition takes place in light. The gas can

be readily decomposed by the electric spark.

Hydrogen phosphide can be mixed with pure oxygen without
Igniting spontaneously. If, however, the pressure under which the
jnixtnie stands is diminished, explosion and combustion of the
nydrogen phosphide suddenly occurs at a definite small pressure,
'diich depends on the proportions of the two gases and on the
^'jnipciature. This phenomenon exactly recalls the liehaviour of
phosphorus itself, Avhich can also combine with oxygen only when

luessure of the latter does not exceed a definite value. It is

possible that wo are dealing in both cases with the same
P^oiiouienon, since the hydrogen phosphide, in consequence of its

Tecomposability, will always contain traces of phosphorus
vapour.

tho spontaneously inflammable gas is kept some time, it loses
‘‘‘ Property of spontaneous inflammability, although analysis cannot

' ®tect any essential diflference. It was, therefore, at first thought
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that two different kinds of hydrogen phosphide of the same com.

position existed, until it was found that the property of spontaneous

intlainmability belonged not to the pure hydrogen phosphide PH.^, l)iu

to another hydride of phosphorus having the composition P.^H^, v Idh

is produced in small amount along Avitli PH.^, and whoso presence is

the cause of the spontaneous inflammalnlity.

This can be proved by passing the spontaneously inflammable

hydrogen phosphide through a -freezing mixture. The less volatile,

spontaneously inflammable hydrogen phosphide separates out, and the

issuing gas has now lost the property of ignitiTig spontaneously.

The composition of hydrogen phosphide recalls that of amni()iii;i,

and in view of the manifold resemblance between nitrogen and phus

})horus, basic properties will also be looked for in the case of hydrogen

phosphide. As a matter of fact, these exist, but in exceedingly slight

degree.

Hydrogen phosphide combines most readily with the halogen

hydracids, above all with hydriodic acid. Roth gases combine

directly on being brought together, forming a crystalline mas^

which has the same crystalline form as ammonium chloride. Its

composition is represented by the formula PH^I, exactly cotie

sponding to ammonium chloride, NH^Cl. On attempting, how ever,

to dissolve this white mass, which bears the name pliosphotiiuin

iodide (phosphonium = PH^), in water, hydrogen phosphide is evolved,

and we are left with only a solution of hydriodic acid.

In order to obtain phosphonium iodide, it is not necessary to

prepare the two gases separately, but it can be obtained iti one

operation by the action of phosphorus and water on iodine. For thi^

purpose, white phosphorus (4 parts) is placed in a retort rdong witli

iodine (10 parts), and carefully heated with water (3 parts). A two

fold reaction takes jdace, one portion of the phosphorus withdraw iiiii

oxygen from the water, so that the hydrogen can combine with the

iodine to hydrogen iodide. On the other hand, the hydeoyaai

so produced goes to form hydrogen phosphide. The total reaction

can be expressed by the ecpiation 51 + 9P + 1

2

H,,0 = 4HPO,^ + oPIlJ*

The above mentioned hydrogen phosphide, which inflames span

taneously in the air, has the composition colourless

liquid, which boils at 57"". It is an unstable substance, and in light ns’

well as in contact Avith various catalytic substances it yields a yell""-

solid subsUince, P
4
H.,, or solid hydrogen phosphide, hydrogen phospbale

gas being formed at the same time.

Halogen Compounds of Phosphorus.—Phosphorus combines m

several proportions with all the halogens, so that we have here a

variety of different compounds. These arc mostly very reacti\ e', ^

have a tendency to undergo decompositions with other substances, mi'

are used as important reagents in many preparations.

If chlorine is passed over phosphorus contained in a retort
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which tlie air has been previously displaced by carbon dioxide, in order

Id prevent the |)hosplionis igniting spontaneoiisly, direct combination

of the two takes place. The heat thereby developed is sufficient to

\;i[)()ri,se the greater part of the compound formed, and this condenses,

theivfore, in the receiver as a colourless liquid.

The reaction proceeds in the above manner when a sufficient

iiiiiouiit of phosphorus is present; if, however, the chlorine is in

excess, another substance is formed, which will be discussed later.

The above substance is obtained in the pure state by distillation,

some phosphorus being added to retain any excess of chlorine which

liny be present. It forms a colourless liquid which boils at 76', and

has a density I'G. The molar weight of the vapour is 138. Accord-

ing to this, and in accordance with the re.sults of analysis, it has the

foriniihi PCl.j; it is called phosphorus trirliloridf', or, in view of the

existence of a higher chloride of phospdiorus, phusphorous chloriilr.

Phosphorus trichloride reacts readil)^ with water and other sub-

stances containing hydrogen and oxygen. The reaction thereby pro-

(('(ds in such a way that the chlorine combines partially or entirely

with hydrogen to form hydrogen chloride, while the oxygen unites

with the phosphorus to form an acid, phosphorous acid, which will

lit' (lesciibcd later. In this way phos|)horus trichloride acts as a

behydiating agent, and it is not necessary that the water should be

present as such, but may be represented in the compounds merely by
Is eleriKMits. Tdie reaction has nothing to do with the “ predisposing

itlinity ’

(p. 3G1), for as the hydrogen and the oxygen hei’e experience

I'lite (litferent fates, they ncc(l not have previously stood in any direct

I'elutioii to one another.

The above mentioned deconq)osition is also brought about by the

'vatei’ \ a pour of the air, and for this reason phos])horus trichloride

finnes w hen its vapour comes in contact with moist air.

Ill the formation of the trichloride, 316 Ij arc developed.

^Vhen chlorine is allowed to act on phosphorus or on the tri-

-^"I'ide it is readily absorlied, and there is formed a solid substance of

' I'd' yellowish-green colour, which contains five combining weights of
' '''oi iiie to one combining weight of phosphorus, and is therefore called

pf'ntachloride or phosphoric chloride.

I' lioqihorus pentachloride, PCI;,, does not melt under the ordinary

since its boiling point lies below its melting point. Since,

the boiling point of all substances rapidly rises as the pressure
">i^teas(‘s, whereas the melting point is affected to scarcely an appreci-

(Extent by pressure (p. 129), the boiling point can, by increasing

))ies.suie, be brought nearer and nearer to the melting point and

it. In the case of phosphorus pentachloride this tempera-
is

pressure amounts to several atmospheres,

in
circumstances, the pentachloride can simultaneously exist

^olid, liquid, and vaporous states, just as, e.g., water can at 0^
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(more exactly, at + 0’0073 ’

;
p. 131). Under a still greater pressure,

the pentacliloricle behaves like most other substances
;

it first nicks,

and afterwards boils if the temperature is further raised.

In accordance with the formula PClr^, the vapour' of phosphorus

pentachloride should have the molar weight 208. -The dctei'minatioii

of this, however, shows that this value is never reached, but that tlu'

actual density of the vapour is less. The difference varies, lieiny

greater the higher the temperature and the lower the pressure. In

this respect, the vapour of the pentrichloride behaves in a jierfecilv

similar manner to the vapour of nitrogen peroxide (p. 324).

Here also, it can be assumed that the vapour is not a single suit

stance, but that the pentachloride in the vaporous state partially

dissociates into phosphorus trichloride and chlorine, in accordance with

the equation PCl,^ ^ PChj i Cl.,. Such a mixture of trichloride' iiiid

chlorine must have half the density of the vapour of the pentacliloridc,

foi‘, as the equation show.s, one volume of the vapour is converted into

two volumes of its decomposition products. The observed values of

the molar weight lie between the two limits 208 and 104, and fioia

the densities observed under given conditions the proportions of tii

chloride vapour and chlorine which would yield a mixture of thai

density can be calculated (p. 325).

Confirmation of this view can be obteined in the following

manner. The vapour of the pentachloride has the yellowish-green

colour of chlorine oidy in a slight degree. If, now, it l)e ascertaiiu'd

in what proportions chlorine must lx; mixed with any colourless gas in

order to yield a gas of the same colour as the pentachloi'ide A'a])oiir,

it may be concluded that the same proportion of chloi'ine is contained

in both. The determination made in this way of the amount of

chlorine in the vapour of the pentachloride agreed sufficiently with the

value calculated from determinations of the density, on the assunipti"n

of a partial dissociation into trichloride and chlorine.

Phosphorus pentachloride fumes strongly in the air and has :i

powerful irritant action on the mucous membranes, so that care must

be exercised in working with it. \Yith water it rapidly undeig^^t'^

decomposition, with formation of phosphoric and hydrochloric acub

(vide irifm). The pentachloride, also, acts on many other conq)otm( >

similarly to the tiichloride. In this case, however, it is chiclly tlit

large amount of chloi'ine contained in the compound which in the hi>i

place comes into action, and the pentachloride is, therefore, tin agt'i>|

for introducing chlorine into other compounds. More especially

it act on hydroxyl compounds in such a way that chlorine takc'^

place of the hydroxyl; the pentachloride thereby passes into phosplmin^

oxychloride, a compound which will be descriW later. In

(juence of this reaction it is widely applied, especially in

chemistry.

The heat of formation of phosphorus pentachloride is 440 /;/

:
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the conversion of the trichloride into the penttachloride by free

(hlorine, therefore, a considerable (quantity of heat, viz., 124 Zy, is

(lox'cloped.

The Other Halogen Compounds of Phosphorus—Phosphoius

unites with bromine to form two compounds which are quite similar to

those of chlorine and exhibit corresponding reactions. Phosphorus tri-

broiiiiile, PPr.j, is a li((uid which boils at 175
,
and phosphorus penta-

hronhde is a yellow-brown solid whose vapour contains free bromine.

Such a great similarity to the chlorine coiin)ounds is, however, not

shown by the iodine compounds of phosphorus. Phosphorus triiodide,

I’l ,,
is a i (!d, crystalline substance which is formed from its elements

with slight evolution of heat. A phosphorus pentaiodide is not

known. There exists, howmvei’, a well -characterised subiodide of

phosphorus which, in accordance with its composition and vapour

(Iciisity, has the formula P.,Ij, and is also a red, crystalline substance.

This iodide can also be obtained by the direct union of the elements,

which takes place with slight rise of temperature. It is better to dis-

sohe both in a common solveiit, ejj. cai’bon disulphide, whereby
combination takes place immediately, and then to distil off’ the solvent

with exclusion of moisture. The compound is thus obtained in pure,

line red crystals.

Both compounds are decomposed by water into oxyacids of phos-

phorus and hydriodic acid, and serve, therefore, for the preparation of

the latter (p. 233). If a. small amount of water and a comparatively
high t(‘niperature ai'c cm|)loyed, a portion of the phosphorus also com-
hines Avith the hydrogen of the water, and phosphonium iodide is

iormed (p. 35(3).

Only one compound of phosphorus with fluorine is known; this

has the formula PF.^. This is a gas Avhich is rapidly decomposed by
'vatcr, und which at medium tempeivitures passes into a liipiid only
under a high pressure.

The heat of formation of phosphorus tribromide is 187 Z;/, that

the ptmtabromide, 247 kj
;

that of phosphomis diiodide, P,J
82 /;/.

Oxygen Compounds of Phosphorus.— Similarly to most of
^he elements hitherto discussed, ])hosphorus forms with oxygen and
hydrogen a number of acids which dificr from one another by contain-
t'lg ditlerent amounts of the former. These compounds, however, differ
teiii the ])revious ones in the fact that they are in general polijbasic,

*“'>11 tain several combining Avcights of hydrogen replaceable by

J h(i most important of these compounds is phosphmic acid. This
"''oie eiii])races several acids, all of which can be regarded as hydrates of
^ same anhydride, P.Pjj, phosphorus pentoxide, but which differ from

another in the different proportions of water and anhydride.
^ differences have already been met with in the case of sulphuric
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acid aiu] sulphurous acid; they could, however, be detected ordy in tliu

case of the salts, and disappeared in the solutions of the free acids, h
the case of the phosphoric acids, the differences remain for a measurahlc

period of time even in acpieous solution, and furnish evidence for tlu'

propriety of the view expressed in the previous cases.

Phosphorus Pentoxide.—This substance, which is produced in

the rapid combustion of phosphorus in the air or oxygen, w(; h:i\e

already repeatedly met with. It can be obtained in any desiied

amount l)y means of the apparatus shown in Fig. 96. A is a cylindei'

^ of sheet-iron through which, by means

of the side tubes u- and h, a cunamt of

air dried with sulphuric acid is passed.

Within the cylinder there hangs a dish in

which burning phosphorus is placed at

the commencement of the experiment.

M'hen this has burned away, it is only

necessary to throw in small pieces of

phosphorus through the short tube r;

in the warm dish the phosphorus tahes

fire spontaneously. The phosphorus

pentoxide produced forms a loose, snow

like mass which, after opeinng th(; lower

tube d, can be shaken down into a dr\

vessel.

Phosphorus pentoxide has the (oiii

{)osition represented by the formul;i

P.,0., and is the highest known oxide of phosphorus. It is a whit(‘

mass, which sublimes at a low red heat. When obtained Ity the

combustion of phosphorus, it is not quite pure
;
apart from traces (»f

water, which it has generally attracted, it usually contains some i)hos

])hoi’us trioxide in consecpicnce of incomplete combustion. It can he

purified by sublimation in a current of dry oxygen.

The most striking property of the pentoxide is its great tcndcncv

to absorb water. It rapidly becomes liquid in the air
;

if thrown intn

water, it combines with the latter with a hissing sound in consequciue

of the strong development of heat. The pressure of the aqueou'

vapour from the resulting compound is exceedingly small, so tint

|)h()sphorus pentoxide is the most effective desiccating agent kiiowic

It is used in all cases where it is desired to withdraw the last reme^

able traces of water vapour. If it is to be used for drying gases, it

well to absorb most of the water vapour by means of an ordinal)

desiccating agent, e.g, sulphuric acid, and to use the pentoxide on

)

for the final drying.

Besides being employed for absorbing existing water, phosphoui^

pentoxide is used to bring about reactions which take place

elimination of water. An example of this has already been cited m
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discussing nitrogen pcntoxide (p. 322). Such reactioris were formerly

ascrilK'd to fi peculiar kind of chemical affinity, the predi^poainq affinity.

It was assumed that a subsUnce which has a great affinity to a definite

conipoinul can bring about the formation of this compound from its

elements. Such a view, however, contains the assumption that the
aiHnitv to a substance, which is as yet quite absent, brings about the

leaeiion which leads to its formation, i.e. an assumption that an action

proceeds from a thing which is not present.

The propier manner of regarding this and similar reactions, is to be
sought, in the law of mass action. Nitric acid is decomposed in a very
slight degree into water and anhydride ^

;
if phosphorus pentoxide 4

added, the water is converted into another compound, and fresh acid

must decompose into water and pentoxide, in order that equilibrium
may he again established. This process is repeated until one of the
partici|)ating substances is exhausted, or until a chemical ecpiilibrium
is established between the new substances.

Ihe assumption here made that those substances whose forma-
tion from given substances as a result of known reactions is possible,
are in reality presimt, although frequently in immeasurably small
amount, is no arbitrary assumption, made to “explain” otherwise
miexplaiiicd phenomena, but it is demanded by the laws of thermo-
dynamics, which is one of the best founded general postulates. The
proof of this, certainly, cannot be given here.

The Phosphoric Acids. -In accordance with the following
cipiations, phosphorus pento.xide unites with water to yield three
dilfcrent acids

—

H,()- 2HP03
P“0'i 2H“0-H,P,(P
P.Xb + 3H.;0 = 2H,P(),.

first acid is monobasic, and is called laetaplw^iphoni' acid; the
'^^'rond is tetrabasic, and is called pyrophmidwrk acid

;

and the third,

is tribasic, and is called orthophosphork acidy or ordinary phos-
P’loru' acid. When phosphoric acid is spoken of without any prefix,

^"di()|)hosphoric acid is always meant.

the three acids, the last is by far the most important. In
fi itiire, compounds of it alone arc found, and the other acids pass spon-
-iticously, in aqueous solution, into the orthophosphoric acid, just as

'liilerent forms of sulphur at the ordinary temperature all pass
iinatcly into rhombic sulphur as being the most stable form.
|b thophosphoric acid is obtained by dissolving phosphorus pent-

^>Md(! in water and allowing the solution to stand for a length of time,

has not yet been experimentally proved, .since there i.s no

' ise
(!i

' pentoxide can be detecte<l in presence of nitric &,cid. In the

volutilit
however, the anhydride of which can be recognised by it.s

"t'sei ve,!
corresponding fuming in the air, the decomposition can ])e easily
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])referably in the heat. The least stable form, metaphosphoric acid, is

iirst formed, and this gradually passes into the stable form. The aeid

is obtained more conveniently by oxidising white phosphorus with

dilute nitric acid. The phosphorus dissolves with evolution of nitiic

oxide
;
the phosphoric acid which is formed can be readily freed from

the excess of nitric acid and its reduction ])roducts, by strongly con-

centrating and heating.

Orthopliosphoric acid is obtained in this way as a viscous liquid,

which crystallises only .slowly and with difficulty. The melting point

of the pure acid is 42'^
;
the melting point is lowered by the presence

of water, and likewise, also, by the presence of the less hydrated acids.

This is due to the general fact that the melting point of every sub

stance is lowered by the presence of a foreign substance.

Impure phosphoric acid is obtained from bone-ash. The Ijoncs of

the mammals consist partly of the calcium salt of orthophosphoric acid

and partly of organic nitrogeneous matter Avbich, on heating with water,

passes into glue. If the bones are heated in the air, they first bccoiiie

black owing to the carbonisation of the organic substances
;
on con

tinning the heating, the charcoal burns and the calcium phosphate is

left in the form of white masses retaining the outward form of the

bones. This residue is called bone-ash.

If powdered bone-ash is mixed Avith dilute sidphuric acid, tliere

occurs a reaction of the kind described on p. 290. Calcium sulphate is

a difficultly soluble salt, and for this reason it is formed from the sul-

phuric acid and calcium phosphate, and phosphoric acid is formed at

the same time. On filtering the mass, the aqueous solution of pliDs

phoric acid Avhich is formed is separated from the precipitate of calcium

sulpluite.

Since, Imwever, this salt is not over -difficultly soluble, a cevlaiii

amount of it remains in the sohition. Since, also, bone-ash is not pme

calcium phosphate, and .some of the impurities also form soluble com

pounds under the action of sulphuric acid, the phosphoric aci'l

obtained in this Avay is not pure, although pure enough for many

technical purposes.

As can be gathered from this description, phosphoric acid is soluble

in Avater. Indeed, it is so soluble that its solubility has hitherto never

been determined. Even small amounts of Avater lower the mcltuig

point of phosphoric acid below room temperature, and thus convert it

into a solution Avhich, certainly, contains only a small quantity ot the

solvent, i.e. of watei‘.

The aqueous solution reacts acid to litmus, and has a pure am

pleasantly acid taste. Its electrical conductivity is comparatiAel}

slight; one mole of phosphoric acid dissolved in 10 litres of vulci

contains only a quarter as much hydrion as an equally dilute hydro-

chloric acid solution.

Phosphoric acid, is a tribasic acid and can therefore form thiee
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scries of salts in which one, two, or three conilhning weights of hydro-

crcii are replaced by metals. Since there are two diftercnt acid salts and

one normal salt, these are distinguished by stating in Greek numerals

liow many combining weights of hydrogen are replaced. Thus, mono-

poiassiiim phosphate is the salt KH.,PO^, disodium phosphate is

Xa.dlPO^, and tri-silver phosphate is Ag.^PO^. In nature, only salts

of the last type, or normal salts, occur.

On attempting to neutralise an aqueous solution of phosphoric acid

with caustic soda with the aid of litmus, no sharp transition is obtained.

Instead of the three combining weights of caustic soda Avhich would be

required for the formation of the noianal salt according to the (Mpiation

IhjPOj i- 3NaOH = Na
3p(\ + 3H./), less than two arc required to pro-

duce an alkaline reaction, and the blue coloration of litmus appears

ifiadually, so that no definite moment can be given at which the li(piid

reacts neutral. Also, the amount of caustic soda depends on the

dilution
;
the more dilute the solution, the sooner does the blue colour

appear.

The cause of these phenomena is the ditterence in the dissociation

itf tlu' three hydrogens of phosphoric acid. The dissociation H.jPO^ ~

ir 1 lloTT)^' occurs comparatively easily and in measurable amount.

The further dissociation H.,?0/ = Tr -i-TlPO/ takes place only in very

slight degreaq and the third dissociation, HPOj" = H' -h is ex-

ceedingly slight. When, therefore, a normal salt, c.g. the solution

salt Na.jPO,^, is dissolved in water, the corresponding ion VO '"
cannot

exist, but acts on the water of the solvent in the sense of the C(] nation

I’Oj'" +•
11 A) ^ HPO/ + Oir. Flydroxidion is produced, and the liquid

must, therefore, react alkaline. In other words, we have here again

a case of hydrolysis (p. 247).

The divalent ion, HPO/, also experiences in slight degree a

dmilar transformation in a«[ueous .solution, HPO^" + FUO = H.^PO^^

+

nil', so that the disodium phosphate also undergoes slight hydrolysis,

iuid therefore exhibits a feeble alkaline reaction. This is, however,

^uuch feebler than in the case of the normal salt.

•Since these diflferent equilibria exist side by side, and are also

dependent on the temperature and the dilution, it is clear that on

’leutialisation the hydrion does not suddenly disappear, as in the case

strong acids, but its amount diminishes gradually and continuously,

this reason, no sudden but only a continuous change of colour

necui s when litmus is present.

The heat of formation of the trivalent phosphanion PO/", amounts

1210 that of the divalent hydrophosphanion, PO^H", 1277 Jcj.

I*yrophosphoric Acid.— If orthophosphoric acid is carefully

^' utod to 250^", it loses water and is converted into pyrophosphoric
acid, ll^PgO^. This process takes place in accordance with the

^Huation
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A sure means of ol)taining pure pyrophosphoric acid is to licMt

such salts of orthophosphoi'ic acid as contain just enough hydrogen to

yield a residue of pyro|)hosphate. This happens in the case of the

salts in which two hydrogens are replaced by metal, ejf. ordijiary di

sodium phosphate. If this salt is heated, the following reaction tain s

place

—

2HNa,PO^ =Na,m 1- II./).

The free pyrophos[)horic acid can be obtained in aqueous solution

from the pyrophosphate thus formed, by converting the latter into tlu'

dilhcultly soluble lead salt and decomposing this with sulphurettetl

hydrogen.

Unlike pyrosulphuric and j)yrosulphurous acids (pp. 291 and 2S2),

pyro[)hosphoric acid retains its state in aqueous solution for a time,

and changes only slowly into orthophosphoric acid. The latter rejnc

seiits the stable state to which the aqueous solution of the acid undm

all circumstances approaches. The velocity with which this condition

of equilibrium is reached, depends on the temperature and the com

centration of the hydrion in the solution ; the latter accelerates the

transformation catalytically. For this reason, the transformation

takes place much more quickly if nitric acid is added to the solution

and the concentration of the hydrion thereljy increased.

Apart from the composition of the salts, pyrophosphoric acid is dis-

tinguished by various reactions from the ortho-acid. As is apparent

from the formula, it is tetrabasic, and forms, accordingly, four series of

salts. The neutral or normal salts contain two combining weights of

a monovalent metal or monovalent cation to one combining weight of

phosphorus, whereas normal salts of orthophosphoric acid contain thret;

combining weights of a monovalent cation to one of phosphorus.

To distinguish the two acids, silver nitrate is added to the solu-

tion. If orthophosphoric acid, or generally, the ion be present,

a yellow silver salt of the composition AggPO^ is precipitated
;

pyi"

phosphates, or the ion ?/)/'", yield, on the other hand, a white

precipitate of the composition Ag^lUO-. By means of this reaetinii

also, one can observe the slow transformation of a solution of p}'i'"-

phosphoric into orthophosphoric acid.

Metaphosphoric Acid.—On heating orthophosphoric acid more

strongly, it passes into inetaphosphoric acid, which analysis shows to have

the composition HPO.^. Its composition is, however, not represented

by the simple formula but by a multiple formula (HPO./,,, wliere n

a whole number. There are various metaphosphoric acids which are

piobably distinguished from one another by the difference in the value

of n
;
the chemistry of these compounds, however, has as yet l»eea

cleared up only to a rather small extent.

Metaphosphoric acid obtained in the above manner forms a glas^^-

like mass which, at a moderately high temperature, melts to a viscou'^
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li(|ui<l, ami, oii cooling, forms un amorphous solid. The “glacial”

phosphoric acid of commerce is metaphosphoric acid. It dissolves in

u’iLter, yielding an acid liquid whose reactions are different from those

,)f the other phosphoric acids. It gives, indeed, like pyrophosphoric

;u'i(l, a white silver salt, but has the furthei' property of precipitating

ulhunieii, a property which is not pos.scssed by the other phosphoric

acids. A solution of metaphosphoric acid is used, therefore, to detect

die presence of albumen, e.g. in urine. For this purpose, the solution

of the acid must be freshly prepared since, on kce])ing, it is slowly con-

verted into orthophosphoric acid.

For this transformation, the same general remarks hold as wer-e

made for the corresponding transformation of pyrophosplioric acid.

I’yrophosphoric acid has, however, not been detected as an intermediate

product, although, on theoretical grounds, it is probable that it is

indeed formed.

Also when phosphorais pentoxidc is dissolved in water, metaphos-

plioiic acid is formed as the first product, and not the form which is

most stahle under these circumstances, viz., orthophosphoric acid, in

accordance with the general law of the first appearance of the less

stahle foi'ins.

Chlorides of Phosphoric Acid.-—If orthophosphoric acid were

'apiilde of further taking up one combining weight of water, a penta-

I'asic acid would l)c produced: H.jPO^ + H./) = IlrP()- or P(Ofl),. If

"lie imagine all the hydro.xyls of this acid to be replaced by chlorine,

"e obtain PCI., the phosphorus pcntiichloridc already described. As
a matter of fact, the chloride, when decomposed with water, yields

pl'osphoiic acid along with hydrochloric acid : PCI- + 4H.,() = H.^PO^ +

din.

Besides this chloride, there is also known the chloride of ortho-

•li'isphoric acid, if the formula of this is wTitten PO(OH)
3

. This

^'lofidc has the composition POCl.,, and is usually called phosphorus

'CVchloride.

J'lii>.<pliorus oxijMnidr is a colourless li(|uid, wdaich has the density

' and which boils at 107
' and fumes in the air. It is violently

py water to hydrochloric and orthophosphoric acids

:

‘’acy.;!ii,o = H,PO, + 3iia
aiie I’ompoutiri i.s prepared by the action of small amounts of

on the pentachloride ; PCl^ a- IRQ = POCl^ -f 21IC1. In place

numerous other compounds can he used in which oxygen

'lydrogen arc present. If such a compound is represented by

y formula R . OH, the reaction takes place according to the equation
^ h)l I j. Qj POCI

3
4- HCl. In the case of hydroxyl com-

this reaction occurs so readily and regularly that it is used to

whether hydroxyl should be assumed in any given com-

or not. In organic chemistry, especially, phosphorus penta-

^>nde is used in this way as a reagent for hydroxyl.
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As HU example of this action, it may be cited that sulphiiilc atiij

on l)eing treated with phosphorus pentachloride, yields chlorosul])li()jiic

acid or sulphuryl chloride (p. 302), according to the proportions

used. The reactions take place in accordance with the equations

SO.,(Oil), f PCI- - HOSO.Cl + ITCl + POCI, and H.SO, i 21 VI

SO;CL+2l?OCl,-r 2HC1.
“ . -

Similarly, nitryl chloride is formed by the action of the penta

chloride on nitric acid : NO.pH + P(d,- = NO,
2
Cl 4- HCl + POCl,.

Another preparation of phosphorus oxychloride is from phosplioius

})entachloride and pentoxide. It takes place according to the e(|uatioi)

P.,0^ 1- .‘iPClr, = 5POCI,, if the two substances are mixed in the [)io[)rr

proportions and heated in a scaled tube.

The method of allowing substances to act on one another in

sealed glass tubes is employed when it is desired to use a fairly hi^h

temperature above the^ boiling point of one of the reacting substances

under atmospheric pressure. The necessity for a higher tcmi)erain]’('

occurs when the reaction docs not proceed quickly enough at lower

temperatures. Even in the case of substances sealed up in glass tubes,

which must be made of strong glass and carefully sealed oil) tlie

\'olatile substance, it is true, will partially vaporise
;
the pressure in

the interior of the tube, however, thereby rises, and with it also the

boiling point, so that the greater part of the sulistance does not ])ass

into vapour.

The pressure hereby produced has, in genei’al, only a slight

influence on the chemical reaction; the essential point is the possibility

of raising the temperature without the substance evaporating.

The heat of formation of phosphorus oxychloride is Gil //.

Phosphorous Acid.—When phosphorus trichloride is deconi|)osol

with, water, there is formed the compound which has acid

properties and is called phosphorous acid.

The reaction which leads to the formation of phosphorous acid

represented by the equation PCl^ + flH.O = P(01I).j a- 3HC1. It takes

place with great rise of temperature, and this can easily eflect a furthei'

decomposition of the phosphorous acid. It is, therefore, expedient tc

use concentrated hydrochloric acid in place of pure water.

hydrogen chloride formed will then not be dissolved but will escape

as a gas, and the heat of reaction will therel)y be diminished lyv du’

amount of the heat of solution of hydrogen chloride. The ri'

acid liquid is freed from the excess of hydrochloric acid by eva|)

on the water-bath, and the pure pho.sphorous acid, melting at ‘

crystallises out from the liquid on cooling.

Since phosphorous acid contains one combining weight less

than phosphoric acid, it can, by taking up oxygen, pass into tin' kdtn •

it then acts as a reducing agent. On being heated, it acts in this )'‘y

on itself, Avhereby a portion is reduced to hydrogen phospb^^^ .

4H3pO,, -.3Il^PO, + PIl
3
. We have here assumed the formation
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„rtlio])ho.splioric acid
;
as a matter of fact, this sirniiltaiicously loses

water and passes into metaphosphorie acid. The corresponding change

in the equation can be easily made. The hydrogen phosphide which

is foimed takes fire at the temperature of decomposition, and burns

with a greenish flame.

rhosphorous acid also behaves as a reducing agent in aqueous
solution, and withdraws oxygen and halogen from many sul)stances.

Thus, the silver and mercury salts, more especially, are reduced
to the metals, which are precipitated from the solution. This
icaction is used more especially for the detection of dissolved
iiu'rcury com];)ounds.

In neutralising phosphorous acid with the aid of litmus or any
other indicator, no sharp transition is obtained. The li(pud Ijccomes
hhu! Ix'fore the second equivalent of caustic soda or potash has been
aililed, so that, at most, only two combining weights of hydrogen of

th(> acid can be re[)laccd by metals in a({ueous solution, and even in

the solid state, no salts of pliosphorous acid arc known in which more
than two coml)ining weights of hydrogen are replaced. Phosphorous
Hcid is, tlierefoie, regarded as a dibasic acid, and its formula written
IIJH^IL

This behaviour can l)e expressed by assuming that the two
leplaceable hydrogens are joined to oxygen to form hydroxide,
whereas the third is united directly to phosphorus. Tiiis would

Oil

.sive tlu! formula OP OH. According to this, phosphorous acid

H
"ould l)e a derivative of phosphoric acid, in which one hydroxyl
b I'ephieed by hydrogen.

The circumstance, however, that phosphorous acid is formed
'I'lite siuoothly by the action of water on phosphorus trichloride,
'peaks against this. The formation of the acid hy water is a
hvpieal reaction of the acid chlorides; these, on the other hand,
j"*' 'leiivatives of the acids formed by the replacement of hydroxy!
M clilorine. According to these reactions, phospdionis trichloride

to be the chloride of phosphorous acid, and this ought, there-
have the formula P(()H).,

liiese contradictory views are not irreconcilable. It is not
^l^tessary that all the hydrogen which is present in hydroxyl should

i‘T)lareable by metals. According to what was said on p. 268, the

of a polybasic acid must take place with greater

l ist
successive step. We have here a case where the

"
is so difficult to attain that, under normal conditions, no

1

(I')WrMu;nt of the third hydrogen liy metals occurs, and the formula

pheri
' reconciled with the dibasic nature of phos-

^

acid. If it is desired to give expression to this, the formula
'

l)c written H
2
P0 .

3(
0H).
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* The foregoing discussion furnishes an example of how attempts

are made to express the so-called “constitution” of a compound liy

the way in which the formula is written. By this is meant that the

formula is written in such a way as to give expression to the most

important reactions of the substance in question, so that these can he

easily read out of tlie formula.

^ The means adopted for this consists in writing those elements

which are often eliminated together in such a way that they ap|)i‘ar

side by side in the formula
;
they are sometimes still further separated

from the other elements Ity means of a bracket or a dot.

Such a separation can, for example, be very well carried out in

the case of salts in respect of the two ions, and the formula of

ammonium nitrate is, therefore, not written N.,HP3, which represents

the total composition, but in the form NH^. NO^, to show that tin'

salt when dissolved in watei* dissociates into the ions NH^’ and NO/.

In the case of the polybasic acids, which can form several ions,

this separation causes some difficulty. In such cases it is carried out

in such a way that all the hydrogen which could form hydrion if the

dissociation were complete, is separated
;

thus, phosphoric acid is

written H.jPOp in this way all the three hydrogens are made to

appear as ions, although, in aqueous solution the third hydrogen is

dissociated only to a very slight extent. In the case of pliosphoions

acid, only two hydrogens are regarded as ions, although we are

probably dealing only with a difference of degree, and not with an

essential difference.

The demand for a universally valid formula can be still less nud

where we are dealing with oxy-acids which can, on the one hand, split

off hydrion, and, on the other hand, when water is excluded, act as

hydroxyl compounds. This is the case, for example, with sulj)hiinc

acid. This difficulty is overcome by employing different formnhc,

according to the reaction to which it is desired to give expression.

Accordingly, sulphuric acid, as acid, is written or . SO4,

hydroxyl compound, however, SO/OH).^. In other woi'ds, the

“ constitution ” of sulphuric acid cannot be represented by a single

formula, and use is therefore made of more than one, according ns

they are required.
• t ^

^ One might, perhaps, also unite the two formuk by using the

latter and stating the rule that the hydrogen attached to the^ oxygen

in hydroxyl is specially capable of being split off as hydrion. M e
|

then, however, come back to the contradiction of phosphorous ncic>

apart from the fact that no splitting off of hydrogen can be detecte< 1"

the ciise of the basic hydroxides.

The question must be asked, why it is that these relations gi'*j

rise to such changing formulation, whereas many other relations
i

be established with definiteness and free from contradiction.

iinswer is that it is here a question of
.

representing very vaiiei
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relations, the laws of which depend on many more variables than are
expressed in the chemical formula. The task consists, indeed, of
giving a summary of all the transformations which one substance can
uiKlergo with others; these transformations, also, so far as their

result is concerned, are not quite definite, but depend to a largo extent
on external conditions, such as temperature and pressure or concen-
tration. All these diversities cannot, of course, be represented by the
simple means of the relative arrangements of the elementary symbols,
even with the assistance of space, and a “constitutional formula’’
must therefore always remain one-sided and be limited to the repre-
sentation of definite relations which have a special importance from
theii’ fre(|uent occurrence.

By the very moderate oxidation of phosphorus in a slow current of
air, a white substance is obtained, which differs from the phosphorus
pentoxide by its low melting point (22-5"), and its volatility (boiling
point 1/ 3 ). Analysis shows it to contain three combining weights of
oxygen to two of phosphorus

; determinations of the vapour density,
however, give the molar weight as 220, and lead, therefore, to the
formula It is the anhydride of phosphorous acid, for

Hypophosphorous Acid.—The formation of the salts of this
licid fi'om phosphorus and a solution of caustic soda or potash, has
a ready been mentioned under hydrogen phosphide (p. 355). It takes
place according to the equation

4P + 3NaOH + 3H,() - 3NaP(\H, + PH„

afid the salt produced is found in the solution. For the purpose of
preparing the acid, barium hydroxide is used; this acts in a quite
^I'nilar way, and gives rise to a solution of barium hypophosphite.
he salt IS obtained pure by evaporation and recrystallisation, and is
en decomposed with the requisite amount of sulphuric acid. From
e afiueous solution, the free acid is obtained by careful evapora-

len as a crystalline mass, which melts at IT'’, and is very soluble in

con
acid has the composition HgPO^

;
of the three

jining weights of hydrogen, however, only one can be replaced by

f?
monobasic. To indicate this, it may be

"written tl PO H i j
T .

phos")
reactions, hypophosphorous acid is very similar to

Holic
'i

*

reducing agent which precipitates

hvdmt I
®®l“tions

;
also, on being heated, it evolves

phosphide, which immediately ignites.

be IKJ f almost all soluble in water, so that none of them can
lor the identification of the acid.
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An oxygen compound of phosphorus, which would correspond to

the anhydride of this acid and would have the formula P„0, is not

known.

Hypophosphoric Acid.~-Iii the acid licjuid which phosphonis

yields on being left exposed to moist air, there is contained, besides

phosphoric and phosphorous acids, a compound which is inteiniediaio

between tho.se two; this is called hypophosphoi'ic acid, and has the

composition H^P^O,.. As can be seen from the formula, it is a

tetrabasic acid.

The acid is obtained from the above mixture by partly nciitialisiin^

it Avith caustic soda and alhnving to .stand
;
the acid sodinni salt

NaARP.p,. then slowly separates out, and this is converted into the

sparingly soluble lead salt which can be decomposed by nicatis of

sulphuric acid or sulphuretted hydrogen.

Hypophosphoric acid behave.s, in general, similarly to phosphoioiis

acid, but its reducing properties are less pronounced. On being licattal

the free acid, like all the loAver acids of phosphorus, passes into

phosphoric acid, Avith simultaneous evolution of hydi'ogen phosphide,

which partly burns and partly decomposes into hydrogtni and red

phos{)horus.

Sulphur Compounds of Phosphorus.—When white phosphoi us

and sulphur are brought together, yelloAAush liquids arc obtained whii li

fume in the air and are readily inflammable. These Avere for a huii;

time regarded as compounds of phosphorus Avith sulphur, but it lias

been found that they are only solutions of the one element in the

other. Since the melting point of every solid substance is loAvcred hj

the solution of another substance in it, this must also be the casi' Avitli

phosphorus when sulphur is dksolved in it. The impression that

chemical combination had taken place here, was caused only l»y the

fact, that the melting point of the phosphorus, Avhich, foi' tln^ June

substance, is 44'", is hereby depres.sed to beloAv room temperature, so

that the solutions comparatively rich in sulphur remain liquid.

Compounds of the two elements, however, corresponding to the

oxygen compounds of phosphorus, are obtained by alloAving them to

act on one another at a moderately high temperature. Y ith 'vhite

phosphorus so much heat is thereby developed that dangerous exi^’

sions can occur
;

if red phosphorus, which contains much less cneigy,

is employed, the heat development is correspondingly less, and the

process can be easily kept under control.

The two substances are mixed in the proportions corresponding tL>

the formulie and PgS^, the mixture placed in a glass flask, and the

latter heated at one spot. Combination then proceeds rapidly,

Avithout explosion, through the whole mass. The resulting compoun'

is, at first, litjuid, but soon solidifies to a yellow-grey crystalline

The tAvo compounds Pj^Sg and P.,S5 can scarcely be distinguished h}

their appearance. The yellow-grey colour is due to contamination
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\ntli red phosphorus; the pure compounds are yellow, caystalline

iiiiisses which look like sulphur, but arc paler in colour.

The compounds do not take fire spontaneously in the air
;
on

liciiig heated, they burn to sulphur dioxide and phosphorus pentoxide.

Tliey sniell of sulphuretted hydrogen, because they are converted by
the vMtcr vapour in the air into this gas and phosphoric or phosphorous
acid: P^Sr, I- 811./) = 2H3pO^ e They act similarly on com-
pounds containing hydroxyl, and convert these into the coiresponding
sulphur compounds.

besides these compounds, there an*, still two other sulphides of
phosphorus, the composition of which is reprcisented by the formulae
1 and ^48*-. Phey can be obtained pure by melting the two
elements together in the proper proportions and distilling under
i'e(luccd pressure.

In view of the amdogous composition of ])hosph()nis pentasulphide
and the, corresponding oxide, it may be asked if acids cannot be
derived from the sulphide, as can 1)0 done in the case of the oxide. It
is \eiy piohahle that there exists a whole s(;ries of acids correspondim*'
to tlie oxygen acids of phosphorus, and containing sulphur in place o1
oxygen. They are, howevei-, very slightly stable, since they are con-
verted 1)y water into the corresponding oxygen compounds, with
rvolution of sulphuretted hydrogen. AVe shall, therefore, not enter
into a discussion of these compounds, especially as similar com])ounds,
only more stable and better characteidsed, are met with in the case
ot arsenic, and will be then discussed.

Cheat stability, however, is possessed by phosphorus sulpho-
ddorid(‘, the sulphur compound corresponding to phosphorus oxy-
dilondc. This has the composition P8CI3, and can be obtained by
''rating [diosphorus trichloride with sulphur. It is also formed by
'nr action of jihosphorus pentachloride on sulphunitted hydrogen.

a colourless liquid which boils at 125 '", and is decomposed^ by
"ater with much less violence than the oxychloride. In the decom-
position there are formed phosphoric and hydi'ochloric acids and
^"Iplunetted hydrogen : PSCl, + 4TT.,0 - IT^PO^ + 3HC1 + H,S.

Valency.—The fact that in sulphuric acid two combining weights
oydrogen are present to one combining weight of sulphur, ^can
expressed, as has been done, by designating the anion 80/ as

"valent.” Likewise, the anion of a tribasic acid will be called tri-
and so on.

besides the monovalent cation hydrogen

ivI hrK
' monovalent cations, which eiich replace one combining

there are others, of which one combining weight

of li . p
' combining weights

'> rogen. Accordingly, there are mono- and polyvalent cations,

all th

^ niay be asked, why are the combining weights of
elements not determined in such a way that only monovalent
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ions require to l^e assumed ? The answer is that there would tlun

arise a contradiction of the results obtained by the determinations of

the molar weights. Thus, calcium has been designated as a divali

m

cation, because the amount of calcion in the compound CaCl
2
exercisos

the same intlucncc on the freezing point as the amount of potassion

contained in the compound KCl.
''' A second reason against carrying out the formulation with only

monovalent ions is found in the circumstance that there are a niiinboi

of ions (some of them elementary ions) which, while preserving tlie

same composition, have, according to circumstances, different valyiuv,

while their molar weight remains the same. This is the case, c.g., with

iron, which can form di- and trivalent ions, both of which have the

same molar weight expressed ])y the symbol Ee.

Starting, then, with any acid if w combining weights of

hydrogen can be rej)laced by metals, tin; anion A will be called

?t-valcnt. Likewise, a cation of which, in the displacement of

hydrogen from an acid, one combining weight replaces m comhiiiiiii;

weights of hydrogen, will be called //?-valent. d'his calculation

depends on measuring the valency by the unit of hydrogen.

experience has shown, no smaller unit is necessary, for there' is im

anion of which one normal weight would contain less than om' c(tm

billing weight of hydrogen, and no cation of which one conihiiiiiiL;

weight would take the place of hiss hydrogen.

From this, it at th,e same time follows that the valency of the

anions and the cations is determined in such a way that in every salt

both must have the same value. It is not necessary that an /cvah'iit

cation shall always be united only with an /i-valent anion ;
it i'

sutficient if the miin of the valencies of the cations is equal to that

of the anions. To bring this about, the number of ions which unit''

together must vary with, their valency. Thus, a divalent cation

rcipiires two monovalent anions, and if a trivalent anion has tn

combine with a divalent cation, two combining weights of the fonuo'

must enter the salt with three combining weights of the second, m

ordm- that the sums of the two valencies shall be equal, viz., 6.

Extension of the Conception of Valency.—Whereas, in th*

case of salts, the conception of valency admits of no doubt, since it

possible l)y means of Faraday’s law (p. 194) to control it experimentall}-

even independently of chemical considerations, no such sure foundati"ii

exists for the attempt which has been made to extend this coiiccjition

to non-saline substances. Nevertheless, so many regularities h^^^

been found to exist even in these departments of its application, tint

a short consideration of them will be useful. We shall at once rcm-n

'

that it is in organic chemistry that these views have been of gi(';ite>

profit. This may servo as an explanation why these consideratin»‘'’

which play a comparatively small r6le in inorganic chemistry,

discussed here.
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On comparing the composition of the hydrogen compounds of the

('lomcnts hitherto described, we obtain the following summary :

—

iialogeiis JIH, HF, JICl, HBr, HI.
Oxygen group .... H.,0, H.,S, Jl.,Se, H./re.
Nitrogen group .... H.,N, Jl,!’.

If hydrogen be again taken as the sUndard ])y which the com-
l.iiiing power of the different elements is judged, the halogens can l)e

designated as monovalent, the elements of the oxygen grou}) as

divalent, and those of the nitrogen group as tri valent. We shall

presently see that carbon and the related elements can b (3 regarded as

tetra\alcrit.

If wo again put forward the requirement that every compound
shall ])c separable into two parts, in which the sums of the valencies

present on each side; are equal, this requirement can ])o tested in the
fornnila} of the compoinids by attaching one stroke to tlic symbols of

the monovalent, two strokes to those of the divalent, and three strokes
to those of the trivalent elements. The above demand will be fulfilled

il tho formula of the compound can be so written that all the eleincn-
liiry symbols are united by strokes, and the numl)cr of strokes
( iiding in each symbol agrees with the valency of the element which it

denotes.

Thus, the elements of tho halogen series will have to be written
'dth one stroke: H— ;

Cl— ;
Br— ;

I— ;
F— ;

those of tho oxygen
^^eries with two strokes : —0— ;

—S— ; —So— ;
—To— ;

those
"1 th (3 nitrogen series with thnm strokes : —N =

;
—P = .

If we test the compounds hitherto described fi“om this point of

we find that the condition, although often, is still not always, ful-

In the case of the following formuhe, certainly, it can be
done

;
—

-II; Cl-Cl; Br-Br; I-I; F-F; H-Cl ; I l-Br; H-I

;

- IV; I_C1; 0 = 0; S = S; .Sc= Se; To = Tc; U—0—H

;

-S-H; H—Se—11; H -Te—H; Cl—0-CI
;
Cl—O-H-

U _ Cl—0-0 -0—11; Cl—0—0—0—0—H i

<V-S-,S-C1; Cl—S—Cl; Cl—Se—Cl; Cl—Tc—Cl
; 0 ^0

;

H—S—0—0—0—11, or H—0—S—0—0—H-
jj
-S-()_0._0_.0-H, or H-O-S-O-O-O-H, or

^ ^ 0—S—0—0—H ;
and similarly, the remaining oxyacids

''eplmr, selenium, and tellurium.

F=P As = As H H H
:

1 I ; I I ; I : I : I

P = p A8 = As H—N—H H—P—H H—A.S—H
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On the other hand, it is not possible in the case of the com-

pounds

SCI,, ScCl„ NH,C1, PCI,, PF„ NO, NO„

and many others.

Various attempts have been made to overcome these contradictions,

chiefly by assuming that the elements can have different valciicw

Thus, the above sulphur and selenium compounds can, evidently, he

referred to a tetravalent sulphur, and the nitrogen and phosplioius

compounds, at least partially, to a pentavalcnt form of the correspond-

ing elements. Nitric oxide and nitrogen peroxide, howevei*, Avoiild

require a di- or tetravalent nitrogen.

That which forms the basis of these considerations, is the fad

that the different compounds of a given element can be arranged

in groups which are more closely related to one another, ie. which

can bo easily converted into one another and give, under similar

conditions, similar reactions. The number of these groups or types is

different in the case of the different elements
;
whereas some, c.y. car-

bon, have only a few groups with a very large number of mem})ci's, in

the case of others the number of the groups is large but that of the

representatives in each group small. By fixing these groups or tyi)cs

in one’s memory, a clearer view of the existing diversities can, in any

case, be obtained than by merely writing these down in a list.

Foi’ the present, the following groups may bo noticed :

—

Hydrogen is monovalent, oxygen is divalent.

The halogens are monovalent in the hydrogen acids and in the

salts derived from these. Further, there are characterised the tii-,

penta-, and heptavalent types of the oxyacids, of which the middle one

is the most important, and which are expressed in the folhnviiig

formulie :
—

The elements of the sulphur group are divalent in the hydrogen

acids and the corresponding salts. Further, a tetra- and a hexavalent

type can be recognised, the representatives of which arc sulphurous

and sulphuric acids, or their anhydrides

—

^0
s=o

%
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Nitrogen and phosphorus (along with tho related elements to be

tre;ito(l later) are chiefly tri- and peiitavalent. Types : ammonia and

nitric acid—

/
N—
\

H

H

H

N =-0

'^OH

For cei’tain purposes, which will come into prominence later, it is

expedient to consider the above oxygen compounds all as partial

luihydi'ides of hydroxyl compounds. Since oxygen is divalent, but

hydioxyl monovalent, the adopted valency becomes more prominent

hy this way of writing the formula?.

Thus, in the case of the halogens, e.g. in the case of chlorine, we
li;ive

Hypocliloi'ons acid

Chlorous ackl

Clilorie acid

Perchloric acid

Cl(OH)
C10(()H) -Cl(OH),-H..O
C10.,(0II)“C1(0H);-2H.,0

C10,(0H) -C1(0P1N-3H“0.

Ill the case of sulphur and its group, we have

Sulphurous acid Si )(()H)., - S(()H)j - HoO
Sulphuric acid 80,(011 8(011),; - 2H,0.

Ill the nitrogen series, finally, there are

Nitrous acid NO(OH) ^ NfOTl)., - HoO
Nitric acid N0,(011) - NtOH)^ - 2H.>0.

by means of this view the fact, e.g. that the tribasic phosphoric
'ii id and the monobasic nitric acid belong to the same type, becomes
deaivi- than from the mere consideration of their formula

—

HJN),= P(0H),-H,0
HN03=N(0H),-2H,().

^'^ven if these types do not by any means exhaust all the cases,
^bll they allow of a review of the most important compounds, and
•>;ive their value on that account.
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CARBON

General.—Carbon is one of the most important elements in respect

both of the variety and wide distribution of its compounds and of tin;

importance which those have in nature as well as in the arts. Althougli

oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen are never failing constituents of

or organised structures, still carbon is fret|uently called the organic

element excellence^ because it is on the combining relations exhibited

by this element that the diversity of the substances of the organic

kingdom most essentially depends.

But the pre-eminent importance of carbon is due not only to its

being a constituent of the substances of which the structures of living

things are built up, but much more to its being the carrier of the supply

of energy which is expended in vital action. For a similar reason,

carl)on is of importance in the arts, for by far the greatest part of the

chemical energy which is set in motion for the accomplishment of the

most diverse ends is derived from the chemical transformations of

carbon.

Into a discussion of this side of the chemistry of carbon, however,

we can enter only after the compounds have been described which car-

bon forms with other elements. This, in turn, must be preceded by

a description of carbon itself.

Elementary carbon occurs in three different forms, which exhibit

relationships to one another similar to those found in the case of su
-

phur or phosphorus. It exists in two crystalline forms and also in

amorphous state. The different varieties of amorphous carbon aie

usually, but probably incorrectly, classed together as one kiiHj

Indeed, there are important reasons for thinking that there are sevcia

kinds of amorphous carbon, each possessing different properties, but none

of which are known in the pure state.

That which is called charcoal is amorphous carbon in a more oi

less pure state. On heating organic substances, e,g. substances dern*^^

from organisms, especially plants, and containing carbon, a residue o

this element is generally obtained, whereas the other elements presen ,

376
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especially oxygen and hydrogen, escape in the form of water and as

lower carbon compounds of these elements. Moreover, the residue

contains any non-volatile substances which may be present, as well as

residual quantities of hydrogen and oxygen, which are larger in amount

the lower the temperature of carbonisation.

In the charcoal produced, the structure of the material can in some

cases, c.ij. when obtained from wood, be recognised
;
wood charcoal

exhibits every celt of the wood well preserved. This is due to the

fact that at the temperatures which are reached under these conditions,

carbon is an infusible substance. If the original material has also this

same property of infusibility, as is the case with the substance forming

the cell-walls of wood, the form is well retained on carbonisation.

In other cases, where the original material liquefies either before or

during carl)onisation, c.y. in the case of sugar, the charcoal which is

ul)taine<l has the appearance of a mass which has been fused
;

this,

however, is due only to the fact that sugar, not carbon, is fusible.

Sugar charcoal is much purer than wood charcoal, because in it

the presence can easily bo avoided of non-volatile impurities which are

present in the case of wood charcoal, and which, on complete combustion,

remain l)ehind as a grey powder, the ash.

Soot is a still purer form of carbon. This is obtained by the

conilaistion, in a small supply of air, of volatile compounds of carbon
iiiid hydrogen, of which there are a large number. The hydrogen
then combines with the oxygen present, and the carbon is deposited
md can be collected in the form of a very fine and light powder.
'^m;dl quantities of hydrogen compounds which it still contains can
Usually be got rid of by igniting it with exclusion of air.

Ihc properties of this form of carlion arc the well-known black
j'uluur, a small density, easy combustibility, small conductivity for
U'ut and electricity, and a low degree of hardness.

All these properties, however, cannot be stilted in definite numbers,
/htaie found to vary to some extent, and that, indeed, in the follow-

^'IK'vay. The higher the temperature to which the amorphous carbon
exposed, and the longer that temperature was allowed to act on
carbon^ the greater are the density, hardness, conductivity for

and especially for electricity, and the less is its combustibility,
uu same time, the deep black colour passes into a gray one with a

^^^uiowhat metallic lustre.

drit

^
settled whether the cause of these changes is

particles of which the charcoal consists unite together

temperature to lai*ger particles, or that there are different

'^^^orphous carbon which occur mixed together in charcoal,

incre'^
dense, and better conducting of which forms are

produced at higher temperatures. The melting point of

certainly as high as 3000'’ or 3500°, the temperature of
metric arc, but it is quite possible that the general property of
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amorphous suhstances, of having no definite melting point, is |)rt'S('iit

also in this case, and that, therefore, even at nnich lower temperaluic<,

an incipient softening may occur which woidd lead to the formation of

larger grviiris hy the caking together of the smaller. In this ^vav,

the above-mentioned changes can be partially explained. It a[)p('ai's.

however, especially in view of the increase of the hardness and con-

ductivity, to be more appropriate to assume the existence of se\cial

forms of amorphous carbon, which differ from one another in tlic

way described, and which in varying proportions make up oidiiiaiv

chai’coal.

Cai’bon retains the solid state with especial obstinacy. Only at

the temperature of the electric ar*c, about 3o0()", does softeniiig and

volatilisation occui’. Further, there is scarcely a solvent Avhicli dis-

solves carbon to any great extent. The ordy better-known one is

liquid iron, in which carbon dissolves to the extent of a few pei' cent

at comparatively high temperatures, arrd from which it sepniates out

when the metal solidifiijs. Under these conditions, howevei', earlinii

does not appear in amorphous form, but in the crystalline foiiii of

graphite, which Avill be described later.

When heated in the air-, carbon unites Avith oxygen, and is con

\ erted into carlrori dioxide.

The fossil charcoal occurring in nature, such as anthracite, coni

and l)rown cord, consists, it is train, chiefly of carlron, but it nl^o

contiiins hydrogen and oxygen along Avith small (juantities of nitiDitvii,

sulphui', and very varying amounts of ash, i.c. rnirier’al admixtures ot

all kinds. The different sorts have all been foraned in a similar w.iv

to Avood charcoal, viz. fi*oni the remains of previous vegetation dv the

gradual loss of the other elements and the formation of a residue ot

carbon. This process has, hoAvever, taken place at a Ioav temper. itmc

and re([uired very lorrg periods of time. This process of carbonisalii*ii

has progressed furthest in the case of anthracite, Avhich contains oiib

([uite small quantities of hydrogen
;
not so far in the case of ordin:U'}

coal, and least of all in the case of biwn coal. The latbrr sulistaiices

cannot be regarded as carbon in the strict sense; on tli(5 eniiti'.ii,''

they consist of derivatix^es, of complex composition and certainly \ei.'

rich in carbon, of the substances of which the original plant-strnctuu^

were built up, or of mixtures of such substances Avith amorphous ciirduii.

On heating ordinary coal Avith exclusion of air-, the hydroyun

removed in the form of carbon compounds. This process is

out on the large scale for two purposes. On the one hand, coal up

in hydrogen is subjected to heating or “dry distillation,” and

gas(is containing carbon which are produced are collected in ordci

^

l)e used, after purification, for illuminating or heating purposes.
^

manufacture of coal gas plays a very important part, since gaseous

possesses important advantages over the solid or liquid.

enter into this more fully later.
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On tlie other hand, coal which is poor in hydrogen is also subjected

[I, dry distillation in order to obtain in the residues a fuel which is

almost free from hydrogen, and which in many cases, especially for

iiielalhifgieal purposes, is to be preferred to that containing hydrogen.

Tlies(' coal residues arc called coke, and are made on a very large scale.

A ])oint which is of essential importance here is that the greater

jiortioii of the sulphur present is removed in the cai'bonisation, so

that in tin’s respect also a purification is elFccted.

Absorption by Charcoal.—The porous and cellular character

which amorijhoiis charcoal fre(juently assumes, when produced from

(iinaiiic structures of a corresponding form, develops a property

which is possessed, indeed, by all substances, but which, in this case,

aiipcars with especial distinctness. This is the power possessed by

|)oioiis ch.arcoal of absorbing dissolved and gaseous substances from

iiiixlni'cs, and so freeing these from certoin components.

If, for example, wine, litmus solution, oi* similar coloured solutions

;n'(' shaken with finely porous charcoal (the most suitable being bone

rhiii'cojil, obtained by carl>onising bones), and then filtered, the liquid

|i;iss(‘s through the fdter either quite colourles.s, or, at least, consideraf)ly

lighter in colour. Likewise, from turbid, impure, or evil-smelling water

tlnre is ol)tained, by filtration through charcoal, clear water Avhich has

hot its smell entirely or to a large extent. For such purposes of

I'iirilieation, charcoal is largely used both in the arts and in the

laliomtoi'y.

The processes with which we are here dealing are called (ihsorption,

‘"h 'lep('nd on the fact that at the surface of contact between a solid

Ti'lv and a solution, a different concentration of the dissolved sub-

'tiiire is produced from that in the interior of the solution. In many
the concentration of the dissolved substance at such bounding

'Htfaci'.s is greater than in the rest of the solution, but the opposite
''I'' also occur.

llic cause which produces this action is of the same kind as that
'diich eliccts wetting. The bounding surfaces between different l)odies

gcuf'ially, the seat of a pecnliar kind of energy which is called

"’•'Leo ('tiergy. The phenomena of surface tension or the phenomena
^•ipillarity represent only a small portion of the actions of surface

; indeed, this comes into operation in all cases where different
"dies come together, or where surfaces of separation are present.

now, certain substances have the property of becoming specially

JI^'K'cntiated at a bounding surface, they will be removed from a solu-

^'V^''^dch they are present when such bounding surfaces are

in the solution. This is the case with charcoal and the above-

colouring matters. A definite equilibrium is established

the I'
^ portion in the solution and that absorbed on the charcoal,

^ part going to the charcoal.

action depends, in the first place, on the nature of the
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dissolved substance, but to some extent also on the nature of the

solid body. Substances of complex composition generally possess to

a comparatively much greater extent, the property of becoming con-

centrated at the bounding surfaces, whereas more simple substaiicc.s

remain chiefly in the solution. Since, now, most of the colomiiK^

matters which appear as unwelcome companion products in the

preparation of organic substances have a very complex nature, they

can be frequently removed from the solutions by this means. The

method is employed with very good results, for example, in the sugar

refineries, in order to so far decolorise the dark brown beet juice that

white sugar can be obtained from it.

The same holds also for the malodorous products of decomijosition

of organic bodies, animal excremental matter, etc., which, on account

of their complex nature, are also, as a rule, abundantly absorbed by

charcoal.

Finally, what has just been s;iid holds also for gas mixtures,

Gases also condense to a more or less considerable extent on the

surfaces of solid bodies, and again, the more complex and densci

gases do so generally much more than the simple and light ones.

The former can, therefore, also be removed more or less compli'tcly

from mixtures with the other gases.

Since the action trikes place at the bounding surface l)ctweeu the

solid body and the liquid or the gas, it is proportional to the surface.

The amount which 1 sq. cm. of surface can contain in this way is very

small
;

in one special case (that of ammonia on glass) it has been

found equal to
.r, o^'o cm. Even if in the casi; ut

other substances the number can become ten or a hundred times as

great, still the amounts with which we arc here dealing are always

exceedingly small. To obtain measurable amounts, therefore,

large surfaces must be employed
;

for the absorption of one gnim of

ammonia a square surface of 50 metre side is necessary. Such large

surfaces are found only in the case of very fine powders, oi‘ of very

finely cellular structures.

This quality is possessed by bone charcoal, because bones contain,

besides the organic matter of a gluey nature, large amounts of calemm

phosphate. On carbonisation, the cellular structure is very compleb’

}

preserved l)y means of this embedded matter, and if the calciuw

phosphate is removed by solution in hydrochloric acid, a faii ly

charcoal is obtained which for a given amount of substance posschS'ej

an exceedingly large surface, and therefore exhibits the pheiiomeiri

absorption with especial distinctness.
I

If organic substances, sugar, which do not themseh es }
t

on carbonisation a charcoal with largely developed surface, be

with calcium phosphate or similar infusible and readily removable

a strongly absorbing charcoal is obtained by the carbonisation of

mixtures, after removal of the admixed substance. In this case
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lanni (levelopment of surface has been artificially caused, and with it,

also, the corresponding action obtained.

Another action with is connected with the one just described is

the ciitalytic acceleration, especially of gas reactions, which is exerted

1)V substances with largely developed surface. Thus, the oxidation of

iiiany sul)stances by free oxygen is greatly accelerated when charcoal

is present. Likewise, gases which under given conditions act only

slowly on one another, can be made to act more quickly with the help

of charcoal. In these cases, however, the actions of charcoal are

nrcatly surpassed by the analogous actions of spongy platinum.

Graphite.—Graphite is a crystalline form of carbon. It occurs

ill nature as black -grey masses with a feebly metallic lustre, and

(Tvstalliscs in forms belonging to the hexagonal system
;

it is found in

various localities, especially in Bohemia, Cumberland, and Siberia. It is

distinguished from amorphous carbon by its greater density, its good

( oiuluctivity for electricity, and the great difficulty with which it burns.

It is possible to effect its combustion only by heating it to a bright

red heat in a current of oxygen. From the denser and better con-

ducting forms of amorphous carbon, it is distinguished by its very low

degree of har’dness. This circumstance makes it probable that amor-

phous carbon which has been strongly heated and has thereby become

11 conductor, does not owe this property to the formation of a certain

luiiount of graphite, for such carbon becomes at the same time very

hard and does not give a black streak as graphite does.

Graphite can also be obtained artificially by allowing carbon to

I'tystallise out from fused metals. It has already been mentioned that

diis is best known in the case of iron, but there are other metals

''hick dissolve small quantities of charcoal when heated, and from

'vhich the latter separates at lower temperatures in a crystalline form

graphite.

Graphite, also, must be divided into difierent groups which exhibit
a somewhat different behaviour. It has, however, not yet been settled

^Giether these differences may not perhaps be due only to mechanical

‘‘'aercnces, the one form consisting of innumerable lamiine laid closely

^^tgcth(3r, while the other forms more coherent masses. We shall here,

diercforc, refrain from entering on a discussion of these differences,

^baphite agrees with amorphous carbon in its resistance to fusion,

volatilisation at comparatively high temperatures. It is used,
acrcforc, for making crucibles which have to withstand especially

’

femperatures, and for this purpose it is mixed with some clay to
-IS binding material and then moulded. The slight combustibility

^ ^I'liphite allows of such crucibles being heated without special pre-
^^^utions even in the air.

beii^^^^’
applications of graphite are due to its property of

_ scales. Lead pencils are made from graphite, the
‘iss being finely powdered, and, by admixture with clay or other
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binding nnitericil, formed into the well-known thin rods, to wliich

firmness is inijrarted by slight firing. According to the amount nf

substance added, the pencil has varying hardness.

Further, graphite is used as a lubricant, and this also depends on

its easy disintegration into smooth scales. These fill up any luievon-

ness in the rubbing surfaces and (prickly form a smooth coating,

which edects an easy gliding. Where it can be applied, giaphite

has the advantage over grease of being insensitive to diffei-eucc's of

temperature.

Diamond.—A second crystalline form of carbon is the dianiond,

In contradistinction to the two other forms, diamond is transpaicnt

and colourless, but pcjssesses the power of strong refr/iction aii<t

dispersion, so that, when cut into regular forms, it exhibits a

considerable lustre and play of colours, to which its use as a gem

is due. That it consists (jf pure carbon is seen fimn the fact that it

yields on combustion carbon dioxide, and this also in exa(;tly tin

same proportions as any other form of j)urc caiLon.

Diamond crystallises in the regular system chiefly in octalKalia,

Avhich often exhibit somewhat rounded edges. The property which is

most important for its applications, is its great hardness. In this

respect it is superior to all other naturally occurring substances, and

also to most of those that can be artifichdly prepared. It is used for

cutting glass, for drills for working in hard rock, for chisels used for

turning very hard steel and emery discs, etc. A rpiickly rotating

disc of tin-plate or of copper into which diamond splinters ha\’c been

pressed, cuts glass and other hard substances Avith ease.

According as it is desired to use the diamond for writing on or

for cutting glass, differently formed pieces must be used. Foi- Avniting

almost any point may be used Avliich when properly held will sciapc

out splinters from the surface of the glass, and according to the sharp

ness of the point and the pressure employed, the finest lines can he

drawn. For cutting glass, the diamond must have a chisehshapeil

edge, which will cleave the glass
;
.such a diamond cuts, therefore, onlv

in one definite position, and must be held accordingly.

Diamonds occur rather rarely in nature, so that their price is high-

Their artificial preparation has recently been .successful, but has as

pelded only microscopically small crystals. Diamonds are ()btaiiaH

by fusing iron which contains carbon and allowing this to fall in siiri

(quantities into water, so that it is suddenly cooled. If the non n

then dissolved, a small quantity of a crystalline dust is left Avho^e

density, hardness, resistance to the acti()n of chemical agents, nm

combustion on heating, show it to be composed of diamond.
"

Fig. 97 such artificial diamonds are shown as seen under

microscope.
^

*

.

Although the pure diamond is colourless, diamonds of all pn'^si

'

colours, especially yellow, and from brown to black, occur in natuin
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I'he latter, which have no value as gems, are used for technical purposes.

The colours are due to impurities, especially organic substances.

As regards the mutual stability-relations of these different foi’ms of

c;iii)on, we possess as yet no

exact knowledge, for the a

transitions take place here 0 '

with such excessive slowness

that it is hardly possible to d f ‘a /Xk
follow them experimentally, e

liA

The following has been estab- '

I M \|
lidied with some degree of

Ain()iT)lious carl)on must
^

he regarded as the least stable

;

it contains the greatest

;niH)unt of energy. Graphite must, very probably, be regarded

as the most stable at comparatively high temperatures, ddie reason

of this is, (!specially, that at very high temperatures diamond passes

into graphite. Accordingly, diamond would, with respect to stability,

stand in the middle.

£J|

However, as is known, the relative stability of different forms of

the same substance depends very much on the temperature, and it

is, therefore, not admissible to dii-ectly draw conclusions as to the

iclations at ordinary temperatures from those existing at 3000 .

Compounds with Oxygen.—Carbon forms txvo oxides, one

vnnhining Aveight of carbon being able to unite with one or with

two eomhining weights of oxygen. The second of these compounds
hy far the more important.

Carl)oii dioxide, CO,, is a gas xvith the normal weight 44
;

it is

cclouih'ss, has a feeble "but distinct taste and smell, and dissolves

f'^idy readily in water. At room temperature, water absorbs about

t^'iual volume of the gas. \\uth changes of pressure and tempera-

carbon dioxide shows appreciable deviations from the simple gas

by increase of pressure it can be readily liquefied. In the

^'hlowiiig table the vapour pressures of c^irbon dioxide are given;

are equal to the pressures which must just be exceeded in

that the gas may pass into a liquid.

t^inperaturt!. rressiirf. ToiuiR'nilure. I’lVSStlVt'.

- 80° 1 *00 atin.
-10° 2G-76 atm.

- 70° 2-08 „
0° 35-40 „

- 00° 3*90 „ +i(r 46-05 ,,

- 50° 6’80 „ + 20° 58-84 „
- 40° 10-25 „ + 30° 73-84

-30° 15-16 „ + 31° 75-56 „
-20° 19*93 „

can be seen from this table, the pressure of liquefaction at 0°
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is equal to 35 atin.
;
at - 80'" the pressure of 1 atm. is suffici(‘iil in

order to liquefy the gas. The critical temperature is 3r; this is the

limit up to which the conversion of the gas to a liquid can be cllei ted

by pressure.

The Critical Phenomena. —Since it was in the case of ciii hoii

dioxide that the critical phenomena were first discovered in their

mutual connection, it will be appropriate to discuss them more fully m
this point. This will be. best done Avith tlie help of a di.igiaiii

representing the relation of pressure and volume.

In Fig. 98, the volumes are measured to the right and the pinessures

upAvards. For every temperature there will then 1)C a line which w ill

represent the corresponding values of pressure and volume. If, tlu iv-

fore, any definite temperature is taken, there Avill correspond to (ach

pressure a definite volume, and rire^versa ; all the corresponding values

of these Avill bo represented by a connecting line, Avhicli is called an

mtherm, because it is a line of constant temperature.

For liquids, the isotherms have the folloAV'ing form. If the iiivs

sure Aveighing on a liquid be changed, the volume changes in the

opposite sense, but only to a very small amount, l)eeauso tlie conipres-

sibility of liquids is very small. If, therefore, in the above mentioned

diagram, Ave measure the volumes to the right and the pic’ssures

upAvards, Ave olitain an almost perpendicular line, since almost identical

volumes correspond to very diflerent pressures, and the former, tlicie

fore, lie almost exactly under one another. On account of the slight

increase of volume Avith diminishing pre.ssure, the isotherm for liijuids

inclines slightly to the right, if Ave folloAv it from above downAviiids,

that is, in the direction of smaller pressures. In Fig. 98
,
the line

marked 13T‘" shoAvs on the left such a liquid-isotherm.

At a definite minimal pressure, vapour l)egins to be evolved froni

the liquid. If avc now attempt to further loAver the pressure I'.v

increasing the volume, we do not succeed, but more vapour is given oh

and the pressure remains unchanged, the temperature being supposed

constant. Aline representing constant pre.ssure with changing volume

is a horizontal line in our diagram. For the states consisting of liq'hh

and vapour, the isotherm is, therefore, a horizontal line, e.g. the middle

portion of the line 13T° in Fig. 98. On continually increasing iL'

volume, all the li(|uid finally evaporates, and only vapour is nov

present. So soon as this occurs, the pressure again diminishes as the

volume increases, but to a much less extent than in the liquid state.

The vapour formed follows approximately the law of Boyle,

const., and the isotherm is represented by a portion of a line such

in Fig. 18, p. 76, or a hyperbola. This is the right end of the lino 1 >

in Fig. 98.

If now we apply the same considerations to another isotherm
‘j

higher temperature, we may, to begin with, repeat what has been

word for word. The difference which exists, consists in the fact tmi
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ihe \(»ltini(;s of the on account of the higJior tenij)eraturo, are

I'atlicr gi'cater than previously, under the same pressures
;
the liquid-

isotherm, therefore, lies

to the right of the pre-

vious one. Further, the

vapoiu‘, on account of the

liiglier temperature, ap-

pearsatagreater pressure

;

the hoi’izontal portion of

the isotherm, therefore,

stints higher up than

previously. Finally, the

liipiid entirely evaporates

at a smaller volume. I^r,

even if on account of the

higher temperature the

vapour should have, at a

given pressure, a smaller

(hnisity, still the increase

'h the vapour pressure

hv which the volume is

(limiiiished, amounts to

’iiiieh more, and the total

Jesuit is a considerable

'•iiiiiiiution of the volume
the vapoui*. The

tofni for such an isotherm
a higher temperature
J'epresented in Fig. 98

'|y the curve marked with '2\’V\ in which the above mentioned
' '‘leiviices from the lower isotherm for 13T' can be seen.

Ihe higher, now, the teni|)erature is taken, the nearer do the two
^ "f the horizontal straight lines come together, ie. the less do the

I
nines or the densities of the li([uid and of the \'apour differ from

'"n- another. On the isotherm 311' the two finally come together in
point K,

of this is that in the imint K, the densities of liquid

become equal, and since, apart from this, the composi-

nature are the same, the two states become com-

<iistii r

point, the critical {mint, therefore, the
^ J'n-tioii between liquid and va|)our disappears.

some
temperatures the isotherms, of which there are still

tiiiuoii'^

^ diagram, have no horizontal middle portion Imt arc con-

<ire
accordingly, the phenomena of liquefactimi and evaporation

lifstl'l
changes of state take place eontinnoushj. At

l^roximity of the critical point makes itself still evident in the

2c
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Hcxures of the isotherms, as is clearly shown in the isotherms

and 35‘o ;
at 48T“, however, these have also disappeared, and the

isotherms no longer differ essentially from those of a gas. The conv

sponding isotherms for air are inserted to the right at the top of tin-

diagram
;
these show that carbon dioxide, under the high pic^ssiircs

employed, deviate from the gas laws in such a way that the ^ o]llIll('s

are considerably smaller than in the case of a perfect gas.

The region enclosed by the curved, dotted line, in which tin- lion

zontals representing the states liquid plus vapour lie, can be calh-d tin-

region of hderogeneous states, since in it two phases are jircsi-iit.

Everywhere else, there is only one phase present : at the left

liquid
t
at the right, vapour. The diagram shows that ahove tJir n-iiinil

point these two latter regions are emtinuonsly cmneded with one niiulhi f.

In other words, it must be possible to convert a liquid into a xapoui

or a vapour into a liquid without the one ever being obsciacil i"

separate from the other, or without liquid ever visibly passing iiii"

vapour, or viee versa.

To perform this, carbon dioxide is first com])rcssed at a low tinii-

perature, so that it is completely converted into a liquid. One tluis

commences with a point which lies to the left of the region of licteio

geneous states. If, now, the pres.sure is always maintained lii,i;l'

enough so as to remain in this region, and the temperature hi' raised

above 31 T ,
we always remain to the left of the central field Imt ivacli

a point higher than the point K. If the pressure is now diminislied,

while the temperature is maintained above the critical value, we pass

to the right along one of the isotherms. On this isotherm th(‘ prr^

sure can be diminished to any desired extent, and the temperature also

can l)e allowed to fall
;

so long as one avoids coming int" du*

heterogeneous region, the carbon dioxide is undoubtedly in the

state, a fact of which one can convince oneself by reducing the pivssnir

to that of the atmosphere and opetiing the vessel.

Similarly, just as along a path above the point K, a liquid can

converted continuously into a vapour or a gas without vapom e^tI

making its appearance along with it, so it is possible to convcit a

continuously into a liquid without a separation of liquid ever )ic(

visible. For that purpose, it is only necessary to raise the tem[)ci:>^’i^

above the critical value, and the gas can then be compressed
^

liquefying. Above the pressure corresponding to the point K,

critical pressure, the temperature can be lowered below 31 T .

pressure be now diminished, it is found that the substance exists i" “

liquid state.
^ ^ 1

^^,

The critical point
,
K is characterised by three magnitude .

critical temperature, or the temperature of the isotherm in whicli

and vapour become identical; the critical pressure correspond

this
;
and the critical volume or the critical density. The two

are the values of the pressure and volume, or density, at the i^oin
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They iir<3 obtained from the diagram by reading off* the eori‘esponding

distances on the axes of pressure and volume. Thus, the critical pres-

sure of carbon dioxide is found to l)e about 75 atm. The critical

voluiuc has to be referred to some definite quantity of substance
;

for

one mole, or 4 i gm. carbon dioxide, it amounts to 112 cc.

Three such critical constants belong to every pure substance.

Whereas the critical temperatures are to be found ranging from the

lowest to the highest temperatures, the critical pressures move within

hiiily narrow limits, between 20 and 100 atmospheres, wliich they

exceed only in quite exceptional cases. The critical volumes of one

mole are also not very different
;

like the other critical constants, they

increase with the molar weight of the respective substances, and vary

fiom 10 to some hundred cubic centimetres.

Liquid Carbon Dioxide.—On account of the modeiate pressure

by whicdi carbon dioxide can be liquefied, even at the ordinary tem-

perature, this substance is now placed on the market in large quantities

ill the liquid form. For this purpose, the gas is pumped into iron

cylinders (Fig. 37, p. 103), which arc kept cool, and is thereby con-

verted into the liquid state. The starting material, carbon dioxide gas,

occurs abundantly in various localities. Fspecially in districts where
volcanic activity, previous or existing, can be recognised, copious

streams of carbon dioxide are frc(piently found escaping from fissures

in the earth, and this gas is suitable for being directly liquefied. In

Germany, such sources of carbon dioxide exist especially in the Itifel

district.

If liquid carbon dioxide be allowed to stream out into the air, part
^-»f it i mined iately evaporates. So much heat is thereby withdrawn
fi'om the remainder that its temperature sinks below the point of

‘solidification of carbon dioxide, and the latter solidifies in the form of

'vliite snow. By allowing the liquid to stream into a b<ag of closely

^'’oven cloth, the “ carbonic acid snow” can be filtered off, the solid

loniaiiiing in the bag while the gaseous portion escapes through the
fnhric.

The solid dioxide is used chiefly for producing low temperatures,

this purpose it is mixed with ether, which still remains liquid at the

f^niperature produced, and a paste is thus obtoined whose temperature
" 80 y In a space pumped as vacuous as possible, the temperature of

fi’oezing mixture sinks, in consequence of the accelerated evapora-
f’tm, to - lOOx

Solution in Water.—In water, carbon dioxide dissolves in
'^ceonlaiic^j with the law of Henry (p. 271). The aqueous solution has

K idiilous taste and causes a prickling sensation. The refreshing
j^stc of spring water is produced essentially by the presence of carbon

is present in abundance in most natural waters. It

in
tfiese from the soil, where it is being constantly developed

ne slow combustion of the organic substances by the oxygen of the
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air. Since the saturation with this gas has taken place at a low tem

perature, such waters are generally supersaturated, and when ihtn

l)Ccomc warmer by standing in the air, the gas slowly forms bul)l)les

on the walls of the vessels. This formation of bubbles in watei- con

taining carbon dioxide is regarded as a sign of a palatable drinkini;

water. It of course gives no security against the presence of olliei

substances of a harmful nature.

Water in which carbon dioxide is dissolved in somewhat largei

amoiuits frequently occurs in nature, and is used, as aerated or iniiicjal

waters, for medicinal purposes or as a beverage. Large (piantities of

water artificially saturated with carbon dioxide under the pressure of

from two to three atmospheres are prepared, and are used, with addi

tion of various salts, for the same purposes.

. Liquids containing carbon dioxide are also produced in the feinicn

tation of solutions containing sugar. In this process the sugar decom

poses into alcohol and carbon dioxide, and in certain liquids of this

kind, e.g. beer and sparkling wine, the fermentation is conducted in

such a way that the carbon dioxide does not escape, but remains div

solved, in larger or smaller amounts, in the liquid.

For the preparation of aerated liquids, the gas was formerly chicll)

prepared from naturally occurring compounds, the carbonates, b\

means of acids. At the present time, liquid carbon dioxide is cliietiy

employed, being manufactured in large quantities and placed on the

market at a very low price.

Carbonic Acid.—The solution of carbon dioxide reacts feebh

acid to litmus, the colouring substance being rendered not bright red

but only wine red. This, however, is essentially due to the small con

centration obtained in aqueous solutions of the gas under ordiniirv

pressure. If the amount dissolved is increased by using higher pre.^

siires, a solution is obtained which also gives the ordinary bright led

colour with litmus.

In the aqueous solution, therefore, there is an acid present, and

carbon dioxide is to be looked upon as the anhydride of this acid.

The relations are the same as in the case of sulphurous acid ;

the

formula of carbonic acid is HoCO.^, and it decomposes with extrenu*

readiness into water and the anhydride COo, carbon dioxide or carbonic

acid anhydride.

Carbonic acid is a dibasic acid with very slightly developed acid

properties. Like the dibasic acids in general, it forms two kinds of

anions, the monovalent HCO3' divalent CO3". Since even the

process H.^COgSsH* + HCOg' takes place only to a very slight extent,

the second stage of dissociation, HCOg'= H’ + COg", is, for most ]nu

poses, inappreciably small. In aqueous solution, therefore, the mono-

valent ion HCO./ is formed by preference, and to this some of tht

characteristic properties of the carbonates are due.

The salts of carbonic acidy or the carbonateSy are mostly very difficult

}
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soluble in water
;
only those of the alkali metals form an exception

and are easily soluble. The latter react fairly strongly alkaline, since

froiii the tendency of the^ion CO^" to interact with water and pass into

H( 0.^ (COg + ^20 = HCOg' + OH'), a certain amount of hydroxidion
is produced, whereby the alkaline reaction is effected. On addition of
;icids, all carbonates evolve carbon dioxide. Carbonic acid is first

formed, but this can exist in aqueous solution only to a small extent
;ui(l mostly decomposes into the anhydride and water : H,CO., = CO., i-

Hp. Since carbonic acid is, as has just been mentioned, a very
feeble acid, this reaction is brought about also by other weak acids,
and the power of expelling carbon dioxide from carbonates can almost
l)L‘ considered as a characteristic of the acids.

The Circulation of Carbon.—In nature, carbonic acid and
the carbonates occur in very large quantities. The air always contains
carbon dioxide, the amount of which varies somewhat. In places
where there is no special source of the gas i)resent, the amount is

about of the volume of the air. This amount is increased by
organic respiration and combustion processes of all kinds

;
added to

this, there are also considerable amounts of carbon dioxide derived
from volcanic action.

All organisms make up for the waste necessary for their vital
activity by the consumption of chemical energy, which, for the greatest
[•art, IS the energy of the oxidation of caibon. Whereas animals and
those plants which do not contain chlorophyll can carry out the oxida-
tion only of already existing carbon compounds, and live from these,
ye green plants can also carry out the opposite process; they can
' ecompose carbon dioxide into carbon (or compounds of carbon) and
lee oxygen. For this a considerable expenditure of energy is
iiecesHHiy, and this the green plants derive from the radiant energy of
ynlight. They thereby stoi-e up not only the supply of energy which
yey lequiro for their own life, but they also yield the supply of
cneigy which is used by all the other organisms and which these take
m the form of food. By the oxidation of this carbonaceous food,
of all the herbivorous and then indirectly through the medium of
the carnivorous animals obtain their vital energy,

to
oxidation in respiration, the carbon again retiums

proi^^
carbon dioxide, and a “circulation of carbon” is

anil
Ibe mutual preservation of the vegetable and

appears to be lastingly assured. However, for this

liere
^

i

conservation of the airbon that is the real problem

'diich
carbon is only to effect the transport of em'gy^

^be essential thing. In fact, certain organisms are known,
bacteria, which obtain their vital energy not from

Cal re^f
carbon compounds* but by quite different chemi-

any caV^”*’
therefore, organisms which do not require

‘ r on for their nourishment
; no organism, however, is conceiv-
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able Avhicli would not require to have free energy at its disposal in

order to exhibit any kind of vital activity.

So far, now, as our knowledge extends, no such cycle exists foi

energy. Here it is a case of a current flowing in one direction, which

pours out from the sun on to the earth, where it is partly used u]) and

partly stored up by the plants. The supplies stored up by the plants

are for the greatest part further used up by the other organisms, but ;i

smaller part is preserved as fossil combustible material and serves in

later times as the most important source of energy in the industrial life

of man. That the free energy which is derived from the sun and

which in this way is finally used up, will by any process bo again made

disposable, we have no sign
;
on the contrary, from the experience

which has been gained with the terrestrial processes, it is to be

assumed as probable that such a reverse process, corresponding to the

spontaneous flow of a stream uphill, is not possible (p. 132). It is,

therefore, of essential interest for the permanent maintenance of life

that as large a portion as possible of the radiant energy of the sun

should be brought into the storable form of chemical energy, and that,

therefore, as large a part as possible of the earth’s surface be covered

with green plants. As is well known, great improvements in this

respect are still possible.

If one considers that, as already mentioned, the amounts of energy

used in the industries are also derived for the most part from the

chcmicfd energy of carbon, namely, in so far as they are obtained ly

the combustion of coal or other fossil fuel, we see that this element is,

in fact, along with oxygen, the most important carrier of chemical

energy, indeed, of any energy whatever. It would be incorrect to

designate carbon alone as the carrier. The quantities of energy in

question become free only by combustion, when the carbon com-

bines with oxygen, and we must not assert that the energy was con-

tained solely in the one or other element. In other words, we are

dealing with the energy equation

C + 02 = C0,-f 406^^;

and for this, each member is of equal importance. Only, the carbon

readily appears to be the sole carrier of the energy because the ox} gcii

is generally accessible in the air and does not, therefore, require to be

specially prepared and bought. If the plants did not separate the

oxygen in the gaseous form but as a solid compound rich in oxygem,

the latter would be just as necessary for the conservation of life an^

the heating of steam engines, as the solid carbon compounds ;
it, also,

would be consumed by animals, and would also be collected by

and placed on the market.

The Combining Weight of Carbon has been determined bv

combustion to carbon dioxide. The latter can be completely retainer
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1)V ;i c(3ncentrated solution of caustic potash or soda and weighed. If,

therefore, the carbon is weighed, and also the potash apparatus before

and after the experiment, we can ascertain how much carbon dioxide

has l)eeii formed by the combustion, and, by difference, how much
oxygen has combined with the carbon. In this way, pure amorphous

{haicoal as well as graphite and diamond have been investigated
;

with all three, exactly the same ratio has been obtained, so that the

<litlerent quantities of energy present in the different forms of carbon

exert no influence on the combining weight. The uniform result

(if the determinations was that exactly 12’00 of carbon unite with

t\v(3 combining weights
(
= 32) of oxygen, so that we have to put

C-T2-00,

Detection of Carbonic Acid.—Although carbon dioxide on

being dissolved in water yields only very feebly acid solutions, it

readily forms salts with dissolved bases
;

it is, therefore, rapidly and

completely absorbed by solutions of these. This behaviour is made
use of for the detection and quantitative determination of carbon

dioxide {e.g. in the air), and those bases more especially are employed
which form insoluble carbonates. Most frequently there is used a

solution of lime or calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)o, which forms with the

dibasic carbonic acid the salt CaCO.^, or calcium carbonate. This is

precipitated from the solution in the form of a white powder, and by
means of it small quantities of carbonic acid can be detected.

The formation of this white precipitate is sufficient for the quali-

tative proof of the presence of carbonic acid. If a quantitative deter-

mination has to bo made, a measured volume of the lime solution

(lime water), the strength of which has been determined by titration

'vith an acid (p. 186), is taken, and after the reaction has occurred the

precipitate is allowed to settle, and the amount of lime remaining is

determined in a measured portion of the clear liquid
;
the difference is

measure of the carbon dioxide absorbed.

Derivatives of Carbonic Acid.—Although carbonic acid itself

not known, there exist not only a large number of salts which are
derived from it, but also compounds formed by the replacement of its

liydroxyls
; more especially, the chlorides and amides of carbonic acid

•ne known, some of which are of very great importance.
if carbonic acid be written as a hydroxyl compound, there are

possible, on account of the presence of two hydroxyls, two chlorides
mid two amides, exactly as we found in the case of sulphuric acid

(P- diOo).
Represented schematically, we have the following com-
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All these substances are known, some, however, only in the form of

compounds.

The mrhon ox>jchloride, COCl, ov iurhonijl chloride (the residue CO
is called carbonyl), is produced directly from carbon monoxide (|). olil)

and chlorine, by mixing these two gases in equal proportions and ex-

posing to sunlight. Here, as in many other cases, the action of

chlorine is very markedly accelerated by the influence of light. To
this is also due the name “phosgene gas” for carbonyl cliloride.

iSince, however, the compound is also formed without the aid of light,

we are not dealing here with the communication of a necessary energy,

As in the case of the reduction of carbon dioxide in the green jihints

(p. 389), but merely with a case of acceleration
; the light acts

catalytically.

In defect of sunlight, charcoal can also be used as catalyser ;
com

bination likewise takes place, especially on passing the gaseous mixtuie

over animal charcoal.

The reaction occurs in accordance with the equation CO f Cl., ^

COCC. That is to say, one volume of each of the two compomnits

unites to form one volume of the compound.
Carbon oxychloride is a colourless gas with a suffocating odour,

and can be readily liquefied by means of a freezing mixture
;

it hoils

under atmospheric pressure, at + 8".

Carbon oxychloride behaves chemically as a true acid chloride, b

is decomposed by water, forming carbonic acid and hydrochloric aci<l,

and by ammonia with form«ation of ammonium chloride and the ainidc

of carbonic acid (vide infra).

The first chloride of carbonic acid, or chlorocarbonic ;>cid,

CICOOH, is usually called chlorformic acid, since the correal

ing hydrogen compound, the monobasic acid HCOOII, is called foiini'

acid. It is not known in the free state, but oidy as a constituent

more complex compounds
; these belong to organic chemistry, and will,

therefore, not be treated in detail here.

Amides of Carbonic Acid.—As has already been mentioned, the

amide of carbonic acid is formed by the action of ammonia on carhon}
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cliluritle, in accordance with the general reaction as represented by

the equation COCl^ + 4NH.j := CO(NHo
).2 + ^NH^Cl. These two sub-

stances can be separated by treatment with alcohol, in which tlie

amide, but not the ammonium chloride, is soluble, and the carbonic

acid amide, or carbamide, is obtained as white crystals which are

soluble in water, and have a cooling and somewhat bitter taste. They
liavc no saline character, and their aqueous solution does not conduct

the ebictric current.

Tlie same sul)stance is formed in the bodies of the mammals,
especially the carnivora, as the final product of the metabolism of the

nitrogen which is contained in the food and consumed in vital activity,

and leaves the organism dissolved in the watery excretion, the urine.

From the urine of the carnivora, after being concentrated, it mostly
crystallises directly

;
from that of the omnivora, especially of man, it

cannot be obtained in this simple way, since its crystallisation is

hindered by the pr-esence of other substances. To the concentrated
liriuid, strong nitric acid is added

;
a difficultly soluble compound is

then formed which crystallises out, and from which the substance can
he easily obtained by converting the nitric acid into a salt by any
base. From its occurrence in urine, the compound is usually called
iireii.

As amide of carbonic acid, urea has the property of t)assing, by
conil)ination with water, into the ammonium salt of carbonic acid :

F0(NTy^^ + 2H./) = (NH4).>C0.{. At the ordinary temperature this

‘hange is exceedingly slow; at 100', however, appreciable amounts
of ammonium carbonate are formed in an aqueous solution of urea,
‘iod if acid is added, the transformation proceeds still more quickly,
die carbonic acid being evolved, and the corresponding ammonium

rmnaining in solution. Strong bases have a similar action. \n
I'Otrefying urine ferments are present which have been formed by the
‘^oliizomycetes which vegetate in the urine, and these have the power

accelerating this absorption of water by urea, even in neutral
j’Olution. Sometimes such ferments are present in the bladder of the
‘^ing organism

;
the ammonium carbonate then formed has a cori'osive

on the organism, and can cause very severe illness,

fhi account of its occurrence in the animal organism, urea was
^ organic compounds before its simple relation to
^'^r^oiiic acid had been discovered. Since the organic compounds were
ornierly regarded as being produced under the influence of a special

the vital force, the actions of which, it was assumed, could not

in

outside the organism, a great sensation was caused when,

Thi/
"^’ discovered a method of preparing urea artificially,

aoid^
transformation which the ammonium salt of cyanic

later

^ aqueous solution, and will be described somewhat

first “synthesis” of an organic compound was followed later
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l)y innumerable others, and although by no means all the compoumk
which occur in animals and plants have as yet been artificially pn--

pared, still in the work which has been directed towards this end, no

circumstiince has been encountered which makes it improbable that, on

more thorough investigation, it will bo possible to artificially prepay'

all the constituents of the organisms.

NH,
The other amide of carbonic acid has the formula CO

;
it is,

OH
therefore, an acid, and is called civrhwmc acid.

Carbamic acid itself is not known. Its salts arc produced wlien

ammonia and carbon dioxide come together in presence of bases.

Thus, the calcium salt is obtained by adding ammonia to calcinni

hydroxide and passing carbon dioxide into the mixture. Since

calcium carbamate, Ca(OCONH2)2, is soluble in water, while calcium

(‘arbonate is not, the formation of a soluble calcium salt in the ahoAc

circumstances is a proof of the formation of the new salt.

'rhe ammonium salt of carbamic acid is formed as a white crystal

line mass on bringing ammonia and carbon dioxide together. This

can be carried out directly with the two gases, or, more conveniently,

the gases are passed into anhydrous alcohol, in which the ammonium

carl)amate soon separates out as an insoluble solid.

In accordance with the formula of the acid, the composition of the

salt is given by the formula NH^OCONII^. If wo write the summed

formula we obtain CO.,N.,H^, i.c. the sum of one mole carbon dioxide

and two moles ammonia. This is the explanation why the salt can he

formed directly by the union of the two gases.

Ry themselves, the airbamates, even in acpieous solution, are fairly

stable, especially when the solution has an alkaline reaction. If, how

ever, the liquid is acidified, an ammonium salt is formed and carbon

dioxide is liberated. This reaction is reprcvsented by the equation

HOCONH., = NH., + CO.„ which shows that carbamic acid can p:nss

directly into ammonia and carbon dioxide.

Carbon Monoxide.—When coal is burned in a restricted sup])ly

of air, a gas is formed which can burn in the air with a characteristu

blue flame, forming carbon dioxide. This phenomenon is casd\

seen in a coal fire. When most of the hydrogen compounds present

have been burned, and the coal has become quite incamlescent,

the coal lying at the foot of the grate which comes into contact wit i

the entering air, burns, it is true, to carbon dioxide, but this ga^j

passing through the upper layer of glowing coal is, in accordance

the equation CO.2 + C =» 2CO, reduced to the compound CO,
|

represents the above combustible gas. At the top of the

layer, where abundance of air can again find access, the gas burns 0

dioxide with the above-mentioned blue flame.

This compound, therefore, can be obtained by passing car )oa
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dioxide over strongly heated charcoal. Since in this process much

lie;it is taken up, this must be communicated from without, %.<>. the

tiilie must be strongly heated. If the issuing gas is passed through a

solution of caustic soda, the carbon dioxide which remains undecom-

posod is absorbed, and the residue is pure carbon monoxide.

Carbon monoxide is a colourless gas with the molar weight 28

;

it must, therefore, have the formula CO. The density is equal to that

of nitrogen, and most of the phy.sical properties of the two equally

dense gases also show close agreement. Thus, the critical magnitudes

iire
:

—

Oarbon inolioxidt*. Nitruyon.

Critiral tempomture . . .
-140' -146’

Critical pressure .... 86 atm. 3.5 atm.

Critical molecular volume . .
— 103 cc.

The solubility of the two gases in water is also equally small.

Of the special properties of carbon monoxide, its poisonousness

diould be mentioned, which, in certain circumstances, makes it a very

(laiigorous substance. This depends on the fact that the gas can com-

to form a very stable compound with haunoglobin, the colouring

mutter of the red blood corpuscles. Now, luemoglobin has the function

bf taking up the oxygen inspired into the lungs and of conveying it

through the blood canals to the parts of the body where, by its oxidis-

ing action on the different tissues and their constituents, it maintains

vital activity. But if the haemoglobin combines with carbon monoxide,

>t loses the power of taking up oxygen, and precisely the same effects

supervene as on suffocation.

8uoh cases of carbon monoxide poisoning easily occur when coal is

huriied in a stove which has an insufficient outlet, or if this outlet b(‘

dosed. Every year such cases of poisoning occur through closing the

stove register too soon. Carbon monoxide poisoning may also be

uveasioned by coal gas, which, on an average, contains OT of its volume
ciirbon monoxide. Certain kinds of gas which are obtained by the

'^•^‘tioii of steam on heated charcoal (water gas) contain much more
^^d)on monoxide, and their use in daily life is, therefore, not without

’d'jection.

The presence of carbon monoxide can be detected by the fact

duit it is so readily absorbed by haemoglobin. If the gas to be

’'‘'estigated is passed into a solution of the colouring matter of the
dood, the presence of carbon monoxide is shown by the appearance of

Vi characteristic bands in the absorption spectrum of the colouring
j'uittcr. These, it is true, appear similar to those produced by oxygen,
'Ut they can be distinguished from the ktter by the fact that on addi-

of reducing agents sodium sulphide) they do not disappear,
'' hereas the oxygen bands do.

vVith oxygen, carbon monoxide burns to dioxide in accordance with
® equation 2CO + 02= 2002* Two volumes, therefore, of the mon-
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oxide unite with one volume of oxygen to yield two volumes nf

carbon dioxide, and in this respect the relations correspond exactly to

those of <lctonating gas obtained from hydrogen and oxygen. AVith

oxygen or air, carbon monoxide also yields a detonating gas oi'

explosive mixture, which, however, burns much less violently than the

former.

This is not in any way due to a smaller development of heat, the

heat of combustion being in both cases almost exactly the same, for

it amounts to 284 Ij for one mole of carbon monoxide, and 2S(; /;

for one mole hydrogen. The cause is that the velodt}) with which

the process of combustion is propagated in the explosive mixture,

is much smaller in the case of the carbon monoxide and oxygen ili;iii

of the hydrogen and oxygen mixtui'e.

This velocity is greatly increased by the presence of a trace of

water vapour. In the case of the carbon monoxide mixture which has

been carefully dried with phosphorus pentoxide, the velocity is so small

that it is not [)ossible to bring about ignition by means of an eh'ctrir

spark
;
a mixture of perfectly dry carbofi monoxide and oxygen

appears to be incombustible in such a way. If, however, the mixture

is heated from without, combination takes place.

The same behaviour is evidenced l)y the fact that a jvA <4

carbon monoxide burns in moist air with the well-known Idue Hniiie,

but is extinguished when it is brought into dry oxygen, whei'cns it

continues to burn in the moist gas.

' All these are catalytic actions. The assumption occasiomillv

expressed that intermediate products are formed with the watei', has

not been proved
;

it may be right, but the mere assumption coiiti i-

butes nothing to the explanation of the phenomenon itself.

Water Gas.—^The great advantages possessed by gaseous fuel

with respect to completeness of combustion and power of I'eguhiting

the dame, have given rise to many experiments to prepare such a

with as small a loss as possible, from the solid material, coal or lignite.

A very promising reaction was found in the action of wat(‘r vapour

on charcoal, corresponding, according to circumstances, to one or other

of the equations

Of 2H;;o=:2H.3-t-ca,

In the former case, charcoal and water vapour are converted into eai

bon monoxide and hydrogen, in the latter, into carbon dioxide ;ui<

hydrogen. Of the two reactions, the former predominates at hig|

temperatures, while the second is favoured by a lowering of the

temperature.

Neither of the two reactions can take place spontaneously, for eueh

is accompanied by an absorption of heat, amounting in the first case to
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i;i;j kj, and in the second to 91 kj. The communication of the

necessary energy in some form must, therefore, be provided for. One

method consists in raising the coal to a high temperature by coml)us-

lioii with the help of an air-blast, and then passing in steam
;
when

the temperature has again sunk so low that the reaction would cease,

air is again injected, and the processes are repeated alternately. In

these operations, care must be taken, by reversing the conducting

tithes, that the mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen formed in the

heating process does not mix with the combustible gas formed in

another period of the process.

The second method consists in mixing the steam with as much air

as is necessary to maintain the temperature. The process is in this

way a continuous one, and therefore much simpler, but the gas pro-

duced has the disadvantage that it contains a fairly large amount of

laihon dioxide and nitrogen mixed with it, and thercfoi’c does not

allow of such high temperatures being attained as the pure “ water

On account of the very poisonous nature of carbon monoxide, it

will always be better to aim at producing a gas which contains as

little carbon monoxide as possible and a correspondingly larger amount
"t hydrogen. This is the same as saying that the operations should be

(arried out at as low a temperature as possible.

Formic Acid.—Carbon monoxide can be regarded as the anhydride
'd an acid which is called fornm ncid (CO + 1T,0 = HCOOH), because it

'\as liist observed in the acid li(|uid Avhich ants sijuirt out for defen-

sive purposes. Still, no appreciable amount of formic acid is formed
'vlieii carbon monoxide and water are brought together. The sodium

or sodium formate, however, is obtained when carbon monoxiih*
i^ passed over gently heated caustic soda. The reaction is CO t- NaOH
^HCOOXa.

As is seen from the formula of the sodium salt, formic acid is a

’“oiiohiisic acid in spite of the fact that it contains two combining
" viglits of hydrogen. One of these is not capable of being replaced by

the other, however, can be so very well. Formic acid cannot

he called an acid of medium strength, although it ap})roaches very
to one.

;^Ace formic acid can be easily obtained by the distillation of the

salt with sulphuric acid. It is rather difficult to remove the

iiaccs of water from it, since it readily decomposes again into
"'^tcr and carbon monoxide. It is best etfected by allowing the fairly

^'^"^''‘iiiiated acid to partially solidify
;

an anhydrous acid then
f^ ^nllisos out and a more watery mother liquor remains. Pure formic

icclts at at the ordinary temperature it is a colourless liquid

corrosive smell and action, which dissolves in water in all pro-
kji tions and reacts strongly acid. With bases or metals, it forms salts

h are mostly easily soluble in water
;
by oxidising agents, it is
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readily oxidised to carbon dioxide: HCOOH r 0 = CO., i H.,0. It

acts, therefore, with respect to some substances, as a reducing ngciit,

and it precipitates, more especially, the noble metals such as gold .m,!

platinum, but also silver and mercury, from their salts.

Formic acid is usually classed with the organic acids because it is

the first member of a large series of similar acids which differ from it

in the fact that the non-ionisable hydrogen is replaced by the ittomic

groii}) (/i being a whole number)
;

in the simplest case, tlieic

fore, by The acid which is formed from formic acid 1)\’ the

introduction of CH.j in place of liydrogcn, is called acetic acid

;

it Ins

the composition CHgCOOH^HC./X^H.j, and is monobasic like foimic

acid. Since acetic acid is readily formed from organic substances, it

is one of the longest known acids, and in most languages it has giMii

the name to the group of the acids.

Acetic acid has similar properties to formic acid
;

it docs not,

however, exhibit the reducing actions of the latter, but is exceediiigly

stable towards oxidising agents. It is a colourless li(juid which solidi-

ties (when supercooling is avoided) at 17 *5'', and which, on account of

the ice-like appearance of the crystals, is crdled glacial acetic acid. It

mixes with water in all proportions, yielding solutions of an acid taste.

A solution containing about 3 per cent of acofic acid is used for house

hold purposes under the name vinegar. In the laboratory also, iiectie

acid is often used in cases where it is necessary to have an acid which

is much weaker than the mineral acids, hydrochloric or sulphuric aeid,

l>ut which has nevertheless a distinct acid character and does not

readily yield to other chemical attacks.

Hydrogen Compounds of Carbon.—The number of compounds

which carbon forms with hydrogen is exceedingly great. The tieat-

mentof these belongs to organic chemistry, and only a few of the iimst

important of the compounds of this group will be mentioned here, aiiu

their relations to the other simple carbon compounds discussed.

The simplest of all the substances of this group is the compound

(JH^, which, from its occurrence, goes by the name of marsh-gas ui

fire-damp
;

its systematic name is metkine. It is a component ot tlir

gases which are evolved from decaying vegetation at the bottom u

stagnant waters. The gas is also frequently found in coal mine.^ ,

if-

generally occurs shut up in cavities under some pressure, and cs* apej

when these are opened in the mining. The name methane is dmui'

from the relation which the gas bears to methyl alcohol (vik’

wood spirit. .

Methane is a colourless and odourless gas, having the molar avoi.i. ‘

16; it is slightly absorbed by water, and, in its properties,

resembles the simple gases nitrogen and hydrogen. It burns wit i

'J

feebly luminous flame, and forms an explosive mixture when

with oxygen or air. Such mixtures are readily formed in coal mm^®’

and do great damage when by any means they are ignited.
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From the equation of combustion, CH^ -i 20., = CO., + it is

seen that one volume of methane requires two volumes of oxygen, and

therefore ten volumes of air, for its combustion. In order that a

mixture shall remain explosive it must contain not less than six and not

mure than fourteen volumes of air to one volume of methane. Mixtui'es

lying outside these limits can, indeed, be caused to react by heating,

hut they no longer explode, because the llarne is extinguished even

when ignition has been effected at one point.

File cause of this is, that in a mixture consisting of oxygen and a

combustible gas, the ignition is propagated with very different

velocities, depending greatly on the nature of the gas and the ratio

ill which they are mixed. That ignition is propagated at all, is

duo to heat being developed by the combustion. If this is suflicient

to raise the temperature of the adjacent uidjurnt gas so high that

its temperature of rapid combustion is reached, the process is continued

from point to |)oint, and rapid, explosive combination is the result.

If, however, through the addition of a foreign gas or excess of a gas,

the temperature is so far lowered that the heat developed in unit of

time is no longer suflicient to cover the losses due to cooling at the

walls of the vessel, radiation, etc., then the temperature must fall, the

velocity diminishes, the temperature falls still more, and the reaction

stops. It must be possible, therefore, to reduce every explosive gas

mixiiirc to the limits of combustibility, and beyond them. This is, as

a matter of fact, the case. But the influence of different gases depends
oot only on their capacity for heat, as might be supposed from Avhat

hfis been said, but also on their specific nature. This is explained by
the fact that the gases added act not only on the temperature but also

'"1 the velocity of reaction. Since explosive combustion is influenced
by the one as well as by the other magnitude, no one of them can

‘^bjrie determine the limit of combustibility.

Derivatives of Methane.—From methane, numerous compounds
be derived which are formed from it by mhsfifutioit. In other

"wxls, they are compounds in which one or more hydrogens of

’^'ethane are replaced by other elements or groups of elements. This

of mutual relationship is very general in the case of the carbon

^“nipounds or the organic compounds, and a complete system of all

substances can be built up by imagining them to be formed
one another by substitution.

ibe processes hero considered must be carefully distinguished from
process of salt formation, in which hydrogen is also substituted.

'h(n(!a.s in the case of the acids, by no means all the hydrogen can
placed, in the case of organic compounds, all the hydrogen can be

p)stituted. Further, whereas the acid hydrogen can be replaced only
F Petals or metal-like groups, the hydrogen of organic compounds

be replaced by the most different elements or groups. Finally,
^ ^‘oiopounds which are formed in the case of the organic substances
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arc not salts, but uiidissociable or indifterent compounds. It is of

course, not excluded that organic substances may also yield acids

bases, and salts, but the formation and transformation of these follow

the same laws as in inorganic chemistry. With the organic com
pounds, both kinds of processes, salt formation and substitution, rmiy

occur, correspondingly different substances being produced.

Thus, for example, the following compounds are successive!

v

obtained by the action of chlorine on methane (under the inlliieiKc

of sunlight) :

—

Methyl chloride

Metliylene cldoride

Chloroform CIICI;;

Tetrachlormetliane. CCi4

All these substances are formed from methane, the hydrogen beinif

r(‘placed step by step by chlorine. Further, all are indilierent or

non-saline substances. Their properties change gradually with the

increase in the amount of chlorine, as is shown in the followiiiit

Density. Hoiliiig point.

Metliyl (•liloride - 23-7

Metliyloiin chloimlc 1-3778 + 41 -O’

Chloroform . 1-.5264 01-2

Tctrachlormethaiio 1-0320 76’7"

All these substances are only sligfljtly soluble in water. The

solutions do not exhibit any of the reactions of chloridion, i.c. on

addition of silver nitrate they remain clear. Also, neither the

solutions nor the pure substances possess the property of conducting

the electric current.

The derivatives of methane containing bromine or iodine in phmr

of hydrogen, are perfectly similar; their properties also undergo a

gradual change with increase in the amount of halogen. On the other

lintid, if the corresponding chlorine, bromine, and iodine compoiuuls

aie arranged in a series, a similar gradation of properties is obser\e(!.

Ibis is shown, for the densities, in the following table:

—

CiiloriiiR. liruniiiie. Iodine.

8iiijj)le substitution 0-9r>2 1-664 2-199

Doublfi
,, 1-378 2-084 3-342

Triple
,

,

l-.^/20 2-900 4-008

Quadruple
,, 1-632 - 4-32

Radicles.—Considering the compounds just described, CHr

CH.jCl, CH
2
CI

2,
CHCI

3,
and CCI

4,
we can formally regard the hitter

as chlorides of the groups CHg, CHg, CH, and C. Of these, the

is combined with one, the second with two, the third with three, ana

the fourth with four combining weights of chlorine. Just as ''C

called a metal which can combine with two combining weights ci
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chlorine, divalent, so we may call the group CH^ divalent, and CH
trivalent ;

in this sense, carbon is tetravalent.

It is a remarkable fact that hydrogen and the halogens do not

form any other compounds with carbon, containing only one combining

weight of this element, than the ones mentioned. In other words, in

all these compounds carbon is tetravalent, for the number of the

combining weights of hydrogen and the halogens together, is always

equal to four.

On the other hand, the group CHg can be regarded as monovalent

liecaiise it can combine with still one combining weight of hydrogen or

halogen
;
alone, it is incapable of existing. Likewise, the group CHg

is divalent, and so on.

The monovalent group CH
3

is called meihyl, the divalent CH.>

iiidlit/lene, the trivalent CH methenyl.

Of those groups or radicles, the first is the most important, for it

forms by far the most derivatives. Such compounds are formed not

only by the replacement of hydrogen by other elements, such as the

halogens, but, instead of elements, monovalent radices, such as

hydroxyl or amidogen, may replace hydrogen and give rise to corre-

8i)onding compounds. The number of such radicles is very great, for

every existing compound can, by the loss of one combining weight of

hydrogen or another element, pass into a monovalent radicle.

Methyl Alcohol.—Of these compounds, one of the most important
is that with hydroxyl, CH^OH, which is called mdhyl alcohol. Formerly,
the name alcohol was used to designate only spirit of wine, the volatile

constituent of intoxicating beverages. It afterwards became a class

and the hydroxyl compounds of the hydrocarbon radicles

generally are called by the name alcohol.

Methyl alcohol is formed, along with many other volatile sub-
stances, by the dry distillation, i.e. by the heating, of wood. It is

separated from the mixture by fractional distillation, and in the pure
^tate is a colourless liquid with a feeble odour and having the density

'

^
It is combustible and dissolves in water in all proportions,

boiling point is 66^
Methyl alcohol is a type of the alcohok. These are indifferent

reacting neither acid nor alkaline with vegetable colours, whose
‘'^‘pieous solutions do not appreciably conduct the electric current, and

ai-e therefore not dissociated into ions. The alcohols can be

1

‘^xed with acids without immediate combination taking place. If
two substances, however, remain mixed for a lengthened period,

I'ltei action slowly occurs, the course of which is quite similar to that

^

Mlt formation. Thus, from methyl alcohol and hydrochloric acid,

chloride (p. 400) and water are formed, and the corresponding
liquation of reaction, CH

3
(OH) + HCUCH

3
CI + E.O, has an appear-

' quite similar to that of a salt formation, the methyl, CH.^, playing
pJirt of a cation.
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However, the product of the action, the methyl chloride, is no s;ilt

in the ordinary sense. As is seen from the statement of its properties

given on p. 400, it is, at the ordinary temperature, a gas which is con

verted into a colourless liquid only at - 23-7". Its aqueous solution

does not conduct the electric current at all, and on the addition of

silver solution, no precipitate of silver chloride is formed, so tliat no

demonstfahle amount of chloridion is present.

If, however, the silver solution is left very long in contact with

methyl chloride, silver chloride' hegins to slowly separate out. One is,

therefore, led to suppose that chloridion is indeed present in tin'

aqueous solution, but in exceedingly slight amount. l>y the lony

continued action of the silver solution the amount of chloridion is

finally so far inciauised that silver chloride can be precipitat(nl.

In fact, tlie most appropriate view of this kind of compouinl is

that besides the outward similarity betw^een the alcohols and the

bases, and between their acid compounds and the salts, there exists an

inner resemblance which is masked l)y the following circumstances.

First, the dissociation of these substances into ions is so exceedingly

small that it cannot bo detected by the ordinary means. fS('condly,

the processes of dissociation into and recombination of the ions takes

place disproportionately slower in the case of these substance's (e hietlv

just by reason of the extraordinarily small concentration of their ions)

than in the ease of the typical bases and sjdts. It is suitable, there'

fon;, not only to retain the name alcohol for the hydroxyl conqaunids,

but also to call their acid derivatives not salts, but to introduce a

special name for them. They are called edm. Methyl chloride is,

therefore, the hydrochloric acid ester of methyl alcohol.

The Radicle Methyl and Homologous Series. —From methaiK',

CHj, which is a “saturated” compound, there is formed, by loss ot

hydrogen, a monovalent radicle which has the composition Cl I
.;,
and is

called methyl. It does not exist alone any more than liydroxyl does

;

but as a constituent in organic compounds it plays a very im[)ortant

This follows from the fact, discovered empirically, that those e(Hii'

pounds in organic chemistry which may be regarded as being formed

by the replacement of hydrogen by methyl, possess a very great

resemblance to the parent compound. An example of this we lane

already met with in the case of formic and acetic acids, ii

compare the two formuloi HCOOFI and CH3COOH, which rcjiresent

these two acids, we see that, as a matter of fact, acetic acid cun Ije

derived from'formic acid by imagining the first hydrogen of its forum a

replaced by methyl. ,

Such a method of derivation can be employed in the case of

organic compounds containing hydrogen. This can, in the

instance, be done for methane itself, and, in this way, there js

obtained from methane CH^ the compound CH^ . CH3,
which
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called ethane. In this componnd, the same chaise can be cai'fied
cut, and we obtain propane, CH, . VAl

.

CH,. Evidently, there is no
t leoretK'al limit to this sub.stitiition, and, indeed, hydrocarbons of
(Ins kind are known up to and over. consi.sts of liydro-
ciirnons oi this class.

_

of these hydrocarbon.,, we obtain
the SCIKS GH„ CJJ„, C.,!!,., and so on. Each successive hydro-
.iuhnn diirers from the previous one by CM.,, one hydrogen being
cin,.mated each time and ClI, introduced instead. Such a series of
siiiiilar compounds which can lie derived from one another by the
siilistitutioii of metiiyl for hydrogen, is called an homohoou, mie'

lic-sides the homologous series of the hydrocarbons, there is one of
the ;il(‘()hols, the acids, the chlorides, etc.

Of the homologues of the above mentioned substances, we may
Mention <%/ ukohol, homologous to methyl alcohol, which is known
iiMler the name of spirit of wine, alcohol, or spirit. It has the coin-
P'lMtioii GH.,CH,,OH or C.,1I,,0, and can be derived from methyl
Oenhol by imagining one coml.ining weight of hydrogen replaced by

bil.yl alcohol is prepared in very large quantities by the fenneii-
'"'"i ot sugar and siibslanecs containing sugar. These liavo tho

e"ra|iosition Cyi|,p,., and ileeomposc, under the influence of a catalytic
‘'.p'eiit which IS secreted by various organisiii.s, especially by yeast, into

' 1)10 and carbon dio.xide, accoriling to the equation Cyi ,0.=
tho ethyl alcolioi’ is

I< uted in the pure state by distillation. It boils at 80'’.

t

-til)’! alcohol is a colourless liquid with a feeble smell and Inirnim'

'iiliit . i ^"‘i
’t is, when concentrated, an acute, wheu

fir 1 ”f u
phenomena of incipient poisoning become

till
'^ith respect to the brain, and, as alcoholic intoxica-

unfortunately too well known.

''‘PPi'eation in tho arts. Apart from its

siKeiii f

''Cgulate, it is employed as a

dipinl,.
I

' fuhsbinces, and as the starting-point for innumerable

tMiiDi',.''',

It dissolves in water in all proportions, rise of

Ilf
til,.

7'® diraumtioii of volume thereby occurring. The density

'Iflerini' 1

"“’^tiires is used as an analytical aid in

‘l»Uirinl,!'7'
^ solution, and a large number of very exact

dear s,„ ®/ hcen made. The following table gives a(.jg„
Wilio llrtvp MUUll lIiaGlC.

‘"’^iiunary of the relations at 15'’:

—

IXirct'nldigo amount of alcohol
4>y weiyhU

,

0

10

20

30

40
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centage amouiii of alcohol

by weight.
DoUKity.

0-9108

()0 0-8884

70 0-86.^)-2

80 0-841-2

90 0-8160

100 0-7874

Ether.—In accordance with the majority of its reactions, alcohol

must he regarded as the hydroxyl compound of the radicle eth}d, C., 1 L.

If we recollect that hydroxyl is derived from water by the loss of one

combining weight of hydrogen, it follows that alcohol can also hi'

regarded as a derivative of water, one combining weight of hyilrogcn

being replaced by ethyl. From this the question at once arises, if the

second combining weight of hydrogen in water cannot also be replaced

by ethyl or similar radicles. In the case of ethyl, a compound

0(C2H^)., would be formed.

Such a compound has long been known
;

it is called ether. Since

similar substances can also be derived from methyl and the other

radicles, there exists a whole cla.ss of ethers of different composition,

which. one distinguishes by stating the radicles contained in them.

Ordinary ether, (^(C.JIg).,, is therefore called, by its scientific name,

eihi/l ether.

Ether is obtained by distilling alcohol with concentrated sulphuric

acid. If the summed formulre of the two substances are compared, the

formula of alcohol being doubled, viz., 2C.2H(jO or and Ctll,„0 ,

it is seen tliat ether contains the elements of water less than two

combining weights of alcohol. Ether can, therefore, be regarded as

an anhydride of alcohol, and the action of the sulphuric acid on alcohol

in the formation of ether can be looked upon us a withdrawing of

water. In reality, the process is rather more complex, but into that

we cannot enter here.

Ether is a colourless liquid whose boiling point lies as low as d f h

,

and has an easily n^cognisable, sweetish smell. It is combustible, and,

on account of its high vapour pressure, it rapidly eva})orates in the

open air with great lowering of temperature. The mixture of cthci

vajwur and air is explosive. Ether has a narcotic action on the hummi

organism, and is therefore used in surgical operations to prodiac

unconsciousness, and therefore painlessness. If finely dividml ct

is sprayed on a part of the body, the latter becomes considcia •

}

cooled by the cold of evaporation, and in this way local numbness c.m

be produced.

Ether is a solvent for many substances,.!?.^, iodine and bronunc,

well as oils and fats. On this, likewise, many applications of ci

depend.

Unsaturated Compounds.—Whereas methyl, or methane

one hydrogen, cannot exist alone, substances exist which have c
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foimed from the saturated compounds by the loss of two or fmir

coinbiiiiiig weights of hydrogen. Under certain circumstances these

Clin again take up this hydrogen, and they are, therefore, called

unsaturated compounds.

No such compound, however, is formed from methane
;
they hist

begin with ethane. The hydrocarbon Cyi45 which contains two

hydrogens less than ethane, is called ethylene, and that con-

taining four less, is called acetylene.

Ethylene is a colourless gas whose critical temperature is 10 °, and

which forms a constituent of ordinary coal gas-. In the latter it is

very valuable, since it burns with a strongly luminous flame, and

therefore very materially aids in producing the luminosity of the gas

llame. In consequence of its containing a comparatively large amount

of carbon, the pure gas burns in the air with a somewhat smoky flame.

I'.thylcne is most easily prepared from ethyl alcohol by treating

the latter with dehydrating agents (concentrated sulphuric acid). The
equation of the reaction is 0211^.0 C2H4 + HgO. The greater part of

the alcohol vapour which is carried over, and of the by-products formed

in the reaction, is removed by passing the gas through water.

If ethylene is brought together with chlorine or bromine, the two

substances unite directly to form the compounds C2U4CI2 and C2H^Br2

ies[)ectively. These are saturated compounds, derivatives of ethane,

(',11,;, in which two hydrogens are replaced by chlorine or bromine

;

they may also be obtained directly from ethane by replacing its

hydrogen by halogen. The compounds formed, ethylene chloride and

ethylene bromide, are oily liquids; on account of this reaction, ethylene

has also been called olefiant (oil-forming) gas.

Jretykne is a colourless and odourless gas whose importance has in

recent times become greatly enhanced by reason of its application as

an illuminant. It has the composition Cyk,, and contains, therefore,

four hydrogens less than ethane
;

it can, accordingly, unite with four

combining weights of chlorine or bromine to form the compounds

and G2H2Br4 respectively, which can be regarded as substitu-

bon compounds of ethane. Of the two reactions, however, only the
second takes place smoothly, since acetylene and chlorine interact

spontaneous explosion.

Acetylene is now prepared in large quantities by the action of

on calcium carbide. The latter is a substance produced by the
•ictiou of coke on lime at very high temperatures (in the electrical

j^iniiico), and has the composition CaCg; the formation of acety-

takes place according to the equation CaCg + 2H2O = Ca(OH)2 +

Af^'tylene burns in air with a smoky flame, which becomes white
and luminous when special burners are employed, in which a very thin

nat jet of gas can burn with abundant access of air. The illuminat-

power of this flame is very great, so that acetylene can be
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advantageously employed for illuminating purposes, especially wIk-ip

the simplicity of the generating api^aratus is a consideration. 'I'lic

lattoi* consists of an arrangement similar to that described on p. Ni;,

the purpose of which is to allow the water to come into contact with

the calcium carbide only in proportion as the gas is consumed.

The great illuminating power of the acetylene flame is due to its

high temperature
;

the latter is due to the fact that acetylene is

a substance which is formed from its elements with great absorption

of ciu'rgy, so that in the further transformatious, this excess of energy

is set free as heat. For, the heat of combustion of acetylene amounts

to 1297 //, whereas that of the carbon and hydrogen contained in it

only amounts to 1012 kj. The difference of 285 /;/, therefore,

becomes free, in addition to the heat of combustion of the elements,

and hence the high temperature.

(uinnectod with this is the fact that acetylene is an explosive

substance. If in a fairly large amount of acetylene the (lcconi])osi-

tion of the gas into its elements is brought about at any point, ilie

temperature at the point of reaction will rise and can raise the

temperature of the neighbouring portions of acetylene to the teiii

perature of rnpid decomposition. This process spreads, and thus the

whole amount of the gas suddenly decompV)ses.

Experiments made on this point, in which the decomposition was

initiated by means of electric sparks or fulminating pellets, have given

the following results. Acetylene under ordinary atmospheric pressiiiv

cannot be made to ex})lode completely. By the means employed, the

neighbouring masses of the gas, it is true, are decomposed, l)ut tin*

decomposition is not propagated.

Propagation of the decomposition begins to occur only at a pressui e

of about 2 atmospheres. From this pressure onwards, and the mori' so

the higher the pressure, ac(‘tylene becomes an explosive substanee,

undergoing decomposition with grejit violence when decomposition

started by any means at some point. The same property is exhihiti'd

by liquid acetylene. Since the critical temperature of this gas is -b

and the critical pressure 68 atm., the liquefaction of the gas can he

eiisily accomplished. This operation is without any great danger it

carried out at very low temperatures, in which case only slight

pressures have to be applied, but at higher temperatures, with corre-

spondingly greater pres.sures, it becomes on the whole very dangerous

and has claimed several victims.

Connected with the great absorption of energy in the formation

of acetylene from its elements, is the fact that it is formed from tin

latter at very high temperatures i^vide p. 327). For example, if

electric current be allowed to pass between two carbon poles in a sp-na^

in which hydrogen is present (Fig. 99), the latter combines with t n

carbon with formation of acetylene.

The detection of acetylene depends on its power of yielding piern
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pitiites with a solution of a monovalent salt of copper, or of a silver

salt in excess of ammonia, these precipitates being the carbon com-

poiinds or carbides of the respective metals. The silver precipitate is

white, the copper one red. In the dry condition both explode violently

;

on being treated with acids they again yield up the acetylene.

Coal Gas.—The combustible gas which is used for heating and

illuniiiKiting purpose.s, and which, under the name of coal gas, is so

witlcly applied, is obtained by the dry distillation of coal rich in

liydrogen. The coal is heated in tube-shaped retorts, and the

hydrogen thereby condoines with part of the carbon to form volatile

(oinpounds
;
the rest of the carbon and the ash of the coal remain

behind and form coke, which is of value as a fuel.

The volatile products are a mixture of very diverse substances,

which can bo divided, in the first instance, into three chief portions,

according to varying volatility. As least volatile portions, there first

sepnrate the f/(W lifjiior and the f/tfs tor. These two arc not soluble in

oiu! another, and can, therefore, be separated mechanically. The gas

h<inoiii- is, essentially, an aqueous solution of ammonium carbonate and

other ammonium salts
;

it is worked u[) to obUiin ammonia by dis-

tilling it with the addition of lime, and converting the ammonia which
i^ evolved into ammonium sulphate with sulphuric acid.

ibis tar is a mixture of hydrocarbons and their derivatives. It

corves ;i,s the source for obtaining benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene

y-hyblrocarbons which are of the greatest importance for the prepara-

b"u of artificial dye stuffs and medicaments
;
from it there are also

ol'iiiiiied phenol (carbolic acid) and compounds related to it, which are

for purposes of disinfection and for the preparation of smokeless

X'linpowder. Numerous other substances are present in gas tar,

"ln' li iiixi used as crude material, so that it may be designated as the

important starting substance in the chemistry of the organic

foinpoimds.

bhe working up of the gas tar is also carried out essentially by
m'ctioiiai distillation, with the aid of lime and sulphuric acid,

details of this belong to the chemical technology of the organic

^
,jas, which is evolved at the same time, is freed by cooling and

^'"•^shing from the tar
;
and by passing it over a mixture of lime and
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oxide of iron, the sulphur compounds it contains, and which, by reason

of the formation of sulphur dioxide would have a baneful effect when

the gas is used in inhabited rooms, are removed
;

it is then stored in

large gas-holders for distribution through the network of tubes to the

individual consumers.

Coal gas varies considerably in composition, according to the

material used for its preparation. Its chief constituents are hydrogen,

methane, carbon monoxide, and some hydrocarbons richer in carlicn,

especially ethylene, benzene, and naphthalene. The latter two com-

pounds are respectively liquid and solid at the ordinary temperature

;

they can mix with the gas, therefore, only in amount corresponding to

their vapour pressure, and again separate out when the gas experiences

any considerable lowering of temperature.
* To give an idea of the composition of ordinary coal gas, we give

here the results of an analysis in which the constituents are stated in

parts by volume :

—

Hydrof^en 49-6

Metliane 29‘8

Carbon monoxide .... 9-G

Hydrocarbons 5-0

Carbon dioxide 2-7

Nitrogen 2f)

Benzene vapour 0-7

The “ hydrocarbons ” consist chiefly of ethylene.

At first coal gas was chiefly prepared for illuminating purposes,

and the chief attention was therefore directed to obtaining a gas l ieh

in ethylene and other “ heavy hydrocarbons.” Such can be olitaitied

only from certain expensive kinds of coal, and the product, thercfoic,

the coal gas, is correspondingly dearer. Meanwhile, the gas luis

been found to be very convenient for heating purposes and for driv-

ing engines (gas engines); for these purposes, however, a strongly

luminous gas is troublesome rather than useful. Since in the mean-

time, also, means have been found of obtaining very consideralde

illumination from feebly luminous gas (incandescent light), it can only

be a question of time till the gas-works begin to chiefly manufactui e a

gas with great heat effect without consideration of the ilium inalmg

power, and one which can be prepared much more cheaply than the

present coal gas.

A feebly luminous gas can be made strongly luminous by adding

to it (best done immediately before its consumption) a small quantity

of the vapours of complex hydrocarbons (benzene or naphthalene)-

Such “ carburetted ” gas is already much used. It is only neccssaiy

to conduct the gas through a vessel in which the above-named sim

stances are contained, the vapour pressure of these being, at mean

room temperature, great enough to effect a suflUcient carburetting.
^* Another still more advantageous method consists in the use

«
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mantles of solid substances which are raised to incandescence in as hot

a Hanie as possible. The details of this will be given later (cf.

Thorium, Chap. XLL).

In the laboratory coal gas is used very extensively for heating.

The burner used for this purpose was invented by R. Bunsen in 1855.

It consists (Fig. 100) of a jet fastened to an

iion base, from which the gas streams into

a wilier, upright tube, which is furnished

with lateral draught- holes beside the jet.

In the tube the coal gas is mixed with

air, and the mixture burns at the mouth

of the tube with a hot arid very slightly

luminous flame, which deposits no soot

on a cold object when introduced into

it. This is due to the fact that by means

of the draught-holes the gas is mixed with

as much air as is necessary for the oxida-

tion of the hydrogen and the conversion of

the carbon present into carbon monoxide.

Numerous other forms of burner, which have been adapted for

various purposes, have been made on the principle of the Bunsen
hurner. In Fig. 101 is shown the construction of a flat burner for

heating larger vessels.

The mixture of gas and air which issues from the burner is ex-

plosive
;
the velocity with which it issues is, however, usually so great

that the combustion is propagated backwards more slowly than the gas

Fir.. 101.

tooves forward. If the flow of gas is reduced below a definite
point, the state of matters is reversed, and the burner “ strikes back.”
0 avoid this, the access of air must be reduced at the same time,

some forms of burner arc so constructed as to do this auto-
^Iiltically.

^
flame of a Bunsen burner consists of two parts: an inner,

b|'^Gn hollow cone, and an outer, blue mantle. In the hollow cone
combustion of the hydrogen and of the carbon to carbon

^mnoxide essentially occurs
;

in the outer mantle the combustion

red^
completed. For this reason, the inner cone has a

action on substances introduced into it, whereas in the outer
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edge of the mantle an excess of oxygen is present. These (iiherences

are made use of for the purposes of chemical analysis.

Oxalic Acid.—By the oxidation of many carbon compoumls there

is formed an acid of the composition which, by reason of its

manifold importance, we shall also mention here. It is called oxalic

arid, and since both its hydrogens are replaceable by metals, it is a

dibasic acid.

Oxalic acid is a white crystalline substance, which readily dissolves

in water, and gives an acid reaction
;

it is found to be an acid of

medium strength. The ordinary crystallised oxalic acid contiiins

water of crystallisation, and its composition is represented by the

formula + 2H.p. With bases it forms two series of salts, acid

and normal, and most of these are difficultly soluble in water. Of tliese

salts, the most important are the acid potassium salt and the noinial

calcium salt.

The former, having the composition KHC.^O^, occurs in many

plants possessing an acid taste, and can be obtained crystalline lyv the

evaporation of the juice pressed out from these. For its preparation

there was formerly chiefly used the wood-sorrel (oxalis), from which

the name oxalic acid is derived
;
likewise, the potassium salt is called

salt of sorrel.

The neutral calcium salt CaC.jO^ is very difficultly soluble in

water. It occurs in almost all plants, being found in the c(dls as

very characteristic hydrated crystals which have the appearance of

envelopes. In analytical chemistry it is of importance from the f;ict

that it is the form in which the calcium compounds are detected

(jualitatively and determined quantitatively. As reagent for this pur-

pose, the ammonium salt of oxalic acid is mostly used.

On being heated, oxalic acid first decomposes into formic add

and carbon dioxide, H.^C.204 = HCOOH -r CO.„ but this decomposition

can be accomplished only with great care or with the help of suitalde

catalysers. On heating more strongly, the formic acid also decomposes,

and there are obtained carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and watci' .

= CO.^ -I- CO + lip. The salts of oxalic acid on being heated

arc converted, with evolution of carbon monoxide, into carbonates,

which in some cases decompose further : e.g. CaC.,0
^
= CaCO.^ -r 1

CaO -f- CO., -f CO.

Further, oxalic acid decomposes into carbon monoxide and cai >on

dioxide when treated with dehydrating agents, such as concentiato

sulphuric acid. This reaction is made use of for the convenient po

paration of carbon monoxide
;
oxalic acid or a salt of this is wai nie<^

with conccntrjited sulphuric acid, and the escaping gases passed throng 1

a wash-bottle with caustic soda. The carbon dioxide is absorbed b

this, and pure carbon monoxide is obtained. ...

Oxalic acid is fairly sensitive to oxidising agents, and is rcaj R

oxidised by them to carbon dioxide : H2C2O4 + 0 = 2CO2 + 1^ 2
'
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This reaction is also used in analytical chemistry, and we shall later

li;ive occasion to return to it (Chap. XXVIll.).

Carbon Disulphide.—When charcoal is heated in a current of

siilphiif vapour, a compound of the two elements is formed. It has

th(! composition CS^, for its vapour density is 76, and analysis shows
it to contain 64 of sulphur to 12 of carl)on.

Cai l)on disulphide is a colourless liquid, whose density is about 1 -3,

and which boils at 47°. In the pure state it is almost colourless.

Ordiiiaiy carbon disulphide, owing to the presence of othei’ sulphur
coiiiliomids, has generally rather a bad smell. It can be purified by
sli.ikiiip; with metallic mercury and distilling.

Carbon disulphide refracts and disperses light very strongly
;

its

indices of refraction (at 17 '), for the most important rays, are

'

A

Wave Iciigtli 7604
Index of refraction 1*61136

Wave length

K

5270
Index of refraction 1*64320

n c 1 )

6867 6562 .5890

61756 1*62086 1*68034

F 0 H
4861 4308 3968 x10-*^ cm.

•65529 1*67975 1*70277

loi' this reason it has often been attempted to use it for optical
qjpaiatus, (\g, for prisms in spectroscopes. This, however, has not met
with success, since the great expansion by heat very readily causes dis-
hu’haiices; further, carbon disulphide is somewhat sensitive to light,

when exposed to light for a lengthened period it decom
2
)oses and

I'roperties change.

farboti disulphide is a good solvent for many substances
;

in this
pc we have already met with it in the case of sulphur and iodine.
^ a so readily dissolves fats and resins, a fact on which many technical
'‘^plications of it depend.

|y reason of being composed of two combustible elements, carbon
p’llpliide can be ignited, and it burns in the air with a blue flame,

i foimiation of sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide. Its tempera-
pc of ignition is very low, so that the vapour of carbon disulphide

)(3 Ignited under circumstances in which other combustible sub-

1

P'ps are far from taking fire. Corresponding care must, therefore,
0 jsorv(Hl in using this compound.

"iiich^v^'^
Jiitrous oxide, carbon disulphide burns with a flame

forc^
ultraviolet and violet rays, and which, there-

uiiihn- certain circumstances, is used for photochemical purposes,
^iioxide thereby formed, however, is a hindrance to its

'bisulphide is formed from its elements with absorption of

tile
ele

^ combustion amounts to 1320 whereas that of
'mentsis only 1200 kj. In very special circumstances, there-
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fore, it may be caused to decompose explosively
;

this, howevei- is

difficult, and, as a rule, it exhibits no explosive i)ropcrties.

From carbon disulphide an acid is derived which bears tlu; sanir

relation to it as carbonic acid does to carbon dioxide. Only, tlui acid is

not composed of carbon disulphide and watei\ but of carbon disulphi,j,i

plus sulphiiretted hydror/en, and has, therefore, the composition H„GS,,.

From this example it will be seen that besides the oxyacids tliric

are others which have a similar composition to these but con tain

sulphur in the place of oxygen. These arc called thio-acuU, and the

above acid, ihiocarhonk add, is such an acid, as can be seen by writing

the two formuhe side by side :

—

Anhydride COo CS.,

Acid II,CS;,

Hodium salt Na,COa Na,CS,.

The sodium salt is obtained by dissolving carbon disulphide in

sodium sulphide, in accordance with the equation GS.ri-Na^,S =

NaoCS.j. From a solution of this salt, thiocarbonic acid can he

precipitated by addition of an acid. Unlike carbonic acid, it only

slowly decomposes, so that it separates out as an oily liquid, ordv

slightly soluble in water. This is, however, not stable, but slowly

decomposes into carbon disulphide and sulphuretted hydrogiii:

H,CS, = 11,S + CS,.

The thiocarbo nates have attained to a certain importance from the

fact that carbon disulphide has been found to be a means for destroy-

ing the phylloxera. ^Yhereas carbon disulphide is so volatile as to he

inapplicable for this purpose, the thiocarbonates arc suitable.

Under the influence of the carbon dioxide in the air and in the

soil, these are converted into carbonates, carbon disulphide iindsii-

phuretted hydrogen being split off : Na.,CS.j + CO^ -i- HoO = NaT (J,

Il^S + CS^. The process takes place slowly, but still with smi

rapidity that the amount of carbon disulphide present at each moment

is sufficient to exercise the desired action. ,

Carbon Oxysulphide.—In various ways, most easily by the (

e

composition of the thiocyanates {vide infra) with sulphuric acid, a com

pound, COS, is formed which can be regarded as an intermediate com

pound between carbon dioxide and carbon disulphide. It

which is readily absorl)ed by water, with which it slowly interadm

formation of carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen :
COS +

.

H2CO3 + H2S. This reaction is greatly accelerated by the adci

of a base, th^ salts of the two acids being formed.

Carbon oxystilphide smells somewhat like sulphuretted h}<

and readily burns in the air with a blue flame, forming carbon <
1^’

and sulphur dioxide.
^

Cyanogen.—When carbon and nitrogen are exposed to vci}

^

temperatures, such as exist, for example, in the electric arc ( h?'
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p
407), these two elements combine to form a gas which, in accord-

;uice with its composition and density, 52, has the formula C^N^. On

account of the blue compounds which it yields with iron, and which

have been known for long, this substance has received the name

cyanogen (producer of blue substance).

Cyanogen is a colourless gas with peculiar smell and poisonous

action on the organism. Its critical temperature is 124°, its critical

pressure 62 atm. In its solubility in water it resembles carbon di-

oxide, to which it also approximates with respect to its density (52 as

compared with 44).

Cyanogen can be ignited in the air, and burns, with a characteristic

flame of red-violet colour, to carbon dioxide and nitrogen. A consider-

al)!e amount of heat is thereby developed, amounting to more than

would be given by the corresponding amount of charcoal. Cyanogen,

therefore, also belongs to those compounds which are formed with

absorption of energy, and whose spontaneous formation occurs at very

high temperatures. It is thus formed on all occasions where carbon

and nitrogen come together at a high temperature, e.g. in the blast

furnace in the preparation of iron. The heat of combustion of

cyanogen is 1087 Ay, whereas that of two carbons amounts to 812 Ay;

in the formation of the gas, therefore, 275 kj are absorbed.

In its chemical relations, cyanogen is analogous to the halogens, and

forms a whole series of compounds in which the group CN behaves like

chlorine or iodine.

In the first place, there should be mentioned the hydrogen com-
pound IICN, hydrocyanic acid or pr'msic add. This compound is

o'dained by decomposing the metallic cyanides with an acid, just as

I'ydrochloric acid is obtained from common salt. The metallic cyanides,

turn, are formed by allowing carbon, nitrogen, and the respective

i^c(3tals, or their carbonates, to act on one another at a high temperature.
^ more exact description of what takes place here will be given later

'Wilder the rnetals.

l^'or the liberation of hydrocyanic acid from its salts, a strong acid
not re(4uired, for hydrocyanic acid stands at the outermost limit of

b>e weak acids. The aqueous solution scarcely exhibits an acid reac-
b"n, and dissolved metallic cyanides can be decomposed even by such

acids as carbonic acid. In consequence of this the metallic

kVnnides, when exposed to the air (containing carbonic acid), smell of

hydrocyanic acid, and the aqueous solutions are partially dissociated

ydrolythally and react alkaline (p. 247).

^0 the pure state, hydrocyanic acid , is a colourless liquid which
^oils at 27 ' and solidifies at ~ 15°. It is a highly poisonous compound,
*/rh even in small amounts quickly acts fatally. The cause of its

P^^isonoiis action is probably due to its being a retarding catalyser for
hiany

physiologically important processes, especially the oxidation in

^h?aiiism.
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Hydrocyanic acid can be detected even in small quantities by

smell, which recalls that of bitter almonds. The reason of this is that

in bitter almonds a substance, amygdalin, is present which decomposes

under the influence of a catalyser or ferment, which is also pie,sent

in other cells, into hydrocyanic acid, sugar, and a volatile oil, oil of

bitter almonds. Crushed bitter almonds, therefore, smell of bydio

cyanic acid when, owing to the destruction of the cells, these two

substances, amygdalin and the ferment, come together.

Whereas the aqueous solution of hydrocyanic acid contains exceed

ingly few ions, the soluble metallic compounds, which, in a coiTespoiidiin^r

manner to the chlorides, are obtained by the action of hydrocvaiiir

acid on the oxides or hydroxides of the metals, are normally dissociated

into their ions. Thus, the solution of one of the best known mctallii

cyanides, potassium cyanide, KCN, contains the ions K’ and CNd The

ion CN' has a great resemblance to the ions of the halogens
;

^vitli

argention, for example, it gives a ditficultly soluble compound, wliidi

is deposited as a white precipitate, very similar to silver cliloride, when

cyanidion and argention {e.g. from potassium cyanide and silver niliat(')

are brought together in solution.

For the purpose of detecting cyanogen compounds, use is luado

of various very sensitive reactions, which may be shortly mentioned

here, although their theory cannot be given till later (Chap. XXVIL).

The liquid to be investigated, after being made alkaline by addition of

caustic soda or potash, is warmed with a ferric salt, and hydrocldoiic

acid then added. If cyanidion was present, a dark blue precipitate is

obtained, or, in the case of very small quantities, a blue or green ) 'hie

coloration. The blue iron compound is hereby formed which has given

the name to the whole group.

Or, the liquid, with addition of yellow ammonium sulphide, is

evaporated to dryness, the residue dissolved in a drop of water, and

ferric chloride added. If cyanidion was present, a blood-red coloration

is produced. This depends on the formation of thiocyarianion l)y

means of the sulphur from the ammonium sulphide, and this gives the

above reaction with ferric chloride. A knowledge of this test is ot

practical importance by reason of the not infrequent cases of poisoning

with prussic acid, or with cyanides.

Relation of the Cyanogen Compounds to the Ammonia

Derivatives of the Carbon Compounds —When hydrocyanic anc

is mixed with’ strong hydrochloric acid, a reaction takes place, nni

ammonium chloride and formic acid are produced. The reaction v<ni

be looked upou-as essentially a taking up of water ;
hydrocyanic aiu

and water formic acid and ammonia, in accordance with tic

equation =HCOOH + NHg.

This reaction recalls the conversion of the amides into 1

ammonium salts of the corresponding acids (p. 343), but it differs iioi^

it by the fact that two moles of water are taken up instead of one-
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[u suitiible cases, therefore, there are two stages of dehydration of the

inimoiiium salts : the first yields the amide, the second a compound

or which the general name nitrile has come into use. In the present

;;ise we have

Aiumoiiiuin formate fICOO ’ NU^
Amide of formio acid, or forniamide . HCO ' NH.,

. Nitrile of formic acid, or hydrocyanic acid . HCN

As a matter of fact, hydrocyanic acid can be obtained fi'om

iiiimonium formate by means of strongly dehydrating agents.

A similar series shows cyanogen itself to be the nitrile of oxalic

ic'id
-

Amuioniuni oxalate C-PAN
Amide of oxalic aci<l, or oxamidc . . CoOAN1I._,A

Nitrile of oxalic acid, or cyanogen . . CoN.,.

Here, also, we may pass through the series not only by dehydra-

tion from above downwards, but also by absorption of water from

below upwards.

llic further extension of these indications belongs to organic

Liieinistry.

Cyanic Acid.—Of the oxyacids of cyanogen which would cor-

I'espoiid to the acids from hypoclilorous up to perchloric acid, only the

first member is known. By analogy, this should be called hypocyanous

since its composition is represented by the formula HOCN; since,

bowever, no other oxygen compound is known, it is called cyanic

acid.

Cyanic acid is a very unstable compound. It is obtained by heat-

‘'ig another compound, cyanuric acid, which has the same composition
firit three times the molar weight, H.P3C3N3. From the vapour of

substance there is deposited, in accordance with the law of the

pr^icederice of the unstable forms, not the stable cyanuric acid, but the
unstable cyanic acid, H(X/N. The condensation of this compound,
bnwever, must be carried out at as low a temperature as possible, for,
un gently heating, cyanic acid is converted, with strong development of

sometimes with explosive violence, into more stable forms, of
"^nich there arc several. It is a colourless liquid with a strong smell,

that of acetic acid.

‘'i<lueo.us solution, also, cyanic acid is not stable, but is quickly
‘converted, l)y absorption of water, into acid ammonium carbonate. This

is represented by the following equation; HQCN+2H20 =

fi!)
this reason, a solution of a cyaftate on being acidi-

^
effervesces and evolves carbon dioxide as if a carbonate were

Present. After the reaction, an ammonium salt is present in the

stable

l^lthough cyanic acid is very unstable, the cyanates are mostly very
eompounds. They are formed, for example, with great readiness
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by exposing the cyanides to the action of oxidising agents. On thi?

account, fused potassium cyanide is a powerful reducing agent, ^hicli

withdraws the oxygen from various metallic oxides and converts tliein

into metals. This reduction can be shown with especial ease in the

case of lead oxide and bismuth oxide
;
under the liquid salt, the

metals fuse together into drops which look bright like mercury. The

same reaction is made use of for obtaining cyanates, especiallj

potassium cyanate, from the corresponding cyanides
;
as oxide, pyro

lusite (p. 54), is mostly employed.

A specially interesting reaction of cyanic acid is the transformation

which its ammonium salt undergoes, and which led to the synthesis of

urea (p. 393).

Ammonium cyanate has the formula NH^OCN, and contains the

same elements in the same proportions as urea, for both have the

total formula CH
4
N

2
O. If, however, it is attempted to prepare

ammonium cyanate, urea is obtained in its place. In the meantime,

however, it has been shown that true ammonium cyanate possessing

the expected properties of this substance exists
;
but it is very un-

stable, and rapidly undergoes transformation into the isomeric compoiind

urea.

This reaction takes place so soon as the ions OCN' and Nll'^ come

together in aqueous solution. On mixing any cyanate, e.g. i)otassiiini

cyanate, and an ammonium salt, e.g. ammonium sulphate, in aqueous

solution and evaporating the solution, a residue of potassium sulphate

and urea is obtained, which can be readily separated by means of

alcohol.

Thiocyanogen.—If potassium cyanide or other cyanide is fused

with sulphur or a sulphur compound, or even if a solution of one oi;

these salts is heated with sulphur, the latter is taken up and a solution

of a salt is obtained of the composition MSCN, in the case of potassium,

therefore, KSCN. This compound, which gives a very pronounced

blood-red or brown-red coloration with ferric salts, is called

thiocAjamte

;

it is the potassium salt of a corresponding tJiioci/anic

HSCN, and its solution contains, besides potassion, thiocyaiianwn.

SCN'.

The composition of these compounds is similar to that of the cyui»^

acid compounds, only that sulphur is present in the place of oxyge”

Thiocyanic acid is distinguished from cyanic acid by its much

stability.
^

,

From the barium salt, by precipitation with sulphuric acid (p-

an aqueous solution of thiocyanic acid can be obtained
;

this is a

acid liquid whose acid properties are not greatly inferior to those

hydrochloric acid. In the free state, thiocyanic acid is unknoM u ?

attempting to prepare it, a rather complex decomposition occiu’s

^

which carbon oxysulphide, COS, is formed (p. 412). The

this latter compound takes place directly by splitting off ammonui
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the nicl of water, a reaction which can be represented by the equation
[ISCN + HoO = COS + NH.J. The decomposition occurs on heating
potassium thiocyanate with a medium strong solution of sulphuric

acid.

ith regard to its similarity to the halogens, thiocyananion, SCN^,
is quite analogous to cyananion

;
it, also, gives with argention a white

precipitate, which, in its external appearance, cannot be distinguished
from silver chloride or silver cyanide.

Coi'icsponding to the gaseous cyanogen, however, no thiocyanogen
if; known. Ihere are substances, it is true, which have the composi-
tion SON, but these are certainly polymeric compounds of the formula
(SeX);,,, where n is a number probably greater than 3. They belong,
therefore, to quite a diflferent group of substances, which are generally
treated in organic chemistry.



CHAPTER XVII

SILICON

Silicon stands to carbon in the same relation as sulphur to oxygen.

The two elements are similar in many respects, but differ more from

one another than, for example, chlorine, bromine, and iodine do.

Silicon, like carbon, occurs in several forms, of which an amoriihoiis

and a crystalline form are accurately known. Amorphous silicon is

obtained by conducting its chlorine or fluorine compound over heated

potassium
;
the metal unites with the halogen, and the silicon is set

free. The soluble potassium salt formed is removed by washing with

water, and the silicon is left behind as a greenish-brown powder. This

is amorphous, and has the tendency to pass into the colloidal state
;

it.

therefore, the washing is continued to a certain point, the silicon gtK's

into 3 : sludge and begins to pass through the filter.

Amorphous silicon is more easily obtained by heating its oxygmii

compound, finely powdered quartz, with magnesium powder.

magnesium combines with the oxygen of the silicon dioxide, foriniiig

magnesium oxide, and the silicon is liberated. The latter mm l)c

obtained pure by extracting the product with dilute acid, in which the

magnesium oxide but not the silicon dissolves.

At a high temperature, silicon melts
;
and on solidifying, crystallin*

silicon is formed as a grey mass with a metallic lustre. The crystalhs-c

tion is greatly facilitated by the addition of a metal such as ziia

,

the zinc can be removed by treating the product with dilute aci(b.

Amorphous silicon can be set on fire in the air, but its combustion

is very incomplete, because the non-volatile silicon dioxide forineu pu

vents further combustion. Crystalline silicon does not

change in the air even at a red heat. Silicon is soluble in

soda on heating, the silicon thereby taking up oxygen from the

and passing into an acid, silicic acid, or rather into its sodium

The hydrogen of the water escapes as a gas.
1
^^.

The combining weight of silicon has been determined \v

analysis of its halogen compounds, and amounts to Si = 28*4.

Silicon Dioxide.—By far the most important compound

418
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.silicon is silicon dioxide or the anhydride of silicic acid. It has the

foniiiila SiOo, or a multiple of this, and occurs in enormous quantities

in nature both in the free state and as salts. The largest part of the

earih’s surface is composed of silicon dioxide, or of its compounds
;
over

a (iiiarter of the solid crust of the earth is formed by silicon.

Silicon dioxide occurs in several varieties, two crystalline and one

amorphous. It is most widely distributed in the crystalline form as

quartz, rock crystal, amethyst, smoky quartz. These and various

other minerals are, chemically, the same substance, and appear to l)e

(liHererit only by reason of the impurities to which the difference in

('oloiir is due.

The purest form is rock crystal, which crystallises in six-sided

prisms and is colourless. The crystals possess the property of rotating

the plane of polarised light when this is passed through parallel to the

axis of the prism. In some crystals, the rota-

tion is to the right, in others to the left, and the

sense of the rotation is closely related to a one-

sided ciystallographic formation, by means of

whieh right and left crystals can also be dis-

tinguished. The difference is seen in the hemi-

lieilral faces (Fig. 102); a right and a left

ti'vstal can no more be superposed on one

iH'other than can a right and a left-hand glove.

While rock crystal is clear as water, smoky topaz, or, better,

^’I'oky quartz, is brown to black, amethyst violet, ordinary quartz

'vhitish and turbid. There arc also yellow, rose -red, and other

(^^•'luured varieties.

IJuurtz forms a constituent of many rocks, especially of granite,

S|'C'iss, (;tc. By the action of water and carbonic acid, these rocks are

‘^idntegfated as well as partially changed chemically {vide infra), and
<imirtz grains are left detached. These are borne away and

up by the rivers, and finally reach the sea in the form of

snnd. On the sea-bottorn the sand masses frequently become
again by means of a binding material (limestone or iron oxide)

solid masses; sandstone, which forms extensive mountain ranges
^‘onsists of quartz grains, has been so formed,
bhiaitz has the density 2 ’60, and a hardness 7, i.e, it represents the

';i’d hardest grade after the di.amond. Quartz is used, therefore, for
^'’"‘hiig metal (grindstones and whetstones) and glass.

I'lo other crystalline form of silicon dioxide is called iridymite.
^’ccurs almost solely in microscopic crystals as a constituent of rocks,

Lss dense than quartz (2*3 as compared with 2 *6 6).

The
silicon dioxide occurs as a mineral in various rocks.

i'<iund

'vide-spread and best known form is Hint, which forms

^rown^
chalk, and is coloured by organic substances, yellow,

or black. It is but slightly inferior to quartz in hardness, and
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by reason of its conchoidal fracture sharp edges can easily be foniKd

on it. In prehistoric times, when the methods of obtaining and woi k

ing metals were unknown, this mineral was used for making knives,

axes, and arrow heads. It is the stone which was chieHy emploved in

the “ Stone Age.”

Other forms of amorphous silicon dioxide are opal, chalccdonv,

jasper, etc., which differ essentially only in structure and laver f(ii’

Illation, but do not differ chemically. In chemical operations, silicon

dioxide is usually obtained amorphous, and it is not very easy to catisc

it to crystallise
;
nevertheless, both crystalline forms have already liccn

artificially prepared.

Silicic Acid.—Silicon dioxide is the anhydride of an acid, silicic

acid, or rather of a whole series of acids which can be compounded of

the elements of silicon dioxide and water, d’he relations are siniilai

to those obtaining in the case of the phosphoric acids, only more (liv(3 i se.

As extreme member of the series of the diffcrmit silicic acids,

there may be regarded the tetrahasic orthosilicic acid, Si(011)
j

;
SiO ,-

2H,,() = Si(OH)^. It is not knowm in the pure state, but in the tVirm

of its salts.

By loss of water, it passes into the dibasic acid Si()(()ll).„ tln'

composition of which corresponds to that of carlionic acid.

Other silicic acids are formed by the union of several conihiiiiiiL'

weights of the ortho-acid with loss of water. From 2Si(()H)j then*

are formed SioO-H^, 81./)^.^. In a similar manner, corrcspoiul

ing “pyro-acids” can be derived from several combining wedghts nt

silicic acid.

Unlike the phosphoric acids, the different silicic acids caimof 1 h’

distinguished from one another by any reactions
;
that these difUiriit

types exist can bo concluded only from the existence of the rone

sponding salts which occur naturally in the crystalline form.

These salts of silicic acid or silicates are all practically iusolal^le'

in water, with the exception of the silicates of the alkali metah

which can be dissolved, and whose solutions bear the name of watei

glass. These salts are readily obtained by fusing quaitz wifh

hydroxides or carbonates of the alkali metals. From these solution^

the silicic acid can be set free hy other acids.

If the mixing of an alkaline silicate with acid, hydrorkl'^"'^

acid, be carried out in concentrated solution, the silicic acid

out in friable, gelatinous masses. If, however, dilute solutions

employed and an excess of acid, no precipitation is obtained, hut j

solution remains clear and apparently unchanged. This looks |

the silicic acid were difficultly soluble, so that it is partially !

pitated from concentrated solutions while it remains

much water. This is, however, not the case
;
the solution of si

acid which is formed is no true solution, but the silicic acid is

in the colloidal state.
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This is seen when the liquid is subjected to dialysis, x.e. when

it is placed in a vessel whose walls are formed entirely or partially

of parchment paper or of bladder, and the vessel placed in pure

watei*. The salt which is formed and the excess of acid then pass by

(litl’usion freely through the membrane, while the silicic acid, like all

colloidal substances, is retained. If the experiment is continued for a

number of (lays with frequent renewal of the water, all the salts, as

far as can be detected, will finally diffuse away, and the solution in the

(lialyser will contain only silicic acid.

This silicic acid shows the characteristic properties of “colloidal

solutions” or “ pseudo- solutions.” On evaporating to dryness no

crystals are formed, but there is left an amorphous, glassy mass
which only incompletely re-dissolves in water. Boiling and freezing

point differ only exceedingly slightly from those of water
;
special

chemical reactions cannot be detected. By addition of various sub-

stances, especially of salts, the liquid solidifies to a jelly, especially if

it has been somewhat concentrated by evaporation in the cold.

In nature silicic acid occurs very often in such a form. It gets

into the natural waters from the silicates when these are decomposed
by (:aiT)onic acid. Under suitable conditions, the silicic acid crystal-

lises from such solutions
;
smoky quartz, especially, has probably been

loniicd in this way. For, since it owes its coloration to organic sub-

stances which are destroyed by ignition, it must have been formed at

n low temperature, and, during the period of its existence, can never
liave been subjected to a red heat. The way in which it occurs, also,

makes its formation from solutions probable.

Silicic acid, or quartz, is extensively applied in the arts. Sand-
stone is a greatly valued, because easily worked and resistant building
material

;
quartz sand is used as an addition to mortar and for grincl-

‘"K- by fusing (piartz with the carbonates of the alkali and alkaline
^arth metals, amorphous, transparent masses are obtained, which, as

find very manifold application. Colourless rock crystal is used
a cheap ornamental stone, and also, on account of its rotating the

plani! of polarised light and of its transparency for light of all wave-
^^gfhs, in the construction of optical instruments. For spectacle

'bso, quartz is used, since, on account of its great hardness,

bie polish less easily than glass lenses.

Geological Reactions.—Of all chemical processes occurring on
tiJU'th’s surface, the interaction of the naturally occurring silicates

^vatvr and carbonic acid is the one which, quantitatively, stands

the
primitive rocks of the earth were essentially silicates

;

corr >

probability, was present as carbonic acid. This

whi'i
to the equilibrium at comparatively high temperatures,

^0 assumed to have prevailed originally on the earth,

that V

temperatures the equilibrium changes in such a way
^arl)onic acid displaces silicic acid from its salts. In other
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words, a system consisting of carbonates and free silicic acid, or silicon

dioxide, is, at lower temperatures, more stable than the system carbon

dioxide and silicate. For this reason, the silicates of the various

primitive rocks are subjected to uninterrupted chemical processes, to

which is added a mechanical disintegration by the action of water, df

changing temperature, and of the wind. The consequence of this is

that the silicates which are decomposable under these circumstances

are transformed, the non-decomposable are disintegrated, and carbonates

are formed from the constituents of the transformed rocks.

The silicates of the alkali metals, especially, undergo this decoiii

position. These, it is true, do not occur in the free state in nature,

but only as double silicates combined witli the silicates of other metals,

They become thereby more stable, but still not absolutely resistant,

and are therefore decomposed.

The alkali metiils pass into the waters as soluble carbonates, and

are partially retained in the soil by absorption. This retention is

specially great in cultivated soil, where it is conditioned, partially at

least, by the presence of organic substances. Another portion })as.';e,s

on into the sea. This is also the destination of the alkaline earth

metals, which are there deposited chiefly as carbonates.

Of the dissolved silicic acid, a considerable portion also reaches the

sea, and is there utilised by various animals for building up their

skeleton. Another portion forms hydrated magnesium silicate ^villi

the magnesium of the rocks. This is a compound which, under

certain circumstances, resists the action of water, and which is there

fore formed when its constituents come together. The conversion cf

the original rocks into serpentine or steatite, as the hydrated silicate

of magnesium is called in mineralogy, can constantly be recognised

at various points.

Of the other metals which occur abundantly on the earth’s surface,

aluminium also is capable of remaining in combination with silicic

acid, even under the existing conditions. Aluminium silicate is a very

widely distributed constituent of the primitive rocks. In the clecom-

position by water and carbonic acid, or “ weathering,” aluminium

silicate is not decomposed, but remains as an amorphous residue v’heii

the other constituents have been dissolved. The very finely divide'

mass is carried by the rivers to the sea if it has not previously hcen

deposited at comparatively quiet spots as clay, potter’s earth, or

On the sea bottom the deposited clay slowly hardens into slate .m'

similar secondary rocks.
,

By mean8|il these various transformations, a one-sided elwu^e

takes place in ^e composition of the earth’s crust, the tendenc}

which is to more and more increase the amount of carbon in the mi

of calcium and magnesium carbonate, while the silicic acid

before had formed salts with these metals is separated in the

state. By this process the amount of carbon dioxide in the air ni
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;ilso slowly become less. By the combustion of fossil fuel, it is true, a

certiiii amount of the carbon which had been long removed from the

;,ir, is again given back to it, and in isolated localities where volcanic

activity occurs at a comparatively small depth below the surface of the

(‘arth, the carbonates formed in the wet way also appear to undergo
decomposition as a consequence of the rise of temperature, as is

iiiilicated by the streaming forth of carbonic acid at the places

meiitioiied. Still these amounts of carbon, which are again put into

( ireuLition, are probably much less than the amounts which, in the

form of carbonates, are withdrawn from circulation.

It Ave consider, now, that all organisms must have recourse to

carhoM for the building up of their body, we see that the slow

iliraiiiution of the amount of floating carbon -capital which is taking

I)lace on the surface of the earth must exercise a great influence

oil the moulding of life. It can be regarded as highly probable that

the essentially different state of affairs which, as may be concluded
from the investigations of the geologists, prevailed in former periods
were due to the influence of the larger amounts of carbon dioxide
then present in the air, and that in the future also, organic life will

undergo variation in such a sense that the continued diminution will

he met in a suitiible manner.

Halogen Compounds of Silicon.—When a mixture of silicon

hioxide and charcoal is strongly heated in a current of dry chlorine,

decomposition takes place, and there is obtained, besides carbon
monoxide, a volatile substance which analysis and vapour density show
to have the composition SiCl^. The reaction, therefore, takes place in

‘fcordance with the equation SiO, + 2C + 2C1,- SiCl, + 2CO.
Whereas neither carbon nor chlorine alone can decompose silicon

oioxide, the decomposition can be effected when both substances act
together. The reason of this is that by the simultaneous action

Ihe two substances, products are formed which are *much more
^able, or contain much less free energy, than when the substances
‘ct separately. For chlorine alone would yield free oxygen along

^ silicon chloride
;

charcoal alone, free silicon along with carbon
I'^noxidc

; whereas, when they act together, the formation of sub-

with a largo amount of energy, such as oxygen and silicon,
‘^ avoided. Of the principle which forms the basis of this reaction,

^'‘^^ Lequently made.
dicon chloride can also be obtained by the action of chlorine

silicon. It is a colourless liquid which boils at 59'

^

the density 1 *5. In moist air it fumes strongly, since it

decomposed by water to hydrogen chloride and silicic

the 1 ^ 4H20= Si(0HL + 4HCI. This reaction shows it to be
^prule of silicic acid.

^vdro
^^eated not in a current of chlorine but in one of

h » chloride, the latter is decomposed and a chlorine compound
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of silicon, which also contains hydrogen and has the composition SiECl

is formed. On account of the similarity of this formula to that oj

chloroform (p. 400), the substance has been called silico-clilorofonn,

It is a colourless liquid which looks like silicon chloride, and, like tliis,

is also decomposed by water ; it boils, however, somewhat lower, vh

at 36

Corresponding to these chlorine compounds, there are also ])roiniiic

and iodine compounds which have an analogous composition, and which,

in accordance with the general rule, have higher boiling points than

the chlorine compounds, but which otherwise behave (piite similarly

and are obtained in a similar manner. Silicon iodide is a solid at the

ordinary temperature, and passes into a liquid only at 120 '.

Silicon Hydride.—A compound of the composition Sill, is

obtained, mixed with much hydrogen, when magnesium containing

silicon is dissolved in hydrochloric acid. Since it can be liquetieii

much more easily than hydrogen, it can be obtained pure by cooling

sufficiently strongly. It possesses the property of igniting spontane

ously in the air, and owing to the formation of smoke rings of silicon

dioxide, it gives lise to phenomena which are (piite similar to those

ivhich are seen in the case of hydrogen phosphide. Its behavioin.

also, with respect to the dependeneo of the spontaneous ignition on

the density, appears to be similar to that of hydrogen phosphide.

Whereas, therefore, in respect of the formula, silicon hydride and

methane (p. 398) are to be regarded as similar compounds, they e.vliihit

very great differences in their chemical properties. Similar difference'

are also found in the case of many other compounds of carbon and

silicon of analogous composition.

Silicon Fluoride.—With fluorine also, silicon combines, yielding

a compound of analogous composition, SiP'^, which at the ordinary' teiii

perature is a gas. This compound is very easily obtained by allowing

hydrogen fluoride to act on silicon dioxide. Since it is decomposed

by water, dehydrating agents must be added to destroy the action ol

the water which is formed in the process. This is most sinipl}' aceom

plished by treating a mixture of silicon dioxide and a saline llnoi'ine

compound {ejj. fluor-spar or calcium fluoride) with an excess ot eon

centrated sulphuric acid. In place of silicon dioxide any silicate c;ni

be taken, since the hydrogen fluoride which is formed acts in the sniat

way on all silicates.

This reaction is of great importance analytically, since it

the means of bringing into solution, and thereby making aceessi
»

<

to analysis, the natural and artificial silicates, which otherwise slio^'

great resistance to chemical actions. For this purpose the silicates

covered with strong hydrofluoric acid and evaporated at a gentle uO'i •

In this process a platinum dish must be used, as vessels of

material are attacked. The silicon fluoride passes off in

as it is formed, and the metals present are obtained as fluorides. >
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these would give l)Other in the further analysis, the evaporation is

completed with the addition of sulphuric acid, the fluorides thereby

passing into sulphates.

Silicon fluoride is a gas at the ordinary temperature, and passes,

iiiitler the influence of pressure and cold, into a liquid which boils at

about - 100'’.

In contact with water, silicon fluoride also undergoes change; this,

however, follows a somewhat ditterent course from that in the case of

the other halogen compounds. Instead of simply yielding hydrogen

tliioride and silicic acid, an intermediate product, hydrofluosilicic

acid, is formed according to the equation 3SiF^ + 4H.p = 2lI.,SiF^. +
Si(OII)^.

Whereas the silicic acid separates out, the hydrofluosilicic acid dis-

solvi's in water and imparts to it an acid reactioTi. Where it is

desired to obtain the latter, it is expedient to add so much hydro-

duoric acid to the liquid that the silicic acid which separates out mostly
P<as.ses into solution again

—

Si(OH), + 6HF = H^iF, + 4H,0.

yield of acid is thereby increased and the troublesome filtration

HVoi(|e(].

*Since the silicic acid which is formed would soon stop up the
< ein cry tube, it is necessary either to use an inverted funnel, through
dich the gas is allowed to pass into the water, or the delivery tube
^'nidc to open under the surface of a layer of mercury placed at the

ot vessel of water (Fig. 103),

hydrofluosilicic acid is known only in aqueous solution. On
ip^niting such a solution, the acid passes off entirely

;
and if the

‘iporation is carried out in a vessel of glass or of porcelain, an
^ ^6d spot is produced. This is due to the fact that the hydrofluo-
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silicic acid decomposes into silicon fluoride and hydrofluoric acid in

proportion as the solution loses water
;
the former escapes as a gas, and

the hydrofluoric acid exerts its usual etching action. While,' therefore,

a solution of hydrofluosilicic acid does not itself attack glass, it does so

if it is evaporated.

On these chemical processes depends the etching of glass, wliioh

serves not only for the ornamentation of objects of daily use, but is

still more important in the manufacture of scientific apparatus. If a

glass surface is coated with wax, resin, or other substance capaldc of

withstanding the action of hydrofluoric acid for some time, and this

coating is then removed where necessary, the surface of the glass, on

subsequent treatment with hydrofluoric acid, is attacked at all those

parts which are uncovered, while the protected parts retain thein

polish.

For example, in order to graduate a burette (p. 186), a suit;d)le

tube, on which the desired volume has been measured off, is coated

with melted wax and the necessary strokes made in this coating l)y

means of the dividing engine. After marking the figures also, concen-

trated hydrofluoric acid is brushed into the marks and again washed

(»ff after a few minutes. If the wax is then removed, the mai’ks are

found as hollowed lines in the gla.ss, because the hydrofluoric acid

dissolves a part of the glass wherever it comes into contact with it.

The etching can be performed more cheaply, but not so conveni-

ently, by first preparing hydrofluoric acid from a mixture of fluor spar

and sulphuric acid. The object is then placed over the mixture and

the etching effected by means of the vapours of the acid whicli are

evolved. This requires a considerably longer time, the length of wliicli

depends on the temperature.

The etching produced by the vapours is dull, while that cflccted

by the liquid acid is clear. This is due to the fact that in tli*'

first case only the gaseous silicon fluoride escapes, and the other con-

stituents of the glass are left behind, while in the second case tlie

glass is completely converted into soluble substances at the paits

attacked. If to the aqueous acid substances are added which produce

a precipitate on the glass, especially the alkali salts of hydroffioiic

acid, a dull etching can also be obtained with the solution of the acn •

Hydrofluosilicic acid is a dibasic acid which forms many difficult y

soluble salts. Thus the salts of the alkali metals, more especiallyV^^^^

almost insoluble in water, and barium silicofluoride is so to

degree that it is used for the separation of barium in analysis. I ‘

acid is stable in acid solution; by excess of alkali it is, however, dccow

posed with formation of a silicate and a fluoride. To this is due

peculiar behaviour in the titration of this acid with alkali, e,g.

caustic soda. If this base is added to a solution of

acid coloured with litmus, a blue coloration, certainly, ia

when an amount of the alkali has been add^ corresponding to ^
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hydrogen of the acid. After a few minutes, however, this colour again

passes into red, and twice as much soda can be still added before the

solution remains permanently blue. This is due to the occurrence of

the following reaction :

—

H,SiF,. + GNaOH = 6NaF + Si(()H), + 2H/_).

Sodium fluoride and silicic acid are formed. Since the latter does not

act oil litmus, the blue coloration occurs when CNaF are formed.

On this behaviour of the salts of hydrofluosilicic acid an analytical

method for the determination of the alkali metals can be based, since*

these form difficultly soluble silicofluorides, which experience the above

decomposition.

Carborundum.—Of the other compounds, of silicon we shall still

mention, on account of its technical importance, silicon carbide or car-

bon silicide. This is a greenish or black-coloured mass obtained by
nllowing carbon to act on silicon dioxide at the very high temperature
of the electric furnace : SiO.^ -f- 3C = SiC -i- 2CO. The compound is

distinguished by its very considerable hardness, and is therefore used in

the arts as a grinding material. In chemical respects it is very resist-

ant, since it is scarcely combustible, the silicon dioxide whieh is formed
covering the surface with a coating which is impermeable for oxygen.
It is slowly attacked when fused with caustic soda with access of air,

sodium carbonate and silicate being formed.

Technically, the substance is called carborundum.
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BORON

General.—Among tho non-metallic elements l)oron, occupies a ruthei

isolated position, since the elements most nearly related to it must he

sought for among the metals, namely among the earth metals. On

aceount of the properties of the free element and of those of tiie com

pounds, it is, however, not expedient to give boron a place among tlu‘

metals. It may best be classed along with silicon, from which ii

dillers, however, in its typical compounds having a different composi

tion.

Boron is a solid substance which is capable of existing in sevcml

different forms, one amorphous and at least one crystalline. Amoi

phous l)oron is obtained by passing the vapours of the chlorine com

pound over heated sodium, or, quite similarly to silicon, by igiiitin.i;

the oxygen compound with magnesium. After the removal of tlu

admixtures, it forms a black powder of the density 2
’5, which in many

respects behaves similarly to charcoal, but is more easily oxidised ;

this

occurs more especially by means of strongly oxidising solutions even

at the room temperature.

By the fusion of boron trioxide [vide infra) with aluminium, ci ystal

lined boron is obtained, which, on account of its hardness, has been

called “adamantine boron.” It is not obtained quite pure in this way,

but contains aluminium derived from its preparation. Simr thi>

metal is the element most nearly related to boron, the product is not

to be looked upon as a compound, but as a mixture (possibly with

diamond-like form of aluminium isomorphous with boron, and not km)^va

by itself).

Boron containing carbon, and obtained from the two elements at

a very high temperature, is of a similar character, and also posscssej

an adamantine hardness. This also ought most probably to be reg;ii'(l*^‘

as a mixture, and not as a chemical compound.

The two forms probably stand to one another in the relation th'

amorphous boron is unstable with respect to the crystalline, as 'vbit^

phosphorus is with respect to red. In this case, however, the velocib

42$
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„{ ti-iiisfonnation at temperatures below a red -heat is apparently

iniiBeasurably small.

The combining weight of boron is not known with great exactness;

it may be put down at B = 1

1

.

Boric Acid.—Of the compounds of boron, the most important are

horoii trioxide, B/).^, and the corresponding boric acid, which is formed

from the trioxide*^ hy taking up the elements of water. The limiting

compound which, on analogy with orthophosphoric acid, may be called

orthohoric acid, is represented by the formula B(OH).5. Although it

is known in the free state, salts of the acid arc not known with

certainty. On the contrary, all known .salts are derived from “con-

densed ” acids.

In nature, boric acid occurs as mssoline in lustrous, generally some-

what yellowish coloured scales, which have a soft and smooth feeling

and are soluble in water. Hot water dissolves a large (piantity, cold

water comparatively little. The crude boric acid can, therefore, 1 )e

easily purified by recrystallisation. The purification is still more suc-

cessfully effected by converting the boric acid into its sodium salt,

and decomposing this, after recrystallisation, in CMUicentrated

solution with an acid; ejj. hydrochloric acid. The boric acid then

crystallises out as white scales.

Boric acid is a very weak acid, whose salts, on dissolution in water,

are hydrolytically dissociated. The aqueous solution of the acid has

:i scarcely acid reaction, and conducts electricity only slightly better

than pure water. Further, it cannot be titrated with caustic soda,

since the alkaline reaction is gradually produced without a dcfitiite

relation between acid and base being observed.

On being heated, boric acid loses water and passes into boron

tiioxidc
: 2H.^B()3 B.,03 + 3H.p. The anhydride formed melts to a

;;hiss-like mass, which is viscous and can be drawn into long threads.

The fused substance dissolves various oxides of metals, and can,

therefore, be used in soldering
;

for this purpose, however, the more

readily fusible alkali salts of boric acid are employed.

boric acid has fairlv strong antiseptic action, and is therefore used

iir imalicine and for pickling meat.

A very remarkable property of boric acid is that it is fairly

readily volatile with steam, while its anhydride is highly resistant to

As a comparison with the other anhydrides, e.g. that of

^ihphuric acid, shows, this behaviour is unusual, for in by far the

greater number of cases the anhydrides are much more readily

volatile than the hydrates.
Hu this volatility of boric acid with steam depends the method of

^^•taiiiing it. In the volcanic districts of Tuscany, vapours containing

^^oric acid issue from the earth. By first passing these vapours into

jvater and evaporating this water at a lower temperature, crystallised

acid is obtained. The fact that all the boric acid does not
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thereby again pass off with the steam indicates that the ratio of boric

acid to water vapour is at lower temperatures probably much smaller

than at higher
;
as to this, however, nothing is known with certaintv.

With the vapour of alcohol, boric acid is still more readily volatile.

In this case it is the formation of a compound, an ester (p. 402), wliidi

eifects the volatilisation. If the alcohol is set on fire, the flame is

coloured green by the volatile ester of boric acid. This phenomenon

can be used for the detection of boric acid
;

if this is in the form of a

salt, it is only necessary to rub it up with sulphuric acid and to pom

alcohol over the mixture, in order to obtain the reaction.

As in the case of phosphoric and silicic acids, there exist also in

the case of boric acid various “condensed” acids, which are derived

from orthoboric acid, B(OH)
3,
by the loss of the elements of water.

From orthoboric acid only the monobasic “metaboric acid” can bo

directly formed in this way
;
much greater diversity, however, is

produced when .'tmml combining weights of boric acid together lose

the elements of water. Of the many such forms possible, we shall

mention only one, the dibasic tetraboric acid the formation of

which is represented by the erpiation 4B(()1I).^ - 5H./) - IbB/L

This is the acid of the best known of all soluble borates, viz., bmw)

Na.,B40;.

The' boric acids, like the silicic acids, form soluble salts with the

alkali metals, whereas all other metals yield difficultly soluble salts.

When heated, the borates fuse to glass-like masses
;
in this state they

dissolve the oxides of the heavy metals, which then often exhibit

characteristic colours. These phenomena serve for the detection (»f

such metals in analysis. Borates are also added to glass and enamel

iti order to impart to these particular properties, e.g. fusibility, small

expansion with heat, and low power of refraction of light.

Other Compounds of Boron.—On heating amorphous boron, oi

a mixture of boron trioxidc and charcoal, in a current of chlorine,

there is obtained, as in the case of silicon, a readily volatile chlorine

compound which condenses in the strongly cooled receiver to a ln]nui-

In the pure state this is colourless, boils at 17°, and fumes strong y

in moist air, since it undergoes decomposition with water to ImiK

and hydrochloric acids: BCl^ + 3H,0 = H,BO, + 3HC1. From the

vapour density, the molar weight of this compound is found to l)e 1 o

so that three combining weights of chlorine are contained in it.

is the reason why the combining weight of boron was hot so chosen

that its compounds could be foimulated in accordance with thot^e o

silicon. Similar reasons are furnished by the other halogen rom

pounds of boron which will presently be mentioned.
u i

•

Boron trichloride can be re^rded as the chloride of ortho tcru

acid, the throe^ydroxyls of which are replaced by chlorine. It

therefore, be presumed that it is formed by the general metho(

preparation of the acid chlorides, by the action of phosphoius pen
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(hloride on the acid. This is, as a matter of fact, the case, the reaction

n(()H)j + 3PClr,= BCL^ + 3POCI
3
+ 3HCI being possible.

AVith bromine, boron forms a tribromkle, which is quite similar to

the chloride.

Ihroii iriflvoride is obtained as a colourless gas, which fumes strongly

ill the air and is quite similar to silicon fluoride, by warming boron

trioxide with fluor-spar and concentrated sulphuric acid. In water it

dissolves with great rise of temperature and separation of boric acid

;

in the solution there remains hydrofluoboric acid, HBF^. This, it is

true, has a different composition from hydrofluosilicic acid, but behaves

<tuitc similarly
;
for example, it also forms difficultly soluble salts with

the alkali metals.

The reaction takes place according to the equation 4BF.^ i 311,0 =

;UIi;Fj + B().5H3.

Hydrofluoboric acid is also obtained by adding boric acid or

1)01 on trioxide to aqueous hydrofluoric acid; these are quickly dis-

solved with considerable rise of temperature.

Of the other compounds of boron, boron nitride should be

mentioned. It is formed by the direct combination of boron with

nitrogen, and is generally formed in the preparation of boron if aii^

1)0 not excluded. It can also be obtained by igniting boron trioxide

with charcoal in a current of nitrogen. When pure, it forms a white

powder which phosphoresces in the dame, and when heated to a

moderate temperature wdth water vapour is decomposed to boi'ic acid

mid ammonia : BN -i- 3H.,0 = BO.jH.^ + NH^.



CHAPTER XIX

ARGON, HELIUM, ANT) CONGENERS

Argon.— It has already been mentioned (p. 314) that the nitroi^^eii

obtained from the air differs from the “artificial,” Le, obtained from

chemical compounds, in having a somewhat greater density. This at

first puzzling phenomenon was finally explained (Rayleigh and

Ramsay, 1894) by the fact that in atmospheric nitrogen anotlun' gas

is contained which resembles nitrogen in its disinclination to loiiii

chemical compounds, and indeed, in this respect, is consider;d)]y

its superior.

By converting the nitrogen of the air into iion-gaseous compounds,

the other constituent, which has been called argon, can be o])tajued

pure. For this purpose there may be employed, for cxam])h', tiif

property of nitrogen of combining with oxygen under the inHueiKa' "f

the electric discharge (p. 347). The nitrogen peroxide thus formed is

absorbed by caustic soda, and by adding the necessary amount of

oxygen the reaction can be continued till all the nitrogen is usihI up

The excess of oxygen can then be easily removed by means of heated

copper or phosphorus (p. 316). The same end is attained by the use

of certain metals, e.g, magnesium or lithium, which readily aliseii'

nitrogen at a red-heat. A mixture of lime, magnesium, and some

sodium has been found very suitable.

The residual gas is colourless, odourless, and tasteless, and has, m

accordance with its density, the molar weight 40. It is, therctont

considerably more dense than nitrogen and oxygen. In the air ij

forms the 0*009 part by volume and the 0*012 part by weight, aii<

the ratio of it to the other constituents of the air is not subject to

appreciable variations.

Since the gas does not form any compounds with other element'’,

no combining weight, properly speaking, can be assigned to it.

the basis of the law of Gay-Lussac (p. 139), it may, however,

assumed that if it did form any compounds, these must be

with other gases in simple ratios by volume, and that, therefore, 1

normal weight 40, or some fraction of it, must be equal to the rom

432
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billing weight. What this fraction is, however, cannot a priori be

stated.

A decision can be here amved at by means of the relation which

has been found to exist in the case of other gases between the com-

position and the capacity for heat. By eapacity for heat there is

understood the ratio of the heat communicated to a body to the rise

of temperature produced. This ratio is evidently all the greater, the

greater the amount of substance subjected to the experiment. If it is

referred to one mole (p. lo6) of the substance, this special capacity for

lieat is called the nwlecular heat or molar heat of the particidar sub-

stance.

If the amount of heat be measured in Joules (p. 118), and the

changes of temperature, as usual, in centigrade degrees, the following

are the molecular heats of a number of gases :

—

Oxygen 0., 21 Carbon <lio\ide CO^ :52

Nitrogen n; 20 Nitrous oxide N./) ;53

Hydrogen h; 20 Water vapour IFoO 28

Nitric oxide NO 21 Pho.si)horoiis chloride PC1
;h 68

('arl)on monoxide CO 20 Chloroform CHCl.. 69

Hydrogen chloride HCl 20
i

The smallest values of the molecular heats are, accordingly, 20,

and are found in the case of those gases which contain two combining

weights in the molar weight
;

it is thereby a matter of indifference

whetln'r the combined elements are like or different.

On determining the molecular heat of argon, however, the value

1- is obtjiinod—a value, therefore, wdiich is much smaller than that for

idl the gases given. This leads to the presumption that argon is still

wore simple in composition than these gases, ie. that its tnolar and

combining weights coincide, and that the formula of gaseous argon is

given by the simple symbol A, and not A.,.

This presumption can be tested by analogy. From the chemical

behaviour of mercury, the same conclusion has been drawn
;
mercury

^’<^pour must also have the formula Hg and not Hg^, since the com-
bining weight and the molar weight have both been found equal to

-bb. As a matter of fact, the determination of the molecular heat
nf inermuy has yielded the value 1 3.

There is therefore sufficient reason for assuming the identity of

niolav and combining weights of argon, and for ascribing to this

-Anient the combining weight 40, whereby the formula of gaseous

becomes A.

the rest, argon behaves similarly to the other gases. At
'

, under ordinary pressure, it becomes liquid.

If electric discharges are passed through rarefied argon, a spectrum

lines is obtained. According to the pressure and the

^ conditions, three different spectra are obtained, the light in

* a.ppearing blue, red, or white.

2f

tube
{
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Helium.—A considerable time ago the name helium was given to

an unknown element, the presence of which in the sun’s atmosphere

had been concluded from the occurrence of a strong and constant line

in the yellow-green of the spectrum which could not be referred to any

known terrestrial element. In his investigations on the occurrence of

argon in minerals, the same line was found by Ramsay, one of the

discoverers of argon, in the gases which are evolved on the ignition of

certain minerals, e.g. cleveite, and he established the fact that it was

due to a gas similar to argon, and it accordingly received the name

helium.

Helium is found in some rare minerals which contain the elenient

uranium, and is obtained from these by heating. From any nitrogen

whicli may bo present, it can be freed in the same way as was

given in the case of argon
;

from the argon which is sometimes

also present, it must be separated by diftusion through a j)oroiis

clay partition ^ (p. 93).

Helium is a very light gas, the molar weight of which is only 4

;

it is, therefore, only twice as heavy as hydrogen. Its critical tern

perature lies accordingly very low. For the rest, it shares the

properties of argon, and has, more especially, the small molecular

heat 12, so that its combining weight must be put equal to its molar

weight. With this value. Ho = 4, helium is, next to hydrog(‘n, ilm

element with the smallest combining weight, so far as one can speak

of such a thing in the case of an element which does not form any

known compounds.

Further, in the residue from the evaporation of liquid atmospheric

air, still a number of other gases have been discovered, which are

characterised by their spectra and their density. They all likewise

possess the small value of the molecular heat, and in all cases, there-

fore, the molar weight has been put equal to the combining weiglh-

Their names are won (Ne = 20), krf/pton(Kv = 81 ’8), and xenon (X 1 -8).

’ The separation is also effected by fnictional distillation. On cooling tho gases 1)}

means of lif[uid air, the argon condenses and the helium remains as a gas, dissol\o,

perhaps, in the liquid argon. On allowing the temperature to rise, the helium escaii'>

tirst. By repeating the liquefaction and ga.silication, tlie gase.s can be separated. - I>'-
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POTASSIUM

General Remarks on the Chemistry of the Metals.—Although

tho number of the metallic elements is much greater than that of the

non-metals, tho chemistry of them is much simpler and comparatively

less diverse. This is due to the fact that by far the largest number

;ind the most important of the compounds of the metals are of a saline

character. Now, we have seen generally, that the properties of the

salts in aqueous solution are conditioned essentially by the properties

of their ions. If, therefore, a metal, ej/. .silver, forms only one kind

of cation, tho behaviour of all its salts in aqueous solution is known,

if that of this particular cation is known ;
a knowledge of the anions,

which have mostly been treated in the chemistry of the non-metals, is

hereby supposed given.

So far, then, as the behaviour in aqueous solution is concerned,

the chemistry of tho metals is essentially given with the knowledge of

the metal ions. In analytical chemistry we are concerned almost

entirely with aqueous solutions, and to what we there learn it is

generally sufficient to add a sUitement of the solubility relations of

eertaiu difficultly soluble salts, in order to obtain the foundation of

‘Analytical chemistry. For general chemistry, however, it is necessary

te add a knowledge of the compounds in the solid state as well as of

fhe non-saline or indifferent compounds which also exist in the case of

metals, whereby greater diversity is produced.

^mne variety is, however, found among the ions themselves.

Many metals form not only elementary ions with different properties,

the differences between which are connected with different valency,

hut they are also capable of forming with other elements complex ions

special properties. New groups of substances are thereby formed,
^ud in this direction inorganic chemistry is developing a very great

fhversity, which at the present time is by no means exhausted—in many
t^uses indeed, its outlines are scarcely known.

lu general, it must be said that every anion will be able to form a

with every cation. By virtue of a general rule, most of the salts

,
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in dilute aqueous solution are extensively dissociated into their ions

so that the properties of these solutions differ but little from the sum

of the properties of the ions. Where, therefore, specific propei ti('s,

which do not correspond to this rule, are met with in salt solutions, it

can be concluded with certainty that the dissociation of the salt present

is small. From the comparatively great rarity of such excc|)tioiis, there

follows, conversely, the great generality of the rule just stated.

In the following descriptions of the different metals, therefore,

stress will be laid on the statement of the ions which can be formed

from them, and the properties essential for their characterisation will

bo mentioned. In general, the methods employed for the deteetioii

and determination of the metals will be thereby given. To this there

is added the chemistry of those solid compounds of the metrds which

are in any way important enough to find mention in this elementury

work.

Potassium.—While the knowledge of some of the potassium eoni-

poiinds can be followed back almost to the most remote monuments of

culture, the characterisation of the potassium compounds as derivatives

of a special element was first effected towards the end of the eighteeiitli

century by Marggraf. On account of the preparation of potassium

carbonate from cream of tartar, which is deposited in the barrels in the

fermentation of wine, that compound received the name of mp’hihk

alkali, in contradistinction to mineral alkali, sodium carbonate or soda.

Although potassium hydroxide or caustic potash could not be decom-

posed, it was long felt that it was no simple substance
;
but the actual

proof that a metallic element formed the basis of the potassium com-

pounds was first given in 1807 by H. Davy, who decomposed potassium

hydroxide by an electric current derived from a voltaic battery, which

had just then been invented.

After it had been obtained in this way, the method of preparing it

by purely chemical means was soon discovered, a method which was

for long the only one employed. The most important of these re

actions is the heating of potassium carbonate with charcoal ;
ciirlxm

monoxide and metallic potassium are formed, the latter of which

volatilises and is condensed under rock oil : K^COg -t- 2C = 2K +

Quite recently the electrical method of preparing it has been agun|

adopted, since the necessary electrical energy can now be cheaply

generated in any desired amount.
.

,

Potassium is a silver-white metal which melts at 62', and wbu t

even at the room temperature, is so soft that it can be kneaded -ni<

easily cut with a knife. At 720® it volatilises; the vapour is bhj^

green in colour. The colour can be rendered visible by heating ’

metal in a glass tube which is filled with a gas or vapour free

oxygen
;
the phenomenon, however, is visible only for a moment, sure

the potassium vapour quickly attacks the glass, which thereby beconn^'’

covered with a black coating of liberated silicon.
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Potassium combines with very great readiness with oxygen, so that

it decomposes almost all substances which contain that element. In

the air, therefore, under the joint action of the water vapour, it

immediately becomes tarnished, owing to the formation of a layer of

hydroxide, and its metallic lustre can be observed only immediately

after a fresh surface has been made. If it is enclosed in a tube which

is exhausted or filled with hydrogen, and then fused, the metallic sur-

face can thus be rendered visible and permanently preserved.

On account of this property, potassium must be kept in such a way

that oxygen has no access to it. In large quantities it is preserved in

a soldered tin
;
smaller quantities are kept under rock oil, since this

liquid does not contain oxygen. It, however, absorbs gaseous oxygen,

and the potassium kept under rock oil soon becomes covered with

a grey-brown crust which, however, only slowly becomes thicker and

protects the metal fairly well.

" It is very remarkable that in dry oxygen potassium is not

[if. is only very slowly) oxidised, whereas the smallest amount of

water immediately produces a rapid reaction. We have already (p. 396)

met with examples of such catalytic acceleration of oxidation processes

duo to the presence of water. Such behaviour, however, in spite of its

great generality, must not be regarded as universal, for instances of

oxidation processes have been proved the combination of nitric

oxide with oxygen, p. 324) where the reaction takes place with un-

dirninished velocity, even between the very carefully dried substances.

Concerning the determination of the combining weight of potassium,

the essential points have already been given under chlorine (p. 222). It

amounts to K = 39*14.

Potassion.—Potassium can form otdy one kind of ion, viz., the

monovalent potassion, K’. With metallic potassium the formation

takes place with very great ease and energy. The chemical properties

the metal are essentially characterised by this fact, for it reacts on
'•ther substances in such a way that it passes into potassion, Le, it

a salt. Since, further, the passage of a solid salt into a dissolved

mie is in general accompanied by only a slight change of energy, it is of

essential importance for these reactions of potassium whether a dis-

solved or a solid salt is produced.

Isolated examples of such reactions have already been mentioned

;

111'- ^uoihod of obtaining silicon and boron from their halogen com-
imuiuls may be recalled. Since in these reactions the halogen com-
pounds of potassium, i.e. salts of the metal, are formed, they come
mi(k;r tlu; rule just stated.

I'lu' amount of heat which is liberated in the formation of potassion
'uin the metal is very great

;
it is found, in accordance with the prin-

^‘iplos explained on p. 2G0, to be 259 kj.

this quantity of heat is added to the heat of formation of an .

the sum gives the heat of formation of the salt in dilute solution.
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In order to obtain from this the heat of formation of the solid salt, it

is only necessary to subtract the heat of solution, or to add its nuineii-

cal value if solution takes place with absorption of heat, as is chit'Hv

the case with the salts of potassium.

The aqueous solutions containing potassion arc colourless if no

other coloured compound is present, nor do they exhibit any otlier

conspicuous property. For the higher animals, potassion in great coii-

centration is a poison
;
in small quantities, however, it is an indispens-

able constituent of the organism. In the vertebrate animals it is

contained, more especially, in the red blood corpuscles.

The detection of potassion in solution is accomplished by the aid of

some acids which can form difficultly soluble potassium salts. Foi'

example, if a solution of perchloric acid be added to a solution con-

taining potassion, there is precipitated, if the solution is not too dilute

with respect to the latter, a crystalline precipitate of difficultly solubkf

potassium perchlorate. The same occurs on the addition of sodium

perchlorate. In order to correctly understand the processes wliidi

are here met with, we shall first put forward a few general eon

siderations.

Solubility.—By solubility there is understood the ratio of the

amount of dissolved substance to that of the solvent in a sutin:ited

solution. The conceptions used here have, it is true, been already

mentioned (p. 213); still, when several salts arc present, the relations

are rather more complicated, so that we shall consider them again

connectedly.

If a solid substance and a liquid be brought together,' a certain

amount of the solid substance passes into the liquid. This process

does not go on indefinitely, but tends towards a certain point
;

for aftei'

a certain amount of the solid substance has passed into solution the

process ceases, and the solution is “ saturated.”

A point of essential importance is that saturation is defined with

respect to a definite solid substance and chamjes when this solid snhshriio'

changes. The difterent polymorphic forms of a given substance, for

example, have, therefore, dilferent concentrations of saturation in the

same solvent. In this connection, the general rule holds, that the solu-

bility of the most stable form is always the smallest, and that tlic less

stable forms are always more soluble in proportion as they are le^;^

stable (p. 250).

Solutions the concentration of which is smaller than that of th*'

saturated solution are called unsatnrated; those with a greater con

centration, supersaturated. Both kinds of solution are stable alone, tlie

unsaturated ones without limit, the supersaturated within certaui

^ Solutions oaii be formed of subatances in all three physical states, and can (h i 'I'

all three states, .so that there can l»e solid, liquid, and gaseous solutions of solid,

and gaseous snbstaiice.s. Of these, however, the liquid solutions of solid suhstam'l"'

of such superior importance that we shall, in the first instance, confine the discnssion

them.
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limits, which depend on the nature of the substances and on the

temperature. If, however, the unsaturated solution is brought into

contact with the solid substance, the latter passes into solution until

the concentration corresponding to saturation is estaltlished. In the

case of the supersaturated solution, the solid substance separates in

such amount that the same point is reached.

'' From this it follows, among other things, that a solution which

is saturated in respect of an unstable form of a polymorphic substance,

must be supersaturated in respect of the stable form of the same sub-

stance, and vice versa. Hence it follows, that when both substances are

present together under a solvent, a state of equilibrium cannot exist,

since the stable form must be deposited and the unstable be dissolved.

E(|uilibrium is possible only when the unstable form has disappeared

and been converted into the stable form. This is the explanation of

the accelerating influence which every solvent exercises on such trans-

formations.

If the degree of supersatiinition is increased {e.g. by cooling down

a solution of a substance whose solubility increases with the tempera-

ture), th(i solution passes from the state in which it does not dc})Osit

the substance spontaneously into that in which deposition occurs even

when tbe solid phase is not present. The former state is called meta-

stable, the latter unstable. The boundary between the two states is

dillicult to determine, although their pronounced features are easily

demonstrated.

When small quantities of another substance are added to a satur-

ated solution, the equilibrium changes, in general, oidy slightly, i.e.

the solution remains nearly saturated.

In isolated cases there appear to be great deviations from this rule.

Tims it has already been mentioned (p. 229) that the solubility of

iodine in pure water is very small, but that large amounts of iodine

fan be dissolved in water containing iodidion. At the same place this

explained to the effect that in the solutions produced the iodine

^vas not present as such, but was combined with iodidion to form the

ion T''his, in turn, is partially dissociated into ordinary

iodidion, T, and free iodine, I, ;
and the latter is present in such quan-

bty as corresponds to the solubility in pure water.

hi the case of similar phenomena, therefore, which have the char-

^otcr of an increase of the solubility, the conclusion may always
ijo drawn that the substance which has passed into solution has ex-

F'rienccd a change, whereby its actual has become smaller than its

'dTment concentration.

h^esidos these cases of increased solubility, diminutions of the

‘Solubility have also been observed. These are found especially in the

of Salts under quite definite conditions, and we shall now pass to

(consideration of these.

Behaviour of Salts.—Salts also behave, in the first instance, in
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accordance with the laws of solubility, although in their case the pro-

cess of solution is a more complicated one, since they do not pass

unchanged into solution, but dissociate partially into ions. Experiment

has, however, shown that for them also there exists a definite solubility,

and that small additions of foreign substances have, in general, no great

influence on the solubility.

An influence, however, is exerted in very considerable degree by

foreign salts which have an ion in common with the substance in qnc^fm.

If, for example, a saturated solution of the difficultly s()lul)le

potassium perchlorate (p. 218
)
be made, solutions of other salts, such as

sodium chloride, magnesium sulphate, etc., can be added without any

precipitation occurring. If, however, the solution of any potassiuii)

salt, e.g. potassium chloride, or of a perchlorate, e.g. perchloric acid oi'

sodium perchlorate, be added, a distinct precipitate of potassium per

chlorate is at once produced.

This phenomenon is universal
;

every saturated solution of a salt hr

comes supersaturated in respect of this salt when the concentration of one of

its ions in the solution is increased. Whether or not this salt is dcposUrf

depends on whether the solution formed is supersaturated to such

an extent that the spontaneous formation of the solid phase occurs,

or whether it is still in the metastablc region (p. 117). These relation-

ships are determined by the nature of the salt and the amount of the

supersaturation.

Further, a supersaturated solution of potassium perchlorate is

obtained when the solution of any potassium salt is brought togethei’

with that of a perchlorate, i.e. when potassion and perchloranion come

together in the same solution. If the concentration of the two ions is

not very small, the limits of the metastablo state are immediately

exceeded, and the solid substance separates out.

The conclusion may therefore bo expressed as general that wlimi

the ions of a difficultly soluble salt meet in solution, that salt 'vill

separate out if its metastable limits are exceeded. For this sepai ation

both ions are essential
;

still, the experiments with the saturated i^olu

tion of potassium perchlorate show that the two ions can mutually

represent one another in their concentration. For if potassium pen

chlorate separates out from a solution which was saturated in respect

of the pure salt, when the perchloranion is increased without incrc'asmg

the potassion, there must be much less potassion contained in die

resulting solution than in the first saturated solution. Similar reasoiim^

holds for the second experiment. Whereas, therefore, the solution o

a simple substance can be saturated only at a definite concentration <>

the solution, the saturation of the solution of a salt is possible ^vit i

very different concentrations of its ions
; but, when the concentration

of one increases, that of the other must correspondingly decrease.

Theory of Solution Equilibrium.—The relationships

described follow as a neces|ary consequence from the law of niass
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action when the ions of the salts are regarded as independent con-

stituents.

Let us consider the simplest case, that of a salt consisting of two

nioiiovalciit ions, and let the concentration of the two ions he a and h,

that of the imdissociated part c ; then, according to the law of mass

action (p. 326), the equation

a, h^k.c

must hold for mij solution of the salt.

Ill this equation k is the “ equilibrium constant,” which also

depends on the temperature.

For the saturated solution, also, the same equation must hold. Let

the corresponding values be called do, bf,, ;
the eipiation then

l)ecomes

• b() — k . C(j,

On the right side of this equation are values which are constant at

a given temperature. In the case where a salt is simply dissolved in

water, the two ions are produced in the same concentration,^ and, there-

fore, s/k, has a definite value. This value varies with the

temperature, and therefore the solubility of pure salts is in complete

accordance with the general laws developed above.

If, however, the two ions are present in different concentration, as

when solutions of different salts are mixed, it is necessary for equili-

iaiimi that the 'product of the two concentrations ajb„ shall assume a

perfectly constant value. The greater the one concentration, therefore,

die smaller must the other be ifi order that equilibrium be established,

^lie product which corresponds to equilibrium is, therefore, called

product. In the case of difficultly soluble salts this is small

;

ler easily soluble salts it is large. If the product of the ions present

solution is greater than the solubility product of the corresponding
df, the solution is supersaturated in respect of this salt, and so much

of it niust separate out that in the remaining solution the value of the
'"^0 ability product is reached.

the product a.b in a solution is smaller than the solubility pro-

J

'lot of the corresponding salt, the solution exerts a solvent action on
^ohd salt.

tliese simple principles, the whole theory of precipitation and
"t'tion of saline precipitates is contained. As simple also as it

^^Ppo.ir.s, so diverse are its applications, and there will be frequent
Ipfatuiiity in the sequel of making use of the light which is thrown

formula.

1

jiev
“l''ceiitratiou is to be measured here, as in all equations of e<iiulibriuiu, in moles

(I' 325)-
'^oording to our system, it would be more correct to reckon moles per cc.

however, very small numbers would be thereby obtained, it is more practical
1 y tile derived unit mole-litre.
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* For example, at 15*4 gm. or OTll mole of potassivini per-

chlorate dissolve in one litre. Since this dilute solution is almo.st

entirely dissociated into ions, is also equal to OTll and

Hence = 0 *0 1 2 3.

Suppose, now, a solution given containing 0*5 mole potassioii

per litre, and let an equal volume of a solution of perchloric aei(], eon

taining one mole per litre, he added. The concentration of the potas-

sion thereby sinks to 0*25, that of the ])erehloranion to 0*5
;
the pro-

duct of the two is, therefore, 0*125. This value is a multiple of the

“solubility product” 0*0123 found above for the equilibrium l)et\vee!i

potassium perchlorate and its aqueous solution. In order tliat

equilibrium may be established, solid salt must separate out until the

product of the remaining concentrations reaches the value 0*01
‘J 3.

When, now, the solid salt is deposited, both ions disappear in

equal amounts. Let .r be the amount of the solid salt measured in

moles which will separate out, then {a— cr) {h—;r) = 0*0123. Since, hy

assumption, rt = 0*25 and & = 0*5, it follows a:= 0*208, i.e, the grenler

part of the potassion separates out, for only the amount a - x O OP-',

or a sixth of the original amount, remains in solution.

The above relations become more complicated Avhen we are no

longer dealing with salts of monovalent ions. Since, howevei’, the

general relations are thereby not changed, but only the numerical laws,

an exposition of the corresponding formulse is, in the first instance,

not required.

Other Reactions of Potassion.—The number of difficultly

soluble potassium salts is limited, so that there are not many precipi-

tation reactions for potassion. For analytical purposes, two acid^

especially are used, whose potassium salts are difficultly soluble, viz..

tartaric and hydrochloroplatinic acids.

Tartaric acid is an organic compound of the formula HoC/ln L’

two hydrogens arc written at the beginning to indicate that it is

dibasic acid. It forms, therefore, an acid and a normal potas^inni

salt
;

of these, only the former is difficultly soluble. If a solution

tartaric acid be added to one containing potassion, the salt KHl pP i

is precipitated as a crystalline powder.

vVttention must, however, be paid to certain conditions whi( i

essential to the success of the reaction.
^

In the first instance, tartaric acid is not a strong acid ;
its so u

contain for the most part undissociated tartaric acid along wit i

ions H* and HC^O^H; (hyd^iotartranion). It is the

determines the formation of the difficultly soluble

coming into contact with potassion; everything, therefoie,

diminishes the concentration of the hydrotartranion will also nffi

the formation of the precipitate and make the reaction less sensitive

Of such influences, hydrion comes especially into
-i

tartaric acid is added to a solution containing potassion an ^
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lar(ro amount of hydrion, the latter unites with the hydrotartranion

present to form undissociated tartaric acid, and the concentration of

the remaining hydrotartranion can easily fall below the value necessary

for precipitation. For the same reason, strong acids, e.g. hydrochloric

Hcid, exercise a solvent action on the precipitate. They destroy in the

satuiatcd solution the hydrotartranion which is present, giving up

their hyilrogen for the formation of undissociated tartaric acid, and a

{iirther amount of potassium tartrate must therefore pass into solution

to I'e-establish equilibrium.

Such an action can, evidently, occur ordy when the anion is that of

a weak, ux slightly dissociated, acid, since the anion of a strong acid,

which has no tendency to unite with hydrion, is not greatly changed

by the presence of the latter. For this reason the solubility, for

example, of potassium perchlorate and that of the potassium salt of

ehlorojilatinic acid, which will be mentio?icd presently, is not ap-

preciably altered by the presence of strong acids, i.e. of hydrion.

W e can therefore lay down the rule that the difficuUli/ soluble salts

<[f weak acids are mostly soluble in strong odds, hut not the difficulty

s(dfs of strong acids.

When, therefore, it is desired to seek for potassion in an acid

solution, the concentration of the hydrion must be made as small

as possilde. This can be done by carefully neutralising the solution

with a base, e.g, caustic soda, with the help of litmus. The object

can, however, be attained much more quickly by adding an indefinite

amount of the sodium salt of a weak acid, e.g. of acetic acid. The

anion of acetic acid contained in such a solution then unites with

dae greater part of the hydrion present to form undissociated acetic

acid, and the residual amount of hydrion is reduced to a harmless

aanount. Of this method of weakening the action of the hydrion,

^cry great use is made in chemistry, and wo shall repeatedly have

Occasion to return to it.

A further circumstance which has to be taken into account in

testing for potassion with tarUiric acid, is the length of time which

solutions of the acid potassium tartrate remain supersaturated. Even
"dtcii the solubility product has been rather considerably exceeded, no

Precipitate is formed at first, so that it appears as if no potassion were
present. If the liquid is violently shaken, the salt is precipitated

[[‘ore (piickly
;

still more ceitiin action is produced by the addition of

^^^^ck'i,’’ ie. of exceedingly minute traces of the solid salt. A suitable

preparation is obtained by powdering together a small quantity of the

potassium tartrate with a hundred times its weight of a soluble

substance,
e.g. sodium nitrate. If, after the addition of tartaric acid, a

|Prite small quantity of this mixture is added to the liquid to be tested
5‘r potassion and the whole well shaken, all possibility of supersatura-

ihli
^ precipitate is therefore sure to be formed

® solubility product was exceeded.
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Another precipitant which is greatly used for potassion, especially

in quantitative determinations, is hydrochloroplatinic acid, frequently

hut erroneously called platinic chloride. It is a compound of tlic

composition H
2
PtCl

6, and is, therefore, so far as the formula is con-

cerned, similar to hydrofluosilicic acid, H^SiF^ (p. 425). A further

similarity exists in the fact that both yield difficultly soluble salts with

potassion
;
whereas, however, hydrofluosilicic acid also yields a similai'

salt with sodion, and cannot, therefore, be used for the separation of

the two elements
;
sodium platinochloride, in contrast with potassium

plati nochloride, is very readily soluble in water and alcohol.

If, therefore, hydrochloroplatinic acid is added to a solution con-

taining potassion, the solubility product is exceeded even when the

concentration of the former is very small, and the salt K.^PtCl,. sepa-

rates out as a yellow precipitate, which microscopic examination shows

to consist of regular, transparent octahedra. The reaction can be

rendered much more sensitive by the addition of alcohol, since the

salt is much more difficultly soluble in alcohol than in water.

Since hydrochloroplatinic acid is a strongly dissociated acid of the

same order as hydrochloric acid, the presence or absence of hydrioii

is of no account, although it has an influence in the case of tartaric

acid.

Potassium Hydroxide.—When potassium is brought into coil

tact with water, violent action takes place
;
hydrogen is evolved, mid

usually takes fire in consequence of the high temperature produced,

and the potassium is converted into potassium hydroxide 2lk,0 + -dv

= 2KOH + H,.

The flame of the burning hydrogen has a reddish-violet colour

;

this is due to potassium, which imparts this colour to flames in which

it is present. The potassium hydroxide which is formed does not, as

a rule, dissolve immediately in water, but forms a fused incandescent

ball which, on account of its high temperature, is not wetted by the

water
;
when all the potassium has been used up and the flame is

tinguished, the ball still floats some time on the water until its tempera-

ture has 80 far sunk that wetting occurs. It then dissolves with so

great an evolution of heat that an explosive formation of steam occurs

and small particles of the hot mass are projected in all directions.

Since potassium hydroxide has a strongly corrosive action, tliehC

particles can do considerable damage, and care must be taken )y
‘

timely covering of the vessel that they do not become scattered.

The action of potassium on water is much more moderate

the metal is dissolved in mercury. This solution is called potassimn

amalgam, amalgam being the general name for those metallic ai o}^

which contain mercury.* In the laboratory it is prepared by dissolvii>o

metallic potassium in mercury ;
considerable amounts of heat are -

i

free in the process. . I

On the large scale, potassium hydroxide is prepared by the ac lo
j
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of potassium amalgam on water, the necessary amalgam being prepared

by ail electrical method. If a solution of potassium chloride is

electrolysed, chloridion goes to the anode and potassion to the cathode.

If the latter is formed of mercury, the potassium, after losing its

electric charge, dissolves in it and forfns potassium amalgam (p. 196).

This acts in another part of the apparatus on water, and is converted

into potassium hydroxide with evolution of hydrogen, in accordance

with the equation given above
;

the mercury, free from potassium,

ai^niin passes back to the cathodic space.

A solution of potassium hydroxide can also be obtained electro-

Ivtically by using an anode of some other metal, e.g, iron. In this

case no potassium at all separates out, but only hydrogen is evolved,

with the simultaneous formation of potassium hydroxide. It has

already been remarked (p. 195) that in this process we may look upon

potassium as being first formed, and then reacting secondarily with

water to give potassium hydroxide and hydrogen. Another, and per-

haps more correct view, is to regard the hydrogen as primary by

assuming that the hydrion, which is present in small amount in the

water, is discharged and forms hydrogen. The corresponding amount

of hydroxidion remains in solution, and forms potassium hydroxide

with the potassion. In proportion as hydrion is thereby used up,

a fresh quantity is formed from the water. Both ways of viewing

the process lead practically to the same result, and the considerations

which cause the one or the other view to be regarded as the better

will not be put forward here, since at this point nothing of an essential

character depends on them.

The method just given appears simpler than the previously

described mercury method. To it, however, there attaches the very

great difficulty that the cathodic space, in which the caustic potash is

formed, must be very carefully separated from the anodic space, in

"hieh the chlorine is evolved, since, otherwise, the two substances

'rould act on one another. At the same time it is required that the

olectric current ^hall pass through unimpeded. The porous septa of

piirchment paper, animal bladder, or clay which are usually employed,

not resist the simultaneous action of chlorine and caustic potash,

'^nd the use of the method is dependent on the satisfactory solution of

“diaphragm question.”

I'uither, potassium hydroxide is obtained by a chemical method

V decomposing potassium carbonate in dilute solution with calcium

Jyh’oxido. Since calcium is a divalent metal, the latter compound
the formula Ca(OH).„ and the reaction takes place in accordance

""ith the equation KgCOg + Ca(0

1

1)2= CaCOj + 2KOH. The following
'‘^^y serve as an explanation of the process.

Calcium hydroxide is a slightly soluble substance, since one litre of

dissolves less than 2 gms. of iti; calcium carbonate is a very
imcultly soluble salt, the solubility of which is at least a hundred
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times as small as that of calcium h3^(lroxi(le
;
potassium carbonate mid

potassium hydroxide, on the other hand, are readily soluble salts. If

a solution of potassium carbonate is brought together with solid

calcium hydroxide, a small quantity of the latter, in amount corro

sponding to the above stated solubility, dissolves. The solution then

contains the ions Ca", OH', K’, and CO3". /3f the four possible salts

which can be formed from them, calcium carbonate has by far the

smallest solubility product, and since the values of the concentrations

of Ca“ and CO3" in the solution yield a much larger product, it follows

that calcium carbonate must separate out in the solid form.

When the concentration of the calcion has thereby become smaller,

fresh calcium hydroxide must pass into solution; the calcion from

this is in turn precipitated by the carbaiiion, and if a sufficient amount

of calcium hydroxide is present, the process goes on until the con-

centration of the carbanion has fallen to the small value which corre-

sponds to the solubility of calcium carbonate. Besides thesi', virv

small amounts of calcion and carbanion, only potassion and hydroxid-

ion remain in the solution, i.e. potassium hydroxide has been fonned.

It must here be remembered that the solubility of the calcium

hydroxide becomes smaller and smaller by reason of the increase in

the concentration of the hydroxidion during this process, ie. a dccrcas

ingly small concentration of calcion suffices to give the solubility i)io-

duct of calcium hydroxide. The amount of carbanion finally remain-

ing in solution is correspondingly greater than in the case of a pure

solution of calcium carbonate. This circumstance becomes more pm

minent, the more concentrated the solution becomes in respect of

hydroxyl. For this reason, the process must be carried out in dilute

solution (at most 8 per cent) in order that the decomposition may fe

sufficiently complete.

As can be seen, this method is an application of the gemial

principle that from a solution containing different ions, that com-

pound of these, or that salt, separates out whoso solubility product h

exceeded.

In practice, the above process is carried out at the temperature oi

boiling. In the cold, the calcium carbonate, indeed, separates out m

much more soluble, amorphous form, which only slowly passes intu .1

more stable and less soluble form; at the temperature of boiliogt

however, the transformation takes place very cjuickly. An excess 0

calcium hydroxide is used, and the mixture is boiled until no l)ulmy

|

of carbon dioxide are formed, when a samjde of the clear, sett

liquid is supersaturated with an acid. Since the hot solution attac

j

glass and porcelain, vessels of iron, which are resistant to a solution 0

caustic potash, are employed.

By evaporating the solution, solid potassium hydroxide, h ’

usually called caustic potash, is obtained. The peculiarity is

found that solid substance is not deposited at a definite coricenti‘‘
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tion on evaporating the boiling licpiid, as is the case with other salts

;

hut the solution always remains liquid, while its boiling point rises,

[iiid finally it forms fused potassium hydroxide.

It must not bo concluded from this that solid potassium

hydroxide is soluble in water in all proportions : such a relation

never occurs between a solid and a liquid substance. It can, how-

ever, 1)6 concluded that there is no saturated solution of potassium hydroxide

ill (I'liler ivhose vapour pressure at the temperature of saturation is as much

(/s i)iir (it Inosphere.

At all temperatures between the freezing point of a saturated

solution of caustic potash and the melting point of the anhydrous

laiistic potash, there can be saturated solutions of caustic potash in

water, i.e. liquids which consist of caustic potash and water and are in

eijuilibrium with solid potash. At the equilibrium or saturation

temperature, each of these li(juids has a definite vapour pressure.

This approaches zero at both ends of the chain of physical states

riferred to above. On the one hand, at a low temperature, the vapour

pressure of the saturated solution is, of course, very small
;
on the

other hand, the first portions of water are held so firmly by the fused

potash that even the vapour pressure of this liquid commences with

very low values, in spite of the high temperature. Between these two

extremes, the values of the vapour pressure must be such that they

reach a maximum at an intermediate point. In the case of most salts,

this maximum is greater than one atmosphere
;
in the case of caustic

potash, it is less.

" If, therefore, the solution of caustic potash bo boiled down
'iiider a sufficiently low pressure, the solid substance will be seen

be deposited, just as is the case with most other substances

^dieu the concentration is carried out under the ordinary atmos-

pneric pressure.

hig. 104, the line kk represents, diagrammatically, the vapour
pressure of the saturated solutions of caustic potash as a function of

composition of the saturated solution, the total amount of potash

water in the solution being put equal to unity
;
aa represents the

^^Jriosplieric pressure, and .ss the vapour pressure curve of any other

in the case of which the deposition of the solid substance is

•^"^Mbitcd on concentration under atmospheric pressure. The curves

drawn only diagrammatically, and do not represent actual

^fiasurciiuints
;

none such have as yet been made in the case of

potash.

I

Chemical Properties of Potassium Hydroxide.—Potassium
^Jfiroxido or caustic potash, is the type of a strong base. In aqueous
^dion it is very extensively dissociated into its ions, and the pro-

11^^‘ties of hydroxidion are, therefore, very strongly developed. Even
. y dilute solution it colours litmus blue and phenolphthalein red.

^^ewhat stronger solutions have a soapy feeling, because they dis-
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solve the skin of the fingers and convert it into a slimy mas.s •

they exhibit a similar solvent action on fats, horn, hair, and like

animal substances. Acids of all kinds are neutralised, i.e. converted

into potassium salts, and neutral salts containing other metals are

mostly decomposed in such a way that potassium salts are formed and

the metals are deposited as hydroxides.

Since the last reaction is largely made use of in analysis and for

technical purposes, a short discussion of it will be given. If a sfjlution

of caustic potash is added to the solution of a salt the metal of which

forms a difficultly soluble hydroxide, this hydroxide will be precipi-

tated, because so much hydroxidion is introduced into the solution Iw

means of the potash that the solubility product of the hydroxide in

00 02 O.f 06 08 10 MniKOH
JO OS 0 6 oi 02 0.0 Mo/ JVciter

Fm. 10-1.

question is greatly exceeded. Since, now, the hydroxides of almost

all the metals except the alkali metals are less soluble than potassium

hydroxide, their salts are all decomposed in the above manner 1)}'

potash solution.

Thus, solutions of zinc salts give a white precipitate
;

of zmr

hydroxide with caustic potash, solutions of nickel salts, a green
;

and

copper salts a blue precipitate of hydroxide. Ammonium salts on l)(mi^

heated after the addition of caustic potash, evolve ammonia gas, whm ^

can be detected by its smell and by the fumes which it gives vitn

hydrochloric acid (p. 338), because the ammonium undergoes truu^

formation with the hydroxyl to water and ammonia.

All these reactions are due to hydroxidion and not to potassrm,

for the same reactions are given when the latter is replaced by sodmu

or the ion of any other alkali metal. What has just been said m)

therefore, not a description of caustic potash in particular, but of 1”^'

strongly dissociated hydroxides in general.
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The special properties of potassion have already been given (p. 437).

Potassium Chloride.—The most widely distributed salt of potas-

sium and the one which is most important technically, is potassium

chloride, JvCl It occurs naturally in regular crystals as stjlvme

;

it is

found, however, in much larger quantities, united with magnesium

(liloride, as carnallite. The latter mineral will bo described under

magnesium, as will also the method of obtiiining potassium chloride

from it.

l^jtassium chloride is a colourless salt which is readily soluble in

water, and which fuses only at a fairly high temperature (730") to a

colourless lirfuid which, on solidifying, forms the same regular crystals

as are ol)tained from the aqueous solution. The solubility of potassium

chloride in water increases almost proportionally with the tempera-

ture: at 0", 100 parts of water dissolve 28 parts of the salt; at 100*",

‘>7 parts (p. 215).

The solutions exhibit the reactions of the ions of the salt.

Being the cheapest potassium salt, potassium chloride is used

tor preparing numerous other potassium salts and as a fertiliser.

Potassium is an essential constituent of plants; the quantity of tins

element required by the different plants is, however, different. More

I'specially in the case of the sugar beet is a large amount of potassium

iiecessaiy. Now, the normal soil contains rather considerable quantities

of [)otassium, chiefly, it is true, in the form of compound silicates. On

account of the slight tendency to decompose, these silicates are, how-

ever, available in such small amount that where there is a long con-

tinued occupation of the soil by plants which take up largm quantities

of potassium, a compensation by soluble potossium salts is necessary.

This purpose is served by the manures containing potassium.

These are obtained from naturally occurring mineral beds which

t'^tend widely through North and Middle Germany
;
they have been

"’'»t'hed with most success at Stassfurt. There, are found, lying on

enormous layer of common salt (sodium chloride), extensive beds

ef potash minerals (abraumsalts), from the nature ot which it is pro-

that we are here dealing with the residues of the evaporation of

a former sea.

Potassium Bromide, KBr, is a white salt which crystallises in

J’^'gular forms, is readily soluble in water, and is generally employed
f'^r all {)urpose3 for which bromidion is used. Large amounts of it

used in photography for the preparation of silver bromide
;

it is

‘Tso used in medicine.

Potassium bromide is chiefly obtained from bromine by dissolving

ill caustic potash. The resulting mixture of bromide and bromate

!P' -^8) can be easily separated by crystiillisation into its components,

can be made of the bromate. If the bromate is not desired,

salt mixture is heated with charcoal, the bromate being thereby

converted
into, bromidei: 2KBrO, -t- 3C ^ 2KBr + 3CO,.
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Potassium Iodide, KI, is used, similarly to potassium bromide,

in all cases where iodidion has to be applied, and more especially for

the preparation of other iodides. It is a white salt, which crystallises

in anhydrous cubes, and is still more readily soluble in water tluin

potassium bromide; it readily becomes coloured yellow from the

separation of free iodine (due to the carbonic acid and the oxygen

of the air).

Potassium iodide is prepared from iodine by converting this into

iodide of iron by means of water and iron, and precipitating this

with a solution of caustic potash. Ferric hydroxide is deposited and

potiissium iodide remains in the solution and can be obtained by

evaporation.

Potassium Fluoride, KF, is obtained as a white salt, readily

soluble in water, by evaporating a solution of caustic potash whieli

has been neutralised with hydrofluoric acid. Its aipieous solution

attacks glass, and the preparation must, therefore, be carried out in

vessels of platinum.

Potassium fluoride is distinguished from the other halogen com

pounds of potassium in many respects. At ordinary temperatures, it

crystallises with water of crystallisation, forming crystals of the

composition KF + 2H2O, while the others are anhydrous. Fuitlier,

it is capable of combining with an excess of hydrofluoric acid to lorm

an acid salt.

If to the solution as much hydrofluoric acid is added as

required for neutralisation, and the solution is evaporated, tlieie

crystallises out a salt of the composition HKF^„ which, on beiny

strongly heated, decomposes into neutral potassium fluoride ami

anhj^drous hydrofluoric acid: HKF2=KF + 1IF. The hydrolluuiic

acid behaves as if it were a dibasic acid of the composition 112^2-

^ Since such a composition cannot be formulated in acconlame

^vith the ordinary theory of valency, the compound has been describe

as a so-called molecular C(mipound, the latter being regamled a?

different from the compounds in the narrower sense. No ditleieiae

l)etween the two kinds of compounds can, however, be dctc<’|a

experimentally, and it must just be laid down as a fact that b}dj|^

fluoric acid can also act as a dibasic acid. The relations actua )

existing are not yet accurately known, but it is probable dmt hi

the comparatively concentrated solutions of hydrofluoric acid, tm

compound HF exists as well as HgF^ along with their ioim-

solution of the acid potassium salt would, accordingly, contain a

ions K* and HF./ along with the ions 2F' and H', as the dissocintio

products of the ion HF./. •

Potassium Chlorate, KClOg, is a salt which crystalb^t/

anhydrous monoclinic laminae, the solubility of which in

small at low temperatures, but very considerable at high.
^

solubility is represented as ordinates and the temperature as absci^^
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(Fig. 72, p. 215), a curve is obtained which is convex on the under

side, i.e. the increase of the solubility is not proportional to the

temperature, but is more rapid.

The formation of potassium chlorate by passing chlorine into a

solution of caustic potash, does not differ from that of sodium chlorate

(p. 211). Since in this process only a sixth of the potassium is con-

verted into chlorate, the potash is replaced by the cheaper calcium

hydroxide, which, in a perfectly similar manner, yields calcium chloride

and calcium chlorate. To the solution is added potassium chloride in

amount corresponding to the quantity of calcium chlorate
;
on cooling

down the liquid, the product of the concentrations of potassion and

chloranion is considerably greater than the solubility product of

potassium chlorate, and this salt, therefore, is deposited.

The chlorine required for the reaction is now no longer prepared

l)y a chemical method, as formerly, but ehctrohjliadly. As was shown

on p. 445, hydrogen and caustic potash are formed at the cathode and

chlorine at the anode, when a solution of potassium chloride is

electrolysed. While it is of essential importance to keep these two

products separate where it is a question of obtaining the caustic

potash, they must be allowed to act on one another when the object

is to prepare potassium chlorate, and, in contrast with the former

case, it is especially advantageous to efl'ect the mixing of the two

sul)stances as quickly and as comphitely as possible. In places, such

as Switzerland and Norway, where electrical energy can be obtained

cheaply by means of water power, the whole amount of chlorates

required is now prepared in such a manner.

Since in this reaction all the potassium chloride can be finally

converted into chlorate and only hydrogen is formed as by-product,

the chemical process can be summarised in the equation KCl -t- SH.p =

KClO.j I- SHg. Such a process does not take place spontaneously, since

the substances on the right side of the equation contain much more
energy (more both of total energy and of free energy) than those on

the left from which they are formed. To make such a process possible,

diercfore, free energy must be communicated, and this is done in the

form of the electric current.

The action of the latter consists in converting the ions which

present into neutral substances (or, me versa^ neutral substances

Joto ions) at the electrodes. Since changes of energy always accompany
tlds transformation, two different cases may arise. In the first place,

die sum of the transformations may be accompanied by an elimination

free energy
; the chemical energy can then be utilised for obtaining

electrical energy in the form of a current. This occurs in the galvanic

cells, in which chemical energy is transformed into electrical
;
these

'^ill be discussed later. In the second case, the substances which are
formed contain mare free energy that the original ones

;
in this case

electrical energy must be expended in order to render the reaction
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possible, and electrical energy is transformed into chemical. This is

the case in the preparation of potassium chlorate just described.

Potassium chlorate is used chiefly on account of the large amount

of oxygen which it contains, and of the ease with which it gives tliis

up. The use of this salt for obtaining free oxygen in the laboratory

has already been mentioned. It is further used in pyrotechnics and

in the preparation of explosive mixtures. Such mixtures are obtained

when this salt is mixed with combustible substances
;
according to tin*

nature of the latter, the mixtures burn with greater or less rapidity,

or are explosive.

Thus, very rapidly burning mixtures, which can be ignited ly

percussion or by friction, are obtained by mixing potassium chlorate

Avith sulphur or sulphur compounds of the metals. A mixture of c(jual

parts of potassium chlorate and antimony sulphide can be made to

undergo sudden combustion with violent detonation when placed on ;i

hard support and struck Avith a hammer. It explodes much more

rejidily with friction, so that it must be prepared and handled \\ ith

care. It is the most essential constituent in the heads of the so-called

Swedish safety matches.

Ijarge (juantities of potassium chlorate are also used in dye-Avorks.

There are certain dyes (aniline black) Avhich are formed on the tihre

by the oxidation of other substances which are soluble. Iii those cases

where the oxygen of the air is not sufficient, chlorates are employed.

At the ordinary temperature these, certainly, do not give up their

oxygen quickly, but by the addition of catalytic accelerators (coppt'r

or vanadium salts) velocities are attained which can be utilised in

practice.

When hydrochloric acid is poured over potassium chlorate, huge

quantities of chlorine are evolved; KCIO.^ + 6HCl-= KCl i- 3H.p +

This mixture is, therefore, often used in analysis in place of (Kjna nijid,

especially for the oxidation of the metallic sulphides. In carrying "'H

this operation, hydrochloric acid is poured over the substances and

potassium chlorate added in small quantities in the cold.

^ The same mixture is used for the oxidation of organic substances

in testing foods or parts of the organism for mineral poisons. In tins

case the oxygen of the potassium chlorate acts directly as oxidising

agent.

All these reactions depend on the transformation of chlornnion

into chloridion, with evolution of oxygen : CIO./ = Cr i
30. 1 In'y

are, therefore, also given by the chlorates of the other metals. 1

it is potassium chlorate which is almost exclusively used for tins

purpose is due to the fact that it is, of all the chlorates, the one Avdiicn

has been longest known and is the easiest to prepare pure. In many

cases, however, its slight solubility at medium temperatures is a dis-

advantage; it is then replaced by the much more readily soluk^®

sodium chlorate (which see).
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The evolution of oxygen from fused potassium chlorate is greatly

accelerated by the presence of foreign substances which do not take

part in the reaction. In this respect, ferric oxide is the most efficient;

if finely powdered potassium chlorate is mixed with a fourth of its

weight of ferric oxide and the mixture heated at one point, it

becomes incandescent, and decomposes with almost explosive violence.

A similar though feebler action is exerted by manganese dioxide,

and this is therefore chiefly used to facilitate the decomposition of

the chlorate (p. 62).

The action is partly due to the fact that the fine powder of the

substances added facilitates the evolution of gas owing to the presence

of air bubbles, as happens in the case of supersaturated gas solutions.

For the decomposition of potassium chlorate into potassium chloride

and oxygen is not a process of dissociation which leads to a measurable

chemical equilibrium, but a process which takes place only in one

direction, such as, e.g. the combustion of charcoal in oxygen. The

reaction, also, practically cannot be reversed
;
no measurable amount of

[)otassium chlorate is formed by heating potassium chloride in oxygen.

Potassium chlorate has, therefore, to be regarded as an unstable

coiupound, whose existence depends on the fact that the decomposition

which it undergoes takes place so slowly as to be inappreciable by the

ordinary means of detection. Even at the temperature of fusion, the

velocity of decomposition is not considerable when the substance is

pure, but is accelerated by the removal of one of the products of

decomposition, oxygen. This is accomplished by the presence of

porous powders in the manner just stated. The velocity is further

accelerated catalytically by the substances mentioned. This follows

from the fact that powders of approximately the same degree of fine-

ness and enclosing the same amount of air exert, at the same tempera-

ture, a very different action on the fused chlorate
;
the one causes only

a moderate, the other a violent decomposition.

The latter is all the more dangerous the larger the amount of salt

decomposed at one time. From the thermochemical measurements it

found that in the decomposition of potassium chlorate into potassium

^fdoride and oxygen, 34 Ij arc evolved. From this it follows that the

‘“^alt undergoing decomposition must rise in temperature
;
the decom-

position is, however, thereby accelerated. If, by using comparatively

quantities, the dissipation of the heat is made small, the

fom))erature rises so high that complete decomposition occurs in

' 'uy short time. These are, however, the phenomena of explosion.

The catalytic action of the substances named can be demonstrated
oy varefnlly fusing pure potassium chlorate and waiting till the evolution

yas, which usually occurs, has ceased. If into the quietly flowing
umlt, after removing it from the flame, a little manganese dioxide is

Jhfown, the liquid mass immediately froths violently, although the

^^uperature is lowered by the cold powder.
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Potassium Perchlorate, KCIO^, is formed when potassium

chlorate is carefully heated (p. 218), and can, by reason of its small

solubility, be easily separated from the potassium chloride which is

formed at the same time. It is, it is true, more rich in oxygen than

potassium chlorate, but it is only slightly employed for purposes of

oxidation, because it gives up its oxygen much more slowly than

the latter. On account of its small solubility, which can be furtliei'

considerably diminished by addition of alcohol, it is occasionally

used for the separation of potassion in analysis. For this purpose a

sufficient quantity of perchloric acid is added to the solution, and so

much anhydrous alcohol that the solution contains at least 70 |)er cent

of the latter. Since of all the salts of perchloric acid, polassiiini

perchlorate is the most easily prepjired, it is used for the |)rcpaiation

of that acid by distillation with sulphuric acid (p. 218).

Potassium Bromate, KBrO^. The formation of this salt, aloni,^

with potassium bromide, by the interaction of caustic potash ;iih1

bromine, has already been mentioned (p. 228 ). It is the salt in which

bromanion is most readily accessible, but there are only few cases in

which this finds application.

Potassium bromate is more difficultly soluble in water than the

chlorate, with which it is isomorphous, and, like most of the potassium

salts, it crystallises anhydrous. On being heated, it readily deconi|)os('S

into potassium bromide and oxygen
;
as a rule, some bromine is thci'c-

by set free.

Potassium lodate, KlOg, is a slightly soluble salt which can he

obtained in various ways. On dissolving iodine in caustic |)otash,

potassium hypoiodite is first of all formed along with potassium

iodide
;
the former, however, passes quickly (much more quickly than

the hypochlorite) into potassium iodate and potassium iodide, which

can easily be separated from one another on account of the great

difference in solubility. Potassium iodate is further formed by exp'>'^-

ing potassium iodide to oxidising actions, ejj. in a current of chlorine.

It can be obtained still more easily by carefully heating a finely

powdered mixture of potassium chlorate and potassium iodide to a

temperature at which the potassium chlorate just begins to decoin])ose.

There then occurs the reaction KClOg + KI^KIOg + KCl, and the two

salts can be readily separated from the fused mixture by crystalli^^-

ation.

Finally, when a little nitric acid is added to the solution, iodioe

reacts with potassium chlorate and yields potassium iodate, chlorine

being evolved : 2KCIO
3 + Ig = 2KIO3 + Cl,.

Potassium iodate crystallises anhydrous from neutral solutions-

If these are acidified, acid potassium iodate, of the formula

obtained on crystallisation. This is another example of the fact fln^<^

monobasic acids can yield acid salts like dibasic acids.

* Acid potassium iodate is a substance which can be used in man}
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ways in volumetric analysis, since it crystallises anhydrous and can be

^visily weighed. On the one hand, by dissolving weighed quantities of

jt,
solutions of a definite acid titre are obtained

;
it can, therefore, be

usi'd as the starting substance for the determination of acids and bases.

Oil the other hand, with excess of potassium iodide and acid, it gives

an nmount of free iodine which can be calculated from the equation

Klil.pf. + lOKI + 1 IHCl = 1 IKCl + 6Hp + 6 I
2,

so that it can also be

used as the basis for iodometry (p. 297). However, it is not quite easy

ti) prepare a salt of constant composition, for besides the salt just

ineiitioned, there is a salt KH^IgOj^, which separates out from niore

sti'oiigly acid solutions.

Potassium Carbonate, Kpo.,, was, before the discovery of the

(Jerman potash l)eds, the salt of potassium which was available in

yroatest abundance, and was therefore the most important. It is

(idled polasim because it was obtained from the ash of wood and other

liarts of plants. In plants the potassium salts of organic acids occur
;

when the plants are burned, the carbon of the acids passes into carbon

dioxide and the potassium remains in the ash in the form of the

earhoiiate.

'fo obtain it from this, the ash is extracted with water; the soluble

salts, of which the chief is potassium carbonate, are dissolved, and the

iiisoluble constituents remain behind. To obtain the salt itself, the

solution must be evaporated. The expenditure necessary for this is

‘ill the greater the greater the quantity of water, relative to the amount
of salt, which has to be removed

;
it is, therefore, of importance that a

^diition should be prepared which is as concentrated as possible. On
tile other hand, it is just as important to extract the salt as completely
-“IS possible from the ash, for which purpose repeated extraction with
fresh water is necessary.

The fulfilment of these two apparently opposed demands becomes
possible by means of the principle of counter currents, already mentioned.
Let there be given a series of vessels with ashes. A, B, C, . . . If,

^^ow, A is extracted with a certain quantity of water, the solution, on
one hand, is by no means saturated with potassium carbonate, and,

^*1 the other hand, a large amount of the salt remains behind with the
-*'Shcs, since all the solution cannot be removed. For the extraction of

there is used, not pure water but the solution from A, and A is ex-
tracted with a fresh portion of pure water. By this means a much
^^ore concentrated solution is obtained from B and a much smaller
resuino remains in A. The solution from B goes to C and dissolves
^^ore salt; the solution from A is used for the extraction of the
residues in B, and by a third quantity of pure water the salt still

pi'escnt in A can be almost completely removed.
If this process is continued systematically, the solvent water moves

f
ashes to be extracted in the opposite direc-

^ i by this means almost completely lixiviated ash is exposed to the
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action of fresh water, and the almost saturated solution acts on fresli

ash, the result of which is, on the one hand, a well lixiviated residue,

and, on the other, an almost saturated solution. By means of this

arrangement, on the principle of counter-currents, no more water is used

than is necessary to dissolve the salt, and, on the other hand, the

soluble matter is removed from the residues as completely as is

desired.

The same process, which has, for the sake of clearness, been here

described as being carried out in different vessels, can be so arranged

as to go on continuously. The same object is attained if we imagine

the ash to be slowly moved upwards by means of some mechanical con-

trivance, while at the same time water trickles from above down-

wards.

Besides occurring in the ash of plants (the ash of bituminous and

of brown coal contains almost no soluble substances), potassium car-

bonate is also found abundantly in the residues which are left in work-

ing up the sugar beet (molasses charcoal)
;
further, not inconsiderable

quantities of organic potassium salts are obtained in the water in

which raw sheep’s wool has been washed.

The potassium carbonate obtained from the above sources is ol no

great purity. To obtain a pure salt, it is well to prepare the mucli

less soluble potassium bicarbonate {tide infra) and to convert this into

the carbonate by heating.

Potassium carbonate is also prepared in large quantities from

potassium chloride. For this purpose, the electrolytic decomposition

may be employed whereby potassium hydroxide is formed (p. 41-5) ;

on passing carbon dioxide into the liquid around the cathode, potassium

carbonate (or bicarbonate) is, of course, obtained in place of the

hydroxide. It can also be prepared from potassium chloride hy a

process exactly similar to that used for preparing sodium carboimte

from common salt, and which will be described under sodium. Iinall)i

potassium carbonate can be obtained from potassium chloride hy w<i}

of a double salt with magnesium carbonate; the chemical reactions

occurring here will be given under magnesium.

Potassium carbonate is a white salt which is very soluble in u<dei.

Since the vapour pressure of the solution saturated at the ordinal}

temperature is considerably smaller than the average vapour prc^^uie

of the water in the air, the salt deliquesces in the air to a
^

liquid which, after standing some time, again becomes solid. ihi«

due to the fact that the salt absorbs ca*rbon dioxide from the an

slowly passes into potassium bicarbonate (vide infra). By
^

evaporating the aqueous solution at a low temperature, hyi m ^

crystals of the composition 2K2CO3 + SHgO are obtained.

The aqueous solution of potassium carbonate has a fairly

basic reaction, and exhibits also the other characteristics of hydroxu 101 •

'rhis is due to the fact that the ion COg", which is the immediate pr
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duet of dissociation of the salt, reacts with the water of the solution in

accordance with the equation CO3" + H2O = HCO/ + OH'. Keactions

of this kind have been discussed at length in connection with phos-

phoric acid (p. 363 ).

1‘otassium carbonate is a convenient starting substance for the pre-

paration of other potassium salts. On the one hand, most free acids

foriii the corresponding salts with potassium carbonate, with evolution

of carbon dioxide. Carbonic acid is, as has already been shown (p. 388
),

a very weak acid, and this reaction therefore takes place with great

readiness and completeness. On the other hand, carbonic acid forms

very difficultly soluble salts with almost all metals except those of the

alkali group. If, therefore, salts of those metals with any acids are

liioLight together with potassium caHwiiate, the solubility product of

tire corresponding metallic carbonate is exceeded, and the latter is pre-

cipitated, while the potassium salt of the acid remains in solution,

from which it can be obtained ]>y evaporation after filtering off the

precipitate.

Potassium Bicarbonate.—In the aqueous solutions of potassium

carlionate, the ion CO3" is, as has already been mentioned, partly con-

verted by the action of the water into the ion HCO3' the quantity

transformed, however, amounts to only a few per cent of the toUil

quantity. If, however, carl)on dioxide be passed into the solution, the

reaction CO3" + C()2 + H2O = 2HCO3' takes place almost completely,

and a solution of the acid or primary potassium carbonate, KilCO^, is

formed. If the solution was concentrated, the solubility product of this

salt is exceeded, and it is deposited in monoclinic crystals.

Ibe solution reacts fairly neutral, ])ut still not so definitely as that

of a salt of a strong acid, and dilute solutions exhibit even a distinctly

alkaline reaction. This is due to the fact that the first ion of the

dikasic carbonic acid, although much stronger than the second, is, never-

theless, the ion of a very weak acid. Hydrolysis therefore occurs,

hydrion from the solvent water uniting with HCO3' to form undissoci-

ated carbonic acid H2CO3, or its anhydride CO2. The presence of the

hist compound can be easily demonstrated by heating the solution

;

even Itefore the boiling point has been reached, bubbles of carbon

dioxide are evolved. In proportion as carbon dioxide escapes, more

loimed. By reason, however, of the increasing concentration of

hydroxidion, the equilibrium changes so as to become more and more
'I'lfiivourable to carbon dioxide, and the evolution of the gas finally

*^kiks jiractically to zero. The ratio of the concentrations at which
this occurs depends on the degree of dilution, more carbon dioxide

h‘‘ing evolved the greater the dilution.

Although, therefore, acid potassium carbonate is partially decom-
posed in aqueous solution, the pure salt is obtained by the careful

evaporation of such a solution. This is due to the fact that when
of the pure salt has separated from the saturated solution, the
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decomposition of the solution must become reversed, for by the sepur-

ation some of the undecomposed suit is removed from participation in

the equilibrium, and equilibrium can be re-established only by more of

the salt being formed. This goes on until the solution is evaporated

to dryness, provided there is no deficiency of one of the components,

especially carbon dioxide. In order, therefore, that pure salt may he

obtained with certainty, an excess of carbon dioxide must be maintaini'fl

in the solution, by passing some of this gas into the solution from tinai

to time.

The al)ove relations receive an application in numerous similar

cases.

On heating dry potassium bicarbonate, also, decomposition occurs,

and, in this case, proceeds further, there remaining ultimately a rosidiu'

of pure normal carbonate. The process is represented by the e(|uati()ii

2KHCO., = K
2
CO,j + H^O + CO^. It proceeds in a perfectly similar

manner to the evaporation of a volatile liquid, and at each temperatuic

a quite definite pressure is established
;
on this pressure the amounts

of the two solid substances present, normal ancl acid potassium car

bonate, have no influence. If for any given temperature that pressure

has been established at which equilibrium exists, and if it be now

attempted to diminish the pressure by increasing the volume, more of

the acid carbonate decomposes until the pressure has again rcaclual

the former value. If, on the other hand, the volume is diminislied,

the pressure is only temporarily increased; carbon dioxide' and

aqueous vapour are absorbed until the original pressure is again

established.

^ Such a behaviour follows from an application of the phase; law.

We are here dealing with three components, and there are three phases

present, viz., the two solid salts and the gaseous mixture. Conse-

(luently, there still remain tw'o degrees of freedom, and at each temper

ature we can obtain different pressures by suitably changing the

composition of the gas mixture. So long, however, as this mixture is

evolved from the bicarbonate itself, its composition is constant, since

it consists of equal molecular amounts, and therefore, also, e<liial

volumes of carbon dioxide and aqueous vapour. We have therehy

disposed of one of the degrees of freedom, and only one now remains,

so that to each temperature there belongs a definite pressure.

* If, on the other hand, the composition of the vapour is changed

the pressure can also be changed even at a constant temperature. I d'

law for this follows from an application of the theory of chemiciil

equilibrium. If in the equation 2KHCOg = K^COy + H
2
O + CO.,

concentrations of the four substances are designated respectively hy '''

k r, and d, we have the equation d^ = k. hed^ where k is the equilibiiuni

constant (p. 327). Of these magnitudes, a and h are constant, since

they refer to solid substances
;

collecting all the constants, there

follows f!. c? = K, where K is the new constant, which is still dependent
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on the temperature but is no longer dependent on the concentrations

or amounts of the participating substances. Hence it follows that if,

at a given temperature, the concentration of the acpicous vapour in the

^ras mixture is increased, that of the carbon dioxide must decrease, and

fii'c v('rsa, until the product of the two concentrations again assumes its

former value. The ])icarbonate, therefore, will undergo less decom-

position in an atmosphere of aqueous vapour or of carbon dioxide than

ill ;i vacuum or in a foreign gas. This rule is a general one for decom-

positions of this kind.

Potassium Sulphate, K^SO^J, crystallises in anhydrous, rhomluc

pyiiimids which, owing to the presence of hemihedral faces, look as if

they l)clonged to the hexagonal system. Such imitations, which are

comparable with the mimicry of the lower animals, are not rare in the

case of crystalline substances; their significance has not yet been

pointed out.

'Che salt is rather difficultly soluble in water, and the solubility in-

creases almost linearly with rising temperature.

Potassium sulphate occurs as a constituent of the double salts in

the (ierman potash beds, and is obtained in the pure state by a crystal-

lisation process. It is used in the preparation of alum (cf, aluminium)
and of potassium carbonate, and as a manure.

When warmed with sulphuric acid it is converted into the acid

potassium sulphate, in accordance with the equation KgSO^-f H
2
S04 =

2KHSO^. The latter is a salt which is readily soluble in xvater, and
melts at 200". On being further heated it loses water and passes

iiffo potassium pyrosulphate (p. 291), which decomposes at a
red heat into normal salt and sulphur trioxide. This is a method of

preparing the anhydride from sulphuric acid
;
since the direct j)repara-

of the latter (p. 283) was introduced this process has lost its

l<^clmical importance.

Acid potassium sulphate is used in analysis because at the tempera-
tiire of fusion it has a powerfid solvent and decomposing action on

substances, especially basic oxides and silicates. Its action is

considerably superior to that of sulphuric acid. This is due to the fact
mit the temperature can be raised to a higher degree

;
for in the case

sulphuric acid a limit is set by the boiling point, 340".

i’ho aqueous solution of potassium bisulphate has a strong acid re-
jction, because the anion of this salt, IISO/, partially dissociates into
i and S()^"

; hydrion is thereby produced in the liquid, and exhibits

actions. Accordingly, the ions of the normal sulphate, 2K‘ and
) are also present in the solution, and since this salt is less soluble

niay be deposited under favourable conditions. This is the case, for
in pie, saturated solution of the acid salt is pre-

I |Jed at the boiling temperature, and the liquid allowed to cool.

. reaction occurs when the acid salt is allowed to lie in the
a porous surface, e.g, on a brick. The solution, rich in sulphuric
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acid, is drawn into the brick, and the normal potassium sulphate re

mains behind.

Potassium Persulphate, K2^2^8- formation of this salt in

the electrolysis of acid potassium sulphate has already been described

(p. 293). It is rather ditRcultly soluble in water, and exhibits tlie

oxidising actions of persulphuric acid
;

it therefore finds application in

photography and in some other departments of the arts. When pure,

it can be preserved
;
but its decomposition appears to be catalytically

accelerated by certain substances, so that impure specimens ra|)idlv

become moist in the air and deliquesce, oxygen being evolved and ncid

sulphate being formed : 2K.2S.^Og + 2H2O = 4KHSO4 + O2.

Potassium Sulphite.—Of the different salts which .sulphurous

acid can form with potassion, potassium pyrosulphito,

only one of importance. It is obtained by saturating a warm, con-

centrated solution of potassium carbonate with sulphur dioxide ; on

cooling, the salt crystallises in large, transparent, and anhydrous

crystals. It is employed in photography, and has the advantage tliat

it oxidises only very slowly in the air, while other sulphites are much

less stable in this respect. It dissolves in water, and yields a solution

of acid sulphite, i.e. a solution containing the ions HSO./ and K

.

Potassium Sulphide.—If a solution of caustic potash is sntu

rated with sulphuretted hydrogen, so much of this is absorbed that the

salt KHS, potassium hydrosulphide or the acid salt of sulphuretted

hydrogen, is formed. By evaporation it can be obtained as a very

deliquescent salt, containing IH.2O of crystallisation. If as much

caustic potash is added as had been originally taken, and the solution

evaporated, potassium sulphide, K.
2
S, which is also very soluble, can be

obtained with hH/) of crystallisation. Anhydrous potassium sulphide

is obtained by the reduction of potassium sulphate with pure charcoal

K2SO,j + 4C = K.
2
S + 4CO. It is, however, very difficult to obtain a

pure product, because the fused potassium sulphide attacks vessels ot

all kinds and becomes contaminated with the constituents of these.

The aqueous solution of potassium sulphide has a strongly alkaline

reaction, and for the most part does not contain the ions K
On the contrary, the latter react with the solvent water and form

and Oir, so that the solution contains hydroxidion in largo quaiitit}-

Here, as in all such cases, we are dealing with a chemical equililnnun^

in which all possible ions are present—sulphidion. S'", therefore,
ns

well
;
the amount of the latter is, however, very small.

The Bolutions of potassium sulphide rapidly oxidise in the air, t n

sulphide being converted into the potassium salts of the oxygen acij

^

of sulphur. In the first instance, thiosulphanion is formed from tke

ion HS' by the absorption of oxygen : 2HS' + 20.2 ”
.j,

In analytical chemistry, potassium sulphide is employed in ortb'i
‘j

obtain those difficultly soluble metallic sulphides which are decompos^’<^

by acids : e,g, K.2S + FeCl2= FeS + 2KC1 . For this purpose, it is
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110
consequence that only a small amount of sulphidion is present in the

solution, for when this is removed in the precipitate, a fresh quantity

is immediately formed from HS' and OH'. For the above reaction,

liowever, potassium sulphide is less used than the similarly acting

imimoriium sulphide, since the latter, or its products of transformation,

can be much more readily removed from the analysis than can potas-

sium sulphide.

If a solution of potassium sulphide is warmed with sulphur, large

(|iiiuitities of the latter are taken up, and the potessium salts of the

ions S./', and S/' are formed, according to the amount of sulphur

dissolved. They are all characterised by the fact that they give

yellow-red solutions. If the liquids be poured into hydrochloric acid,

the corresponding acids to separate out as oily liquids,

which very readily decompose into sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen,

and are not known in the j)ure state. If, on the other hand, the

hydrochloric acid is added to the sulphide solutions, sulphur and

sulphuretted hydrogen are immediately obtained. The former is very

tinely divided, and constitutes milk of sulphur (p. 256).

' The peculiar dilference of these two reactions is due to the fact

that, in the first case, the acids formed, lip., to are always in

contact with the acid liquid
;

in the second case, with the liquid con-

taining potassium sulphide. The latter, however, acts catalytically

on the poly.sulphides of hydrogen, and accelerates their decomposition

into sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphur.

Potassium Nitrate, KNO.J, or saltpetre, is, along with common
^idt, one of the longest known salts. The reason of this is that the

materials necessary for its formation (vide p. 318), viz. nitrogenous

miimal matter (dung) and potash salts (ashes), accumulated around the

•hvellings of man even at a period of very low civilisation, so that the

produced soon presented itself to observation. The nitranion is

formed from ammonia under the action of certain bacteria (saltpetre

bJictei ia), which promote the oxidation of the ammonia by the oxygen

the air. If no compounds of pokissium are present, other nitrates

'^''0 foi med, especially calcium nitrate, by means of the almost never-

failing calcium compounds.

such places of its formation, whether formed by chance or

P'lipu'^ely, the saltpetre is obtained l)y extraction with water, whereby

again made of the principle of counter-currents (p. 455). It

^epa,fated by crystallisation from the other substances which are

'‘^^facted along with it, an opei-ation which is greatly facilitated by

great dilference of its solubility at different temperatures.

Ill the pure state, potassium nitrate is a colourless salt, which
^''yntallises in rhombic, anhydrous crystals. The crystals oftci\

I

J'^^'^^inically enclose portions of the “ mother liquor,” i.e. the solution

which they are formed, cavities being left in the crystals in their

b'l’owth, in which the solution is then enclosed. The enclosed liquid
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cannot be got rid of by drying the crystals. These liquid enclosure.^
contiiin all the impurities of the mother liquor, so that the salt

obtained is less pure than the substance of the crystals its(3lf
;

tli( iV

formation must therefore be, as far as possible, avoided. From this

there follows the rule that for purposes of purification, not largo l)ut

small crystals must be formed
; this happens when the crystallisinir

li(|uid is quickly cooled and kept in movement, so that the (‘rystals

formed are separated from one another, and by the breaking ‘o|} of

small particles give rise to new crystals.
^

At the present time, saltpetre is chiefly obtained from sodium
nitrate or Chili saltpetre, solutions of this salt being mixed with
solutions of potiissium chloride. From the mixed solution which con

tains the ions K‘, Na, Cl', and NO/, that salt will be first deposited

wliose solubility product is first exceeded. On comparing the solii

bility curves of the four

salts which are re|)rc-

sented in Fig. 105, the

NaNO^ solubilities being given

in moles, it is seen that

at higher tempeiatmes

sodium chloride has the

lowest molecular solu-

bility
;

on evaporatiiijt

down the solution hy

heat, common salt will,

therefore, be deposited.

When the concentration

of the ions Na' and Cl

has thereby become so

small that their product

approaches the vaha; ol

the solubility ])rodiict,

the solution is allowed

to cool doAvn. At low

temperatures potassium

nitrate is obtained. The mother liquor, from which a large

of the ions K' and NO/ have now disappeared, can be again made to

deposit sodium chloride at the temperature of boiling, and in this w.iv

it is possible to effect the complete transformation of the two salts.

The same method of purification is used for the crude saltp' ti^’

obtained by the action of bacteria, since in this case also the cbiel

im})urity is generally common salt.

On account of the large amount of oxygen it contains, and which

it readily yields up, saltpetre is used for the preparation of mi.'^tuics

which burn without the aid of the atmospheric oxygen. Such uhx-

tures are used in the manufacture of fireworks, and as explosives

100'' C,

Fio. 105.
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blasting and shooting. Whereas, formerly, saltpetre was almost the

only substance which could be used for such purposes, a large number

of other substances which can be employed are now known, so that

the importance of potassium nitrate has greatly decreased compared

with formerly, especially as it has been replaced by the cheaper

sodium nitrate in the preparation of nitric acid and its derivatives.

The most important explosive mixture was for long that consisting

of saltpetre, sul})hur, and charcoal, and called gun-powder. Such a

mixture burns suddenly when ignited, the sulphur and the carbon

combining with the oxygen of the saltpetre
;
gaseous carbon monoxide

and nitrogen are thereby formed, and the sudden increase of volume

or of pressure thus produced, is the cause of its action in blasting and

shooting. It is a case of the conversion of chemical energy into

mechanical, and the importance of gunpowder and all such substances

depends on the fact that considerable amounts of transformable chemi-

cal energy can be obtained in a very short time from comparatively

small amounts of such substances.

The three constituents of gunpowder are mixed in such a way
that the reaction 2KNO.^ -t- S + 20 = 1x^^804 + + 200 chiefly occurs.

According to the combining weights of the substances named, the pro-

portions would be 202 : 32 : 24, or 1 : 0'159 ; 0T19
;
the proportions

which are actually used vary, but are, on the average, 1:0‘16:0T6.
In the preparation, however, pure charcoal is not employed, but

a product obtained by the very slight carbonisation of thin pieces

of wood, which still contains large quantities of hydrogen and ash.

hor this reason, the chemical process pursues a more or less different

course from that given in the ccifuation
;
in particular there, are formed,

l>csidcs potassium sulphate, compounds containing less oxygen and

even potassium sulphide.

Tlie three moles of gas formed in accordance with the simple

equation occupy, under atmospheric pressure and at 0", a volume 3 x
1 -

5 100 cc., while the 258 gm. of the mixture occupy scarcely 100 cc.,

'•e. about former volume. The very considerable

pi’essure which thereby results, and which is produced by the com-

bustion of the gunpowdtu’ in a confined s})acc, is further largely

iarreased by the fact that owing to the heat of reaction, the tempera-

rises to considerably above a red-heat. From the heats of forma-

l-bjii of the reacting substances, the heat of reaction can be calculated

fo be G86 kj. If this amount of energy were completely convertible

bito kinetic energy, 1 gm. of gunpowder would suffice to project a ball

1 kilogni. in weight with a velocity of 16 x 10* cm./sec., or 1*6 kilo-

^'‘^tre/scc. As a matter of fact, only a portion of the energy is

'Utilised, since the gases produced leave the gun at a fairly high tem-

perature
; besides, it is not yet known what part of the total energy

Js present as free energy, ie. is convertible into other forms of energy
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Saltpetre melts at 339', and at a higher temperature it loses

oxygen, and passes into potassium nitrite (which see). This reaction

is of historical interest, because Scheele, the discoverer of oxygen, first

obtained the pure gas in this manner.

In order to show this evolution of oxygen, saltpetre is melted in

a thin-walled tube over a strong flame, and the liquid is heated until

the evolution of gas is observed. If, now, small pieces of sulphur are

thrown on the fused mass, they burn with an exceedingly dazzlim^

light, and potassium sulphate is formed, as well as lower oxidatioii

compounds of nitrogen, which escape in the form of brown fumes.

Potassium Nitrite, KNO^, was Tor a long time the most largclv

used salt of nitrous acid, and was employed for all purposes for which

that acid was used, more especially in the preparation of artificial dyes,

In recent times it has been replaced by the cheaper sodium nitrile.

Potassium nitrite is a yellowish salt, very readily solul)le in water,

which is obtained from potassium nitrate by heating this with reduc-

ing substances, usually with lead (p. 329). Since it does not crystallise

well, it is generally sent into the market cast into sticks. The

aqueous solution reacts alkaline, for nitrous acid is a weak acid, and its

salts are appreciably hydrolysed in aejueous solution.

PotfliSSium Silicute.—Caustic potash and potassium carhoiuite

fuse together in all proportions with silicon dioxide to form glassy

masses w^hich, if they do not contain too much of the latter substunci',

dissolve in large amounts on prolonged boiling with water, fonniii,it

syrupy liquids. It is not possible to detect any definite compounds in

these. From the alkaline reaction of the solutions, it can be infeircd

that the potassium silicate present is partially dissociated hydro-

lytically
;
by means of dialysis it is found that a portion of the silicic

acid is present in the colloidal state, and the electrical conductivity

shows that a given solution, on being kept, undergoes change in such

a way that more hydroxidion and colloidal silicic acid continue to he

formed, for the conductivity increases^ when the solution is kept and

external influences carefully excluded.

The concentrated solution of potassium silicate is placed on the

market under the name of wakr glass, since in the air it dries u]) to a

glassy mass. It effects a kind of silicification in substances soaked in or

}Daintcd over with it, and is therefore extensively applied in the aits.

Potassium Silicofluoride.—As has already been mentioinil,

solutions of hydrofluosilicic acid give, with potassion, precipitates of the

very difficultly soluble salt K.,SiF„. The reaction must be carried oiit

in acid solution, since alkaline liquids decompose hydrofluosilicic acid

(p. 427).

' Hyriroxidion causes at lea.st twice as great a conductivity as any other aiii""

eriuivaleiit amount, a.s has been found from the inVestlgation-s of this point; Sirn e

formation of other anions of great conductivity is excluded here, it must be conclu''*^*^

from the increase of the conductivity that there i.s an increase of hydroxidion ia 1'“*

manner given.
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I'he precipitate of the potassium salt has an unusual appearance,

{or it is almost invisible in the liquid, and when it is observed in some

(juaiitity in a transparent vessel, it forms a translucent mass exhibiting

;i |)l;iy of pale colours which reminds one of opal. The cause of this

is tliat the index of refraction of this salt is very nearly the same

is that of water. If there is placed in a li(iuid a solid powder which

li;i,s nearly the same power of refraction as the licjuid, interference

rolours are produced by the partial mutual extinction of the different

lays, and the light which remains is correspondingly coloured. The

variation in the size of the particles is the reason that different rays

aid extinguished, and to this the iridescence is due.

\'cry similar to this salt is the f)otassium salt of hydrolluoboric

acid, KBF^ (p. 431).

Potassium Cyanide.—On heating potassium with substances

which contain nitrogen along with carbon, potassium cyanide, KCN,
the most important salt of cyanidion, is formed. It was formerly

(li icily prepared by heating potassium carbonate with nitrogenous

(liaicoal, obtained by the carbonisation of horn, leather, or other

animal substances. Since ])otassium carbonate and charcoal yield

metallic potassium, the reaction is the same as the former mentioned,

riic product contains very impure potassium cyanide, and since this

does not readily crystallise and is therefore difficult to purify, the

potassium cyanide present Avas converted by heating the a(jueous solu-

tion with iron compounds into a salt of complicated composition,

])olassium ferrocyanide, or yellow prussiateof potash [vide iron), which

‘-‘til lie easily purified by crystallisation. From this, pure potassium

yvanide is again recovered.

At the present time, when a large demand for potassium cyanide

arisen for the purposes of gold extraction, other methods of pi e-

pHration have been sought for. Cyanogen compounds are formed, in

:-«tH!ral, at very high temperatures Avhen the elements carbon and
'

’'itrogen are present (p. 413); thus, for example, considerable quantities

potassium cyanide are formed in the iron hlast-furnaces. On the

^'^l^imfacturing scale, it can be obtained by passing ammonia over a

^’dxtiire of potassium carbonate and charcoal at a high temperature.

^ 'o thci', barium cyanide is formed from a mixture of bai'ium carbonate,

'‘‘^'x:()al, and free nitrogen at the temperature of the electric furnace
;

;

product is converted into potassium cyanide by means of potassium

*-'0‘b(jnate or sulphate.

J’otassium cyanide is a white, very soluble salt, whose aqueous

has an alkaline reaction and smells strongly of hydrogen cyanide,

due to the fact that hydrocyanic acid is an extremely weak

whose salts are partially dissociated hydrolytically in aqueous

I

'"^mitioii
; the carbonic acid of the air also has a decomposing action

I

tbe salt. Potassium cyanide is a powerful poison
;
in spite of this

I largely employed in the arts. It is used in photography to
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dissolve silver salts, also in electroplating with metals, especially in

gilding and silvering, and finally, in very large amounts, for ex trading

the finely divided gold from the auriferous beds, especially in South

Africa. Since all these applications depend on the formation nf

definite compounds with the heavy metals named, they can Ih-

explained in detail oidy under these metals.

In analytical and preparative chemistry, potassium cyanide is used

as a powerful reducing agent, which allows of many metals leiii^

separated from their oxides and sulphides at its temperature of fusion.

It is converted in the process into potassium cyanate and potassiimi

thiocyanate respectively.

As to pofassiwu cyanate^ the essential points have already l»eeii

given (p. 415). It is a white salt readily soluble in water, which on

being acidified evolves carbon dioxide, while an ammonium salt ^

formed in the solution. This reaction, which depends on the traiishn

mation of cyanic acid, has also been already explained at the place cited.

Potassium thiocyanatej or sulphocyanide, KSCN, is the salt cliieil\

used in the applications of thiocyananion, SON'. It is a colouiless

salt which readily dissolves in water, at the same time produciiiy^ a

very considerable fall of temperature. It is easily obtained by lieutini:

potassium cyanide with sulphur.

Potassium Oxalate.—Oxalic acid forms with potassium not onlv

the two salts which, according to the dibasic nature of the acid, arc to

be expected, but also another salt which can l)e regarded as a com

pouml of oxalic acid with acid potassium oxalate. Of the salts of

oxalic acid, those with potassium arc the best known, because they

occur in the juices of various plants, from which they were early pir

pared, and have led to the knowledge of oxalic acid.

Normal potassium oxalate, K.,C.,0^ + H.,0, is a white 'salt solulde in

water, and is used in photography.

Acid potassium oxalate, KHGp^ + .Uip, is called salt of sorrel

l)ecause it was first obtained by evaporation and crystallisation from

the juice of the wood-sorrel. It is less soluble than the normal salt,

a)id is used for removing iron and ink stains, since it converts iron

salts into soluble (complex) compounds.

Potassium tctroxalate is the name given to the salt KMl'/V

(• 2H.p, which is easily obtained by mixing one of the prcvioim

salts with the necessary exce.ss (or rather more) of oxalic acid in wainn

concentrated solution. It then quickly crystallises out, since it is ratlin

ditlicultly soluble. This salt is used in volumetric analysis in pLoo o

free oxalic acid, because it does not effloresce so readily as the

and allows therefore of definite amounts being accurately weighed ou •

' If two equal amounts of acid potassium oxalate are weighed oj| >

and one converted, by heating, into potassium carbonate and then ri''*

solved along with the second portion, a liquid having a pm

neutral reaction is obtained, after the carbonic acid is boiled off.

^rfcctly

Thi‘^
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is a proof that in tho acid oxalate exactly half as much potassium is

(oiitained as is necessary for the preparation of the normal salt. In

this simple manner, the law of multiple proportions (p. 140) was proved

l,y Wollaston as early as the year 1808.

Other Compounds of Potassium.—On account of its great

tendency to form ions, potassium can form non-saline compounds only

in the absence of water, and all these compounds possess the pro-

jieity of decomposing in contact with water in such a way that

|)otassion is formed along with the corresponding other substances.

Of such compounds the following have to bo mentioned.

Nassmm peroxide is formed by the comlmstion of potassium in

dry oxygen. Its composition varies l)etween the amounts represented
ly the formula) K./)3 and K/)^. In water it dissolves with evolution

of oxygen and formation of hydrogen peroxide.

Potassium hydride, K.^H or K^IU, is formed when hydrogen is

passed over potassium at a temperature of about 300". It forms a

mass with a metallic lustre, and again loses its hydrogen at fairly

liigh temperatures. The pressure of the hydrogen increases with rise

of temperature, but is not independent of the degree of decomposi-
tion, as in the case, for example, of salts with water of crystal-

lisation, but diminishes as the decomposition proceeds. This is due
to the fact that at these temperatures the substance is liquid, and is

a mixture of potassium and potassium hydride of varying composi-
tion. Just as the vapour pressure, for example, of hydrated sulphuric
a^id varies with the proportions of water and sulphuric acid in the
liiptid, and diminishes, therefore, when, at a given temperature, an
increasingly large part of the water is allowed to pass into vapour, so
the pressure of the hydrogen from the liquid mixture diminishes in

I'l'oportioii as the latter becomes less rich in hydrogen.

fhis follows on applying the phase law to the case in question.
^ 'leic are two components and two phases, viz. the li(|uid mixture and
the hydrogen gas. Consequently there are still two degrees of freedom
pi’eseiit, ix, at a given temperature, different pressures can exist
^ Impending on the composition of the liquid.

^^ith water, potassium hydride forms potassium hydroxide and
y'li'igen. It very readily ignites in the air.

the action of metallic potassium on ammonia gas, a greyish

f of potassamide is formed in accordance with the equation

^ ^ -Xll.j = 2KH.
2
N -h H.,. This compound can be regarded aa

ill which one combining weight of hydrogen is replaced by
P'^tassiuiii.

It is very reactive, and is used for the preparation of
’ nitrogen compounds, especially in organic chemistry. By the

of nitrous oxide it is converted into the potassium salt of

m acid

:

KHgN + Kp = KNg + H,,0 (p. 346). With water,
assmaide decomposes, forming potassium hydroxide and ammonia

:

'
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SODIUM

General.—The chemical relations of sodium are very siniil.ir to

those of potassium, so that for chemical purposes the one metal can in

most cases replace the other. This holds good especially for those ic

actions in which the ions come into account. The reason of this is that

sodion also rejirescnts by far the most stable state as compared with

metallic sodium, and the reactions of this element, as in the case of

potassium, are therefore chiefly characterised by the fact that the ion is

formed with especial readiness from the metal, but the metal only with

difficulty from the ion. Since, further, the state of the salts in the

solid form approaches more nearly to that of the ions than to that of

the metal, sodium, like potassium, will be easily transformed from uiic

of its salts into another, but will be converted only with difficult}’ hoiii

a salt into the metal or a compound closely related to this.

Metallic sodium does not occur in nature, since it would evcrywlien'

have an opportunity of exercising its tendency to pass into sodioi'-

Sodion, however, has an extensive distribution, and, along widi

chloridion, with which it occurs in sea-water, it may be regarded as the

most abundant ion in those parts of the earth’s surface which

accessible to us.

In more remote times, the compounds of the two elements

potassium and sodium were confused with one another. AVlicn it

learned how to distinguish them (p. 436), caustie potash was kmovii

the vegetable, and caustic soda as the mineral alkali, because the fonm'i

was obtained chiefly from the ash of plants, the latter from c<'miii»t‘

salt. It was later found by Klaproth that both elements are

in the mineral kingdom. So far as the vegetable kingdom is concci’ia'* -

an essential difference does certainly exist between the two clcnicn

for compounds of potassium must be present in considerable amount m

plants in order that these may develop normally. Sodium conipouu< '

it is true, are never wanting in plants, but they are more chance eon

stituents which pass into the plants from the soil, in which the} nu

always present, and seem not to play any particular part in tliem

468
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Altliougli therefore, normal vegetation may be hindered by an eniiir

exclusion of sodium compounds (although no indubitable evidence

on this point exists), it is certain that the quantities of sodium which

may possibly be necessary for a plant are incomparably smaller than

tli(! amounts of potassium which are indispensable.

The cause of this difference may be found in the following circum-

stance. Whereas the soil in which plants thrive has the remarkable

property of withdrawing dissolved potassium compounds from solution,

and retaining them in such a way that they can be taken up only in

a very slight degree by water, the behaviour is quite different with

respect to the sodium compounds. These are not taken up and

riitaincd by the soil, but filter through without difficulty. WhfU’cas,

therefore, the amount of potassium compounds in the soil is consider-

al)le and almost independent of chance conditions, the amount of the

sodiiun compounds is subject to variation and to chance. On the

[irinciple of the survival of the fittest, it is intelligible that the chemical

requirements of the })lants, the satisfaction of which is effected by an

alkali metal (or its ion), should be supplied ])y the constantly present

potassium, since organisms whose life depended on utilising sodium

compounds would die out by reason of the readily occurring lack of

these.

The accumulation of sodion in sea- water is due to the same cause.

When in the decomposition of the rocks by water and carbonic acid,

descril)ed on p. 421, the alkali metals pass into solution in the form of

their ions, they follow, in the first instance, the general movement of

the water towards the ocean. The potas.sium, however, is mostly

cetained on the way, because it is seized hold of l)y the soil
;
the

sodion, however, passes on unhindered to the sea, and is deposited

!igaiu in the solid form only in rare cases, viz., when the sea-water is

concentrated by evaporation until the solid salt forms.

Cases of this have occurred, especially in former geological periods,

•Old have given rise to bods of rock-salt or sodium chloride, the two
i'jos which are present in greatest abundance in sea-water having been

(kposited together as solid salt.

Metallic Sodium.—We have already, on several occasions, become

acquainted with metallie sodium as a silver white, soft, and readily

fusi1)lo metal, which reacts energetically in contact with water, and just

readily forms compounds with many other substances. It behaves,

general, quite similarly to potassium, from which it is distinguisheu

h' the somewhat inferior violence of its reactions.

Hius, sodium does not take fire when thrown on water
j
it does so,

however,
if its motion and the cooling which is thereby effected is pre-

' ented. This happens when The metal is placed on wet paper or on an

jelly of glue or of starch. The evolved hydrogen as well as a

portion of the metal then burns with a bright yellow flame, and all the
names in ^ room in which such a combustion has occurred burn dis-
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tinctly yellow for a considerable time. This is due to the fact that

the dissipated sodium compounds colour the flames yellow, even \vhen

present in the minutest quantities (p. 84).

Sodium melts at OT’S"", and boils at about 740'. The accurate

determination of its vapour density is diflicult, but the experiments

which have been made agree in showing that the molar weight of

sodium vapour is 23, or equal to the combining weight. This identitv

is a general property of the metals, so far as these are known in the

vapour form, and less doubtful cases of the confirmation of this rule

will be given later (cf. zinc).

By mixture with other metals, the melting point of sodium is

lowered. This is especially well seen on adding potassium
;

in this

way alloys can easily be obtained which are liquid at the room teni

peraturc.

This phenomenon is by no means to be explained as a consc

quence of chemical combination between the metals
;
on the contraiy,

it is the simple consequence of the perfectly general fact that the melt-

ing point of every substance is lowered by the addition of such suh

stances as arc soluble in the liquid form of the first substance. If the

melting point of the pure subsLince is not too high a])ove louiii

temperature, the lowering can occur to below this temperature, and the

phenomenon in question makes its appearance.

The first preparation of meUillic sodium was eflbcted by Davy hy

means of the voltaic pile at the same time as that of potassium (p. I.IG).

Shortly afterwards the method of obtaining it by distillation of sodium

carbonate with charcoal was discovered, corresponding to the method

mentioned under potassium. Since about 1860, sodium has lieeii

obtained on the large scale by this method, the metal being used for

preparing aluminium. Recently, however, the electrical method has

again been adopted, and scalium is obtained by the decomposition of

sodium hydroxide by means of the electric current. By reason of the

comparatively small cost of electrical energy, combined with the good

yield obtained, sodium can be obtained more cheaply by this than hy

the old method. It is remarkable that this methocl is identical witli

that by which sodium was first prepared, for on that occasion also,

sodium hydroxide was the original substance.

The electrolysis is carried out in iron pots divided by permcabh

partitions. At the anode oxygen escapes, at the cathode sodium am

hydrogen are formed. The separated metal is lighter than the liiiuid

hydroxide, and therefore floats to the surface
;

it is skimmed oil

time to time.

Sodium can also be obtained by the electrolysis of fused sodimn

chloride. Much difficulty, however, is caused by the high nicltni^

point of this salt. The melting point can be lowered by mixiu-p i

with potassium chloride
;
mixtures of sodium with a little

potas.^iaiii

are then obtained, but not the pure metal.
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Metallic sodium is largely used in the artS and in the laboratory.

Iis former importance for obtaining other, difficultly reducible metals,

hus been lost, since the object can generally be attained more readily

by means of magnesium or aluminium, or by the electrolytic method.

It is used, however, as a powerful reducing agent in many reactions

ill organic chemistry, and for obtaining reactive intermediate pro-

ducts.

For these purposes, the metal is best employed in a condition in

which it offers a large surface. Since, on account of the softness of the

metal, it cannot be r^uced to small pieces by blows or by filing, it is

forced, by means of an iron screw

press (Fig. 106), through narrow

openings, and is thus obtained in

the form of wire or of ribbon, ac-

cording to the shape of the open-

in,it. Since in this state the metal

very rapidly oxidises in the air,

the wire is allowed to fall directly

into the liquid on which it is to

act, or it is collected in a liquid

which does not contain oxygen.

Petroleum, which is usually em-

ployed for this purpose, has the

disadvantage that it is difficult to

lernove
;

for chemical purposes,

therefore, it is better to use readily volatile hydrocarbons obtained

from the low -boiling portions of petroleum (so-called petroleum

henzine or petroleum ether).

Sodion.—The description of the general characteristics which was

pven for pohission, can bo applied almost word for word to sodion.

i^his also is a monovalent ion, which is colourless, and forms, almost

exclusively, readily soluble salts. In this respect it is even superior to

potassium, since there is scarcely a difficultly soluble salt of sodium

known
})y means of which this ion could be readily and certainly

detected. Further, there is no compound of sodium known which is

Conned in aqueous solution, l)y the colour of which it is possible to

detect sodion. This is due to the fact that in all aqueous solutions

''diich contain sodium, that clement is present in the form of sodion,

ill other words, no sodium compound can be dissolved in water

^'•thout being converted for the most part into sodion,

d'bo detection of sodium in analysis would, therefore, be a matter

difficulty if it were not that there is another property by means of

J'^hich it is rendered very easy. This is the yellow coloration which

i'npartcd to a flame through the presence of sodium (p. 84). To
<i^t form or compound of sodium this yellow light has to be ascribed,

not yet been determined with certainty; for the purposes of
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analysis the fact is sufficient that all sodium compounds give rise to

this phenomenon in flames containing oxygen.

To carry out the experiment, the substance to be investigated
is

introduced into the non-luminous flame of the Bunsen burner; if it is

in the form of a liquid solution, this is evaporated, and the residue

tested. As a carrier for the substance, a thin platinum wire is used,

the end of which is bent into the form of a loop.

It is soon found that the faint blue colour of the Bunsen flaiiic is

coloured yellow by almost all substances. If the platinum wire li.is

lain for some time in the air so that it is covered with some it

also imparts a yellow coloration to the flame, but this coloration soon

disaj)pears. It is only necessary, however, to draw the wdre, cleaned

by heating in a flame, between the fingers, when it again acquires the

above property for some moments.

This is a consequence, on the one hand, of the wide distribution of

sodium, and, on the other hand, of the great sensitiveness of the Hoiiit

coloration. By evaporating some sodium into a large space and detei

mining the point at which a Bunsen flame burning in this space just

Itegan to show the coloration, the fact could be established that les>

than 3 x 10”^^ gm. of sodium are sufficient to give this reaction.

The difficulty which is caused by the wide distrilnition of small

(juantities of sodium in cases where we arc dealing with the detection

of comparatively large amounts of this element in a s])ecimeii given,

can be overcome by observing the length of time during wliieh the

yellow coloration lasts. Whereas the accidental traces of sodium in

dust and in almost all substances give rise to only a feeble coloration

which quickly disappears on account of the volatility of the sodium

compounds, appreciable quantities of sodium, of the order of 1

milligm., produce a brightly luminous yellow' flame which lasts for

a considerable period wdth undiminished brightness. By a few on

periments made with known (quantities of sodium compounds, tlm

chemist learns once for all to distinguish between these pheiiomeini.

This method, of course, cannot be employed for the (|uautitativ('

determination of sodium. In this case the two alkali metals, potassium

and sodium, are generally separated as salts of the same nature {e.'j.

chlorides), weighed together, and the amount of potassium detcrmiiit'd

by means of the methods described on p. 444 ;
the difference gives thf

amount of sodium.

* If it is knowm that only these two elements are present, tk

method of indirect amlym may be employed. This is based on tk

fact that different amounts of the corresponding compounds of tlict'O'

elements are required in order to react with equal quantities o

another substance. Accordingly, also, they yield different amounts o

corresponding compounds when they are transformed togetluu-
*

few examples will make this clear.

Since the combining weight of sodium hydroxide or caustic
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js 4(10G, and that of caustic potash 56-15, 1 gm. of the former will

require 1/40-0G lit. or 24-97 cc., and 1 gm. of the latter will require

l 'r)615 lit. or 17-80 cc., of normal acid solution for complete neutrali-

sation (p. 187). A mixture of the two hydroxides will require an

amount intermediate between these two. In 1 gm. of the mixture,

let there be x gm. of caustic soda, and therefore (1 - .r) gm. of caustic

potash, then the quantity of acid used will be 24-97a: + 17*80 (1 - .r) cc.

If, therefore, the (juantity of acid, S, necessary for neutralisation of

the Tiiixture is determined, the magnitude j: may, conversely, be

ealculated. For from the equation 24-97./: + 17*80 (l-;r) = S, there

tnllows ./• = (S-17-80)/7-17.

If, for example, 21*40 cc. acid have been used, there follows

0-502.

Similar relations hold in the comlnned transformation into other

(oiupounds. For example, let a mixture of the two chlorides be given,

and let these be converted into the corresponding sulphates by evap-

oration with sulphuric acid and strongly heating. The i-atio of

the weights 2NaCl : Na.,S(\ would then be equal to 117-02 : 142*18,

or 1:1*215, while in the case of potassium the ratio would be

1 11)-18
; 174*34 or 1 : 1*169. If from 1 gm. of an unknown mixture

of the two chlorides the weight S of the mixed sulphates is ob-

tained, there holds the equation 1 *21 5,r + 1*169(1 -./) = S, and ./=:

(S- l*169)/0*046.

' If we denote, generally, a number of this kind which corre-

sponds to the reaction of the sodium salt by //, and by k the corre-

sponding number for the potassium .salt, while S is the number for the

iiiixtiirc, we obtain the general equation ./* = (S - />*)/(a - /t).

Such an indirect analysis is always less certain than a direct one.

Ihis is due, on the one hand, to the fact that the supposition must be

niadn that the given mixture conbiins only the two sulastances supposed,

loid no others
;
and, on the other hand, to the fact that the accuracy of

dii: value sought, ./', is, necessarily, less than that of the magnitude

ineasiired, S, while in the case of direct analysis, the two magnitudes

pi’oportional to one another, and have, therefore, the same degree

accuracy. In other words, if in the determination of potassium as

potassium platinochloride, an error of is made in the weight of

^his compound, the amount of potassium calculated from it will also

^viong to the extent of
^ J oth. If, however, an error of y J-^orth is

in the determination of S, the error in the calculation of a; will

gieatcr. ^ In the first example, it amounts to 4 per cent, in the

hccoikI to more than 20 per cent, of which one can easily convince

eiu'self by performing the calcidation. This is due to the fact that

die niagnitude sought, .r, is proportional not to the measured value, S,

to the difference S - /*, as the formula shows. If, for example, k is

”'df as great as S, an error of one hundredth in S will be equal to an

of two hundredths in S-ifc, and, accordingly, the determination
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of ./• will be erroneous to the extent of two hundredths of its valui'.

In general, the relative error in the result is to that in S as S is to

S - and it becomes all the greater the smaller the differences S - /•,

The practical rules for the choice of indirect methods, which can

be deduced from the above, will not be given here
;
on the contrary,

it may be left to the student to think these out.

Sodium Hydroxide.—The properties of this important conipoiuid

have already been described
;
along with caustic potash, it forms tlie

type of a strong base.

Towards water, caustic soda behaves in the same way as caustic

potash
;

it dissolves with great evolution of heat to form a very con

centrated solution, from which a hydrate 2Na0H + 7H20 separates

out in the cold. On evaporation by boiling, the solution passes, as in

the case of caustic potash, into the fused, anhydrous compound
; the

reason of this behaviour, which differs from that which is usual in

the case of solutions of solid substances, is the same as in the

case of caustic jwtash. In moist air caustic soda takes up water and

deliquesces, but it resolidifies again by absorption of carbonic acid

much more quickly than deliquesced caustic potash, because the

normal sodium carbonate is not deliquescent and is deposited in the

solid stiite.

For the preparation of caustic soda, the methods given on p. 445

can be repeated almost word for word. It is now obtained by electro-

lysis from sodium chloride or common salt, whereas, formerly, it was

almost exclusively obUined by the decomposition of sodium carbonate

with lime.

If it is a question of obtaining'small quantities of sodium hydroxide

for laboratory purposes, we may start with metallic sodium and decom-

pose this with water. One of the simplest methods of preparing it is to

place metallic sodium (best in the form of wire or of ribbon) in a dish

of platinum or of silver standing in a desiccator containing water.

The sodium decomposes the water vapour and is converted into caustic

soda, while the hydrogen escapes. The desiccator must, therefore, '>e

furnished with a tube which allows the hydrogen to pass out without

allowing the atmospheric carbonic acid to enter. For this pur|)osc a

tube filled with soda lime, ij’. a mixture of caustic soda and lime,

is used.

It can also be prepared by pouring water over sodium amalgam.

The decomposition of the latter takes place slowly and with nio(|ei“e

tion, especially after some caustic soda has been formed, and a dilute

solution of very pure caustic soda is thus obtained. If it is desired to

have it free from carbonic acid, care must be taken that the carbomc

acid which is usually present in distilled water is previously removal

Lastly, a very pure solution of caustic soda can be obtained b} tlie

decomposition of sodium sulphate solution with barium hydroxide-

The small quantities of the latter which dissolve in the soda solution
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arc removed by the addition of the necessary amount of sodium

sulphate solution.

Ill the decomposition of water by sodium, a considerable amount

of heat, viz. 183 is evolved. From the corresponding equation of

leaction, the heat of formation of dissolved caustic soda is found to be

468 /•/. Since in the neutralisation of caustic soda with a strong acid

further 57 kj are evolved (p. 200), the heat of solution of sodium in

such an acid is greater by this amount than in water, viz. 240 /;/.

According to the statements made on* p. 201, the same number gives

the heat of formation of sodion from the metal, so that we have the

('([nation Na + aq. = Na ‘

aq. + 240 kj. This value is somewhat less than

for potassium, Imt the difference is slight.

By adding the heat of formation of sodion, 240 /;/, to that of any

anion, the heat of formation of the corresponding salt in aqueous

solution is obtained.

As in the case of caustic potash, the reactions of caustic soda are

chiefly due to hydroxidion
;
to this extent, therefore, they are identical

with those of caustic potash. As a matter of fact, both hydroxides

are used in the laboratory without distinction so long as we are deal-

ing with hydroxidion reactions, i.c. Avith the action of basic properties.

This is also the case in the arts
;
in this case, the price alone deter-

mines the choice. Formerly, caustic soda was considerably cheaper

than caustic potash, but at the present time the difference is less.

Sodium Peroxide.—If sodium is heated in dry air it liurns

to a heavy, yellowish powder, the composition of Avhich is represented

hy the formula NaO or Na./),. With regard to the molar weight

of this substance, nothing is known
;

on account of its relation

to hydrogen peroxide, the formula Na,0, has a certain amount of

l)rol)al)ility.

This compound, which is called rniiiun' 2WYoxid(\
dissolves in water,

yielding a liquid with alkaline reaction which exhibits the reactions

of hydrogen peroxide.

Dissolution, however, Avithout decomposition can scarcely be

ellectod; usually a certain amount of oxygen, depending on the

eouditions of experiment, is evolved at the same time
;
the amount

i'’ all the smaller, the more local heating is avoided.

It may therefore be Jissumcd that the reaction can be expressed

J'”'
the most part by the equation Na^O.^ + 2H.D = H.p.j + 2NaOH.

two substances, caustic soda and hydrogen peroxide, do not,

Diwevei'^ exist together independently, but chemical union takes place

" W' li probably leads to the formation of a certain amount of sodium

pcioxidc. This amount will be dependent on the temperature and

concentration; with regard to its actual amount there are no exact

'''terminations.
Q

Ihe solution of sodium peroxide is used for oxidation purposes in

phice of hydrogen peroxide, especially in the bleaching of textile
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goods. The compound is, therefore, prepared on a large scah; liy

exposing sodium in vessels of aluminium to the action of dry aii- free

from carbonic acid. By suitable arrangements, based on the principle

of counter-currents, too great an elevation of temperature, by which

the vessels would suffer, is avoided.

In the dry state, also, sodium peroxide acts as a very powerful

oxidising agent. In contact with it, carbonaceous substances readily

ignite spontaneously, so that in working with it the presence of oigaiiic

substances must be avoided.

The excess of energy which is present in sodium peroxide can lie

used for obtaining metallic sodium by instituting a suitable “coupled
’

reaction (p. 203). If the substance is mixed Avith rather more than :i

timth of its weight of dry charcoal and heated, a violent reaction occurs

whereby sodium carbonate is formed and metallic sodium distils over

3Na.,().> A 2C = 2Na.,C().^ -f- 2Na. This is one .of the simplest methods

of showing on a small scale the formation of metallic sodium from one

of its compounds.

Sodium Chloride.—The most widely distrilmted of all the sodiuiii

salts is the chloride, which, as common salt, is the type of th(‘ sails.

In nature it occurs both in the solid state, as rock-salt, and in solution.

The AA^ater of the ocean, more especially, contains as chief sccomlarv

constituents, chloridion and sodion, U. common salt. The coiiccn

tration of the dissolved sodium chloride differs somewhat in iht'

different seas
;

in the Baltic Sea it is very small, in the Mediterranean

it is comparatively great. This depends on the relation betAveen the

inflow of Avater and the loss by evaporation. If the inflow of the

rivers, which conUiin much less sodium chloride than the Avater of the

sea, exceeds the evaporation, a more dilute solution is produced; this

the case in the Baltic Sea. On the other hand, if the evaporatmn

preponderates, the remaining liipiid becomes more and moie

centrated. This is the case to a certain extent in the Mediterraiiciin

.

a specially good example of this state of matters is furuislied >}

the Dead Sea, in which the salt concentration approaches almost t(»

saturation.

The average amounts of salt contained in 100 parts of sea-^\<otl

Dead Sea . . .
•

Mediterranean . . .
•

Atlantic Ocean . .
• '^1?

Baltic Sea . . . • . Om

AVhere the evaporation greatly predominates, the common salt >

ultimately deposited in the crystalline state, and forms beds o

salt. This salt is frequently not pure, but is mixed with r*

substances which were present in the Avater.

If the water which flows through the soil comes into contact

strata containing salt, it dissolves the latter and then appears as
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spri)igs- trom these, the sodium chloride is obtained l)y evaponiting

the ^v'iiter. In order to save a part of the firing, the brine is allowed

to trickle over high stacks of bimshwood in order that as large a

portion as possible of the water may be removed by free evaporation

ill the air. Since the brine thereby increases in concentration (which

is nieasured in “ degrees ” (I^at. gradus) of the hydrometer), this pi'occss

is calh'd “graduation.” In this way the concentration can be increased

only to a limited amount, since the vapour pressure of the salt solution

(liniinishcs as the solution becomes more concentrated. As is evident

the result also depends on the i-elative humidity of the air.

In ordinary circumstances, sodium chloride crystallises in colourless

and trauspa-rent cul>es belonging to the regular system. ( 'hance colora-

lions of rock-salt often occur owing to impurities; a I'cd coloration,

produced by oxide of iron, is especially frequent.

The density of piu'e sodium chloride amounts to 2 To. The rc-

fraction and dispersion of light arc small. A special jiroperty of rock-

salt is its transparency foi- rays of long Avave length lying beyond
the red. By reason of this behaviour, it dilTers greatly from other

suhstanccs. Whereas glass, for example, is just as permeal)le for the

rmhli' rays as rock-salt is, and appears, therefore, just as transparent,

it behaves as an opaipie substance! towards rays of long waAo* length,

and absorbs them, converting them into heat.

At 775" sodium chloride melts, and at the same time it begins to

volatilise appi'ociably.

In water, sodium chloride readily dissolves. At room temj)erature,

the saturated solution contains 5G pai-ts of salt to 100 parts of water,

-eid at the temperature of boiling, 30 parts of salt, or only a little

’'•ere. It has already lieen described (p. 462) how this property is

made use of in the separation of coiiimon salt from other salts whose
solubility changes greatly with the temperature.

The solution of sodium chloride exhibits the reactions of chloridion

'‘fid of sodioti. It has a })ure salii'.e taste, and the higher animids all

I'vpi'i'ii'iice the need of taking in larger or smaller amounts of common
with their food. This is seen most markedly in the case of the

Localities where common salt can be ol)t}iined are eagerly

out, often at the risk of their life, by stags, roe-deer, and similai*

;i'nni;ds. Carnivorous animals exhibit a much less desire for salt.

Ids is connected with the fact that with the vegetalile food relatively

amounts of potassium salts are introduced into the body, whereby

Secretion of sodium is greatly promoted and a necessity for its

^Tdacciiient caused. In the case of animal food, however, the two
^dcmi'iits are taken up in the proportions proper to the animal

^ibbrnnisui.

the case of the vertebrate animals, the sodium compounds occur
< iiefly in plasma and in the fluids of the body, while the
potassium, as already mentioned^ collects in the blood corpuscles.
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From aqueous solutions of sodium chloride the well-known cubicul

crystals of the anhydrous salt separate out at temperatures above -

Owing to the usually bad formation of these crystals, they eiiclosi*

some mother liquor, so that when heated they give off small amonnts of

water. On being heated, the enclosed water is converted into v.ipuui',

the pressure of which increases as the temperature rises until it

becomes so great that the pieces of salt enclosing the liquid arc

shattered, whereby a crackling noise is produced. Having once under

gone this treatment, the salt remains quiet on being again heated.

From concentrated solutions of sodium chloride at lower tempera-

tures, a hydrated salt of the formula NaCl -r ‘ill^O separates out in

monoclinic crystals. These are stable only up to - 2"
;

if heated

above this temperature, they melt and form a liquid from which tin*

anhydrous salt immediately separates out in the form of small cubes.

'' Even at the room temperature, these hydrated crystals aie

produced as an unstable form, when a solution of common salt is spread

out in a thin layer on a glass plate and caused to evaporate rapidly l>y

blowing on it. Under these circumstances, the separation of oblique

crystals can be observed with a low power of the microscope
;

in a

short time the ordinary cubes of common salt appear here and theie,

and these absorb the former crystals.

Common salt is used not only in food, but, being the most widely

distributed salt of sodium, it is used as the starting-point in the

preparation of metallic sodium and of all other sodium compounds.

Some of its transformations have already been mentioned
;
others will

be discussed presently.

Sodium Bromide and Sodium Iodide are similar to sodium

chloride, only more soluble than the latter. At lower temperatures,

both form hydrated crystals with 2H./) of crystallisation, isomorphous

with those of the hydrated sodium chloride. The temperature, how-

ever, at which they melt and pass into the anhydrous salts and the

saturated solution of these, is higher. In the case of sodium bromide

the conversion takes place at 50 ', in the case of sodium iodide at G7 .

On investigating the solubility of these salts in water, and its

change with the temperature, the relations are found which are repre-

sented in Fig. 107. The curve marked NaBr-t-2H.p refers to tlie

hydrated sodium bromide, that marked NaBr to the anhydrous salt.

Similarly for the two forms of sodium iodide. As cap be seen, each

of the two forms has its own solubility curve, which is independent of

the other. The point whore the two curves cut is the point w lieie

the two forms can exist along with the saturated solution. This is

the same temperature at which the hydrated crystals commence to

melt.

From this it follows that each iorm of the salt, has its own solu-

bility, and that the two forms have the same solubility at the tempeiii'

ture at which they change into one another. In this respect, there-
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fore, salts with different amounts of water of crystallisation behave

like the different forms of allotropic substances (p. 259).

As the diagram shows, the solubility curves are both produced

l)eyond the point of intersection. This signifies that the transition

does not necessarily occur here any more than in the case of the

transition of allotropic forms, but that on both sides there may be

supersaturation. An examination of the diagram also teaches that

the less stable form has always a greater solubility than the more

stalde, so that a solution saturated in respect of the unstable form,

-20 0 20 W SO wb IM JkO

Fio. lor.

^11 being brought into contact with “ nuclei, i.c, already formed

^lystals, of the stable 'form, will deposit solid salt in this form
j
the

solution is, therefore, supersaturated with respect to this foim.

If) for example, a saturated solution of anhydrous sodium bromide

's made iit 30°, and crystals of the hydrated salt are introduced into

't. the latter will grow and the residual solution will exhibit the smaller

roiicentration which belongs to this form. On the other hand, a solu-

of the hydrated salt, saturated at 30°, will bo found to be un-

siitiuated with respect to the anhydrous salt, i.e. it will be able to dis-

solve
certain quantities of this salt. The presence of the hydrated

must, however, be most carefully avoided, for excessively small
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quantities of this are sufficient to cause the separation of that foim.

If, however, the anhydrous salt is heated immediately before the ex

periment, all hydrated salt is destroyed, and the salt can be dissolved

without fear.

The above discussion holds universally. It shows that we muy

speak of the solubility of a salt or, generally, of a solid substance, only

when we state the form which is in equilibrim with the solution. In

general, every form has its own solubility, and the point at whieli tin;

solubility of the two forms becomes equal, is the transition point of the

one form into the other.

Conversely, every curve representing the change of solubility with

the temperature is, for each form, continuous. If a break in the solii

bility curve is observed, this is a certain proof that the .solid .sul)st;uice

which is in equilibrium with the solution has passed into another foiiii

at the temperature of the break.

Sodium Bromate.—The pure compound is of no special interest.

Mixed with sodium bromide, in which condition the salt is obtained

from bromine and caustic soda (GNaOH + 3Br.3= NaBr03 4 5Naih r

311,0), it constitutes a reagent which is used for liberating a known

quantity of bromine in solution. On acidifying the mixture, the same

amount of bromine is set free as was used in the pi’eparation of the

mixture. The reaction can be expressed by the equation llBr().;r

oHBr = 3H.,0 + 3Br.» or, writing the ions, BrO./ + 5Br' + Oil
y

3II.,0 + 3Brv The mixture is obtained by adding bromine to caiistn

soda until the colour of the former is permanent, and then evaporatiiij;

the solution
;
the excess of bromine is hereby driven off.

Sodium Chlorate.—In contradistinction to potassium chlorati',

.sodium chlorate is a salt which is very abundantly soluble in watei.

At the present time, therefore, when the method of preparing it oii ;i

manufacturing scale has become known, this salt is employed in maiiy

cases in which chloranion is used on account of its oxidising acti<"'j

and where a more concentrated solution is desired than can be attaiiict

with potassium chlorate. It is obtained in a similar manner to

potassium chlorate. It forms finely crystallised cubes and other fornix

of the regular system, and these have the property of rotating tic

plane of polarised light in a manner similar to quartz. Wheieas,

however, the latter exhibits this phenomenon in a regular inannei

only when the light passes through the crystal parallel to the c

axis, sodium chlorate rotates the plane of polarised light by equa

amounts, no matter what the direction of the ray in the
^

This is a consequence of the fact that these crystals belong to h

regular system, while those of quartz ate hexagonal.
^

Sodium Nitrate.—This salt, which crystallises anhydrous m

rhombohedra, melting at 320°, is, at the present day, the

portant of the compounds of nitric acid. It is found m

quantities in Chili. Since no rain falls in those districts, it
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been possible for this salt to be preserved. How it has been formed

can, as yet, not be stated with certainty or probability
;
the constant

presence in it of iodine compounds in the form of sodium iodate,

speaks in favour of its formation from the salts of sea-water. It is,

however, still a mystery what conditions existed to produce such a

powerfully oxidising effect that, along with the nitrate, the iodine

should have passed into the iodate, and even a portion of the chlorine

into perchlorate (which is also found in Chili saltpetre under certain

circumstances to the extent of several per cent). We may, perhaps,

suppose that at the time of the formation of this salt some cause was

active by which unusually large amounts of ozone were produced
;
the

action of this would render the foi-mation of these highly oxidised

substances from any sodium compounds present, intelligible.

The crude sodium nitrate is mixed with earth and clay, and is

purified by a simple process of crystallisation. The purification can

be easily and successfully carried out by this method, since the solu-

bility of this salt changes very greatly with the temperature, as can

be seen from the following table :

—

Solubility of Sodium Nituati:.

Temperature. 100 gtii. water dissolve—

-6° 68*8 gill, of NaNOa
0“ 72-9

+ 20“ 87*5 ,,

40“ 102

60° 122

80° 148

100° 180

110° 200

8odiurn nitrate is used in large quantities for manuring pur-

poses; it forms the most important artificial nitrogen manure for

(‘ihtivatcd plants, and its application is limited only by the price.

The nitrogen is most easily available for the plant in the form of

^‘’tranion, and this manure has, therefore, the quickest action. Since,

however, the soil does not retain this substance, as it does potash,

phosphoric acid, and ammonia, the manuring with Chili saltpetre must

earried out immediately before the time when the plant requires

^he nitrogen.

Sodium nitrate is further used in large quantities for the prepara-

of nitric acid (p. 318) and for conversion into potassium nitrate

M62). It is also used in the preparation of nitro-compounds
;
for

h's purpose, the nitric acid is not first prepared from the salt, but a

^‘^hire of sodium nitrate and sulphuric acid, which on distillation

give nitric acid, is directly employed Lastly, a considerable
Poition of the salt is converted into sodium nitrite, which is employed
enormous

quantities in the preparation of artificial dyes.

Sodium
nitrate cannot be used in place of potassium nitrate for

2i
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the preparation of gunpowder and blasting powder, because the

powders made from it become moist.

Sodium Nitrite.—At the present day, sodium nitrite is maim,

factured and used in large quantities in place of potassium nitrite,

from which it differs in the ease with which it can be prepared pun'.

It is a very soluble salt with a feebly alkaline reaction
;
when treatnl

with acids, it evolves red fumes of the oxides of nitrogen (p. 32!)). [i

is obtained, similarly to potiissium nitrite (p. 4.G4), by heating sodium

nitrate with metallic lead.

Sodium Sulphate.—The normal sodium sulphate, Na.,S()^, is well

known in the form of hydrated crystals of the composition Na,S0^

:

lOH/), by the name of Glauber’s salt. It received its name from

Glauber (born about the year 1640), a physician and chemist, ^vhl)

introduced it as a drug
;
he ascribed to it great healing power, uml

gave it the name “ sal mirabile.” Its action on the human organism

consists essentially in the fact, that when it gets into the intestines,

it makes their contents more watery and thereby facilitates the

evacuation.

This action arises from the fact that the walls of the iiiteslims

offer considerable hindrance to the diffusion of Glauber’s salt. The

equalisation of concentrations, the tendency towards which is exeiied

under all circumstances, cannot, in this case, be accomplished l)y the

dissolved substance mixing with the body fluids, but, on the eoiitrarv,

water must pass from the latter into the intestine.

From this it follows that all other salts which have the same

property of not passing through the intestinal walls, and which do net

exert any other actions on the organism, must also behave in the same

way. This is, indeed, the case; magnesium sulphate (Epsom saltd

acts in exactly the same way as Glauber’s salt.

The solubility relations of sodium sulphate are rather com])liciit(a,

and are represented m

Fig. 108. Three difl'm-

ent solubility curves eaii

bo distinguished, belong'

ing to three ditlereiij

forms of the salt, h

these forms, one, sta)e

at higher tempeintuie^j

is anhydrous

;

medium temperaliue|')

ordinary Glaubers sa

with lOEp of eryda l|-

sation, is stable

;

these, ati unstable

can be obtained at lower temperatures containing THgO of

lisation.
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Oil following the curves in Fig. 108 from right to left, we have, in

tlie first place, the curve of the anhydrous salt, marked o, which, in

contrast with the behaviour of most salts, ascends as it passes in the

direction of lower temperatures. The fact that the solubility of the

salt diminishes with rising temperature, is connected with the other

fact that the salt dissolves in its almost saturated solution, with

evolution of heat, or, absorption of 'heat occurs when it separates out

from a supersaturated solution (p. 216).

'We curve of the anhydrous salt can be followed downwards to

about 20°. From 32° downwards, however, the solutions are super-

saturated with respect of the ordinary Glauber’s salt with IOH.,0, and

they can therefore be obtained only when the presence of this latter

salt is strictly avoided. . This requires some care
;

for, as we shall see

presently, the salt is everywhere present in dust.

At 32°, the curve of the ardiydrous salt is cut by the solubility

(iirve of Glauber’s salt (marked with 10); at this point, therefore,

both salts can exist along with the solution, since at this point the

satuiated solutions contain the same amount of salt. This state is

most easily obtained by heating Glauber’s salt to 32°. It appears

then to undergo fusion. We are here dealing, however, with a more
complicated process, for the liquid docs not have the same composition

-IS the solid Glauber’s salt, but contains more water. This is due to

the fact that anhydrous salt separates out at the same time
;

for this

reason, the salt does not pass into a clear liquid, no matter how long

it is heated, bub forms, after the Glauber’s salt has disappeared, a paste

'd’ anliydrous salt and siituratcd solution.

The solubility curve of Glauber’s salt with lOHp, can be

iollowial downwards to somewhat below O ’. The solubility of the

^alt diminishes very rapidly as the temperature falls, so that at 0° the

li'luid contains ordy 0*05 of sodium sulphate (calculated as anhydrous
salt).

^0 far as we have yet considered the relations, we are dealing with
^^'^0 independent solubility curves, of which the one belongs to the

anhydrous salt, the other to the salt with lOHgO. The present case
IS distinguished from that of sodium bromide and sodium iodide only

the f;ict that one of the curves slopes downwards, while in the
cas(3 of i^tt;or salts, both curves slope upwards.

has to be specially noted that the break in the solubility curve

is due solely to the fact that the solid phase in the solution

hi Il ium changes at this temperature. It was formerly thought
that somctiuug special took place in the solution at this temperature,
^'t^h as, say, that below 32° the salt was dissolved in a hydrated form,

that temperature, in an anhydrous form; even now, such un-

J^unded views are sometimes met with. However, on investigating

properties of the solution at its passage through this point, no sort
^ break was found, apd so far as the solution is concerned, this
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temperature is in no way distinguished from other temperatures. TIk^

only thing that changes at this temperature is the nature of the soliil

salt, and this is the all-sufficient reason for the occurrence of the new

solubility curve.

The phenomena, now, become somewhat more c()mplicat(;(} from tin-

fact that solutions can be fairly easily prepared which are consider-

ably supersaturated with respect to the salt with lOILp. Iiuha'd, the

phenomenon of supersaturation has in no case been studied more fullv

than in the case of Glauber’s salt.

Such supersaturated solutions are obtained by heating Glaiiliei’s

salt with half its weight of water until all solid particles have dis-

appeared, closing the vessel and allowing it to cool down. The stopper

does not require to l)e air-tight but only dust-tight
;
a plug of cotton

wool, for example, is therefore sufficient. If this is removed, after the

solution has cooled down, crystallisation, as a rule, commences at onet,

This is due to the fact that Glauber’s salt is extremely widely dis-

tributed in the dust of towns, being formed from the compounds of

sodium everywhere present (p. 472), and the sulphurous acid which is

produced in the combustion of coal, and is derived from the siilphni

therein contained. If the experiment is carried out in the counirv Li'

from such sources of dust containing Glauber’s salt, the crystallisation

can also be excluded. Since it was for long not believed that this was

the cause of the “spontaneous” crystallisation of Glauber’s salt, the

crystallisation of the supersaturated solution appeared as somethin;,'

peculiar and mysterious. By working with other substances, however,

which do not, or only rarely, occur in the dust, one can convince one-

self that in general supersaturated solutions possess a great stability,

and that it is only towards nuclei of their own solid substance that they

are unstable.

The amounts of solid substance which give rise to crystallisation,

are small but not immeasurably so. The limit lies about one millioidl'

of a milligram.

On cooling down a supersaturated solution of Glauber’s salt tu

about 5"', other crystals make their appearance, which have the com

position Na.,SO^ -I- THgO, and whose solubility curve is also given m

Fig. 108. Throughout its whole course, this curve lies above the

curve of the salt with lOHjjO, from which it follows that the solutions

saturated with the salt 7, are always supersaturated with respect to

the salt 10. If, therefore, some of the salt 10 is introduced into

yj

system composed of salt 7 along with solution, the solution

the first place, deposit salt until the point of saturation with respect c

10 is reached, ie. the concentration of the solution will reach tm

point on the curve 10 which lies below the former point on cun®

Such a solution, howev;^ is unsaturated with respect to 7 ;

cousc

quently, this salt must d®olve. The solution thereby again becomes

supersaturated with respect to 10, and this separates out This
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(knlly goes on until, finally, all the salt 7 has disappeared and is

leplaced by 1 0.

It may be asked, why does the unstable salt 7 separate out first at

all, since, of course, the solution could give the stable salt 10 directly,

riu! answer is to be found in the universal rulcithat the less stable

forms first appear (p. 207).

Finally, if the solution be cooled down to about - 15
,
Glaubers

salt separates out spontaneously from it and supersaturation ceases,

and this too without a nucleus of the solid salt l)eing necessary. The

region in which the separation docs not occui- without such a nucleus,

can he distinguished as the miasiahle region, from that region, the

iindiilile region, in which s(‘paration takes place without a nucleus.

Every case of supersaturation leads, in the first place, into the meta-

stahle region, and from this then into the unstable. The limits of the

two regions are, however, difficult to fix.

The crystals of Glauber’s salt effiorem in the air, i.e. they lose

water and become converted into a fine white powder of anhydrous

salt. The cause of this is that the vapour pressure of Glauber’s salt

(or, more exactly, of a mixture of Glauber’s salt and anhydrous salt) is

gieater than the mean vapour pressure of the water in the air (p. 1 22),

so that the salt must lose water and pass into anhydrous salt.

" Gti the basis of this remark, the objection may be made to

tile explanation of the crystallisation of supersaturated solutions of

Glauber’s salt by dust, that according to the above statement there

ran l)e no Glauber’s salt present in the dust, but only effloresced

Elauher’s salt, i.e, anhydrous salt. This is so
;
nevertheless, experi-

ment shows that even effloresced Glauber’s salt can also effect the

crystallisation of the supersaturated solutions, and loses this property

only when it has been heated. In the effloresced salt at the ordinary

temperature, then, there are apparently sufficient traces of unchanged

Elaiiljer’s salt present to bring about crystallisation. Or, there is pro-

'*nce(l oil efflorescence, a form of the salt which in contact with the solu-

tion iiumediately gives Glauber’s salt, a behaviour which the anhydrous

certainly does not show, after it has been heated. Which of these

t'vo
fiossibilities corresponds to the truth, has not yet been determined.

Intact crystals of Glauber’s salt can be kept in dry air wilhout

^ffloreseing
;

if, however, efflorescence has once begun at any point, it

'Spreads out from that point, and this it does in accordance with a law

jEiich is determined by the crystalline form of the efllorcscing salt

(p- -05). a phenomenon of the nature of super-

^^Jturation, which can be removed only by the presence of a further

pnasc. Applying the phase law to this case, we obtain the following

:

the given system consists of two components, sodium sulphate

water, the sum of phases and degrees of freedom is 4. If

^yurated salt and water vapour are given ^ two phases, the system

^fill two degrees of freedom, ix, at a givl|l temperature, every value
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of the vapour pressure (within certain limits) can exist. If, howevei'

another phase is added, only one degree of freedom remains, i.r.
ti!

every temperature there belongs a definite pressure. Such a system

therefore, behaves as a pure liquid, for it has a definite vapour pressure

which is independent of the amounts of the phases, ie. independent of

the relative quantities of Glauber’s salt, anhydrous salt, and water

vapour. Observation shows that such a law does indeed hold, but

this pressure is established more slowly than in the case of a liquid.

Since both solid phases are required for the definition of the system

just considered, it follows that one cannot speak simply of the vapour

pressure of a hydrate
;
on the contrary, it must be stated what other

solid substance is also in equilibrium with the vapour. Many wilts

form several hydrates
;
every combination, therefore, of two li ydrates

(or of a hydrate and the anhydride) must have its own vapour pressure.

This also has been confirmed by experiment.

Besides being used for medicinal purposes, sodium sulphate is also

employed as such in the manufacture of glass and in some other

industries. It occurs as a by-product, and as an intermediate jmodiict

in much larger quantities. As a by-product, it is obtained in the

preparation of hydrochloric acid from common salt, and of nitric acid

from sodium nitrate. The greater part of the salt is converted into

sodium carbonate or soda. The methods by which this is accom-

plished, will be discussed immediately.

Sodium sulphate also occurs in nature. As a mineral, it is culled

thcnarditc. It is a very frequent constituent of the natural waters;

waters which contain large quantities of this salt in solution, such as

the Carlsbad waters, are used as mineral waters for the removal of

disturbances of the nutrition.

Acid Sodium Sulphate.—This salt is prepared in the same

manner as the corresponding potassium salt, is used for the same

purposes, and exhibits the same chemical relations.

Sodium Sulphite.—-The normal salt of the composition Na^SOj ^

occurs in commerce in large crystals; it is chiefly used in photo-

graphy for adding to the “ developers ” to preserve these against tlie

oxygen of the air. The developers 'are alkaline solutions of various

organic compounds, the purpose of which is to reduce the silver com-

pounds of the exposed photographic plate to metallic silver. Sodium

sulphite, it is true, scarcely possesses the power to effeot this reductiou,

but it prevents to a certain degree the oxidation of the developer m

the air, and so keeps this for a longer time uncoloured and fit to

used.

The salt dissolves readily in water. On being heated, it decom

poses, similarly to sodium sulpWe, into anhydrous salt and a saturates

solution
;

its solubility exhibiPfcorresponding changes.

When exposed to the ,^r, the crystals soon become covered

coating of powdery sodiutti-sulphate, which is formed by the oxidad^^^
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f{ the salt. It can be seen, therefore, from the appearance of the salt,

whether it is still fit to be used or not.

Acid sodium sulphite, NaHSOg, is also known. It is deliquescent,

;ind oxidises in the air still more readily that the normal salt. Its

concentrated solution is used in the arts.

The oxidation of solutions of this salt in air is very greatly

retarded by the presence of organic substances, such as alcohol or

sugar. Here again we are dealing with a case of catalytic influence,

which, however, produces not an acceleration but a retardation of the

reaction. The accelerating catalysers can be distinguished as positive

from the retarding or negative caUilysers.

Sodium Sulphide.—With regard to the behaviour of the aqueous

solutions of sodium sulphide, Na.
2
S, and of sodium hydrosulphide,

Nails, the reader may be referred to what was stated in the case of

potassium sulphide (p. 460). With regard, however, to the solid salts,

it may be mentioned that from solutions of sodium sulphide, well

formed crystals belonging to the quadratic system, and containing

Idl.p of crystallisation, can be obtained. Anhydrous sodium sulphide

is obtained as a flesh-coloured mass by the reduction of sodium

sulphate with charcoal.

Impure mixtures of various polysulphides of sodium, along with

sodium sulphate or sodium thiosulphate (according to the temperature

employed), which are prepared under the name of liver of sulphur by
fusing together soda and sulphur, are used in medicine and in various

industries.

Sodium Thiosulphate is the best known salt of thiosulphanion

(p- ‘29.5). It is obtained by warming solutions of normal sodium

sulphite with sulphur
;
the latter is dissolved, and the solution then

contains the salt Na
2
S.,03,

the composition of which differs from that

nf tile sulphite only by one combining weight of sulphur. From the

solution it is obtained by evaporation in the form of large, trans-

parent crystals of the monoclinic system containing of crystal-

lisation.

In the manufactures, sodium thiosulphate is prepared from the

‘^•'^Icium sulphide of the “ soda-waste ” (p. 491) ;
by oxklation in the air,

[Ids is converted into calcium thiosulphate, which is then transformed
‘nto the sodium salt by means of sodium sulphate.

Idle salt is used in large quantities. To a certain extent it is

’j^ed in photography for “ fixing.” It has the property of dissolving

[bdicultly soluble salts of silver, and pictures which have been produced

these are treated with this salt in order to remove the unchanged
^d^er salt, and to render the })ictures unchangeable by light. The
^Gory of these processes will be given under silver.

Further, large quantities of thiosulplate we used as an “ antichlor
”

i

or the purpose of removing the last tracefilof free chlorine from the
poies of material which has been bleached %y its means. Free chlorine
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is converted by this salt into chloridion, which is harmless; at the

same time, sulphuric acid is formed. The reaction can be written •

Na,S203 + 4CE + 5 iip - 2NaCl + 2H,SO^ + 6HCL
Bromine acts similarly to chlorine. Iodine, on the other band

converts the thiosulphate only into tetrathionate. Since the reaction

has already been discussed on a former occasion (pp. 297 and IjOO), wc

shall only repeat the equation here ; 2Na
2
S.p.j -f L, ^ Na.,S^O^. +

or, writing the ions, 2 S.
2
O./' + L, == + 2T.

Sodium thiosulphate is used, therefore, in volumetric analysis foi

the determination of free iodine. For this j)urpose, it possesses the

very important advantage that its solutions keep perfectly in the air

and are not oxidised. In this respect it is greatly superior to sodiinn

sulphite, which was formerly used for the same purpose. Caie, oniy,

must be taken that the solution of thiosulphate does not become acid

,

in very dilute solutions, even the carbonic acid of the air effects tin-

decomposition described on p. 295, with deposition of sulphur. Since

the iodine reaction is very sensitive, it is just here that one preferably

uses dilute solutions
;
these must, therefore, be prepared shortly l)('f()ie

being used. This is best done by diluting a measured amount of a

concentrated stock solution (<’.//. a normal solution) which remains iiti

changed for a long time. Such a normal solution contains, in accoid

ance with the above reaction equation, one mole or 248-34 gm. of tlic

crystallised salt Na.
2
S.30 .j

+ SHp in a litre.

If a solution of sodium thiosulphate is added to a solution contain

ing iodine, which may be neutral or acid, a corresponding amount of

the free iodine disappears
;
the complete disappearance can be icudily

recognised by adding some dissolved starch and titrating till the blue

colour of the starch iodide disappears.

This volumetric method is not limited to the determination of fiec

iodine, but can, evidently, be applied to all substances which either

form iodidion from iodine or, conversely, convert iodidion into free

iodine. To the latter belong most of the oxidising agents
;

to the

former, many reducing agents. Thus, free chlorine or bromine as well

as chloric acid, hypochlorous acid, iodic acid, etc., can be titrated, l»y

adding to them an excess of potassium iodide and determining the

amount of iodine liberated by means of thiosulphate. As an ex:ini|ik)

we shall describe the determination of potassium iodate. In

solution, this reacts with potassium iodide according to the e(iu;iti"ii

KIO
3 + 5KI + 6HCU 6KCI + 3 I

2 + 3H
2
O, or, written in ionic foni>-

10./ f bT + 6H' = 311^0 + 31.,. For every mole of iodanion, six eiuie

bining weights of free iodine are' formed, and, therefore, six moles •>

sodium thiosulphate are used.
^

Reducing substances can be determined by bringing them together

with a measured excess of free iodine (dissolved in potassium iodide -

and tilrating the amount of iodine remaining after the reaction,
'viti

thiosulphate.
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For some reactions it is of importance to notice that in the inter-

action of iodine and thiosulphate, the alkali titre of the solution does

not change. In other words, hydrion is neither used up nor formed

in this reaction.

If the crystallised salt is heated to 56 it melts without leaving a

solid residue
;

it behaves, therefore, ditTerently from sodium sul}»hate

or sodium sulphite. The fused salt may be allowed to cool without

its solidifying; if, however, a particle of the solid salt is introduced,

ciystallisation commences at once. This fused substance is especially

yood for showing that crystallisation is effected only by the presence

of tlio solid salt, and docs not consist, say, in a disturbance of “ the

iiiistahle C(piilibrium of the atoms.” Thus, if a glass rod whose end is

covered with a firmly adhering coating of the salt (all loose particles

111 list be carefully removed) is introduced into a fairly large amount of

the cooled fused thiosulphate, crystallisation proceeds solely fi-om the

rod outwards, and after a few seconds the glass rod with the bunch

of crystals adhering to it can be removed from the liquid, without this

continuing to crystallise.

Sodium Carbonate.—Normal sodium carbonate, Na^CO.^, is a

white salt which readily dissolves in water with alkaline reaction

;

when anhydrous it melts at 850", and can unite with water to form

various hydrated compounds.

besides the anhydrous salt, at least four hydrates are known with

certainty. By boiling down a hot saturated solution, a salt of the

formula Na.,CO.j + H.p is deposited. If the solution is allowed to cool

down in the air, the ordinary crystallised salt containing lOllp is

elitained. On cooling down the hot saturated solution, with exclusion

of dust, two different salts are i)l)tained, both of which contain 7H.,0

hut have a different crystalline form and also a different solubility.

Which of the two is formed, depends essentially on the concentration

of the solution.

Besides these salts, other hydrates with 3, 5, and 1 5 molecules of

''^ater of crystallisation have been described.

Bach of these hydrates has its own solubility, and the different

solubility curves cut one another in a manner similar to that described

tile case of Glauber’s salt. The most stable forms are those with
Idfby) and with IH.,0; these two behave to one another essentially

Blauber’s salt and anhydrous sodium sulphate. The two salts are

‘‘Bo similar in the fact that the solubility of the form which is stable

‘‘t bigher temperatures diminishes as the temperature rises. The
Baiisitiou point of the salt with lOH/J into that with IHgO and
^^durated solution, is 34'; at that temperature, therefore, sodium
C'liBonate

is most abundantly soluble in water.

Bhe acid salt, or sodium bicarbmiate, NaHCOg, crystallises anhydrous,
'‘od IS

jggg the normal carbonate; for 100 parts of

dissolve only 9 parts of salt at 12°, and 10 parts at 22°. On
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being heated, or when its aqueous solutions are boiled, it readily parts

with carbon dioxide (cf. })otassiuin bicarbonate, p. 457).

Besides these two salts, double salts of the two are also known,

some of which occur in nature (trona and urao). The composition is

represented by the formula HNagCgO^ + 2H
2
O. As naturally occurring

soda they were formerly of importance in the arts
;

tlieir amount, how

ever, in comparison with the consumption, is very scant.

Normal sodium carbonate, under the name of soda, is one of tlie

longest known salts. It was formerly obtained from the ash of sea

plants rich in soda in the same manner as potashes from the ash of

land plants containing potash, and it was employed for essentially the

same purposes as potashes, viz. for the preparation of soap and of glass.

The rapidly increasing demand for these substances and the simultane-

ous replacement of wood fuel by fossil fuel, the ash of which contains

no alkali carbonates, rendered it neces.sary to discover other sources ot

these substances.

In certain localities, it is true, sodium carbonate occurs partly in

the solid state as an eftlorescence on the soil, partly dissolved in water

of springs and lakes
;
but the quantities thus available are quite in-

sufficient to supply the great demand.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, therefore, sodium

carbonate has been artificially prepared from the most widespread

sodium salt, viz. sodium chloride. The process given by Le Blanc,

which was for a long time the one exclusively employed, is now

replaced by other methods, chemical as well as electrolytic.

The method of Lo Blanc is rather troublesome. The sodium

chloride is first converted into sodium sulphate with sulphuric acid,

this is heated with charcoal in order to reduce it to sodium sulphide,

and, lastly, this is strongly heated with calcium carbonate, sodium

carbonate and calcium sulphide being thereby formed. These

salts are separated by extracting with water, in which the calcium

, sulphide is very difficultly soluble.

Expressed in equations, these reactions are :

—

2NaCl -f H,SO, = Na^SO, + 2HC1

Na^SO.+ lC^NaaS + lCO
Na^S -

1- CaCO, - Na.
2
CO, + CaS.

The second and third processes are carried out in one operation, the

sodium sulphate being mixed with coal and limestone, and the mixtuo

heated.
. .

, ,

Since in this process very large quantities of sulphuric acK

used up and correspondingly large amounts of hydrochloric acu *1

obtained, a soda works which employs the method of E© Bam

necessarily carried on in conjunction with a sulphuric acid wor s
,

^

this a plant is also added for converting the hydrochloric acid, 0
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which there is no market to the extent in which it is formed, into

other products, generally bleaching powder.

The decomposition of the sodium chloride is effected by means of

chamber acid (p. 286), for the sake of saving the high cost of concen-

tration, and is carried out in reverberatory furnaces of masonry work.

The evolved hydrochloric acid is condensed in large pots of stoneware.

I'he dry sodium sulphate obtained is broken into pieces and mixed

with coal and limestone. The reaction between these two substiinces

takes place at a moderate red-heat, and is also carried out in a rever-

b(!iatory furnace. Since the mass must be stirred in order that the

reaction may take place regularly and completely, furnaces have been

invented in which this is done by machinery, in order to save the

expensive manual labour.

The lixiviation of the fused mass (black ash) is conducted on the

principle of counter-currents (p. 455), at 30°-40‘', at which tempera-

ture the soda is most soluble. On heating the saturated solution, a

salt with one combining weight of water of crystallisation, which is

less solul)le in the heat, is deposited, and this is converted into the

anhydrous salt by heating. This is called soda-ash^ and is generally

employed in the large industrial operations. By dissolving this in

lukewarm water and allowing it to crystallise in the cold, soda

crystals, Na^CO.j + 1011./), are obtained; this is used in operations on

!i small scale, since it very (piickly dissolves.

The soda obtained in this way is rather impure. It contains

varying amounts of sodium sulphate, sodium sulphide, and common
salt derived from the preparation. Most of the sodium sulphide,

certainly, the presence of which is due to incomplete transformation,

partly also to the reversal of the reaction with calcium sulphide during

the lixiviation, remains in the mother li(pior, and is used again in the

process.

If more coal is added than corresponds to the above equations,

it acts on the sodium carbonate, along with the water which is present

va[)our, and forms sodium hydroxide and carbon monoxide :

1- C -f H.,0 = 2NaOH + 200. In this way caustic soda can be

f^'Taincd directly
;
the product, however, is very impure.

In this process, especial difficulty is given by the residues (soda-

which consist essentially of calcium sulphide. In the course of

time, very different methods have been worked out for obtaining the

sulphur from them in some form or other, and at the present day this

«nccessfully carried out in those works where the Le Blanc process

i^till in use. Since, however, the disappearance of this process is only a

Tiestion of time, it is not necessary'for us to enter into a description

the methods of “ sulphur regeneration,”

'l^'he new method, which on the Continent has practically entirely

^^iilaced the older method, depends on the following reactions,

^nimonia is absorbed by a solution of common salt, and carbon dioxide
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then passed in. Sodium bicarbonate, which separates out in tlie

solid state, and ammonium chloride, which remains in solution, m
formed. The latter is decomposed with lime into calcium chloilde and

ammonia, and the ammonia formed is used again in the preparatii)ii.

The chemical process, then, amounts to this, that the ions Ka,

NH ’, Cr, and IICO3 are brought together in concentrated solution.

Under these conditions, there will be deposited, in accordance with

principles already laid down (p. 440 ),
that salt which has the smallest

solubility
;
in this case, sodium bicarbonate. It is true that neither

ammonia nor carbonic acid alone is dissociated to any great ex tint

into ions, but the two immediately form ions when they come together

in solution, since the ammonium bicarbonate is a salt which in sohithm

is dissociated into ions in the same degree as any other neutral salt.

The process would therefore be equally successful if in place of

arnmonion some other cation Avere employed, whose bicarbonate is

more soluble than sodium bicarbonate. In the case of ammonimu,

however, there is the special advantage that free ammonia can, on

account of its volatility, again be easily recovered from the residiuil

chloride by means of lime.

The chemical reactions, therefore, can be summarised in the fi)llo^v

ing equations :

—

NaCl + HNH^CO., = NH^Cl + NallCO,

2NH^C1 CaO = CaCl, + 2NH.3 + 11/)

NH.3 + H/) + CO., HNH.CO,.

Besides sodium chloride, calcium oxide and carbon dioxide .u<

used up. The latter are obtained from naturally occurring calciuin car-

bonate or limestone, which decomposes into the two constituents on

heating. Further, the sodium bicarbonate is placed on the market oiil\

in very small amount as such
;
the greater part is decomposed l)y heat

ing into normal carbonate and carbonic acid: 2NaHCO;3 = Na.,t 0.

1

The soda obtained in this way (Solvay process) is not only cficapt

than by the Le Blanc method, but it is also considerably puici.

For special purposes, pure soda is obtained by precipitating

bicarbonate from a concentrated solution of the impure salt by nu ans

of carbon dioxide, washing this with cold water and converting it

strongly heating into the normal carbonate.

In analysis, sodium carbonate is employed for several puipoi’

On the one hand, it is used as a reagent for introducing ’

00.3", into a given solution
;

since many carbonates are ( 1 ifn

^ It is not easy to see why the decomposition ol the calcium cai k « ‘

,,,11

atiimoniutn cliloride is not unit^ into one operation, for hy lieating tlie ‘
„

carbonate would be obtained, which coiild then be dissolved in the so u 1011
,i,

salt. The carbon dioxide from the decomposition of the sodium bicar )ona e

l)e exactly sufficient to again precipitate sodium bicarbonate from the solu ion.

ably technical difficulties have necessitated the indirect process.
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soluble in water, the respective cations will be precipitated by this

iiddition. On the other hand, sodium carbonate is used for decom-

posing various salts at a red -heat, more especially for decomposing

silicates and rendering them suitable for analysis. For this purpose, it

is mixed with about an ecpial weight of potassium carbonate. Such a

mixture melts much more readily than either of the salts alone. This

is another example of the mutual depression of the melting point {vvh

p. 470).

Sodium Phosphate.—Of the three sodium salts of orthophos-

phoric acid, the best known is the disodium salt NaTIPO^
;
this is

the salt meant when sodium j)hosphate is spoken of without further

designation. It generally crystallises in large crystals containing

12H,d), which readily effloresce; with most of the other sodium salts,

however, it shares the property of forming crystals containing different

amounts of water, according to the temperature of crystallisation.

Tims, more especially, a salt with TH^O is known which is formed at

temperatures above dTj'", and is also formed by the efflorescence of the

more highly hydrated salt.

At higher temperatures, the salt first loses its water of crystallisa-

tion, and then the unreplaccd acid hydrogen is given oft’ as water, and

there is formed the sodium salt of pyro})hosphoric acid : 2Na
2
HPO^ =

Xajh,0^ + H^O. This is the most convenient method of preparing a

|)yropliosphate, and from this pyrophosphorie acid (p. 363).

The above reaction is of great historical interest. The change

in the chemical reaction which accompanies the above transformation,

led, of a necessity, to the conclusion that the nature of the acid had

'oidergonc an essential change by the ignition, and after Clark and
draliam had subjected the chemical processes which take place to an
exact analytical investigation, and had established the fact that these

eoiisist merely in a loss of water, it was possible for Liebig, on the basis

'’1 this result, to put forward the theory of the piyhmk adds. Yor
since at that time (1838) the methods for the determination of the

molar weights had not yet been elaborated, all acids were formulated,

the sake of simplicity, as containing ordy one combining weight of

I'T'lnceablo hydrogen. Liebig showed that the facts could be more
consistently and clearly represented by giving up this assumption and
writing, where necessary (more especially in those cases where acid

‘^‘‘dts can be prepared), the forniuhe of the acids with two or more
c'onffliiiiiig weights of replaceable hydrogen. This method of formula-
bon received confirmation through the conception of molar weight,
dch was subsequently developed.
't’be aciueous solution of disodium phosphate reacts feebly alkaline.

00 reason of this has already been given (p. 363) ;
the second

Odrogen of phosphoric acid is only slightly dissociated, and a certain
'Cinount of hydrolysis therefore occurs in the solutions of the correspond-
“‘g salts.
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In the laboratory, the solution of disodium phosphate is employed

to introduce phosphanion into reactions. By reason of the nature of

the dissociation of phosphoric acid, to which reference has just been

made, the solution of the salt contains, to a preponderating extent, the

ion HPO/. If, as is necessary for most of the precipitations, it is

desired to bring the ion PC/'' into reaction, it is further necessary to

add a base, the hydroxyl of which can form water with the hydrogen

of the ion HPO/', and thereby convert it into PC/". This transfer

mation, it is true, takes place only to a small extent in the solution

itself; if, however, the ion PO^'" is continuously removed from tlu'

solution by the deposition of a solid salt, a fresh quantity must

always be formed in order to establish chemical cciuilibrium in the

solution, and the object aimed at will be attained Usually ammoiiiii

is the alkali added, because an excess of it docs no harm, which is

sometimes not the case with an excess of caustic soda or potash.

If to a solution of the ordinary sodium phosphate the quantity of

caustic soda required by the equation Naj,HPOj + NaOH = Na,^F()^ :

H.,0 is added and the solution evaporated, the trisodium phosphate

is obtained in hydrated octahedral crystals, which dissolve in water

Avith a strongly alkaline reaction.. By addition of phosphoric acid

in accordance with Na
2
HPO^+ II^PO^^ SNall^PO^, and evaporation,

monosodium phosphate is obtained which crystallises in two dillcrcut

forms, each contaii)ing lH.p. On being heated this salt passes

into the sodium salt of metaphosphoric acid; NaII.,POj ^ NaPO.,

H,().

The sodium salts of pyro- and metaphosphoric acids, which have

just been mentioned, are the most important salts of these anions.

While the pyrophos[)hate has only a limited application (in medicine),

the metaphosphate is largely used as a reagent in qualitative amdysis.

It is obtained as a glassy mass by heating monosodium phosphate, and

does not crystallise Avhen it is dissolved in water and the solution is

evaporated
;

at a red -heat it has the property of dissolving umny

metallic oxides, Avith production of a characteristic colour. In using

it, a small quantity is fused to a bead on a loop of platinum wire, and

to this is added a small quantity of the substance under invc.st]ga-

tion. The various heavy metals, more especially, give charactcnstni

colours in the ‘‘phosphate bead.”

Sodium Silicate behaves quite similarly to potassium silicate,

and is employed as soda water-glass (p. 464). Together with ethci

silicates, it occurs both naturally {e.g, as albite) and as a manufacUuee

product
;
thus, for example, ordinary glass is a mixture of sodiuiu an'

calcium silicates.

Sodium Borate.—Of all the salts of boric acid, a sodium eoni'

pound is the best known and the most largely used. This salt i'’

called Imax, and has the composition NagB^O^
;

it is, therefore, too

sodium salt of tetraboric acid, HgB^Oy, which may be supposed foi’nic^
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from four combining weights of orthoboric acid by the loss of r)H,0 :

4H3B03-5H20 = H2B,07.

Borax is a salt which is not very soluble in water
;

at lower

temperatures it crystallises with lOHp, above 56"' with 5H.,0. The
former, or more highly hydrated form, is distinguished as jomwa/fo

borax from the less hydrated or octahedral borax. Tlie relation exist-

ing between the two salts is similar to that between Glauber’s salt and

anhydrous sodium sulphate (p. 485), only the octahedral borax is very

easily formed, even in its region of instability below 56'’, if nuclei of

the prismatic form are excluded.

When heated, borax loses its water, first swelling up to a spongy

mass, and then, as the temperature is raised, forming a colourless glass

wliieh, on cooling, solidifies in the amorphous condition.

This borax glass has, similarly to sodium metaphosphate, the pro-

perty of dissolving metallic oxides with production of distinctive

colorations, and is therefore used in qualitative analysis for the same
purpose as the latter salt. In the case of borax, however, the melting

point lies considerably higher, and the colours are also to some extent

different, so that the reaction in the borax and those in the phosphate
bead must be distinguished. To this solvent power for metallic oxides,

the application of borax in soldering is also due. Soldering consists

in uniting two pieces of metal together by fitting them to one another

and filling up the space which is left with an easily fusible metal in

the liquid form. In order that such a junction may hold, the liquid

m(3tal must wet the surfaces to be united
;

this is, however, hindered
hy the layers of oxide with which most of the metals become covered
"hen heated. When the borax melts, it covers the metal, and thus
prevents the access of atmospheric oxygen

;
it also dissolves the oxide

"diich is present, and thus renders the wetting by the liquid metal
possible. Borax is used in soldering with difficultly fusible, or hard

(a mixture of copper, zinc, and silver)
;
with easily fusible soft

colder (tin and lead) there are used zinc chloride, ammonium chloride.
losm, or stearic acid, which have a similar action to borax.

Sodium Acetate.—Sodium acetate, NaCgO^H.^ + 3H.,(3, is a salt

which is readily soluble in water, and melts at 58'’ in its water of

'^tallisation
;

after the addition of a small amount of water, the
w^ed product can be cooled down without crystallising. With this
iquid, which, if “ nuclei ” are excluded, will keep for years, the ex-
P^nmeiits on supercooling (p. 116) can be very conveniently per-

since, as a rule, no nuclei of the salt are present in the air,

the apparently spontaneous crystallisation does not readily occur.

^

the laboratory, sodium acetate is often employed. It is chiefly

'^’^^lytical chemistry for the purpose of preparing solutions
^10

1

have
^

an acid reaction but contain a very small amount of
yuion. Since severaLoftthe precipitates employed for analytical
Booses are dissolved by strongly acid liquids, but are sufficiently
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insoluble in weakly acid ones, an artifice like this is of great import-

ance.

The above object is attained by adding sodium acetate to the solu

tion which contains hydrion, f.g. hydrochloric acid (or in which hydrion

is formed in the intended reaction). The acetanion thus introduced

into the solution combines with the greater portion of the hydiion

present to form undissociated acetic acid, since acetic acid is a rather

weak acid, and only a small amount of hydrion is left. If more

hydrion is formed in the reaction, this undergoes the same transfor-

mation, always supposing that there is acetanion still present. The

sodium acetate must, therefore, be added in sufficient excess.

The Combining Weight of Sodium has been determined in con

junction with that of silver and chlorine (p. 222) by ascertaining how

much silver is necessary for the conversion of a definite amount of

sodium chloride into silver chloride, or how much silver chloride can

be obtained from a gi\'en amount of sodium chloride. In this way it

has been found, Na = 23*06.



CHAPTER XXII

RUBIDIUM, C.USIUM, UITIIIUM, AND AMMONIUM

General.—-ro the two alkali metals, potassium and sodium, which
occur very abundantly in nature, there arc related three other elements
which are found much more sparingly, (hie of these, liihium, has a
smaller combining weight than the above mentioned elements, viz.,

< The other two, rtihulmm mA rmiuin, have a larger combining
weight, viz., 85-4 and 132-9. In their chemical relations, the latter
two aic quite analogous to potassium, while lithium stands alone in

the group, and its chemical analogues are rather to be found in the
demenls of the next group, that of the alkaline earth metals.

In view of this circumstance, it may be asked why lithium is

'lot preferably classed along with these other metals. The complete
iiii^iwor to this can be given only after all the assumptions necessary
^or a comprehensive systematisation of the elements have been dis-

cussed. The decisive reason may be here given, viz., that lithium
orms a monovalent ion, like the alkali metals, whereas the ions formed

the alkaline earth metals are all divalent. The specific heat
’^ud other relations are connected Avith this, and all favour the placing
^ lithium in the group of the alkali metals. It will also be found

J

ut deviations similar to those found in the case of lithium can be
‘cqueiitly and regularly observed.

hi this chapter ammttium (p. 337) also has been placed, because it

a monovalent cation NH*., which is in many respects similar to
potassiou.

,

and Caesium.—After the foundations of spectrum
had been laid by Bunsen and Kirchhoff in 18G0, the former

^^Pply the new method to several substances. And,

mother liquor from the salt wells at Diirkhcim, he

Idth >

which did not belong to any of the elements
^ f 0 known. In a masterly research ^ he separated the correspond-

lllcr

6 “Substances and established the fact that two new alkali metals Avere

‘s"'- of ther liquor, corresponding^ f
lprkle and 7 gui. of CKsiiuu chloride from 240
,200 kgin. of mineral water.

2k
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present, which were especially similar to potassium. From the colom-

of their most pronounced spectral lines, he called them rubidium (ri d)

and ctesium (blue).

The two elements were subsequently often observed, but always in

very small amount. Rubidium is found most abundantly in the

mother liquors from the Stassfurt potash salts, from which it is sepa-

rated in the form of its difficultly soluble double salt with aluminiuin

sulphate (alum). Caesium compounds still remain very rare.

The chemistry of these two elements, so fair as investigated, agnn s

perfectly with thait of the potassium compounds. The correspoiuliii^

salts arc generally isomorphous, and exhibit similar solubility l elations.

More especially do these metals form difficultly solu])le salts ivitli

hydrochloroplatinic acid, hydrofluosilicic acid, and hydrofluoboric acid

;

the acid salts of tartaric acid jp*e also difficultly soluble. For this

reason there are no methods known by which a tolerably sharp sepaiH

tion of these elements can be effected, and one has to be satisfied with

incomplete separations based on slight differences in solubility, which

must be frequently repeated before the object is approximately attaincil.

Thus from the previously concentrated mixture of tlie three

chlorides, by the addition of hydrochloroplatinic acid, Bunsen sepa

rated a small precipitate which consisted of the less soluble salts of the

two new elements mixed with the more soluble potassium platinochlo

ride. By boiling this precipitate with small quantities of water ;itid

adding the portion which passed into solution to the original li(iuid.

he obtained a less and less soluble platinum salt, which finally was

almost free from potassium. The separation of rubidium and ciesiuni

was effected by treating the carbonates, or the hydroxides, with alcohol

Metallic rubidium, which can be obtained by distilling thi‘

hydroxide with magnesium, has the density Li3, melts at 38°, and at

room temperature is very soft. It readily volatilises, and ignites spon

taneously in moist air and also in dry oxygen. It dissolves in mei cuiy

forming an amalgam, which behaves like potassium amalgam.

In oxygen, rubidium burns to a dark coloured dioxide, RbO.^, wliidi

dissolves in water, yielding the hydroxide with formation of hydiO[^e'‘

peroxide and oxygen. The hydroxide is obtained from the sulphiitc

by precipitating the sulphanion with barium hydroxide.

Of the different salts of rubidium, nothing special has to be sai( •

One peculiarity which is not found in an appreciable degree in

case of potassium, is the property possessed by rubidium and ese^mn’

of forming compounds with the halogens, in which three or

billing weights of the latter to one combining weight of the inetu

present; compounds, therefore, in which the metal appears as

pentavalent. Such compounds with bromine or iodine are formed

especial case. They are deposited as difficultly soluble crystalline

cipitates of a lustrous yellow to bro^jptftiar, on introducing

halogens into solutions of rubidium l|||Kd6 or iodide. Through 1
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compounds a similarity is established with the heavy metals thallium

and gold (which see) which, for other reasons, have also been ranked

along with the alkali metals. These compounds are much more readily

formed with ca3sium than with rubidium.

Metallic mesium melts as low as 26^ and is still more readily

volatile than rubidium.

Lithium—From the compounds of the other alkali metals, those

of lithium were distinguished by Arfvedson in 1817. Elementary

lithium was first prepared in 1855 by Bunsen and Matthiessen, by the

electrolysis of the chloride.

Metallic lithium is the lightest of all solid substances
;

its density

is 0-51), so that it floats on petroleum. It is a silver-white, somewhat
tenacious metal, which does not melt below ISO'^, and does not

volatilise even at a red -heat. When heated in the air, it does not

ignite until considerably over 200"', and it then burns with a white,

very liright light, similar to that of magnesium. It decomposes water

with evolution of hydrogen and formation of lithium hydroxide
;
the

action is, however, much less violent than with the other alkali metals.

Like the other alkali metals, lithium forms a monovalent, colour-

less ion Li‘, which can combine to form salts with all anions. From
the ions of the other alkali metals, lithion is distinguished by its

power of forming various difficultly soluble salts, which will be men-
tioned immediately. Lithium is not capable of forming any but

monovalent ions.

Lithium Hydroxide is most easily obtained by decomposing
lithium sulphate with barium hydroxide. On strongly concentrating
the solution, lithium hydroxide, LiOH, separates out as a colourless

nmss, wdiich is readily soluble in water, although not so soluble as

(^^itiistic potash or soda, but does not deliquesce in air. The solution

however, essentially the same properties as those of caustic potash

caustic soda, for lithium hydroxide is dissociated into its ions, Li*
iiiid Oip^ in almost the same degree as the other alkalis.

i he compounds of lithium with chlorine, bromine, and iodine are

^'^''editigly readily soluble, and deliquesce in the air, since their satu-

solutions have a smaller vapour pressure than the mean vapour
Pressure of the water in the air. They dissolve in alcohol and in a
^iixture of alcohol and ether. Since the chlorides of the other alkali

are almost insoluble in this mixture, use is made of this pro-

for the separation of lithium from these.

1^1 1lit II in flum'Me, however, is very difficultly soluble in water.

nitrate and sulphate are readily soluble in water.

Carbonate, Li.
2
CO;j, is difficultly soluble in water, since

^Jtho

^ dissolve only about one part of the salt. On the

inor

^ lithium bicarbonate is much more easily soluble, so that

parts

^ the normal carbonate can be dissolved in 100
^ of Water if carbon dioxide is passed through the solution. If
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this solution is heated, carbon dioxide escapes, and the ditlicultlv

soluble normal carbonate again separates out. This behaviour caii Ik;

very well employed in order to prepare lithium compounds pure. It

is in marked contrast with that of the other alkali metals, in whidi

case the normal carbonates are much more readily soluble than the

bicarbonates. The same behaviour as in the case of lithium is found

also in the case of the alkaline earth metals.

Normal Lithium Phosphate, Li-jPO^, is precipitated from sulu

tions containing lithion, on adding sodium phosphate and ammonia,

(p. 494). It forms a white, crystalline precipitate, which is very

difficultly soluble in water (1 part in 2500 parts of water), and

becomes still less soluble in presence of phosphanion. This Tcaction

is used for the detection and precipitation of lithium.

Another and ver y convenient means of detecting lithium is the nd

colour which it imparts to a Bunsen flame. Examined with the spec

troscopc, this coloration is resolved into a red and a yellow line : the

latter is situated Ireside the sodium line, nearer to the red end of the

spectrum.

By means of this very sensitive reaction, it can be shown that

lithium is a very widely distributed element, although it nowlicie

occurs in lai-ge amount. Thus, tobacco ash gmierally contains lithium,

and when moistened with hydrochloric acid and introduced into the

flame of the Bunsen burner, readily shows the red lithium lino when

examined with a spectroscope.

Metallic lithium combines very readily with nitrogen to foim

lithium nitride, NLi
3 ,

which is decomposed by water into lithium

hydroxide and ammonia. With hydrogen, lithium combines to form n

hydride, Lill.

Ammonium.—When discussing ammonia (p. 337), it was stabd

that that substance unites with water to form an hydroxide which i^

similar to the hydroxides of the alkali metals in many respects. It^

composition is NII^OH, and its ions are hydroxidion, and the com

pound cation NII^‘, which has been called ammonion, in order to

indicate its derivation from ammonia, and its similarity to potassiou

or sodion.

As a matter of fact, ammonion is found in numerous salts, m

which the most various anions are present along with this catioii-

Not only are these salts of analogous composition to the salt.^

potassium, the place of potassium being taken by ammonium, but 1

two series of salts are in almost all cases isomorphous, and

nearly the same solubility relations
;
the similarities which here cxib^

are, therefore, similar to those that exist, say, between chlorine ‘OK

bromine, or between potassium and rubidium.
.

^

In view of these similarities, the question arises whether behu ^

the ion ammonium there does not exist a non-ion ammonium coii ®

spending to metallic potassium. The answer is only partly affirmati' e.
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If it is attempted to prepare metallic ammonium by the aetion, say, of

metallic potassium on ammonium salts, one does not obtain the com-

pound NH^, but its deeomposition products 2NII.3 and II.,. The same

result is ol)tained on attempting to decompose a solid or dissolved

aminoriium salt with the help of the electric current. Only in one

special case does one succeed in the latter instance in laying hold of

amiiioiiium, at least temporarily, viz., by employing an electrode of

metallic iriercury. In this way the mercury accpiires properties

similar to those of a dilute solution of potassium oi’ sodium in that

metal, and at the present time there is no great doubt of the existence

of an (imiiioiimn amalgam. Certainly, the amount of ammonia which

it contains is always very small, for even in the form of the amalgam,

the ammonium undergoes decomposition into ammonia and hydrogen,

and its existence is always only a transitory one.

' By reason of this decomposition, gas is evolved througliout the

mercury, which thereby ac(piires a peculiar, spongy character. Tlu;

aiinnonium amalgam is v6ry easily obtained by covering a large drop

of mercury with a concentrated solution of any ammonium salt and

passing an electric current into the mercury, by means of a platinumm dipping into the solution, in such a way that the mercury acts as

a cathode. One accumulator gives a sufficient current. The mercury
is at once seen to swell up, and to become converted into a gray, semi-

solid mass, which owes its peculiar character to the fact that it is a

fi'otli of very small bubbles.
' I'he same product is obtained still more simply by pouring a

oiiiceniiat('d solution of an ammonium salt over sodium amalgam,
^h'tallic sodium then passes into sodion, while ammonion is converted
‘*>^0 “ metallic ” ammonium, or into the products of decomposition of

tliis.

That the ammonium which is formed has to a certain extent the

dmracter of a metal, follows from th(‘. fact that it is soluble in mercury
;

ha’, with the exception of the metals, no other substance has an ap-

P^'aaable solubility in mercury. Besides what has been stated, all

|hat is known concerning the properties of ammonium is that it

l^haves, electrically, similar to the alkali metals, its position in the

pet(Mitial series ” {vide infra) being next to that of the alkali metals.

.
Anunonion, NH^’, is, as already mentioned, very similar to potas-

Like the latter, it is colourless, and also forms difficultly soluble

^vith the precipitants of potassion, tartaric acid and hydrochloro-
P j^bnic acid. It can be distinguished from potassion by the readiness

^ P which its hydroxide passes into ammonia, which is volatile.

Ammonium Hydroxide, NH^OH, is known only in solution,

the^

’ ‘^Itempting to obtain it in the free state by evaporating off

decomposes into ammonia and water. An aqueous solu-

am^
certainly contains a portion of the dissolved gas as

hydroxide, part of which is in turn dissociated into the
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ions NH^' and OH'. What portion of the total ammonia, also, Ims

passed into ions can be determined by measurements of the electrical

conductivity. What relation, however, exists between the undisminffd

ammonium hydroxide (NH^OH) in the solution and its anhydride

{NH3), it has as yet been impossible to determine. It follows, Ikov-

cver, from the smell of the solution, that a not inconsiderable ])ortioii

of the ammonia is present in the uncombined state, since only ammonia,

and not ammonium hydroxide, exists in the gaseous state
;
how yneat

this portion is, however, is unknown.

The electrolytic dissociation of an aqueous solution of ammonia, is

very much less than that of an equivalent solution of caustic potash 01

caustic soda, and, therefore, the strength of ammonia as a base is mueli

less than that of the alkali hydroxides. In a solution containing one

mole in ten litres, the concentration of hydroxidion amounts to only

0-016 of that in a solution of caustic potash, and only at a dilution of

100 litres does the fraction amount to as much as 0-042. Conse

ijuently, an ammonia solution has a much more feebly basic action

than a potash solution, and is employed in those cases Avhere such ;i

feeble action is essential. The concentration of the hydroxidion beconies

still less when a large quantity of ammonion is present in the form of

an ammonium salt. For since, with a given total concentration of

ammonia, the product of ammonion and hydroxidion must have n

definite value, the second factor will diminish as the first increases.

The relations here are exactly the same as those which have been

explained in the case of the hydrion of acetic acid (p. 495).

Connected with this slight degree of dissociation is the fact th;it

an aqueous solution of ammonia can be entirely freed from its

ammonia by boiling, in spite of its containing ammonium hydroxide

and the ions of this.

This property is used for the detection and determination

ammonium in its salts. These are heated with an excess of a stiotig

base; the hydroxyl of the latter reacts with the ammonium witli

formation of water and ammonia, and the latter is driven oil’ by the

heating. If it is only a case of detecting the presence of ammoniit, it

is sufficient to hold a piece of wet, red litmus paper over the heato

liquid
;
ammonia turns the litmus paper blue. For the same piuposc i

glass rod moistened with strong hydrochloric acid can be used ([).
ddB)

If it is desired to determine the amount of ammonia, the liijuid 1

^

distilled into a measured amount of acid of known titre
;

after

distillation, the amount of acid which has not been neutralised '}

the ammonia is determined by titration with a solution of

hydroxide (p. 187),
.

^

Ammonium Chloride.—Of the salts of ammonium,

chloride or sal ammoniac, NH^Cl, is the best known. It is a
''

J

salt which is readily soluble in water
;

it crystallises in the reg'a^^

system, but has a marked tendency to imitate the forms of other systeai^-
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At about 450" it volatilises, without melting, in the form of colourless

vapours. These, however, do not consist of ammonium chloride, but are

a mixture of hydrogen chloride and ammonia. This is seen from their

(leiisity, which does not yield the value 53-5, the molar weight of

ammonium chloride, but only half this value. It can be easily shown by

(liiTusion (pp. 9 2 and 287) that the vapour is indeed a mixture
;
the lighter

ammonia passes much more rapidly through a porous partition than

the heavier hydrogen chloride, and for this reason, the portion which

has passed through reacts alkaline, the portion which remains, acid.

' This dissociation occurs only when the ammonium chloride con-

tains a trace of moisture. If the salt is carefully dried, the decom-

position takes place so slowly that its density in the undissociated

state can be determined. That we are here dealing with a catalytic

acceleration by means of the water vapour, follows from the fact that

the opposite reaction, the combination of hydrogen chloride and

ammonia to ammonium chloride, also occurs rapidly only in presence of

water vapour. If the two gases are very carefully dried, they can be

mixed without any fumes of ammonium chloride being produced.

This is a good example of the general law that a catalyser which

accelerates a cerUiin reaction, must also accelerate the reverse reaction.

The aqueous solution of ammonium chloride exhibits a feebly acid

leaction which is due to the slight hydrolysis of the .salt. A small

amount of ammonion reacts with hydroxidion from the water to form

ammonia and water, and the corresponding amount of hydrion remains

over and causes the acid reaction. As ammonium chloride is a salt of

the strong acid, hydrochloric acid, hydrolysis is small, but will, of

course, become all the greater the weaker the acid of the ammonium

salt is. If the solution is heated to boiling, a portion of the ammonia

produced distils off, and the acid reaction increases.

Ammonium chloride is used for many purposes, l)Oth in the labor-

<‘^tory and in the arts. Its use in soldering depends on the splitting

oil of hydrogen chloride on heating, whereby the coating of oxide on

die metals to be soldered is removed. Its further applications for

obtaining those chlorides which are readily decomposed by water with

loss of hydrogen chloride, and as exciting salt in the Leclanche

giilvanic cell, also depend on the splitting off of hydrogen chloride.

Ammonium Bromide and Ammonium Iodide are employed

bi photography. The former is a white salt similar to ammonium
obloride; the latter is also white when pure, but it is difficult to

pi’oserve it colourless, as it speedily becomes brown. This is due to

fact that it is slightly dissociated hydrolytically when it becomes

moist in the air, ie, when some solution is formed. The hydriodic

•mid, however, which is split off is immediately oxidised by the atmo-

spheric oxygen (p. 234), free iodine is formed, and the same series of

^'mictions occurs over again. The salt can be preserved by excluding

and moisture.
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Ammonium Nitrate.—This salt has already been mentioned oji

a former occasion (p. 341), since on account of its decomposition into

nitrous oxide and water on heating, it is used for the preparation of

that gas. It is obtained as a very soluble salt by neutralising nitric

acid with ammonia or ammonium carbonate, and evaporating. When
thrown on red hot charcoal, it decomposes with production of flanu'

;

alone, or mixed with charcoal, it can be made to explode, and it is

therefore used in the preparation of explosive.s. These are ignited

with difliculty, and can therefore be used without danger. Since tlu'

substance is converted completely into gases and vapours, the oxpiosivi'

effect is an advantageous one, especially as the nitrous oxide foinicd

gives out a considerable amount of heat on decomposing (p. 331).

Ammonium Nitrite, NH^NO^, is of interest on account of its

ready decomposability into water and nitrogen (p. 341); in the free

state it is ktiown only as a deliquescent and decomposable crystalline

Ammonium Sulphate, (NH^y^SO^, is isomorphous with })otassinni

sulphate, but is much more*, readily soluble in water than the latter.

Similarly to potassium sulphate, it forms various doulde salts, rnoiv

especially with the divalent sulphates of the magnesium group and

with the trivalent sulphates of the aluminium family. The solution

is somewhat more strongly dissociated hydrolytically than that of

ammonium chloride. If the solid salt is heated, it loses ammonia and

passes into the acid ammonium sulphate, NHJISO^; this is a reaction

which is peculiar to the normal ammonium salts of all polybasic acids

Ammonium Phosphates.—Of the three possible ammonitna

phosphates, only the first two are known, the mono- and the di

ammonium jihosphate, .since the normal salt decomposes so readily

into ammonia and diammonium pho.sphate that it does not keep.

The salts are of no special importance.

A salt which is better known is sodium ammonium phosphate,

NaNH^HPO^ + 4H.,0, or microcosmic salt. It is used inst(aul of

sodium metaphosphate for blowpipe experiments, since it passes into

the latter salt on heating. The decomposition takes place accord-

ing to the equation NaNH.HPO, - NaPO^ -f H/) + NH., Since this

decomposition is accompanied by a considerable swelling up of fh*

salt, it is more convenient not, as is usually done, to first prepau

the “ phosphate bead ” on the platinum wire immediately before the

experiment, but to directly employ sodium metaphosphate. The muiie

iidmmmic salt is due to the fact that the compound is formed in f

evaporation of human urine (decomposed by putrefaction). This

excretion of the useless constituents of the organism was regards

the alchemists as an extract of the human microcosm.

Ammonium Carbonate.—Normal ammonium carbonate is vci}

unstable, since it undergoes with great readiness the general deconi-

position of the ammonium salts of polybasic acids. On the other haiH

.
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tlie acid salt NH^HCO.^ is very stable, and scarcely smells of ammonia.

It crystallises from solutions of ammonia which have been saturated

with carbon dioxide. The two salts combine with one another to form

H double salt, the so-called ammonium sesquicarbonate (NH
4 ).2

CO.j -f

2NH^HC0.^, which forms the chief coivstitucnt of commercial ammonium
carbonate. The latter usually also contains ammonium carbamate or

the ammonium salt of carbamic acid (p. 594), whicii is produced from the

normal carbonate by loss of water
:
(NH^).,(XX

5
^ NH^OCONH^ -r

Ammonium Sulphide.—The two compounds which sul])huretted

hydrogen can form with ammonium are largely employed in the

laboratory. They are prepared by passing sulphuretted hydrogen gas

through a strong solution of ammonia. With excess of sidphuretted

hydrogen, ammonium hydrosniphidc, NH^HS, is formed in the solution;

if to this is added as much ammonia as was originally taken, a solution

of ammonium stdphide, (NH^)oS, is obtained. The latter solution does

not contain solely ammonium suljihide and its ions, any more than the

corresponding compound is alone contained in the solution of the

alkali sulphides (p. 460)
;
on the contrary, hydrolysis proceeds further

ill this case than in that of the latter, for we are here dealing with the

salt of a weak base with a weak acid. Tor those reactions, however,

ill which sulphidion is consumed, the actual condition of the solution

IS of comparatively little importance, since the sulphidion which is used

ii)! in the reaction can be produced afrc.sli in proportion as it passes

out of the solution.

Both the above salts can be obtained in the solid state by mixing

J^nl[>hurctted hydrogen and ammonia gas in the necessary propor-

dons
: NH.^ + H.^S - NH ^1 IS and 2N H.^ -i- H

2
S (NH^)

2
S. In this way,

crystalline masses are obtained the vai>our density of which shows that,

on vaporisation, they again decompose into their components. The

^nlphide is exceedingly readily volatile, the hydrosulphide loss so.

’

111 the case of ammonium hy<lro.sulphide, thorough investigations

liave l)een made concerning the equilibrium between the solid salt and

vapour. If we denote the concentrations of the ammonia and of

die sulphuretted hydrogen by a and h respectively, and by c the con-

centration of ammonium hydrosulphide in the vapour (this is, indeed,

^eiy small but not zero), then, in accordance with the general equation

equilibrium
(p. 326), we have the relation ahje-k. The concentra-

d"n of the undissociated ammoniun hydrosulphide is dependent solely

die temperature, since, according to Dalton’s law, the vapour pres-

of a given substance remains the same whether other substances

present in the gas space or not. For each temperature, therefore,

die product ah must also bo constant. It is a case of an equilibrium,

herefore, which is perfectly similar to that between a solid salt and its.

partially
ionised solution (p. 440). As a matter of fact, also, the

^ owiijg
peculiarities were found;

—

If there is no excess of one of the components in the gas space
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{a = b), a definite dissociation pressure is established which is dependent

only on the temperature, and not on the relative amounts of solid siili-

stance and vapour.

This follows from the equation, for if a = ^, the value of < can

depend only on the temperature
;
for the equation then assumes tlie

form a- = kc, and k as well as a depends only on the temperature.

(b) Less of the solid substance evaporates into a space in which

ammonia or sulphuretted hydrogen is already present
;
the effect of

e(jual excesses of the two gases is equal. This also corresponds to

the equation, for the expression abje is symmetrical in respect of

a and b.

The equilibri\im of ammonium sulphide would neccssaril\' l)e

represented by an equation of the form (i-hjc = /;, because two moles

of ammonia react with one mole of sulphuretted hydrogen. The

decomposition of ammonium sulphide, however, does not take |)lacc

in such a jway that the two gaseous components are formed, but

in such a way that ammonium hydrosulphidc is produced along with

free ammonia. The conditions of equilibrium become thereby eom))li

cated, and will not be discussed here.

The aqueous solution of ammonium sulphide rapidly becoinos

coloured yellow in the air, because the sulphuretted hydrogen which

is split ojf by hydrolysis is oxidised by the atmospheric oxygen {n<b‘

p. 275); the sulphur which is formed dissolves in the excess of

ammonium sulphide to form polysulphides, corresponding to the ulkali

polysulphides (p. 4 G 1 ). A tetra- and a heptasulphide of ammoiiiimi.

(N 11^)284 and (NIl4).^Sp have been prepared in the solid state.

In the laboratory, ammonium sulphide is used for the precipitation of

those mebillic sulphides which are dissolved by free acids. The thca)rv

of these precipitations has already been given (p. 274). Rotassiinn 01

sodium sulphide have the same action, but ammonium sulphide is

preferred, because an excess of it can be more easily removed from the

solution.

Yellow ammonium sulphide is used for dissolving those nietallie

sulphides whose higher sulphur compounds can pass into thio acu s

and form soluble ammonium salts. Tin sulphide is an exami'le

of this. Further information on this point will be given under the

respective metals.

Besides being used for obtaining sulphur compounds, amnioniimi

sulphide is also used as a reducing agent, especially in organic

chemistry. The action depends on the corresponding propertici’
<'

sulphuretted hydrogen (p. 275); ammonium sulphide has the mlvan^

tage that the reagent can be used in a much more concentrated lorjij

than the slightly soluble sulphuretted hydrogen. Hydrogen is

up in the reaction, the sulphur is precipitated, and ammonia 1

liberated. Fresh sulphuretted hydrogen can then be passed into t

solution, if it is necessary to continue the reduction.



CHAPTER XXIII

CALCIUM

General Remarks on the Alkaline Earth Metals.—Thc metals

of this new group are distinguished from the alkali metals, essentially

by their power of exclusively forming divalent ions. This is seen

from the fact that, e.g,^ the amount of calcion which can combine

with a given amount of chloridion, does not depress the freezing

}3oint of the aqueous solution by the same amount as the chloridion,

but only by half as much. (3nc molar weight of calcion, therefore,

combines not with one but with two molar weights of chloridion, and

for this reason it must be regarded as divalent.

" Since the different ions cannot be handled separately, the above

I'osult was obtained indirectly. If very dilute solutions of potassium

chloride and of calcium chloride are prei)ared, in which the concen-

trations of the chloridion arc the same, and the freezing points arc

<letermined, the depressions of the latter are not equal but are in the

ratio of 4 : 3. Since, in the case of potassium chloride, an equal share

'>f the depression is due to each of the ions,^ the share of the chloridion

hi the solution of calcium chloride must also be put equal to two, and

the calcion has only the effect one, ie. acts half as strongly as the

potassion. From this the above conclusion follows.

tlther differences, although not so decisive, are found in the

solubility relations of the salts. Thus, for example, the normal

^-'irhoiuites and phosphates of the alkaline earth metals are very

difficultly soluble in water, indeed it is only the alkali metals that

form readily soluble salts with the ions carbanion and phosphanion

with a series of similar ions). It has, however, just been

‘^l>ecially mentioned that in this respect lithium forms a transition.

'Ihe metals of this group are less sensitive to free oxygen and to

compounds than the alkali metals; they are also much less

readily fugjble and volatile than the latter. Here also the same gra-

’ This is seen from the fact that one mole ( = 74*6 gm.) of potassium chloride gives a
^ epression of the freezing point which is twice as great a.s that given Ly one mole of an

"'^'bssociated substance.

W?
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(ktion is observed, for the tendency to combination with oxygen and

to ion formation is least in the case of the elements with small com

billing Aveight, and distinctly increases as the combining weight rises.

The hydroxides of the alkaline earth metals are slightly soluble in

water, but in their solutions they are dissociated into their ions just

as the hydroxides of the alkali metals.

Calcium,—The compounds of calcium have an exceedingly Avidc

distribution in the earth’s crust, and form one of the most abundant

constituents of the latter. It is the carbonate chiefly that occurs in

nature; in the silicates of the earth’s crust, also, calcium is seldom

absent. The element also takes part in the most varied way in tlie

building up of the organisms.

Metallic calcium Avas comparatively late in being prepared in tin'

pure condition. Davy and P>erzelius, at the beginning of the iiiiic

teenth century, attempted to obtain it from the electrolytically

prepared amalgam by distilling oft' the mercury, but they did not

obtain a sufficiently pure material to allow of its properties bciny

ascertained. Nor have the later experiments carried out by differcni

investigators yielded a jrtire metal, as can be judged from the contra-

dictory statements regarding its properties. The most recent in

vestigations, in Avhich calcium iodide Avas decomposed Avith sodium

Avhereby, after removal of the excess of sodium, crystallised calcium i^^

obtained, show that this element is a Avliito (not, as previously sb'ited.

a yelloAv) metal which can be re-melted in a vacuum at 7G0^' and

can then be cut
;

it is, however, not so soft as potassium. It is not

affected by oxygen, chlorine, bromine, or iodine at the ordinary

temperature, but combines with these only on being heated. W hen

heated in the air, it burns, forming a compound both with the oxygen

and the nitrogen. It is only slowly attacked by Avater, but quiekl\

by dilute acids.

Calcion.—Calcium forms only one kind of ion, viz. divalent calcioiu

Ca”. The heat of formation of this from the metal is 458 /v- j"

using this number for the calculation of the heats of formation of <

solved calcium salts, it has to be noticed that the heats of formation o

monovalent anions must be doubled in the calculation.

Solutions which contain calcion have no immediately cons})ieuou:'

properties
;
thus, they are colourless when no other substance pos.^th.'^^

ing a colour is present. Since there are a considerable numb(U o

difficultly soluble calcium salts, there are a correspondingly large nmn^

her of substances by means of which precipitates can be prodiicci^ m

solutions containing calcion. For our purpose, two of these

ally important, viz., the anion of carbonic acid, CO^", and that of

acid, C/)/'. The latter, more especially, is a specific reagent for ca

for it forms with it the very diflScultly soluble calcium oxalate, av ut

^

is deposited as a fine, white precipitate when the two kinds of

come together in solution.
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Xo “complex” ions are known in which calcium forms a part;

^^.hel-ever, therefore, calcium is present in acpieous solution, calcioii is

•ilso ])rcsent.

Calcium Hydroxide and Calcium Oxide. -—Its ion l)cing

<livalent, calcium unites with two combining weights of hydroxyl to

forni calcium hydroxide, Ca(()ll),. This compound, whose common

name is lime or daked Ume, is a white powder which is only very

slightly soluble in water. One litre of water dissolves about 2 gm. of

lime. The solubility decreases with rising temperature, so that liine-

icitci' (as the solution of calcium hydroxide is usually called) which has

heeii saturated at the room temperature becomes distinctly turbid

when heated to boiling. This behaviour is connected with the fact

that calcium hydroxide dissolves in water with evolution of heat.

The aqueous solution exhibits the character of hydroxidion in its

alkaline reaction towards vegetable colours, such as litmus, etc. The

determination of the electrical conductivity shows that the electrolytic

dissociation in solution is almost complete
;

in this sense, therefore,

calcium hydroxide is a strong base. Since, however, its slight solu-

hilitv allows of only a correspondingly small concentration of hydroxid-

iou Ixiiiig attained, lime-water is nscil in medicine as well as in the

laboratory, in cases where it is desired to produce only slightly basic

effects.

In the air, lime-water l)ecomes covered- with a thin film consisting

of calcium carbonate, which is very difficultly soluble in watei. If a

gas which contains even only a small amount of carbon dioxide is

passed through clear lime-water, this at once becomes turbid owing to

the separation of carbonate. For this reason, lime-water is gieatly

used as a reagent for carbon dioxide and carbonates.

Lime-water is prepared by shaking up lime with water and ‘dlow-

ing the mixture to stand in a closed bottle until the excess of so id

has sunk to the bottom
;
the clear liquid which is left is used directly

Idltiatiou is a useless labour, since in contact with the air so much

‘'arhon dioxide is taken up that the liquid beconn^s turbid, and an in-

definite amount of the dissolved lime is lost.

On account of its small solubility, lime is frequently employed as a

^^^^ehanical suspension in water. If the mixture so obtained is a thin

it is called milk oflme ; if not, it is called lime paste. Since of

the strong bases lime is by far the cheapest, it is employed m
Oiemicul manufactures in all cases where a strong base is necessary,

‘^nd where its properties, or the properties of the compounds formed,

<dlow of it.

Oalcium hydroxide is obtained exclusively from calcium oxide,

in turn, is obtained by heating calcium carbonic For since

<^Jdcium hydroxide contains two combining weights of hydrogen, it

ttives rise to the formation of an anhydride with comparative ease, ]ust

many dibasic oxyacids give an anhydride more easily than mono-
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basic acids. At the temperature of a red heat, calcium hydroxidi^

loses water and yields calcium monoxide or calcium oxide : Ca(OH)^

H/j) = CaO; and, conversely, calcium hydroxide is readily obtaimid

from the latter by absorption of water.

The method of obtaining calcium oxide (qiiick-lirne) depends, as lias

been mentioned, on the decomposition of calcium carbonate when

heated. This salt decomposes into calcium oxide and carbon dioxide

:

CaCO.j = CaO + CO
2
. The very interesting secondary conditions con-

nected with this decomposition will be given latei’.

The quicklime obtained in the above manner forms irregular

lumps, which exhibit on a smaller scale the form of the limestone em-

ployed, and is generally coloui-ed brown or gray. The coloiu’, how

ever, is due only to impurities
;

if pure calcium carlionate, r.y. whiti!

marble, is used, the quicklime is also white.

When exposed to the air, quicklime takes up water and carbonic

acid and crumbles to a white powder, which is a mixture of calcium

hydroxide and calcium carbonate ; in this process the substance ex-

pands very considerably. If quicklime and water are brought into

contact with one another in the cold, no action, apparently, takes

place
;
gradually, however, the mass becomes warm, and then the two

substances rapidly combine with considerable evolution of heat to form

hydroxide. This process is called the slaking of lime. If not too laigc

a quantity of water has been taken, the heat evolved is sufficient to

drive off* the excess of water, and a snow-white, dry powder of calcium

hydroxide, considerably increased in bulk, is obtained. If, however,

the product is intended to be used directly, more water is taken, ami a

thick, white paste is obtained which contains the slaked lime in a state

of very fine division, specially suitable for its further use.

Quicklime is very resistant to heat, as it does not molt below

about 3000 ’. It is used, therefore, in the manufacture of heat-resisting

appiiratus, especially for the fusion of platinum in the oxyhydrogen

blowpipe. If heated to about 2000"’, quicklime emits a very strong,

white light. The “ lime light ” produced by the oxyhydrogen blow

pipe, which was formerly very important, has greatly lost in inii)0 i t'

ance through the ease with which a very powerful electric light can be

obtained.

Soda Lime is a material very largely used in the laboratory for

the purpose of absorbing carbon dioxide in analysis, and for other pui-

poses. It is not a chemical compound, but a mechanical mixture wlndj

is prepared by slaking quicklime with a solution of caustic soda ami

drying the paste produced. Soda lime acts best when used in not too

fine grains; it can be obtained in this form commercially. Li tbc

absorption of Carbon dioxide, water is liberated. The soda linio 1 ?

usually placed in U-tubes, and at the end at which the gases issue, a

short layer of calcium chloride is placed in order to retain the escapuig

water.
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Calcium Carbonate.—It has already been stated that calcium

carbonate is the most widely distributed, and therefore also the most

important salt of this metal. In various forms as limestone, chalk,

marble, etc., it forms large rocky masses, which always go on increas-

ing by reason of the processes taking place on the earth’s surface.

The naturally occurring calcium carbonate is found in two different

ciystalline forms, which in their pure formations are known as calc-

spar and aragonite. Calc-spar has the density 2-71, and crystallises

ill the trigonal system, generally in rhombohedra
;
aragonite has the

density 2 ’94, and crystallises in rhombic prisms.

- When at the commencement of the nineteenth century it was

established by the methods of quantitative analysis, which had just

then been elaborated, that these two well-known minerals have a i)er-

fectly identical composition, one came into conflict with the then

:iece|3ted principle that different form and different composition always

(orrespond to one another. An apparent explanation was yielded by

the discovery in aragonite of strontium, whose carbonate crystallises

in the same forms as aragonite
;
the explanation was, however, only a

passing one, for specimens of aragonite were soon found in which

110 trace of strontium could be detected. Not until it was discovered

111 a number of other substances, especially in the case of sulphur

(p. that these could have diflerent forms although possessing

the same composition, was the conception of polymorphism (p. 238)

pul forward by Mitscherlich, and the explanation of the regularity

which is here present given.

Calc-spar and aragonite are monotropic (p. 2o5)
;
and calc-spar is

the stable, aragonite the unstable form. This follows from the fact

that aragonite, on being heated to about 300’, changes spontaneously

into calc-spar, whereby it swells up and crumbles to a sandy powder

liossessing the density of calc-spar. Further, that the above is the

ense is shown by the fact that aingonite is more readily soluble than

™lc-spar.

” The determination of such small solubilities as those of the two

f»riiis of calcium carbonate, is accomplished by measurement of the

dccirical combictivity. The conductivity of as pure water as possible

i'loeascs by a measurable amount when it is brought into contact with

du! above substance, and this increase is about 15 percent greater

in the ease of aragonite than in the case of calc-spar.

llcsides these two crystalline forms of calcium carbonate, there is

“'so 111 , amorphous form which is always the first to appear whwi

'“Icimn carbonate is prccipitoted from a solution. This form is the

'““St stable, and therefore, also, the most soluble
;

it is so soluble

that it has an alkaline reaction to litmus. At a higher temperature

" ''“dily passes into aragonite, which is converted only exceedingly

dowly
into calc-spar

;
at low temperatures, it is converted directly

calc-spar. When, therefore, calcium carbonate has been obtained
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by precipitation, either in analysis or in its preparation, it must he

allowed to stand some time, preferably in the heat, in order that the

amorphous soluble salt may be converted into the difficultly sohihle,

crystalline form.

The purest naturally occurring form of calc-spar, which is found

chiefly in Iceland, is called Iceland spar. By reason of the peculiiir

way of refracting light possessed by the monoaxial crystals, the huge

and perfectly transparent crystals in which this form occurs show

objects double, owing to the light being resolved into two bundles of

polarised rays. On account of this property, these crystals are mueli

used for optical instruments
;
Iceland .spar is used more especially foi'

the construction of prisms for polarising light.

Marble and limestone are more finely crystalline and less pure

forms of calc-spar
;
both consist of small, intergrown crystals of calc

spar. Finally, chalk consists of small, roundish grains
;
that tliise

are of calc-spar is not quite certain.

That the naturally occurring aragonite, which in some cases is

undoubtedly thousands of years old, has not yet been entirely con-

verted into calc-spar, is to I)C accounted for by the exceeding slowness

of the transformation. In many places where accelerating iiifluciices

have been at work, pseudomorphs of calc-spar on aragonite, i.e. luasses

having the outward form of aragonite but whose substance has Ijeeome

converted into calc-spar, can be found.

When calcium carbonate is heattid, it decomposes into ealeiuni

oxide and carbon dioxide. This chemical process, “ lime l)uririiig,

one of the oldest chemical operations, for the lime which is furuicd

has been used as mortar for thousands of years. Decomposition lakes

place in accordance with the law that for each temperature there is a

deflnite concentration, or a definite pressure, of the carbon dioxide, at

which equilibrium exists. If this pressure is increased, carbon dioxide

is taken up by the lime present
;

if it is diminished, another poi tion

of the carbonate decomposes, until the equilibrium pressure has been

again established. In the following table a number of diflcreiit tenv

peratures with the corresponding pressures are given :

—

TertJiKTatunj, PrcHsure in cm.

547'^ 27
610" 4-6

62r/ 6-6

740" 2.5 ’5

74.
5" 28*9

810" 67 ’8

812" 75-3

865" 133*3

The equilibrium or dissociation pressure of calcium carbona e

follows the same law as the vapour pressure of a volatile liquid ,

particular, it is independent of the proportions in which the two so ^
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substances, calcium carbonate and lime, are present
;

it is also inde-

pendent of the relative amounts of the solid and gaseous phases.

This follows as a necessary consequence from the phase law.

There are two components, lime and carbon dioxide, from which all

the phases present can be compounded. Since there are three phases

present, viz., carbon dioxide, lime, and calcium carlwnate, tliere is still

one degree of freedom, ie, to each temperature there corresponds

;i perfectly definite pressure, and the amounts of the phases have no

iiihuenee.

As an examination of the table shows, the “burning” of lime by

mere heating cannot bo carried out under a temperature of 812 since

it is not till this temperature that the pressure of the carbon dioxide

reaches one atmosphere and the escape of gas is assured. Since, how-

ever, this equilibrium depends not on the absolute pressure liut only

on the partial pressure of the carbon dioxide, the decomposition can

he carri(;d out at a much lower temperature by keeping the partial

pressure of the carbon dioxide sulliciently low. This can be done by

allowing another gas, most simply air, to stream over the heated car-

bonate
;
at each moment, then, there escapes (at most) so much carbon

dioxide that the jiartial pressure corresponding to the particular tem-

perature is established.

Tile great similarity which this phenomenon liears to that of the

boiling and evaporation of volatile liquids, is easily seen. The tem-

pmatiire of 812"' is, so to say, the lioiling point of calcium carbonate.

The use of lime for mortar, which has already been mentioned several

dines, depends on the converse change into calcium carbonate. Mortar

a mixture of lime, sand, and water
;
in using it, the stones which

^lave to be cemented together are moistened with water, a layer of

mortar is introduced between them, and the whole is left to the

inhiicnce of the atmosphere. By means of the carbon dioxi<le which

dm latter contains, the calcium hydroxide is slowly converted into car-

bonate, water being thereby set free : Ca(OH )2
t CO., = (kiCOy -i- II

2
O.

crystals of carbonate, which are slowly formed, unite with one

‘Another and pass partly into the pores of the stones, the soluliility of

lime enabling a eertain, although small, amount of it to get in there,

di diis way the well-known lirm cementing together is gradually pro-

d’^md, ami becomes firmer as time goes on, since even in very old

there is usually a certain amount of hydroxide present,

l^lm fact that water is set free in the hardening of mortar under the
'Action of carbon dioxide is the explanation of the plicnomenon that

built plaster walls, even when they appear dry, again become

whe]i the rooms are inhabited, for more water is set free by the

2'^ased amount of carbon dioxide derived from the expired breath of
® '•diabitants.i The common method of drying newly built houses
A moans of open coal fires depends, therefore, for its action, not only

^ An adult man expires daily about- 1 kgm. of carbon dioxide.

2 h
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on the heat produced, but at least as much on the carbon dioxide

formed
;

for this reason it is important that this latter be not again

removed by means of a strong draught of air, but tliat, on the con

trary, the change of air should be limited so as to allow of a lon^r

period of action.

Calcium Bicarbonate.—The solubility of calcium carbonate (in

both its forms) increases considerably when carbon dioxide is present

in the water. This is due to the formation of calcium bicarbonate,

Ca(lIC03).v This salt is not known in the solid state, but the

increase in the solubility, just mentioned, is without doubt to he

accounted for by the formation of the monovalent hydrocarbanioii

H('03', because every case of increase of the solubility of a salt

depends on the decrease of its original ions or on the formation of new

ions in the solution (p. 439).

In answer to the (piestion why calcium bicarbonate cannot, like

potassium or sodium lucarbonatc, be prepared in the solid stiite, it

must be remarked that the dissociation pressure of carbon dioxide

from the solid salt has probably a considerable value even at the

ordinary temperature. For it would be just as little po.ssible to

prepare the bicarl)onate of the alkali metals from their solutions if one

were compelled to work at 100'’, without employing a higher j)iessure.

By increasing the pressure of the carbon dioxide, and keeping the tem-

perature as low as possible, there is fir.st of all an increase in ihf;

amount of bicarbonate formed in the solution
;
when in this way the

point of saturation has been reached and exceeded, the bicarbonate of

the metal present must separate out in the solid state.

To the ready decomposability of the bicarbonate is due the niigia

tion of calcium in nature. In localities where carbon dioxide is forinci

and absorbed by water, it at once proceeds to dissolve the calcium

which is everywhere present, and thus spring water, and, to a smaller

extent, also river water, carries off’ corresponding amounts of calcium

in solution. This is deposited as normal carbonate when by any

means (evaporation in the air, or consumption by organisms) caihon

dioxide escapes from the water. In the case of waters rich in car-

bonic acid, e.g. those of Carlsbad, this process is very distinctly seen

,

for the carbon dioxide which is dissolved under excess of pressure

rapidly escapes, and causes the water to immediately deposit latg<^

quantities of calcium carbonate (thermal tuff). .

The large amounts of calcium which are in this way intioduce*

into the ocean, are to a very considerable extent separated from it

the organisms which live there, and which use the calcium carbonate u

build up their shells and framework. Another portion is de|)ositj^

in consequence of the consumption of the carbon dioxide by tU'

marine vegetation. In the course of time all these masses at

deposited on the sea floor, and there give rise to the very c^d‘Ui

sive layers of calcium carbonate which, in the form of liinestoiH>
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constitute such a considerable portion of the earth’s crust. It has

already, on a former occasion (p. 423), been stated that by the above

process more and more carbon is gradually withdrawn from the

organisms, because the chemical reactions by means of which the

carbon dioxide is again withdrawn from the limestone are neither very

numerous nor very productive.

The solvent action of water containing carbonic acid is the cause

that practically no fossils, i.e. remains of former organisms, are found

in sandstone formations. For these remains consist chiefly of the

skeletal portions formed of calcium carbonate. Where the emljedding

locks are formed by calcium carbonate, the infiltrating water is satu-

rated with this salt, and does not therefore attack these remains. In

sandstone, however, which consists of quartz, the water contains an

excess of carbon dioxide, and therefore exerts a solvent action on any

calcium carbonate present. If the dissolution does not occur till after

the object has become surrounded by a hard crust, although the object

itself is dissolved, there remains a hollow mould which subsequently

l)ccomes filled with other material, and in this way many forms have

been })reserved.

The dissolved salts of the alkaline earth metals are the cause of

th(‘ “ hardness ” of water, a property which finds expression in the fact

that such water cannot be used for washing. This is due to the soaj)

leacting with those soluble salts to form insoluble compounds which
are not suitable for washing purposes. Since the carbon dioxide con-

tained in the water can bo removed by boiling, and the corresponding

amount of calcium carbonate be thereby precipitated, the hardness of

a water containing bicarbonate is thus diminished. A distinction is

therefore drawn between temporary and permanent hardness
;

the

bjriner is caused by the calcium which is dissolved as bicarbonate and

^li^appears on boiling, the latter is due to other calcium (and mag-
'i^siiun) salts, and continues to exist.

The calcium carbonate which is precipitated in this way also con-

stitutes “ boiler incrustation,” ie. the precipitate which is formed in

v essels iti which water is heated to boiling. If the water is not only

^'(^ated to boiling but is completely evaporated, as in steam boilers,

incrustation of course consists of all the solid substances which

J^’^re dissolved in the water and are deposited on its removal. Such
boiler incrustation generally consists chiefly of calcium sulphate.

Calcium Chloride.—Calcium chloride is a colourless salt very
jeiidily

soluble in water
;

it is known in the anhydrous condition, and
forms containing from 1 to 6 moles of water of crystallisation,

f
are at least five different hydrates of this salt

;
with rising tem-

Pei’aturo, some of these exhibit consecutive regions of stability, whereas
^ber hydrates are unstable, like sodium sulphate with VH^O (p. 484).

^

be best known is the hexahydrate, CaClg+CHp, which separates

concentrated solutions at a low temperature and forms large.
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transparent, and deliquescent crystals. On warming the salt, it melts

completely in its water of crystallisation, and if the heating is con

tinned, a spongy mass of monohydrate or of anhydrous salt, accord in.r

to the temperature employed, is left behind and fuses at a* bright led

heat. On fusing, the reihot salt readily gives off hydrochloric acid,

if water vapour is allowed to act on it, CaGl
2
+ Hp = CaO + 21l(d,

and the salt, after fusion, then reacts alkaline. This decomposition

can be avoided to some extent by conducting the fusion in an atmo-

sphere of hydrochloric acid, which is most easily accomplished by

adding ammonium chloride during the evaporation
;

this volatilises on

heating to redness, and thereby decomposes into ammonia and hydro-

chloric acid (p. 503).

Calcium chloride is formed as a by-product in many chemical

operations (cf. p. 492), and has scarcely any industrial application.

In the laboratory it is used as a convenient desiccating agent for gnscs

:

for this purpose it is better to use not the fused salt but the dried

spongy mass, which has a quicker action. Like all desiccating ageiils,

ciilcium chloride does not remove the water vapour entirely, l)ut only

to such a degree that the vapour pressure is equal to the vajiour pres

sure of the hydrates present (p. 485). For most purposes this is

certainly small enough
;

still, the aqueous vapour pressure from concen-

trated sulphuric acid, for example, is very much smaller, and this is

therefore a much more perfect desiccating agent.

* Calcium chloride must not be used for drying ammonia, since it

combines with this to form a white mass having the composition CaGl
2 +

4NH
3

. Even at the ordinary temperature, this substance gives oil

ammonia under a small pressure, and to each temperature there cor

responds a definite pressure of ammonia. It is a case of chemical

equilibrium of quite the same character as that l)etween calcium car-

bonate, lime, and carbon dioxide
;
in this case the two solid phases are

calcium chloride and its ammonia compound, and the gaseous phase

ammonia.

Another application of calcium chloride, which also depends on

great solubility, is to produce powerful freezing mixtures. A satu-

rated solution of calcium chloride does not freeze till - 37 ’, and there-

fore the temperature of a mixture of crystallised calcium chloride au(

ice falls to that point. It is necessary to use crystallised, and not

fused salt
;
the latter is miich less efficient, because it dissolves in wuh r

with considerable rise of temperature, while the crystallised ,salt^vd '

fiHgO dissolves with considerable lowering of temperature.

Calcium Hypochlorite and Bleaching Powder.--^To rdia'j

the chlorine for bleaching purposes suitable for transport, it is absoi

by lime. In this way a white powder smelling of chloium
^

obtained
;

it contains about 30 per cent of chlorine, and it gives

up in almost undiminished amount when the lime is converted by

acid into the corresponding salt. This product is called hleacM
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moder. It is prepared and used in very large amounts. Its use also is

not confined to bleaching, but it is also employed for disinfecting, for

oxidising, and for many other purposes in preparative chemistry. We

have found it previously to be a convenient means of preparing chlo-

rine (p. 166).

bleaching powder can be regarded as a mixture or as a compound

of calcium hypochlorite and calcium chloride, formed in accordance

with the ecpiation 2CaO + SClg = CaCl^, + Ca(OCl)
2,

or CaO + CI
2 =

Ca^'^ n ,
and having the composition here represented. Much discus-

sion has taken place as to which of the two formula? is to be pre-

ferred, but no decision has been arrived at. This is connected with

the fact that it would bo difficult to state in what essential point two

compounds having the composition represented by the two formulae

would differ.^ In aqueous solution, at all events, no difference between

the two formulae exists, since in it essentially the separate ions Ca
,

(d,' and OCl' are present.

by acids of all kinds, even by the weak carbonic acid, as much

chlorine is liberated from bleaching powder as was used in its prepara-

tion.
. This is most easily seen by writing the ionic equations. On

hringing together two combining weights of hydrion with the above

mentioned anions of bleaching powder, the reaction occurs : Cl + OCl

+ 2H' = CI
2

-H H
2
O. Since in this reaction hydrogen ions are used up,

actual ions are not required for the process, but potential (p. 245) ones

are sufficient.

The oxidising actions of bleaching powder depend on the presence

of hypochlorosion, OCfi, which can pass into chloridion with loss of

: OCT = CT + 0.
• n • *.

' The bleaching powder which is prepared commercially, is not a

pure compound, and it is therefore necessary to determine the amount

of its available chlorine. The amount also changes with time. This

ilopcnds, on the one hand, on the fact that the bleaching powder loses

oxygen, the hypochlorite thereby passing into chloride, U(UU)^-

Ca'il. + O,,, and partly on a transformation of the hypochlorite into

chlorate, corresponding to the reaction described on p. 2 1 1 . Although

tho chlorates in presence of chlorides also evolve chlorine under the

action of acids, this reaction is much slower and requires more con-

centrated solutions than is the case with the hypochlorite, so that it

'Iocs not occur to an appreciable extent under the conditions under

"'hieh lileaching powder is usually employed. Finally, in the Mse of

Wenching powder which is not carefully kept, a portion of the chlorine

is ilriven off by the carbonic acid of the air.
, , , . j

* The determination of the available chlorine in bleaching powder

;

A .liderenoe would bO proved if it oould t« shown that differences of any Wnd e.».

a tile heat of solution, existed between hleaching powder and a mixture of the two salts.

c»lemin
hypochlorite, however, is scarcely known in the pure state.
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is performed by making up a weighed quantity of the latter to one

litre with water and allowing the solution to stand till it becomes cleai'.

The solution is then allowed to run from a burette into a measured

solution of sodium arsenite, which is obtained by dissolving ai'senie

trioxide in sodium bicarbonate^ The anion of arsenious acid, AsO./",

is converted into that of arsenic acid by the oxygen of the Inpo

chlorite : AsO/' + CIO' = AsO/" + CL. One mole of arsenious acid,

therefore, corresponds to one combining weight of oxygen, or- two

combining weights of chlorine, which are required for the formation

of one mole of hypochlorosion. The end of the reaction is ascertained

by bringing a small trace of the liquid on a piece of paper containiiii^

potassium iodide and starch^; so soon as the arsenious acid is oxidised

and the smallest excess of hypochlorite is present, a blue spot is

produced from the liberation of iodine from the potassium iodide. In

the case of such a “spot test,” the end is most quickly attained by fiist

making a rapid approximate experiment and then repeating tlic

analysis, running in most of the liquid at once, so that ordy tlu; Inst

portion has to be added in drops and tested.

Like all hypochlorites, bleaching powder is an unstable compound

(p. 211), which passes spontaneously into the more stal)lo foim,

calcium chloride and oxygen, and whose period of existence is there-

fore limited. Pure, dry bleaching powder is stable enough for its

technical application, but there are catalysers which greatly accelerate

the decomposition. Such substances are, more especially, the higher

oxides of the heavy metals, cobalt and nickel
;
on adding a little of a

cobalt salt to a concentrated solution of bleaching powder, wlunchy

the metal is at once converted into the corresponding oxide, the evolu-

tion of oxygen commences and becomes very energetic on slightly

warming. The reaction, therefore, 2G10' = 201' + 0.„ which of itself

takes place very slowly, is converted into a rapid one.

Calcium Bromide and Calcium Iodide are very readily soluljlc

salts, still more deliquescent than the chloride, and have no s[)('rial

application. The iodide is characterised by the fact that it very

rapidly becomes brown in the air owing to the liberation of iodine.

This is due to decomposition by the carbonic acid of the air, l)y the

action of which a trace of hydriodic acid is formed which is forthwith

converted by the atmospheric oxygen into iodine and water. Ik^

reason why this process takes place so much more readily in the

of calcium iodide than, e.f/., with potassium iodide, is that the calcium

carbonate which is formed has, by reason of its slight solubility,

action on free iodine, whereas potiissium carbonate would partly convert

free iodine into iodide and iodate, i.e. would to a certain extent

hinder the formation of free iodine.

Calcium Fluoride.—Unlike the other halogen compounds of

calcium, calcium fluoride, CaFg, is very difficultly soluble in water.

* Almost all writing paper already contains .starch.
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Xhc salt forms a widely distributed mineral which is known by the

name of fluor-spar
;

it crystallises in cubes and in other forms of the

regular system, is colourless and transparent in the pure state, but,

owing to the presence of impurities, is generally coloured in various

bright tints.

The name fluor-spar is derived from its application in metallurgical

work for rendering the slags which are there formed readily fusible.

This action depends on the general fact that the freezing point of a

]i(|uid is depressed by the solution in it of foreign substances
;

it is, of

course, of no importance for this action whether the freezing point is

at O
' or at 1000'’. The element fluorine, also, has received its name

oil account of its preparation from fluor-spar.

Another name which is connected with this kflnorcmnce, which

is used to designate the property possessed by certain substances of

changing incident light into light of (generally) greater wave-length;

This property was first investigated with some degree of thoroughness

in the case of certain kinds of fluor-spar, but the property is a very

frcKjiient one, and is more strongly developed in some other substances

than fluor-spar.

Fluor-spar is the most imjiortant starting substance for obtaining

hydrofluoric acid and the other fluorine compounds. F;ven at the

pi'csent time large quantities of it are used directly for the purpose of

etching glass
;
the salt is mixed with concentrated sulphuric acid, and

the articles to be etched are exposed to the action of the vapours of

hydrofluoric acid which are evolved.

Calcium Nitrate, Ca(N(y.„ is lieing unceasingly formed through

the activity of the nitrifying bacteria (p. 461) in the soil, since calcium

is the most widely distributed of the salt-forming elements which have

here to be taken into account. In localities where the formation of

nitrate is abundant, such as in the neighbourhood of cow-houses, the

anhydrous salt sometimes crystallises out during dry weather on the

stone walls in the form of thin needles which have almost the appear-

ance of mould. As a rule, no great accumulation of the salt occurs

in tlic soil, since the nitrates formed arc at once taken up by

plants.

The pure salt is very soluble. in water, and, at medium tempera-

hii’es, crystallises with 4H./). It, also, is capable of forming a fairly

hi'gc number of different hydrates.

Calcium Sulphate, CaSO^, is difficultly soluble in water; it

occurs very widely distributed in nature, and, after calcium carbonate,

the most abundant salt of calcium. It occurs in two forms. It

occurs most frequently as gypsum, in monoclinic, sometimes very large

transparent crystals with two moles of water of crystallisation

;

more rarely as anhydrite, in anhydrous, rhombic crystals. The

solubility of these two forms is different, gypsum being more difficultly

soluble than anhydrite. In the presence of water, therefore, the latter
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is the less stublo form und changes into gypsum
;
in this case, also,

the presence of a “nucleus” of the more stable form has an essential

infiuenco on the process.

The solubility of gypsum amounts to about 2 gm. per litre; as tlie

temperature rises, the solubility first increases, reaches a maximum at

40 ", and then decreases. On being heated, gypsum loses |ths of its Avatci

of crystallisation fairly readily, and the transparent crystals are thereliy

converted into a chalk-white powder, which has a manifold application

under the name of plader of Paris. This depends on the fact that the

powder again takes up its water of crystallisation in contact with watei';

the long needles of the crystallised gypsum are thereby again formed,

and these, intergrowing with one another, form a compact mass. This

property is made use of for moulding objects for use and works of an,

for plastering walls, for bandages in surgery, etc. The hardening of

plaster of Paris which has been slaked with water takes place in alioiil

a quarter of an hour, and is accompanied by a feeble but apprccialde

rise of temperature.

If in the dehydration process the gypsum has been heated too

strongly, it does not *again harden, or does so only very slowly, so that

it can no longer be used. Such gypsum is called “ dead burnt.” The

cause of this behaviour has not yet been thoroughly investigatod.

From the fact, however, that the dehydrated gypsum, when it is in

a condition to bo used, still contains about a quarter of its watei- of

crystallisation, it can be presumed that dead burnt gypsum does not

harden for the reason that the “nuclei” for the formation of new

crystals of gypsum, viz., undecomposed particles of gypsum, are then

no longer present. The following experiment illustrates this vitnv,

If effloresced Glauber’s salt, in which “ nuclei ” are still present (p. 48 .V),

is mixed with a little water, the mixture at once hardens to a solid

mass of Glauber’s salt
;
but if the powder is previously heated, so that

the nuclei are destroyed, and is then mixed with water, avoiding the

introduction of nuclei from without, no solidification occurs, but a paste

is formed consisting of a saturated solution of the anhydrous salt along

with undissolvcd substance.

The naturally occurring anhydrite is generally found along with

common salt as the residue from the evaporation of former seas.

Experiment also shows that gypsum passes into anhydrite in presence

of a saturated solution of common salt at 125^'. This is due to the

fact that the vapour pressure of the water from gypsum plus anliydnte

is greater than that from the saturated solution of common salt. Hi

therefore, a mixture of gypsum and some anhydrite bo placed along

with a saturated solution of common salt in an enclosed space, water

must pass off from the gypsum and be taken up by the solution of

salt. If, therefore, under these circumstances, the two substances are

not in equilibrium, neither can they be so when they are in direct

contact, ie. in the presence of a saturated solution of common salt
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calcium sulphate cannot be deposited and remain as gypsum, but must

separate out as anhydrite or be converted into this.

'' On the other hand, dehydrated gypsum takes up water from a

solution of common salt at the ordinary temperature
;
the two vapour

jjicssure curves must, therefore, cut one another at an intermediate

point. In the case, however, of the naturally occurring residues of

evaporation, the mother liquors always contain large amounts of

magnesium chloride and have, therefore, a much smaller vapour

pressure than the pure solution of common salt, so that the above

discussion can be applied to these mother liquors even at a lower

temperature.

Intermediate between gypsum and anhydrite there exists another

hydrate, CaSO^
.
J

H

2
O, which is foniied when the dehydration is

carried out less thoroughly.

Calcium Sulphide.—The crude calcium sulphide, CaS, has

already been met with as a by-product in the manufacture of soda

by the Le Blanc process (p. 4i)0). It can be obtained in the pure

state by the reduction of calcium sulphate with charcoal or hydrogen,

or by strongly heating lime in an atmosphere of sulphuretted hydro-

gen or of carbon disulphide.

The salt is a whitish-yellow, scarcely fusible mass, which is only

veiy slightly soluble in water, but is decomposed on being warmed
for some time with it, calcium hydrosulphide passing into solution,

Hiid calcium hydroxide remaining behind : 2CaS + 2H/3 = Ca(HS)^ +

Ca(()H).^. This process corresponds exactly with the decomposition

which the soluble sul|)hides of the alkali metals experience (p. 400),

only that in this case the hydroxide formed is deposited on account

of its slight solubility.

The above-mentioned calcium hydrosulphide, Ca(ILS)
2 ,

or the acid

oalciurn salt of sulphuretted hydrogen, is known only in solution

;

solutions containing a fairly large quantity of it can bo obtained by

13assing sulphuretted hydrogen into water in which calcium sulphide

suspended. On concentrating the solution, sulphuretted hydrogen
passes off along with water vapour, and only calcium sulphide, or its

Products of decomposition, is obtained.

If calcium sulphide is heated with sulphur and water, the com-

pounds CaS^ and CaSr are formed, which dissolve in water with an

oiaiige-red colour
;
coinpounds with two or three combining weights

^f sulphur are not known. Milk of sulphur (p. 256) is prepared by

'‘‘^‘Composing these polysulphides of calcium with acids.

I'he moist calcium sulphide, such as was obtained as a residue in
hie older process of soda manufacture, readily oxidises in the air, poly-

‘^jupliides of calcium, and, subsequently, calcium thiosulphate, being

‘^’cby formed. By decomposing the mass when it is in this state

sodium carbonate or sodium sulphate, sodium thiosulphate can bo
‘^ffained. The purifying material containing calcium sulphide which
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is obtained in gas-works, is also used for the same purpose. Fresh,

moist soda-waste can be converted into calcium carbonate and snl[)hiii-.

etted hydrogen by means of carbon dioxide
;
the sulphuretted h^'dio

gen on being burned again yields sulphur or sulphur dioxide. On this

depends a method of “sulphur regeneration” (p. 491).

Some specimens of calcium sulphide, after having been illuminated,

have the property of shining with their own light, or of phosphoir:^riii,i_

It has, however, been found that this property docs not belong to tlie

calcium sulphide itself, but is produced by the presence of quite small

amounts of the sulphides of some heavy metals (bismuth, manganesi-).

Such material has a certain technical importance as “phosphorescent

paint,” for applying to such objects as it is desired to render visi})le in

the dark.

Calcium Phosphate.—The salts which phosphoric acid forms

with calcium are of great importance for organic life. On the one

hand, the bones of the vertebrate animals consist chiefly of calcium

phosphate; on the other hand, the naturally occurring calcium plios

phates are the most important source of the phosphoric acid wliiih

is employed for manurial purposes, and which is indispensa1)lo fot :i

high cultivation of the soil.

The normal or saturated calcium phosphate, Ca-^r^^s’

nature as phosphorite, in masses which are of organic origin. The salt

is obtained as a white, amorphous precipitate which shows no tendency

to become crystalline, by the precipitation of a calcium salt with a

solution of sodium phosphate which has been rendered alkaline.

When dry, it is a white, very difficultly fusible powder. The residin',

hone-ash, which is left on destroying the organic matter of bones

by burning in air, consists essentially of impure tricalcium phosphate.

Tricalcium phosphate is practically insoluble in water, but readily

dissolves in dilute and weak acids, e.g. acetic acid. This ready solu-

bility in acids is due to the tendency of the trivalent ion FO|

unite with hydrion and to pass into the divalent (p. Ab-l)-

the soil, also, where this salt either is already present or is at oiico

formed on manuring with soluble phosphates, it is gradually attadmd

by the carbonic acid and made available for the plants.

is seen from the fact that tricalcium phosphate dissolves much uiou

abundantly in water containing carbonic acid than in pure water.

When a normal calcium salt is mixed with a solution of ordinui}

disodium phosphate, an amorphous precipitate is at first deposilrj

,

the composition of which approximates to that of the nornud

On standing and more quickly on slightly acidifying, the precijiit^^*'

is converted into small, lustrous crystals of (licalciiim phos[)li<d‘»

Ca,H
2
P.20g

= 2CaHP04,
which are anhydrous when formed at model"

ately high temperatures
;
the crystals which are formed in the eo <

contain 2H.p. .

.

• This salt does not dissolve unchanged in water, for in contact vdi
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much water it becomes turbid and yields a li(|uid with an acid reaction,

iiloug with an amorphous residue whose composition approximates to

that of the normal salt. This reaction seems to depend on the very

slight solubility of the normal salt, in consequence of which the ions

present unite to form that salt, while a corresponding excess of hydrion

is produced in the solution and causes the acid reaction. The reactions

which occur can be represented by the eapiation 3Ca'* + 2HPO/'

=

Ca.jlbOy + 2 ir, but it must be kept in view that this transformation

allects only a part of the substance present, and that we are dealing

with a chemical equilibrium which is altered by the temperature and

concentration.

Finally, from more strongly acid solutions, the monocalcium phos-

pliate, Calljhpg, crystallises out in lustrous crysUds which dissolve in

much water apparently unchanged
;
when, however, less water is taken

;uiior[)lious salt containing more calcium is deposited, and a solution

with a strongly acid reaction is formed. This salt is the chief con-

stituent of the artificial phos|)horic acid fertiliser known as super-

l)lios|)hate. The latter is preparc<l by decomposing normal calcium

phosphate with sulphuric acid according to the equation Ca^F^Oj^ -t-

idFS()^==Cair,P/:),+ 2CaSO,.

Thomas slag, which is a by-product obtained in the manufacture of

ii'on, being formed in the process of removing the phosphorus contained

ill pig-iron by fusing the latter in presence of oxidising substances

laid of lime, consists essentially of normal calcium phosphate. The
dag contains an excess of lime, and in moist air rapidly disintegrates,

therefore, to a fine powder which is sufficiently susceptible to decom-

position by water and carbonic acid. It is, therefore, used as a

tertiliscr without being previously treated with acid.

Apafite is a mineral crystallising in hexagonal prisms, and is a

honble salt of calcium phosphate and calcium fluoride, or chloride,

^'<iving the formula Ca,,(P()^)3Cl or Ca.i(P04)3F. We can imagine

as being composed in such a way that the hydrogen of three

iiombiiiing weights of phosphoric acid and of one halogen hydride are

i'oplac(3(l by calcium. Since one combining weight of calcium replaces

^"’0 combining weights of hydrogen, the nine combining weights of

''yikogcn present from the phosphoric acid cannot be replaced without

'^‘'naiiuler by the divalent calcium. Five combining weights of calcium

and the tenth unit is satisfied by the monovalent halogen,

^’lonne, or chlorine.

acid calcium phosphate is heated, it loses water and passes into

^'Ackm mdaphosphate, Ca(P0.5)2. This salt is of im])ortance as the

^tarting substance in the preparation of phosphorus, which is obtained
'‘y strongly heating this salt with charcoal. There then occurs the

^Cftetion 3 Ca(P03)2 + 1 0C = 4 P + Ca3(P04).2 + 1 0 CO, and the phos-

phorus vapour which is formed passes, on cooling, into white phos-
i'liorus. At the present day, however, phosphorus is no longer
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prepared in this way, but in the electric furnace, a mixture of calcium

orthophosphate, quartz sand, and charcoal being probably employ (>(1.

Details of this process are, however, not yet known.

Calcium Acetate.—A certain interest attaches to the calcium

salt of acetic acid (p. 398
),
from the fact that it is an intermcdiato

product in the preparation of pure acetic acid from the crude ])ro(lu('i,

wood vinegar, formed in the dry distillation of wood. In order to

separate acetic acid from the other, non-acid sul)stances {)rescut, it is

converted into a salt, and for this purpose lime, being the cheapest

base, is employed. The solution of the crude salt is evaporated to

dryness and rather strongly heated in order to destroy a largo portion

of the impurities present. The salt is placed on the market in this

form, and is worked up for acetic acid and other substances, in spcaial

works.

Calcium acetate has the composition Ca(C2H30j,)2, and is a salt

which is very readily soluble in water, and which crystallises ^vitli

1 H./). Acetic acid is liberated from it by sulphuric acid.

If calcium acetate is heated with excess of lime, methane is

formed: Ca(C.,H302)2 + Ca(OH)2 = 2CH4 + 2CaC()3 (p. 398 ). Heated

without the addition of lime, it yields another substance called atrfunr,

according to the equation Ca{02H30.2)2 = CaC03 -1- C3H/)
;

this is a

colourless, volatile liquid, and has a manifold application in cheniieal

industry.

Calcium Oxalate.—It has already been mentioned that the

calcium salt of oxalic acid, CaC204, is used for the detection and

precipitation of calcion. Calcium oxalate is exceedingly slightly

soluble in water, and is at once formed when oxalanion and caleion

come together in solution. The precipitate is practically insolul)lc m

acetic acid, but is soluble in dilute hydrochloric and nitric acids
;

m

fact, in all strong acids which form soluble calcium salts.

The reason of this is that oxalic acid is an acid the strength, 01

electrolytic dissociation, of which lies between that of hydrochlonc

acid and of acetic acid. If calcium oxalate is brought into contact

with water, a very small quantity of the precipitate dissolves,

acetic acid is added to the liquid, it contains such a small amount 0

free hydrion that only an extremely slight change takes place in ttc

chemical equilibrium, in such a sense that quite a small quantity^’

the oxalanion unites with hydrion to form undissociated oxalic acid, 01

the monovalent hydro-oxalanion, 0204!!'; the consequence is a

small increase in the amount of salt passing into solution. Since,

it is, the solubility of calcium oxalate is very slight, this increase
n

no account analytically. ,

The case is different when a strongly dissociated acid, like h}i

chloric acid, is added. A large amount of hydrion is then introduco^

into the solution, and, accordingly, a comparatively large amount
0^

oxalanion, C2O4", disappears, owing to the formation of HC.2O4
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ll.,0.,O
4 ,

be replaced by more calcium oxalate passing into

Accordingly, much more of the precipitate will bo dissolved,

with sufficient amount of hydrochloric acid the whole precipitate

passes into solution.

For this reason, in precipitating calcion with oxalanion, one does

not use a solution of free oxalic acid, whereby the detrimental hydriori

would be introduced into the solution, but ammonium oxalate is

employed. If the solution itself is strongly acid, the excess of

ipydi'iou can be removed by addition of sodium acetate; acetanion,

being the ion of a weak acid, unites with the greater part of the

liydrion to form undissociated acetic acid, and only a harmless amount

of hydiion is left behind.

According to the temperature employed, the precipitate of calcium

oxalate contains various amounts of water of crystallisation, and can-

not, therefore, be weighed as such in the quantitative determination

of calcium. It is, therefore, heated either gently to convert it into

calcium carbonate (CaCoOj = CaC()3 + CO), or, since some calcium

oxide can thereby be readily formed, it is better to heat it to a

hright red heat, whereby it is completely converted into calcium oxide.

Calcium oxalate is also found as a constituent of certain urinary

calculi and very widely distril)uted in almost all plants
;
in the cells

of the latter the comparatively large, transparent octahedra of hydrated

calcium oxalate, which have the appearance of an envelope, can be

I’cadily recognised under the microscope.

Calcium Carbide.—If carbon acts on lime at a very high tem-

perature, there occurs the reaction CaO 4- 3C = CaC., r CO. The
eompound CaCg which is formed, is called calcium carbide^ and has

l^een manufactured for some years in very large quantities for con-

version into acetylene (p. 40.5).

The reaction is caiiued out in the electric furnace, but the process

nothing to do with electrolysis, the current serving oidy to pro-

'Ince the requisite high — —
kuupeniture, and to p.-.
yivld the large amounts

I

—
fZ—1 ^—

I

'jf energy which the re-

y&n.ytuires.InFig
f \

electrie fiirnaceis repre-
'tented, formed simply

I’cfractory stone.

^^ure calcium
‘'•irbide forms almost
colourless crystals. The commercial product appears as a black-grey
^ass of irregular lumps, having the characteristic smell of phos-
puoretted hydrogen, which, however, is due only to impurities. Its
ensity is 3-22, and it does not melt below a white-heat.
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Tlie most important reaction of the carbide is that it is deconi.

posed by water with formation of calcium hydroxide and acetylene

CaO^ + 2H2O = Ca(OH)2 + CgH^. In this reaction a consideniMe

amount of heat is developed, so that if water is allowed to come into

contact with a comparatively large quantity of carbide, the t('ni-

perature can rise to a red-heat. The acetylene is, however, decoin-

posed under such conditions, and a poorly luminous gas is obtained.

Those acetylene generators, therefore, are the best in which the

carbide falls into a comparatively large quantity of water, or in

which the rise of temperature is otherwise avoided.

The problem of making an automatic acetylene generator, wliidi

appears capable of simple solution on the principle of the appai ntiis

described on p. 86
,
has in reality turned out to be very difficult. Tliis

is due, on the one hand, to the fact just mentioned, and on the other

band, to the fact that calcium carbide reacts powerfully even with

water vnpour, so that the so-called after-evolution of gas, i.e. a coristiint

evolution of gas even when the apparatus should be at rest, is ditlicult

to avoid.

^ The detrimental effect of moderate heat on acetylene can he

easily shown by allowing the gas to pass through a horizontal tube

before entering the burner. So long as the tube is cold, the llanie

burns very brightly, but so soon as it is heated even to a dark icd

heat, the flame becomes almost non-luminous, and charcoal is deposited

in the tube.

Calcium Silicate and Glass.—Silicates of calcium occur in the

pure state in nature, forming uniraportant minerals which have but a

slight distribution (wollastonite). Combined with other silicates, liov-

ever, calcium silicate is a very frequent constituent of the naturally

occurring minerals.

As a chemical product, also, calcium silicate itself is of no ini])oi t-

ance, but is of great importance when mixed with the silicates of the

alkali metals. These mixtures constitute f/te, the well-known resist-

ant and transparent material which finds an application in all (h'jnut-

ments of daily life, in the manufactures, in art, and in science.

Glass is a mixture of potassium or sodium silicate and caleiiun

silicate. This is the composition of ordinary window -glass or of

glassware. For special purposes, still other metal oxi(Ies are used,

and also phosphoric and boric acids in place of silicic acid.

The chemical composition of good glass agrees approximately w'th

the formula A.2CaSiyOj^, where A signifies potassium or sodium or both*

Ordinary glass, however, generally contains less silicic acid, since it

then more easily fusible.

Glass is amorphous, as is shown by its isotropic nature and the

absence of a definite melting point. In certain glasses there is a

tendency for some portions to separate out in the crystalline state;

this is known as “ devitrification,” and it is endeavoured to avoid this
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condition by a suitable change in the proportions of the mixture.

All the same, devitrification occurs in the case of almost all glasses

when they are maintained for a long time at a temperature near the

jioint of softening, but with good glass the process takes place with

extreme slowness.

Whilst alkali silicate is fairly readily dissolved by water, glass is

very resistant to this. It is attacked least of all by acid solutions

;

jiiire water attacks it more strongly, and alkaline solutions most

strongly of all. By exposure for some time to the action of steam,

the surface of glass vessels becomes less easily attacked. Moreover,

the resistance of the glass depends very largely on its composition

;

it is all the less the poorer the glass is in silicic acid and the richer it

is in lilkalis. Further, the remarkable behaviour has been discovered

that gliiss which contains potash or soda u/u/u', is much more resistant

than glass which contains both alkalis together.

By reason of the inclination towards economy of fuel, it had

form(?rly become a custom in glass-works to manufacture a readily

fusible glass, rich in alkali, so that the bad and small resistant char-

iicter of such glasses became a source of distress. The scientific

investigations which were in consecpience carried out, some of which

have been mentioned above, at once led to a suitable adjustment of

the factors which must be taken into account for manufacturing

purposes, and at the present time there is produced at many places,

niid especially at Jena, a glass for apparatus which is considerably

Miperior in quality to the best sorts of glass ])reviously made.

The action of water on glass consists in free alkali and alkrdi

dlicate passing into solution, a hydrated silicate containing less alkali

left. This action increases very rapidly with rising temperature,

iuid above 200° no glass withstands the action of water.

In the manufacture of glass, one starts with silicon dioxide (quartz

‘^'ind), potassium or sodium carbonate, and calcium carbonate. The

com|)onents, mixed in the proper proportions, are first maintained for

time at a moderate red heat
;
the silicates arc thereby formed,

’‘^it no fusion, only sintering, occurs. This is done in order that the

carbon dioxide may escape without the mass being thrown out of the

vessels by the evolution of gas. The “ frit ” is then fused at a higher

temperature, and is maintained at such a temperature for a sufficiently

time to allow the gas bubbles to escape, and the undissolved

pieces of the mass to sink to the bottom.

II the glass is to bo worked up by pouring into moulds, it may be

^^sed in the above condition of a thin liquid. Generally, however, the

glass is “blown,” and for that purpose it must be rendered more
viscous by lowering the temperature. The blowing of glass is a
shaping of it with the help of surface tension. A certain amount of

^hc. liquid glass is taken up with an iron tube, the “ blow-pipe,” and
blown up like a soap-bubble. The fundamental form which is
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obtained is therefore a hollow sphere
;
under the action of gravity, of

centrifugal force, and especially by suitably heating and coolino

different parts of the object, very various forms can be produced.

For many pieces of apparatus, especially when small and corn})!!-

cated, the glass is worked drfo?’e the hlow-pipe, after it has been l)r()n-flit

into the form of tubes of various thickness and width in the ghiss-

works. These tubes are obtained by first blowing a bulb, then fusin'^

an iron rod to a point diametrically opposite to the blow-pipe and

rapidly separating the two points of attachment from one another. A
very elongated ellipsoid is formed, the middle portion of which docs

not deviate materially from a cylinder. In working before the Idow-

pipe, the same aids are employed as in the works, viz., surface tension

and suitable heating.

Moulded objects must be “annealed,” and this must be all tin'

more carefully done the thicker and larger these objects are. Tin;

annealing consists in allowing the temperature of the glass to sink

only very slowly. Quickly cooled glass contains internal strains,

which arise in the following manner. In rapid cooling, a low tem

perature is soon established at the surface, and the outci'iiiost layei'

solidifies while the interior is still very hot. The external volunu' of

the lump corresponds, therefore, to the volume possessed l)V the

interior portion at the high temperature
;
when the mass has becoiiit'

quite cold, the interior tends to contract, and thereby exerts on the

outer layer a pressure which is directed inwards. In the case of thick

glass which has been quickly cooled, this pressure is so great that if

the surface is slightly scratched, the mass suddenly flics into many

pieces
;
this can be seen with “Rupert’s drops,” which consists of glass

treated in the above manner. If, however, the cooling is performed

slowly, the different parts of the mass have always about the saiia'

temperature, and strains cannot be produced.

Pieces of a regular shape, ej/. cylindrical tubes, geneially do not

require to bo annealed, because the strains are distributed symmetri

cally, and under certain conditions can then even become iiscfid.

Glass consisting of pure calcium and alkali silicate is colourless.

For cheaper kinds, less pure material is used, and the iron, which is

seldom absent, imparts the well-known black-green or brown colour to

the glass, as is seen in the case of bottle-glass. In the place of sodium

carbonate also, the cheaper sodium sulphate is frequently enqilot cd

;

charcoal is then added, so that sodium sulphite is formed, which is more

readily converted into silicate by the silicic acid. Such glass generally

contains some sodium sulphate or even sodium sulphide, and undm

certain circumstances these can give rise to considerable errors m

chemical operations.

Coloured glass is obtained by the addition of various metal he

oxides. Thus, cobalt gives blue; copper oxide and chromium oxide,

green ; iron oxide, yellow to brown
;
manganese dioxide, violet glas^-
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Further, glass has the remarkable property of dissolving various metals

ill the colloidal stute. Very intense colorations are then produced

;

(lark led with copper or gold, yellow with silver. Charcoal also

dissolves in melting glass, and imparts to it an intense ycllo^v-brown

colour.

Milk glass is prepared by adding calcium phosphate (bone-ash) or

tin dioxide, which do not dissolve in the glass, and therefore give it a

white and opaque appearance.

Combining Weight of Calcium.—In spite of the great import-

iince of this number, which comes into account in all mineral and

water analyses, a sufficiently exact knowledge of it has only recently

liecn obtained
;
the combining weight has been found to be Ca = 40*1,

a somewhat higher number than that which was long used, viz. 40-0.



CHAPTER XXIV

MAGNESIUM

General.—Magnesium bears the same relation to calcium as sodium

does to potassium. This relation finds expression not only in the

values of the combining weights, but also in the similarities to the

other members of the group. This is particularly well seen in the fact

that magnesium is of more frequent occurrence than calcium, and that,

in its properties, it differs from calcium more than the latter does fiom

th(‘. corresponding elements of higher combining weight, strontiimi and

barium.

That an elementary metal is present in the magnesium sidt, was

regarded by Davy as indubiUiblc from the time that the corres])oiuling

fact was recognised in the case of potassium and sodium. lhiii.s('ii.

however, was the first to prepare the metal itself. He obtained it hy

the electrolysis of the fused chloride.

The electrolysis can be performed in the lecture by ernjiloyiny

fused carnallite as electrolyte and using the apparatus represented

in Fig. 110. The partition and the proleiiyi

" tion of the crucible are of asbestos mill-huard.

the cathode is a piece of iron wire, and the

anode a thin arc-carbon. The strength of the

current is about 3-10 amperes.

Magnesium is now manufactured in veiv

large amount by electrolysis, and is used h”

various purposes. It is a white, rather toiiydi

metal, which keeps fairly well in the air ;
it

scarcely attacked by cold water, but in boiliitit

water it slowly evolves hydrogen. In dihiH'

acids it very rapidly dissolves, with encig^'f’^'

evolution of hydrogen. It melts at about 750°, and volatilises at

bright white-heat.

%ited in the air, magnesium bums with a very bright,

flame,' which is largely made use of. For example, instantaneous

photographs can bo easily taken by magnesium light. For tlu®

530

Fia 110.
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purpose magnesium is used in powder form, and is either blown

through a flame or is mixed with potassium chlorate or perchlorate,

sometimes with potassium permanganate, and ignited.

The former method has the advantage that comparatively little

metal is required, especially when pure oxygen is used instead of air

for blowing it; but it has the disadvantage that the flash lasts for

a comparatively long time, about 0 3 second. The second method

requires larger quantities of magnesium, but the flash lasts only 0*1

second, or less. The last mentioned mixture, however, is rather

dangerous, as it readily explodes; it ought not, therefore, to be

prepared in large quantity.
* Magnesium is also used for other purposes where a bright,

transient light is required
;
in such cases the magnesium is generally

burned in the form of ribbon in specially constructed lamps. Mag-

nesium is also used for adding to fire-works.

Magnesium is an exceedingly effective reducing agent at a high

temperature. Silicon, boron, and most of the other metals can be

obtained by heating their oxygen compounds with magnesium powder,

the latter thereby passing into its oxide, MgO.

Magnesion.—Like the other elements of this group, magnesium
forms only one kind of ion, viz. divalent magnesion Mg’. This is

colourless, and can be detected by means of a number of precipitations.

Its heat of formation from the metal amounts to 456 kj.

Of its special properties, it may be mentioned that it forms with

liydroxidion a very difficultly soluble hydroxide, which is precipitated

bom solutions containing magnesion by the addition of dissolved

liydroxides of the alkali and the other alkaline earth metals. For the

detection and determination of magnesion, ammonium magnesium
I'liosphate, MgNH^PO^, is chiefly used; this is deposited as a hydrated,

distinctly crystalline precipitate on adding phosphanion along with

^inonia to a solution containing magnesion. A mixture of sodium

phosphate and ammonia is generally employed. The other alkaline

^"Hth metals, as well as all heavy metals, must have been previously

removed from the solution, as is, indeed, customarily done in the
regular course of analysis.

I'owerful physiological or medicinal actions are not possessed by
^i‘ygnesi(3n^ but it has a distinctly bitter taste. It docs not play any
special role in the animal organism, although, on account of its frequent

^^r‘einTence in the earth’s crust, it is generally present in it.

Magnesium Hydroxide and Magnesium Oxide.—Difficultly

^'^hilih' magnesium hydroxide immediately separates out as a white,

^f>me\vhat gelatinous precipitate from solutions in which magnesion

liydroxidion come together. Although difficultly, it is still ap-
preciably soluble in water, for it produces distinctly blue marks on
J*|<>rstcned litmus paper. In accordance with known laws (p. 440),

solubility is less in solutions containing hydroxidion. The
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presence of magriesion has the same effect, if now compounds aiv. not

formed.

This seems to be contradicted by the fact that magnesia dissolves

to an appreciable extent in ammonia, and abundantly in any ammoniunt

salt, e.g. ammonium chloride. The explanation of this is, however, as

follows. Ammonia is a slightly dissociated base
;
when, therefoiv,

ammonion and hydroxidion come together in solution, the greater paii

of these unite together to form undissociated ammonium hydi'oxido or

ammonia. If, now, water is poured over some magnesium hydroxide,

a certain small amount of this passes, as already mentioned, into solu

tion, magnesion and hydroxidion being formed. If to this solution a

fairly large quantity of ammonion is added, this withdraws the greatci'

part of the hydroxidion, and more magnesium hydroxide must ])ass

into solution in order that the solubility product may b(; reaclird

These fresh amounts of hydroxidion which go into solution are alaa

removed, and this process goes on until either all magnesium hydroxidr

is dissolved or the equilibrium between hydroxidion and ammonion is

attained.

From this it is also seen Avhy ammonium salts exert a so niucli

more powerful solvent action than free ammonia. In the first place, tlu'

latter is much less dissociated, and' contains, therefore, comparatively

little ammonion
;
and, in the second place, it contains hydroxidion, and

thereby diminishes the solubility of magnesium hydroxide.

This behaviour of magnesium hydroxide is an important chai actn

istic in analysis.

Magnesium hydroxide, on being heated, very readily loses waici

and passes into the anhydride, magnesium oxide or magnesin, M^O.

This is a white, very light powder, which is generally prepared la'

heating basic magnesium carbonate, to be mentioned later, and

therefore called magnesia usta, or calcined magnesia. It is used I'l

medicine as a mild alkali.

Magnesia withstands very high temperatures without melting,

is therefore used for lining furnaces in which high temperatuios are

produced. The strongly illuminating power of burning magnesium

due to the same fact.

On being mixed with water, magnesia which has been feeF}

heated takes up some of the latter and forms magnesium hydrexi*!^''

with slight evolution of heat. When strongly heated, magnr^i'‘

diminishes in bulk, becomes crystalline, and loses its power of uniti'’?

with water.

For technical purposes, magnesia is obtained either by heating

naturally occurring magnesium carbonate (which see), or by decompm

ing magnesium chloride, which is formed in large quantities as a i'}

product in the preparation of potassium chloride from carnal) it n, I'

means of lime.

Magnesium Chloride is very readily soluble, and deliquesces
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the ;iir
;
from its very concentrated solutions it crystallises in the cold

with GIUO. The hydrated crystalline salt cannot be dehydrated by
heating without undergoing decomposition, for it loses hydrogen
chloride, and magnesium oxide or a basic chloride is formed : MgCl., +
II/J = MgO + 2HC1. This reaction is made use of on the large scale

for obtaining hydrochloric acid
;

in recent times this has become of

greater importance from the fact that the formerly very abundant
sourc(3 of hydrochloric acid constituted by the Le Elanc method of

inaiiufacturing soda is beginning to fail. For this reason magnesia is

used oven in those alkali works which use the ammonia process for
the decomposition of the ammonium chloride which is formed (p. 492),
laaause magnesium chloride can l)e much more easily decf)mposed by
steam than calcium chloride.

Magnesium chloride forms double salts with potassium or ammonium
chloride, of which that with potassium chlorhlo, MgCl, . KOI . blip,
called ctirnalhiej is the most important iiaturally occurring potassium
salt. It is found in large quantities at Stassfurt and in other parts of
Middle and North Germany, and is separated into its components by
ciystallisation in the heat. Ihe rather complicated equilibrium rela-

tions which exist in such solutions, show that in general it is most
exjiedient to work at high temperatures. For example, if cai-nallite is

heated without the addition of water, it liquefies at 170'", and deposits
the greater part of the potassium chloride in the solid state

;
on cooling

down, almost all the rest of the potassium chloride crystallises out as
carnallite, and the magnesium chloride remains in the mother liquor.

Ihe greater part of the magnesium chloride produced in the manu-
facture of the potash salt finds no application at present, but is turned
into the river channels. It is to be desired that some technically
practicable means may be discovered to put an end to this, from
various points of view, detrimental waste.

Magnesium Sulphate, MgSO^, is a substance well known under
die name of Epsom salts

;
it has a bitter taste, due to magnesion. It

usually crystallises in rhombic crystals with 7 Ihp. It can, however,
uccur in a number of other forms containing from 12lL,Oto IH./),
‘Ucording to the temperature. Mono-hydrated magnesium sulphate
'^veurs in the Stassfurt salts as kieserite. Dissolved magnesium sul-
puut(! is a constituent of many mineral waters,^ to which it imparts a
utt('r taste, and which are known as magnesia waters. The action of
(||^^*||^^^)Salts in the intestine is quite similar to that of Glauber’s salt

Magnesium sulphate unites with potassium or ammonium sulphate
form double salts of the formula MgvSO^ . KgSO^ . GHp. The potas-

^uim compound has the raineralogical name schoenite, and is used as a
P^^fash manure.

Wif*.
Epsom salts is derived from the occurrence of this salt in the mineral

at liipsom.—Tr.
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By double salt there is understood a crystalline compound of several

normal salts with one another. This combination exists essentially

only in the solid state, for the aqueous solutions of these double salts

exhibit exactly the same reactions as belong to the ions of the sin^^le

salts, and no reactions which could belong to any new ions. The
(hitermination of the molar weights of these aqueous solutions, also,

shows that no combination between the single salts exists to an

appreciable extent; for the depression of the freezing point, for example,

is equal to the sum of the depressions which are caused by the simple

salts under the same conditions.

This holds in the first instance for dilute solutions. • In coneen-

trated solutions certain phenomena point to combination existing in

them to a certain, although not large, extent.

As a rule, double salts are less soluble in water than the com-

ponents. If the difference is great, these double salts readily crystal

lise from solutions in which the components are brought together. If,

however, the solubilities are of the same order, it depends on the tem-

perature and the relative amounts whether crystals of the doul)lc salt

or of one of the components are obtained on concentration. In some

cases double salts can be obtained only from solutions which contain a

largo excess of one of the components. This holds, for example, for

the crystallisation of carnallite, which is formed only from solutions

containing a large excess of magnesium chloride.

Double salts are generally so constituted that the single salts have

one ion, either the cation or the anion, in common. Double salts with

different cations and anions do indeed occur, but they are more seldom.

A double salt of this nature is kainite, KCl . MgSO^ . 3H2O, which occurs

at Stassfuit.

The complex salts must be distinguished from the doubh^ salts.

Like the double salts, they can be formed by the union of two siinph'

salts, but their reactions in solution differ from those of the latter,

which shows that new substances (ions) are formed. Further inti-

mation concerning this interesting class of compounds will be given

later, when wo come to describe some complex salts (v. Chap. XXVMl.).

The alkali and alkaline earth metals do not form any complex

cations.

The isonwrphnvs mixtures^ also, must be distinguished from the

double salts. They arise by the crystallisation of isomorphous salts

from a common solution
;
thus, for example, a mixed solution of

rubidium and potassium sulphates, or of sodium sulphate and sodium

selenate, deposits crystals whose composition also appears as the sum of

the two components. These mixtures differ from the double salts ni

the fact that their components are not, or are only accidentally, present

in combining proportions, and in the fact that their composition varies

continuously with the composition of the solution from which they m e

deposited. Their composition, therefore, cannot be represented by an
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ordinary chemical formula, but only by one with indefinite or con-

linuously varying coefficients. They are usually written in the form
(K,l(b)2S04, and Na2(S,Se)0^. lOIl^O, the elements which replace one
another in indefinite proportions being placed in brackets and separated
hy a- comma.

I he double salts, however, are always compounded in comlhning
proportions, and can, therefore, be represented hy a chemical formida
with definite, integral coefficients.

Magnesium Carbonate, MgCO.„ is a salt very difficultly soluble

ill water, which occurs in nature in large masses. As a mineral, it is

called magnesite, and ciystallises in rhombohedra which are isomor-

fihous with those of calc-spar.

W hen aipicous solutions containing magnesioii and carbanion are
mixed, a white, gelatinous precipitate is deposited, and carbon dioxide
is evolved at the same time. This precipiute is not pure magnesium
carhonate, but a varying mixture of carbonate and hydroxide. The
liigher the temperature and the greater the dilution, the greater is the
amomit of hydroxide and the less that of the cai'bonate contained in
the precipitate. Washed with water and dried at a low temperature,
tliis basic magnesium carbonate is placed on the market in the form of
a light and loose powder, and is used in medicine as a mild alkali. It
is called magnesia alba.

The cause of this reaction is found in the hydrolysis which
tile carbonates undergo, and in the small solubility of magnesium
liydroxide. In the aqueous solutions of calcium carbonate, also,

liydiolysis occurs, and the ions HCO./ and Oil' are formed from car-
biiiiion, 003", under the action of the water. Since, however, calcium
liydroxide is much more solulde than the carbonate, the soluliility

I'loduct of the former is never reached, in spite of the presence of

Jiydroxyl
; and although the solution reacts alkaline, it deposits no

liydroxide. In the same way, when the ions Ca“, CO./', HCO^', and
til come together, as happens in the precijiitation of a calcium salt

Jiith a soluble carbonate, the solubility product of the calcium car-
^Jiiiatc is much sooner reached than that of the hydroxide

;
the preci-

therefore, in spite of the hydrolysis which occurs, consists of
'“^iiiiial carbonate. On the other hand, in the case of magnesium, the
"pbility product of the hydroxide is, under such conditions, reached
‘I I'^iit the same time as that of the carbonate.

Ibe normal carbonate can be prepared from the basic salt by sus-
pending the latter in water and passing in carbon dioxide. After

time crystalline crusts of the hydrate, MgCOg + SHgO, are
^'iined. On being treated with much water, especially in the heat, it

'(?'i'ii passes into the basic hydrate.
• lagnesium carbonate forms various double salts with the alkali

^^fionates. One of these, MgC03 . KHCO3 . 4H2O, is deposited when
ion dioxide, under pressure, is passed into a solution of potassium
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cliloridc containing magnesium carbonate in suspension
;
magnesium

chloride is formed at the same time and remains in solution. A\'lien

this double salt is treated with steam under pressure, it decomposes

into potassium carbonate, which passes into solution, and magnesium

carbonate, which is deposited ;
at the same time carbon dioxide

escapes. These reactions are made use of for obtaining pot:issium

carbonate from potassium chloride (p. 456).

Another double salt of magnesium carbonate is that with calcium

carbonate. This forms enormous rock masses, and in mineralogy is

called dolomite. The composition is CaCO.^ . MgCO.^.

Formerly, dolomite was regarded as an isomorphous mixtui'c of

the two carbonates, especially as these salts are really isomorphous.

The uniform composition, however, corresponding to the fornuilii,

makes it very natural to suppose that it is a chemical compound

;

recently, also, it has been proved that dolomite, in spite of the fact

that it crystallises in rhombohedra, really belongs to another group of

the trigonal system than the two single carbonates, so that it c.iuiiot

bo isomorphous with these, although the forms appear very similar.

A further argument against isomorphism is that the pioperties (c.y t a

density) of dolomite are not equal to the mean of the properties of the

two components, as is the case with true isomorphous mixtures, hut

differ from this by definite amounts, which is again a characteristic h

chemical combination.

* There are numerous varieties of calc;-spar which conUni ina,!;

ncsium carbonate, and which are as fre(juent as the varieties of niag

nesite containing lime. These arc true isomorphous mixtuies. r

amount of admixed substance, however, is never greater than .pcv

per cent. T'his is connected with the fact that many isomorphon^

substances cannot crystallise together in all proportions, but on }
up

to a certain limit. This is a phenomenon quite similar to that ot

limited mutual solubility of some liquids. Thus, calc-spar can taKy P

a few per cent of magnesite to form an isomorphous mixture, am n"

versa; the limit of mixing is, however, then reached, and an e.xciy

not possible. In like manner, ether can dissolve a few per cen »

water, and water about 10 per cent of ether, but no more.

Magnesium Phosphates.—The compounds of magnesium

phosphoric acid have, in general, neither a theoretical nor

interest, except magnesium ammonium phosphate, which las

already mentioned, and which is formed when the requisite ions w

together in solution. It is then deposited as a precipitate which m
^

difficultly soluble in water containing ammonia ;
it has the compos

MgNH.PO,. 6HjO, and is also found naturally as stnmte,
.

jj

where the conditions of its formation are present. On being

loses ammonia and water and passes into magnesium pyrop

In this form the precipitate is weighed. It is

readily soluble in acids, is decomposed by jiure water, but can
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washed with water containing ammonia without undergoing decom-

position. All these properties can be explained by the law of mass

action.

As all reagents are reciprocal, phosphanion can be used as a re-

ii'^ent for magnesion just as well as magnesion cjin be used for phos-

phanion. Eor the latter purpose, “ magnesia mixture,” a mixture of

ina<niesiura chloride, ammonium chloride, and ammonia in acpieous solu-

iioii, is used. When this mixture comes together with phosphanion,

the precipitate of magnesium ammonium phosphate immediately sepa-

rates out, and is then used for the determination of phosphoric acid

{('jj. in artificial manures).

Of the other anions, that of arsenic acid is the only one that gives

a similar precipitate. It is used for the precipitation and determina-

tion of arsenic acid. Confusion with phos[)horic acid is easily avoided

liy means of the different behaviour of the original solution towards

sulphuretted hydrogen {vide infra).

Magnesium Sulphide.-r-Magnesium sulphide, MgS, is obtained

as a yellow-gr’ay mass by strongly heating magnesium metal in the

vapour of sulphur. With water, it undergoes decomposition to sul-

phuretted hydrogen and magne.sia : MgS + 2H.,0 = Mg(()H
)2

4- ICS.

For this reason, no magnesium sul})hide is obtained by the action of

sulphuretted hydrogen on magnesia, or of ammonium sulphide on

magnesium salts in solution
;
but in the latter case, only magnesia is

I)recipitated.

Magnesium hydrosulphide, Mg(llS).
2,
however, can be obtained in

solution by passing sulphuretted liydrogen into water conbiining mag-

nesium hydroxide in suspension. The magnc.sia dissolves slowly but

iihiindantly
;
the liquid which is formed, however, is very unstable, and

mi evaporation entirely decomposes into magnesia and sulphuretted

liydrogen.

" In these reactions wo again perceive the same behaviour as in

the case of calcium sulphide (p. 521), only with such differences as arc

caused by the slight solubility of magnesium hydroxide. The decom-

posahility of the sulphur compounds of magnesium is thereby increased,

the precipitated hydroxide, being a solid substance, no longer

Filers jHirt in the equilibrium, and thus renders a further decomposition

”1 the same sense possible.

The Magnesium Silicates are exceedingly widely distributed in

nature. Talc and olivine arc anhydrous, soapdone and snpentine hydrated,

silicates of magnesium. Fui'ther, magnesium silicate foians a constituent

nf numerous compound silicates.

^df all the light metals which have to be taken into account,

^iingiicsium is the only one whose silicates withstand the action of

''nter ami carbonic acid, so that they can be formed afresh under the

J^nnditions which prevail at the present time on the earth’s surface

(P- 421). This is especially true of the hydrated compounds; in the
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occurrence of serpentine, the slow transformation of the original rock

into the new, stable compound can be observed in all stages.

The above mentioned silicates have rather different compositions,

and, except olivine, contain more silicon dioxide than corresponds to

the composition of an orthosilicatc. They are distinguished by being

of a peculiarly soft and easily worked nature, accompanied by a great

resistance to high temperature, and on this depend their applications.

They are mostly fairly readily decomposed by sulphuric acid.

Magnesium Nitride.—Magnesium nitride, is obtained as

a yellowish, porous mass by heating metallic magnesium to incan-

descence in nitrogen or ammonia gas. It is decomposed with energy

by water, with formation of ammonia and magnesium hydroxide:

MggN^ + 6 II.
2
O = 3Mg(OH).^ I-

2

NH.
1
. In this way ammonia can he

obtained from free nitrogen (p. 347) ;
for practical purposes, howevei',

the method is still too expensive.



CHAPTKK XXV

STRONTIUM, BARIUM, AND BERYLLIUM

General—Allied to calcium are two metals of higher combining
weight which are very similar to calcium in many respects, and which
hear the same relation to it as rubidium and caesium do to potassium.
This relation finds expression not only in similar differences of the
combining weights, but also in isomorphism, in the relative frequency
of occurrence on the earth’s surface, and in many other respects. The
general summary of these points of agreement will be given at the
end of the book.

riieso two metals are called Stroniiwni and Barmm. They are, it

’•'5 true, much rarer than calcium, but cannot be designated as rare
elements in the same sense as rubidium and csesium can. On the
contrary, they are of sufficiently frequent occurrence to allow of both
^>cing characterised as elements as early as the eighteenth century
(^^trontium in 1792 by Hope, barium in 1774 by Scheele), and of
uieir compounds being applied for various purposes.

Strontium has the combining weight 87 ‘61, and occurs in nature
^ as sulphate and carbonate. Metallic strontium can be fairly
I cadily obtained by the electrolysis of the fused chloride; it can also

obtained by preparing strontium amalgam by the action of sodium
j^malgam on a concentrated solution of strontium chloride, and dis-

' olf the mercury. It is a yellowish, rather tough metal which
^'^crgetically reacts with water even at room temperature.

^^b’ontiura forms only the divalent ion Sr”, whose solutions are

and whose heat of formation is 501 hj,

^
Strontium Oxide, SrO, is obtained by heating the carbonate or,

t b,!
the nitrate. The dissociation' of strontium carbonate

greater difficulty than in the case of calcium
‘ onate, ie. at the same temperature its dissociation pressure is

^^^fiSKJembly
smaller (p. 512). Strontium oxide unites with water to

hydroxide with great evolution of heat. The latter

directly from the carbonate by heating this in a
of steam; the decomposition then occurs more easily than

539
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without this aid. This is due, on the one hand, to the fact that tin*

partial pressure of the carbon dioxide is diminished by the steam

(p. 513), and, on the other hand, to the fact that in place of the

oxide there is formed the hydroxide, which stands on a lower ](!V(‘l.

Strontium Hydroxide is more readily soluble in water than

calcium hydroxide. From the hot saturated solution there arc

deposited, on cooling, hydrated crystals of the composition Sr(()Il)„

,

81120. The solution exhibits the properties of a strong base, and

the determination of the electrical conductivity shows that there is a

large degree of dissociation into the ions Sr" and 2011'.

Strontium Carbonate occurs as a mineral under the name

droiitianite. This crystallises in forms of the rhombic system, which

are isomorphous with those of aragonite (p. 511) ;
a form correspond-

ing to calc-spar is not known. When the ions Sr" and CO/ conic

together in aqueous solution, strontium carbonate is deposited as a

white, very difficultly soluble precipitate, which soon passes into the

crystalline state,

Strontianite is used as the initial substance in the preparation of

other strontium compounds. Other salts can be readily obtained from

it, as the carbonic acid can be expelled by almost all acids. In oidci

to convert strontianite into strontium hydroxide (an operation which

is of importance on account of the use of the latter in the sugar

industry), it can be heated in steam. It^is also converted ini"

strontium oxide when heated with charcoal : SrCO^ 4- C = SrO -i- 2C(t

This reaction is facilitated by water vapour: SrCO.^ + C + H/'
Sr(0H)2 + 2CO (mk supra).

Strontium Sulphate, SrSO^, is a white salt which is very

difficultly soluble in water
;

it occurs naturally as celestiiie (so-called

from its frequently occurring of a blue colour, due to impurities).

The mineral crystallises in rhombic forms, and is isomorphous with

^

anhydrite. From aqueous solution it is obtained as a white pre-

cipitate when the ions Sr" and SO/ come together. Its soluhility

places it at the limit of what can be used in analysis
;
when iiecessai},

therefore, the solubility is reduced by the addition of alcohol.

In order to convert strontium sulphate into other salt^^,

redueed to strontium sulphide with charcoal: SrS04 + 40
^

/

4C0
;

this can bo easily decomposed with acids. To pre|)arc

hydroxide from it, the sulphide is heated in a current of stwni.

SrS-i-2H20 = Sr(0H)2-fH2S. By systematic crystallisation

aqueous solution, also, the sulphide can be decomposed, as in

case of calcium (p. 521), into hydroxide, which crystallises out,

hydrosulphide, which remains in solution
;
by boiling the

sulphuretted hydrogen can be ej^pelled and the separation can

be continued. ,
•

Strontium Nitrate, Sr(N03)2,
crystallises anhydrous, aiw

readily soluble in water; it is used in pyrotechnics for making
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fire. For this purpose it is mixed with potassium chlorate and a

combustible substance, sulphur or charcoal. Strontium has the pro-

perty of imparting a red colour to flames, and by this means it can

lie readily detected, as the coloration also appears in the non-luminous

itas flame. The spectroscopic decomposition of this dazzling light

shows it to be fairly complex; a sharp blue line is the most

characteristic.

Barium, Ba, has the combining weight 137*4, and occurs naturally

as sulphate and carbonate.

Metallic barium is of a white colour, melts at a red heat, and

reacts more energetically with water than strontium or calcium.

\\\) have here, therefore, a repetition of the same state of affairs

as ill the group of alkali metals, viz., the action with oxygen and

oxygen compounds is more energetic the higher the combining weight

of tlie metal.

Metallic barium is prepared by the same methods as were given

for strontium. It has as yet not found any application whatever.

Barium forms only the divalent ion Ba", which is colourless and

has a poisonous action on the organism. It can be readily detected

hy means of the exceedingly difficultly soluble precipitate which it

yields with sulphanion, SO/'.

Barium Oxide, BaO, is obtained most readily as a white, heavy,

crystalline mass, by the decomposition of the nitrate by heat, nitrogen

peroxide and oxygen being evolved and barium oxide remaining

behind : 2Ba(N03)2 - 2BaO + INO, + O.^. The temperature at which

barium carbonate loses its carbon dioxide is so high that it is not

suitable for the preparation of the oxide.

The oxide unites with water, with the evolution of much heat, to

form barium hydroxide or baryta, Ba(OH)
2

. This is still more readily

solul)le in water than strontium hydroxide and, like the latter, it

crystallises from its hot saturated solutions in large crystals with

A solution saturated at room temperature contains 3*7 per

^ent hydroxide; it is therefore al)out Jth normal (p. 187) with respect

1^0 hydroxyl.

Ikiryta is used for various purposes. Its dilute solution is used
for the volumetric estimation of acids (p. 187); for this purpose it is

specially suitable from the fact that it attacks glass much less than a

corresponding solution of caustic potash or soda, and because it can
oever contain carbonate, from the fact that barium carbonate is a very
dhlicultly soluble salt, and is therefore precipitated as soon as it forms,
"fhis last circumstance is of importance, because the presence of car-

bonic acid renders the reactions of alkalimetric indicators indistinct,

therefore impairs the exactness of the determination. To prevent

atmospheric carbon dioxide changing the titre of the solution, the
b()ttle and burette used for baryta are furnished with guard- tubes

cd with soda lime, and are always kept connected with one another,
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as is shown in Fig. 111. The burette is filled by sucking at the

indiarubbor tube g and opening the clip h.

^ Baryta is also used in analytical chemistry in cases where it is

necessary to employ a strong base, the excess of which can be subse-

quently readily removed. Thus magnesium is separated from potas-

sium and sodium by preparing the

sulphates and adding excess of baiyta

to the solution of these. All three

elements are thereby converted into

hydroxides^ that of magnesium is

precipitated, while those of the other

metals, along with the excess of

baryta, remains in solution. If carbon

dioxide is now passed into the solu-

tion, the barium is precipitated as

carbonate, and, after filtration, there

is obtained a solution of the alkali

carbonates. The precipitate consists

of barium sulphate, barium carbonate,

and magnesium hydroxide
;

it is

treated with dilute sulphuric acid,

whereby the magnesium hydroxide

passes into solution as sulphate, and

all the barium is converted into

sulphate. The two can bo easily

separated by filtration.

For manufacturing purposes also,

baryta can be similarly employed. It has already been mentioned that

pure caustic potash or caustic soda can be prepared from the sulphates

by means of baryta (p. 474).

For the preparation of Wyta, barium sulphate is chiefiy employed.

This is reduced to sulphide by means of charcoal, and converted int"

hydroxide with steam (cf. the corresponding processes in the case of

strontium). From the solution of the sulphide, also, the sulphur ( an

be removed by boiling with a metallic oxide, e.g. copper oxide :
BaS +

Cu0 + H,0='Ba(0H)2 + CuS.

Barium Sulphate, BaSO^, occurs fairly widely distributed m

nature as the mineral heavy spar or barytes. Both these names are

ill allusion to the great density which this compound, like all barinni

compounds, exhibits; it amounts to 4’5, while that of most of the non-

metallic minerals is about 2*5.

Barium sulphate crystallises in rhombic forms, and is isomorpho’^^

with anhydrite and cetetine. It is formed in all cases where the n)n»

Ba" and SO/' come together, and, as it is very difficultly soluble, it

immediately deposited as a white, heavy precipitate. The

soluble barium salts, i.e. of barion, for the detection and determine'
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tion of snlphanion, which follows from the above reaction, has already

been several times mentioned.

Since sulphuric acid is a strong acid, other acids do not have any

great solvent action on barium sulphate. Further, since barium can

in no way pass into other more complex ions, there is no solvent

whereby barium sulphate can bo rendered solul)lo in aqueous liquids.

It can be dissolved only in some substances which do not have an

ionising action, e.g. concentrated sulphuric acid. So soon, however, as

the ions are caused to be formed by dilution with water, the barium

sulphate is again precipitated.

On account of this resistance to chemical attack, the naturally

occurring heavy spar, when cut in plates, is used in the manufactures

for lining apparatus in which strong acids are worked with. The
artificially prepared barium sulphate is used as a pigment, under the

name “permanent white.” It is prepared by dissolving the naturally

occurring barium carbonate in hydrochloric acid, and precipitating the

clarified liquid with sulphuric acid. Hydrochloric acid is regenerated

and can be used for dissolving further quantities of carbonate.

In order to convert barium sulphate into other barium compounds,

it is reduced with charcoal to barium sulphide, which can be readily

decomposed by acids with evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen. By
fusion with excess of alkali carbotiate it is converted into barium

carlionate
;

the alkali sulphate which is formed can be removed by

washing.

Barium Carbonate, BaCO.^, occurs naturally, as witherite, in

rhombic crystals which are isomorphous with aragonite and stronti-

'H'ite. It is used as a convenient starting material for the manufac-

ture of other barium salts, for which purpose the substance is decom-

posed by acids. Its conversion into oxide by heating is not practicable,

because the temperature of measurable dissociation is too high.

On l)ringing the ions Ba” and CO/' together, barium carbonate

obtained as a white precipitate, readily soluble in almost all

acids.

lu preparative chemistry, pure barium carbonate is very largely

used for the })reparation of the barium salts of the most varied acids.

I’hese mostly crystallise well, and can therefore be easily freed from

iuipuiities. Their most important property is, however, that they are

suited for the preparation of the free acid in aqueous solution, because

^*U‘y arc all decomposed by sulphuric acid, barium sulphate being

thereby precipitated, and the acid in question remaining free in solu-

^^^u. Examples of this have already been given (e.g. p. 213).

Barium Chloride, BaClg, is obtained by dissolving witherite or

barium sulphide (from sulphate and charcoal) in hydrochloric acid
;
on

J^unceiitrating the solutions, barium chloride crystallises out in lustrous,

heavy
crystals with 2H

2
O, which become anhydrous only at a fairly

bigh
temperature. Unlike the chlorine compounds of the other metals
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of this group, barium chloride does not lose hydrochloric acid on dehy-

dration, but maintains its neutral reaction.

Barium chloride is used in the laboratory as a reagent for the

detection and estimation of sulphanion.

Barium Nitrate, Ba(N03)2,
is a salt which is not al)un(hint]y

soluble in water, and which is employed in analytical chemistry in

place of barium chloride, when it is not desired to introduce chloridiori

into the solution. If free nitric acid is added to a saturated solution

of the salt, a crystalline precipitate of barium nitrate is soon deposited.

The same occurs when nitric acid is added to the solution of any other

barium salt.

This reaction is not especially peevdiar to barium nitrate, but de

pends on the increase of the nitranion by means of nitric acid and the

corresponding overstepping of the solubility product (p. 441); in the

case of barium nitrate, however, the phenomenon is specially well

marked, because this salt stands at the limit of those which are

designated as soluble (100 parts of water dissolve about 9 parts of

. the salt at 1 8°), and its solubility product is therefore easily exceeded.

The beginner is sometimes deceived by this precipitate, mistaking it

for barium sulphate
;

the distinctly crystalline nature and the solii

bility in pure water, after pouring off the mother liquor, are, however,

sufficient to distinguish them.

Barium nitrate is used in pyrotechnics for the preparation of green

fire. The green flame-coloration is produced also in a non-luminoiis

gas flame, especially when the specimen containing barium is moistened

with hydrochloric acid. On spectroscopic examination it yields a

fairly complicated spectrum, which is characterised by a sharp yellow-

green and a sharp, although less bright, green-blue line, along witli

several broad bands.

Barium Peroxide, BaO^, is obtained as a white powder by heat-

ing barium oxide to a temperature between 450° and 550° in a current

of oxygen. At a higher temperature it again loses oxygen, and the

equilibrium between the solid oxide and peroxide and the gaseous

oxygen, is governed by exactly the same laws* as the dissociation of

calcium carbonate (p. 512).

Barium peroxide is important as being the most convenient starting

substance for the preparation of hydrogen peroxide (p. 153).

this purpose it is treated with dilute acid, whereby the reaction occin‘«

:

BaO.^ + 2H' = Ba" + H^Og. The anion of the acid forms the corre-

sponding barium salt, e.g. BaOg + 2HC1= BaCl
2

-i- H
2
O

2
.

* It would apparently be most suitable to carry out this reaction

with sulphuric acid, because the barium sulphate, being practical 1}

insoluble, would be deposited and leave a pure solution of hyiirogcn

peroxide. This, howevet, cannot be done, since sulphuric acid scarcely

attacks the anhydrous bftHum peroxide. The reaction, howe\ei,

readily occurs with- hydifwhloric acid, and the operation is carried out
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;is follows. A certain amount of hydrochloric acid is saturated with

peroxide, the barioii is precipitated with sulphuric acid, and the solu-

tion, which now contains hydrochloric acid, is allowed to act on fresh

portions of peroxide. These alternate operations are continued until

sufficient hydrogen peroxide has accumulated in the solution. The

chloridion is then precipitated by the addition of silver sulphate, and

the sulphaniori thereby introduced is removed with baryta.

Another method is to first add a small quantity of baryta water

to the hydrochloric acid solution of peroxide in order to remove the

metallic oxides present as impurities, and then to precipitate the

filtered liquid with baryta. Barium peroxide again separates out
;
now,

however, in the form of a crystalline hydrate, which can be readily

decomposed with sulphuric acid. The hydrate is freed from the

barium chloride present by washing, and is preserved for use in the

moist state, since on l)eing dried it again becomes more difficultly

decomposable.

The composition of the hydrate is BaO^ . 8H.,0.

Beryllium. -Beryllium occupies the same position among the

alkaline earth metals as lithium does among the alkali metals. Its

('oml)ining weight is the smallest, and its similarity to the other

elements of the group is least. Its properties exhibit a distinct

tendency towards the next group, that of the earth metals. The com-

bining weight of beryllium amounts to 9T.

Metallic beryllium can be prepared by electrolysis, by the reduction

of the oxide with magnesium, of the chloride with sodium, and in other

ways. It is a white metal, which is still more stable to moist air than

laagnesium, and decomposes water only slowly even when heated. It

readily dissolved by dilute acids, with evolution of hynlrogen, and

passes thereby into the ionic state.

Besides the typical divalent ion Be
,
beryllium also forms other ions

containing oxygen
;
these will he discussed later. Of the metals hither-

lo considered, it is the first that is capable of forming different ions.

Be
,
is colourless and is distinguished In^ a conspicuously

«wcet taste. This fact procured for the element the passing name of

^biciuum (still occasionally used in France and England)
i
the name

^Jcryllinm is derived from that of its most important naturally occur-

ring compound, beryl, which is a silicate containing aluminium.

Bcryllion forms various salts, of which the chlorid(;, Be(T_„ and the

srilpbate, Be80^, are the best known. They are both soluble in water,

•rnd the solutions react acid. This is due to incipient hydrolysis, since

i‘6ryllium hydroxide is a weak base.

hydroxide, Bc(011).2, is obtained as a white, gelatinous preci-

pitate on l)riiiging beryllion and hydroxidion together
;

it is not measur-

soluble in water, and has no basic reaction. It dissolves in acids,

?^rth formation of beryllium salts, and on being heated is converted

rrtto a white powder of beryllium oxide.
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Beryllium hydroxide dissolves in caustic potash or caustic sodu.

Since these bases, by reason of their containing hydroxyl, should, in

accordance with well-known principles, diminish the solubility of beryl-

lium hydroxide, this contradiction requires an explanation. This is

yielded by the fact that the compound Be02H2 can split olF hydrioii

and behave like a very weak acid. Accordingly, it gives the two ions

llBeOT and BeO^'' (just as carbonic acid gives the ions IICO,,' and

CO3"), and it is these and not beryllion, Be", that are present in tin;

solution in question. The compound is also obtained l)y fusing beryl-

lium hydroxide with caustic soda and dissolving the melt in water.

If this alkaline solution is allowed to stand a long time, or if it is

heated to boiling, almost all the beryllium hydroxide is preciiutated.

The question now arises why the chemical e(piilibrium, which had pre-

viously existed, is now disturbed, since no new substance has been

added. The answer is to the effect that the beryllium hydroxide

which is precipitated is a different, and indeed a more stable and

less soluble, form of the hydroxide than the freshly precipitated form

which is soluble in alkalis. In other words, the newly prepared solu

tion is supersaturated with respect to the more stable form of the

hydroxide, and therefore cannot continue to exist when the lattci* form

is present. Since this form is not present in the newly prepaied

solution, the precipitation can commence only after the first traces of

it have been formed. At the ordinary temperature this occurs slowly,

but quickly when heated.

Summary.—The properties of the corresponding compounds ot

the elements of the second group change in the same order as the com-

bining weights, so that the relations which here prevail can be easily

impressed on the memory by making the sense clear in which tins

change takes place. In the following table the properties which have

been considered are given, and the arrows which are added indicate

whether the values of these increase (->) or decrease {<-) with increas-

ing combining weight.

PkOPERTIKH ok THK AnKAl.lNK EAUTII MkTAI.S and of TIIEIIl CoMCDl'SC^

Combining weight

Reactivity of the metal

Density of the elements and of the corresponding compounds ^
Basic properties of the hydroxides
Solubility of the hydroxides ^

Solubility of the halogen compounds and nitrates . .

^
Solubility of the sulphates



CHAPTER XXVI

ALUMINIUM AND THE OTHER EARTH METALS

General—The group of the earth metals, to which we now turn, is

diuracterised by the fact that the elements contained in it form

trivalcnb ions. The parallelism which exists between the elements

of the first and second groups in respect of combining weights and

general character, is also found here, with, however, an essential

(lifterence. Of the' elements of the third group, there is only one

which occurs frequently in the earth’s crust
;

but this one is found

ill great abundance. All the other elements are exceedingly rare,

and their properties and compounds are therefore comparatively little

known.

The diminution of the reactivity of the metal with oxygen and

water, which was met with in some of the members of the second

group, is found here in a still higher degree, so that aluminium, the

most important element of the third group, is a metal which is at the

present day applied in the arts, and as such plays a not inconsiderable

role. At the same time, the basic properties of the hydroxides, a

weakening of which was also indicated in the second group, have

kecoine so small that there is no strong base in this group. As usual,

is in the case of the elements with small combining weight that this

elfect is most conspicuous
5
in the case of the first element which must

included in this group, viz., boron, the complete reversal has already

t^^ken place, for this element has entirely lost its metallic character

^‘i<l forms an acid hydroxide, boric acid (p. 429).

The elements belonging to this group, together with their combin-

mg weights, are :

—

,

Boron
(
11

*

0
),

aluminium (27*1), scandium (44-1), yttrium (89),

k'nithaiium, etc. (138), ytterbium (173). With regard to these we

'^^’dd make the following remarks.

^Vhile the combining weights from boron to lanthanum correspond

^0 those of the metals ^^lithium to caesium and beryllium to barium,

have here a higher member, ytterbium, with a combining weight

which is not represented in the first two groups. It may be

547
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presumed that such representatives do exist, hut have not yet heeii

discovered.

Further, an etc. has been inserted after lanthanum. This signifies

that there exist at this point not one element but a number of elements

which are all very close to one another, and have therefore an almost

equal claim to this position. This occurrence of several elements with

small diflerences recalls the occurrence of numerous small planetary

bodies at a part of the solar system where, by analogy, one would

have expected a large planet.

Aluminium.—Of all the light metals, aluminium is the most

widely distributed on the earth’s surface. It forms a constituent of

almost all crystalline silicate rocks
;
and of the secondary fonnations,

the clays and slate formations are formed from aluminium silicate. A

knowledge of the compounds of this metal, therefore, extends hack as

far as chemical knowledge at all can be traced.

From the time of the discovery of the alkali metals, it was regarded

as indubitable that a metal must be contained in clay. Wohler, how

ever, was the first to obtain metallic aluminium by the action of

sodium on the chloride. The method of separating the element from

its compounds by electrolysis was given by Bunsen (1854).

The name aluminium is derived from alum (alumen), becausi*

aluminium is contained in this long-known salt.

At the present day, aluminium is prepared on a very largo scale

by the electrolysis of its oxide. The oxide is fused by the heat

developed by the passage of the electric current, the aluminium goes

to the cathode, and the oxygen which separates at the anode comhim>

with the charcoal, of which the anode consists, to form carbon mou

oxide. To facilitate the fusion, the electrolytic vessel also contaui?

other compounds of aluminium, e.g. cryolite {tide infra)

;

since oxygen

is more readily separated than fluorine (which is the corrcspondnifj

other constituent of cryolite), this addition does not alter the chema<^

reaction, and only aluminium oxide requires to be thrown in to rep ace

the used up material. ,

. I

Metallic aluminium is a white, somewhat^ bluish meta v

^

.emains tolerably unchanged in the air. This is due to the lar-

it quickly becomes covered wdth an invisible, thin, and firmly ad len r

layer of aluminium oxide, which protects the metal underneath UKc .

vanush. It melts at 700^ and can bo both cast and

wrought into the shape desired, as it is not hard and is very ani

Thus, thin wire and very thin foil, like gold-leaf and silver- eat,

^
be made; the latter is greatly used for “silvering,” since su pti

gases do not blacken it. Aluminium is a good conductor lor near c

electricity. vi i an<l

On account of its lightness (density = 2'7), its silver-hke

its durability in the air, aluminium, especially since the

method has rendered it cheap, has become greatly used for ora .
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utensils, but it does not seem hitherto to have been I’eceived with

entire favour. This is perhaps to be accounted for by the fact that

although it resists the action of pure Avatcr, it is rather strongly

attacked by salt solutions of all kinds. Eurther, the oxidation of the

metal generally occurs in spots, so that holes are there formed which

can be repaired only with difficulty.

* AVhen aluminium is alloyed with mercury, it appears to assume

quite different properties. It is amalgamated l)y rubl)ing its surface

with a mercury salt, e.g. mercuric chloride, with some pressure. The
parts which were at first bright on account of the mercury, immedi-

ately become dull, and a moss-like growth of aluminium hydroxide

arises from them, the aluminium undergoing oxidation. This pheno-

menon is explained by the fact that, although the protecting layer of

oxide is formed at the amalgamated parts, the coating does not adhere,

on account of the liquid nature of these, and the oxidation, thercfoi'e,

pursues its course. It is not that the mercury produces an increased

reactivity of the aluminium (a thing which is theoretically impossible),

l)Ut the real chemical activity of the aluminium is allowed free scope

10 exert itself.

The amalgamated aluminium is employed as a reducing agent.

011 account of this behavioui-, objects made of aluminium must be

carefully protected from contact with mercury.

AVhile, even at comparatively high temperatures, massive aluminium

is only superficially and inappreciably attacked by oxygen, the finely

divided metal burns with a brilliant light at a red heat. This can be

shown ])y holding aluminium foil in the flame, or by blowing finely

divided metal, such as is used in the form of aluminium bronze,

through the flame. It takes fire, however, with greater difficulty than

nrigiiesium.

Aluminium dissolves in dilute hydrochloric and sulphuric acids

^cith energetic evolution of hydrogen. In nitric acid it readily becomes

passive, ie. becomes coated with a layer which is not attacked by the

a*^‘i(l, and then remains unchanged. Further, aluminium readily dis-

in a solution of caustic poUsh or soda, with evolution of

•^^li’ogcn. This is due to the formation from the aluminium of an

a^iion containing oxygon; we shall return to this later {vide infra).

^^alt solutions, also, especially solutions of ammonium salti^, dissolve

metal fairly readily.

Aluminium forms alloys with various metals, and some of these are

technically valuable. They will be mentioned under the respective

jl'^tals. We would only mention here that an alloy (magnalium) has

prepared from aluminium and magnesium, which is stated to

^^6 technically valuable properties, and to be stable in the air.

Aluminion.—Aluminium forms a single, elementary, trivalent idn,

i it can further act as a constituent of complex ions.

Aluminion is colourless, and its salts are for the most part soluble.
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They have an astringent taste, but have otherwise no great physio-

logical action. Since aluminium hydroxide is a weak base, all' the

salts of aluminium are hydrolytically dissociated to an appreciable

extent in aqueous solution, and therefore react acid. In the case of

the salts of the strong acids, this hydrolysis is slight
;
in the case of

the salts of weak acids, however, it becomes considerable, especially on

heating.

Unlike the ions of the other more frequently occurring light

metals, aluminion does not occur in measurable amount in natural

waters. It is separated out from the rocks in the form of aluminium

silicate, an exceedingly difficultly soluble compound, and in this form

(p. 422) it is widely distributed in nature.

Aluminium Hydroxide.—Aluminium hydroxide, Al(OH)^, is

precipitated as a gelatinous, uncoloured precipitate from solutions of

aluminium salts, by the addition of a soluble base
;

in the air it loses

water, and when heated to redness is converted into aluminium oxide,

according to the equation 2Al(OH).j = AlgOg + 3II.p.

Aluminium hydroxide is practically insoluble in water, and is a

very weak base. Since it contains three hydroxyls, it can form three

kinds of salts, in which one, two, or three hydroxyls are replaced by

anions. Salts in which unreplaccd hydroxyl is still present are called

basic salts, corresponding to the acid salts which contain unreplaced

acid hydrogen. In general, however, the basic salts are much less

definitely characterised than the acid ones
;
whereas the latter mostly

crystallise well, and can therefore be easily prepared in the pure state,

the amorphous form predominates in the case of the basic salts, wdiose

preparation in the pure state is therefore difficult. For this reason

they will, in the sequel, generally not receive special description.

On account of the slight development of basic properties in the

case of aluminium hydroxide, and its exceedingly small solubility, it is

precipitated even by very weak soluble bases, e.g. by ammonia, even m

presence of ammonium sajts. In this way it differs from the hydrox-

ides of the alkaline earth metals, and can, therefore, be used for the

separation of aluminium from these, especially from magnesium.

Caustic potash or soda of course also precipitate aluminium hydiOj^'

idc from the solutions of its salts. The hydroxide, however, rem i .V

redissolves in an excess of these substances, and forms clear solutions

of a strongly alkaline reaction. This is due to the fact that aluminiuni

hydroxide can also act as an acid by splitting off hydrion fiom i ^

hydroxyl groups (mik infra).
•

i fhe

This property of aluminium hydroxide of acting as an acid, is

^

cause that metallic aluminium readily dissolves in caustic

soda with evolution of hydrogen (p. 549). If such a solution anc ^

ofie of aluminium in hydrochloric acid are prepared, and the two

tions are misted, aluminium hydroxide is precipitated, and

Chloride remains in solution. The reaction is represented by
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e,|uation NajAlO., + AlCl., + 3H.p = 3NaCl + 2Al(OH)j. Taking the

reacting ions into account, we should write, A10.j'" + Al" + SHjO =

2A1(0H)3.

By loss of water, aluminium hydroxide can give rise to various

anhydrides, which bear the same relation to one another as the anhy-

drides of phosphoric acid. According as one, two, or three combining

weights of water are eliminated from two combining weights of the

hydroxide, there are obtained, besides Al(OH)
3,

the compounds

AloO.H^, A10.,H, and Alfiy
All these compounds occur in nature : the normal hydroxide

A 1(()II
)3

is hydrargillite
;
Al/XH^ (generally greatly contaminated

with other substiinces) is bauxite
;
AlO^H is diaspore

;
and AlgO^ is

corundum.

Bauxite is of importance as being the starting substance in the

manufacture of metallic aluminium (p. 548). Corundum is, on account

of its hardness, which is nearly ecpial to that of diamond, an important

mineral technically. It crystallises in rhombohedra. In its fine-grained

varieties, called emery, it is employed as a grinding material for glass,

steel, and other hard substances. Transparent corundum, coloured

lilue by admixtures, is valued as a gem under the name sapphire
;
a

red form, whose colour is due to a small amount of chromium, is called

ruby, and is also a valuable gem. Small and less finely coloured rubies

are used as axle-bearings in watches and other measuring instruments,

where movement with as little friction as possible is required.

Corundum, in all its forms, is very little susceptible to chemical

inrtuences, and it is only with difficulty that it can be brought into

soluble forms by fusion with caustic alkalis or acid sulphates.

Aluminates.—The compounds in which aluminium hydroxide

occurs as an acid, are called aluminates. Since aluminium hydroxide

contains three combining weights of hydrogen, it must be regarded as

triliasic acid
;

since, however, it is a very weak acid, the normal

compounds, in which all three hydrogens are replaced, are not easy to

piepare, and in aqueous solution they decompose to a greater or less

extent owing to hydrolysis;

A substance which is capable of acting at the same time as

^ci(l and as base, can be only a weak acid and base. For the acid

‘iction necessitates the presence of hydrion
;
the basic action, that of

^^ydroxidion. The two kinds of ion, however, cannot be present

together in any great concentration, since they would unite to form

titer, which is only very slightly dissociated. If, therefore, an

strong, ie, splits off much hydrion, it certainly cannot split offiwfre

TO) an exceedingly small amount of hydroxidion, the amoui^ of

's limited by the chemical equilibrium of ^he two ions in water. Tip '

^me holds for weak bases. »

As in the case of phosphoric acid, the aqueous solutions of

aluminates contain three different anions, viss., the monovalent HgAlOg

,
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the divalent HAIO/, and the trivalent AlO/". Since wo arc dealin-^

with a weak acid, the monovalent ion will predominate.

Of the aluminates, the sodium compounds, more especially, aiv

known
;

they correspond to the three possible types, NaH.,Al(),.

Na.,HA103, and Na^AlOg. These substances are soluble in watei*, and

do not crystallise well
;
their solutions react strongly alkaline, anrl aiv

very unstable. For if such solutions, especially of the first and second

types, be kept some time, they lose a great pai*t of the alumina tlu'y

contain, this being deposited as a crystalline precipitate on the botttan

of the vessel. This is due to the same phenomenon as in tlu; case of

beryllium hydroxide (p. 546); the aluminium hydroxide which is

deposited is a more sRible form than the amorphous and gelatinous

one, and solutions, therefore, which are saturated with respect of the

latter are supersaturated with respect of the former. Accordingly, so

soon as the first crystfils of the moi*e stable form are produced, it

continues to separate out, and does not stop until the new equilibrinni

is reached.

Aluminium hydroxide is not soluble in ammonia, because tin; basic

properties of the latter are too weak. That is to say, if ammonion

and aluminanion are brought together, they pass into the uiidissociattd

compounds, ammonia and aluminium hydroxide, as is shown by tla;

ecpiation H2A1()./ + NIT^ - Al(OH)3 + NH3. This behaviour is made

use of in analysis. When it is required to precipitate aluminium

hydroxide from an aluminate, an acid may be used for the ])urp()se

;

an excess of the acid, however, again dissolves the alumina, and it is

therefore difficult to effect a complete separation. If, however, an

ammonium salt be added to the solution of an aluminate, the above

reaction takes place and the alumina is deposited, while an excess of

ammonium salt exerts no solvent action.

The other light metals also form aluminates. Of these, the

naturally occurring spinel is of interest
;

this can be regarded as the

anhydride of monomagnesium aluminate, MgH4Al20^, for it has the

composition MgAbp^, and MgH^Al20(. - 2H2O = MgAl204.

Spinel crystallises in the regular system, generally in rhonibie

dodecahedra, and is the type of a fairly large series of correspondiui:

isomorphous compounds which are composed of equal combining'

weights of the oxides of a divalent and a trivalent metal, foi' the

formula of spinel can also be written MgO + AI2O3.

Since the place of magnesium can be taken by iron, manganese,

zinc, etc., and that of aluminium by chromium, iron, iriangaiie.se,

etc,, there are a large number of compounds of the type of spine

,

some of which will be mentioned later.

Aluminium :;Ohloride.—^The compound AICI3 is formed when

nietallic aluminium is hedfed^ in a current of hydrogen chloiiie-

,
|,,^SIiydrogen is liberated, and' aluminium chloride readily snl)Iniies»,

Terming a white crystalline mass in the colder parts of the appni'‘d^i®*
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Formerly, when aluminium was not a cheap substance, the ehloride

\v;is j)repared by heating a mixture of aluminium oxide and charcoal

in a current of chlorine. The process is represented by the equation

AliO.j + 301.2 + 3C = 2A1C1.J + 3C().

Aluminium chloride boils at about 18 ;L\ The melting point is

somewhat higher, 193"; on being heated, therefore, under ordinary
pressure, it passes directly from the solid into the vaporous state,

by heating it in a closed vessel, so that the l>oiling point is raised it

can be fused.

Aluminium chloride is used in organic chemistry in numerous
preparations, which depend on the fact that in presence of aluminium
chloride mixtures of a chlorine and a hydrogen compound split off

hydrogen chloride, the residues then combining to form the new
compound. In organic chemistry such a process is called synthesis

(ill the narrower sense), and for such purposes aliimini’ini chloride is

of especial importance.

Aluminium chloride fumes in the air and reacts with water with a
\ery considerable evolution of heat. Anhydrous aluminium chloride

cannot be again obtained from the aqueous solution
;
from the strongly

concentrated solution a salt crystallises out with 211.,0, which, on
being heated, completely decomposes into hydrogen chloride which
escapes, and aluminium oxide Avhich remains behind: 2A1(T. + 311.,

0

--

AU\ + 6HC1.

Aluminium chloride readily unites with other chlorides to form
double salts, and more especially so with potassium and sodium
chlorides. These compounds crystallise well, and in them aluminium
chloride has lost its volatility. The sodium compound melts with
exceeding ease, and was formerly used as the starting substance for
die preparation of metallic aluminium.

fhi account of its ready volatility, the molar weight of aluminium
chloride was early determined, and was found, in agreement with
^'crtain theoretical assumptions, to correspond to the formula Al2Cl(..

'^'d)sc(juently, these theoretical views became doubtful, and a thorough
investigation showed that in the neighbourhood of the boiling point,

^“ertaiidy, vapour densities were observed which corresponded approxi-
^n^itely to this formula (although they were always too low), but that
die values rapidly diminished as the temperature rose, and at tempera-
diies between 450 " and 760 " remained constant and corresponded to
die formula AICI

3
.

Aluminium Bromide and Aiuminium Iodide are very similar
e the chloride, but less volatile. They arc readily formed from the

and in organic chemistry have a use similar tjf^hat jb

Aluminium Fluoride, AIF3, w detained W a red -heat
^ nniiniuo^ and hydrogen fluoride, and- also from aluminium

hydrogen fluoride, and is very much less volatile than the
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halogen compounds of aluminium. It forms small, lustrous crystals

which behave indifferently towards water, and scarcely dissolve in it.

If alumina is treated with aqueous hydrofluoric acid, it dissolves in

fair quantity. The solution, however, is strongly supersaturated with

respect to the above difficultly soluble form of aluminium fluoride,

which is slowly deposited spontaneously.

Aluminium fluoride is soluble in hydrofluoric acid, and forms with

it hydrofluoaluminic acid, HgAlFg, the sodium salt of which is vor\

difficultly soluble in water. It occurs in large quantities in Greenland,

and as a mineral this compound, Na.jAlF(., is called cryolite.

Cryolite is used for the preparation of soda along with pure

aluminium hydroxide. For this purpose it is heated with milk of

lime or fused with lime, whereby calcium fluoride and sodium

aluminate are formed
;

the latter passes into solution or can be

extracted with water : Na.jAlF,. + 3CaO = flCaF.^ + Na^AlO.^. The

aqueous solution is decomposed by passing in a current of carbon

dioxide, whereby sodium carbonate is formed and aluminium hydrox-

ide is precipitated : 2Na3A10.j + SCO., + SllgO = SNa.^CO.^ + 2Al(Oll).j.

Aluminium Sulphate.—Of all the salts of aluminium, the sul

phate is the one which has the largest application, and it is therefore

manufactured on a large scale. It is obtained by heating aluminium

hydroxide with sulphuric acid
;
the solution produced solidifies, at a

suitable concentration, to an indistinctly crystalline mass of the

formula A1,^(S04).^ + I8H2O. sulphate can also be prepared by

heating aluminium silicate with sulphuric acid, silicic acid bedng

thereby set free. A pure salt can bo obtained from the commerciid

product by precipitating the concentrated solution wdth alcohol. An

oily liquid is then deposited, which is a supersaturated solution of

aluminium sulphate in water (with a very little alcohol)
;

this soon

solidifies to lustrous scales of a salt with I8H2O.

It is no rare thing for aqueous solutions of salts which are

difficultly soluble in alcohol, to be first precipitated, by the addition

of the latter, as a concentrated solution which is immiscible with the

rest of the alcoholic solution. The formation of the supersaturated

solution before that of the solid crystals is only another case of the

prior occurrence of the less stable forms.

On account of hydrolysis, the aqueous solution of aluminium

phate reacts acid. It can dissolve fairly considerable quantities 0

aluminium hydroxide, with formation of basic salts
;

difficultly sola 3 e

basic salts are ultimately deposited,

A basic aluminium sulphate, in which only one of the 1 31

hydroxyll^'^ by sulphanion, Al2(OH)4SO^ + occius

H^turally jus alutoi|ite, and is used in the preparation of the nornui

uinium sulphate, and of double salt, alum.

^Um was the name given originally to a double salt of alumnnum

potassium sulphate, AlK(S04)g. I2H2O, which in
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octahedra belonging to the regular system, on mixing the solutions of

the single salts.
^

In the cold it is much less soluble than the single

salts, and a solution prepared from the saturated solutions of these is

strongly supersaturated iji respect of alum. The supersaturation does
not, it is true, disappear spontaneously, as the solution is in the meta-
stable condition; in our surroundings, however, solid alum is so largely
distributed that scarcely an object which has lain in the air is free
from it. As a rule, therefore, the nucleus which is necessary for the
formation of crystals is immediately present. If this is excluded by
heating the liquids and vessels to 100" (whereby the alum melts in its

water of crystallisation) and the entrance of dust avoided, crystallisation

remains suspended for any length of time.

Alum was formerly the most important salt of aluminium. Al-
though the potassium sulphate contained in it had either no effect or
had a disturbing effect in its applications, alum was nevertheless

employed, because none of the simple salts of aluminium crystallise

well, and thus cannot be easily freed from impurities. Since the
method was discovered of preparing pure aluminium hydroxide (by
^'ay of sodium aluminate), and so of preparing pure aluminium sul-

phate from this, alum has lost its importance, and is now being more
and more replaced by the simple sulphate.

With this also, the former methods of preparing alum are
beginning to disappear. It used to be prepared from a basic {)otassium

aluminium sulphate, which occurs naturally as alum-stone, by heating
this and extracting with water; alum thereby passed into solution
and aluminium hydroxide remained behind. Further, it was obtained

f'om alum shale, a silicate of aluminium permeated with sulphide of
iron. This was roasted, and then allowed to undergo oxidation in the
air. From the sulphur of the iron sulphide, sulphuric acid is formed

;

this converts the aluminium silicate into sulphate, which is then ex-
tracted with water and made to crystallise by the addition of potassium
‘‘^'ilphate.

tdn being heated, alum melts in its water of crystallisation
;
on

raising the temperature, it loses its water and forms a spongy, white

called burnt alum. The latter is used in medicine.

The most important use of aluminium sulphate, or of alum, is in
yeing. Many dyes are incapable of combining directly with the fibre

^ Jhe cloth in such a way that the colour is not withdrawn by water
soap. If^ however, the cloth is previously treated with aluminium

sJdt.s it can be permanently dyed. This is due to the fact that the

absorbs and unites with the aluminium hydroxide, which is

present in the solution, as the aluminium salts are always
somewhat

hydrolysed. Further, the dyes have the power of uniting

aluminium hydroxide to form the practically insoluble, finely- .

ooured “lakes,” and in this way the union between the dye and|he
^6 18 effected by the aluminium hydroxide.
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Potassium aluminium sulphate is the type of a large series of

double salts, which have a similar composition, and crystallise in the

same forms of the regular system. The place of potassium can be

taken by rubidium, cflesiurn, ammonium, and a large number of organic

derivatives of ammonium, as well as by the heavy metal thallium, but

not by sodium or lithium. The place of aluminium can l)e taken by

other metals, which form trivalent ions, such as iron, chroniiuni,

manganese, indium, etc. Finally, in place of the sulphanion we can

have selenanion, SeO^". Hence, we have a great diversity here
;

for

all these double salts the name alum has been adopted, the names of

the metals present being prefixed. These alums are isoinorphoiis with

one another, and the supersaturated solution of one of them is made to

crystallise by a nucleus of any other.

Aluminium Silicate.—It has already been several times mentioned

that the rocks of which the earth’s crust was primarily formed consist

essentially of silicates, the metals of which, besides the frequent allodi

and alkaline earth metals, formerly mentioned, are aluminium and

iron. On undergoing decomposition by water and carbon dioxide

(“weathering”), the first mentioned pass into carbonates, while

magnesium partially, and aluminium entirely, remain behind as sini})le

silicates.

Aluminium silicate is called ckiij, and is formed in the amorplioiis

state, and in very finely divided form, in the weathering of the rocks.

As a result, it is readily carried away by flowing water, and is deposited

only when the movement of the water becomes very slow. According

to its degree of purity, it possesses various properties, and is called l)y

different names.

The purest form is called kaolin, or china clay, and is generally

in localities where rocks, poor in magnesium, are decomposed by water

and carbon dioxide, but are not transported mechanically. Tin' 'vatcr

has then carried away the other constituents in solution, ami the

aluminium silicate, with more or less quartz, has remained behind.

Less pure forms, which are frequently contaminated, more especially

with calcium carbonate, quartz, and iron oxide, are called clay, ocpoiU'ri

earth. Marl contains a large quantity of calcium carbonate, and

contains quartz sand as well.

The use of aluminium silicate is very old, and widely extended, h

depends on the fact that it yields a tenacious mass with water, capiiblc

of being moulded
;
on drying, this undergoes regular contraction, aim

preserves its form, and on being strongly heated (fired) passes into a

stone-like mass, which is not, like clay which has simply been drie(

,

again^hverted into a plastic form by water, but permanently retains

its^character. On firing, the clay shrinks still further, and this all t le

more the more strongly it is heated.

^ / j

Pure aluminium silicate is very difficultly fusible. The presence

|il iron or of lime greatly depresses the melting point.
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The various applications of aluminium silicate follow from what

lias ]»eeii said above. The least pure form, potter’s earth or ferruginous

clay, is used for bricks or for vessels of little value, which are moulded,

flricd, and fired at a low temperature. The fired clay is not impervious

to water, as it is permeated by innumerable pores
;

to render it im-

pervious it is coated with a (jlaze. This is, in general, of the composi-

tion of glass (p. 526). Care must be taken that the thermal expansion

of the glaze agrees as far as possible with that of the ground material,

since otherwise the coating would crack on change of temperature. In

the case of cheap earthenware generally, no regard is paid to this,

:in(l the latter therefore soon loses its imperviousness with use.

Faience is ware made of white, i.e. non-ferruginous, clay, and is

coated with white or a coloured glaze
;

it also is generally not very

resistant.

Stoneware is the name given to ware made of difficultly fusible

clay. It is glazed by firing it at a high temperature, and throwing

common salt into the oven while at its highest temperature. The

latter volatilises, and the sodium forms a glaze with the aluminium

silicate
;

this passes continuoii.sly into the mass, is thinly and evenly

distributed, and is therefore much more resistant than the glaze of

faience, which is only brushed on. Vessels of stoneware are used

where greater resistance to chemical influences are required, e.g. in

chemical works.

Finally, the most resistant and the finest material is pnredaw.

This is prepared from the purest aluminium silicate, with the addition

of (juartz and felspar {vide infra); the latter is a double silicate of

aluminium and potassium. The ware is moulded and subjected to a

preliminary firing at a gentle lieat. This “biscuit ware ” is introduced

into a milk of finely powdered felspar and water; the water is

ahsorbed, and the ware becomes covered with a thin, regular coating

of powdered felspar. After being dried, it is heated to a white heat

;

file felspar thereby fuses, and in the li(piid state permeates the clay in

all directions. In this way, the union between glaze and support is

'ory complete, so that vessels of porcelain can withstand toly rapid

cLinges of temperature without breaking and without becoming cracked

^0 the surface.

Double Silicates of Aluminium occur in large numbers in

oature. Among the most important may be mentioned the felspars,

which there are various, kinds, according to the second metal con-

fined in them. Ordinary felspar, or orthoclase, is potassium aluminium

silicate, AlKSijOg. It occurs widely distributed in monoclinic cx^st^ls,

;nid must be regarded as one of the most important sources, (tf vltfiAsh

in the soil. The soda felspar, or albite, has a corresponding

^ion, containing sodium in place of potassium
;

it is triclinic. Anortb^
a calcium felspar, which is isomorphous with albite, and can

it in all proportions to form mixed crystals
;

it has the compdsF'
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tion ALCaSi^Og. Some of these mixtures have received special huuk's

such as oligoclase and labradorite.

Another group of alkali aluminium silicates is that of ^\•hicll

is distinguished by its power of cleaving, its elasticity, and rcsistancL!

to high temperature. Some kinds of mica contain magnesiuni in placu

of the alkali metals. The formula is doubtful.

Other Salts of Aluminium.—Since in using aluminium sulphate

as a mordant in dyeing, the alumina is deposited on the tibro, the

corresponding amount of acid remains in the solution, and as it

increases it begins to hinder the deposition. By using a weak and

volatile acid, the process can be carried on to much greater advantage

;

for such purposes, therefore, (iltiininivm acetak is used. This salt is

obtained from aluminium sulphate by decomposing it with barium oi-

lead acetate, whereby the corresponding sulphate, being insoluble, is

deposited. The same object is attjiined more simply by the addition

of any soluble acetate, e.g. sodium acetate, since this has the same

effect in diminishing the concentration of hydrion.

Aluminium acetate is a very decomposable salt
;
even on boiling

its aqueous solution it is decomposed into alumina (or a very basic

acetate), which is precipitated, and acetic acid, which remains in solution.

This is due to the increase of hydrolysis with rising temperature. Foi',

since the hydrolysis depends on the amount of hydrion and hydroxi<lioii

contained in the water, and since this increases with rising temperatuie,

because the dissociation of water into its ions is accompanied by

absorption of heat, the degree of hydrolysis must also increase as the

temperature rises. Moreover, the reaction is thereby accelerated, and

long-persisting supersaturation therefore excluded.

Aluminium Phosphate occurs as a mineral in various forms. It

is best known as turquoise, which is used as a gem, and is coloured

blue, owing to the presence of copper.

Ultramarine is the name given to a substance of a fine blue

colour which was first obtained from the lapis lazuli^ in which it occurs

mixed with a colourless matrix, and has been used as a valnalde

pigment. From analysis, aluminium, silicon, sodium, and sulphur are

found to be the chief constituents, and in 1828 Gmelin succeeded in

preparing a blue dye-stuff of the nature of ultramarine by treating

alumina with Glauber’s salt, silicic acid, and charcoal. Since then, the

commercial preparation of this colour, which is distinguished by it^

unchangeableness in light and by its beauty, has grown to a large in-

dustry. Kaolin is heated with Glauber’s salt, or soda, charcoal, aiid

sulphur, at first with exclusion of air, and the dull-green coloiinn

product is then roasted with sulphur, with access of air, whereupon
the

bjue colour develops. A series of different colours, from red-violet to

Mue-green, is obtained by varying the relative amounts of the origma

Mpbstances and the method of treatment. The ultramarine is wai o

Ridy for use by washing with water and levigation.
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While ultramarine is stable to light and air, even in the presence

of lime, it is decomposed even by weak acids, thereby becoming

colourless and evolving sulphuretted hydrogen.

In spite of its having long been known, and of the technical

preparation of ultramarine having been practised for many years, the

chemical nature of this substance is not yet clear. The sodium in it

eaii be replaced by silver and potassium
;
so far it behaves like a salt

Its formula, however, is not known, since we have as yet no means of

separating the pure substance from any impurities it contains.

The other Earth Metals.—The elements already mentioned

which are allied to aluminium, viz., scandium, yttrium, lanthanum,

cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, samarium, and ytterbium, along

with a number of still less certain companions, are all of them very

rare, and occur only in isolated parts of the earth’s crust, in Scandinavia

and in North and South America. Their properties are similar to

those of aluminium, subject to the same deviations as were found in

the other groups, with increase of the combining weights
;
that is, the

free metals are all the more readily oxidi.sable the greater their

combining weight, and, in the same sense, the bases become stronger.

The hydroxides are white, amorphous precipitates, which, however,

no longer dissolve in alkali hydroxides ;
the higher members are even

able to form carbonates. With potassium sulphate they form double

i^alts, which are slightly soluble in water, and almost insoluble in

excess of potassium sulphate solution. The latter behaviour is due to

the diminution of the solubility by the presence of the sulphanion

(p* 411), and is by no moans a peculiar property of these double salts.

The composition of the double salts, however, does not correspond to

that of alum, but is expressed by the formula MKg(b04 ).^. further,

the higher members the property of forming more highly oxidised

compounds or peroxides is found.

by reason of this close agreement in the properties, it is no easy

matter to separate these elements, which generally occur mixed
^

in

nnture, from one another. Nor are there any methods of separation

applicable to them such as are employed for other analytical purposes,

^mt one has to be content with partial separation on the basis of slight

^hfferences in solubility, of chemical equilibrium, and of decomposability,

% repeated performance of which the object is more or less attained.

fact, almost every investigation which has been earned out with

comparative thoroughness has shown that one or other of the substances

hitherto regarded as simple is a mixture, and the whole history of the

^development of this part of chemistry may be designated as the gi^ual

isolation of new individuals from the total amount. It is by no

means probable that these separations have already reached a definite

conclusion.

As characteristic of the various elements of this group, there

of all, the combining weight. By some method or other, a partiH
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sepHration of the mixture of substances is effected, e.g. by partiul

precipibition of the salt solution with insufficient ammonia, and tliis

method is repeated until the combining weight of the fractions obtained

no longer changes on further separation. Another very important

criterion is afforded by the optical properties. Many of these elements

give a very complicated spectrum on allowing the electric spark to pass

between carbon points moisted with solutions of their salts. Since

under given conditions, each element possesses a perfectly definite

spectrum, it can be seen whether the spectrum changes by partial

separations. Wliere this is the case, we are certainly dealing with a

mixture. The higher members also exhibit absorption spectra, some

of them also emission spectra. The former are obtained by allowing

white light to pass through solutions of the salt in question, and thcti

examining it with the spectroscope. Dark bands are then seen in

definite positions, which are also characteristic for the different elements.

Further, the oxides of the higher members, when heated to incandcs

cence, do not emit continuous light, as solid substances usually do.

but the emitted light is found by the spectroscope to consist of isolated

bands similar to the light of incandescent gases. In this case, however,

they are much broader than in the latter case.

Another kind of optical phenomenon, the importance of which foi-

the characterisation of the elements has not yet been fully denmu-

strated, consists in the phosphorescence produced by the cathode rays.

When electrical discharges of high potential are allowed to pas.s

through a highly vacuous space, rays of a special kind are emitted from

the cathode, which are propagated in straight lines, and which render

luminous many substances with which they come into contact. The

light thus produced differs also in different substances
;

still, differences

occur in cases where chemical differences are unknown, so that it

does not appear safe to draw conclusions from the one as to the

other.

Scandium^ ifttriurUj and lanthanum yield colourless salts, and form

only one oxide, of the composition M.Pg. Besides the hydroxide

Ce(()H)3, whose salts are colourless, cerium yields another hydroxide,

Ce(OH
)4

(and a corresponding oxide, CeO^), which also forms salts,

whose solutions are brown. We have here, therefore, two kinds

ions whose chemical composition is not different, but which have

different properties, depending on the different valency. The trivalont

ion, Ce"*, is called tricerion, the quadrivalent ion, Ce tetracerion.

and the corresponding salts are called cerous and ceric salts. The

former are converted into the latter by means of oxidising agents ;

the

reverse change is effected by reducing agents. These very important

relations will be presently more closely studied in the better known

example of iron.

Recently, cerium has become of technical importance from the fact

that it is added to thoria, of which the mantles for the incandescent
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light are made. In the section treating of thorium further particulars

of this will be given.

Praseodyinium and neodymium are characterised by the absorption

spec'tra of their salts. They also form higher oxides, but much less

easily than cerium.



CHAPTER XXVII

IRON

General.—Metallic iron was not obtained from its naturally occuirini^

compounds at so early a date as some of the other metals, especially

copper and tin. This is due to its high point of fusion, and to the

much greater difficulty in obtaining it in the metallic state frorii its

compounds. Thus, in prehistoric times iron does not appear until

qffer bronze, i.e. mixtures containing copper as essential constituent,

and was a])parently at first a great rarity

Notwithstanding the wide distribution of iron, it scarcely ever occurs

in the metallic state on account of its tendency to form compounds

with oxygen and sulphur. The chief occurrence of metallic iron,

except in some rather accidental cases through the action of chemical

ymocesses connected with volcanic activity, is in certain

These are masses which do not originally belong to the earth, l»ut

which, in the course of their flight through space, approach so closely to

the earth that, owing to atmospheric friction, they lose their kinetic

energy, which is thereby converted into heat, and fall to the (uirtli.

iMany of these masses consist of iron.

Masses of native iron also occur, although rarely (e.g. at Ofvivak m

Greenland), whose meteoric origin is doubtful, although no cxphiiiiition

has been given of any other possible origin.

Metallic iron is a grey, tenacious metal, which fuses with great

difficulty, at about 1600^; it combines with free oxygen quickly at

high temperatures, slowly at low ones. In the heat essentially com-

pounds of the formula Fe^O^ to Fe^O.^ are formed
;
in the cold, iron

hydroxide, Fe(OH)
3,

is formed. The hydrogen necessary for this

taken up in the form of water; in fact, iron “rusts” or oxidises at a

low temperature only in moist, not, or not measurably, in dry an-

KSince the rust does not cohere, it does not protect the iron agaiui^t

further oxidation (p. 548).

^

all temperatures water is decomposed by iron. The decompo^i'

of water by red-hot iron is a classical experiment (p. 82).

at the ordinary temperature decomposition takes place with evolution

562
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of hydrogen, but exceedingly slowly, so that the evolution of hydrogen

can be observed only by using large surfaces (iron powder). Iron is

dissolved even by the weakest acids, thereby passing into divalent

(liferrion with evolution of hydrogen.

The c(imbining weight of iron has been found to be Fe = 56‘0.

Commerciail Iron.—Commercial iron is not pure, but contains up

to as much as 2 per cent of carbon, which has a very great iiiHuepce

on its properties, and also smaller (piantities of other impurities.

While pure iron, although very tenacious, is comparatively soft, its hard-

ness increases with the amount of carbon it contains, and its beliaviour

at moderately high temperatures becomes essentially different.

There are three chief kinds of commercial iron, viz. wrought-iron,

steel, and cast-iron
;
the first contains the smallest, the last the highest,

amount of carbon. Wronght-iroii approximates most nearly both in

composition and in properties to pure iron
;

it is tough, not very hard,

and on being heated first becomes soft like wax or sodium before

melting. This property is of the greatest importance for the technical

working of iron, as it reruhu’s it possible to shape the metal and to

miite different pieces without it being necessary to raise the tempera-

ture to the melting point of the metal. On the contrary, it is sufficient

to heat to the temperature of softening (about GOO
'),

so as to attain the

object by pressing, rolling, and forging. The uniting of the two pieces

of iron by pressure (hammering) is called “welding.” The temperature

iieces.sary for this is bright red heat.

The properties of wrought-iron do not undergo essential change

'vhen it is heated and suddenly cooled. The character of steel, how-

depends in the highest degree on such treatment.

Steml is iron which contains from 0’8 to 2*5 per cent of carbon,

'•lit is otherwise as pure as possible. The carbon is chemically com-

''ii>ed with the iron, and this caiT>uretted iron or iron carbide is alloyed

the rest of the iron. The result of the presence of this foreign

•‘substance is, in the first place, an appreciable sinking of the melting

P<^iet; at 1400“ steel is litpud and can be cast. Cast-steel is a metal

(consisting of fine crystalline grains, which, like wrought-iron, softens

before melting, and can therefore be forged. By such treatment steel

'((cquii es a fibrous or sinewy character, similar to wronght-iron. If the

'^^ocl is made red hot and then suddenly cooled, it becomes brittle,

(Old at the same time acquires its highest degree of hardness. It is

Jbeil so hard that it scratches glass, and is hence called “ glass hard.”

this steel is again carefully heated, all degrees of hardness can be
^"ipartod to it, for it increases in softness the longer or the higher it

heated. This process is called the “ tempering ” of steel,

b'or the degree of tempering to be attained, use has been* made
(om olden times of the colours which a bright steel surface

being heated. At about 220°, the metal begins to oxidise inT^
With a measurable velocity, and the oxide produced forms a thin
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coating on the metal. If the thickness of this coating is of the order

of a wave-length of light, the corresponding interference eoloiiis,

or the “ colours of thin plates,” begin to appear. Since the shortest

of the visible waves, the violet, are first extinguished, the first

tarnish -colour to appear is the complementary colour, pale straw-

yellow. This passes through the colours orange, purple, violet, blue,

and finally becomes grey. To each of these colours there corresponds

a definite degree of Lardness of the steel. Steel for tools to work iion

is allowed to reach the yellow stage, for brass the purple-red shi^e,

while tools for wood are allowed to become blue. Although colour

and hardness do not exactly correspond, still the correspondence is

sufficient for an experienced workman.
^ In spite of numerous investigations, the theoiy of tempering has

as yet scarcely been scientifically explained. Physical as well as

chemical processes seem to play a part here, for the tempering of stta l

recalls, on the one hand, the annealing of glass (p. 528), while, on the

other hand, differences in the chemical combination of the carbon in

the steel must l)e regarded as proved beyond doubt.

The great utility of steel in the arts is due to the diversity in

the degrees of hardness which it can acquire. In the soft state? it can

be shaped to any desired form, and the shaped objects can then he

brought to any degree of hardness.

If the amount of carbon increases to from 4 to 5 per cent, the

melting point of the iron becomes still lower, and the metal loses its

toughness and the power of assuming the fibrous condition, but it still

retains the power of being tempered to a certain degree. Such ii on is

called cast-iron.

Two kinds of cast-iron are distinguished, white and gray. I he

former is obtained by cpiickly cooling; it is very hard and ciystalliiic,

and contains the greater part of its carbon chemically combined.

When the cast-iron is slowly cooled, part of the carbon separates out

in fine laminin as graphite, which imparts a gray colour to the iron. At

the same time the metal becomes less hard and brittle, and the gram

finer. In this condition cast-iron is used for innumerabh? |)urj)oscs

where ease in the shaping of the object by casting has to be talmii

into account, and where the smaller resistance of the metal to t^dling

strain and bending is no essential drawback.

The Ions of Iron.—Iron forms two kinds of elementary as v'

as a large number of complex ions containing other elements along

with the iron. We shall in the first place treat of the former.

The elementary ions of iron are di- and trivalent; the lornim

called difenion, the latter iriferriony and all the compounds which aic

derived from the former are designated ferrous compounds, in coutia

distinction to those derived from the latter, which are designated fciiuj

impounds. The ferrous compounds possess a similarity to those o

magnesium, the ferric to those of aluminium.
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Diferrion in the pure state is almost colourless. Most of the salts
which contain diferrion exhibit a greenish coloration, which is usually
regarded as that of the diferrion. It appears, however, to be due for
the greatest part to the presence of a trace of triferrion, since dark
odhiured compounds of the two exist which even in very small amount
produce the green coloration.

Although diferrion does not absorb the visible rays to any great
e.xtcnt, it absorbs those of great wave length, the ultra-red or the heat
rays, m a very pronounced degree. A vessel with parallel walls, filled
with the solution of a fcrrotis salt, is the most eftective means of
freeing light rays {c.g. in projection apparatus) from the dark heat
lays which are present, and thus of avoiding the harmful heating of
the olijects.

Diferrion has an “inky” taste, i.e. the taste of ink is due to the
presence of iron, which is chiefly in the form of difeirion.

Ihe salts of diferrion are, as already mentioned, very similar to
those of magniesion, and are in many cases isomorphous with them

;

like the solutions, they have a greenish colour. The general reactions
also are similar, but ferrous hydroxide is considerably less soluble
thiin magnesium hydroxide. An essential difference is the tendency
of diferrion to pass into triferrion, a reaction for which there is no
counterpart in the case of magnesium.

Diferrion is very readily formed by treating metallic iron with
acids. The conversion of metallic iron into diferrion then occurs,
accompanied by the transformation of the hydrion into neutral, gaseous
lydrogeii; the reaction is therefore represented by the equation
l^c

! 2H =Fe'‘ + H.^. Of course the cations hydrion and diferrion
cannot exist without there also being an equivalent quantity of anion
present

;
for the reaction itself, however, the nature of the anion is of

Jio uiiportance so long as it has no influence on the state of ionisation
fa the hydrogen or of the iron.

Di the case of weak acids, the anion is for the most part united
hydrogen, and only a small part of the latter is in the ionic

riaiditioii
; the action of such acids is slower, being commensurate

the actual, not the potential coni-entration (p. 245) of the hydrion.
he amount of iron which is ultimately dissolved, or the quantity of

^

ydrogen evolved, depends, however, not on the degree of dissociation
on the total amount of the acid hydrogen, because, in proportion

hydrion is used up, more is formed so long as the acid hydrogen is

(p. 245).
6 «

I'urther, diferrion, ie. a ferrous salt, is formed when ferrous sulphide

^
'feted on by acids. We have already seen that this reaction is a

thV^^i
sulphuretted hydrogen; it depends on the fact

f sulphuretted hydrogen is a weak acid, and ferrous sulphide a com-

can

^ soluble sulphide, although its solubility is so small that it
be detected by the ordinary analytical aids (p. 274).
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A nunil)er of other reactions in which diferrion is formed will Lc

discussed later.

The trivalent frifWrum, Fe”’, is also almost colourless. In

aqueous solution, however, most of the ferric salts exhibit a yellow to

brown-red coloration. This, however, is due not to triferrion hut

to ferric hydroxide, which is present in the colloidal state in solution.

The formation of the latter regularly occurs from the fact that fenh'

hydroxide is a very weak base, and is therefore split off from its suits

l)y the hydrolytic action of the solvent water (p. 247). If much frc(',

acid is added, a part of the separated hydroxide is again conveitcd

into ion, or into salt, and the solution loses more and more its red-

brown colour.

* This is best seen by acidifying with nitric acid, llydrochloi ic

acid produces a strongly yellow coloured and not a colourless liquid,

because the iindissociatcd ferric chloride, the amount of which is

increased by the addition of chloridion (p. 441), has an intense yellow

colour.

Triferrion is very readily formed in solutions from diferrion hy

means of oxidimg agents. The divalent cation Fe thereby passes

into the trivalent ion Fe"’. Oxidation of ions, therefore, is the

same as increasing the positive ionic charge. Since the sum ol a

positive ami a negative charge is zero, increase of the positive chaigc

is equivalent to diminishing the negative charge.

The opposite of oxidation is called reduction. In the above si iise,

therefore, reduction means the diminution of the positive or the

increase of the negative ionic charge. The following examples will

render this more clear.

The positive charge necessary for the conversion of diferrion into

the ferric state can be taken from another positive ion, which theichy

passes into the neutral (or less positive) state. This occurs, for

example, on mixing a ferrous salt with a silver salt
;
the former tlu!n

passes into a ferric salt, while the latter is converted into the ncuiial

state, i.e. into metallic silver. The equation is, Fe" -f Ag’ - Fe i H-

This reaction takes place only when a comparatively largo (fuantity

of diferrion is present
;
conversel}^ metallic silver dissolves in a solu-

tion containing triferrion, thereby passing into argention : Fe -i- Ag -

Fe'-eAg*.
^ ^

That the same substances exert opposite actions is due, in this .is

in every case, to the action of mms. The tendency of diferrion to p-'^’^

into triferrion is all the gi’eater the greater its concentration, and t it

less the concentration of the triferrion present at the same time, ^iu<

vice versa,. In other words, the position which the mixture talus

oxidising and reducing agent, is a question of the relative concentu^

tions of the two kinds of ions.
. •

e
The conversion of a neutral substance into an ion with ncg<ff^'

charge is equivalent to the conversion of a positive ion into the neutia
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state. It will therefore be possible to convert diferrion into tri-

feirion by means of the former reaction.

As a matter of fact, this readily occurs when, for example, chlorine
gas is passed into a solution of a ferrous salt. The reaction then is,

i^Fo + Cl^ = 2Fe +2CF. The diferrion passes into trifeiTion, and
cliloridion is formed at the same time.

In this case the reverse reaction cannot be measured or detected
j

it occurs, however, in the case of iodine. If a small quantity of iodine
is mixed with much ferrous salt, there occurs the reaction 4 + 2Fc'' =
Jte + -^I

j
jhist iis in the case of chlorine. If, on the other hand,

some iodidion is. brought together with a large excess of triferrion,'

tlic reverse reaction occurs, 2Fo’‘’ + 21' = 2Fe‘’ + I.„ and iodine is

liberated.

lo such changes in the ionic charge, all processes of oxidation and
reduction can be attributed. The matter is, liowever, sometimes
(oraplicated by the fact that the particular substances are not com-
pletely dissociated, or are dissociated only to a very small extent.

shall soon have an opportunity of explaining by means of
examples how the matter is then to be regarded.

Fven on standing in the air, ferrous salts change into ferric salts.

Ill this case the oxygen of the air takes part by forming hydroxidion
with the water, and so yielding the negative ion, which must be
simultaneously produced when the positive charge of diferrion is

increased. The reaction can be expressed by the equation 4Fe" +
[b * = 4Fe’” + 4()H'. The conversion of diferrion into tri-

h'l riou is, therefore, actually ellected l)y the. free o.xygen, and to this

duo the designation of the process as one of oxidation. It is, there-
a one-sided designation, and refers only to one of innumerable

pessil)le cases
; for reasons, however, which now belong to the history

^diemistiy, a special importance was formerly attached to this
piocoss, and from it the general name was chosen.

Ill the case of the reaction just described, hydroxidion is formed
‘’'1111 the oxygen with the co-operation of the water, and the solution
contains hydroxidion or becomes basic. Salts in which liydroxidion is

inesent along with other anions, have been called basic saits. Basic
of triferrion, therefore, are formed in the conversion of ferrous

nito hu-ric salts by means of free oxygen
;
these salts have the general

otmula PeA
2
(OH), where A is a monovalent anion. Since such salts

c mostly difficultly soluldc in water, we obtain the explanation why
Central ferrous salts on standing in the air become turbid, and deposit

precipitates which are found to be basic salts like the above.
Older to avoid this, the formation of hydroxidion must be prevented

A he presence of hydrion. Acidified solutions of ferrous salts do
turbid in the air.

oat has been said holds generally. Whenever a catf8#f \is
orted by free oxygen into one of a higher valency, the liquid
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thereby becomes more basic. Conversely, a liquid becomes more acid

when reductions are elfccted in it by means of hydrogen gas.

Ferrous Hydroxide.—When a solution of caustic potash or soda

is added to the solution of a ferrous salt, a white, slimy precipitatt; of

ferrous hydroxide, Fe(01I)
2,

is precipitated, since the solubility of tin’s

substance in water is very slight. If, however, this experiment is

carried out with ordinary solutions, a dark green and not a white

precipitate is obtained. This is due to the fact that ferrous hydi‘oxid(‘

unites extremely rapidly with free oxygen
;

the ferric hydroxide

formed unites with the ferrous hydroxide to form a black eompomal,

which has a greenish appearance when distributed in a finely divided

state through the white precipitate. Even extremely small quiuititiis

of free oxygen are sufficient to produce this phenomenon, so that llie

solutions employed must be very carefully freed from air in order that

the colour of the pure ferrous hydroxide may be seen.

In order to free ferrous salts for these and similar purposes

Irom triferrion, the solutions are warmed with metallic iron (iron liliiigs).

There then occurs the reaction 2Fe"' + Fe -- 3re“, and triferrion passes

into diferrion.

If the precipitate is exposed to the air, the surface immediately

becomes dark greenish -black in colour, from formation of the above

mentioned double compound, and then red-brown, which is the coloiir

of ferric hydroxide.

Ferrous hydroxide dissolves readily in dilute acids, with forinatioii

of the corresponding ferrous salt. It does not dissolve in albalis, since

it cannot form any anions.

It is, however, slightly soluble in salts of ammonium, similarly to

magnesium hydroxide, although not so easily as this. This is due to

its smaller absolute solubility, in virtue of which the solubility product

is reached at smaller concentration of the diferrion. The ammoiiiaeal

solution, however, immediately becomes turbid in the tiir, and green

black flakes are precipitated from it and rapidly become l)rown.

Oxygen is absorbed from the air, whereby diferrion is converted into

triferrion, and the concentration of the hydroxidion at the same linn'

increased. Since the solubility product of ferric hydroxide i^ '^ry

small, it separates out in the solid state.

This phenomenon does not occur when magnesium hydroxide

dissolved in ammonium salts, bccjiuse magnesium cannot form a

trivalent cation.

Freshly precipitated ferrous hydroxide (moat cheaply a mixture ot

a ferrous salt and lime) can be used to remove oxygen from ga^c’^.

Its action is fairly complete, although somewhat slow.

Ferrous Sulphate.—Of the ferrous salts, the sulphate is the l)e^l

known and the most used. It occurs in bright green crystals v idi

7 HgO, belonging to the monoclinic system. It cannot be directly re-

garded as isomorphous with magnesium sulphate, which also containi?
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71 Ip, because the latter salt is rhombic. Nevertheless, the two sul-

pliates crystallise together in such a way that from solutions which
chii'lly contain ferrous sulphate, crystals containing magnesium, but of

tlie form of the ferrous salt, are formed
;
while from solutions chiefly

coiilaiiiing magnesium sulphate, crystals of the form of Epsom salts,

hut containing iron, are deposited.
’

I'hc explanation of this phenomenon is that tlic two sulphates arc
(liin()i I)l]ous and at the same time isomorphous, for both can crystallise
ill rliombic as well as in monoclinic form. In the case of magnesium
siiliiliato, the former is the more stable

;
in the case of ferrous sulphate,

tli.‘ latter. In the case of the mixed crystals, therefore, it depends on
the ratio in which the salts are mixed which of the two forms is the
moie stable, the predominating salt always determining the form.

Ihe populai name of ferrous sulphate is h'or fitnol. The name
“ vitriol ”

is used to designate all sulphates of the iron group derived
bom divalent ions

;
thus there are also manganese, eolialt, and nickel

^ilriols. Co]»per sulphatt^, also, is called copper vitriol, although
oipper belongs to the next group

;
this is due to the fact that this salt

is also partially isomorphous with the other vitriols.

lion vitriol can be prepared by dissolving metallic iron or iron sul-
pliidc m dilute sulphuric acid and evaporating the licpiid till it crystal-
bs( s. It is, however, usually obtained in another way. Iron sulphide
'Huns very widely distributed in nature. In the moist state this is

'vxidised on contact with oxygen and passes into ferrous sulphate,
«}vcording to the equation EeS u- 2rX, - PeSO^. The rock containing
"'"H sulphide is therefore spread out exposed to the air and moistencir;

^ short time, by extracting with water, large (piantities of ferrous
s'llphate can be obtained from it. This method of preparation is

chea]) that it was formerly the custom to use the iron vitriol for

Preparation of sulphuric acid.

Ill order to obtain sulphuric acid or “oil of vitriol” from iron
'^biol, the salt was first heated in the air or “roasted,” whereby it

/^^'^'^xerted into basic ferric sulphate; 4FeS()j + 0., + 2fb,0
'‘^^^14(1)11). On hieing heated, this latter salt decomposes into
plinric acid, sulphur trioxide, and ferric oxide, in accordance with

J ‘'Huation 2FeS(),,(0iI) - Fe,0, + + 80,. The I'esulting
"ixtmv. of sulphuric acid and sulphur trioxidc, on account of the
P"'M->ncc of the latter, fumes in moist air (p. 284) ;

it therefore con-
bated “ fuming sulphuric acid,” in contradistinction to the non-

'1111^^''?
'^'^'^ P^^pared in the leaden chambers, which does not contain

fuming acid was prepared in fairly largo quan-
at Nordhausen in the Harz, it was also called Nordhausen

"^‘plniric acid.

fact
present time this method is no longer used, as the manu-
^blphur trioxide by the contact method has completely

^^'^'ted all the others.
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Like magnesium sulphate, ferrous sulphate unites with potassium

sulphate and the salts isomorphous with this, to form monoclinic

double sulphates of the type K2Fe(SO^)2. 6H.p. The ammonium

salt {Nn4)2Pe(SOj2- which crystallises well and does not oxidise

in the air, is used in analysis (cf. Manganese).

Other Ferrous Salts.— c/i/oriV/r, Fed,, is a salt which is

very readily solul)le in water, and which in solution rapidly oxidises in

the air pin the laboratory it is obtained in large quantities in the pre

paration of sulphuretted hydrogen from iron sulphide and hydroehloi ic

acid. On concentrating the solutions it is obtained in the fotiii of

greenish crystals containing GIRO, which very readily lieeome coated

in the air with brown crusts of basic ferric salt.

Ferrous chloride is obtained in the anhydrous state by heating'

iron in a current of hydrogen chloride. The latter is decom|)os(;d

with liberation of hydrogen, and the ferrous chloride sublimes at :i

bright red heat in white-grey, lustrous scales, which feel like fair,

The anhydrous salt dissolves in water with great evolution of heat.

Concerning/r?7ms hrmiide and ferrous iodide, there is nothing special

to note. The aqueous solutions of these salts are readily obtained by

bringing the free halogens together with excess of metallic iron; the'

salts are very readily soluble.

Ferrous carbonate^ FeC03, occurs naturally as a valuable iron ore,

spathic iron ore. It crystallises in rhombohedra which are isoiiioi'-

phous with those of calc-spar and of magnesite
;
in the pure state it

is almost colourless, but is generally coloured yellow-brown fioni

incipient oxidation. From aqueous solutions of ferrous salts solnblr

carbonates precipitate it as a greenish-white substance, which readily

dissolves in acids, with effervescence, and which also becomes rather

lapidly brown owing to oxidation.

Ferric Hydroxide.—By the addition of bases to solutions of

ferric salts, ferric hydroxide, Pe(OH)3, is obtained as a brown, fioceii

lent precipitate, which is very slimy when precipitated in the cold-

If the liquid is heated along with the precipitate, the hitter acquires

firmer character, and can be readily filtered.

Ferric hydroxide is a very weak base, and is practically insohiblc

in water. In acids it is soluble when freshly precipitated, and if

has not been heated
;

it passes, however, into less soluble forms c^ca

on standing for some time in the heat, partial anhydride formation

presumably occuridng. On being heated to a red-heat it loses watci

and is converted into ferric oxide, Fe.p.5, according to the equation

2Fe(0H)3 = Fe.203 -f SHgO. This ignited iron oxide is almost insoluble

in acids, and passes into solution only on being warmed for days vit

concentrated hydrochloric acid
;

it di.ssolves more quickly when it

at the same time reduced to ferrous salt. .

Ferric hydroxide possesses the property to a very high degree 0

forming colloidal solutions. These are obtained by dissolving freshly
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piecipitated ferric hydroxide in a concentrated solution of ferric

chloride, whereby soluble basic salts are formed, and dialysing this

through a partition of parchment paper into pure water. The aqueous

solutions of ferric chloride, like those of all other ferric salts, are

partiidly hydrolysed into free acid and colloidal ferric hydroxide.

Since hydrochloric acid diffuses very quickly, while ferric hydioxide

and basic ferric chloride can hardly penetrate the parchment paper,

the hydrochloric acid present first of all passes out. The chemical

ciliiilibrium of hydrolysis is thci’eby disturbed, more hydrochloric acid

must be sj>lit off, and this is in turn removed by diffusion. These

iciictions continue until finally only or almost only colloidal ferric

hydroxide is left in the dialyser.

The solution so obtained is of a dark blood-red colour, and exhibits

the characteristic properties of colloidal solutions in the most distinct

manner. Jt does not possess electrical conductivity to any consider-

alile extent
;

its boiling point and freezing point, also, differ, only in-

appreciably from those of pure water. Addition of electrolytes preci-

pitate it, the f(!rric hydroxide separating out as a flocculent mass.

Chemical reactions do not take place with it, or do so only very slowly;

more especially, it exhibits none of the analytical characteristics of the

kriic salts, which will be mentioned later, since it does not contain

triferrioii. ()u standing with hydrochloric acid it gradually passes

into a liquid possessing the properties of the solution of ordinary ferric

rhloride.

Solutions of colloidal ferric hydroxide are prepared in the above
niaiitier for medicinal purposes, and are sold under the name fmiiru

’'''Udafnin dialysahmi (dialysed iron).

both hydroxide and oxide of iron occur in nature
;
both are im-

purtant iron ores, and are called brown iron ore and hannatite respec-

tively. dlie former occurs in l)rown-black lustrous masses which, on
heirig ground, yield a yellow-brown {)Owder. Iron oxide crystallises

I'hombohedra which are isomorphous with those of corundum

and have a black metallic appearance; in this form it is

jfUied iron glance. The concretionary iron oxide (kidney ore) has a

'I'lCK-rcd appearance
;
on being ground, both varieties of tin; oxide

}irld a I'ed powder, whereby it is readily distinguished from the native
^I'nc hydroxide, to which it othei-wise appears somewhat similar.

h’on oxide and hydroxide are extremely widely distriliuted in
‘^‘ituie. In the primitive rocks, iron regularly occurs in the form

silicate
;

in the weathering, the silicic acid is removed and the
3uroxi(P> remains. This mixes with all sedimentary rocks, and im-

to them a yellow-brown to red colour. When reducing actions

as^ for example, through admixture with organic substances, the

is reduced to the dark-coloured compound mentioned
P- 568, and this gives a grey-blue or greenish-blue colour to the

f^^’icular substances. This colour is frequently seen in the case of
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clays containing iron
;
when these are “ fired ” the organic substance

is destroyed, and the iron passes into ferric oxide, whereby the pre-

viously blue clay becomes of a red colour.

Ferric hydroxide resembles aluminium hydroxide in many respects,

especially in the fact that the salts of both have a similar eoinpositinn,

and are also mostly isomorphous. Like aluminium hydroxide, fenic

hydroxide is completely precipitated by ammonia from solutions of

ferric salts. It differs, however, from aluminium hydroxide in the fact

that it is not dissolved by strong bases; in fact a method of separatiiii^r

the two hydroxides can be based on this difference. The methcid,

however, is not very exact, for the difference, or the inal)ility of fcnic

hydroxide to form anions containing oxygen (p. 551), is only one of

degree
;

in very concentrated solutions of the alkali hydroxides, fenic

hydroxide dissolves quite appreciably, and for this reason caustic alkalis

prepared in iron boilers almost always contain iron. On diluting tlic

solutions, the compound decomposes and the ferric hydroxide s giadii

ally deposited as a brown precipitate on the bottom of the vessel.

In the presence of many organic substances, such as tartaric acid,

sugar, glycerine, etc., all of which contain several hydroxyl groups,

ferric hydroxide is not precipitated by alkalis from solutions of ferric

salts
;
on the contrary, clear brown liquids are formed which exhibit

the reactions of iron only imperfectly. The description of the coni

pounds hereby produced belongs to organic chemistry
;
they are salt

like compounds in which the iron is present not as cation but as part

of a complex anion. They have received mention here from the fact

that they are extremely readily formed, and when formed they lauidci’

the analytical detection and the precipitation of the iron more dilliciilt.

In such cases the organic substance must be destroyed, which is most

easily done by strongly heating.

Magnetic Iron Ore.—Ferric oxide unites with ferrous oxide to

form a compound which occurs abundantly in nature, and is a very

valuable iron ore : Fep.j 4- FeO = Fe.p^. It is called magnetic iron

ore, as it frequently exhibits a strong natural magnetism
;
the chemical

name is ferrosoferric oxide.

Magnetic iron ore crystallises in regular octahedra, and is iso-

morphous with spinel (p. 552), which consists of aluminium oxide ain

magnesium oxide, ALOg + MgO. As can be seen, the two compoumb

are constituted after the same type, since both contain one coml'ii'i'ip

weight of a monoxide, MO, to one of a sesquioxide, M./\. In 1’**-"

sent case, however, iron is the only metal present, its divalent fonn

taking the place of magnesium, and its trivalcnt form that of alutninmni

In magnetic iron ore, therefore, both the isomorphic relations come

simultaneously into force.

If ferrous salt and ferric salt be mixed in such proportions tha

there is twice as much iron in the case of the latter salt as

former, and the mixture be poured into excess of caustic soda, a blac
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granular precipitate is obtained, which may bo looked upon as a

hydroxide of the above compound. A salt-forming base, also, appears

to exist
;

this is a compound of ferrous and ferric hydroxide, and

to it is due the greenish colour of the ferrous salts. This compound,

liowever, if it exists, is very ‘unstable, its salts decomposing almost

completely into mixtures of ferrous and ferric salts.

Ferric Salts.—Fenk Mrride, FeCl.j, is obtained by heating iron

ill ;i current of chlorine. It then sublimes as dark-green crystals with

a metallic lustre, and is much more easily volatile than ferrous chloride.

These crystals dissolve in water with great rise of temperature,

and yield a yellow-brown solution from which the anhydi'ous salt can-

not be again obtained by evaporation and heating. Four different

hydrates containing from 1211,0 to 111,0 crystalli.se out, according

to the temperature, and on attempting to drive off the last traces

of watei’ by heating, liydi-ogen chloride is eliminated at the same

time, and iron oxide remains behind.

Hydrated ferric chloride can be obtained by dissolving ferric oxide

in hydiochloric acid, by passing chlorine into a solution of ferrous

chloride, and in other ways. The solution is evaporated until the

amount of water corresponds to FeC1.5 + bIRO
;
on cooling, it crystal-

lises to yellow crystals of the hydrateal salt, which dissolves very

readily in water. The 43
-5 per cent a()UC()us solution of this salt is

otlieinal.

Ferric chloride also dissolves in other solvents, like alcohol and

cdier. The solutions are yelloAV
;
yellow is therefore the colour of

ferric chloride iii the uiidissociated state.

The aqueous sofutious of the salt react strongly acid, since, on

account of the feebly basic propcities of ferric hydroxide, the salts

are to some extent hydrolytically dissociated. The hydrolysis in-

cieases with the dilution and with rise of temperatuiv. It betrays

Itself to the eye by the fact that the yellow colour of the uiidissociated

F^ii'ic chloride disappears and gives place to the red-l)rowii colour of

the colloidal ferric hydroxuMe which is formed.

' These properties can he made very clear by means of some
'iiniple experiments. Two equal small portions of a fairly dilute

^elution of ferric chloride are taken, and to one there is added so much
^'atcr that it becomes almost colourless. If to the other portion an
equally large volume of strong hydrochloric acid is added, a liquid of

strong yellow colour is obtained. Owing to the great concentration

chloridion in the second case, the electrolytic dissociation of the
F'l'ric chloride is so greatly diminished that the yedlow colour of the

^^i“h,s.sociated substance makes its appearance.

A solution of ferric chloride, diluted almost to colourlessness, is

into two portions, and these are placed in equally wide test-

iibe.s.
If the one portion is heated the solution becomes of a browri-

colour, hydrochloric acid and colloidal ferric hydroxide being
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foniKMl by liydrolysis. This coloration persists also when the lioatid

tul)e is placed in cold water, so that both portions of the oti^inal

liquid have the same temperature. If, however, the two tubes are

kept side by side for several days, the colour of the solution wliidi had

been heated becomes weaker, and iiltiniately both specimens ata^ of the

same colour. This is due to the fact that the hydrolysis, which was

greatly increased by warming, diminishes at a low temperature, tlu'

hydrochloric acid and the ferric hydroxide being again converted into

ferric chloride, or irrto triferr-ion and chloridiorr.

Ferric Bromide and Ferric Iodide.—While the Irronrinc (om

pound of the ferric series possesses no special interest, irrterest attaclics

to the iodine compound. It has already been rnerrtioned (p. bt)?) that

in this case the components exist to a nrcasurable exterrt iir cheinical

erpiilibriurn. If to a solution of ferrous iodide, FeL>, as rrruch frc(! iodine

is added as corresponds to the formula Fel.^ it passes, indcc(l, into

solution, but the solution still exlribits the reactions of free; iodine, and

at a higher temperature the latter volatilises from it. The readion

2FeI., + J., 2FeI,,, therefore, does not take place completely, Iriit the

rever'se reactiorr can also occur to a large extent. If the iodine is

removed from the equilibrium-, the reverse reaction must take plaKi

more and more, and ferrous iodide must ultimately remain. Tim

reaction, however, becomes increasingly difficult the more iodine is

removed from the solution.

Writing the ions which are present, the equation runs 'JhT

21' - 2Fe‘* 4 L, and the reader may be referred to the consid(‘r;itioiis

set forth on p. 567.

This reaction is used for analytical purposes for the scp;Uiiti(m

of iodine from chlorine and bromine. For this purpose exTcss of

ferric salt is added to a solution containing the halogens as ions, and

the liquid is distilled. The iodine then passes off with the stentn,

while the bromidion and chloridion remain behind. The volatilis'd

iodine is al)sorbed in a solution of potassium iodide, and titrated itk

thiosulphate.

A mixtui-e of ferrous and ferric iodides is obtained as an

intermediate product in the preparation of potassium iodide. ledum

and iron, in the proportions 3Fc : 81, are mixed with water, whoveln

all is dissolved, and the solution is precipitated with caustic alkali ci

potassium carljonate. Potassium iodide is formed in the solution, ain

the iron is deposited as the black ferrosoferric oxide (p. 572), ^'din i

can be more easily filtered and washed than the other oxides of ”

Ferric Fluoride, FeF.^, is distinguished by the fact that it

extremely slightly dissociated into its' ions, and does not, tlicrcf'''*'

exhibit the reactions of triferrion and .fluoridion. It is a difficu t y

soluble, white compound, which forms with the alkali fluori(h's cein

pounds of the type of cryolite (p. 554), constituting the alkali salts o

a trivalent Huoferranion, FcFjj'L
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Ferric Sulphate, Fe.^(80^)y, is obtained by adding to a solution

of ferrous su]j3liate half as much sulphuric acid as is therein contained,

ami evaporating the solution with addition of nitric acid (to oxidise the

diferrion to triferrion). After heating the residue there is finally

obtained a yellowish-white powder, Avhich apparently does not dissolve

in water. If left for some time under water, however, it dissolves in

abundance, and fairly concentrated solutions can l)c prepared. It is a

salt, tlieridore, which has a very small solution velocity.

The solutions appear brown-red, but the colour is all the paler the

more free acid is added. This is due to hydrolysis, which is diminished

by free acid. The hydrolysis again increases when the solution is

greatly diluted.

Ferric sulphate crystallises along with potassium or ammonium
sulphate to form alums, which are called iron alums. The salt

iTvstalliscs in octahedra, which generally apj)ear violet (probal)ly owing

to tbe presence of a trace of manganese). When pure ,the salt is

almost colourless, tinged with yellow. Iron alum is generally used

wber(! it is necessary to employ a ferric salt in cases where ferric

I'hloride, for some reason, cannot be used.

Ferric Thiocyanate, Fe(S('N).j, is (exceedingly soluble in water,

mid ill the undissociated state is of a deep red-brown colour. The
siiialk'st amount of*trif(*rrion,‘ tluu'efore, can be detected by adding an

('xress of tliiocyananion (c.y. potassium thiocyanate) to the solution.

the reaction is due to the undissociated ferric thiocyanate (for

I’oth ihiocyananion and triferrion are colourless, or only slightly

oiloiired), it will, cetem parilm.% be all tlu^ more distiiict the greater the

finiouiit of the undissociated compound present.
"

'riiis object is, in the first instance, attained by a large excess of

diiocvananion. Tf to a solution containing only a very little triferrion,

'"‘Iv an (‘(piivalent amount of thiocyananion is added, the coloration

l”*>diu:ed is very feeble
;

it becomes more pronounced the more the

^•mceiitration of the thiocyananion is increased. Fui ther, the reaction

’'«'otncs more distinct if the licpud is shaken with ether. Ferric

^Idocyanate in the undissociated state is soluble in ether
;
the undis-

‘^"(iated portion, therefore, jiasses for the greater part into the ether,

^frsh amount of the compound is formed in the a([ueous solution, and

also goes into the ether. When equilibrium is finally established

is much more undissociated ferric thiocyanate in the ether than
^^'ere was previously in the aqueous solution. As a conse([uence, the

^'Dsitiv(3ncss of the reaction is correspondingly enhanced.

If a concentrated solution of sodium or ammonium sulphate is

t() a liquid coloured red with ferric thiocyanate, the red colour

cconies weaker, and finally disappears. This is due to the fact that

to the presence of a large amount of sulphanion, the triferrion

’i^ed up for the fortnation of undissociated ferric sul[)hate, which is

^“^t coloured. The salts of monobasic acids do not act so strongly.
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since the ferric salts of the polybasic acids arc generally much less

dissociated than those of the monobasic acids. Fluorides act ^(‘Iv

strongly (cf. p. 571).

Other Ferric Bolts,—Ferric aceMe is an unstable salt, the behiivioiu

of which is, for analytical purposes, of interest. If sodium accitatc (or

acetanion in any other form) is added to the solution of a fei-ric salt,

the liquid becomes dark red in colour, owing to the formation of imdis

sociated ferric acetate. This reaction is used as a reagent for act'iii

acid, but similar colorations are produced by a number of other anions,

so that the reaction is not unequivocal. If the red solution is heated

it becomes turbid, and a preciintate of basic acetate is formed,* which

contains all the iron. In this way iron (in the ferric state) can

be precipitated from acid solutions, which is of importance for inanv

separations.

If the litpiid is again allowed to l)ecome cold in contact Avilh tin

precipitate, it sloAvly regains its red colour, and the iron begins to jkiss

into solution. When, therefore, an exact soj)aration is rcquiicd, the

precipitate must be filtered hot.

The explanation of this reaction is the same as in the case of

aluminium acetate (p. 558). Since acetic acid is a weak acid (llie

hydrion of which is still further diminished by the excess of acetanioti

from the sodium acetate added), hydrolysis largelj^ occurs, and in tla

heat tliis goes so far th;it feridc hydroxide, or Itasic acetate, is preeij)!

tated. The reverse process bikes place at a lower temperatiiif on

account of diminution of hydrolysis.

Ferric Phosphate, FePO^, is precipitated from a solution of »

ferric salt, acidified with acetic acid, by the addition of sodium i)li">

phate, as a white, slimy precipitate which, unlike most of the otlici'

phosphates, is not appreciably soluble in acetic acid. This pro[)ei tv i'

also made use of in analysis.

Sulphur Compounds of Iron.—If iron and sulphur arc h( atol

together a black mass of the composition FeS is formed. Tins avv

have already got to know as the starting substance in the prc|)aiati<)ii

of sulphuretted hydrogen. The compound can be prepared in any

desired amount by raising the end of an iron bar to a red heat, Inwci'

ing this into a large crucible, and adding sulphur in lumps. The tA\o

elements combine with so great a rise of temperature that the nen

sulphide is melted, and the preparation can be continued l)y siiniihane

ously adding more sulphur and pushing the iron bar farther in.

* A hydrated sulphide of iron of a black colour is formed "In’ij

sulphur and iron filings are mixed in the proportions 32 : 50, moisteiie'

with water, and allowed to stand. The reaction commences dov

but is accelerated by the heat produced, and in the case of

quantities it may be so violent that the mass becomes incandescent

Such experiments were formerly often made in imitation of Aolcaiiie

phenomena. Since, however, the lava of the natural volcanoes
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does not consist of iron sulphide, it is only a case of external re-

senil)lauce.

Iron sulphide is readily decomposed by acids, with formation of

ferrous salt and sulphuretted hydrogen (p. 266
),
and it is therefore not

formed when sulphuretted hydrogen is passed into solutions of ferrous

salts. By means of ammonium sulphide, however, a black precipitate

of hydrated iron sulphide is formed in ferrous solutions
;
when finely

divided it appears green-black, and forms a very sensitive reaction foi’

iron. Iron sulphide rapidly oxidises in the air, ferrous sulphate being

first formed (p. 569
),

so that it cannot be washed on the filter without

bc^dniiing to dissolve.

Iron sulphide occurs native as magnetic pyrites in yellow-brown

iiws.ses, with a metallic lustre. These have very nearly the composition

of the simple iron sulphide, but always contain a slight excess of sulphur.

How this deviation from the law of constant proportions is to be

iiiteipreted has not yet been e.xplained.

A sulphide of iron corresponding to ferric oxide, whose composition

woiihl therefore be Fc.2S.j, is not known. This is a conspicuous excep-

tion to the otherwise very general rule that the oxygen and the sulphur

conipmmds have corresponding composition. The anomaly becomes
iill the greater through the fact tliat the sulphide of iron occurring

1110,St frequently in nature has the composition FeS.,, to which again no
oxygen compound corresponds.

If sulphuretted hydrogen is passed into a solution of a ferric salt a

idiitc turbidity is produced, and the liquid becomes acid. The turbidity

fiiK'ly divided sulphur, and the reaction consists in the triferrion

I’t'sent being reduced to diferrion by means of the sulphuretted

'^ydi'ogen. The process can bo most simply regarded as an interaction

'’ct'veeu negative sulphidion and positive triferrion, whereby the former

I'Jitiroly loses its charge, the latter partially : 2Fe +S^^ = 2Fe -h S.

^licliydrion belonging to the sulphuretted hydrogen is the cause of

^^6 acid reaction.

The double sulphide of iron, FeS.,, is called, as a mineral, iron

PyHtes, and forms brass-yellow crystals belonging to the regular system,

"Tich are of very frequent occurrence (as enclosures, for example, in

'^hiiost all coal). Iron pyrites is an important starting suljstiuice for

l‘J (!paration of sulphuric acid
;

for this purpose it is roasted, Le.

with access of air, in specially constructed furnaces, when it

without further heating to ferric oxide, which remains behind,

sulphur dioxide, which escapes: 4FeS.2 -H llO^ = 2Fe./).5 + 8SO.3.

hen heated with exclusion of air it loses a part of its sulphur.

.
Ferric Acid and Ferrates.—When a mixture of iron and nitre

heated it bums with energetic reaction. If the product after being

I

(^^ot while hot) is dissolved in water, a dark-red coloured liquid

^
*^htained, which, however, does not keep well, but rapidly becomes
Gutless, thereby depositing fiocculent masses of ferric oxide. A
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li({iiid having a similar appearance is obtained by elcctrolysin;^ a

solution of caustic potash with an anode of cast-iron, and also v lieii

chlorine is passed through a solution of caustic potash in which ferrn

hydroxide is present.

The red colour is due to a small quantity of salt of the com])ositi()ii

K,Fe04 ,
and which therefore contains the anion FeO/'. The smIi is

yeadily decomposable in solution, and loses oxygen. On acidifyinu

the decomposition occurs instantaneously. The potassium ferniti' is

somewhat more stable in the solid state
;

it is isomorphous witli

potassium sulphate,

Cyanogen Compounds of Iron.—It has already been mentiomd,

when describing potassium cyanide, that this compound unites uitli

iron to form good crystallising and stable compounds. These piovr

to be salts of complex anions, which, although they contain iron, dn

not give the usual iron reactions. Since the “iron reactions” are the

reactions of diferrion and triferrion, we must conclude that tlu'se are

not present, or are so only in infinitely small concentration.

The compounds are very readily obtained l)y allowing an alkali

cyanide to act on ir’on or an iron compound. In the case ol

metallic iron the reaction takes places with evolution of livdidyeii

and formation of potassium hydroxide, in accordance with the equation

6KCN + Fe -i- 2H20 = K
4
Fc(CN)g + 2KOH + If an iron salt i>

taken, the corresponding potassium salt is formed. In this case it

a matter of indifference whether the iron salt is solulde in water ei

not, since potassium cyanide has under all conditions a solvent aclioit

On concentrating the solution the salt is obtained in bright ^
ell""

hydrated crystals of the composition K^Fe(CN)^. + SH^O, which yiel'l'

a pale yellow solution. As the formula shows, it is the potassiiim >alt

of a tetrabasic acid, lI^Fe(CN)(
5,
which is called hijdroferrocyiiinf " r/.

the potassium salt is accordingly called 'potassiuin fenvoyanidc,

better known under the old name yellow prussiaie of potash.

The ferrocyanides exhibit the reactions of cyanidion just as little

as they do those of iron
;
more especially, they are not j)()isoi'"^'';

whereas cyanidion is so in a high degree. This is a further I'luot

that the constituents of this salt do not exist side by side, as in tk'’

case of ordinary double salts, but have united to form a new anio'‘

Fe(CN),r.
.

If strong hydrochloric acid is added to a concentrated sohitien''

the potassium salt, a white, generally somewhat bluish coloured crv^ti

line precipitate is deposited of the composition H^Fe(CN\i,
J

therefore hydroferrocyanic acid. This readily dissolves in water, yi‘

|

ing a strongly acid liquid, which is, however, not very stable, but

goes a complex decomposition, with deposition of a blue precipitate’

The hydroferrocyanic acid unites with all bases to feini
t

corresponding salts, of which those of the alkali metals are rea^>.

soluble
;
those of the alkaline earth metals are, some of them,

^
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(lifiieultly soluble, and those of the heavy metals are practically

insoluble. The latter mostly exhibit conspicuous colours, and serve

therefore for the detection of some of the metals.

If a solution of potassium ferrocyanide is added to a solution con-

taiiiiiti? diferrion, a white precipitate is formed which is the feiTous

salt of hydroferrocyanic acid, Fe,Fe(CN)(.. For this precipitate the

same holds good as was stated for ferrous hydroxide (j). SB 8), It can

1)6 obtained white only when oxygen is excluded, and it is colourcai

blue by the smallest amount of free oxygen or of an oxidising agent,

the ferric compound being formed which will ])e descril)ed presently.

This precipitate is therefore used to prove the absence of free oxygen,

i'.ij. ill gases, and for this purpose it forms one of the most delicate

tests.

It is to be noticed that the two portions of iron in this compound

vary in their behaviour. Whereas two-thirds of it has entered the

compound as diferrion, and behaves accordingly, the last third reacts

bitfoiontly. If, for example, caustic potash is poured over tlui white

precipitate, the latter is decomposed
;
ferrous hydroxide is deposited,

and potassium ferrocyanide remains in the solution. Two-thirds of

the iron, therefore, passes into the precipitate, the last third passes into

solution
;
the solution of potassium ferrocyanide is not affected liy the

caustic potash.

If the ferrocyanidion is brought together with triferrion (instead

of diferrion) the ferric salt of hydroferrocyanic acid is formed. Since

triferrion is trivalent and ferrocyanidion is tetravalent, the normal

salt requires four combining weights of triferrion to three combining

''eights of ferrocyanidion, and the formula of the salt is Fe^[Fe(CN)J.j,

or ill sum Fe»(CN)^y. The compound is of a deep Idue colour, the

rolour being recognisable even in very small quantity, so that it forms

very sensitive reaction for triferrion. The compound is manufac-

f'^red on account of its fine colour, and is placed on the market under

fhe name of Prussian blue. In using it, it must lie noted that

although it is not acted on hy acids, it is decolorised and decomposed
hy bases.

This decomposition hy bases depends on processes which are

perfectly similar to those above described. On treating the ferric

ferrocyanide, as this salt must be called, with caustic potash, potassium

f(‘i’U)cyanide is again formed, and ferric hydroxide is [irccipitated

:

+ 12K01I = 3K^Fc(CN)„ + 4Fc(OH)3. Here again the

portions of iron in the compound behave differently.

* Similar processes are made use of in the preparat ion of potassium

f^‘i’i’ocyanide on the large scale. In the gas-works the sulphuretted

T^;'li’<)geii is removed from the impure coal-gas by passing it over a

^I’vtiire of lime and ferrous sulphate; the sulphuretted hydrogen
dierehy forms iron sulphide. At the same time, ammonium cyanide

present in small amount in the crude gas, and this is converted by
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the purifier into calcium cyanide and calcium ferrocyanide. This salt

is extracted with water, if necessary with the addition of lime, and

converted into the potassium salt by means of potassium chloride and

potassium carbonate. The iron sulphide is again converted into

ferrous sulphate by spontaneous oxidation in the air, and on the

addition of lime, the purifier is again fit for use, or is “regenerated.”

The method of detecting small quantities of hydrocyanic acid

mentioned on p. 414, depends on the reactions just described. To
the solution is added excess of caustic potash or soda, in ordei- to

form an alkali cyanide, and an iron salt is then added; potassiiiiii

ferrocyanide is thereby formed (p. 578). The iron salt must be in

excess. If the liquid is now acidified, the ferrocyanidion reacts with

the triferrion, which passes into solution, and Prussian blue is precipi

tated. If the amount of cyanide is very small, the Prussian blue re

mains in colloidal form in solution, and a clear blue liquid is obtained.

While ferrocyanidion is very stable in the cold, it decomposes at

a red heat, and is converted into simpler compounds. Potassium

ferrocyanide blackens on being fused, nitrogen is evolved, iron carbide

separates out, and the fused mass consists essentially of potassium

cyanide : K^Fe(CN)g = 4KCN + FeC., + N^. This was formerly the

method of preparing potassium cyanide, but a third of the cyaiiogmi

is thereby lost. In order to avoid this, the carefully dried potassium

ferrocyanide is now fused with sodium. Iron is then deposited, and a

mixture of potassium and sodium cyanide is obtained; for most purposes

this is just as suitable as the pure potassium cyanide, because in its

applications it is the cyanidion and not the potassion which is of

importance. The reaction is represented by the equation K
4
Fe(CN),; +

2Na = 4KCN -f- 2NaCN + Fe. The readily fusible melt can be much

more readily poured olf from the deposited iron than the potassium

cyanide could, in the old method, from the iron carbide.

Under the influence of acids also hydroferrocyanic acid decomposes

at a gentle heat. When potassium ferrocyanide is distilled with clilute

sulphuric acid, hydrogen cyanide passes over, while about half of the

cyanogen remains behind in the form of a bright blue compound which

is closely related to ferrous ferrocyanide (p. 579). The decomposition

is too complicated to be represented by a single equation. At the

present day, when nearly pure potassium cyanide can be readily

obtained, it is more simple to decompose this with dilute acids when it

is desired to prepare hydrocyanic acid.

Ferricyanide Compounds. — If the solution of potassium

ferrocyanide is treated with oxidising agents, it becomes of a darh

brown -green colour, and on concentrating the solution a dark -red

coloured anhydrous salt crystallises out. This has the composition

K3Fe(CN)^ and readily dissolves in water with an intense yello^'^

colour. The solution, however, decomposes rather quickly, althougl'

the dry salt is stable.
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If chlorine

^
used as the oxidising agent, the reaction can be

written thus; 2ye(GN), + Cl, = 2K,Fe(CN)„ + 2KCI, or if the par-
ticipating ions only are written, 2Fe(CN),,"" + Cl., = 2Fc(CN) -t- 2C1'

As can be seen from the above formula;, the miion of the" new^salt
has the same composition as that of the old one, vis FeiCNl and the,iij™ ,»i, i. ih. u itat ti.

I

,

while the o d one IS tetravalent. The difference is therefore quite
similar to that between diferrion and triferrion, which also have the
same composition and differ from one another in the charue of
their ions. Since an increase in the positive charge is equivalent to
a i ccrease of the negative, the following ions correspond to one

Diferrion Fe and Ferrocyaiiidion Fo(CNy"'
Triferrion Fc ‘ and Ferrittyanidion Fe(CN),."'.'

This correspondence is also given expression to in the names.
he general properties of the ferricyanides are similiar to those of

the fen'ocyanides. In these compounds, also, neither the reactions of
tntemon nor those of cyanidion can be detected. A difference, how-
'‘ver, IS shown in the reactions with iron salts.

’

If diferrion and ferricyanidion come together, a blue pi’ecipitate is
<)micd which is very similar to Prussian blue, but has a somewhat
•itterent composition. For the salt which is formed, ferrous ferri-
cyamde, has the composition Fe.^[Fe(CNy,, or in sum Fc.q(CN).,. It
(contains, therefore, 2*40 combining weights of cyanogen to’ one of iron,
'vhile Prussian blue contains 2*53 combining weights of cyanoiren to
one of iron.

^

No precipitate is produced with ferric salts, but the lifpiid only
becomes somewhat darker in colour. Ferric fcrricyanidc is soluble in
'V'ater, and in the undissociated stfitc is dark coloured.

H
concentrated hydrochloric acid, hydi'oferricyanic acid,

liberated from the solution of its salts, and can be
•^^^Hiried in brown needles which are readily decomposable and very
readily soluble in water.

^

'I he ferrous compound is decomposed by alkalis in the same way

fo,.

for poUssium ferrocyanide and ferric hydroxide are
and not potassium ferricyanide and ferrous hydroxide, as one

^riJci expect. This is due to the fact that the potessium ferricyanide
Fmiarily formed is reduced by the ferrous hydroxide, which is a very
\ong reducing agent, to the ferrous compound, the ferrous hydroxide

converted into ferric hydroxide.

))esil^^^^
Complex Compounds.—With many other substances

'vhPh^
^J^^^ogen, iron is capable of forming complex compounds

do
^ compound ions in which iron is present, and therefore

The^d
reactions of iron, or do so only very incompletely,

ascription of most of these substances must be omitted here

;
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only a few of them, which, for some special reason, chiefly analytical,

are of importance, can be mentioned here.

In the first place, there must be mentioned the compounds wliieh

are formed when iiUrk oxidr or higher oxygen compounds of nitrogen

are ])rought together with ferrous salts. The latter compounds are

then reduced to nitric oxide, and this unites with the diferrion to form

the compound ion FeNO“. This is, however, rather unstable, for it

undergoes decomposition even on boiling the solution, nitric oxide

escaping and diferrion being again formed. This behaviour is made

use of for the preparation of pure nitric oxide from mixed gases. On

it also analytical methods of detecting nitric oxide and the higher oxy-

compounds of nitrogen depend (p. 323 ).

Further, the complex iron anions can be formed by the compounds

of ferric hydroxide with organic (and also with some inorganic)

substances containing hydroxyl, which were mentioned on p. 572 .

They are recognised by the fact that their solutions are not precipi

tated by alkalis.

Oxalates of Iron.—The oxalates of iron, which have from all

time been regarded as a chemical puzzle on account of the differences

of their colour from the ordinary colours of the ferrous and ferric

compounds, must also be reckoned among the complex compounds.

\\'hen free oxalic acid is added to a ferrous salt, a crystal-

line precipitate of ferrous oxalate, difficultly soluble in water, is

deposited. Unlike the other ferrous salts, this is not greenish hut

orange coloured, like a ferric salt. It dissolves with a strong yellow

red colour in an excess of potassium oxalate, and from this solution

the salt K2Fe(C.204)., can be obtained in crystals. In the solution,

therefore, a salt of the complex ferro-oxalanion, Fe(C204)2", is formed.

The solution of potassium ferro-oxalate, which is prepared at

the moment it is to be used by mixing solutions of ferrous sulphate

and normal potassium oxalate, is, on account of its powerful reducing

properties, used in photography for developing silver bromide plates.

Moist ferric hydroxide readily dissolves in oxalic acid to yield a

liquid which, unlike the other ferric salts, is coloured green, Jhn

colour is, however, emerald green and not pale green, like that of the

ferrous salts. From the solution, badly crystallising ferric oxidate

can bo obtain(3d, which readily decomposes. If, however, another

oxalate is added, fine crystalline, green coloured salts of the complex'

ferro-oxalanion, Fe(C204)3"', are obtained, e.g. K3Fe(C20^)3.

The solutions (afso coloured green) of these salts possess in

high degree the property of sensitiveness to light. In sunlight, a soh|

tion of ferric oxalate almost instantaneously deposits a yellow precipi

tate of ferrous oxalate, and carbon dioxide is evolved : Fe2(C204);}

"

2Fe(C204) 2CO2. The salts of ferrioxalic acid behave in a siniiw^

manner, being converted into the corresponding salts of ferro-oxalic

acid: 2K3Fe(C204)3 = 2K2Fe(C204)2 + KgCgO^ + 2CO2. These pheno'
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„,ena are made use of for the production of photographs, especially
of platinum pictures, a graded reduction being allowed to take place
liy exposuto under a negative,” and the potassium ferro-oxalate thus
produced Immg used for the reduction of platinum from a compound
present. The solution has also been used as a chemical photometer
,.r an apparatus for measuring the strength of the chemically active
light. Apart from other objections, the results are of little value, from
the fact that every sensitive substance has its particular range of light
waves which It absorbs and makes use of for chemical reactions.
Ihere i.s therefore, no such thing as a “chemical intensity of light”
111 the absolute sense, and every chemical photometer indicates the
strength of only a dehnite range of rays of the light subjected to
examination, this range being dependent on the nature of the
photometer.

Iron Carbonyls.—Carbon monoxide combines with iron to form
very remarkable compounds, which are slowly formed when the two
eoiniionents come into contact at the ordinary or at a slightly higher
temperature. \ .arious substances are hereby formed, containing from
* to I tU to 1 he

;
they are readily volatile, so that they mix in the

pscons state with the excess of carbon monoxide. Their velocity of
orniation is so small that even by using finely divided iron with a
•Mgc surface only very small amounts are formed, which are difficult
to isolate and to prepare pure.

Appreciable amounts of these compounds are formed in iron
pipers which convey gas rich in carbon monoxide, especially when the
conduits are long and the carbon monoxide has, therefore, time to
unite with the iron. While for ordinary purposes these traces of iron
u> the gas are of no importance, they have proved very inconvenient
'u the application of such gas for incandescent light, as the iron oxide
" ludi IS produced in the combustion is deposited on the incandescent
u'uiitles, and impairs their illuminating power.

A better known example of such compounds will be described
"uder nickel.

Catalytic Actions of Iron.—Roth in the ionic state and in
'^uieroiis compounds, iron frequently exercises a very considerable
|j|_u}dic influence, especially on oxidation processes. To observe

HI ? ^1
^ficessary to mix dilute solutions of hydrogen peroxide

ivdrpgen iodide, or better, potassium iodide plus acetic acid.

.
®J^wly occurs in which iodine is liberated and can be

Htiv T- ^ amount of

lUfw .

®u,lt is added, the blue coloration occurs incomparably

f
A similar accelerating action has been proved in the

present time, no regularities of a more general nature are

^'vare^
these rdations. It is of importance, however, to be

^ of them, since the physiological importance of iron probably
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depends on them. The presence of iron has been detected both in the

red blood corpuscles and in the green colouring matter of th(>

assimilating plant cells {i.e._ those which reduce carbon dioxide in

light), and although at the present time the laws of these relations

cannot be stated, nevertheless, the fact above mentioned indicates an

important direction for investigation.

Metallurgy of Iron.—As metallic iron does not occur native

to any great extent, the very large quantities of this metal which are

used in the industries must be manufactured from its compounds.

For this purpose the oxygen compounds, which are reduced with

charcoal, are almost exclusively used.

This reduction is carried out chiefly in the blast-furnace, which is

an elongated, egg-shaped space enclosed by masonry; into this alternatt!

layers of iron ore and coal, along with the additions necessary for the

production of a readily fusible slag, are introduced from the top. lii

the lower part of the furnace there is a narrow cylindrical space into

which heated air is blown, and in which the fused iron collects.

The changes which the ore undergoes in such a furnace are rather

varied. In the upper parts it is only heated, whereby water is

eliminated from hydrated ores, carbon dioxide from iron carbonate,

and the ores are converted into ferric oxide or ferroso-ferric oxide,

In the lower, hotter parts of the furnace, this is reduced to metallic

iron by the carbon monoxide which is present in abundance. Since

the temperature is not nearly high enough to melt the iron, the

reduced, spongy metal sinks down along with the excess of charcoal to

the lowest part of the furnace, where the highest temperature is

reached through the combustion of the charcoal in the injected air.

The iron here combines with carbon and fuses together, forming cast

iron or^crude iron, and collects at the bottom of the furnace;.

The iron is run off from time to time and formed into loiigidi

blocks, or used for making castings. The slag which is formed at tlie

same time, and which is essentially a mixture of various silicate.s, lloats

on the fused iron, and can continually run off through an overflow.

The crude iron obtained in this way contains, besides about 4 P‘“^

in

iiid

steel, not only must the amount of carbon be reduced, but the othci

admixtures, which diminish the value of these other kinds of

must be removed as far as possible.

For this purpose, several methods are employed, which diflec fioijj

one another, however, only in the technical details, but which

amount to the same thing chemically, viz., the removal of the foreigii

substances by oxidation. The chemical reactions are most rc:u i}

intelligible in the Bessemer process, which is at present chiefly
•

The iron is introduced in the fused state into a large pear'^^*^|f

vessel, and heated air is blown through the molten mass. 1 ^

cent of carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, and also mangauese

varvinff amounts. For the rnnvp.r.sinn of this into wroUirht-U'Oii :
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im)>urities then burn more rapidly than the iron, and the products of
oxidation pass off in the gaseous state, or pass into the slag which is

simultaneously formed. While, in this manner, carbon, silicon, and
sulphur can bo readily removed, the removal of the phosphorus was
not successful as long as there was used for the vessel a lining which
consisted essentially of clay. Not until this was replaced by^a liasic

lining consisting of lime or magnesia, whereby the phosphorus passes
into the slag as the corresponding phosphate, did it become possible
to obtain good wrought - iron or steel from crude iron rich in
phosphorus. The slag rich in phosphoric acid which is thereby
formed, is used as an important fertiliser in agriculture (p. 52.‘!), and
is called Thomas’s slag, after the inventor of the method.

The course of decarbonisation by the Be.ssemer process, which
takes place in a very short time, can be controlled by spectroscopic
observation of the flame produced, and can be interrupted at the
de.sircd moment. If 2 per cent of carbon are still left in the iron,

steel is formed
;

if the amount of carlxm is reduced to I per cent, and
less, a kind of wrought-iron is obtained which is called ingot iron.



CHAPTER XXVIII

MANGANESE

General.—The element manganese is very closely related to iron. It

differs from it in being more readily oxidised, and in its higher com

pounds being more readily formed than in the case of iron. For the

rest, the corresponding compounds of manganese and iron ai(; very

similar to one another, and in many cases are isomorphous.

In nature, manganese occurs very widely distributed, but is much

less abundant than iron. It is found chiefly as manganese pci'oxide.

MnO^, the many applications of which we have repeatedly noted.

In its chemical relations, manganese is characterised l)y the very

great diversity of its compounds. It forms not less than five oxidalicii

stages, the lower members of which form bases, the higher, acids.

There is, accordingly, a correspondingly large number of different

salts containing manganese. By reason of this it exhibits very divci’se

relations of affinity and isomorphism
;
whereas the lowest scries of

compounds is allied to magnesium, the following ones exhibit iso-

morphism relations with aluminium, titanium, sulphur, and chlorine.

The combining weight of manganese is Mn = 55 ’0.

Metallic Manganese.—Pure manganese was formerly litth^

known. The metal fuses with still greater difficulty than iron, and,

like the latter, it unites at a high temperature with carbon, so tint

the element obtained by the reduction of the oxygen compounds with

charcoal always contains a fair quantity of carbon. Manganese fi“‘C

from carbon can now be readily obtained by reduction with aluminniin,

according to the method of Goldschmidt, and manganese is thus foua»

to be a reddish-grey, lustrous metal which is harder than iron an*

keeps very well in the air, whereas the carbonised metal which A'aj

formerly known oxidised very rapidly. It is very readily dissobc*^

hy acids, and in this respect probably takes the first place among t le

heavy metals; even in dilute acetic acid it evolves hydrogen

great vigour. By the dissolution, the corresponding manganous sal

is formed.

Manganese is not used in the free state, but is employed in

586
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(juaiitities as an addition to iron. White crude iron (p. 564) generally
contains larger or smaller amounts of it. Such an iron is especially

siiitahle for being treated by the Bessemer process, as the great heat of
oxitlation of manganese facilitates the maintenance of the recpiisite

lii^4i temperature.

Dini8;ll^d<llion. Lhe first series of compounds which manganese
foims, is derived from the divalent ion Mif-, which, in many respects,

hiLs a great similarity to magnesion. Dimanganion has a pale reddish
colour, no special physiological action, and its heat of formation is

210 Vj. All soluble manganous salts are distinguished from the
fiTioiis salts by the fact that they do not oxidise in the air in acid
solution.

Manganous Hydroxide, Mn(()ll),, is obtained as a reddish-
white precipitate when a solution of a manganous salt is precipitated

with alkalis. In the air, this precipitate rapidly l)ccomcs brown,
tliereby passing into manganic hydroxide, It is not dis-

solved by excess of alkalis, but is so by ammonium salts. The reason
is exactly the same as in the case of magnesium hydroxide (p. 562)

;

the degree of solubility, also, is about the same. The ammoniacal
solution, however, behaves differently in so far as it rapidly becomes
I'l'own and turbid in the air. This is due to the al)sorption of oxygen,
wlu'reby manganic hydroxide is formed, which is much too weak a

to be soluble in ammonium salts.

by heating the carbonate or by precipitating hot, the anhydride,
'u.iiiganous oxide, MnO, is obtained in the form of a greenish powder.

Ilf the manganous salts, the c/iloridf', MnCl,, may in the first place

uientioned. It is obtained in the impure state as a residue in the

I'l'^Taration of chlorine from manganese peroxide or pyrolusite (p. 166).
b i^^ a pale reddish, easily soluble salt, which crystallises with dFI.^O.

Manganous Sulphate, MnSO^, crystallises generally in hard,

'widish crystals- with 411,0 ;
besides this, it can crystallise with 711.1)

tile forms of ferrous sulphate, with SH./) in the forms of copper
wdphate, etc. With the alkali sulphates, also, it forms monoclinic
^ 'tuble salts of the type K.^SO^ . MnSO^ . GHgO.

Manganous Carbonate, MnCO.^, can be obtained as a reddish

l"'^'eipitate, by precipitating manganous salts with carbonates; it

^widises ill the air, but much less rapidly than the hydroxide. In
"'iture the carbonate is found as manganese spar; this occurs in
'

^^"Hliohedra, which are isomorphous with those of calc-spar.

Manganous Sulphide, Mn8, is the most soluble of the sulphur
*^^'11)011nds of the heavy mctiils which are formed in acpieous solution.

. decomposed even by acetic acid, and can, therefore, not be pre-

I'pitated from solutions of manganous salts with sulphuretted hydrogen,
only with alkali sulphides. If the precipitation is carried out in

c^old, a slimy, flesh-coloured precipitate (the only sulphur com-
^ of this colour) is obtained

;
from moderately concentrated
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solutions in the heat, anhydrous manganous sulphide is sometimis

pr(;cipitated, under conditions which are not yet exactly known, as a

grey-green powder. In the air the sulphur compound oxidises \('iv

rapidly, so that it must be washed with a solution of amnionium

sulphide when use is made of it for the precipitation of manganost'

in analysis.

Manganous Borate is obtained by the precipitation of a man

gallons salt with borax, and is placed on the market in the form of a

brown powder. It is used in large quantities for the preparation of

varnish. This is due to its catalytic properties. There are certain

vegetable oils, e,g. linseed oil, which oxidise in the air to resinous

masses. With the crude oils, this oxidation tak(!s place only slowl)'
,

if, however, the oil is heated and a small quantity (less than 1 pei

cent) of manganous borate is added, the absor|)tion of oxygen is gicatlv

accelerated catalytically, and a rapidly drying oil or a variiisli is

obtained. Further, diinanganion has the property of very greatly

increasing the action of certain organic catalysors which accelerate

oxidation, the “oxidases.”

Manganic Compounds.—The compounds of trivalent manganesi'

or the manganic compounds, are formed from the manganous com-

pounds by oxidation. Even in the case of iron a consi(lcral)li'

diminution of the liasic properties accompanied the correspoiidinit

transformation, a fact which found expression in the incipient hvdi"

lysis of the salts
;

in the case of manganese, however, the different

is much greater. The hydrolysis of the manganic compounds in

aqueous solution is so great that such compounds arc quite iinstidilr.

and rapidly decompose with separation of manganic hydroxide, Mn(OH):;

For this reason, very little is known regarding the properties ot

the ion Mn’”. Its colour appears to be violet-red, and the

brown colour of some solutions of manganic salts is the result ot

hydrolysis, since the manganic hydroxide is dark-brown in colour.

The normal hydroxide does not occur in nature, but Mirion^

anhydrides of it do. The partial anhydride MnO(OH) is ealleu

manganite
;
manganese sesquioxide, or the complete anhydride, Mu/h

is dimorphous, and is called braunite and hausmannite.

In the solid state, some of the manganic salts are known

defined compounds. The sulphate is obtained by warming inaiig<or>^

peroxide with concentrated sulphuric acid until it has dissolved te

dark-coloured liquid, and then washing the paste of sulphate,

formed even in the heat, free from sulphuric acid by means of

cti

iiitrie

• acid. It is a dark-green powder, which dissolves in water' vitti

violet-red colour, which' very speedily changes to brown,

hydroxide being deposited. Manganic chloride, MnClg, is also forme*

,

temporarily, when manganic hydroxide is dissolved in cold concern

trated hydrochloric acid, and on ^ilution with water behaves like

sulphate.
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Those maiigilnic salts, however, Avhicli are not ionised to any groat

xtont undergo only a slight hydrolysis, as was to be foreseen accord-

the theory of hydrolysis. To these there belongs, in the first

instance, the fiuoridc, MnE^, which can he prepared by dissolving

niuiiitanic hydroxide in aqueous hydrofluoric acid, and which can be

olitahied in dark-red crystals. This forms double salts with the alkali

tiuurides, of the type KoF., . MnF.^ . 2 H./).
. ,

Finally, the phosphate, MnPO^, appears to be a slightly dissociated

suit It dissolves in excess of ])hosphoric acid to a red-violet liquid,

which is stable even at the temperature of boiling.

Manganese Peroxide.—Tctravalent manganese forms the hy-

droxide Mn{OH),p the anhydride of Avhich is the oft-mentioned

manganese peroxide, MnO,. Since even in the case of trivdent

manganese the basic, properties had practically tlisappeared, it^ is

natural that tetravalent manganese is no longer capable of forming

salts like a base. On the other hand, the acid properties which are

[)n'.sent in a pronounced manner in the higher stages of the manganese

( omiiounds, begin to be indicated here.
^

Mamuinese peroxide occurs fairly abundantly in nature as pifrouibik,

and is the most important of all the naturally occurring compounds of

manganese. It occurs in grey-hlack crystals, the powdei- of which is

lilack (not brown).

The hydroxide, Mn(OH)j, is obtained by subjectitig mariganoiis

sills to strong oxidising actions in neutral or alkaline Iniuids As

oxiilising agent there can be used chlorine, bromine, or a byiio-

thloiitc. The hydroxide is dark-broivn in colour, and amoiyious, and

pusses readily into the colloidal state, liy modciate ( c lyi la ion, le

iiitranediato anhydride, Mn()(OH)„ which has the s,anio appearance, is

"’''iflc hydroxide is treateil with cold, concentrated hydrochloric

iiciil, it dissolves with a dark brown-green colour; if the solution is

iinniediately diluted with a large quantity of watei, tic lyc ioxk c is

a,^aiii deposited. This is due to the formation of a

MnCI,. which is hydrolysed by much water. If the "

''aniicd, it becomes colourless and evolves chorine; manganous

^Hoiide remains in the residue. The reaction for the preparation

chlorine given on p. Kid tak*® therefore, m two sUges,

‘e'..whlorido being first formed and ^en deconrqmsing into ehlm-ine

""'I dichloride. The equations are MnOj + 4HC1 - MnU,, -t ..H2O,

'’ITfian^nese pSydroxide prepared as

f’f’
.'icids too little oxygen on analysis. This is due to the fact that the

''""pound, MnO(OH),, or n.,MnO.„ can act like an “g'!’
‘"J

cm-bonic acid or sulphurous acid, and form ^Its. If the

!'«to«de is formed in presence of a base, all the manganese passes

"do this compound; in the absence, however, of another base, part of
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the manganese in the divalent state is incorporated in the precipitate,

the manganous salt of the above acid, manganous, acid, the formula of

which is Mn . MnO.^, equal to Mn/jg, being formed. If, however, a

base is present, e.g, lime, calcium manganite is formed, and all the

manganese passes into the tetravalent state.

This reaction is made use of for the regeneration of the man

ganese liquors in the manufacture of chlorine from hydrochloric acid

and pyrolusite. The requisite amount of lime is added to the licjuors

in order to convert the manganous chloride into manganous hydi oxidc,

and still one combining weight of lime more. If air is blown throngli

this mixture, oxidation tfxkes place rapidly and readily, and calciimi

manganite, CaMnOg, is deposited as a black precipitate, known as

Weldon mud. This again yields chlorine with hydrochloric acid, Imt

half as much hydrochloric acid more is required, as can bo seen fioiii

the equation CaMnOg + 6HC1 = CaCR + MnCl, + Cl^.

At the present day this method is being more and mon; gi\cii

up, as the electrolysis of the alkali chlorides yields more chlorine than

can be made use of in the arts.

Besides being used for the preparation of chlorine, manganese

peroxide is employed in pottery works for the production of hrowii

and violet colours. Melts to which manganese peroxide has been

added are coloured violet
;

if iron is present at the same time, a dai k-

brown colour is produced.

Manganese peroxide is also employed in the manufacture of glass.

It is there used in order to remove the greenish coloration which the

glass assumes owing to the presence, of ferrous compounds (p. 528).

The action is probably due to an oxidation of the ferrous to the ferric

compound, the yellow colour of which is much feebler. Besides thi.s

the yellow colour of the ferric glass is counteracted by the violet

colour of the manganese salt, and an imperceptible neutral tint is

produced.

Glass which has been decolorised with manganese exhibits the

remarkable property that it alowly becomes red-violet in colour Avhen

exposed to light. This colour passes through the whole ma.ss of the

glass, but is absent from those parts where the light was weakened,

for example, behind letters fixed on shop windows. This phenomenon

is a poof that in spite of the apparently solid nature of the gln''>j

chemical processes can occur in the interior of the mass, as in a li<l'no

which is not in equilibrium.

Manganese peroxide is also used for making galvanic cells

it conducts the electric current, and as a cathode gives a fairly lug
|

potential with zinc as anode. The processes taking place in gahanir

cells will be discussed in detail at a later point in connection v it i

simpler case (Chap. XXXII.)
;
at tjhis point it will be sufficient to state

that such cells are generally formed of an oxidising agent aii<

reducing agent, separated from one another by an intermediate con-
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ductor, generally a salt solution, and where ' necessary, a porous
,«rtition. On making the proper connection, an electric current is
produced whereby the reducing agent is oxidised at the expense of
the oxidising agent; the chemical energy which thereliy becomes free
yields the work necessary for the electric current. In the above cell
eomiiosed of manganese peroxide and zinc, the manganese peroxide is

the oxidising and zinc the reducing agent. Both these are immersed
in a solution of sal ammoniac, and when the circuit is closed the zinc
dissolves and the manganese peroxide is reduced to manganous oxide

• Such a cell can be easily made as follows. A mixture of
pyrolusite and coke (for the sake of the conduction) is placed at
the bottom of a tumbler, a rod of

liard, conducting charcoal is introduced

into this, and the glass filled with a y >%|]
solution of ammonium chloride; a zinc

lod is suspended in the upper part

of the liquid in such a way that it

does not touch the manganese per-

oxide and the charcoal (Fig. 112). On
uniting the zinc arid the charcoal by
means of a conductor, an electric current

passes through the latter. Such a cell

(Leclanch6 cell) lasts for a long time
if only small, interniittent currents ai’c

taken from it, as, c.//., for electric

hells; for strong, continuous currents

d is useless, because the necessary chemical reactions do not occur
sufficiently rapidly, and the cell therefoi'e quickly loses its electro-
uiotivo force when much used. It recovers its electromotive force on
I’esting.

Fio. 112.

Idri ignition, manganese peroxide loses oxygen, and is converted
luto manganoso-manganic oxide, Mn/)^, corresponding to ferroso-ferric
oxide. The reaction is 3MnO^, = Mn304 + Og. This was formerly the
uiethod by which oxygen was prepared in the pure state, and it has
therefore a certain historical importance.

ihe same manganoso-manganic oxide, although not of exactly
oon.stant composition. Is formed when any of the other oxides of

J^‘Uiganese or manganese carbonate is ignited in the air, and this

is therefore used for weighing manganese in analytical separa-
boiis. As has been mentioned, however, the composition is not quite
‘^oustant; this depends more especially on the temperature, the amount
u oxygen decreasing somewhat as the temperature rises.

Manganic Acid and Permanganic Acid.—Although com-

^ pentavalent manganese are not known, manganic acid,

can be regarded as a partial anhydride of the hydroxide of

^^'^avalent manganese, for Mn(OH)o - 2Hp = MnO,(OH), = H^MnO,.
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This interpretation, however, is in the first instance only a formal one,

for neither is the hexahydroxide itself nor compounds directly corre-

sponding to it known. It will be found, however, that this interpre-

tation is a convenient one in discussing the oxidation and reduction

processes of the manganese compounds.

Manganic acid itself is not known
;

it is no more possible to pre-

pare it pure than it is to prepare thiosulphuric acid, for its anion

cannot exist along with hydrion in solution without at once undergoing

transformation. It is known only in its salts, which are stal)le in

alkaline solutions, but in neutral or acid solutions are immediately

converted into the ion of the next compound, permanganic acid. The

analysis of the salts, and, more directly, the pronounced isomorphism of

these with the sulphates, lead to the formula already given, H2Mn(),.

The salts of manganic acid, or the manganates, are very readily

formed by heating any manganese compound with strong bases or with

carbonates. If potassium or sodium carbonate (or better, a mixture

of these) is heated to fusion and a trace of manganese in any form

added to it, the latter dissolves with absorption of oxygen from the

air, and imparts a fine dark-green colour to the melt. On cooling, the

mass appears almost black when a fair amount of manganese is pre-

sent, and greenish-blue when only very little is taken. The reaction

is so sensitive that it can be irsed for the detection of manganese. In

crude potashes, patches of a blue-green colour are frequently found,

due to accidental traces of manganese, which on heating have been

converted into manganate. >

'' In order to prepare poUissium manganate, a mixture of p.yi'o-

lusite and caustic potash is heated in the air; oxygen is tlieichy

absorbed, and a black mass of potassium manganate is formed. AVhen

this is dissolved in water a dark green, almost opaque solution is given

even with very small amounts.
'' The isomorphism with potassium sulphate is seen when this s.ilt

is added to the above solution, and this allowed to crystallise. The

crystals of potassium sulphate are obtained, coloured in all tints of

bright and dark green.

The solution of the crude potassium manganate remains unchanged

when it contains a large amount of potash. On adding any acid, the

solution acquires a fine red colour, and then contains another compound,

which is derived from heptavalent manganese. The same colour-change

occurs on allowing the dilute solution to stand in the air
;
the above

change is then effected by the carbon dioxide of the air. In passing

from green to red, the solution passes through a number of inter'

mediate violet and blue colours, and this change of colour has pro-

cured for the substance the name “mineral chameleon.”

On adding a fairly large excess of ordinary caustic potash to th^

solution after it has become red, the colour again changes fairly rapidly

to green.
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Whet, he re.l-coloured hqui,! i, evaporated, a st.lt crystolliscs oot
,n tilmost Idtick crystals with a metallic lustre, the composition of which
is represented by the formula KMnO,. Apparently, therefore, it con-
twns the same ions as potassium maiiganate, only in different nropor-
liens, there being, m the present case, only one combining weight of
potassion to one of the ion MnO/, instead of two as in the case of
the .nanganates. This, however, furnishes the essential .listinction
lietween the two compounds, a distinction which is similar to that
hetiveen ferroyyamde and femcyanitle. The ions of potassium nian-
giiiiiite are 2k and MnO/'; those of the red stilt, which is called

prmmgauak, K’ and .Mn( )/. Whereas, therefore, the former
ion IS similar to that of divalent sulphuric acid, the composition of the
latter is such as to make it more comparable with that of the mono-
valent pcrchloranion CIO,/. As a matter of fact, the two are isomor-
plioiis, and if potassium perchlorate is allowed to crystallise in presence
Ilf some potassium permanganate, mixed crystals are obUiined varyint'
from bright to dark red in colour;' this can be seen with cspecialease
iiul (listiiictiicss under the microscope.

Permangfinic ;icid can be regarded as a pai-tial anhydride of hnita-
manganese, for, Mii(()H). - 3Hp = mM\. In' agreement with

whiit was set forth on p. 314, permanganic acid has, accordingly, to
1“' regai’ded as a higher stage of oxidation of manganese than manganic
‘icid, and must therefore be formed from the latter by means of oxidis-
I'lj; agents. As a mattci* of fact, the transfoi'ination takes place most
stnoothly when chlorine is passecl into the solution of the manganate,

reaction then takes jdace: 2K^Mn()j + Cl., = L^KiMnO^
“^bl. 1 he equation of the ions is, 2Mn()^" + Cl., = 2MnO/ + 2Cr.

H' I’caction therefore consists in the transfer of one negative charge
MnO; to the chlorine.

^

bi the transformation of the manganates into permanganates in

^‘‘^'dion, a portion of the mangananion acts as an oxidising agent,
manganic acid being induced to manganese peroxide.

^'^^^ctiori may, for examjile, be written : 3K.,Mn()^ + IHNO^^

U)^
4KNO.J + MnO^, -i 2H.,0. It is, however, more instructive

reacting ions. We then have

t
~ + MnO^, + 2H.p. This shows that hydrion is

soTuf
process, and this explains why it takes place in acid

.
the reverse transformation from permangananion to mangan-

takes place in alkaline solution is to be attributed, on the one

.^^^.^^^siimption of hydroxidion, which, of course, takes place

^

easily in solution containing a large quantity of hydroxyl. The

which is at the same time necessary is probably

ill
<^^ganic substances, which are generally present dissolved

-M
potash. AVhether, in accordance with the equation

'
4 + MnO., + 40H' = 3MnO/' + 2H.>0, permangananion along with
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manganese peroxide can change into mangananion with consumption of

hydroxy], has not yet been sufficiently investigated.

In contradistinction to manganic acid, permanganic acid is ver\’

stable in acid solution. An aqueous solution of permanganic acid

can bo obtained by decomposing the barium salt in dilute solution will)

sulphuric acid. A red solution is thus obtained which looks like that

of any permanganate whatever, and which conducts electricity like an

equivalent solution of hydrochloric acid. Permanganic acid is there

fore a strong acid, whose aqueous solutions arc largely dissociated e\ cn

at a moderate dilution.

Of the salts of permanganic acid, the most important is the

potassium salt already mentioned, as it is not very readily soluble and

crystallises well, and can therefore easily be prepared pure. It is

manufactured on the large scale, and in recent times to a large extent

by electrolytic oxidation.

Pure permanganic acid, HMnO^, is not known, but its anhydride,

MugOy, is. It is obtained as a brown-green, oily liquid, which sepa-

rates out in drops by carefully adding concentrated sulphuric aeid

to dry potassium permanganate; it is very volatile. Even at the

ordinary temperature it is converted into a red-violet, readily decom-

posable vapour which, on slight provocation, decomposes with cxph).si()n

into oxygen and manganese peroxide, the latter floating around in

brown, cobweb-like flakes.

The permanganates are very powerful oxidising agents, and arc used

as such. Fairly large ({iiantities are used Jn the chemical industry,

especially for the oxidation of organic substances. To the same lao-

perty is due its application for purposes of disinfection, treatment ot

wounds, etc.

The mode of action of permangananion in oxidation varies accord

ing as it is employed in acid or in alkaline solution. In the fornu’i

case a manganous salt is formed, in the latter manganese peroxide.

Since the latter is a higher stage of oxidation than dimanganion, the

oxidation action is more fully taken advantage of in the fornu'r case

than in the latter.

The oxidising action is so powerful that almost all organic .suh

stances are attacked by permanganate. The hydrated manganese

peroxide which is thereby formed separates out on the substances am

colours them dark brown. On account, therefore, of the resulting < c-

composition, solutions of permanganates must not be filtered throng i

paper nor kept in contact with indiarubber, cork, or such sub.stfuice&.

* The brown coloration can bo readily removed by means of su

phurous acid
;
soluble manganous sulphate is thereby formed :

Mn
-i

SO^^MnSO,.!

The same reaction also takes place even in the absence of watci

,

^ lu part, also, manganese dithionate is formed : MnO2 + 2SO2=MnS2O0 (cl. P-
'

the latter is formed chiefly when crystalline peroxide is used, and at a low tempera
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it is therefore made use of in order to remove sulphur dioxide from gas

mixtures.

The solutions of the permanganates can all be readily identified by

their line red-violet colour. On examining the transmitted light by

means of the prism, five fairly sharp absorption bands are seen lying

between the yellow and the green. With equivalent solutions, these

hiiiuls have exactly the same position and character for all perman-

(ranates
;
they are shown also in exactly the same way by free per-

manganic acid. This proves that we are dealing here with a definite

property of permanganaiiion, MnO/, which remains independent of the

other ion present at the same time in the solution. Since these l)ands

can be measured with great exactness, it has been possible in this case

to prove the identity with great strictness.

Potassium permanganate is employed in analytical chemistry. For

;sirice its solutions are so strongly coloured that even very small

(juantities can be recognised, a method for the volumetric determina-

tion of reducing agents has been based on the fact that, on oxidising

with permanganate, the red colour disappears so long as reducing sub-

stance is still present. So soon as this has been used up, even a very

slight excess of permanganate can be recognised by the permanence of

the red coloration.

This method is chiefly used for the determination of iron, since in

acid solution this is immediately converted, even in the cold, from

tliferrioii to triferrion. Since the manganese in passing from pernian-

ganaiiion to dimanganion sinks fi’om the heptiivalent to the divalent

^tage, five oxidation units are available. With these, five combining

tveigdits of diferrion can bo oxidised to triferrion, since for each com-

Ihiiiig weight only one unit is necessary. If the liquid is imagined

acidified with sulphuric acid, the equation, when written in the usual

’aaiiiier, runs : lOFeSO^ + 2KMn04 + SHgSO^ = 5Fe
2(804)3 + K.

2
SO

4
-f

+ 8H,0. Omitting the non-essential ions, we obtain the much

’'lore simple equation : 5Fe" + MnO/ + SIT = 5Fe ” + Mn + 4H.,0.

Ihc determination is performed by placing the solution of per-

"langanate in a burette furnished with a glass stop cock and allowing

lo run into the solution of the ferrous salt. Since the method

l^^Ponds on the oxidation of diferrion to triferrion, all the iron which

<lesired to determine must bo present as diferrion. In order to

this, or, as the case may be, to make sure of this, die acid

'T'id is treated with metallic zinc, whereby any triferrion which may

present is converted into diferrion, a corresponding amount of zinc

!^‘'^'^sirig into solution : 2Fe” + Zn - 2Fe” -t ZiT*. The permanganate

then allowed to flow into the solution until the last drop gives a

eoloratioii to the liquid. The liquid must be maintained fairly

acid, as a large amount of hydrion is used up in the reaction,

^diochloric acid, however, must not be used, since this is partially

^^tdised to chlorine, and too much permanganate is therefore required.
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It is only in the presence of iron that this oxidation of hydr,,.

chloric acid takes place in sufficient amount to cause an error in the

analysis. If no iron is present, it is possible even to warm dilute

solutions of the two subsbinces without appreciable action occutTi]i<r.

AVe are therefore here dealing with a case of catalytic influence. The

presence of dimanganion greatly retards the oxidation of hydroclilorie

acid by permanganate
;

if, therefore, for other reasons, iron must he

titrated with permanganate in hydrochloric acid solution, it is necessary

to previously add an abundance of manganous sulphate.

Besides being used for the determination of iron, permanganate is

chiefly employed for the titration of l)xalic acid and nitrous acid.

The former thereby ])asses into carbon dioxide, and we have the

ecpiation 5C./)/' + 2Mn()^' + 16H’ = IOCO
.2 +

' + SllA). In this

equation, C/)/' is the ion of oxalic acid. If it is desired to write the

equation with respect to undissociated oxalic acid, it is only nec(“s.s;ii v

to unite the corresponding lOIP with the and we ol)tai!i

5a,(\H2 + 2MnO; + 6H' = lOCO, + 2Mn‘’ + 8H“0. In tin; actual

state of affairs, this other method of writing the reaction inahes im

difference.

This method is used not so much for the determination of oxalic

acid (which can be more conveniently determined by means of baiyta)

as for the estimation of oxalates, e.g, calcium oxalate. On account

of the great sensitiveness of the reaction, much smaller (piantitics of

calcium oxalate can be determined with permanganate than l)y weigh

ing
;
and the method is, therefore, employed where as aceuiat(! a

determination as possible of very small quantities has to be made'.

The volumetric determination of nitrous acid is also carried out m

acid solution, and takes place in accordance with the eciuation 2MuO, "

5NO/ + 6ir = 2Mn'‘ + 5NO./ + SHgO. The reaction does not take

place instantaneously, and, of course, occurs all the more slowly as the

concentration of the nitrous acid decreases during the reaction.

Finally, the use of permanganate for the determination of man

ganese itself in the form of dimanganion, must be mentioned. 1^^''

the two ions meet in feebly acid solution, they undergo double decain-

position to manganese peroxide, which is deposited as a brown piceipi

tate. If the precipitation is carried out in the heat, the preeijaf'^^^^

settles sufficiently quickly, so that the supernatant liquid at

becomes clear, and it can be seen whether it is coloured pdik '}

excess of permanganate. We obtain the equation of the rearti(»i'

we consider that all the manganese is converted into the tctra\ a

form. Each combining weight of dimanganion must therefore take up

two units, while the heptavalent manganese of permangananion can

up three units. Two molecules of permangananion, therefore,
leuc

with three molecules of dimanganion, and we have 3Mn t
2Mn 4
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licconic acid if we started with ji neutral solution. In strongly acid

solution the reaction does not occur. Further, pure manganese peroxide

is foi'iucd only when a base is present which can coml)ine with it to

form a manganite (p. 590). All these conditions are fulfilled if the

precipitation is carried out in presence of an excess of zinc oxide.

General Remarks on Oxidising and Reducing Agents.—
All oxidising agents can (iii the presence of water) be formally

legardcd as hydroxyl compounds, and all reducing agents as hydrogen

compounds of the particular elements. The formula* of these

hydi’oxides and hydrides are chosen such that they are. ol)tained by

the addition of the elements of Avater to the various substances. In

the case of manganese, for example, we have ;

—

Manganous series Mn(OH)-j div.'dent

Manganic series Mn(OH).j trivaleni

Manganese peroxide MnO.,4 — Mn(OH )4
l.etravaleiit

-iManganate series l 2HoO - Mn(()ll),j hexavalent

Permanganate series HMiiOj t 3£lwO ~ Mn(OJlj7
lieptavaleiit.

As an example of a series of reducing agents, we choose the

compounds of sulphur. T.aking sulphuric acid, the hydrogen com-

pound of SO
4 ,
as the initial substance, wo have the foIloAvingformnlic

Sulphuric acid SCh.Ho

Sulphurous acid I h.SOjj I 1 r,0 SOj . 1
1.,

Sulphur S I- iHyO - SOj .JIh

Sulphuretted hydrogen TbS I 4lloO - SOj.llio.

Ill order, therefore, to oxidise sulphuretted hydrogen, for example,

hi sulphuric acid, 10-2 = 8 oxidation units must be taken up. If

this oxidation is to be carried out iii acid .solution with permanganate,

"l*6rcl)y dimanganion is formed, there are, for each molecule of

pei'inaiigaiiate, 7-2 = 5 oxidation units available, and since 8 and 5

h-'ive !io commoti factor, 5 parts of sulphuretted hydrogen must be used

pin ts Qf permanganate.
tn order to complete the mpiation, wo must consider that the

^‘^dons produced, viz., 8 molecules potassioii and 8 molecules diman-

.v"'ion, require together 24 equivalents of anion, of whicli 5 S yield

1 0 as 80 Other 1 4 equivalents of some acid must therefore

he added, ('.g.^7ESO . We therefore obtain the equation 5H.^8 -f

|^lvMn0^s- 7H,S04 = 8Mn804 -f 4K.2SO4
+I 2H

2
O, or, leaving out the

^^hich remain unchanged,

5H
2
S -t- 8MnO; h

= 5SO; + 8Mn" -p I 2H
2
O.

important point is with regard to the alteration of the acid or

condition of the reaction mixture in the process, for in general

a change takes place in oxidatibns, and we have to ask how this

d) he calculated. The answer is practically contained in the above

examples,
still it may be useful to describe the method in detail. It
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is as follows : Making use only of the elements of water besides the

reacting substances, one examines whether after writing the equation

obtained from the consideration of the oxidation values, excess of acid

or excess of hydroxide appears on the right-hand side. If from this

point of view we write the ecpiation for the oxidation of sulphuretted

hydrogen with permanganate, we obtain

—

5a,S + SKMnO^ -i- 2H
2
O = iKSO^ + MnSO^ + 7Mn(OH).,.

Besides the neutral salts, therefore, 7Mn(OH)2 are formed, ix. 1

1

equivalents of hydroxyl remain unsaturated, and as fnany Cfpnvaleiits

of an acid must therefore be added in order that the same acid or basic

condition may be produced as before the reaction.

The calculation becomes still more simple in the following way.

From the practically neutral sulphuretted hydrogen the dibasic sul[)huric

acid is formed
;

since are oxidised, this corresponds to an increase

of the acid by 10 equivalents. On the other hand, 3 equivalents

of base are formed from the neutral permanangate, viz., one monovalciil

potash and one divalent manganous hydroxide. The 8KMnO,, thci(‘

fore, make the reaction mixture more basic to the extent 3 x 8 =

equivalents. Subtracting the 10 equivalents of acid from this, tlicic

remains a basic excess of 14 equivalents, and for these a correspond

ing amount of acid is necessary in order to maintain the condition

unchanged.

In oxidation and reduction processes, therefore, a change iu the

neutrality, or, more generally, in the acid or basic condition, geiKnally

occurs. If hydrion is used up in the reaction, this will, in accordance

with the law of mass action, take place all the more readily the more

hydrion is present, or the more acid the solution is. The same holds

good when hydrion is not used up, but hydroxidion is formed. Foi

since the latter unites with hydrion to form neutral water, the two

processes are equivalent in the presence of water. If, on the contrary,

hydrion is formed in the process, the latter will take place better m

the presence of hydroxidion, and will be retarded or rendered practically

impossible by the presence of hydrion. In both cases, indeed, chemic-d

equilibria are established. Very frequently, however, these equdilina

are so much towards the one side of the reaction equation that it i'’

not possible to detect the presence of the substances on the other

An example of this is afforded by the transformation of inaiigan^

anion into permangananion, and vice versa (p. 593). Since in the case 01

the direct change hydrion is used up, corresponding to the eqtiati^’’

3MnO/ -f 4H’ = 2MnO/ + MnOg + 2H
2
O, the transformation will he

promoted by the presence of hydrion, and the solution will contain

permanganate. If the hydrion is decreased by the presence of a large'

amount of hydroxidion, the mangananion is stable. Another exampbj

is afforded by the behaviour of iodine in presence and absence ^

hydroxidion. Free iodine reacts with hydroxidion to form iodam^^
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and iodidion, in accordance with the equation 31., + 60H' = 51' + 10 ' +
31L0. In this reaction much hydro.xidion disappears, and \he
reaction must therefore take place more erisily when it is present
a., a matter of fact, it takes place in alkaline solution, e.g. in a solution
of caustic soda. If, however, hydrion is added, the reaction is reversed
and elementary iodine is again set free : 51' + 10 ' + fiH' = 31 + 3H o'

Complex Compounds of Manganese.-Manganese '^n' fo™
mill cyanogen, compounds which are quite similar to those which we
have already discussed in detail in the case of iron. In this case also
wc have the two series of compounds derived from a tetravalent
raanganocyanidion, Mii(CN)„"", and a trivalent manganicyanidion,
Mn(GN)/, and both are obtained in a manner similar to the corre-
siKinding iron compounds. They are both, however, less stable, and
the inaiiganicyanides, more especially, through their readiness to
undergo decomposition, recall the salts of trivalent manganese.

Potassium manganocyanide, K^Mii(CN),, + 3H„0, is i.somorphous
ivith potassium ferrocyanide and crystollises in dark blue crystals,
which, however, yield an almost colourless solution. Potassium
inangaiiicyanide, K,Mn((JN)|,, is red, and is isomorphons with potassium
hTricyanide.

^

Its aqueous solutions dcconijxise on being boiled, the
nninganese being deposited as manganic hydroxide.



CHAPTER XXIX

(^ROMIUM

General.—In many of its chemical peculiarities chromium is closely

allied to the metals of the iron group, especially to iron and manganese.

On the other hand, it is related to the elements molybdenum, tungsten,

and uranium, which must be placed in the last group of metals, so tlint

chromium could be grouped just as well with them. It is somewhat

arbitrary, therefore, in which group it is placed
;
that it is here elasseh

in the iron group is done for didactic reasons.

Chromium is closely related to manganese in the number of the

series of compounds which it forms. Whereas, however, in the case

of manganese, the acids corresponding to the higher stages of oxidation

were somewhat unstable, these belong in the case of chromium to the

most important and best-known compounds.

Chromium forms the following series of compounds :

—

Salts of the divalent dichromion, Cr”,

Salts of the trivalent trichromion, Cr”', and complex coin

pounds derived from it.

Chromium trioxide, CrO.^, and acids derived from it.

Chromium peroxide, whose composition is not yet known with

certainty.

The combining weight of chromium is Cr - 52 T.

Metallic Chromium was for long known only in the form of :m

impure product containing carbon, since the fusion of pure chroming

could not be effected on account of its high melting point. By

reduction of chromium oxide with aluminium, in accordance with

general metiiod given by H. Goldschmidt, very pure metallic chromnn^|

is now manufactured in large quantities. It is used in the iron indu^'t^*)

to add to steel (chromium steel). .

,

'" This preparation is carried out by mixing chromium oxide
'

aluminium powder, both carefully dried, and initiating the reactio'^

with a small quantity of the mixture. For this a very high temp^i^

ture is necessary; this is produced by mixing aluminium powder wi ^

600
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liariuin peroxide, forming a pill of this, and sticking a piece of

magnesium ribbon into it. If the magnesium ribbon is ignited, which

L-an be done with a match, the combustion of the aluminium with the

oxygen of the barium peroxide begins
; the mass thereby becomes white

hot, and initiates the reaction in the neighbouring portions of the

cliromiuin mixture. In proportion as this undergoes transformation,

more of the mixture is added
;
the temperature thereby soon rises so

high that the chromium fuses.

' The method has the advantage that it does not re({uire a specially

liiiilt furnace, but can be carried out in an ordinary crucible, prefer-

iihly one of magnesia; the outside of the crucible becomes only slowly

wiinii. On account of the high temperature of fusion of chromium,

the prc|)ai'ation of the fused metal is successful only when faiiiy large;

([uantities are employed, but then with ease.

" A similar method is used for prci)aring other metals, and also

for the production of very high temperatures. In the latter case cheap

oxides, generally iron oxide, are used. With such mixtures fusions,

welding, etc., can be carried out on the spot xvith great case and

('(‘rtainty, so that the method is of great technical importance.

Chromium is a lustrous xvhite, very hard metal, the melting point

"f which is about 3000^ Its density is 6'8. It remains unchanged

in th(; air
;
even at a red heat it becomes only slowly coated with a

thill layer of oxide, which exhibits the colours of thin plates. It is

(lissolved by dilute hydrochloric and sulphuric acids, with evolution of

Imlrogen. Nitric acid does not attack it, since it becomes “passive”

ill that acid;

" Chromium passes into this passive state, Le. ceases to lie attacked

liy acids, even by lying in the air. The metal when in this state is

"ot attacked at the ordinaiy temperature by dilute acids. Treatment

af the metal with strong oxidising agents has the same effect. If the

passive metal is allowed to lie for a fairly long time under acid, or if

diis is warmed, dissolution with evolution of hydrogen suddenly com-

'fences. If the metal is used as an anode (p. 192) in dilute acid, it is

converted by weak currents into its lowest compound, a chromous sidt.

however, the strength of the current is increased, the metal suddenly

begins to dissolve in the form of its highest stage of combination as

^'hromic acid. The passive metal likewise becomes active, i.e. becomes

^^lublo in acids when it is touched with a piece of zinc or similar metal

acid.

explanation of these remarkable phenomena, sufficient in all

P‘'^>'liciilars, has not yet been found.

Chromous Compounds.—-Uichromion, Cr", is coloured blue, and
las a very pronounced tendency to pass into the trivalent trichromion.

It is a very strong reducing agent, and can even decompose water with

^'^olutiori of hydrogen. The chromous salts can, therefore, be obtained

only with difficulty, and in aqueous solution cannot be long kept
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without passing into chromic salts. They are most easily obtained by

dissolving metallic chromium in dilute acids
;
they can also be prepured

by the reduction of chromic compounds with metallic zinc. From tlie

solutions bases precipitate chromous hydroxide, Cr(OH),„ as a yellow

precipitate, which in the moist stote passes into chromic oxide with

evolution of hydrogen, and is oxidised almost immediately in the air.

From the solutions of the chromous salts excess of sodium acidate

precipitates difficultly soluble chromous acetate, a dark-red, crystalline

salt, which can be washed and dried if air is excluded
;

it is almost

the only fairly stable chromous compound. The aqueous solution,

prepared with the help of hydrochloric acid, is used for the absorption

of free oxygen.

By igniting chromic chloride {vvk infm) in a current of hydiogen,

white, difficultly volatile chromous chloride, CrGl,, which dissolvi's in

water vdth a blue colour, is obtained.

Chromic Compounds.—Trichromion is violet coloured, and in its

properties is most nearly related to aluminion and triferrion, with

which it is isomorphous. It has also a highly developed tendency to

form complex compounds of all kinds, some of which are violet, some

green.

Chromic hydroxide is obtained as a blue-green precipitate by the

action of ammonia on solutions of the chromic salts, wherel)y a small

amount of the salt readily passes into complex ammonia compounds.

Chromic hydroxide precipitated with alkali hydroxide dissolves in

excess of the precipitant to a fine green-coloured liquid, in whieli the

corresponding alkali chromite, i.e. a salt of the anion Cr(OH)Al

contained. The solution, however, is very unstable
;
a less hydrated

hydroxide of a green colour, which is less soluble than the one directly

precipitated, separates out quickly when heated, and slowly in the cold.

Such phenomena have already been discussed in the case of beryllium'

and aluminium.

By partial dehydration various partial anhydrides are oljtaincd

from chromic hydroxide. One of these, of the composition Cr./J(0H)v

is used as a pigment on account of its fine green colour. On ignition

chromic oxide, CrgOg, is formed
;
this can also be obtained in crystal

line form by the decomposition of volatile chromium compounds.

then crystallises in the form of corundum (p. 551), and forms black

green, lustrous rhombohedra.

Chromium oxide unites with oxides of divalent metals to ft»in^

substances of the type of spinel, which are found in regular

isomorahous with this substance. Of such compounds by fan

most Important is chrome ironstone, a compound of chromium

with ferrous oxide, FeCr20^,
which crystallises in black octahedra, an

is the compound of chromium most found. Chrome ironstone, theu

fore, forms the starting substance for the preparation of other chronu^i'^

compounds.
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Of the salts of the chromic series, wc must first mention the
chloride, which is obtained in the anhydrous state by heating chromium
oxide and charcoal in a current of chlorine. It sublimes in the form
of a fine violet-red (peach-blossom red) substance, consisting of small
lustrous scales, which appear to be insoluble in water. On very long
contact, however, some passes into solution. The dissolution’ takes
place very (|uickly, with appreciable rise of temperature, when some
cliromous chloride is added to the water. Other strong reducing
agents have a similar action. A sufficient theory of this m.‘celeration

has not yet been given.

From the aqueous solution a green salt with 6H,0 is o]>tained,

which cannot be directly converted into the anhydrous "chloride, since,

like the chlorides of all weak bases, it loses hydrochloric acid on being
heated. The green solution is not to be regarded as the (partially

hydrolysed) normal chloride with the ions Cr” and :KT, for on
addiiig silver nitrate only ;^rds of the chlorine present is precipi-

tated. The last third is therefore not present as ion
;
the solution

also contains free acids. The chloride of a complex divalent cation

containing chromium and chlorine, e.g. CKh", is therefore present.
Oil standing for a lengthened period in dilute solution, the green colour
of the solution changes to violet, and at the same time almost all the
chlorine can bo precipitated by silver nitrate. This corresponds to the
formation of the normal chloride, which is accompanied by the jiroduc-
tion of the violet colour belonging to trichromion. On concentrating
ioid heating the solution the green ion is again chiefly formed. None
c'f these reactions are complete, and to each tem|)erature and con-

c(‘iitration there corresponds a definite equilibrium between the two
forms. A solution containing almost solely the normal salt is obtained
by <lissolving the freshly precipitated chromic hydroxide in hydro-
l^bloric acid.

!

The two chlorides can be pi-epared in the solid state—the normal

I

one by the crystallisation of the solution saturated with hydrogen

;

0jdori(le in the cold, the other in the heat. Both salts contain 611,p

;

normal salt is grey-blue, the other is green.

Chromic Sulphate, Cr.,

(

80
^)3,

exhibits a similar variety of be-

|kj^viour, and has been still more thoroughly investigated. From
I^Tioons solutions the salt with OHgO is obtained, and its solutions

if^hibit the violet colour of the normal trichromion. If the solid salt

j.'^ ^^cated till it has lost about it becomes green, and the solution,

?^niediately after being prepared, exhibits a very small conductivity,

!

^'d contains therefore scarcely any ions. Its conductivity increases

rapidly
; but barium chloride produces no precipitote, which shows

sulphanion is present. On the contrary, various chromsulphuric

or their chromic salts, are formed.

.

H mixtures of chromic sulphate and sulphuric acid in various pro-
portions are warmed, substances are obtained, the aqueous solutions of
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which give no reaction with barion, and therefore contain no SO '

,

Neither do they exhibit the reactions of trichroinion. They contain

complex chromsulphuric acids. The amount of hydrion which tlie\

contain corresponds to the hydrion of the sulphuric acid added. In

this way as much as 3H2SO4 can bo combined with The

solutions arc not stable, but soon decompose into their components;

the presence of the ions Cr" and can then be detected.

Chromic sulphate forms a regular alum, chrome almn, with potassinm

and ammonium sulphate
;

this cystallises in very large octahedra of a

dark purple colour. If a crysbd of chronic alum is suspended in ;i

saturated solution of ordinary alum and crystallisation allowed to take

place, the dark octahedron is obtained regularly enclosed in a coloiirl(‘ss

one. Such regularly zoned crystals are also a sign of isomorphism

lietween the substances which can form them.

Chrome alum is generally prepared by the reduction of potassium

bichromate (ride infra)
;

it is used in dyeing and for many otlim

purposes. A\’ith animal glue the chromic acid, which is split olT livdio

lytically, forms a compound which is insolulile in hot water
;

it Ims

a “tanning” action on the glue. Use is frequently made of lliis

property.

Sulphur Compounds of chromium cannot be prepared in llir

wet iray. Sulphuretted hydrogen is without action on chroiiiiiiiii

salts, and with ammonium sulphide chromium hi/droxule is precipitated,

while sulphuretted hydrogen escapes. That is to say, the hydrolysis

of chromium sulphide is so considerable that the compound caiiii"t

exist, but decomposes into the substances which arc formed from it ly

the action of water.

At a red heat anhydrous chromium sul[)hide is formed from thr

elements in the form of metal-grey, very stable crystals.

Chromic Acids.—When any chromium compound is heated witli

strong bases or their carbonates, they absorb oxygen from the air and

form salts of chromic acid, the anion of which has the cornpo-^dion

CrO^'', and is divalent. The similarity of this formula to that ot

sulphanion is not only an external one ; the two anions are isouioo

phous, ie. their salts with the same cation have the same foi'm and

crystallise with one another in varying proportions.

Chromanion, CrO/', is of a pure and strongly yellow colour, ainU

the solutions of the chromates, therefore, exhibit this colour. 1

solubility relations of the chromates agree closely with those of t

sulphates. Thus, the alkali metals form soluble salts
;
of the alkah”^^

earth metals, barium forms an extremely difficultly soluble salt,

the others form increasingly more soluble salts. Of the chromates

the heavy metals, that of lead must be called difficultly soluble ;

1 1'^

also agrees with what we have in the case of lead sulphate.

Potassium Ohromate, KgCrO^, is a salt which crystallises

anhydrous rhombic crystals. It is prepared commercially hy
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the iiatufally occurring chrome ironstone with potashes witli access of
,iir. From the aqueous solutioiiMt is usual to Hrst prepiirc the better
irystallising potassium dichroinate (ri* ««/«[) ; from this the normal
(hroinata can be obtained by adding the rwpiisite quantity of potassium
hydroxide or potassium carbonate.

Potassium chromate is, at the oixlinary temperatures, a sulphur-
yellow salt

;
on being heated it becomes of a bright red colour, but (jii

fodling again assumes its yellow colour. AVe are here dealing with
the shifting of the region in which the .salt absorbs the rays of white
light with the temperature

;
the region of the absorption shifting, with

lise of temperature, from the violet (which gives the complementary
colour yellow, cf. p. 12) towards the green, that is towards the
rei’ion of longer wave lengths.

The aqueous solution of potassium chromate exhibits an alkaline
reaction. This is not due to the chromic acid being a weak acid in

the true sense, hut is due to the great tendency of the chromates to
pass into salts of the condensed dichromic acid, whereby a process
similar to hydrolysis is effected. For if any acid, even a weak one, is

added to the solution of potassium chromate, a change of colour from
yellow to orange occurs, and from the solution .another potassium salt

rrystallises, the composition of which is represented by the formula
Iv,Cr.p.. It is therefore the potassium salt of the acid ll^Cr^O^
which is a condcmml acid, i.r. an acid formed from two combining
weights of chromic acid with elimination of one combining weight of
water. We have already met with such compounds in the case of sul-

phurous and sulphuric acids, which were distinguished as “pyro-acids
''

fiom the normal ones. The coiu’esponding chromic acid, however, is

'lui called pyrochromic acid l)ut dirhroimc arid.

The transformation of chromanion into (lichromanion takes place
•W'cording to the equation 2(h'()j" + 2H = Cr.,()/' + For it,

'hmefore, hydrion is necessary, ami the reaction accordingly occurs on
iicidifyiiig the chromates, which contain the ion (TO,". In the
^'dutioiLs of the normal chromates the hydrion of the water is used
'w this purpose

;
for this reason hydroxidion remains over and the

^'^lution reacts alkaline. The hydrolysis which occurs here differs

ordinary hydrolysis (p. 247) in the fact that in this case a con-
ueiised ioji ig formed and not a neutral compound.

I' cr this reason, also, a solution of chromic acid, H._,CrO^, cannot
U'lst, since, indeed, the liydrion necessary for the transformation is

P^^-^ent. When a concentrated solution of potassium dichromate is

with excess of sulphuric acid, chromium trioxidc, CrO^, the
'‘'hiydride of chromic and dichromic acid, separates out in long,

needle-shaped crystals, which are readily soluble in water and
^^hibit powerful oxidising actions. The aqueous solution of chromium
^iiexide does not have the bright yellow colour of chromanion but

® orange colour of dichromanion, and its behaviour also with regard
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to the depression of the freezing point and electrical conductivity,

allows oidy of the view that it contains the ions Cr^O^" and 211',

If potassium dichromate is mixed with potassium hydroxide, the

solution becomes bright yellow and contains potassium chroinate.

The following reaction occurs : Cr^O^" + 20H' = 2CrO/ + H2O. Thi.s

is the reverse of the reaction just given, and occurs under the intlu

ence of hydroxidion. Dichromanion, therefore, cannot exist in any

considerable quantity in presence of hydroxidion, any more tliaii

chromanion can in presence of hydrion.

At the present day chromium trioxide is placed at a chea}) j)rict'

on the market, since it is greatly used for galvanic cells and as an

oxidising agent in the chemical industry, and since its ready solubility

allows of more concentrated solutions of it being prepared than of

poUissium dichromate, which was formerly employed. Even on bi'inij

heated it loses a part of its oxygen and passes into chromium oxide.

The change takes place more easily in presence of acids, especially

sulphuric acid, which form a corresponding chromic salt. This holds

good also for the application of chromium trioxide as an oxidising

agent. Hydrochloric acid evolves not oxygen but chlorine, being

itself oxidised.

Potassium Dichromate is a red -coloured salt which reiuts

almost neutral; in its solution, therefore, the presence of an acid

chromate is not to be assumed. It readily fuses to a dark liquid

which on cooling undergoes crystallisation and falls to a powder. It

is moderately soluble in water (1:10, at room temperature); it

crystallises anhydrous.

When potassium dichromate and sulphuric acid arc used foi'

oxidation purposes, chrome alum is formed; KoCr.,07 +

2KCr(SO,)2 + 4H2O + 30.

The corresponding sodium salts, sodium chromate and

dichromite, replace the potassium salts at the present time in it*

applications, since they can be manufactured more cheaply tlian the

latter, by the fusion of chrome ironstone with soda (and lime, to

facilitate the reaction). The normal chromate crystallises with lOlUI

in the forms and possessing the general solubility relations of Glaubei >

salt (p. 482
) ;

the dichromate crystallises with 2H2O.

Of the other chromates, barium chromate may bo mentmuei -

This is obtained as a bright yellow precipitate when the ions Ba unj

CrO/' come together in solution. The salt is very stable,

a red-h#at without decomposition, and is therefore used as a yclh^"

pigment for painting porcelain.
,

Barium dichromate is not known in the pure form, but its

^

ence in solution can be gathered from the known facts. If

Ba” and Cr207
*' are brought together in solution, barium chroJii'^^^

and not the corresponding salt is formed, and the solution beconm^

acid. The precipitation is not complete, since, for example, if equn ®
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quantities of barium chloride and potassium dichronmte are used, about

a third of the barium remains in solution, and the latter has the

orange colour of dichromaiiion. The cause of this is that in the

solution of dichromate, chromanion is also present, being foi’ined in

veiy small amount by the transformation of dichromanion into

clii'oinanion through the interaction with water : Cr./j/' + Hfi --

2Cr()/ + ‘2H This reaction is the reversal of that given on p. (iOb
;

since it is a case of chemical equilibrium, none of the possible reactions

can be complete, but at the end all the substances concerned in the

equilibrium must be present. Ry precipitation as barium chromate

the chromanion is removed for the solution, a fresh amount is formed

which is also precipitated, and so on. That all the dichromanion does

not pass into chromanion is due to the fact that hydrion is produced

at the same time, as the above equation shows. The amount of this

increases as the reaction proceeds, the stalnlity of the chromanion is

thereby diminished, that of the dichromanion is increased, and finally

equilibrium must bo established. In the solution dichromanion and

harion exist side by side without being precipitated, which proves

that barium dichromate is a readily soluble compound. The cause of

the conversion of dichromanion into chromanion is, therefore, in the

l)resent case, the difficult solubility of barium chromate. Since these

considerations evidently hold good universally, every cation that forms

H difficultly soluble chromate will precipitate this from solutions of

the dicliromates. This is, as a matter of fact, the case, e.f/. lead.

The oxidising action of chromic acid can be made use of for its

quantitative determination by employing it to liberate iodine from

liydrogen iodide, or, in other words, to convert iodidion into iodine.

The reaction is

Ct\,0/ + 14H + 61' = tiCr + 7H._,0 + 31.,,

ui which 6 equivalents of some anion must be added to both sides in

'U'ler to make the equation complete. From this it can be seen that

u huge amount of hydrion is used up in this reaction, whiih is possible,

therefore, only in presence of much acid. For one combining weight

fT chromium three combining weights of iodine are set free; by means

thiosulphate
(p. 488) the amount of the latter can easily be

'‘ccuiately determined.

Sensitive Chromate Mixtures.—Although the chromates alone

uot to any great extent sensitive to light, they become so in a

high degree when they are in contact with reducing suljstances,

organic matter like paper, indiarubber, glue, etc. And this

sensitiveness
is, strange to say, greater in the case of the dry mixtures

when these are moist. On this property a large number of

Pliotographic and photo*mechanical methods depend, some of which

be mentioned here.
A mixture of glue and a soluble chromate on exposure to light
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acquires the property that the glue becomes insoluble. This, is due to

the fact that the chromic acid is reduced to chromium oxide, whieh

forms an insoluble compound with the glue (p. 604). If sonu.

colouring matter is added to the above mixture, and paper is coated

with this and exposed to light under a transparent picture, the coatiii*r

becomes insoluble at those parts on which the light has been aide to

act, while it remains soluble at the parts where the opaque portions of

the picture were. If the prepared paper is treated, after tlie exposure,

with warm water, the coating is dissolved at those parts where it was

protected from the action of light, while the colour remains at thi;

exposed parts. In order to obtain a picture, therefore, in its pro))(T

relations, a “negative” must be used, i.e. a transparent pictim* in

which the dark parts are transparent and the Im'ght parts opa((U(‘.

Such pictures are obtained by the ordinary photographic metliod with

silver salts (Chap. XXXV.).

Another method depends on the fact that a mixture of glue and

chromate acquires at the exposed parts the property of taking on

the oily printing colour, Avhilc the non-exposed portions (after tlic

treatment with Avater) are not coloured by this. If, therefore,

the printing colour is rolled over such a picture and a Avhite |)aper

placed on it, a print is obtained in which the exposed parts are iigain

dai k and the unexposed bright.

If a metal plate is coated Avith the chromate-glue mixture, and the

part, remaining soluble after exposure removed Avith warm watei’,

the exposed metal can be deeply etched by pouring acid on it. hi

this Avay blocks for printing are obtained.

These examples do not exhaust the whole of the possildlities, fiat

we must refrain from further details.

Chromyl Chloride and Chlorochromic Acid.—The similarity

of chromic acid to sulphuric acid is further exhibited by the fact that

it can form the two chlorides which can be derived from the acid liy

the replacement of hydroxyl by chlorine.

By distilling a mixture of potassium dichromate and snduiin

chloride with sulphuric acid, chromyl chloride, Cr0 .

2
Cl

2 ,
is formed as

a red liquid, similar to bromine, Avhich boils at 118', and ha.'^

appreciable vapour pressure even at the ordinary tempcratniac As

the substance is very sensitive to water, the water formed in the

reaction must be bound by using acid containing anhydride, or fminng

acid.

Chromyl chloride decomposes, after the manner of the aca

chlorides, into chromic acid and hydrogen chloride :

CrOgClg + 2H
2
O = EfrO, + 2HC1.

The monochloride of chromic acid corresponding to chlorosulpk’('^‘|

acid is not knoAvn, but salts of chlorochrmic add are known.

state of affairs is therefore exactly the reverse of that obtaining in
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case of sulphuric acid, where the free i .

Potiissium chlorochromate, KCrO.CI is nhf.
’

anhydrous salt by crystallisiiur poLssium di
orange,

,iij««»d .„d tehXwt.S;;
' The formation of chromvl chloride i< n«n,i f *i i

clduridio,. in presence of bromidion an.l iodidiom ()
.uu n, question with potassium dichromatc and fuini,,.

"hiii ,acid, chlorine passes over as chromyl chloride while 1 rnrl i

«h.ie ;1»1 .v,r i„ tl,. i„.
.l- I,, ,

' “
'l',";ammonia, whereby chromyl chloride yields a velloiv «£hn o

A chromyl fluoride, CrO,F„ a red, very volatile lionid is .,1..
Olowii

; Sinnlarly to the chloridi;, it is obtained bv tlic distil’lation of

'‘ipidly decomposed by water. ^

Perchromic Acid.—Ry this name a higher stage of oxidation of
I imtm IS designated, which is formed hy the action of hydrogen

«n “
lie

!' s«i»tion' at once
,

“es blue, the coloration, however, is not stalilo, for in a short

'i'lic nlimf
*

'T'
^

«ol"tioti.

lariid wi 1?!!“' T 1 ’’y the blue

dicl il I

^ substance then passes into the ether, in""i«i It keeps much longer.

'iMcrndn^ri'T'tl “"‘I’"'"'** '’as, it is true, been

iiavc n f 1

relatioms which are met with in this reaction

8i/>x
®^i^ficiently explained in order to be treated here.

'ju.'intr

^ coloration liecomes visible with even very small

can h! ,

iiytirogen peroxide, an acidified solution of a chromate
^ liscd as a reagent for hydrogen peroxide.



CHAPTER XXX

COBALT AND NICKEL

Cobalt and nickel are two inekils allied to iron, and similar to it as

far as the compounds of the ferrous series are concerned, l)iit tin

compounds corresponding to the ferric series are unstable or uiibnown.

These metals, further, share with iron the property of being markedly

magnetic, and they also accompany iron in meteorites. Thcii' occur

rence in nature is not exactly rare, but they are much more spariiiydy

distributed than iron. They occur chiefly as constituents of coiii))lc\

sulphur and arsenic compounds, and from these they are obtained ky

first of all being freed from the sulphur and arsenic by imstiiig /a,

ex[)osure to the oxidising action of the air at a high tcm])eratui'e.

whereby they pass into the respective oxides. These o.xides are

separated from one another in the wet way by the fractional pic

cipitation of the salts prepared from them.

The two elements are grey or yellowish-white metals, the inclliiiy

point of which is very high, although lower than that of pure iioir

They are hard and tenacious metals, which take on a very fine pnlidi:

they remain almost unchanged in the air, and have a fairly consider

able technical value.

The two elements form divalent, elementary ions ;
further, tk'}

have a great tendency to form complex ions of all kinds. In the case

of cobalt, more especially, an extraordinary wealth of difterent coin

pounds exists, these being chiefly compounds with nitrogen in its varion^

forms of combination, cyanogen, ammonia, and the oxygen coni|)onii(
^

The combining weights of these elements have been detcrinined '}

the analysis of their halogen compoundf?, and have been found to ^

Co = 59-0, Ni = 58'7.

Metallic Cobalt can be easily obtained as a powder liy

the oxide in a current of hydrogen. In fused masses it is most )

obtained by reduction with aluminium, according to the met hoc o

Goldschmidt. It is a tenacious metal, which can be readily poii^^^'^j

and which exhibits a high lustre. In the metallic state it has as

found no application in the arts.

6io
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Jji most acids it dissolves only very slowly, with evolution of

hydrogen, but dissolves readily in nitric acid. ’^The solutions which

are formed are coloured red, irrespective of the nature of the acid
;

it

is to he concluded from this that the red colour is due to cobaltion.

The cobaltion contained in the salts is divalent, and in its general

behaviour is similar to diferrion.

With alkalis, its salts yield a blno-violet precipitate of cobalt

hydi’oxide, Co(OIl)^„ which is converted into its anhydi*ide, green

('()l)altous oxide, CoO, on being heated out of contact with oxygen.

At a red-heat it takes up oxygen from the air, and an oxide, Co./)j,

(orresponding to magnetic iron ore, is formed, which is again converted

into the monoxide at a white heat.

(h)balt hydroxide does not dissolve in excess of alkalis (except in

traces, when the solutions are very concentrated), but readily does so

ill solutions of ammonium salts. The reaction is, in the first instance,

similar to that in the case of magnesium hydroxide;
;
but if a large

excess of ammonia is added, the red colour changes to a yellow-brown,

which shows that a new, comydex compound has been formed. If the

liyud is diluted with much water, blue cobalt hydroxiilc scptirates out

as a docciilent precipitate. As in the case of manganese, the am-

moiiiacal solution absorbs oxygen from tin; air, whereby complex salts

iua; formed which will be mentioned later.

Of the salts of cobalt, cobalt nitrate, Co(N().{)
2,

is the best known

;

h is a readily soluble salt crystallising with 6IL(), and is used in

analytical chemistry.

Cobalt Chloride, CoCl, . 6lf.,0, is also I'cadily soluble. It forms a.

I'F'ge iunnl)er of lower hydrates, of which the less hydrated forms are

'd a blue colour. The concentrated ac|ueons solutions, also, which arc

in the cold, exhibit a blue colour when heated. This occurs still

’norc readily when the solution contaifis a large amount of chloridion

n> tli(3 form of sodium chloride or hydrochloric acid. The cause of this

that under these circumstances the cobaltion is converted into the

’’'nlissociatcd salt, the less hydrated forms of which are coloured blue.
"

'i'Ms phenomenon was formerly regarded as a great curiosity,

t'oi'alt chloride was used as a “sympathetic ink.” Tor, on writing

paper with a solution of this salt, the pale-red tracings are scarcely

^^'fngiiisable in the ordinary state. On heating the paper, however,

tluacby converting the salt into the less hydrated form, the blue

very distinctly.

Textile material moistened with a concentrated solution of the

as.sumcs various colours when exposed to the air, according to

amount of moisture in the latter. In dry air it is blue; in

pale red; in the intermediate states, violet colours appear.

'

Fiaterial is used as a rough hygroscope, because, from its colour,

I'^^a can be obtained as to the amount of moisture in the air and
^ Probability of rain.
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These properties do not belong exclusively to the chloride of

cobalt; they are also more or less markedly exhibited by the olhei-

salts. The anhydrous salts of cobalt are all coloured blue.

Cobalt sulphate^ CoSO^. 7H
2
O, usually crystallises in the foi’ius of

ferrous sulphate
; as in the case of the other vitriols, salts of various

forms, sometimes also with different amounts of water of ciystallisa

tion, ai*e obtained, according to the temperature. With potassiuni

and ammonium sulphate, monoclinic double salts with 6H.,(), of flu;

type which has already been mentioned several times, are formed.

Cobalt Silicates.—When glass is fused with cobalt componnds,

dark blue fusions are obtained, the colour of Avhich is due to eohali

silicate. Even in comparatively small amount, this substance imparl,

s

a blue coloration to glass (as also to the borax and metapho.spli.atr

bead)
;
the transmitted light is found to be composed of blue togetliri'

Avith violet and red, while the intermediate rays (orange, yellow, ami

green) are very completely absorbed. To this property is due the use

of cobalt glass for the detection of the [)otHssinni flame in })r('S('rue of

that of sodium.

In the arts, use is made of the above property for the production

of l)lue glass, and also of blue pigments for porcelain, as well as of

other blue colours. The finely powdered cobalt glass is used a

pigment under the name of .smalt or “cobalt,” and is distinguished ly

its very great resistance to chemical influences. As a pigment for

[)orcelain, more or le.ss pure cobaltoso-cobaltic oxide is generally used,

which passes into cobalt silicate with the silicates of the glaze. 0\<'r

most of the other colours, this one has the advantage that it with

stands the high temperature of the porcelain furnace, and can there-

fore be painted on under the glaze, whereas the less stable coloius

must be burned on the glaze at a gentle heat after the object has been

made, and are therefore not so durable.

Cobalt Sulphide, CoS, is obtained as a black prccipitati; oii

adding ammonium sulphide to solutions of cobalt salts; the prccipibdc

is also produced on passing sulphuretted hydrogen into a solution of

cobalt salt to which exce.ss of sodium acetate has been added. R

solution is strongly acid, ie. if it contains hydrion in considerable con-

centration, no precipitate is produced.

While Other sulphides, however, which have similar solubility ic-

lations, readily re-di.ssolve in dilute solutions of strong acids (cf. zio^V*

cobalt sulphide when once formed is found to be insoluble in ‘^’1'

The explanation of this remarkable phenomenon is probably this,

the precipitate, after being formed, at once undergoes a change

state, whereby it becomes less soluble. This behaviour can l>c

made use of for analytical purposes, since in this way cobalt and nic^'^c

(which has a similar behaviour) can be separated from the nuta

sulphides, which do not exhibit the above peculiarity.
. ^

Other Cobalt Compounds.—On igniting any cobalt salt A'l
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(-xcess of alumina, a fine blue -coloured, unfused mass is produced,

which is also used as a pigment. This reaction is made use of for

the detection of alumina with the blow-pipe. With zinc oxide a mass

of a strong green colour is produced.

A higher oxide of cobalt, Co^O.j, corresponding to ferric oxide,

is olitained by gently igniting cobalt nitrate; the corresponding

hydroxide is obtained by the action of strong oxidising agents, such

as sodium hypochlorite, on cobaltous hydroxide. This hydroxide,

however, forms no stable salts, although solutions of c()l)altic salts,

iunoiig others, are obtained on subjecting cobaltous salts to the oxidis-

ing action of an electric current at an anode of platinum. These salts

are distinguished by a fine dark-green colour, but undergo hydrolytic

dissociation to a large extent.

Complex Salts of Cobalt.—From cobalt, two series of cyanogen

compounds are in the first instance derived, corresponding to the two

series of iron-cyanogen compounds. Thus, there is a tetravalent cobalto-

cyanidion, Co(CN)(>''", and a trivalent cobalticyanidioii, Co(CN)^/'',

and derivatives of these. Of the two, the second is by far the more

stable.

From cobaltous salt and potassium cyanide a red solution is pro-

duced in the cold, and, by special precautions, a violet salt can be

obtained from this similar to potassium ferrocyanide. On being

heated, the solution becomes colourless, passing into the cobaltic

compound with decomposition of the water and evolution of hydrogen,

‘I'ld on evaporation the colourless, very stable potassium cobalti-

cyaiiide, K3Co(CN)<„ is obtained ;
from this the hydrocobalticyanic acid,

ll;iCo(CN)(,, which is also exceedingly stable, can be obtained in the

Lrm of colourless, acid, readily soluble needles.

Another complex salt, the formula of which has a certain similarity

the one just described, is obtained by mixing a solution of a cobalt

with potassium nitrite and adding acetic acid. The red colour of

solution disappears and gives place to a yellow; after some time

the cobalt is then present in the form of a yellow, crystalline salt,

^'hich is deposited as a heavy powder. The salt is very difficultly

soliihle in its mother liquor, so that very small amounts of cobalt can

this M7iy be precipitated and detected. The reaction is of especial

value from the fact that it is not given by nickel, although in almost

all other reactions the latter agrees with cobalt.

.

The salt is found, by analysis, to have the composition K.jCo(N().^)tt;

li
the potassium salt of the trivalent cobaltinitrosion, Co(N02)g'".

salt is distinguished from the analogously constituted cobalti-

J^yaiiidion by its much smaller degree of stability, for it is not kn6wn

an acid, but only in its normal salts.

"obalt-ammoma Ooinpounds.—When excess of ammonia IS

to cobalt salts and the solutions which are formed exposed

^ action of oxidising agents, e,g. of the atmospheric oxygen, very
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varied coinpounds arc produced, the empirical composition of whidi is

one combining weight of cobalt salt plus three to six combininif

weights of ammonia. Expressed in formuhe, therefore, the eoiii-

position of the chlorides, for example, would be CoCl.^ . /pNII.^, whciv n

is equal to 3, 4, 5, or 6. These salts, however, do not behave at nil

like cobalt salts, for they arc mostly very stable and do not give tlie

ordinary reactions of cobalt, but special reactions which dillei’ essenti

ally in the different series; they arc, therefore, salts of new cations

consisting of cobalt and the elements of ammonia. They could, then,

in the first instance, be regard e<l as compounds of new, tiunlent

cations, having the composition Co(NIL^),Y . In opposition to this,

however, is the fact that the also, which are coiitaiiied in tlie

salts, do not always exhibit the reactions of those ions, so that the

further conclusion must be drawn that the elements of the anions me

also partially contained in the complex cation.

The following rule affords a survey of the various cornpouiids

which exist here. The cobalt in these compounds is regardiMl as

noiumtleal and the ammonia as divalent. The compounds can then he

so formulated that the nondonisablc anions are united dmdh/ with the

nonavalent cobalt, while the ionisable anions appear indiredlfi united

with the col)alt by means of the ammonia. To this the empirical rule

has to be added that there are never more than three equivalents of

anion united (directly or indirectly) with one mole of cobalt. Kmiii

this we obtain the following pbssibilities :

—

Trivaleiit
^ (NH,),

Divalent

(NH.,-D).,

co(nh;p3

u

Monovalent .
p NHo-D

Avalent

NH., 1)

and Co(NIl.,)'i

TJ..

'

For the purpose of better distinguishing the ionisable anions

the non-ionisable, the forrnei- are denoted by I), the latter by 1 •

The above cases become still more diverse from the fact that n'd

only can the most varied anions be present, but the place of amnio'”'

can be taken by other substances, c.y. by water, and also by nunu'io
>

organic compounds.

Moreover, the anions directly united with cobalt are

pl^ely bound, but, in their turn, also undergo a greater or hsb i

sociation, according to their nature, and although this dissociatio'|^
_

generally much less than that of the other ions, it is by no nuai^

to be always neglected. ,

A description of these numerous compounds will not be niu
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taken here, especially as many pi'oblems regarding their nature still

rouiain unsolved. We shall merely state generally that the complex

(‘atiuns of these salts are almost all more or less lirightly coloured

;

ll](; old designation of these salts, indeed, is derived from their

rolorations. The “luteocol>altic” salts are the compounds of the

fust type, the purpureo-salts belong to the second, the praseo-, havco-

;ui(l croceo-salts to the third type. The complex cations mostly

foi'in strong bases with hydroxyl, which are soluble in water and

exhibit the reactions of hydroxidion in a most pronounced manner.

Their salts are frequently very dillicultly soluble in water.

Nickel.—Unlike cobalt, which is not employed in the metallic

state, metallic nickel is a material which is greatly used. It was

formerly used only for alloys; thus German silver is an alloy of

iiirkel with zinc and copper. Some decades ago, however, the

ditlicidties caused by the high tc.mperature of fusion of nickel haxe

Iteeii overcome (especially since it was found that it could b(.' i-emlered

more easily fusible by the addition of metallic magne-sium or alu-

miiiiuin), and at the present day nickel is extensively employed in

cases where it is I’equired to use a teimcious and hard metal, and one

cvhich kce{)S well in the air and is dillicultly fusilde. It finds incteas-

iiig use, therefore, for apparatus in the laboratory and for household

iiiciisils.

Fiirtlier, large quantities of nickel are deposited on otlus’ metals

with the help of the electric current. It coats these with a resistant,

almost silver-white layer, which keeps well in moist ait, so tiat tie

inUplathig of various objects made of iron and brass has become an

extensive industry.
^ - r .. a . f

" The electrical deposition of a metal depends on - le .u,
‘ la a

tlie ralliiKle of a circuit, tlui cations ,ass from tlie slate o ions into

llir neutral state. In the case of nickelioii, tins passes into meU n.

"i' liel, which is deposited at all points where the current leaves the

iiiinid. Ill this process various rirciiiiistances, sue i as » 1 1 ii„ ' i o -

™n'.'nt, nature of the solution, etc., have a considerahle iiifiuciia

"“'vliether the metal is deposited in a coherent, nslroiis layer oi as

incoherent powder. The i.ractice of

is called, depends on the knowledge and application
'

which ensure the formation of a good deposit. 'y

«

"'“i'A is very important in the arts, has been only very liule investi

scientifically, so that no general rules can he
I?*''*'''; .

*
111 order that the nickel-plating hath, which

to the object to he plated, may not \

'« on t S Jl'' rmuchlntral or metallic nickel passes into the

ill metal passing into ions at the anode, and being ‘y'T’.*™ ^
ft® current to^e^thode, where it again pisses from the ionic state
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into the metallic. In this process the current would, theoretical]
v,

have practically no work to perform; as a matter of fact, howe\or, a

larger or smaller amount of work must be performed by the current

on account of the differences in the concentration and other circum-

stances, a fact which finds expression in the so-callcd polarmtion of the

bath or the “bath potential.”

Nickel forms a divalent elementary ion, nickelion, Ni**, which is of

a fine green colour
;

this colour is present in all solutions of nickel

salts which contain this ion. Nickel, it is true, can also form a higher

stage of oxidation, but this is extremely unstable, and does not hdiave

as a salt-forming oxide. Nickel can form complex ions, but these are

neither so varied nor so stable as in the case of cobalt
;

this forms ilie

most essential difference between the otherwise very similar elements.

Nickel salts are obtained by the dissolution of metallic nickel in

nitric acid
;

in the case of nickel, the decomposition of aqueous acid

solutions with evolution of hydrogen takes place only very feebly ami

slowly. If aqtm ngia is employetl, the chloride is obtained
;
by evape

rating the nitrate with sulphuric acid, the former is converted into the

sulphate.

From the gr*een solutions of the nickel salts, soluble bases give a

pale green precipitate of nickel hydroxide^ Ni(OH)2, which loses waler

when heated, and is converted into grey nickel onde, NiO. Nickel

hydroxide is not soluble in alkalis, but dissolves in ammonia. As the

liquid thereby becomes of an azure blue colour, it must be concluded

that a new ion is formed. The investigation of the solid salts has

shown that we are possibly dealing with two different ions, one ol

which contains INH^, the other 6NH.^, to one Ni; the ions, thci efore,

have the formula} Ni(NH3)4** and Ni(NH3)Q”. They are both blue.

The complex ions of nickel containing ammonia differ from those

of cobalt, not only in being derived from divalent nickel, but also m

being much less stable. Whereas most of the cobalt-ammonia com-

pounds can be brought together with bases, and even in some casc.^

boiled with them, without ammonia being eliminated to any appi’cei-

able extent, the salts of the nickel-ammonia ions in the solid state

slowly lose their ammonia even in the air, and quickly on licatmg^

The dissociation pressure of these compounds therefore in respect o

the ammonia has an appreciable value even at the ordinary tempm-

ture, while in the case of the cobalt compounds it is immeiisnia j}

small. ,1

,

The nickel salts are similar to those of cobalt and

isomorphous with them. Of these salts some importance is

by nickel sulphate^ which is generally obtained in quadratic

with GHgO, a form which is seldom found in the case of the o

vitriols
;

it can, however, also erystallise in the forms of maguesn^^^

sulphate and ferrous sulphate-i^^^^ith potassium and

phate, it forms double salts of the oft-mentioned type. Nickel snip <
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m\ ;i double salt with ammonium sulphate are used in large quantities

for the preparation of baths for nickel-plating.

With potassium cyanide, the nickel salts at first deposit a green
precipitate of nickelous cyanide, which dissolves in excess of potassium

cyiiriid(! and yields a yellow li(|uid. From this change of colour it can

1)0 seen that a new ion is produced
;
on evaporating the solution a

yellow salt of the composition Iv^Ni(CN),^ . 11/) crystallises out. The
nickel cyanidion which forms the basis of tin's .salt docs not have an

analogous composition to the complex ions of iron, manganese, and
cobalt, for it is bnly divalent. With regard to its stid)ility, also, it

(Jitlcrs greatly from these compounds. On acidifying the solution one

(loos not obtain free hydronickclcyanic acid, but a giaumish precipit;it (5

of nickelous cyanide is produced and hydrocyanic acid escapes. The
acid, therefore, immediately decomposes according to the ecpiation

lLNi(CN)_j ~ Ni(CN)^ + 2HCN. A separation of cobalt and nickel

can be based on this reaction.

Nickel Carbonyl.—If carbon monoxide is kept in contact with

finely divided nickel at a temperature of about 30', the two substances

combine to form a colourless liquid which boils at as low as 43°, and
lias an unpleasant smell and poisonous action. The composition and

vapour density arc represented by the formula Ni(CO)j.

The liquid is not appreciably soluble in water, but it readily dis-

solves in organic liquids, such as benzene and turpentine. In the air

It o.x'idises to substances of complex composition.

At a somewhat higher temperature, nickel carbonyl again decom-

poses into its constituents
;

foi* each temperature there exists a relation

between the carbon monoxide and the vaporous Tiickel carbonyl at

'vhich C(piilibrium exists with metallic nickel : with rising temperature

d^e eqnilibrivini shifts in favour of the carbon monoxide,

By reason of this, nickel can be separated in the pure state from

ores after it has been reduced to spongy metal at a low temperature,

darbon monoxide is passed over it, and the resulting gas mixture is

boated
; metallic nickel is thereby deposited and the libei’ated carbon

^i^i')noxi(le can be used for the conversion of fresh qmintities of nickel,

bor technical purposes, however, this process cannot be employed,

because, under the above conditions, the carbon monoxide also undcr-

decomposition into carbon and carbon dioxide, 2CO ^ + CO
2,

" bich disturbs the cycle of processes.

' The change of equilibrium with rise of temperature brings it

j^bout that metallic nickel can be distilled from a lower to a higher

temporj^ture. Carbon monoxide is enclosed in a glass tube, at one end

'''bieh there is nickel sponge, and the end at which the nickel is not

jbHccd
is heated to 100° or somewhat over this. After a short time

- bot end becomes covered with a fine mirror of metallic nickel.

- t
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ZINC AND CADMIUM

Zinc. —From the metals of the iron group, to wliicli it is in in.uiy

respects similar, zinc differs in the fact that it cannot form any oIImt

stage of comhination than tliat containing divalent ion. In this

respect it forms an intermediate member between nickel, which has

lost this property almost entirely, and magnesium, in the case of which

no trace of that [)roperty is present.

Zinc occurs fairly abundantly in nature, both as oxygen conipoinids

(carl)onate and silicate), and as sulphide or hlemk. Zinc is o])laiiic(l

from })oth these and is a white, fairly soft metal which melts as low as

420^ and lioils at 950’. In the air and in water it oxidises v('i\

(juickly. Since, however, the zinc hydroxide or carl>onate wliich is

formed covers the underlying metal with a coherent coaling, the

oxidation proceeds for the most part slowly, and objects made "t

zinc resist the influences of air and water fairly well.

('hist zinc is coarsely crystalline and brittle. If, however, the

metal is heated to somewhat over 100'', it becomes soft and tmiaciou-,

and can be hammered and rolled. Having once undergone this treat-

ment, it ]‘emains tenacious even at the ordinary temperature, d it

heated to about 300
,
it again becomes extremely brittle, and at that

temperature can be ground to a powder; on being cooled, it retains a

somewhat br'ittle character.

Zinc is employed not only in the jmre state, but also to a laigr

extent in alloys. Its most important alloy is that with coppei'

;

called brass, and will be treated under copper. With copp''^'

nickel it forms German silver (p. Cl 5).
^

,

Zinc is also used for coating iron in order to protect it from

this is then known as “galvanised” iron. Iron objects which unian

constantly exposed to the air, such as railings, agricultural dn]deiimii^^ ?

etc., are in this way rendered durable. It is true that zinc in co

with iron oxidises more quickly than when alone, but the oxididi*^"

limited to the surface. 0,..

At 420° zinc fuses, and th»%mperature is low enough to allo^'

6i8
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Ihe ni(‘tal being largdy used for castings. At 050 ’ zinc is converted

into a vapour, which burns in the aii- with a 1)rilliant blue dame, forming

zinc oxide. The density of this vapour yields the molar weight 65 -4 ;

;is this number also represents the eomlnning wcn’ght, the foiaiiula of zinc

ill the vaporous state is Zn. It contains, therefore, only one combining

weight, whereas most of the elements in the gaseous or vaporous foi'in

liave the double formula. The other metals, liowevei’, so far as they

are known in the vaporous state, exhibit the same peculiarity as zinc.

It is on the volatility of zinc that its manufacture depends. The
(ixygen ores are heated directly Avith charcoai ; the snlphi(h‘, after

being converted into zinc oxide by roasting in the air. The metal foianed

hy the reduction of the oxide with charcoal volatilises and is collected

ill suitalde receivers with exclusion of air, while the impurities j-emain

behind in the retort.

In this process a jiortion of tln^ m(‘tal is obtained in a form in

wliieh it is often used in the laboratoiy, viz. as :inc <hixf. So long as

the tenvperaturc of the receiver remains below the melting point of

/iiie, the metal is deposited in the form of a line grey powder. (Idie

relations are exactly the .same as in the formation of flowers of

tiulphiir.) This poAvdery form of zinc is more suitable for nniny

dieniieal purposes than the fused
;
in using it, hoAve\'(n‘, it must be

I'cinemlici'ed that it generally contains a consideralde amount of zinc

'>xide ill conscfpience of an incipient oxidation.

Ivecently many attenijits have been made to obtain zinc from its

''tes hy first converting it into a, .salt and then decomposing this liy

'‘leans of the electric cniTent. The dilliculty of olitainiiig a coherent

rnetal fi*ee from oxide in this way does not appear a,s yet to have been

overcome,

Zincion.—Metallic zinc readily di.ssolves in acids with evolution

el’ hydrogen
(p. 85), and is eonverted into the corresponding zinc

‘’“h, ::itiri()n^ Zn”, being formed from the metal.

Zincion is divalent, and resembles magnesion in many lespects.

the hitter it is colourless, and Avith the dilierent anions it forms

salts which have similar solubilities and the .same ciystalline forms as

the nuignesinm .salts. Zincion is a. poison for the higher organisms
;

“evertheless, it has lieen found as a constituent of .some plants Avhich

K‘ew ill .soil eontaining zinc.

'i'he heat of formation of zincion from the metal is 147 kj. This

hb thorefore, also the amount of heat developed by the dissolution of

^'hie in acids (p. 201).
' During the dissolution some remarkable peculiai ities are observed.

th“’e zinc appears as almost insoluble in dilute acids. So soon, how-

as there is added a siiuill quantity of a salt of copper, silver, lead,

01' some other metal, which is eliminated from its solutions by zinc, a

evolution of hydrogen at onceiioccurs. The cause of this is at

ooce seen on touching a piece of zinc immersed in an acid Avith a piece
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of another metal. Hydrogen is abundantly evolved, but only at the

surface of the other rnetal, while the zinc passes quietly into solution,

If different metals are used as cathodes for an electrical current in

dilute acid, it is seen that for the evolution of hydrogen at a surfaeo

of zinc a much higher potential is required than in the case of any

other metal.

'' The process may therefore be pictured as if the zinc withdrew

the charge from the hydrion, passing therel)y into zincion, while tlic

hydrogen assumes the gaseous form. This passage into the gaseous

state takes place (for reasons which are not yet known, but which arc

detected by the potential) with much greater difficulty at a surface of

zinc than at the surface of another metal, and for this reason the de

composition is slight so long as only zinc surfaces are available for the

evolution of gas. If, however, the zinc is connected by a coiuluctoi

with another metal at the surface of which the hydrogen can be more

readily evolved, the formation of the zincion and the elimination of the

hydrogen take place at different points, an electric current passing at

the same time through the metals and the acid. In Fig. llfl

picture of these relations is given. From the zinc, denoted by ^n, the

metal dissolves as ion
;
the requisite amounts of positive elcctruity

are withdrawn from the hydrion present in the solution, these charges

passing in the direction of the arrows through the metallic comhictci

to the zinc. The simultaneous production of an electric current

therefore, the necessary condition for the dissolution of zinc and t le

evolution of hydrogen occurring at two different points.

^ The above arrangement affords at the same time an insight

the production of electric currents in the old voltaic cell,

zinc, copper, and dilute acid. Fuller information on this point am

giA^en at a later point (Chap. XXXII.).
, ^

,

Zinc Hydroxide, Zii(OH)2, M deposited as a white, floccn

precipitate on the addition of disS(S||i!fr bases to a solution contaii'^’ r

zincion. It is soluble in an excess both of alkali and of

although for different reasons in the two cases. The solubiht}
i
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alkali depends on its property of splitting off hydrion from its

hvdroxyl, and therefore of jicting as an acid. These solutions contain

an alkali mcate, e.g. K2Zn0.2, and the new ions ZnO^" and HZnOA The

reason of the solubility is therefore the same as in the case of alumina

(p.
nM), The solubility of zinc hydroxide in ammonia, however,

(le|)ends on other causes. AVe might regard it as l>eing due to an

iniluence exerted on the solubility by the pj-es(mce of ammonioii, such

as occurs in the case of the otherwise very similar magnesia (p. 532).

This appears, however, to be excluded from the fact that zinc hydi’oxide

must be a much weaker base, as is evident fi’om its solubility in

alkalis (p. 551). On the contraiy, mi have here to assume the forma-

tion of new zincamnionium ions, Zn(NU.
5
),”, where n has presumably

several vidues. The behaviour of zinc hydroxide is tliei'cfoi'c compar-

alile with that of nickel hydroxide, in which case the foi'ination of new

ions was rendered visible by the change of colour.

This assumption is supported by the fact that tlu' zinc salts,

especially the halogen compounds, even whem dry, la'adil}' combine

with ammonia without undergoing decomposition.

On being heated, zinc hydroxide loses Avater, and is couvo'rted into

white zinc (mde, ZnO. The same coni[)ound is obtained by heating

metallic zinc in the air
;

in this way it is prepared on the large scab*,

foi' use as a pigment under the name ziiu- ivhite.

0\a!r white lead, which is em|)loyed for similar purposes, zinc white

li;ts the advantage of bidng less poisonous, and of remaining Avhitc even

ill ail atmos])hore containing sulphuretted hydrogen, whereas the former

hccoiucs dark in colour. White-lead, hoAvever, has a better coveiing

power, since it has a considerably higher coetlicient of refraction than

I'iiic white, and for this reason it is still often prefeiied.

" The use of colourless substances, as white paints, depends on the

iwt that in the small particles of.^idiich the paint consists the light

'nideigocs repeated refraction, and is ultimately totally reflected. 1 his

total reflection effects the “covering” power, U the opacity of the

^'\yer. Of the variously directed rays in an opaque body, the number

those which are totally reflected is all the greater, the greater the

'"'lex of refraction, because the angle at which the light rays can

still pass through decreases in the same proportion. Hence propor-

tionately thin layers suffice in order to reflect all the incident light.

^inc oxide is white in the cold, but appears yellow when hot; on

''wling it again acquires a white colour. This colour change must not

regaixlcd as a sign of the conversion of the zinc oxide into another,

P^fhaps allotropic, condition, for it does not take place sudilenly, as m
^"cli a case it would do, but gradually. It is solely due to the fact

^l»at the region in which zinc oxide absorbs rays moves, on heating,

the ultra-violet portion of the spectrum, in which it is situated at

^l'« ordinary temperature, towaA the visible violet portion. This is

general phenomenon, viz. that the region of absorption of rays
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changes in the above sense with tlie temperature. White su])staiices

l)ecome yellow on being heated, yellow ones red (p. 605), and red ones

l)rown
;
blue and green substances, on the other hand, generally uiider<r,)

no marked change of colour on heating.

Zinc Chloride, ZnCL, is a white, readily soluble salt, whicdi boils

as low as 730'', and can be easily obtained in the dry or wet way by

the action of hydrochloric acid on zinc or zinc oxide. On liojinr

evaporated to dryness, the aqueous solution loses hydrochloi’io acid

The product can be again freed from oxygen Ijy distillation in a ciureiit

of hydrogen chloride or by the electrolysis of the fused salt, the spongy

zinc which separates out acting as a purifying agent. Zinc chloiide

melts very readily to a clear, strongly refracting liquid.

Zinc chloride is used as a pniventative of the destruction of wood

by micro-organisms and fungi, c.y. in the case of railway sleepers.

Further, it is used as a flux for soft solder. In this case its action is

due to its power of dissolving metallic oxides (]). 429).

A concentrated solution of zinc chloride dissolves large ([uantitics

of zinc oxide. From the solution an oxychloride, Zn
OH
Cl

’
ciystalliscs

out. If the solution is very concentrated, the whole solidilies to a

hard mass of oxychloride. This phenomenon is made use of for the

p)reparation of a cement, a solution of zinc chloride of syrupy consist

ency being rubbed together with zinc oxide shortly before it is required

for use.

On diluting the solution containing the oxychloride witli water

that sul)stance (or, in the case of very dilute solutions, zinc hydroxide)

is precipitated. Since almost all commercial zinc chloride contains

oxychloride, i.e. has lost hydrogen chloride on evaporation to dr\'ii('ss

the same phenomenon is there met with, the salt yielding ii tuibid

solution, or, on dilution, depositing a white precipitate.

The formation of a basic precipitate is also promoted by the hydro

lytic decotnposition of the zinc chloride in the solution. On acroiinl

of the feebly basic properties of the hydroxide, this decomposition

rather considerable, and manifests itself in the acid reaction exbibitci

by the solutions of all zinc salts.

Zinc Sulphate, or zinc vitriol, ZnSO^, generally crystallises wdni

TH/J in the rhombic forms of magnesium s\ilphate. According to die

temperature, however, it can crystallise with other amounts ol ^votei,

and in other forms. It is a colourless salt, very readily soluldo

water, and can be obtained by the action of sulphuric aci(l on /Hjc

oxide or metallic zinc
;

it is employed in the arts and in medicim'.

forms, with the sulphates of potassium and ammonium, double

containing BHaO. .

Zinc Carbonate, ZnCOg, occurs naturally as calamine, am

highly valued zinc ore. It crystallises in rhombohedra, whicb

isomorphous with those of calc-spar. As in the case of magnesia, oAb
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carbonates, varying with the temperature and the dilution, are mostly
obtained l)y precipitating aqueous solutions of zinc salts with alkali

carbonates. I^^tcy aie converted into zinc oxide by ignition. Pre-

cipitation as carbonate, and weighing as oxide, ai^e used for the

analytical determination of zinc.

Zinc Silicate also occurs naturally as siliceous calamine. It is

also used in the manufacture of zinc.

Zinc Sulphide, ZnS, is obtained as a white, hydrated precipitate

by tln^ addition of ammonium sulphide to zinc .salts. Of the better

known heavy metals zinc is the only om; which forms a wliite sulphide

;

tliis serves as a convenient cliaracteristic in analy.sis. Zinc sulphide is

soluble in dilute acids with lihcratioii of sulphuretted hydrogen. The
rca(*tion takes place in a manner similar to that in tlie case of iron

sulphide (p. 577), but with the dillerence that zinc sulphide! is cori-

si(leral)Iy less soluble. This is th(‘. reason that a neutral solution of

zinc sulphate or zinc chloride is precipitated hy sulphuretted hydrogcfi;

not until a pretty comsiderahle pejrtiori of the .salt has undergone doulde

ilccoinposition does the cuucentratioii of the hydrion produced rench

such a value as to hinder further precipitation. Tf the concciitration

"f the hydrion is raised to this Aalue to start with, ley tlu! addition of

liydrochloric or sulphuric acid, no precipitation is produced hy sulfebur-

eited hydrogen. For cquililerium depends only on the relative cou-

(ciitratioiis existing in the solution, and not oti the amoimt of tlu! solid

substances.

If, however, by suitable means th(! couceiiti‘atiou of tln^ liydrioii is

I't'pt so loAv that tho state of equililerium is not reached, the zinc can

l>c almost completely precipitated from acid .solutions. As has been

’>H'niioiied several times, this is brought aleout ley the addition of aTi

;^cetato. The acetaniou jen'sent then withdraws tlu! hydiion produced

"I Older to form undksocialx'd acetic acid, and (enly a very small

P'^‘'b’<'n of the hydrion csca|)es this combination.

' If in this manner zinc is pi’ccipitated from acetic acid solution

in-esciice of cobalt and nickel, white zinc sulphide is tir-st deposited,

*>l^ick cobalt sulphide a,iid nickel sulphide do not make their

‘TP^'iiance till later. In this Avay the presence of zinc along with

^'lose other metals can be detected in analysis.

nature, zinc feulphide occurs in brown to black masses, and is

me hhnde, or simply blende. It is an important zinc ore. The

^^ilphiir is removed l)y roasting, and the oxide formed is reduced

"'di charcoal. The procc.ss Avhich occurs in the roasting is repnisented

the equation 2ZnS + 3O
2
- 2ZriO + 2^0,^. The sulphur dioxide

diereby produced is used for“the preparation of sulphuric acid. This

^^ono not only for the sake of utilising it, but also in order that it

iu)t escape into the air and exert its destructive action on plant

gt’owth.

Cadmium,—This element, which is very similar to zinc, occurs in
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comparatively small amount in nature, associated with that metal. As

it is more readily volatile than zinc, it collects in the first portions of

the distillate in the preparation of the latter. It is a bluish wliitg

metal, almost as soft as lead
;

it melts at 320'’ and boils at 77o .

Its vapour density points to a molar weight, which is equal to the

combining weight, Cd = 1 12; the formula of the element in the A a|)oi'oii,s

state is therefore Cd, similarly to zinc.

(-'admium forms only one elementary ion, divalent cadmion, Cd",

The metal dissolves, although very slowly, in aqueous acids with forma

tion of this ion. Cadmion is colourless, and acts as a rather virulent

poison on the lower and higher organisms. Its heat of fornmtion

from the metal is 77 Ij.

The cadmium salts in acpieous solution arc distinguished hy llic

fact that many of them are considerably less dissociated into ions than

the corresponding salts of the other divalent cations. This is es])C(‘ially

noticeable in the case of the halogen compounds.

From the mjueous solutions of the cadmium salts alkali hydroxidt's

precipitate white cadmium hydroxide, which is insoluble in an excess

of the precipitant. This is in agreement with the general increase uf

the basic properties with increasing combining weight in the ease of

similar elements. Cadmium hydroxide is soluble in excess of animonia.

The solution contains complex cadmium-ammonia ions, Cd(Nil.
5

);/’.

By heating the hydroxide, and by the combustion of the metal in

the air, cadmium oxide is obtained as a brown powder, which leadily

dissolves in acids to form cadmium salts.

Of the salts the sulphate should be mentioned. This still exliibits

some similarity to the sulphates of the magnesium series, but also

considerable diver’gence. Thus, it crystallises at the ordinary tempera-

ture in accordance with the formula 3(Cd804) . 8HoO, for which their

is no analogy known in the case of the true “vitriols.” The formation

also of the typical double salt with potassium or ammonium sul|)liale

does not take place quite readily.

The sulphate is readily soluble in water
;

in the case of the salt

with frds molecules of water of crystallisation the temperature has ^oiy

little influence on the solubility. It is used in mediciiie, and is also

employed for the construction of electrical “ standard cells.”

The halogen compounds of cadmium exhibit especially cleaily the

above-mentioned slight dissociation in aqueous solution. Of the three

compounds, cadmium chloride is most, cjidmium iodide least, dissocial la •

The latter salt forms crystalline laminae of a pearly lustre, which aie

soluble in alcohol. On account of this property it is employed m

photography as an iodising salt.

^ Apart from the small conductivity, the following experimen

demonstrates very clearly the slight degree of dissociation of cadminnj

iodide. If cadmium hydroxide is brought together with water

litmus or phenolphthalein, no alkaline reaction can be detected, becau'’
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the hydroxide is too slightly solublp Thn .1 • .

using ii solution of potassium nitrate or sulphate\iste
wc take a neutral solution of potassium mli,! P
ulkiiliiie reaction is obtained on shaking no Th^’
the cadmion which passes into solution^'om the hydlo”- 1

°

into imdissociated cadmium iodide. A fresh (nnndr‘^“fV'’'r’®‘'‘T*
luiist therefore pass into solution, and this must -m ,m huf
is attained. In this process the hy.lroxi^^oro the ml
ove,’ (along with potassium from tlic potassh n o 1 ul T'-’"*
must exhibit the reaction of hydro-xiLn ^
formula! we have Cd(OH)„ + 2r=CdI +’eOfr'”*

*^^'*^*^ «ll<«Iine. In

Cadmium Sulphide,‘CdS, is obkine:i as a line yellow precipitateon pas,s,ngsuli,huretted hydrogen intoaneutral solnUon of i
Mlt. If the solution ,s acidified, precipitation occurs ncvertheler
a >tiy considerable amount of acid must be added before sulphurettedh}diogen ceases to produce a precipitate. Similar chemical Luilihri-.

with thirdiff
"*

( >• «23),I h this difl^erence, h that the concentration of hydrion

of ziir^
must very much greater than in tlfc case

fornlf
s'llphiolo has just been

tho . i’

'• potassium iodide (or any salt containing iodidion)
cadmium sulphide immediately passes into solution. The relsolms is again that owing to the formation of imdissociated cadmiumm e, eadmioii disappears from the solution, and must he replaced bv“'0 dissolution of a fresh portion of the precipitate.

^

n account of its pure yellow colour, cadmium sulphide is used in

since other cadmium
pounds are not employed as pigments,

iis ' Hll-

' 0^ cadmium and mercury is employed by dentists

aiKl^

^ because it possesses the property of being soft
easily moulded for a short time after being prepared, but of very

that
^ coherent, hard mass. This depends on the fact

whi 1

^ of the two metals is a crystalline substance,

supe-
^^1 ordinary temperature, but which can he easily

am
have a superfused

thr^tr*
crystallisation has commenced it proceeds slowly

the whole mass, which thereby becomes hard.



CHAPTER XXXII

COPPKR

General—Between the metals of the new group, Avhich is called after

copper, and those of the former groups, many points of relationship exist.

The circumstance that most of the heavy metals can form several series

of compounds, ie, ions of difterent valency, causes a crossing an<l

interweaving of these mutual relationships which render it impos-

sible to draw up a simple list of the elements in such a way that

the most nearly related always stand together. For indeed, on follow-

ing out one of the existing series, other ones must be interrupted

;

for the sum of these mutual relationships cannot be represented by

means of a straight line, but only as a much-branched river systi'iu,

or still better perhaps, as an arterial system exhibiting manifold

anastomosis.

Thus in co2)per we have, on the one hand, a metal which in certaiii

compounds shows itself to be related to the elements of the magnesium

and iron scries, while other compounds exhibit close relationships to

silver and mercury. We have already frequently met with such

ambiguity of behaviour, e.g. in the case of iron, and especially of

manganese
;

it points to the fact that a systematisation of the chemical

elements according to a single scheme is impossible, for a really

exhaustive system must necessarily contain all the existing relation'

ships, and must, therefore, be of such a form that these diAcrsities

receive adequate expression. The satisfactory solution of this problem

has not as yet been attained, and we must at the present time get over

the difficulty by pointing out, when necessary, the various relationships

existing.

Copper.—Of the heavy metals already discussed, copper is the

first that is found in any considerable quantity in the metallic state on

the earth, and it belongs, therefore, together with silver and gebl

the metallic elements which have been longest known. It is

tinguished from all other metals by its bright red colour, vdiidh

however, is seen only on fresh surfaces. Even in a very short tune

these become covered with a dark coating of oxygen or sulphur com-

626
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pounds, which, although it does not destroy the metallic lustre, changes

the rose-red colour of the pure mcbd into the In-owii-red, which is

usually called copper-red.

Copper melts at 1050", has the density 8*9, and is, at the ordinary

temperature, a tenacious metal which can bo mechanically moulded,

and which resists well the intiuences of the atmosphere and of moisture.

On being exposed for a lengthened period to moist air, it is true, it

becomes covered with a layer of oxygen compounds
;

this, however,

remains very thin, and effectually protects the metal underneath. At
a red-hcat copper combines fairly rapidly with oxygon to form a black,

brittle oxide, which readily breaks off in scales and exposes the undei*-

lying metal to fresh attack.

On account of its chemical resistibility, its good mechanical proper-

ties, and its melting point, copper is largely employed for utensils of

all kinds. Another very extended sphere of application of copper

depends on its groat conductivity for the electric current. In this

respect it is superior to all other accessible metals (silver is alone

superior to it), and very large quantities of it are therefore employed

m electro-technics. For this })iirpose it must be very pure, since the

conductivity is greatly lowered even by voiy small amounts of foreign

metals.

Besides being used in the pure state, co[)per is also extensively

employed for alloys. Brass has already been mentioned
;
others will

he given later.

The combining weight of copper is Cu = 63’6.

The Ions of Copper.—Copper forms two kinds of elementary

hms, the monovalent monocuprion, Cu', and the divalent dicuprion,

h'f*. The latter is allied to the divalent ions previously described,

former belongs to a new type. Of the two, the divalent one is by

the most frequent and better known, and, for that reason, shall be

described.

The formation of dicuprion from metallic copper docs not take

place nearly so readily as that of the ions of the metals hitherto

'described. Without the co-operation of the atmospheric oxygen,

flilute acids have no appreciable action on metallic copper, and only

’hh'ic acid or hot concentrated sulphuric acid have a solvent action,

^'hereby not hydrof^en but a reduction product of the particular acid

evolved. On the other hand, hydrogen gas acts on solutions of

‘^^Pper salts, eliminating’ copper from them with the simultaneous for-

of free acid.
' Under ordinary conditions, this reaction occurs so slowly that it

be detected. If, however, the action of the hydrogen is acceler-

by the presence of a catalyser, e.g, metallic platinum, the action

detected.

dissolution of meUls in nitric acid is accompanied by the

of a portion of the acid. The process can be referred to

/ The

^^^uction
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the scheme given on p. 597
,

if we write nitric acid as a hydroxyl com-

pound of pentavaleiit nitrogen. The series is :

—

Nitric acid, IINO3 + 2H2O - N(OH )g

Nitrogen peroxide, N02 + 2Ho0 = N(0H)4
N itrous acid, HNOg + HoO = N (0H
Nitric oxide, NO -fHoO -N(OH

)2

llyponitrous acid, iHoN^O.^ — N{OH)i

In the oxidising action of nitric acid, from one to four oxidation

units can take part, depending on which of the lower members the acid

is converted into, and the equation has to be written accordingly. If,

for example, it is desired to express the oxidation of copper to dicup

rion with formation of nitric oxide (which is the predominant reaction

on treating copper with nitric acid), we have the following. Each

mole of copper requires two units in order to pass into dicuprion
;
one

mole of nitric acid, however, yields three units. Consequently, ^vc

must allow two moles of nitric acid to react with three of copper.

The three moles of copper, however, require further six moles of nitric

acid in order to pass into normal nitrate
;
altogether then, eight moles

of nitric acid act on three of copper

:

3Cu + 8HNO, = 3Cu(]S03)., + 2NO + 4H.p.

Similarly, it is found that sulphuric acid on passing into sul-

phurous acid, yields two oxidation units, and these arc exactly sutti-

cient to convert one mole of copper into dicuprion. One mole more ot

sulphuric acid serves for the formation of the salt, so that we finally

have

Cu + 2H2SO4= CuSO, + SO., + 2H.p.

In its solutions, dicuprion is greenish-blue in colour. If any othei

colour is shown by a cupric salt, we must conclude that the uiidi^'

sociated portion of the salt is also coloured. This is, as a matter <>

fact, often the case.

For the higher organisms, dicuprion is a rather powerful pei^o"*

while moulds, for example, can flourish in presence of copper salts.

The heat of formation of dicuprion from the metal amounts

- 66 lj\ it is therefore negative, while that of the metallic cation

j

hitherto considered was positive. The difficulty of the formation

the ion from the metal, and the ease of the reverse transfonnatn>|t

which we meet with in the case of copper, are connected with thi.^

Copper Hydroxide.—From the solutions of cupric salts,
^tmi r

bases precipitate cupric hydroxide^ Cn{OB.)2i as a bright blue

which on being kept for some time un^er the solution, more

on heating, becomes dark brown, at the same time losing watei

passing into cupric oxide, CuO. It may be asked how it is

for a substance to lose water while lying under water, of which 1
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therefore as much at its disposal as it rcouiros Th. • ,

cupric hydroxide is not at all -i nr i ,

IJiHt

at higher temperatures, and the fact that
which is most stable under the conditiJns viVcoi
i. .™ j,.w .K. p,;„ j;s: :;rri:is

Gopi^er hydroxide is not soliiblo In r

matter of fact, from the dark-blue solutions «..!(.
If “‘J > f -i

the .olid state confining the c.ationVl(NH
Copper hydroxide is not a strong base

;
it'is one of the weakest of

iiy liolysis of Its salts, in consequence of which tlu! solutions of the

Mr4,ti"sat:rri^^

oviflpT«'*f
by the decomposition of cupric salts, copperox d also obtained by the direct oxidation of eoppir in the kir il a

t..;; , \

ox'd«, the anhydride of ciiinous hydroxide

(h<

« Mt/ia), IS first formed, but this also passes into cupric oxide under
biie above conditions.

Gopper oxide is very readily reduced to the metal by means of
( i-ogen with production of water. It has already been mentioned

tins reaction was used in order to determine the ratio of eombina-
ion between hydrogen and oxygen. This same property of ready
^^nicibiJity conditions the use of copper oxide in organic elementary
‘Oinysis. The subsGance to ho investigated is mixed with excess of
copper oxide, the mixture placed in a tube and the whole heated, after
^sorption apparatus for water (calcium chloride) and for carbon

^ potash or soda lime) have been attached. By means

is

copper oxide the carbon of the organic compound
to carbon dioxide, the hydrogen to water. These products

collected and weighed, and from this the amount of the above
cmciits contained in the organic compound (also weighed) can be

determined.

^

^dy nitrogen which is iwcsent is evolved in the free state, and the
diourit can also be determined by collecting and measuring the gas.

b
Ohloride.—Anhydrous cupric chloride, CuCG, is formed

he combustion of copper in a current of chlorine, as a yellow-

P^^^er which dissolves in anhydrous solvents with a dark

to fh
whereas its aqueous solution is blue or green, according

lise
^^^^^dtration. From the solution the salt with 2H2O crystal-

® dut
; on account of adhering mother liquor, this generally appears
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green, but in the pure state it is bright blue. The hydrated salt on

being heated loses hydrogen chloride along with the water, like many
of the other chlorides of this group, and is converted into an oxy-

chloride. The anhydrous salt experiences the same tran’sformation on

being heated in oxygen
;
chlorine is evolved at the same time : 4CuCl., ^

(L= 2Cu./)CE + 2C1.2. By means of hydrogen chloride, the oxy

chloride is again converted into the chloride : CU2OCI2 + 2HCI

1

2CUCI2 + H2O. This reaction is made use of for the manufacture of

chlorine
;

the catalytic «acceleration of the oxidation of hydrogen

chloride with free oxygen (p. 166), also, is attributed to the altermate

occurrence of these two processes in the mixture of oxygen and

hydrogen chloride, but this view still lacks experimental foundation.

Concentrated aqueous solutions of copper chloride appear green.

If fuming hydrochloric acid is added, a yellow-brown liquid is obtained.

The latter colour is the individual colour of the undissociated copper

chloride, the dissociation of which is reduced almost to zero by the

large excess of chloridion. So long as considerable amounts of undis-

sociated salt are present in the fairly concentrated solutions, the mixed

colour formed by the yellow of the chloride and the blue of the diciip-

rion is produced. Very dilute solutions in which the dicuprion pre-

dominates, exhibit the blue colour of that ion. On being heated, dis

sociation is diminished
;

the yellow colour of the undissociated salt

appears also to become more intense (p. 622), so that for this reasun

also, the solutions change colour towards the green. If we write with

a solution of copi)er chloride on paper, the characters become yellow

on being heated at those parts where the strongly coloured, anhydrous

salt is formed, and on cooling disappear again where the pale-blue

coloured hydrated salt is formed through the attraction of moisture

from the air. This solution can therefore also be used as a “sym-

pathetic ink” (p. 611), but must not be applied with a steel pen,

because iron acts on solutions of copper with precipitation of this

metal.

As has just been mentioned, cupric chloride readily forms oxy-

chlorides with loss of chlorine. These compounds vary in composition

according to the conditions of formation. The one best characterised

is the compound Cu2Cl(OH)3, which occurs in nature as atacumite, hikI

is also readily formed where chlorine compounds, water and oxygen,

act on copper. It is a bright green substance which forms rhomlhc

crystals, and is scarcely soluble in water. It dissolves readily in acids

and in ammonia, as indeed could be expected from its composition.

Copper Sulphate.—Cupric sulphate or copper vitriol, CUSO4,

obtained on the large scale by the oxidation of naturally occurring

sulphur compounds of copper. It is a salt which crystallises in blue,

triclinic crystals with SHgO, and which is similar to the other

“ vitriols ” in its properties. According to the temperature, the salt

takes up other quantities of water and exhibits forms which occur iii
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the case of the sulphates of other divalent metals (cf. p. 569). It also

crystallises along with potassium and ammonium sulphate in double

salts with 6H
2
O. The water of crystallisation passes off fairly readily,

a salt with IH^O at first remaining behind, which is more difficult to

dehydrate. The anhydrous sulphate is dirty white in colour
;
in the

air it absorbs water and again becomes blue. The dehydrated copper

sulphate is sometimes used as a desiccating agent, especially for liquids,

on account of the convenience of being able to tell when the desiccation

is complete from the non-appearance of the blue colour in freshly

added sulphate.

If an electric current is passed through a solution of copper sul-

phate, metallic copper is deposited as a coherent coating on the cathode.

As it is particularly easy to obtain a good precipitate with copper

(p. 615), the process is made use of not only for coating other objects

with copper, but also for shaping objects in copper and thus of pro-

ducing a sort of cold metallic casting. The deposit fills out very

exactly the form of the cathode, and when it has acquired a certain

thickness it can bo removed as a coherent mass. For this reason it is

used for taking casts of printing Idocks. These are first cut in wood
and then cast in warm gutta-percha or in very readily fusible metal

(cf. bismuth), and the cast is then made the cathode of an electric

current in a soliltion of copper sulphate. The anode consists of copper

in order that the amount of copper contained in the solution shall

tcinain unchanged (p. 615). Non-conducting casts, such as those of

gutta-percha or gypsum, arc first covered with a conducting layer, e.g,

rubbing with graphite."’ i

The same process is made use of for the purpose of purifying im-

pure copper. The impure copper is then made the anode, and a thin

sheet of pure copper is used for the cathode. On this, very pure

^'jpper is deposited if a current of very small potential is employed,

the impurities either are not dissolved but sink to the bottom as

“jinodc mud,” or they are not separated out at the cathode {e.g. iron),

'"‘d must be removed from the solution when they have accumulated

^00 much. The copper, for example, which is used for electrical pur-

poses, and which must bo very pure, is treated in this way.

One can spare oneself the special generation of an electric current

hy ituiking the separation of copper a part of the reactions in a voltaic

I'dl.
a matter of fact, the process of electrical copper casting,

'‘yrotpiug^ was discovered through copper sulphate being used as an

^'^idising agent in a voltaic cell, whereby the deposited copper took
^^0 exact shape of the cathode.

^uch a cell is represented in Fig. 114. Kk the cathode of copper,

^ ^ porous cell of fired clay which allows the current to pass, but

^^ecks the mixing of the liquids, and Z is an anode of metallic zinc.

^ is surrounded by a solution of copper sulphate, ^ by a solution of

sulphate. When, then, K and Z are connected by a metallic con-
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ductor L, the deposition of copper on K occurs, while an equivalent

amount of zinc is at the same time dissolved from Z. During this

and of the conductor on the other.

Voltaic Cells.—In order that the above process,
^

electric current is generated in the Daniell cell, may occur, it is

that the reactions on which the cell is based should occur even

out this special arrangement, since there would otherwise be uo
^ ^

to make the process take place. Now, however, only those

occur in which free energy is available ;
a voltaic cell is

apparatus by means of which free chemical energy is conveitci

free electrical energy.

It will therefore be possible to construct other cells a

pattern of the Daniell, by replacing the zinc and the copper b}

metals placed in solutions of their salts and connected witi
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.'iiiotlier. This is, as a matter of fact, the case
;

with every such
combination a cell is obtained in which one of the metals is reduced
fi'OTii its salt^ and deposited in the metallic stiite, while the other is

oxidised, ie. is dissolved as ion. AVhich of the two connected metals
will assume one or the other role, is found by introducing each metal
into the solution of the other

;
one of the metals will then precipitate

the other from its solution, while the other metal will leave the
solution of the first unchanged. The precipitating metal is then
;ihvays the anode, which also dissolves in the cell the same as in the
direct experiment, and the prccipiUted metal is the cathode, for it is

(le[)osited in the cell in the same Avay as in the direct action. From
these experiments it is found that a given metal can both precipitate
and be precipitated

;
cadmium eliminates copper from solutions of

copper salts, but is deposited from its solutions in the metallic state
hy zinc.

Ihe law which obtains here can be expressed as follows: If is

fumhle to (irrange all the metals in a single series in such a wa/f that each
I'Jinjntates all the metals following fmn their aqueous solutions, hut is

jmijntated hy each of the preceding ones. (Jn account of the electidcal
relations of this series, to be presently mentioned, it is called the
potential series of the metals.

Electrical Potential.—The work Avhich an electric current can
perform, depends not only on the strength of the current or the
-miount of electricity which in unit of time passes through a section
ef the conductor, but on another magnitude as well, which is calletl
the potential, the unit of which, fixed once for all, is called the volt.

l^ins an electric incandescent lamp, which is supplied by a current
one amp)ere (p. 193) at a potential of r)0 volts, gives the same light
a lamp which uses a current of 5 amperes at 1 0 volts, while at a

potential of 200 volts a current of 0-2b ampere is sufficient to produce
same effect.

l^'rom this example it is at once seen that the electrical work of a
coirent is measure(l by the product of strength of current and potential.
^diis has a great similarity to the performance of work by a falling mass
water

;
in this case also the work depends on the quantity of the

|tator, and on the height of fall, and the amount of work which can
obtained with the same (piantity of water is all the greater, the

i(r(?iitcr the height through which the water falls. To the quantity of
*^*;tcr there corresponds the magnitude, which has been called qumtity
it (mtricity^ and which can be measured, in accordance with Faraday’s

(ix 192), by the amount of substance separated electrolytically on
^'‘serting an electrolytic cell in the circuit. To the height of fall there
^^onesponds the property of electrical energy, which has just been

cd potential. The product of volt and ampere, which represents

_

0 work done in a second (because an ampere is a unit of electricity
second), is called a watt. A watt is equal to the work of 10^ erg
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(p. 23
)

in the second, and is therefore approximately equal to the

work which is perfomed by a waterfall in which 100 gm. of water fall

through a height of 1 metre in a second
;

it is therefore a rather small

magnitude. For technical purposes, therefore, a unit a thousand times

as large is generally employed, viz. the kilowatt, which is equal to

10^*^ erg in the second.

The Potential of Cells.— If we imagine various voltaic cells

constructed after the pattern of the Daniell, in which zinc is always

used as one metal along with various other metals, e.g. cadmium,

copper, and silver immersed in solutions of their salts, each of these

cells will be able to yield a current and perform work. In the process,

zinc will dissolve and the other metal will be precipitated. If we

allow each of the cells to do work until a definite amount of zinc, /.y.

one mole, has been dissolved, the amounts of work will be different in

the different cells, for the chemical energy which becomes available in

the case of each is different. It will be greatest in the case of tlui

silver-zinc cell and least in the cadmium-zinc cell, for of the three

metals, silver is the easiest, cadmium the most difficult to reduce
;

of

the work, therefore, which the zinc can perform in passing into

zincion, most will remain over for the current in the case of the silver

cell and least in the cadmium one.

The quantities of electricity, however, which are sot in motion for

the cuiTent by the dissolution of equal amounts of zinc in the different

cells, is in all cases equal, since, according to Faraday’s law, equal

amounts of electricity must be transported with equal amounts of

zinc, independently of what work the current otherwise perfoims.

Since the amounts of work in the cells are necessarily different, the

above differences must find their expression in the other factor of

electrical work, i.e. the potentials of the cells must be different. This

is shown by measurement to be the case
;

if such cells are construcUxl

and their potentials measured with a volt-meter (an instrument which

allows of the potential being directly read off by means of a pointer),

the following values arc obtained :

—

Silver-zinc 1'57 volt

Copper-zinc I'lO ,,

Cadmiuni-zinc 0'35
,,

The above considerations can be extended. According

Faraday’s law, the amounts of electricity which are set in motion ait

equal not only for equal amounts of zinc but also for equivaleiit

amounts of all ions whatever (p. 194 ). The potential of the cells

therefore in all cases the measure of their power of doing chemical anf

electrical work, or the measure of the free energy of the chemica

reaction occurring in the cell. Indeed, the measurement of t ^

electrical potential is at the present time the most fruitful method o

determining this important and not easily accessible magnitude.
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On constructing a cell containing the above three metals and also

the other possible cells, the folloAving values of the potentials are

obtained
’ Silver-copper 0'47 volt

Silver-cadmium 1'22 ,,

Copper-cadmium 075 „

On comparing these values with the former, it is found that the

potential of the combination silver-zinc is equal to the sum of the

potentials silver - copper plus copper -zinc or silver - cadimum plus

';adiniiim-zinc, etc. Writing the values

Silver 1-57 volt

Copper -I’lO

Cadmium -0-35 ,,

Zinc rO’OO ,,

He find that the potential of any combination of these metals is equal

to the difference of the corresponding numbers. These numbers may

therefore be called the potentials of the single metals, in which case,

certainly, the zero, Zn = 0, has been arbitrarily chosen. This,

however, has no influence on the result, for if any other metal is put

e(pi;d to zero, and the corresponding values of the potential arc

culculated with due regard to the sign, another series is obtained which

exhibits the same differences between the separate members, and has

the same meaning, therefore, as the former series.

This series is the numerical expression of the potential series

(p. ()33)
;

it is the expression of a fundamental property of the metals.

The numbers depend on the temperatures, but their relative positions

tlo not greatly change within the range of temperatures investigated ,

fis regards this point, however, our knowledge is as yet rather scanty.

The following table gives a more complete list of potentials. In

his case zinc has not been taken as the zero, but another zero has

^6en chosen which gives expression to the actual change of the free

in the passage from the metallic to the ionic state. We cannot

hero how this zero has been derived, and this is of no

^Jiportance, in the first instance, since we are concerned only with the

hfferences, and these are independent of the zero.

Cfftsium —
Rubidium
Potassium

Sodium

Magnesium -h 1*24 volt

Aluminium I ‘03 ,,

Manganese 0*82 ,,

Zinc 0-51 „
Cadmium 0’16 ,,

Thallium 0*11 ,,

Iron 0-09 „
Cobalt -0*02 „
Nickel -0.02 „

Tin

Lead -O'lOvolt

Hydrogen - 0'2.5 ,,

Antimony —
Bismutli —
Arsenic —
Copper “0‘59

,,

Mercury ~1‘03
,,

Silver -1‘06 „

Palladium - 1*07 ,,

Platinum —

•

Gold -
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Where no number is given, only the position of the metal in the

series is known, but not the numerical value of the potential.

Copper Nitrate crystallises in blue crystals containing 3H,(3
,
aiid

cannot be freed from its water of crystallisation without at the .same

time losing acid. The basic copper nitrate, Cu2(NOJ(OH)3, is obtained
by the action of copper carbonate on the normal nitrate, or by the

partial precipitation of the latter with a carbonate (the carbonic acid

of which escapes)
;

it is a blue-green powder, very difficultly soluble in

water, the composition of which corresponds to that of atacamite, and
which is remarkable as being one of the few nitrates which arc

difficultly soluble in water.

^ If some crystals of the hydrated, normal copper nitrate arc

wrapped in tinfoil, the latter is oxidised, and a vigorous icaetioii

takes place with scintillations. The same reaction has sometimes

given rise to dangerous fires in powder manufactories, where copper

nitrate can be formed by the action of saltpetre on the metal of the

vessels.

Copper Carbonate.—On precipitating solutions of a coi)per salt

with carbonates, blue to green precipitates of basic copper car])onatc

are obtained
;
the corresponding reactions were explained in the case

of magnesium (p. 535 ). In nature, also, normal copper carbonate

does not occur, but only the basic salt. Malachite, a green mineral

which is used for objects of art, has the composition Cu,(C()3)(()H),;

azurite, a dark-blue basic carbonate, which has a similar application, is

Cii3(COj)2(OH)2. Both are valuable copper ores.

Copper Acetate, Cu(C2H302)2 + H2O. This salt has long hecu

known by the name verdigris.^ It is obtained by alteiTiately covcrini,'

copper plates with residues from the preparation of wine and exjjosini,'

to oxidation by the atmospheric oxygen. By means of the latter,

acetic acid is formed from the alcohol of the residues, and the coi)pei‘

is converted into the acetate. This is deposited as the ba.sic .salt on

the copper plates in bluish-green masses, and is placed in this form

on the market for use as a pigment. The normal salt is obtained b}

crystallisation from dilute ticetic acid, and forms dark-green crystal'^,

which are also employed for painting and dyeing.

Copper Sulphide, CuS, occurs in nature as indigo cop])er or

covellite, and is formed by the precipitation of cupric compounds with

sulphuretted hydrogen. It is thus obtained as a brown-black pov'dm

of not very constant composition, as it has a great tendency to pas^

into cuprous sulphide, CugS, and free sulphur. It is
practically

insoluble in dilute acids; copper can therefore be prcci})itated b)

sulphuretted hydrogen from acid solutions, a behaviour which is made

use of for the analytical separation of copper (and the other metals 0

this group) from those of the iron group.

^ The coatings of basic carbonate whicb are formed on copper in the air arc

sometimes called verdigris.
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- On account of the above mentioned indefiniteness of the

composition, the precipitated copper sulphide cannot be weighed

directly. It is dissolved in nitric acid, and the nitrate produced is

either precipitated with caustic potash, whereby brown copper oxide

(j). 628) is obtained, or it is decomposed by the electric current,

whereby metallic copper is deposited. The copper sulphide can also

be ignited in a current of hydrogen, whereby cuprous sulphide, Cir^S,

which has a constant composition, is formed.

For the electrolytic deposition, the apparatus shown in Fig. 115

may be used. The solution is placed in a platinum dish, which is

made the cathode of an electric circuit (accumulator and resistance)

;

thick platinum wire, coiled round several times, is employed as the

Hiiode. The resistance is so regulated that a current of about 1

'mipere is obtained
;
the copper then separates out in the course of a

lew hours as a rose-red precipitate on the platinum.

' Copper Perrocyanide—Osmotic Pressure—When dicuprion

‘I'ld fcrrocyanidion come together in aqueous solution, a red -brown,

‘'oiiorplious precipitate of cupric ferrocyanide, Cu
2
Fe(CN),., is produced,

i''hich, on account of its strong colour, can be detected even in very

sniall amount, and is therefore used for the identification of copper.

While the analytical importance of this substance is rather small, it

in another respect, atfeiined to very great importance in the

^development of chemistry. This is due to the following property.

If a porous clay cell is first soaked with a solution of copper

sulphate, and if this be then removed and a solution of potassium

ferrocyanide placed in the cell, a precipitate of copper ferrocyanide is

formed in the pores of the cell and closes this up in a special manner.
If

cell of this kind, such as was first prepared by W. Pfeffer in 1877,

filled with pure water, it behaves essentially like any ordinary clay
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cell, for under slight pressure, the water flows through, only

slowly than when the precipitate is absent. If, however, instead of

the pure water an aqueous solution, e.g. of ordinary sugar, is plueei]

in the cell, this does not, in the first instance, filter through. If the

pressure is increased, percolation commences at a definite pressure, liiu

it is not the sugar solution that filters through but pure water.

If the experiment is performed with different solutions of siiitar.

it is found that a definite jircssure is necessary in each case in urdei

that the water may pass through, and this pressure is proportional to

the concentration of the solution.

If, after being closed and a manometer attached, the cell is placed

in pure water, the latter continues to pass through the cell-wall until

the same pressure is produced as that under which the water could

be forced through the cell-wall.

Various other substances behave in a manner similar to sugar;

they arc ke})t back by the cell-wall and generate a pressure. Tluna; are

substances, however, which are not kept back by the cell-wall
;

these,

also, do not generate a pressure (or only a comparatively small one,

when they are partially retained).

We must conclude, therefore, that the pressure is due to the

dissolved substance
;
the water cannot give rise to it because it can

pass through the cell-wall.

On comparing solutions of different sul)stances which do not pass

thi’ough the cell-wall, with respect to the pressure which they produce,

it is found that the same pressure is produced by those solutions the cmi-

centrations of which are in the ratio of the molar weights of the dmilwi

substances. These pressures, therefore, which are are called omde'

pressures^ could be used for the determination of the molar weight ot

dissolved substances, in the same manner as the depression of the

freezing point and the lowering of the vapour pressure (p. b^^)'

The experimetital difficulties in the carrying out of such measuie-

ments, however, are very great.

The temperature exercises an influence on the osmotic pressure

;

under ordinary conditions, the latter increases about ^rd per cent for

every degree.

On the whole, therefore, the osmotic pressure follows similar la'v^

to the gas pressure
;
the latter is also proportional to the concentriition

or density of the gas (Boyle’s law, p. 67), and for every degrciJ

increases by 1/273, i.e. about Jrd per cent (Gay-Lussac’s law, p. ff"')*

The resemblance, however, extends still further. If, for exanipbi

the osmotic pressure is determined which is exerted by a delinh®

solution of carbon dioxide, it is found to be just as great as

exerted by the same amount of carbon dioxide when it occupies in

the gaseous state the same volume as the solution. Thus fn|)

therefore, a dissolved
.
substance behaves as a gas, and its osinotK^

pressure is represented by the same formula, pv = RT, as the pressure
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of a gas; more especially, also, the consent R has the same value
Xo«-, ,t was stated on p. 89, that at 0 ' a mole of every ..as exert a
pressure of one atmosphere when it occupies a volum^/os 400
.V. or i2-4 ht If a mole of any substance is dissolve, 1 to a vol .mc
of 22' lit., Its solution exhibits at 0^ the osmotic pressure of one
iitiiiosphere.

'

Those laws are valid not only for ariueous solutions Imt for all
soh onts They have not it is true, been prove, 1 by ,lircct expeimeut
for the other solvents, but they have been imiircetly

On comparing the laws of osmotic pressure which have iust been
enunciated wth those of the changes of the freezing point and vapour
prcssuie (p. Ifl.)), a large measure of agreement is found. This i.s not
.icculcntal, but can be establishe,! on theoretical ground.s, so that if the
laws of, e.ij., the depression of the freezing point are given, those of the
othei's, e.g., of the osmotic pressure, can be deduceil from them The
cinncction depends on the fact that each of the.se plienoiiicna’can be

,

used for the performance of a definite amount of work, and tliat in
virtue of the theorem of the impossibility of a peiydtmm moUle of the
sccoml kind (p. 133), the work yiehled l,y a given change of sUte must
le the same in all cases, no matter in what way it is obtained If
"ow the amount of work be calculated for the different cases (freezim.
'aporisation, filtration through a cell-wall) and the results compare,

T

e ouuulae are obtained by means of which the corresponding chan^^e
^ le vapour pressure or of the freezing jioint can be calculated from

nieasimed value of the osmotic pressure, and vice versa. Thus it is
ouiid that under comparable conditions the above thi’ce nnon,it,iJes
remain proportional to one anotherd

Finally^ we must answer the (piestion whether the laws of osmotic
piossure hold only for such cell-walls as are formed of copper ferro-

1

^riswer is that the laws have a general validity for all septa

))c tV
^ dissolved substance to pass through. This pro-

y ol selective permeability is possessed, more especially, by the walls

hav^
animal cells, and with these the laws of osmotic pressure

many cases been tested, and partly, indeed, discovered.

a.s in

Compounds—Compounds in which the copper appears
nonovalent are numerous, although the corresponding monovalent

^0 snT’
^ scarcely known. In other words, compounds belonging

stat

^
series are known in the solid sUite, liut not, in a

purity, in solution.r A J) DUlULJUIl.

I
of heated copper in the air, a red oxide is first

^pi^r
* ^^uiposition of which is CugO, and which is therefore called

^lack^"* ^

On being further heated in the air, it is converted into

oxide
; on removing this black coating, however, from a

b author’s Outlines of General Chemistry,

(Macmillan), and also in Introdvditm to Physical Clmnislrv iW
»»aiker

(Macmillan).
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piece of oxidised copper, it is found to be generally red coloured oi

the side next the metal, i.e. to consist of cuprous oxide.

The corresponding cuprous hydroxide, Cu
2
(OH).„ or Cu(OH),

i

ol>tiiined as a brick-red powder by the decomposition of cuprou

chloride, to be presently mentioned, with caustic potash or soda.

In nature cuprous oxide occurs as red copper ore, and is a vei'i

highly valued ore on account of its richness in copper
;

it can readili

1)0 converted into metallic copper by reduction with charcoal.

Cuprous oxide is also formed as the product of reduction o

Fehling’s solution with grape-sugar and similar substances (p. 643), aiK

can be prepared in this way. In moist air it is oxidised to cupric oxidt

or to basic carbonate.

On treating cuprous oxide or hydroxide with acids, not the corro

sj)onding cuprous, but the cupric salts, are generally formed, and hall

of the copper is deposited in the metallic state as a blackish-red powder.

With sulphuric acid, for example, the reaction takes place according to

the equation Cu^O + H
2
SO_j = Cu + CiiSO^ -i- II^O. On considering^

the ions the process can be interpreted as taking place in such a way

that cuprous sulphate is first formed, the monocuprion of which,

however, immediately undergoes transformation into dicuprion and

metallic copper : 2Cu' - Cu" -t- Cu. The solution contains dicuprion

to a preponderating extent, but it is in accordance with the general

relations to assume that it is a case of chemical equilibrium between

the two ions and the metallic copper, in which a large concentration

of dicuprion is opposed by a very slight concentration of monocuprion.

As a matter of fact, it has been shown that on bringing metallic cop})er

into contact with a solution of copper sulphate, some of the former

passes into solution with formation of cuprous sulphate, i.r. of

monocuprion.

If instead of sulphuric acid a halogen hydracid, thiocyanic acid, or

some other acid which can form a very diflicultly soluble cuprous salt,

is taken, the alrove decomposition does not take place, and the respective

cuprous compounds are formed. This is explained by the fact that

monocuprion is present only in a negligibly small amount in the solu-

tion produced, since, of course, the salts are difficultly soluble.

decomposition of monocuprion into dicuprion and metal can tlierefoie

take place only to an inappreciably slight extent.

Cuprous Chloride is a white salt, only very slightly soluble m

water
;

it can be obtained by boiling a solution of cupric chloride m

strong hydrochloric acid with copper powder. The colour at hrsl

darkens, but a yellowish liquid is finally obtained, which on beiuy'

poured into much water deposits a snow-white precipitate of cuproU’

chloride. This must be washed as far as possible with exclusion of

as it otherwise rapidly passes into cupric chloride (p. 630).

This reaction is the reverse of the one given before
;
whereas in

j

previous case monocuprion decomposes into dicuprion and metail^'^
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copper, we have in this case the reverse transformation of cupric salt

with metallic copper into cuprous salt. The reason is that in the

hydrochloric acid solution monocuprion is present only in very slight

amount ;
indeed, the fact that cuprous chloride, which is almost in-

soluble in water, dissolves in hydrochloric acid, proves that in this

case the chloride is cither dissolved as such (without dissociation), or

that a compound of the two constituents, a hydrochlorocupric acid, has

l)eeu formed. No investigation has as yet Ixicn carritnl out as to how

fai- the one or the other possibility predominates.

In ammonia also cuprous chloride dissolves to a colourless li<|uid,

ill which cuproammonion, Cu(NI1.5)', is contained. The chloride of

this ion, CuNH.^Cl, can bo obtained in colourless, regular crystals by

boiling a solution of ammonium chloride with co])per powder and

allowing the li(piid produced to cool slowly. The aipieous solution

hcconios almost immediately blue in the air, oxygen being absorbed.

Both solutions of cuprous chloride, the acid as well as the ammoni-

acal, absorb a considerable amount of carbon monoxide. This appears

to be rather firmly bound, but can be removed from the liipiid by

cniitiimed pumping. We are dealing in this case with the formation

of a complex cation, similar to the complex ion produced from dilerrion

and nitric oxide (p. 582), which, like this, is not very stable, am

IMissGsscs an appreciable dissociation pressure. The reaction is used

for the determination of carbon monoxide in gaseous mixtures, but

must, for the reasons just mentioned, be employed with some care.

Cuprous Bromide, CuBr, is very similar to cuprous chloride.

Cuprous Iodide is formed along with free iodine, when dicuprion

and iodidion come together in solution, according to the equation

•if’u" + 41' - 2CuI + I In this process we can regard the dicuprion

as losing; a positive charge, a.,<i thereby neutralising the negative charge

"f one
‘

iodidion. I’lie monocuprion produced at once inrm.s .solid

wprous iodide, with a second ipiantity of iodidion, and separates oii^t.

'f a reducing agent is added at the commencement, whereby the

'liruprion can be converted to monocuprion, cuprous iwlide alone with-

"'It free iodine is deposited. This is effected, for examiilc, liy sulphurous

acid or an acid solution of ferrous sulphate.

Since the cuprous io.lide is soluble only to an excco.lingly sl.^it

tttent, even very small quantities of iodine can in this way be epar-

ateil from a solution, and the method is employed commercially for

'•''laiiiing iodine from the mother liquors conteimng iodidion along

"ith comparatively largo quantities of other halogens.

Cnprons iodide isbr reddish-white, heavy powder w ich y.Jds

wp'ic o,xide and iodine by distillation with pyrolus.te

and cuprous oxide by boiling with caustic potash. It dissolves

a aimnonia similarly to cuprous chloride.
.Vova

,

The interaction between iodidion and dicuprion, desentod above

not occur instantaneously, but with a measurable velocity which

2 T
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becomes very small with increasing dilution. Thus very dilute .solutions

of copper sulphate and potassium iodide can be mixed without iodine

at once separating out. After some time, however, the cuprous iodide

begins to sei)aratc out, and free iodine makes its appearance. Chernii-iil

equilibrium is then established between the substances present, and the

reaction can become complete only by the withdrawal of the one or

the other constituent from the solution.

Copper Thiocyanate, CuSCN, is allied to the substances just

described with respect to its difficult solubility, and therefore also the

conditions of its formation. If thiocyananion and a reducing agent,

such as sulphurous acid, arc introduced into a solution containing

dicut)rion, white cuprous thiocyanate is deposited. The reaction

corresponds exactly to that described in the case of cuprous iodide, .so

that it need not be again explained. It is made use of for the separa-

tion of cop})er from other metals
;
the precipitated and dried cuprous

thiocyanate is mixed with sulphur and ignited in a current of hydrogi'ii,

whereby it is converted into cuprous sulphide.

Other Cuprous Compounds. mIpJdde occurs fairly

abundantly in nature as mpper (jlanri\ and is an important copper oi‘o.

It is a dark coloured substance which forms rhombic crystals, fuses

fairly readily, and does not conduct electricity. Its formation from

cupi’ic sulphide by heating in hydrogen has already been mentioned.

On being roasted in the air it is converted into a mixture of cupric

oxide and copper sulphate.

Dicuprion behaves towards cyanidion in the same way as towaids

iodidion. If the two ions come together in solution free cyanogen

is evolved, and cuprous cyanide is deposited as a white precipitate

:

2Cu” + 4CN' ™ 2CuCN + (CN)j,. This is a convenient method ol

obtaining cyanogen gas. In order to have a copious evolution of

it is only necessary to heat together equivalent solutions of copper

sulphate and potassium cyanide.

Complex Copper Compounds.—We have already spoken of the

formation of a complex compound of dicuprion and ammonia, which is

chai’acterised by the production of a dark blue coloration in the mixed

solution. In this the new ion Cu(NH.j)
4

'*

is formed, the salts of " liieh

are obtained by adding excess of animbnia to the solutions of die

respective copper salts.

Of these salts the best known is the sulphate, Cu(NH.^)^S()j, ^'liiei

is easily obtained by adding ammonia to a concentrated solution <>

copper sulphate until the solution has again become quite (diMi', mi<

then pouring a layer of alcohol on the top. The salt is only

slightly soluble in alcohol, and is deposited in well-formed, dark-h ne

crystals as the alcohol slowly diffuses into the underlying liqnid.
”

the same way various other salts of the same ion can l>e ohtaim‘ •

Solutions of these salts are used in combating certain parasites (niihkx'

on vines.
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(.'opper forms other complex compounds of a similar colour on

adding excess of alkali to cupric salts in presence of certain organic

e()iii[)()iitids, e.g. sugar or tartaric acid. In this case also a dark-blue

li(juid is produced from which a salt of the same colour can be obtained,

[ii tlu'se salts acids containing copper are present, the composition of

winch depends on that of the substance employed, and cannot bo

discussed here. In general the property of forming such compounds

is found in the same organic hydroxyl compounds as binder the

piccipitalion of ferric oxide by bases (p. 582).

Of such compounds the best known is FeJilhg’^ mlufion, which is

obtained by adding tartaric acid and excess of caustic potash to

a, solution of copper sulphate. It is a dai-k-blue li(piid, which is

r]iang(!d by various reducing agents in such a manner that it deposits

a precipitate of red cuprous oxide (p. 640). It can serve, thcrefoi'e,

for th(! detection of such substances, and it is used for this purpose in

.([lalysis, e.g. for the detection of grape-sugar in urine.

In the cuprous series some complex copper compounds hav('. been

already mentioned. It has still to be rcmark(Ml that cupi’ous cyanide

dissolves in potassium cyanide to form a colourless li(piid, from which

tlu! complex salt KCu(6N),, the potassium salt of cuprocyanidion, is

obiaiiical. This solution isVery stable, and contains exceedingly little

eiiprion, so that all solid copper compounds, even copper sulphide,

dissolve in potassium cyanide with formation of this complex salt.

Advantage is also taken of this behaviour in analysis.

Hopper also forms a number of complex compounds in whiti

'^'ilphiir plays a part, and which are derived from sulphuious am

diiosulphurie acids. This reference to their existence must suffice here.

Metallurgy of Copper.—On account of the large consumption

"f copper in the arts, its manufacture fi-om the naturally occurring ores

iiii important industry. So long as we are dealing wit oxvgeii

red copper ore, or the b/isic carbonates, reduction wth charcoal

''I'i. li takes place very readily, is all that is necessary. In the case of

die ,sul|>}mrous ores, the most important of which aie copjiei pviites

vaiicgated copper ore, the task is more complicatcil both these

"''s ail! comi)ound9 of eopper sulphide with iron sulphide, and the

I'wiiaratiou of pure copper rotpiires at the same time the "“"y
^

"Odnii' and iron This is rendered more difficult by the fact that the

combines much more firmly with copper than witli iron, so

'Iwt it can bo removed only with difficulty. On being subjected to an

process of roasting, fcrrosoferric oxide is chielly formed along

"'‘I'
' iiprous sulphide, and by fusing this mixture with tlic addition

''O'lieeoiis substances, a slag consisting essentially of iron s^ilicate and

""iMnrc or an allov of copper and cuprous sulphide, is obtained by

the operation. When the amount of sulphur has become

^"N'dcnily small, the crude copper (black copper) is cast into plates

”*1 subjected to electrolysis in an acid solution of copper sulphate,
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with a piece of copper-foil as cathode. In this way pure copper is

obtained, and the copper sulphide, which along with the other impiivi.

ties forms the anode mud, is again fused along with other portions of

the ore.

The development of the method of electrolytic deposition lias

further led to the extraction of the copper ores in the wet way, the

metal being separated electrolytically from the solutions of copper salt

obtained. For this purpose ferric salts are mostly used, which dissoh e

the cuprous sulphide with formation of cupric salt, themselves lieiny

reduced to ferrous salts, and sulphur being deposited.

On re-fusing the copper, cuprous oxide is formed, which dissolves

in the liquid metal, but on cooling again separates out and renders it

brittle. For this reason the copper directly before being cast must te

subjected to a reducing treatment (stirring with a pole of wet wood).

If the reduction is carried too far the tenacity of the copper is

impaired, presumably through the conversion of traces of other nieialhc

oxides into the metallic state. This last operation must, therefore, lie

performed with care and frequent sampling.



CHAPTER XXXIII

LEAD

General.—Lead is allied to. strontium and barium in like manner as

zinc and cadmium are allied to magnesium. Calcium, which exhibits

relations of isomor[)hism in both directions, stands in the middle. On
the other hand, load is decidedly a heavy metal, and forms an insoluble,

(lark-coloured sulphur compound.

In nature lead is fairly widely distributed. Its most impoi tant

naturally occurring ore is lead sulphide, from which by far tin; largest

amoimt of the metal is obtained. The carbonate and the sulphate,

which are isomorphous with the corresponding salts of strontium and

hariiim, are also found.

Metallic lead has been known from olden times, as it cari be readily

‘(htaiiied from its ores. Its many applications depend, on the one

on its low melting point, 320 ", and its great density, IIT, and,

on the other hand, on its softness and consequent plasticity. The last

f>‘''»pei ty renders it possible, especially at a somewhat higher tempera-

to form lead by pressure like a plastic mass, and in this Avay to

pi'odiicc wire, tubing, and such like.

In moist air lead oxidises very rapidly, but only superficially, so

fhat on the whole it is fairly resistant. It should be mentioned here

it resists the action of perfectly pure water much less than that

of ordinary spring or river water. This is due to the fact that in the

fonner case, under the joint action of water and atmos|dieric oxygen,

lead hydroxide is produced, which is slightly soluble in water, and

^liorcf()re does not protect the lead. In impure water, which contains

^'^'[dninion and carbanion, the corresponding lead salts are formed,

have an extremely small solubility, and form a firmly adhering

^'^)or on the lead. Thus lead pipes can bo quite well used for the

ordinary water supply, but not for distilled water.

'Lie combining weight of lead has been determined by the conver-

of the metal into the oxide, and vm versa. It has been found to

l^e PI) ^206-9.

Plumbion.—Lead forms only one divalent elemenl^ry ion, but

^^sides this several containing oxygen, and also complex ions.

645
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Plumbion, Pb’*, is colourless, and in its compounds resembles ])arion

in many respects. It is a powerful poison for higher organisms, and

through accumulation is very harmful when repeatedly taken into tlie

system even in small doses. For this reason workmen who have to

Avork Avith lead arc constantly exposed to the poisonous action, and

great attention and cleanliness are required in order to restrict the

danger.

The heat of formation of plumbion from the metal is + 2 Ij.

Corresponding to its position in the potential scries, lead has no

special tendency to pass into the ionic state. Free acids an*, not

appreciably decomposed by lead, so that oxidising agents must be

employed in order to dissolve it. The best solvent for metallic lead is

nitric acid, Avhich forms one of the fcAv readily soluble lead salts, most

of the lead salts being difficultly soluble.

From the solutions of the salts, bases give a white, lloccuhnit

precipitate of lead hydroxide^ Pb(OH)2, Avhich does not dissolve in excess

of ammonia, but is soluble in excess of alkali. The reason is tlu'

same as in the case of alumina, which behaves in a similar mannei.

By splitting off hydrion, lead hydroxide can form anions of the com-

position PbO/ and HPbO/, the alkali salts of which are soluble in

Avatcr.

Lead hydroxide is slightly soluble in Avater. It is readily formed

Avhen lead, water, and atmospheric oxygen come together. Strange

to say, in this oxidation, as in many others which occur Avith free

oxygen in presence of Avater, hydrogen peroxide is formed at the same

time. Measurements have shown that the amount of peroxide cone-

sponds to that of the lead hydroxide, so that the reaction has to he

written as follows :

—

Pb -t- 2H
2
O + 02=Pb(0II)., +

It is probable that the first product of the reaction is a si ugh'

substance, perhaps a compound Ph(OII)^, which decomposes into

Ph(OH)2, and H2O2. This reaction would then be another example

of the fact that the unsUible compounds are usually formed before tlu*

stable. This view, however, is rendered somewhat doubtful h}' bu'

properties of the anhydride of the assumed compound Pb(OH)4,

leacl peroxide PbO.2, which is a well-known stable substance.

The formation of hydrogen peroxide, or of other comp<>^^^**^
^

belonging to the peroxide type, has been proved in the case of man)

oxidations by free oxygen, so that it appears to bo the rule. I

peroxide, certainly, generally decomposes so rapidly with evolution 0

free oxygen that its whole amount can never be determined, and on

}

very slight traces are found if special precautions are not obsoive( •

The rational interpretation of these long neglected but very

ral phenomena is given by the law above-mentioned of the occm
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leme of the unstable forms
;

this view, however, still awaits general
applicfition.

Lead hydroxide loses water very readily and passes into the pale-
yellow coloured load oxide, PbO. The same compound is obtained in

any desired amount by heating lead to above its melting ])oint in the
air

;
if the temperature is raised above its melting point, it forms

reddish-yellow, lustrous scales, and in ordinary life is called litharge.

It is used for many puriDoses in the arts, e.g. in the manufacture ""of

glass, for the preparation of varnish, in dyeing, etc.

Le9«d Ghlorids, PbCl.^, is slightly soluble in cold water, more
soluble in hot, and crystallises in anhydrous needles. It unites with
l(!ad oxide to form basic salts, which arc obtained by heating ammonium
chloridt; with litharge

;
they are of a pale yellow colour, and are used

as a pigment under the name Naples yellmv.

Lead hrnmide is similar to the chloride, only still less soluble.

Lead iodide, Pbl^, is still more difficultly soluble. It crystallises

from hot saturated solutions in lamime of a gold lustre
;
precipitated

from a dissolved lead salt in the cold by means of an iodide, it is

obtained as a yellow powder. It undergoes slight decomposition in

light, so that a mixture of lead iodide and starch when exposed to

sunlight rapidly becomes dark through formation of starch iodide. It

unites with potassium iodide to form a double salt, which is stable

only in contact with solutions which contain a large excess of potassium

iodide
;
it is decomposed by pure Avater with separation of lead iodide.

Lead Nitrate, Pb(N().j).^, crystidlises anhydrous in forms of the

regular system, and is isomorphous with barium nitrate. It is easily

obtained by dissolving lead or lead oxide in dilute nitric acid
;
by con-

ci'iitrated acid it is precipitated from its solutions, owing to the increase

of the concentration of nitranion. Strong nitric acid is therefore

ulniost without action on the metal, because the nitrate produced forms

^ protecting layer.

On being heated, lead nitrate decomposes into lead oxide, oxygen,

'^od nitrogen peroxide: 2 Pb(NO.,)^“ 2PbO + 4N0.2 + 0.^. This be-

hu\ iour is made use of for the preparation of nitrogen peroxide

(p. :i28).

Lead Sulphate, PbSOj, is a white salt extremely difficultly soluble

^'1 water, and is always formed when plumbion and sulphanion come

fugether in solution. It is very similar to barium sulphate, but by

reason of its greater density it is deposited more rapidly than it from

'^uliitions. It is readily soluble in a solution of ammonium tartrate

^untaining excess of ammonia, and is thereby easily distinguished

^'*"11 barium sulphate. This solubility depends on the formation of a

^'^'^'plex acid, the lead uniting with the anion of tartaric acid to form

<-^anplex compound. This, again, is another case of the formation of

'wganic hydroxyl compounds containing metals, which has been several

^^»‘es mentioned (pp. 572 and 643). Since plumbion is withdrawn from
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the solution through tlie formation of this complex, lead sulphate must

pass into solution in order to cover the loss, and this goes on eithei-

until all the lead sulphate is dissolved, or until chemical equilihrium

has been established between the different components of the solution

and the solid salt.

Lead sulphate occurs in nature in rhombic crystals which are iso-

morphous with those of heavy spar and celcstine, and which are called

anglesite or lead vitriol. The salt also occurs as an intermediate pro

duct in working up lead sulphide for metallic lead.

To the difficult solubility of lead sulphate is due the use of lead for

lining the reaction chambers and concentrating pans used in the manu-

facture of sulphuric acid (p. 280). Under the action of the acid the

metal very rapidly becomes covered with a firm layer of sulphate,

which protects the underlying metal.

Lead sulphate is apprecialjly soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid,

and crude sulphuric acid almost always contains a large amount of

lead. Whether this is due to the formation of acid sulphate,

PbH.
3
(SOj

2 >
or whether .sulphuric acid is a solvent for lead sulphate

as such, has not yet been decided. On diluting with water, the lead

sulphate is again ])recipitated, .since, owing to the presence of suh

phanion, it is still less soluble in dilute sulphuric acid than in puie

water.

This behaviour, viz. that the solubility of a salt in water is first

diminished and then increased by the addition of its acid, is fairly

general. The diminution is a regular phenomenon
;

it is due, as has

just been said, to the presence of the anion by reason of which the

solubility product is reached even at a much smaller concentration of

the cation (by which the solubility of the salt is here measured). The

frequently occui’ring increase of the solubility in very concentrated

acid has generally its cause in the formation of a new soluble com-

pound between acid and salt.

On account of its difficult solubility, lead sulphate is used for the

separation of plumbion from its solutions in qualitative and (piantita-

tive analysis. In order that nothing may be lost in the washing, the

sulphate is first washed with dilute sulphuric acid, and this is then di'^-

placed by alcohol, in which the sulphate is much less soluble than in

water.

Lead Chromate.—On mixing solutions containing chromanion

and plumbion, a yellow precipitate of lead chromate is produced, which

is very difficultly soluble in water, and which, on account of its strong

colour, is used as a pigment under the name chrome yellow. AVhen

mixed with Prussian blue, chrome yellow gives a fine green colour

called “ green cinnabar.” Basic lead chromate has a yellowish-red to

vermillion-red colour, and is also used as a pigment under the naiu<3

chrome orange and chrome red.

The same precipitate of normal lead chromate is also obtained by
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using a solution of a dichromate as the precipitant
;
hydrion is thereby

produced, and the solution reacts acid. The deUiils of this process are

exactly the same as in the case of the precipitation of barium salts

with dichromates (p. 606). If the anion of the lead salt is that of a

strong acid, the precipitation under these conditions remains incom-

plete, since the hydrion formed reduces the concentration of the

chromanion and increases that of dichromanion to such an extent that

the solubility product of lead chromate is no longer reached. If,

lio\v(^ver, the lead salt of a weak acid is employed, e.g, lead acetate,

precipitation is practically complete, because the hydrion produced is

for the most part converted into undissociated acetic acid.

Lead chromate dissolves in strong l)ases \\ ith formation of a yellow

li(|uid. Since chromanion is conLiincd in this, the plumluoii must have

iilso disappeared, as otherwise, solution would be impossible. As a

niiitter of fact, the cation, Pb”, is converted into the anion P1)0./'

(p. GIG) under the inHuence of the lai’ge amount of hydroxidion pre-

sent: Pb” + 40ir = Pb0.;' I-2H/).

' This behaviour is evidently a general one
;

all hydroxides which,

like lead hydroxide, possess both basic and acid properties, must

exhibit the same reaction, i.c. the difficultly soluble salts which they

form with any acids are dissolved by alkalis. This is, as a matter of

the case
;

thus, the difficultly soluble salts of alumina, such as the

phosphate, dissolve readily in a solution of caustic potash.

besides being used as a dye, lead chromate is also employed in the

laboratory, similarly to copper oxide, as an oxidising agent in the

elementary analysis of organic substances.

Lead Acetate, Pb(020.dl;^).dll.p, or sugar of lead (so called from

ks sweet taste), is, of all tlie lead salts, the one most used in the arts,

'iiK'o it is readily soluble, and therefore allows of the employment of

plumbion where necessary. It is obtained by the action of crude

acid on lead oxide, the salt being purified by crystallisation.

L('ad acetate is very readily solul)le in water
;

its solutions are

K^'iicnilly slightly turbid owing to the presence of a white precipitate.

latter consists of lead carbonate, which is formed l)y the action of

^ke carbonic acid in the air on the salt; this action is facilitated by

Ike v olatility of acetic acid.

" If carbon dioxide is passed into a solution of lead acetate, lead

p^i'kouate is immediately deposited as a white, crystalline precipitate,

kko reaction is, however, not complete, and an equilibrium is finally

P'odiiced in the solution between the remaining plumbion, acetanion,

^itrbauion, hydrion, and the undissociated substances produced from

ions. No carbonate is precipitated by carbon dioxide from the

«alts of stront^ acids, e.g. lead nitrate, nor from the acetate if

'^'‘kicient acetic acid has been added at the commencement.

The relations obtaining hero are fairly similar to those found in

^ke
precipitation of the zinc salts by sulphuretted hydrogen (p. 623),
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only that in this case a much smaller concentration of hydrioii is

sufficient for equilibrium.

Lead oxide dissolves abundantly in solutions of normal lead

acetate, and forms basic salts, several of which, e.g. Pb(C20.JIJ(Cll),

have been prepared in the solid state. The solutions are called

vinegar of lea(f and are employed in medicine and as a reagent in tlu'

laboratory. They contain ap[)reciable amounts of hydroxidion, fur

they react alkaline to vegetable colours.

Lead Carbonate, PbCO.j, can be obtained as a white precipitate

from solutions in which the ions Pb’* and CO/' come togethei*. Like

magnesium, lead has, although in a less pronounced degree, tlu^

tendency to form basic carbonates. In nature the normal carbonati'

is found in the rhombic forms of aragonite, with which it is isomor

phous, and is called ^vMte lead or emmife.

JVhite lead, the white pigment most largely emjdoyed, is a mixtuie

of various basic carbonates. It is obtained by allowing carl)()ii

dioxide to act on lead oxide
;
to facilitate the reaction, acetic acid is

generally used as an auxiliary substance. According to the older

Dutch process, spirally rolled lead plates were placed in pots in which

there was a little viTiegar, and were covered with dung which yields

the carbon dioxide l)y its slow oxidation in the air. In these ciicuni

stances, the lead plates become covered with a layer of basic carbonate

which is .shaken off from time to time. At present, it is usual to tritii-

rat(; litharge with some lead acetate and water, and to pass carlion

dioxide (obtained by heating limestone) over the mixture. Fin tln'r,

a solution of basic acetate can be prepared from lead acetate and

litharge, and this be decomposed with carbon dioxide. In this way,

normal carbonate is precipitated, while acetic acid, along with suiiic

lead acetate, is left in solution. The liquid is again used to dissolve

lead oxide, and so on. As can be seen, the same reactions which here

occur separately took place also in the first process side by side.

Lead acetate here plays the role of a catalyser by acceleratin|t

the combination of carbon dioxide and lead oxide, a comlnnation whiei

would take place without its presence, oidy too slowly for inainifiH-

turing purposes. In the present case the cause of the acceleration cAir

be recognised to some extent, since by means of the acetic acid tv

lead oxide is converted into the dissolved condition in which it va"

more readily unite with the carbon dioxide. ,

In other words, the velocity of the action of acetic acid on

oxide, and the precipitation of the carbonate by carbon ^^^t)xidc,

together much greater than the velocity of direct combination of v.u

oxide with carbon dioxide. It is probable that it will be possi »

c

attribute many cases of catalytic action to such causes.

The characteristic of this explanation is that in place o

direct reaction, a series of intermediate reactions occur, which

to the same final result as the direct reaction. If these internic(
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rmiiions octmr more rapidly than the direct reaction, the explanation of

the catalytic accelerating action of the intermediate sul)Htance is given.

Through overlooking the most essential part of this explanation, how-

ev('r, one has become accustomed to see an “ explanation ” of catalytic

accelerations in the mere posdhiliUf of such intermediate reactions, with-

out thinking of the necessity of proving that these intermediate re-

actions must proceed more rapidly than the direct reaction, if the

entire process is to be accelerated.

Lead Sulphide. — From solutions confining plumbion, sul-

phuretted hydrogen, even in the presence of hydrion (if this is

not too concentrated) precipitates brown-black lead sulphide, (bn-

centrated acid prevents the precipitation, or re-dissolves the precipi-

tated sulphide. AVe are again dealing here with one of the equilibria

which have been repeatedly discussed, and which in this case is char-

acterised l)y a very slight solubility of the sulphid(‘, and therefore a

considerable lack of sensitiveness to hydrion.

This solubility is so small that even the small amount of plumbion

contained in the complex salts is sufficient to exceed the solubility

pioduct on passing in sulphuretted hydrogen. For this reason, all

lead salts, even the complex ones, are prccii)itated by sulphuretted

hydrogen.

Nitric acid oxidises lead sulphide to sulphate.

In nature, lead sulphide occurs in the form of regular cubes with

a grey metallic lustre. It is a soft mineral of great density (7 ’5),

which is widely distributed and is called galena. This is the most im-

portant lead ore.

Compounds of Tetravalent Lead.—As in the case of copper,

where the salts of the monovalent type were known only in the solid

^tate, since monocuprion immediately underwent transformation in

solution, so, similarly, there is a scries of lead compounds which can be

referred to tetravalent plumbion, PI)’”*, although this ion does not occur

to any considerable extent in solution. The reason of the instability

of such salts is, however, to be foiiinl in another direction
^

it has to be

s<'Ught for in the fact that the anhydride of the tetravalent hydroxide

(IT)(), - Pb(OH) - 2H.,0) is a particularly stable and difficultly

soluble compound which, with the co-operation of water, is always

^oi'ined in cases where the tetravalent ion Pb”" might ])e expected.

^^’>0
hydrolytic reaction, Pb'"‘ + 2^,0 = PbO^ + 4H’, therefore takes

pUce, i.c. lead peroxide and free acid are formed.

imd peroxide, PbO.„ is a hrowii substance which has, in the crystal-

condition, an almost metallic lustre
;

it is practically insoluble in

and is 'always formed when lead compounds arc subjected to

powerful oxidising actions. It is generally prepared by the action of

^^loaching powder on lead chloride in alkaline solution
;

it is used in

^<^usidcrable quantities as an oxidising agent in the chemical industries.

On being carefidly heated in the air, lead oxide also undergoes
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oxidation, not, however, to the peroxide but to a compound of that

with l(*ad oxide : 2PbO + Pb02 = Pb.p_j. The product is a powder of

a bright red colour, which has been known for a long time, and is

employed as a pigment
;

it is called minium or red lead.

From this name is derived the designation miniature for the

ornamental designs on manuscripts, because of the use of this pigniciit

(or of cinnabar, which was formerly confused with it) for that purpose.

At the present day, the word has another signification, which has hut

a slight connection with the original one.

On treating minium with dilute acids which form soluble lead

salts, e.g. nitric acid, lead nitrate passes into solution, and lead per-

oxide remains behind as a brown powder: Ph.p_^ -f 4HN()^ - PhO., -f

2Pb(N0.5).2. In this way lead peroxide was formerly chiefly obtained.

Another and very important method of preparing lead pei‘()xid(! is

by the conversion of lead salts, e.g. of lead sulphate in dilute sulj)huiic

acid, by means of the electric current at the anode. By means of tlu‘

current, sulphanion, SO/', is brought to the anode and discharged, and

there occurs the reaction PbSO_^ + SO^ -h 2H.,0 = P1)0., i- 2H.,SO^. In

accordance with what was stated above, it can be assumed tlmt

there first occurs the reaction PbSOj + SO^ — Pl)(SO/.„ the siilpliatc

of tetravalent lead being formed
;

this is hydrolytically dissociated by

the water and passes into lead tetrahydroxide and sulphuric acid, or

lead peroxide and sulphuric acid, according to the equation Pb(SO/, i

2HA) = PhO., -H 2ILS0^. These reactions are of great importance

for the construction of electrical accumulators, and will presently h*'

considered more in detail.

If lead peroxide is treated with anhydrous or only slightly

hydrated acids, with which therefore hydrolysis is excluded, the

corresponding saline derivatives can be obtained. Thus, lead ])ci''

oxide dissolves in fuming hydrochloric acid in the cold to a dark-

coloured liquid from which, by the addition of ammonium chloride,

a yellow ammonium salt of hydrochloroplumbic acid, (NH^).,Pht1,;,

obtained
;
on decomposing this with concentrated sulphuric acid the

acid H.^PbCl,, is formed, which immediately decomposes into hydiogeii

chloride and lead tetrachloride, Pl)Cl^. The tetrachloride is found to

he a yellow liquid which does not solidify till - 15", and which

readily decomposes into lead chloride and chlorine. When dissolved

in much water it undergoes the above-mentioned hydrolytic dissocia-

tion into hydrochloric acid and lead peroxide: PbCl^-r 211/1-

PhCL + 4HC1.

The sulphate and acetate of tetravalent lead can also be prcpai e*

under suitable conditions; they arc yellow salts which are coloured

brown by water owing to the separation of peroxide.

The hypothetical lead tetrahydroxide can also act as an acid, the

hydrogen of the hydroxyl being split off as ion. As can be seen froi^^

the formula Il^PbO^ and that of its first anhydride, HgPbO^, a tetrH-
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v.ileiit as well as a divalent acid can be <lcrived from the tetra-
hyilroxide. Minium can be regarded as the lead salt of the tetrabasic
acid, for if we replace the 4H by 2P1) we obtain Pb.,PbO^ = Pb.O., the
fftiiimla of minium. Tlie decomposition of the latter also by means
of (lihite acids speaks in favour of thi.s view

;
acids first otlect the

formation of the free plumbic acid which decomposes into water and
the anhydride, lead peroxide.

Another compound of the tetrahasic acid is that with lime, which
is formed by heating a mixture of lead oxide and lime in the air,

u'hci-el)y oxygen is taken up. On being heated in carl)on dioxide’
the salt is decomposed into calcium carbonate, lead oxide, and fo-yf/e//

’

on lieing heated in the air the carbon dioxide again esca[)es, oxygen
is again absorbed, and calcium plumbate is formed. A commercial
method of obtaining pure oxygen has been liased on tliese transfor-

mations.

The alkali metals, on the other hand, yield salts of the diliasic acid.

I.ea(l peroxide dissolves in a strong solution of caustic potasli, and
from the solution the salt K^PbO.j + 311.,0 can be; obtained in the

ery.stalline condition. In the solution which contains excess of caustic

potash, the presence of the tetravalent ion FbO^"" may also be assumed.

The Lead Accumulator.—Tf two lead plates, ^ one of which is

covered with lead peroxide, are placed in dilute sulphuric acid, an

cflective voltaic cell is obtained the potential of which is 2 0 volts, and
which can yield a strong current. The clumiical process taking place

111 this cell consists, on the one hand, of metallic lead being converted

into lead sulphate, just as the zinc of the Danicll cell is conveited into

''iiic sulphate, only that in this case the lead sulphate, on account of

Its (liflicult soluf)ility, forms firm layer on the electrode. On the

'»th(‘r hand, the lead peroxide is rcduc(;d from the tetravalent stage to

die divalent, and also forms lead sulphate with the sulphuric acid

pi'osent. The reaction which yields the energy for the current is

therefore represented by the eejuation

Ph+ PbO, + 2fT,SO, 2PbSO, -I- 2hT,0.

The remarkable thing about this cell is that it can be easily

I'evorsed. That is to say, if a current is passed through the cell in

tile opposite direction, the sulphate is at the one pole reduced to

inetallic lead, and at the other oxidised to lead peroxide (p. 652).

^iie cell, therefore, again passes into its former condition, and can

yield a current.

At first sight, this appears a fact of very small importance. For
‘itcoi'dijig to the law of the conservation of energy there can be

^liitained from the charged cell only as much electrical energy as was
Used up in charging ;

in all circumstances, therefore, there is no

and indeed, in consideration of the unavoidable losses, there is
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even a profitless consiuiii)tion of electrical energy. This is certainly

the case; the advantage, however, which lies in the possibility of

storing comparatively large quantities of electrical energy in a small

weight, and of rendering any portion of it available for use whenc\am'

desired, is so great that tlui above-mentioned loss is willingly accepted.

Consider, for example, a factory in which large amounts of elccti ical

enei'gy are required from time to time, while in the intervals little is

necessary
;
the dynamo would then have to be large enough to sup|)ly

the powerful currents without being damaged, while in the intervals it

would have to run empty. If, however, an rkdrical ammulahr were

connected with the plant, the dynamo would have to be constructed

only for the average consumption and not for the maximal, since

during the time of large consumption the accumulator would yield

energy, while in the intervals of small consumption the accuniulator

would take up the energy of the dynamo and retain it for use when
required.

This result would be obtained by inserting a voltaic cell which can

act in the doul)le manner, />. which can on the one hand yield ;i

current, and, on the other, can store, by means of the reverse chemical

reaction, the current of opposite direction. This property is possessed

by many cells, e.g. the Daniell, in w^hich, by the reverse current, zinc

is deposited and copper dissolved, copper sulphate therefore being

formed.

Hitherto, however, the lead accumulator which has just been

described is the only one which has proved to possess vitality, since

it has the advantage of containing e///// on/' ni/'faf. This is reiideiA'd

possible by the circumstance that the metallically conducting lead

peroxide is a very strong oxidising agent, while the metallic lead acts

as a (moderate) reducing agent. In the cells of the type of tlie

Daniell, which contain two rnctjils, one cannot, in the long inn.

prevent the solution of the one metal (copper) passing into that nf

the other (zinc), whereby instead of the indirect chemical process,

which yields the current, the direct process occurs, which only yields

heat, and the cell therefore no longer acts.

A lead accumulator, therefore, consists of two lead plates placed in

dilute sulphuric acid. Jn order that as large an amount of electiical

energy as possible may be absorbed for a given weight of the acciinm

lator, the plates are made porous, so that the acid has as far as possible

access to every part. To combine this requirement with the greatest

possible durability of the plates, is the real problem of the (dectrical

accumulator. The problem is generally solved by filling up a bail

grating with spongy lead, obtained by the electrical reduction of various

lead compounds. Such a plate of spongy lead is then connected vitli

a second plate, in which the spongy lead has been converted into lead

peroxide by electrical oxidation. Such plates are prepared, for c^'

ample, by filling in the lead grid with a mixture of lead oxide and
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sulpliui'ic acid in the form of a thick paste, suspending two such plates,

after the paste has solidified, in dilute sulphuric acid, and passing a
current through it. On the one side the lead sulphate present is then
rc(luc('(l to metallic lead, and on the other oxidised to peroxide, d'he

end of the transformation can he recognised in the evolution of hydro-
iren at the former plate and of oxygcti at the latter

;
at tlui same time,

the potential of the current necessary for charging rises. The accumu-
lator is then charged. When, after the charge has been withdrawn,
th(^ aecuniulator has to be rccharg(!d, care has to be taken that the
former peroxide plate is again used for the same transformation, as

otherwise the plates will be destroyed.

As can be seen from the equation of the reaction given on p. 653,
sulplinric acid passes into combination while the accumulator is in

action, and is again set free Avhen the cell is charged. In the amount
of sulphuric acid in the accumulator, therefore, we have a measure of

till) condition of charging, and as the density also changes with the
aiiionnt of acid, a hydrometer floating in the liquid allows of the

romlition as to charge being easily determined. This is of importance,
since experience has shown that an accumidator detei-iorates on stand-

ing foi- a lengthened period in the uncharged condition, because the
lead sulphate in the plates partially loses its chemical i-eactivity.

Metallurgy of Lead.—Eor the manufacture of lead, galena is

tile only ore which has to be considered in practice. This is fii*st

roasted, whereby a part of the sulphur escai)es as sulphur dioxide,

while another jiortion remains behind in the roasted mass, the lead

sulphide being converted into lead sulphate. The mixtui'e of lead

nxide, lead sulphate, and unchanged lead sulphide is then fused with
exclusion of air, whereby the following reactions occur;

—

rbs + 2rbo-3PbH SO.,

PbS -t PbSOj - 2Fb -t 280,.

hi this particular case, therefore, the unchanged lead sulphide acts
irs a reducing agent on the oxygenated products formed, and the result

iiictallic lead along with sulphur dioxide.

The “ work lead ” thus obtained generally contains silver, to

’Ttaiii which it is further treated; the processes for this will be
‘ heussed under silver.
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MEUCURY

General.—In its chemical relations, mercury is most nearly allied to

copper, since it forms, like it, two elementary ions, a monovalent mid

a divalent, which in many respects also are similar to those of copper.

With cadmium it shares the tendency to form slightly dissociated

halogen compounds of the divalent series.

AldaUic mercurtj occurs free in nature, and l)y reason of its being

liquid at medium temperatures, it has attracted attention from reinote

times. In the older history of chemistry, while the experimental

conception of a chemical clement was not yet developed, mercury was

regarded as the type of the metallic character
;

this found expression

in the fact that mercury was regarded as a constituent of all metiils.

The endeavours to prepare gold and silver from base metals, wliicli

are connected with this view, had generally for the first purpose, tlie

“fixing” of the mercury, i.e. making it non-volatile. For this reason,

and through the discovery made about the fifteenth century of tlic

powerful medicinal actions of the mercury preparations, the chemistry

of mercury became known at an earlier period than that of most of

the other metals.

During the development of the newer period of chemistry at tlic

end of the eighteenth century, mercury again played a considerable role.

Tliis was due, in the first place, to the chemical properties of mercury

oxide. The possibility of converting the metal into its oxide by

heating in the air, and of effecting the separation of this into meta

and oxygen by more strongly heating, was of the greatest importance

for the correct interpretation of the phenomena of oxidation (i>.
)•

On the other hand, the introduction of the mercury pneumatic trough

for the investigation of gases, at once led to the discovery of a sciu '’

of hitherto unknown substances (p. 179). _
Up to the present day, mercury has not lost its importance

scientific investigation. Its liquid nature, fairly great chemical

bility, considerable density, etc., assure its unceasing use for physico-

chemical apparatus, of which the thermometer and barometer nee(

656
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only be mentioned as the most important. Since, being a liquid

metal, it is not subject to the variations which are exhibited by the

solid metals in consequence of being wrought, it is employed as a

standard metal for electro-chemical apparatus, and many other scientific

applications could also bo mentioned.

Metallic mercury has the density 13-595 at 0". Its expansion by

heat is, up to the boiling point of water, so nearly proportional to that

of the gases that the mercury thermometer agrees well with the gas

iheniiometer over this range. At - 39-4 ', mercury solidifies to a

silvcr-like solid metal; it thereby readily exhibits in a considerable

degree the phenomena of supercooling (p. 116). At 358'', mercury

boils under the pressure of the atmosphere. Since, in many measure-

ments, the vapour pressure of mercury at comparatively low tempera-

tnres also comes into account, we give the following table of vapour

pressures :

—

0' 0-00002 cm. 150^^ 0-29

20'^ 0-00013 „ 200" 1-82

40^ 0-0007 „ 250" 7-58

00'^ 0-0028 „
300" 24-2

80'^ 0-0093 „ 3.50" .
66-3

100^ 0-0280 ,,

From this it is seen that up to 100
,
the vapour pressure is small,

viz. less than 1 mm.
In the air, mercury behaves in general as a “ noble ” metal, i.e. it

does not oxidise spontaneously. This is not, however, in all strictness

the case, for if it is maint<iined for a lengthened period at about 300
,

it slowly becomes covered with red crystals of mercury oxide. Water,

'’tanding in contact with mercury, assumes poisonous properties.

liether this is due to the solution of a trace of oxide formed, or to

the solution of metal in water, has not yet been determined.^

The combining weight of mercury has been found by analysis of

the oxide and sulphide to be Hg= 200-3. The vapour density shows

the molar weight to be 200 ;
the two are therefore equal. On account

ef its low boiling point, mercury was the first metal in the case of

this remarLble relation was established (p. 470).

Fure mercury does not wet glass; if, however, it contains foreign

dissolved in it, it becomes covered with a film of oxide, the

effect of which is thatthe metal no longer flows over glass and other

^’^‘Ficcs in round drops, but “leaves a tail,” This is a very sensitive

test of the purity of the metal.

" In order to purify mercury, a task which is constantly occurring

,,

'

metallic mercury can dissolve in water, must be regarded as indubitable,

‘lb gases dissolve in water ;
since im-rcury has an appreciable, although small, vapour

Hvou at room temperature, its vapour must also be soluble in water. There is,

no difference between a solution of liquid and one of vaporous mercury, since in

of a solution only the existing state is of importance and not the former states of

components.
^

2U
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ill the laboratory, it is shaken with dilute sulphuric acid, to which fi-om

time to time some drops of potassium dichromate are added
;

it is then

Abashed with a large quantity of water and dried hy

^ gently heating it. In this way, considerable impurities

can be quickly removed. The fairly pure metal is

allowed to flow in small drops through the ap]):iratiis

shown in Fig. IIG, which is filled with a dilute acid

solution of mercurous nitrate (dde infra). These

methods depend on the fact that the oxidising agents

employed oxidise the contaminating metals rather tliaii

the mercury
;
in order that the object may be attained,

fine division is necessary.

Mercury Ions.—Mercury forms two elcmentaiy

ions : monomercurion, Hg
,
and dimereurion, Hg”. In

its properties the former is allied to monocuprion and

argention
;
the latter does not exhibit any very close

relations to other metals. In comparatively concen-

trated solutions monomercurion peidiaps occurs as the

divalent double ion of the formula Hg.,”; in very

dilute solutions, as monovalent Hg‘. For the sake ot

elearnes.s, and until the corresponding relations have

been explained in the case of the other monovalent

ions of the heavy metals, we shall use the simple method of vviitiny

the formula}, especially as it does not conflict with any (experimental

fact to 1)C discussed here.

Monomercurion is formed when salts of mercury are prepaiaMl m

presence of an excess of metallic mercury. The most convenient

solvent for mercury is dilute nitric acid
;

if too great a concentratien

of nitric acid and too high a temperature are av(3ided, mcrciirous

nitrate is formed with evolution of nitric oxide (p. 322). If, owing tj

the causes just mentioned, mercuric nitrate has been formed, it

sufficient to allow the solution to stand for some time over metallic

mercury in order to again convert it into mercurous salt. Ln

reaction Hg” + Hg = 2Hg' then takes place almost completely.

In the absence of metallic mercury, however, monornercuiien i^

readily oxidised to dimereurion.

The solutions of the two ions cannot be distinguished l>y thpn

appearance, since they are both colourless. Their compounds,

ever, with the same anion have frequently very different solidndb

and they can be distinguished by this means.

The two ions are violent poisons both for the higher and the kj'

organisms. Since, however, monomercurion forms a very

soluble compound with the chloridion occurring everyAvhere in

organism, whereby its concentration and therefore its action i'’

^

.duced to exceedingly small values, mercury poisoning occurs,
‘

matter of fact, almost exclusively by means of dimereurion.
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Mercurous Oornpounds.-From the solutio.« of .nercurous salts,
lack mercurous ox.dc, Eg,(

,
,s precipitated by bases. The me.-ourou.s

hydimide, the oi-matiou of which might be expected, is so unstabh.
(lul it h,is not boeii jwssible to detect it with certainty • on its
fomiat.oii, It apparently losses immediately into its anhydride Me.'
cinous ox.de is a black, uiistoble powder which o.i bein« kept fo.'
.some time is cmiverted into mercuric oxide and metallic mercury
llgd.) = Hg(J + Hg

; 111 sunlight the conversion is rapid.
The basic properties of this oxide are only fcelily developed for

the meieurous salts, so far as they are .soluble in water, iindei-o
hydrolysis with formation of precipitates of difficultly solulde basic .salts
111 cmler to obtai.i clear solutions, e.xcess of free acid niiist lie added.

Tin’s holds, foi‘ example, in the case of niiraie^ H‘''N(),
whidi IS readily obtained by dissolving mercury in dilute nitric^ acid!
Ill the cold, the salt crystallises from the solution containing excess of
acid

;
on attempting, however, to re-dissolvc it in water, a white pre-

cipitate of basic nitrate is deposited, the amount of which is all the
greater the greater the amount of Avater compared Avith that of the
salt The solution can be again made clear by the addition of nitric
acid, and there is a definite concentration of free acid, varying Avith
the temperature, at Avhich no decomposition of the salt occurs.

Mercurous Sulphate, Hg^so^, is a salt, very difficultly soluble
111 Avater, Avhich is formed by Avarming mercury Avith concentrated
sulphuric acid.- Half of the sulphui'ic acid then acts as an oxidising
'ipiit, and passes into sulphur dioxide and AA^atcr

;
the other half of

the acid yields mercurous sulphate, Avhich is deposited as a Avdiite,

coarsely crystalline poAvder. If the excess of sulphuric acid is removed
ly Avashing with watei*, hydrolysis commences after the main portion

the acid has been removed, and the sidt becomes dark in colour.

Mercurous sulphate is used as the initial substance in the prepara-
boti of other mercury compounds, and for the
^^instruction of electrical sbindard cells. innCTiiiiw

'I

f^ucli standard cells serve the purpose of
p' “ ' —

ttinishing at all times a definite value of electrical pS""
’

I'fiteiitial for the purposes of measurement. The
‘^nist largely employed of these cells is repre-

Rented in Fig. 117. In the one limb there is

^'^ntained mercury covered Avith mercurous sul- U d Pfil
j

;de, and in the other there is a 12 per cent
^'iixture of cadmium and mercury

;
the remaining

is occupied with a saturated solution of fio. 117 .

^'’dniium
sulphate, to which some crystallised

ll'^^nnum sulphate has been added. The potential of such a cell

‘
guilts to 1-0186 volt; by using fairly pure substances, the same

is always obtained to within a ten-thousandth of its value,

^nanges only slightly with the temperature.
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Mercurous Chloride, HgCl, is a white salt, soluble with extreme

difficulty iu water, and has long been employed in medicine under

the name calomel. By reason of its small solul)ility it passes onl\’

sloAvly into the system, and therefore exhibits correspondingly mild

actions. Its application in medicine depends on this.

Calomel is obtained on bringing together a soluble mercurous salt

Avith chloridion; thus mercurous salts are precipitated not only 1»y

solutions of normal chlorides, but also just as completely by hydro

chloric acid. This behaviour could be foreseen, for the solubility of

difficultly soluble salts in acids depends, indeed, on the fact that tlicir

anions can form undissociated compounds with the hydrion of the

acid added, so that the concentration of the anion is diminished, ami

the solubility product thereby not attained. In the present ease

this cannot happen, because the anion of calomel, viz. chloridioii, is

that of one of the strongest acids, and is therefore not converted to

any consideralde extent into the undissociated condition even by the

addition of hydrion. For this reason the solubility product of a

calomel solution also remains essentially unchanged on the addition of

a strong acid, and no more passes into solution.

On treating calomel with a concentrated solution of sodium chloridi'

or hydrochloric acid, however, a quite appreciable amount of it passes

into solution
;
at the same time some mercury is deposited. This

reaction will be explained in the case of the iodine compound, in which

it is much more distinct.

Mercurous sulphate also is converted into calomel on being treated

with a solution of sodium chloride or hydrochloric acid, because the

latter is far more difficultly soluble. As a rule, however, it is ol)tained

fi’om the sulphate by subliming it with common salt, wherel)y the

calomel is obtained in semi-transparent crystalline masses Avith a

diamond lustre (on account of its high index of refraction). Since,

ordinarily, more or less mercuric chloride is mixed with it, calomel.

Avhich is to be used for medicinal purposes, must be previously care

fully extracted with water in order to remove the very poisonous

soluble mercuric chloride.

* Calomel readily volatilises, and its vapour density was therefoie

early determined. This yields the molar weight 235, correspomlini:

to the simple formula HgCl. Since mercury was regarded as I'cing

always divalent, this result stood in conflict with a former, s|)ccially

favoured assumption, according to Avtich the different elements possess

a definite, unchangeable valency
;
the double formula Hg2Cl2, hoAv ca ei',

could be brought into agreement with the divalency of nicrcun’’

according to the formulation ClHg ~ HgCl. A lively discussion

therefore arose as to whether the vapour of calomel is uniform or ha»

decomposed into mercuric chloride and mercury, according to

equation Hg.3C1.2 = HgClg + Hg. An unequivocal decision of This point*

supported by numerical data, has nbt yet been effected.
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Mercurous bromide and iodide are similar to calomel. The iodide

is a greenish powder, which is most easily obtained by rubbing iodine

;iii(l mercury together in the proportions of their combining weights,

and which decomposes with extreme readiness into mercuric iodide

and fr’ce mercury.

Mercuric Salts are obtained from the mercurous compounds by

sulijecting these to oxidising actions. Thus, mercuric nitrate, Hg(N03).„

is foi'med on dissolving mercury in concentrated and warm nitric acid,

and can l)e obtained in colourless crystals on evaporating the solution.

In the same way mercurous sulphate, on being heated with an excess of

sulphuric acid, passes into the mercuric salt with i*eiicwed evolution of

sulphur dioxide : Hg.,8()^ -i- = 21igSO^ + SO.^ + H.p.

The mercuric salts exhiint the property of hydrolysis in a much

higher degree than those of the mercurous series. Since in this case

the basic salts are characterised by a yellow colour’, the occurrence of

the decomposition can be readily recognised. NevciThcless, a number

of salts of the mercuric type are known, which can be dissolved in

water without sign of decomposition
;

this is duo to special properties,

which will bo discussed immediately.

Mercuric oxide, HgO, is obtained from the mercuric salts by means

of soluble bases. The hydroxide is not known
;

it may therefore be

again assumed that it is indeed first formed, but that it immediately

passes into its anhydride.

Mercuric oxide is a yclloAV to red powder, the colour of which

(kpends on the fineness of its division. If it is precipitated from

'^Id solutions it appears yellow; when precipitated hot an orange-

t'oloured precipitate is formed. It is obtained as a red crystalline

powder by heating mercurous or mercuric nitrate to a moderate

temperature; nitrogen peroxide and oxygen escape (cf. p. 647), and

tttercuric oxide remains behind. The decomposition can easily be

ttiadc complete without the temperature being reached at which the

o\idc decomposes into the metal and oxygen.

As has been repeatedly mentioned, mercuric oxide is also produced

'directly from mercury and oxygen by allowing the two to act on one

'‘ttother at about 300°. The reaction is, however, very slow. In this

a condition of equilibrium, depending on the temperature, is

established between mercury, oxygen, and mercuric oxide. According

the temperature and pressure of the oxygen the reaction can be

to take place in one or other direction.

"I'he preparation of werewie nitrate has been already given. The

nitrate which is precipitated from the salts by water has the

^^l^position Hg
3
(NOg).,(OH)

4
. It readily dissolves in hydrochloric

forming a clear solution.

/I’hc same holds for mercuric iiulplwk, HgSO^. The basic salt,

is obtained as a yellow crystalline precipitate on treating

normal salt with water, has a corresponding composition,
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Hg
3
S04(

0H)
4 ,

and under the name “turpeth mineral” is applied in

medicine.

The behaviour of the halogen compounds is in marked contrast to

that of the mercuric salts of the oxyacids. So far as they are soluble

they dissolve in water without appreciable hydrolysis, and exhibit

nothing of the ready dccomposability of the above salts.

The explanation is found on determining the electrical conductivity

of the solutions of these substances. This is found to be very slight,

and it follows from this that we are here dealing with salts which,

unlike the preponderating majority of such substances, are not greatly

dissociated into ions
;
they can exhibit the reactions of the ions, there

fore, only in a very limited degree.

The one which is most dissociated is the chloride, IlgCl.,. This

chlorine compound of mercury has also been known for a very long

time. On account of its poisonous properties and its method of

preparation (by the sublimation of mercuric salts, especially the

sulphate, with sodium chloride) it is called corrosive sublimate.

Mercuric chloride is a colourless, crystalline salt, which is model

ately soluble in Avater; it has a considerable density (7*2), and its

solutions have been found to be a very violent poison for higher :is

well as lower organisms. It is therefore extensively used in medieine

as a disinfectant, ie. for the purpose of killing the spores of harmful

schizomycetes, and such like, and its use is limited only by the fact

that it is also a powerful poison for the human organism. Small

(piantities of it exercise a specific, medicinal action.

At 265
' mercuric chloride melts, and boils at SOT*", so that it can

bo readily volatilised, and thereby purified. Its vapour density yields

the molar weight 271, corresponding to the formula HgCl^.

The solutions of mercuric chloride are fairly easily reduced la

calomel. Of these reductions, that with oxalic acid (p. 410) is of

particular interest, as it takes place with measurable velocity only in

light, while in the darkness it remains practically at a stand still-

This reaction has therefore been used as a means of measuring tL’

chemical action of light or as a chemical photometer. It is represented

by the ecpiation 2HgCL + == 2HgCl + 2CO
2 + 2HC1. Carlion

dioxide and hydrochloric acid are therefore formed in the reaction ;
to

counteract the action of the latter one of the salts of oxalic acid, o;/-

ammonium oxalate, is used instead of the free acid. The indications

of this photometer are also only individual (p. 583).

From its solutions mercuric oxide is precipitated by soluble, strong

bases, but on quantitatix^e investigation it is found that the amount ol

oxide precipitated never corresponds to the amount of base taken, but

is less. Conversely, mercuric oxide dissolves in solutions of othei

chlorides, and liquids are produced with a strongly alkaline reaction-

This is due to the fact that the solution of mercuric chloride contuin»

only very little dimercurion. On adding a base, i.e. hydroxidion, ther®
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must be a definite, finite concentration of the latter before the solubility
product of the mercuric oxide is reached and that substance precipitated
On the other hand, when chloridion is added to an aqueous solution of
mercuric oxide (in which the presence of dimercurion and hydroxidion
must be assumed), the greater part of the dimercurion present is

converted into undissociated mercuric chloride, and more mercuric oxide
must pass into solution in order that the solubility product may be
again established. This process is repeated, and when equilibrium is

finally reached there is an appreciable amount of bydroxidion, from
the mercuric oxide, present in the solution.

Mercuric chloride is extremely stable to concentrated sulphuric
;ici(l, an(l even on heating not the slightest evolution of hydrogen
cliloiide occurs. Nor is it acted on hy concentrated nitric acid, which
attacks all other saline chlorides with evolution of chlorine or nitrosyl
t^ldoride (p. 335); The behaviour in l)oth cases is due to the very
slight electrolytic dissociation of mercuric chloride.

Mercuric chloride crystallises along with the alkali chlorides, form-
ing compounds which appear to occupy a position intermediate between
the ordinary double salts, the components of Avhich exist side by side
in solution, and the complex salts, the ions of which are formed by the
union of the one salt with the ion of the other

;
that is to say, the

salts partly exist side by side in solution, and are partly combined in
the aliovc complex compounds, and the relative quantities of the two
(k'pend on the temperature and the concentration.

Strictly speaking, such a view holds for all double salts and
^nniplcx salts, and the two are distinguished from one another only by
the fact that the one or the other greatly predominates. In the case
t'f the above mercury compounds we have apparently the case, which
ntherwisc does not frccpiently occur, that the two portions arc present
in about equal amounts.

J^lie complex salts, whose |)resencc can here be assumed, are the
'tikali salts of the mercurichloride ions llgClg' and Hg(Jl^". From the

^“intions of the mixed single salts compounds of the one or other type,

KHgCl.^ and K^HgCl,, are obtjiined, according to the concentration
‘Hid the temperature, and we must therefore reganl both as being present

bigether in solution. If for any reason one or other of these conq^ounds

^i^^^pHrates out, the equilibrium in the solution is disturbed
;
the com-

pound is again formed at the expense of the substance present, and so

1^0- A more thorough investigation of the conditions of equilibrium

still to be carried out.

The above relations are of importance for the application of

|^orro.sive sublimate for purposes of disinfection. It has been found
niif the poisonous action of the mercury salts is proportional to the

^nnceritration of the dimercurion present. By the addition of alkali

^nloriciesj now, the concentration of the dimercurion is certainly

^^^inished, either by the formation of the above mentioned complex
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ions or by the diminution of the dissociation in consequence of the

mass action of the chloridion. The addition, therefore, of sodium

chloride to corrosive sublimate, which is frequently made, always

causes a diminution of the poisonous action as compared with a solution

of pure sublimate containing an equal amount of mercury, and where

necessary one must be aware of this influence in order not to make

mistakes in estimating the disinfecting power of a given solution.

The formation of the corresponding hydrochloromercuric acid can

be recognised on treating mercuric chloride with concentrated hydro-

chloric acid. Considerable amounts of that salt then pass into solution

with a remarkable rise of temperature, and the solution no longer

fumes
;

it therefore contains much less free hydrochloric acid. Oji

cooling the mass solidifies to crystals of the composition llHgCl^.

Mercuric chloride unites with mercuric oxide to form compounds,

oxychlorides^ which have the general formula mHgCl
.2

• iiHgO, in which

the ratio m : n can vary from 6:1 to 1:2. The various compounds

are obtained by treating varying amounts of oxide with more or less

concentrated solutions of the chloride at difterent temperatures. The

compounds comparatively rich in oxide are red, brown, or black, some

even violet
;
those rich in chloride are lighter in colour, varying to

pale yellow. While the latter give up chloride to water, the former

do so only in a very slight degree, so that an aqueous solution of

mercuric chloride loses almost all its chloride on being shaken with

mercuric oxide. This reaction is made use of in the preparation of

hypochlorous acid from chlorine water by means of mercuric oxide.

Mercuric Bromide, HgBr.,, is a white, very slightly soluble suit,

which is very similar to the chloride, and can be readily obtained from

its elements. In all its chemical relationships also it is so closely

analogous to the chloride that the preceding description could be

repeated almost word for word. Its electrolytic dissociation is still

less than that of the chloride, its tendency to form complex compounds

greater.

Mercuric Iodide, Hgl.^, is a red substance which is ordy slightly

soluble in water (1 : 120), but readily dissolves in alcohol, from wliieb

it separates out on evaporation in red quadratic crystals. It is most

easily obtained by rubbing mercury and iodine together in the propor-

tions 4 : 5 by weight.

If the substance is heated it becomes yellow above 126°, passing

the same time into another crystalline form
;
on being kept in tho

cold it again changes into the red variety. It is therefore an enantio-

tropic substance, and 126° is the transition temperature which separates

the two regions of stability from one another (p. 254).

* If in any way, however, solid mercuric iodide is caused to form

at a lower temperature, it is always the yellow form that first appeal.

This is one of the most striking examples of the rule which has often

been mentioned that the unstable forms appear first. This can be
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icadily observed by precipitating mercuric chloride with a solution of
potiissitim iodide. A bright yellow precipitate is first formed, which in
a few moments changes into the red one. The yellow form maintains
its existence longer when formed by the precipitation of an alcoholic
solution of the salt with water. In consequence of its very fine state
of division it is very light yellow, almost white, in colour. The
lOMversion into the stable red form is greatly accelerated by li<^ht
When exposed to sunlight the vessel with the light yellow precipitate
becomes red in a few minutes on the side turned towards the light

* Further, when the red salt is volatilised, the vapour always
condenses on the colder portions in the yellow form. This occurs, no
nutter whether the vapour has lieen generated from the red or ’the
yellow salt, which shows that the distinction between the solid forms'
does not exist in the vapour.

Mercuric iodide is a very stable compound, which is scarcely attacked
l»y (hlute solutions of the ordinary reagents. This is due to the fact
that It is even less dissociated into its ions than mercuric chloride
1^. On the other hand, it is formed with extreme ease from its

constituents.

Mercuric iodide forms very sUblc complex compounds with the
iodine compounds of the other metals. These will be described later.

The behaviour of mercuric fluoride is in striking contrast with the
gieat sUbility of mercuric chloride, bromide, and iodide. Mercuric
"dde, it is true, dissolves in excess of hydrofluoric acid, but on diluting
the solution with water a basic salt of a yellow colour is deposited, and
d this is treated with further quantities of water pure mercuric oxide
ti'ntains behind free from fluorine compounds. This is a behaviour
Ijeculiar to the oxy- salts of mercury, and shows the considerable
deviation of fluorine from the other halogens (p. 241).

Mercuric Sulphide.—While a sulphur compound corresponding
hi mercurous oxide is not known, the compound HgS, corresponding
h» mercuric oxide, is a very stable substance which is readily formed,

naturally, and has long been known.
If the solution of a mercurous salt is precipitated with sulphur-

etted hydrogen, a black precipitate is indeed formed. On investiga-
h<m, however, this is found to be a mixture of mercuric sulphide and
'Metallic mercury. It can be assumed that the mercurous sulphide first

'^rmed decomposes into these two substances : Hg.^S = HgS + Hg.
Mercuric sulphide is obtained as a black powder by triturating the

""h components together. It is also obtfiined by the precipitation of
Ihei’curic compounds with sulphuretted hydrogen. In this case it is

hnnerent whether the solution reacts acid or neutival, since mercuric
phide is extremely difficultly soluble, and its precipitation is there-

not appreciably affected by acids.. From the other metallic

* it is distinguished by the fact that it does not have the
tendency to oxidise in the air. It is a much more stable
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compound than mercuric sulphate, which could be produced by its

oxidation.

In nature mercuric sulphide occurs in comparatively large quantities.

It constitutes the most important ore of mercury, and is called

bar. Pure cinnabar crystallises in red-grey, hexagonal masses with a

metallic lustre, and on being ground yields a powder of a fine red colour.

It is another form of mercuric sulphide
;
the black product may he

regarded as amorphous.

From the fact that the black form was first produced in the foi ma-

tion of mercuric sulphide, it can be concluded that it is the less stal)le

and the red crystalline form the more stable variety. This follo^vs

from the spontaneous transformation of the former into the latter. If

*a solution of alkali sulphide (in which mercuric sulphide is somewhat

soluble) is poured over the black mercuric sulphide red spots are

formed after some time in the black mass, and these continue to grow

until the whole mass has become red, i.e. has become converted into

the crystalline form.

Being the less stable form, the black mercuric sulphide must he

more soluble in all solvents than the red. If, therefore, the liquid is

saturated in respect of the black form, it is supersaturated in respeci

of the less soluble red form, and if any of the red form is present, ot

is produced, a further quantity of the red sulphide must there sepaiatr

out. The solution thereby becomes unsaturated in respect of the black

form, and a further portion of this is dissolved. In this way precipita-

tion and solution are repeated until the unstable form has completely

disappeared. Transformations of this kind are therefore generally

accelerated by solvents, since these act as intermediaries, whereas

otherwise only those portions of the two forms which are in dii ed

contact can influence one another.

On account of its fine colour cinnabar is used as a pigment. It

however, not very stable to light. The two forms of mercuric sulphide

are not appreciably soluble in dilute acids, and nitric acid also is with

out action on them. They dissolve, however, in aqua regia or other

reagents, which evolve free chlorine. This behaviour is due to the

slight stability of the oxygen salts of mercury and the great stalhhty

of the halogen compounds. This is made use of for the analytie;d

separation of mercury from the other metals, whose sulphur compounds

are insoluble in dilute acids, for all the other sulphides of this gio’d^

are attacked by nitric acid.

* Mercuric sulphide dissolves abundantly in concentrated solutions

of the alkali sulphides. On dilution it is again almost conii)k*^^h'

precipitated in the black form. This phenomenon is due to th(

formation of a thio-salt, i.e. of a saline compound in which sulph^'i

takes the place of oxygen (cf. p. 412 ). In this respect mercury fonr^

a transition to the metals of the next group, in which this behaviour

is general, and in which the corresponding compounds exist even a*'
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great dilution. The now chemical relations which are met with hero
will he discussed in the case of these other compounds.

On passing sulphuretted hydrogen into solutions of mercuric salts
white precipitates are first produced, which on further action of the
sulphuretted hydrogen become yellow, red, and finally black. These
lire compounds of varying amounts of mercuric siiiphido with the
mercuric salts jiresent, and are decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen
and converted into the pure sulphide. The behaviour is very char-
iicteri.stic, and can be used for the direct identification of mercury in
precipitation with sulphuretted hydrogen.

Mercury sulphide occurs in nature partly in fine crystalline form as
cinnahar, partly mixed with other substances, as hepatic cinnal)ar.

From these, metallic mercury is obUined by simply roasting; the
sulphur is thereby converted into sulphur dioxide, while the mc'rciiry

voladlises as the metal. By condensing the vapours, ciude mercury is

obtained, and is purified mechanically by pressing through chamois
leather.

Mercuric Cyanide, Hg(CN),, is a colourless salt, which is fairly

soluble in water but does not exhibit the reactions either of cyanidion
or of dimercurion. The conclusion to be drawn from this, vi/. that it

is not electrolytically dissociated, is confirmed by the fact that its

iqueoiis solution does not conduct the electric current, and that the

<le]n'ession of the freezing point yields the complete molar weight 252,
"bicli also shows the absence of dissociation.

As a result of the negligibly small degree of dissociation, the

oiuiipound is formed in all cases in Avhich the ions cyanidion and
<^Hmercurion come together even in very small concentration. Thus,
lAiissian blue (p. 579), for example, is at once decomposed by boiling

"ith Avater and mercuric oxide, mercuric cyanide passing into solution,

<i'kI ferric oxide being deposited. This reaction is also employed for

purpose of obtaining mercuric cyanide.

Mnicn it is heated in the solid state, it decomposes intojeyanogen

which escapes, and mercury, Avhich distils into tin; colder portions

tile apparatus. This decomposition serves as a convenient method

o^obtaining cyanogen gas (p. 412). In this process a portion of the

(cyanogen always separates out in the polymerised condition as a black-

^^’OAvn powder of paracyanogen.
If the solution of mercuric cyanide is mixed Avith that of an alkali

^yiinide, a considerable evolution of heat occurs, which indicates the

f^rniation of a new compound. This can also be obtained in the solid

^bate
; the potassium compound has the composition KJTg(CN)4,

and
1“^ the potassium salt of a mercuricyanidion Hg(CN)/', Avhich is similar

composition to the riickelcyanidion (p. 617).

rhe corresponding acid H.
2
Hg(CN )4

is not very stable, but de-

composes readily into mercuric cyanide and hydrocyanic acid.

Complex Compounds of Mercury.—As might be expected from
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the slight dissociation of the halogen compounds of mercury, this
metal has a great tendency to form complex compounds the aqueous
solutions of which contain dimercurion only in extremely small amount
and in which mercury forms a component of more complex ions or salts’
Such complex compounds are met with, on the one hand, in the case
of, the halogen derivatives; on the other hand, sulphur and nitiwoii
also have the power of forming many such compounds with mereurv.
On account of the large number of such substances, these cannot W
U’eated exhaustively here, and the characterisation of the most
important types must suffice.

Ill the first place, the three heavier halogens form such complex
compounds, the stability of which increases with the combining weight
of the halogens. The most important type represented here is that
of the halogenmercuric ions HgA/', where A denotes the halogen.
It will be sufficient if we describe the relations in the case of the
iodine compound, which is the most stable and which, on account of

the difficult solubility of mercuric iodide, gives rise to the most readily
understood phenomena (cf. p. 663).

Mercuric iodide readily dissolves in aqueous solutions containing
lodidion, and it does so all the more abundantly, the more concentrated
the solutions. On dilution, mercuric iodide is precipitated, but there
always remains in the solution rather more of it than corresponds to

the relation Hgl^ : 21'. The solutions are pale yellow in colour,

exhibit none of the reactions of mercury, and partly yield the coire
sponding salts in the solid state on evaporation, e.g. the potassium salt

contain the complex anion Hgl^".
No mercuric oxide is precipitated from their solutions by the

addition of strong bases
;
on the other hand, mercuric oxide dissolves

abundantly, for example, in a solution of potassium iodide yielding
solution with a strongly alkaline reaction. In this case the reaction

4KI + HgO + H
2
O = K^IIgl^ + 2KOH, or writing the ions, 11 +

HgO + HgO = Hgl/' + 20H', takes place to a large extent. Such an

alkaline solution of potassium mercuric iodide is used under the name
of Nesslers reagent for the detection of small traces of ammonia.
This reaction, which depends on the formation of a new complex
compound, will be discussed at a later point.

Bromine and chlorine form complex compounds which are simihu'

but less stable.

Some apparent contradictions in the behaviour of the mcrcuiy

compounds can be explained by the formation of these stable, complex

compounds. Thus, it was mentioned on p. 658
,
that dimercurion in

contact with metallic mercury passes into monomercurion.
however, mercurous iodide is treated with potassium iodide, metallic

mercury is deposited, and half of the mercury passes as iodide into

solution. The reaction is : 2HgI + 2KI « K^Hgl^ + Hg. The reaction

of the ions is: 2HgI + 2r = HgI^" + Hg; it is therefore not
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f'urion that is formed but a complex compound (which, according to its

state of oxidation, belongs to the mercuric series), and there is therefore

no contradiction of the former reaction between the two mercury ions.

* A similar action occurs between potassium bromide and

mercurous bromide, and even between the chlorine compounds. The

more concentrated the solution of a soluble chloride is, the greater is

its solvent action on calomel, mercury being separated out in the

metallic state and (undissociated) mercuric chloride passing into

solution. On account of the powerful physiological actions of the

latter salt, a knowledge of this reaction is of importance in medicine.

' Calomel is of course still much more soluble in potassium iodide

and all other liquids containing iodidion.

Complex Ammonia Compounds. - Both scries of mercury

compounds give rise to the formation of complex compounds with

ammonia; only the substances belonging to the mercuric scries,

however, have been thoroughly investigated. If ammonia is allowed

to act on mercurous salts, these become black. The reaction has the

appearance as if mercurous oxide were precipitated by the base
;
the

hlack precipitates, however, contain nitrogen, and can he regarded as

ammonium salts in which two combining weights of hydrogen arc

replaced by two combining weights of mercury. Besides this series

of compounds, there are, however, other compounds which are formed

at the same time as the first series, so that the composition of the

hlack precipitates differs in many res[)ects from the simple^ scheme.

Ihe preparation of the single salts is greatly increased in difficulty by

the fact that they are not soluhl(‘, and therefore cannot be re-

rrystallised.

' This blackening is used as a characteristic test for ammonia,

paper moistened with mercurous nitrate being held in the gas to be

iavesligated. The reaction is, however, less sensitive tlian that with

litmus paper.

The complex ammonium compounds of the mercuric seiies can

''Iso be regarded as ammonium salts in which the hydrogen of the

‘^f'anonium is replaced by mercury, only that in this case one combining

^'eiglit of mercury, on account of its divalency, replaces two combining

^'i'iglits of hydrogen. From these considerations we obtain, in the

instance, the following cations

Dimerourainmoniou

Mercuraminoiiioii

Mercmdiamiiionion

Ilg,N-

HgHoN

la the case of dimercurammonioii, all the hydrogen of the

is replaced by mercury ;
in mercurammonion, only the

H and mercurdiammonion, finally, corresponds to two combining

j^^ights of ammonium, which have together lost two hj^drogens, these

“^viiig been replaced by one combining weight of mercury.
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The hydroxide corresponding to dimercurammonion is obtained on

allowing finely divided mercuric oxide to stand under concentrated

ammonia solution. Without apparently any great change taking place-

-

the colour only becomes somewhat lighter—there occurs the reaction,

2HgO + NH
3
= Hg

2
N(OH) + H

2
O. The hydroxide produced is alniosi

insoluble in water, explodes on being heated, and forms with most of

the acids yellow to brown coloured salts, which are also almost insoluble.

Of these, the UHluk is the best known, as it is formed as a brown

precipitate when ammonia is added to an alkaline solution of potixssiuni

mercuric iodide (p. 668 ). Even extremely small amounts of ammonia

can in this way be detected by the yellow-brown coloration of the

liquid, and this reaction, called by the name of its discoverer, the

Nessler reaction, is used both for the detection and the approximate

determination of very small amounts of ammonia, such as occur, for

example, in the ordinary water supply. For quantitative purposes

the coloration Avhich is produced by the water to be investigated, is

compared with a series of colours produced by known, gradated

amounts of ammonia (in the form of very dilute solution of aimnonium

chloride) under the same conditions.

Of the two other types, the chlorine compounds are the best

known
;

they are formed by precipitating solutions of mercuric

chloride under different conditions with ammonia. If a solution of the

mercury salt is added in the cold to excess of dilute ammonia, the

compound Hgll^NCl is precipitated as a white substance wbieli, on

being heated, sublimes with decomposition without previous melting.

The sublimate consists chiefly of calomel, while a mixture of nitrogen

and ammonia escapes
;
the latter generally blackens the sulxlimate or

calomel : bllgil.^NCl = 61IgCl + 4NH.j + N.^. This compound vn.s

formerly used as a medicament and was called infusible preeijrifob'-

If the ammonia is allowed to act on the mercuric chloride in hot

solution in the presence of much ammonium chloride, a liquid is obtained

which is clear when hot and which on cooling deposits small crystnls

of a white salt
;

this is the chloride of mercurdiammonium, and has

therefore, the formula HgHyN^Cl^. This formula can be resolved inh>

mercuric chloride plus ammonia, HgClg + 2NH
3 ;

the complex natmo

of the salt is, however, seen from the fact that it does not evolve any

ammonia with a solution of caustic potash, and is only decomposed In

this reagent on being strongly heated. Since on being heated th^

salt melts to a clear yellowish liquid, it was called, fusible

to distinguish it from mercurammonium chloride or infusible

cipitate.
,

,

Besides the above compounds, there are others belonging f

^

ammonia series which, however, will not be mentioned here, as 1

have not been investigated in sufficient detail.
^

Other Complex Nitrogen Compounds.— Another comp^^

mercury salt containing nitrogen which must be mentioned is
potassiu
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mermnnitrite K2lIg(N0.,),, which is obtained by dissolving mercuric
ox,do n, a so ution of potassium nitrite (whereby there is a,, evolution
of heat), and destroying the basic reaction with acetic acid From
,hc solution a finely crystalline, bright yellow salt is obtained which
lias the above composition, and is readily soluble in water The
sointion IS neutral and can be boiled without decomposition

;

'it does
not exhibit, therefore, any of the hydrolysis of the normal mercuric
salts.

f urther, mercury enters extremely readily into organic compounds
containing the imide group, NH. The substances produced do not
exhibit the reactions of mercury, and therefore conbiin this element in
a complex. Since they belong to organic chemistry, however, the
statement that they are characteristic of mercury must suffice here.

Compounds, further, containing the amide group, NH.„ show these
properties, but in a less degree than the imido-compounds.

To this class also kdong the cyanogen compounds, concerning
which the necessary information has already been given (p. 667 ).

Complex Sulphur Compounds.— The tendency of the two
elements, sulphur and mercury, to combine, which is disclosed in the
great stability of mercuric sulphide, asserts itself also in the formation
ef complex compounds on allowing the lower oxyacids of sulphur and
mercury compounds to come together. Thus, mercuric oxide dissolves
m the normal alkali salts of sulphurous acid and thiosiiltihuric acid,
with great rise of temperature and production of an alkaline reaction •

in these two salts, most of the other difficultly soluble salts of mercury
are also readily soluble. The cause in both cases is to be found in
the disappearance of dimercurion, owing to the formation of a complex
i^ompound.

By dissolving mercuric oxide in potassium sulphite and crystallising,
there IS obtained the salt K.,Hg(S03).,, which is the potassium salt
m mcrcurisulphosion, Hg(S03y'; potassium hydroxide is also formed
'"^t the same time, and remains in the mother liquor. The exist-
mice of this salt in the strongly alkaline liquid is sufficient to show
that we are here dealing with a complex compound of mercury, as
’^lercuric oxide would bo precipitated from an ordinary salt. In acid
•^mution^ decomposition soon occurs, with separation of mercurous
‘sulphate.

The composition of the solid salt which is obtained by the action
m mercuric oxide on potassium thiosulphate is less simple. It has

^

6 composition Kj(,Hg;^(S203)8, and it has not yet been determined
^mether this alsp expresses the composition of the anion in solution,
whether we are dealing with a double salt formed from a salt with

simple anion and potassium thiosulphate, such as 3K2Hg(S203).^

.

it (I

alkaline solution
;
in acid solution,

mercuric sulphide—in the black form when the separation
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takes place quickly, and red when it occurs slowly. The cause of this

difference lies in already known principles.

Thermochemistry of Mercury. — On account of the many

slightly dissociated compounds which mercury forms, the thermo-

chemical relations of that metal exhibit a greater diversity than is

found in the case of the other metals. The law of thermonciitrality,

for example, which refers strictly only to completely ionised salts,

entirely loses its validity here, and instead of the heat effect l)eiiiy

zero on mixing two neutral salts, there is a more or less considerable

evolution of heat when with the ions of mercury there come together

such ions as unite with these to form undissociated compounds.

Thus the heats of neutralisation of mercuric oxide with the

different acids are as follows :

—

Nitric acid 27 kj

Hydrochloric acid . 79

Hydrobroniic acid . 146 „
Hydrocyanic acid 130 „
Hydriodic acid 192 ,,

The first four numbers are comparable, as they refer to the

dissolved substances
;
the last refers to the solid mercuric iodide and

is therefore too large by the unknown heat of precipitation (the heat

of solution with opposite sign). The differences of the numbers giv('

the heat which is evolved in the mutual displacement of the respective

ions. The three halogen compounds also dissolve with slight evoln

tion of heat in the corresponding halogen compounds of potassium.

The heats of formation of the solid mercury compounds arc as

follows : mercurous oxide, Hg.,0, 93 kj
;

chloride, Hg^CL, 26:3 Ij :

bromide, 205 kj
]

iodide, Hg.
2L, 119 kj

\
mercuric oxide.

HgO, 87 ^7 ;
chloride, HgCl^, 22^ kj

;

bromide, HgBr^, 169 /y; iodide.

Hgl.,, 102 kj
;
sulphide, HgS, 20 kj.

It is very remarkable that the heat of formation of mercuric oxide

amounts to 87 kj, while that of the sulphide is only 20 Ij, altlioiigli

the latter is incomparably more stable than the former.
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SILVER

General. — On account of its remarkable properties and of its

occurrence in the metallic state, silver is one of the longest known

metals. It is also a typical example of a “noble” metal, one which

does not undergo oxidation in the air either in the cold or in the heat

;

luulcr the most varied conditions, it completely retains its metallic

character, even externally. This resistibility, tog(ither with its tine

lustre, its plasticity and coin})aratively scarce occurrence, have assured

tor silver its use for costly articles and for coinage. On account of

the property possessed by many silver compounds of undergoing

chemical change when exposed to light, this metal has found a very

('xtensive technical application in photography, luii’ther, the (lifficult

solulhlity of many silver compounds, especially the halogen derivatives,

has conditioned the use of silver as a reagent in the laboratory, and

has made it indispensable for such ])urposes.

In its chemical behaviour, silver exhibits various relationships. A

bond of union with the alkali metals is formed by its elementary ion

;

Ssome silver compounds are also isoniorphous with the corresponding

sodium compounds. The diflicult solubility of its halogen compounds

-'lilies it to the cuprous, mercurous, and the tliallous compounds
;
the

1-i^t named metal forms the connecting link between si ver and the

‘^ll^ali metals. Silver is a metal of a fine white colour, which melts at

'^1-0
, u,nd in the air behaves indifferently towards the oxygen and

^'-dcr vapour. It is attacked, however, by sulphuretted hydrogen being

converted into silver sulphide ;
many organic sulphur compounds, and

fho soluble metallic sulphides, act similarly. Even at a comparatively

^”Kli temperature, oxygen under ordinary pressure does not act on

'’^'or
; if, however, the pressure is increased, the pressure of decomposi-

of silver oxide is soon exceeded, and the latter is formed from

silver mid oxygen. ... ,

,
^^o«ides the white silver in coherent condition, there are other

of this metal Thus, when silver is precipitat(^d m the metellic

from solutions by means of reducing agents, it can assume a great

2X
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variety of colours according to circumstances. It appears that iht;

yellow and l)rown forms of silver, more especially, which separate oiu

under the action of light on mixtures of silver salts and oiganic

substances (which have a reducing action), ai'e amorphous
;
they are

more quickly atbicked than the grey and black forms of silver, and

also change into these under the influence of catalysers.

Metallic silver also has the property of passing into the eoll()i(l;il

condition. This colloidal silver is obtained by reducing silver in

alkaline liquids, and also when an electric arc is produced between

silver electrodes under water
;
by the latter means, the silver is first

volatilised and then suddenly precipitated in the surrounding A\ater,

whereby it passes into the less stable form of colloidal silver, 'these

solutions arc of a brown or red colour
;
the forms of colloidal silvei

obtained by chemical means, dry up to masses with a metallic liistie,

the colour of which can be altered by slight influences, so that it passes

through all shades of yellow, I’cd, violet, and green, Notwithstaiulifiit

their metallic lustre, these masses do not l)ehave like metallic silvei',

since they do not conduct the electric current. They are iinstahle,

and are converted by many catalytic influences into ordinary white or

grey silver.

Silver is not attacked by dilute acids except nitric acid, which

readily dissolves it with evolution of nitric oxide and formation of

silver nitrate. It dissolves to the sulphate, also, in concentrated lioil-

ing sulphuric acid, whereby sulphur dioxide escapes. It is ven

resistant to basic substances; crucibles and dishes of silver are used in

the laboratory in working with caustic potash and soda, as that nietnl

is not attacked to any considerable extent even on fusing these siih

stances.

In the pure state, silver is a white, tenacious metal, which can hr

readily drawn into wire and made into very thin sheets by rolling or

hammering. For use, it is alloyed with 10 per cent of copper in order

to make it harder. It conducts heat and electricity very well, ami

occupies, in this respect, the first place among the metals.

The coinhinimj iveifjht of silver is an important magnitude, since on

account of the excellent properties of its halogen compounds for

analysis, many other combining weights have becTi determined hy

means of these. The following method has been used in ordi i
to

establish the combining weight of silver with respect to oxygen.

Weighed quantities of silver chlorate were reduced to

chloride; since three combining weights of oxygen are contained m

one combining weight of chlorate, we have the proportion

loss of weight of chlorate
__

3 x combining weight of oxygcni

weight of silver chloride combining weight of silver chloridn

Thus, in one experiment, 103*980 gm. of silver chloride
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(, 143), 48-000, the combinin./weightSZ^VnSr
.oig!:;'"o'f ZrZio:.“ ii bfz

""
•

"

.analysis has shown these elen,ents to be eZbiI.ed in sifveZlSthe two separate comb,ning weights are obtaine.1,
'

Cl: Ag=(144-207.-108-r,79): 108-579,

i.- ^Zr‘- ‘''-'‘t of

Ag = 107-93 and CU 35-45.

Argention.—Silver forms only one kind of elementary ion vi/

0 s- ' e eom-
I

oils, especially such irs contain nitrogen and sidpimr.
Argention is colourless, and with respect to the in-opcrties of its

'™uriSerV* f '"onovalent ions of copper and mercury.
tl other hand, there exist relations of isomorphism with sodium

e 10,1 of a strong base, for the soluble silver .salts react qni e

I'Z.nefols'f
"" all the .salts of the

iWo?h!
''* "^'th the fact that argention passes readily

ile.alii
•

from difticiilty, for wo are
h' 111 the two cases with essentially different chemical relations

inetil
The he,at of formation of argention from the

thit sir'^
negative value

;
- IOC kj must be absorbed in order

pared f**
'** i^i^ete’iie ei'ver is also readily ]ire-

'‘e e ro'®- eent^ct ^th any organic substance,

'Town
e"®eie"t fo'‘ tii'e- these substances then becoming

rate, out

’ ** divided silver which sepa-

Aigi,„tio„
jg gt,ro„g f„r organisms. Its actions, liow-

''itli’wr
the chloridion, which is everywhere pre.seiit, and

iK*h It forms a difficultly soluble compound.

'i-tscsV^*'
®*tde.—From the solutions of the silver salts, soluble

iiii|n),h','’l

"nt precipitate the hydroxide as one would expect, but its

''ifli
ici'tl*'

e^ide, Ag^O. This is a brown powder, which is

'igetai

,

1

in "'utor to impart to it an alkaline reaction to

*ilver
salt .”^t’

®onibines very readily with acids to form

*“l'cd let
laboratory, it is used to remove halogen from dis-

P,

'lived h'l]
XiyJUl UIS>-

or
tiji ,

^ compounds, and to replace it by oxygen or hydroxyl.
^ purpose, it is freshly prepared, or after being prepared, it is
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kept under water, since it coheres together on drying, and is then |)ie-

vcnted by its physical condition from complete reaction.

On being heated, silver oxide decomposes even under a red heat

with evolution of oxygen, and a white powder of silver is left behind.

Silver Nitrate, AgNOj, is the most important of the soluble

silver salts. It is obtained by the dissolution of metallic silver in

nitric acid. Since ordinary silver contains copper, the silver nitrate is

freed from the copper salt which is formed at the same time bj

evaporation and fusion. The copper nitrate is thereby decomposi'd

into copper oxide, which remains behind, and nitrogen peroxide and

oxygen, which escape, while the silver nitrate is undecomposed, by

treating the residue with water and filtering from the copper oxide, ;i

pure solution of silver nitrate is obtained.

Silver nitrate is very readily soluble in water. It crystallises from

solution in monoclinic, anhydrous crystals which, in the pure state, aiv

colourless and stable, but in contact with organic substances, especially

under the action of light, they are reduced and become blackened,

For this reason, and on account of its action on the albuminoids, vith

which it forms insoluble compounds, it is used in medicine as a caiitei

ising agent, and from this it has derived its trivial name lunar auidic.

For this purpose, it is usually cast into thin rods
;
the melting point cf

the salt is very low, viz. 200". Silver nitrate is also soluble in alcolu'l.

especially if tin; latter contain water.

In the lal)oratory, the soluti()n of silver nitrate is used for tlir

detection and determination of the halogen ions, which combine wid'

argention to form difficultly soluble compounds. It is also used

the starting substance in the preparation of the compounds us(m 1 m

photography.

Silver Chloride.—When argention and chloridion come togetliei

in arjueous solution, there at once separates out, if the soluiioim .m

not extremely dilute, a white precipitate which becomes floccuknt on

being shaken, and turns grey on being exposed to light. I

silver chloride, AgCl. The compound also occurs in nature, and, on

account of its outward appearance, is called horn-silver; it is a bio"'""

substance which can be cut with a knife.

Silver chloride is soluble to an extremely small degree in

measurements have shown that at medium temperatures I'b

of the substance is contained in one litre of saturated silver c i

solution. It is considerably more soluble in concentrated sHlntionjj^
^

other chlorides
;
this is probably due to the formation of small H"""

I

of complex compounds, a well-marked type of which we shall laid
^

in the case of silver cyanide. Silver chloride also dissolves in nin""

and in thiosulphates
;
the cause is, in this case also, the forma mi

well-known complex compounds.
.. viok^

When exposed to light, silver chlonde passes into a g")

coloured substance, which is not metallic silver, as it does not < i^
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in dilute nitric acid. It has recently been shown that silver snb-
cliloride, AggCl or Ag^Cl^, is here formed, which can be again con-
verted into silver chloride by means of chlorine. Under the influence

of the light, a decomposition of the silver chloride into snb-chloride

and free chlorine occurs
; equilibrium is established when the concen-

tration of the chlorine in contact with these two substances has reached

a deJinite value.
^

This value is all tln^ greatcu- the stronger the h^lit,

and ])ecomes vanishingly small in darkness. In the caso^of this equili’

bi'iiuii, therefore, the strength of the light plays a role similar to that
(if temperature in the decomposition of calcium carbonate by heat.

If the decomposition is carried out under .such conditions that the

(hlorme can pass into other compounds, it is unlimiUal, and oiaairs in

pio[)ortion to the strength of the light and to the time. The use of

silvci’ chloride for making copies of photographic negatives, depends on
this, lln; binding of the liberated chlorine is eftected by the organic

compounds which are always present.

The action of light on silv^er chloride takes place more slowly

than ill the case of the other halogen compounds of silver. It is there-

fore not used for taking photographs directly, as it is not sufficiently

sensitive for this purpose.

In the case of silver chloride, it is the blue and the violet rays

that exhibit the greatest chemical activity. The region of active rays,

however, can be shifted to a considerable extent by the presence of

other substances.

'Silver chloride is the form in which chloridion is identified and

'lelcrmined
;
the determination is eflected by adding excess of silver

nitiate to the solution in- question, and filtering ofl‘ and weighing the

silver chloride produced.

Ikniversely, silver can be determined in the form of silver chloride,

lliis method has been elaborated chiefly for the determination of this

’octal in bar-silver in governmental mints. The method is carried

oot l)y dissolving a weighed amount of the metal, and adding a solu-

tion of sodium chloride of known strength until a precipitate just

’eJiscs to be produced. The property of silver chloride of cohering

h)getlier, renders this method possible
;
for a solution which still con-

joins an excess of silver can lie made quite clear by shaking, because

the silver forms into flakes, which in a few moments sink down and

a clear liquid. It is easy to see if a turbidity is produced in this

die addition of sodium chloride. This is historically the first case

the method of volumetric analysis (p. 187) was elaborated.

.

Silver chloride accumulates from many chemical analyses
;
further,

0 form of compound into which other silver compounds can be

’’e.'i(lily converted, and in which it can be separated from other sub-

^UiiecK. The need often arises, therefore, of again preparing metallic

^’dx!r, or other compounds of silver, from the silver chloride. This is

’Host simply done by pouring dilute acid over the washed chloride and
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placing a rod of metallic zinc in the paste. There then occurs ilie

reaction 2AgCl + Zn ~ ZnCL + 2Ag, and the chloride is reduced to

grey silver powder. This is freed from zinc chloride by washing, and

then readily dissolves in dilute nitric acid, forming silver nitrate.

Silver Bromide, AgHr, is similar to silver chloride, but is coa

siderably less soluble than this. It is obtained as a yellowish-white,

very fine precipitate from solutions in which its two ions come

together. It changes colour in light similarly to silver chloride, and

in accordance with the same laws. In ammonia, .silver bromide is

much l(!ss soluble than silver chloride, but it still dissolves fairly

readily in thiosulphates.

Silver bromide is the most important substance for photograpliie

pictures, since the photographic plates at present used are chiefly

made with this. For their preparation, ammonium bromide is added

to a solution of colourless glue or gelatine, and to this a solution

of silver nitrate is added, light being excluded, and care also beiiiy

taken that there is an excess of the bromine salt. Through the

presence of the gelatine, the silver bromide is precipitated in a very

fine, almost colloidal condition. The precipitate is warmed some time

with the gelatine, whereby the silver bromide becomes larger grained,

and also increases in sensitiveness, i.e. power of being affected by the

light. ^ When the desired condition has been reached, the mass is

cooled until it has become firm, and the ammonium nitrate whi( li is

formed and the excess of ammonium bromide are washed out witli

water. The washed mass is then drained, liquefied by warming, and

used for coating glass plates
;
after drying, the glass plates are ready

foi* exposure.

These “ silver bromide-gelatine plates” can be made exceedingly

sensitive to light, so that exposures in a camera of less tlian a

thousandth of a second are sufficient to produce a picture.

At first, nothing can be seen on the exposed plate
;

it must l)e

“developed.” Developing consists in placing the plate in a redudng

liquid. For this juirposc there is used cither a solution of potassium

ferro-oxalate (p. 582), or alkaline solutions of various organic com

pounds. These licpiids have the property of decomposing the silvm'

bromide into bromidion and metallic silver
;
the latter separates out as

a black powder. Owing to the exposure, now, the plate has ac<|uiicd

the property that the reduction takes place first, and most stiongd}'.

at those parts which have experienced the strongest illumination,

and gradually more weakly where the illumination was weakei’.

picture is therefore produced on the plate in which the brigld

^ This “ maturing” of the silver bromhie takes place much more quickly in

acal than in neutral solution. On what this <lepends, has not yet been made clear

;

ably there is an incipient reduction to sub-bromide under the influence of the gi liOi''*'’

and it is in accordance with known laws that reduction takes place more quiddy

alkaline than in neutral or even acid solution.
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contain a lenae, the dark parts a slight or no precipitate. If, after
sulhc ent development, the remaining silver bromide' is removed vdissolving in sodium thiosulphate, a “negative” is obtained V

1

picture vi-ith opaque h.gh-lights an, I transparent shadows
On what the property of the illuminated silver bromide of beinu

iiiore qumkly reduced depends, is still somewhat a matter of dispule^
l,y far the most probable view is that under the action of the light an'
incipient reduction occurs, and therefore a picture of silver sub-bfomide
cxi-sts even in the undoyeloped plate, and is invisible only on account
of Its small density, 1 his is confirmed by the fact that by treatment
nith freo biomine or any other o.vidising agent, the “latent” iiictiire
1 .^ made to disappear, r.c. ,ts power of being developed is destroyed

Ihe deve opment, now, depends on the fact that a supersaturated

1 / i
“"clei of silver pre-

sent
(p 484). Ihese are presumably formed by the developer from

the readily reducible sub-bromide.

Silver Iodide, Agl, is also immediately formed when its ions
(oine together, and of the three halogen compounds of silver it is bv
hir the most difficultly soluble. It is a yellow powder which is dis

I'O
veii only in traces, even in ammonia, and rerpiiies comparatively

‘‘ige amounts of sodium thiosulphate for its solution. It readily dis-
soves, however, in potassium cyanide. This proves that the con-
^^entration of argeiition is relatively greatest in its comidex ammonia
c|>nipound, is smaller in the thiosulphate compound, and is smallest in
die cyanogen compound.

‘Silver iodide was formerly chiefly used as photographic sub-
‘Uiico, and this both for the method of baguerre (the first real photo-
.^iHphic method) and for the later collodium process which is still in

n)r particular purposes.

The method of Daguerre depends on the fact that tlui “ develop-
of an exposed silver iodide plate is accomplished by exposing

'e illuminated plate to the vapours of mercury.^ A plate of silver

copper coated with silver) is exposed to the vapours of iodine.

of tlie discovery of this iiietliod is instructive.
; it i.s related a.s follows.

IiTr
first attempted to ntili.se directly the blackening of silver iodide in light,

®fi'oi’ts to !>repariug the layer in such a way that the blackening

pi^'tiii .

^’dckly fis po.ssible. On one occasion he bad just begun to take a
^ interruj)t his work, and since no blackening had as yet made its a]i-

fii'MHo
' plate, he intended to use it for a further experiment, and placed it

1

,

^ ^”^1^ ^‘‘0' fi® ^ound the picture ou the plate. He was soon

II
himself that a jiicture was always produced when he placed a plate, after

'
unaware as to which of the objects present in the

h,,}
slip ,

therefore removal these objects one after the other,

* "hl nil*
pictures even when the cupboard was quite empty. In other

^®'iiit‘ 1,1.
oouditioiis, 110 pictiu-e was produced. Finally, he discovered

I’^iate
which had been spilt in the joints of the wood, and on making the appro-

’"‘ Tcui v
he found that the picture wa.s developed by being left over metallic
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illuminated in the camera, and finally introduced into mercury vapour.

The small drops of mercury are then precipitated chiefly on those

parts which have been most illuminated, and when the plate is so

viewed that the parts remaining bright reflect a dark surface, the dull

parts coated with mercury appear bright, the other parts dark
;

a

positive is therefore directly obtained.

That the meremy vapour is deposited differently on the illuiiii

nated parts from what it is on the non-illuminated, was subseqiKuitly

recognised as a case of a general phenomenon
;

every change in a

surface conditions a change in the condensation of a vapour, apparently

owing to the alteration of the “metastable limit ” (p. 117).

In the collodiuni method an iodide is dissolvu^d in collodium (a

solution of gun-cotton in ether, which, on evaporation of the ether,

leaves the dissolved substance behind in the form of a glassy skin), the

collodium spread on a glass j)late, and this then introduced into a

solution of silver nitrate. Silver iodide, which is sensitive to light, is

then precipitated in the layer. In this case also the picture must l)e

developed. The development is carried out with a solution of ferrous

sulphate, which reacts with the silver nitrate which moistens the film,

and causes a separation of silver. This separation does not take })l;ic(“

instantaneously, and the separated silver is deposited chiefly on tlie

illuminated parts. The theory of this development is therefore the

same as in the case of the silver bromide plates, and depends on the

behaviour of nuclei towards supersaturated solutions. After develop

ment the plate is treated with a solution of potassium cyanides, in

which the excess of silver iodide is dissolved, while the silv(‘r of

which the picture con.sists remains undissolved.

The silver iodide method has in most cases been superseded by

the silver bromide method, because the silver bromide plates can hr

prepared any length of time before being used, and are also much more

sensitive to light, whereas the silver iodide plates must be used wet.

The latter, however, give sharper and clearer pictures, and are used m

cases where this property is of especial importance, e.g. in the ])l>oto-

mechanical preparation of printing blocks.

Silver Sulphate, AggSO^, is a rather slightly soluble salt wbicli

is obtained by the action of concentrated sulphuric acid on nu

silver. It is more soluble in dilute sulphuric acid, with 1"')’^'^

tion of an acid salt. It is isomorphous with anhydrous sodiin’’

sulphate. ,

Silver Carbonate, AggCO^, is obtained as a bright yellow-cob

precipitate by the precipitation of a soluble silver salt with a soiu »

^

carbonate. The existence of the normal carbonate is a further

that silver hydroxide is a strong base, since otherwise in the c;i>^‘‘

the heavy metals the partially hydrolysed basic, carbonates are

the only ones that can be obtained from aqueous solution.

Silver Sulphide, Ag
2
S, is formed as a black-brown preciphab’
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when .s.lver_solutions of any kmc! arc treated with .sulplmretted
hydrogen. The sulphide is extremely difficultly sohilde, and i.s also
formed even in solutions in which silver is contained as a comi.lev conn
pound. The explanation of this is that the ioms of the metals are al.so

separated from the complex compounds, althougii generally in exceed-
ingly small amount. In the case of the silvcr'.saft,s the concentration
of the argention so produced is almost always sufficiently great for the
small solubility product of the silver sulphide to be exceeded when
siilphidioii is jidded to the solution.

The ease with which silver sulphide is formed from metallic silvei-

luid sulphur compounds has been already mentioned (p. OTll). It is

iiiude use of in analytical chemistiy for the detection of sulphur in its

compounds. The latter are fus(‘d with soda and charcoal, whereliy
sodium sulphide is formed, and the mass placed on moisteiu'd, polished
silver-foil. If sulphur is present a hrown stain is produced of silvei'

sulphide.

Silver sulphide is readily oxidised by nitric acid ami converted into

silver sulphate. It undergoes the same transformation on lieing

carefully heated in the air. A method of obtaining silvei’ from the
naturally occurring silver sulphide, silvei* glance, depends on this. The
sulphate which is formed is extracted with hot wateic

Silver Cyanide .—When argentioji and cyanidion come togethei-,

the compound AgCN separates out as a white jirccipitatf', very similar

to silver chloride, and is readily soluble in an excess of the cyanide,

forming a complex compound which no longer exhibits most of the

silver reactions. Only the precipitation Avitli sulphuretted hydi’ogen

occurs, in consequence of the very small solubility of silver sulphide.

The compound which is pn'sent in the solution is the salt of

^'iigenticyanidioii, Ag(CN)./j ofi using potassium cyanide, therefore,

potassium argenticyanide, KAg(CN).,. From the solution the salt

easily be ohtaim'd in white crystals. Since the com-
plex ion Ag(CN).2' is very stalile, and splits oft' extremely little argen-

the soluble cyanides arc solvents for all silver salts except silvei-

^^ilphide.

hotassium argenticyanide is used in the arts for the electrical

^feposition of silver on other metals. For the solutions of this salt

the valuable property that the silver is obtained from them in

form of a coherent coating, while in the electrolysis of the simple

salts the metal is deposited crystalline. Fi'om the latter also

is at once precipitated by chemical displacement on contact with

loss noble metals which are to be silvered
;

it is then obtained in

file

^ powder, and cannot adhere to the underlying metal,

j

fiio simple reason that the surface of this is dissolved in the

die

ill the solution of the complex salt, however, the concentration of

iiigention is so small that this direct reaction does not occur to a
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measura])le extent, and the separation of silver takes place only on
passing the electric current.

On considering the formula of potassium argenticyaiiide
K . Ag{CN).,, it is seen that the product of electrolysis should be, oji

the one hand, potassium, and, on the other, the discharged uiiion,

^g(CN),. Instead of this silver appears at the cathode, and the anode
(consisting of silver) dissolves. We are dealing in both cases with
so-called secondary reactions.

" The separation of potassion at the cathode would rcipiire a

much higher potential than that of argention, in spite of the small

concentration of the latter. Thus the conduction of the current in

the electrolyte, it is true, is effected as far as the cathode by potassion.

The transference of electricity at the cathode, however, occurs not by
the discharge of potassion, but by that of the argention. Formally,
the matter can also l)e expressed by saying that potassium is m\m\
formed, but at once undergoes double decomposition with the salt

present with separation of silver, according to the equation KAg(CN)., ^

K = Ag -f 2K(1N. Silver and potassium cyanide are therefore formed.
^ At the anode the ion Ag(CN)

2
'
is discharged, and acts on the

metallic silver, silver cyanide being formed according to the equation

Ag + Ag(CN)., = 2AgCN. This is at once dissolved to potassiinn

argenticyaiiide by the excess of potassium cyanide present, and the

consumption of the latter is again made good by the potassium cyanide

which is formed at the cathode. It is necessary, however, to kcc|) the

bath ill movement, as otherwise the potassium cyanide would aiaauim-

late at the cathode, and would hinder the separation of the silver,

while at the anode a deposition of silver cyanide would immediately

occur on account of a lack of potassium cyanide.

Complex Salts in the Voltaic Cell.—When voltaic cells arc con-

structed with silver in solutions of ordinary silver salts, it is found that

silver is almost at the end of the potential series, which is a sign that

the formation of the ion takes place with greater difficulty than in the

case of most of the other metals, and conversely, the ion is very ready

to pass into the metal. Thus with zinc there is obtained the potcmtial

1*57 volt, and even with copper there is a potential of 0*47 \olt

([). 6d5). If, however, the solution at the silver electrode is replaced by

a solution of potassium cyanide, then according to the concentration of

this the potential of silver sinks much below copper, and with ^ ery

concentrated solutions can even sink below zinc. In the solution of

potassium cyanide the silver loses its character as a noble metal, 'iitl

acquires that of a readily oxidisable one. This is also apparent chemi-

cally^ for if silver powder is shaken with a solution of potassium

cyanide it is fairly rapidly dissolved, and on being acidified a wbitu

precipitate of silver cyanide is deposited from the liquid.

Similar phenomena are often found in the case of substances v hi'

form complex compounds with silver (and other metals behave qnito
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similarly). To find the explanation we shall first make ourselves

acquainted with another, generally smaller, deviation from the potential

scries.

Cells can be constructed in which one of the metals, instead of

jicing surrounded by a solufion of its salt, is in contact with its solid

salt. This is the case, for example, in the lead accumulatoi-, one

electi'ode of which is formed of lead in solid lead sulphate ([>. 653). If

the potential of such cells is investigated, it is found that the particular

metal has always shifted its position in the potential siwies, and always,

without exception, towards the zme cud. Thus in a cell of zinc and

silver there is found, when the zinc electrode is left unchanged -

Zinc against silver in silver nitrate, . . I'm volt

,, ,, silver chloriile . . . I’OtJ ,,

,, ,, silver bromide . . . O’O-'i ,,

, , , ,
silver iodide . . .0 ’tU)

,

,

In the case of the iodide, therefore, the potential decreases by 0 91

volt, and is considerably different for the three “insoluble” salts.

The explanation is found on more closely studying the process

which occurs on the passage of the current through such a cell. On

the silver side the silver is transformed from the ionised state into the

metallic. Argention, however, can exist ordy in solution. We must

therefore conclude that, in spite of their apparent insolubility, all the

aliove salts are really dissolved. This has also been proved in other

ways, for if as pure water as possible is shaken with silver chloride the

electrical conductivity perceptibly increases, i.e. conducting ions pass

into the liquid, and these can only be silver and chloride ions, since

imiie other are j)Ossiblc.

iXow, the work which is necessary for the separation of an ion fiom

it« solution depends not only on the nature of the ion, but also on its

concentration in the solution, and it becomes all the greater the smaller

the concentration. Conversely, a metal passes all die more readily

ieio its ion the smaller the concentration of this in the solution in

^diich it is to be formed. If this is correct the position of every metal

»tnst be shifted towards the zinc end, when it is placed in a solution

"hich is less concentrated in respect of its ion, and im msa. It must

therefore be possible to construct cells which will exhibit an clectro-

(‘ force, simply by placing the same metal in two solutions ot

of its salts of diflercnt concentration. This is indeed the case,

the currents which are thereby produced act always in such a

that the metal in the dilute solution is dissolved; conversely,

’’1 the concentrated solution metal is deposited. In other words, the

tend to equalise the differences of concontratioii.
^

'I'l'e differences in the potential of the silver m the table given

,iro, therefore, the expression of the differences m the wncento-

‘‘O'l of argention in the different cases, !.«. of the solubility of the

''^poctivo silver compounds. Of the three halogen compounds the
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chloride is the most soluble, the iodide the least
;

this result iun oes

exceedingly well with other known facts.

On attempting to apply these considerations to the case of silver in

a solution of potassium cyanide, there appears to be a contradictidn.

for silver occupies its remarkable position even in a solution of pot.issium

argenticyanide, in which the amount of silver present can l)(! verv

considerable. The contradiction is removed on reflecting that it is not

a (piestioii of the absolute concentration of direr in the solution, l)nt of

the concentration of the (irijentinn. This and this alone is detei nuiiative

f(jr the electrochemical interchange between the electrode and tlic

solution, and as we already know' that the concentration of argention

in the complex solutions is very small, the agreement is perfect.

This result can be still somewhat more clo.sely tested. It has been

stated that silver iodide r(;adily dissolves in potassium cyanide. Accord

ing to the doctrine of the solubility product, this is possible only if the

concentration of argention in the solution of poUissium cyanide is

smallei- than in the saturated mpieous solution of silver iodide. If,

how'cver, this is the case, then the potential of the silver in the solution

of potassium cyanide must be shifted more towards the zinc (uid than

in the solution of potassium iodide. This has been showm by expeii

ment to be the case. In a moderately concentrated solution of potassiuiu

cyanide containing silver, the potential of silver against zinc was found

to be 0-20 volt, while for silvei’ iodide it is OUG volt.

Silver Thiocyanate.—Silver thiocyanate, AgSCN, is, in appear

ance and solubility, very similar to the chloi-ide. It is formed as a

wdiite hocculent precipitate when its ions come together in a(pieous

solution.

On account of the ease with Avhich thiocyananion can be defcctiMl

by means of triferrion (p. oTb), it is employed for the 'determination of

silver in analysis. For this purpose a ferric salt (generally iron alum)

is added to the silver solution, which is then acidified with niti'ic ;icid.

Into this a solution of potassium thiocyanate of known strength

allowed to flow from a burette until the red colour of the teriir

thiocyanate remains after stirring. The amount of silver ])rcs(Mit is

proportional to the amount of thiocyanate solution employed.

In the same way, the halogen ions can be determined l)y adding f"

the solutions a known e.xcess of silvei- solution, and titrating l)a( h tL'

latter with thiocyanate solution. While this method possesne^ no

difliculty in the case of bromidion and iodidion, the reaction is -niiir

what less definite in the case of chloridion, because when the

is finished the slight excess of thiocyananion present undergo('s d 'ublc

decomposition with the silver chloride, and the iron colopation

becomes much w'eakcr. This difficulty can be avoided by first filtm mii

off the silver chloride
;
the method, however, thereby loses much ni d"

simplicity.
‘

Complex Silver Compounds.—In the preceding descriptions
<>
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the silver compoundg iiiciitioii has repeatedly had to be made of the
cuiuplex compounds which are formed by silver. As in the case of
mercuiy, these are chiefly nitrogen and sulphui- compounds Th(‘
halogens, however, ha^ much less tendency to form complex eom^
pcniids with silver, l^or in the case of the latter the signs of Mu‘
formation of such complexes are limited to the fact that the difhcnltly
.soluble halogen compounds of silver dissolve in the concentrated
solutions of the corresponding alkali .salts more readily than in pure
water, and also that these solutions an; not precipitated liy caustic
pota.sh. Well-defined compounds are scarcely known in the solid state.

Of the complex compounds containing nitrogen the cyanogen
coiiipounds have been already treated (p. 081 ). The ammonia com-
pounds are still deserving of mention, if ammonia is added to a
silver solution, a precipitate of silver oxide is first formed. Thi.s,

however, readily dissolves in excess of ammonia, and there is contained
ill the solution the complex ion Ag(NH.J,'. The corresponding salts

are olitaincd in the solid state by evaporating the .solution
;

tin; fine

crystalline nitrate Ag(Nll.j)oN().j is partienlarly well known. Ily

reason of the formation of this complex ion many difliciiltly solubie

diver salts dis.solve in ammonia solution. Since, however, the comjilex
is partially, although very slightly, di.ssociated into argention plus

aiinnonia, the solvent power is not unlimited. The saturated solution

"f silver bromide has approximately a concentration corresponding to

the concentration of argention in the solutions of the silvei- aniinoiiia

salts. Equilibria can therefore be oliserved when ammonia acts on
silver bromide, for the solubility is found to be limited, and is greatly

restricted by the presence of the other ion, bromidion. Finally, the

solubility of silver iodide is .so nincli below the concentration of the

'irgention in the ammoniacal solution that it is scarcely dissolved to an

‘^ppi'ccialde extent.

Mesidcs the above complex, others ajiparently exist in which the

''“’>>})onents are in other proportions, luit as yet nothing definite is

hnowii of these. In any case the one mentioned is the most stable.

h^ilver also readily replaces the hydrogen of the imido-group, NH,
"ith formation of corr<!fiponding complexes. These, however, chiefly

to organic chcmistiy, and cannot be discussed h(;re. The

kvdi'ogen of the aniido-group, NH.,, is also replaced liy silver.

The solubility of silver compounds in thiosnijihofrs is also due to the

^^'I'luation of complexi's. These can be regarded as thiosulfihates in

"liicli hydrogen is ri'placed by silver—in such a way, however, that the

'Saline compound which is formed does not dis.sociat(; like an ordinary

into ions, but remains combined. In this way only one of the two

^^ntibining weights of the hydrogen of the thiosuliihuric acid is

•^‘placed. Since it is assumed that one of thesi; is present in the

tliio,sulphuric acid as hydroxyl, the other as sulplihydryl, the further

^^si^niption is probable that the silver replaces the hydrogen of the
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sulphhydryl, because its power of combining with sulphur is certainly

more highly developed than its power of combining with oxygen. 'Clui

argentithiosulphanion which is here formed would therefore have; the

formula AgS . SO./.

From the solutions obtained by the saturation of sodium thiosiil

phate with silver salts two different salts crystallise out. One of these

is difficultly soluble, and its composition corresponds to the al)ov»‘

formula, the hydrogen being replaced by sodium
;
the other is readily

soluble, contains twice as much sodium, but its nature has not yet

been cleared up. The formulfe of these salts are Na(SO.j . SAg) and

2Na(S03SAg) + Na.,S./)3.

The complex character of the compounds is proved not only by the

solubility relations, but also by the fact that they both have a remark-

ably sweet taste, whereas otherwise the silver compounds ha\’e an

unpleasant, metallic, astringeiit taste.

The formation of these compounds occurs when sodium thiosulphate

is employed to dissolve difficultly soluble silver salts. This application

is very widely extended in photography. If it is desired to sc|)aiate

the silver from them, an alkali sulphide, which precipitates silver

sulphide from the solution, is the most suitable for the purpose. The

solubility of silver sulphide is so small that it is practically completely

precipitated even from the complex compound.

Sodium sulphite behaves similarly to sodium thiosulphate. A salt,

Na(S03)Ag, which is difficultly solulde in water, and which can he

regarded as the sodium salt of argentisulphurous acid, is also known.

Metallurgy of Silver.—Most of the silver is obtained as an

admixture in lead in the preparation of the latter metal from galena

(p. 655). For the purpose of separating the two metals use is made

of the difference of their behaviour to oxygen. The lead containing

silver is fused and exposed to the action of the atmospheric oxygen

;

the lead is thereby oxidised, its oxide flowing off as litharge, and the

silver remains behind. The completion of the separation is rccognisid

by the disappearance of the coating of lead oxide and the appearanci!

of the lustrous surface of the silver (the “ fulguration of silver ”).

If the argentiferous lead, or “work-lead,” is very poor in silvci; it

is more advantageous to separate it by means of a process of crystalli^;^-

tion into pure lead and an alloy richer in silver. This is doin' l»y

allowing the fused work-lead to slowly cool. Pure lead then cry.dnl-

lises out and a mother liquor, comparatively rich in silver, reimu'is

behind, ju.st as from a salt solution pure water crystallises out as ica

and a mother liquor richer in salt is formed. By continuing thif^

separation, a condition is finally reached in which silver also begins to

separate out, i.e. in which the solution is saturated in respect of siIm'*’'

A further separation in this way is then impossible, since the mixlm v

of lead and silver which separates out has the same composition as the

mother liquor.
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For the above purpose, use is also made of the law of distribution

(p. 230), the work-lead being fused with zinc. In the liquid state

these two metals are almost immiscible
;
the silver is, however, much

more soluble in zinc than in lead. Che work-lead, therefore, behaves
towai'ds zinc like an aqueous solution of iodine towards carboTi disul-

phide (p. 230), and the silver passes for the most part into the zinc.

The layer of zinc rich in silver is allowed to solidify and removed fi’om

the desilverised lead. The two metals can be separated by heating in

;i current of steam, whereby the zinc is oxidisccl, or by treatim^ with

dilute acids, whereby it is dissolved.

besides this method there are also many others. Certain or(*s of

silver are roasted with addition of common salt
;
the silver thereby

passes into silver chloride, which can be extracted with a concentrated

solution of sodium chloride, ammonia, potassium cyanide, or sodium
thiosulphate. In other cases when silver sulphide is present, the latter

can 1)0 converted by roasting into silver sulphate, whicli is extracted

with hot water and converted into silver by means of copper or iron.

Vui'ioiis methods depend on the use of mercury for the reduction and

extraction of the silver; finally, silver which has in any way ))een

converted into aqueous solution, can he readily preci[)itated in the

metallic state by the electric current.

Eutectic Mixtures.—The phenomenon which has just been

mentioned, that from a liquid mixture, a mixture of solid sul)stances
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corresponding temperatures are represented by an almost straight

line ah.

The same considerations can be applied to B
;
from the point h a

straight line must also sink towards the left representing the ternpeia-

tures at which the liquid mixture is in equilibrium with solid II, ie.

the melting points of B in presence of the mixed liquid. The two

lines will cut in a point k.

Now, along ak the liquid is in equilibrium with solid A, along W,

with solid B. In the point k, therefore, the liquid is in e(iuilil)rium

with both solid substances, and as the two lines cut only in oiu; point,

there is only ono liquid mixture which is in equilibrium at one and the

same time with the two solid substances.

This follows also from the phase law. We have two components,

and in the point k four phases are present, viz. the liquid, the two

solid substances, and vapour.^ There is therefore no degree of freedom

remaining, and all the variables, viz., pressure, temperature, and com

position, have definite values.

If, therefore, any liquid mixture whatever is cooled, that one of

the two substances will separate out which is in excess with respect of

the composition represented by the point k. This continues with fall

of temperature until the point k is reached. At this point the tvn

substances separate out at the same time and in such proportions that

the melting point and the composition of the liquid remain unchanged,

A mixture corresponding to k behaves, therefore, like a simple suh-

stance, for it exhibits a constant melting point although it is a mixture.

The relations are very similar to those in the case of acids of constant

boiling point (p. 182 ).

Such a mixture of constant melting point is called a eutedic

and the point k the mtedk 'point. The melting point of a cutectie

mixture is, necessarily, always u'tidtw that of its components, and n

the more so the nearer the melting points of the two pure substances

are to one another. Fig. 118
,
in which various possible cases are

represented, allows of these relations being readily seen.

' ir tlu! vapour is exciluded one »legree of freedom i.s obtained, i.c. the })oini I nic

(very sliglitly) with the pressure.
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THALLIUM

General—Thallium occupies a remarkable intermediate position
l)etween various other elements. By reason of the physical jiro-

perties of the free element, it is allied to lead, for, like this, it is

soft, ductile, and has a high density. Its hydroxide, which is readily
soluble in water, procures it a position along with the alkali metals,
with which it is isomorphous in various compounds; its difficultly

soluble halogen compounds bring it near to silver, copper, and
mercury, and in another series of compounds it exhibits relations to
the trivalent elements aluminium and iron.

Thallium was discovered by means of the spectroscope
;

all its

compounds on being heated in the Bunsen flame, in which they
quickly volatilise, give a green coloration which on being examined
^dth the spectroscope appears as a single bright green line.

Thallium occurs only in small quantity in nature, but like all the

elements which can be detected in small amounts, it has been found to
he fairly widely distributed. It is obtained as a by-product from the

jhie-dust in sulphuric acid works in which pyrites containing thallium

employed, and also, in association with zinc, from zinc ores. In the
hitter Way it could be obtained in fairly large amounts if there were
'luy demand for it.

As has already been mentioned, metallic thallium is very similar to

pfl, but is still softer. Its density is 11*9, its melting point 290A
niakes a grey mark on paper, but this soon disappears owing to

^^•"luiation. Fresh surfaces of the metal, which have an almost silver

"'hite appearance, quickly tarnish in the air through oxidation. In

Jhe potential series, it stands between cadmium and iron, and is there-

a metal which Veadily replaces hydrogen from dilute acids. As a
matter of fact, it dissolves in dilute acids which do not form difficultly

^^hible salts, e.g. sulphuric acid and nitric acid, and is precipitated in

metallic state from its solutions by zinc and cadmium.

Thallium forms two kinds of elementary ions, monovalent mono-
hallion,

Tl*, and trivalent trithaJlion, Tl"’. The former conditions

2 Y
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the similarity of thallium to the alkali metals, the latter that to

aluminium.

Thallous salts are formed with evolution of hydrogen l)y dis-

solving the metal in dilute acids. Solution in nitric acid, which takes

place with reduction of the latter (very dilute acid yields hydrogen),

also leads only to thallous nitrate. By means of free chlorine, how-

ever, thallous compounds can be converted into thallic compounds.

Monothallion is colourless
;
has, like lead, a poisonous action

;
and

can be recognised by the formation of various difficultly soluble salts,

especially the yellow iodide. It is not precipitated by alkali h)'dr

oxides and carbonates, and is thereby distinguished from the ions of

all other heavy metals.

Thallous Hydroxide, TlOH, is obtained by the decomposition of

thallous sulphate with baryta, as a liquid with a strongly alkaline

reaction which is dissociated into its ions, monothallion and hydrox

idion, quite as extensively as the alkali hydroxides, and exhihits,

therefore, the same basic properties. It turns red litmus paper blue,

renders turmeric brown, and makes the skin of the fingers slippery

when moistened with it. On evaporating the solution, the yellowish

coloured hydroxide crystallising with lEfi is obtained; in contrast

with the hydroxides of the alkali metals, this very readily loses the

elements of water and passes into thallous oxide or Tl^O, which is

black-brown in colour. The dehydration takes place even at the

temperature of the boiling water, so that on evaporating a solution of

the hydroxide on the water-bath, black-lmown lines are formed at the

edges, but these immediately disappear when the liquid is passed over

them.

Thallous Sulphate, Tl^SO^, crystallises anhydrous in the i homhic

forms of potassium sulphate, with which it is isomorphous. It is fairly

soluble in water. With the sulphates of the trivalent metals, also, it

forms double salts which crystallise in regular forms, and are perfectly

analogous to' the alums of the alkali metals. It can also form tlie

corresponding monoclinic double salts with the divalent sulphates of

the vitriol series.
,

Thallous Nitrate, TINO3, also crystallises anhydrous; it

soluble in about ten times its weight of water at room temperature)

and melts at 205'". By mixing it with other nitrates, masses can
^

obtained which melt at a comparatively low temperature
;

these iu|

application as heavy liquids (solid thallous nitrate has the density 5'^)'

Thallium Carbonate, TlgCOg, is an anhydrous salt which dis-

solves in twenty times its weight of water, yielding a liquid with an

alkaline reaction. The salt dissolves more readily in water contuiui^

excess of carbonic acid, but the acid carbonate is not known wu

certainty iii the solid state.

lihQ phosphates and borates of monothallion are also soluble inwat^i’*

so that in this respect also thallium is allied to the alkali metals.
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Thallous Sulphide, T1,S, is a brown-black precipiuite which is
foimei by sulphuretted hydro^n in neutral, but not in acid solutions
of thallous salts. The solubdity and therefore also the condition.s of
lirecipitation, are most nearly akin to those of zinc sulphide, althoiodi
thallous sulphide appears to be somewhat more soluble. Accordiindv
the precipitated sulphide redissolves in dilute acids.

' ’

Thallous Chloride. In its hidogon comiajunds, thallium is most
closely allied to silver, for these substances are whiti; or yellow
(htiicultly soluble powders which are sensitive to light; their solubility
iiLso diminishes with increasing combining weight of the halogen.

Thallous chloride, TlCl, is obtained as a white precipitate which
dowly darkens in the light, when the ions of the salt come together
111 solution. About three hundred times its weight of water is

required to dissolve it.

It is insoluble in ammonia, but dissolvc.s in sodium thiosulphate
with formation of a complex compound. It exhibits no tendency to
form complex compounds with soluble chlorides

;
the salt is therefore

precipitated from aqueous solutions on the addition of hydrochloric
acid or chlorides, owing to the increase of chloi’idion. It is converted
into soluble thallic chloride by treatment Avith chlorine under Avater.

Thallous Bromide is a yelloAv-Avhite precipitate, the solubility of
which is considerably less than that of the chloride, to Avhich, hoAvcver,
in its other properties, it is similar.

Thallous Iodide is depo.sited as a yolloAv precipitate even fi-om
'tny dilute solutions, Avhen its ions come together. It reijuires 15,000
parts of Avater for its solution, and, for knoAvn reasons, it is still less

in a solution of potassium iodide. This salt is employed for
bic detection and separation of thallium. In dilute acids it is not

'dd'^eciahly more soluble than in pure Avater, as it is the salt of the
strong hydriodic acid (p. 443).

Thallous Fluoride is, in contrast with the other halogen com-
pnurids, a readily soluble salt.

The trivalent trithallion is of a somewhat yellowish colour, and is

onued from monothallion only by fairly strong oxidising agents, such

chlorine or permanganate. Conversely, it very readily passes again

’“^^monothallion.

Thallic Hydroxide is obtained as a brown precipitate similar in

j’-Ppearance to ferric oxide, on adding soluble bases to a thallic salt.

“ being dried it assumes the composition TIO(OII)
;
the freshly

l^^ccipitated substance is probably Tl(OH)
3

. On being heated, the

loses water and readily also oxygen, so that it passes into

allous oxide. Thallic oxide, TI
2
O

3,
is also obtained Avheii solutions

^

^bullous salts are subjected to"electrolysis ;
it separates out at the

“ode as a black coating, but it is difficult to obtain it of a definite

^““^position.

^bailie hydroxide is a very weak base; its salts are greatly
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hydrolysed in aqueous solution, and when the dilution is fairly

great almost all the hydroxide is precipitated from it, the acid

remaining in solution. The most stable is the chloride, which can

1)0 obtained from the sub-chloride by means of chlorine. The ])roini(lc

is less stable, and on attempting to prepare the iodide a mixture of

thallous iodide and free iodine is obtained.

ThalliC Sulphate, Tl
2
(S04)3,

can form alums with the alkali

sulphates. The double salt from thallous sulphate and thallic sul

phate, which should also yield an alum, has, however, another form

and a different amount of water of crystallisation
;

its composition is

T1 . Tl(SOJ.> . GH/), in which the one T1 is monovalent and the other

trivalent.

The combining weight of thallium is T1 = 204-1.



CHAPTER XXXVIl

BISMUTH

General—For the purposes of analysis, bismuth is classed along with

the metals of the copper group, because it forms a sulphide which is

iiisolulde in dilute acids as well as in alkali sulphides. According to

its chemical affinity, however, it is so closely connected with antimony

and arsenic, which belong to the last group, that it must ])e treated

along with these, and is therefore suitably placed at the point of

transition from the one group to the other. Of these elements it

has the highest combining weight; for this reason, in accordance

with the general rule, the teic properties are more strongly marked

in it than in the case of its congeners. As the combining weight

decreases, the latter rapidly lose theii’ metallic character and the

power of forming basic oxides, and finally lead to the noii'metallic

elements phosphorus and nitrogen, in which the acid fonning properties

are completely developed.

Metallic bismuth is a white, somewhat reddish metal of a well-

marked crystalline character; it is Irrittle, is not ductile, and falls

Oa powder when struck with a hammer. It melts as low as 270
,

mid at a bright white heat passes into a vapour, the density of which

IC'-wls to the molar weight 309, which coincides with the combming

"eight. It remains unchanged in the air, and is also very resistant

h* "'liter. It is not attivckcd liy dilute acids; its jxisition m the

I'oteiitial series is between copper and silver, and it therefore inclines

towards the noble metals. It therefore occurs in nature in m^any cases

‘tt'oti ill the uncomhined state ;
it also occurs combined with sulphur

l)i.smuth glance. Bismuth is readily dissolved by rntne acid with

formation of bismuth nitrate and nitrous oidde.
, u v.

Bismuth readily forms alloys with other metals whereby, in

ttMorilance with the general law, the melting point sinks.
_

By

‘•to addition of lead, tin, and cadmium, alloys ate obtoed

"'Web liquefy even under 100°; they fuse therefore in boiling

"ater.

The combining weight of bismuth has been determined by weighing

693
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the metal and the oxide obtained from it. It is not known with

perfect certainty, and we shall take it as Bi = 208 *

5 .

Bismuthion.—Bismuth forms one kind of elementary ion, viz.

the trivalent bismuthion, Bi***. This is almost the only ion dei’ived

from bismuth, for the tendency of this metal to form complexes is

extremely slight, and with the exception of some organic ions con-

taining bismuth, others are scarcely known.

Bismuthion is colourless and forjns an extremely weak base witli

hydroxyl. As a consequence, the phenomenon of hydrolysis is so

marked in the case of the bismuth salts that it can bo regarded ms

a characteristic in analysis. Since the basic compounds which are

hereby formed are difficultly soluble in water, the bismutli salts are

precipitated by mere dilution with water; the precipitate is again

dissolved on the addition of acids.

The best known bismuth .salt is the nitrate^ which is obtained in

hydrated crystals, Bi(NO.^).j . Slb^O, by crystallisation from the solution

of bismuth in nitric acid. On pouring water over these crystals,

a snow-white, crystalline powder of a basic nitrate, Bi(0H).,N0 .

5
,

is

deposited, which is applied in medicine under the name of bisniuth

subnitrate. The nitric acid which is split off passes into the solution

and enables another portion of the bismuth salt to remain dissolved.

There exists, therefore, in the solution in respect of the prcci])itate

of the basic salt, an equilibrium which is characterised by the fact that

the concentration of the hydroxyl from the water is rendered suflicii'iitly

small by means of the hydrion of the free acid to allow the solul)ility

product of the basic salt to be reached.

From solutions, bismuth hydroxide, Bi(OH).^, is precipitated hy

excess of soluble bases. It is a white precipitate which is solid de

neither in ammonia nor in caustic potash. The former behaviour

due to the extremely slight development of its basic properties
;

the

latter shows that it cannot, as many other weak bases do, split oil

hydrion and yield an anion containing oxygen.

On being heated, the hydroxide loses water and is converted iiite>

bismuth oxide, Bi203, a yellow powder which, at a higher temperature,

becomes reddish brown, melts, and becomes crystalline on cooling.

Bismuth sulpJmte, Bi2(S04)3, is obtained in the impure state l\v

heating bismuth with concentrated sulphuric acid
;
treatment with watei

converts it into the difficultly soluble basic sulphate Bi2(OII).t(!^^^j)'

With potassium sulphate it forms a well characterised double salt,

KBi(SO,)2. .

When sodium thiosulphate is added to bismuth salts, a clear li'ina

is formed from which, owing to decomposition, bismuth sulphifi®

slowly deposited. The solution probably contains the sodium salt o

a bismuth thiosulphuric acid, for on the addition of potassium

and alcohol a difficultly soluble precipitate of K3Bi(S203)3 +

deposited, which can be regarded as the potassium salt of the aho'
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acid. More exact iiivestigatioMs are still wanting as to whether (as is

probably the case) a complex ion containing bismuth is here present.

It has been proposed to employ the precipitate, which is of a yellow

colour, for the detection and separation of potassium.

Bismuth Chloride, BiCl.^, is very readily formed from bismuth

and free chlorine, the combination taking place with considerable

evolution of heat. It is a white, soft, but crystalline substance which

becomes very dark in colour through excess of bismuth
;
this points to

the formation of a lower chlorine compound, perhaps BiCl, although

ao such subsUinco has been prepared in the pure state. With water,

the chloride at once deposits a snow-white precipitate of ba.sic chloride,

or rather, the anhydride of this, bismuth oxychloi-ide, BiOCl. This

sul)stance has a certain similarity to the monovalent chlorides of sdver

and mercury, not only as regards its external appearance and its

difficult solubility, but also in its property of becomirig grey m light.

Piorainence can be given graphically to this similarity by assuming in

this and in the similar compounds of bismutli, the monovalent ion

HiO’, which has been called bismuthyl. This is, however, so far, otdy

a formal assumption, since there is as yet no proof of the existence ot

such an ion in the solution.
, , ,

.
. u f

Bismuth oxychloride, BiO(d, is so dillicultly soluble in waiter that

it can bo employed for the precipitation of bi.sniuth. ^oi t la purpose

it is only necessary to introduce chloridion in some oim m o ic

solution and then to dilute this. The dilution must be so much the

^u.atcr the more highly acid the liquid was at the commencement ;

it is advisable, therefore, when employing this method, to lemovc the

excess of acid by means of a base.
1 1

• i^

The bromide of bismutl. is very sim.lar to the chlor de, and fonns

also a very difficultly soluble oxybronudo o a w u c
•

m-ecii>ita-

IMsmuth iodide is obtained from the elemeys oi

Jj
'

tion of bismnth salts with a large excess o
; ch

black-red crystalline snbsbmce which rs decompos. by wate, m h

more slowly than the other halogen compounds, ^\.th much watu,

'vith much water decomposes into b.smuth oxyiod.de and tree ny

"’"Bismuth Sulphide, BIS, is

on passing sulphuretted hydrogen i

sulphur ;
the

obtained^rys^lline on
bismuth siilphide- which is fomed

bismuth

separates out in cluster. It occurs in naiu.
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glance, and is used for the preparation of bismuth, which is obtained

from the glance by roasting and reduction of the oxide formed with

charcoal.

Bismuth sulphide is insoluble in dilute acids, but dissolves with

evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen on being heated with concentrated

hydrochloric acid. It is not appreciably soluble in alkali sulphides, a

behaviour which is opposed to that of the sulphur compounds of its

nearest congeners, antimony and arsenic. By fusing together bismuth

sulphide and alkali sulphides, however, fine crystalline compounds,

KBiSg.and NaBiS
2,
having a metallic lustre, can be obtained; these,

however, rapidly oxidise in the air.

Other Compounds.—It was mentioned above that a lower chloride

of bismuth probably exists, although it is not known as a pure substance.

The existence of a corresponding oxygen compound Bi202, has also

been asserted. It is obtained as a dark brown powder by the careful

treatment of bismuth hydroxide with reducing substimees.

A higher oxide of bismuth, bismuth penioxick, BigO^, is obtained

by treating the hydroxide with strong oxidising agents. Further, a

mixture of bismuth oxide and caustic potash or soda when fused in

the air is oxidised to a brown mass which, on being treated with

water, deposits bismuth pentoxide contaminated with alkali. In tlu;

brown melt there possibly exists the alkali salt of a bismuthic acid

;

in aqueous solution, however, such salts cannot be obtained, as they

are immediately hydrolysed. Bismuth pentoxide is obtained as a

heavy, brown powder or as a hydrate of a red colour
;

it is insoluhle

in acids and bases, and is converted by hydrochloric acid into the

trichloride, with evolution of chlorine.



CHAPTER XXXYIII

ANTIMONY

General.—With antimony we commence the consideration of the

metals of the tin group, in which a number of elements are classed

together belonging to different natural families and forming corre-

sponding sub-groups. Their common characteristic is the predominat-

ing tendency to form acid compounds in place of the basic ones yielded

by the other metals. Their oxides, especially those comparatively

I'ich in oxygen, behave as the anhydrides of acids, and their sulphur

compounds dissolve in the solutions of the alkali sulphides with

foirnation of thio-salts {vule infra). The last characteristic which is

of importance in analytical chemistry has given rise to the formation

of the whole group, and the relations which are here met with will be

presently discussed in greater detail.

On account of the manifold and widely extending affinity relations

existing between the elements, we shall repeatedly find resemblances

^0 other groups, and it would be possible to class several of the

elements considered here along with others prcvi6usly discussed. By

reason, however, of the variety of the relationships, a system of the

elements, sufficient in all respects, cannot be framed, and the arrange-

’^lent which has here been retained has therefore been determined

el'ietly by didactic considerations.

Antimony.—Antimony is allied on the one hand to lusmuth,

on the other, to arsenic and phosphorus. It therefore forms a

fi«nisition element between the metals and the non-metals, but is still

essentially on the side of the metals.

Antimony is a grey-white, lustrous metal, having the density b*7
;

the fused mass it solidifies in a distinctly crystalline form, and is

all temperatures so brittle that it can be easily ground or pounded

a powder. It melts at 440 ", and volatilises at a high temperatoe.

vapour exhibits a variable molar weight in the neighbouAood of

This number corresponds to no simple foimula, but lies between

=nid Sb
3 ; probably, therefore, we are dealing with a mixture of

^‘fferent kihds of vapour, perhaps Sb^ and Sb.

697
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In the potential series, antimony stands beside bismuth
;

it does

not, therefore, decompose dilute acids, and it also remains unchaiuri'd

in the air. On being heated it readily oxidises
;
a piece of antimony

fused on charcoal before the blowpipe, continues to glow even after

the flame has been removed, the antimony burning to antimony oxide.

If a small globe of strongly heated antimony is thrown on a piece

of paper with upturned edges, it skips about on this, burning all

the while, and leaves very regularly marked, hyperbolic trails

(Fig. 119).

Resides the ordinary antimony, another form of less stability is

Fig. lilt.

known, Avhich is obtained as a silver-white metal, of density o /yN

slowly decomposing a concentrated solution of antimony chloir c m

hydrochloric acid with the electric current. The metal wlnc

|

deposited falls to a powder with slight explosion on being sci.dt u <

by a sharp body, ordinary grey antimony being formed

siderable evolution of heat. This allotropic metal is not p'U<

contains antimony chloride, the amount of which varies wit i

conditions of the experiment.

Ions of Antimony.—Antimony can form compounds o
_

trivalent and of the pentavalent type; only the former o ’

however, yields a basic hydroxide, while the hydroxide of e -

type is an oxyacid. They each show the basic and acid c an
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respectively only in a slight degree, and the nnmher of well characterised
salts ot antimony is therefore not lari^e.

The compounds of the trivalont type are the better known ami the
more stable

;
they arc the only ones occurring in nature. ITe

compounds of the pentavalent type are produced from the formi'i- by
the action of strong oxidising agents, and can he readily reduced
again.

Hie existence of a trivalent antimonion is probabh', since there are
solutions of antimony salts which lichavc; in general like salts. These
salts, derived from the base antimony hydroxide, Sb(Oll).^, arc, how-
ever, greatly hydrolysed in water, and clear solutions can be obtained
only with a large excess of acid. (Consequently, the properties of the
trivalent antimonion arc not known with great exactness, and it can
only be said with regard to it, that it is colourless and has ;i \'cry

poisonous action on the organism of the higher animals. In smail
quantities it acts as an emetic.

Antimony Hydroxide, Sb(()H).
5
,

obtained as a Avhite precipitate
by the hydrolysis of the salts of antimony

;
it readily loses water and

is converted into the anhydride, antimony oxide Sb.,!).^. It can be
converted into salts by treatment with concentrated acids

;
these again

luidergo decomposition on dilution with water. It dissolves in caustic

alkalis; it has therefore the power of splitting off hydrion and of

acting as an acid, in a similar manner to alumina. The corresponding
salts are reducing agents, and, for example, precipitate silver in the

aietallic state from its salts.

Antimony oxide, SkAJ-j, crystallises readily and proves to lie

ejimorphous, crystallising either in regular or in rhombic form. The
lii'st form has the density 5 3, the second, 5 ’6. It has not yet lieen

^‘^tablished which of the two forms is the moi'c stable
;

it appears,

bowever, to be the rhombic, since this occurs much more abundantly in

iiature. They are both, at all events, more stable than the hydroxide,

^'Jice the latter, even under water, passes into the crystalline oxide.

Antimonious Chloride, or antimony trichloride, ShCl.^, is obtained

metallic antimony and chlorine by using excess of the former
;

it

obtained more cheaply by heating antimony sulphide with con-

centrated hydrochloric acid, whereby sulphuretted hydrogen escapes.

afpieous solution is evai)oratcd and distilled, whereupon anhydrous

'^^tiniony trichloride passes over. The remarkalde fact that the

does not hereby decompose into hydrochloric acid and

^^‘tiniony oxide, as ej/. aluminium chloride does, although alumina is a
stroiig(

3r base, is prol)ably due to the fact that in concentrated solution

‘^l^tiniony trichloride is very slightly dissociated into its ions, and
therefore undergoes hydrolysis in a correspondingly slight degree.

Antimony trichloiido is obtained as a white, crystalline, semi-solid

(butter of antimony), which melts readily and boils at 220°.

^
*‘1 decomposed by water, difficultly soluble oxychlorides being
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deposited
;
the composition of these depends on the amount of water,

the amount of chlorine which they contain being all the less the larger

the quantity of water.

Of these, the compound Sb^OgClg, being a crystalline substance, is

best characterised, but even it decomposes into antimony oxide and
hydrochloric acid on being treated with more water.

Antimony trichloride combines with hydrochloric acid to form a

complex hydrochloroantimonic acid, the salts of which are obtained by

allowing soluble chlorides and antimony trichloride to crystallise

together. The composition of these salts corresponds to various types,

and it has not yet been established whether we are dealing with vari-

ous complex acids or, partly, with double salts. The most frequent

• type is MgSbCl^., containing probably the trivalent anion SbCl^.'".

Antimony Tribromide, SbBr^, is formed with great rise of

temperature on bringing the elements together. In its properties it is

very similar to the trichloride and, like it, decomposes with water into

basic bromide and free hydrobromic acid. The boiling point is 270
,

the melting point, 95".

Antimony Tri-iodide, Sbig, is obtained from the elements l)y

warming, and crystallises in three different forms whose relative

degrees of stability have not yet been determined. Afcording to the

form, the colour of the crystals is dark red or green-yellow; the

melting point of the form, stable at higher temperatures, is 167 ’, the

boiling point, 400"
;
the vapour of the tri-iodide is of a fine scarlet

colour. With water, it decomposes in the same manner as the other

halogen compounds
;

the solution containing antimony, which is

thereby produced, is coloured yellow, from which the presence of

undissociated iodide in the aqueous solution can be concluded. The

precipitate of oxyiodide is red to yellow in colour, and the colour is so

much the brighter the smaller the’amount of iodine.

Antimony tri-iodide unites with the soluble iodides to form

complex salts, which belong chiefly to the type MSbl^, with the aiiioii

Sbl/.

Antimony Trifluoride, SbFg, is a white mass similar to the

trichloride, which can be dissolved in water without the separation ot

precipitates. This is probably due to very slight electrolytic dis;

sociation of the fluoride. Complex salts are known with the alkali

fluorides.

Antimony Trisulphide.—The compound SbgSg occurs in nature

as the most widespread ore of antimony, and is called antimony

(or stibnite). It is a grey substance crystallising in long needles of

a metallic lustre; it readily melts, and on being heated in the ;nr,

passes into antimony oxide, the sulphur being burned.

From^^l^Utions of trivalent antimony, the trisulphide is p^'

cij

lpted sulphuretted hydrogen as a yellow-red, non-crystall iue

suwmnce^hich, on being gently heated, passes into grey, crystalline
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antimony sulphide. Conversely, v/heii fused stibnite is (piickly cooled
an amorphous mass is obtained which is translucent, and of a dark
red colour, and becomes yellow-red on being powdered, llio relation
which here exists is therefore similar to that between amoriihous and
crystalline sulphur, the amorphous form being the less stable : the
velocity of tiansfoimation, however, at the ordinary temperature is so
small that it cannot be oliserved.

Antimony sulphide is not appreciably soluble in dilute acids
;

it

dissolves in strong hydrochloric acid with evolution of sulphuretted
hydrogen. For this reason, antimony is precipitated by suliihuretted

hydrogen from acid solution, provided that the solution is dilute with
respect to the acid. When antimony sulphide has been brought into

solution with concentrated hydrochloric acid, and if the licpiid which
contains sulphuretted hydrogen is diluted, a precipitate of yellow-red

antimony sulphide is obtained. The remarkable phenomenon that a

precipitate (not due to hydrolysis) is produced by dilution with watei-,

is explained by the fact that the antimony trichloride present in con-

centrated solution contains the antimony almost entirely in the form

of an undissociated compound (p. 699); the antinionion necessary

for the reaction with the sulphuretted hydrogen is formed only on

dilution.

Antimony sulphide readily dissolves in the alkali sulphides,

especially the polysulphides. A compound of the peiitavalent series

is thereby formed, when excess of sulphur is present, and the reaction

^vill be discussed later in greater detail.

Antimony sulphide also dissolves in concentrated and hot solutions

of the alkali hydroxides and carbonates
;
on cooling and diluting, it is

again precipitated as a brown powder. This precipiUte was formerly

applied in medicine under the name kermes
;

since, however, it is a

variable mixture of amorphous antimony sulphide and antimony

oxide, its medicinal action varies according to the method of its

preparation. The reaction which here occurs has not yet been

sufficiently explained
;
we are dealing essentially with the formation

of the alkali salts of antimony oxide (p. 699), and of the corresponding

compounds of antimony sulphide, which are stable in hot, concentrated

solution, whereas on cooling and on dilution, the equilibrium is again

sliifted in the opposite sense, U antimony sulphide is again formed.

Use is made of the precipitation of the antimony compounds by

sulphuretted hydrogen for the detection and determination of antimony.

Since the amorphous precipitate, even after being dried at 100", still

contains appreciable quantities of water, it is, in (|uantitative deter-

^ninations, converted by careful heating in an atmosphere free from

oxygen (in a current of carbon dioxide), into the grey, crystalline

form which is of constant composition.

The naturally occurring antimony glance is employed for the

Preparation of metallic .antimony. The red, amorphous form is used
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as a (lye under the name antimony vermilion
;

red, vulcanised india-

rubber is coloured with antimony sulphide.

Complex Antimony Compounds.—-Trivalent antimony has, in

a very marked degree, the property, already mentioned in the case of

other hydroxides, of forming complex compounds with organic

substances contiiining several hydroxyl groups. The most important

of these is the compound with tartaric acid, which yields an antimonyl

tartaric acid
;
in contrast with the ordinary antimony compounds this

compound is not dissociated hydrolytically by water, so that it can be

dissolved, and the solution diluted without the separation of basic

substances. The exact discussion of these compounds must be

reserved for organic chemistry; they have been mentioned iKue

because tartaric acid is employed in analytical chemistry for tlic

purpose of preparing clear, dilute solutions of antimony salts. For

this purpose, the addition of a solution of tartaric acid to the licjuid is

sufficient. The formation of the complex compound takes place so

(juickly that the desired result is attained in a few moments. From

such solutions, antimony sulphide is precipitated by .sulphuretted

hydrogen, showing that the complex is sufficiently dissociated into its

components for the solubility product of antimony trisulphido to l)e

exceeded.

Antimony Pentachloride.—By means of oxidising agents it is

possible to pass from compounds of trivalent to those of pentavalent

antimony. If chlorine is passed over antimony trichloride, a heav}'

liquid which fumes in the air is produced
;

this is also obtained from

antimony and chlorine by using excess of the latter. At 140' it com-

mences to boil, and the determination of the vapour density shows

that it exists in the vaporous condition for the greater part uiidecom-

posed. Chlorine is, however, very readily split off, and even when

the boiling is continued, so much of it escapes that there remains a

considerable residue of trichloride. On the whole, therefore, the com-

pound behaves similarly to phosphorus pentachloride (p. 357), bur is

somewhat more stable.

Antimony pentachloride unites with water and forms various

hydrates which, however, are formed only when a small quantity of

water is used, clear solutions being then produced
;
when dissolved in

much water, it undergoes complete hydrolysis and difficultly soluble

antimonic acid is deposited. It combines with hydrochloric acid to

form a fairly stable, crystalline substance, which dissolves without

decomposition in a small quantity of water, and has the compo-sition

HgSbClio.lOHgO.

An antimony pentabromide is not known; the existence of the

pentaiodide is also doubtful.

Antimonic Add.—Antimonic acid, Sb(OH)6, or its anhydrides, is

obtained by the decomposition of antimony pentachloride with much

water. On account of the relation of antimony to phosphorus, one
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™.ld expect the existence of an orthoantimonic acid II SbO apyroantimomc acni, H^Sh^, and a metentimonic acid ’lS "in
the present case, however, the difiercnces -im n,o no. .1 ,

definite as in the case of the phosphoric acids
^

The jrrjipitate obtained from antimony pentachloride has after
bemf, dried in the air, appro.ximately the composition of orthoantmionic acid, and is a white powder which is vciry slightly sol b
,n water but readily dissolves in caustic potash

; it yiel,is”witb a s
soda an almost insoluble salt, which is forme,

1

on treating tl Swith a solution 0 caustic soda. The composition of this wh
IS quickly ormed from the other forms of antimoni’e aci.l

J

IS Na^H^Sb^O,
; It IS therefore an acid salt of pyroantimonic aci,l. On

account of its difficult solubility it can l,e employed as a reagent for
the (letection of sodium compounds.

^

The reagent used for this purpose is obtoiiicil from the poUissiiim
salt of metantimonio acid, KSbO,, which is formed by heatine
antimony with saltpetre

;
the oxygen of the saltpetre serves to convert

the antimony into antimonic acid. On being treate,! witii a small
Tiantity of water, this salt is converted into the acid pyroaiitimoiiate
which serves as the reagent ^KSliO., + H/) =

’

The various antimonic acids lose water “even very gentle
warming, and are converted into antimony pentoxide, Sb./),,, a vellow
powder which becomes darker on being heated. On “being’^ more
strongly heated it loses oxygen, and a compound of the composition

or Slxp^ remains. The same substance is obtained by the
rjxulation of antimony with nitric acid, and forms a white residue
insoluble in the acid. It was formerly called antimonious acid, but it
IS rather to be regarded as antimonyl antimonatc, if it can be regarded

a definite compound at all
;

its composition varies somewhat with
die temperature.

Antimony Pentasulphide and the Thioantimonates.—As was
iiieiitioned on p. TOG, antimony sulphide readily dissolves in the
so uble polysulphides of the alkalis and of ammonia, and from the
solutions well crystallised salts can be obtained in which a compound

antimony and sulphur forms the anion. The best known of these
^^ilts is the sodium compound Na.jSbS^, which is obtained in the form
^ pale yellow tetrahedra with of crystallisation, by boiling

^opther sodium sul[)hide (or cailstic soda), sulphur, and antimony
^Jijphide, and allowing the filtered solution to cool. It is called

,As is shown by the formula, it is the sodium salt of the thio»

^^^buionanion SbS^'"', which corresponds to the ion of orthoantimonic

but contains sulphur in place of oxygen. We have already

f
‘^^Jwing to an unfortunate, older nomenclature, the characteristic sodium salt had been

called sodium metaniimonate, and this name is sometimes found even in the
®fd-day

literature. Its use ought to be discontinued as soon as possible.
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(p. 412) met witli such a compound in the case of thiocarbonic acid

and the relationships which are found were explained there.

In the case of the metals grouped together in the pi-esent class

the formations of such thio-ions is a general phenomenon, and the

solid )ility of their sulphides in alkali sulphides is due to the formation

of soluble alkali salts of such thio-ions.

As in the case of the oxyacids, the higher compounds, i.e. th()s('

richer in sulphur, have the more strongly acid character. For this

reason, antimony trisulphide is only very slightly soluble in the dilute

solutions of the alkali monosulphidcs, but is readily solul)le in the

yellow solutions which contain polysulphides. In the formci' case a

. salt of thioantimonious acid would be formed
;
such an acid, howevci

,

does luit exist, and the saline compounds corresponding to it which

are foi-med to a certain extent in concentrated solutions, arc deconi

posed by water. The salts of thioantimonic acid, however, an; \ cit

stable, and these are immediately formed when the necessary sulphur

can be obtained from the polysiiljihide present.

Free thioantimonic acid, IlgSbS^, is not known. If hydrion is

introduced into the solution of one of its salts, sulphuretted hydrogen

and antimony pentasulphidc are formed : 2H
3
SbS^ = Sb.,Sr^ +

The process corresponds exactly to the formation of an anhydride with

separation of water, the place of water being taken by sulphuretted

hydrogen in the case of the thio-acid.

The antimony pentamlphide which can be obtained in this way, is

very similar to the amorphous trisulphide as far as external appearance

is concerned. It readily decomposes into trisulphide and sulphur, so

that amounts of sulphur varying with the previous treatment can bi'

extracted from the prcieluct with carbon disulphide. It is soluble not

only in the monosulphides of the alkali metals but also in the

hydroxides
;

in the latter case, antimonate is formed in the solution

along with thioantimonate, or, the salts of an antimonic acid in which

only a part of the oxygen is replaced by sulphur are formed. It

dissolves even in the alkali carbonates, although with somewluit

greater difficulty. The pentasulphide obtained by precipitation fnuu

Schlippe’s salt, is employed in medicine under the name “golden

sulphur of antimony.”

The solutions of the thioantimonates mostly give precipitates with

the salts of the heavy metals which are practically insoluble in "atei-

and are coloured yellow, red, or black. In these compounds, as m

Schlippe’s salt, the trivalent thioantimonanion is combined with thiee

units of metal.

Antimony Hydride.—The relationship of antimony to nitrogen

and phosphorus is seen with especial clearness in its power of forming

a gaseous compound with hydrogen, SbHg, which, as regards its coin

position, belongs to the same type as ammonia and phosphorettc

hydrogen. This compound, certainly, has no basic properties, but thi'’
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couvstitiites no essential difference, since these are practically wanting

even in the case of pliosphoretted hydrogen.

Antimony hydride, SbH.^, is obtained by the action of acids on

alloys of antimony with other metals which decompose acids, especially

zinc. In this way, the antimony hydride is always obtained mixed

with much hydrogen. Even when it is separated from the mixture

by strongly cooling, it again undergoes partial decomposition when

the separated mass is gasified, so that as a matter of fact oidy mixtui-cs

of antimony hydride and free hydrogen are known.

If the mixture is passed through a glass tube heated at one part,

the antimony hydride decomposes at that spot, and metallic antimony

is deposited as a groy-ldack coating, which, on being heated, runs

to-ethcr into drops, hut cannot be readily volatilised. It dillcrs in

this respect from the “arsenic mirror,” which is formed under similar

conditions, and with which it could be confused. Further dilTerenccs

ivill he given under arsenic.

Antimony hydride Imrns with a white llanio; if a piece of

porcelain is held in this, unburnt antimony is depositol on it as a

black soot, which is converted at the edges into white,

antimony oxide. The antimony skiins can lie readily

from the arsenic stains formed under similar conditions, by g y

.hi.h *« -1
*; ‘""."I'

• “
solution contains only nitric acid and iiu ccomposei

.

for

Alloys of Antimony.-Of the ^anous metall. mirt .os O,

wliich antimony is employed, the most

Even fairly small quantities of
l^irchomkal

hardness of lead, and .'’'®y’“
,,™"|‘f2Utely great

resistibility of lead is required alon^
Tvue-metal,

.«tii»i4, -h «iw I" few,,?™

sufficient hardness and the powc
^

AiLvpfi with tin antimony

consists essentially of load and antimony. Alloyed th ", y

yields Britannia metal, which is used for domestic utensils.

2 z



CHAPTER XXXIX

ARSENIC

Oeneral.—In accordance with its smaller combining weight, arsenic

deviates still more than antimony from the type of the metals, and

exhibits greater similarity to the non-metal phosphorus
;
at the same

time the tendency to form acid compounds increases. In fact, the

resemblance of arsenic to phosphorus is so great that it might also

have been treated along with that element among the non-metals.

Elementary arsenic occurs in various forms, which partly recall

those of phosphorus. The most stable form is a grey, crystalline

mass with a metallic lustre. On being heated, arsenic does not fuse,

but passes, before reaching its melting point, into a brown-yellow

vapour. It can be fused by heating under pressure
;

it then solidifies

to a steel-grey, lustrous mass with a crystalline fracture.

From the vapour density of arsenic, the molar weight is found to

be 300
;
since the combining weight is taken as 75, arsenic vapour

has the formula As^. In this respect, also, there is a similarity to

phosphorus (p. 353) and a dissimilarity to the metals, in the case of

which the molar weight coincides with the combining weight.

If the vapour of arsenic is quickly cooled, amorphmis arsenic is

produced, various kinds of which are known. The most interesting

of these is obtained by very rapid and powerful cooling
;

it is yellow,

non-metallic, and is soluble in carbon disulphide
;

it rapidly undergoes

oxidation in the air with faint luminescence, and emits a smell of

garlic
;
in short, it is very similar to white phosphorus.

At the same time, other kinds of amorphous arsenic are formed,

more especially a velvet-black and a grey variety. All these forms

are unstable, and are rapidly converted, especially when warmed, into

stable, crystalline arsenic. Their formation affords fresh examples of

the principle that the unstable forms are produced before the stable.

That as a rule, only the crystallin,e form appears to be formed

from the vapour, is due to the fact that the phosphorus-like arsenic

first produced changes almost instantaneously into the more stable

form. Only when the velocity of this change is diminished to a

706
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low temperature, can tlie unstable

small value by rapid cooling at

form first produced be observed.

Arsenic Trioxide.—When i •

,

oxygen it burns witll a brilliant white flame,^ib.g a.rong«!

would nave to be ca led arsenic hexoxide, but one has become
accustomed to write the formula As,0,„ and to call the substance
arsenic trioxide. In ordinary life, in which this compound pC acertain role, it is called white arsenic or simply arsenic

^
Arsenic trioxide occurs in various forms. When manufactured on

16 large scale it appears in the first instance as a transparent glass
which IS generally coloured slightly yellow by traces of impurities!
Ihis gdass IS amorphfm arsenic trioxide. On being kept some time,
the glass becomes milk-white and looks like imrcelain; since this
change is accelerated by the moisture in the air it proceeds from the
outside towards the interior. On breaking a moderately large piece
erefore, which has on all sides assumed a porcelain-Iiko appearance!

<;i kernel of unchanged glassy substance is frequently found in the
interior. The porcelain-like mass is crystalline arsenic trioxide. Since
this is produced spontaneously from the amorphous form, it is the
more stable of the two, and in accordance with a general law (p. 2/) 9)
It IS in all solvents less soluble than the amorphous form. When,
therefore, water is in contact with the two forms the solution which
saturated in respect of the amorphous form will be supersaturated

|n respect of the crystalline form. The amount of the latter will
herefore increase from the solution; this becomes unsaturated in
tespect of the amorphous form, dissolves fresh quantities of it, and
deposits it as crystals. This process is continued until all the
amorphous substance is converted into crystalline. This furnishes

® explanation of the accelerating influence of moisture on the

^^ansformation (cf. p. 666).

Larger crystals of arsenic trioxide are obtained by dissolving the
®kDstance in warm hydrochloric acid. On cooling, it separates out

slowly and forms regular octahedra with a diamond-like lustre,

ell-formed crystals can also be obtained by sublimation. Arsenic
’’^exide, like metallic arsenic, also passes without fusion into vapour.

,
Besides the regular form of arsenic trioxide, a rhombic form

exists. It occurs (rarely) in nature, and as a mineral it is called

^^kletite. The stability relations of the two crystalline forms have
yet been determined.
In the manufactures, arsenic trioxide is obtained by roasting

seuicul
ores. The trioxide is collected by leading the vapours

^ ^^^ced through chambers and passages of masonry in which the
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trioxide is deposited as a powder known as “ poison-flonr.” This is

purified by resublimation from iron pots having cylinders placed over

them, and is thereby obtained in the glassy form.

Arsenic trioxide is only sparingly soluble in water. On placiiiir

the powder in water it is not wette^ and owing to the surface tension

it remains floating on the water although its density is 3-7.

Arsenic trioxide readily loses oxygen. In order to show this, a

small glass tube is drawn out to a point and fused off; a pai-ticle of

arsenic trioxide is then placed in the point and above it a small piece

of freshly ignited wood-charcoal. If the tube is so heated that the

charcoal is first caused to glow and then the arsenic trioxide volatilised,

the latter loses its oxygen in contact with the charcoal and the liberated

arsenic is deposited as a black coating on the colder portions of the

tube. This “ arsenic mirror ” can be easily recognised by its feebly

metallic lustre and the brown colour which it shows in thin layers by

transmitted light. By means of this experiment, very small (juantities

of the trioxide can be detected with certainty.

When greatly diluted, arsenic trioxide is used as a medicament.

It is remarkable, also, that the organism of man and the animals can

gradually become accustomed to large quantities of arsenic. By means

of it horses acquire a healthy and spirited appearance, and arsenic

eaters also assert that they can undergo much more bodily exertion

under the influence of this substance. The organism accustomed to

arsenic, however, rapidly decays when the use of this substance is

interrupted, and it can be kept in an active condition only by regular

or increased doses of the poison.

ArsenioUS Acid.—The aqueous solution of arsenic trioxide has a

feebly acid reaction, and contains an acid which is formed from the

trioxide by the addition of the elements of water. In all probability,

a decomposition takes place in the process, so that the acid contains

only two combining weights of arsenic. Which of the various

hydrates H(jAs.20q, H^As^O^, H2AS.2O4 p'edominatf's in the solution (foi’

we must assume that all are present, although in very varying amount)

is unknown
;
by reason of the very feebly developed acid properties,

the formula H2AS.2O4 will be the most suitable expression of the

properties.

The electrolytic dissociation of arsenious acid is extremely small

.

its soluble salts are therefore dissociated hydrolytically to an appreci-

able extent, and the alkali salts, more especially, have an alkaline

reaction. The salts of the other metals correspond to the orthoacn

HgAs20g, and are mostly very slightly soluble in water. This is tiaie

more especially for the ferric salt, so that freshly precipitated feri’i^

hydroxide by combining with the arsenious acid can be used as an

effective antidote in cases of poisoning with this substance,

copper salt is green and is employed as a colouring matter (Sebeeie s

green). With copper acetate, copper arsenite forms a double salt 0 ^
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bnll,ant green colour, vvliKh m applied under the nnn.c Schweinfurter
green. On account of their containing arsenic, both substances are
dangerous and their use for articles of daily use, and more especially
also in wall-papers, must by all means be excluded

Arsenic Trichloride.-In a current of chlorine, arsenic burns
without external application of heat and forms a colourless, heavy
hriiiid (density 2^2), whmh boils at 134'' and whose vapour yields the
molar weight 182. The latter number forms the chief reason for
assigning to arsenic the combining weight 7.5, and to its chloride the
formula AsCljj, for 75 is the smallest weight of arsenic occurriiu' in a
mole of any volatile arsenic compound.

°

Arsenic trichloride can also be obbiined by pourin^^ sulphuric acid
over arsenic trioxide and adding pieces of rock salt. By tlu^ action of
the sulphuric acid on the sodium chloride, hydrochloric acid is formed,
and this acts on the arsenic trioxidc according to the equation

12HCl = 4AsCl3 + 6H20. Since, on the other hand, arsenic
trichloride is partially converted by water into trioxidc and hydrochloric
acid, the method is successful only when a large excess of concentrated
•sulphuric acid is employed whereby the water produced is bound.
A chemical equilibrium, which depends on the concentration of the

lour substances, exists between water, arsenic trichloride, hydrogen
chloride, and arsenic trioxidc. An increase of the water promotes the

decomposition of the trichloride
;
an increase of hydrogen chloride, its

le-formation. That ordinary aqueous hydrochloric acid also converts

part of the trioxide into chloride, is seen from the increased solubility

of the trioxide in concentrated hydrochloric acid as compared with

that in water
;
the excess is dissolved as chloride.

The presence of the chloride in the hydrochloric acid solution is

made evident from the fact that on distillation an arsenical

distillate is obtained. Since arsenic trioxide or arsenious acid is not

volatile under these conditions, the arsenic can pass into the distillate

•^oly in the form of volatile trichloride. This behaviour is of import-

'^nce for the treatment of arsenical substances in analysis. Solutions

containing arsenious acid and hydrochloric acid cannot he evaporated

^vithout a danger of loss of arsenic.
^

In order to avoid this wo may either make the liquid alkaline

*^efore evaporating it, or the arsenious acid may be converted by an

oxidising agent into arsenic acid. A solution of the latter can be

evaporated without loss even when strongly acidified with hydro-

chloric acid. For arsenic does not form any pentachloride corre-

sponding to arsenic acid, nor any other volatile chlorine compound

belonging to this stage of oxidation.

* The above gives a means of purifying sulphuric acid containing

i^vsenic. The arsenic is reduced to arsenious acid (if it is not already

^'\thi8 condition), and hydrogen chloride is passed through the heated

; the arsenic’is then volatilised as the trichloride.
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Conversely, hydrochloric acid can be freed from arsenic by
oxidising the latter to arsenic acid and distilling the acid. The
arsenic remains in the residues.

Arsenic forms similar compounds with bromine and iodine, AsPr,

and Asl^
;
these have a higher boiling point and melting point. At

room temperature they are both solid
;
the bromide melts at 25 and

boils at 220^
;
the melting point and boiling point of the iodide are

not definitely known, but they are both higher than in the case of the

bromide.

The compounds are obtained by bringing together the free

elements; this is best done under carbon disulphide, which can

then be removed by evaporation. The bromide is colourless, the

iodide red. Like the chloride, both compounds are decomposed b\'

water
;
the relative amount of the portion dissolving without decom-

position is not known.

Arsenic Trisulphide.—Arsenic trisulphide, AsoSg, corresponding

to the trioxide, occurs in nature. It forms yellow crystals with a

slight metallic lustre; on being ground it yields a bright lustrous

powder, which was formerly used as a pigment. To this the name

orpimmt, the mineralogical name for arsenic trisulphide, is due.

Arsenic trisulphide is obtained as a sulphur-yellow powder, practically

insoluble in water, by precipitating acid solutions of arsenious acid

with sulphuretted hydrogen. Since this is the way in which arsenic

is ordinarily separated in analytical operations, it is important to know

the exact properties of arsenic trisulphide.

On treating a dilute solution of arsenious acid in pure water with

sulphuretted hydrogen, the smell of the gas disappears
;
no precipitate

is formed, but the solution becomes yellow. If a cone of convergent

light rays is allowed to fall on the liquid, the path of the light

becomes bright, owing to diffusion. This fact (and the polarised

condition of the diffused light) shows that the arsenic trisulphidc in

the liquid is not really in solution, but is in suspension in a state of

very fine division. The particles are, however, so small that they are

neither visible under the microscope nor are retained by filter paper.

Their size is of the order of a wave-length of light.

If some hydrochloric acid is added to the liquid it becomes turbid,

and in a few moments arsenic trisulphide separates out in yellow

flakes. Other substances, acids and neutral salts, act in the same

manner as hydrochloric acid, and in a way that is fairly independent

of their chemical nature. If the precipitate is placed as quickly as

possible after its separation on a filter and the acid washed away with

pure water, it again partly passes into a liquid as before; another

portion remains insoluble. If the precipitate is allowed: to remain

some time in the solution in which it was formed, it becomes

completely insoluble. We again recognise here the irttoperties
of

colloidal soMiom (p. 420). The formation of such colloidal solutions
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takes place most easily in pure water. Addition of foreign substfincos
especially of a saline character (to which free acids and bases also

belong) causes the separation of the colloidal substances in the form of
amorphous flakes. For this reason the colloidal solution of arsenic
trisulphide can be obtained with sulphuretted hydrogen only from a
pure solution of arsenious acid. If the solution contain, for example,
hydrochloric acid along with the arsenious acid, the arsenic trisulphido

is at once formed as a flocculent precipitate on being treated with
sulphuretted hydrogen.

If the yellow colloidal solution is kept some time it becomes more
and more turbid, and gradually deposits more and more of the arsenic

trisulphide as a precipitate. This is also a general property of colloidal

solutions
;
the dissolved substance passes in time spontaneously into an

insoluble form.

The characteristic difference between colloidal solutions and the true

solutions, viz. that the former do not exhibit any elevation of the boiling

point nor depression of the freezing point as compared with pure watci’

(p. 421), is also found in the case of colloidal arsenic trisulphide.

Arsenic trisulphide, not in the colloidal condition, is practically

insoluble in water and acids
;
more especially, it is not attacked by

fairly concentrated hydrochloric acid, and thereby differs essentially

from antimony trisulphide. It is readily oxidised by nitric acid to

arsenic acid and sulphuric acid. On standing in a moist condition in

contact with the oxygen of the air, it is converted fairly quickly into

soluble arsenious acid.

Arsenic trisulphide is readily soluble in alkaline liquids of all

kinds, caustic alkalis^ alkali carbonates, ammonia, and also ammonium

carbonate
;

it also dissolves in soluble sulphides and hydrosulphidcs.

Various salts are contained in the solutions according to the solveiits

used
; these may be regarded as arsenites in which some or all of the

combining weights of oxygen are replaced by sulphur. We are there-

fore dealing with the salts of thioarsenious acid, and the members

intermediate between these and the salts of arsenious acid. In the

latter case we are dealing with mixtures the nature of which has not

yet been explained. Arsenic trisulphide is again precipitated from all

these solutions by the addition of acids.
^

By means of its solubility in ammonium carbonate arsenic trisul-

Phide can be readily separated from all the other sulphides which are

precipitated from acid solution by sulphuretted hydrogen.

— When a solution containing arsenic {e.g.

to a mixture of zinc and hydrochloric acid,

being evolved, a gaseous compound mixes Tnth ^

entially alters its properties. The arsenical

garlic-like smell, is extremely poisonous, and

be flame, which diflfers essentially from the pale

^fue flame of pure hydrogen.

Arsenic Hydrii
arsenious acid) is add
from which hydrogen

hydrogen, and '

hydrogen has a stro

hurris with a hriorht V
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Tho cause of this change is the formation of arsenic hydride^

which can be obtained in an approximately pure condition by fusing

together arsenic and zinc to form the compound ZrigAsg, and decomposing

this with hydrochloric acid r ZngAs
2 + 6HC1 = 2ASII

3 + SZnClo. In

the pure state, arsenic hydride is a colourless gas, which liquefies

at - 40^

The presence of arsenic hydride along with much hydrogen can be

recognised not merely by the peculiarities above mentioned. If the

dried arsenical gas is passed through a glass tube constricted at one

point, and the latter heated to a low red heat immediately in front of

the constriction, the arsenic hydride decomposes into hydrogen, which

escapes, and metallic arsenic, which is deposited as an “ arsenic mirror
”

(p. 708) in the constricted portion* of the tube. The arrangement is

shown in Fig. 120.

Since, in this way, all arsenic compounds dissolved in acid liquids

can be converted into arsenic hydride or metallic arsenic, and even

extremely small quantities of the latter can be recognised in the form

of the mirror, the above arrangement is used for the detection of

arsenic in analysis.

The flame of the arsenical hydrogen is white, and deposits on cold

objects held in it a brown- black film of metallic arsenic. A Idack

precipitate is produced in a silver solution, i

All these reactions are very similar to those of antimony hydri< c

(p. 705), and it is therefore of importance to distinguish betwemi

the two. For this purpose a solution of sodium hypochlorite may
'J®

most simply used. In this the arsenic mirror speedily dissolves, wm e

the antimony mirror remains for a long time unchanged. Further,

the arsenic mirror is readily volatile, the antimony mirror is •
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Sulphuretted hydrogen or ammoninm sulphide vapour converts the
former m o bngh yellow arsenic sulphide, insoluble in hydrochloric
acid, the latter into yellow-red antimony sulphide, solnble^in hydro-
chloric acid The precipitate produced in silver solutions by arsenic
ydriile Oliver the arsenic losing into solution as arseniL acid
Antimony hydride forms silver antimonide, and there is no antimony
111 solution. The last reaction affords a means of analysing mixtures
of the two hydrogen compounds.

Compounds of Pentavalent Arsenic—The compounds hitherto
discussed can all he referred to the trivalent type. Besides the latter
arsenic forms two other series of compounds, one of which corresponds
to the pentavalent type, while there are also other compounds which
point to the existence of a divalent type. The latter are comparatively
rare and unimportant.

When arsenic trioxide is treated with oxidising agents, ej/. nitric
acid, a solution is obtained from which, on greatly concentrating,
iirseiik acid, H^AsO^, crystallises out.

In its whole behaviour arsenic acid is very similar to orthophos-
phoric acid. Like this it is tribasic, but its soluble, normal salts are
partially hydrolysed on being dissolved in water, and therefore react
alkaline. All the salts of arsenic acid are isornorphous with the corre-

sponding salts of phosphoric acid
;

in fact, it was in the case of the

arsenates and phosphates that similarity of form along with corre-

sponding composition was first observed.

The solubility relations of the salts of arsenic acid have also a very
great similarity to those of the salts of the phosphoric acids.

The following differences, however, exist in the behaviour of the

substances. In the first place, one has not succeeded in preparing

P^'tial anhydrides of arsenic acid, corresponding to pyrophosphoric
‘I'ld metaphosphoric acids. On the contrary, only orthoarsenic acid,

along with its salts, and arsenic pentoxide are known,

further, even on being gently warmed, arsenic acid loses water and

passes into its anhydride, arsenic pentoxide, As.,Or,
;
while phosphoric

(p. 364) can be dehydrated, by heating, only to metaphosphoric

acid.

_

Arsenic pentoxide is obtained as a white powder by heating arsenic

to a moderate temperature. On being more strongly heated it

loses oxygen, and passes into arsenic trioxide. When mixed with

it first forms a pasty mass, which is slowly converted into a

^ solution of arsenic acid.

Arsenic acid is used in the arts and manufactures as a feeble

^^Mising agent in the preparation of certain dyes.

The salts of arsenic acid are of slight importance. While those

the alkali metals are readily soluble in water, the other metals mostly

U (difficultly soluble salts. The magnesium ammonium compound,

^^(NHJAsO^, which is formed under similar conditions to the corre-
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spending phosphate (p. 536
),

and, similarly to it, is used for the deter-

mination of arsenic acid, and therefore also of arsenic, deserves to he

mentioned. Under the action of reducing substances (filter paper,

unburnt coal-gas) and on warming, reduction very readily occurs with

volatilisation of arsenic, and attention must be paid to this in analysis.

In respect of its electrolytic dissociation, arsenic acid is very similar

to phosphoric acid. Even up to a great dilution the aqueous solution

contains chiefly the ions H’ and HgAsO/, and the further stages of

dissociation are quite subsidiary. At the same concentration arsenic

acid is less dissociated than phosphoric acid, but the difference is not

great.

An arsenic pentachloride corresponding to arsenic acid is not

known. This is somewhat remarkable, since its congeners both with

lower and higher combining weight, viz. phosphorus and antimoii}',

each form a pentachloride. In the case of bismuth, certainly, which

follows antimony, a pentachloride is also unknown.

Arsenic Pentasulphide.—A solution of sodium thioarsenite,

NagAsSg, when warmed with sulphur, readily takes up a combining

weight of the latter, and forms a new salt according to the equation

NagAsSg -t- S = Na3AsS4. We are here again dealing with the sodium

salt of a thio-acid, H^AsS^. Since the formula corresponds to that of

arsenic acid, H^AsO^, the acid is called thioarsenic acid.

On attempting to liberate the thioarsenic acid by the addition of

another acid, a yellow precipitate is produced, which looks almost like

arsenic trisulphide, but has the composition AS2S5, and is therefore

arsenic pentasulphide. In this process again thioarsenic acid is first

formed, but the acid is not stable, and decomposes into arsenic pentii-

sulphide and sulphuretted hydrogen.

Arsenic pentasulphide is also a rather unstable compound, and

readily decomposes into arsenic trisulphide and sulphur.

Compounds of the Divalent Tjrpe.—Arsenic unites with sulphur

and with iodine to form the compounds As^Sg and Asig, which belong

to a lower type than the compounds hitherto discussed.

The sulpW compound occui's naturally in dark red crystals, ami

can be prepared from the two elements by fusing them together. Rs

mineralogical name is realgar. It fuses readily, and burns in the air

to arsenic trioxide and sulphur dioxide
;

it dissolves in the solvents for

arsenic trisulphide, leaving behind a residue of arsenic.

Arsenious iodide, ASI2, is also obtained as a dark -red mass ^y

heating its constituents in a closed tube, and crystallises from caibon

disulpWde in long needles. In chemical reactions it behaves
^

to the sulphur compound, metallic arsenic being deposited and

corresponding trivalent compounds formed.



CHAPTER XL

VANADIUM, NIOBIUM, TANTALUM, GALLIUM, AND INDIUM

Vanadium.—The three elements, vanadium, niobium, and tantalum

resemble those of the nitrogen group in that they chiefly form com-

pounds belonging to the pentavaleiit type, and that their higher oxygen

compounds have an acid character. In the elementary state they have

the properties of metals
;
their halogen compounds arc readily volatile.

All three are only sparingly found in the earth’s crust, although the

first mentioned, vanadium, occurs in small (piantities widely distributed.

Vanadium is obtained from the mixtures containing it by fusing

these with soda and saltpetre. It is thereby converted into soluble,

sodium vanadate, and can be extracted with water. After the

fidniixtures have been removed as far as possible, pieces of solid

Hmnionium chloride are placed in the liquid. Ammonium vanadate is

then formed, which is practicidly insoluble in the concentrated solution

'•f ammonium chloride, and separates out as a crystalline powder. By

heating the ammonium salt in the air vanadium pentoxide, V20r,, the

anhydride of vanadic acid, is obtained as a yellow or brown powder,

which dissolves in water with a red colour. The solution appears,

however, to be essentially of a colloidal nature, as it is precipitated by

neutral salts.

Various acids can be derived from vanadium pentoxide. Metavan-

acid, HVO3, ^riown. The

‘^^>ove-mentioned ammonium salt is a metavanadate (NH4)V03.

and pyro-vanadates also exist. Besides these acids, “ condensed ” acids,

containing several combining weights of vanadium, are readdy formed,

^hiis, for example, the salts of tetravanadic acid, H2V4O11, and of

^oxavanadic acid, H,V,0,., are known. They are formed on acidifying

^^0 simple vanadates, and are of a yellow-red to dark-red colour, while

simple vanadates are white, or sometimes yellow. Little is known,

however, of the conditions of formation and of mutual transformation

hhese various forms.
. .

. , ,

,
Vanadium pentoxide is capable also of uniting with strong acids to

salt-like compounds, hydroxyl being split off instead of the acid

715
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hydrogen. Such compounds, more especially with sulphuric acid, are

known even in the solid state.

By reducing the pentoxide with hydrogen, or with charcoal at a

high temperature, vanadium trioxide, VgOg, is obtained as a grcy-l)lack

powder with metallic lustre. This was formerly regarded as metallic

vanadium, since, besides having a metallic lustre, it is also a good

conductor of electricity. It dissolves in acids to form dark-green salts,

which are also obtained by reducing acid solutions of the pentoxide

with zinc.

Besides these two oxides, the compounds V2O, and

some intermediate compounds have also been prepared. They have

all a metallic appearance. The dioxide dissolves in dilute acids to

form blue liquids, which evolve hydrogen, and have strong reducing

properties.

The compounds with the halogens, especially with chlorine, exhibit

as great variety as the oxygen compounds. Strange to say, a penta-

chloride, which would be expected, corresponding to the pentoxide,

does not exist; the highest chloride stage is the tetrachloride, VCl^.

An oxychloride, however, viz., vanadyl chloride, VOCl;^(VO = vanadyl),

belonging to the pentavalent type, is known. It is obtained by first

passing hydrogen and then chlorine over a heated mixture of vanadium

pentoxide and charcoal. It is a bright yellow liquid, boiling at 127

,

which reacts with water with great rise of temperature, and fumes in

the air. From this VOClg and VOCl are obtained by reduction with

hydrogen
;
they are both solid, crystalline substances, the former being

green, the latter brown.

If a mixture of vanadyl trichloride vapour and chlorine is i)assed

over red-hot charcoal, the tetrachloride, VCl^, is obtained as a brown

liquid, boiling at 154'I On being more strongly heated it decomposes

into chlorine and vanadium trichloride, VCI
3,
which forms lustrous,

violet-red crystals, which recall chromic chloride. They attract moisture

from the air and deliquesce to a brown liquid. On heating the vapour

with hydrogen the tetrachloride is converted into vanadium dichloride,

VCI2. This forms apple-green, difficultly volatile crystals with a mica-

ceous lustre, which deliquesce in the air to a violet-blue liquid.

Finally, on strongly heating the dichloride in a current of hydrogmi,

metallic vanadium is obtained as an unmelted, grey mass, which

acquires a metallic lustre on being rubbed, and does not dissolve m

dilute acid. It burns readily in a current of nitrogen, forming vanadium

nitride, VN, a yellow-brown powder with a metallic lustre. On fusion

with caustic potash the nitride is converted into vanadic acid ''i^*

evolution of ammonia.

On passing sulphuretted hydrogen into a solution of ammonium

vanadate in ammonia a precipitate is produced which, on continuing

to pass the gas, dissolves, forming a fine, violet-red coloured liqnn^-

From this solid ammonium thiovanadate, resembling potassium
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mangate m appearance, crystallises out. The salt has the compo.sitiou
(NiyjVSj, and therefore belongs to the ortho series. On addin'^
acids, sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved, and a brown precipitate is

formed, which, however, docs not appear to be pure van.adiuni penta-
snlphide. The latter is obtained as a black powder by fusint^ the
trisulphide with sulphur. The trisulphide, in its turn, is obtained by
heating the pentoxide in a current of sulphuretted hydrogen, or, better,

of carbon disulphide. It is grey-black in colour, and dissolves in alkali

sulphides, especially in such as contain excess of sulphur, forming a
led-violet solution of thiovanadate.

”

Vanadic acid has the property of catalytically accelerating certain

oxidation processes {e.g, tlie oxidation of aniline to aniline black, with

sodium chlorate), and is therefore employed for such purposes in the

arts and manufactures. Even very small quantities of the acid are

sufficient to effect a great acceleration.

The combining weight of vanadium has been found equal to 51-2.

Niobuim and Tantalum are two extremely rare elements, whose

combining weights are respectively 94 and 183. Free niobium is

obtained as a grey metal by the reduction of its chloride with hydrogen

at a red-heat. It resists the action of dilute acids, but burns in a

current of chlorine. With oxygen, niobium forms a pentoxide, Nb./).,

which is the anhydride of a very weak acid, the alkali salts of which

are decomposed even by carbonic acid, with precipitation of the

hydroxide. On being heated in a current of hydrogen the pentoxide

passes into a black, metal-like dioxide, which was formerly taken for

the metal.

With chlorine, niobium forms a pentachloride which can be obtained

by heating the pentoxide with charcoal in a current of chlorine. It

forms yellow crystals which melt at 194 and boil at 240 . If in the

preparation the presence of water is not avoided, niobium oxychloride,

NhOClg, is chiefly formed as a white mass, which does not fuse, but

sublimes at 400^ A trichloride is also known, which is deposited on

'Strongly heating the vapour of the pentachloride.

Niobium forms complex compounds with fluorine, which exhibit a

somewhat varied composition, and which have not yet been arranged

'uulcr simple types.
, , r • i

•

The compounds of tantalum are very similar to those of niobium.

Especially characteristic is potassium fluotantalatc, the potassium salt

»n«ydrofluotantalic acid, RJaF, ;
the latter is readily formed by

dissolving the pentoxide in hydrofluoric acid.
, 11 . 1.

Oallium and Indium.—The elements most nearly related to these

two rare elements are to be found among the alkaline earth metals. In

'wtain respects, however, they resemble the heavy metols, so that it

"PPeared more suitoble to treat of them at this point.
, ,

,

aallium occurs very sparingly in ceitom zinc blendes, and was

discovered by means of the spectroscope by Lecoq de Boisbaudran in
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1875. With the exception of mercury, it is the only metal which can

be liquid at the ordinary temperature. Its melting point, it is true,

lies somewhat higher, viz. 30'", but it can easily be supercooled, and it

remains liquid at room temperature if not brought into contact with

the solid metal. It has the density 6, and is, in the solid state, hard

and brittle. It undergoes superficial oxidation in the air and in water,

and readily dissolves in acids and alkalis with evolution of hydrogen.

Gallium has the combining weight 69*9.

Gallium yields two series of compounds, in which it appears .as

divalent and as trivalent. The first series has been little investigated,

and the corresponding compounds are converted by water into com-

pounds of the trivalent series with evolution of hydrogen.

The derivatives of the trivalent series are derived from the trivalent

trigallion, Ga“’. This is colourless, is only slightly basic, and in its

properties is closely related to aluminion. Its salts, however, undergo

hydrolysis more readily. Gallium hydroxide, which can be obtiiincd

by the careful addition of a base to gallic salts, is a gelatinous, white

precipitate, which dissolves both in acids and in bases. It is appreci

ably soluble also in ammonia, showing that gallium hydroxide has

somewhat stronger acid properties than aluminium hydroxide, and can

therefore form anions of the composition Ga03H2
', GaO^H", GaO./

Gallium unites with chlorine to form a sub-chloride, GaCl.,, which

is formed from the metal and free chlorine, using excess of the former.

It is a white mass which melts at 164'" and boils at 535°. When once

fused it remains for a long time liquid, even at room temperature, since

by reason of the rarity of the element the presence of particles of it

in the dust is excluded. With water it yields a basic chloride and

hydrogen.

Gallic chloride is formed in the same way as the gallons chloride,

if excess of chlorine is employed. It melts at 76° and boils at 220 .

The vapour density leads to a molar weight between 350 and 190, and

shows, therefore, that the vapour is a mixture of GagCl^j and GaCl^, the

composition of which depends on the pressure and temperature (cf. p

324). The chloride dissolves in water, but soon deposits basic com

pounds, hydrochloric acid being split off.

The other gallic salts behave in a similar manner. Mention shonhl

be made of the sulphate, which is similar to aluminium sulphate, ami

also forms alums, which crystallise in the usual regular forms, with

the alkali sulphates.

Indium was discovered in 1863 by Reich and Richter, also h\

means of the spectroscope, and is, like gallium, associated with znic m

certain blendes.

Metallic indium is soft, like lead, white-grey in colour, has

density 7
'4, melts at 176°, is oxidised in the air, and stands between

cadmium and lead in the potential series. Its combining weight

1137 ,



In Its compounds imlium appears as mono-, di-, iuul tri-valent l>ut
ihe last class of compounds are alone stable in ac|ueous solution. The
foiraer are represented by the chlorine compounds InCl and InCI the
latter of which is obtained by heating the metal in a current of
chlorine. It is obtained as a yellow liquid, which solidifies to a white
ciys^Uilhnc ma.ss. Ihis dissolves in water witli fonnation of indium
trichloride, a third of the iiidiiiin sciiarating out as the metal If the
(lichloride is fused together with metallic indium, the latterdissolves
ivith a dark-red colour, and yields a bl.ack-red crystalline substance
indium moiiochloride

; this is also decomposed by water into metallic
indium, which is deposited, and indium trichloride, which passes into
solution.

Indium trichloiide is formed as a white mass by tliG action of
excess of chlorine on metallic indium; it volatilises at about 440 ’ and
dissolves in water with great rise of temperature. The aqueous solu-

tion is fairly stable, and can bo evaporated on the water-bath without
material decomposition. With hydrochloric acid it forms a complex
hydrochloroindic acid, H3TnCl(., which is known in the form of its good
crystallising alkali salts.

From feebly acici solutions, sulphuretted hydrogen precipitates

yellow indium sulphide, which is soluble in strong acids.

From the solutions of indium chloride, bases precipitate the white

hydroxide, In(OH)3, which looks like alumina, and on ignition leaves

greenish-yellow residue. The hydroxide is not soluble in excess of

iunmonia, but is so in excess of alkalis. On boiling the solution

hydroxide is again precipitated
;
the reason of these phenomena has

already been explained (p. 546 ).

Regarding the salts there is not much to say
;
the sulphate forms

a regular alum with potossinm or ammonium snphate.

'Fhe “ basic indium sulphite,” of the composition 1112(803)3 + 111203 -h

is of importance in analysis. It is deposited as a very

^difficultly soluble precipitate when the solution of an indium salt is

i^oiled with acid sodium sulphite. We are probably dealing here

a complex compound
;
nothing is known, however, regarding its

constitution.



CHAPTER XLI

TIN AND ITS C0NGENKI18

General—Just as in bismuth we mot with a metal of pronounced

metallic character connected by a regular transition with the decidedly

non-metallic elements nitrogen and phosphorus, so we have in tin :i

metal whose extreme congeners are to be found in silicon and carbon.

In this case also the intermediate members exist by which the union

between such different end-members is effected.

Tin is a white metal which has been known from olden times
;

it

has a low melting point (235'*), and is very stable towards air and

water at the ordinary temperature. It is not found in the free state

on the earth’s surface, but only as the oxide
;

it can, however, be so

easily reduced with charcoal that the early knowledge of it is readily

explicable.

Metallic tin has the density 7*3, and solidifies in a crystalline

condition on cooling. This character quickly disappears when the

metal is rolled, and tin can bo beaten out to thin leaves
;

this is

greatly used, under the name of iinfoilf for preventing the volatilisa-

tion of volatile substances and protecting substances, which are acted

on by the air, from oxygen. The metallic surface keeps very well so

long as the temperature is not raised
;
the simultaneous action of aii'

and water has also very little influence on the metal, so that vessels

made of tin (or coated with tin) are greatly used in the household, in

drug stores, and in the laboratory. In the preparation of distillcfl

water in the laboratory, more especially, the water vapour is conden'^t'^

in tin spirals, since water does not dissolve an appreciable quantity of

this metal.

Besides the ordinary white tin, a grey form is also known, which

has a much smaller density (5*8), and which, under certain condition^,

is formed from white tin. It has been found that we are here dcJilin^’

with an enantiotropic form, which is stable at lower temperature!))

while white tin is stable at higher temperatures. The transition

temperature is 20®. In spite of the fact, therefore, that at medium

temperatures ordinary white tin is in the metastable region, the

720
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formation of grey tin rarely occurs, since in the neighbourhood of

tlie point of transition the velocity of transformation is very small.

On lowering the temperature, this velocity first incinases and then

decreases. Ihe increase is due to the fact that in general ti’ansfoi’ina-

ti,)ii takes place all the more quickly the further the substance is

removed from the point of equilibrium. On the other hand, tlie

general diminution of the reaction velocity by lowering of tempera-

ture comes into play, and the result is that on continuously lowt'ring

the temperature the velocity of transformation first increas(;s and then

decreases. In the ease of tin the temperature of greatest velocity is

about - 48^"
;
the formation of grey tin has, therefore, l)een ol)served

chiefly in great cold.

At a moderately high temperature tin oxidises fairly (luickly and

])asses into its dioxide. It is only slightly attacked lay dilute acids.

Concentrated hydrochloric acid dissolves it Avith evolution of hydrogen,

nitric acid oxidises it to insoluble dioxide. In the potential series it

stands betAveen cadmium and lead.

Tin forms tAvo series of compounds, in Avhich it is respectively

divalent and tetravalent; the former are called stannous, the latter

stannic compounds. In the divalent series it forms a divalent

distannion, SiT*
;
the oxide of the second series is an acid anhydride.

Distannion.— Salts of distannion can be obtained only Avith

difficulty by dissolving tin in dilute acids. The most easily formed

is the chloride, SnCl,, Avdiich is almost the only fairly Avell-known

stannous salt. Distannion is colourless, and has a poisonous action.

From solutions of the stannous salts soluble bases precipitate Avhite

i’tannous hydroxide, which readily dissolves in an excess of caustic

potash or soda, but is insoluble in ammonia. On being heated Uie

'dkaline solution deposits metallic tin, a salt of stannic acid, belonging

to the tetravalent type, being formed. The reaction corresponds

exactly with the transformation of Vonocuprion into dicuprion and

metallic copper (p. 640). In other respects also the solution is

instable; on keeping it at room temperature black stannous oxide,

the anhydride of stannous hydroxide, is deposited. The latter

s niiich less soluble than the hydroxide, and the hydiol}sis av ic i tie

ilkaline solution experiences is sufficient to cause the se|uiation, not

‘^'Iced of the soluble hydroxide, but of the oxide. The case is

similar to that of beryllium oxide (p. 546).

The stannous salts readily pass into stannic compounds and are

^^erefore strong reducing agents. They precipitiite tlie noble metals

^‘^iiUheir solutions; mercuric chloride is first reduced to mercurous

forming a white precipitate, and then to a grey powder of

‘^^etallic mercury Tliis very sensitive reaction is emifloyed for the

detection both of mercury and of the stannous salts. Ihe oxygen ot

air is also quickly absorbed. Solutions of stannous salts quickly

kcoiue turbid in the air, difficultly soluble oxidation products being

3 A
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deposited. Oxidation is avoided as far as possible by introducing u

little metallic tin into the acid solution, whereby any stannic compound

which is formed is again reduced.

Stannous chloride crystallises with two moles of water of crystal-

lisation in readily soluble needles, which are generally superficially

oxidised, and do not therefore yield a clear solution. This chloride

is known commercially as tin salt, and is used as a mordant in

dyeing and also as a reducing agent in the manufacture of organic

compounds.

Hydrochloric acid combines with stannous chloride to form hydro

chlorostannous acid, of which probably several exist, the chief being

HSnCl^ and H.SnCl^. The corresponding alkali salts are known
;

they crystallise well, and prove to be more stable than stannous

chloride.

Stannous hromide is very similar to the chloride. Stannous iodide is

a red crystalline substance which is difficultly soluble in water, but

which dissolves in hydriodic acid and soluble iodides, forming with

these complex salts of iodostannosion, SnI/'. Water decomposes thciii,

oxyiodides being deposited and hydriodic acid passing into solution.

In the solutions of the stannous salts sulphuretted hydrogen

produces a brown-black precipitate of stanrmis sniphuie, SiiS, which

is not soluble in dilute acids. Strong hydrochloric acid dissolves it

with evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen.

It is not dissolved by alkali sulphides if these do not contain an

excess of sulphur, and are therefore colourless
;

it dissolves, however,

in alkali polysulphides, whereby a simultaneous change into the stannic

series occurs and a thiostannic acid is formed. This is seen fiom

fact that acids no longer precipitate from these solutions black-hrown

stannous sulphides but yellow stannic sulphide.

The Stannic Series.— It is not quite certain whether in m
solutions of the salts of the stannic series the presence of a tetravalent

stannion Sn”“ in any considerable quantity has to be assuniei.

Stannic hydroxide behaves chiefly as a very weak acid, and tlic

solutions of the corresponding halogen compounds undoubtedly con-

tain a considerable portion of the compound in the undissocia
^

state. Since, however, stannic hydroxide also dissolves in o nn

acids, e.q. sulphuric acid, one may assume the presence of

derived ‘from Sn(OH)„ although the first stages of the electroly k

dissociation, viz., the cations Sn(OH)
3
*, Sn(OH ),2 ,

and Sn(On) ,

predominate.
.

When tin is heated in a current of chlorine it combines

the latter to form tin tetrachloride or stannic chloride, SiiCq?

distils over as a colourless liquid of density 2*2 and boiling F’
^

120®. It fumes strongly in the air as it undergoes
.

with water; it dissolves in water with considerable evolution o ^

forming a clear liquid. .This still contains, especially when cone
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tratcd, a portion of the chloride dissolved unchanged, for on boilin^^

this passes over with the steam. The greatest part is, however
hydrolytically dissociated, and the dilute solution contains essentially

hydrochloric acid along with colloidally dissolved stonnic hydroxide.
This is proved by the fact that the solution exhibits all the properties

of a correspondingly dilute solution of hydrochloric acid, and also by
the fact that in course of time the greater portion of the tin separates

out as a white, gelatinous precipitate of stannic hydroxide.

When small quantities of water are allowed to combine with

stannic chloride, rise of temperature being avoided, various hydrates

are formed with from three to nine moles of water of crystallisa-

tion, the first of which is the most stable. They are crystalline

substances which dissolve in water, and yield solutions which exhil»it

the same properties as the solution of the tetrachloride when prepared

directly.

Th(i tetrachloride combines with hydrochloric acid to form a

hydrochlorostannic acid, Il.^SnCl^j, which can also l)e ol)taine(l in the

solid state with blR^O. The crystals melt as low as 28 . The acid

forms good crystalline alkali salts, which are also formed from tin

tetrachloride and the respective alkali chlorides. The ammonium
salt, (NH^).^SnClg, crystallises anhydrous, and is used as a mordant in

dyeing under the name of pivk salt.

Stannic hydroxide, which slowly separates out from the a(jueous

solution of stannic chloride, is immediately obtained by saturating the

solution with a base. A gelatinous precipitate of Sn(()Il)j is foiuned,

^'Tich dissolves in dilute acids
;
from these solutions it again separates

spontaneously after some time. AVe arc probably dealing here with a

colloidal solution which undergoes decomposition, for the reason that

die stannic hydroxide is slowly converted into another less soluble

^onu. The same transformation also occurs in the original hydro-

diloi'ic acid solution, for the hydroxide precipitated from solutions of

dillerent ages has different properties.

The precipitate redissolves in excess of caustic potash or soda, a

'Stannic salt or stannate being formed. The solution has a strongly

'^ll^aline reaction, showing that the salt is hydrolytically dissociated.

the solution in caustic potash a salt, K^SnO.^, can be obtained in

'^‘^y^tals
; in this case, therefore, the stannic acid is a dibasic acid,

“mparable with carbonic acid, A nimiber of other salts are

known containing several combining weights of tin to two of

potassium, and are therefore salts of “condensed” stannic acid; they

'‘fo, however, as a rule not well characterised, and arc unsUble.

Diifering from this stannic acid there is another compound of hke

'omposition, which is obtained by the action of nitric acul on metallic

Hiid which is usually called vietastannk acid. The hrst action ot

®''c acid leads to the formation of stannous nitrate, the presence of

"''"oh can he detected when dilute cold nitric acid is employed. The
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nitric acid then acts as an oxidising agent on the distannioii, and

stannic nitrate is formed, which immediately decomposes into stannic

hydroxide and free nitric acid. The former separates ont, and the

separation is complete when the liquid is evaporated to dryness. The
hydroxide thus formed has essentially different properties from that

obtained from the tetrachloride. It is insoluble in dilute acids
;

it

dissolves, however, when it is warmed with somewhat stronger acids,

the acid poured off and replaced by water, although it does not

dissolve in the acids themselves. This is due to the fact that it takes

up acid and forms salts which, although not soluble in the excess of acid,

dissolve in the pure water. It is quickly deposited again from tliesi;

solutions, especially on the addition of sulphuric acid. Metastannic

acid dissolves in alkalis like ordinary stannic acid
;
from the solution,

acids again precipitate mctakannic acid. If, however, the salt is

fused with excess of caustic potash, other acids precipitate ordinary

stannic acid.

The relation of the two stanijic acids to one another has not yet

been explained. It is probable that there are several intermediate

members between the two forms, and that the metastannic acid is

the final and most stable form. This is rendered probable from the

fact that ordinary stannic acid, when kept for a very long time

under water, is converted into a substance with the properties of

metastannic acid.

Stannic Sulphide.—From acid solutions of stannic salts, sul-

phuretted hydrogen precipitates yellow stannic snlpliidc, SnS^, which is

not soluble in dilute acids but is readily soluble in alkali sulphides.

Salts of thiostannanion, SnSj", many of which have been prepared in

the solid state, are thereby formed. From these, acids first of all

liberate thiostannic acid, which, however, is just as little stable as the

other metallic thio-acids, and decomposes into sulphuretted hydrogen

and tin disulphide.

Stannic sulphide can also be obtained in the dry way by heating

tin and sulphur (best with addition of ammonium chloride), a crystal-

line product with a gold lustre being thereby formed, consisting of

small scales. On account of its gold-like appearance, it is called vnM
gold.

Alloys of Tin.—Tin can be fused in all proportions with most of

the other metals, and yields alloys, many of which are applied in the

arts. With lead it yields a white alloy which fuses more easily

than its components
;

it is used as a soft sokkr for uniting other metals.

With copper, tin forms alloys which have more the character o

chemical compounds, since their properties deviate from those of 1

components. According to the amount of the tin, there are obtainct

bronze for statues and guns, bell-metal, and specular metal. Britannia

metal (p. 705) consists of tin with part of antimony.

Tin is very largely employed for the purpose of coating other
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metals. Copper utensils used for cooking purposes are tinned in order
to prevent poisonous copper compounds getting into the food
Further, sheet-iron on being tinned is covered with a white layer of
almost silver lustre, which prevents the iron from rusting and allows
of it being easily united by means of soft solder {viik supra). Tiu-platr

made in this way has an extremely wide application
;
the manufacture

of air-tight vessels for preserving provisions (conserve tins) need only
be recalled. Iron vessels which have been tinned in the piece are

more durable than articles made of tin-plate; in these, unprotected
spots produced in the process of manufacture are present, and at

these the tin-plate rusts through on contact with water.

Finally, the use of tin for coating glass mirrors may be mentioned.

For this purpose a piece of tinfoil of sullicient size is amalgamated,

i.e. is coated with mercury, and on it is placed a well-cleaned glass

plate. By placing the plate upright, the excess of morcuiy is allowed

to run off, and a crystalline amalgam is gradually formed which lies

close to the glass of the mirror. At the present day the tin-mercuiy

mirrors have been almost entirely superseded by the silvered ones

:

on account of the much smaller thickness of the silver layer such

mirrors can be made more cheaply thjgi the mercury ones
;
the manu-

facture of the latter, moreover, is not free from objection, on account

of the poisonous nature of the mercury.

Titanium, Germanium, Zirconium, and Thorium.—-These

elements are directly allied to tin. With the exception of the first-

named, they occur only sparingly in the earth’s crust. In respect of

their properties they occupy a position between silicon and tin in

such a manner that with increasing combining weight the metallic

character becomes more and more developed. They are distinguished

hy the formation of readily volatile tetrachlorides, the boiling point of

^'"hich, however, rapidly”^ rises with increasing combining weight, and

their most important compounds correspond to the tetravalent type.

This is the chief reason for classing them with tin. No such reasons

'vould be furnished by the sulphur compounds, because, with the

exception of that of germanium, these are so unstable that they cannot

prepared in aqueous solution.

The similarity of the above-named elements to silicon is seen in

their power of forming with fluorine a complex anion of the type

the salts of which are mostly difficultly soluble and crystallise

well.

Titanium.—Compounds of titanium occur, it is true, very widely

distributed in nature, but they are nowhere found in large quantities,

they therefore escape direct observation. The occurrence of the

^iemeiit is in the form of titanium dioxide, Ti02, or its salts.

Titanium dioxide furnishes an excellent example of polymorphism,

it occurs naturally in three different forms, having different

^^ystalline shape different density, ete. The most frequently occurring
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is mtile, which crystallises in the quadratic system isomorphous with

tinstone. Auakm is also quadratic, but has quite different properties

and the third rhombic form is called h'ookite.

Titanium dioxide is, like silicon dioxide, the anhydride of a A ery

Aveak acid
;
the alkali salts of the latter are obtained by fusing the

<lioxide with the hydroxides or carbonates of the alkalis. These

salts, e,g. potassium titanate, K/fiOg, are decomposed by water, diffi-

cultly soluble acid titanate being dei)osited and free alkali passing

into solution.

On the other hand, titanium dioxide exhibits feebly basic pro-

perties, for the above precipitate dissolves in acids to a clear liquid.

A like solution is also obtained by dissolving the corresponding

titanium tetrachloride {vide infra) in water. Apparently, however, the

solution is of a colloidal nature, for on being heated for some time,

especially in sulphuric acid solution (or in hydrochloric acid solution

with addition of sodium sulphate), titanic acid separates out as a

precipitate Avhich is now no longer soluble in acids. This process is

employed for the separation of titanic acid from its compounds after

these have been rendered soluble by fusion with acid potassium

sulphate. Titanic acid, therefore, behaves similarly to stannic acid,

and the corresponding two modifications have also been observed in

its case. In the latter case as in the former, however, we are

probably dealing with the end-members of a continuous series of

varying states.

By heating titanium dioxide with charcoal in a current of chlorine,

titanium tetrachloride^ TiCl^, is obtained as a liquid boiling at 135
,

Avhich fumes strongly in the air and dissolves in water with gieat

rise of temperature, forming a clear liquid. By neutralising this

liquid, a precipitate of titanic acid soluble in acids {vide sfijmi) is

obtained.

While there are no signs of the formation of a hydrochlorotitanic

acid, a fluotitananion, TiF^."', is known. It is very readily formed by

the action of hydrofluoric acid on titanic acid. The free acid may he

assumed in the solutions thus formed
;

it is not known in the pure

state. Of its salts, the pota.ssiuni salt, KgTiF^^ . Hp, is best known

;

it is a salt which is rather difficultly soluble in water (9 parts m

100 parts water at room temperature), and can be easily obtained

in large crystals by dissolving titanic acid in hydrofluoric acid and

adding a potassium salt. In these compounds, the similarity to silicon

is especially well seen (p. 464).

Besides the tetravalent stage of titanium, there also exist a

divalent, a trivalent, and a hexavalent stage, but these are of sub'

ordinate importance. By heating the vapour of the tetrachloride

with hydrogen, the trichloride is obtained in the form of violet scales,

which dissolve in water, yielding a violet liquid which readily oxidises

in the air and deposits titanic acid. These violet solutions can also be
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otoned from the acid so utions of titanic acid hy reduction with sine
or sodium amalgam. With hydrofluoric acid and solulile fluorides
alts of a trivalent anion. TiF;', are forme.1, which are also of violet
colour.

If titanium trichloride is heated alone, it decomposes into totni-
chloride, which escapes, and difficultly volatile dicliloride which
collects m the colder parts of the apparatus as a black crystalline mass,
volatile at a red-heat. The compound reacts violently with water'
and yields a yellow-brown solution which oxidises in the air. Com-
pounds of this series are also obtained hy the very energetic reduction
of the acid titanic solutions with sodium amalgam.

finally, there is a still higher stage of oxidation of titanium which
is obtained when hydrogen peroxide is added to a solution of titanic

acid in concentrated sulphuric acid. The liquid immediately becomes
deep yellow in colour, and the reaction is visible with such small

quantities that it is employed as one of the best methods of detecting

hydrogen peroxide. By neutralising the sulphuric acid, a yellow,

solid substance of the composition Ti0.j can be separated.

Titanium Nitride.—Titanium exhibits a special tendency to

combine with nitrogen. It unites so readily witli the latter at

moderately high temperatures that most of the preparations which

were formerly
^
regarded as metallic titanium consisted chiefly of

titanium nitride. A substance with a metallic lustre, which is fre-

'luently found in blast furnaces and was formerly regarded as metallic

titanium, has been recognised as titanium cyanide, Tij^O.^N^. If

potassium fiuorotitanate is reduced with sodium or potassium, the

titanium formed at once combines with the nitrogen of the air. Of

these nitrogen compounds, which arc most easily obtained by heating

titanic chloride with ammonia in a red-hot tube, two are known

corresponding to the formuhe Ti-jN^ and TiN
2

. These are crystalline

‘Substances with a metallic lustre, which evolve ammonia copiously on

being fused with caustic potash or soda, passing thereby into titanates.

The combining weight of titanium is Ti = 48T.

Germanium is an element of extremely rare occurrence. It can

bo reduced from its oxygen compounds by ignition with charcoal, and

is hbus obtained as a very brittle metal which fuses at about 900"

‘^utl has the density of 5'5
;

it is insoluble in dilute acids, is dissolved

by aqua regia, and is converted into the dioxide by nitric acid. It

forms a divalent and tetravalent series of compounds
;
the tetravalent

is bhe more stable. , .

^^ermanium dioxide, GeO.„ is formed by heating the metal m air,

is a white powder which, with water, first forms a milky fluid and

passes into solution. It dissolves in alkalis, forming salts of

Sormanic acid, and is also soluble in acids
;

it behaves, therefore, like

dioxide. These salt-like compounds are not well characterised.
^

^^ith chlorine, germanium forms a tetrachloride, GeCl^, which is a
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colourless liquid fuming in moist air; it boils as low as 86
,
and dis

solves in water with rise of temperature. The compound GellCl,,

“germanium chloroform” (cf. p. 400), is formed by the action of

hydrogen chloride on metallic germanium
;

it is very similar to tbo

tetrachloride, and boils at 72".

Germanium fluoride is not known; a hydrofluogermanic acid,

HgGeF^^, however, exists, which has a similar composition to hydro

fluosilicic acid, and forms well -crystallised salts, most of which arc

difficultly soluble in water.

Germanium sulphide, GeS
2,

is a white powder which very readily

passes into the colloidal condition, and can therefore be precipitated

only by a large excess of acids. It is formed when salts of thiogennan

anion, GeS
3
'', produced by the addition of soluble sulphides to sola

tions containing germanium, are decomposed by excess of acid. It is

somewhat soluble in water, and gives coloured precipitates with

metallic salts. The mineral argyrodite is a silver salt of thiogcrniRnic

acid, and in it germanium was first discovered by Winkler in 188().

Of the compounds belonging to the divalent series, germanous

sulphide is the best known
;

it is obtained by the careful reduction

of germanic sulphide, and forms grey-black clusters with a metallic

lustre. From aqueous solutions it is deposited as a red-brown pre-

cipitate insoluble in excess of acids. Towards alkali sulphides it

behaves like stannous sulphide. It is slightly soluble in water.

Zirconium has received its name from the mineral zircon, a

silicate of zirconia
;
the latter was recognised as a distinct earth hy

Klaproth in 1789. Metallic zirconium is obtained by heating the

potassium fluoro- compound with aluminium or sodium; with th(‘

former, under suitable conditions (high temperature), a very difficultly

fusible crystalline zirconium is obtained in bright grey lamiiiie ;

with

the latter, a black powder of amorphous zirconium, which readily

passes into colloidal suspension, is obtained. The crystalline form is

very resistant to chemical attack, and passes into combination onl\'

high temperatures. The combining weight is Zr = 90*7.

Zirconium forms only one series of compounds, belonging to the

tetravalent type. The hydroxide has essentially a basic chaiiictcb

since it does not dissolve in alkalis
;

its properties are, however, those

of a very feeble base. It is obtained by bringing zirconium into

solution by fusion with acid sodium sulphate and precipitating the

zirconia with ammonia. After drying, the precipitate has the com-

position ZrO(OH)
2,
and is slightly soluble in water ;

the solution reacts

alkaline. Even on standing under the liquid in the heat it pns&es

into a difficultly soluble form; on heating the dried substance, it

suddenly becomes incandescent, the anhydride being formed ;

t e

latter is not soluble in dilute acids, and can be brought into solution

only by long heating with concentrated sulphuric acid.

The normal zirconium salts are derived froin the tetravalen



hyclroxifle Zr(OH)^; of these the sulphate Zr(SO^),,is the best known.
It is obtained as a readily soluble, crystalline mass containiiif; 411,0
which on being heated loses water and swells up like alum. The. iiot

solution of the s\ilphate dissolves a further ipiantitv of the hydroxide
and forms basic salts

;
acid salts are also known.

The naturally occurring mineral zircon is the normal silicate,

ZrSiO,i. The red-coloured varieties are called jacinth, and are used as

gems.

On heating a mixture of zirconium dioxide and charcoal in a

current of chlorine, zirconium tetrachloride, Zr(d,, is formed as a

white, fairly readily volatile mass.

The corresponcling zirconium tetratluoride is a white, much more

difficultly volatile substance, which forms hydrotluorozirconic acid,

li,>ZrF,., with hydrofluoric acid
;
the salts of the latter arc ditticidth'

soluble, and mostly crystallise well. Besides the salts of this type,

others have been prepared which can be regarded «as double salts with

the alkali fluorides.

A zirconium sulphide cannot be prepared in the wet way
;

it can

bo obtained from the elements by heating.

Thorium.—This element forms the last moml)er of the tin group,

and has, at the same time, one of the highest coml)inirig weights. It

was discovered by Berzelius in 1828 after he had previously, and

erroneously, regarded yttrium phosphate as a new earth, and had called

it thoria. Its combining weight is Th=: 232-5.

Like zirconium, thorium chiefly occurs as the silicate, thoritr, and

also as a constituent of various rare minerals. While for a long time

it was regarded merely as a chemical rarity, it has attairujd in recent

times to a position of great technical importiince, since the luminous

mass of the incandescent light, the incandescent “mantle, consists

essentially of thoria.

Metallic thorium is obtained from potassium fluorothorato by re-

•liictioii with potassium, ft is a grey powder with a metallic lustre,

"liich has hitherto never been fused, and which burns m oxygen at

wederately high temperatures with a brilliant light.

In its compounds, thorium appears as tetravalcnt; its hydroxide,

although no strong base, still exhibits the basic properties deyeloiicd

to a higher degree than in the case of the allied substances of lower

combining weight. It is precipitated from its salts by ammonia or

alkalis, and is Lt soluble in excess of the precipitant. Similarly to

tl>e other dioxides of this group it occurs in several forms P^sessing

'lifferent degrees of stability; while the
*yf

'’’y

gelatinous hydroxide readily dissolves in acids, a

!nodification U formed on heating. On i^ition, the losses

"It" the dioxide, ThO^, which is a white, light powder oxide is

"ot soluble in acids except in hot, concentrated

oxide obtained by heating the oxalate, on being evaporated with ni
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iicid or hydrochoric acid, gives a residue which does not dissolve in

dilute acid but is soluble in water
;
the solution is of a colloidal char-

acter. This behaviour recalls that of stannic acid (p. 724).

Of the salts, the sulphate and the nitrate are the best known.

Thorium sulphate^ Th{S04)2, crystallises according to the temperature

with varying amounts of water. These different forms change com-

paratively slowly into one another, so that it is easy to prepare solu-

tions of one of these forms which are greatly supersaturated for the

other forms. To this is due a peculiar behaviour of the sulphate,

which is made use of for the purification of the thorium compounds.

The anhydrous sulphate, prepared by heating, is dissolved in ice-cold

water. A solution is thus produced which is saturated in respect of

the anhydrous salt, but gi'catly supersaturated in respect of a hydrated

salt with 4H2O. Since, also, the solubility of this latter salt decreases

greatly with rising temperature, a solution prepared in the cold with

the anhydrous salt will become, on heating, more and more super-

saturated in respect of the salt with 4H2O, and the spontaneous

separation of this hydrate therefore soon occurs. On heating the

salt which is deposited until it has lost its water of crystallisation it

again becomes reiidily soluble in cold water, and behaves as abo\e

described. ’

.

Thorium nitratr^ Th(N03)^. bHgO, is a very readily soluble salt,

which is obtained by dissolving freshly precipitated thoria in nitric

acid. It is used for the preparation of incandescent mantles, a cotton

web being moistened with this salt, dried, and heated. The texture

burns and the thoria remains as a white, coherent frame-work. By

ignition in a Bunsen flame produced under pressure, whereby the

material appreciably contracts, the mantles are made ready for use.

The mantles are rendered luminous by being strongly heated in a

specially constructed Bunsen flame. It is a remarkable fact that puie

thoria gives only a poorly luminous mantle; in order that it may

become powerfully luminous small quantities of certain other substances

must be added. For this purpose the addition of 1 per cent of cerium

oxide (p. 560) has been found to be best. The cause of this iiiflucuce

has not yet been established quite free from doubt, but the most

probable view is that the addition effects a catalytic acceleration of t le

combustion of the mixture of coal-gas and air in direct contact vit 1

the skeleton of thoria, whereby a correspondingly higher temper:itoto

is produced.

The tendency to the formation of complex fluorine salts (cf. p<
'

^
B

is greatly diminished in the case of thorium
;
thorium fluoride is^

‘J

precipitate which does not dissolve in excess of hydrofluoric acu
, ^

does not therefore exhibit the formation of a hydrofluothoric acK .
^

potassium fluorothorate, K2ThF(,.4H20, however, is known as

almost insoluble crystalline powder. .

A very remarkable property of the thorium cottipounds is,
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influences are 'emitted by them which penetrate throush solid sul,
stances and are characterised by their action on the nhoto.rraphic
plate as "'ell as by the change in the electrical properties the
air. Wo shall enter into these points in greater detail when we
come to discuss uranium, which exhibits these actions in a much
higher degree.
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URANIUM, TUNGSTEN, AND MOLYBDENUM

Oeneral.—These three elements resemble chromium in many of

their properties, so that they might have been treated in connection

with it. On account, however, of their forming thio-acids they so

undoubtedly belong to the present class of metals (chromium forms no

sulphur compound at all in aqueous solution), that it appears appro-

priate to separate them from chromium.

The elements uranium, tungsten, and molybdenum are characterised

by the fact that their most stable oxygen compounds have the com-

position MO.j and are the anhydrides of acids. In accordance with

the general rule, the acid properties are least pronounced in the case

of the element with the highest combining weight, and become more

pronounced as the combining weight decreases.

All three belong to the less frequent elements, although the}

cannot be characterised as rare. They are difficultly fusible metals,

which keep well in the air, but which have found no application in the

pure state.

Of all the known elements, uranium has the highest comlmiing

weight, viz. U = 239-5.

Uranium.—Uranium was discovered by Klaproth. In the case

of metallic uranium the same thing happened as in the case of vanadium,

viz., the copper-brown coloured dioxide which is readily formed by the

reduction of the higher oxygen compounds, was mistaken for the meta

.

The true uranium was subsequently obtained by the action of sodium

on the chlorine compound ;
it is a white, difficultly fusible metal, whic i

dissolves fairly readily in dilute acids, and in the potential series stiiuf ^

near cadmium.

Uranium forms a whole series of stages of combination in whic 1 1

is trivalent to octavalent. The better known and more important com^

pounds are those of the tetravalent, and especially of the hexa\ a ei

type.

By oxidation of the naturally occurring compounds of

salts of uranyl, i.e. of the divalent cation UO2
]', are obtained.

732



normal hydroxide of hexuvalent uraninm, U(OH),,, lus boll, acid mid
basic properties. The latter are not sufficiently strongly devoloned
for all the SIX hydroxyls to be replaceable by acid residues

;
two how-

there exists the divalent
cation U(OH) or its anhydride UO.,", nranyl, which Ibrnis salts like
any other divalent cation.

This occurrence of an “oxygenated metal ’’has been regarded
iis something remarkable and extraordinary, but it is readily intoHitnhle
when regarded from the point of view that in polyvalent acids*'and
bases, the I’eplacement of hydrion or hydroxidion l)econies more diffi-

eiilt the further the replacement proceeds. Just as in a(pieous solution

phosphoric acid behaves chiefly as a dibasic acid and forms salts of the
anion PO4H", since those of the anion PO/" suffer too great hydrolysis

to be present in any considerable quantity, so the hydrolysis of the

iiianium salts corresponding to the higher cations U(()H).5"', 'U(011); ",

etc., is too great for these salts to be present in appreciable amount.

For even the second cation, U(OH)4’‘, is so greatly hydrolysed that its

salts have a distinctly acid reaction.

Dinranylion, UO.,", is of a bright yellow colour with green fluor-

escence, and in the spectro.scope exhibits a nninher of definite a1)sor[)-

tion bands. Of the salts, the nitrate U()^(N().j).,. filfJJ is the best

known
;

it forms yellow crystals with green fluorescence, which are

readily soluble in water and serve as the starting-point in the prepara-

tion of other uraninm compounds.

Prom the nitrate, soluble bases precipitate a yellow substance

which consists essentially of nranyl hydroxide, UO.,(OH)^ or UfOH),.,

kilt also always contains a quantity of the base in the form of a nranate

or salt of uranic acid {mU infra). By evaporating a solution of nranyl

nitrate in alcohol (in which the alcohol serves to destroy the iiitranioii)

n yellow powder of the composition UO,(OH)2, free from alkali, is

obtained. With other methods of preparation the composition is

This nranyl hydroxide dissolves in acids and forms the

corresponding, often complex, nranyl salts.

Pranyl has a pronounced tendency to form complex compoinids

;

these are formed with almost all organic acids. Of these the oxalate,

)cbich is very sensitive to light, and in sunlight evolves gas copiously,

of interest. In this process wo do not have an oxidation of the

acid with reduction of the nranyl, but the escaping gas is a

fixture of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, and a precipitate of

iiranyl hydroxide is formed at the same time. The oxalic acid there-

undergoes the same decomposition as by heating with elimination

Water
(p. 410 ),

and the uranium acts catalytically. The uranyl

of other organic acids exhibit similar decomposition in the light.

^Vith phospLric acid uranyl forms a phosphate, UOgHPO^, in-

^obihle in acetic acid, or, in the presence of ammonium salts, the com-

P^^nd U02(NH4)P04. This precipitation is used for the volumetric
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determination of phosphoric acid
;

for this purpose, ammonium acetate

and acetic acid are added to the liquid containing phosphoric acid, and

uranyl nitrate solution of known titre is then run in until a drop of

the solution gives a red coloration with potassium ferrocyanide.

The coloration is due to uranyl ferrocyanide, which is of an intense

brown-red colour, and is insoluble in dilute acids.

Uranyl hydroxide can also act as an acid, and forms salts of the

type of chromic and dichromic acids. The former are obtained as

yellow-red, crystelline masses, not appreciably soluble in water, l)ut

soluble in acids, by igniting uranium compounds with alkali siilts in

the air. The latter are prdfeipitated from the solutions of the uranyl

salts by the addition of excess of alkali. The precipitates are not

soluble in excess of the precipitant. Of these compounds, the sodium

salt, Na2U207.6H20, can be obtained commercially under the name

uranium yellow^ and is used for colouring glass.

Uranium glass is of a bright yellow colour and exhibits a brilliant

green fluorescence; it is therefore employed for the manufacture of

wine-glasses and such articles.

By means of reducing agents, e.g. zinc in acid solution, the uranyl

salts are converted into the salts of the tetravalent uranous series.

The solutions thereby become of a fine green colour, which is the

colour of tetrauranion, U"". The best known of these salts is

the sulphate, which is obtained in dark green hydrated crystals,

^(^^4)2- 4H2O, by exposing a mixture of uranyl sulphate with sul-

phuric acid and alcohol to sunlight
;
the alcohol effects the reduction

of the uranyl to the uranous compound. The salt is isomorphous

with thorium sulphate (p. 730 ).

From the solutions, alkalis give a bright green precipitate of

uranous hydroxide, U(OH)4, which absorbs oxygen from the air, there

by becoming first brown and then yellow. The anhydride, uranium

dioxide, is obtained by igniting uranium compounds in a current of

hydrogen
;
at higher temperatures it forms a copper red mass with a

metallic lustre (p. 732 ).

The naturally occurring pitchblende consists essentially of urauoiis

uranate, i.e. the uranate of tetravalent uranium, U(U04)2, equal to

U3O3. It is a black mineral which is the source from which the other

uranium compounds are manufactured. This compound is also formed

when any oxide of uranium is heated in the air.

Chlorides of Uranium.—As in the case of vanadium, no chloride

is known corresponding to the highest stage of combination, but only

a pentachloride, which is obtained along with the tetrachloiide

igniting uranium oxide with charcoal in a current of chlorine. Uie

two can be separated by means of their different volatility, the com-

pound containing most chlorine being in this case, as always, the nioie

volatile. Uranium pentachloride, UClg, is a brown, crystalline siu-

stance, which is extremely soluble in water, an(J readily decomposes
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into free chlorine and tetrachloride. The latter forms dark -neen
crys als which dissolve in water to form a dark-green solution; regadim^
the lattei. It has been .stated that it is not of itself o.xidised liy the
atmo.spheric o.xygen, but is so in presence of iron salts. This is an’
piireiitly {mother wise of catiilytic acceleration.

'

From the tetrachloride, a trichloride, U(T„ can be ol,mined by
reduction with hydrogen

; thi.s is a brown-red mass which readily dis-
solves in water, but with the latter forthwith evolves hydrogen and
passes into a basic salt of tctravalont uranium, ddie fresh "solution
gives with caustic potash a brown precipitate of uriinium trihydroxide
wliich also very quickly oxidises with evolution of hydrogen.

Sulphur CompoUnds.-™Ammonium sulphide deposits .a la-own
precipitate from uranyl salts

;
the precipitate is uranyl sulphide, UO.pS,

which is, howevei*, piirtially decomposed. For from the siilphiii- com-
pound even water splits off sulphuretted hydrogen, which partially
lediices the uranic oxide formed, and is conv'^erted into sulphur.

Uranium Rays.—In the case of uranium, a [iroperty was first

observed which, however, has been found to be more projierty of

pitchblende than of the clement uranium
;

it consists in the following.

If any uranium compound is placed on a photogniphic plate covered
with black paper, the plate undergoes a change as if light had acted on
it, i.e. it can be developed (p. ()78). This action tiikes ])lace also

through thin plates of mica or of glass, but not through thick metid
plates.

A further influence emitted by uranium and its compounds is that

they make the air electrically conductive. In a space in which the air

has been subjected to this influence, an otherwise well insulated electro-

meter loses its charge.

finally, certain phosphorescent substances, e.g. barium platino-

m’-it'ide {vide infra), are rendered luminous by this action. For this

purpose, however, the property must be highly developed, iind this is

hjund only in a few ciises.

l^iiice all these influences emanate from the substances under such

^'unditions as to make it impossible for them to be due to the emission

ordinary material constituents (such as vapour), they have been

l^^dgiiated as a radiation, and one speaks therefore of urankm rays.

is, however, only ;in imperfect expression of the case, since some

’^portant properties of the phenomena of radiation are wanting.

'i'hat these “ radhitions ” have a chemical connection with the

is also not probable. From the pitchblendes, other sub-

®hoices have been obtained which have the essential properties of the

and of the bismuth compounds, and which possess the new pro-

in a very high degree. But here also the property is present in

fo Varying intensity that the impression is produced that the carrier of

is not the particular substance itself, but a substance which is associ-

with it in varying amounts, and which has not yet been isolated
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ill the pure state. The names radium and polonium, which have l)eeii

given to these substances, cannot therefore as yet claim to denote

definite chemical elements.

The above influences can be so characterised that energy is emitted

from the substances named, and can be converted at suitalile points

into other forms, chemical or optical, and perhaps also electrical, und

ivhich in its course is able to pass through partitions which are imper-

meable for substances in the ordinary sense. The apparent inexhausti

bility of these sources of energy could be attributed to the amounts of

energy emitted being very small, so that an appreciable diminution of

the total store need not occur; on the other hand, however, indications

of such diminution have indeed been observed in the case of the moic

active preparations.

Whether in these processes energy is alone transmitted, or whether

a migration of matter accompanies the migration of energy, can also as

yet not be decided. So much only is certain that if a migration of

ponderable matter does occur, it concerns much smaller quantities

than it has hitherto been customary to measure.

Tungsten.—This element was discovered in 1781 hy Schecle.

Metallic tungsten can bo obtained by the reduction of its oxide in a

current of hydrogen or with charcoal
;

it is a grey, very difliiadtly

fusible, hard metal, the density of which is 16. On account of these

two properties it would be very suitable for cannon balls if its difficult

fusibility did not act as a hindrance to its manipulation. It finds

technical application as an addition to steel (tungsten steel).

The combining weight is W = 184.

Tungsten forms many compounds in which it appears as divalent

to hexavalent. The lower stages have basic properties
;
the highest

oxygen compound is a pronounced acid anhydride. Of all the stages,

it is the most stable.

Tungsten trioxide, WOg, the anhydride of tungstic acid, is obtaiiied

as a yellow powder by the action of acids on its salts, some of wliicli

occur naturally
;

it is very slightly soluble in water, but readily •h'’-

solves in alkalis. According to the temperature of precipitation, ihen^

is obtained the anhydride (in the heat) or the hydroxides WO(OH)4

and W02(0H)2.

By dissolving the oxide or hydroxide in the calculated amount of

caustic potash or caustic soda solution, and evaporating to the point

of crystallisation, the normal tungstates K2WO4 and Na.2WH4

obtained in hydrated crystals. These pass, however, with extrenio

ease into salts of more complex composition, the tungstic acid f(3niii”n

condensed acids, which partly crystallise out with the normal tnng

states as double salts.

Normal tungstates occur in nature, and constitute the ores 0

tungsten. The ferrous compound, FeWO^, is called wolfram;

calcium compound, CaWO^, scheelite; the lead salt, scheektine.
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On boiling a solution of an alkali tungstate with excess of trioxide,

large quantities of the latter arc dissolved, and the wdatmijddt’s,

M.WO., are formed in which a very stable condensed tungstanion,

0^",^^is present, the reactions of which differ entirely from those

of Ordinary tungstanion, WO/'. For example, the dissolved salts are

not precipitated by acids. By the action of sulphuric acid on the

(lithcultly soluble barium salt, a solution of metatungstic acid can he

obtained, from which the latter can be olitained in yellow, extremely

soluble crystals, by evaporation.

Different from metatungstic acid, there is the so-called colloida

tungstic acid, which is obtained by dialysing a solntoi of

tungstate slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid. Ihe b<iuid dries

nil to a gummy mass, which re-dissolves in water, forniing a sticky

liuid; it does not taste acid, and is not precipitated from soli.t o

salts or other substances, as happens in the ease of ^
tion also exhibits an appreciable depression of the freezing point whnh

leads to the (doul)tful) formuhi HAVyOio-
UciM vod in the

Besides the above, other .livei-sit.es have
Jj

case of tungstic acid,
'T^

.Hid. .Kid h... w.,, m- 3 *
with phosphoric,

’

f
plus a definite,

c.vist. The composition is that ot the aooi c

j
generally a larger

^{^“Srgm.erallv remains unchanged,

process, the basicity of the otne . .1acids genern

A description of the different componiuls

the liquid

le OUlOl to'" ,

imt the complex acids produced aremostlyconsi.leraUy stronger

the mother substances.

would take us too far.
^

Uic liquid

On treating tungstates
^ brown. It th.-n contains

becomes dark l.lue, and on d
^

,.ea,],ly

the tetravalent 1011 vv .

formed by means of
X-’ ''eneral formula Na,„(WO,)„ are

Very “'"2"toflo<linm%ungstatc (by fusion with tin)

;

obtained by weak >'edHcti
difterent colour according to

these have all a fine metal
conduct electricity like a metal,

the amount of tungsten the ,,„d liases,

and are extremely rcsis an

^
bronze.”

.

They find an appPcat.on as
tungsten in a current

Chlorides of be,xa.yoride,y Cl„,

of chlorine, with caicful -
. which melt at t'7o and boil at

is obtained in black-vio e >
’

chlorine, so that on repeated

347°. The vapour contains
. tungsten penta-

distillation chlorine
escapes,

crystalline needles, which

chloride, WCI5, is
formed ia

melt at 248° and boil at

chlorine, and on distillatm*^ m

laCK '"V” 1.. rp

This substance also readily splits off

current of an indifferent gas leaves a

3 B
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residue of tungsten tetrachloride, WCl^, as a non-volatile, grey-l)ro\vii

mass. By the action of reducing agents, e.g. of hydrogen, this com

pound finally passes into the dichloride, WCl^, which has a similu'

appearance.

Besides these compounds, the oxychlorides, viz. WO(^l_^ iiini

WO.^Cl^, are ^ cry readily formed in the presence of oxygen or watei.

The first compound forms long, dark red needles, melting at 210 and

boiling at 228^
;

the second, which is comparable with chromvi

chloride, appears in bright yellow laminae, the melting point of which

lies above the temperature of sublimation (about 270'). On distilki

tion it readily decomposes into the preceding compound and a residue

of tungsten trioxidc. Both undergo violent decomposition with watei',

forming tungstic acid and hydrogen chloride.

Sulphur Compounds.—The acid-forming properties of tungsten

are exhibited also by its sulphur compounds, for it forms thiotungstates in

which the oxygen of the tungstates is gradually replaced by sulphur.

By passing sulphuretted hydrogen irito a solution of an alkali

tungstate, the corresponding tfiiotungstate, MAVS^, is obtained onl)

when there is excess of alkali hydrosulphide. If no excess is present,

on dilution with water the sulphur in the thio-acid is gradually re

placed by oxygen, sulphuretted hydrogen being evolved. Thiotungst

anion is yellow in colour
;
by replacing the sulphur with oxygen, the

colour becomes correspondingly paler.

On adding acids to the thiotungstates, tungsten sulphide is prc'

cipitated, and sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved, thiotungstic acid, which

is primarily formed, decomposing as usual into these components.

Tungsten trisulphide is thus obtained as a brown, amorphous preeipi

tate which passes into colloidal solution in water.

From tungsten and sulphur at a high temperature, a lower suI

phide, WS
2 ,

is obtained in grey, graphite-like laminoe, which are voiy

stable.

Molybdenum.—The chemical individuality of molybdenum, like

that of tungsten, was established by Scheele, although the metal avhs

not obtained till later.

Molybdenum resembles the related elements in respect of the

variety of its compounds, for its valency varies from two to si.x. bi

this case also, the compounds of the hexavalent type are the most stalile.

The combining weight of molybdenum is 96'0.

Metallic molybdenum is obtained as a white, very dithcultl}

fusible metal which, like iron, becomes more readily fusible and vim}

hard through absorption of carbon. It is not attacked by dilute acid.^

and is oxidised by nitric acid. In the potential series, it appears to

stand in the neighbourhood of lead.

Molybdenum Trioxide, the anhydride of molybdic aei'l, i»

obtained in the crude state by roasting the naturally occurring
,

denum sulphide, and is purified by dissolving in ammonia and repeatec
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roasting It is a white sulrstance which hccomes yellow on heatin.-
at a red heat it melts and yolatilisos. It is readily reduced To hemetal by means of hydrogen and charcoal

‘

Molybdenum trioxido is the anhydrid; of a series of acids which
arc formed from it and the elements of water in vii’vin,, ..r... I-
Whereas in the case of tungstic acid the metatungst'icTcid t I'ea tT!':
onnd to lie well characterised and stable, no' similar coninound
known 111 the present case, but the different polyniolybdic acids appear
to pass quickly and readily into one another. Compounds of tri
molylxlic acid, lI.Mo/Ij,,, are the most frequent.

The power of forming complex acids is here .Icveloped to a par-
ticiiLarly high degree, and molybdenum trioxide appc,ars to unite with
practically all other acids to form such conipomids, For while iinre
molybdenum trioxide, or its hydrate, is only sparingly soluble in water
It passes abundantly into solution in free acids

;
salts of molybdic acid

thei'efore give no precipitate of molybdic acid on adding excess of
another acid.

Of these complex compounds the phosphomolyhdic acid
IhjPOj

. IOM0O3 is the best known. Besides the comiionnd with
IOM0O3 also compounds with perfectly similar properties
containing llMoO^and I2M0O3.

The very difficultly soluble ammonium salt of these acids is

okained by warming an acid solution of ammonium molybdate with

liquid containing phosphoric acid. The lifjuid first becomes yellow
ioid then deposits a yellow powder, which is the above ammonium
^^It. As is frequently the case in the formation of complex com-

pounds, the reaction does not t^ike place instantaneously, hut rcfpiires

nioderately long time for its completion.
'' Since the reaction occurs in acid solution, and since a very large

quantity of precipitate is obtained for a small cpiantity of phosphoric

‘^cid, the reaction is employed for the detection of phosphoric acid in

‘Analysis. Caro must be taken that the molybdic acid is present in

^>^cess as, otherwise, soluble compounds can be formed.

Trom the ammonium salt the free phosphomolybdic acid can 1)0

obtained by warming with aqua regia, whereby the ammonia is

^iestroyed with evolution of nitrogen. The solution on concentration

yields fine crystals of the free acid. It can also bo obtained by

'''arming phosphoric acid and molybdic acid in the requisite pro-

portions. Pyro- anil meta-phosphoric acids do not give these com-

pounds. This free acid is yellow, very readily soluble in water, and

yields precipitates with the organic “alkaloids” (basic derivatives

amtuonia which occur in plants and have mostly a powerful physio-

logical action)
;

it serves therefore as a reagent for these.

Lower Oxygen Compounds.—If zinc is introduced into the acid

^^iution of molybdic acid, the liquid first becomes blue, and on further

^eduction passes through various colours into brown. The solution
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then contains a salt of the sosquioxide, Mo^Og. By very powerful

reduction one can descend still lower
;
the resulting solution, however,

oxidises with extreme readiness.

From molybdenum trioxide, the sesquioxide, M02O3, is obtained us

a black powder by reduction with hydrogen at a red heat. If the

temperature is only moderately high, the dioxide M0O2 is obtained as

a crystalline, violet, or copper-coloured mass. Between this and the

trioxide are the readily formed blue compounds, the composition of

which varies and cannot bo characterised with sufficient sharpness.

Chlorine Compounds of Molybdenum.—A chloride correspond

ing to molybdenum trioxide is not known
;
the highest chlorine stage

is a pentachloride, M0CI5. This is obtained by gently warming

metallic molybdenum in a current of chlorine
;

it is a dark red vapour,

which condenses to a liquid, boiling at 268'' and solidifying at 191 to

dark green crystals. The chloride reacts violently with water and

yields a blue liquid which deposits a brown precipitate of molybdenum

tetrahydroxide on addition of alkalis, while a molybdate remains in

solution.

When the pentachloride is carefully heated in a current of hydrogen,

it passes into molybdenum trichloride, which is very similar in appear-

ance to red phosphorus. On being more strongly heated, this de-

composes into difficultly volatile dichloride, which remains behind, and

tetrachloride which volatilises. The former is a yellow, non-crystalline

mass, the latter a brown powder. All the chlorides react energetically

and undergo double decomposition with water.

Besides the chlorides, there are also a number of oxychlorides,

some of which are very readily formed. The compound MoO.,Cl., is

yellow-white in colour, and is obtained by heating a mixture of molyb-

denum trioxide and charcoal in a current of chlorine. Besides it

there are also formed the violet compound Mo203Cl(j, and the grei n

M0OCI4, which become more volatile as the amount of chlorine

increases
;
the compound last mentioned volatilises even under 100 .

Molybdenum trioxide volatilises very readily at 150°-200' io

current of chlorine; this is due to the formation of a compound:

H2M0O3CI2 = M0O3 -f 2HCI. Salts of molybdic acid are also de-

composed, the molybdic acid escaping and a chloride of the particular

metal remaining behind.

Sulphur Compounds.— In nature the compound MoS., occurs as

molybdenum glance. It is a grey-black substance, similar to graphite,

and is the source from which the other molybdenum compounds arc

obtained. , ,•

On passing sulphuretted hydrogen into the solutions of the aiKa

moijfbdates, the liquid becomes intense red -brown in colour aii

contains a corresponding ihioinolyhdate. A similar variety ^

shown by the salts of molybdic acid is found also in the case of t e

salts of thiomolybdic acid, with respect of the relation between aci
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a,„l tee, so that the description of the different compounds would
lead too far. On adding an acid to the solutions, a precipitate of
molybdenum trisiilphide is foniied with evolution of suliihurettcd
hydrogen

;
it is a red-brown substance, which gives a colloidal solution

With pure water.



CHAPTER XLIII

GOLD AND THE PLATINUM METALS

Oeneral.—The metals which have to be treated in this chapter

constitute, along Avith silver, the group of the noble metals. Wy

this designation there is understood mebals which do not unite with

the oxygen of the air cither at high or low temperatures, and Avhieh

can be converted only Avith difficulty into compounds by' means of

chemical reactions. In other Avords, they are metallic elements Avliich

in the elementary state contain much less free energy than their

compounds.

Such a statement cannot of course be made quite general, since it

depends on the nature of the compounds Avhat difference of energy

exists between their free energy and that of their components. Thus,

in fact, we sec that tOAvards certain reagents the noble metals beha\ c

as base, ie. pass spontaneously into compounds. The reagents Avhieh

have this action on the noble metals are chiefly those by which the

metals are converted into complex compounds.

Of the elements grouped together in this chapter, gold occupies a

rather solitary position, Avhile the six platinum metals form a avcII-

arranged group of three pairs. This is seen from the following tal)le,

in which the neighbouring elements are especially similar to one

another. The chemical similarity follows the values of the combining

weights :

—

Palladium ... 106 Platinum

Rhodium . . . 103-0 Iridium . .

193-0

Rutlienium . . 10r7 Osmium. 191

Oold.—The element gold occurs in nature almost entirely in the

metallic state
;
in spite of its rarity it may, by reason of its remarkalne

properties, be regarded as that element which has been longest known

and which was earliest used. . ,

Gold is a lustrous, yellow metal, Avhose density is 19*3, and Avdiic

melts at 1035°, In the air, it remains unchanged at all temperatures,

moisture also has no influence on its lustre. By reason of its

742
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altcrabihty It has been used from olden times as a sUndard of value
and for enabling this standard to be preserved. At tin* pi-esent day it
has been adopted by most countries as the basis of their coimo^c.

(rold IS not attacked by dilute or concentrated acids, so* that it
remains as a residue (as a brown powder) when auriferous nu^tal is

treated with nitric acid or with concentrated sulphuric acid, which has
a similar action. On the otlicr hand, it dissolves fairly readily in
chlorine water and in other liquids which give otf free chlorine. A
mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids has the latter property

(p. 334), and is used under the name of “aqua regia” (since it dis-

solves the king of the metals) for the preparation of gold compounds.
Of the mechanical properties of gold its malleahnity is the chief

;

this allows of the metal being rolled or beaten out to extremely thin

leaves. These leaves transmit green light. Still thinner films of gold

are obtained by chemical precipitation from solution. Finely divided

gold, such as is obtained by ]-eduction on the skin when this is

moistened with gold solution, appears red-violet. Tiiis property is

made use of in photography for the purpo.se of imparting the well-

known brown -violet “photographic tint” to the brown positives,

consisting of finely divided silver (p. 677). For this purpose the

pictures are treated with a very dilute, neutral or alkaline solution

of gold, whereby the gold is precipitated by the metallic silver of the

picture, while the silver passes into the corresponding compound.

Gold which is precipated from solution in a very finely divided

condition, generally appears blue by trairsmitted light, while tin;

incident light is dispersed with a brown colour. If, however, pre-

cipitation takes place in a very diluted condition, purple-red solutions

of colloidal gold are obtained
;
these are precipitated by salts and

exhibit the general properties of colloidal solutions.

The simplest means of obtaining such solutions consists in

allowing an electric arc to pass between electrodes of gold under

Water to which a trace of alkali has been added.

In fused glass also, gold dissolves in a colloidal condition and

yields the fine red-coloured gold-ruby glass, iinally, a solid solution

of colloidal gold in stannic acid, obtained by the precipitation of gold

solutions with stannous chloride, has long been known by the name

of purple of Cassius, and is employed in porcelain painting.

The combining weight of gold is Au = 197*2.

Gold Oompounds.-Kegarding the ions formed by gold there is

yet no sufficient knowledge. It is known that gold acts both as

a mono- and as a tri-valent element; in the solutions also of the

bivalent compounds, trivalent triaurion, An
,

c<in be assume ( e

^^lonovalent gold compounds are not appreciably soluble m water)

;

if is, however, unknown in what proportion these solutions contain

tbe ion An"* along with other, complex ions, such as gold forms with

and in considemble numbers.
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The best known gold compound is gold chloride, which is formed

on dissolving gold in aqua regia. A yellow solution is produced from

which hydrochloroauric acid, HAuCl^, can be obtained in yellow, readily

soluble crystals, by careful evaporation. On heating somewhat more

strongly, hydrogen chloride escapes and gold trichloride, Au(’l,„

remains behind as a brown, crystalline mass which is also readily

soluble. Its aqueous solution has an acid reaction and contains the

gold in the form of a complex anion of the composition AuOCl./', for

the trichloride unites with the solvent water to form the compound

H
2
AUOCI

3,
which partially dissociates into its ions. By no means all

the gold chloride, however, appears to undergo this transformation.

The hydrochloroauric acid, HAuCl^, is much ])ctter characterised.

A large number of well -crystallised salts of this are known which,

however, are generally designated as “gold chloride double salts.’

They are obtained by the action of the solution of hydrochloroauric

acid on any salts of the particular base, best on the chlorides
;
they

are often used for the characterisation of organic bases.

Of the salts of chloroauranion, AuCl/, the potassium salt has to

be mentioned which, according to the conditions of crystallisation,

crystallises with varying amounts of water (over sulphuric acid in

anhydrous crystals)
;
also the sodium salt NaAuCl^ . 2 H.>0

,
which is

employed as “gold salt” in photography (p. 743).

Strong bases decompose both the trichloride and the hydrochloro-

auric acid, and a yellow-brown precipitate of (impure) auric hydroxide,

Au(OI1
)3 ,

is formed
;

this is soluble in excess of the base, since the

hydroxide has weak acid properties. The potassium aurate, KAiiO.,,

which is formed under these conditions has also been obtained in the

solid state as a bright coloured salt, from which metallic gold is very

readily precipitated {e.g. by dust).

By precipitating gold chloride with baryta, difficultly soluble barium

aurate is obtained which leaves a residue of fairly pure gold hydroxide

on being treated with dilute nitric acid. This hydroxide does m)t

dissolve in dilute acids but does so in concentrated nitric acid, vith

which it forms a nitroauric acid similar to hydrochloroauric acich

Gold trihydroxide must therefore be regarded as an essentially acid

hydroxide.

From solutions of gold, reducing agents of all kinds, e.g. ferrous

salts, sulphurous acid, oxalic acid, etc., precipitate metallic gold, which

according to the conditions of experiment, appears as a yellow lac-

cipitate of metallic lustre or as a brown powder. The commencement

of the separation is always signalised by the solutions assuming a l»hie

coloration by transmitted light.

Altrous Chloride.— By carefully heating gold chloride to

180°, the compound AuCl is obtained according to the equation-

AuClj = AuCl + Clg. It is a yellow-white powder, which does not

dissowe in water but decomposes according
^

to the equatioi^
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3AuCl - AuCl^ + 2Avi, into gold trichloride which dissolves and
metallic gold, which remains l)ehind. Aurous chloride forms with the
alkali chlorides complex salts, which can he derived from a chloro-
aurosion, AuCl^ . They are obtained by carefully heating the corre-
sponding auric compounds

;
on dissolution in water, however, these

salts undergo the same decomposition as aurous chloride.

Sulphur Compounds.~On account of the reducing action of

sulphuretted hydrogen, the sulphur compounds of the aurous scries are

more sUble and more easily prei)ared than those of the auric series.

Aurous sulphide, Au^S, is obtained (mixed with sulphur) by passing

sulphuretted hydrogen into a boiling solution of gold chloride. It is

a dark precipitate which yields a brown colloidal solution with pure

water. The solution does not exhibit the reactions of a sulphide, and

therefore contains only a negligible amount of ions.

Aurous sulphide unites with alkali sulphides to form thio-salts

of the formula MAuS, which are soluhle in water but are quickly,

decomposed in the air owing to oxidation. By fusion with alkali

sulphides, therefore, gold is rendered soluble owing to the formatioti

of the above compounds. They arc immediately decomposed by

acids.

On treating a solution of gold chloride in the cold with sul[)huretted

hydrogen, a more highly sulphuretted compound of gold, having

approximately the composition AuS or Au.,S^, is precipitated. It is

a black amorphous mass which decomposes into gold and sulphur on

being heated, is insoluble in acids, and can be brought into colloidal

solution by treating with potassium cyanide and then with pure water.

This precipitate dissolves in yellow but not in colourless ammonium

sulphide, with formation of ammonium thioaurate, NII^AuS.,.

Complex Gold Compounds.—As is evident from the description

of the more simple gold compounds, the saline derivatives of gold arc

chiefly of a complex character, Le. the gold is not present in them as

an elementary ion. Besides these there also exist a large number of

other complex gold compounds ;
such compounds are formed with

especial readiness with cyanogen and sulphur.

The gold compounds arc mostly readily soluble in potassium

cyanide, and give rise chiefly to two series of salts, the aurous and

the auric cyanides. The former are derived from aurocyanidion,

Avi(CN);, which corresponds to argenticyanidion, and are formed by

dissolving aurous compounds in alkali cyanides. Tl"; “mpoun^ of

tile second series are the salts of auricyanidion Au(G^),, and are

formed from auric compounds and cyanides; they arc the better

l^'ioivn and the more important of the two classes

number
In neither case have the free acids been

salts are known. These are colourless; they do not exhibit the

ordinary reactions of gold, and are, for example, not nearly so readily

4’^5Juced as these.
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The potassium salt, KAu(CN)
4,

crystallises with 1JH,,0 in colonr-

less, readily soluble plates, and has a technical importance in two
different directions. On the one hand, it is used for the electro-gildinir

of other metals. For this purpose it has the same advantages as

are possessed by potassium argenticyanide for silvering (p. 681). i\,s

a rule, it is not first prepared specially but potassium cyanide is

electrolysed between gold electrodes until a sufficient amount of tlie

.substance has been formed in the bath. Its formation takes iiIulc

at the anode where cyanogen is liberated from the potassium cyanide

;

the former immediately yields gold cyanide with the gold, whicli

then dissolves in the excess of pota.ssium cyanide with formation of

potassium auricyanide. At the same time, hydrogen is liberated and

caustic potash is formed at the cathode
;
the latter must be removed

by addition of acid.

Another application depends on the fact that metallic gold dissolves

in a dilute solution of potassium cyanide, with co-operation of tlie

atmospheric oxygen, to form potassium auricyanide, according to the

equation : 2Au + 8KCN + 20^ + 4Hp = 2KAu(CN
)4 + 6K(3H +

As can be seen from the equation, caustic potash and hydrogen

peroxide are formed besides the gold salt. It has already ,l)een

mentioned that the formation of the peroxide in oxidations by means

of free oxygen is a frequent phenomenon (p. 157). The above in-

action is made use of on the large scale for the extraction of gold

in those cases where it occurs so finely divided that levigation or

amalgamation cannot be successfully employed {vide infra). Sontb

African gold, more especially, is obtained in this way. The gold is

again separated by electrolysis from the solutions (for which very

dilute potassium cyanide must be employed).

Gold therefore behaves as a base metal towards the solution of

potassium cyanide, for it dissolves in it under the joint action of the

atmospheric oxygen, in much the same way as copper dissolves in

hydrochloric acid under the influence of the air. This
;

is due to

its passing into a complex compound in which the concentration of

elementary aurion is extremely small. It has already been pointi'd

out that the smaller the concentration of the metal ion in the resulting

solution, the more does the metal behave as a base metal towards that

reagent (p. 685). This refers not only to the electrical behaviom?

for this is only an expression of the chemical properties, but to all

chemical processes.

These relations can be interpreted in the following general maimt't-

As has already been frequently emphasised, every possible substance

has a tendency to formation, and this is all the greater the smaller its

concentration at that point where it could be formed. Of a necessity,

therefore, under given conditions, traces of every possible substance

must be formed. The noble metals, now, are those for which iin'

measurably small concentrations of their ions suffice to counterac
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llio tendency to further lon-formation. For tliis reason gold ai,poa,-s
insoluble in the ordinary acids. If, however, the conditions are such
that even those minute amounts of ions disapiieai- hy heing used un
ill the formation of complo.v compounds, more gold must 'jiass into
solution, and this must continue until the concentration of anrion
necessary for eqiiilihrium has been established in the solution. A
noble metal, therefore, will appear as base only in those solutions with
the, componeiit-s of which it form.s complexes, and it will appear all

the more base the more stidile those complexes are in respect of the
metal ion, or tho less the amount of metal ion split off liy the complex
at a given, absolute concentration. Thi.s view has hcen universally

ciitifirmcd by experience.

We find here the cxphination of the solnhility of gold in jujua

repi, although gold is not (or rather, is only slightly) soluble in nitric

;icid. The hydrochloroauric aci<l which is formed is a companitivi'ly

stable complex compound in whose solution the concentration of aui'ion

is only very small, while the solution in nitric acid contains more gold

and is less stable. Aqua regia, therofoi-e, dissolves gold not liecause

it is a stronger oxidising agent than nitric acid, but because gold is a

less noble metal with respect to aqua regia than with respect to nitric

acid. It is still less noble towards potassium cyanide solution and

bee oxygen, which are in themselves no very elfectivc oxidising

agents.

(fold also forms complex compounds Avith substances containing

sulphur. The simple thio-acids of gold have already been mentioned
;

we have still to mention the complex compound which gold forms

with tho thiosidphatcs. By the action of a solution of sodium thio-

sulphate on neutral gold chloride, a salt of the composition bia.jAu{S.^()j^).j

b obtained
;

it can be precipitated from the solution by the addition

alcohol, has a sweet taste, and does not exhibit the reactions of the

ordinary solutions of gold salts. The corresponding aui'ithiosulphuric

•^oid, li3Au(S203)3, can also he [wepared by decomposing the harnim

salt (obtained in a similar manner to the potassium salt).

These compounds play a rdle in the “toning” of positive sdyer

pictures in photography, as they are contained m the combined toning

and fixing solutions.
, . r 1

1

MetallurffV of Gold.—Since by far the largest amount of gold

'«ciirs in the metallic state, the metallurgy of goW was for long a

mechanical and not a chemical operation. The aunfcims sand wm

lieatcd with running water which carried away the light sand but

left the heavy grains of gold behind. If the gohi was not untamed

fo Ijo preceded hy a mechanical disintegration of the ^J
™

it was preferred to fuse the whole stone, with

‘ions, wh^ereby the gold, being the densest component, sank the
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Gold, however, frequently occurs in such a fine state of division that

it is carried away in the process of Icvigation. In these cases it can

be extracted with mercury, in which it is readily soluble
;
the morcui A'

is recovered by distillation.

Still more finely divided gold is extracted with a very dilute

solution of potassium cyanide (p. 746).

Metallic gold is not employed in the pure state for coinage and

articles of jewellery, as it is too soft, but at most is used in the

laboratory for caustic alkali fusions, because it is more resistant to

caustic potash and soda in the heat than is platinum or silver. For

ordinary usage, gold is alloyed with other metals, generally cop])er.

The amount of gold contained in the alloy for coinage is regulated by

Government; English gold coinage contains 91 ‘66 per cent of gold.

Platinum.—Of the six metals of the platinum group mentioned

above (p. 742) platinum itself is the most frequent and the most im-

portant. Like gold it occurs native and is obtained by levigation.

Crude “platinum ore” contains all six metals in varying amounts, and

must be subjected to a rather complicated process of separation in order

that the components may be obtained in the pure state.

Platinum is a grey-white metal having a density 21*4, and melting

at 1770’. It can be welded at a bright red heat, can bo drawn to a

fine wire, and possesses great resistibility to chemical influences. It is,

more especially, not appreciably dissolved by pure acids
;

its dural)ilitv

under the action of boiling sulphuric acid has already been mentioned

(p. 286). It is dissolved by aqua regia, but also rather slowly. It is

also fairly stable to electrolytically liberated chlorine. It is attacked,

however, in cases where it can combine at a red heat with phosphorus

;

many a platinum crucible has been eaten through by igniting phospluites

along with carbon. Platinum is also attacked by melting caustic

potash or soda, while the alkali carbonates can be fused without

danger in platinum vessels. On being heated for a long time in con-

tact with carbon, the platinum absorbs some of it, and becomes

brittle. It mixes with readily reducible metals, and forms easily

fusible alloys
;
such metals, therefore, must not come into contact with

hot platinum vessels. It is indifferent towards hydrofluoric acid.

These properties render platinum of great value both in the labora-

tory and in the arts
;

indeed, so much of the metal is used in tbe

latter, that its price has risen- to several times its former value.

In the laboratory platinum is used for the most varied purposes, m

the form of crucibles, dishes, wire, and foil, especially for exact

analysis. In the arts it was formerly chiefly used for concentration

retorts in the sulphuric acid manufacture. On account of the change

to the anhydride process now taking place in the sulphuric acid manu-

facture (p. 283), the platinum does not become free, for the uc\v

process also requires platinum, although for other purposes,

commercial electrolysis also, electrodes of platinum are often used.
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A widely extended applicution of ])latinum is due to the fact that
its coefficient of expansion is almost the same as that of ^hiss

Platinum wires are, therefore, employed for leading electric conductors
air-tight through glass. AVhereas, formerly, use was made of this only
ill scientific apparatus, large quantities of platinum are now used for

the conducting junctions in electrical incandescent lanqis, the interior

of which must be exhausted. Further, much platinum is used in

clectrotechnics for coating electrical contacts, since; the platinum sur-

faces are not oxidised by the sparks which arc there formed, and there-

fore retain their conductivity.

On account of its high melting point, platinum docs not fuse in

ordinary flames, not even in the hottest part of the Bunsen flame. It

can be readily fused, however, in the oxyhydrogen flame (p. 101), and

this is used in the arts on a large scale for the puipose of fusing

platinum to a mass
;
the crucible material is made of burnt lime.

Since most of the platinum compounds decompose at a red heat,

leaving a residue of metallic platinum, the latter is in this way ol)tained

as an unfused, finely divided mass, known as platinum .^pomje. In this

form platinum exhibits very pronounced catalytic i)roperti(;s, chiefly in

the acceleration of numerous gas reactions. Several examj)les of this

have already been given
;
the most imjmrtant, technically, is the pre-

paration of sulphur trioxidc by means of* spongy platinum.

* Spongy platinum was used by Diibereiner, the discoverer of the

above property, for the construction of the lamp named after him,

which was greatly used at the time of

its discovery (1823), when matches did

not exist. It depends on the fact that

a current of hydrogen gas, when caused

to strike on a piece of spongy platinum,

unites under its influence so quickly with

the atmospheric oxygen that the metal

becomes red-hot and ignites the hydro-

^>nn. The Dobereiner lamp, therefore,

^-onsists of an automatic hydrogen gener-

ator (the arrangement of which is seen

from Fig. 121), filled with zinc and sul-

phuric acid, and of a piece of platinum

‘Tonge placed ifi a small box opposite

the exit tan In I’ccent times, the same
i

principle hL been employed for the ignition of ‘

opening of the Up, especially in the case of

Since the caUlytic actions o platinum Uke

are, for a given amount of

f

the surface. This is seen in the very iineiy uiyiui l
.

«" f Ih.
Stances, e.g. formic acid (p. 39r.) me mewi i

Yir.. nil.
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form of ca very fine powder which, on account of its black colour, is

called platinum hlad, and which exhibits the above-mentioned catalytic

properties in a high degree. On being heated to redness, it cakes
together, and forms grey spongy platinum.

Besides the catalytic actions, platinum black also exhibits absorp
tion phenomena which, by reason of its line division and correspondinoiv

large surface, are as clearly seen as in the case of charcoal (p. ;]8()).

On account of this property it is somewhat difficult to prepare platirium

black pure.

Finally, platinum is obtained in the most finely divided state l)y

disintegration by means of an electric arc under water (Bredig). A
black-brown coloured colloidal solution is then produced, which

exhibits perfectly similar catalytic actions to the other forms, ev('ii

when present in extremely small amounts. By addition of salts, the

platinum is readily precipitated from these solutions, and then exhil)its

the catalytic actions in a much less degree.

Apparently connected with these catalytic actions is the property

of platinum of dissolving large quantities of different gases, especially

hydrogen. Hydrogen diffuses through red-hot platinum with the

greatest ease
;

but, even at the ordinary temperature, platinuiii,

especially in the form of platinum black or spongy platinum, can

absorb fairly largo quantities of the gas. The hydrogen thereby

increases enormously in reactivity, and acts in accordance with its

position in the potential series (in the neighbourhood of lead), reduc-

ing, for example, more noble metals from their salts, and forming the

corresponding compounds, ie. the acid. It must not be supposed that

the chemical affinity or the chemical potential of the hydrogen is

changed; such an assumption, which is certairdy very often made,

would be a contradiction of the fundamental laws of the theory of

energy. For, if it were the case, one might generate hydrogen

without the presence of platinum, and then in the presence of platinum

allow it to pass again into the same combination, and would use up

less work for the first process than is gained in the second ;
in other

words, any amount of work whatever would be obtained without

expenditure, or from nothing. This, however, is shown by experi-

ence to be impossible.

The cause of the changed action of the platinum "lies rather in

the acceleration of the reactions of hydrogen, and is, therefore, a

catalytic action. Gaseous hydrogen reacts so slowly at the ordimuy

temperature that it appears like an indifferent substance, and from the

fact that in the presence of platinum the reaction becomes visible in a

short time, while otherwise it would require hours or perhaps years,

the view has arisen that there is a change of the chemical potential.

Compounds of Platinum occur in two series, in which the metal

acts as divalent or tetravalent. The latter are the better known and

the more stable.
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Elementary platimon is formed neither in the one nor the other
series m any considerable amount; on the contrary, all the more stalilc
tumpounds of this metal are of a complex character. The variety of
these complexes is exceedingly great

;
only a very few of them can be

treated here.

On dissolving platinum in aqua regia, a yellou-red solution is

formed which, on evaporation, yields crystals of hydrocliloroplatinie

acid, HJ^tC4 This compound is a strong dibjisic acid, which does
not contain any considerable amount of chloridion, for it does not give
a precipitate of silver chloride with silver salts, but one of sitver

cliloroplatinatc, Ag.,PtCl<.. Further, on electrolysing a solution of the

acid or one of its salts, it is found that the platinum moves towai-ds the

anode and not to the cathode, for the liipiid during electrulysis in the

neighbourhood of the cathode becomes poorer, and in the neighbour-

hood of the anode richer in platinum, ^ which shows that the platinum

is not present as a cation.

Of the salts of hydi'ochloroplatinic acid, we have already met with

the difficultly soluble potassium salt (p. 442), .since it is used for the

si^paration and analytical determination of potassium. It is a salt

which crystallises in anhydrous, regular octahedra, and is much more

readily soluble in hot than in cold water. By addition of alcohol it is

almost entirely precipitated from its aqueous solution.

Sodium platinochloridc is readily soluble in water, and crystallises

with 6H.,0. Ammonium platinochloridc resembles the potassium com-

pound in being difficultly soluble; it is used for the separation of

platinum from the solutions of the crude platinum ores. On being

heated it readily decomposes into ammonium chloride and chlorine,

which escape, and metallic platinum, which remains liehind in the form

of spongy platinum (p. 749).

By carefully heating hydrocliloroplatinie acid in a current of

elilorinc, platinum tetrachloride, PtCl
4 ,

is obtained as a crystalline mass

similar to hydrocliloroplatinie acid, but not deliquescent. It readily

dissolves in water
;
the solution contains, like that of gold chloiide, an

‘^xy-acid, H
2
PtCl40 ,

which is formed by the absorption of the elements

of water. The very dilute solutions have the remarkable property

that their conductivity very rapidly increases when they cue illumi-

nated,-*-a behaviour which is probably connected with a hydrolysis

^^’ith splitting off of hydrochloric acid.
^ , 1

1

On adding excess of sodium carbonate to a solution of hydrochloro-

Phitinic acid, concentrating and extracting the residue with acetic iicid

Phitinic hydroxide, Pt(OH)4,
is obtained as a red-brown powder, which

soluble in strong acids (but not in weak acids like acetic acid) and

' At the electrodes themselves the reaction is apparently tlie opposite, metallic
eiectroGCH

however, a .secondary reaction due to

'''Wgdt there, but reduM*
*’ ^ ‘ deposited.
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in alkalis. The solutions in acids contain platinic salts, which arc

greatly dissociated hydrolytically, but presumably also contain a

little tetraplatinion (Pt"”)
;
they are of a yellow-brown colour. The

alkaline solutions contain platinates, ie. salts of the acid H.^PtO.
,
suinc

of which have been prepared in the solid state.

From the solutions of the platinum compounds, sulphuretted

hydrogen slowly precipitates black platinum sulphide, which dissolves

in excess of alkali sulphides to a dark-brown solution, with formation

of a thioplatinic acid.

From the compounds of platinichloridion, comi)ound8 of platino-

chloridion PtCl. " are formed % means of reducing agents. Thus, on

warming an aqueous paste of potassium platinichloride with cuprous

chloride, a dark solution is obtained from which dark-red crystals of

the soluble salt K
2
ptCl^ separate out. The free acid is known only

in solution
;
the anion PtCl/' is ruby-red in colour. The potassium

salt is employed in photography for the production of platinotypcs,

which consist of metallic platinum. For this purpose it is spread on

paper, along with ferric oxalate, and exposed to light
;
in the light the

ferric salt is reduced to ferrous salt (p. 582). If the paper is then

passed through a solution of potassium oxalate, a reduction of the

platinum occurs at those parts at which the action of light had

occurred, and a positive is obtained in a grey-black colour wlupli, in

accordance with the stability of metallic platinum, is very resistant to

air and light. With a very weak acid solution of potassium platino-

chloride, also, silver prints can be converted into platinum ones, ie, one

can ‘‘ tone with platinum.

From the solutions of. the platinochlorides, alkalis precipitate hhick

platinous hydroxide, which has no acid properties.

Platinous chloride, PtClg, is obtained by heating hydrochloto-

platinic acid to 250°-300'', or by heating spongy platinum to the

same temperature in a current of chlorine. It is a green -brown

powder, which does not dissolve in water, but is readily soluble in

hydrochloric acid; with the latter it forms a hydrochloroplatinou^

acid.

On passing carbon monoxide over platinous chloride, very reuiiirk-

able compounds are formed which contain the components in the

proportions 1:1, 1:2, and 1 : 3. The first volatilises without deeum

position at about 250'\ and thus stands in conspicuous contrast to

other platinum compounds, which are not volatile, but decompose in

the heat. They are yellow or yellow-red crystalline substances.

On allowing a solution of potassium platinochloride to stand witi‘

potassium nitrite in a warm place, potassium platinonitrite, K
2
pt(NO,,) 4

)

«oon crystallises out in colourless, difficultly soluble crystals. The free

acid, H2Pt(N02)4, has also been prepared. The salts readily take up

two combining weights of halogen.

Of the numerous other series of complex compounds which platinum
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forms, we may still mention the ammonia and the cyaiioMn com-
pounds. The ammonia compounds belong to two series, conuspomlin,:
to the platmous and platinic compounds. Their cmiiirical composition
is that of divalent or tetravalcnt salts of platinum combined with one
to four combining weights of ammonia, NH.„ often along with water
Moreover, they exhibit specific properties, showing that tlioy are salts

of new cations iii which neither the ammonia nor the platinum gives
its usual reactions. Those compounds are very similar to the corre-
sponding compounds of cobalt (p. Cl 3), more especially also in the
fact that tho^ halogens and acid residues present are only partially

separated as ions, and in part form constituents of the cations. The
hydroxides, of several of these have been prcfiared, and are soluble

substances with a strongly alkaline reaction. For the theory of these

compounds, of. p. 614.

The complex compounds with njanogen are derived from tlm

divalent cyanoplatinosion, rt(CN)/'. The potassium salt is formed

by dissolving platinous chloride in a solution of potassium cyanide,

and also by melting potassium cyanide with spongy platinum
;

it is a

bright yellow salt exhibiting a blue iridescence. The barium com-

pound is formed by mixing platinous chloride and barium carbonate

with water, and passing hydrocyanic acid into the hot lifpiid. It is a

bnght;^yellow salt exhibiting violet-blue iridescence. The magnesium

salt, which can be prepared in the same way, is crimson red with

green metallic lustre, the property of surface iridescence, dependent

on the crystalline form, being possessed by all the salts of this series,

ibe barium compound also exhibits in a very marked manner the

phenomenon of fluorescence, and it converts, not only the ordi-

|‘ary ultra-violet, but also the Kfiiitgen and uranium rays ({). 7:io)

hito visible light, and its application is in accordance with this

property.

From the solution of the barium salt, the free hy<lrocyanoplatinous

^^cid is obtained by means of dilute sulphuric acid
;

it is colourless in

solution, but in the solid state it exhibits a variety of lustrous colours,

f^-ccording to the amount of water it contains.

The salts of this scries readily teke up two combining weights of

but these are only feebly united; the corres])ondmg com-

P^^unds likewise generally crystallise well.
ioao •likewise generally crystallise wen.

^ ^ .

Palladium.—Palladium was discovered by Wollaston in 1803 in

ore. It is the least noble of the platinum mctiils, iis it

'«a(lily dissolves in nitric acid. It resemhles platinum m its combining

“•ations, for it forms divalent and tetravalent compounds ;
in this

however, the divalent compounds are the more stalilc.

i Metallic palladium has a density of IDS, and melts •

* a metal similar to platinum, and has the special pi ope y ?

r'th large amounts of hydrogen to form a compound of metellic

Appearance, the nature of which has not yet been sufficiently explained.

3 C
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The combination of the two substances takes place most rapidly at

100° and is all the more rapid the more finely the metal is divided.

With finely divided metal, 800 volumes of hydrogen are absorbed l.y

one volume of the metal. Still more hydrogen is absorbed on

employing the metal as cathode in dilute sulphuric acid ;
the amount

of gas then absorbed increases with the strength of the current; a

portion of the hydrogen so absorbed, however, escapes immediately

the current is stopped, while another portion is in stable combination.

If the temperature is rabsed, the palladium hydride again decomposes

into its components; it does not, however, follow the ordinary law of

dissociation, according to which the pressure is independent of the

det'ree of decomposition ;
in this case there is a dependence.

^The hydrogen absorbed by palladium has a strongly reducing

action, and it has therefore often been regarded as existing in a special

condition. In this case, however, as in the case of platinum, wc arc

dealing only with a catalytic acceleration of the reaction.

* If galvanic cells are constmeted containing hydrogen along with

various metals, such as gold, platinum, or palladium, no electromotive

force is observed if the hydrogen is always present in excess, this is

a proof that the chemical potential of the hydrogen is not iiicrcaseil

by tho palladium.
^

.

Of the chemical compounds of palladium, palladious ni la
,

PdfNO,),, may be mentioned, which is formed by dissolving the metel

in nitric acid. It is a very deliquescent salt, the solution of w le i

dark brown in colour ;
this colour may be ascribed to dipalladion, 1 (1

On adding alkali carbonates to these solutions, carbon
^

evolved, and a dark brown precipitate of palladious hydroxide, w

on ignition decomposes only with difficulty into metal
"Yfln

deposited. Dipalladion unites with iodidion to form a dark-bm

compound, which is soluble with extreme difficulty m watei.
.^ ^

bromidion and cliloridion do not give such a precipitate, palla

nitrate can be used as a reagent for iodidion.
.,„i„tion

If palladium is dissolved in a large excess of aqua regia, a soi

of hyiochloropalladic acid, H,PdCl„, is formed, from whij ^

potassium salt can be obUined as a difficultly Bol«b e crysUllna

powder consisting of scarlet octahedra. Even on
.,

Llution to boiling, chlorine escapes and ^
HjPdCl

4,
is formed, the potassium salt of which is very simil.

corresponding platinoiis compound (p. 762).

On evaporating a solution of palladium in aqua repa t I

hydrogen chloride and chlorine escape, and palladious chlorid ,

is obtained, which dissolves in water with a red-brown colour.

The combining weight of palladium is Pd = 106.

Iridium.—On treating platinum ore with aqua regia,

^
iridisnn is dissolved along with the platinum,

tb®

with osmium as osmiridium, which is not attac y aqua g
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dissolved portion is precipitated aloin^ with tho ninfi i

ammonip chloride, and its presence is recogn'ise.! '"ovcrir'cLfparatively small amounts by the fact that the compound o
, ,iZuchloride and ammonium chloride has a vellow-red , i ?!
'

‘

instead of bright yellow. This port

platinum used in the arts since the metal thereby becomes ha amore resistant to chemical influences.

Pure iridmm scarcely melts even in the oxyhydnigen flame and
can be worked only with difficulty. It has the density 2t- the hanm of slightly tempered steel, and is only slowly attacked oven liv
aflua regia ,^it is more readily attacked when it is in a state of fine
division. On gently heating a mixture of the metal and common
salt 111 a current of moist chlorine, the former can be converted into
the sodium salt of divalent chloroiridanion.

Iridium forms three series of compounds in which it is di-, tii, and
tetravalent. The divalent compounds are the least stahlo’ and are
little known

; ^

the other two series pass very readily one into the
other, so that it is hardly possible to say which is the more stable. In
both series the typical compounds are the complex chloroiridium ions-
the trivalent chloroiridosion, IrCl/', and the divalent chloroiridanion,

h'Cl^j" The former anion is green-brown, the latter dark-red. The
change of colour accompanying the ready conversion of the two series

into one another, gave rise to the name of the clement (from iris, a

niinbow).

Potassium chloroiridate, KJrCl^., resembles potassium chloro-

platinate in its solubility relations
;

it crystallises in small dark led

octahedra, and is obtained by heating a mixture of finely divided

iridium and potassium chloride in a current of moist chlorine to a

gentle red heat. The corresponding sodium salt crystallises like the

platinum compound with 6E,0, and is readily soluble. By reduction

'^hh sulphurous acid in acid (or with alcohol in basic) solution,

dilorine and sodium chloride are split off, and sodium chloroiridite,

12E,0, which is a very soluble salt, is obtained. The

potassium salt obtiiined in a similar manner from the chloroiridate, is

;^lse readily soluble. Both are readily reconverted by oxidising agents

into the higher series.

With ammonia iridium forms numerous complex base.s, which are

similar to those of platinum.

The combining weight of iridium is Ir= 193*0.

Hhodium.—Rhodium stands to iridium in a relation similar to

that of palladium to platinum. Like iridium it forms three series of

compounds; in contrast with iridium, however, the highest series is

the least stable. This depression of the region of stability

inwards the lower typo, is present also in the case of palladium

‘Compared with platinum, and occurs in both cases in the element of

^nwer combining weight.
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Rhodium occurs in comparatively small quantity in platinum ores.

It was discovered in 1803 by Wollaston, and has obtained its name
from the rose-red colour of its salts.

Metallic rhodium is less refractory than iridium, but more so than

platinum. In the pure state it is ductile and has the density 12.

The finely divided metal has very pronounced catalytic properties
;

foi'

example, it decomposes formic acid in aqueous solution into hydrogen
and carbon dioxide : HoCO^ = -f- CO

2,
ie. it so greatly accelerates

this reaction, which takes place of itself in very small amount, that the

gases escape with effervescence. Other organic compounds are also

changed in a similar manner
;
this is a proof that very many of these

substances are unstable compounds, and gain an appearance of stability

only from the slowness of their spontaneous decomposition.

The best known compounds of rhodium are those of the trivalent

type
; from these, apparently, two different chlororhodium ions, viz.,

RhCl/'" and RhCl/", appear to be derived
;

salts, at least, of these

two types are known. The alkali salts are soluble with a red colour

in water.

A fairly large number of complex ammonia compounds are also

known in the case of rhodium.

The combining weight is Rh = 103*0.

Osmium and Ruthenium are distinguished in a very characteristic

manner from . the other four platinum metals by their property of

forming readily volatile oxygen compounds; these are produced,

although slowly, by heating the metals in the air, and volatilise with

the steam in the treatment of the crude platinum ore with aqua regia.

These compounds contain four combining weights of oxygen to one of

the metal, and behave as almost indifferent substances
;
at all events,

the acid properties of the hydroxides (unknown in the free state)

are only feebly developed.

Osmium has the density 22*5 in the crystalline state and is the

densest of all known substances. It is almost infusible, is very hard,

is insoluble in aqua regia, but passes slowly into the volatile tetroxidc

on heating in oxygen. By fusion with zinc and treatment of the

alloy with hydrochloric acid, it is obtained in a finely divided state as

a black powder, which, on being heated in the air, smoulders and

forms the tetroxide
;
from tin, however, it is obtained in crystals with

a metallic lustre.

Osmiridium, which remains after treating the platinum ore, forms

hard, silver-white laminae, and is used for tipping gold pen-nibs, which

do not wear down with use. On being heated with common salt in

current of wet chlorine (vide supra) the osmium volatilises in the form

of the tetroxide.

Osmium tetroxide is a white, readily fusible crystalline mass which

slowly diw«ilV^W‘ in irater and readily volatilises with steam. It has a-

strong, very unpleasant smell, recalUng that of cldbrine, and a highly
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poisonous action, because it is reduced by the tissues to metallic osmium
which IS deposited and exercises a continual irritation

;
the eyes more

especially, are powerfully attacked. The solutions exhibit oxidisini;
actions but no acid reaction

; if an alkali is added, the greater portion
of the tetroxide can then be distilled off, showing that the corre-
•sponding salt undergoes hydrolysis to a large extent, and is therefore
formed only in very small amount.

Aqueous solutions of osmium tetroxide are used in histology for
hardening animal tissues.

On careful reduction, the alkaline solutions of osmium tetroxide

are converted into the salts of osmanion, OsO^", the acid not licing

known either in the free state or as the anhydride. That a new anion

has been , formed is evidenced by the fact that the liijuid, which was
previously colourless, becomes red-violct

;
on addition of acids, how-

ever, the osmic acid decomposes into tetroxide, which volatilises, and

the hydroxide of tetravalent osmium, which is <leposited as a black

precipitate, if any oxyacid has been used; in hydrochloric acid,

however, the latter is soluble.

With chlorine, osmium forms two chlorosmium ions, OsCl,;'" and

OsClg '. The former anion is cherry red, the latter golden yellow.

The salts of the second series arc formed by treating osmium and

alkali chlorides with moist chlorine, those of the first are obtained

by the reduction of the latter, and are unstable.

Finally, osmium compounds of a divalent type have been obtained

hy the reduction of the higher compounds. The corresponding salts,

in which the osmium is present as a divalent cation, are dark-blue in

colour
;
they oxidise very readily to a higher stage.

The combining weight is Os = 191.

Ruthenium was discovered by Claus in 1845. It is a grey metal

of density 11
,
which fuses only with difficulty but more readily than

osmium. It is fairly resistant to aqua regia
;
on fusion with caustic

potash and saltpetre it is attacked with formation of potassium

mthenate.
r ui • •

On distilling the solution produced while a current of chlorine is

at the same time passed through it, ruthenium tetroxide passes over as

yellow erystalline mass, which melts as low as 26 ,
and boils about

100°
; at this temperature, however, explosions rcaddy occur. It

seems to be formed also in minute traces on heating the metal in the

air. The vapour is yellow, and the molar weight corres^nds to he

formula RuO,. It dissolves in water forming a yellow liquid, which

'"XmAe oxide, two series of salts

'ess of oxygen viz., the dark green perruthenates, MRuO„ and the

orange-red ruthenates, M.,RuO ;
between ^^^ates

aame relation exists as between the permanganates ai^d

and their reoiprocql transformation also takes place under perfectly
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similar conditions, the- latter being more stable in alkaline liquids, the

former in acid or neutral.

With chlorine, ruthenium forms compounds of the di-, tri-, and

tetravalent type; the last two form hydrochlororuthenium acid^,

HgRuCl., and H.^RuClf^ ;
the former are yellow, the latter red.

The combining weight of ruthenium is Ru = 101 *7.



CHAPTKR XLIV

THE CHOICE OF COMBININO WEIGHTS AND THE I'KUIODKj SYSTEM

General—In the preceding chapters the question as to which of the

possible multiples of the combining weight of each element is the most
suitable has not been discussed, and we now proceed to examine

whether a general answer can be given to the question at all.

As the most obvious rules for the choice of the combining weights,

the two following will evidently be laid down, viz. the formula shall,

in the first place, be as simple as possible, and, in the second i)lace,

similar compounds shall have similar formula. These two rules lead,

in many cases, to concordant results, in other cases, howe^’er, to con-

tradictory ones.

Thus, according to i\\Q ‘inindpleA)f siwiMcity^ the combining weight of

those elements which form only one compound with oxygen will be

chosen, so that the compound contains om combining weight of each

clement. This is, for instance, the case with zinc and cadmium, whose

oxides are written ZnO and CdO. In the second place, in accordance

^vith the 'principle of similarify, of the two oxygen compounds of copper,

cupric oxide must be formulated in agreement wdth zinc oxide, because

these two exhibit various points of similarity in their compounds.

Hence, it follows, that cuprous oxide must be written CU
2
O.

If now, we are dealing mtli silver oxide, we should, in accordance

with the principle of simplicity, write the formula AgO, and make

= 215*8. This, however, would be in conflict with the second

Principle, for the silver compounds are very similar to the cuprous

compounds. We have the choice, therefore, of violating the one or

other principle * they cannot both be followed at the same time.

Similar holds in the case of iron and aluminium. On account of

its similarity to zinc oxide and cupric oxide, ferrous oxide must be

written FeO : from this, the formula would follow for ferric

Aluminium forms only one oxygen compound and would,

tlierefore, in accordance with the principle of simplicity, have to bo

Written AlO, A1 being made equal to 40*5. In this way, however,

attention is not paid, to the undoubtedly very great similarity to ferric

759
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oxide, and in order to give expression to this, we must write Al.,0,,

and thus^ violate the principle of simplicity.

To give effect to both of the above principles at one and the same

time, is not possible without producing contradictions, and one has

often to decide which of the two principles, one will violate. In

general, the principle of similarity has the preference.

Isomorphism.—It is, however, not easy in any given case to

decide as to the degree of similarity to be taken into account. Silver

oxide and lead oxide also show a considerable amount of similarity in

their general relations, more especially in respect of the solubility of

their salts, and yet the two are differently formulated, viz. Ag./J and

PbO. In order to arrive at definite rules, we must give up the general

“similarity’’ and choose some demonstrable property as basis. In

mmarphism (p. 308) we obtain such a property. We shall therefore

lay down the principle : The combining weights shall be chosen such

that isoraorphous substances have similar formula?. As a matter of

fact, this principle can be followed without obtaining contradictions,

and all isomorphous pairs and groups mentioned in this book have

received concordant formulae.

A complete system of combining weights, however, cannot he

obtained in this way, since the isomorphous groups are mostly restricted

to a small number of compounds, and the relations existing between

elements belonging to different groups {e.g. manganese) are not sufiicieiit

to unite all the groups. Further aids must therefore be looked for.

The Molar Weight.—Such an aid is afibrded by the conception

of molar or molecular weight, if we lay down the condition that all

formulae corresponding to a molar weight shall contain only a whole

number of combining weights of the elements (p. 88). The molar weight

is a number which can be deduced from the gaseous density or from the

depression of the freezing point or elevation of the boiling point (p.

155), and which can be determined independently of doubtful supposi-

tions, and purely by experiment. The question whether the above

condition is fulfilled can therefore be tested in the case of all sub-

stances which can be observed in the gaseous state or of which solutions

can be prepared. As a matter of fact, various doubtful cases have

been decided by this means. Thus, for example, beryllium was regarded

by many investigators as an earth metal, and its chloride was, m

analogy to that of aluminium, written BeClg, i.e. there was taken ab

the combining weight of beryllium that weight which was combiner

with 3 X 35*46 parts of chlorine, viz. 13*5. When, however, one

succeeded in determining the vapour density of beryllium chloride ds

molar weight was found to be 80. From this it follows that only

combining weights of chlorine can be contained in beryllium chloride-

The combining weight of the element must therefore be taken as >

and the chloride ba written BeClg. :

These considerations, of course, lead much farther than those o
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isomorphism alone, but even they are not perfectly decisive. It is,

indeed, conceivable, although generally not very probable, that besides

the compounds whose molar weights are known, other compounds of

a particular element exist, the molar weight of which contains only a

fraction of the combining weight deduced from the former com])ound.

This would not necessitate a contradiction to the other compounds, ])ut

would merely lead to the assumption of several comlhning weights in

the former compounds. In other words, from the molar weiglits there

can be deduced only the limit above which the combining weight does

not lie, but it cannot be proved that the combining weight is not a

fraction of that hitherto chosen.

The Atomic Heat.—A law discovered in 1818 by Dulong and

Petit, and which has since then been confirmed in many other cases,

admits of no such doubt. This states that the thermal capacity of the

elements referred to one combining weight, or the atomic heat, is constant

and equal to about 6 calorics or 25 kj for each degree.

By the term thermal capacity of a body there is understood the

ratio between the amount of heat communicated to the body and the

elevation of temperature which the latter experiences. If, therefore,

the heat Q is introduced into the body, the temperature of which

thereby rises f', the thermal capacity of the body is k — Qlt. Ibis

quantity k is evidently inversely proportional to the weight of the

body investigated, for the elevation of temperature will be smallei

in the same proportion as the amount of substance increases to which

the same quantity of heat is communicated. It has, however, also been

found that equal weights of different substances experience very

different elevation of temperature with the same amount of ^

is, in other words, the specific heat of different substances is different,

for the term specific heat has been applied to the thermal capacity

referred to the unit of weight. If, however, wo do not considei

C'lual weights, but weights which arc in the ratio of the

weights, Lse qrnim’S of suMince Jm<e the «« f
^

've are dealing with the elements in the solid sUte. Calling h

thermal capacity referred to the combining or .i

J ’ j.j

name atmk heal, the law states that the atomic heats of the

1. f, ,*i f..

Ti '.S f» *"

«olid elements, but only for those whose*
f ^

than 30. The elements which are below this limit .

of the law, too small an atomic heat.
nrincioles for the

Result-If we now ask how these

choice of the combining weight
^ anothw. A

the same elements, we Lwn up which allows of the

system of comhiniijg weights can be drawn p
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expression of all isomorphism relations by concordant formulse, and of

all molar weights by integral values of the combining weights, and

whereby also the atomic heats of the solid elements (with combining

weight above 30) are expressed by approximately the same numbers.

These are the combining weights of which use has continually ))een

made in this book, and which are at the present day universally

accepted by the chemists of all countries. Nowhere in this work has

it been necessary to write formulse representing actually determined

molar weights with fractions ^ of the combining weights. Further, in

all cases of isomorphism, the formulae of isomorphic compounds arc

similar, and that the rule of Dulong and Petit is fulfilled is seen from

the following table ;

—

4 kj:

'Lithium 28 Molybdenum 29

Beryllium . 16 Ruthenium 26

Boron . 18 to 17 Rhodium . 25

Carbon

.

3 to 23 Palladium . 27

Sodium 28 Silver 26

Magnesium . 26 Cadmium . 26

Aluminium . 24 Indium 27

^Silicon . 16 to 24 Tin . 27

Phosphorus . 23 Antimony . 26

Sulphur 24 Tellurium . 25

Potassium . 27 Iodine 28

Calcium 28 Lanthanum 26

CJiromium . 26 Tungsten . . . 26

Manganese . 28 Iridium 26

Iron 26 Platinum . 26

Cobalt

.

26 Gold . 26

Nickel . 27 Osmium . 26

Copper . 25 Mercury , 27

Zinc 26 Thallium . 28

Gallium 23 Lead . 27

Arsenio 26 Bismuth . 26

Selenium 25 Thorium . 27

Zirconium . 25
i

Uranium . 28

The Periodic System.—Attention has been repeatedly drawn to

the existence of regularities between the combining weights of similar

elements, which generally assumed the form that the differences in the

numerical values of corresponding elements in different groups are

approximately equal. The question here arises whether we are dealing

with any fairly general regularity, and if so how this is to be expressed.

The answer has been sought for in very different ways. As usual,

the simplest has been arrived at last. If the elements are arranged la

a series simply according to the numerical values of the combining

weights without regard to any other circumstance, the following is the

result.

^ In some few cases fractions have been written in the statement of tlie water of

crystaUisation of salts. Since, at present, molar weights can be determined only tor

gases or vaponrs and for dissolved substances, but not for solid substances, no con-

tradiction exists.
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In this series similar elements always occur at regular intervals. If

then the series is divided into a numhor of sections, so that each section

commences with a member of a definite family, it is found that the

second, third, and following positions of the sections are also filled by
elements corresponding to one another.

The table on p. 7G4 has arisen by dividing the series of the elements,

as determined by the values of the combining weights, into such

sections
;
these sections have then been placed one below the other.

In this way perpendicular columns are obfciincd in which similar or

i*elated elements stand under one another.

The different rows have also been alternately shifted somewhat re-

latively to one another. As can be seen, the mutual relation l)ctwcen

those elements which are most closely allied to one another thereby

receives better expression.

Thus, in the column headed 0, we find all the elements of the

argon type, which are distinguished by their inability to form chemical

compounds. Under I. there are, on the one hand, the monovalent

alkali metals, on the other hand the monovalent heavy metals, cop])ei\

silver, gold.

Under II. there stand the divalent alkaline earth metals, and

along with them, the heavy metals of the zinc group.

Under III. are the earth metals along with the corresponding heavy

metals gallium and indium.

Under IV. the tetravalcnt elements are found. The first repre-

sentatives of these have no longer a metallic character, just as the

first non-metal appeared in the preceding group in the ciisc of boron
;

the metals of the titanium group on the one hand, and of the tin

l^roup on the other, then follow.
i i • v .

Column V. also contains, to begin with, non-metals which can act

HS trivalent or as pentavalont; in the lower portion there are the

corresponding tri- and peiitovalcnt metals.

In column VI. are di- and hexavalent elements; the non-mtUlhc

character can be followed further down the column.
„l,;,.i.

Column VII. contains the typical non-metals, Je ^
ctni act, on the one hand, as monovalent, on the othei h.md, as

'’"'’Siry,' the last column contains the two families of tbe iron

metals and the platinum metals, which do not quite fall

'nth the rest of the system.
observed that the

In all these columns the genera
increases with

>« (t. a. 7f
iiicreasing combining weight ,

the p

^reases.
complete, but contains many

As can be seen, the taDie ib r
iustification
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covered and investigated. It is, however, worthy of notice that uj) to

the combining weight 140, scarcely an element is wanting. At this

point there is a large blank, and only between 170 and 210 is tlici*e

again some degree of completeness. At the time, about 1860, when

the regularities above described were discovered by Newlands, L.

Meyer, and Mendeleef, many more of the elements were wanting, and

it was possible, according to the law of similarity, to predict with very

fair approximation, the properties of those elements whose places were

empty. In this way Mendehk^f, especially, predicted the propei’ties of

several elements unknown at that time, and the discoveries which were

subsequently made amply confirmed most of these predictions.

Besides the general relations of chemical coml)ination, the arrange-

ment of the elements according to the magnitude of tluur com])iriing

weights affords a fairly complete systematisation of the ])hysical pro-

perties, both of the free elements and of their corresponding compounds.

Thus, on passing continuously along the horizontal rows, we pass

through a regular transition from the region of the nuitals to that of

the non-metals, to again commence with metals at the beginning of a

new row.

The whole series, then, falls into a number of periods, auditin'

whole system has therefore received the name /«;«& law. The

periodic character is seen most clearly by graphically representing

definite properties of the elements. Such a representation is given

ill B’ig. 122 of two properties, the atomic volume' and the melting

point.
, 1

Most of the properties of the elements, so far as they can be

measured, yield similar figures, so that it has heen .stated generally

.

The in-opJtks of the elmeiUs are perudu, fimrtume of tha, comknmj

""Ue same relations are seen also in the ease "f

compounds, e.g. the oxides, chlorides, sulphides, ""g J
theii diffe ent properties. Compare for exam le e olA^
relations of the chlorides of the elements and then hehavioui

ItS-S «ly. leads to the view that

•egular relation to one anothei.
(.onibining weights.

characterised
I’P that only a very rough

'Ve can at once satisfy oursel
^

, example, the

*pproximation to such a relation
^nd second

differences between the corresponding e^

^ 161,17 0, 16T, 16-5,

•lorizontal series amount to, 16, 1 > ’

, ^ jutjons are far above

and is therefore fairly constant although tbe aevia

1 t- nf Uip pirtpnsitv aii*^ tli6 coiiibiiiins W6iglit.

^ ,By atomic volume is nieaiit the 1’^®‘^ / 27), it represents the volume in cc.

accordance with the detinition ol ' ^ x^jg^particular element.

"^cupied by the combining weight m grams of th l
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the possible errors in the determination of the combining weights.

The third and fourth rows, however, give the ditierences 27), 2|-r),

25‘4, 27*9, 23 9, 23 8, 27'0, 25*0, and these exhibit much huger and

irregular variations. A complete table of the existing ditierences

shows that no apparent regularity i.s present, and there remains there-

fore in these numbers an element of chance, ie. of the unknown, which

one has not yet succeeded in overcoming.

With this there is connected the fact that in the two cases aigon-

potassium and telluriuni-iodine, the principle of strict sequence accord-

ing to the magnitude of the combining weight, must l)e violated, in

order not to come into conflict with facts, for in l)oth cases, the huger

and not the smaller of two neighbouring combining weights comes

first. In both cases the general position of the elements is so un-

rloubted that there has never been any uncertainty as to where they

should be placed in the toble
;
the hope, however, that a niorci exact

determination of the combining weights would csta])lish the exj)ected

order of sequence, has not l)een fulfilled.

It is also not to be denied that .several arrangements occur in

the table which do not correspond very well to the chemical re-

lations. Thus, copper and mercury, which have a very great chemical

similarity, occur in different columns; likewise, barium and lead,

thallium and silver. Other points might also he cited in which

the arrangement given by the periodic system is by no means the

most natural.

To the question, then, as to what po.sition should be adopted witli

regard to these and similar imperfections of the periodic system, we

'voukl say, that we are here not dealing with a law of natni'o in the

strict sense, hut with a principle of classification of not very exactly

defined things. What we call the chemical character of an element

and employ for the estimation of its similarities and ditierences with

respect to other elements, is made up of the sum total of the

clicmical processes and physical properties known to us which

this element and its compounds exhibit. It must, liowever, he at

once admitted that oi.r knowledge of these processes and proper ms

is incomplete and highly oi.c-sided It is

«f the limitation of all l.iima.i knowledge; it is

highest degree because of all posmb «

ring at medium and slightly highti temperarmts

incomparably greater thoroughness than, for cxai
i

,
^1

'

occnrrLg a/mth higher / 'SJr

impori

that of the' other processes, ^

^^cgree of one

chemical processes taking
compounds has urged

'.rTh's -1 i'y’”' rtTii:
much greater than that

°Tt'‘nortrreS^tk preference

systematisation t^hey ought not
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would take all properties into consideration. To employ a picture,

we know only a certain, and, in part, somewhat arbitrarily cut seC'

tion of the great organism of chemical facts, while the rest of the

body remains almost a secret to us. We must not therefore 1)e

surprised if in this chance section we cannot gain a view of the

laws ruling the whole^ organism.



Abrauiiisalts, 449

Abscissa?, 74

Absorptiou, 379

Abstraction, 3

Accumulator, lead, 653

Accuracy, degree of, 9

Acetic acid, 398

Acetone, 524

Acetylene, 405, 525

generator, automatic, 526

tetrabrornide, 30

Acid chlorides, 302

Acids, 85, 184

and bases, 184

combining proportions of, 185

polybasic, 493

preparation from their salts, 205

strength of, 241

Active amount, 101

Aerated waters, 388

Allinity, predisposing, 357, 361

Air, 315

analysis of, 316

liehaviour during combustion, 36

Albite, 494, 557

Albuminoids, 313

Alcohol, ethyl, 403

methyl, 401

Alcohols, 401

Alkali, mineral, 468

vegetable, 468

Alkaline earth metals, 507

Alkaloids, 739
Allotropy, 80
Alum, 554

burnt, 665
Alumina, 650

Aluralnates, 550
Aluminion, 649

Aluminium, 63, 548

acetate, 558
amalgamated, 649

bromide, 553

chloride, 552

Aluminiimi chloride, molar weight of, 55

synthesis with, 553

combiidiig weight, 112

douldt! silicates of, 557

fluoride, 553

hydroxide, 550

iodide, 553

phosphate, 558

silicate, 556

sulphate, 554

basic, 554

Amethyst, 419

I

Amido-compounds, 342

! Ammonia, 336

compound with calcium ehloi ide, 516

' eorapouuds of mercury, 669

Ammonion, 338, 501

Aiimionitim, 500

amalgam, 501

bromide, 503

carbonate, 504

chloride, 502

dissociation of, 503

! hydrolysis of, 503

I

hydrosulpliide, 505

hydroxide, 501

iodide, 503

magnesium phosphate, 536

nitrate, 504

nitrite, 504

phosphate, 504

platinochloride, 751

polysulphides, 506

sesquicarboiiate, 505

sulphate, 504

sulphide, 505

as reducing agent, oUo

thioaurate, 745

thiovanadate, 717

vanadate, 715

Ampere, 149, 193

Analysis, indirect, 472

Anatasc, 726

Anglesite, 648
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Anhydride, 210

Anhydrite, 519

Aniline black, 452

Anions, 191

Anode, 138

Tiuid, 644

Anorthite, 557

Anthracite, 378

Antichlor, 297, 487

Antimonic acid, 702

Antinionious chloride, 699

Antimony, 58, 697

alloys of, 705

Initter of, 699

combining weight, 142
^

complex compounds, 702

glance, 58, 700

golden sulphur of, 704

hydride, 704

hydroxide, 699

ions, 698

pentachloride, 702

pentasulphide, 703, 704

tribromide, 700

trichloride, 699

trifluoride, 700

tri-iodide, 700

trisulphide, 700

vermilion, 702

Antimonyl tartaric acid, 702

Apatite, 523

Apparatus for generating

hydrogen, 270

Aqua fortis, 321

regia, 334

Aragonite, 511

Arfvedson, 499

Argenticyanidion, 681

Argention, 675

Argon, 51, 315, 432

combining weight, 142

Argyrodite, 728

Arrhenius, 197

Arsenic, 49, 706

aold, 713

amorphous, 706
‘ wmbiping weight, 142

hydride, 711

mirror, 712

pentasulphide, 714

pentoxide, 713

trichloride, 709

trioxide, 707

trisulphide, 710

Arsenious acid, 708

Asymptotes, 76

Atacamite, 630

AtMfel47
Avllkheat, 761

f^thesis, 146

volume, 766

sulphuretted

Atomic weight, 147

Auric hydroxide, 744

Auricyanidion, 745

Aurion, 743

Aurithiosulphuric acid, 747

Aurous chloride, 744

sulphide, 745

Avogadro, 149

Azurite, 636

Balance, 24

Balard, 224

Baloons, aerial, 90

Barium, 53, 541

aurate, 744

carbonate, 543

chloride, 543

chromate, 606

combining weight, 142

cyanide, 465

nitrate, 544

oxide, 541

peroxide, 544

platinocyanide, 753

sulphate, 542

Baryta, 541

Barytes, 542

Base, 151

Bases and acids, 184

combining proportions of, 185

Bath potential, 616

Bauxite, 551

Bell-metal, 724

Benzene, 30

Beryllion, 545

Beryllium, 53, 545

combining weight, 142, 545

hydroxide, 545

oxide, 545

Berzelius, 135, 148, 508, /29

Bessemer process, 584

Bismuth, 58, 693

chloride, 695

combining weight, 142, 693

hydroxide, 694

iodide, 695

nitrate, 694

oxide, 694

oxychloride, 695

pentoxide, 696

subnitrate, 694

sulphate, 694

sulphide, 696

thiosulphurlc acid, 694

Bismuthion, 694

Bismuthyl, 695

Black ash, 491

Blastfurnace, 684

Bleaching powder, 166, 516

decomposition by catalysers, 51»

determination of available chlorine
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Blende, 618, 623

Blood corpuscles, 584

Blow-pipe, 527, 528

Bodies, 1, 5

Boiler explosions, 127

incrustation, 515

Boiling, 120

])oint, 120

Bone-ash, 362, 522

Borax, 51, 430, 494

glass, 495

octahedral, 495

prismatic, 495

Boric acid, 429

Boron, 51, 428

combining weight, 142

nitride, 431

trichloride, 430

tritluoride, 431

trioxide, 429

Boyle, 60

Boyle’s law, 67, 76

Brass, 618

Bnumite, 588

Bredig, 750

Britannia metal, 705, 724

Bromic acid, 228

Bromidion, 227

Bromine, 46, 224

combining weight, 142, 229

oxyacids, 228

Bronze, 724

Brookito, 726
Bumping, 127

Bunsen, 60, 409, 497, 499, 530, 548

and Graham’s law of eH’iision, 94

burner, 409
burette, 186

t'admion, 624
badmium, 55, 623

amalgam, 625
chloride, 624

combining weight, 624

iodide, 624
sulphate, 624
^^ulphide, 625

ba'sium, 52, 497
combining weight, 142, 497

Calamine, 622
siliceous, 623

b'alcion, 508
balcium, 53, 507, 508

acetate, 524
i'icarbonate, 514
bromide, 518
carbide, 625
carbonate, 511

amorphous, 511

dissociation pressure, 512 •

chloride 516 >

Caleiuni chloride aj)plicalion for freezing

mixtures, 516

compound with ammonia, 516

desiccating agent, 516

combining weight, 142, 529

felspar, 557

fluoride, 518

hydrosulphide, 521

hydroxide, 509

hypochlorite, 516

iodide, 518

inanganite, 590

metaphosphate, 523

nitrate, 519

oxidate, 524

oxide, 509

pliosphate, 522

plumhate, 653

polysnlphides, 521

silicate, 626

sulphate, 519

sulphide, 521

Calcspar, 511

Calomel, 660

Calorie, 117

Caoutchouc, vulcanising of, 301

Carbamide, 393

C.arhaniinic acid, 394

Carlron, 376

circidation ofl 389

combining weight, 390

dioxide, 383

liquid, 387

disulphide, 411

inonoxitle, 394

oxychloride, 392

oxysulphide, 412

Carbonates, 388

Carbonic acid, 388

amides of, 392

detection of, 391

snow, 387

Carbonisation, 50

Carbonyl chloride, 392

Carborundum, 427

Carburetted gas, 408

Carnallite, 52, 449, 533

it-iron, 563

p-ey, 564

vhite, 564

jt-steel, 563

ialysers, negative, lOo

Dositive, 105

talysis, 104, 157

talytic actions, 6.)0

iron, 583

Cations, 191

Cathode, 192

Celestine, 540

Centimetre, 5
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Cerium, 54

combining weight, 142

Cerussite, 650

Chalcedony, 420

Chamber acid, 286, 333

Characteristics of substances, 12

Charcoal, 376

sugar, 377

wood, 377

Chemical energy, 21

forces, 99

phenomena, 1

values, 25

Chili saltpetre, 318, 480

Chlorates, formation, 210

Chlorformic acid, 392

Chloric acid, 210

Chloride, 172

Chlorine, 46, 165

chemical properties, 167, 171

combining weight, 142, 222

detonating gas, 176

dioxide, 220

hydrate, 170

monoxide, 209

oxy-compouinls of, 203

peroxide, 220

preparation, 166

water, decomposition of, in light, 169

Chlorite, 221

Chlorocarbonic acid, 392

Clilorochromic acid, 608

Chloroform, 400

Chloroiridanion, 755

Chloroiridosiou, 755

Chlorophyll, 584

hlorous acid, 221

Chlorsulphonic acid, 302

Chromanion, 604

Chromate as reagent lor hydrogen peroxide,

609

Chromate mixtures, light-sensitive, 607

Chrome alum, 604

iron-stone, 56, 602

orange, 648

red, 648

yellow, 648

Chromic acid, 604

acids, 604

chloride, 603

compounds, 602

hydroxide, 602

oxide, 602

sulphate, 603

Chromium, 55, 600

combining weight, 142, 600

metallic, 600

passive, 601

trioxide, 605
Ghromous acetate, 602

chloride, 602

Chromous compounds, 601

hydroxide, 602

Chromsulphurie acids, complex, 604

Chromyl chloride, 608

fluoride, 609

Cinnabar, 666

hepatic, 667

Claudetite, 707

Claus, 757

Clay, 53, 556

firing of, 556

Coal, bituminous, 378

brown, 378

gas, 407

Cobalt, 54, 610

ammonia, 613

catalysis with, 207

chloride, 611

combining weight, 142, 610

complex salts, 613

hydroxide, 611

metallic, 610

nitrate, 611

silicates, 612

sulphate, 612

sulphide, 612

Cobaltic salts, 613

Cobalticyanidion, 613

Cobaltinitrosion, 613

Cobaltocyanidion, 613

Coke, 378

Collodium process, 680

Colloidal solutions, 710

state, 420

Colour, 7, 12

of solid substances, 13

Combining proportions, law of constant, 39

Combining weights of the elements, 141, M2

law of, 139|

choice of, 759

Combining weight of barium, 541

beryllium, 545

bismuth, 693

cadmium, 624

caesium, 497

calcium, 529

carbon 390

chlorine, 222

chromium, 600

cobalt, 610

copper, 627

gallium,' 718

gold, 743

indium, 718

iridium, 755

lead, 646

lithium, 497

manganese, 586

mercury, 667

molybdenum, 788

nickel, 610
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Ooinbinhig weight of osmium, 7r)()

palladium, 754

potassium, 437

rhodium, 756

rubidium, 497

ruthenium, 758

silicon, 418

silver, 674

sodium, 496

strontium, 639

thallium, 692

thorium, 729

titanium, 727

tungsten, 736

uranium, 732

vanadium, 717

zinc, 619

Combustible substances, existence of, 61

Combustion, 34, 63

of hydrogen, 97

slow, 65

without oxygen, 172

Complementary colour, 12

Complex salts, 534

in the voltaic cell, 682

Complex compounds of platinum, 750

Compound, 39

saturated, 402

substance, 39

unsaturated, 404

Compressibility of water, coellicient ot, 114

Concentration, 99

Conceptions, 3

Condensed acids, 430

Conditions, 7

Conductors, 190

Conservation, laws of, 16

of energy, 31

of mass, 18

of matter, 19

of the elements, 60

of weight, 18

of work, 20

Constitution, 368

Constitutional formula*, 302

Continuity, law of, 111

Co-ordinates, 73

Copper, 56, 626

acetate, 636

black, 643

carbonate, 636

combining weight, 142, 627

compounds, complex, 642

ferrocyanide, 637

glance, 642

hydroxide, 628

ions of, 627

metallurgy, 643

nitrate, 636
ore, red, 840

sulphate, 630

Copper sulphide, 636
vitriol, 630

Corrosive sublinwite, 662
Corundum, 551

Coulomb, 193

Coimter-currents, 108, 1 55
Coupled i)rocesses, 203
Covellite, 636

Covering ])Ower of pigments, 621

Critical }ihenomena, 384

point, 385

Croceo-salts, 615

Crude iron, 584

Cryolite, 554

Crystalline forms, derived, 264

substance, 115

{'rystallisation, 251

Crystals, 260

forms of, 261

properties of, 264

symmetry of, 262

syshuus of, 262

( !iibic centimetre, 5

Cupric chloride, 629

hydroxi<lc, 628

sulphide, 636

Cuprous bromide, 611

chloride, 640

coin})ouiids, 639

cyanidion, 643

iodide, 641

oxide, 639

sulphide, 642

thiocyanate, 612

Cyanic acid, 415

Cyanogen, 412

compounds of iron, 578

Daguerre, 679

Dalton, 68, 148

law of, 68

Dalton’s law of i)artial pressures, 93

Daniell burner, 102

cell, 632

Davy, 60, 436, 508

Deacon’s process, 166

JLIC, •/

position, 39

aoii, IV

Bsceiit substances, 152

fi27
ater vaiwur, 1 22

Desiccator, 123

Detonating gas, 103

Developer, 486^

Development, 678
^

Devitritication, 526

Dialysed iron, 571

Dialysis, 421

Diaraide, 346
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Diamond, 382
Diaspore, 551

Dibasic acids, 267

Dicalciiim phosphate, 522

Dichromauion, 605

Dichromic acid, 605

Dichromion, 600

Dicuprion, 627

Diferrion, 564

Diffusion, 92

of gases, 225

Dimanganioii, 587

Dimensions, 4

Dimcrcurammonium, 669

Dimercurion, 658

Dinitropyrosulphuryl, 334

Disodium phosphate, 493

Displacement, 99

Dissociation, electrolytic, difference in, 242

of electrolytes, 196

of iodine vapour, 231

Distannion, 721

Distillation, 107

dry, 378

fractional, 157

under diminished pressure, 157

Distribution, law of, 230

and law of solution, 272

Disulphaminic acid, 343

Dithionic acid, 298

Ddbereiiier, 749

Dolomite, 53, 536

Double salts, 534

Drying gases, 87

process of, 124

Dulong, 135, 761

Earth metals, 547, 559

Efflorescence, 265

Effusion, Graham and Bunsen’s law, 94

velocity of, 93, 94

Electrical deposition of metals, 615

potential, 634

units, 193

Electricity, amount of, 193

Electrodes, 191

Electrolysis, 138, 190

of magnesium chloride, 530

primary and secondary products of, 195

Electrolytes, 190

dissociation of, 196

Electrolytic dissociation, difference of, 242

precipitation, 637

solutions, 197

Electroplating, 615

Electrotyping, 631

Element, conception of, 69

Elements, 43

combining weights of, 141

conservation of, law of, 60
Emery, 561

Enantiotropy, 255

Energy, 21

conservation of, 31

forms of, 30

free, 208

latent, 208

Epsom salts, 52

Equations, chemical, 145

Equilibrium, chemical, 100, 205, 325

constant, 441

influence of solid substances on, 101

temperature on, 327

law of, 132

states of, 130

Erbium, combining weight, 142

Erg, 23

Error, experimental, 17

Etching glass, 426

Ether, 404

ethyl, 404

Ethylene, 405

Eutectic mixtures, 688

point, 688

Evaporation, 150

Exciting salt, 503

Expansion, coefllcient of, 112

law of, 74

of gases, 69

Experience, 2

Explosive properties, 159

Explosives, 504

Extensity, 27

of water vapour, 122

Extrapolation, 75, 111

Faience, 557

Faraday, 137

first law of, 192

second law of, 194

Fats, 50

Fehling’s solution, 643

Felspar, 557

Ferrates, 577

Ferric acetate, 576

acid, 577

bromide, 574

chloride, 573

fluoride, 574

hydroxide, 570

colloidal, 571

iodide, 574

oxalate, 582

phosphate, 576

salts, 573

sulphate, 575

thiocyanate, 575

Ferricyanides, 580

Ferricyanidion, 681

Ferrocyanidion, 678

Ferrous ammonium sulphate, 670

bromide, 670
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Ferrous carbonate, 570
chloride, 670

hydroxide, 568
iodide, 570

oxalate, 682
selenide, 307

sulphate, 568

Fire-air, 37

Firing of clay, 566
Fixing, 487

Flame, temperature of, 161

Flasks, distilling, 107

Flaveo-salts, 615

Flint, 419

Flue-dust, 285

Fluorescence, 519

Fluorine, 46, 238

combining weight, 142

Fluorotitanion, 726
Fluorspar, 46, 239, 519

Force, 23

Forces, chemical, 84, 99

Formamide, 415

Formic acid, 397

FormuljB, chemical, 144

Fossils, 515
Free energy, 208

Freedom, degrees of, 72, 128

Freezing mixtures, 118

application of calcium chloride for, 516

Fuming of substances in air, 183

Furnace, electrical, 525

Fusion by pressure, 129

heat of, 117

Oadolinium, combining weight, 142

Gahn, 348
Galena, 56, 651

Gallic chloride, 718

hydroxide, 718

sulphate, 718
Gallion, 718

Gallium, 68, 715, 717

combining weight, 142, 718

Gas, 14

burette, 316

constant, /J, 89

engines, 408

ideal, 90

law, 89

general, 71
. ^ -q

laws, geometrical representation or, i o

liquor, 407
tar, 407

Gases, solubility of, 271

Gay-Lussac, 68, 139, 150

law of, 68

tower, 333
Gei^ogical reactions, 421

German silver, 66 ,
615

Germanium, 69, 727 »

Germanium chloroform, 728
combining weight, 142
dioxide, 727

sulphide, 728
tetrachloride, 727

Gibbs, VV., 171

Gilding, electro-, 746
Glass, 421, 494, 526

blowing, 528

coloured, 528
etching of, 426

manufacture, 527
uranium, 734

ware, 526

window, 526

Glauber, 482

Glauber’s suit, 52. 482

Glaze, 557

Glover tower, 333

Gold, 59, 742

chloride, 744

double salts, 744

combining weight, 142, 743

compounds, 743

complex, 745

hydroxide, 744

metallurgy, 747

salt, 744

Goldschmidt, II., 600

Graduation, 477

Gram, 23

Graphite, 381

Gunpowder, 463

Gypsum, 47, 519

(lead burnt, 520

Haimatite, 571

Hiemoglobin, 395

Halogens, 45

general remarks on, 248

thermochemistry, 250

Hard lead, 705

solder, 495

Hardness of water, 51

5

Hartshorn, spirit of, 339

Hausmannite, 588

Heat of formation, 162

of water, 160

of solidification, 11 /

of vaporisation of water, 125

unit of, 117

Heavy spar, 542

Helium, 51, 434

combining weight, 142

Henry, 271, 387

law of, 271

Hernietical sealing, 18

Heterogeneous states, 386

Hexagonal system, 264

Hexavanadic acid, 715

Homc^eueous substance, 8
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Homologous series, 403

Hope, 539

Horn>silver, 676

Hour, 4

Humboldt, 139

Hydrargillite, 661

Hydrates, 135

Hydrazine, 346

Hydrazoic acid, 346

Hydriodic acid, 234

preparation, 233

Hydriodobisniuthic acid, 696

Hydrochloric acid, 178

Hydrochloroauric acid, 744

Hydrochloroindic acid, 719

Hydrochloromercuric acid, 663

Hydrochloropalladic acid, 754

Hydrochloroplatinic acid, 751

Hydrochlororutheuic acid, 758

Hydroclilorosmic acid, 757

Hydrochlorostaunic acid, 723

Hydrocyanoplatinous acid, 753

Hydroferrocyaiiic acid, 679

Hydrofluogermanic acid, 728
Hydrofluoric acid, 240

Hydrofluosilicic acid, 425

Hydrofluotitanic acid, 726

Hydrofluozircouic acid, 729

Hydrogen, 82

bromide, 225

chloride, 172

and water, 181

composition, 174

preparation, 175, 176

properties, 179

thermochemistry, 199

combining weight, 141, 142
'

combustion of, 97

cyanide, 413

detection of, 414, 580

fluoride, 240

iodide, 232

liquid, 91

peroxide, 153

chromate as reagent for, 609

detection of, 727

occurrence in oxidations, 646

preparation, 544

persulphide, 277

properties, 88

selenide, 807

telluride, 311

Hydrolysis, 247, 303

of ferric chloride, 573

of salts of polybasic acids, 269

Hydrometer, 29

Hydrosulphides, 267

Hydrosulphurous acid, 294
Hydroicyl, 151

Hydroxylamine, 84d
Hyperbola, 76

Hypochlorites, 204

decomposition, 206

Hypochlorous acid, 204

properties of, 206

Hypoiodites, 236

Hyponitrites, 330

Hyponitrous acid, 330

: Hypophosphoric acid, 370

Hypophospliorous acid, 369

Ilyposulphuric acid, 298

Hypothesis, 146

Ice, 115

heat of fusion, 117, 118

influence of pressure on its melting point,

129

vapour pressure of, 131

Iceland spar, 512

!
Impurities, 10

I Incandescent light, 408

;

mantles, 59, 730

I Indigo coi)per, 636

Indium, 58, 715, 718

chlorides, 719

I

combining weight, 142, 718

hydroxide, 719
' sulphate, 719

I sulphite, basic, 719

; trichloride, 719

! Induction, 11

\

Ingot iron, 585

;
Interpolation, 111

! lodates, 236

Iodic acid, 236

lodidion, 235

Ic^diue, 46, 229

combining weight, 142

inonochloride, 237

oxycompounds, 235

tincture of, 230

trichloride, 238

vapour, 231

Ions, 189

actual and potential, 244

complex, 435

divalent, 607

heat of formation of, 201

nomenclature of, 198

of dibasic acids, 267

Iridium, 59, 754

combining weight, 142, 755

Iron, 64, 562

alum, 575

carbonyls, 583

catalytic actions of, 583

combining weight, 142

combustion of, 63

commercial, 563

cyanogen compounds of, 678

galvanised, 618

glance, 571 u
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Iron, ions of, 564

metallurgy of, 584

ore, brown, 571

ore, magnetic, 572

pyrites, 577

salts, compounds of, witli nitric oxide, 582

sulphide, 576

vitriol, 569

wrought, 563

Isomerism, 190

Isomorphism, 308, 309, 760

Isomorplions mixture, 534

Isotherm, 384

Jacinth, 729

Jasper, 420

Joule, 118

Kainite, 534

Kaolin, 556

Kilogram, 23

Kilojoule, 162

Kilometre, 5

Kilowatt, 634

Kinetic energy, 21, 22

Ki[)p’s apparatus, 86

Kirchhotf, 497

Klaproth, 728, 732

Krypton, 434

combining weight, 1 42

Kunkel, 348

fjal)radorite, 558

hanthamim, 54, 559, 560

liombining weight, 142

haw, 11

ruudameutal, of chemistry, 6

head, 56, 645

acetate, 649

bromide, 647

carbonate, 650
chloride, 647
chromate, 648

combining weight, 113, 64 o

hydroxide, 646

iodide, 647

metallurgy of, 655

nitrate, 647

oxide, 647

peroxide, 651
red, 652

sugar of, 649
sulphate, 647
sulphide, 661

tetrachloride, 652

vinegar oT, 660
vitriol, 648
white, 660

Leaden-chamber crystals, 333

U Blanc, 490
Leclanch4.c©ll, 691

Ticcoq de Boisbaudraii, 717

: Light, chemical streiigtli of, 583

decom)iositi()H of chloiine water in,

Light-sensitive chromate niixtiiics, 00

Linui, hurning of, 513

light, 102

milk of, 509

l)aste, 509

slaked, 510

slaking of, 510

water, 509

. Linuistonc, 53, 51

1

Limiting law, 20

Linde, 77

; Linear functions, 75

‘ Liquid bodies, 1

3

! Li(pu<ls, neutral, 186

i Litharge, 56, 617

! Lithium, 52, 199

!

carbonate, 499

i

comhining weight, 113, 497

lluoride, 499

hydroxide, 199

nitrate, 499

phosphate, 500

sulphate, 499

Litmus, 150

Litre, 5

Loam, 556

I

Lnininescence of phosphorus, 351

. Lunar caustic, 57, 676

liustre, 7, 13

! Luteo-cohalt salts, 615

diiiies, ideal, 20

piesia, 52, 532

lha, 535

lixtiire, 537

/nesion, 531

^iiesite, 535

Tiiesium, 52, 83, 530

mnionium jthosphate, 530

arbonate, 535

hloride, 532

ornbiniiig weight, 113

lectrolysis of, i>30^

lydrosulphide, 537

lydroxide, 531

ight, 530

litride, 538

)xide, 531

diosphates, 536

ulicates, 537

sulphate, 533

mlphide, 537

Lguetic iron ore, 5/2

pyrites, 577

ilacliite, 636

ingananion, 593

mgaiiates, 592

anganese, 54,
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Manganese, combining weight, 143, 586

complex compounds, 599

glass, 590

metallic, 586

peroxide, 589

spar, 587

tetrachloride, 589

Manganic acid, 591

chloride, 588

compounds, 588

hydroxide, 588

Manganite, 590

Manganous borate, 588

carbonate, 587

chloride, 587

hydroxide, 587

oxide, 587

sulphate, 587

sulphide, 587

Marble, 53, 512

Marl, 556

Mass, 18, 22, 23

action, 99, 566

law of, 326

conservation of, 18

unit of, 23

Matches, 354

safety, 355, 452

Matter, conservation of, 19

Matthiessen, 499

Mayer, 118

Measuring cylinder, 188

Hask, 188

Mercurammonium, 669

Merciirdiammonium, 669

Mercuric bromide, 664

chloride, 662

cyanide, 667

lluoride, 665

iodide, 664

nitrate, 661

oxide, 661

salts, 661

sulphate, 661

sulphide, 665

Mcrcuricyanidion, 667

Mercurous chloride, 660

compounds, 659

nitrate, 659

oxide, 659

sulphate, 659

Mercury, 56, 656

ammonia compounds, 669

combining weight, 143, 657

complex compounds, 667

complex nitrogen compounds, 670

sulphur compounds, 671

ions, 658

molecular heat of, 433
oxychlorides, 664

thermochealrtrjr of, 672

Metaboric acid, 430

Metals, 44

electrical deposition of, 615

general remarks on the chemistry of

435

polyvalent, 270

potential series of, 635

solution in nitric acid, 627

Metantimonic acid, 703

Metapliosphoric acid, 361, 364

Metastable limit, 680

region, 117, 485

Metastannic acid, 737

Metatungstic acid, 737

Metavanadic acid, 715

Meteorites, 562

Methane, 398, 524

Methenyl, 401

Methyl, 401

alcohol, 401

chloride, 400

Methylene, 401

chloride, 400

Metre, 5

Mica, 558

Microcosmic salt, 504

Micron, 5

Mildew, 642

Milk glass, 529

Milliampere, 193

Millimetre, 5

Mineral waters, 388

Miniature, 652

Minium, 652

Mist, 128

Mixed crystals, 308

Mixtures, 8

constant boiling, 183

isomorplious, 534

Molar weight, 88, 149, 760

Molecular heat, 433

hypothesis, 148

weight, 88, 149

Molecule, 149

Molybdenum, 55, 732, 788

chlorine compounds of, 740

combining weight, 143, 738

glance, 740

oxychlorides, 740

trioxide, 738

trisulphide, 741

Monocaicium phosphate, 523

Mono'clinic system, 263

Monocuprioii, 627

Monomercurion, 658

Monothallion, 689

Monotropy, 255

Moriey, 136

Mortar, 613

Mosaic gold, 724

Mother liquor,
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Naples yellow, 647

Natural science, 1

Mature, laws of, 3, 4

Negative, 679

'Jeodymium, 54, 559, 561

combining weight, 143

'(eon, 51, 434

combining weight, 143

'(essler’s reagent, 668

!(eutral salts, 267

Nickel, 54, 610, 615

ammonia ions, 616

carbonyl, 617

combining weight, 143, 610

cyanidion, 617

hydroxide, 616

oxide, 616

plating, 615

sulphate, 616

Xickeliou, 616

Xickeloiis cyanide, 617

Niobium, 58, 715, 7 17

combining weight, 143

oxychloride, 717

Nitrates, 317, 321

Nitric acid, 317

anhydride, 322

chemical properties of, 319

heat of formation, 322

identification of, 321

salts of, 321

solution of metals in, 627

Nitric oxide, 322

compounds with iron salts, 582

Nitrile, 415

Nitrites, 329

Nitro-compounds, 331

organic, 332

Nitrogen, 48, 311

bacteria, 347

combining weight, 143, 313

compounds, complex, 670

detection of the oxy - compounds

323

organic, 347

oxy-compounds of, 317

catalytic aettons of, 335

oxygen-hydrogen compounds, 344

pentoxide, 322

peroxide, 324

heat of formation, 326

preparation, 328

trioxide, 329
Nitrosulphonic acid, 332

Nitrosyl chloride, 336

Nitrons acid, 329
air, 323

anhydride, 329
oxide, 330

Nitryl chloride, 335

Non-conductors, 190

Non-metals, 44

Normal gas, 88

pressure, 66

salts, 267

solutions, 188

temperature, 66

Nucleus, 128

of,

Ofvivak, 562

Oligoclase, 557

Olivine, 537

Opal, 420

Ordinates, 74

Organic chemistry, 50

nitrogen, 317

Orpiinent, 710

Orthoantimoiiic acid, 703

Ortlioboric. acid, 129

Ortlioclase, 557

Orthophosphoric acid, 361

Ortliosilicic acid, 420

Osmicacid, 757

Osniinm, 59, 756

combining weight, 143, 756

tetroxide, 757

Osmotic pressure, 637

laws of, 638

Outer world, 2

Oxalates of iron, 582

Oxalic acid, 410

Oxiilases, 588

Oxidation, 135, 566

of phosphorus in air, 3ol

Oxidations, occurrence of liydrogen

oxide ill, 616

Oxides, 64

Oxidising agents, 154, 319, 566, o9/

Oxygen, 36, 47, 61

and ozone, 80

combining weight, 143

comiiiereial, 78

density, 77

liquid, 77

physicitl properties, 65

reatdion of, 63

Oxy-hydrogen llarne, 101

Ozone, 79, 353

and oxygen, 80

Palladium, 59, 753

combining weight, 143, /oi

Iride, 754

:ate, 754 , „

d pressures, Dalton s law of, 93

IQ state of chromium, 601

Perchlorates, 218

Perchloric acid, 218

Perchroinic acid, ^609

Periodic acid, 23/

system, 762

i
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Permanent white, 543

Permangananion, 593

I’ermanganic acid, 591

pure, 594

anhydride, 594

Perpetuum mobile, 31

of the first kind, 133

of the second kind, 133

Perriithenatcs, 757

Persulphuric acid, 293

Petit, 761

Petroleum, 403

Phase law, 170, 171

Phases, 128

Phenolphthalein, 150

Phosgene gas, 392

Phosphoinolybdic acid, 739

Phosphonium, 350

iodide, 356

Phosphorescence, 522

Phosphorescent paint, 522

Phosphoric acid, 361

volumetric determination of, 733

Phosphorite, 522

Phosphorous acid, 306

Phosphorus, 48, 348

allotropic forms of, 349

combining weight, 143

combustion of, 63

fluoride, 359

hydride, 355

liquid, 356

solid, 356

oxychloride, 365

pentabromide, 359

pentachloride, 357

pentoxide, 360

preparation, 523

red, 349

subiodide, 359

sulphoehloride, 371

sulj)hur, compounds of, 370

trichloride, 357

tribromide, 359

triiodide, 359

vapour, 353

white, 349

Photochemical actions, 178

Photochemistry, 169

Idiotographic prints, 677

toning of, 747

Photogra})hy, 673

Photometer, chemical, 583, 662

Physical phenomena, 1

state, 13

Pinch-cock, 86

Pink salt, 723

Pipettes, 187

Pitchblende, 734
Plaster of Paris, 620
Platinic hydroxide, 761

Platinochloridion, 752

Platiiious chloride, 752

hydroxide, 752

Platinum, 59, 748

black, 750

catalytic actions of, 749

combining weight, 113

complex compounds, 751

metals, 742

sponge, 104, 749

tetracdvlorhle, 751

Plumbion, 645

Poison-hour, 708

I’oisonous action of mercui'y salts

663

Polarisation, 616

Polonium, 736

Polymolybdic acids, 73i)

Polymorphism, 238, 511

Polysulphides, 276

Polythionic acids, 298

Porcelain, 557

Potash caustic, 417

Potashes, 52, 455

Patassamide, 467

Potassioji, 437

reactions of, 437, 442

Potassium, 51, 436

amalgam, 414

argenticyanide, 681

aurate, 744

auricyanide, 745

bicarbonate, 457

bisulphate, 459

brornate, 454

bromide, 449

carbonate, 455

chlorate, 450

chloride, 449

chloroiridate, 755

chromate, 55, 604

combining weight, 143, 437

cyanate, 466

cyanide, 465

dichromate, 606

ferrate, 678

ferrocyankle, 678

ferro-oxalate, 682

fluoride, 450

fluorothorate, 730

fluotantalatc, 717

hydride, 467

hyilrosulphide, 460

hydroxide, 444

chemical properties of, 447

iodate, 454

iodide, 450

manganocyanide, 599

nitrate, 461

nitrite, 464

oxalate, 466
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)tassiiiin porcliloiate, 454

permaiiganatf, analytical application ol,

590

peroxide, 467

persulpliate, 460

platinocliloride, 751

plati nonitrite, 752

polysulphides of, 461

pyrosulphate, 459

pyrosulphite, 460

silicate, 464

silicolluoride, 464

sulphate, 459

sulphiile, 460

sulphite, 460

tetroxalate, 466

thiocyanate, 466

titanate, 726

Potential, 193

ions, 245

of cells, 634

scries of the metals, 635

Potter’s earth, 556

Praseodymium, 54, 559, 561

eombining weight, 143

Praseo-salts, 615

Precipitate, iusible, 6/0

infusible, 670

Precipitation, theory ol, 441

Pressure, critical, 385

inhuence of, on density,

on melting point of ice, 123

on solubility, 214

osmotic, 637

laws of, 638

Priestley, 37

Primary salts, 267

Prints, photographic, 677

Processes, chemical, 7

spontaneously occurring, -0»

Properties, 6

exactness of law of, 8

Protoplasm, 348

Prussian blue, 579

Prussiatc of potash, yellow, o/i-

Prussic acid, 413

Pseudomorphs, 253

Pseudosolutions, 421

Pnrpureo-salts, 615

Pyro&ntimonates, 703

Pyrolusite, 589
^ ,,

Pyrophosphoric acid, 361, 3o

Pyrosulpliuric acid, 291^

Pyrosulphurous acid,

Pyrosulphuryl chloride, 304

Pyrotechnics, 540, 544

Quadratic system, 263

Quartz, 50, 418

sand, 418

Quicklime, 510

: li (gas constant), 89

I

Radicles, -100

i
Radium, 736

Ramsay, 132

:

Rayleigh, 432

Reaeluui, heat of, 163
' law of, 130

I

Reactions, 35

1 geological, 421

i
intermediate, 650

1 suceessive, law of, 207

Realgar, 711

1 tecrystallisation, 21

7

Red lire, 540

Reducing agents, 597

Reduction, 135, 566

Refrigerating macliines, 339

Regular system, 264

lieicli, 718

Retarders, 105

Retort, 107

Reversed processes, 9S

Rhodium, 59, 755

comhining weight, 143, 7n6

Rhombic system, 263

Richter, 718

Rock crystal, 419

salt, 476

Ruliidinm, 52, 497

conihiniiig weight, 143, 49/

j

Ruby, 551

R,iil»ert’s drops, 528

Rusting, 562^^^
Rutheiiates, 757

Ruthenium, 59, 757

comhining^weight, 143,

tetroxide, 757

Rutile, 726

Sal ammoniac, 48, 502

iiiirabile, 482

Salt of sorrel, 410, 466

Saltpetre, 3,7, 48, 52

Salt springs, 476

Salts, 190,197

behaviour of mixed,

complex, 534

dissociation of, 24b

ral, 267

nal, 267

nary, 267

iiidary, 267

ibility of,
4.',

8 _

rmochcinistry oi, -00

)hire, 551

oliue, 429

,ratolcomi;ou.uU,402

idiuin, 51,
•'l’®’ ^, 4

,,

ambining weight, W
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Sclieele, 36, 348, 639, 736, 738
Scheeletiue, 736

Scheelite, 736

Schlippe’s salt, 704
Sea- water, 476

Second, 4

Secondary salts, 267
Selenic acid, 310

Selenioua acid, 309

chloride, 311

Selenium, 48, 306

combining weight, 143, 306
sensitiveness to light, 307
tetrachloride, 310

Seleniuretted hydrogen, 307
Sensitiveness of the balance, 25
Serpentine, 537

Silicates, 420

Silicic acid, 420

Silicon, 50, 418

chloride, 423

chloroform, 424

combining weight, 143, 418

dioxide, 418

amorphous, 419

fluoride, 424
hydride, 424

Silver, 57, 673

brondde, 678

gelatine plates, 678
carbonate, 680
chloride, 676

combining weight, 143, 674
compounds, complex, 684
cyanide, 681

fulguratiou of, 686
iodide, 679

metallurgy, 686

nitrate, 676

oxide, 675

sub-cliloride, 677
sulphate, 680
sulphide, 680

thiocyanate, 684

Simple substances, 10

Sintering, 102

Slaking of lime, 510
Smalt, 54, 612

Smoky topaz, 419

Snow crystals, 116

Soapstone, 537

Soda, 52, 490

ash, 491

caustic, 35, 150, 474

crystals, 491

felspar, 567

lime, 510

water-glass, 494
Sodion, 471

Sodium, 52, 83, 468
acetate, 495

Sodium action on water, 150
ammonium phosphate, 504
bicarbonate, 489

bisulphate, 486
borate, 494

bromate, 480

bromide, 478

carbonate, 489

chlorate, 210, 480
chloride, 476

chloroiridite, 755
chromate, 606

combining weight, 143, 496
dichroniate, 606
flame coloration, 471

hydroxide, 474
liypobrornite, 228

iodide, 478

metallic, 469

metaphosphate, 494
nitrate, 480
nitrite, 482

peroxide, 475

phosphate, 493

platinochloride, 750

polysulphides, 487
press, 471

pyrophosphate, 494

silicate, 494

sulphate, 482

solubility relations of, 482
sulphide, 487

sulphite, 486
thiosulphate, 487

Solder, 4^
soft, 495, 724

Soldering, 495
Solid bodies, 13

substances, influence on chemical equil-

ibrium, 101

Solubilities, measurement of small, 511
Solubility, 438
and heat of solution, 216
curve, 482

influence of temperature and pressure

on, 214

of a salt in presence of its acid, 648
of different forms of a substance, 268
of gases, 271

Solubility of salts, 213, 438

apparent increase of, 439

diminution of, 439
product, 441

Solution equilibrium, theory of, 440

heat of, and solubility, 216

law of, and law of distribution, 272

saturated, 438

supersaturated, 214, 438

Solutions, 10

electrolytic, 197

colloidal, 421
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ution, pure, 10

vay, 492

)t, 377

ice, 4

ithic iron ore, 570

3cific gravity, 27

lieat, 761

ectrum analysis, 60

)f hydrogen, 96

ecular metal, 724

inel, 552

irit, 403

of hartshorn, 339

of wine, 403

ot test, 518

iiare centimetre, 5

ability, regions of, 254

iindard cells, 624

aimic acid, 722

chloride, 722

hydroxide, 722

sulphide, 724

aimous bromide, 722

chloride, 721

hydroxide, 721

iodide, 722

sulphide, 722

arch iodide, 232

cel, 563

chromium, 600

one age, 420

oiieware, 557

length of acids, 241

of current, 193

roiitianite, 540

rontiuin, 53, 539

carbonate, 540

combining weight, 143, 539

hydroxide, 540

nitrate, 540

oxide, 539
sulp^te, 540
truvite, 536

ula-chlorides, 172

ahlimate, 662
iibstances, 5

pure, 9

uiidecoinposable, 43

nijstitution, 399
ulphamide, 342
ilphaminic acid, 343
I'phur, 47, 253
amorphous, 256
chlorides of, 301
combining weight, 143, 304

compounds, complex, 671

of phosphorus, 370
fhoxide, 278
flowers of, 266
will; of, 255
wonbchloride, 301

Sulphur regeneration, 491, 52*''

roll, 260

trioxide, 282

vapour, 259

Sulphuretted hydrogen, 266, 277, 577
analytical reactions, 274
evolution, theory of, 273
salts of, 269

strength of, 273
Sulphuric acid, 282

applications of, 288
aqueous, 287

chlorides of, 301

decomposition of, 291

ions of, 288

preparation from ferrous sulphate, 569
solid, 287

test for, ill analysis, 290

thermochemistry of, 292

Sulphurous aeid, 279

bleaching action of, 280

dissociation of, 279

Sulpliurylaniide, 342

Sulphuryl chloride, 302, 303

hydroxychloridc, 302

Supercooled vapour, 126

Supercooling, 116

Superheated water, 126

Supersaturated solutions, 211, 438

Su
I
)crsaturatiou, 214

Sylvine, 449

Symbols, chemical, 144

Symmetry of crystals, 262

Sympathetic ink, 611

Synthesis, 393

with aluminium chloride, 553

Tale, 537

Tantalum, 58, 715, 717

combining weight, 143

Tare, 28

Tartar emetic, 58

Tartaric acid, 442

Telluric acid, 312

Tellurium, 48, 306, 311

conihining weight, 143, 311

hydride, 311

Telluroiis acid, 311

Temperature, ubsoluto, /O

critical, 385

influence on density, 30^

influence on solul)ility, 214

inBueiice oi. vcl^ity of clieiiiical lo-

actions, 65, 105

scale, 69

Tempering of steel, 563

'Petraboric acid, 430

Tetrachlormethaiie, 400

Tetrastannion, 722

Tetrathionic acid, *298^
299

Tetravaiiadic acid, 715
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Thallic liydroxide. 691

sulplialo, 692

Thallium, 56, 689

coinbiiiiug weight, 143, 692

Thallous bromide, 691

carbonate, 690

chloride, 691

lliioride, 691

hydroxide, 690

iodide, 691

nitrate, 690

salts, 690

sulphate, 690

siiljihide, 691

Thciiardite, 486

Thermal capacity, 160, 433, 761

'rhermochemical data, 277

equations, 162

relations of the oxygen compounds of

chlorine, 221

relations of sulphurous acid, 282

Therniochenustry, 159

of the halogmis, 250

of salts, 200

Thio-aci<ls, 412

Thioatinionates, 704

Thiocarbonatcs, 412

Thiocarbonic, acid, 412

Thiocyanic acid, 416

Thiocyanogen, 416

Thiornolybdates, 740

Thioplatinic acid, 752

Thiosulphates, solubility of silver com-

pounds in, 685

Thiosulphurie acid, 295

Thiotungstates, 738

Thomas’ slag, 523, 585

Thoria, 729, 730

Thorite, 729

Thorium, 59, 729

combining weight, 143, 729

nitrate, 730
rays, 731

sulphate, 730

Thulium, combining weight, 143

Time, 4

Tin, 58, 720

alloys, 724

combining weight, 143

foil, 720

salt, 722

tetrachloride, 723

Tinned iron, 725

Tinstone, 58

Titanium, 59, 725

combining weight, 143, 727

cyanide, 727

dioxide, 725

nitride, 727

tetrachloride, 726

Titration, 187

Toluene, 30

Toning and fixing bath, 747

Toning in photography, 747

Total energy, 208

Transition point, 254

Tricalciuni phosphate, 522

Trichromion, 600, 602

Trielinie system, 264

Trulymite, 419

Triferrion, 5(54

Trigallion, 718

Trigonal system, 263

Tri-iodidion, 235

Triple i)oint, 131

Trisodiiim phosphate, 493

Trisuljihaminie acid, 343

Trithionie acid, 298, 299

Trona, 490

Tulf, tliermal, 514

Tungsten, 55, 732, 736

bronze, 737

chlorides, 737

combining weight, 143, 736
oxychlorides, 738

steel, 736

sulphide, 738

trioxide, 736

Tungstic acid, 736

Turmeric, 150

Turpeth mineral, 662

Type-metal, 705

Ultramarine, 558

Units, aksolute, 33

electrical, 193

Unsatiirate<l compounds, 404

solutions, 214

Unstable region, 117

Uranium, 55, 732

chlorides, 734

combining weight, 143, 732
glass, 734

rays, 735

yellow, 734

Urauous hydroxide, 735

salts, 734

Uranyl, 732

hydroxide, 733

ion, 733

nitrate, 733

oxalate, 733

phosphate, 733

sulphate, 734

Urao, 490

Urea, 393

synthesis of, 416

Valency, 371, 373

Validity of laws, absolute, 9

Vanadium, 715

combining weight, 143, 717
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iiadium dichloride, 716

metallic, 715

nitride, 716

oxychloride, 716

peritasulphide, 717

pentoxide, 715

tetrachloride, 716

trichloride, 716

trioxide, 716

luadyl trichloride, 716

ipomr densities, varying, 321

Lpour pressure, 119

of ice, 131

of small drops, 258

ilocity of chemical reactions, inllueiice of

temperature on, 65, 105

rdigris, 636

triol, 569

oil of, preparation IVom ferrous sulphate,

569

dt, 193, 634

tltaic cell, 620, 632

complex salts in, 682

dume, critical, 386

ratio of oxygen and hydrogen, 136 ,

specific, 27

)lnmes, law of, in gaseous coinhination,

139

ilcanisiug of caoutchouc, 301

ater, 46, 97, 106

action of sodium on, 150

as solvent, 183

hath, 125

chemical properties ol', 134

coelticient of compressihility of. 111
,

colour of, 109

composition of, 135

decomposition, 137

density, 109

dependence of its vai)our pressure un

temperature, 1 20

[tas, 396

^dass, 464

liardness of, 515
lieat of formation of, 1 60

heat of vaporisation of, 125

li([uid, degrees of f < cdoni ot, 1 1

1

pure, 106 ^
vapour, density and vteiisity of, 1—

in the air, 122

Watt, 633

Wliite lead, 650

Weight, 23

ch.ango of, in chemieal i)rocesses, 16

conservation of, 18

I increase of, in eomlnistion, 35

I

Welding, 563

j

Weldon mud, 590

I Widiler, 393, .518

I

Wollaston, 753, 756
I WollastoiiiP', ,526

Woik, 19

I

conservation of, 20

I

lead, 655, 686

I

unit of, 23

i

Xenon, 51, 434

I

comhining weight, 143

j

Ytterbium, 54, 559

I coniliining weight, 14,3

I Yttrium, 54, 559, 560

Zero, .'il)sohite, 70

i

Zinc, .55, 85, 618

blende, 623

carbonate, 622

chloride, 622

eornhining weight, 143, 619

conimeivial pre])ai':ition 619

(Inst, 619

j

hydroxide, 620

oxide, 621

! oxyehloride, 622

j

silicate, 623

I

solution in .acids, 619

i
snlpdiate, 622

sulidiide, 623

I

vitriol, 622

I

white, 621

;

Ziucate, alkali, 621

j

Zincion, 619

I

Zircon, 728

j

Zirconia, 728

Zirconium, 59, 728

I

combining weight, 143

I

hydroxide, 729

I

salts, 728

silicate, 7‘29

sulphate, 729
^

tetrachloride, 729

•: END
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